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"It's all very tvell to say the metal'ivorking

industries comprise a big market for indus'

trial products but hoiv ivell do you cover it?"

Ifs A Real Pleasure to

Answer that Question
First let us confess we don't reach every single plant

in the field. The fact is we don't want to. We're con-

tent to reach most of those of any consequence.

But here is some definite information, showing the per-

centage of Iron Age subscribers among some of the

organizations in the field:

National Machine Tool Builders' Assn 84%
American Malleable Castings Assn 77%
Industrial Car Mfrs. Institute '. 100%
National Founders' Assn 69%
Railway Car Mfrs. Assn 81%
Electric Hoist Mfrs. Assn 100%
Pressed Metal Assn 87%
American Gear Mfrs. Assn 65%
National Crane Builders' Assn 100%

For any product sold to the industrial field, we claim

we can give higher advertising value per dollar than

can any other publication.

It's a pretty safe claim to make, isn't it, when you con-

sider that we reach the largest division of the industrial

field covered effectively by any publication.

The Iron Age
The World's Qreatest Industrial Paper

239 WEST 39TH STREET NEW YORK CITY
MEMBER A. H. C. AND A. 11. 1'.

\i,\\ \ 1 s <.i. Ml I'o 'i'i';i,i, vol wvriiixc; vol r IIKilll « \NI' lit KNOW AIIOUT Ollt I'llM.K

I
^7^ \
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yi-iir. Volume-':!. .\o. 1. K.ntcTcd :i» HiM'ond <-la.is matter May 7. IK'.l at I'li.xt Ulllco at .Ni'W York under Act of March 3. 187;t
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6V

elling three thousand products

in every advertisement

SOME people knew Library Bureau as

a manufacturer of filing cabinets. Some
knew Library Bureau as a maker otfilingsup-

plies—some as a creator of filing systems.

But — few knew that Library Bureau

manufactured over three thousand products

for every business and every profession in

the country. Few knew about the many
unique services Library Bureau offers

modern business.

In a Richards survey of the Library

Bureau market we talked with Presidents

— Office Managers— Purchasing Agents
— File Operators. We analyzed buying

motives. We studied the reasons for their

buying habits. We learned their constant

needs.

Then we made our advertising recom-

mendations.

It wasn't "institutional advertising" in

the ordinary sense—but it sold the insti-

tution. It wasn't department store adver-

tising—but it helped to sell three thousand
products. A well designed coupon not only

inspired action but advertised the hix Big

Divisions of Library Bureau service.

THE RESULTS? A Branch Manager
writes: "The advertising has placed us be-

fore the public as never before in a broad way."

A Department Head writes: "The advertising

has made it easier for the salesmen to get interviews

and easier for them to close business."

And in the words of a salesman : "The adver-

tising has given me an entree and has given my
prospects a new idea of our national scope."

For the executive who is anxious to know how
"Facts first" mav be applied to his own business,

we have prepared a book called "Business Re-
search, the Foundation of Modern Marketing."

Will you write for a copy on your business sta-

tionery? Joseph Richards Company, Inc., 247
Park Avenue, New York City.

^^RlC HARD S '^«c^^/^^5f-^^e^-^^e?/M^5''
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Page 5—The News Digest

John P. Hallnian

Treasurer of the H. K. McCann Com-
pany, with headquarters in New York,
died of pneumonia on May 2, in St.

Agnes' Hospital, White Plains, N. Y.

Mr. Hallman was one of the original

incorporators of the McCann Company
in 1912. At the time of his death hf;

was treasurer and member of the Ex-
ecutive Board of the American Asso-
ciation of Advertising Agents and
treasurer of Advertising Agencies Cor-
poration.

C. //. Burlingame
Will resign, June 1, the vice-presi-

dency of Mason Warner Company, Inc.,

Chicago agency, to become general
sales manager of the Foulds Milling-

Company of Chicago and New York,
manufacturers of macai'oni products.

E. A. Mackey
Is now special representative of

James F. Newcomb & Co., Inc., New
York.

W . E. Auderman
Has been aopointed general director

of advertising for The Detroit TiTnes,

Detroit.

Arthur II. fT ilsoii

Recently with the Outlook, New York,
is now on advertising staff of Dairy-
men's League Neivs, same city.

George Batten Co., Inc.

New York agency, appointed to direct
advertising for Evernu Rubber Heel
Corporation, same city.

Triad Direct Advertising Service

Newly organized at 600 West Jack-
son Boulevard, Chicago, lists the follow-
ing officers : President, Albert H. High-
ton, recently with the American Writ-
ing Paper Company, and formerly with
Funk & Wagnalls; secretary and treas-
urer, F. I. Lackens, formerly chief of
plan and copy for United Typothetae
of America; art director, Hubert Mor-
ley, also formerly with the Typothette.

John O. Poirers Cn.

New York agency, has removed to

Park-Lexington Building, 247 Park
Avenue, same city.

Hazard Advertising Corporation

New York, is conducting newspaper
ard direct mail advertising for the Mc-
Bride-Ogden Construction Corporation.

Ititer-Racial Press of America, Inc.

New York, has removed to 342 Madi-
scn Avenue, same city.

Bruner & Simmons, Inc.

Speciali.stK in office layouts, Chicago,
has added E. E. Myers to its staff.

The Thumbnail
Business Review

JNDUSTRY is characterized by hesita-

tion. The slowing down of operations

in certain of our key industries is not to

be mistaken for a general letdown of in-

dustry. Rather, the psychological state of

mind inseparable from a Presidential elec-

tion year, added to the sentiment that finds

all too ready dissemination and credence,

and the failure of Congress to pass ex-

pected tax reduction legislation, are re-

sponsible for much of the present feeling

among business men.

C Leading factors in the automobile in-

dustry profess to be well satisfied with
their volume of sales at this time, though
production is below capacity in many of

the plants.

C An analysis of lowered freight car load-

inas of the recent past discloses that the

falling off is due in large part to the de-

moralization of the soft coal market. The
bituminous coal industry seems to have
reached finally the point to which it has

been heading for many years. There are

too great a nmnber of high cost mines,
operations which cannot produce coal at

a profit except during times of abnormal
neeil. These mines will have to go out

of business if the soft coal industry is to

see stabilization.

C The steel industry is functioning at

about 85 per cent of capacity. Agriculture
continues to readjust itself. Acreage of

unprofitable crops is being reduced, while
in some sections new crops are being in-

troduced as alternative crops for feed pur-

poses. Necessity is making the farmer a

student of industrial and marketing con-

ditions; he is rapidly working out his own
salvation. Ai.EX Moss.

Larch cr-Horton Company
Providence agency, has taken over

II. E. Ayres & Company of Boston, and
will remove its Boston branch to the of-

fices formerly occupied bv the Ayres
Company at 164 Federal Street. The
entire staff of the Ayres Company will

remain with Larcher-Horton, whose
personnel is otherwise unchanged.

F. 11. Latvson

Recently state representative of the
W. O. Specialties Company of Detroit,
and formerly business manager of the
Daily Nezvs. Tacoma, Wash., has been
appointed manager of the Texas dis-

trict of the Highway Lighthouse Com-
jiany, with headquarters in Dallas.

0/it;er M. Byerly

Cleveland agency, will direct adver-
tising for the Rotobaker, a rotary
steam engine manufactured by Baker
Motors, Inc., Erie, Pa.; also for the
Cleveland Cap Screw Company of that
city.

William Beard Jones

Formerly on the advertising staff of
Asia, and also sales manager for the
Statistical Press, both of New York,
has been appointed advertising man-
ager of A7>iateur Radio, same city.

Hicks Advertising Agency
New York, will direct advertising

for J. H. Herbst & Company, manufac-
turing furriers, same city.

Glaser & Marks, Inc.

Bosten agency, is now advertising
counsel to the Waehusett Shirt Com-
pany, Leominster, Mass. George W.
Jones of that company has been ap-
pointed advertising manager in charge
of sales promotion work.

Forrest I . W ebster

Director of the Chicago Advertising
Men's Post of the American Legion,
formerly assistant to the advertising
manager of the Standard Oil Company,
is now associated with Irvin F. Pas-
chall. Inc., Chicago agency.

Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc.

Publishers of Science and Invention
and Radio Netvs, New York, will issue,

in June, the first number of an all-

rotogravure monthly magazine, the
Motor Camper and Tourist.

The H. B. Green Co.

Baltimore agency, elected the follow-
ing officers for the coming year: E.
I.yell Gunts, president; H. K. Dugdale,
vice-president and treasurer; W. C.
Stith, Jr., secretary, and Harry B.
Green, chairman of the board.

CampbeU-Eivald Company
Will direct advertising for the fol-

lowing concerns: United Manufacturing
& Distriliuting Company, Chicago, pro-
ducers of automobile, radio and phono-
graph equipment; the Milwaukee Cor-
rugated Company, Milwaukee, manu-
facturers of metal building specialties,

and the Federal Milk Corporation, De-
troit.

[additional news on other pages]
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HIGHWAY LIGHTHOUSES ON NATIONAL HIGHWAYS

raus rx^vj

THE

WASHINGTON

POST

THE National
Pike and similar

main highways are

the express routes of

the country. They
are heavily traveled

by both transconti-

nental tourists and
local motorists.

These are the routes on
which Highway Light-

houses are erected. Ar-
rangements are n o w
being made to complete

the signahng of the main
roads in Maryland, after

which, with few excep-

tions, you can drive on a

signalized trail from
New York to Baltimore
and west on the National
Pike to Indiana.

The public service of

these signals has gained
for them the strong sup-

port of the motoring
public, motor clubs, pub-
lic officials and civic or-

ganizations, wherever
they have been erected.

It follows that High-
way Lighthouses, at the

edge of the road, should

ofifer preferred adver-

tising value, and also

render a public service

in vour name.

Jjc /4 map showituj avai/ah/c' Mary/and
locations icill he mailed upon request.

Highway Lighthouse Co.
100 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK

HIGHWAY LIGHTHOUSES RENDER A PUBLIC SERVICE IN YOUR NAME
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Maniijaclurers in the United States

used 6,000,000 tons of sulphuric

acid last year. Sulphuric acid is

such an important industrial com-
modity that its rate of consumption
is a reliable barometer of general

business conditions. This diagram
shows the distribution of the 6,000,-

000 tons of sulphuric acid used
in 1923.

DISTRIBUTION of SULPHURIC ACID by INDUSTRIES

Fertilizer 44.6%

5teel Picklind and
Galvanizin<rll.7%

Petroleum Refining 18.3% Chemical.NH^SO^ etc. 12.3%

ini.

Metal lurdical and
Storage Batteries 6.0 %

Paint, Pidments-
Glue.etc. 2.0%

Explosives 2.0% Textile. Finishind 1.8% Miscellaneous 1.3%

How much sulphuric acid

did you eat last year?
"^'ou wouldn't think of putting

sulphuric acid into your mouth.
You would be careful even to avoid
getting it on your hands.

Yet you put a certain amount of

sulphuric acid into your stomach
whenever you eat one of a large

number of high-grade foodstuffs.

Rubber-Lined Tank Cars
for Acid Shipments
With the recent great in-

crease in acid shipments and
acid storage comes a demand
for more serviceable acid con-
tainers.

In response to this demand
a well-known rubber manufac-
turer now brings out a series
of rubber-lined tanks for use
with dilute acids such as sul-
phuric, hydrochloric, tannic
and phosphoric.

You put a certain amount of
sulphuric acid on your face and
hands every time you wash with
soap.

Six million tons of sulphuric acid
went last year into the manufac-
ture of foodstuffs, soap, dyes,

paper, cement, paints, perfumes,
glass, drugs, fertilizer, explosives,

petroleum products, storage bat-
teries, leather, artificial silk, etc.

The industries which manufac-
ture these products (and many
other products such as rubber,
salt, coal tar products, alcohol,

solvents, sugar, etc.), belong to a
group known as the chemical en-
gineering industries.

These chemical engineering in-

dustries spend nearly $8,000,000,-
000 each year for equipment,
materials and supplies.

The man who buys for the
chemical engineering industries is

a production man. Often this

man is president of the concern.
More often he is the superinten-
dent, the works manager, plant
manager, or chemical engineer.
Regardless of his title, this man
controls the specification and pur-
chase of every dollar's worth of

equipment, materials and supplies
which the chemical engineering
industries buy.
More than 11,000 of these pro-

duction men in the chemical en-
gineering industries read Chemical
& Metallurgical Engineering each
week. These men know their

paper familiarly as Chem & Met.

They depend upon Chem & Met
to give them accurate information
on all new developments in ma-
terials, equipment and manufac-
turing methods.

If you have anything to sell to

the chemical engineering indus-
tries, an advertisement in Chem &
Met takes your story straight to
more than 11,000 buyers in this

eight-billion-dollar market.

Each one of the fifteen McGraw-Hill
Publications is the working tool and buy-
ing guide of the executive who buys in

the field it serves.

These fields and the publications which
serve them are

—

Electrical: Electrical World. Electrical

Merchandising, Electrical Retailing, Jour-
nal of Electricity.

Consiruction and Civil Engineering: En-
gineering News-Record.

Mining: Engineering & Mining Journal-
Press, Coal Age.

Transportation: Electric Railway Journal,
Bus Transportation.

Industrial: Power, Industrial Engineer,
.American Machinist, .American Machinist
(European Edition), Chemical & Metal-
lurgical Engineering.

Expert: Ingcnicria Intcrnacional.

Chemical &
Metallurgical

Engineering
A. B.C. A McGra-u:Ilill Publication A.B.P.

Tenth .Avenue at 3w/i Street, .\eiv York
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Sinclair Lewis' New Novel
Begins in the June Designer

SINCLAIR [.[''.WIS IkhI been writing j^niod

stories for American periodicals for years. l)ut

"Main Street" took the coinitry, critics and jjencral

l)uhlic alike, by storm, and became one of the first

really fjreat American novels to pass the loo.ooo
mark— which, among books, is tlie equivalent of
magazine circulation in the millions.

"P.riMiitt," that satire of the .\meric.-ui htisiness

man wliich inspired soul-scarcliings among Inin-

lircds of thousands of them, sur])assed e\en "Main
.'street" in i)0]nilarity.

.\nd his new novel, perhajjs the most important
of the three. "Dr. Martin Arrowsinith,'" starts in

tiie June issue of The Designer, now on sale.

.Start "Dr. Martin Arrowsniitli" in tiie current

i----ni'.

<^®li-
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fVftClt—advertisingly speaking—
is the best fiction?

ADV^ERTISINGLY speaking, the best fiction is the kind that de-

. velops the most circulation with the best reader influence.

This is not necessarily identical with literary excellence according to

the standards of the critics and the cognoscenti—for there is no assur-

ance that their approval actually extends the influence or recognition of

good books to any considerable degree.

Clearly, in an advertising sense, there is little gain to a periodical

from the publishing of stories by now obscure future Conrads and

Machens. It is regrettable, but true, that not all merit is instantly

recognized.

And at the other extreme there is the chambermaid school, with fol-

lowings as extensive as they are undiscriminating; and relatively speak-

ing there is little profit in these, because the sheer weight of numbers

cannot compensate for the potboilers' lack of real influence.

The fiction that finds it surest goal with publishers—and with ad-

vertisers—is the kind that earns both the approval of the discriminating

and widespread popular recognition.

It is upon authors both good and popular that the Butterick Pub-

lishing Company has concentrated its efifort in developing fiction.

Out of their success in securing the work of such authors as Sinclair

Lewis, Zona Gale, Kathleen Norris, Edith Wharton and Booth Tark-

ington, and others of like excellence and popularity, The Delineator and

The Designer have entrenched themselves securely in the minds of

more than a million and a half exceptionally better-class American

families.

^e ^utteri(k Combination
The Delineator and T/ie Designer

New York
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94,150
DAILY CIRCULA-

TION AS OF
MARCH 31, 1924

MAKE CENTRAL

OHIO YOUR

TEST MARKET

G>liifnbus Dispatch Dominates this ^rket
Total Population 858,019
Families 222,286

Farms 47,428

Dwellings 208,772

Retail Stores 4,061

Annual Sales $300,000,000

Central Ohio market covered by The Dis-

patch embraces eighteen counties having a

population consisting of over 93% native-

born Americans, all of which is consolidated

into one gigantic purchasing power thru The
Columbus Dispatch, Ohio's first newspaper
in volume of paid advertising.

During l'J23, 432 national ad\ertisers and 321

local display advertisers concentrated their

newspaper appropriation in The Dispatch.
The Merchandising and Service Department
of this newspaper furnishes classified route
lists for salesmen, arranges for dealer co-

oi)eration. such as window displays, demon-
strations, etc.

A 24 pane hook entitled "A Safe Landing Field
for the National Advertiser" trill be sent gratis
ufHtn request to Sales and Adi^ertising Managers.

<L4 OHIPS GREATEST HOME PAHy"bj>'





INDOOR ADVERTISING!

INDOOR ADVERTISING is a needed term. It accurately describes a

most important part of the general campaign; it gives unity and dignity

to what was heretofore miscellaneous material. Indoor Advertising com-

prises window displays, window trims, counter cards, store hangers and

posters

.

Indoor Advertising serves a definite purpose. Its primary function is to

continually convey at the most opportune moment a definite sales message

to buyers at the only place products are sold—indoors. There, and there

only, the prospect becomes the purchaser.

Indoor Advertising can be planned, designed, manufactured, distributed

and used with as much predetermined knowledge of results as magazine,

newspaper or outdoor advertising. There is no logical reason why it

should not be, and every reason why it should be.

Recently, 93% of an important group of retailers replying to an investiga-

tion this organization completed stated, "Yes, sales of a particular product

actually increased during the use of "Indoor Advertising"." The complete

results of this research work will be mailed gladly to any interested adver-

tiser as our contribution toward a more comprehensive understanding of

the dealer's attitude.

And whenever you desire to know how a more carefulK- planned campaign

of Indoor Advertising can be applied, in all probabilit\-, to increase >our

distribution, good-will and sales a representative of this organization will

be glad to consult and cooperate with you.

THE MUNRO & HARFORD COMPANY
Lithographers and Color Printers

416-422 WEST 33d STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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HARTS present a message ac-

curately and rapidly. That is

whyIRON TRADE REVIEW
devotes four pages each week
to its Business Trend Graphs.
The executives of the great in-

dustries producing iron and steel

and using iron and steel in

manufacturing processes are
busy men—they need the facts

promptly, exactly, and intelli-

gently. To such men these
Business Trend Graphs are in

themselves a sufficient single

reason for wanting IRON
TRADE to come to their desks
as soon as issued each week.

A Penton Publication

A. B. c. Penton Building, Cleveland a. b. p.
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^aching,your market

THERE are many things every woman who keeps house must buy

—

food, for instance; sheets and pillow cases; china and glass ware; pots,

kettles and pans.

But who buys branded, advertised foods because she appreciates the assur-

ance of quality a trade mark offers? Who economizes by purchasing bed

linen of known merit? Who buys the fine china and glassware— refuses

cheap kitchen utensils in favor of more expensive and better ones—equips

her home with electric servants?

— The woman who is not "housekeeper" merely, but homemaker; whose

absorbing interest in her job makes her an eager reader of Modern Priscilla

because it is editorially devoted to the art of home making and the science

of home management.

From the millions of women in America Modern Priscilla singles out for

you more than 600,000 homemakers—a compact market for the best foods,

fabrics, house furnishings and household equipment.

And the cost of reaching this market through Modern Pr/jc/Z/jV advertising

pages is low because reader interest in your merchandise is high.

New York

iMODERN PRISCILLA
The Trade Paper of the Home

BOSTON
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Lighting Our First

Birthday Candle!

WITH this issue the Fort-
nightly enters upon its sec-
ond year.

The two bound volumes pictured
above are the material evidence
that it has completed a publication
year. But more important, far,
than its material showing is the
following list of accomplishments,
which reflect the substantial
growth and progress during one
short year

:

It has built up a paid circulation in
excess of 7000 copies per issue.

It has earned the right to second-
class mail privileges.

It has been granted membership in
the Audit Bureau of Circulations.

It has been received into membership
in the Associated Business papers. Inc..
and in the National Publishers
Association.
During the first year it has carried

the advertisements of 24S businesses
and individuals ; in this is.sue are car-
ried the messages of S9 advertisers—

a

larger number than in any previous
issue.

April 7th it purchased AdvertMna
and Selling, which it absorbs with this ,

issue—adding to its name the two
words "and Selling." which better de-
fine the field it aims to serve.

We are mindful, as we list these
accomplishments, that whatever
progress we have made is due in
large measure to the generous
support of our readers and our
advertisers.

M. C. ROB BINS, Publisher
Offices: 52 VANDERBILT AVENUE, NEW YORK

J. H. MOORE, Advertising Manager
New York :

K. KRETSCHM.\R
A. M. FRANKLIN

San Fr.\ncisco :

DOUGLAS.S. 320 Market St.
Garfield 24 44

Chicago: JUSTIN F. BARBOUR
Peoples Gas Bldg., Wabash 4000

New Orleans : H. H. MARSH
;i27 Canal Street: Main 1071

Subscription Prices U. S. A.
Through purchase of Adverti.

2.00 a year. Canada $2.50 a year
eUing. this publicali

Cleveland: A. E. LINDQUIST
40.") Swetland Bldg.: Prospect S.'.l

Foreign $3.00 a year. 15 cents a copy
rbed Profitable Advertising. Advertising

Neivs. Selling. The Bumness World. Trade Journal Advertiser and The Publishers Guide
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations and Associated Business Papers, Inc. copyright. 1934. advertising fortnightly, inc.
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ANSWERING THE BANKER

LAST summer an executive

ot this company was called to

New York in order that he

might make available, in the

service of an eastern client,

experience gained in the study

of the fundamental marketing

problems of Pacific Coast food

products.

A portfolio of charts which he carried with

him told the facts very much as a military tac-

tician's maps tell the story of a battle.

On the train he met a banker— an affable,

conversational banker, a man with the banker's

characteristic appetite for facts. The banker had

to render a decision on an application for

credit made by a Pacific Coast producers' co-

operative association and he wanted to know

—

a lot of things. Our executive told him what

he could. In the end the banker ran off with

the charts and gorged himself for two days

with what he declared to be the most com-

plete collection of fundamental data on the

economics of the Pacific Coast

food products industry which

had ever come to his attention.

And the rest of the trip he

registered astonishment that

he should have discovered this

sort of data in the hands of an

advertising agency executive.

There is nothing particu-

larly surprising about it. The data assembled

in these charts represented four years of work,

undertaken not with a view to compiling

"scenery" to be used as a background for solic-

iting new accounts, but to eliminate guesswork

in the recommendations which we are called

upon to make to all our food product clients.

Because we possess this sort of data on most

basic industries, we are able to start considerably

ahead ofscratch on practically every job that comes

into the shop. It is this sort of data, and the point

of view which it indicates, that we believe can

make the advertising service of this company

of profit to )m/r business.

THE H.K.M^CANN COMPANY
cAddertisin^

NewYork
Chicago

Clp.vi-.land

l.os Ancif.les

San Francisco Denver

Montreal Toronto
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Borrowed Plumes
Hen-Minded Mannfacturers Who Mistake the

Shadow for the Substance

By Earnest Elmo Calkins'y

IT
was probably Martin Tupper,

the author of "Proverbial Phi-

losophy," who gave proverbs
their tremendous authority. People

quote a proverb as though that set-

tled the matter, when in reality it

does no such thing. Proverbs are

half truths, and should be taken in

pairs, like oil and vinegar, ebb and
flow, pro and con ; as, many hands
make light work, but too many cooks

spoil the broth; or, while a bird in

the hand is worth two in the bush,

there are just as good fish in the sea

as ever were caught. No proverb
has been more misunderstood and
abused than the one that says imita-

tion is the sincerest flattery. It is

no more flattering to imitate a man
that it is to steal his watch. One is

reminded of Richard Golden watch-
ing a third-rate vaudeville perform-
er giving an imitation of Richard
Golden. "If he's good," said Golden,

"then I'm rotten."

The advertising and publishing

world is full of cuckoos, imitators

who make the original feel that if

the imitators are good, the original

must have been rotten— not much
flattery in that! Because the out-

standing quality of the imitator is

stupidity. His borrowed clothes don't

fit. And more than that, by the very
act of imitating he advertises him-
self as barren of ideas, as a jacTt-

daw in borrowed plumes.

Earnest Elmo Calkins

A few months ago the Yellow Taxi
Cab Company brought suit against
another company for painting its

cabs yellow. As a matter of fact, it

wasn't yellow, but orange, but it was
the color called yellow in taxicab

spectrums. The Yellow Taxi Cab
Company rightly inferred that the

offending company hoped to confuse
the public by its color scheme, so

that it, the public, would take a yel-

low taxi, instead of the Yellow Taxi.
And that was exactly what the of-

fending company did hope. It wanted
to confuse the public. It sought no
credit" on its own account, it was
willing to lose its identity, just so
the fare, wildly waving his stick,

might be in the state of mind de-

scribed by Wordsworth,

"A taxi by the sidewaltc's brim,
A yelloiv taxi was to him,
And it luas nothing more."

But what a stupid thing to do. For
what was it that made the Cuckoo
Cab Company want the public to

think that its yellow cab was the

Yellow Cab? Why simply because
the Yellow Taxi Cab Company had
established a high grade of service

and a reasonable rate of fares. It

wasn't the color that made the ser-

vice and the rate. The cabs might
have been shell pink, or pea green,

and still give the same service. They
happened to be yellow, that was all.

It never occurred to the multitude of

other cab operators to imitate the

service and the fairness. That would
have been real flattery ; it would also

have been real business sense. But
no, they seemed to think the virtue

of the original cab company lay

somehow in its yellow coat, as Sam-
son's strength lay in his hair. Thej'

imitated an accidental and external

quality, and they fight for the right
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to that imitation as though it were
something of value. And meanwhile
the original Yellow Taxi Cab Com-
pany continues to enjoy a monopoly
of the only thing that matters in cab

service, which happens to be the

thing its competitors could imitate

without fear of criticism or law-

suits.

There are lots of yellow cabs in the

business world—publishers, editors,

advertising men, salesmen, manufac-
turers—mistaking the shadow for

the substance, imitating some acci-

dental quality instead of the vital,

constructive idea; who stick up their

thumbs every time Simon says

"thumbs up," instead of being a

Simon on their own, like the host of

Iwanta and Tak-homa and other bis-

cuits, which suggests a childlike be-

lief that the riches of the National
Biscuit Company responded to a

magic word, as did the treasure cave
to Ali Baba's "open sesame."
As an instance, note the way that

the department The Literary Lobby,
conducted by Christopher Morley in

the Litcranj Rerieir. over the name
Kenelm Digby, has been snapped up
as a good model to follow, specifically

by Burton Roscoe, as the "Bookman's
Day Book" in the New York Tribune.

When Ellery Sedgwick took over the

Atlantic Monthly, one of his delight-

ful innovations was The Contribu-

tor's Column, wherein the writers in

the current number were gracefully

introduced to the readers. This

pleasant feature has been copied by
practically every magazine pub-
lished. When the late John Siddall

took charge of the A7ne7ican Maga-
zine, he conceived the idea of dis-

playing the significant paragraph of

an article set in eighteen point and

framed with a box of rules—and im-
mediately many magazines appropri-
ated this idea. But it isn't the Con-
tributor's Column that has increased
the Atlantic's circulation seven hun-
dred per cent, nor typographical ar-

rangements that made the American
Magazine grow by leaps and bounds.
Those were merely earmarks, thrown
off by minds fertile in ideas.

The mind that thinks about a bus-

iness, whether the manufacturer
himself, his advertising manager, or
his agent, will continue to produce
ideas. It has the immense advan-
tage of possessing a source, a foun-
tain of ideas, while the fellow who
snaps up someone's else design, copy,

selling idea, slogan, color scheme,
reveals that he has only one idea,

that a borrowed one, with the proba-
bility that he cannot live up to that.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 70]

In Conference
By Will Hunter Morgan

THE humorists (kind-hearted

fun-makers) and the satirists

(hard-hearted wits) have tried

to josh and ridicule the conference

to death, but it remains. Try for a

year to produce marketing, sales or

advertising plans without a single

conference, and the necessity for an

occasional get-together will make it-

self effectively felt.

Here are some suggestions for

conference procedure which help to

save time and increase its effective-

ness.

[I]

The department heads of one com-

pany who meet every Thursday
morning at ten were irritated pretty

regularly by lateness on the pai-t of

two attendants. Finally, one morn-
ing, after fifteen minutes' waiting, it

was suggested that a fine of one dol-

lar be imposed on all who were late,

even though only a minute's time

were involved. The only acceptable

excuse would be sickness. At the

end of each month any accumulated
dollars would be "matched for" by

those whose records were perfect.

The dollars taken in have been few
and far between. Funny, isn't it,

how easily a reformation can some-

times be eflFected?

(Ill

One great danger in conferences

is the tendency to get off the track.

A friend said to me a few days ago,

"We never have a conference with-

out a chairman. His chief duty is

to hold us right to the points under
di.scussion. It's a real timesaver."

[IIT]

"We suspected that we were hav-

ing too many conferences," admits
the vice-president of a Philadelphia

advertising agency, "but we weren't
sure. One of my associates suggested
that if our meetings were really so

important, we would be glad to make
some sacrifice if necessary to hold

them. We close at 5 o'clock. It was
suggested that for two weeks we
have all conferences commence at the

closing hour, not to last later than

six-thirty.

"The number of our conferences

dropped about 66^ per cent. We
really didn't need to call the whole
gang together as much as we had
supposed."

[IVl

"One fact which is not yet uni-

versally acknowledged." says a man-
ufacturing executive, "is that a con-

ference should never be used for

creative purposes. As one authority

on psychology puts it, 'The group
mind is never creative or original.'

We have what we call 'fanning bees'

where we try to stir ui) all facts that

should be considered before some one

or two persons try to work out defi-

nite recommendations. In our busi-

ness that seems to be one of the two
only purposes for having a confer-

ence, the other being where a group
meeting is called to do jury duty on
the recommendations when they are
ready."

[V]

It is wise often to send to each
member of the delibei-ative body a

detailed memorandum covering the
subject to be considered at any con-

ference. This helps the individuals

to come with better-considered and
more mature suggestions. "Hunches"
and "snap judgments" are rarer.

[VI]

It is said that the wise Ben Frank-
lin never spoke in public for longer
than three minutes. In some cases

it may be wise to put a time limit on
talks by individuals present at a con-

ference.

rvni

One group who have to meet at !

regular intervals wanted to avoid all

the waste of time it possibly could.

Some one figured out that their col-

lective time cost the company about
.$250 a day, or about $30 an hour.

Then he had a displav card let-

tered "REMEMBER: It co.sts $30 an
hour."

That cut out a lot of conversation

about radio sets, baseball, and the

merits of balloon tires.
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Always Leave ^em Laughing
By Sara Hamilton Birchall

??

DID you ever have a sudden

quarter - to - eight inspiration

that tonight you'd like to see

a Cohan show? Did you ever try to

get tickets ? . . . Then you know
that George Cohan was absolutely

right when he wrote "Always Leave

'em Laughing When You Say Good-

bye!" Any night, without reserving

anything, you can see any one of

these inspiriting little Russian things

full of agonized silences interspersed

with sudden murders. But you have

to make reservations in advance for

Our Georgie.

Allowing for the difference be-

tween the direct contact of actor and

audience as compared to the indirect

contact of copywriter and advertise-

ment reader, the same thing is true

in advertising. The art of being

pleasant is a great part of the art

of making sales.

My chief is a logical-minded man.
One of the principal reasons why I

keep on working for him is that he

is never content to let a piece of copy

pass until its reasoning is sound and
the statement of that reasoning is

fool-proof. A piece of his copy usu-

ally is a classic. Like most classics,

usually it is serious.

And yet, when a conference is long

overdue, and closing dates are on top

of me, and still I can't get him to

pay attention to the campaign, what
do I do? Why, I write him something

silly and amusing, illustrated with a

Fish drawing, . . . and general-

ly I get my conference the same day.

Why? Quite simple! When I tell

him that he will lose profitable sub-

scriptions if the campaign isn't

started at once; or that his judg-

ment is needed to determine a com-
plicated policy; or that we can't

agree and need him to arbitrate an
interdepartmental row, it sounds to

him like a mean job of heavy think-

ing. But when I make a joke about
it, he feels in a pleasant frame of

mind about that conference and is

quite ready to set an hour for it.

Equally, if you can make it sound
pleasant to the reader to possess the

product you are advertising, you'll

get the reader to buy it. If not,

not!

It seems to me that what you
want to do in an advertisement, al-

most at once, is to put your readers

m a good frame of mind. To make
them see themselves in pleasant sur-

roundings. To make them feel that

spending the money for your product
is going to be fun.

Jordan knows this. He is a master
of suggestion of a pleasant place to

be—in a Jordan. Mennen's Jim
Henry knows it—he even made me
buy a tube of his stuff the other day,

and do you know, it is good ! Calkins

& Holden ran an advertisement about
how Mrs. Boyd makes the best pie-

crust you ever ate, with Wesson Oil,

and down went Wesson Oil on my
grocery list on Saturday. Norman
Rockwell knows it. Nothing was
ever more pleasant than that string

Its purity, clear light color and very deli-

cate flavor make Wesson Oil a perfect

salad oil.

It is the most wholesome, as well as

the most delicious, frying fat It is ex-

cellent for making flaky pastry, biscuit,

delicate cake and for all sorts of good

things to eat.

And perhaps the most amazing thing

about it is that it can be so good and yet

cost so little

of advertising drawings he did for
oil stoves, showing pleasant Ma with
nice fat pussy over her arm, and
pleasant Pa winding the clock, and
the pleasant comfort of warmth from
Somebody's Oil-Stove in the pleasant
faded old-fashioned living room.

We have had some interesting little

experiences on the value of pleasant
copy in our own promotion work.
There was, for instance, our cam-
paign on House & Garden, some
years ago.

We hadn't had House & Garden
very long, then, and it was rather
the red-headed stepchild of the office.

The subscription advertising had
been built on a logical formula,
beginning "What Vogue has done
for women of taste and discernment
in matters of dress and accessories,
Hoiwe & Garden will now do in the
decoration, equipment and mainte-
nance of your house, garden and
grounds." From one of the most
productive mediums used in the
campaign, we were accustomed to
getting 100 to 200 subscriptions on
this type of copy— small volume,
miserable net. The rest of the cam-
paign was even less exciting. Some-
thing evidently was wrong.
So my chief copywriter and I began

experimenting. We couldn't see log-

ical copy about houses and gardens.
We felt that House & Garden needed
a judicious blend of heart-throb and
chuckle. We chose a picture of a
doorway with a collie dog sitting on
the step. We began the advertise-
ment, "Do You Like to Go Home?"

If you don't—ten to one it's because
of that rampant wallpaper in the liv-

ing room. Or the dark hallway where
you trip over lurking rubbers. Happi-
ness needs a beautiful—and comfort-
able—home.

Walk yourself up those red brick steps—he's your dog, so he really met you
half way to the front gate. Drop into
that chair. Take advantage of the
candy basket. There isn't an elaborate
thing in the picture, but you could be
happy there—now, couldn't you?

House & Garden is the magazine of
homes you'd enjoy meeting. Try the
next six numbers on your own house.

We got 474 subscriptions from the
first insertion. "Have You Been
Living Under Glass?" brought 391.

A return to the logical copy dropped
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Sit down and write your congressman!

— something must he done about theseJanuary Brides!

IT S an old, old saying, that the

bride belongs to June. Think
h«u' strange "The Bride of

March" really sounds.

Yet the true facts have just

been ascertained by Ovington's!

A weighty investigation dis-

closes the fact that weddings are

occurring every day and gifts

are being sent just the same!

Something must be done. Is

June to be deprived of its roses

So. as soon as you have select-

ed at Ovington's the gifts for

these tradition -defying brides

.

sit down and write your congress-

man* Make him pass resolu-

tions, or laws, or something!

But expect little! For brides,

like the orchids in a florist's win-

dow, insist on blooming all year

il -
OVINGTON'S

returns down to 144, 108 and 56.

"Come In and Sit Down by the Fire"
did 425. "Do You Like to Eat Break-
fast?'" brought 605. And we wound
up the campaign in a blaze of glory

(this was the season after the armis-
tice) with 1142 subscriptions from
a full-page advertisement called "Has
Your Officer Hung Up His Coat?"

Pleasant, those advertisements
were. Anybody would have liked to

come home to find that tail-wagging

collie waiting for him. Anybody
would have liked to sit down by the

fire in the little Italian peasant arm-
chair. Anybody would have enjoyed
coffee and grapefruit in that break-

fast room. And there were thou-

sands of girls whose officers had come
home, who felt that they simply must
have Hou^e & Garden's help to fur-

nish the nest for two.

Did my logical-minded chief like

those advertisements? He did not!

There was not a chord in his nature
which vibrated to the sentimental

heart-throb of that copy—for it was
sentimental, no doubt about it, and
only bits of impudent grins here and
there saved it from being downright
Chautauqua.
But here's another of the reasons

why I keep on working for him. We
showed him the results of the cam-
paign. We pointed out the remorse-
less record of the failure of the

logical copy which he liked, and the

success of the sentimental copy which
he couldn't bear. We danced around
him and hooted joyfully, "We told

you so! we told you so!" Where a

small-minded man would have been
angry, and cancelled the campaign,
and read us the riot act, and sent us

scurrying to a hasty seclusion under
the gooseberry bushes, my chief

said : "I don't like it. I

don't consider it good
copy. In fact, I con-

sider it terrible copy.

But evidently it sells

the magazine. G o

ahead and run it."

And he has never
lifted a finger since to

alter a line of the

campaign.
The same thing hap-

pened on the advertis-

ing we did for our own
Dog Mart. We needed
some more kennel ad-

vertising. The way to

get kennel advertising

is to show the owner
of the kennel that our
readers want to buy
dogs. The way to get

our readers to buy
dogs is tell them that

our Dog Mart will

recommend kennels. So we set

aside a couple of dozen quarter pages

of space in our own magazines to tell

about dogs. We got photographs of

the most favored breeds. Here's the

Airdale copy:

TiUi Death Do Us Part

He doesn't say much — this one-man
dog with the roughcut jaw and the
sombre eyes—but when he does, he's so

eternally convincing.
If you've never had an Airedale

put his nose on
your knee and
tell you that

you never made
a mistake in

your life, and
you couldn't if

you wanted to,

and he loves
you clear to the
final gasp in

h i s body, s o
help him the
Judge of the
Last Great Dog
Show

—

-you've missed

There was "Scottie," too; and "Irish

and Hard on the Leash!" and "The
Pride of the Baby Show" and "Who
Said Chow?" and ever so many more.
Did our readers write in? Did they
just!

We're doing the same thing now,
building up the inquiries in our
Travel Department, by making it

sound pleasant to be in Quebec, or

Miami, or waiting half-frozen on
the sharp edge of a glacier for a

shot at the king of all the wild goats

in British Columbia. Just sheer

pleasantness—but what pleasant let-

ters it does bring us in return!

This kind of copy is the hardest
kind in the world to fake. Unless
you possess genuine humanity, your
copy will be in danger of sounding
insincere. Unless you possess genu-
ine humor, your copy will be in dan-

ger of sounding mushy. Unless
you possess the ability to see not

merely what is told you, but to see

your product in use as your reader

uses it, your copy will be in danger
of sounding synthetic. It is fright-

fully easy to drift off in freakiness,

or silliness, or smart-aleckness. The
knowledge of the exact point where
you must stop sentiment, and ex-

change a confidential grin with your
reader is the mark of the true artist.

But when you can do it—the re-

sults, bless your soul, they come in!

HAS YOUR OFFICER HUNG UP HIS COAT?

it.

But it isn't too
late for the
Great Adven-
ture. Our Dog
Mart arranges
these little af-

fairs every day
of its joyful
life. And—mar-
vel of marvels
—t h e Airedale
is one of the
most reasona-
bly - priced ad-
ventures in the
market. If
you've given
your heart to

some other dog
—and yet not
met him — run
your eye down
this ILst. . .

• be hippy in. Tbr walli^

. good io iuelf, from tbc uU
the hllle L«nra.liire chain-

lie lovely ele.r c«lour of ihe

Lel'iDotlry! The fire

These 5 Numbers of House & Garden, $1

h.Vh,' "£."« J ,.". I»w™ «">
r-ia..*;;

Plknllnf

££

SlI^'wik*zlJtor'M

^uJti^'Si h-M-K^^rVrt-i 'J lu re-

sign, tear off, and mail the coupon now

O

S* ..~ .'^JU iSTi« ,U IA.'.'*

(o. 19 T. 44tli St. Nra Y«ek Cttf
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HowWe Sidestepped Competition

We Couldn't Meet on Price
By J. M. Oden

President, Metal Hose & Tubing Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

OUR company makes and mar-
kets a mechanical product—

a

flexible metal and rubber hose

for the transportation of gasoline

from the familiar filling station

pump to the tanks of motor cars.

About two years ago, after a manu-
facturing existence of more than fif-

teen years, we began in real earnest

to build up our volume of sales.

Until that time we had been doing
business in the same way as our
competitors. Our salesmen told the

same sales stories, and our adver-

tising accented the qualities and
virtues of our hose in exactly the

same manner as did competing ad-

vertising; but it was more difficult

to sell our product because of the

fact that it cost more than the hose

which entered into competition with

us. This was so, not because we
could not make gasoline hose as

cheaply as other manufacturers, but
being the pioneers in the field and
having done practically all the con-

structive work in it, we knew that

only a hose made according to the

most exacting specifications would
give the user the service he had a

right to expect.

Theoretically, we could depend
upon quality, backed by an efficient

sales force, for our volume ; actually,

f we had to overcome the low price

lure with purchasing agents before

:
we could even gain a hearing. Al-

j
though we knew we had a good hose,

j
we had to find some new way of

[ appealing to our market ; some prac-

;
tical and easily demonstrable method

I
that would have the effect of taking

ji our product out of competition with

I

other brands of hose and set it off

I

in a class by itself.

I
Until we developed our present

I
sales plan, every hose manufacturer,

\ ourselves included, was selling his

product; in other words, he was
merchandising hose, which seemed
the perfectly reasonable thing to do.

However, no matter how pretty a

hose looked, or how brightly its

couplings and fittings shone under
the midday sun, that hose obviously

J. M. Oden

wasn't worth the traditional tinker's

dam if it couldn't do the thing it

was intended for—conduct gasoline
from the pump to the tank of the

automobile—and do that thing with-
out interruption for a reasonable
length of time. What the consumer
was interested in was not hose as

such, but the service that hose ivould

render. In other words, the trans-

portation of gasoline. Today, we're
not talking, advertising nor selling

hose; we'i-e merchandising gasoline

transportation.

There is no claim made for origi-

nality in merchandising hose in the

new way. There is nothing new in

the idea of focusing attention upon
the service a particular product will

render, rather than upon the prod-

uct itself. Neither is there any-

thing startlingly original in the idea

of guaranteeing that this service

will be forthcoming. As will be

made clear further on, however,
there is a vast difference between
the manner in which a conventional

guarantee works out and the effec-

tiveness of working under a policy

of service insurance.

A brief resume of the gasoline

hose business is necessary before

any further explanation of our mer-
chandising plan. Gasoline pumps
have been manufactured in this

country for about fifteen years. The
hose used on the early pumps were
of rubber with a metal spring in-

side. It was soon found, however,

that a rubber hose is practically

useless for conducting the products

of petroleum, owing to its solubility.

When used on the pumps, the rubber

hose would dissolve gradually and
then pass into the automobile tank

in solution with the gasoline. When
the mixture reached the carbureter,

it acted in a manner that did every-

thing but add to the joys of motor-

ing.

In 1912 our company began work
on the idea of using a metal tube

for a core, surrounding this with a

layer of rubber, and enveloping the

whole with a closely woven fabric

covering. The next development

was a flexible metal lining present-

ing a continuous surface. Over this

lining we compressed a coating of

rubber, covered the rubber with a

woven fabric, vulcanized the hose,

and subjected it to a number of

rigid tests. This is the type of hose

we are marketing today under the

trade name Triplexd.

Gasoline hose is bought by the oil

companies and the manufacturers of

filling pumps. Ordinarily, the pump
is not owned by an individual. The
practice is for the oil company sup-

plying the gasoline to furnish the

pump or pumps to the filling station,

with the understanding that the

equipment is to be used only in con-

nection with its own brand of motor
fuel. This concentrates the market
for gasoline hose into small com-

pass. Pump manufacturers and oil

companies are the only buyers in

any quantity. The custom is for the

oil companies using any particular

make of pump to specify the hose

and other features that it desires

incorporated, and then keep in stock

replacement lengths of hose and

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 44]
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Tlir illiislratums on this page shoiv

Fitch's stoambont folder than Ful-

ton's). Stephenson's locomotive and the

original Hell telephone

© I'M

TIIK iiivt'iitors of the fsteamboat, the rail-

way locomotive and the telephone never

foresaw the startling development to be
nnderpone bv their resperti\e ideas. So
great is man"s creative genius, one can never

write finis to any project. A coniing tomor-
row will find a people who will look upon
our present-day mechanical marvels with
nuich the same curiosity as we of today look

upon the crude inventions of the past

What's Coming in Industry?
By Floyd W. Parsons

THE greatest danger confront-

ing the business executive to-

day is the possibility that he

may fail to diagnose correctly the

trend of industry and be unable to

foresee with accuracy the effect.s of

scientific and engineering develop-

ments on present practices. The
whole path of civilization is littered

with the carcasses of enterprises

that met ruin and death through the

inability and neglect of manage-
ments to visualize in advance the

changes that were coming.
Some decades ago it was

possible for the average indi-

vidual to build up a business

with a fair degree of assur-

ance that the undertaking
would have a more or less

pei'manent success, if only

enei-gy and good judgment
were exerci.sed by the officers

in charge. But today it is

not safe to place full reliance

on the mere ai)plicatioii of

skill or specialized knowledge
to the performance of the

day's work. In order to be

a lasting success at the pres-

ent time, it is essential that

we be informed not only con-

cerning develoi)m('iits in the

industry of which we are a

part, but that we have a work-

ing knowledge of what is going on
in other lines of activity, kindred jn

nature.

The present speed of life has been

accelerated to such a furious pace
that things new today, literally

speaking, are obsolete tomorrow.
Ages ago, when the Chinese dis-

covered a way to manufacture silk,

they succeeded in keeping the method
secret for 2000 years. Even no
longer ago than the commencement
of the nineteenth century the prog-

ress of science had only reached such

a rate of movement that years in-

tervened between revolutionary dis-

coveries. First came Watt with his

condensing steam engine. About
twenty years later Morse gave us

the telegraph. Nearly twenty more
years passed before Bessemer per-

fected his process which revolution-

ized the steel industry, and a similar

lapse of time occurred before we
found a way to substitute the gas
light for the lamp that burned sperm
oil.

Then along came the telephone and
the electric light, and immedi-
ately things began to happen.
The pace was increased. Now
we count that day lost during
which no record is broken.

We have a building so big

that ten men are constantly

employed in washing the 11,-

000 panes of glass. Our rail-

road stations have such an
acreage of floor that in the
bigger tei'minals two eniidoyes

must devote jiractically all of

their time to scraping up
chewing gum. Last year we
made a record by spending
5;8:M,000,000 for soda watei-

and soft drinks. At the same
time we did a lot of kicking

about spending $418,000,000
for an army to protect us.
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We spend a billion dollars each yeai-

for smokes, jewelry, perfumery and

silk stockings, and have so extended

our governmental activities that we
now have in service one civil employe

for every 200 citizens. We have

established a fourth branch of gov-

ernment—the investigative branch

—and have just set up a new figure

in the total of divorces. The latest

evidence of the high pace of modern
life is the unequalled total of 12,948

suicides in the United States last

year.

Hardly one person in ten has given

sober thought to the high intensity

of life today. It was Dr. Whitney,

of the General Electric Company,
who called my attention to the fact

that if the total age of mankind be

expressed as 50 years, we find that

the human race did not even know
how to scratch the simplest records

on stone until its 49th year. On
such a basis, printing has only been

in use three months. The benefits

of steam were only realized four

days ago. Electricity, street cars

and telephones arrived only day be-

fore yesterday. And the automobile,

x-ray, radium and wireless were dis-

covered on our 50th birthday. A
short time ago, organic and in-

organic chemistry were widely sep-

arated lines of activity. Then came
the scrapping of the atomic theory

and the acceptance of the new elec-

tronic theory, which brought these

two fields practically together and
made them one. There is more chem-
istry now in the atom alone than

there was in the entire field of in-

organic chemistry a few years ago.

The great trouble is that we have

gone forward so fast in recent years

that we could not keep our rearward
lines of communication fully open.

However, the die is cast, and there

can be no turning back in the mad
race that has engulfed mankind. Our
lives are full of inconsistencies.

Waste is all about us. Hundreds
of students of world affairs say we
are headed for destruction, and that

scientific progress will be the prin-

cipal cause of the disaster. It is

pointed out that man's instinct for

rivalry is far greater than his desire

for wealth. The result will be more
wars, in which amazing weapons of

science will be utilized to spread un-

paralleled destruction.

Even if there is a goodly mixture

of truth in all of these dire fore-

bodings, we have no choice but to

sta.v in the boat and do our best

to survive the perilous journey. We
have learned how futile are all ef-

forts to check the progress of world
evolution. Just as soon as we stopped

fighting religious wars, we found an

excuse to substitute rivalries of a na-

tionalistic character for the earlier

and less destructive contests. Even
in the field of business a similar

evolution has been taking place. It

is now plain that individualism was
only the first step in democracy;
the last and really important step

will be the development of team-
play. The age of personal ideals is

slowly and surely giving way to an
era of social ideals. The fomiation

of trusts was an early step toward
team-play. So was the organization

of labor unions. Next in order is

the development of team-play be-

tween these two factions, and then
we will have witnessed the final act

in the evolution of man fi'om the

brute in the domain of industry.

As a matter of fact, there is no
way to prevent a continuance of the

uneven race between technical prog-

ress and moral development. What
we do know is that the tendency of

the times is to develop powerful

rival groups. It is very probable

that in a comparatively short space

of years, two or three such groups

will comprise all the nations of the

world. In the end, of course, eco-

nomic necessity will force the estab-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 52]

IN every braiicli of science and industry
research is disclosing new ways of doing

filings. As time goes on methods of manu-
facture will change, and production costs be
lowered, bringing about revolutionary
Iianges in advertising and distribution

Above is pictured the first sewing ma-
chine, irhile belotv are illustrated the first

typetcriting machine and Edison's original

conception of the phonograph
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Why Jobbers Are Slow to Take on

New Lines of Merchandise
By V. V. Lawless

•T
jWENTY-FIVE years ago the

jobber was a brand builder.

Now look at him!" One can

hear that remark time and again

from sales managers and district

sales managers. Suppose, then, we
change places with the jobber for a

few moments and look at the matter

from his viewpoint. Let us see

why the jobber does not take hold

in an enthusiastic manner of a new
line of food specialties, for example,

in spite of the fact that these either

are to be nationally advertised or

are already getting the benefit of

advertising.

Not long ago I was talking with

a jobber. "For twenty years," he

said, "salesmen have been calling on

me, telling me about the tremendous
advertising campaigns to be thrown
behind their lines. For several

years these stories of a hundred
thousand dollars, or two hundred
thousand dollars, of a quarter of a

million, and then half a million, and
finally one, two and three million

dollars to be spent in advertising,

made their impressions.

"I have never ceased to be a be-

liever in these big campaigns, but

expensive experience has taught me
to go a little slow when it comes to

wholeheartedly getting behind these

campaigns, stocking the goods and
having the men pay much attention

to the articles.

"I still have on hand quite a num-
ber of articles of merchandise which
I took on while acting under the

spell of the salesman telling of his

advertising. These products serve

as vaccination marks for me now. I

think twice before I put any money
into something for which there is

going to be a demand some day. I

figure that the goods will still be in

the market when the demand makes
itself felt.

"This is hardly a nice, agreeable

view to take. I know that I ought
to go in with the manufacturer who
is putting his money into advertis-

ing and tell my salesmen to go ahead
and push the line. But for the life

of me I don't see how I can do it.

The average wholesale grocery sales-

man has many items to sell. He has

only about so much time to spend
with a dealer, who generally is in-

terested in staple commodities. If

we can make a little more than sav-

ings bank profits out of the money
we have to tie up in staples, we are

doing well.

"Then there are the numbers
which we want the salesman to sell

—the lines of merchandise on which
all of us can make a profit. There is

little time left, then, for our men to

put up a hard fight on a new brand
of salad dressing, for instance. But
suppose we were willing to do this

brand-building job which the manu-
facturers put up to us. We must
still draw the line somewhere. Why?

"Well, last week, for example, we
were asked to take on and boost two
lines of catsup, a new line of canned
baked beans, a new flycatcher, a line

of spices and extracts, a new laun-

dry soap with premiums, a metal

polish, a cleanser, a line of confec-

tionery, a new evaporated milk and a

new cereal line. There were other

minor items, but these were all good
products put out by established

houses who would undoubtedly go

through with their advertising cam-
paigns. Each one of these proposi-

tions had merit, and in each case I

was sorry to have to turn it down.

"]\TOW, suppose I had taken them
1 1 all on. The sales force will be

in on Saturday morning. Our sales

manager would have to ask the men
to put special eff'ort behind a hun-
dred and one things which we al-

ready have to push out. In many of

them our money is tied up heavily.

Then, after having loaded them
down like a i)ack-mule for the com-
ing week, he would say to them:

" 'Now, I want you to read all the

literature about this new Bunker
Bean. Study the advertising cam-
paign, which in all its widespread

phases will start on the 19th of the

month in eighteen big magazines.

There are seventy-three reasons why
your customers and their customers

should buy Bunker Beans, but this

splendid bean will not get a chance

I

unless you can cooperate with the

packer and teach your trade how and
why to push it hard, in prefer-

ence to any other bean they handle.

I want you to put in Saturday after-

noon and Sunday learning this bean
talk, so that you will be an enthusias-

tic, well-trained bean salesman. And
you must turn in orders for not less

than fifty cases of those beans next

week, to show me that you are with
us in this. We are not making any
money to speak of in this case, and
we can't give you any particular

credit; but the man who is putting

out this bean is going to spend a

million dollars in advertising it, and
where is he going to get that million

dollars back from unless you go to

work and we go to work and help

him out?

FURTHERMORE, in case you
have any time left Sunday

after you have become expert bean
salesmen, I want you to study the

literature prepared by the advertis-

ing manager of Bink's Scrubbing
Panacea. It's the greatest boon to ,

housewives since running water was
discovered. Take home with you a

can of this cleanser.
" 'We have put in a carload to take

advantage of the enormous demand
,

which will be created through the ad-

vertising, but we don't think the ad-

vertising will create any particular

demand for the first five years; so

while the old man bought this car

on the promise of what the ad- '

vertising will accomplish, in a few
weeks he will be panning us unless

]

we have moved it, advertising or no

advertising. So practice in your

own home—scour the kitchen sink

with it, polish the woodwork and
silverware, wash the boy's head and
clean your wife's new fur coat. If

they all come through alive, you
will realize what a fine product it is.

Then get to work Monday morning
and i)Ut a display case in every gro-

cery store you call on. We want to

prove to every storekeeper in this

territory that we are the first in the

field. Every other wholesale grocer

is going to try to interest him in a

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 80]
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Growing Pains in the Small

Advertising Agency
With Some Suggestions on "TwiUght Sleep"

By Norman Krichbaum

THERE is one thing about the

small agency business—and by

the small agency is especially

meant, let us say, an organization

of a dozen members or under—that

many agency men would have paid

handsomely to know about earlier in

their careers. This is, that the trick

is not to get an agency going—but

to get it growing.

To nine men out of ten who are

promoting a fledgling outfit for the

first time, beset with the tasks of

closing their initial accounts, accom-

plishing teamwork among their staff,

feeling out their own powers of

judgment and generalship, and ad-

vancing their reputation among com-

petitors from a nonentity to a some-

thing, the difficulties surrounding a

successful start must appear all-ab-

sorbing and paramount to any sub-

sequently to be faced. Indeed, the

I

sponsor of such an undertaking, who
has weathered the first year or two
and still beholds his banner effulgent

in the breeze, can almost be depended

upon to fetch a healthy sigh of re-

lief, begin to breathe without asth-

matical symptoms and blow off a

fair load of steam to his wife. Self-

congratulation will be his sincere

and honest reaction.

But, with sorrow be it said, he Is

not yet out of the well-known sylvan

entanglements. All credit to him
for a creditable getaway! Granted,

however, that he intends to grow
(and that, in ninety-nine cases, is

assuming the fact), the big rocks

are still ahead. The most critical

period of his business, the one most
fraught with bogs, cesspools, mi-
rages and chasms, will be the period

Of his early expansion.

The executive who gets that ter-

rible infant—a young agency—out

of the teething and puling and chol-

Bric stage into the adolescent stage,

without a premature contribution to

the high mortality rate, has done
a. man-sized job. But he has got

to do a still bigger job to bring his

Norman Krichbaum

child to maturity. He will have to

encounter another set of adversaries

before he wins through even to the

outer gates of the twin castles of

Mr. Dun and Mr. Bradstreet. He
will have to face Scylla without turn-

ing his back on Charybdis, and the

Greeks bearing gifts, and Satan in

a high place. He will have an op-

portunity to grasp from the hand
of bitter experience some maxims
which he has always accepted in

theory but never had the self-satis-

faction of testing, such as these

:

that a signature on a contract is

no guarantee of client-compatibility;

that an account easily sold is not

therefore easily satisfied ; that the

same brand of copy won't do the

same thing twice; that an agency is

not an advertiser's bank; that any
pet account, though perfectly domes-
ticated, may elope overnight; that

the client who most admired your
private cocktails may shift to the

camp of a better mixer. He will

have to reef sail when the wind is

the finest. He will have to watch the

first mate make away with the best

lifeboat—and smile. He will have
to thank God for the small fish when
the whale slips overboard. He will

have to pay off the crew and whistle

for his own.
If he meets these exigencies, these

disappointments, with unvarying suc-

cess, triumphantly overrides them all

and suffers no setbacks, so much the

merrier. Not many of them do.

By and large, there is not any
talisman which enables the minor
agency man to slip by these dragons
without measuring his strength with
them. He has got to take the hurdles

along with the straightaway. And
now and again his nag may do him
dirt and land him on his neck.

Not the least of the dangers which
menace the equilibrium of an agency
during this period of working out

its own evolution is that of over-

expansion. This bugbear has been
preached against for years, but it

still flourishes. It flourishes because

human nature always ascribes to its

own peculiar fortunes the guidance

of a higher start than that the next

man follows. Over-confidence is still

the most treacherous thing in the

world, and the infallibility of Lady
Luck is a notoriously uncertain shib-

boleth.

ONE of the most pernicious myths
ever foisted upon advertising is,

in my opinion, to be found in the

term "front." Front, so-called, sig-

nifies in a majority of cases a show
of prosperity which is actually un-

warranted. It means that you are

speaking to your prospects and to

the world through a falseface.

If I were an advertiser about to

entrust the keeping and expenditure

of my money, and a considerable

share in the success of my business,

to any agency, I am sure I should

discount, waive and overlook all the

ostensible signs of the size and sta-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 87]
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How Armand Has Worked Out
His Price Policy

By J. George Frederick

THE matter of resale price has

engaged some of the finest legal

talent in the country and still

remains one of the moat perplexing

questions that many manufacturers
of today have to meet. What to do

or not to do with the price cutters,

and—most of all—how to do or keep
from doing it, can be blamed for

many a new worry wrinkle. The
general idea seems to be either one
of straddling or avoidance. One
manufacturer spends his time in

placating dealers who are endeavor-
ing to compete with price cutters,

while another spends his money in

advertising in an attempt to coerce

the trade by creating a heavy con-

sumer demand. Both are expensive

and nerve wearing. The few who have
endeavored to take a definite stand in

the matter, in the face of legal en-

tanglements and loss of orders, are
rare.

It is interesting, therefore, to find

one company that has analyzed its

success on the basis of maintenance
of resale price and has carved for

itself a policy of strict adherence to

the fundamentals of such success

—

the Armand Company.
Some years ago an unknown drug-

gist out in Iowa conceived a new
idea. He had been handling toilet

goods for some time, and he had
noted the wide custom of using cold

cream both as a preventive of skin
injury from powder and for the pur-
pose of making the powder "stick."

So he figured that a combination of
cold cream and powder would serve
even more effectively. He tried it

out, but did not attain the success
he anticipated. So he left the mat-
ter alone, and devoted himself to

something with a more definite re-

muneration. But the idea, like all

good ones, did not leave him alone.

He was not happy in his work be-

cause he wanted to work out his cold

cream powder. So he tried again,
packed his product in some crude
boxes, put them under his arm and
went forth to the final test—sale-

ability.

He had been a small town drug-
gist, and he determined to find his

market through the small town drug-
gists because he understood that
market. In order to do this he form-
ulated his policy, based on what he
knew to be their just desires. He
would sell at a price that would per-

mit them to make a good profit

—

rather better than customary. He
would make one price and he would
stick to it. No offers of large orders
—at a large discount—were going
to tempt him, for such orders usu-

ally meant that the goods would be
disposed of by means of low pricing
to the consumer. The other drug-
gist in the neighborhood, having
bought at the small quantity price,

would be forced to compete by re-

ducing his profit. Carl Weeks, who
had devised this new toilet goods
product, had seen this happen time
after time. He knew the justifiable

feeling of dissatisfaction that the

small buyer had under these condi-

tions.

Fortunately, the cold cream pow-
der "took" with the trade. The most
efficient policy could have accom-
plished little without a successful

product, but the combination opened
the doors of success to its origina-

tor.

THIS cold-cream powder has, from
the beginning, been the most im-

portant item of the Armand line, but
other products have been added. The
single toilet goods product is less

likely to succeed than a larger as-

sortment. The Armand line has been
developed through the small town
market, and by a policy of strict

price adherence which, while it may
have hampered progress in certain

instances, has, in the aggregate,
been the secret of the company's re-

markable growth. Starting on a

negligible capital so far as dollars

go, the demand for Ai-mand goods
has been built up to several million

dollars a year. Aji important pro-

portion of this demand is supplied

through the small town druggist, as

the plan of sales development has
worked from the small towns into

the larger rather than the more
popular one of starting where the

congestion of possible sales is great-

est.

Mr. Weeks has never lost sight of

what the smaller dealers have done
for him, and he has spent much of

his time and money in devising ways
and means of helping the dealer.

ONE important feature of his plan

of help lies in refusing to sell the

mail-order houses. These are the an-

cient and continuous foes of the

small town dealers, and, by setting

one price, keeping to it, and refus-

ing to sell concerns which consis-

tently cut prices, he has eliminated

what the average corner druggist

considers his most dangerous com-
petition. This, in conjunction with
the active helps given in the way of

advertising matter, sampling to

dealer lists and so on, as well as a

profit of about 100 per cent for the

retailers, has made Armand goods a

desirable line and one which such
dealers feel somewhat obligated to

push. As additional evidence of his

decided partiality to the druggist,

Mr. Weeks does not sell general

stores in towns where the druggists

handle the line.

In general advertising he has

never spent any stupendous sums,
although he does use sufficient space

to keep his product before the con-

sumer to some extent. He patron-

izes the dealer magazines rather

more extensively. He has devised

an attractive package which aids in

display, but all of these advertising

details are subservient to his prin-

ciples of fairness to the class of

dealers through whom he has at-

tained success.

In a recent issue of the American
Perfumer, Mr. Weeks took occasion

to set forth his opinions, and he
leaves his intentions and ethical

standards in no possible doubt. The
Armand Declaration of Belief, as he
calls his statement, is as follows:

I

We believe that the manufacturer
should always be animated by a true
spirit of justice, amity, responsibility
and service in all his dealings with
others, and unswervingly act at all

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 83]
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Knee Deep in "Literature

The Problem of the Advertising Agent's Daily Mail—and the Problem

of Those Who Are Responsible for Sending It

By Kenneth M. Goode

AGOOD many years

ago, while I was
still on the pub-

lisher's side of the adver-

tising fence, I once hap-

pened to make an early

morning visit to an ad-

vertising agency—a very

small one—belonging to

a friend of mine.

I got there before the

office boy. But not be-

fore the postman. The
floor in front of the door

looked as if a mail truck

had been struck by a fire

engine.

"How long has this

been going on?" I in-

Quired, standing knee

deep in literature.

"What?" inquired my
friend, plowing his way
through to unlock the

door. "Oh! This is only

our regular daily mail."

Being, as I have said, still a pub-

lisher, my mind went back to our

own carefully written circulars so

proudly mailed out to many lists in-

cluding "Adv. Ags." "A" and "B."

So, when I changed sides, in the

turn of an inning, I resolved at the

first opportunity to give my publish-

ing friends not a protest or a warn-

ing, but a fair picture of what hap-

pens to their circulars in the agen-

cies' daily mail.

This is not an argument against

direct mail.

In many cases I have found direct

mail to be efficacious and wonder-

fully profitable. Moreover, I realizi'

that in almost all forms of adver-

tising there is a waste in some re-

spects equal to what I am describing

in our mails. Yet advertising as a

whole is profitable.

My only object in this snapshot pic-

ture of what happens to mail when
it does arrive, is to give the sender.s

of circular letters to the agency list

material for a little more considera-

tion both as to the form and fre-

quency of the matter they mail.

For any man composing a letter

Sixty pounds oj iinlooked-at circular letters aban-
doned on the mail table of one small advertising

agency in less than two months^ time

of immense importance to himself,

expecting it will be read with rea-

sonable attention in gorgeous soli-

tude, it is worth while, I believe, to

visualize clearly the fact that his

trusty messenger is going to arrive

in competition with a half-ton more
or less of similar matter.

Naturally, I can't pretend that my
own experience represents all agen-

cies. There may be establishments

where department heads thrust aside

their daily orders and cancellations

to read impassioned statements that

the Gazette of Southern Oklahoma
has doubled its advertising in 1923,

or that the Camper's Guide of Min-
netoskaka, Maine, is soon to open its

Fifth Avenue department.
Or it may be that some better or-

ganized agencies let one single man
assimilate all the announcements re-

gardless of the fact that they come
jiersonally addressed to every mem-
ber of the staff.

Frankly I don't know. My own
limited observation, however, has

been that nowhere in business is the

first hour of the day more valuable

than in a busy advertising agency.

Proofs are coming in

with corrections, orders

for papers about to close,

changes in schedule, sug-

gestions for appoint-

ments—a hundred things

that must be fed into the

day's machinery at the

earliest possible moment
if the time lost then is

not to be expensively

multiplied all along the

line.

Rather than waste any

reader's time discussing

theory, or waste my own
tabulating statistics to

prove what would happen
if all the circulars were
laid end to end from To-

ronto to Tia Juana, I

worked out a simple ex-

periment.

Giving entirely differ-

ent reasons for the new
regulation—so that no-

;

body would become unnatural in at- '

titude—I had for a period of sixty

days all mail retained in the cashier's

office. There it was called for every

morning by the several men them-
selves or their respective secretaries.

The mail that was never taken

away by anybody during those two
months I had quietly laid away.
The photograph shows how it piled

up.

Remember that this pile contains

only the circular letter mail that

nobody, apparently, was interested

in enough to read. Possibly a quar-

ter as much again in bulk of similar

circular matter was carried into the

various offices for some sort of in-

spection ; and there, for the most
part, deposited sooner or later in

individual waste baskets.

But the exact percentage read or

unread makes no particular differ-

ence anyhow. The only thing I

want to make clear is the competi-

tion for attention of rather busy
men at the very moment they are

most busy.

The waste, of course, is something
heartrending. Only the fact this

[continued on page 91]
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Filling the Air with

Paid Propaganda

SOONER or later we must face the fact that,

whether we will or no, radio is going to be a rec-

ognized means of advertising. Speaking for our-

selves, we deplore this fact. We are in agreement with

the attitude expressed by J. C. McQuiston, Manager of

Publicity for Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, in a recent address before the Engineering
Advertisers' Association at Chicago

:

I have also been asked "Will radio serve the advertiser?"
My answer is "No." The home is a sacred place, and what-
ever enters the home should be invited. The newspaper,
the magazine, any other vehicle that has been used for

advertising, has entered the home with the consent of the
owner. However, radio has given us a new problem to

solve—that of intrusion. The radio advertising message
would enter uninvited, therefore it would be unwelcome.
There might be a few who would incidentally derive benefit

from such advertising, but most of the millions who would
be listening in would have no interest at all in the par-

ticular message. I have but one opinion on the subject, and
that is, the newspapers and magazines are the natural
media for advertisements.

While we subscribe to the spirit of Mr. McQuiston's

remarks, we believe it will be a practical impossibility

to keep the air free from advertising in years to come
just as it has been impossible to keep our magazines,

newspapers, streets and highways free from advertising.

Even now the air is filled with propaganda. Only
recently we received a postcard from the offices of the

Save the Surface Campaign telling of a talk to be

broadcast from KDKA (the broadcasting station op-

erated by Mr. McQuiston's own company) on "The
Decorations of the White House." "This is a very in-

teresting talk," concludes the postal, "and we trust that

you will tune in KDKA on this evening and learn at

first hand how your committee on publicity is reaching

thousands of property owners with paint and varnish

propaganda."
Probably this particular talk was not paid for by the

paint and varnish interests; but how long will it be

before such propaganda will be sent out for a considera-

tion? How long before we will face the old "paid

reading notice" problem of the printed periodical in a
new guise in the air?

Now is the time to take steps to keep the air free

from paid propaganda in the years to come.

There are at least three possible ways of doing this

:

(a) Confine paid announcements or features to certain
hours of the day, to be known as advertising hours—com-
parable to the advertising sections of periodicals.

(b) Confine the broadcasting of paid announcements or
features to a certain wave length known to the public as
an advertising wave length.

_
(c) Require an announcement to be made at the begin-

ning and again at the end of any paid section of a broad-
casting program to the effect that "this number or feature
is a paid adverti.sement," just as the newspapers are now
required to run the word "advertisement" or its abbrevia-
tion at the end of a paid reading notice.

We are not attempting to settle this perplexing
problem, but we are interested in bringing about a
realization of its inevitability and its seriousness.

A Convention Responsibility

IN
less than two months 1300 American business

men will journey to London as delegates to the

International Advertising Convention. Most of

these men will have three objectives in view: to

broaden their knowledge of advertising; to learn

something of foreign customs, to enjoy themselves.

We suggest an addition : to create in the minds of

our British hosts a favorable impression of the calibre

and character of American business men.
Last year, when Harold Vernon and members of

the Thirty Club of London attended the Convention in

Atlantic City, to extend their invitation to American
advertisers, all who met them were impressed with the

dignity, poise, modesty and good humor of the delegates.

Recent visits of intellectual and cultured British

business executives have still further refuted the

popular (in some quarters) musical-comedy concep-

tion of the Britisher. Now, when the tables are turned

and we are to be the guests and the British the hosts,

comes our opportunity to refute the impression which
perhaps lingers in some British minds that American
business men are superficial, boastful and intolerant.

Malicious Press Agentry

THE paid press agent of the Standard Oil Com-
pany is probably chuckling to himself because of

the amount of space recently obtained by publi-

cation of the item, "Standard Oil Company Decides to

Remove California Billboards." (The truth of the mat-

ter is that these privately owned signs of undesirable

character had been subject to special criticism, and in

deference to hostile public opinion the company decided

to abandon them—making a virtue out of a necessity.)

Apparently on the strength of the publicity killing

made by the Standard Oil report, the press agent of

Florenz Ziegfeld (of "Follies" fame) sent out a story

to the effect that as a result of the movement on the

part of the Women's Clubs and the National Society

for Restriction of Outdoor Advertising, Mr. Ziegfeld

had decided to "tear down his big, spectacular electric

sign in Times Square, New York, and likewise demolish

his 64 billboards." This story has been published all

over the United States.

These are the facts: Mr. Ziegfeld contracted for an

electric sign at the head of Times Square for the period

beginning September 1, 1922, and ending September 1,

1923. During that time the lights burned every night.

Shortly before the contract expired Mr. Ziegfeld made
an effort to renew the sign for another year, but it had

been previously leased to "Ide" collars. The "Follies"

display was therefore taken down September 1, 1923.

As for the "64 billboards" that Mr. Ziegfeld is going

to demolish, so far as we can learn they exist only in

the imagination of his press agent.

Recently the question was put to us: "'What do you

mean by malicious press agentry?" This is what we
mean: Inspired publicity which, to gain a selfish end,

tears down or destroy.? the good-will or reputation of

another.
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Selling the Farm Field
With Particular Emphasis on the Reasons That Make the Farmer a

Valuable Customer of the Automobile Industry

By O. M. Kile

BACK in the 90's,

and for some years

thereafter, w h e n -

ever a son of Farmer
Brown or Farmer Jones
arrived at the proud age
of 21, his father felt im-

pelled to buy him a

bright, new, shiny top

buggy. Oftentimes dad
had to make this pur-

chase a few years earlier

than the legal limit ; fre-

quently it represented the

price of peace in the

family — the means of

counteracting the pull of

the city and keeping the

son on the farm. With
his new buggy young
Brown could take the

girls of the neighborhood
out riding, attend grange
and church affairs in the

nearby village and in

general stir up a new in-

terest in life. When he

married and settled down
on a farm of his own, he

never allowed himself to

be without this means of

social intercourse.

Times have changed,

but human nature has

not. Today, instead of -

purchasing a buggy dad

is called upon to buy an automobile.

The flivver will do for a starter, but

when son gets on his feet and run-

ning his own farm he graduates into

a class or two higher uji the scale if

he can at all afford it.

Many of us have been trying to

explain the tremendous flood of

farmer-owned automobiles on the

basis of the economy of machine
equipment. Most of our automobile

advertising to the farm field points

out the savings in time, the economy
of effort, and the increased prices

for farm products secured by reach-

ing better markets. In .short, we
have usually attuned our appeal and
our arguments to the doilars-and-

cents pitch, rather than the .social-

improvement, better-living idea.

(c) Brmvn Brnn.

THE purchase of an automobile bv the average
farmer is often the price of peace in the family.

It serves to counteract the lure of tlie city and keep the
son on the farm. While a great deal of the automobile
advertising to the farm field points out the savings in

time, economy of effort, and tiie increased prices for

farm products secured by reaching better markets, the

influencing factor in the majority of instances is the
fact the ownership of a small car enables the boys and
girls to get to social functions, couiitv fairs and ball

games. Ofttimes this is the deciding factor in a sale.

This is a very natural result of

the circumstances involved. Par-
ticularly at this time when the

farmer's pocketbook is assumed, at

least popularly, to be extremely thin

and Hat. The former is being asked

to buy a machine that costs more,

ordinarily, than any other single

piece of equipment on his farm or

in his home. What more natural

than to seek to show him that it

would "jiay for itself" in one way
or another?

Yet, I wonder if we have not

stressed the lesser of the two prin-

cipal impelling factors in the sale.

I wonder if during all the time our

advertisements or our salesmen

were talking "time saving" and
"money saving" the farmer prospect

was not thinking "social

advantages"—how differ-

ent things would be on

the farm if son could run

into town quickly to take

part in the social activi-

ties and if mother and
the children could get out

to church and the grange
meetings.

The top buggy was all

right when that was the

best the neighborhood af-

forded, but Farmer
Jones's wife and daugh-
ters can't hold their

heads up among their

neighbors nowadays un-

less they too have an
auto of some kind or

other.

A few years ago, when
the small car was first

making its way into the

farm field, I watched sev-

eral farmer prospects de-

velop into purchasers. I

have seen a hard-headed
middle-aged farmer fig-

ure the dollars-and-cenis

savings and on the basis

of his calculations de-

cide against the purchase
of an automobile, only

- to reverse his decision

when he gave consider-

ation to the social advantages that
were involved.

The thing we sometimes forget in

making our appeals to the farmer is

that in the average farm home, par-
ticularly where there are young
folks, there is a constant struggle
to meet the competition of the ad-

vantages of the city home. It is a
life and death matter on many
farms. Unless a son and perhaps a
daughter can be kept at home, there
is no alternative but to sell out and
move to town. With present low
incomes and high prices for hired
labor the old folks often simply have
to give up unless they can interest

and hold some of the younger gen-
eration on the farm. That means
that they are willing to make almost
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aiiy sort of financial sacrifice; cut

dciwn on clothing and pleasures for

tnemselves, use borrowed capital if

necessary, in order to fix up the

home with bathrooms and other

modern equipment—and to get an

automobile.

This may not be a desirable state

of affairs in the country,

but it is a set of condi- =^==
tions the advertiser must

^.^^^

face and deal with. For
^^

some lines it means op-

portunities, for others i>^'

perhaps lack of oppor-

tunity for the time being.

Perhaps the foregoing

throws some additional

light upon the reasons

underlying the fact that

the sale of automobiles to

farmers seems to be go-

ing forward with no

signs of market satura-

tion, while urban sales

give indications of slow-

ing down. According to

figures compiled by the

National Automobile
Chamber of Commerce
(based on 1923 registra-

tions), 50.3 per cent of

all automobiles in the

United States are owned
by farmers and persons

living in towns of 5000

or less. Thirty per cent

of all cars are listed as

owned by farmers and
persons living in towns
of 1000 or less, but since

many farmers give their

address as that of the

nearest town, a large por-

tion of the remaining 20

per cent of the machines
listed from towns of 5000

and under actually repre-

sent farm cars.

Recent surveys by the

Division of Farm Man-
agement of the United
States Department of ==^=
Agriculture give an idea

of how widespread is the use of

automobiles among farmers. In an
Atlantic coast area, 58 per cent of

the farmers had autos; in different

areas in the Middle West, 70 to 85

per cent reported ownership of ma-
chines, and in an area in the Palouse

region of Washington State the per-

centage of ownership among farm-

ers went up to 86. The only region

where less than half the farmers
owned automobiles was in the dry-

farming wheat area, which has

faced bad financial conditions since

1917.

The Ford Motor Company gives

the total number of passenger cars

owned on farms on Jan. 1, 1923,

as 3,150,000. Since there are ap-

pro.ximately 6,500,000 farms and a

considerable number of farms now
have two or more cars, there would
appear to be a wide field for ex-

pansion in this direction. We should

properly class as farm-owned cars

Middle West Have Most Cars per Thousand Rural Populat

Fanners in the northern half of the
United States are using more cars per
thousand population than fanners in

the southern portion. The west north
central states have the srcatest den-

i>f I

iiallest.

the utheasi

City Population of 56% Own 70% of the Motor Cars, While Farm

Population of 44% Use 30% of the Cars

ol U S PopuUl

Di5lri^butioi\ of U5 C»i

str&Uoi\

dent. In the first place, unless the

farmer is fairly well off financially,

he always buys one of the low-priced

cars.

Seventy-five per cent of all cars

used on farms in 1923 were of

four well-known makes of small cars

costing today less than $500 for the

touring car model. Two-
thirds of all farm-owned
passenger cars are of the

touring-car type—a gen-

eral-purpose car.

We used to say "It

isn't the first cost, it's the

upkeep," that is expen-
sive. If that is true, then
the farmer again has a

very distinct advantage.

He has no garage rent to

pay. He takes care of

his own car, often buys
his oil wholesale, and
does the largest share of

his own repair work. In

the survey of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture re-

ferred to above it was
found that the total cash

costs of operating small

machines averaged in

Pennsylvania areas |139
per year. In Kansas the

average was $126. Quite
different from the figures

a Philadelphia or Chicago
automobile owner would
have to own up to. These
costs were divided as fol-

lows:

^-Pennsti-vania-^
Small Medium

Gas
Oil
Tires
Repairs
License fees.

.

Cars
$63

CZl O// Catj 69d/.

fij-mPcfx/Miai 44J

X

CUD Ci/yP(^Mon 5i9'^

Cars
Gas $62
Oil 9
Tires 26
Repairs 21
License fees. . 8

$126

^Kansas-
Sraall Mediuii

Cars
$64

$139

the additional thousands owned by
farmers who have retired from
active operations and now live in the

villages and small towns nearby.
Their incomes still depend largely

upon the farms and they use their

Then again, the farmer gets long

life out of his car. The average

term of use—the Government sur-

vey showed— is seven to eight years.

No second-hand car problem in the

farm field. This cuts down depre-

cars to keep in constant close touch elation charges, which after all are

with the operation of these farms.
Another point not always appre-

ciated, and which goes far toward
explaining why farmers buy so

many machines today even though
under heavy financial stress, is the

fact that the purchase of an auto-

mobile does not mean as great a

financial undertaking to the farmer
as it does to the average city resi-

usually the biggest item in annual

car costs.

The present ready sale of auto-

mobiles on the farm has another

significant angle which should set

business heads in other lines to

thinking. The price of automobiles

today—at least the kinds the farmer
buys—is below the 1913 level. It

requires only about two-thirds as

[CON'nNtreD ON PAGE 59]
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Back in 1887
the first June Dailies made their

appearance, and the increasing

prestige and importance devel-

oped during the succeeding years

have made them a supreme influ-

ence in the railway industry.

This year, as in the past, the

June Daily Editions of the Rail-

ivay Age will serve the railway in-

dustry during the annual conven-
tions of the American Railway
Association, Division V, Mechan-
ical, and Division VI, Purchases
and Stores, and the semi-annual

convention of the Association of

Railway Electrical Engineers,

which will be held in Atlantic

City, June 11-18.

The eight editions during the

conventions—a full-fledged Rail-

way Age every twenty-four hours

—are a most effective means of

hammering home your sales story

at an opportune time. For in

addition to the 1,100 copies dis-

tributed each morning to those

attending the conventions more
than 12,000 copies will be mailed
each day to executives, operat-

ing officials and mechanical
officers throughout the railway

industry.

Write for complete informa-
tion regarding Conventions, Ex-
hibits and the June Daily Editions

of the Railway Age.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, 30 Church St., New York
"The House of Transportation"

Chicago: 608 S. Dearborn Street Cleveland:

Washington: 17th and H Streets, N. W.
6007 Euclid Avenue New Orleans: 927 Canal Street

London: 34 Victoria Street, S. W. 1

Railway Age June Daily Editions
June 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18 and 19A.B.C. A.B.P.
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Written by Our Readers
Comment, Critical and Otherwise

Propaganda Against
the Billhmird

Tide Water Oil Sales Corporation

New York

April 19, 1924.

To THE Editor:

We were vastly impressed by the
fairness of your editorial on outdoor
advertising in your issue of April 9th.
Few of us, as good citizens, are not in
favor of the movement to curtail indis-
criminate interference with the scenic
beauty and human safety, but it is

hard to disinter the real facts from
out the enthusiasm with which the
movement has been greeted in the pub-
lic prints.

Your editorial, which is a calm,
keen, and unbiased analysis of the
facts, is a great help to "those of us
who are in search of the solution to a
perplexing problem. May we have
more of them as the movement de-
velops. Malcolm Scott,

Adiertising Matiar/er.

American Association
of Advertising Agencies

New York
April 19, 1924.

To THE Editor:

You are to be commended indeed for
your editorial in the issue of April 9

—

"In Fairness to Outdoor Advertising."
The progi'ess of business in general,

in this country, is due in a very large
extent to advertising efforts. Adver-
tising, to be advertising, must have
media. Next in importance to the pub-
lication is the outdoor medium. To
stop the growth or the use of outdoor
media would be to weaken the progress
of business. It is true, there are peo-
ple in this country who are too deli-
cately refined for commercial effort or
for sympathy with it. These sybarites
are offended by many forms of busi-
ness, all of which are essential to the
general welfare.
The average taste should be the fair

measure of criticism. Outdoor adver-
tising s'.iould not violate the canons of
art. Good outdoor advertising, as for
instance that which is handled by the
National Outdoor Advertising Bureau,
is produced in gf>()d art, and handled in
good taste. It is not offensive to the
most refined normal person. On the
contrary, it is pleasing to those who
are capable of appreciating art, and
who are not offended by the mere fact
that art is serving industry.

If outdoor advertising were suddenly
abolished, the energy withdrawn from
business promotion by that act would
affect the commerce of the country,
perhaps to the point of producing a
panic. The time was when all forma
of advertising were highly objection-
able to the super few.

That sort of objection to this day

controls in some countries, and its

mummifying effect is powerful.
Advertising in this country, gener-

ally considered, is conducted in con-
formity with good business and good
morals. It is the most effective educa-
tional force, next to the church and the
school.

It is true, it does cause more rum-
bling of wheels in factories, more noisy
commercial trucks in the highways,
longer freight trains and more smoky
factory chimneys. These objectionable
features of our progress as a people
and of our work in industrial life are
indissolubly linked with outdoor and
other forms of advertising.

Here and there we find a poster or
bulletin lacking in art or improperly
located. Those are slight errors and
easy of correction. They are now be-
ing corrected by the intelligence and
enterprise of those who are handling
and serving that medium of advertis-
ing.

The destructive critics can succeed
only in destruction. The builders in

advertising service can and will remove
every cause for just fault-finding.

They have been doing that for some
years and are continuing the good
work. James O'Shaughnessy,

Executive Secretary.

Thos. Cusack Company,
New York

April 28, 1924.
To the Editor:

Certainly, we read your editorial
with extreme pleasure, and can assure
you that we keenly appreciate the fair
stand that you advocated. Unfor-
tunately, the newspapers have, perhaps
through carelessness in investigating
the source of their information, devoted
a great deal of space to commenting
upon some very untruthful and mis-
leading statements.
That evils exist in our medium can-

not be controverted, and it is the con-
stant effort of this organization to cor-
rect those evils as rapidly as time and
capital will permit. The fact that some
newspapers, and some magazines, car-
ry untruthful and even lascivious ad-
vertising should not be used as an ar-
gument against all newspapers. The
fact that there are exces.ses in our
medium should not cause the newspa-
pers and the women's clubs to demand
the abolition of outdoor advertising.

Clyde S. Thompson,
Saleif ^fa naffer.

Words That II ulkrd tho

Gang Plank

Los Angele.s, Cal., April 28, 1924.

To the Editor:

Hilaire Helloc has written an essay
on technical words. It reads, in part:

"Technical words arise of themselves

in any science or art, and there is no
force, even of a god, that could keep
them out. But that is only their gen-
esis. Their true use is to bamboozle,
and, my word ! how well they do it."

Of some older philosophers (he did
not mention us advertising men) he
says: "They will not put what they
have to say in plain language, and by
this time I am half persuaded that
they will not because they cannot."
A certain agency man recently read

these—and other razor-edged remarks-—in Mr. Belloc's essay. He sat down
and wrote a list of technical advertis-
ing terms of which the following are
typical:
Consumer acceptance, reactions, mo-

tivate, secondary circulation, sales
punch, public consciousness.

Then, in the name of common sense,
he swore off.

Herbert Alexander.

Amcriran and British

Comparisons

Toronto, Canada, May 1, 1924.

To the Editor:

Under the heading "Largest Sav-
ings Bank in the World," in your
issue of March 26, you give the
amounts deposited in the United States
postal savings bank and the receipts
for monev orders, etc., in the
year 1922. The total of the
various amounts is approximately
$1,.381,041,167.

On referring to the British figures
I find that the total for similar de-
partments in 192.3 was $1,772,500,000.
Since the British post office deals only
with a population of 42,000,000, the
disparity between the two totals is

much more marked than the differ-

ence between the American and
Canadian figures commented upon in
the paragraph.

I mention this because many of your
readers who cross the Atlantic to at-

tend the convention will find them-
selves faced with statements which
will be so different to many they have
taken for granted in the past that they
will be inclined to doubt them.
A recent issue of another advertis-

ing paper contained the statement that
a certain chain of stores in the United
States "does the largest cash business
on earth. It sells $.300,000,000 worth
of groceries a year in 7500 stores."

After such a statement the visitor

to the convention would possibly dis-

believe the statement that the British
Cooperative System sold .$l,t)72,000,000

worth of goods through their retail

stores last year.
There is always a valid reason for

the differences between such com-
parative figures, and my object in

writing this letter is to coun.<el those
of your readers who visit Europe
during the convention to search for
reasons rather than make comparisons.

Val Fisher.



In Detroit
The Capitol Theatre. Detroit, occupies three-quarters of a city block in the heart of the

business section. Represents an investment of more than ttro million dollars.

PLAYING to better than five times the

total population of Detroit in the course

of a year is the surprising record of the

Capitol—Detroit's most palatial and popular

motion picture playhouse—which seats 4250

persons at a single performance.

With its gorgeous furnishings, its luxury, its

music and its elaborate presentations, the

Capitol Theatre is a striking example of the

impressive strides motion picture entertain-

ment has made within the past few years

—

a development which has made motion pic-

tures the fifth industry in the country from

the point of capital involved.

And when you realize that during 1923 over

three million cars were manufactured in De-

troit you can visualize the wealth and buy-

ing-power represented by the prosperous

thousands who eagerly pack the Capitol at

each performance.

Just as in other cities, Detroit has numerous
motion picture houses— theatres appealing

to every type of individual and pocketbook
—because motion pictures are the one form
of universal recreation—recreation which
has become a regular habit with everyone.

And because seeing motion pictures and
discussing them has become a habit—just

as one talks of clothes and politics and base-

ball—thousands of enthusiasts in every lo-

cality buy MOTION PICTURE MAGA-
ZINE in order to keep up on the latest and
most intimate details of studio life, screen

star activities and production news.

Tell your message to this group of enthusi-

asts in their favorite medium—MOTION
PICTURE MAGAZINE. No audience is

more responsive.

Brewster Publications, Inc., 175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

HOnW PKTVBt
|THE QUALITY MAGAZINE OF THE SCREEN
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Breaking In
Tenth Installnieiit of Some Intensely Human and Interesting

Chapters from an Advertising Man's Autobiography

By John Lee Mahin

SOME of the older advertising

men will recall R. S. Thain. He
was one of the pioneers of the

advertising business. He was al-

ways trying out some new line of

work, with cheerful, optimistic en-

thusiasm. Everybody who knew him
intimately loved him.

Once, in crossing State Street at

Adams in Chicago, I stopped long

enough to see what a crowd was
watching, and saw Mr. Thain demon-
strating one of his inventions. It

was a soap bubble pipe by which
two bubbles could be blown at one
time—one inside the other.

Mr. Thain was so prone to change
bis occupation that once one of

his friends asked another, "What's
Thain doing now?" The friend an-

swered, "Oh, he's advertising man-
ager for the Union Signal." "Yes,"

the other replied, "I knew he was
there last week."
Among his many activities, he

was a solicitor for the Mahin Ad-
vertising Company back in 1904
and 1905. One of his accounts was
the Sanitas Nut Food Co. of Battle

Creek, Mich., then owned by Dr. W.
H. Kellogg and his brother W. K.

Kellogg.

So far as I know, Mr. Thain in-

augurated the idea of newspaper
publishers cooperating with adver-
tisers in securing local distributors

to handle their products. He and
I thought when we developed this

cooperative idea for the Sanitas Nut
Food Co. that we had a ten strike.

We found that goods should be sold

on their merits to merchants, rather
than because they were advertised.

BUT to return to the Sanitas Nut
Food Co. It had the exclusive

right to sell all the products devel-

oped at the Battle Creek Sanitarium,
of which Dr. .1. H. Kellogg was
then, and still is, the directing head.

There is a rumor that I have
never seen denied, that C. W. Post
came up from Texas a sick man and
recovered his health at the Battle

("reck Sanitarium. When he could

not persuade Dr. Kellogg to accejit

his ideas for merchandising the

sanitarium foods, Mr. Post launched

out for himself and developed
Postum Cereal and Grape Nuts.
The Sanitas Nut Food Co. had a

long list of products but no mer-
chandising policy, and when Mr.
Thain and I realized that the co-

operative scheme we had developed

with newspaper publishers would
not replace the specialty salesmen
employed by manufacturers of other

food products, Mr. Thain tried to

induce W. K. Kellogg to employ
salesmen and go after business as it

was being done.

Mr. Thain reported to me that

the obstacle was Dr. J. H. Kellogg,

himself, and he arranged a meeting
in my office at which Dr. Kellogg
and his brother, W. K., would dis-

cuss the fundamentals with us.

I shall never regret the afternoon
Dr. Kellogg came into my office. He
was immaculately dressed, with fine

color in his cheeks. He blithely

stated that he had not slept for

forty-eight hours, but that sleep was
unnecessary for people who avoided

loading their bodies with animal
foods which required long hours of

sleep for their elimination.

4 T that time there were many Bat-

Xi.tle Creek food companies imi-

tating Mr. Post's success and put-

ting out such products as "Malta-
Vitae," "Try-a-Bita," "Nutro Crisp,"

"Egg-0-See," etc.

My fii-st attack on Dr. Kellogg
was to impress him with the fact

that as he was the originator of the

ideas which all these companies were
capitalizing, he owed it to the mil-

lions of people who had bought his

books to tell them the difference be-

tween the genuine and the imitation

foods, and he should let us say that

he was connected with the Sanitas

Nut Food Co. and that the Sanitas

Nut Food Co. alone had the right

to sell the foods that he endorsed.

We argued this question at length.

First he said that as all of these

companies were trying to make his

foods, he was seriously considering

offering to help them, and thus
more quickly giving the public the
benefits of his discoveries, but his

brother W. K. did not agree with
him.

Second, he said that as he was a

physician, he could not give his en-

dorsement to any particular food,

as that would not be "ethical." He
finally—as a great concession to

his brother, W. K., and to Mr. Thain
and myself—agreed that we could

say "The Sanitas Nut Food Products
are used by the Battle Creek Sani-

tarium."

HE positively forbade the use of

the name "Kellogg" in the ad-

vertisements, on the packages, or in

any of the descriptive literature.

He said this with such finality, that

we saw it was useless to press the

matter, so I then told him how
necessary it was that he employ
specialty salesmen to place the foods
with jobbers and retailers, and
really do business as it was being
done.

My readers may find it difficult to

believe what this really wonderful
man said in response to this in-

sistent recommendation, but the

words he used were so extraordinary
that they are indelibly impressed on
my memory. Dr. Kellogg rejilied,

"Mr. Mahin, you know we are handi-

capped in getting salesmen, as we
cannot employ a man who drinks,

smokes, or wears jewelry."

Frankly, I felt the case was hope-

less, but Mr. Thain persisted with
his optimism and finally succeeded
in having a first class specialty man
employed. This man had to report

to Dr. Kellogg himsef, and usually

his appointment hour was after 11

p. m. This salesman told me that

Dr. Kellogg once asked him "Do you
smoke?" and the salesman answered
"Yes, doctor, but not on your time."

I made one other attempt to helj)

Dr. Kellogg get his foods before the

l)ublic in a big way. He told me,
as near as I can now remember,
that the profits of the Sanitas Nut
Food Co. had averaged $21,000 over

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 77
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The New Darby Dresses
for the School and College Miss

A wonderful collection of Darby Dresses of Kasha Jer-

sey designed for the younger set— smart in every detail

are the straight lines and new collars—some are two-
piece and others are one-piece models—some have
plaited skirts and others are plain tailored, in wrap-around
effects. They are moderately priced at —

13.75 19.75 25.00 39.00

i)epartment Store Gets Excellent Results
From Rotogravure Advertising

trhe H. & S, Pogue Company has used the

Cincinnati Enquirer's Rotogravure Section for

jyear and a half, appearing regvilarly in each

^iue in advertisements ranging from twocolumns
In inches to half a page, or, in rare cases, a page.

Che most successful results have been obtained

lam ready-to-wear advertisements, where one

\' more garments have been featured at a price.

"In May, 1923, a four-page section was used,

the result being the largest day's business and the

largest Anniversary in the history of the store.

"In all, 42,370 lines have been used to date with

excellent res\ilts.

THE H. & S. POGUE COMPANY
(Signed by) "GRACE COVEVLKN, Advertiting Maiuger."



AS YOU WOULD SEE IT IF YOU WERE thbrb'^1^

This advertisement, of which the preceding page is a part, is published to promote pubhc

interest in Rotogravure and the papers which carry Rotogravure sections. KimberlyClark

Company, Neenah, Wisconsin, manufacture Rotoplate, a perfect paper for Rotogravure

printing, which is used by the following papers

:

Albany. N. Y.

Asheville. N. C.

Atlanta, Ga.

Atlanta, Ga.

Baltimore, Md.
Birmingham, Ala.

Boston, Mass.

Boston, Mass.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Denver, Colo.

Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, Mich.

Erie, Pa.

Fort Wayne, Ind.

Hartford, Conn.

Havana, Cuba
Houston, Texas
Indianapolis, Ind.

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Louisville, Ky.

Louisville, Ky.

Memphis, Tenn.

Mexico City, Mex.
Milwaukee, Wis.

PAPER

Knickerbocker Press

Citizen

Constitution

Journal

Sun
News
Herald

Traveler

Standard-Union

Courier

Express

Times
Daily News
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To Stimulate Advertising Progress

Jlje Empress'Express Route toEurope
pfa the Historic St Lawrence

CHERBOURG — SOUTHA

Paintings and Drawings in Color. First Honorable Mention.
Ijurelle Guild for Elms & Sellon.
J. Walter Thompson Company, Advertising Agency.

EACH year the Art Directors Club,

New York, awards prizes for illustra-

tions used in advertising. Exhibits for

which medals were awarded were repro-

duced in our last issue. The three here
reproduced were among those awarded
honorable mention.

Decorative Designs. Second Honorable Mention.
Samuel Josephs for Canadian Pacific Ry.
Albert Frank & Co.. Advertising Agency.

F. R. Gruger for The American Tobacco Co.
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Advertising Agency.
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What Advertising Has Done for

British Chain Shoe Stores

By Vol Fisher

EVEN a casual study of

American trade papers

during recent months
reveals the extent to which
both manufacturers and re-

tailers are endeavoring to es-

timate the ultimate effect of

the chain-system upon their

particular industry.

To such, as well as to stu-

dents of advertising in gen-

eral, a brief survey of the

chain shoe* stores of Great
Britain and their methods will

provide much interesting data.

Compared with their Eng-
lish contemporaries, the shoe

manufacturers of the United
States have, as yet, scarcely

begun to feel the power of the

chain system. A brief com-
parison shows that the three

largest shoe chains in the

United States, with its 110,-

000,000 residents, aggregate

509, which is only the total

owned by a single firm in Brit-

ain, with 42,000,000 people.

Forty British firms oper-

ate chains aggregating 3000
stores, twelve have 100 to

500 stores each, and twenty
others each own 50 to 100, yet

new firms are constantly

breaking into the field and,

by improved methods, pro-

gressing at a greater rate

than their older competitors, a^
Writing from a knowledge

gained from studying the chain-

store methods and figures of many
countries, and taking into consider-

ation the average number of pur-

chases per year, and the aggregate
volume of sales in relation to those

of other lines, I believe that the shoe-

chain stores of Britain do a greater

proportion of the total trade of the

Jy(Qnfield

A national advertiser icith sixty stores in Britain

and about forty on the Continent. Certain of
its London branches take full pages in the illus-

trated weeklies, not only to sell the store service,

but to build up an out-of-toun mail-order trade

strength before any manufac
turer had commenced a na-

tional campaign for shoes sold

through the retail trade gen-

erally. There had been several

national campaigns, one of

them issued by the makers of

"Lotus" shoes, ranking as a

model ; but all these campaigns
were planned to sell a special

shoe through a vei-y limited

list of dealers.

The majority of all shoe-

store chains in Great Britain

have been built up from a

single retail store. When they

became large enough to keep

a factory running, they built

one, and today these factories

rank among the largest in the

country. During recent years

manufacturers have opened
chains to sell their output. In

two instances, I believe, Amer-
ican manufacturers have com-
menced chains in Britain, but

they failed to make a success

and sold out to local houses.

Some chains sell only shoe.-* of

their own producing; others,

including the leader, feature

their own goods but buy cer-

tain lines, while still other.s

buy their entire stock in the

open market.

In most chain systems I

have found that the various

units usually fell into one o

two or three well - define(

are a law unto themselves and is groups, working on similar lines. Ir

therefore not taken into account in this business, however, one finds

this article.) almost as many methods of sellinj

Furthei-, on going into the collected and advertising as there are chains

data and looking over the whole field. The largest chain, in point of num
it seems equally plain that adver- bers, operates 500 stores, scattere<

tising—the lack of it on the part of all over the country. These cater

manufacturers, and the intelligent primarily, to the industrial worker!

. _ use of it by the chain stores—has and the wage-earning class, and ir

country in their particular goods been a dominant factor in the growth few cases are they largo units. Th<

than does any group of chain stores

in any single industry in the world.

(The 5- and 10-cent stores, skirting,

as they do, the fringe of .so many
trades, yet differing from them all.

•To the BrUon, "hIiooh"
lliKh shoes are, of courHP.
article the term "shoes"
United States meaning.

moan low shoes,
"boots" In this
IH used in the

of this system in the shoe industry

of Great Britain.

Although, since the war, many
British shoe manufacturers have
made a modest entry into the ranks
of national advertisers, the fact re-

mains that the chain stores had
reached 75 per cent of their present

next four, in point of numbers, op

erate, respectively, 300, 250, 220 an(

150, and confine their operations t<

certain restricted areas. Then comi

several firms with chains of 50 t<

150 stores situated in the largei

centers only. Two such houses, whosi

chief units are palatial stores, hav<

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 61'
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THE INTERRUPTING IDEA
NUMBER FIVE NEW YORK MA'l' 1924

RALPH WALDO EMERSON

'Ideas must icurk through the brains and arms

ofgood men, or thef are no better than ideas''

"What Do You Do
with Ideas ?

"

IN 1550, Antonio Galvao pushed across

the isthmus of Panama. His observations

finally crystallized into a great dream. Why
not cut a canal across this narrow neck ? He
put his idea between the covers of a book
— and left it there.

Almost every decade thereafter brought

more explorers. All wrote books, drew maps
of the plan— and left it there.

In 1879, Count Ferdinand de Lesseps ac-

tually started digging. He took the canal

through some millions of dollars and some
miles of earth— and left it there.

357 years after Galvao, Major George W.
Goethals, U. S. A., undertook the task. He
finished the Panama Canal.

§

The world has millions of people to dream
ideas.

It has millions more to tell how to realize

them; and millions more to trifle with their

accomplishment.

But those whose brains to dream are accom-
panied by hands to do, are all too few.

And those whose hands to do are accom-

panied by resources to enable them to do,

are even fewer. q
S

Th e only organizations, the only men, with

whom modern business can bother,are those

who can go the entire route,— those whose

abilities are equal to the ideas which they

propose.

The advertiser, when solicited, is apt to say

:

"Show me some ideas."

That is no test.

Rather might he say :
^^Show me whatyou do

with ideasy o
8

To BEGIN with an advertiser's problem, and

work from it to an attainable result,— that

is more fundamental than just ideas.

To start with a mass of scattered facts, im-

pressions and suggestions, and evolve them

into the great keynote or Interrupting

Idea,— that is more vital than a trunkful of

inspirations. n
S

To get off on the right foot, and then step

evenly, steadily on-and-on-and-on,— that

requires the utmost fixity ofpurpose, work-

ing with all the resources of organization.

Eight years ago, the Kleinert RubberCom-
pany came to Federal. The Kleinert line

was a diversity ofquality rubbergoods. Each

advertisement was aimed differently,— fea-

turing a different item. Today, Kleinert is

still with Federal.The many ideas have been

resolved into one Interrupting Idea. The
unrelated activities have become a great,

unified campaign. Kleinert advertising has

developed from ideas and items to a force,

—

a force that has built the Kleinert supremacy

of today.

Shall the advertiser seek ideas ? Yes— but

from those who know what to do with ideas.

"The Interrupting Idea" is also issued

as an independent publication, printed on fine

paper. Executives who wish to receive it reg-

ularly are invited to write to the Federal
Ada'ertising Agency, Six East Thirty-

ninth Street, New York.
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CONSIDER
The "dry goods" merchants of
this country already have a
clientele of a hundred million
purchasers!

<JI Nine out of ten of all sales
made are direct returns on the
store's own personality and pro-
motion.

^ The manufacturer or agent
who is out for results in this field
is under strict obligation to con-
vince the merchant—first, last
and all the time.

C[ In any town or city, and in all,

he can do more for you than
you can do for him.

^ Advertising to the dry goods
merchant far outdistances all

other advertising on a basis of
results page-for-page or dollar-
for-dollar, or both ways.

^ The Economist Group regu-
larly reaches 45,000 executives and
buyers in 35,000 foremost stores,
located in over 10,000 towns and
doing 75% of the total business
done in dry goods and allied lines!

^ "Reaches" here means more
than "reaches the business ad-
dress of." For these are the
business papers of the dry goods
merchant, definite directors of
business thought and action,
read through and put to work by
the controllers of community
buying and selling.

IMAGINE A

doing an annual
business of well over

ten hillion dollars—
I

SELLING thousands of varied

"items," from cerise sealing

wax to ermine evening wraps

—Every day satisfying millions

of requests, reasonable and not

—Spending fortunes in entirely

extra service and conveniences
(swift delivery, privileges of

charge and exchange, rest rooms,
money-back make-goods, etc., etc.)

—Developing a selling pressure

unexampled in the history of trade

from the time of Phoenician barter

to today

—Buying far more advertising

space than any other single figure

in any industry

—Studying, searching the markets
of the world to pre-select best pos-

sible values in goods suited to the
personalities and the purses of its

conglomerate customers
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';PER-STORE
Ordering in advance, in quan-

under actual obligation to

ge intrinsic merit rightly or go

|,',)teadily marching on, growing

f<
powerful, more prosperous

-Vy day amid the keenest com-
Vtion of commerce past or

jsent.

jjf'jh and much more is the com-
)osite of the leading stores led by
dr Economist Group— a super-

i;tlFe molding the very civilization

i)f the land—the world's greatest

')uyer, the world's greatest seller,

|:he world's mightiest merchan-
iiising power.

iVhat is its favor worth to you ?

IrHe ECONOMIST GROUP
DRY GOODS ECONOMIST (National, Weekly)

IVIERCHANT - ECONOMIST [Zoned, Fortnightly)

These other business
papers, the leaders in

their various fields,

are published by the

[The Iron Age—Hardware Age

—

Hardware Buyers Catalog and
Directory—Tire Rate Book—El Automovil Americano—Auto-
mobile Trade Directory—Motor Age—Automotive Industries

—

Motor World—Motor Transport— Distribution and Warehousing
—Boot & Shoe Recorder—Automobile Trade Journal—Com-
mercial Car Journal—Chilton Automobile Directory—Chilton

Tractor & Equipment Journal

—

Chilton Tractor & Implement
Index.]

UNITED PUBLISHERS CORPORATION
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How We Sidestepped Competition W
Couldn't Meet on Price '

pump parts that wear out in service.

When a new hose or a new couplinK

is needed, the oil company is noti-

fied and satisfies this need from
stock.

Before we began operations under
our present sales plan we
found it a most difficult thing

to get around the objections

to price on the part of some
purchasing agents. To these

particular purchasing agents

ho.se was hose, and merely an
item in a long list of pur-

chases for which they were
responsible. As long as they

could get hose which in all

appearances was as good
as ours, for five cents a

foot less than we were ask-

ing, they were not interested

in our claims. If our sales

people could have carted

around with them a whole lot

of laboratory paraphernalia

and subjected our hose and

that of other makers to com-

parative tests right on the

.spot, doubtless this ocular

demonstration would have
proved most convincing. We
couldn't vei*y well do that,

however, and neither could we
get buyers to our laboratory

to witness experiments there.

We decided to evidence the

faith we had in our product

by guaranteeing it for a year.

The guarantee did not

work out in practice. Most
customers did not take the

trouble to read the guarantee,

with the result that we were
asked to put through adjustments
on hose that were absolutely unfair.

Even if a hose had been in use for

eleven months and had given satis-

factory service, any mishap during
the last month in the life of the

guarantee meant a call from the

consumer that we make good, which
to him meant the substitution of a

brand new hose.

We then learned that it had never

been our intention to nuanintrc tlit

hose itself, but that we were ready

to make necessary repairs and re-

placements that would assure that

the hose wouUJ render service for

one year. We dropped the guarantee
as it stood and now issue a two

[CONTINUED FROM P.^GE 21
|

years' service insurance policy with
each length of pump hose that leaves

our factory.

Under the terms stated in this

policy we insure that our hose will

furnish two years' service conveying

«You are
entitled
this

kcrvtre

^^.^K'SA^/.^.

'ifmm

idvcrtising of Triplvxd host', (titpi-itriu^ in

trndo puhlicutions poinp to tho oil industry
and th)' imncrs of filling stations, arrfnts

the company's policy of insurance

gasoline. In the event of any trouble,

the hose is to be returned, charges
prepaid, to any one of our branches,
which are located in New York, St.

Louis, San Francisco and Los An-
geles. If repair is possible, we make
it without charge. If the hose is

I'eturned in incomplete condition, as

with a coupling missing, a charge paid to the assembly of the variou

for new material is made. We re- parts of each length of hose. W

hose, the same size and length
\

the original hose, subject to a nd

two years' contract if applied fc)

A charge is made for this hose basi

upon the service given by the f
turned hose. In other words, if t'

returned hose has given ^
months' service, a charge
one-quarter the value of t

new length of hose is ma
We reserve the right

;

send a substitute length
|

hose, free of charge, bear

the same number as the 13

turned hose, to be covered^
the insurance for the urjir

pired term called for in tlj

original contract, and expresj

ly stipulate that the choice <\

one of the three specifi^

methods of readjustment
left with us.

The sales force has dis-

covered that under the in-

fluence of our new polij,

purchasing agents are mc
ready to listen. It takes

a few moments to explain ih

plan, and, even though oui

hose still sells for more pel

length than any competing^

hose, we find that sales resist-

ance is nowhere near so great

as it was when we did not

have the policy feature. The
liifference in price is looked

upon as a premium for defi-

nite additional value, assur-

ing as it does hose service

for two years, and does nut

jirejudice sales to the extent

that it did when the consumer
iielieved that all it repre-

sented was added cost for possible

higher quality.

Every piece of tul)ing, all cotton

for the jacket, and all rubber, is

tested as raw material and every

length of hose is subjected to rigid

tests before it is permitted to leave

the factory. Careful attention is

serve the i-ight to shorten the hose

six inches from its length when re-

ceived by us, but not more than six

inches.

In the event that we cannot put

the hose into serviceable condition

by repair, we agree to attach the re-

turned couplings to a new section of

have learned that the best of ma-
terials may go for naught if they

are not properly correlated. Our
testing room employes are cautioned

that when testing hose they are not

working for us, but are to consider

themselves paid by the customer.

They are confei-i-ing no benefits upon
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TheInterborough Host Assembled Daily, Represents

theWorlds Qreatest Audience ofBuyers!

When your product steps into

the spotlight on the Interborough

stage, it secures the close atten-

tion of New York's vast buying

throngs.

Playing to them daily through

big, brilliant space and the per-

suasive power of color, your prod-

uct inevitably becomes a head-

liner with every single passenger.

Only through the Interborough

Medium can you reach these

millions as a unit—only through

Interborough Advertising can

you command their interest

economically-

NOW is the time to book your

product for a long, successful run.

Three million daily "Interbor-

oughists" await an introduction.

Exclusively Subway & Elevated

Gjntrolled
by ARTEMAS WARD.Inc

50 Union Sq.
New York.
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When East Meets West

MR. F. J. ROSS,
Pres. F. J. Ross Co.,
Advertising Agency,
New York. N. Y.

MR. W. J. PETTEE.
President Pettee's

Hardware Merchandisers.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Mr. Ross, may we have the pleasure of introducing to you
Mr. Pettee, a hardware merchant whose name would deco-

rate the books of any hardware manufacturer you know.

Mr. Pettee runs a hardware store in Oklahoma City, Okla.
This store does one of the largest retail businesses of any
hardware store in the United States. Just as a sample—

a

few months ago it put on a sale of china and disposed of

15,000 pieces in two hours!

Here's Mr. Pettee's business "history:"

Started hardware store in 1889 with $400 capital. Con-
tinuously in business since that time.

Does approximately $1,000,000 business annually.

Pres. State Hard. Ass'n, 1904, 1923, 1924.

Pres. Okla. City Chamber of Commerce, 1920-1921.

Has read Hardware Age consistently ever since it was
published.

It is not so much the number as the kind of dealers that

determines a manufarturers annual volume of sales. Like-

wise—it is the nature of the contact a publication has with
its field that determines the net value of its circulation and
the real power of its advertising.

Hardware Age
239 West 39th Street ISeiv York City

MEMBER A. B. C. and A. B. P.

fillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll[ll|lll|llllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Sf^ BtaSJxrrff fra
WHAT ONE LEADING ADVERTISING

AGENCY SAYS ABOUT THE ERA
Hcrc'a what one of the Icadinj^ advertising agencies in America

sayit about The Era as a medium for advertising quality products:
The selection of your publication as a desirable and

qualified medium to carry the message of the merit of . . .

Products to the consumers in your territory is based not only
on the reader interest of your paper, but on the dealer inter

and confidence in quality products that are advertised i

your columns.

S. G. LINDENSTEIN, National Representative
342 Mndi.on Ave., N. Y.

us if they pass a questionable length
of hose.

Our insurance policy met with
immediate favor among the trade.

A six-months check-up shows that
one out of every three lengths of
hose that left our factory during
this period is now actively covered
by insurance that was applied for.

It must be understood that all hose
is not put into service the moment
it is purchased. It may lie in the
stockrooms of oil companies for
months before it is used. Our policy

is active not from the date the hose
is purchased, but for two years from
the time the number which identifies

each length of hose is sent back to

us for entry on our books. To facili-

tate this we have designed a post-

card that is sent with the hose,

which the customer mails back to

us when the hose is put into service.

It must be sent back within two
years after the hose leaves our fac-

tory. On this card appears the num-
ber of the hose the customer desires

to register. A comparison with our
delivery books shows when that hose
left our plant, to whom it was sent,

and whether or not it is entitled to

registration under the terms of our
policy. When we were guaranteeing
hose, the percentage of registrations

was not nearly so high; in fact, our
records show that only one hose in

ten ever was registered. One cus-

tomer who had been doing business
with us for four years never reg-

istered a single length of hose. To-
day all his hose is insured.

AS our field is narrowed down to

L two main classes of consumer,
it is not necessary for us to travel

a large sales force. At the present
time our books show that 65 per
cent of our business is done on one
hundred accounts. Most of these
are concentrated east of Chicago. In

order to reach the smaller oil com-
panies in certain sections of the

country where railroad expenses and
the smallness of the market would
not warrant us going after the busi-

ness, we work through jobbers. We
know that in this way we have sui

ceeded in obtaining a lot of businesi

that we would never have receivei

iitherwise. In Pittsburgh, for ex-

nmple, before we decided to do busi-

ness through a jobber in that terri-

tory, our sales amounted to $700 a
year. The jobber gave us $5,000
worth of business the first year he
signed up as our representative. W(
make the jobber part of our organi

ization. He works with us as if h
were one of our branches. We enter

into no arrangement with a jobber
that is not to the customer's advani

1

II
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'^ rise above nicdmcrity— rccjiilres mt/msiosm

and a dctcnmnation not to k satisfied wttli aiytliuy short

ofones' ideals."

Pen Sketch by Horte and reproduced through the courtesy of the artist

XLLUSTRATIONS can be repro-

duced in an infinite variety

of techniques — from the

simple line etching on zinc to the

hand-tooled highlight halftone—de-

pending upon the subject and the

effect desired.

We are ecpiipped by experience and

facilities to do all kinds of commer-
cial engravings — the coarse-screen

newspaper cut or the reproduction of

a delicately colored painting for an

art galleiy catalogue. But, whatever

we do, we try to do superbly well—-to

rise above mediocrity, and speed ad-

vertising's pictorial progress.

The fact that our personal service is

confined to New York territory does

not preclude oiu- making fine engrav-

ings for out-of-town firms. Geograph-

ical hazards sometimes encourage our

most |)ainstaking efforts!

^fm EMPIRE STATE ENGRAVING COMPANY
c-^' 165-167 William Street, New Yorfe^-^^
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1 tage. The same conditions that

characterize our dealings with the

1
customer characterize the jobber's

i dealings with his customer, so far as

our hose is concerned.

In addition to our sales force, we
have several experts who travel

about among our customers, teach-

. ing them how to get the best service

out of gasoline hose, whether they

are using our product or that of

any other manufacturer. These men
sell no hose whatever. Owing to the

I
peculiar nature of their mission,

they are enabled to gain ready access

to refinery plants. We have learned

that we can get more real sales in-

i
formation through our service men

1
than we can through our salesmen.

I

A salesman will call on a purchasing

agent, talk our product to him and

I elicit a promise that the next time

: his company is in the market for

; hose our company will receive con-

!
sideration. The salesman's report to

us is very optimistic. "Have seen

Mr. So-and-So, and the next time

he is in the market for hose we'll

get the order."

BUT how different is the report

from the service man on this very

company! The service man goes to

the oil company's plant and asks to

see the plant superintendent or fore-

man. He is not there on a sales

mission; instead he offers assistance

on hose repair problems. He carries

his little repair kit with him. Once
inside the plant, his knowledge of

hose serves as a veritable open
sesame. A casual conversation with

the man in charge of the repair de-

partment brings forth information

that the salesman didn't know ex-

isted. We learn through our service

man that we'll never get the busi-

ness in some plants, because of cer-

tain inherent conditions ; or else

learn that where we thought busi-

ness was impossible we would stand

a chance if it were tackled in a cer-

tain manner. In the final analysis,

the man in charge of the hose de-

partment of the oil company is in-

terested in keeping down the over-

head. Everything being equal, he
will decide in favor of that brand
of hose that will give him service

and keep down the costs in his de-

partment. Working in the plant, it

is easier for a service man to demon-
strate our hose than it is for our
salesman to talk it.

An interesting experience of one
of our service men will serve to

illustrate just how they succeed in

creating good will and making cus-

tomers. This particular representa-

tive, while on a visit to one of the

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 63]

n-
Telling It ToThe Boy Scouts

-o

I favorite of evtry red-

In articles such as

Point of View" and
1 Ever Take" he has

readers of Boys' Life just such
' of his career as they are eager

to know. "The inert who contribute to Boys'

Life are topnotchers."

"The Other Fellow's
"The Only MedU
been telling

YOU have heard of the Boy
Scouts. You either have a
son who is one or know

boys w^ho are members. And no
doubt you appreciate the fact

that Boy Scouts stand for ideals—ideals that result in clean liv-

ing, better citizenship, fearless

leadership. And you've prob-
ably noticed that Boy Scouts "do
things"—taking prominent part
in all civic activities—aWays
prepared for service and action.

You may not realize, however, that
there are approximately 450,000 reg-
istered Boy Scouts, with 1 40,000
scoutmasters, assistant scoutmasters
and officials, a total of 590.000—the
greatest number the organization has
ever had.

All members of this large organiza-
tion—comprised of leaders in the
process of development—either sub-
scribe direct or in groups to Boys*
Life. In addition, thousands of
other boys equally appreciative
eagerly anticipate the arrival of each

This is because the pages of Boys*
Life are chock full of action, pep. and
thrills—stories and articles dealing
with the particular sport or activity
in which each boy is most interested
—camping, radio, tracking, skating,
handicraft, nature study,
fishing. Scouting, etc.

Boys' Life Readers
doors and indo<
leadership and aliv
They comprise a
audience of

active out-of-
training for

ilive to responsibility.
a specially selected
tionwide distribution

al importance. Tell them
age.

This summer they will be in

camp and on hikes and must
be supplied with foodstuffs,

confections, and personal and
general camping equipment.

BOYS
THE BOY SCOfllS" MAGAZINE

^
200 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

Union Bank Bldg.

Los Angeles, Cal.
37 So. Wabash Ave.

Chicago, Itl. r

STANFORD BRIGGS INC.
ADVERTISING AFCT
392 FIFTH AVENUE, N.Y.C.

Layouts, designs, and illustrations for every

Jnirpose in every practical technicfue.
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e& Bodkins

THIS morning I took an hour off to

go through the stack of letters the

publisher and the editor have re-

ceived during the past two weeks com-

menting on the Fortnightly's purchase

of Advertising and Selling.

When I had finished. Tim Thrift's

letter stood out in my mind above all

the rest. It's so characteristic:

"Congratulations. The infant has

developed into quite a lusty ogre when
it can devour this contemporary before

it is a year old!

"Good luck and good fortune to you."

— 8-pt. —
Which reminds me that this is the

Fortnightly's First-Birthday issue.

My, my! How the publication has

grrown since I sat down a year ago this

week and wrote my first

— 8-pt. —
My friend, Charles Little, who writes

a house organ called Work for the print-

ing concern of which he is vice-presi-

dent, said this in a recent issue

:

THAT'S TELLING
Putting your story into words—into liv-

ing, moving words.
Putting your story, not into "cold dead

type," but into friendly agreeable pages
wherein the best skill of artist and typog-
rapher has been used to malie it animate

—

inviting—agreeable to read.
Putting this properly printed story into

the mails—sending it to thousands o£ those
who may be expected to buy your goods if

they know your story.
That's telling—and advertising is telling.

— 8-pt.

—

A Chicago reader of the Fortnightly
sends me a newspaper clipping with a

Biloxi, Miss., date line, reading:

H. T. Ewald. president of the (.'anipbell-

Ewald Company of Detroit, Mich., has
Joined the ranks of the "Dodos." those golf-
er.s who have made a liole in one. Ewald
qualified on the course here by making the
IGO-yard seventeenth hole from the tee.

"Why nst an advertising man's Hole-

-in-One Club?" inquires this reader.

As President Coolidge replied so sim-

ply and effectively to a delegation of

women who addressed him at length

with a rhetorical interrogation as to

why women should not play a larger,

more important part in national poli-

tics:

"Why not?"

— 8-pt. —
Last week Mrs. Bodkins came into

possession of an antique mahogany
picture frame which she proposed

scraping and using for a mirror. When
she took out the hack to remove the

picture and substitute the mirror, she

discovered some yellowed sheets of

newspaper dated February 27, 1864.

which had been put in for padding.

I fell upon these sheets eagerly, to

learn what the newspaper advertising

of that day looked like. And very odd

I found it. Nothing but single-column

advertisements, some of them a full

column deep; only three or four ads

with illustrations, and they muddy
looking little wood cuts; all ads set in

solid 8 pt. or 10 pt. type—even the full-

column advertisements.

I found great interest in the perusal

of this copy of sixty years ago, but 1

was shocked to discover how large a

proportion of it was medical copy; out

of 247 inches of advertising, 131 inches

were devoted to patent medicines. And
such copy ! Disgustingly vulgar, much
of it, and impossible in its claims. It

would hardly be tolerated in any pe-

riodical today, much less reputable

newspapers or magazines. Which shows
the definite progress toward honesty

and decency which advertising has

made in sixty years.

Another thing that interested me
was the ingenuity with which the ad-

vertisers of that day secured "atten-

tion" without pictures or display type

of any kind to help them. CThere un-

doubtedly was display type in those

days, but apparently some newspapers
would not permit its use.) I reproduce

a typical example—the heading of a

full-column patent medicine advertise-

ment:

HOOFLAND'3 OEBMAN EITTEBS

Will Cq« Every Caae of

ChroMle or Kervoat Debility, Dtneatet of

the Kldney«t it<l l>Uea«ea artnlof

Orouk A DItonlered Stomach,

OBBBBTK the FOI.I.OWlwe BTSCPTOVB,

BBSITLTIBQ FBOM

DtaORDERS OF TBE mOESTlVE OROiyS:

COTistlpfltioi],Toward PII«b, FallnMs of Blood to tbe Head,
Acklty of the Htomoot), Naasoa. Heii^tt)ani. Dtspuat

for Food, FnJInesa or WelKbt to Ibe Stomach,
Soar EractatloDB, chinking or Flattering

at the pit of the Stomach, Sit\WL-

collUt of tllfl Heibi, Hurrlod
and Dlfflcolt Breatli-

Isg, Flatttrtng

Bean, CboUo?
or .SatrooatlDB HeaiatlotM

wt«n to a lyUig Portiirc Plmneai
or VIsloD, Oota o, Weha

berore the Sight,
FeTor and

I>tUI ralD id the Head.
Deficiency of Per^pimtloD,

Telownena of the Sktn and Eyea,
fain In thr 8id«, Bock, Chest, Ltmtifl, Ao,

Saddi'D FliiKhoH .if Heat, numlni iii the Flesh, COD-
fltnnt Imaginings of Evil, nnd Qrvat UopressloQ of BplrltJ,

I wonder if such ingenuity of set-up

would not attract attention even in the

newspapers of today!

Mrs. Grace J. Kirkpatrick of .Spo-

kane, Wash., writes me of a flower ad-

vertising campaign which that city is

using and which illustrates the power
of even a small idea when carried out

with imagination and enthusiasm.
Spokane, she writes, is using the

humble buttercup to "sell" its climate

to travelers and to those in the East.

While most places, including the hills

and mountains around Spokane, were
cold under a blanket of snow, in the

valley and in the city itself these cheery

little yellow flowers were blooming in

great profusion.

Why not let it be known?
The people were urged to enclose the

flowers in their letters to their friends

and to tell about them. A buttercup

show was instituted, with prizes for the

children who should gather and ar-

range the best displays. Boy Scouts

went on a flower-picking hike, and

what blossoms they brought back were

put in the mail of the business firms

and banks of Spokane. And, in addi-

tion, the proprietors of the hotels kept

on their desks growing and blooming

clumps of buttercups that the guests

might use them as they did the hotel

stationery and send them to their

homes in all parts of the country.

The idea proved so successful that it

is to be made an annual affair.

Flanders Fields were advertised by

their poppies; why not Spokane by he:

buttercups?

—8-pt.—

One of my good friends confides hii

fear that advertising men are eithei

getting mathematical minded or els«

entirely losing the art of original think-

ing. He submits in evidence three ad-

vertisements, which he came upoi

within a week in the journals of hil

trade, headed respectively

:

1 out of 8

One out of Four
4 out of every 5

"Perhaps we might be i-ationed," he

suggests, "so that we won't all be using

the same idea in the same journal in the

same week,"
Mathematicsless Mondays for copy-

writers might do the trick!

II



ON MAY 1st we moved to

spacious quarters on the six-

teenth floor of the Printing Crafts

Building, New York City.

I extend to you a cordial invitation

to visit these new quarters ^ ou
will find there the entire organiza-

tion of the Lejaren a Hiller Studios

housed in commodious quarters,

especially constructed to serve the

best interests of its clients.

Nothing has been left undone to

assist in the production of the best

in art, and in such technical finish

as will assure the finest in repro-

duction; to the end that you may
continue to receive, and I may be
proud to continue to deliver to

you, the best in illustration, signed

—as always

—

LEJAREN a HILLER STUDIOS, INC.

ILLUSTRATORS

Printing Crafts Building, New York City

1 elephone, Chickering 6373

Illustration made
by the Lejaren a

HillerStudiosfor
Russell, Burdsall
& Ward Boh &
Nut Company, a

client of Myers-
Beeson - Golden,

Inc.

€
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Things are

Booming in

AKRON
24,000 of Akron's

best families have

formed the habit of

supplying all their

wants from the ad-

vertising columns of

the—

AKRONS TIMES
EVENING
AND

SUNDAY
*^Akron*B AblcMt Newspaper*^

They can be reached in no other
way than through the columns
of the Evening and Sunday
Times.

National Advertising Representatives

CHAS.H.EDDYCO
New Tork.Chicago.Boston

500,000 CoDege

Students Analyzed

paign in any section of the
student field with complete
marketing facts to aid you.

We shall be glad to give
you data on when, where,
what and how the students
buy, that would be of definite

help in attaining better dis-

tribution in college towns at

U'e tha
We the lilts

knowledge obtained in ten
years of active research work
and personal investigations in

the college and school market.

The COLLEGIATE

C

SALESMAN, describ-

ing all our activities M
and listing all student M
papers, sent on re- ^H

Mm
Established 1913 MM

COLLEGIATE SPECIAL
ADVERTISING AGENCY, Inc.

503 5tli Avenue, New York City

37 S. Wabasll Avenue. Chicago

117 Stephens Union BIdg., Berl<eley, Calif.

What's Coming?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23]

lishment of one great world govern-
ment. But in the meantime, the
hope is that one of these groups will

gain such force and authority that

it will be able to prevent any form of

destructive action that will injure
civilization.

The country that will lead in this

great world movement must be rich

in the essential resources, chief of

which is fuel. Nations that pin
their faith to a mere possession of

a large human population will be

disappointed if it is their expecta-

tion to play a leading part in the
coming industrial drama. Peoples
having but limited power in the

form of fuel or falling water will

have to be satisfied to produce
goods whose manufacture necessi-

tates much handwork and practically

no heat treatment at all. Man-power
strength is a trifling thing when
compared with the energy derived
mechanically from natural forces

and raw materials. Ten modern coal

mines have an energy output as
great as that of all the humeri
workers in America combined.

WITH such facts in mind, there

would seem to be sound basis

for the belief that the United States

is equipped to be the dominant power
among the nations of the world. We
have about one-third of the coal re-

sources of the earth, and produce
nearly one-half of the world's total

annual coal output. Next to coal,

iron is the world's principal civilizer,

and here again we are practically

supreme. At present it is impossible

to make hematite steel unless the

raw ore is low in phosphorus, and
the bulk of this high-grade ore is

in the United States and Brazil.

Even if European nations should
succeed in their efforts to get con-

trol of the larger part of the Brazil-

ian deposits, they would have to

transport the ore overseas before

treating it, because Brazil lacks a

coal supply. The United States is

the only great nation in the world
that has both coal and iron resources

in unlimited supply, and it is this

advantage that gives America her
chief strength.

In the production of copper we
are preeminent, as our output is

approximately 60 per cent of the

world's total. Likewise, the United
States holds a safe position in either

the ownership or production of lead,

silver, tungsten, sulphur and mer-

cury. Also, notwithstanding our
criminal waste of wood, we still have
left one-half of the great timber
supply that we started with. In the

field of agriculture we produce twice

as much wheat as is raised in any
other country, and grow more corn

and potatoes than any other people.

More than one-half of the world's

cotton crop is produced in the United
States, all of which shows that our
country leads in the production of

life's chief essentials.

This does not mean that there is

no debit side to our ledger. The
British produce more gold than all

other nations combined, and are also

dominant in nickel, tin, tungsten and
asbestos so far as territorial control

is concerned. Financially we control

about 50 per cent of the production

of nickel, but territorially we have
practically none at all. The Germans
still retain control of more than 90
per cent of the world's known potash
deposits. Platinum is found almost
entirely in Russia, and British col-

onies turn out approximately 75 per
cent of the world's production of

rubber. There are a lot of other

things we lack, such as graphite and
manganese, but such deficiencies are

not nearly as vital as those already

enumerated.

IF the United States were to be iso-

lated and our imports stopped, we
would find it necessary at once to

find substitutes for certain materials

that enter largely into our industrial

life. We consume three-fourths of

the world's production of rubber,

and our automotive industry would
be in a serious predicament if we
suddenly found ourselves unable to

obtain this important material. It

is just such truths as these that

must be borne in mind whenever
we are inclined to become the vic-

tims of an inflated pride that causes

us to foolishly disregard the plain

necessity for safeguarding our prop-

erty and preventing any obstruction

to the avenues that bring us neces-

sary supplies. One of our greatest

dangers is the possibility that our
very opulence will make us disdain-

ful of envious eyes and cause us to

conclude that it is a waste of time
to keep our lamps lighted.

But there are other problems that

require attention at the present

time just as much as the possibility

of a foreign menace. First among
these is the transitory character of
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i;:

"Give me a lever long enough.

prop strong enough and I can^

single-handed, move the world.id."X

When Archimedes of long ago said, "Give ine a lever

long enough, a prop strong enough, and I can, single-

handed, move the world," he voiced an aspiration com-
mon to most thinking persons.

It is the Archimedean idea that causes men and com-
panies to advertise—the wish to move the world to

favor their product.

In the final analysis that's what advertising is for.

Moving public opinion necessitates the use of powerful

leverage and a solid place to stand while it is applied.

Obviously, then, in advertising the desideratum to be

sought is the place from which to apply the lever that

will move the greatest mass of public opinion with the

least effort and cost.

The Place to Stand and the Long Lever are combined

in "The Atlantic Monthly."

For more than half a century it has been the one great

magazine that has moulded public opinion most defi-

nitely and continuously. Today it is the most frequently

quoted magazine in America.

Its readers are that select portion of our population

who shape the thought, action and destiny of the nation.

More ; they are the broadcasters of thought and opinion

that eventually guide and influence the masses. The
far-sighted advertiser who would amplify his message

a thousand-fold will do so by placing it in THE
Atlantic Monthly. Why? Because advertising in

other magazines that amuse, entertain and distract

their readers, increases its effectiveness materially as it

treads in the footsteps of a message given lifting lever-

age in The Atlantic Monthly—the advertisers'

master lever for moving public opinion.

Hal Avery

ATLANTIC Circulation

Guaranteed 110,000

Actually over 125,000
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2,5,000

DroDDiii

IT'S STARTLING when you consider that out of

1200 advertisers using space in the magazines,

in a period covenng three years, that over 700

discontinued after one year.

Such are the figures presented by the New York

University Bureau of Business Research. So dis-

quieting were these facts that a recent editorial in

the Advertising Fortnightly, after careful consid-

eration of the various reasons, came to the conclu-

sion that accounts of $25,000 expenditure were not

receiving the agency service they required to make
them succeed.

To which pertinent observation let us add, that

as a personal service agency, our accounts are

mainly within the $25,000 classification. Leastwise

they started withm that limit, and have consist-

ently expanded as the business building power of

our service has proven itself.

T
ilTHILL AdVERTIS1N/3 AgLT^C

L. W. C. TUTHILL. President

1133 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

I

DISPLAY advertising; forms of Advertising

and Selling Fortnightly close one week pre-

ceding the date of issue.

Classified advertising forms are held open

until the Saturday before the publication date.

Thus, space reservations for display adver-

tisements to appear in the May 21 issue must

reach us not later than May 14. Classified ad-

vertisements will be accepted up to Saturday

noon, May 17th.

present life and practices. We won-
der what we would do without oil,

and yet we know that our supply of

ground oil certainly is no more than

10.000,000,000 barrels. Assuming
that our consumption will continue to

increase at the same rate in the fu-

ture as in the past, it is evident

that the United States will practical-

ly have exhausted its petroleum re-

serves in 12 or 15 years. There
is good basis for the British state-

ment that America will be importing
a billion dollars' worth of oil an-
nually within a decade. At the
present time American wells are sup-

plying the bulk of the world's needs,

while other interests, particularly the

British, are conserving the great

reserves that have come into their

possession.

Our copper reserves will be largely

depleted within 30 years. During
the last seven years practically no
copper mines of importance have
been opened up in the United States,

and no copper deposits of conse-

quence have been discovered. Even
if we were to discover new deposits

of copper, it would take several years

to develop a mine. The inevitable

outcome of this situation will be
higher prices for the red metal and
the early substitution of some other

medium for many of the services

that copper now renders us.

THE whole truth is that we are
right now at the edge of a time

of rapid and vital change. We have
had cheap oil, cheap coal, cheap
wood, cheap metals and cheap food.

The reason for this situation has not

only been due to the fact that

we have been so blessed with an
abundance of life's essentials, but
rather that we recently discovered

and promptly uitilized mechanical
methods for doing work that hereto-

fore was performed manually. Here
in the United States, while our army
of workers has increased 4,000,000,

or 10 per cent, our production in

ten basic industries has increased

more than 40 per cent. The con-

sumption of electrical energy here
in our country at present amounts
to a little more than the total con-

sumption of all the remaining na-

tions of the world combined. We
have come into possession of great
forces of energy, and we have em-
ployed these forces to enlarge our
totals of production practically with-
out restraint and with small thought
of future consequences.

Now the cream has been skimmed
from our resources and we are

forced to adjust ourselves to a new
condition wherein our industries

must adapt their practices to the
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use of lower-grade materials. In

the meantime our consumptive needs

are growing greater, not less. With
4,000,000 new automobiles being

built annually, there will soon be

necessity for great industries de-

voted to the production of motor

fuels from oil shale, agricultural

products, wood waste and coal dis-

tillates. Very soon no coal will be

burned raw except anthracite. All

of the fertilizer, the tar and the oils

now wasted in bituminous coal will

be saved and the smoke problem will

be solved for once and all. The sight

of anyone hauling coal through a

city street will be quite as rare as

the spectacle of a citizen getting his

water from a backyard pump.
Great gas mains will carry heat

units to everyone through pipes, just

as water is now carried through

pipes instead of in carts or buckets,

and just as electricity is carried

overhead through wires. Super gas

zones will parallel super electric

zones, and there will be but two

forms of energy—electricity for

power and gaseous fuel for heat.

There will be no great coal piles in

the yards of factories, and the new
houses being built will not have cel-

lars or chimneys. In a moderate-

priced house the saving from this

simplification will be $2,000 or more
in the first cost of the building,

which, when added to the elimina-

tion of property damage by smoke
and soot, will form an economy very

much worth while. The heating

units used will be no larger than a

good sized living-room chair, and

this will make it possible to install

such a heating apparatus in some
convenient corner on the first floor

of the house.

IT is human nature to pooh-pooh

forecasts of this kind and brush

them aside with the simple state-

ment: "That's all in the future.

We'll meet the change when it

comes." As a matter of fact, I am
talking of the immediate present.

This year and next year will witness

changes of a more or less revolu-

tionary nature in dozens of different

lines of business. The phonograph

people were unable to see very much
to worry about when radio was first

introduced. The songwriters and

playwrights did not realize what

broadcasting would do to their in-

comes until they had their annual

statements before them. The manu-
facturers of roller skates did not

give the least thought to any pos-

sible advantage that might accrue

to their business through the con-

struction of cement roads in rural

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 64]

Find New Markets, Expand Old, with

Crain^s Market Data Book
and Directory

1924 Edition Now Ready

What It Contains

GRAIN'S MARKET DATA BOOK AND DI-
RECTORY is a 500-page book, bound substan-

tially in cloth. It contains an analysis of the markets

in every industry, trade and profession, with a state-

ment of the number of buying units, character of re-

quirements, volume of business, how purchasing is

handled, seasonal variations, costs of doing business,

rate of turnover, etc. Every factor that affects mer-
chandising in the field is indicated.

Following the market analysis is a classified list of publica-

tions specializing in each field. The circulation, rates, me-
chanical requirements and other data for each publication are

given.

What Users Say
Sales managers, sales promotion men, advertising executives,

advertising agencies, insurance companies, banks, libraries and

many others have found the book of great value for research

and reference purposes.

I>. F. Hamilton. .Sales Promotion
Manager. Walworth Mfg. Company.
Boston, says: "We appreciate your
Market Data Book very much. We
go to it as 'first aid' for any data in
any particular field. It contains an
excellent presentation of the different
markets."

Harry Neal Baum. .advertising Man-
ager. Celite Products Company, Chi-
cago, says: "To a manufacturer or
advertiser whose product is used in a

number of industries, the book is a
veritable treasure house."

Norman (^ole, Massengale Advettis-
ing Agency, Atlanta, Ga., says: "I
do not know of its etiual as a refer-
ence book for advertising agencies."

C. Harrj' Nims. of the Chevrolet
Motoj- Company. Detroit, says: "We
thank you right heartily for your kind
permission to refer to your valuable
book in our house organ and to quote
from it,"

Indispensable to Sales and Advertising Executives

Most of our subscribers give us a standing order for each year's issue

as published, with all of the corrected data and up-to-date informa-

tion. You will find that it has a place of usefulness on your desk or

in your library. Make a point of getting it—send for it on approval

—decide it is worth money to you before sending $5, the single copy
price. (Annual subscription, $3.)

f vr .
Groin's

I
Ntafct Data Book

mMmai.L...

Sent on10 DaysApproval Use the Coupon

GRAIN'S MARKET DATA BOOK
537 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago

.\s offered in .\dvertising & Selling Fortnightlv, r.eml

us a copy of your 1924 edition. If not returned in ten

days, we will remit $5 on receipt of bill,

Xante

Position and Company

Street No City
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Just

Out!

Retail

^VERnslNG

Selung

SRAW-Hia
•f COMPANY

590
pages,

414 X 7,

flexible,

$5.00

Can
Manufacturers
win cooperation

of dealers?

The new
HaU book

RETAIL
ADVERTISING
and SELLING

answers this question, for. In

preparing this volume, S. Roland
HaU kept in mind all who are

concerned In retailing—manufac-
turer. Jobber, retailer and re-

tailer's salespeople, as well as

manufacturer's salesmen. The
result Is a tool nf every-day use-

fulness and practical suggestion
for all of these groups.

Citing actual

experiences,

Hall points out
gethou) manufacturers

their advertUino material
used bv deahre—posters,

booklets, plates, mtrchan-
dising displav.

hoto to cooperate toitli deal-

direct advertising

nufactHTers, whole-
saleTS, selling agents, trade
ansociationa have worked
with retailers to improve
selling methods. (Plana of

such representative con-
cerns as Aluminum Cook-
ing Vtensll Co. and Vanitv
Fair Silk MUla are dis-

cussed. )

how to secure dealers* co-

operation with national ad-
vertising.

h ow svndicated material
may be ot maximum utC'
fulness.

Covers every phase
of retail advertising

and selling
Starting with market surveys.

Hall, in this volume, deals with
every phase of retailing—mark-
up, turnover, equipment and lay-

out, writing and managing news-
paper, direct, street-car, outdoor
and specialty advertising ; train-

ing and compensating sales-

people, manuals and courses, store

papers, merchandise display, how
to become a master salesman,
sales Ideas, plans and experiences.

Packed with
successful ideas

Prom ail over the country

—

from practically every branch of

retailing—Hall has gathered and
summarized experience-t e 8 t e d ,

profit-making plans and methods.

Examine it free
Send only the coupon for a

copy to examine for ten days
free. Read the topics of im-

to mail the coupo:

McGRAW-HILL
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

McCRAW-HILL BOOK CO., Inc.

370 Seventh Aye., New York

You may send me for 10 days' examination
Hall's-Retail Advertising and Selling, $5.00,
net, postpaid. I agree to pay for the book or
return it postpaid within ten days of receipt.

Signed

Address

Position

Company
A. F. 5-7-24

(c) Ewlng Galloway

Parliament Buildings, London and Westminster Bridge

Goinff to London
One hundred delegates will be the

guests of the Edinburgh Chamber of
Commerce, the Edinburgh Merchant
Co., the Edinburgh Publicity Club and
the Scottish Woollen Trade Mark As-
sociation, Ltd., on a trip to Edinburgh.
The party will travel to that city as the
guests of the London & North Eastern
Railway, arriving on Monday evening,
July 21. During their stay they will
visit Holyrood Palace, the King's Park,
the Castle and Royal Mile. One eve-
ning there will be a reception by the Rt.
Hon. the Lord Provost and the Town
Council. Golfers in the party will have
an opportunity of playing over the
famous course of the Royal & Ancient
Club, St. Andrews. Others will be able
to visit Aberdeen and the opportunity
will be afforded still others to make a
motor tour round the romantic Scottish
Border country. The visit will be ter-
minated by a banquet on the last eve-
ning, and the delegates will return to
London on Thursday, July 24.

* * *

Programs on the boats en route are
rapidly nearing completion. These will

include athletics, discussion of market-
ing problems, entertainments and so on.
Rowe Stewart of Philadelphia has been
appointed chairman of the program
committee on the Republic, and Bert
Butterworth of Los Angeles will oc-
cupy a similar position on the Lan-
castria. * * *

Dan a. Carroll, New York, has
been delegated by President Lou C.
Holland of the Associated Advertising
Clubs of the World to organize the
representatives of newspapers and gen-
eral media who are going to the Con-
vention, to meet with the Fleet Street
Club of London, an organization of
advertising representatives, during one
of the departmental sessions during the
Convention. G. T. Hodges, advertising
manager of the Munsey magazines, will
look after the magazine representa-
tives' end of this program.

* * *

The Poue Members of the Junior
Advertising Club of New York who
will attend the Convention as a result
of the money donated by the Sponsors
Club (leading interests in the advertis-
ing profession), are Adam P. Piret of

Printrite Press; Charles C. Forbes,
Joseph Linahan of Macfadden Publica-
tions, and Carlton Eberhard of the Out-
door Advertising Agency of America.
Originally it had been the idea of the
Sponsors Club that only three members
of the Junior association go to London.
On the balloting, however, two candi-
dates tied for first place, and six of
the sponsors jumped into the breach
and guaranteed the expenses of the
fourth man. * * *

Cadbury Bros., Ltd., cocoa and choco-
late manufacturers, will entertain a
party of 100 delegates at Bournville on
Wednesday, July 23. The visitors will
be conducted over the famous "Factory
in a Garden," and have an opportunity
of inspecting the Bournville Estate
(comprising in all 854 acres), with its

model villages, public buildings, parks,
recreation grounds and swimming pool.

* * *

Arrangements have been made for
the entertainment of delegates up to

the number of 300, by the Mayor and
Corporation of Margate. The visit will

take place over a week-end—Saturday

I

Andrew Mflnb
Secretary, London Convention

afternoon, July 19, to Monday morn-
ing, July 21. Saturday evening the
party will be tendered a reception
party and ball at the Pavilion and Win-
ter Gardens. Sunday a motor trip will
be taken to Canterbury, where special
arrangements will be made for a visit

to the Cathedral. Several other places
of historical interest will also be vis-

ited. In the evening a special concert
will be given at the Pavilion.
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Selling the Farm Field

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32]

many bushels of wheat or corn and
only about one-half as many head of

cattle or hogs to exchange for an
automobile now as compared to

1914. At a time when the price

index of house furnishings is still

76 per cent above pre-war, cloths

and clothing 100 per cent, and build-

ing materials 81 per cent above, the

advantageous exchange values of

the farmer's crops in terms of auto-

mobiles appeals to him strongly.

The mail-order houses have not

been complaining about farm busi-

ness. In fact, their total sales for

the last quarter of 1923 were ap-

proximately three times the 1913

figure. This together with automo-

bile sale figures plainly indicates the

farmer's present tendency to shop

for values and to buy only when and

where he feels he has found some-

thing of a bargain.

Still, the experiences of farm ma-
chinery manufacturers show that

mere price reductions will not move
normal quantities of goods to the

farms. Farm implement prices now
bear about the same relationship to

crop prices as they did in pre-war

years, yet business is slow in these

lines. The farmer depends more on

the village blacksmith today than he

does on the implement dealer, it

seems. The old reaper or rake is

repaired over and over.

If You Knew

—

IF
you knew of a plant that could pro-

duce plates and mats of superior
printing quality at less than what

you are now paying—you would be
interested.

If you knew also that this plant had the
facilities and capacity to turn out any
quantity of work in minimum time—you
would also be interested.

If you knew that this plant makes a
specialty of packing and shipping orders
to one or thousands of different addresses
with accuracy and speed— in time and
condition to meet the most stringent
schedules—you would be interested.

This plant is located in Detroit, in the
center of the most used group of news-
papers. Branch offices in New York and
Chicago. Put its service and prices to the

test. It's to your advantage.

GAGNIER STEREOTYPE FOUNDRY
The Gagnier Corporation

3RK DETROIT CHICAGO
id St. 222 N. MIchiganAve.

THIS situation—plentiful buying
of autos and slack buying of im-

plements—points again to the special

social appeal of the automobile on

the farm and may be taken as fur-

ther evidence, it seems fair to con-

clude, that even in the most un-

favorable times the sale of automo-

biles and accessories will be brisk

in the country even if dull in the

cities. There is every indication

that the farm field will grow better

as the months go by. The purchas-

ing power of the farmer's dollar is

increasing slowly—for March it was
74 as compared to 69 one year ago.

The movement from the farms to

the cities has materially reduced the

number of food producers and at the

same time increased the demand for

farm products. From the reports of

both the War Finance Corporation

and the Federal Reserve Board there

is evidence that the farmer is in

most sections liquidating his hang-
over indebtedness and is again get-

ting upon his feet. Long delayed

replacements of farm equipment of

various kinds will soon have to be

made good.

7/ie Shcocfni^ed Standard

'0^

The one complete Buyers' Guide, 4300 pages,

9 X 12, aims to include all manufacturers, re-

g'ardless of advertising patronage, but se-

cures preferred attention for advertisers.

The only one in the "Paid" Circulation

class, the only A.B.C. Member.

The BUYEFfs Master key -

TO AIL AMERICAN SOURCES OF SUPPLY

Wanted, ordered, paid for and nsed
1 \ tlioM HiiiMjrtant buyers in alt lines which
bpst as a rule, they use it exclusively—sub-

i>ta..i.al f.rtign circulation. More tiian 2000 advertisers

—

including many of the biggest manufacturers, ananclal
Institutions, etc.

$15.00 Thomas Publishing Company, 461 Eighlh Ave.. New York
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TRADE MAMC

Reaches every month practically 100% of the advertising agencies and

literally thousands of general advertisers thruout

the United States!

IF YOU ARE A PUBLISHER—Does not this fact arouse your interest

in the Standard Rate & Data Service as a logical medium for your

advertising?

IF YOU ARE AN ADVERTISER—Does not its universal acceptance

arouse your interest to the point of w^anting to know how it can serve

you?

536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago
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SALES figures are not issued by
any of the firms here dealt with,

so it is not possible to compare sales

per store. In passing, I would say

that statistics show that Britons not

only spend less per pair, but they buy
fewer pairs of shoes per year than do

the people of the United States.

The balance sheet of the chain

store in question shows that the

profits available for distribution dur-

ing recent years averaged $870,000.

For nine years in succession the firm

has paid 17V2 per cent dividend on
ordinaiy shares, and in 1920 it de-

clared a stock dividend of 66 2/3 per

cent. As showing that a compara-
tively newcomer can, by the right

methods, make headway even against

such a formidable chain as that de-

scribed, I quote also from the bal-

ance sheet of J. Sears & Co., Ltd.

(True-Form boots). This firm occu-

pies only sixth place, in point of

numbers; in 1918 it had only 100
stores. This company raised distrib-

utable profits from $633,000 in 1920
to $848,475 in 1923. During the first

three years it paid 171/2 per cent and
for 1923 22il> per cent dividend on

ordinary shares. In 1919 it also paid

out a 60 per cent stock dividend, and
in 1921 a 50 per cent bonus.
The present campaign of Free-

man, Hardy & Willis, Ltd., appears

Advertising and the AMI

British Chain Stores
| ^

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 40J ^
opened stores in the leading Euro- W
pean capitals, in addition to their ^
British units. Each of these meth-
ods calls for a diff'erent style of ad-

vertising.

Freeman, Hardy & Willis, Ltd.,

the owners of the 500 chain, use na-

tional advertising, which not only

makes full use of their e.xceptional

distribution, but each advertisement

serves to build up a mail-order trade.

At regular intervals, they reverse

the order and make the advertise-

ment primarily a mail - order an-

nouncement. Thanks to the very effi-

cient postal service in Britain, every

resident, even in rural districts, is

entitled to have letters and parcels

delivered to the door. The compact-
ness of the country eliminates any
necessity for zones, and rates are

uniform. Quality, prices and order

numbers are the same, not only in

all units but in the firm's catalog,

and the advertiser pays postage on
all orders ; thus every prospect,

whether a rural or city resident, is

able to buy on the same basis. The
only advantage to the city dweller

is in being able to visit the nearest

store.
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It's Buijin^ Time forThem
'"Selling Time forYou^

This Mark
Identifies

the Quulity
Group in

This liet.l

THE furniture dealer has two
major buying seasons—at which
times he is in the mood to hear

your story.

Tliese are the iiiarkel .'reasons. Then the

furniture buyers congregate in the market
centers—or through their business papers
learn of new styles, finishes, change and
trend of prices—and BUY.
Two of the greatest markets are held

simuhaneously in Chicago and Grand
Ra|)ids in June, July and January.

The July issue of The Grand Rapids
Furniture Record will be in the mails one
week before the Chicago Market opens and
while Grand Rapids is in full swing.

In addition to regular circulation copies
are distributed throughout the market build-

ings in both centers. Advertisers obtain
maximum coverage at no increase in rates.

Forms dose June 14th. Space reserva-

tions made now assure good positions.

Write for further data. We'll furnish it

gladly.

The Grand Rapids

FURNITURE RECORD
Periodical Publishing Co., Publishers

Grand Rapids, Michigan

Members

4. B. C.— 4MERICAN HOMES BVRE41I— 4. B. P.

NEW YORK CHICAGO CINCINNATI PITTSBURGH BOSTON
LOS ANGELES WASHINGTON, D. C. MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
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Last fall, the Fortmchtly pub-
lished a series of comprehensive
articles on house-to-house sell-

ing, written by Alex Moss. A
few extra copies of these issues

are available. A complete set

of the five issues ^vill be sent

uj)on receipt of 90c. They de-

scribe policies and methods of

the most successful manufac-
turers selling from factory di-

rect to the consumer.
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©.'RAWINGS in Pen and Ink,

Wash, Dry -brush and Color for

Newspapers, Magazines, Posters and

Booklets.

Also Preliminary Ideas and Sketches.

MURRAY HILL 2560

LOHSE^BUDD
^05 Lexington Ave.

NEW YORK '

chiefly in the national dailies with

their million or more circulations.

Most of the announcements feature

one line, such as "Children's Foot-

wear," "Tennis Shoes," etc. Every
advertisement offers the 96-page cat-

alog and postal service to country

buyers, and at frequent intervals the

catalog is made the central feature

of the announcement. This iirm does

not, as is the case with many of its

competitors, go out especially after

foreign and colonial mail-order trade,

but since all the better-known Brit-

ish weeklies and magazines have con-

siderable overseas circulations, the

company, as do other regular adver-

tisers, gets some foreign business.

One of the most interesting cam-
paigns is that put out by Messrs.

Manfield & Sons, Ltd., a firm of

manufacturers who sell their output

of very high grade, and correspond-

ingly high-priced goods, through a

chain of about sixty large stores in

Britain, and thirty to forty in Eur-
opean capital cities. The units in

this chain include some of the largest

and finest shoe stores extant. In-

deed their latest unit, a beautiful

building in the most expensive part

of Regent Street, London, is adver-

tised as the largest high-grade boot

and shoe store in the world.

IN comparing conditions with those

existing in the United States, I

would point out that the proportion

of shoe sales through department
stores in America is many times

greater than in English cities. On
the other hand, British shoe firms,

both manufacturers, chain stores

and retailer, have a giant competitor

in the cooperative system, which
sells the output of its eight big fac-

tories through thousands of retail

stores controlled by the system.

Also, during recent years, certain

chains of hat stores have added shoes

to their line, and quite recently a

manufacturer who had previously

built up a large mail-order business

has gone into the chain business and
is opening new units at a good rate.

So far as I remember, the shoe

business is the only chain system in

Britain (excepting again the 5- and
10-cent stores) into which American
firms have entered. The Walk-Over
Company operates about 25 stores in

Britain, and a few on the Continent,

but all other attempts have ended in

selling out to local houses; although

in one case, I believe, the American
name is still retained.

An increasing number of British

shoe manufacturers are using nation-

al advertising, but so far their efforts

have had no appreciable effects on

the operations or the profits of the

chain-store firms.
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How We Sidestepped

Competition
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 49]

refineries, discovered a lot of dis-

carded hose in one corner of the

yard. Upon inquiry he learned that

it was worthless, so much junk.

Picking up a length here and there,

he discovered some Triplexd hose.

"How much of this hose have you
got in this pile?" he asked the fore-

man. "I don't know," was the reply.

The foreman was told that if he

sorted out our hose, which could be

done readily by means of our identi-

fying trademark, and sent it to the

factory, some of it could doubtless

be salvaged. This was done, with

the result that the refinery received

a lot of hose that it was able to turn

back into service at a small expense.

This salvaging of our hose is the

greatest argument we have for

standardization. Our salesmen and
service men talk the advantages of

standardization on one line of hose,

whether it be our product or not.

In fact, we insist that the customer
standardize. We do not care to do

business with a company that buys

half a dozen different makes of hose,

for we believe that in taking that

stand we serve the best intei-ests of

all concerned. It seems difficult to

get this idea of standardization to

take root, but we can already trace

gratifying results to our efforts.

We believe that if we were to re-

move the policy feature of our busi-

ness we should again have to offer

only the best hose at the highest

price. The service we render in the

fulfillment of the terms of insurance

on our service station pump hose

serves as an entering wedge on other

sizes of hose. Once we satisfy a

company on one branch of our busi-

ness, we find that the resistance to

the introduction of the other sizes

of hose we manufacture is made
much lighter.

Our insurance policy has served

to take our product out of competi-

tion and set it off in a class by itself.

It has lowered sales resistance. It

has increased our volume of busi-

ness in a remarkably short space of

time. Two of the largest pump
manufacturers in the field who had
stopped doing business with us for

some time are now back on our

books. They state that the chief

magnet that attracted them again

was the service policy. In effect this

policy has meant not only that we
protect our customer, but that we
ourselves are protected through it

against the loss of that customer as

a result of mere price competition.

jHLe came into our office and asked

whether or not we had ever set type for

an income tax expert. We hadn't—and

told him so frankly.

Our inquirer was broad-minded. "Can
you set this series ot advertisements tor

me so I may sell my services to a greater

number of clients?"

That put the story differently ! We do

specialize in setting type so the message

will be read—whether it's for income

tax experts, farm implement manufac-

turers or restaurants.

We set the series for the new client, and

he was well pleased with the returns it

brought him.

Undoubtedly there are one or two other

industries and protessions which, during

even our quarter-century of typography,

we have not served. But we can serve them
—just as we are serving countless other

industries and professions at this time.

BEN C. PITTSFORD COMPANY • CHICAGO
433 South Dearborn Street

TYPOGRAPHERS
"Good Typography Pays" is the name of

a little booklet designed to better acquaint

you with advertising typography. Your
copy gladly mailed to you on request.

^MnANDREW
c!Maker

of LETTERS
LS

f Independent Studios-

The Standard Advertising Register
It the bait Id lU field. Ask any user. SuppUM
nluable tnfonnatloD on more tban 8, •00 td-
rertlien. Write for data end prleee.

National Register Publishing Co.
incorporated

799 Broadway, New York CUty
R. W. Ferhel, Miuiaier

PROVE IT!

SHOW THE LETTER
Vour salesmeD should ebow skeptical prospects
testimonial letters received from satisfied custom-
ers—it aupplies proof and gets the order. Don't
leave testimonial letters lying Idle In your files

—

iiive them to your men and increase sales thru
their use. Successful salesmen want and will use
them.

Write for samples and prices.

KiK\ PHOTO PRINT CO.. 31 W. Adams Street. Chicago

MULTIGRAPH ll^^l^lg
Our process costs only $6.00
a dozen. Try it. A trial

order will convince you
that it is the best Re-Ink-

ing you can buy.
Bend 2 Ribbons to he Re-Inked at our espense

W. SCOTT INGRAM, Inc.
Dapt. C. 65 West Broadway NEW YORK CITY
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What's Coming?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 55J

World Center for

Manufacture of

Electric Locomotives

One of the greatest

single factors in the

future development of

Erie is destined to be the

growing importance of

this city as a center for

the manufacture of elec-

tric locomotives. Right

now Erie is virtually the

center of this remark-

able new industry.

•THE DISPATCH-HERALD
CHAS. H. EDDY & COMPANY

National Advertising
Representatives

New York Chicago Boston

PHOTOSTAT/
for economic and effective —
VISUALIZATION

Photostats hand Big Contract I

Ktcently a trade publication submitted
twelve full page advertisinn sugRestions tn

one iif the country's largest national and
trade paper advertisers. And they went
over: big. This is what the advertiser
said: "The finest layouts and copy ever
submitted to us by any publication."

Yet. this advertiser probably has more
caiiipaipns submitted to him by trade
publications than any other in the world.
In addition, this particular paper had
been tr\'ine for six years.

There's an interesting story connected
with the preparation of this campaign

—

such as scarcity of data on application of

products to special fleld and almost no
available illustrations.

That's where photostats proveil a
deciding factor. By means of them the
Service Department manager made the
most of the few Illustrations he had. He
enlarged them, reduced them, ma<le them
astonishingly flexible in producing twelve
varied and striking layouts.

You can do the same if you'll Inves-
tigate the uses of Photostats; we'll gladly
tell about thei

COMMERCE PHOTO-PRINT
CORPORATION

Maiden Lane. New York Ctty
Telephone: John 369T

QuicAer and cheaper ieproductior\^

sections. One could go on enumerat-
ing instances of this kind, dating
from the time the electric trolley

displaced the cable car on down to

the present day.

Steel is the chief metal of con-

struction at present, but who can
say that it will not be an aluminum
alloy a few years hence? The ethyl

gas just discovered by Kettering and
his associates in the General Motors
research laboratory seems to make
it possible to build an engine that

will weigh only one-half as much as

the gas engines used to day and yet

develop equally as much power. This

gas is in actual production and will

be used in motors this summer. Why
should we not expect a revolutionary

change in the type and style of

automobiles next year or the year

after?

ANOTHER of America's great re-

L search laboratories has perfected

a method of using corn to produce
sugar at a price per pound one-third

less than the cost of producing sugar
from cane or beets. Upward of a

half-million pounds of this sugar is

being produced daily at the present

time. These and hundreds of other

developments that are taking place

with amazing rapidity will all have
some definite effect upon hundreds
of businesses.

The future will be a day of mar-
vels. Unheard of uses will be found
for numberless materials. Likely,

we will make milk out of kerosene,

for such a process should be easy

and cheap. Milk today is 88 per cent

water. All that is necessary is to

get the fat out of kerosene and then

add water, sugar and minerals, at

the same time removing the oil odor.

The greatest need of man is food,

so a part of our oil supply may be

more valuable as food than as fuel.

Considerable work has been done on
coal tar. But the field of research

on oil is practically virgin.

Tomorrow will be a day of cheap
oxygen, and this will mean a revolu-

tion of the steel and other industries.

Arts like refrigeration will be de-

veloped beyond recognition. In the

interest of efficiency, it will be con-

sidered ,iust as necessary to cool

working places in the summer-time
as to heat them in the winter. Big
railroad fi'eight terminals will all be

located outside our cities, and motor
trucks will be employed to give us

door deliveries. The great highways

that will circle and cross the United
States will avoid all towns and cities

and some portions of these roads
will be given over to vehicles for-

bidden to travel below a minimum
speed. Telephone service will be
available from all moving trains and
all telephone companies will use reg-

istering machines to measure con-

versations as we now do heat, light

and water. The foregoing is just

a mere scratching of the surface of

coming developments, and yet it is

suflScient to bring one to a realiza-

tion of the truth that the business

man of tomorrow must keep one eye

on the world at large while his other

eye is centered on the desk before

him.

Two research workers I know are

making progress in their experi-

ments on oriented crystal structure,

the primary object of which is to

make tungsten wire stronger so it

will not sag. But a successful out-

come for these experiments will

make it possible to strengthen steel,

silk, cotton and other materials in

addition to merely cheapening elec-

tric lamps. Other investigators are

busy trying to manufacture a more
perfect vacuum, and, if they accom-
plish this aim, it will likely then be

possible to transmit direct current

over long distances at a very high
voltage.

^T^HERE is no way to measure the

X effects of a new invention or to

determine what will be the final ap-

plication in our lives of any new
discovery. The greatest manufac-
turer of roller bearings had no idea

he was going to make a fortune in

producing steel products when he
started out with the idea of making
a more perfect billiard ball. After
he made a fortune, he kept at it

and ultimately produced the billiard

ball which was his original aim. But
all people are not so successful and
often they get the thing they go
after and nothing more, which is

frequently disastrous.

At any rate, we are faced with th€

pi lin truth that industry in America
toc'ay provides no place for the hard-
shelled conservative, nor is there

room for the fellow who makes no
allo\'ance in his plans for what we
migl t call a scientific accident, who
is never prepared for the unexpected
and who is totally unable to get ii

step with the ever-increasing spirit

of c.iange that now prevails.
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The Spirit

of Their Letters
How the Advertising World Received the News That

"Advertising Fortnightly" Had Absorbed

"Advertising and Selling"

You know already from my many
public utterances how strongly I feel

the close connection of the advertising
and selling functions, and I am glad
that you can carry on your masthead a

title which will adequately embrace the

broad editorial scope.—P. L. Thomson,
Publicity Manager, Western Electric

Co., New York. (President, Associa-
tion of National Advertisers.)

Good news! I have always felt that
something ought to be done about Ad-
vertising and Selling, and now you
have done it.

—

Earnest Elmo Cal-
kins, Vice-President, Calkins & Hol-
den. Inc., New Y'ork.

The infant has developed into quite

a lusty ogre when it can devour this

contemporary before it is a year old I

—

Tim Thrift, Advertising Manager,
The American Multigraph Sales Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Perhaps the best testimonial we can
offer of our high regard for space in

your columns, is that we are employ-
ing your medium for our inserts. In-

cidentally, I might mention that before
definitely deciding upon your publica-
tion, I consulted others, some of the
most prominent and largest advertis-
ers, all of whom spoke very compli-
mentary of your publication.

—

Joseph
Deutsch, President, Edwards &
Deutseh, Chicago, 111.

It will serve to strengthen a paper
that has already made a place for it-

self.—E. St. Elmo Lewis, Vice-Presi-
dent, Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.

The need for a fearless, construc-
tively helpful magazine, inspiring,
criticising, following trends and ten-
dencies, yet always with a twinkle of
humor in its eye—is obvious. Adver-
tising Fortnightly from its first issue
suggested just such a magazine.

—

George Ethridge, President, The Eth-
ridge Co., New York.

Glad to see this indication of your
growth and progressiveness.
Your editorial policy seems to fill a real
want in the field of Mai-kets, Merchan-
dising and Media.

—

James L. Smith,
Advertising Manager, Chicago Paper
Co., Chicago. 111.

Today, Advertising Fortnightly
stands preeminently at the top of ad-
vertising publications, and you have
given additional assurance of its fu-
ture.—P. deV. Chaudron, Sales Pro-
motion Manager, The Munro & Har-
ford Co., New Y'ork.

Certainly does sound good to read
that you have absorbed Advertixing
and Selling.—Charles W. Hoyt, Presi-
dent, Charles W. Hoyt Co., Inc.. New
York.

Advertising Fortnightly has cer-

tainly hit the mark of appreciation at
this office. Not only here, but every-
where I hear it very favorably spoken
of.

—

Rob. Tinsman, President, Federal
Advertising Agency, Inc., New York.

There is no question but that the re-

sult will be beneficial to subscriber, ad-
vertiser and publisher alike.—E. A.
Simmons, President, Simmons-Board-
man Pub. Co., New Y'ork.

I compliment you and congratulate
you, and wish Advertising Fort-
nightly every success that it deserves.—James O'Shaughnessy, American
Association of Advertising Agencies.

I hope this consolidation won't have
any effect on our keeping on your back
cover. ... I want that position
for life.—W. C. Platt, President, Na-
tional Petroleum Neivs, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Nothing succeeds like doing a good
job!

—

Charles Austin Bates, New
York.

Congratulations. It seems to me
that this is a move in the right direc-

tion and for more reasons than one.

—

H. H. Charles, President, The Charles
Advertising Ser^vice, New York.

I congratulate you on the consolida-
tion, and wish you success.—S. R. Lat-
SHAW, Advertising Director, The But-
terick Publishing Co., New York.

Brings to your publication a name
that is old in the advertising field and
admirably suited to the scope of your
publication.

—

Val A. Schmitz, Man-
ager of Advertising, Highway Light-
house Co., New York.

You have made wonderful pi-ogress

in the last few months. We want you
to know we appreciate its value.—

7

M. Willson, Manager, Better Business
Commission, Toledo, Ohio.

I congratulate you heartily. Am
glad for this evidence of prosperity on
the part of your publication.—J. A.
Richards, President, Joseph Richards
Co., New York.

Congratulations. This is, of course,
a benefit to the advertising publication
field and will I hope prove profitable

to you.—R. P. Clayberger, Calkins &
Holden, New York.

Congratulate you on what must be
rapid and substantial progress.

—

George S. Fowler, Advertising Man-
ager, Colgate & Co., New Y'ork.

Practical evidence that you are build-

ing on a solid foundation. . . . Be-
cause of the editorial quality and
character of your publication, you have

The Complete Book on

Engraving andPrinting
It tells how to obtain

the best photographs for

reproduction; how to de-

termine size; gives hun-
dreds of examples show-
ing methods of treating

illustrations to obtain ef-

fective results; how copy
should be prepared for

different kinds of plates

for printing in one or

more colors; how to plan

work economically and for

best co-operation with en-

graver or printer: how to

choose proper color com-
binations; how to choose

printin nd hu
ng and suggestive

ideas.

840 Pages—Over 1500 Illustrations

35 Related Subjects

Exaoiples by even' prf>cess—many in color.

Beautifully printed on Aigrette enamel coated

paper and bound in dark green Interlaken crash

cloth with gold stamping.

It provides a means of reference and a knowl-

edKe of the fundamentals of methods and processes

that will be a wonderful help. Saves time of ex-

exerutive in training assistants and helps the be-

ginner to get ahea*!.

FREE EXAMINATION OFFER
Commercial Engraving Pub. Co..

Dept NS. Indianapolis, Ind.

You mav send prepaid a copy of COMMERCIAL
KNCRAVING AND PRINTING for examination.

Unless I return it within 10 days I will keep the

hook and remit $15.00" in full payment within

3 days.

•Cash with order $14.25. Money back if not

satisfied. If you prefer to see our FREE complete

prospectus showing sample pages contents, payment
plan, etc., a request will bring it to you at once.

Brown^s Directory

of

American

Gas Companies

$10.00 a Copy

$7.50 to Gas Companies

WILL BE READY IN ALGIST

Your Or<li>r Should Be

Placed Mote

Robbins Publishing Co.

52 Vanrl.rbill A>.-.. N. > . C.
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Mr
SalesMana^er

By using the Daily Herald for your selling messages,

you can create real Consumer Demand, pave the way for

your salesmen and make their work more elTective.

The Daily Herald, published simultaneously in Biloxi

and Gulfport, has a circulation of 4,375. Its readers oc-

cupy hundreds of beautiful homes in this resort territory

and are hustling citizens of thriving towns.

Your advertisements in the Daily Herald will bring

results far in excess of what you would expect from a

territory of this size. It pays to use the Daily Herald.

TheSDaily Herald
GULFPORT MISSISSIPPI

W. Wilkes' Sons. Publishe

DANA B. MERRILL
25 West 45th Street

New York
Telephone : Bryant 1207-8

/FLOSSY birch foli-

^^ age, glistening

silverware, delicious

fruit, can all be beau-

tifully reproduced

through the ad-

vanced art of pho-

tography. Each
beautiful aspect,

each minute detail

can be effectively

portrayed.

Your product, be it

ever so difficult to

make interesting,

can be artfully re-

produced — r e p r o-

duced so that it cre-

ates a sales appeal.

"INCREASING DIRECT
ADVERTISING RETURNS"

A New Book Oy Flint McN
Here is a book YOU need. Filled
practical, result-producing infi

Outlines plans for increasing returns in
inquiries and sales; winning jobbers,
creating demand, etc. Shows adver-
tising fundamentals. Explains right
practices and v/inning methods. How
to increase pulling power in inquiry
and order cards, coupons, order blanks,
etc. Analyzes coupons in magazines
and trade papers. Just the informa-
ion all ambitious advertisers want and
an turn into profit. Illustrated bv
eproductions o( 201 advertisements.
220 pp. Cloth. Ai Live liookstores.

Sent Direct for $2.50

Selling Aid, 1304 Jackson Blvd., Chicago

oAdvertising

The P. A. Rickles Company
17 West 42nd Street

•^ew York City

Tel. Longacre 5375

$63,393 L'etrer°""

!

$63,393.00 worth of merchandise sold with
a single one-page "form" letter at a total

cost of less than $100.00. Send 25c. for a
copy of Postage Magrw-ine and an
actual cop.T of this letter. If you sell, you
need Postage which tella how to write
Sales-Producing Letters. Folders. Booklets,
House Magazines. Subscription $2 a year
for 12 numbers full of Belling ideas. Any-
thing that can be sold can be sold by mail.

POSTAGE— 18 East 18 St.—New York, N.Y.

developed an unusual reader interest.

I have observed this, not only in our
own organization, but in many other

places.

—

Homer J. Buckley, President,

Buckley, Dement & Co,, Chicago, 111.

One more step toward the kind of

paper that you are planning.—J. H.
Bragdon, Treasurer, Textile World,
New York.

Personally speaking, I take a keen
interest in every issue of Advertising
Fortnightly because your editorials

and articles deal with timely subjects,

furnish information and are written in

a style one likes to read.—C. G, Munro,
President, The Munro & Harford Co.,

New York.

You have a very constructive edi-

torial appeal—and you give your read-

ers just enough per issue to whet their

appetite for the succeeding number.

—

Duncan D. Dobie, Jr., Vice-President.

Brewster Publications, Inc., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

This purchase has earned for you
the compliments and congratulations
of the advertising fraternity. A fitting

way to celebrate your first birthday.

—

Walter Botthof, President, Standard
Rate & Data Service, Chicago, 111.

You are certainly making real prog-
ress.—W. K. Lamport, President, Lam-
port-MacDonald Co., South Bend, Ind.

Will give you a distinct advantage
and be of material help in building up
your publication.—F. R. Jennings,
Advertising Manager, The Rotarian,
Chicago, 111.

Indeed a wonderful combination.

—

Carl Hunt, Manager, Associated Ad-
vertising Clubs of the World, New
York.

We take it for granted that having
combined two publications, the product,

will be twice as good—and considering
the excellence of your original enter-

prise, this will be quite an achievement.
—N. S. Rose, Advertising Manager,
The Christian Science Monitor, Boston,

Mass.

The progress made by your publica-

tion has been quite remarkable.

—

Frank T. Carroll, Advertising Man-
ager, The Indianapolis News, Indian-
apolis, Ind.

A real step forward

—

Robert
_
L,

Johnson, Advertising Manager, Time,
New York.

One can only see a continued success

and very large expansion from the new
absorption.—A. H. Melville, Director

of Research, Conde Nast Publications,

New York.

There is no question in my mind that
you are doing a good work.—C. S.

Baur, General Advertising Manager,
The Iron Age, New York.

Congratulate you on this acquisition

as not only does it help to clean up the

field, but I understand it brings to you
a goodly number of additional sub-

scribers which will increase the pres-

tige and value of Advertising Fort-
nightly.—A. E. Clifford, The Class

Journal Co., New York.

Will unquestionably increase the

prestige of Advertising Fortnightly
from every angle, ... A step in

the right direction.

—

David B. Gibson,
Vice-President, Building Supply Neivs,

Chicago, 111.
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Adds
Multiplies StS'x^

Addm^

u

§un(Mtmnd, adding machine co.

The Sundstrand Adding Machine
Company is another national ad-

vertiser who finds in Foldwell
Coated Paper the quality necessary
for good direct-mail printing. The
direct-mail pieces illustrated above,
as well as other Sundstrand pieces

are printed on Foldwell because
of the protection that this sheet

offers to sales literature in the mails.

Like hundreds of other big national

advertisers, the Sundstrand Add-
ing Machine Company knows
from experience that when they

use Foldwell the integrity of their

direct-mail matter will be preserved
— that the effects for which Sund-
strand works so hard will not be
ruined before the pieces reach the

prospect.

CHICAGO PAPER COMPANY * Manufacturers
801 South Wells Street • Chicago

NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED

^adf:
Foldivell coating is specially prepared and applied to the body stock to

FOLD both with and against the grain.
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By the Country's Leading Paper Merchants
BALTIMORE, MD.
The B. F. Biitul Paver Co.
Hanover and Lombard Sis.

BOSTON. MASS.
John Carltr & Company, Inc.

BUFFALO. N. Y.
The Ailing * Cory Company

CALGARY. ALTA.. CAN.
John Martin Paper Co.. Ltd.

CHICAGO. ILL.
Chicnao Paper Company
SOI S. Wells SI.

CINCINNATI. OHIO
The Cincinnati Cordage & Paper Co.

CLEVELAND. OHIO
The Petrequiii Paper Co.
1SS6 W. Thxrd St.

DALLAS. TEXAS
Olmeted-Kirk Company

DAYTON. OHIO
The Cincinnati Cordage & Paper Co.

DES MOINES. IOWA
Carpenter Paper Company of Iowa
106 Seventh St. Viadilct

DETROIT. MICH.
Chop—Stevrns Paper Co.
m5-19S5 Fort Street.WeBt^.

EDMONTON. ALTA.. CAN.
Juhn Mat tin Paper Co.. Ltd.

EL PASO. TEXAS
E. C- Palmer & Co.. Ltd.

HOUSTON. TEXAS
E. C. Palmer & Co.. Ltd.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
f^entnry Paper Co.
101 Kentucky Ave.

KANSAS CITY. MO.
Kansan City Paper House
Seventh and May Sts.

LINCOLN. NEB.
Lincoln Paper Compami
Cor. nth & P Sts.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Blake, Mofitt & Towne
lis So. Li'H Angeles St.

LOUISVILLE. KY.
Louisville Paper Co.
Thirteenth & Maple

MILWAUKEE. WIS.
Allman. Christiansen Paper Co.
ISl Michimn St.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
The John Leslie Paper Co.
sot South Fifth St.

MONTREAL. P. Q.. CAN.
McFarlane. Son & Hodgson, Ltd.

NEWARK. N. J.
Lasher & Lathrop, Inc.
50 East Pcddie St.

NEW ORLEANS. LA.
E. C. Palmer & Co., Ltd.
4S3 Camp St

NEW YORK. N. Y.
The Ailing A Cory Co.
SlsW.S-lh St.
Lasher & Lathrop. Inc.
29-SS Lafayette SI.

Whitehead tt- AlHger Co.
11 Thomas St.

OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLA.
Kansas Cttv Paper House
27 E. Grand Avenue
OMAHA. NEB.
Carpenter Paper Co.
SUi and Harney Sts.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
A. Hartunq & Company
506-512 Race Street

PHOENIX. ARIZ.
Blake, Mofl'ilt& Towne

PITTSBURGH. PA.
The Allinq& Cory Company
P. O. Box 9U

East 3rd at Ankemj

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

John Carter X- Company, Inc.
IS Fountain St.

ROCHESTER. N.Y.
The Allina A- Cory Company
P. O. Box 995

ST. LOUIS. MO.
Acme Paper Co.
IIS South Sth St.

ST. PAUL. MINN.
Nasi npan

SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH
Carpenter Paper Co.
lis State Street

SAN DIEGO. CALIF.
Blake, Moffitt & Townt

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.
Blake, Moffitt & Towne
il First St.

SEATTLE. WASH.
American Paper Co.

SPOKANE. WASH.
Spokane Paper &- Station

TACOMA. WASH.
Tacoma Pap-r & Stationery Co.
17S3-1739 Jefferson Ave.

TOLEDO, OHIO
The Commerce Paper Co.
iO St. Clair St.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Stanford Paper Company
1215 "C" St.. N. W.

WINNIPEG, MAN., CAN.
John Martin Paper Co., Ltd.
SIS Wilham Ace.

ery Co.

CHICAGO PAPER COMPANY, Manufacturers
801 South Wells Street, Chicago

Folding Coated Book Folding Coated Writing
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Mat 9, 10—Advertising Affiliation
Convention, Buffalo, N. T. (Cleve-
land, Buffalo, Rocliester, Hamilton,
Ont., Advertising Clubs.)
Mat 12, 13—First annual conven-

tion. Associated Advertising Clubs of
the World, Second District (New-
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Delaware), Bellevue-Stratford Hotel,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Mat 25-28—Pacific Coast Adver-

tising Clubs Association Convention,
Fresno, Cal.
Mat 26, 27, 28—Semi-Annual Meet-

ing, Association of National Adver-
tisers, Hotel Statler, Cleveland.
June 3, 4, 5—Convention of Na-

tional Association of Employing
Lithographers, Del Monte, Cal,
JtmE 4. 5, 6—Eleventh National

Foreign Trade Convention, Boston,
Mass.

JniNB 6—Annual Outing Repre-
sentatives Club, Briarcliff Lodge, New
York.

JtjNE 9, 10, 11—Convention Asso-
ciation of Newspaper Advertising
Executives and Association of News-
paper Classified Advertising Man-
agers, Deschler Hotel. Columbus,
Ohio.
June 26-28—Twenty-eighth Annual

Convention American Photo-En-
gravers Association, Sinton Hotel,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
June 30-Jui.t 2—Annual Conven-

tion, Southern Newspaper Publishers'
Association, Grove Park Inn, Ashe-
ville, N. C.
JULT 4—Detroit delegation to Lon-

don Convention sails from Montreal
on Canadian Pacific Steamship Mont-
calm.
JuLT 5—New England delegation to

London Convention sails from Boston
on Cunard Line Steamship SamarUi.
JULT 13 TO 18—Annual Convention

A. A. C. of W., London, England.
S.S. Republic sails from New York
July 3 ; LancdsU-ia, July 3 ; George
Washington July 4 : Leviathan. July 5
August 18-23—Milwaukee Graphic

Arts Exposition and Annual Conven-
tion International Association of
Printing House Craftsmen, Audi-
torium. Milwaukee.
October 29, 30. 31—Annual Con-

vention of the Direct Mail Advertis-
ing Association, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Editor will be glad to receive,
in advance, for listing in the Adver-
tising Calendar, dates of activities of
national interest to advertisers.

Edward E. Buckow
Formerly manager of The Expositor

Magazine, Cleveland, Ohio, is now af-
filiated with the Nesbitt Service Com-
pany, in the same city.

R. E. O'Boyle
Eastern sales manager of the Com-

mercial Poster Company, Cleveland,
has been elected vice-president and will
continue to operate from the company's
New York office.

H. F. Murphy
Formerly of Dorrance, Sullivan &

Company, New York, now is with the
C. C. Winningham Agency of Detroit
as art director.

Correction

On page 21 of the last issue, under
the reproduction of a painting exhib-
ited by The W. F. Powers Company at
the Annual Exhibition of the Art
Directors' Club, New York, that com-
pany was inadvertently referred to as
an advertising agency when they are
in reality lithographers.

Roto Advertisers-
It is significant that the following successful national advertisers

used a total of over 63,000 lines during 1923 in The Roto Section

of The Sunday Milwaukee Journal

:

Century Chemists Luxrite Hair Nets
Coty's L'Origan Vauv
Djer Kiss Surf Maid Hair Nets
Kolex Venida Hair Nets
Palmolive Products Pabst Corporation
Colgate Products Colman's Mustard
Gervaise Graham Shredded Wheat
Lehn & Fink Munsing Wear
Marmola Thermo Mills
Tiz Normandy Voiles
lodent Walk-Over Shoes

Tor ngto
Aladdin Industries
Gorham Silver
Eastman Kodak
Dodge Brothers
Standard Sanitary Mfg.

Co.
Columbia Phonograph
Dictograph Products Co.
Califomians, Inc.
Peoples' Popular

Monthly

Many other advertisers, using smaller space, find The Milwaukee
Journal's Roto Section necessary for most economical and suc-

cessful selling.

-Results ? Read This /-

'TpHE Cellucotton Products
* Co., of Neenah, Wisconsin,

manufacturers of "Kotex" and

one of the largest users of

Rotogravure advertising on a

nation-wide scale, say in a re-

cent letter :

—"Our advertising

in The Sunday Milwaukee
Journal Roto-Section has

pulled second or third best of

all the Rotogravure newspapers

on our list. The cost per in-

quiry is considerably below the

average of either Black and
White or Rotogravure."

As many of the other news-
papers used by Kotex greatly
exceed The Sunday Milwaukee
Journal in circulation, it is

obvious that the Milwaukee-
Wisconsin market and The
Journal offer you one of the
best opportunities in the United
States for a substantial in-

crease in business at low cost.

Why not write at once for a
survey of vour sales possibiH-
ties?

Read in More
Than 4 Out of 5
Milwaukee Homes
Every Sunday J

Sunday MUwaukee

OURNAL
FIRST- bjrMetit

Average Net

Paid Sunday
Circulation for

March 124,525

THE JEWELERS' CIRCULAR,
New York, has for many years pub-
lished more advertising than have

seven other jewelry journals com-
bined.

report fo:

ending March 3

Topeka Daily Capital

governmenternraent r\^ A^*t
j-°-5f J5,47Z

TOPEKA, KAN.

Publisher

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

FREDERICK A. HANNAH
AND ASSOCIATES

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
MARKETING COUNSEL

32 WEST 40th STREET : NEW YORK
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In the Dead of Night

In the dead of night a fire breaks out—the alarm

must be given. A child is taken sick—the doctor must

be called. A thief enters the house—the police must

be located.

In the dead of night the American turns to his tele-

phone, confident he will find it ready for the emergency.

He knows that telephone exchanges are open always,

the operators at their switchboards, the wires ready to

vibrate with his words. He has only to lift the receiver

from its hook to hear that calm, prompt "Number,

please." The constant availability of his telephone

gives him security, and makes his life more effective in

wider horizons.

Twenty-four-hour service, which is the standard set

by the Bell System, is the exception in the service of

Continental Europe. An emergency may occur at any

time. Continuous and reliable service has become a

part of the social and economic fibre of American life.

/^^^il^ American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

In the next issue: "Will It Sell Goods?"
by Charles Austin Bates — a penetrating

analysis of modern advertising written in

Bates' most expressive style. Your copy
w^ill be ready May 21.

Borrowed Plumes
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18 J

When I was running the advei'tis-

ing of a phonograph I conceived the

idea of advertising the records in-

stead of the phonograph. I an-

nounced the new titles each month,
with brief descriptions of each, ex-

actly as the contents of a magazine
are advert i.sed. 1 didn't know
whether it was a good idea or not,

but all the other phonograph manu-
facturers evidently thought it was,
because all immediately adopted it.

We found it was not so resultful as

advertising the phonograph itself,

and went back to our old idea. And
all the others came galumphing back.

Did you ever feed a flock of hens?
No matter how good the feeding is

where they are, they will leave it on
the chance that another handful
thrown in another direction is bet-

ter. Let one hen go off by herself

and peck busily as if she had found
something good, and the whole flock

will charge down on her pell-mell, no
matter what they leave behind.

Their's not to reason why. It's just

their nature. Some manufacturers
are hen-minded.

I received three letters this week,

each saying practically the same
thing. The writers, whose letter-

heads in each instance voiced a sub-

stantial business, said they were
struck with a piece of copy we had
just put out for ourselves, and would
like permission to adapt it to their

own businesses. They were not in a

position to employ our services, but

would appreciate the permission to

use our work. As the little girl said

to the neighbor, "Papa would like to

borrow your newspaper. He only

wants to read it." To which the

neighbor replied, "Tell papa I would
like to borrow his breakfast. I only

want to eat it."

When I was young in this business

I used to be greatly e.xercised at the

way other people appropriated our

stuff, and that we had prepared for

our clients. It no longer disturbs

me. The originator loses nothing;

the borrower gets nothing. In fact,

he loses, for imitation is confession.

This has nothing to do with the in-

telligent use of good ideas in adver-

tising, which are the common prop-'

erty of the advertising and business

world. As Macaulay says, there is

a big difference between adopting

the garb of a man and stealing his

clothes. But there is no use in ad-

vertising "I am the original Cohen."

It makes little diff'erence which is

the original Cohen. The important

thing is what the original Cohen de-

livers in goods, prices and service.
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In view of the wide-spread interest in the case between

CLARENCE D. COSTELLO, etal.,

Complainants,

—and

—

THOMAS CUSACK COMPANY, etal.

Defendants,

we are utilizing- the succeeding pages to publish the OPINION of

Vice Chancellor, John Griffin, in Chancery Court of

New Jersey—rendered April 14, 1924

TTios. ©sack (o.

y OPINION

IN CHANCERY OF NEW JERSEY

Between

CLARENCE D. COSTELLO, et aL,

Conijjlainants,

—and

—

THOMAS CITSACK COMPANY, et ah,

Defendants.

Submitted March 31, 1924:—Decided April 14, 1924.

Messrs. Treacy & Milton, solicitors, and Lindley M. Garrison,

and John J. Miilvaney, Esqs. ( and George F. Hitrd. Esq.,

of the New York Bar I of CounseL for Complainants.

Messrs. McDermott. Enright & Carpenter. Solicitors, and
Mr. John M. Enright, Mr. Merritt Lane and Mr. J. S.

Hummer, of the Illinois Bar, of counsel, for the Defen-

dants.

GRIFFIN, V. C:
One phase of llie bill in this cause was

before this Court, and was decided in a

memorandum filed on October 9, 1922.

and in an additional memorandum, upon
re-argument, filed November 3, 1922.

From the order then made an appeal was
taken to the Court of Errors and Appeals,
which order was affirmed. Costello vs.

Thomas Cusack Company, et aL, Vol. 1,

;V. J. Adv. Rep., p. 314.

The cause came on to be heard on the

residue of the bill.

Defenilant, (Cusack Company, sought
again !o amend the certificate of incorpor-
ation at a meeting held on May 5, 1923,

changing the ciiaracter of the stock in

some respects, and, on supplemental bill,

this was also enjoined without filing a

memorandum.
The Cusack Company, on December 7,

1922, filed an answer with a counter-claim,
bringing in Mr. Logeman and others as

defendan's; whereupon, Mr. Logeman had

himself added as a party complainant to

the bill. In his testimony he says he knew
nothing of the preparation of the suit by
Costello un'.il the subpoena was served:

and the reason why he had himself added
as a parly complainant was because he
was attacked in ihe counter-claim.

During the trial of the cause, on the

application of complainants, an order was
made allowing the bill to be amended in

such fashion that it would stand as a bill

under the statute for mismanagement, and
praying an injunction and receiver, a copy
of which amended bill is contained in the

order. Afterwards counsel desired to treat

the form of bill contained in the order as

an independent bill, and after some dis-

cussion, withdrew his application lo

amend, staling that complainants would
s!and on the original bill filed.

The charges against the defendant com-
pany, contained in said bill, are practi-

rally as follows:

1. That Cusack has dominated and been

able to maintain control of the policy of

the Company, and to maintain and operate

the Company for the benefit of himself

and of the majority stockholders, to the

detriment of the complainant and the

minority stockholders, by the payment of

large and unwarranted salaries, commis-

sions and bonuses, or additional compen-

sation to all of the named majority stock-

holders, who are directors; and it then

proceeds to set out the salary paid to

President Cusack. It also alleged that the

Company has been mismanaged and its

earnings squandered, etc.

2. That it has been the policy of Mr.

Cusack and the majority stockholders and

directors to increase and expand the busi-

ness for the purpose of increasing the

volume, whereby they might increase their

compensation without regard to whether

the extension was made upon a profitable

basis; and refers to the Sl.800.000 bond
issue in the year 1918.

3. That it increased the amount of its

loans at banks.

4. That it established a branch in New
York City which has been conducted at a

great loss.

.). That, for the purpose of obtaining

control and monopoly of the business, it

has formed a corporation known as "The
National Outdoor Advertising Bureau,"

which is being managed at a loss.

(i. That, for many years the Thomas
Cusack Company hail been receiving, in

each year, a large volume of orders from
Poster Advertising Company. Inc.. George
Enos Throop. Inc.. Ivan B. Nordham Com-
pany and other solicitor^. which, in the

year 1920. amounted to more than a mil-

iion dollars; and that for the purpose of

obtaining a monopoly or control of the

business in the United States. Mr. Cusack,

in the year 1920. undertook to have the

(Cusack Company refuse to receive any

further orders from said concerns, and

refused to take such orders, amounting,

in the year 1921. to about $1..SOO,000, the

result of which created comi)etition. to the

great loss of the stockholders of the com-

pany.
[-\dvertisementl
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7. That the Company's books show a

profit, for the year 1921, of about S400,000,
while its published audit for the same year
shows a profit of about Sl,500,000; and
that the difference arises from the auditors
charging the cost of erection and maintain-
ing positer-boards, etc., as a capital asset,

which method is erroneous. These audi-

tors are Price, Waterhouse & Company.
It is then charged that the Thomas

Cusack Company has been and is now
being conducted at a great loss and greatly

prejudicial to the interest of its creditors

and stockholders, so that the business
cannot be conducted with safety to the

public and advantage to its stockholders.

It then prays, among other things, for the
ascertainment of the proper compensation
of the defendants, and that they may be
decreed to restore the excess above that

sum; that the actual surplus, for the pur-
pose of declaring dividends, be de-

termined, and that the proper dividends
be declared; that it may be restrained

from exercising its privileges and fran-

chises, etc., and that a receiver be ap-

pointed.

Dealing with the first charge in the

complainants' bill; Mr. Logeman became
Secre'ary and a director, as I recall it, in

1917, and voted with the majority on all

these items, and was in perfect accord
with the majority, down to and including
the meeting of May 25, 1920, at which
lat'er meeting the salary, bonus and
travelling expenses of Mr. Cusack were
fixed at the identical sums that the bill

now complains against, with Mr. Logeman
and his brother-in-law, Robbins, voting in

the affirmative. This compensation was as

follows: salary, S50,000; allowance for ex-

penses $10,000; bonus on net profits, 10

per cent, the net profits to be determined
on the Company's method of accounting.

At this meeting of May 25, 1920, the

order of business was as follows: the com-
pensation of the President was first fixed

as above for salary, expenses and bonus;
nine directors were then unanimously
elected; and on both these resolutions

Messrs. Logeman and Robbins voted in

the affirmative. In the next resolution

Mr. J. M. Loughlin was elected Secretary.

Mr. Robbins placed in nomination Mr.
Logeman. The result being that 16 voles

were cast for Mr. Loughlin and 2 for Mr.
Logeman. The salary of the Treasurer
with travelling expenses and bonus was
thereupon fixed, Mr. Logeman and Mr.
Robbins voting in the affirmative. There-
after Mr. Logeman and Mr. Robbins, for

the first time, began to vote in the nega-

tive upon the resolution offered.

At an adjourned meeting of the Board
of Directors held March 15, 1921, Mr.
Costello appears as a director instead of

Mr. Robbins. At this meeting Mr. Cusack
was elected President, Mr. Cosiello voting
in the affirmative, Mr. Logeman in the
negative. On the vote for Mr. Read as

Treasurer, Mr. Costello voted in the af-

firmative, Mr. Logeman in the negative.

The same may be said of the vote for

Mr. Loughlin as Secretary. At this meet-
ing the salary, bonus and travelling ex-

penses of the President were fixed at the
sums above stated in the bill, namely,
S50,000 salary, S 10.000 for travelling ex-

penses, and a bonus of 10% on the net
profits "to be determined in accordance
with the system of accounting that has
been and is now being followed by the
Company." On this resolution Mr. Cos-
tello vo'ed in the affirmative, and Mr.
Logeman in the negative. Mr. Cusack
did not vote. Sixteen out of eighteen
directors present voted in the affirmative.

The salary of the Treasurer was fixed at

$6,000, $4,000 for travelling expenses, and
a bonus of 2%, being the same as the
previous year. Sixteen voted in the af-

firmative, including Mr. Costello, and Mr.
Logeman voted in the negative. The
compensation of tlie Secretary was fixed
at the same figure as the preceding year,
namely, salary $6,000, travelling expenses
$2,500, and 1% bonus. Mr. Costello
voted for this resolution; Mr. Logeman
voted in the negative. In fixing the salary

of Mr. Spriggs at $1,820 a year, in addition
to a bonus of 1%, Messrs. Costello and
Logeman both voted for the resolution.
The same may be said of the salary of
Mr. OMara.
At the meeting of the Board of Directors

held March 28, 1922, both Costello and
Logeman voted against Mr. Cusack for
President. The minutes of this meeting
show the following statement by Mr.
Logeman:

"I voted 'NO' not on account of the
personal vUlification and attacks that he
has made on my character, but on ac-

count of his illegal acts and his con-
tinued actions that would tend to

destroy the value of the interests that

1, and the stockholders who have
elected me a director, have in the Com-
pany."

Not only did Mr. Logeman vote for all

these alleged extravagances in the pay-
ment of salaries, bonuses, etc., before the
breach came, and Mr. Costello, in 1921,
vote in the same fashion prior to his re-

taining Mr. LvL'kin, but the great weight
of the testimony is that the compensation
fixed by the Board of Directors was rea-

sonable and the method proper; and I

do not recall any evidence on the part of
the complainants to the contrary.

2. Turning to the second point made by
the bill, as to the increasing and expand-
ing of the business and referring to the
81,800,000 bond issue in the year 1918:
.^t a meeting of the Board of Directors
held on the 28th of February, 1918, to

consider this issue of S1.80O,O06 of bonds,
there were present, among other directors,
Messrs. Logeman and Robbins, and the
resolution to issue the bonds was adopted
by the unanimous vote of the directors
of the corporation present. Following this

a stockholders' meeting wa^ held, on
March 20, 1918, upon due notice stating

the purposes of the meeting and referring
to the $1,800,000 bond issue. Thus the
stockholders were fully advised of the
object of the meeting. At this meeting
Mr. Read held the proxies of Messrs.
Costello, Robbins and Logeman. Mr.
Hopkins acted as Secretary of the meet-
ing; and the resolution to issue the bonds
was unanimously adopted by the stock-

holders, casting 66,0091/2 votes in favor of
the resolution and none against. There-
after, on the 22nd of March, 1918, Mr.
Logeman, as Secretary of the Company,
made his certificate of the passage of said
resolution, and that no part of the action
taken at said meeting has been revoked
or rescinded, and swore to the same. It

is therefore apparent that this resolution
was adopted unanimously by the directors
and stockholders wi'h the full approval
of Messrs. Logeman, Robbins and Costello.
It seems rather strange, at this late day,
when the complainants are now at swords'
points with the defendants, that the Court
would listen to the complainants' charge
that either Mr. Cusack or the Company
had ulterior motives in the issuance of
these bonds, after they had actually ap-
proved of the action.

Touching the question of expansion

—

a* the meeting of the directors held Feb-
ruary 25, 1918, after action on the bond

issue was taken, it was resolved to close
with Brook of Brooklyn, The Inter-

borough Company and Solomon & Co. on
the terms as read by Mr. Yerkes (Pur-
chase of plants). Another resolution was
passed that $100,000 be authorized for the
expenditure in the construction of the
new building to be located at 25th Street,

Broadway and Fifth Avenue, New York
City, $50,000 of this amount to be taken
from the bond issue. These resolutions
were unanimously adopted, Mr. Logeman
and Mr. Robbins both voting in the af-

firmative. Another resolution was unani-
mously adopted, after considerable discus-
sion, that Mr. Yerkes and Mr. Ruch re-

new the negotiations with Mr. Buchholtz
of Hartford, Conn., and close with him as
near the terms of the original agreement
as possible. Other resolutions of a similar
nature, to negotiate with Mr. Seymour of
Springfield, Mass., and with Messrs. Flynn
and Kimball of New England, were in'ro-
duced, which were unanimously adopted.
Messrs. Logeman and Robbins voting in
the affirmative; and so far as I have been
able to observe from the testimony, in
no single instance, prior to the breach
between Logeman and Cusack, did Mr.
Logeman vote against expansion; nor did
Mr. Costello, prior to retaining Mr. Lut-
kin, object to expansion whenever the
question arose. And this expansion was
in no manner objected to by anyone, so
far as I recall the testimony, until the
filing of the bill; and I am satisfied from
the evidence, that the business was con-
ducted on a profitable basis, and that
more profits would have been realized
had it not been for the activities of
Messrs. Logeman and Robbins, while Mr.
Logeman was in the Board of Directors,
seeking to take from The American
Poster Service the business of that com-
pany, which was subsidiary of the Cusack
Company.

3. The third point is that they made
increased loans from the banks. This I

regard as proper, and was made necessary
by this very expansion which I have found
to be legal and proper, and which met
with the approval of all concerned; be-
cause the net profits, naturally, would be
insufficient to take care of the expansion.
To illustrate: If a sign cost $9,000 to erect,

and it was rented at $12,000 payable in
monthly payments of 81,000 each, it would
take nine months' payments before the
original outlay was paid. In the mean-
time, the Company should have in hand
the moneys to pay for the erection. The
only other course to be resorted to would
be to stop expanding or borrow money,
for the purpose, which would permit the
payment of cash dividends on the common
stock.

4. The fourth point is that the Cusack
Company establislied a branch in New
York City wliich has been conducted at
a great loss. This is one of the things
that created the friction between the
Poster Advertising Company and others
whom I regard as being behind this bill

—at least, as to Mr. Costello. As I recall
the evidence, the Gude Company, in New
York City, had allowed the plant to run
down and deteriorate, to the detriment of
all outdoor advertisers. This being unat-
tractive, it would injure outdoor adver-
tising in all parts of the country, because
it would not attract the great advertisers
in New York City to use this medium
of advertising. Mr. Cusack desired the
Gude Company to improve its various
plants and make them a'tractive for the
general benefit of all outdoor advertisers;
and this not being done, the Cusack
Company came into the city and spent a

[Advertisement]
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great deal of money in putting up plants

which were very attractive, and, the first

few years, lost money on the new enter-

prise, which might be expected, but later

on the plants were begiiming to pay, and,

as I understand it, in this so-called loss,

following the Cusack plan of bookkeeping,
a great deal of the construction is charged

up to expense and maintenance. I am
satisfied that this move of the Company
was honestly conceived and honestly exe-

cuted, and that it represented the best

judgment of the Board of Directors.

Some men might think otherwise, but to

them was not committed the management
of this corporation by the stockholders

—

it was committed to the directors; and if

I should entertain a different opinion on
the subject, it is not likely that I could,

in law or in equity, substitute my judgment
for that of the directors.

5. As to the fifth charge above men-
tioned, I understand counsel to have
abandoned all reference to the National
Outdoor Advertising Bureau.

6. The sixth charge will be dealt with
hereafter.

7. The seventh point deals with the
<juestion of bookkeeping—the difference

between what the balance sheets of the
Company showed and those of Price,

Waterhouse & Company. The two meth-
ods are perfectly plain to me. Price,
Waterhouse & Company pursued the scien-

tific methods of bookkeeping and account-
ancy, whereas, the Thomas Cusack Com-
pany used a different method upon which
their bonuses were based. Under the
Price, Waterhouse system, for the purpose
of ascertaining the net income during the
year, the expense of running the business
was deducted from the gross receipts and
the balance was regarded as ne! profits.

Under the Cusack method, practically all

moneys expended during the year, whether
on account of the ordinary expenses or
the erection of the new structures or other-
wise, which should properly be charged to

the capital account, were charged against
the gross expenses, and the remainder was
treated as net income. By this method,
it will be perceived that the amount of
bonuses paid under the Cusack system was
greatly reduced; and I may add that Mr.
Cusack's bonus was paid on the amount
of net income after deducting all other
bonuses.

8. Al'hough not referred to specifically
in the bill, the complainants attempted to
prove that the plants were over-valued.
The Company, from time to time, had
valuators examine the various plants and
report their estimate to the Company. The
values thus returned were, in good faith, ,

accepted by the Company, and entered in
their books as correct appraisals. There
is no evidence in the case, in the slightest
degree, which tends to impugn the honesty
of the Company and its Directors in ac-
cepting these appraisals. To support this
charge, complainants offered evidence
which placed the cost of construction at

considerably less than that paid by the
Cusack Company for similar work. I

think the testimony of Mr. Slauer, who
was an expert in the line of billboard
construction, and had knowledge of the
costs, readily disposes of the charge that
the Cusack Company was paying more
than others for the same class of work.
Mr. Stauer gave the figures of actual cost,
and showed that where the cost was less
it was a cheaper or inferior kind of con-
struction. Apart from this evidence, the
fact that the Cusack Company paid these
prices speaks strongly against the charge.
It is not contended that any member of
the Board of Directors made any profit by

such alleged excess payments; and I can-
not conceive that the officers of the Cusack
Company with its splendid organization
and field force attending to this work
would pay for the construction of a sign-

board more than what it should properly
cost.

9. The ninth charge in the bill is that
items were carried on the books of the
Company as assets, which, if properly
treated, would show that the liabilities of
the Company greatly exceed its assets.

This related to the leaseholds on which
the boards are erected. Mr. Donnelly of
Boston, who says he is practically the sole
owner of several concerns engaged in bill-

posting, said they do not carry the leases,

as such, separate and distinct from the
bulletins and boards, on their books at

any value. Asked the question if he knew
of any others in the business who did, he
said he did not know their methods of

bookkeeping, and he said, "of course they
are valuable, I suppose, at that; I don't
know, but I should think so." Then he
says, in answer to questions, that, in effect,

if a billboard is not rented, then of course,
the lease becomes a liability. But it is

perfectly clear that a lease is an asset, for,

without it, no billboard could be placed
on the land, and, without the biUboard,
the Company could not do business; and
the fact that money is made in such a

business indicated that the leasehold is

of value.

In the case of the Cusack Company, it

has about 15 per cent of its locations in

reserve, the purpose being this—having
rented space to a customer, if the lease at

any time should be determined and the
billboard removed, the Company then has
other space upon which to place the ad-

vertisement. I am perfectly satisfied that

this item is properly charged to assets;

but, even if it were not, it would not show
insolvency of the company, by any means.
Having disposed of the direct charges

made in the bill, I will now deal with the
history and growth of the Cusack Com-
pany; and this is largely obtained from
the testimony of Mr. Cusack, who was
called as a witness on behalf of the com-
plainants and examined by Mr. Lutkin.
He testified that when seventeen years of

age he entered into the business and is

now six>y-five. He dealt on his own ac-

count until 1903. when the corporation
was organized on the 1st of September of

that year, under the laws of this State,

with an authorized capital of $250,000. In-

creases were made in the capitalization,

by certificates filed in the Secretary of

State's office, as follows: On May 20, 1912,

from S250,000 to $1,000,000; on January
24, 1913, from $1,000,000 to $2,500,000; on
April 22, 1914. from $2,500,000 to $5,000,-

000. On November 17, 1917, from $5,000,-

000 to $10,000,000. Thus in a period of

14 years the capital stock of this Company
was increased from $250,000 to $10,000,000.

Turning to the increase in business:
Prior to 1911 the property had been turned
over to the American Tobacco Company.
The business at that time amounted to

about $250,000 a year. I do not recall

(and doubt if the evidence shows) when
the American Tobacco Company took over
the property, but it was prior to 1911. In
1917. the business had grown to upwards
of $5,000,000 and increased year by year
from two to four millions until, in 1922,

it exceeded $20,000,000.

Dealing with tlie assets: About 1912 the

American Tobacco Company sold to

Cusack for $250,000. The property might
have been considerably more valuable, but
how much more I do not think is s'ated,

but in 1921. it was the opinion of Mr.

Cusack that the physical plants were of
the value of $15,000,000. He also says
that the real estate purchased by the Com-
pany from 1917 to 1922 had probably in-

creased in value from two to four million
dollars, and he estimated the profit at

about 10 per cent. He says, however, that

in 1917 the total business in the United
States in this line was $12,000,000, and he
thinks it safe to say that in the last year
it amounted to $40,000,000; and, with the
great increase in the business, with com-
petition, the profits were relatively de-
creased. The Company paid 6 per cent
dividends on its preferred stock regularly,

and paid some cash dividends on the com-
mon stock. I do not recall at present the
number of those dividends, and the
amounts; but it is sufficient to say that
Mr. Costello who invested $8,000 in 1912,
thereafter received cash divdends of up-
wards of $2,800, which would be equiva-
lent to a five per cent cash dividend on
the original investment for seven years, or
from 1912 to 1919. In addition to this he
received 194 per cent in stock dividends
from time to time. It will, therefore, be
perceived that the Company has assets of
about $15,000,000 on a $10,000,000 capi-

talization; that the amount of business has
been increasing at the rate of from two to

four million dollars a year, and now ex-
ceeds $20,000,000.

The complainants say that the books
of the Company do not reflect the profits

and losses of the Company. To illustrate:

they say that in 1922 the books show a
profit of $384,504.43, while the Price,
Waterhouse audit shows a profit of $1,359,-

535.77, the difference being $975,031.34. I

think this is explained in Exhibit XII of

the Price, Waterhouse report, dated March
26, 1923. I will not deal with all the items
but will point out one of $551,733.29,
"Cost of construction of bulletin boards
and signs, charged on books at cos! of
operations, reinstated on basis of inven-
tory at December 31, 1922." This, I take
it, was a charge that should go to the
capital and not to the current expense ac-

count. Adding this sum to the $384,504.43,
according to the Cusack method, would
make the profit $983,155.38, without exam-
ining further. The difference between this

sum and the profit found by Price, Water,
house & Company. $1,359,535.77. amount-
ing to $376,380.39 is shown in the other
items, which should properly be charged
to the capital and not expense account.

The sixth charge in the bill touches the
refusal of the Cusack Company to further
deal with the Poster Advertising Company,
George Enos Throop, Inc., and Ivan B.
Nordhem Company. There may also be
added the O. J. Gude Company, which was
controlled by Mr. Fulton. The Gude
Company was in the paint sign business,
like the Cusack Company. Above is

pointed out the reason why the Cusack
Company entered into the New York field

in competition \vith the Gude Company.
The other companies, above-mentioned,
were solicitors in the trade, and upon the
receipt of orders for paint or posting,
turned the same over to the Cusack Co.
(and. I presume, to others), receiving a

certain percentage of profit upon the or-

ders. The business thus turned over was
in the poster and not in the paint line.

The amount of business received from the
Fulton interests was quite large, amount-
ing to about seven or eight hundred thou-

sand dollars a year, and naturally, the

Cusack Company desired to retain this

trade and would not break with the Fulton
interests unless for good and sufficient rea-

sons. The reason given by Mr. Cusack
for the breach is as follows: "In every
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instance where they solicited business and

we executed it, they would go in with our

card and with our authority, and then

abuse and misrepresent us in every pos-

sible shape. We stood it for a long while,

and finally concluded that we had to—for

the protection of ourselves—that we would
employ solicitors"; and he says that "in

every way they misrepresented everything

we had, so we concluded to stop." He says,

further, that "while, as far as business was
concerned, it was profitable, but as far as

the reputation of the Cusack Company and

as far as the general feeling of the people

that they were doing business for, it was

very injurious and very unprofitable to the

Cusack Company." He says, also that this

natter was discussed for some years before,

and the attention of the officers of the

Fulton in'eresis was called to the fact, and
they were asked to desist from their abuse

of the Cusack Company, notwithstanding

which the Fulton interests continued these

practices; and the Cusack Company re-

fused orders of the Fulton interests after

December .SI, 1920; and the question of

breaking with the Fulton interests was
threshed out at a full meeting of the

Board of Directors. None of the forego-

ing fads were denied.

The American Poster Service, which the

Cusack Company acquired from Logeman
and Robhins. had a card index system con-

taining, among other things, the names of

the owners and the location of the lands

where billboards were constructed, the

dates of the expiration of the leases, and
the amoun* of rent paid. Mr. Cooley says

he went with the American Poster Service

in 1919; that Robhins was then President

and General Manager, and Logeman, secre-

tary ; that he ( Cooley • left the Company's
employ about a month after Cusack Com-
pany took it over; that he went to the

J. R. Myers Company in the early part of

1922 at the request of Mr. Robbins and
was located in the Lease Department; that

the Myers Company had two offices, one

at 1312-14 S. Wabash Avenue, and the

other the Washington Street office, in the

Andrews Building, where Mr. Logeman and
Mr. Robbins were. He says that in the

Wabash Avenue office the painting was
done and the lease-men were stationed and
the bookkeeping was atended to. At the

Washington Street office were Mr. Robbins,

Mr. Logeman, Miss Gutshow and Miss
Walsh. It seems that a card index system

similar to that of the American Poster

Service was kept at the Washington Street

office, and the wifness went there to get in-

structions as to bulletin boards also check-

ing the locations and as to the Lease De-
partment. When he found that there was a

locaiion that they did not have at the

Wabash Avenue olfice. he would go to the

Washington Street office, and Miss Gutshow
would give him all the information that

he desired on thai particular location. He
says. "There were qui.'e a few locations

that the American Poster Service had. and
Miss Gutshow could tell off-hand how
much the Cusack Company were paying
for the location, and if she could not re-

member off-hand she would go to the files

and tell me." The tes'imony of this wit-

ness clearly indicates that, from some
source, whether by a direct taking or
otherwise, the J. R. Myers (Company had
knowledge of the contents of these cards

of the American Poster Service and were
using them in competition with the Cusack
Company. To illustrate: Having knowl-
edge of the location, the time when a lease

exnired and the rent paid therefor, solici-

tors of the Myers Company would apply
to the owner for a lease, offering a higher
pric«, which resulted in competition which

compelled the Cusack Company to pay a

much higher rent for the renewal. This
competition, in view of the manner in

which the informa'ion was obtained by the

Myers Company was plainly unfair, to say

the least.

Mr. Logeman says that he owns no stock

in the J. R. Myers Company; that he is re-

ceiving no compensation therefrom; that

he is looking out for the interests of his

wife in that concern, in which, as I recall

it, she holds one-third of the shares and
Mrs. Robbins holds another one-third; that

he is actively employed in the outside

work of the Myers Company, supervising

its construction and its locations. It seems
quite clear that Mr. Logeman had knowl-
edge of the fact that the Myers Company
was using data taken from the American
Poster Service cards against it; he was
present a number of times when these

cards were taken out, and he was the out-

side man on locations for the Myers Com-
pany. If this charge were untrue, it would
seem that Mr. Logeman would have little

difficulty in disproving it—he could have
denied it with not only his own oath but

with the oaths of Mr. Robhins, Miss
Gutshow and Miss Walsh. Yet neither he
nor the others named were called to testify

to the untruth of the charge. His conduct
in this respect is more reprehensible be-

cause of the fact that he was a director of

the Cusack Company occupying the posi-

tion of a trustee. I am inclined lo the view

that Mr. Logeman's silence on the subject

of such a serious charge against his busi-

ness integrity stamps the story of Cooley
as absolutely true.

Before dealing with Mr. Costello, I deem
it proper to discuss the efforts on the

part of the Fulton in'erests prior to Mr.
Costello meeting Mr. Lutkin. In 1918 the

Fulton interests sought Mr. Clabbaugh, a

Division Superintendent of the Uni'ed
States Department of Justice, with head-

quarters at Chicago, Illinois, to investiga'e

the Cusack Company under the Sherman
Act. He met Mr. Lutkin in this same case.

Prior to this time the $1,800,000 loan had
been made, but had not been fully paid.

Mr. Clabbaugh got in touch with the S. W.
S'raus Company, the persons who floated

the loan, and informed them that the Gov-
ernment was investigating the Cusack
Company for a violation, he thought of the

trust laws, and suggesting that the balance

unpaid be retained by the Straus Company.
He says he so notified the Straus Com-
pany. Mr. Straus, an officer of the S. W.
Straus Company, confirms this story, and
says they did hold up the paymen' and
that the Cusack Company kicked strenu-

ously, stating "that they had obligated

themselves to make certain payments, and
that unless they received the money from
us they knew of no other way to meet
those obligations and that they were facing

not alone a loss in not getting these com-
panies but also, may be. a law-suit by not

being able to comply with their eontracCs.

and that Read" (the treasurer) "got quite

ugly and at the end of two or three weeks,
on the advice of counsel, we paid the

balance."

This was the first attempt of the Fulton
interests to obstruct the Cusack Company
in the carrying on of i's business, so far

as the record shows.

Dealing wi'h the activities of Mr. Cos-

tello: He went into the employ of The
O. J. Gude Company in 1919 as manager
of the Road Department, or the Na'ional
Department, a position which brought him
in direct opposition to the Cusack Com-
pany, of which he later became a director.

.Speaking of wha' led up to this suit, he
said he had a talk with Mr. Fulton, who.

at that time, was in the Gude Company,
touching an offer to purchase his stock

in the Cusack Company, and Fulton asked
what it was worth, and Costello said he
did not know. He was then asked by
Fulton if he did not get statements of their

business, and he said "no. he never thought
of it"; then Mr. Ful'on said, "Why don't

you hire a good lawyer and get this in-

formation?" and he named Mr. Lutkin of

Chicago, whom he met two or three weeks
afterward.

Touching the expense of the litigation,

be said that when he first made arrange-

ments with Mr. Lutkin -"I told him it

would cost a lot of money," and he said,

"We will take care of that, and if we sell

your slock at a good price, I expect you to

make it good." Right here, I may pause to

state, that up to t!ie time Mr. Costello

testified he had not contributed one dollar

towards the expense of this litigation. The
bill was filed July 17, 1922, and has been
actively litigated down to the present lime.

This is the third time the case has been
before me, first, on a motion !o enjoin tht

changing of the certificate of incorpora^

tion. which case was removed to the Courl

of Errors and there decided as abovt
stated; second, on a supplemental bill

res'rain a change in the form of the stock

issue, which was also enjoined; and third,

the present trial in which about 2500 pages

of testimony have been taken, about 140C

pages of which were taken in Pittsburgh,

Chicago, Detroit, Bos'on, and New York,

and about 1100 pages before me. I think

it is no exaggeration to say that, with thi

great number of coiinsel retained, mem
bers of the Bar of this State, New York
and Chicago, and the amount of time de
voted to this case, and considering thi

character of counsel engaged and the ex

penses incurred up to the present timei

the charges for such services and expensei

would exceed the nione'ary value of th(

Costello stock; and that it is perfecllj

plain to my mind that Mr. Costello jus

loaned his name to the rivals of tin

Cusack Company to deal with as they sav

fit in litigation to harass the Cusack Com
pany. The first move made by Mr
Lutkin was to take advantage of the law
of the State of Illinois to procure ai

examination of the books and papers o

the Cusack Company, not for the purposi

of helping Mr. Costello. but for use by th

Fulton interests in their effort to injure o

perhaps des'roy the Cusack Company.
Mr. Hummer of the Illinois Bar, who i

counsel for the Cusack Company in thi

case, testified as to the statute on Corpora
tion in Illinois, referring to Sections 3)

and 84. Section .38 gives the right to eacl

stockholder at all reasonable times, b;

himself or by his attorney, to examine th

records and books of account and an;

officer or director who denies such accea

shall be liable to the stockholder denie

in a penal'y of ten per centum of the valu

of the stock owned by such stockholde!

Section 84 deals with the restrictions an
liabilities of foreign corporations. He said

under the decisions of their Supreme Court

particularly the Appellate Court of tit

First District, the right is held to be absi

lute, and that the motives and purpos(

of the stockholder demanding an examin
tion are immaterial. He cites Furst V

Rawleigh Medical Company. 282 III. 36

He also states that, at the Illinois Bar, th

lawyers are divided as to whether the pn
visions subjecting the officers and directol

lo a fine, applied to foreign corporations^!

Upon Mr. Lutkin being retained in

September, 1921. he wrote a letter to Mr.

Reed, the treasurer of the Cusack Com-
pany, signing Mr. Coslello's name, saying

[Advertisement]
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"This letter is aulliority for Eraser &
Torbet to examine the books, records and

papers of the Thomas Cusack Company,
Fraser & Torbet representing me as a stock-

holder of the Company. Will you please

be good enough to assist Fraser & Torbet

in obtaining the information for which

they ask under my direction?" On the

same date a letter was addressed to Fraser

Hi Torbe*, signed by Mr. Costello, request-

ing them to make the examination, and en-

closing the letter addressed to Mr. Reed.

Under this authorization Mr. Torbet pro-

ceded to make the examination and made
his first report on January 15, 1921. This

report did not evidently give to Mr. Lutkin

all the infonnalion he desired, accordingly,

on January 22, 1921, he wrote Fraser &
Torbet asking for ten items of information,

the first of which is as follows: "1. De'ail

on outside bank loans including names of

banks, amounts of loans, maturities, etc.,

with special information on dealings with

more important banks over a period of

time." The second report was furnished

on January 28, 1921. which evidently gave

Mr. Lutkin the information he desired as

to the banks. He thereupon called on the

Harris Trust and Savings Bank of Chicago,

and saw Mr. Miche. the Manager of the

Credit Department of the Bank. They had
rela.'ions with the Cusack Company begin-

ning with the Spring of 1920, and the Com-
pany were both borrowers and depositors.

Mr. Miche says "Mr. Lutkin called to see

me in the early part of February, 1921, and
he said he had some information to give

us regarding the Thomas Cusack Company,
particularly with reference to its financial

condition. He said he represented the in-

terest of certain minority stockholders, and.

as one, mentioned Costello. He said an

audit had been made of the Company's
books which showed a financial condition

quite different from that shown in state-

ments lodged with the bank." In com-
menting on the audit he said: "The Com-
pany was in poor condition, in fact, it

was going to go broke, and that, as a

friend, he would advise us if we had any
money due us, that we ha<l better arrange

for a rather speedy liquidation of the

obliga'ions." He used this expression "You
had better get out while the getting is

good." He said the management was not

good—extravagant that they were spend-

ing an awful lot of money for improve-

ments, expansion, and competition, all of

which was unwarranted." When asked, in

cross examination, by complainants" coun-

sel, "You did not examine, tlien, to find

ou' whether the statement in papers that

Mr. Lutkin submitte<l to you were true or

not?" he answered, "I thought the thing

was so preposterous— I did not feel the

necessity of doing i'." He said, further.

"I had the statement of the auditors,—the

Price Waterhouse statement—and I had
gone over that whole thing very thorough-
ly. I was familiar with the contents of

that statement both as to assets and liabili-

ties, and particularly as to the earnings,

and I felt confident our statement was a

correc* one."

Mr. Wm. T. Bruckner. Vice President of

the Commercial National Bank (I presume
of Chicago), testified that the Cusack Com-
pany had financial rela'ions with that bank
as a borrower as well as a depositor in

large amounts. In the month of February.
1921. Mr. Lutkin interviewed him. Lutkin
told him that he had information that the

earnings of the Cusack Company had been
greatly exaggerated and that the condition
was not as represented; that he was repre-

senting some minority stockholders. He
said, "the management was not satisfac-

tory; they were not getting results in busi-

ness; that if they owed us any money we
had better look well to it and get it if we
rould." To the quesMon, "What did you
say to him?" he said, "Well, I didn't say

anything. I was just listening. I suppose
I expressed my confidence in the organiza-

tion as I felt it." The witness made no
memoranda of the figures Mr. Lutkin gave
him. Asked on re-direct examination why
he did not take notes, he said, "Well, be-

cause I didn't consider it necessary. I

carry the general import of the informa-
tion. It was purely voluntary. I hadn't
asked for it, and I was satisfied with my
credit." He made no investigation to find

out if what Mr. Lutkin said was true or
not. He says, "Later, when Mr. Read
came in. perhaps thirty days after that, in

the regular course of business, I talked to

him about it then."

Mr. F. LeMoyne Page, the Secretary of

the Pennsylvania Trust Company at Pitts-

burgh, said that Mr. Ebel (of the Fulton
interests) called to see him on behalf of

the Gude Company, seeking to get a con-

tract for advertising, in competition with
the Cusack Company. Mr. Ebel produced
the Price Waterhouse audit and made
several comments on the staleiuents of the

Thomas Cusack Company to the effect

that they were improper for a statement
upon which to apply a basis of credit; that

Mr. Ebel volunteered the opinion pre-

viously discussed to prevent the Pennsyl-
vania Trust Company from getting lied up
with the Thomas Cusack Company. He
says, "The exact reason for the inadvisa-

bility of this is not recalled, but the in-

ference is that it was owing to the fact

that the Thomas Cusack Company was not

a safe risk for the bank."

Mr. George F. Hurd. one of the counsel

of the complainants, has been counsel for

the (Jude Company in some matters for

about three years; has been attorney for

Mr. Fulton in some ma'ters. He was
counsel for Fulton and the Gude Company
in 1923 before the Federal Trade Com-
mission with respect to a complaint against

the activities of Thomas Cusack Company,
par'icipated in preparing the complaint

md prosecuting it with Lutkin. His clients

in this litigation were the Poster .Adver-

tising Company and the O. J. Gude Com-
pany. Mr. Fulton is President of both
Companies and has been for about three

years. He says that Fred Ebel was con-

nected with the Gude Company prior to

December, 1923, for several years. He says

that he had a talk with Harvey Gibbons,

President of the Liberty National Bank of

New York, and Bower, one of the Vice-

Presidents, with the idea of blocking the

S6,flO0,000 bond issue; that he represented

no one professionally in what he did but

he felt that if the Cusack Company got

this money it would be poured into the

Metropolitan district for the purpose of

ilestrnying the plants of Gude and Van
Beuren. He says, "I also felt that any

issue of securities against which a busi-

ness was in a competitive condition as

this outdoor advertising was at that time,

would not work out well for the investors.

I knew Mr. Gibbon pretty well, and I

like him very much, and I thought it was
a bad piece of financing for the Liberty

Securities Company to take hold of, and
I l(d(l him so.

Mr. Joseph Bower. Vice-President of the

New York Trust Company, testified that

in 1920 he was Vice-President of the

Liberty National Bank, which has since

merged with the New York Trust Com-
|>an> ; that in 1920, he had under consid-

eration lilt" financing of the Cusack Com-
pany; iha' he had a visit from Mr. Hurd;
lu> did not know him before; that Mr.

Hurd came by appointment and desired

to know the nature of the financing for

the Cusack Company. Mr. Bower said he
was not at liberty to discuss it; that Mr.
Hurd said he was anxious to know be-

cause he was interested in it as a counsel

for a company that was a competitor of

Cusack. The statements made by Hurd
to the witness were detrimental to the

Cusack Company.
At this point I may add that Mr. Cusack

said that the object of making the S6.000.-

000 loan "was not for expansion but to

pay dividends and have the Company con-

tinue to pay dividends and not to expand,

in the condition of the business, but to

hold its own."'

Mr. Hurd says that the bill in this cause

was prepared by Mr. Lutkin.

Mr. Lutkin was called and testified on
behalf of the defendants, and he says he
has represented the Poster Advertising

Company since its formation in 1917 in

various matters. He testified that some
time in 1918 he submitted a brief on the

law and the facts on behalf of the Poster
.

.Advertising Company to the United States

Attorney for the District of Illinois, and
also Mr. Clabbaugh of the Federal Service,

looking toward the indictment and like-

wise the prosecution of the Thomas
Cusack Company by civil proceedings

under the Sherman Act for violations of

the anti-trust law. He said that he and
his partner prepared a bill, the purpose
being to enjoin the $6,000,000 financing of

the Thomas Cusack Company when the

same was under discussion. Mr. Costello

was to be the complainant in the action.

He says he drew luost of the present bill

coming out on the train, and that there

was not much time to get the original

injunction before the meeting was called.

.Annexed to this bill is the affidavit of Mr.

Costello verifying the same. This affidavit

undoubtedly was prepared in accordance

with the frame of the bill. Costello did

not see the bill and affidavit until he was
called upon to swear to the affidavit. The
affidavit is not sworn to on information

and belief, but in positive terms; and.

being confronted with his affidavit and
asked wha* knowledge he had of the facts

contained therein, in a great many in-

stances which touched very important

and vital matters, he admitted that he did

not know the facts of his own knowledge,
and, generally, said he got the information

from Mr. Lutkin; and, in other cases, he
said he did not know where he got the

informa.'ion from.

In the taking of the depositions out of

court, the defendants undertook to take

the tes'imony of Messrs. Fulton. Lutkin.

Logenian and Bobbins. On the advice of

counsel they refused to testify, on the

ground that there was no authority, under
the commission, to take their depositions,

and that they would be produced in court

as witnesses on the trial of the cause.

Whether they were produced (with the

exception of Mr. Lu'kin) I am not aware.

Mr. Lutkin was called, as stated above,

by the defendants, to testify, but did not

deny any of the sta'enients and conduct

above ascribed to him. None of the others

named were sworn on either side, except-

ing that Mr. Logeman's testimony was
taken in open court on the original order

to show cause, which testimony, under
stipulation of counsel, is to be considered

in the case.

A great deal of the testimony taken out

of courl was purely hearsay, and in con-

sidering this case it has been ignored.

(I omitted to state in the early part of

this memorandum that Mr. Walker, who
is the President of Walker & Company.

r.Advertlsement]
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outdoor advertisers, and has been aclively
engaged in the business for twenty-eight
years, in his testimony, taken in Detroit,
gays that most of the plants throughout
the United States are putting all earnings
back into expansion.)

It is perfectly plain, on the whole case,

that Mr. Costello, in bringing this suit,

has loaned himself as a tool to the rival
interests, the purpose of which he must
know (if he knows anything) is intended
to injure, if not to desitroy, the business
of the Thomas Cusack Company.
Being of the opinion that the affairs of

the Thomas Cusack Company have been
operated at a profit, and that its business
has been wisely and honestly managed in
the interests of the stockholders and
creditors: and that the complainants have
not, in the slightest degree, shown aught
to the contrary. I would advise a decree
dismissing the bill, were it not for the
fact that the complainants prevailed on
another branch of the bill, namely, that
which refers to the amendment of the
certificate of incorporation; the decree,
however, will be in favor of the defend-
ants on all the issues litigated before me
on final hearing: and as to what decree
shall be made with respect to the attempt
to change the certificate of incorporation,
where the injunction was issued and the
decree of this court was affirmed by the
court of Errors and Appeals, and also
what decree shall be made with respect to

the order making the order to show cause
absolute, on the supplemental bill, which
touched the change in the character of the
stock, may be settled on the signing of the
final decree, after the determination of the
counter-claim filed by the defendants,
which, by common consent, was to be
argued after a decision on the main case.

The defendants, as a further defense,
ask that the bill be dismissed because the
complainants do not come into equity
with clean hands, and cite Prindiville vs.

Johnson, et al., 93 N. J. Eq., 425, to sustain

tlieir position. In that case. Chief Justice
Gummere, speaking for the Court of
Errors and Appeals, said:

"We are unwilling to consider the
meritorious questions decided by the
vice-chancellor. The complainant, ac-

cording to the averments of his bill and

the undisputed facts set out in the
answer and developed by the proofs,
came into the court of chancery for the
purpose of having it there declared that
a scheme, in the execution of which he
was an active participant and the recipi-

ent of very large sums of money, was a
fraud upon our statute, a violation of
our public policy, and, therefore, null
and void, and sought to have an adjudi-
cation in his favor, based upon these
facts, in order that he may now enjoy
benefits which can only come to him as
a result of such an adjudication. Stated
shortly, his position is this: Having for
some eight years participated in the carry-
ing out of this fraudulent scheme and
reaped the benefits thereof, he now
seeks, either for his own personal bene-
fit or as the self-constituted representa-
tive of the state, to have this fraudulent
scheme ended and our state laws and
policies vindicated."
In that case it will be perceived that

the bill was filed attacking the very scheme
to which the complainant was a party and
seeking to have it declared null and void,
the complainant expecting to benefit there-
from.

In the case of Howe vs. Chaiolinski, et

al., 237 Mass. 532; 130 N. E., 56, Mr.
Justice Braley, in the Supreme Judicial
Court of Massachusetts, said:

"A plaintiff who has engaged in in-

equitable conduct having an immediate
and necessary relation to the matter for
which he seeks relief will not be aided
by a court of equity, and it is wholly
immaterial in the case at bar that the
defendant also an undisclosed participant
has not been harmed but generally bene-
fited."

In Woodward vs. Woodward, 41 N. J.,

Eq., 224, citing Pomeroy, Vice-Chancellor
Van Fleet said:

"The equity which deprives a suitor
of a right to justice in a court of
equity is not general iniquitous conduct
unconnected with the act of the de-
fendant which the complaining party
states as his ground or cause of action,
but it must be evil practice or wrongful
conduct in the particular matter or
transaction in respect to which judicial
protection or redress is sought."
The doctrine of this latter case was ap-

proved in the Court of Errors and Appeals

in Nunn vs. Americano Company, 83 N.
J., Eq., 309, where Mr. Justice Swayze
said:

"We think, therefore, that the decree
must be reversed; but it does not follow
that the complainant is not entitled to

some of the relief granted. The disquali-

fication applies only to the particular
matter or transaction with which the
wrongful conduct had to do."

Applying these principles to the instant

case, the first question to be determined
is. What relation the misconduct above J

set forth bears to the relief sought by this

bill? The misconduct above set forth
displays a motive to injure the defendant
company in its business for the benefit of J
a rival. Tlie relief sought by the bill, I
among other things, is to have it adjudi-
cated that the defendant company has
been mismanaged with a prayer for an
injunction and receiver. This bill is filed

by stockholders. In the case of Bull vs.

The International Power Company, 84 N.

J. Eq., 6, Chancellor Walker, said (p. 10) :

"It is quite universally held that when
a suitor is entitled to relief in respect

to the matters concerning which he sues,

his motives are immaterial"; (citing

cases). He said further, "The com^
plainants' motives here are quite im-
material. They have an absolute stat

utory right to maintain their bill, and
if they make a case under the statuti

they are entitled to the relief they seek,

This case was affirmed unanimously by
the Court of Errors and Appeals in 85
N. J., Eq., 206.

There are numerous other cases in this

state to the same effect which are unnec-
essary to cite, as the principle is quite
clear. The only question is the applica-

tion of the principle to the present case;

and, as I see it, the conduct of the com-
plainants has no relation to their rights

as stockholders. They are not claiming
relief with respect to the things con-
demned; they are simply asserting that

the company is mismanaged, and praying
for an injunction and receiver; and this

right they may assert notwithstanding the
above misconduct, the same as any other
stockholder. My opinion, therefore, is

that the doctrine of unclean hands is not
applicable in the present case, and a de-

cree will be advised accordingly.

[Advertisement]
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Breaking In

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36]

a period of years—the bulk of this,

of course, coming from business
with foi-mer patients of the Battle
Ci-eek Sanitarium, as well as sup-
plies to the sanitarium itself.

The Corno Mills in St. Louis, were
putting out "National Oats," and I

interested Mr. Matthews and Mr.
Reid in the idea of taking over the
Sanitas Nut Food Company, whose
assets were practically all in the

trademarks and good will, by guar-
anteeing a net income of $21,000
and any time within ten years if

they paid to Dr. Kellogg and his

associates a total in dividends of

$500,000, the Corno Mills was to

have complete ownership of the busi-

ness.

My understanding with Dr. Kel-

logg was very clear that this would
be satisfactory to him, but by the

time I had convinced Mr. Matthews
and Mr. Reid that they were making
a good purchase, Dr. Kellogg had
an entirely different view and noth-
ing happened.

Stanley Clague next took the Sani-
tas account. I am not at liberty to

tell what I know about his experi-

ence with Dr. and W. K. Kellogg,
and I am sure I do not know all.

I do know that the name Kellogg
finally appeared prominently on the
Corn Flakes package, and Dr. Kel-
logg and his brother had law suits.

However, Kellogg's Corn Flakes and
Kellogg's Bran are today well ad-
vertised specialties and the methods
followed in merchandising and ad-
vertising them are in line with
those which Mr. Thain clearly visu-
alized and recommended.

Mr. Thain died in 1912, and I

regret that he did not write his

memoirs, as he could have enriched
the history of advertising with them.
At one time he was western man-
ager for the Ladies' Home Journal,
Youth's Companion, Sunday School
Times and several other publications.
He lived near William Horlick when
the latter developed his malted milk
in his kitchen.

He was one of advertising's pio-

neers. He never was a money maker,
because money makers as a rule are
not .starters— they usually finish

something that a pioneer starts,

thus proving that in the world of
advertising there is a place for both
types.

Certainly no man who has made
much money in advertising had more
friends, and I believe more fun,
than Mr. Thain. The happiness he
radiated was genuine.
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TI
My experience in advertising qualifies

me to be exceedingly helpful to advertis-

ers who believe that the money they are

spendingforadvertisingis not beingused
as effectually as it should be.

Tl
Mediums, copy, organization, failure to

recognize and utilize market opportun-
ities— there is where the trouble is, nine
times in ten.

^ The sane thing to do,underthe circum-
stances, isto havesomeone whoKNOWS—and who has no axe to grind— review
what is being done with a view to elim-

inating unwise expenditures and raising

advertising standards all along the line.

\ My services are available for that pur-

pose for as much or as little time as is

necessary to do a real job. Communicate
with me, direct or through an intermedi-

ary, as seems best.

J. M. CAMPBELL,
( N OT an advertising agent)

440 FOURTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK

•Phone: MADISON SQUARE 6991

The Trademark Clinic
(Letters addressed to Roy W. Johnson, Trade-Mark

\

Editor, Advertising and Selling Fortnightly, 52 I

Vanderb'lt Avenue, New York, asking specific I

trademark que.stions, will be answered promptly/

By Roy W, Johnson

DON'T
waste money
Advertisingl
A systematic atialysis of your

advertising expenditures will

show you whether or not you
are wasting money,

I have prepared a practical

outline by which you can

easily make that analysis—
as others have done to their

profit. CV.J

[Let me send it to you, 1

with my compliments J

H.C.WINCHELL
oAn Advocate ofCommon Sense in Advertising

230 E. Ohio St., CHICAGO

Without promising anything, we would
like to see your outline.

Firm

By

Address

The public can acquire rights in the
use of words and phrases, by the mere
process of using them, just as any
manufacturer can ; and if the public is

allowed to use a word in the wrong
sense it may easily acquire rights

which no single individual can over-

throw. Widespread popularity for a

trademark may look like e.xcellent ad-

vertising, but it ought to be scrutinized

with considerable attention before it is

encouraged.

The practical problem that confronts

the owner of a trademark applied to a

patented product is this: how to pre-

vent the public from obtaining rights

in the use of the word that will destroy

its value to the original proprietor

after the patent has expired. As stated

in this department in the April 9 issue

of Advertising Foptnightly, there are

two ways, generally speaking, by which
tills may be accomplished.

By way of illustration, we may re-

vert to the instance of Linoleum, al-

ready referred to. Let us assume that

the original manufacturer, instead of

retaining the monopoly entirely in his

own hands, had licensed one or more
others to make and sell the substance.

Let us say that lie sold his product as

"Star Brand Linoleum" and devoted his

energies toward building good will for

his individual brand. At the same time
bis licensees adopt distinctive trade-

marks of their own, and are selling

perhaps "Flag Brand Linoleum" and
"IVlonogram Linoleum." At the termi-
nation of the patent monopoly the word
"Linoleum" passes to the public, but
instead of losing all, or nearly all, the

benefit of the good will represented by
his efforts during the term of the

patent, he retains full control of the

good will represented by the word
"Star." Those who have previously
bought this product and obtained satis-

faction can still identify it, and the
expiration of the patent has done less

harm to his business than would be the

case if he lost control of the only word
by which his goods were known.
On the other hand, we may assume

that he wishes to retain control of the
word "Linoleum" itself. In this case,

it will probably be necessary to invent
another name to describe the product,
which may be arbitrary or not so long
as it is a word that will be accepted as
descriptive. He then proceeds to sell,

under the trademark "Linoleum," not
only the patented floor covering, but
other products as well—carpets, for
example, rugs of different fabrics, and

straw matting. The word "Linoleum"
is obviously a mark of origin, and not

the name of any particular product.

He cannot, of course, retain the exclu-

sive use of the descriptive term after

the patent expires, but he can retain

"Linoleum" and all that it represents,

for it refers only to goods of his own
manufacture, or goods coming from his

establishment.

It cannot be too strongly urged, in

this connection, that the manufacturer
who desires to protect his trademark
rights must clearly understand his posi-

tion at the start, and must adopt a
policy which can be consistently main-
tained. As a general rule his rights
depend fairly and squarely upon the
meaning his mark has come to bear in

the public mind, and the habit of the
people in using it as referring to Aim
or to the kind of goods he makes. And
as no court has the power to dissect the

^

public mind and weigh ideas, it is nec-
essary to judge of such matters by in-

ference from facts that are tangible.

Here the record of the manufacturer
himself is of the greatest significance,

since the public can generally be as-

sumed to understand what the manu-
facturer himself has taught them to

understand. The decisions in innumer-
able court cases on this subject are
little more than a discussion of the nec-
essary and logical effects of the manu-
facturers' own acts—the past record
which no afterthoughts can possibly
change.

The commonest error is for a manu-J
facturer to drift along until he awakes
with a start to the fact that his patenfl
is shortly to expire, and "something'1
ought to be done about it. Generally itf

is too late to do anything effective, and
it is dangerously easy to make things|
a great deal worse than they alreadj
are. In a number of instances manuJ
facturers have run emergency camj
paigns of advertising to offset thfi

effects of expiring patents, and in niosl|

of them their trademark rights have
been injured rather than helped by the!
sudden change of policy. The Supreme
Court in the Singer case laid great
stress upon the fact that the Singer
Company had attempted to establish a
technical trademark just prior to the
expiration of certain patents, thus in-

dicating its own doubt as to the mean-
ing of the word "Singer." The time to

begin producing a clear record is at
the beginning of operations, not later
on when the stream has been muddied
at the source.
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SalesExecutives lAdvettisinq Managers/

M4RK£nNG IS YOURPROBLEM
—and as printers who conceive and carry out mer-
chandising plans— detail-complete — we believe we
can help you reach and sell your market.

X^ROM this you'll gather that we function as something more
than printers—that we realize how ineffective the best sales litera-

ture produceable can be, if it is not conceived and planned to meet

a definite, predetermined and preanalyzed selling purpose—and if

it is not distributed where it can have the chance to perform its

desired task.

We have two reasons for offering to act as both direct mail coun-

sellors and printers. First, to give sales managers and advertisers

the advantage of the cooperation of an organization of specialists

who have the facilities and experience needed to produce sales

literature that is individualized to both purpose and product—and

who will attack each problem with the fresh, critical attitude of an

outside prospect. Second, because we want to give our printing

the chance it merits—as we know that even genius on our part in

producing excellent printing wouldn't get maximum results for

our clients unless the original conception and the final use of it is

correct.

Nor is this an altogether new service with us. For some time we
have been performing it for a number of unusually prominent

national advertisers. You are invited to put us to the test. Simply
write or wire: "Send us a contact man. We have a problem you

may be able to help us with."

The J» B, Savage Company
Printers since 1869

1395 East Third St., Cleveland, Ohio
New York Office : 18 East 41st Street
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(halfonte-HaddonHall
ATLANTIC CITY

In addition to Sea

Bathmg md Board-

GOLF
TENNIS

YACHTING
FISHING

Eight miles of Boardwalk, lined with a thousand

and one fascinating shops and amusements. Eight

miles of broad white beach and rolling surf And,
m the very center of thmgs— on the Beach and

the Boardwalk— hospitable, homelike Chalfonte-

Haddon Hall. Their supreme appeal to people

of culture and refinement extends over a period

of more than fifty years.

American plan only. Always open.

Illustrated folder and rates on request.

LEEDS and LIPPINCOTT
COMPANY

"—To a comparatively

small amount of space

in Advertising Fort-

nightly, I have traced

directly approximate-

ly a 30% increase over

the previous year's
business."

Keith Shaw

Why Jobbers Are Slow

to Take on New Lines
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24]

case of this cleanser. We want to

prove that we are the hardest work-
ers. There is no real profit in this

line, but the volume should be splen-

did.
" 'You ought to be through with

the beans and the cleanser in half an
hour, but don't hurry. Take your
time. It is better to sell twenty
dealers in a day and make them en-

thusiastic cooperators, than it is to

sell forty and not sell them right.
" 'But we also have a car of milk

on hand. This is a new brand. I

don't know much about it, except

that it is going to have the benefit

of a sweeping campaign of advertis-

ing. I can't tell you just how it is

going to make people stop buying
brands which they have been using
for years, but the advertising is go-

ing to create a tremendous demand
and if your trade is not supplied I

don't know what they will do ! They
will get a reputation for being back
numbers and will no doubt go out of

business. So if you want to have
them stay in business and remain
your customers, be sure to sell them
five cases of this milk.

" 'Furthermore, the world is go-

ing to the dogs because six million

school children are getting enough
to eat but not the right sort of food.

They are starving to death and don't

know it. They probably will never
know it throughout the whole three

score and ten years of their careers,

but they should know it. And you
are the men elected to tell them.

ALL you have to do is read this

L.book on cereals and then get this

new line introduced. We want every
retail grocer to have a few cases in

his warehouse. We may have to take

the goods back in a few months, but

we will let that matter take care of

itself. The job right now is to get

this car billed out. You don't have
to take any special time off to study
this, because you can have your wife
serve it three times on Sunday and
you will know all about it.'

"And then the sales manager of

the wholesale grocery house is ready
to dismiss his men."

It is physically impossible for the

wholesale grocery house to do the

job which scores of manufacturers
and packers would like to have it do.

Still, the wholesale grocer is the logi-

cal distributor through whom mer-
chandise filters from packer or man-
ufacturer to retailer to consumer.
While to the unfortunate manufac-
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turer, depending on cooperation

from the jobber, this is a serious

problem, from the standpoint of

business in general it is not without
its good points. It does accomplish

one thing; it culls out the lines

which in the first place have no real

chance and no real business in the

field.

Putting on the market a worth-
while food product is a great under-
taking at best. It means, first, hav-

ing a good piece of merchandise.

Second, it means having adequate
capital, and third, it means having a

group of men who are able to do the

job.

Too often, however, somebody
with the best of intentions but with-

out these essential elements gets into

the field. The wholesaler is gener-

ally the first to catch them at their

game. Too many so-called "adver-

tising" campaigns have been thrust

onto the public with nothing back
of them. Too many concerns have
tried to slide through on the

strength of what advertising can ac-

complish, looking to advertising to

take the place of real merchandise
and real business ability.

NOT long ago, a disillusioned

packer told a jobber that he was
all done with advertising. He said

that he had listened to some adver-
tising men and had put a lot of

money into advertising. But it

didn't pay.

Here was a case of a manufac-
turer who had been led to believe

that he could put some money into

space and fill that space with high-

sounding words put together by a

copywriter who prepared the cam-
paign—and that the result would be
a "tremendous demand."
"Tremendous demand" does not

come that way. I know of an adver-
tising campaign being conducted
right at this time by a national ad-
vertiser. It is in its third year. It

is backed by a properly balanced
force of salesmen—lai-ge enough to

cover the country properly. The
merchandise is right. The price is

right. It is conceded that the ad-
vertising is excellent. It is the work
of a group of men who for many
years have studied the advertising
and merchandising of that particu-
lar product. The results from this

campaign appear to be highly satis-

factory. The concern feels that it is

getting its money's worth. But there
is no "tremendous demand," just a
nice, healthy growth.

"Twenty-five years ago the jobber
was a brand builder. Now look at
him!" That remark is often heard.
But it means nothing. It is gener-

PgC. EXPOSITOR.'^
T/te Direct Route to

25,000 ,^^^^ 25.000
CHURCH
COMMUNITIES

CHURCHES
and

MINISTERS

Are not these facts significant:

—

That advertisers in this publication
are largely those who are continuously
represented in our issues month after

months-year after year. And

That a survey of the advertisers in this

field reveals that a surprisingly large
number have selected The Expositor
as their exclusive medium in reaching
this market.

Sample copies—rates and
details on the religious market
zuill be gladly f u. r n i sh e d.

F. M. Barton Company
T'ublishers

Caxton Building, Cleveland, Ohio
NEW YORK

17West42ndSt.
CHICAGO

37 South Wabash Av

J

Folded Edge Duckine and Fibre Signs
Cloth and Paraffine Signs

Lithographed Outdoor and Indoor
Displays

THE JOHN IGELSTROEM COMPANY
MassiUon, Ohio Good Salesmen Wanleil

Change of Address
Rp<[uest must roach us one
week before date of issue with
which it is to lake effect. Be
sure to send both your old and
new address.

A TAYLOR THERMOMETER
ADVERTISES 24 HOURS EVERY DAY
Agents whose clienti' products ire Id keop'
Ine with Ihennometer advertising reeon
mend Taulor Outdoor or Indoor AdrertlL
Ing Thermometers. All year round pub
Ucity, because of unlreraal human Interval
In temperature.
Write for catalog and quantltr prlcei.

2ay[crBrolhers Company,
•nOOHSSTSR. IU3b N-3 8

(Dlvlalnn of Taylor Instrument Companlea)

Irresistible Convincing Sales

Letters

$5 each; S(

has taught
complete sa
fully.

es three $12.50. Broad experience
the points that sell. Also furnish

; service. Outline your proposition

LEBRECHT. WACO. TEX.4S
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Jitters That Qome In

The <J)(Cormng's <J)(Cail

C. L. BrTTS. Manager o£ Sales,

The Wood Shovel and Tool

Company, Piqua. Ohio.

"I have found the Fortnightly the most

interesting publication that comes to my

desk. . . It is so broad in its scope of

appeal that every issue carries in it sev-

eral features applicable to my own

duties."

C2^(^u.juacr

Advertising
and Selling Vj)

FORTNIGHTLY

ally meant to discredit the jobber.

It is generally made by some indi-

vidual who does not want to or can-

not put behind his proposition the

money necessary to properly mar-

ket it.

Twenty-five years ago, the placing

on the market of a newly advertised

line of goods was an event. For
that matter, not as far back as that

a man could rent an empty store,

put in three hundred camp chairs,

get some custard pie throwing films,

start a nickelodeon and be a "theat-

rical magnate." He can't do it to-

day. That isn't because there is any-

thing wrong with the public or with

the wholesale grocery trade either.

The fact is that twenty-five years

ago the promise of a hundred thou-

sand dollars to be spent in advertis-

ing was something to cause excite-

ment among wholesalers. A great

deal of business was done not on the

strength of the results achieved

through advertising, but just be-

cause of the talk of advertising.

Today the wholesaler and the re-

tailer do not turn a hair when some-
body talks of a half million dollar

campaign, because the next man to

come along talks of a million dollar

campaign.

Wni. T. Mullally, Inc.

New York agency, has been selected

to direct advertising for the Majestic
Hotel & Restaurants, same city.

Charles F. Leach

Recently Western manager for the
Commercial Poster Company, and for-

mer president of the Associated Art-
ists, Cleveland, is now with Bruner &
Simmons, Inc., Chicago specialists in

office layouts.

Strobridge Lithographing Co.

Cincinnati, has selected David H. K.
Bottrill, recently with R. L. Polk &
Company, Detroit, to supervise their

newly organized direct advertising de-
partment.

Russell T. Gray
Advertising engineer, Chicago, has

removed to the People's Life Building,
same city.

Ray D. Lillibridge, Inc.

New York agency, appointed adver-
tising counsel to the Colin B. Kennedy
Company, St. Louis, manufacturers of

radio receivers.

Norden Publishing Co.. Inc.

Brooklyn, N. Y., will issue on May 8

the first number of a new Norwegian
weekly newspaper, the Norgesp'i'tten.

H. Wold, formerly of the NTwegian
News Company, is advertising manager.
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How Armand Worked
Out His Price Policy

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27]

times in pursuance of the elementary
conception of right, honorable and
ethical business conduct, as befitting

membership in a society built upon the
sure foundation of a democracy,
organized in harmony with the most
enlightened civilization in history, in-

spired by the teachings of Divine
Truth, and finally directed equally to

preserve the opportunity and rights of
each for the benefit of all and to
enhance the general happiness and wel-
fare.

II

We believe, therefore, that it is the
unquestioned obligation of the manu-
facturer :

(a) To label, advertise and merchan-
dise his products in a manner wholly
free from misrepresentation of any
kind and in complete accord with the
highest standard of commercial moral-
ity and the law;

(b) To refrain from in any way or
to any extent unduly infringing upon
the equal rights (whether moral or
legal) of a competitor and unfairly in-

terfering with his business, as by utter-
ing false or disparaging statements
about him or his products or his busi-
ness, by misappropriating his trade
names or the distinctive form or dress
of his products or his original and dis-
tinguishing merchandising plans, by
enticing away his employees, by using
unidentified demonstrators who are de-
ceptively held out to be the employees
of the store in which they appear and
unfairly prejudice the consumer against
the use of competing products.

Ill

This do we believe:

"Whatsoever ye would that men
should do to you, do ye even so to

them."

Mr. Weeks bases his plan and
his instructions to salesmen on two
principles—first, that the company
has a right to choose its own dis-

tributors of the product upon which
it is spending effort and money, and
upon which its future stands or

falls; second, that when the goods
is once sold, all jurisdiction over
them ceases. In other words, the

plan is essentially one of preven-
tion of actual abuses instead of cure.

The company refuses to commit it-

self in any way concerning a re-

tailer who cuts the retail price, ex-

cept when his next order comes in

after his price cutting has been con-
firmed, the order is, in parliamen-
tary terms, tabled. The man may
endanger the mails by the inflamma-
tory nature of his complaints, but
nothing happens.
The company's only chance to

maintain prices lies in its own sell-

ing policy. It can, and does, refuse
to sell the price cutter. It main-
tains its own price of $4 and $8 a

Merchandising Units in Every State

for National Distribution of your product

IF you manufacture domestic appliances,

washing machines, lieat control devices,

laundry and kitchen equipment, stove polish,

industrial appliances, etc., etc.. Gas Com-
panies offer sales units in every state in the

Union already organized and equipped for

cooperation with you in gaining distribution.

These Gas Companies have show windows
which they change frequently, featuring

various products in attractive displays. Thev
have appliances and industrial departments,
a show room for proper display and a trained

sales force. In addition, they have the most
valued asset of all—knowledge of local con-

ditions. Moreover, they are reliable and the

element of financial risk is eliminated.

You are invited to make use. without obli-

gation, of our Research and Service Depart-
ments. We believe the information and
cooperation we can give will be of definite

value.

Gas Age-Record, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
The only A. B. C. & A. B. P. paper serving this field

We also publish Brown's Directory of American Gas
Companies and the Gas Engineering and Appliance

Catalogue.

liiiiiiiiiiiiiilipwiiiiiwi^
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Q'lan and Scope of
QheMAKTlN ULLMAN STUDIOS inc.

- a constructive merchandiiing art service

Operated on a Business Basis-'

IDEAS
We create ideas for every

'' advertising purpose. Ideas
put wings on merchandise

AR.T
WORK.

Layouts, designs
and illustrations

for every purpose
in every practi-

cal technique

COPY
that is better than
ordinary-written by
experienced and
capable writers who
know how to most
effectively bring out
in words the im-
portant points.

ENGRAVING
0/M( PRINTING

Knowledge of engraving and
the selection of paper, type,
ink and printing resulting'

in methods of production
that are mechanically and
economically most ad-
vantageous to you.

QUALITY

^-Thefinal and total cost is guaranteed before the work
is started thus eliminating all guesswork, all tendency to

charge according to "what the customer will standjor:

RESULTS

p£a/nm opeJiation pt tfou!

MARTIN ULLMAN STUDIOS inc.

m East 24th Street New York
MADISON SQUARE 8517

M

IDEAS IN ADVTG BRING RESULTS-

GallowayAdds Holmes Photos to Collection

I have just acquired the use of the Burton Holmes collec-

tion of negatives, about ICW.OOO in number. This addition to

my already vast stock of photos, which includes the Elmen-
dorf and Chester collections, puts me far out in the lead as a
purveyor of fine standard illustrations for house organs, trade
papers, booklets, disjjlay advertisements, literary magazines,
and books.

My stock covers the world. Write or wire whenever 3'ou

need photos.

EWING GALLOWAY, 118 East 28th St., New York City

dozen plus one fourth of a dozen
free, and the man who buys one
dozen is on exactly the same plane

as the man who buys a gross. It is

obvious that the large department
stores, the mail-order houses, the

chain druggist.s, to all of whom the

one or two cents reduction in price

under the small retailer is the
breath of life, display little inter-

est in Armand goods. The drug-
gists who combine their orders for

the purpose of getting a larger dis-

count must seek other lines, for the

Armand salesmen keep a wary eye
on their customers, and any order
in excess of needs is usually in-

vestigated.

As a rule the man who is ethi-

cally right finally wins out, although
he often has many sloughs of de-

spondency through which to pass,

but the bitter feeling of the aver-

age small retailer toward his power-
ful, price cutting business competi-
tors has helped to make the way
easier for the Armand Company,
and its fearless stand on the matter
of price maintenance is not likely

to injure its standing among the

people who have done most to make
it the outstanding success that it is.

Franklin Ball

Recently advertising manager of Sun-
Maid Raisin Growers, Fresno, Cal., and
formerly with the San Francisco office

of Hall & Emory, Portland, Ore., is now
with Los Angeles office of Lord
Thomas.

Advertising Golf Club
Association of Neiv York
Members Advertising Club of New

York, has been formed and the follow-
ing officers elected: J. I. Wheaton,
president; Wesley Ferrin, vice-pi'esi-

dent; Montague Lee, secretary and
treasurer. The latter's address is 313
West Thirty-seventh Street, New York.
The following tournament committee
was appointed : Stanley Newbery, chair-
man; Harold Stretch and Douglas
Cairns.

Louis B. Hill

Formerly of the Globc-Democraf, St.

Louis newspaper, has been appointed
manager of national advertising for
the Columbi.is Dispatch, Columbus, Ohio.

The Courier and the Commercial
Newark, N. J., weekly newspapers

have been purchased by A. Eugene
Bolles, treasurer of the Houston Pub-
lishing Company, New York, and for-
merly connected with Doubleday, Page
& Company, Garden City, L. I.

Sewell P. Moore
Recently with Rose Martin, Inc., New

York, and formerly in art department
of Curtis Publishing Company, Phila-
delphia, is now art director and head
of production for The Huckins-Smith
Studios, New York.
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Comparative

Magazine Rates
1914 and 1924

By Hugh E. Agnew
Direilor of Research Periodical Publishers"

Association of America

THE following information in

regard to the changes in the

cost of magazine space is

founded upon the rates charged for

the leading publications in the Peri-

odical Publishers' Association. Cir-

culations for 1914 were taken from
the pulishers' statements and those

for 1924 from the statements of the

A. B. C. The page was taken

as the unit of measurement. The
rate was computed by adding the

cost of a page in each publication,

then adding the circulation of the

separate magazines. The total cost

for a page was divided by the total

circulation.
^^^^ ^g,^

circulation 9.272,389 14.319.860
Cost per page $27,670 $50,800
Average cost per page

per 1000 circulation $2.98 $3.5."i

Comparative co.sts. . .

.

1009o 119%

The cost of the materials and ser-

vices that go to make up a magazine
were also compared for dates as

nearly corresponding to the ten-year

period of 1914 to 1924 as statistics

would provide. The following re-

sults in percentages used the date

most nearly corresponding to 1914

^s a base.
^^,,p^,^^

Magazines 119 (1924)
404 Commodities o( U. S. Bu-

reau of Labor Statistics... 153 (1923)
Book paper 202 (1921)
Printing 212 (1921)
Postage 353 (1924)

In the foregoing, the costs of

printing and book paper were se-

cured from the U. S. Census and are

for the years 1914 and 1921 respec-

tively. The postage is for 1924.

Commodity prices were taken from
the Post Office regulations and from
the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

for the year 1923.

There are no means of knowing
-vhether the circulation given for

1914 represents the number of copies

that the publisher delivered or

whether it was higher or lower than
the basic circulation that the pub-
lisher was supposed to deliver for

the price charged. Then again, the

composite cost per page of $50,800
in 1924 is made to apply to the ag-

gregate circulation of 14,319,860, ac-

cording to the A. B. C, but the rate

per page is determined on a basic

circulation that may be more or less

than the aggi-egate circulation.

These figures are illuminating in

showing that as compared with other

commodities the rates of magazine
advertising have increased very
little.

125,000
Youths—On the Threshold of Manhood!

Five years ago, a boys" club was fouiKded in Kansas
City. It had nine members. Today it is international
in scope, with 125,000 members—all clean-cut young
men between 16 and 21.

The Order of DeMolay-
men. It teaches love of

—fostered by Master Masons—is a maker of
parents, reverence, patriotism, purity, cour-

tesy, comradeship and fidelity. It stresses

good sonship, good citizenry, and teaches

constructively about schools, churches, and
like subjects. At the present time there are

I2IO Chapters instituted throughout the

country—while new Chapters are being or-

ganized each month.

Keeping pace with the Fraternity's phenom-
enal growth, the DeMolay Councilor is now
being delivered every month to each of the

125,000 members. Being the official organ
of the Order, it covers a market that is

absolutely beyond the reach of any other

medium because it afTords an opportunity to

address the young man at the time he is

forming most of his life-long buying habits.

Its reader-interest is intense, hence it ranks

high as an advertising medium.

Investigate this big market. Write for com-
plete marketing details and rates.

THE DeMOLAY COUNCILOR
1201 Federal Reserve Bank Bldg,

Kansas City, Missouri

EDWIN J. SEIFRIT, Business Manager

Advertising Representatives

LORENZEN & THOMPSON, Inc., 608 Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago, III.

19 West 44th Street, New York City, N. Y.

Los Angeles San Francisco

NOW BUYING
New Chapters are being in-
stituted each month while
present Chapters are now
raising funds for investment
on equipment. Chapter
rooms, club rooms, gymna-
siums, etc. must be fur-
nished. Their needs in-

Baseball. Basketball. Foot-
ball equipment.
Rule books, etc.

Band Ie
Outdoor Games of all kinds,
such as Volley Ball, Tennis,
Croquet. Quoits, etc.

Radio.
Utensils for serving refresh-
ments, such as paper cups,
plates, etc.

Indoor games of all kinds.
Hooks.
Kducatinnal Courses.
Furniture. Pictures, etc.

.Miisiral equipment.
and
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WITH the current issue the FoRT-
NIGHTLy's paid circulation is in

excess of 7,000. These seven
thousand subscribers comprise executives

and heads of manufacturing organizations

and agencies—the men who dictate policies

and decide upon media to be used in adver-

tising and marketing campaigns.

You can reach these 7,000 "influencing fac-

tors" economically with the assurance that

your message will be read, by advertising

in the FORTNIGHTLY. We celebrate our first

anniversary with an increase in circulation

and volume of advertising, and the addition

of two words—"and Selling"—to our name.
The volume numbers will continue the

volume numbers of Advertising Fort-

Rates and available positions will be fur-

nished on application.

Advertising
and Selling ^^

FORTNIGHTLY
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Growing Pains in the

Small Agency
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25]

bility of that agency, all the "trap-

pings and the suits" of prosperity,

and request from that agency, as

something obviously due me, a state-

ment of volume of business, surplus,

recent losses, habits of paying pub-
lishers and records on retaining

clients—if not indeed an actual bal-

ance sheet.

But this is an incursion into the

advertiser's realm, and what we are

concerned with examining now is

the agency's welfare. False front is

nearly always the aim of over-ex-

pansion—a desire to create business

by attracting it through the impres-

sion of prosperity, rather than let-

ting business itself create prosperity.

The inverted psychology is all too

common and all too disastrous. The
agency which, flushed with a nip

of victory, expansively spreads its

wings and enlarges its staff, its

quarters, its overhead and its obliga-

tions—merely on hopes—frequently

discovers itself the victim of a snare

and a delusion. And the pity is that

many of them find this out too late

to save their necks by a return to

saner and harder methods, and quiet-

ly slide off the toboggan.

But these heroic stimuli to the

pituitary glands are not the only

temptations which the sire of the

small agency has to avoid. He must
be wary also of the exact reverse.

Of so smothering himself and his

aids with detail as to contract rather

than broaden his vision, and to fore-

go that vital contact with the whole
general field which he needs and
must have. Of using his type-rule

on production when he should be

using his imagination on promotion.

Of contemplating an electro when he

should be contemplating a survey.

Of holding the dollar so close to his

eye that money actually becomes his

blind spot, and he cannot see where
profit really lies. But these tempta-

tions are commonly the lesser, com-
pared with the grandiose ones.

C^
RANTED that our agency prin-

Icipal avoids both these costly

extremes and takes a middle course,

he will yet undergo some minor ex-

periences and face some dilemmas
which he finds more or less acutely

painful. Even if he expands mod-
erately, to a degree justified by both

his business and his prospects, he

may well encounter, subsequent to

this expansion, a period of dimin-

ished returns to himself. He may
not have anticipated this condition

The Industry that Hang's the

TreasuresofthePalace on the Milsofthe Cottage

By James Wallen

ANDERS ZORN, Sweden's greatest artist, repeated

- the subjects of his paintings in his etchings.

Circulation, he affirmed, enhances the value of the

finest picture.

Zorn knew, what wise men are learning every-

where, that it is the familiar object that is best

loved. Connoisseurs may be thrilled by the cloistered

masterpiece in a private gallery. The people love

Rosa Bonheur's "The Horse Fair" reproduced countless times.

The engraving process has hung the treasures of the palace

on the walls of the cottage. It has spread the riches of the

ages on the tables and bookshelves of every home.

Sweep away the art of engraving and the eyes of millions

are blindfolded to a large part of truth and beauty. Modern
publicity would lose its hold on those to whom pictures are

more eloquent than words.

The American Photo-Engravers Association is an organiza-

tion devoted to the preservation of the best in the old ways of

the industry and the promotion of progressive ideals.

The association expects its members to carry on the torch of

progress by making better engravings than the world has ever

seen before. It asks that every member pool his knowledge and
experience for the advancement of his craft.

The story of the work of the American Photo-Engravers
Association is founded on fact but reads like a romance, it is

entitled "The Relighted Lamp of Paul Revere" and may be had
on request from your engraver or the association direct.

AMERICAN PHOTO^ENCRAVERS
©ASSOCIATION®

Advertising
and Selling ^^

FORTNIGHTLY
Markets. Merchantlisin^ C^ Media

Sfyou dont receive the

CJ^rtniqhtly regularly

Advertising and Selling Fortnightly
.12 VanderbUt Ave., New York City
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talks on advertising" under the

following" headings
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agency handling national accounts.

He will have to learn on national

business his science of selling, ser-

vicing, contracting, all over again.

His staff may need a deal of reform-

ing to this end. His very reputation

for success on "trade" accounts will

loom as a barrier to his aggression

in the larger field.

Most of these occurrences or con-
' ditions, however, merely represent

the bitter with the sweet and are not

pernicious enough to ruin the cake,

though they may injure the flavor.

They are the natural vicissitudes of

j
nearly every agency which has come
from the ground up. They are sur-

mounted, outlived and forgotten.

But there is one other symptom
commonly exhibited by the growing
agency, which is more dangerous

I

than any of these and also more
I
easily avoided. This is a malady

I

fully as serious as the disease which
I have called over-expansion. It is

I the disease of too rapid growth.

! It has always seemed to me a

I glaring tactical error on the part of

many of our most juvenal organiza-

tions that, as they gain accounts,

they fail to consolidate their gains.

Having lassoed a piece of business,

I
our exuberant executive comes gal-

i

loping back to the office, opens the

door, tosses it in, and rushes off

in quest of another. Imagine his dis-

comfiture when he reappears with

his second prize to find that the first

has evaporated in his absence! His

megalomania may have been due to

a number of things—most possibly

to a natural forte for selling his

proposition rather than delivering it.

Many agency men have this char-

acteristic deficiency. But he is likely

to be lessoned more than once in the

cold logic of incubating with fine

solicitude every newly acquired ac-

count before he seeks a mate for it.

He will have personal demonstration

that selling an account is one thing

and keeping it is another.

iLL this, to the agency man who
XXhas arrived, is superfluous. The
man on the upgrade, with his ear to

the wind, may catch a note or two of

some little significance from the

thoughts I have tried to outline.

I have often felt that more inti-

mate and personal stories from some
of the men who have arrived, in a

real sense, would constitute an act

of charity toward the novices, among
whom I am more than willing to

number myself. It would help allevi-

ate the growing pains of small agen-

cies and allow that lovable infant,

Success, to be delivered at the ap-

pointed hour, with fewer instru-

ments of torture.

Wisconsin Markets
Here is a presentation of four leading Wisconsin markets. Different

facts concerning these markets will be given in subsequent advertise-

ments. Because of the informative nature of these advertisements,

they should lie fded for continual reference.

New Homes
Kenosha is continually building homes to

care for its increasing population. These
are substantial homes for substantial peo-

ple and indicate an above-the-average mode
of living.

Being an industrial city with 100 manu-
facturers, over 15,000 regular employees,

and with a monthly payroll of $2,000,000
Kenosha has the means and does purchase
everything from chewing gum to auto-

mobiles.

Write us, or ask- our representatives to tell

you of this market.

The Kenosha News
Kenosha Wisconsin

Representatives
CONE. HUIVTOX & \VOODMA\

New York. Chicago, Detroit. Atlanta. St. Louis.
Los Angeles, San Francisco.

A Ready Made Market
for Cosmetics

Tlip large number of women employed in .laiies-

ville, Wisconsin, by industries such as the Parker
Pen Company. Houch Shade Corporation. Fisher
Body Corporation, Gossard Corset Company, Lewis
KnittinK Company, .Tanesville ClothinR Company,
.lanesville Shirt and Overall Company, and the

Tobacco Industries, at a high average wage makes
this an especially desirable and easy market to

cultivate for the increased sale of cosmetics.

The Gazette's Merchandising Department, than
which there is none better In Wisconsin, has a

fund of valuable infonnation for any manufac-
turer of cosmetics nr toilet preparations, who
desires to increase his sales here.

IT'S TRUE
Situated on Lake Miclii-

gan.

Served by two railroads,

two boat lines and two
interurbans.

A thriving city of 65,000

people.

Some 200 manufacturing
plants with skilled and
highest paid labor.

\. B. C. Audit shows
Journal-News has largest

circulation.

The Janesville Daily Gazette
H. H. BLISS. Publisher

THOS. G. MURPHY, Adv. Mgr.

"An Unusual Newspaper"^Member of Wis-
consin Daily Newspaper League

M. C. WATSON. Eastern Rep.,
286 Fifth Ave., New York City

THE ALLEN-KLAPP CO., Western Rep.,
1336 Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago

The vast plains of the Dakotas, Minnesota and

bordering states have been called the bread basket

of the world. Grain Is their great product and

the world is their market. This latter fact Is

a fact for just one reason—the port of Superior.

Ttie great development in this section would have

been impossible had not the great lakes projected

the wonderful harbor of Superior a thousand miles

Into the Interior of the continent. The above pic-

ture gives a glimpse of how Superior performs its

function. Millions of bushels are annually shipped

through and milled by elevators and hour rail;s

of which this is a sample group.

The Superior Telegram

Superior Wisconsin
PtwHgn RppTeBrvtattveK

HAMII.TON-DeLISSER, INC.
Chicago New York

Men, ideas, business opportuni-

ties and services meet in Tlie

Market Place. . . . An eco-

nomical introduction between

men and jobs, jobs and men.

This issue The Market Place

appears on page 91.
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$100.00 Prize

Watch Printers Ink Weekly uf May
15, for the announcement of a copy-
writing contest.

If preferred you may write to Ad-
vertising Copy Contest Editor, Dept.
S. O., at the address below for complete
conditions of this contest whicli opens
May 15 and closes June 15. Use the
coupon below.

W otck further announcempnts.

Just Published

ADVERTISIING
COPY

Br
George Burton Hotchkiss

A. A. C. of W. ; Author
bi)Oks on advertising

and related subjects.

IN almost every big agency is at least

one copy writer who has studied his

art under George Burton Hotchkiss.
Some of the soundest and most brilliant

copy now being produced is the work
of his former students. His own suc-

cess as copy writer in a leading agency,
and still liiore, his record in training
successful advertising men and women
have qualified Professor Hotchkiss tn

write with authority on the subject of

advertising copy.

Into his new book he has put the re-

sults of twelve years of practical ex-

perience, of study, and of teaching. He
presents thornnghlv and systematically
the principles that tend to produce copy
of high artistic merit and of business
utility. His style is clear cut and in-

teresting and he illustrates every jtoint

by representative specimens of modern
successful advertising.

r.elo elected chapter heads

THE NATIIRF. AND PURPOSE OF
ADVERTISING COPY

The Part Copy Plays in Adrertisins'
How the Art of Copy-writing Is

Copy-

WRITING COPY FOR EFFECT
FINDING THE POINT OF CONTACT
THE SUBSTANCE OF REASON

—

W HY COPY

DESCRIPTIVE COPY
DIRECT EMOTIONAL APPEALS
ASSOCIATION COPY
STORY AND DRAMATIC COPY
THE CHOICE OF WORDS

Seven Tests ot a Word

HEADLINES AND SLOGANS
Tying Vp Copy to Headline
Reouirenients or Slogans

COPY FOR VOCATIONAL Pl'BLI-
CATIONS
Technical Copv
Stylo of Copy and Display

THE FEMININE SLANT

A SOUND COPY STYLE

HARPER & BROTHERS
It East 33d Street, N. Y. C.
All. Adv. Copy Conlcsl Editor

Please send me a copy of Advertising Copy
U'rltine, by George Burton Hotchltiss. 1 agree
to pay the postman $3.50 plus a few cents
for postage when he delivers the book.

Name

Aildress

Clly and Slate
If eash accompanies order bo!)k will he

s.-llt |i(iSll>aid. A.F.-ri-7-24

Prizp Contpsts Galore!

For more years than I care to recall,

I have been an enthusiastic—and some-
times almost a solitary—advocate of

prize contests. So, you can imagine, I

am getting a lot of quiet satisfaction

from the fact that more prize contests

are now under way than ever before.

The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
Company wants suggestions which are
likely to better the service it gives its

customers. So it offers prizes aggre-
gating $5,000,

The Chicago Tribune wants a name
for its soon-to-be-issued weekly. It

offers prizes.

Lever Bros, want photographs of

mothers and children for advertising
use and information regarding new and
improved methods of using their prod-
ucts. They offer prizes.

These—and any number of other

—

business concerns will find that the

money they spend for the purpose of

"picking people's brains'' is the best
investment they ever made. For the

amount of information there is in the
minds of men and women regarding
-Imost aiy subject you can think of is

beyond belief. Make it worth their

while to impart this information and
they do so—to the advertiser's ever-

lasting benefit.

Income Taxes
I SOMETIMES think that if so many

prominent bankers did not "approve"
and "heartily endorse" Secretary Mel-
lon's plan to reduce income taxes, it

would have a much better chance of

success.

'^Doggone Me, If It Dnn't"

A FEW days ago, on top of a Fifth
Avenue bus, I overheard a conversation
between two men who sat just back
of me.
One man was a Los Angeleno. He

was comparing Fifth Avenue, New
York, with Fifth Street, Los Angeles

—

greatly to the discredit of the former.
The street itself, the stores, the way
traffic is controlled—he scored them all.

The other man, a New Yorker, made
several ineffectual attempts to stem the

flood of the Los Angeleno's eloquence.

Finally, as we neared 49th Street, he

burst out—"See that?"—pointing to a

certain architectural feature of the

Collegiate Church of St. Nicholas. The
Californian nodded. "What does it

look like?" The Californian laughed
and said, "Doggone me, if it don't look

like a coffin." "It is a coffin," answered
the New Yorker. "And the body of

the man who contributed most of the

money to build the church is in it.

Got anything like that in Los Angeles?"

The Californian gasped, cleared his

throat, cleared it a second time, and
got off at the next corner.

Mrs. Jamoc and I have added this

to the list of stories which we tell out-

of-town friends who visit New York.

We don't tell it as it is told here. We
tell it as the New Yorker told it. For,

"doggone me," that thing on the Col-

legiate Church of St. Nicholas at Fifth

Avenue and 49th Street certainly does

look like a coffin.

yew York's—Nearly^100
Daily Newspapers
The Stin has absorbed the Globe.

The Telegram and the Mail have been

combined. The Tribune has purchased

the Herald.
Nevertheless, New York still has

nearly one hundred daily newspapers.

That statement, I imagine, will sur-

prise you. It surprised me, when I

heard William Preston Beazell, assist-

ant managing editor of the World,

make it.

Here is the list which Mr. Beazelll

gave in the course of his talk on "TheJ
Press and the Public" at a meeting o£

the Society for Ethical Culture, Sun-j

day evening, March 23:

Morning newspapers, printed in Englishj
American. Herald and Trihime. News, Tele
graph. Times. World. Total, 6.

Evening newspapers, printed in English!
Journal, Post. Telegram and Mail, SiiAj
Evening World, Brooklyn Cifiren, Brookly«
Eagle, Brooklyn Standard Union, Brooklyn
Times. Total, 9.

\

Foreign language newspapers: Arabic, 4i
Bohemian. 1 ; Croatian. 1 : French, 1 : Ger-|
man, 3 : Greek, 2 ; Hungarian, 2 ; Italian!
3 ; Lithuanian, 1 ; Polish, 4 : Russiar
Serbian, 1 ; Slovak. 2 ; Slovenian, 1 ; Spanish!
1 ; Yiddish, 5. Total, 35. f

"Class" newspapers, printed in Englishj
Commercial. 4 : Financial, 5 ; Hotel, 1 ; Lav^
1; Metals, 2; Textile, 4. Total. 17.

There are also eleven "neighborhoodi
daily papers.
Grand total, 7S.

The combined circulation of Nev
York's foreign language daily news-

papers, according to Mr. Beazell, is

1,050,000; and of the week-day editions

of those printed in English, about

3,500,000.

New York's highest priced daily

paper is the Bovd Bni/er, the subscrip-

tion price of which is $180 a year.

J.\MOC,
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Knee Deep in

Literature"

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28
J

wasted mail is so widely distributed

that no one firm suffers, prevents its

bankrupting somebody. Our me-
chanical department has made foi

me some hasty but fairly accurate

estimates of the expenditure repre-

sented by the pile in the photograph,

assuming arbitrarily a purely hypo-

thetical mailing list of only 2000

names

:

Stock $ 21,762.20

Printing 128,100.00

Postage 51,240.00

Addressing 18,788.00

That would make the expenditure
per year on circular letters known
not to be read in this one small

agency (where we consider ourselves

at least as literate and progressive

as the average) amount to well over

five hundred dollars.

Of course, there is the consolation
that one man's meat is another man's
hash ; what we don't read some-
body else will. That is unquestion-
ably true. But if our showing fair-

ly represents the time devoted to

circular letters in the average agen-
cy, then some interesting calcula-

tions may be made for the whole
list of agencies.

Taking the simplest basis easily

at hand for a rough comparison of

size, and making quite a little allow-

ance for one thing and another, I

figure that the circular letter mail
delivered unread into the waste
basket of all the agencies listed in

the Standard Directory of Advertis-
ing Agencies would amount to near-
ly half a ton for every working day
in the year.

IN the course of the year, valued
on the basis of the estimate above,

this represents a more or less known
waste not far from $500,000.

As to the lists used and the ac-

curacy of addressing, I find only
about 45 per cent correctly address-
ed. On ten names, for example,
we find 141 different variations. And
for changes of addresses, more than
a third were still carrying names
that had gone elsewhere from one
year to four and a half years earlier.

Twenty were addressed to people
who left four years ago.

This, as I said in the beginning,
is not a crusade or even a criticism.

It is merely an attempt to sketch a
condition that a good many pub-
lishers probably don't realize.

There is a storv of an officer at

inserted in this department __ __
charge is based on 6 pt. line space basis. Mini:

noon before date of issue.

When larger
close Saturday

Business Opportunities

Ask for your copy of our Bulletin at

your home address. Harris-Dibble Com-
pany, 345 Madison Ave., New York City.

Position Wanted

N. y. ADVERTISING WRITER — 8 years'
copy-plan cliief frjr big agencies on important
accounts as adv. mgr. Box 129, .Adv. and
Selling Fort.. 52 Vaiiderhilt .\ve.. New York
Citv.

Advertising Salesman. Broad varied experience,
reliable, successful worker, with good contact,
acquaintance agencies and advertisers New York
and Eastern territory, seeks engagement ; op-
portunity with recognizeed medium desired ;

highest references. Box 131, Adv. and Selling
Fort., 52 Vanderbilt .«ive.. New York City.

IDEA MAN
Creative Artist. Experienced on Engravings,
.\rt and Printing. .\t present head of service
department of a large engraving house. Four
years' training in art. College graduate. Age
31. Can carry idea thru to printed result. Who
can use him? Box 128. .\dv. and Selling Fort.,
52 \anderbilt Ave., New York City.

CAN SELL BY LETTER
Trained as newspaper man and editor with real

estate experience. Five years as complaint cor-

respondent on popular magazine. Desire position
as Sales Correspondent. Box 120, .Adv. and Sell-

ing Fort.. 52 Nandcrbilt .Ave., New Y'ork City.

Advertising Manager or Assistant, 26 ; now em-
pl(i>e(l as editiir ;iMd manager class magazine in

retail autoniMtixe held. A plugger on his way up.
Capable and willing to dig his own worms to

create practical copy. East of Pittsburgh pre-

ferred : $2,500. Box 133, Adv. and Selling Fort.,
52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

CAN YOU USE ME
I thoroughly understand art, engravings, printing
and typography and have had the experience to
buy them right. .Am a high class retoucher and
can also make lay-outs. With my art ability

and purchasing experience I should fill the wants
of some one who needs a production man. Box
125, .Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt -Ave.,
New York City.

VARIED EXPERIENCE
Recently returned from Advertising work in the
Far Fast, a young unmarried man desires a
position with an established organization pre-
ferably in New York or Philadelphia. Well
versed in copy, layout, sales promotion, space
selling and selling to retail trade. Have served
as instructor in Advertising at leading University.
A more interesting storv given to inquiries ad-
dressed to Box 1.12. Adv. and Selling Fort., 52
N'aTiderl.ilt Ave.. .New York City.

Position Wanted

Forceful copywriter, lay-out man, sales
pondent, solicitor, thirteen years' newspaper
experience, seeks affiliation with enterprisir.g

agency, manufacturer or publisher. North '^r

north-west. Box 135, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52
Vanderbilt Ave.. New York City.

ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL
Experienced trade journal combination man avail-

able; exceptional references. Box 11 S, Adv.
and Selling F.irt.. 52 Vanderbilt .Ave.. New
York City.

Help Wanted

SALES MANAGER WANTED WHO
KNOWS HOUSE-TO-HOUSE SELLING

We are looking for an exceptional Sales Manager
who knows the theory and practice of House-to-
House merchandising from the ground up. Our
product is in the women's wear field, backed by
a company with a quarter century of successful
manufacturing experience. We have recently
made an addition to our line which we intend
to sell direct to the consumer. The man we seek
to attract will be given a free hand to organize
and train a sales force, establish branch agencies,
and plan the steps toward national distribution,
or as near to it as it is logical for us to e.xpect.

If you convince us in your first letter that you
have the necessary qualifications, an interview
will be arranged either at New Y'ork City or
any other point in the United States. Address
Manufacturer. Box 130, Adv. and Selling Fort.,
52 Vanderbilt .Ave., New Y'ork City.

Advertising Art Solicitor—If you have New
York agency, advertising manager and publisher
contacts you can add a healthy increase to your
earnings by giving a slight fraction of your
time to our proposition, on commission basis.

We know how to apply art to advertising and
will contribute real co-operation. Box 122. Adv.
and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New
York City.

LONDON ADVERTISING CONVENTION
A first class copy and layout man who thoroughly
knows his job. who is attending the Convention
and would like to prolong his stay for a few
weeks could find Desk-room in the oflice of a
well known British .Advertising Organization,
where, in return for five days work a week he
would be paid a sum enabling him to live and
see something more of the countrv in his leisure.

Full particulars to Box 127. -Adv. and Selling
Fort., 52 Vanderbilt .Ave., New York City.

Conservative high grade Business Paper needs
half-time Advertising man. New York and
Kastern Territory. A.B.P. Member, establishc-l
thirty years. Must be steady man who does not
wear out welcome. .-\in particular that other
paper handled is high grade. Give experience,
references, present connection and monev ex-
pected. Box 134. .Adv. and Selling Fort., .= 2
Vanderbilt Ave.. New York Citv.
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Advertisers' Index

[«]

[&]
Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc 31
Bates, Charles Austin 88
Boys' Life 49
Bradford Era 46
Briggs, Stanford, Inc 49
Building Supply News 77
Butterick Publications, Inc 8-9

[c]

Campbell, J. M 78
Chalfonte-Haddon Hall 80
Chemical & Metallurgical Engineering. 7

Chicago Paper Co 67-68
Chicago Tribune 94
Collegiate Special Advertising Agency. 52
Columbus Dispatch 10
Commerce Photo-Print Co 61
Commercial Engraving Pub. Co 6.'j

Grain's Market Date Book & Directory. 55
Cusack Co., Thomas 71-76

w
Daily Herald, The 66
De Molay Councilor 85
Dispatch Herald 64

[e]

Economist Group 42-4.3

Edwards & Deutsch Lithographing Co.
57-58

Empire State Engraving Co 48
Erickson Co., The 4
Expositor, Tlie 81

[/]
Federal Advertising Agency 41

[g]
Gagnier Stereotype Foundry 59
Galloway, Ewing 84
Gas Age-Record 83
Grand Rapids Furniture Record 61
Gude Co., O. J 47

m
Hannah & Associates, F. A 69
Hardware Age 46
Harper & Brothers 90
Highway Lighthouse Company 6

Hiller, Lejaren a' 51

[i]

Igelslroeni, Co., The J 81

Independent Studios. The 63

Ingram, W. Scott 63

Iron Age 1

Iron Trade Review 13

[/]

A iax Pholo Print Co 63
Akron Times 52
American Photo Engravers' Ass'n.... 87
American Tel. & Tel. Co 70
Associated Business Papers, Inc 93
Atlantic Monthly 53

Janesville Daily Gazette
Jewelers' Circular, The .

Journal-News

[fe]

Kenosha News 89
Kihn Brothers 62
Kimberly-Clark Co 37-38

m
Lebrecht, C. E 81
Lohse-Budd 62

[m]
McCann Co., H. K 16
McGraw-Hill Book Co 56
Market Place 91
Merrill. Dana B 66
Milwaukee Journal 69
Modern Priscilla 14
Motion Picture Magazine 35
Munro & Harford Co 11-12

M
National Register Publishing Co 63

[P]
Pitlsford Co., Ben. C 63
Postage Magazine 66

[r]

Richards Co., Joseph 3
Rickles Co., P. A 66
Riverview Press 77
Rotarian, The 77

M
Savage Co., J. B 79
Selling Aid 66
Shaw, Keith 88
Simmons Boardman Publishing Co. . . 33
SpofFord, Edward 69
Standard Rate & Data Service 60
Superior Telegram 89

[«]

Taylor Brothers Co 81
Thomas Publishing Co 59
Topeka Daily Capital 69
Tuthill Advertising Agency 54

[«]
Ulhnan Studios, Martin 84

M
Ward, Inc., Ar-tenia

Winchell, H. C

target practice who, after watching
a recruit fire a dozen shots, said

:

"You haven't hit the target once.

Where in h—• do all your bullets

go?"
"I don't know, sir," anwered the

rookie. "They leave here all right."

For any man who has been satis-

fied to watch his letters leave his

office all right and who, perhaps, may
be disturbed by this report from the

receiving end, I can offer only one
constructive criticism.

The advertising agency man, in

practice, has very little use for ad-
vertising in general.

A piece of printed matter, how-'
ever well done, has no more novelty
for him than a pair of plump pink
stockings for a Fifth Avenue bus
conductor.

To make an honest success for his

clients he must be tremendously ab-

sorbed in one thing at a time. When
you have something that will really

help him with that thing, present it

to him in that fashion and he will

welcome it with open arms.
But a general circular to a general

list he will, on the average, receive

just as carelessly as you send it out.

To a flood of things that you want to

publish because they are important
to you, the average agency man is

as impervious as a cast iron dog in

an April shower.

Jiidson Card
Has joined the art staff of The Huck-

ins-Sniith Studios, New York.

Central Advertisers' Agency
Wichita, Kan., will direct advertising

in newspapers, farm papers and general
magazines for Leon Lambert, radio sup-
plies, same city.

Frank B. White
Agricultural Advertisers' Service,

Chicago, will conduct advertising cam-
paign for the Continental Company,
Springfield, Ohio, manufacturers of the
Harve automobile stabilizer.

Sweeney & Price

Publishers' representatives, Boston,
are now representing the People's
Pojndar Monthly, Des Moines, Iowa, in

New England territory.

Street & Finney
New York, will direct advertising fur

Langrock Fine Clothes, Inc., New
Haven, with recently opened New York
branch.

Cyrus G. Troy
Formerly with Class Journal, Ni \v

York, and the Chilton Company, Phila-
delphia, is now advertising manager ni
Success, New York.

National Register Publishing Co.

New York, has removed to 15 Moore
Street, same city.

I
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How Bedell Sells to the Young Woman in Chicago "Who
Keeps Up to the Minute in Style"

The story of how "Bedell," heretofore
Chicagoans. successfully established hi;
vital importance to all who do busines

The problem of the merchant who is i

merchandise appealing to young, progre
reach that market most effectively.

In a letter reproduced on this page
of the Bedell Co.. tells how he reached
Chicago,

The advertising lineage figures speak f

The Bedell Specialty Shop distributed
Chicago newspapers in the followii
by the Advertising Record Co.):

advertis
(Figur

s how to

President
narket in

In 1923
g among
supplied

Agate Lini
The Daily News 201 ,480

The Sunday Tribune 74,775
The American 51,943
Sunday Herald-Examiner 43,433
Daily Tribune 17,248
Daily Herald-Examiner 1,882
Daily Journal 525

Total, other papers

The Daily News' excess over the entire field, , , ,

No more striking testimony than this letter ar
3uld b. ^ "

' ' '
id th

189,806

11,674

Ne
the Chi.

the great m
market,

nulative evide

Ch

in the Chicag

go Daily

th the years.

FIRST IN CHICAGO
THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

Note: The Chi. of the Bedell Co September 11, 1922.

Wcdntsday by Advertising Fortnightly. Inc.. 52 Vaiiderbilt Avt-,,
2. Entered as second class matter May 7. ld\i'i. at Post Ufflc
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EMI §(mi lEk^Mmwm
Put the Joy in Radio Programs -M

'Proving the Dealer a "^Regular Feller"

You sometimes hear manufacturers say:

"Oh, the dealer—he's only an order taker.

You've got to jam stuff down his throat"—as

if the dealer didn't respond to exactly the same

kind of methods the rest of us humans do.

We helped create for one of our clients.

The Manhattan Electrical Supply Company,

Inc. {Red Seal Dry Batteries), some dealer-

jobber advertising helps that seem to have been

what the dealer and jobber really needed for

better business.

A j(ibber from Texas writes: "This is one

of the most elaborate advertising programs that

we have seen for some time. We feel that it

will stimulate our Red Seal business to a very

great extent and you can depend on our hearty

cooperation." Another jobber from St. Louis

said: "I have never before seen such a won-

derful piece of advertising, and do not see any

reason why it will not increase our sales ioo%."

And still another writes : "This advertising

plan is without question one of the most pre-

tentious that has ever come to the writer's

attention, and there is no doubt that our Red
Seal sales will be more than double this year."

* * *

With the Joseph Richards Company it is a

point of pride that we put as much thought,

care and effort into a booklet, a direct-by-mail

folder or a window display as we do in the

preparation of a double page advertisement

for national magazines.

We will gladly show any business executive

who is anxious to secure greater dealer and

jobber cooperation the complete portfolio of

the 1924 Red Seal Advertising Campaign.

The Joseph Richards Com]ianv, 251 Park Ave-

nue, New York, N. Y.

r>^

^ICHARD S yactsJtrst--thenJldvertislng
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Page 5—The News Digest

\Andretv Cone Advertising Agency-

New York, has removed to 18 East

141st Street, same city.

World W ide Advertising

Corporation

New York, appointed advertising

counsel to Vantine's, New Yorli; retail

;
dealers in Oriental merchandise.

Bauerlein, Inc.

\ New Orleans, will direct advertising

I for the Merchants CoflFee Company,
; Ltd., same city.

I

Sphinx Club

New York, at last meeting of sea-

Ison, May 13, elected Joseph P. Day,
president. Six vice-presidents : Lord
Leverhulme, Charles Dana Gibson,

1 Barron G. Collier, John Irving Romer,
Stanley R. Latshaw, Frederic Parker
Humphreys. Members executive com-
;mittee: Preston P. Lynn. R. F. R.
Huntsman, Herbert Everett, Ralph B.

iPeck, William T. Dewart, William H.
'Rankin, John Budd.

I Coy Glidden
I Formerly with William & Cunnyng-
Iham, and later with Glidden & Evers,
lis now connected with the Porter-East-
iman-Byrne Co., Chicago.

\Albert Frank & Co.

I New York agency's Boston office ap-

jpointed to direct advertising for the
Lehigh Valley Railroad.

Edward L. W'ertheini

Recently educational director of the

West Side Y. M. C. A., New York,
is now account executive for Wm. T.

Mullally, Inc, same city

\Roy R. Webster

Has bought The Daily Neics, Dun-
[kirk, Ind., from Philip C. Pack, of the

iBrandt Advertising Company, Chicago.

\E. R. Preble

Formerly account executive of The
Powers-House Company, Cleveland, is

now in charge of sales and advertis-
ing for The Pennzoil Company, Oil

City, Pa.

Ernest Eberhard
Recently managing editor of Adver-

tising & Selling, is now associated with
the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, New York.

Campbell-Eivald Company
Detroit, has established two more

Dranches: one in the Los Angeles Rail-

way Building, Los Angeles, the other
n the Chronicle Building, San Fran-
.'isco. Harry Elliott is manager of

30th, with Willard S. Wood directing
ictivities of the Los Angeles office.

Advertising Club of Neic York
At annual meeting. May 13, elected

following officers and directors: Harry
H. Charles, president, H. H. Charles
Advertising Agency, re-elected presi-

dent; Frank Harwood, advertising di-

rector American Tobacco Company,
succeeds Charles C. Green as vice-

president for three years; H. R.
Swartz, president Intertype Corpora-
tion, succeeds Herman G. Halsted as
treasurer; F. H. Deknatel, treasurer
rector American Tobacco Company,
and Paul Meyer, publisher Theater
Magazine, elected directors for three
\ ears, succeeding George W. Hopkins,
\ ice-president the Charles W. Hoyt
< cimpany, and Russell R. Whitman,
publisher Neiv York Co»unercial.

The Thumbnail
Business Review

UNDERLYING industrial and financial

conditions are sound. Although steel,

coal, textile, oil and certain other key in-

dustries continue to report a decrease in

production, it is nevertheless heartening to

note that the rate of decline is diminish-

ing. Another favorable factor is that in-

ventories are pretty well liquidated.

C Operations in the steel industry are at

about 65 per cent of capacity, with the

sentiment improving. Prices are being

maintained. Sales of automobiles are on
the increase. Reports from leading motor
car manufacturers are decidedly optimistic.

C Retail trade is holding up remarkably
well, indicated by the increased loadings

of merchandise and less-than.carload

freight. A large volume of business is be-

ing done on a "hand-to-mouth" basis. In

this connection the report of bank clear-

ings for the first four months of 1924

is interesting. Tliis shows a total of

8142,000,000,000 as against 8137,000,000,000

in 1923.

C Agricultural conditions are sound, in

spite of reports colored for the purpose of

influencing legislative sentiment. A short-

age of farm labor is reported from both
Michigan and Minnesota.

C Wage readjustments are expected in cer-

tain industries. The tendency will be
toward a shorter working week rather than

to cuts in the rates of wages. This should

lead to an increase in productive efficiency.

C Business men are still hopefully wait-

ing for constructive legislation that will

serve as a stimulus to trade.

Alex Moss.

Forrest U. W ehster

Who recently became associated with
Irvin F. Paschall, Chicago, was men-
tioned in our May 7th issue as for-

merly having been assistant to the ad-

vertising manager of the Standard Oil

Company. He was actually in charge
of business paper and direct-by-mail

departments of that organization

O. R. Harduell
Formerly copy chief of the Wendell

P. Colton Agency, and previously ac-

count executive with Lord & Thomas,
is now on the service staff of Albert
Frank & Company, New Y'ork.

Milton M. Fisher

Vice-president of Redfield, Fisher &
Wallace, Inc., New York agency, has
succeeded to the presidency; William
J. Betting, recently with Wynkoop-
Hallenbeck-Crawford Company, New
York printers, has been elected secre-
tary-treasurer.

Advertising Affiliation

At Buffalo convention elected the
following officers for the ensuing year:
president, Clinton R. Lyddon, presi-
dent of Lyddon & Hanford Company,
Rochester; first vice-president, Fred-
erick W. Kendall, Jr., advertising man-
ager of William H. Walker & Com-
pany, Buffalo; second vice-president,
Charles Peebles, general manager of
McLarens, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., Can-
ada. Arthur P. Kelly, Rochester, was
reelected secretary-treasurer. The ad-
vertising clubs of Erie and James-
town have announced their decision to
join the Affiliation.

Adcraft Club of Detroit

Reports the following elections:

Walter K. Towers, advertising man-
ager of the Paige-Detroit Motor Car
Company, president; Elmer P. Grier-
son, business manager American Boy,
vice-president; William A. James, ad-
vertising manager of the Hudson Mo-
tor Car Company, secretary; R. L.

Yonker, advertising manager the J. L.

Hudson Company, treasurer. Merritt
J. Chapman retains his office of secre-

tary-manager. The Club's board of
directors comprises the following:
Frederick Dickinson, advertising man-
ager Hupp Motor Car Corporation;
Richard C. Fowler, vice-president

Campbell-Trump Advertising Agency;
Clinton F. Berry, advertising manager
Union Trust Co.; B. G. Koether, ad-

visory staff General Motors Corpora-
tion, and Ward Marsh, president Mc-
Kinney, Marsh & Gushing, Inc.

[additional news on other pages]
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IT WAS THE ONE THING LACKING!
The sales manager said: "I want each of you salesmen to interview the superintendent and works manager

in addition to the purchasing department." Nothing ivai said about the higher executives.

The advertising manager said: "Our advertising will be aimed at the engineer and superintendent, even the
worker in the plant in some instances." Nothing was said about the higher executives.

The general manager said: "We'll take our chance on the final approval if you men will convince the group
that recommends." No plan was made for carrying the campaign direct to the men higher up.

And that year as usual, after weeks of expensive sales effort, thousands of vice-presidents asked the disturbing
question—"Are they the right people to buy from?" Thousands of treasurers did their part in cancelling
weeks of expensive sales effort by saying, "Isn't the price out of line?" And thousands of buying conferences
brought the answer "No" to waiting salesmen when it might just as well have been "Yes."

The final approval wasn't very important until it was the one ih^n'x lacking. Then its importance was out of

all proportion to the added cost of a campaign laid directly before the men higher up.

More than 37,000 Presidents of Corporations read Nation's Business
More than 17,000 Vice Presidents of Corporations read Nation's Biisiness
More than 16,000 Secretaries of Corporations read Nation's Business
More than 7.000 Treasurers of Corporations read Nation's Business
More than 11.000 General Managers of Corporations read Nation's Business
More than 117,000 Major Executives in SS,016 Corporations read Nation's Business

You will find of interest a detailed analysis of our 150,000 subscribers. Let us tell you how other advertisers
are using this magazine to make their advertising expenditures more productive. Get an executive "yes" when
tlie order hangs in the balance.

THE NATION'S BUSINESS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

MORE THAN 150,000 CIRCULATION, MEMBER A. B
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Information

MacUiiM- Tool Rpi|iim-meu

FJi'i'tni' Kailuav IikIiii

l(li» <)|H'rati<>l

in Kli-clrii lt.ul»

. How big IS the electnc railway
shof) market?

Survey of conditions shows that

at least 12.500 new machine tools

are needed to approach modern-
ization in this department of the
indn=trv -t - cn>t of $15,000.0011
to $20,000,000.

How much does wheel

maintenance cost!

Wheel maintenance is a big ex-

pense item in the electric railway

shop. Survey of 60 electric rail-

wavs shows maintenance methods,
tools, equipment and materials

Hotv miny electric railway

^

ofisrate bus lines''

summary of the methods
electric railway compan

perating buses si

121

The
common form
number of bu

nghteen months

These surveys are close-up analyses of three branches of the

$262,000,000 electric railway market. A note on your

letterhead brings them to your desk

The buying power of the

electric railway field is back

to normal.

Fare adjustment has given

the electric railways the money
they need to improve the qual-

ity of their service.

Last year the electric rail-

ways bought 4,029 new cars

and locomotives—more than

in any year since 1913, and 1

4

per cent more than in 1922.

Last year, also, they rebuilt

1,256 cars, bought 621 new
motor buses, and built and re-

built 1,114 miles of track.

And 31 companies, ivith

1,794 miles of track and $305,-

000,000 in par value of securi-

ties, earned their way out of re-

ceiverships'.

This year the electric rail-

ways wiU spend $262,000,000

for new equipment and main-

tenance materials. They have

the money.

Editors of Electric Railway

Journal have been busy in the

field during the past few

months. These men have seen

what the electric railways need

and what they must buy.

The reports of these editors

are available to every manu-
facturer who has anything to

sell to this $262,000,000 mar-

ket. Three of these reports

are listed on this page.

The readers of Electric Rail-

way Journal arc the men who

dominate the policies and pur-

chasing for 98 per cent of the

entire electric railway mileage

in this country.

Each one of the fifteen McGraw-Hill
Publications is the working tool and buy-
ing gi^iide of the executive who buys in

the field it serves.

These fields and the publications which
serve them are

—

Electrical: Electrical World, Electrical

Merchandising, Electrical Retailing, Jour-
nal of Electricity.

Construction and Civil Engineering: En-
gineering News-Record.
Mining: Engineering &t Mining Journal-
Press. Coal .'\ge.

Transportation: Electric Railway Journal,

Bus Transportation.

Industrial: Power, Industrial Engineer,

,^merican Machinist, American Machinist
(European Edition), Chemical &' Metal-
lurgical Engineering.

Export: Ingenieria Internacional.

Electric Railway
Journal

.l.n.C. A McGraw-Hill Publication A.B.P.

Tenth Averiue at 3bth Street, New York
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Which Grou
The Sneering Section? c

\\/'HEN you send out your advertising message
will it rebound against the granite fronts of hard-

ened indifference and crabbed suspicion?

Will it have to battle with the tight-fisted sneer-

ing-sections of the country, fighting all the whil(

against prejudice and pre-conceived notions?

Or—

PhotoplI
PredoDi'niaut u

James R. Quirk, Publisher

7S0 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 221 West 57t
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Your advertising list is "up." You are

having a terrible week. You are being

solicited by so many people you hardly

remember what any of them say.

How wise was that advertising solicitor

who saw you "between lists." You
absorbed his story when you were not

too busy.

But what about your own advertising

message? Is it seen and read thorough-
ly?

With a healthy volume of advertising

in a given month, the Christian Herald
divides it into four weekly issues.

Your message has the ///// attention of

the reader.

Christian
Herald

76% GAm IN ADVERTISING FOR APRIL

25,000 circulation over our guarantee
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i. Wolff

AT a meeting of the Tech-

/\ nical Publicity Association,

X^New York, held at the Ma-
chinery Club Thursday evening.

May 8, W. A. Wolff, of the Pub-
licity Department of the West-
ern Electric Company, was
elected to the presidency to suc-

ceed W. A. Gather of the Worth-
ington Pump & Machinery
Corporation, resigned.

Mr. Wolff was president of

the Association during 1921-

1922. He is also a Director of

the National Industrial Adver-
tisers Association, and a Gov-
ernor of the Direct Mail Adver-
tising Association.

The Technical Publicity Asso-
ciation is composed of the ad-

vertising executives of indus-

trial manufacturing concerns.
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Is Hand-to-Mouth Buying

I Here to Stay?
JThe Buy-as-You-Sell Tendency That Characterizes Present-Day Busi-

ness Has Brought New Tasks for Marketing Executives and

New ResponsibiHties for Advertising

By Kenneth M. Goode

\\ T^ ^^^^ discussing Willis P. me the manufacturer's profit in the becomes the merchant's sackcloth

Wl Hunger's statement about top 20 per cent of his sales; the re- and ashes.

j T T discarding all the old before- tailer's loss in the bottom 20 per cent "This marginal merchandise that
;the-war yardsticks of merchandising of his stock ; and how, broadly speak- must gather dust either in the whole-
ijxperience. Also the theory of the ing, the manufacturer's velvet thus sale warehouses or on the retail

National Wholesale Dry-
,goods Association that, in

ispite of all temptations to

Ithrifty buying, the mer-
jchant today must keep
[right on carrying his fair

ishare of merchandise.

(
Fixing my eye with

jhis fork—metaphorically
1—the executive genius in

')ne of America's greatest

department stores leaned
Dver the luncheon table.

iSaid he

:

"Manufacturers of this

howitry have for a good
\nany years made their

iorofits on the goods the
[etailers didn't sell!"

A lunchtime aphorism
pay not be swallowed
|vhole. My friend's state-

!nent was not for publica-
[ion. Probably he didn't

nean it too literally.

hJevertheless, he showed

(c) Brown Bros.

Ml CII tlie same principle that dictates the buying
policies of the pushcart merchandiser activates the

average merchant of today. He has found that it pavs
to take the trouble to replenish soldout spots on his

counters rather than sit lazv under well stocked shelves.

counters," he continued,

"isn't always real money
lost. But, in the store, it

does mean slower turn-

over, less style and novel-

ty service and, sooner or

later, as I said, a High-
Pressure Cut-Price Sale.

"In the old days the re-

tailers used to accept this

risk quite as a matter of

course. Lately they have
decided to buy closely and
let each manufacturer
carr.v his own extra stock.

"You watch ! The old-

fashioned retailer who
orders for a whole season

in advance will soon be as

dead as the dodo and the

derby hat!"

That was three month.s

ago. And I have been

watching carefully ever

since. Not once, I be-

lieve, have the Dun and
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Bradstreet weekly reports failed to

mention the "hand-to-mouth" buy-

ing of the men supposed promptly

to underwrite the manufacturer's

output.

Financial writers have puzzled

away columns on the fact that the

weekly shipments of goods in less-

than-carload lots could hold so high,

while advance orders lagged so far

behind. The New York World, for

example, notes

"Retail and mail-order trade is heavy
and stocks low. Orders are placed fre-

quently for small quantities, and tele-

graphic repeat orders demand ship-

ments by express."

"The new method of buying," says

a bulletin of the National Bank of

Commerce of New York, "naturally

increases the nervousness of the

manufacturer, who had become ac-

customed to a comfortable backlog

of advance business."

Although some 400,000 retail mer-

chants are buying, more or less, on

the new plan, this alone cannot be

blamed for the business depression

our economic Jeremiahs have been

enjoying. A comic Congress, late

spring and a misplaced Easter all

went joy-riding with overambitious

spring production.

On the other hand, the buy-as-you-

sell movement among American mer-

chants is by no means the result

of the present economic dullness.

Conservatism will modify some-

what when Congress gets safely ad-

journed; but American merchants
will no more return to the old

method of buying than American
women will to wasp-waisted corsets

and street-sweeping skirts. Both
women and merchants have tasted

freedom. Hand-to-mouth buying is

here to stay!

Four causes of it have been de-

veloping slowly. Only since the busi-

ness slump of 1921, however, have

they conjoined enough to form a

great new force in business.

1. The Downward Trend of Prices.

—There seems little question that

the world is in for a long cycle of

gradually declining prices. The only

way to repair the ravages of war
is to go to work—and more work

means more goods. More goods, in

the long run, mean lower prices.

War-inflated incomes for a long

time kept alive an abnormal con-

sumption that only now is showing

signs of not being able to satisfy its

whole range of desires. As Roger

Babson puts it:

"Production has increased at a very

rapid rate With this increase, how-

ever, there has not been a sufficient re-

duction in prices to reach a correspond-
i n g 1 y larger
number of
p r o s p e ctive

buyers. . . .

Merchandising
has become a
matter of most
intense c o m -

peti t i o n be-

tween industries. It is a free-for-all

scramble for a place on the family bud-
get—a fight to see whether the con-
sumer will spend his money for an au-
tomobile, phonograph, clothes, a house,
or something else. ... In order to sell

goods, lavish advertising campaigns
and high pressure salesmanship have
been necessary."

But while war pei-iod pressure

advanced a quarter of a century the

art of production, it practically

wrecked the great American sales

machine. Sales managers with

nothing to sell and excess-profit-tax

advertising pages "keeping the name
before the public" softened sadly in

the seller's market. So today, with

vastly more goods to sell and a de-

flating market to absorb them,

stereotyped sales and advertising

methods clack and clatter away while

the prices fall.

2. More Knowledge Among Cus-

tomers.—American manufacturers,

alternately swamped with orders and

frenzied with cancelled contracts,

have learned a good deal in the past

few years. But their customers

—

the merchants—and their customers

—the public—have learned a good

deal more. The war broke down i

narrow horizons. People who never

read, read; homes and towns quite

self-sufficient until the boys came
back from France and the girls from
Washington, have learned to think

in wider terms. Even the cracker

eaters at the crossroads store are

becoming captious in the matter of

fresh goods. i

Magazines, Sunday newspapers,
i

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 38] ,

PROMPT, swift, reliable

delivery allows the mer-

chant of today to benefit by
a policy of hand-to-moiitli

buying. Instead of waiting

patiently for a bill of lading

ordered months in advance,

the modern merchant wires

in and gets store door de-

livery practically on his own
schedule.
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Coming Changes in Distribution
To Overcome Encroaching Competition of Chain Stores

the Department Stores Will Themselves Be
Compelled to Organize Into Chains

By Edward A, Filene
President Wm. Filene's Sons Company, Boston, Mass.

EFFICIENCY in distribution

lies in the direction of mass
operation—mass selling. Al-

though the department store was
the first retail distributor buying in

sufficient quantities to be able to dis-

pense to an important degree with

middlemen, yet the really great step

forward toward mass distribution is

found in the chain stores. They
operate largely on a basis of price

appeal, brought about by the advan-

tage which they possess in conse-

quence of their structure and meth-
ods of operation, and especially by
their mass buying power.

Although the chain stores are an
improvement and are fairly close to

mass distribution, they are not yet

fully grown or fully effective. As
may be expected, the advantages of

the chain store are accompanied by

some disadvantages. The uniform-
ity of operation, which gives all the

strength of standardization, in-

volves also an absence of adaptation

to local conditions. The contact be-

tween owner and customer is lost,

although a partial salvage is often

achieved by giving the local man-
aKer an interest in the profits of his

store.

Whereas the individual small store

owner has the freedom to exercise

his judgment and discretion and
deal instantly with any questions

that may arise, and whereas even in

the department store the responsible

heads are close enough at hand to

l>e available for supervision, con-

sultation or emergencies, the chain
store manager is under the control

of absentee owners and must there-

fore of necessity be governed by
rules and regulations which cannot
possibly be so perfectly designed as

to meet all the problems that arise.

Yet the basic advantage which
the chain stores possess are so great

Frnm an address made before the Twelfth
Annual Meeting- of the Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States, Cleveland. Ohio.

(c) Underwood & Undenvood

Edivard A. Filene

that they have made astounding
strides. Dr. Paul H. Nystrom, Di-

rector of the Retail Research Asso-
ciation, reported a few years ago
that there were at that time over

2000 chain store systems in exist-

ence in this country. The number
today is probably very much greater.

SOME of these have grown to a

great size. The Great Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Company, according to a

recent report, has over 8500 stores,

and is doing a volume of $315,000,-

000 per year. The Woolworth Com-
pany, operating about 1200 stores in

1923, did a business of over $193,-

000,000. The Kresge Company in

the same year did a total business of

almost $82,000,000 and operated

over 220 stores. The J. C. Penny
Company in 1923 had a sales volume
of $62,000,000 in 475 stores. The
United Cigar Stores Company had
a year ago 2520 stores and agencies,

and the United Drug Company had
269 stores and over 8000 stock-

holder agencies.

To illustrate the chain stoi-e's pos-

sibilities for mass buying, let me
quote a few figures recently pub-
lished by the Great Atlantic & Pa-
cific Tea Company as to the quanti-

ties of goods sold over its counters
in one year: 150,000,000 loaves of

bread; 375,000,000 dozens of eggs;

225,000,000 pounds of flour; 90,000,-

000 cans of milk; 75,000,000 pounds
of butter; 385,000,000 pounds of

sugar; 310,000,000 cakes of soap;

470,000,000 pounds of potatoes; 11,-

000,000 pounds of tea.

THE chain store is rapidly en-

croaching on the field of the in-

dividual small store dealers in staple

goods. It may supplant them if

they do not fully reorganize. All of

us are old enough to remember when
tobacco was sold almost wholly in

independent stores. It is difficult to

find an independent tobacco store to-

day. The grocery business is an-

other example that needs no elabora-

tion. Chain grocery stores are

everywhere and still multiply.

The individual small store is worth
saving, for it has qualities valuable

to good distribution and valuable to

society. Years ago I pointed out in

a public address that small stores

were threatened and suggested 4;hat

they weld themselves into chains, in

which each "local manager" or

"branch manager" would be the

owner, retaining his full interest in

the profits of his store. In this way
he would add to the advantages of

the chain all the advantage of indi-

vidual ownership. It would be

harder now than it would have been
then, but by no means too difficult.

The cooperative stores, successful

in many countries on account of

their up-to-date organization, in-

cluding mass buying, are relatively

unsuccessful in this country for lack

of this.

The department store, too, is

threatened. However, the competi-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 44]
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Will It Sell Goods?
By Charles Austin Bates

WHEN all is said and done,

isn't it the copy which tells

the story of success or fail-

ure in advertising? And what per-

centage of copy tells any other

story? How much of it plainly and

pungently presents the proposition

of the advertiser?

In a truly optimistic and not a

drastically critical mood, I have

checked the advertisements in a

single publication. Forty-seven out

of two hundred and twenty-six dis-

closed glaring opportunities for im-

provement. Some of these were
minor—some vital. The possibility

of betterment ranged from 10 to 100

per cent.

It cost $275,000 for this one in-

sertion of these advertisements ; and

as many of them were repeated else-

where, it is safe to say that the

total cost was well over one million

dollars. Many of the remaining ad-

vertisements were passed as good,

not because they could not be im-

proved in form or substance, but

because they held the selling force

of a business story plainly told.

The one vital test of copy is ap-

plied when we ask
—"Will it really

sell goods?" That is what adver-

tising is for. Directly or indirectly

that is the ultimate object. And
don't we fool ourselves a good deal

by being indirect? Isn't subtle psy-

chological suggestion so blamed
subtle that 90 per cent of the time

it fails to register?

We concoctors of copy like to

make things that our compeers and

competitors will admire and envy.

But we don't sell goods to each

other. Nearly always our market
is among the 86 per cent of the

population who, as Gilbert Hodges
has discovered, have annual incomes

of $2,000 or less.

There are more incomes than

families, but for loose figuring let

us say that 86 per cent of all fami-

lies exist on less than $2,000 a year

—and there is nothing subtle about

their daily problems.

Be it most remote from me to

question or belittle the intelligence

of our great American people, but

what are the things that get over

to them?
Is it the Moscow Art Theater, or

"Abie's Irish Rose"? Is it a Bee-

thoven Sonata, or "Yes, We Have
No Bananas"? Is it the productions
of the Equity Players, or is it the

movies?
The movie audiences are made up

of almost everybody in America.
And are the movies subtle? Aren't
they most brutally and childishly

plain, obvious and elemental? Don't
they show you the thing actually

happening and then tell you about
it in the titles?

Isn't there a lesson in this for

the copywriters?
Motion picture production and ex-

hibition are largely controlled by
representatives of the race which
seems to know better than any other
the principles of successful barter

and trade. It knows how to sell

goods. It understands the common,
everyday psychology of the mass of

the people.

To it we owe another thing which
it will pay advertising men to study
—^and that is the most widely cir-

culated book in the world—and the

one most simply and dii-ectly writ-

ten.

LET the advertising man who is

I becoming slightly addicted to the

high art and intricate technique of

his trade, read a few chapters of

the Bible now and then. His style

will improve and his copy will sell

more goods, because he will have a

better understanding of common
people.

Two hundred and seventy-five

thousand dollars spent in a single

issue of one publication for the in-

sertion of inadequate copy ! How
much of the total annual adver-

tising expenditure of one and one
quarter billions of dollars is simi-

larly wasteful?

When I told the story of these

forty-seven ads to the head of a

great advertising agency, he said I

was an optimist. He had carefully

checked twenty-five current maga-
zines and found only twelve adver-

tisements which he was willing to

put on his bulletin board as examples
for his copy-force to emulate.

Doubtless he was hypercritical.

It is impractical to set up a one

hundred per cent standard for any
product of the human brain. There
is a certain amount of luck in the

production of a perfect advertise-

ment. The truly brilliant idea comes
seldom and subconsciously. There
is such a thing as inspiration.

But there is also the possibility

of sustained production of 85 per
cent or 90 per cent copy, which
results primarily from a working
knowledge of people and an under-
standing of their problems, desires

and aspirations. My favorite illus-

tration is the story of the village

idiot who found the lost horse—"I

just figger'd where I would go if I

was a horse."

GOOD copy is written from the

buyer's standpoint. The writer's

first questions are: "Why should

anybody buy this?" "Who should

buy it?" "How will it benefit the

buyer?" "How is it going to return

a profit in health, comfort, con-

venience, happiness, on the money
paid for it?"

If he can establish in his own
mind satisfactory answers to these

questions, and then put them into

words on paper, he will have good
selling copy.

If he is skilled in the use of words,

fertile in simile, apt in anecdote and
allegory—if he possesses wit with

a dash of humor—if he can put

spark and sparkle into his phrases
—-if he can infuse hard facts with

cheerfulness and withal maintain the

persuasive power of honest convic-

tion, he will produce the sort of

copy we are all looking for.

And believe me, brethren, copy

like that cannot be hidden. You can

set it in plain type, without art or

headlines, and it will find readers

and sell goods. Dress it respectably

—illustrate it, if it calls for illus-

tration—and let "attention value"

take care of itself.

How much space is wasted by

using "Art for Art's sake" instead

of illustration for the sake of sell-

ing?
How many full and double pages

are paid for when half the space

would secure 90 per cent of the at-

tention?

And how often do a few words

of trite and forceless generalities

throw to the winds of waste the at-

tention so highly bought?
Look over the advertisements.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 53]
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The Straight Path

to Industrial Markets
How Far It Parallels the Path to Popular Markets

By Robert R, Updegraff

BERGSON, the
French philosopher,

in his analysis of

the sources of tears and

laughter, recalls the old

story of the man attend-

ing church in a strange

parish who remained dry-

eyed throughout the ser-

vice while the rest of the

congregation wept over

the pathos of the sermon.

His explanation as to why
he was not moved was,

you will remember, that

he did not "belong to the

parish."

There are a number of

"parishes" in the world

of marketing, all differ-

ing in some respects

from the others; but the

two which appear to be

most widely separated

are what might be termed
the Popular Parish and
the Industrial Parish.

By Popular Parish is

meant the large group
who market articles or

products of a popular

character and appeal to

the general public, either

direct or through the

various agencies of dis-

tribution. While by In-

dustrial Parish is meant
the important group
whose products or ma-
terials or machines are

used by industry rather than by the

general public and which must be

marketed icithin industry.

These two groups seem often to

speak a different language and think

in different terms. Like the man
Bergson refers to, frequently they

do not feel at home at each other's

meetings, or in each other's books
or publications.

It must be admitted that at ad-

vertising conventions, in conferences
of sales managers, and in most pub-
lications devoted to advertising and

Whatever the IDEA behind the business, that is

the point to get over surely to prospective buyers.

The Ryerson idea of immediate shipment of every-

thing in iron and steel is here put over inescajmblx
ivith an interestingly grouped picture and a brief

explanatory paragraph

selling, the lion's share of attention

is generally given to popular market-
ing. The natural result has been

that industrial advertising men and
sales managers have herded off by

themselves and formed associations

or departmentals where they can
talk their own language and indulge

their own "differentness," as does

any group of specialists.

This is, of course, proper and
highly profitable, resulting as it does

in a valuable interchange of practical

ideas and experiences. Its only

danger lies in overdevel-

oping the sense of the

"differentness" of indus-

trial marketing to a point

where the members feel

that they cannot get any-
thing out of the ideas and
experiences offered in a

different "parish."

The truth is that while

the mechanics, the

methods and the media
employed in marketing
products that move from
industry to industry dif-

fer considerably from
those used in popular
marketing; and while the

marketing task is often

made moi-e complex by

installation and service

problems, and more diffi-

cult in some cases because
of the practical impos-
sibility of trademarking
or otherwise satisfactori-

ly identifying the indus-

trial product or com-
modity; the fundamental
problem of 7narketing is

not so very different.

For, no matter icliat

one is marketing, the

logical steps to the de-

velopment of a sound
marketing program, after

the marketing policy has

been worked out in the

light of the discussion in

a previous article* on this

subject are these:

(a) To analyze the product (or

the product potentialities) of the

plant.

(b) To study the present and
potential markets.

(c) To locate the logical buyers

and prospective buyers.

(d) To determine on a program
of sales and advertising effort cal-

culated to reach those buvers and

Pir.st Two Steps in Industii.il

S." pubUshed in issue of April
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prospective buyers with sufficient

success to dispose of the products

of the plant in satisfactory volume

and at a profit.

(e) To carry out that program.

This is one of those simple step-

or methods or media that make for

marketing success so much as it is

getting off to the right start with
the marketing program. And no
matter ivhat you are marketing, that

means going through the logical

i!r?.%^^i%-g.i-g.S-S.;^iir<%~S%-S.^

tMf^^BOUS

A'J

by-step outlines of procedure which steps just enumerated.

cause many men to grow restless and The literature of business is filled

say: "Yes, yes; I know
that—but let's get down ^^^___^___^^_____^^^^_____^__
to cases. I read to get

new ideas, not for
A. B. C.'s."

Now why do they re-

act that way to these

simple foundation state-

ments? Why do they

always want to "get

down to cases"?

Because by "getting

down to cases" they get

down to DETAILS and
they can always show to

their own satisfaction

by details that their

business is "different."

Furthermore, by "get-

ting doiuyi to cases" they

can get their minds com-

fortably filled luith de-

tails and excuse them-

selves from struggling

with the inexorable latvs

^vhich groiv out of prin-

c ipl e s—the laws on

which profits are made
or lost.

Of course, the laws

go on operating just the

same, but these men do

not see them work be-

cause their eyes are pro-

tected by blinders that

are formed of details.

It is so much easier,

always, to jump into the

middle of an advertis-

ing or selling program
rather than map it out

logically, analyzing the

product, surveying the

market, locating the log-

ical buyers and then

planning how to go -

about reaching them
economically. By jumping in at the
middle one can start doing some-
thing right away. But rushing
around "doing something" never
yet took the place of accomplishment
or ultimate profits. In marketing,
as in everything else, it is progress
or results, not business, that yields

a return on the energy and money
expended.

This is worth dwelling on because
it is unquestionably true that what
marketing e.xecutives (whether in

the industrial or the popular field)

need above everything else is a

This astonuhmg boll is made in a new way, with a

new land of tool on a new bnd of machine. Its thread

isn't cut- It IS builmp with such precision chat it can't

vary in accuracy by the smaJJest measurable quantity.

It always comes out a perfect thread.

scan using Empire 'Hew Process bolts. And the rcsul-

tatic saving is ait profit— for there is no advance in

pnce over previous Empire bolts.

RVSSELL.BVRDSALL &\U\RI>
© BOLT&NUT COMPANy ®

?S=fFs?^???ff?s^?5f?

Even technical products are bought by men who
are first of all human beings, with normal human
reactions. That's ivhy a technical journal adver-
tisement like this is doubly sure of "registering"

realization that it is not mechanics

with stories of businesses which
have greatly increased their sales

volume or their profits as a result

of a thoughtful study of the prod-
uct. Sometimes this product analy-

sis has led to the discovery that some
improvement could be made in the

product that would make a reduc-

tion in price possible; or that would
greatly increase its usefulness or

capacity or operating efficiency ; or
in some way lift it above competi-
tion. Sometimes it has led to a

change in the form or unit or

method of packing or shipping that

has made the product more accept-

able to the industries which form
its market.
And going even back of the prod-

uct, some of the most inspiring
stories of business success are based
on new products developed through
a study of the potentialities of the.

plant. As was brought out in the
preceding article pre-

viously referred to, the

correct starting point

for the consideration of

an industrial marketing
program is the study of

the potentialities of the

plant as an operating

enterprise, with regard

to both the product anc

the market, present anc

potential.

The point is, thorough
going analysis of th<

product and study of th(

potentialities of th(
plant are as much a pari

of practical marketinj

as the preparation

advertisements or cata

logs, or the directing ol

a sales force. For th(

marketing manager's jol

is not confined to han-

dling the mechanics
advertising and selling

His is the responsibilitil

for making the businesi

possible by disposing

whatever it produces, 01

might produce, so thai

there shall be a reason

for producing it.

The assumption
this responsibility nat-

urally leads to the next

step: studying present

and potential markets.

Again, the student

business will recall hav
ing read or heard c

many instances where
careful study of th(

market, or a survey oi

possible markets, has re
• suited in opening

whole new fields fo:

sales and advertising cultivation.

A certain maker of machines usee

in two or three comparatively smal;

industries employed a new sales

manager who was without experi-

ence in industrial marketing, but

had made a reputation for himself

by finding new markets for the po-"
tential output of a company making
a food product. And inside of four

months this man had found three

new industries which could utilize

this manufacturer's machines with

little or no change.

Another man, the advertising

manager of a concern making a

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 40]
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Putting the Slow-Speed Territory

Into High Gear
By A. A. Livermore

PROBABLY every manufacturer
has at least one section of the

country, or several important

cities, which lag decidedly behind

the rest of the nation in per capita

sales. Sometimes the reason is easy

to find. Very often, however, it is

remote.

An executive whose sales experi-

ence has been rich in several fields

is the donor of most of the sugges-

tions given here for bringing slow-

speed territories into the high-speed

class.

"In 1922," he says, "I went to one

of our western branches to try and
locate the difficulty responsible for

low sales. Dealers were apparently

well stocked and interested. Window
trims and display cards were fairly

numerous. I returned to the branch

manager's ofl!ice and together we
were discussing the problem pro and
con. When I was about to give up
at getting the solution and come
home, a policeman came in. The
oflices were open and as we were
near the door he came up to us."

"Are you the manager here?" he

asked, looking at my associate.

"Yes."

"Well," continued the officer, "per-

haps you can tell me how two carts

full of your signs got into the

sewers during the last thirty-six

hours."

The branch manager was decidedly

embarrassed. But the story had to

come out. It seems that he was a

non-believer in his ability to get

display cards up in the dealers'

stores. He had let his salesmen lay

down on that part of their work.
The home office had gone right on

sending him dealer helps in the

usual quantity. Quite a supply had
accumulated when the sales manager
wired that he would be on in three

days.

Knowing that the accumulation
would look bad, the branch manager
rushed the men out to get up all

the displays they could and concen-

trate on it. Then he told the porter

at almost the last minute that the

still sizable surplus simply had to

be disposed of. That worthy could

not get the rubbish man in time
and in desperation crammed the

dealer helps into a sewer opening,

which resulted in the visit from the

police.

"That," said the sales manager,
"is perhaps the oddest reason I ever

ran into for the slow sales in a ter-

ritory. But curiously enough the

accompanying experience of really

getting up a lot of display material
showed the local man that it could

be done and also that it paid, for

business began to pick up, and there

was no reason to account for it

other than the numerous dealer dis-

plays now being shown for the first

time.

"I let the branch manager pay the

city for its trouble and the house for

the destroyed material and gave him
another chance. And we've had no
low-gear business from that city

since that time."

CORRECT analysis of local sell-

ing problems is not always easy

to make. Local customs, tastes or

buying habits may be somewhat hid-

den. Sometimes a heavy population

of certain types of foreigners will

account for slow sales. One maker of

hair tonic has a list of cities where
he refuses to waste time in trying

to win real volume. Certain wiry-

black-haired foreigners rarely ever

lose their hair ("wire-haired ter-

riers" he calls them), and these

types are common in the hopeless

cities. The manufacturers of a

soap flake product couldn't under-

stand why foreign trade came slow

in one city. Generous sample pack-

ages had been handed to the house-

wives of the Little Italy section of

the city. These samples had won
regular customers in other cities

with similar people, but apparently

failed in this particular case. Finally

a bright second-generation Italian

girl was hired and sent to call on

the balky samples. She discovered

that nearly all of them had thought

it was a new breakfast food! They
said the children didn't like the

stuff and that they had wasted per-

fectly good milk and sugar in serv-

ing it up at breakfast. Evidently
the brownish soap flakes looked too

much like corn flakes to these un-

sophisticated daughters of the land

that is shaped like a riding boot.

And they were unable to read the

English-language description on the
package.

Another manufacturer found that
his six salesmen sent to a Middle
Atlantic state had got together
and unanimously agreed to entirely

knock off Mondays! They had also

worked out a fine system of "fudg-
ing" their reports to cover up the
defalcation. In this way they ex-

pected their uniformly lower volume
to convince their employer that the
territory was an exceptionally hard
one.

Climatic conditions often indicate
the reasons for slow sales. A manu-
facturer of small confections found
that a special wrapping cleared up
his slow sales in unusally dry terri-

tories. But, on the other hand, a
hat manufacturer discovered that
dry cities could never come up to

the wet cities because a soft hat has
less abuse and therefore a longer
life when rainfall is infrequent.

HERE is a quick look at some
remedies which often prove

effective in slow territories.

Readjustment of salesmen's ter-

ritories. Incorrect figures or failure
to allow for unusual difficulties in

physically covering certain terri-

tories may account for poor volume.
Not every manufacturer has a clear

gi-asp of the relative ease or diffi-

culty of covering different terri-

tories, and so the salesman may be
given an acreage based upon number
of dealers rather than dealers con-
sidered in connection with size and
traveling problems of the territory.

Special drives are not always ad-
visable. One large company has
just bought back from its dealers
thousands of dollars' worth of stale

goods which must now be destroyed.
Forced draft loaded the dealers up
but didn't make them intelligently

enthusiastic about the goods. So
sales picked up only slightly.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 65]
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COVER designs from a series of monthly folders, designed by Rene Clarke, celebrating

events in the life of Black, Starr and Frost during the 114 years that the firm has been ii

interesting

in existence.

The reproductions are one-fourth the size of the originals, which are in black and silver. The purpose

of the company's advertising is to create and stimulate a habit of visiting the store, especially on the part

of wealthy people who live elsewhere, but who buy their more expensive jewelry in New York.
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What Facts Are Necessary

to Set Quotas?
|,|rhe First of Two Practical Articles on Sales Quotas: I—Where to Get
^! the Facts. II—How to Use Them

By E, P. Cochrane

THE
agai

FIRST, territory

boundaries. The size

of a sales territory

division may vary all the

jway from a group of

istates down to a group of

city blocks, depending

lupon the minuteness of

Ithe company's distribu-

tion system. For general

purposes, however, the

former is too large to be

of great value, while data

for the latter involve

such laborious and ex-

pensive preparation that

it is usually avoided, espe-

cially at first, as being

beyond either the needs

or the desires of the

average company.
Sometimes individual

states are taken as units,

but this plan, while hav-

ing all the convenience of

the "ready made," usu-

ally must be altered to

fit. State lines are ar-

bitrary and have little or

no relation to sales con-

ditions, which hinge upon
transportation lines, dis-

tribution of population, -

mountains, rivers, etc. It

would be rather ridiculous, for in-

stance, to send a man down from
Chicago or some other central point

in Illinois to cover Belleville or Alton

when a man located in St. Louis
could do it at a minimum of time
and expense. In Ohio, also, there

are so many large towns that the

Cincinnati territory naturally in-

cludes parts of Kentucky. Such

quota plan is practicaily the only insurance
inst the temperamental vagaries of the indis-

pensable human element. For the human element is

not always dependable. One salesman may, locust-like,

ravage his territory, taking bad with good, while an-

other, with a butterfly selectiveness, takes only the
honey that is sweetest and most accessible. How is

the sales manager, sitting at his desk in the home office,

able to discriminate between such territories if he has
only the sales reports as his guide? The first district

may be so limited in possibilities that even the most
intense work shows meager and unsatisfactory results,

while the other may be so rich in prospects that the
big orders that come from it bring only the faintest

flavor of what might be.

It is the place of the quota to furnish a gage, a

measure of the territory as well as of the man who is

working it. The buying power of any special district

can be at least approximately determined for any par-

ticular product. There are certain influential and more
or less invariable factors which affect the results to an
appreciable degree. When these facts are obtained,
carefully mixed and shaken up with a fair-sized dash
of "horse sense," they will give an entirely new light

on the subject of selling. From a haphazard, "in God
we trust" affair, the selling of any product is put on a

scientific, business-like basis which permits the stock-

holders, the production manager, the advertising depart-
ment, the sales manager and his men to know where
they stand and what they can do.

flexible enough unit to permit the

building of almost any sized terri-

tories, simply by arranging counties

in blocks and tiers according to

territory size needs. They also fa-

cilitate reduction of territory at a
later date ; a process which is in-

evitable and desirable in all success-

ful business.

The starting point of territorial

I

logical departures from the regular quota data is naturally population.

•itate line divisions occur with fre-

quency.

I
The unit ivhich has been vsed ivith

I the greatest success is the county.
i Taking the country as a whole, the

;

county unit is an excellent basis for
I sales territory districts. It is a

In fact, the grouping of counties

may be made primarily from the

basis of population count, so as to

have a fairly uniform volume of

possible buyers. Just how the popu-
lation figure is to be used depends
upon the product and manner of

sale. If quotas are to be

based on dealers, then the

dealer count may be suf-

ficient, although the rat-

ing and location of such

dealers in relation to pos-

sible consumers has its

importance. If only se-

lected types of consumers
can be sold, then total

population figures must
be either ignored and a

count of such consumers
used or an approximation
arrived at through the

total figures and other

data. Sometimes, of

course, it may be neces-

sary to split the county
unit on township lines in-

stead of combining sev-

eral. Kings and New
York counties in New
York are examples of an

excessive concentration of

population within county
boundaries.

Population figures by
counties are readily se-

cured from various

sources, and there is also

available data on the

- types and kinds of people

to be found in them.

Many factors must be combined to

give a workable result. In Maine,

for example, the number of negroes

is less than two-tenths of 1 per cent.

Down in Louisiana more than 64

per cent of the population belongs

to the negro race. And there is an

even greater difference than ap-

pears in the figures. In Maine,

where only the most vigorous of the

black race can survive the climate,

the negroes are for the most part

prosperous and industrious—in fact

offer a better market for some kinds

of goods than New England foreign

factory hands. There is of course in

the South a considerable happy-go-

lucky, careless and "shiftless" type,

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 58]
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Sunkist Advertising Strategy
1924 California Orange Crop Presents a Marketing Problem Requiring

Eleventh-Hour Rewriting of Advertising Campaign

By T. F. Dalton

THE flexibility of adver-

tising as a marketing
force is well illustrated

by the campaign now being

conducted by the California

Fruit Growers Exchange,
featuring the smaller sizes of

Sunkist oranges, for the facts

regarding which we are in-

debted to Don Francisco, who
has been identified with Sun-
kist advertising from its very

inception.

As may readily be imag-
ined, the question of sizes is

one that continually arises in

the marketing of fruit prod-

ucts. In the case of oranges,

the market will absorb a cer-

tain percentage of very large

oranges and a certain per-

centage of very small ones.

Both the large and the small

oranges appeal to certain

classes of trade, among both

retail stores and consumers.

The fancy fruiterer, for ex-

ample, usually prefers a big

orange. The same is true of

the best hotels, dining cars,

fruit stands, etc. There are

some people who think that

big oranges are the best

oranges from an eating stand-

point. The fact is, however, that

there is no difference; the large

and small oranges come from the

same trees and are sorted into ten

sizes in the packing houses.

The growers never know very far

in advance whether or not they will

have a normal proportion of large

and small sized fruit. Whenever
they get an extra large proportion

of large or small oranges, more than
the normal trade will absorb, the

fruit accumulates and has to be

heavily discounted in order to be

moved.
This year the Pacific Coast suf-

fered a drouth which lasted until

just a few weeks ago. The trees

were loaded with a heavy crop of

California navel oranges. Lack of

water prevented the fruit from
growing, regardless of irrigation

Bargains in

Oranges
Delicious Smaller Sizes

on sale everywhere

Big shipments just arrived from
California by fast freight. Fresh, ripe,

juicy, luscious fruit—selected Suniist

oranges!

Oranges are smaller this year be-

cause Nature made them so, but all

the quality is there— all the tender-

ness, the sweetness and the juice—all

the goodness that you've found in

larger fruit.

They are twice a bargain, for these

Her oranges cost less.

Therefore, buy two dozen where
vou've bought but one before. Or buy
them by the box.

Keep fit with plenty oifresh orangei.

All doctors advocate them. Ask for

Uniformly Good

The orange grotcers couldn't change the
size of the oranges, so they are using ad-
vertising to change the public s mind in

favor of small oranges

facilities. The result was a large

proportion of small oranges.

The regular Sunkist newspaper
campaign was just about to be re-

leased when this condition became
apparent. The entire campaign was
immediately scrapped and new copy
written to feature small sizes. In

this copy the serving of halved
oranges was not suggested, for ex-

ample, because in eating a halved
orange with a spoon a large orange
is more desirable. Instead the em-
phasis was placed on oranges for

juice, cut up or sliced oranges for

salads and desserts, etc., for in these

uses the small oranges are just as

good and just as convenient as the

large ones.

"The large preponderance of small

sizes made it certain that the prices

for this class of fruit would be

forced down," reports Mr.
Francisco, "whereas the prices

for medium and large sized

fruit would remain compara-
tively high because of its rela-

tive scarcity. This gave us a

chance to feature the bargain
idea in connection with small

sized fruit.

"At the same time that the

consumer advertising on small

sizes was released, a campaign
was started with the trade to

convert the seeming liability

of a preponderance of small

sizes into an asset. The first

reaction of the fresh fruit

retailer was that oranges
were not moving as rapidly

as usual. Assuming that the

year before he handled larger

oranges, packed 126 to the

box, if twelve customers each

ordered a dozen oranges and
one ordered half a dozen, his

thirteen customers would
have consumed the entire box.

This year, however, he might
be handling smaller oranges,

packed 216 to the box. If

his twelve customers each

ordered a dozen oranges as

before, instead of having only

six oranges left he would
have 96 left and would conclude that

they were not selling.

"Therefore, the task was to in-

crease the unit of purchase and get

each customer to buy not twelve, but

a dozen and a half, or more. This

was done by featuring the low prices

and encouraging the sale of oranges

by the pound, bushel basket or pail."

This special campaign of the

orange growers forms an excellent

"case" in connection with the article

which appeared in the November 7th

issue of the Fortnightly under the

title, "Are You Marketing the Right

Quality and Marketing It Right?"
It exemplifies the usefulness of ad-

vertising in helping to correct the

second maladjustment of marketing
—that between the quality or grades

produced and the quality or grades
,

sought for consumption.

f
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The Editorial Page
£7^=^^ H«:»0

A Costly Lesson in

' National Psychology

IT
is high time a note of warning was sounded con-

cerning the seemingly growing impression that by
the sheer weight of advertising dollars miracles

can be worked overnight.

Within the past month we have heard the stories of

three concerns which two or three years ago were very

large advertisers, but whose advertisements are now
' seldom (and in one case never) seen in the periodicals.

I

In each instance the story is the same: an attempt
I to buy the attention and patronage of the people of
' America in a few brief months by prodigal expendi-

ture. These concerns bought the public's attention

easily enough, but before the patronage began to come
their way in any considerable volume their money was
gone and they faded into the background.

i One of these companies is on the verge of bank-

ruptcy ; another is seriously crippled and thoroughly

convinced that advertising does not pay; and the third

is painfully but successfully fighting its way back, foot

'by foot, to a position of prominence.

All three of these concerns made the same mistake

—

a mistake often made not only in connection with ad-

vertising, but also with selling. They over-estimated

!the power of dollars and under-estimated the impor-

tance of time.

,
Dollars will buy time, it is true. Indeed one of the

'chief functions of advertising is to shorten the time

required to build up a business and win for it public

recognition and patronage. But there is a limit to the

rate of speed at which the public mind can be hurried.

To attempt to crowd it beyond this limit is to pay a

prohibitive price per day for the time purchased.

The trouble with these companies under discussion

:was, not that they spent too much on advertising, but
;that they spent it too fast. Had they mixed more tiyne

with their money, they would have cashed in hand-
somely. Or, had they been possessed of funds suffi-

cient to keep up the pace for, say, twice as long a time,

'undoubtedly they would have gathered tremendous
momentum in the end and earned their investment back.

The explanation is simple: Whether we study the in-

idividual or the whole public, we find that the mental
processes leading up to purchase or selection are largely

'subconscious. Hence, until a product or a name is

definitely registered in the public's s!/6conscious mind
it does not begin to exert any very strong influence.

|It is easy to reach the public's conscious mind ; that

ican be done with big space, bold type and splashes of

;:olor. But to break through into its subconscious mind
requires repetition and time. There is no effective sub-
'stitute.

' This explains why so many products have suddenly
pegun to sell, and so many businesses to succeed, just

ivhen their promoters were about ready to give them
'lip as failures. Time, blending with the advertising
lollars and the selling effort invested, has worked its

niracle.

I

I

In planning advertising and sales promotion for any

business, the time factor should always be given the

same thoughtful consideration as the money factor.

"How much will it cost?" and "How long will it take?"
are questions of almost equal importance in making up
an appropriation. To ignore the latter is to run the

risk of squandering money in a costly lesson in national

psychology.

To Perpetuate the Fight

Against Dishonesty

ADDRESSING the Second District Convention

(Associated Advertising Clubs of the World)
^in Philadelphia last week. Harry D. Bobbins,

chairman of the National Vigilance Committee, said

that he hoped the day would come when men who had
made their money out of advertising would establish a

fund, through endowment, to continue the vigilance

activities for perpetuity.

Until human nature changes there will always be

commercial humbugs to prey upon the credulous, and
whose use of advertising lowers its public esteem. An
endowment fund is both logical and practical—an oppor-
tunity for those possessed of means to contribute to

the permanent betterment of advertising.

Who will lay the foundation for such an endowment
fund with a substantial check?

Radio Advertising

kNE of the three plans for controlling the broad-

^ casting of advertising, suggested on this page
two weeks ago, is actually being worked out in

South Africa, we learn from a British advertising jour-

nal. South African radio regulations permit a period
of six minutes every hour for advertisements.

Establishing such a period, and having the announcer
both preface and follow this period with a statement
calling attention to the fact that this section of the
program is commercial in character, and paid for by
the advertisers, would protect the public's interests and
at the same time go a long way toward discouraging the
grabbing of the air for advertising purposes.

A Commonplace Truth

('('^a "^ "7^ E are advertised by our loving friends"

was for many years one of the most
prominently featured slogans, and ex-

presses a truth so commonplace that advertisers are

sometimes prone to overlook it. The favor of old cus-

tomers is worth cultivating, even though they may not

be actual prospects themselves. An occasional booklet,

or letter, or even a call from a representative of the

company, is often money well spent, for people do not

readily assume a strictly neutral attitude. If they are

not "for" a product, they are likely to be quite definitely

against it, and the damage that can be done by adverse
opinion of this sort is hard to locate, and harder to

repair.

W;
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What the Dealer Can Learn from

House-to-House SelHug
By Everett R. Smith

Advertising Manager, Fuller Brush Co., Hartford, Conn.

NOT many years ago it was the

fashion for the retail mer-
chant, particularly in the

smaller towns and cities, to rail

against the mail-order houses. Wide-
spread agitation developed into pub-

lic meetings, and there were bonfires

of mail-order catalogs in the public

squares. The mail-order house was
the octopus which was going to

throttle the local merchant.
Then gradually the local retailer

awoke to the fact that he had some-
thing to offer which no mail-order

house could give, a local personal

service—an opportunity to render
something that the mail-order house
could not even compete with. He
found that the mail-order house did

IN Wausau, Wis., the "White Bag
Men" of the Wisconsin Valley

Electric Company sold $350,000 of

home devices. About 90 per cent

of the sales were made on the first

call. Isn't there a lesson here for

the dealer faced with liouse-to-house

competition?

have certain ideas which he could

use. So the retailer began to adopt
certain of the mail - order house
thoughts. To the extent that he be-

came a more successful retailer the

mail-order house ceased to trouble

him.

Then came the chain store. As the

mail-order house had stirred up the

small town and country retailer, so

the chain stores stirred up the city

retailer and the small town man, too.

The chain store was going to elim-

inate the independent honest mer-
chant. It did eliminate some of

them, and some of them should un-

doubtedly have been eliminated ; but
the real merchant who is rendering
a real service found that the chain
store had some ideas which he could

copy effectively. So he became a
better merchant and in some cases

actually ran the chain store

out of business.

Now comes house-to-house

selling. In some sections

retailers have become very
much excited over this idea

of house-to-house selling.

They believe it is under-

mining their rights and

prerogatives, as though any of us

had any rights except as we earn

them by rendering a service. Local

meetings have been held, attempts

have been made to enforce prohibitive

license fees, but house-to-house sell-

ing has been growing. There must
be a reason for it in some distinctive

service house-to-house selling ren-

ders.

The keen-sighted and intelligent

retailer, however, is not worrying
very much about house-to-house sell-

-ing. He is studying it to see which
of its points he can adapt and use to

make himself a 'better retailer. In

fact, in some cases he has taken

house-to-house selling to his bosom
in conjunction with his regular re-

tail establishment, and is making a

success. Some of the house-to-house

selling has been taken right into

camp, such as in electrical appliances,

vacuum cleaners, washing machines.

House-to-house selling is going to

continue to grow along certain lines,

but after all there are definite lim-

itations to house-to-house selling. It

is not going to put the retailer out

of business. House-to-house selling,

by its very nature, is limited to those
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items where specialized demonstra-
tion, particularly demonstration in

the home, is an essential—where a
considerable amount of educational

work is required. There are flashes

of other kinds of house-to-house sell-

ing, but they will not last unless

they have some special service of

that nature to render. However, on
those lines where such a service can
be rendered, house-to-house selling

will continue to grow.
But it will never supplant even to

the slightest degree the local retail

establishment. In the first place,

house-to-house selling is not a more
economical means of distribution, al-

though in many lines it is a much
more efficient one.

How then can the progressive

local merchant profit by those effi-

ciencies of house-to-house selling,

and what lessons can he learn from
it which will make him a better re-

tailer?

He became a better retailer when
he took some lessons from the mail-

order house. He became a still better

retailer when he borrowed a few
ideas from the chain stores. He will

become a still more successful re-

tailer when he takes to himself some
principles of house-to-house selling.

The local retailer is too firmly in-

trenched as the most essential factor

in modern distribution. The retail

idea is going to continue and cannot
be displaced. The individual retail-

er, however, must keep abreast of

the times and make himself more
essential. From his standpoint a
study of house-to-house selling and
its lessons is worth while. Let us
consider, then, what the retailer can.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 48],

Is Your Advertising We or

"You Advertising?

By /. M. Campbell

ADVERTISING is not an exact

science. Please God, it never
.will be. Nevertheless, there

are many things connected with ad-

vertising regarding which we can
express ourselves with the certainty

that is based on knowledge.

We know, for example, that cer-

tain faces of type are easier to read

than certain other faces.

We know, too, that a one- or two-

line caption is better—because the

eye and mind grasp it more quickly

—than a three- or four-line caption.

We know, again, that white space

is valuable ; that exclamation marks,

used with intelligence, "liven" copy
to an almost unbelievable extent;

and that for certain products, the

use of color is worth the extra price

the publisher asks.

We know many other things

about advertising; and we apply our
knowledge as a matter of course.

But there is one advertising prin-

ciple which most of us appear to

have lost sight of.

It is this: Advertising, to be most
effective, should be written from the

point of view of the user of a prod-

uct, not the maker or seller of it.

The most constructive critic of

advertising the writer ever met ex-

pressed this thought in these words

:

"The woman who should use our

product is not interested in us. She's

interested in herself. She isn't in-

terested in the product we advertise.

She never will be unless we make it

clear to her that she can do some-
thing with it that gives her pleasure

or satisfaction. So—write always
from her point of view. In your
copy, there should be mighty few
'we's' and a great many 'you's.'

"

Is that advice good? Yes! Is it

being followed? No! Most of us,

in our advertising, are thinking
only of ourselves and of the product
or article or service we offer. We
tell how good it is. We go into de-

tail as to this, that or the other

feature of it. But in the vast ma-
jority of cases we say nothing or

next to nothing about the satisfac-

tion or pleasure the user gets, or

should get, from it.

In other words, most of the adver-

tising that is being done nowadays
is "we" advertising. There is com-
paratively little "you" advertising.

IF you don't believe this statement,

do what the writer did a day
or two ago—read and classify the

advertisements in any weekly or

monthly publication of national cir-

culation which carries enough ad-

vertising to make the test convinc-

ing. This is about what you will

find:

"We" advertising, 50 per cent.

(By "we" advertising is meant ad-

vertising which is written from the

point of view of the seller.)

"You" advertising, 35 per cent.

(By "you" advertising is meant ad-

vertising which is written from the

point of view of the user.)

"Neutral" advertising, 15 per

cent. (By "neutral" advertising is

meant advertising which is written

from the point of view of both seller

and user.)

The writer realizes—no one more
so—that many products which are
advertisable do not lend themselves
to "you" treatment. But if there is

any one thing which, one would
think, should be advertised from the

standpoint of the user, it is the

automobile.

Is it? No! With one splendid

exception, automobile manufacturers
—if their advertising is an accurate

reflection of their beliefs—regard
automobiles merely as transporta-

tion-machines and not, as users do,

as vehicles, possession of which
gives pleasure. In other words,
automobile advertising, in the main,
is written from the point of view of

the man who wants to sell what he

makes and not from the point of

view of the man who is willing to

buy something if it is made clear to

him that possession of that some-
thing will give him pleasure.

These comments apply to other

than automobile advertisers. The
automobile is here referred to

merely because it happens to be, at

the moment, the biggest single tar-

get in the field of national advertis-

ing.

In any event, if you believe

"you" advertising—that is, adver-

tising which is written from the

point of view of the man or woman!
who uses, or should use, your prod-j

uct, it will pay you to examine youi

own announcements and see whether"
they are "we's" or "you's'."

1-
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RflilwqyAge
June Daily Editions

"TAURING the June Railway Conventions at

-*-^ Atlantic City, June 11-18 inclusive, the

June Daily Editions of the Railway Age will

serve the railway industry as has been its custom

since 1887.

More than 1100 copies will be available at the

conventions each morning before breakfast.

And on each of the eight days of the conventions

more than 12,000 copies will be mailed to execu-

tives, operating officials and mechanical officers

throughout the railway industry.

The Daily, a full fledged Railway Age every

24 hours, presents a most effective means for the

railway supply manufacturers to hammer home

their sales story eight times during the eight

days of the conventions.

Write for complete information re-

garding the conventions and the June
Daily Editions of the Railivay Age.

Member of The Associated Business Papers and A. B. C.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company
"The House of Transportation"

30 Church Street New York, N. Y.

: Chicago: 608 S. Dearborn St.

Washington: 17th & H Sts., N. W.
Cleveland: 6007 Euclid Ave.

San Francisco: 74 New Montgomery St.

New Orleans: 927 Canal St.

London: 34 Victoria St. S.W 1.
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Toncan Metal Introduces

Its Workers to the Consumer
By 0. G. Postrel

BEHIND the successful business

of any magnitude lies what
may be termed a "cumulative

corporate experience"—the sum total

of the specialized knowledge pos-

sessed by the concern's executives,

key men and general employees. The
larger the company and the

longer it has been in exist-

ence, the more valuable be-

comes this factor of cumula-

tive experience, whether it in-

heres in standardized methods
of production, in perfected

formulae, or resides in the

abilities of skilled employees,

developed over a long period

of years.

A skilled and trained em-
ployee is a valuable asset.

Multiply him many times
over, as one must in the case

of a manufacturing concern

with a large personnel, and
we have the wherewithal to

invest a product with that

intangible something called

quality—stressed equally by
most concerns in like fields of

endeavor, but actually a vari-

able quantity insofar as the

degree of accomplishment is

concerned.

For a long time any play-

ing up of the personal element

in connection with the adver-

tising of most companies was
taboo—a policy to be strictly

avoided. Gradually a change
has come about. As if to off-

set the charge that the introduction

of machinery is having the effect of

mechanicalizing industry—making
the machine the master of the man
—there is now being featured in the

publicity of some of the country's

leading industrial concerns the per-

sonality—the human element—that

lies behind its finished product.

The United Alloy Steel Corpora-
tion of Canton, Ohio, one of the

oldest fabricators of alloy steel in

the United States, is using the per-

sonality idea to admirable advantage
in a series of advertisements ap-

pearing in industrial magazines. The
product talked about is Toncan

metal, and the company could have
adopted no surer way of conveying
to the consumer the quality of its

enameled steel sheets than by in-

troducing to the trade the men whose
experience and qualifications control

the various steps in manufacture.

Elmer Cline offers you the benefit

of fifty years experience
Fifty years of sheet metal work First

hand experience in every operation in

sheet mill production, from his start as
scrap-boy, in 1873 to his present posi-

tion as general superintendent of sheet

knows more about sheets
and their production.

And Elmer is not a "desk superintend-
the mills every day.

> of Ton-

amid the noise and
have been his life.

mg of fifty years

and heat which
He brings his train-

problems
To his

:e and profound !

I practice is due. i

measure, the uniform excelli

can enameling sheets

Toncan enameling sheets have been de-

veloped after exhaustive study of the
requirements of the enameling industry
The evils encountered in producing beau-
tiful, glossy enameled parts have been
overcome Many leading plants recog-

nize Toncan Metal as supreme in this field,

because it gives uniformly good results

with a minimum of profit-wasting culls.

Nothing has been left undone to -bring

the best brains m the industry to bear
on the enameling sheet problem. If you
are having trouble with your enameling
sheets, we can help you The benefit of

experience like Elmer Cline's is yours
for the asking.

UNITED ALLOY STEEL CORPORATION, CANTON, OHIO

LARGEST AND OLDEST MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE ALLOY STEEL

UNITED ALLOY STEEL CORPORATION

Here, for example, is how the com-
pany leads out into public notice

its chief chemist and metallurgist,

in an advertisement captioned "Ask
Ralph About Your Troubles":

Ralph B. Dimmick is a chemist, metal-
lurgist and practical steel man. He
has made a thorough study of the pro-
duction of enameled sheets and has
developed an enameling stock which is

recognized in many of the leading
plants as supreme in the field of sheets
for porcelain enamel work. . .

Ralph knows the evils encountered in

producing beautiful, glossy enameled
parts. He has visited numerous plants
and studied their troubles with metal
and combined the experience of many
enamelers with his own, has produced

this metal which is giving uniformly
good results with a minimum of loss.

He has successfully reduced the number
of profit-wasting culls.

He will be glad to help you. In writing
about his services he insisted that we
should not play him up as a "know-it-
all." We don't want to do that, but it

is a fact that his modesty pre-
vents us from going as far as
we could and keep well within
the bounds of truth. If you are
having enameling troubles we
believe Ralph can help you. . .

Our belief in this man and his
associates has led us to invest
large sums of money in adver-
tising to the general public so

that buyers of stoves, refriger-
ators, kitchen cabinets and table
tops will have an appreciation of
the superiority of parts enam-
eled on Toncan Metal.

The inspection department
is featured through "Tom
Corrigan's Trained Eyes," in

another advertisement which
explains that Tom has been
looking for trouble in iron

and steel since he was thir-

teen years old, and that his

skill in detecting flaws is al-

most uncanny. "That is why
Tom is our chief inspector.

He has the responsibility of

training the eyes of other in-

spectors to see in a bar or

sheet every flaw that is

there."

Each advertisement in the

series takes the reader into

a different department, and is

akin to inviting the consumer
to shake hands with the men who
superintend the making of the prod-

uct. In the annealing division the

moving spirit is Charley Robinson,

"a human pyrometer." Listen to

bis record:

He was an open-hearth laborer when
furnaces were hand-charged, which was
one hot and heavy job. He was later

a heater with a company, now extinct,

who made the finest tool steel in

America. After some experience as a

gas-producer man, he became a pair-

heater in our mills in 1901. Made an
annealer in 1907, he has been on the

job ever since.

Harry Blackburn, we learn, con-

trols the cold-rolling operations, in

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 61]
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For Radio Advertisers

The Christian Science Monitor

Full Page of Radio News and Features Every Day
—Latest Developments in All Countries of the

World Fully Covered—Advance Announcements of

Important Program Events

Published daily—having a national circulation—carrying the

local advertisements of retail dealers in many cities which handle

radio merchandise—giving a full page of radio news in every issue

—the Monitor offers to manufacturers of radio goods a remark-

able advertising opportunity.

For articles which can be marketed by mail, the Monitor has

proved itself an unusually productive medium. Manufacturers of

radio products and specialties, who desire either mail orders or

dealer patronage, will reach through the Monitor an interested

and responsive group of readers.

Rates and Circulation Data on Request

The Christian Science Monitor
An International Daily Nczvspapcr

Back Bay Station, Boston, Mass.

Branch Advertising Offices

New York Office, 270 Madison Avenue Kansas City Office, 502-A Commerce Building
Cleveland Office, 1658 Union Trust Building San Francisco Office, Room 200, 625 Market Street

Chicago Office, 1458 McCormick Building Los Angeles Office, Van Nuys Building
Detroit Office, 455 Book Building Seattle Office, 763 Empire Building

London Office, 2, Adelphi Terrace, W. C. 2
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Written by Our Readers
Comment, Critical and Otherwise

Advertising in the Air

Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing Company

East Pittsburgh, Pa.

May 9, 1924.
To THE Editor:

Your editorial in the May 7 issue of
the Fortnightly makes reference to
the position I have taken regarding the
use of radio for advertising. However,
the case cited as entering into radio
broadcast cannot be considered radio
advertising. The talk you refer to on
the subject, "Saving the Surface Cam-
paign," was, as you know, an educa-
tional appeal to the public to dress up
and protect the surface. No particular
paint was mentioned and no particular
painter.
The postcard to which you refer

should not be considered radio adver-
tising. A clever merchant, reading in

the paper that an address on a subject
in which paint played a part was going
to be given, simply used good judgment
and carried on a piece of "direct-by-
niail work." Therefore, it was not
radio advertising, but direct-mail ad-
vertising.

I think we see today evidence on all

sides that people are critical on the
matter of advertising. The billboard is

not a 100 per cent appeal because a
large percentage of the people are op-
posed to billboards. Advertising in the
movies is not a 100 per cent appeal be-
cause people resent advertising in

places of entertainment for which they
pay; and in radio people are not look-
ing for advertising to be spoken into
their homes—they do not want a barker
calling off his wares into the house. It

is bad enough to be annoyed when you
are a passerby on the street, but the
home is too sacred to permit such a
practice.

In considering advertising as related
to radio broadcasting, it is necessary to

carefully define advertising and general
educational talks. If information given
out by radio is not commercialized and
has not a direct reference to a particu-
lar product or maker, such may surely
be considered educational—not adver-
tising.

In advertising we cannot expect to
force people to hear us or read about
us in media in which the public may
have a distinct prejudice or objection.
Billboard advertising and motion pic-

ture advertising have had a tremendous
handicap because the public has ob-
jected.

Let us not forget that the radio has
been kept free from advertising even
though, with the exception of one or
two stations, no charges have been
made by the broadcasting stations for
service. The real test would come if

the broadcasting stations would charge
and the same crucial test was made to

determine benefits for money expended
J. C. McQuiston,

Manager, Department of Pithlicity.

Thomas F. Logan, Inc.

680 Fifth Avenue
New York

May 12, 1924.
To THE Editor :

With the exception of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company, I

think the radio industry as a whole is

opposed to the use of broadcasting even
for the most subtle form of advertising.
It is pretty generally realized that the
public wants primarily entertainment
and secondarily real education, and if

the public's wishes are not respected
there may be a decline in the popularity
of radio.

A good deal of unnecessary dust has
been kicked into the air. Personally, I

do not think that the radio industry will

be so unwise as to permit advertising to

ruin its own business. If there were
some possible way of segregating radio
advertising, as for example the adver-
tising in magazines is segregated, there
would be some excuse for radio adver-
tising. No one would have to listen

who did not want to, but to sandwich
advertising talk between a piano solo

and an aria gets neither advertising
nor radio anywhere.

After all, we have a striking example
of what may happen in the case of the
movies. As you know, strenuous efforts

have been made in the last ten or fifteen

years to introduce films of a more or
less advertising character into the the-
aters. The exhibitors do not want them
because the public does not want them.
And so it is with radio.

Waldemar Kaempffert,
Vice-President.

"Knee Deep in Literature"

Danielson & Son
Providence, Rhode Island

May 12, 1924.
To THE Editor:

The article, "Knee Deep in Litera-
ture," in your May 7 issue, unleashes
a discussion which I have been expect-
ing to see in print ere now.
We here have simplified at least one

of the problems to which Mr. Goode re-
fers (that of the duplication of incom-
ing printed matter), by writing letters
to several hundred publishers, request-
ing them to confine their sending of
printed matter to one copy of each, to
be addressed to the house, rather than
to be addressed to one or more indi-

viduals.
We made plain that this single piece

would go to the proper person and
would be further routed, if occasion
required.

Previously four or more of our prin-
cipals found themselves being addressed
on many matters which were not perti-

nent to the duties of each. Our treas-
urer, our production manager and the
head of our art and printing depart-
ments were receiving great quantities
of duplicated printing matter of no di-

rect concern to them. Naturally, their
interest was dulled.

Today our incoming mail is not a
menace. Such information as concerns
rates and markets finds its way into log-

ical files. Frequently its typographical
or illustrative excellence earns for it a
hoarding-place among ideas, occasion-
ally at the expense of its proper station.

Naturally, some of us would prefer
our information to be carefully collated

in one pretentious volume as, for in-

stance, "St. Louis and the 49th State"
or "Cleveland's Three-Million Market,"
and would be content to wait patiently

till market changes warranted the issu-

ing of another edition. This would sim-
plify our filinff problems materially.

Such a policy, however, would convert
the publisher's propaganda into the

category of an annual, like a trade di-

rectory, and would leave plenty of op-
portunity for his competitors, whose
claims might be less worthy of consid-

eration, to apply the "drip, drip, drip"
process of advertising which is said to

eventually wear away resistance.

A seemingly foolhardy practice among
publishers, in my opinion, is to spend
time and money in the creation of ap-
pealing printed matter in giant dimen-
sions and then to fold it inside out, thus
concealing its appeal and automatically
cataloguing it for the waste basket.

Another form of publisher's printed

matter, of which I often wonder as to

the publisher's expectation, is the fact-

a-day kind which is frequently em-
ployed. As a momentary reminder, this

method probably serves some purpose,
but for collating purposes it Is often

unhandy.
Some day publishers, through their

several associations, are likely to issue

questionnaires to advertising agencies

and others for the purpose of discover-

ing preferences. Rate cards went
through the mill of standardization,

thanks to the American Association ofJ
Advertising Agencies.

Geo. W. Danielson,
President.

First Steps in Industrial Marketing

Graver Corporation

East Chicago, Ind.

May 6, 1924.

To the Editor:

The series of articles on Industrial
Marketing, the first of which appeared^
in your last issue [April 23], I feel wilJ

be invaluable to technical and indusj
trial advertising, as well as to a greao
many agencies who have little or _nq

knowledge of this great field. I sin

cerely hope the rest of the articles wi^
be in keeping with the first.

The Fortnightly is doing a gi-eat

service for advertising. Its broad vision

and editorial policy make it invaluable
to anyone in any way connected with
the manufacture, distribution and sale

of goods. Joseph C. Winslow,
Man:.ger of Advertising.
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Th IS handsome booklet issued by

the V. S. Shipping Board
[Mutison Lines) is printed on

^ Cantme s Canjold to gtie "orig-

'^//, mal photo" appearance to the

halftones ^ together uith folding

Hid binding strength. It v.on the

Cimtine Prizes for April. Pre-

/•ned b\ Ben Dale Co., Nea
i "rk, printed by IVander Press,

ALWAYS make your printed matter sufficiently strong and
^ attractive to accomplish the results desired.

Otherwise you will lose not only the amount spent in produc-
ing it, but the still larger sum spent in getting it into pros-

pects' hands, to say nothing of profits lost from "sales that

might have been."

Cantine's Coated Papers are made in five grades to meet all

requirements of quality and price. Use them!

Send samples of all work you produce on Cantine's Papers to

the Martin Cantine Co., Saugerties, N. Y. Cash prizes are

awarded monthly for the best specimens. Sample book and
particulars on request. Address Dept. 73

Can FOLD ASHOKAN ESOPUS Velvetone LlTHOClS
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ReachingPeopleWhereTheyLive
Write Your Advertising Copy So That It Will Be Read by the

Masses, Advertising Affiliation Convention Is Told

By Harry Varley

FOR advertising purposes, people

do not live in houses of wood,

brick or stone. Some live in the

eyes of their neighbors and friends.

Others live in their loves, hates, am-

bition; in their avarice, in honor, in

curiosity, in fame; in every human
desire.

Few people live much in their men-

tality. Rather will you find the mass

in the movies, silently and internally

laughing and crying, hoping, fearing,

aspiring—dropping into the abyss of

gross, animal feelings, but seldom

rising into the realm of pure reason.

Our job is to find a way into the

minds and souls and hearts of people

—to reach into their very being, to

impose upon, persuade or force their

wills, so that the secret springs of

action may be touched—so that the

greatest numbers of people buy what

we have to sell.

Advertising deals with that which

changes least—human nature. Men
and women of today have no more

eyes and no more ears, no more fin-

gers than the first man or woman.

We still have but five senses through

which all impressions must come.

Therefore, the ways that lead into

the minds of people today are the

common, worn pathways that have

always led there—and always will.

There are definite guideposts to the

human mind. There are ways, prov-

ably better than other ways, to reach

the greatest number of people.

Here are some things to think of.

We have tried all the possibilities

that size of space offers. Some years

ago the Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Company ran 52 double pages in the

Saturday Evening Post. Nobody
could take larger space than that.

Four pages would merely have meant
double the number of units, while

the size would have remained the

same. No other manufacturer would,

therefore, get more out of space than

Goodyear got out of the Saturdaij

Evening Post.

If copy were written to get read-

ers, would we have headlines such as

these: Appreciation, Variety, Ser-

vice, Integrity, Simplicity, Reliabil-

Harry Varley

Vice-President, W . L. Brann, Inc.

ity. For This Year and Next, The
Foot Aristocratic, User Satisfaction

Founded in Maker Integrity?

Such advertisements are addressed

mostly to the advertiser himself.

They overlook the fundamental trait

of human nature which makes each

man care about his own stomach ache

and his own golf score. It would save

money for the advertiser if he would
pay someone a thousand dollars in

real money to write his headlines

alone. The circulation of the Satur-
day Evening Post for an advertiser

is not 2,500,000. It is the number
who read the advertisement. I have
?een returns from an advertisement
tripled by changing the headlines

and the first twenty words. This was
in single-column, all type.

If it is possible to do this with one
grey column of type, think what
could be done with adequate space
and with illustration, typesetting,

headline and copy all built on the

same fundamental principles.

The newspaper that has the great
circulation in the United States is

the Daily News of New York, with
750,000 readers. How do they get
ihem? We will grant the appeal of
pictures of the khid they show—and

most particularly do I want to under-

line kind. For the kind of pictures

they use and the kind of words are

common in origin. They are born in

all that is human in people. In five

years the News has attracted 750,-

000 readers and is still growing,

v;hile the New York Times has a cir-

culation of 330,000 after many years.

What dotis this demonstrate? Simply

tnat we must recognize the basic

things in human nature—in all of

us. It does not mean that we should

sink to the very depths to get read-

ers for our advertising. But we must

come down from our intellectual

[.eaks into the road where most peo-

ple live.

To me, there is one essential ele-

ment in all good writing (and adver-

tising writing can be and should be

good writing) if it is to reach peo-

[ile where they live. Think beyond

the immediate purpose of the adver-

tisement to the great good it may do

—beyond the making of profits, even,

io the people we are reaching and

what we are doing to them and for

them. We teach them what to eat,

what to wear, how to keep their

bodies clean and healthful, how to

enjoy themselves, how to enrich their

lives.

With these ultimate ends in view
when we reach people, can we have

too great a reverence for our job?

One of my old friends in the adver-

tising business says of advertise-

ments : "Write them on your knees."

Do you think that this is not the

practical, hard-headed, common-sense
way to make money from advertis-

ing? That the reaching of the great-

est number by going to the pockets

through their hearts as well as their

heads is not the way to bring sales

and big profits?

When people read such advertise-

ments they will not say, "There is a

good advertisement," but, "I must
buy that soap or that car."

That, to my mind, is reaching peo-

ple where they live. And "hitting

the mark in advertising copy" is

writing so that we reach the greatest

number of readers.
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yLmery'cas JVLost Important

In the New York metropolitan district—an area

great in population and rich in financial re-

sources, with vast wealth and buying power and
unsurpassed opportunities for trade, The New
York Times is the strongest advertising force.

The opportunities which The New York Times
offers to advertisers in this territory are un-

equaled. The Times is read by the largest group

of intelligent, discriminating and responsive

persons ever assembled by a newspaper.

In four months of this year The New York Times
printed 8,715,316 agate lines of advertising, a

gain over the corresponding period of last year

of 393,194 lines and an excess of 3,192,628 lines

over the second New York newspaper.

The Times in April published 2,363,724 agate

lines of advertising, an excess over the second

New York newspaper of 889,804 lines.

Quality and quantity of circulation considered,

the advertising rates in The New York Times
are lower than those of any other newspaper.

The average daily and Sunday net paid sales of

The New York Times exceed 375,000 copies.

W^t N^ut fnrk oltm^B
J
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Are You Represented Here

;

The Adoil Agency,
Aitkin-Kynett Co.,

Anfenger-Jacobson Adv. Co.,

Aubrey & Moore. Inc.,

N. W. Ayer & Son,
Barritt & Co.,

George Batten Co., Inc.,

Barrows & Richardson,
Barton. Durstine & Osborn,
G. M. Basford Co.,

Julian J. Behr.
Bissell & Land, Inc..

G. P. Blackiston & Staff.

Norris L. Bull.

Oliver M, Byerly.
Calkins & Holden. Inc.,

Campbell-Ewald Co.,

Campbell, Trump & Co.,

Central Advertising Bureau.
E. H. Clarke Agency.
William Cohen,
Collins-Kirk, Inc..

Crosby-Chicago, Inc..

Arthur M. Crumrine Co.,

The Dando Co.,

L. E. Dii Co.,

ng Co.,

H. Doe,
^ee E. Donnelley

i-Armstrong,

Dunlap-Ward Advertis
Eastman & Company,
Geo. W. Edwards & Co.
F. A. Ensign Adv. Agency, Inc.,

E. N. Erickson Adv. Agency,
L. H. Estep,
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.,

The Ferger & Silva Co..

Ferry-Hanly Adv. Co.,

Fisher-Brown Adv. Agency,
Fox Advertising Agency.
Albert Frank & Co. (N. Y.),
Albert Frank & Co. (Boston),
Harry B. Fridstein.

Fuller & Smith,

R. E. Spencer Geare, M.E.,

Geo. H. Gibson Co.,

H. C. Goodwin, Inc.,

Gotham Adv. Co.. Inc.,

Russell T. Gray,
Grifiith-Stillings,

Griswold-Eshleman Co.,

Hanff-Metzger, Inc.,

D. A. C. Hennessy Co..

Henri. Hurst & McDonald,
The Albert P. Hill Co., Inc.,

Industrial Adv. Co.,

Irwin, Keelan & Sterck, Inc.

Robert June,
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.,

The John S. King Co.,

Geo. J. Kirkgasser & Co.,

Knight Co., Inc..

Emerson B. Knight. Inc.,

PhiUp Kobbe Co., Inc.,

Lake & Dunham Adv. Agency, Inc

John H. Lane.
Larchar-Horton Co.,

Ivy L. Lee. Inc..

WUson H. Lee Adv. Service,

Ray D. Lillibridge. Inc.,

Thomas F. Logan, Inc. (N. Y.),
Thomas F. Logan, Inc. (Chicago),
Lord & Thomas,
R. E. Lovekin Corp.,

MacManus, Inc.,

McAdam Advertising Service,

H. K. McCann Co. (Cleveland),

H. K. McCann Co. (N. Y.),

McCIure & Orton,

McKinney, Marsh & Gushing, Inc.

McLain-Simpers Organization.

Mace Adv. Agency,

Jay H. Maish Co.,

Manufacturers Publicity Co.,

Margon-Robinson Co.,

Marschalk & Pratt, Inc.,

The Matthews Company.
A. Eugene Michel & Staff,

Phillip Morris Adv. Service,

Moss-Chase Co.,

Myers-Beeson-Golden, Inc. (Toledol.
Myers-Beeson-Golden, Inc. (N. Y.^
Newell-Emmett Co., Inc.,

John W. OdUn Co.. Inc.,

Walter J. Peterson Co.,

Horace F. Pomcroy Co.,

Porter-Eastman-Byrne Co.,

Powers-House Co.,

Pratt & Lindsey Co., Inc.,

Frank Presbrey Co.,

Proctor & Collier Co.,
C. L. Quisno,
The Fred M. Randall Co.,
Robt. Rawsthorne Co.,

Redfield, Fisher & Wallace, Inc.,

John Ring Jr. Adv. Co..

Robinson-Eschner Adv. Co.,

Sacks Co.. Inc.,

Medley Scovil & Co.,

Russell M. Seeds Co..

L. W. Seeligsberg,
Fred L. Shankweilet,
Earl B. Shields,

R. R. Shuman,
Walter B. Snow & Staff,

J. A. Snyder Co..

Southwestern Adv. Co.,

Specialty Adv., Agency,
Sweeney & James Co.,

Paul Teas.

David C. Thomas Co.,

W. H. Trump,
R. E. Tweed Co.,

Walker & Downing,
Waynesboro Adv. Agency,

Western Adv. Agency, Inc.,

Wightman-Hicks, Inc.,

John Watson WUder,
Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc.,

H. C. Winchell,

Merrell A. Wood Co.,

Wood. Putnam & Wood Co.,

The Yount Co.

THESE 133 agents place the advertising of 222 of their

clients in The Iron Age. The advertising covers not only
products used mainly in the metal-working industries such

as machine tools, castings, iron and steel, gears, bolts, etc., but
also those used in the general industrial field—engines, motors,
belting, lubricants, factory equipment, transmission machinery,
etc.

The confidence reposed in The Iron Age by so many experts
speaks for itself.

The Iron Age
The World's Qreatest Industrial Paper

239 WEST 39th STREET NEW YORK CITY

MEMBER OF THE A. B. C. AND A. B. P.
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n. C. W. BROOKE,
J )ke. Smith & French,
Advertising Agents,

Detroit, Mich.

Where Turnover

is a "Habit" MR. A. L. KOMMERS.
Hardware Merchant,

Antigo, Wis.

Mr. Brooke, your agency

is interested in the hardware
field^—would you not like to

meet a hardware man who
says that turnover is one of

his "bad habits" every year?

Mr. Kommers is well

known in the hardware
trade. Some years ago he

had several state associa-

tions all agog when he told

how he ran his business. An-
nual sales of $41,000 and a

stock turn of eleven times

—

this is Mr. Kommers' record

a short time ago—in Antigo,
Wisconsin, a town of 8,000

population.

"To buy carefully and to

crowd the selling from morn-
ing until night" is Mr. Kom-
mers' motto. Nothing is too
small—or too large—for him
to do. Youngsters are his

specialty. Every kid in
Antigo knows his store and
the oil can and "bike" pump
that are always handy near
his front door. Every one of

them is also a present or a

future customer.

Mr. Kommers has been a paid subscriber to Hardware Age for

a good many years. He represents the kind of merchants that

naturally xvould read Hardware Age, the kind that do read
Hardware Age, the kind that manufacturers find profitable as

salesmen of their goods. There are 6,353 different towns and
cities in the country where hardware men of Mr. Kommers' type

call Hardware Age their "business bible."

HARDWARE Age
239 WEST 39th STREET NEW YORK CITY

MEMBER A. B. C. and A. B. P.
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©^Bodkins
IN

my morning mail comes a letter

from one of the most prominent
advertising agents in America, and,

I might add, normally a man of very

broad tolerance, v*fho is much exercised

over a booklet issued by George Borg-
feldt & Co. He virites:

"I enclose herein circular that I

think represents the rottenest adver-

tising I have ever read. It smells to

heaven."
The booklet, which bears the title,

"The tragic romance of a Parisian per-

fumer and his beautiful Spanish sweet-

heai't," strikes me as being just about

what my correspondent characterizes it

so graphically, if not exactly elegantly.

It is, I take it, a story made up out of

whole cloth, a story of a fictitious char-

acter, one Monsieur Lelair, a perfumer
of Paris, who falls in love with a

beautiful Spanish woman, Isabel So-

rolla, who has been leading him on but

one day informs him that she is about

to return to Spain to marry one of her

countrymen.
That you may taste its style, I quote

a paragraph or two:

The news struck Monsieur Lelair like

a thunderbolt. His temperament bub-
bled like a cauldron. He felt he would
go mad!
The young girl was panic-stricken at

his frenzy of passion. As she darted
for the door of his shop to flee from
her lover, the perfumer seized her as
though to strangle the object of his

desire.
In husky, faltering tones he cursed

the girl, crying out: "If I can't have
you, then I'll see to it that your hus-
band won't have you either. Mark my
word, Isabel Sorolla. Now go and be
cursed!"

The story relates how Lelair created

a new perfume for Isabel, which he

called Mi Nena (My Darling), and
each month sent her a tiny vial of it by
a personal messenger. To quote again

:

Well did Lelair know the tempera-
ment of the Spanish cavalier. Well
did he know how passion and jealousy
smoulder and flare in that land below
the Pyrenees. And well did he know
the ultimate effect his fiendish scheme
would have upon the domestic serenity

of the woman he wanted for his own!

The perfume delighted Isabel but

proved too much for the men with

whom she came in contact. "Wherever
she went she seemed to move in the

aura of some strange, almost super-

natural spell. Within a month a dozen

men were making open or clandestine

professions of love to her." All, we

are expected to believe, because of this

perfume. Her husband remonstrated,

but to no avail. "She, and honestly,

too, insisted that she was not to blame.

Nor did she know what was to blame."

The story ends with Isabel found
murdered in her bed, her jealous hus-

band a suicide, and the body of the

perfumer Lelair found in the Seine.

"With him he had taken his sinister

secret."

But no!

You will guess the rest: Among the

secret formulas found in the vault of

Victor Lelair, is an envelope marked
"Mi Nena." The odeur has been per-

fected, we are told, and Mi Nena is

now obtainable in America—"at your
perfumer's."

Where does any advertiser find the

license to tell a story so impossible and
with so crude a sex appeal?

—8-pt.—

I COMMEND this 50-line s. c. Packer's
Tar Soap Advertisement to the adver-

Every Cake
in a metal Soap Box

New conveniencefor travelers.

S/ip a cake into your grip.

(No extra charge for the box.)

Packer^s Tar Soap » »

tising man in any line who has the
problem of making a big impression
with a small space, or to the man who
thinks nothing short of a page space
will attract attention.

— 8-pt. —
George French writes to say that

Dr. Charles W. Eliot did not sign the
advertisement in the Atlantic Monthly

asking for a million dollars for Antioch
College^ which I have referred to twice

lately. "The advertisement
was signed by Ellery Sedgwick, editor

of Atlantic Monthly," he says. "Presi-

dent Eliot's name is attached to a brief

paragraph used in the advertisement."

G. F. is right. Which brings up an
important point in connection with
advertising copy: if you can inject into

it a big enough name or a big enough
fact or figure, or a big enough anything
of such outstanding importance or

prominence as to command instant at-

tention, as did Dr. Eliot's name in this

instance, you sometimes achieve an ef-

fect so much bigger than the details of

the advertisement that they fade out,

leaving a dominating impression on the

readers' minds that will linger after

the advertisement itself is forgotten.

— 8-pt. —
"Many writers," says Life, "condemn

advertisers for withdrawing their busi-

ness from magazines which run articles

reflecting humorously upon their prod-

uct. Well, the advertisers are right.

Look what happened to Henry Ford's

sales when they started kidding him."

— 8-pt. —
I SEE THAT the Pilgrim Publicity As-

sociation of Boston, has changed its

name to "Advertising Club of Boston."

As a Pilgrim of bygone years I pause
to ponder . . . The pilgrims passing.

. After all these years. . . .

"Advertising Club of Boston" really is

more descriptive, though. . . . And
it has a good, substantial sound. . . .

Maybe they're right.

—8-pt—

In Chicago recently I was attracted

to a sign in the second floor window of

a loft building. "Daylight floor to let"

was all it said, but it struck me that

the introduction of that word "daylight"

just about doubled the chances of rent-

ing that floor. Of course, the traveler

on the L could see that there were win-

dows on two sides of the building, but

they didn't flash the "daylight" idea

like the word did.

M
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The Coining of the Tractor!

There was a time when the farmer's

hfe was drudger\'. Toihng from
morning to night, inadequate equip-

ment, cut off from the conveniences

of the city, deprived of recreation

—and all for a meager existence-

Like the telephone, the automobile

and the radio—the coming of the

tractor changed things. A hog for

work ! During the busy days of

spring it tears its way through

acres in record time, leaving uni-

form furrows in its trail ; while it

proves a great aid in performing
multiple tasks such as hauling loads,

cultivating, harvesting—and fur-

nishes the power for cutting wood
and silage, driving belt conveyors,

mixing cement, pumping water, etc.

But the tractor has helped the

farmer in many other ways.

Today, a trip to the old farm-house

finds things on a systematic basis.

There's more ground under cultiva-

tion ; more diversification in num-
ber and kind of crops ; a more uni-

form product is being marketed

;

proper attention is being given to

grading and packing, and conse-

quently— the farmer's purse is

growing fatter. His fireside is

happy

!

And at the farmer's fireside you'll

generally find his favorite paper

—

The FARM JOURNAL. First

entering the field 47 years ago, it

has grown steadily through the

years, until now The FARM
JOURNAL speaks with trusted

authority to 1,150,000 farm homes

throughout America.

IVe will gladly send on request our new series of dot

maps which visualizes the location of farm wealth.

Ik liarm lourndl
first A in the tJ farm field

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO SEATTLE SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
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Hand-to-Mouth Buying Here to Stay?

moving pictures, radio, are the Paul

Keveres of progress to every Middle-

sex village and farm.

Few merchants, therefore, can af-

ford to gamble on a big stock; the

customers today know what the

merchants don't; it is far easier to

find out what they want and get it

for them quick than to find out

slowly after the goods are ordered.

And infinitely safer!

3. BetterBusiness DirectionAmong
Merchants.—Washington, with all its

faults, has forced the American busi-

ness man to learn something about

his own business. In these days of

high taxes and complicated tax re-

turns, every one of us becomes either

an expert accountant or a nervous

wreck. Digging in his figures, the

average merchant has discovered

what the Wanamakers and Macys
knew years ago : that it pays to take

any trouble replenishing soldout

spots on his counters rather than

sit lazy under well-stocked shelves.

TURNOVER, therefore, has at

last crept into its own. Through
excellent national oi'ganizations and

splendid trade papers, merchants

everywhere have finally learned that

rapid turnover is fully as important

as prices, sales and profits. The ex-

citement of trying to squeeze an-

other stock turn or two in each de-

partment keeps many a merchant

off the golf links—and out of the

poorhouse.

Quick turnover, however, is only

the beginning of hand-to-mouth buy-

ing. The new method means not

only small stocks, but well selected

stocks. Consciously or unconsciously,

the swing toward "simplification"

must inevitably descend from the

wholesaler to his retail agent.

Even now, while the paint manu-
facturers suggest a limit of twenty-

four colors in outside paints, the

retailers, rather reasonably from
their viewpoint at least, urge only

those eight colors in which they do

95 per cent of their business.

When a wideawake merchant reads

in System, say, how so good a stylist

as Knox has benefited tremendously

by hacking huge gaps in his whole-

sale line of hats, he naturally begins

thinking about clipping off a slow

seller or two from his next retail

order. He tries it—and it works.

Maybe he loses a sale now and then,

but he has already saved his dollar

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14]

and doesn't have to worry. He be-

comes an even more confirmed hand-

to-mouth buyer.

4. Better Transportation.—Even
more important, however, than the

other three causes together is the

new era of transportation. Lower-
ing prices, better storekeeping, style-

informed customers, all make the

merchant want to get along on thin

stocks. But only prompt, swift, re-

liable delivery allows him to.

Railroads plus motor trucks, and

motor trucks versus railroads, have

worked a revolution.

The merchant today gets his goods

delivered fast enough to follow the

demand; he no longer has to guess.

He lets radio and movie educate

his customers instead of attempting

it himself. He distributes his risk

over half a dozen small purchases in

a season instead of one big one. He
turns over his stock several times

more a year. He makes more money
with less trouble and less risk; he

most certainly will stick to hand-to-

mouth buying.

But, as the National Bank of Com-
merce suggests: this need not neces-

sarily upset business; we must ad-

just ourselves to "the different situ-

ation that now prevails."

The banks, as the most interested

friends of both parties, will even-

tually reach a reasonable and equi-

table basis for the carrying of the

necessary reserve merchandise. It

is not even beyond the bounds of

possibility that a whole new system
of financing marginal stocks will

soon have to be devised.

In the meantime, there are already

under way quite radical renovations

in manufacturers' selling methods.

Where merchants won't order for the

season, manufacturers must abandon
the season; when they won't order

all at once for a ninety-day period,

salesmen will have to give up the

long swings and stay out all the time
on short swings. Lines of merchan-
dise will have to be resurveyed; un-

popular numbers eliminated; some
way found to make prices a bit more
attractive.

And advertising will have to do

more real work!
To say that the value of advertis-

ing as a practical institution will be

measured by the speed, accuracy and
adequacy with which it meets this

new situation is, perhaps, a bit

strong.

ON the other hand, any delay in

radically readjusting 1924 adver-

tising plans will certainly be taken

by those sceptics who decline to ac-

cept advertising at face value as a

severe indictment of our business

intelligence.

At any rate, now is not a bad time

for every advertiser to ask each ad-

vertisement how many dollars' worth

of goods it will, of itself, move off

the merchants' shelves.

Or, equally important, how soon

it will return its cost safely back

into the advertiser's bank. For
quick turnover is as profitable to the

shrewd advertiser as to the reformed
retailer. So is simplification; so is

prompt delivery at the right mo-
ment; so is cautious buying.

If, as Mr. Babson, says, all prices

must gradually be lowered to attract

an ever-widening market, any adver-

tisement, however delightful, that

doesn't patently help lower prices is

going to be, from now on, under con-

stantly increasing suspicion.

Not that any advertiser can afford

to spend less money. On the con-

trary, if any advertising is justified

when sales are good, then more ad-

vertising is demanded when sales

are slow.

The thing that must be pared down
in times like these is not adver-

tising expenditure, but advertising

waste.

With the retail forces already

winning the first battle of Bull Run,

it is no time for platitudes and com-

placency on the part of advertising

men. Rugged individuality and

vulgar simplicity that talk right out

about a naked dollar may lead us

back to the sales vigor of those

primitive days before advertising

became an art instead of an adven-

ture. Some stout soul may arise

who will insist on yelling his own
story in big black type wherever the

shrewdness that built his business

suggests selling his goods. Who
know what splendid outrages in ad-

vertising the new hand-to-mouth
buying may bring forth?

Few factories today are buying
their raw material exactly as they

bought it four months ago. Ought
not the buyer of advertising—the

most expensive and intangible of

commodities—to be at least as sensi-

tive to shifting market conditions as

the purchasing agent for wool, rub-

ber, paper or steel?
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SUPEUBA ENAMEl
^ Beautiful Coated Paperfor Beautiful^ Printed Jobs

Send for these

Printed Specimens

stock
r York

Warehouse. Monarch CIS Lltho,
Laid Mimeotrraph, French FoUo.
Standard M. F. iu white and colors.
Standard Super in white and coiora.
Index Bristoi in white and colors.
Offset Blanks. Litho Blanks. Trans-
lucent Bristol and Campaign

Allied Superba is one of the finest

enamels produced by mills noted for

the excellence of their coated papers.

(We operate 34 coating machines

—

comprising one of the largest coating

divisions in the country—to produce

the quahty enamels which exacting

printers and advertisers the country

over demand.)

It is clear white, highly finished,

even and uniform. Besides, it has
a splendid rag base raw stock which
gives it excellent wearing quaUties.

If you have a job going through that

you wish to be particularly well

printed, use Superba. We will gladly

send samples with which you can
experiment.

ALLIED PAPER MILLS, KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
In wriling for samples please address Desk 6. Office id

New York Warehouse, 471-473 Eleventh Ave.

ALLIED MILL BRANDS
A. P. M. Bond
Liberty Offset

ALLIED
10 9^aperyHacliiius

^paper;
54 CoalingJiac/um
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Straight Path to Industrial Markets
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18]

chemical product, went to a firm of

industrial chemists and put it up to

them to help him build up a list of

chemical processes in every possible

field of industry where his company's
product might conceivably be used

Indeed, we discover that the build-

ing of a marketing program for

either an industrial or a popular

product or service follows pretty

much the same course until we reach

the parting of the ways at the fourth

When compiled, this list developed step
—"The determination on a pro- bring out that up until they reach

three new markets that his concern gram of sales and advertising effort the fourth step in the development

had never thought of before in con- calculated to reach buyers and pros- of their marketing program, all

different terms and work with a

somewhat different technique.

The mechanics, methods and media

of industrial marketing will all be

taken up in orderly fashion as the

subject develops. Suffice it here to

nection with its product, and
these three new rtiarkets are

now being cultivated inten-

sively. Interesting enough, as

further bearing on the way
industrial and popular mar-
keting paths parallel each

other, the idea for this novel

market survey was suggested

to this advertising manager
by the experience of the

maker of a well-known house-

hold disinfectant who went to

the same firm of chemists to

get their assistance in dis-

covering new uses for his dis-

infectant around the home.
There is no clearly defined

division line between the

study of present and poten-

tial markets and the next

step
—

"locating the logical

buyers." These two functions

of marketing blend into each

other. But the actual location

of the logical buyers involves

a more definite and detailed ini;

study of the market, to dis-

cover ivhere these logical
^^^

buyers are, as to geography
and industries; and who they are

as regards the individuals who
actually have the "say" in regard
to purchases. Many an industrial

concern could materially increase

the resultfulness of its marketing
effort and investment if it would
take a month off, figuratively speak-
ing, and make an intensive study
of the ivhere and who of its logi-

cal buyers. (As indeed so could

many makers of popular products.)

The needless waste due to misdi-
rected or carelessly focused advertis-

ing and selling effort goes on year
after year because the temptation is

too strong to plunge into the middle
of a marketing program—to attack

it at the point where actual adver-
tising and selling operations begin
—instead of starting back at the

beginning and following the logical

path to market, which leads direct-

ly to the Where and Who repre-

sented by this third step in building

an industrial marketing program.

Points Established in Previous

Article of This Series:

1. In every industrial enterprise someone
must assume the responsibility for making the

business possible by disposing of what it pro-

duces, or might produce, so that there shall be
a reason for producing it.

2. The person who shoulders this responsi-

bility is the real marketing manager, no matter

what his title.

3. The correct starting point for the develop-

ment of an industrial marketing policy is the

study of the potentialities of the plant as an
operating enterprise, with regard to both the

product and the market, present and potential.

To decide: Whether you will make a standard-

ized product or line of products, to be sold on
a volume and price basis (the Ford idea). Or
whether you will use your plant to serve the

varying special needs of the firms or industries

forming its present or potential market, mak-
ing to specification and charging accordingly.

pective buyers with sufficient suc-

cess to dispose of the products of

the plant in satisfactory volume and
at a profit."

To be sure, the product to be

analyzed may be different, and the

market to be studied may be differ-

ent, but up to this point the phi-

losophy and the processes of analysis

and study are pretty much the same.
And as for locating the logical

buyers and prospective buyers, it

may be a more microscopic job in

the case of an industrial product,

but the same commonsense procedure
is required.

WHEN we reach the fourth step

and begin actually to work out confirm this you have only

the program of advertising and sales

effort, the paths branch. It is at this

point that we encounter the need for

different mechanics, methods and
media ; and from here on the indus-

trial advertiser or the industrial

salesman must think in somewhat

businesses travel along the

same route, whether they are

marketing canary birds or

locomotives, baking powder
or brass tubing. Not until

advertising managers and
sales managers realize this

and start their thinking back

at the first step instead of at

the parting of the ways here

at the fourth step, are they

really thinking in terms of

marketing.

And even from here on is

industrial marketing so very

"different" from popular mar-
keting?

True, most industrial prod-

ucts differ markedly from
articles intended for popular

consumption and use. Fur-
thermore, they are bought
generally in large quantities

or units on purchase orders

on which are printed a lot of

conditions, instead of in small

units by individual consumers
at some retail store counter

—-^= or by mail.

But they are bought by men
who are first of all human beings

with normal interests and reac-

tions, men who are only incidentally

purchasing agents or engineers or

technical experts or general man-
agers or presidents. While they

may have cultivated their purchas-

ing judgment more highly than
the average ultimate consumer, and
perhaps given it a technical educa-

tion, nevertheless underneath they

are men—husbands, fathers, base-

ball fans, radio enthusiasts, poker
fiends, commuters, patrons of the

movies. Hence the laws of human
nature play almost as big a part

in industrial purchasing as in the.

purchasing of popular products. To ;

to let]

the salesman for almost any indus-

trial product tell you how he made!
his last ten big sales. You will bel

surprised to discover how few ofl

them were made with cold-bloodedi

logic or technical patter; how many!
of them were made on the strength]
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^itch to t^o Battef
Dotttplat{ib/ife

Gfattdstand/

B.

"Mfmirer of The Asioci-

ated Business Papers,

Inc.'\ means proven err-

culalions, PL US the

highest standards in all

other departments.

(^RANDSTAND plays may win the plaudits of the multitude and feed the

vanity of the player, but they don't win games.

Playing the game to win demands concentration on that single objective, backed
up by straight thinking, and coordination with the other factors in the game.

Advertisers who are playing the game to win, are cutting out the frills and
concentrating on their markets through the highly specialized business papers

covering those markets.

Getting, 10,000 Dealers
A manufacturer of a strongly competitive article of wearing
apparel put 10,000 new dealer accounts on his books in a little

over three years, chiefly through his business paper advertising.

He "pitched to the batter" in his copy, his sales plan and his

service. He talked the dealer's language in the dealer's own
papers—papers that are read and heeded—papers with intense

reader interest.

7,000 Prospects—8,000 Sales

Here's a concern selling to industrial plants which did not "play

to the grandstand" ; they make a mechanical appliance selling

for about $160. There are about 7000 plants in which this ma-
chine can be used, but they have sold 8000 machines in a few

years through advertising in one .\. B. P. paper at a cost of

$1200 annually. Total sales over $1,000,000.

Concentration beats dijfnsion every time, especially ivlicn you con-

centrate upon real buyers, through papers zi'liieli arc essential

zvorking tools of the buyers. It is not an accident that this is

another big busin^rss paper year.

The Associated Business Papers, Inc. Headquarters, 220 West 42d street, new york

Over 120 papers reaching 54 fields of trade and industry
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We Know
the type ot magazine

small town people

appreciate and enjoy,

and our editors are

giving it to them.

People's Popular Monthly
Des Moines, Iowa

Circulation 850,000

Carl C. Proper
Editor

Graham Stewart
Advertising Director

qA matter of TYPE

Sometimes the difference between good and poor

typography is a matter of type face. More often it

is a matter of type use. The skill and equipment

essential to good typography are at your service

RIVERVIEW PRESS- INC • 404 East 36th Street

Telephone: MURRAY HILL 9438

of personality, good-fellowship, the

recommendation of a friend, the

salesman's opportune arrival, a sug-

gestion for use, offhand ridicule of

a competitor's product, a twenty-five

cent cigar.

This being so, it stands to reason

that we should not forget, in trying

to sell the technical buyer, that he
is a human being; that no matter
what we are trying to sell or how
we are trying to sell it, we cannot

expect to reach him without first in-

teresting him, and that as a general

rule a man's inborn human interest,

being selfish, responds more quickly

than the cultivated interest of his

job. In other words, when we turn

from our analysis of the plant and
its products, and the study of the

size and character and whereabouts
of the market, and face the problem
of interesting that market, we are

confronted not by a technical prob-

lem, but by a human problem. We
are dealing in minds, not mechanics.

Just as is the man marketing a

popular product.

TO narrow the consideration down
to advertising for a minute, too

much industrial advertising is pre-

pared to fill a certain space in busi-

ness journals, or some other media,

with uninspiring technical details

and product pictures; whereas the

end required is not to fill white space

with words or pictures, hut to fill

the minds of a certain group of pros-

pects with a sales-stimulating IDEA
about our product or service.

And when we reach the word
IDEA we have come to the crux of

the whole marketing operation and
discovered the highest denominator
common to industrial and popular

marketing. For all marketing is

based on IDEAS.
The product or service to be mar-

keted represents someone's idea in

the first place. It may be an idea

of standardizing on the making of

one small part to sell to the automo-
tive industry on a price basis. It

may be the idea of building spherical

tanks to hold volatile products under

pressure. It may be the idea of

developing a call device for locating

the executives of an industrial con-

cern wherever they may be around

the plant. It may be the idea of

gathering a group of experts' in

various lines endowed by nature and

equipped by experience to plan and

develop special machinery or appa-

ratus for use in the textile industry.

It may be the idea of serving a

given industry by making aluminum
castings on a quantity production

basis to customers' specifications. It

may be the idea of a sectional cabinet
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I system for storing or "filing" chem-

icals in industrial laboratories,

! Just as it may be the idea, in the

popular field, of making an electric

fan to sell at retail for $5, or a

davenport that makes up at night

like a Pullman berth, or a sink

"yard-stick-high," or a chewing gum
that retains its flavor under steno-

graphic mastication 1

The more sensible and definite the

I

idea (provided it is not too radical)

and the more serviceable it will prove

j

to humanity, the better potentialities

it has as a marketing proposition.

I And the more successfully that

! idea can be conveyed to the people

who form the potential market, other

things being equal, the more success-

i ful the business will be.

I The problem of disposing of the

output of any business is, then, a

I

problem of transferring ideas, of

i filling the minds of the men and
women who form the potential mar-

)
ket with a favorable conception of

I

our wares and a desire to possess

I
them strong enough to overcome

,
their reasons for not buying.

I The working out of the means and

I methods for doing this forms the

I
sales and advei'tising functions of

I
marketing. But to mistake the

j

means and methods for the market-

I

ing operation itself is to fail to get

I the true marketing perspective at

j
the start.

' John C. Cobb

[
Chicago representative Starchroom

I

Laundry Journal and The Automo-
' bilist, has removed to 208 North Wells
i Street, same city.

Charles W . Hoyt Company, Inc.

Springfield office will direct adver-
tising for Cowan Truck Company,
Holyoke, Mass., manufacturers of in-

dustrial trucks, and H. B. Smith Com-
pany, Westfield, Mass., manufacturers
heating apparatus. New York office

will serve as counsel to the Keystone
Roofing Co., York, Pa., makers of roof-

ing materials.

David C. Thomas Company
Chicago agency removed from East

Erie Street to 28 East Jackson Bou-
levard.

Evans & Barnhill, Inc.

New York agency, is directing cam-
paign for The York Manufacturing
Company, piece goods manufacturers,
same city.

A. Schlarbaum
Formerly advertising manager of

Movie Weekly, is on the advertising
staff of Mid-Week Pictorial, New York
Times publication.

William R. W'allis

Who represented ADterican Machin-
ist for twelve years, is now special

representative of American Exporter.

BRUCE -M 1LWAU KEE

In the School Field—
AsK Bruce

THE AMERICAN
SCHOOL BOARD JOURNAL
A Periodical of School

Administration.

THE INDUSTRIAL -ARTS
MAGAZINE

Published to Promote
Industrial and Vocational

Education.

The Bruce Publications main-
tain a complete merchandis-
ing service covering the school
market for the benefit of the
buyer and seller of material,
equipment and supplies nec-
essary in the constructioti

,

equipTnent and operation of
schools.
Complete information cover-

Service" sent on
request.

When the School Man Buys

NUMBER THREE

The Real Constimer

Of course, the school children are the final con-

sumers of all the school goods purchased. This

is obvious, but the buyer and the seller are the

specialists in the service rendered. And they

must be REAL specialists.

The school boy and school girl are entirely at the

mercy of these two specialists. Poor workman-
ship cannot be judged in a poor product. The
result is lost in a man or woman who faintly re-

members causes and effects in training. The
result is there just as definitely as in the produc-

tion of a product of any kind.

The real consumer should be given the best.

There is a best even in low priced merchandise.

No ridiculous standards of quality need be set.

But a minimum standard can be fixed and known.
Competition should not make the standard.

The school specialist be he buyer or seller has now
set standards as advertised in the pages of the

AMERICAN SCHOOL BOARD JOURNAL and the

INDUSTRIAL-ARTS MAGAZINE. The past

decade has seen a vast improvement in almost

every department of school equipment. The
standards of today are but the forerunner of the

quality tomorrow and next year the real consumer
will be served.

When the school man buys, he buys for the real

consumer. The advertising pages of the Bruce

Publications are the public meeting place in

which the introduction for trading leads to the

mutual service of the specialist, be he buyer or

seller.

MAKOLP W- §EMMONP§
51 EAST 28<l"^T!REET — NEW YOiRK
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Coming Changes in Distribution

tion between the chain stores and
the department stores is as yet

small, as the largest and most pow-
erful chains are not in the lines that

are most important to the depart-

ment stores. Therefore there is

still time for the department store

to anticipate the peak of the com-
petition of the chain store and take

the lead.

To strengthen itself, the depart-

ment store has derived two new
types of organization

:

1. Groups of stores, separately

managed and independently oper-

ated, but under single ownership.

2. Associations of separately

owned stores.

These differ chiefly as to owner-
ship. In operating methods they

are very similar. Their chief gains

from grouping themselves are:

1. Cooperative scientific research.

2. The exchange of information,

allowing each store to benefit by the

successes and mistakes of all the

others.

3. Cooperation in personnel work.

4. Cooperative buying is being at-

tempted, but encounters a big obsta-

cle in the buyers themselves. In

general, each store has a separate

buyer for each department. If,

therefore, there are ten stores in

the group, there are ten buyers to

be suited as to the specifications of

the articles on which buying is to be
done cooperatively. Of course, mass
buying quite as fully as mass pro-

duction depends largely on greater

standardization, which means the

elimination of useless and needless

variation.

THE greatest success of the de-

partment store and, in my opin-

ion, the only way in which the de-

partment store can successfully meet
the changes now clearly indicated

and maintain itself against the rise

of the chain store, lies in adding to

its own strength the advantages of

the chain store; in a word, in or-

ganizing itself into chains. Just as

the department store outdid the in-

dividual small store, so for the self-

same reasons the department store

chain will overshadow the present
chains.

The coming successful department
store chain will be an aggregation
of department stores under one
ownership, of which the similar de-

partments of all the stores will

themselves constitute a chain within

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15]

the main group. For example, all

the shoe departments will be oper-

ated as a chain of shoe stores, in

charge of a merchandise man who
in ability and experience will be
equal to the merchandise manager
of a separate chain of shoe stores.

Each department store of the

chain will be under a local manager
or partner who will have leeway for

adjustment to local conditions. He
will, if he pays due regard to the

general fundamental policies of his

chain, have as much authority in

taking action and dealing with local

problems as any of his competitors.

Let us see whether the department
store chain really can meet and beat

the competition of the chain stores.

A chain store system doing a busi-

ness of $5,000,000 a year has a

higher degree of buying effectiveness

than a department store doing a

business of $25,000,000. The chain

of stores doing a business of $5,000,-

000 will have its buying power
focused wholly on a single line. The
buying power of the department
store may be divided into fifty to

one hundred different departments
each handling one type of merchan-
dise, or an average of $250,000 to

$500,000 per department. A chain

of thirty or perhaps fewer such de-

partment stores would therefore far

exceed in each of its fifty or one
hundred department chains the buy-
ing power of a chain of the size

mentioned; that is, provided that

the buying power of the twenty
stores is consolidated, as in the

present small store chains.

Out of such an organization

should come true mass buying—buy-
ing on an adequate scale the output
of a mass production. When we get

real mass buying the concentration

of a single manufacturer's business

in just a few very large retail or-

ganization.s—possibly even wholly
in one—and on standardized goods,

will enable him to make up only

what the retailer wants made up,

will agree to buy and has scientifi-

cally determined that he can resell

to his customers. The manufac-
turer will need no salesman. The
manufacturer and retailer will be

able to cooperate and plan together

to diminish the irregularity of pro-

duction—the costly succession of

alternate "rush season" and "dull

season." The well-known policy of

the "even load" will save huge sums
in the cost of the product.

The department store chain will

have all the other advantages of the

small store chain and, I believe, to

an even greater degree. A single-

line chain doing a business of $25,-

000,000 a year can afford better

staff men and experts than a de-

partment store doing a business of

$10,000,000 a year, but it could not

afford as good men as a chain of ten

or twenty or more such department
stores united.

JUST as truly as the department
store, with its greater purchasing

power, was able to offer customers
a higher grade of service than the

individual small store without being
undersold by the small store, so will

the department store chain, I be-

lieve, be able to meet the price of the

single-line chain and yet give all the

services which a department store

now gives.

The department store chain will

have one more noteworthy advan-

tage over the single-line chain. The
adaptation of the standardized sys-

tem to local conditions, and the

responsibility for the cases which
the rules and regulations do not

cover satisfactorily, will in each

type of organization be under local

management. In this respect the

effectiveness of this phase of the

operation should be just as much
more effective in the department
store chain as the manager of a de-

partment store would exceed in

ability, wisdom and experience the

manager of a small branch store of

a single-line chain.

The department store chain will

succeed, principally because it is a

machine highly adapted for mass
production and mass distribution.

No machine that is not built for

these two conditions will succeed

permanently under the rapidly com-

ing changes in distribution.

The S. S. Kresge Company and

Woolworth Stores already are to

some extent department store chains.

Of course, the price limits are small

compared with what we usually call

a department store; but let us not

forget that after all the question as

to whether or not a particular store

is a department store is detei-mined

not by its price limits but by the

variety of its merchandise stock.

They do not give charge accounts

and free delivery, but I am inclined

to believe that they give all the serv-

ice necessary or demanded by their
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GOOD HOUSEKEEPING 6r>

STRATEGIC MARKETING
" OOMETIMES advertising is of little or no avail in scaling or^ digging under or battering through this particular Wall of
Distribution ; but often by virtue of its speed, its mass action, and
its use of machinery to multiply messages, advertising is the most
effectual, and therefore the most economical, means available for

overcoming all but the strictly transportation phase, which latter
is up to the traffic man"—Robert R. Updegraff.

QJ^-
No. 7{If/io„ hare ,intsr 'ill gladly send Wem.]

The gross income of the American people
is estimated at $200,000,000.00 a day, ac-

cording to a recent banli statement. The to-

tal income for the country in 1923 was sev-

enty billion dollars, an increase of five billion

over 1922 and ten billion over 1921.

With such underlying firmness, the busi-

ness structure cannot really be threatened.
Despite minor fluctuations, the country is

enormously prosperous.

—GH—
A building material manufac-

turer recently ran a campaign in

a number of magazines, includ-
ing Good Housekeeping, and
some general and "class" media.
The average cost per inquiry of

all the periodicals used was 91c.
Good Housekeeping's cost per in-

quiry was 68c.

—GH—
''Whenever I write an advertisement, a

poster or a statement about t he traction busi-
ness, I always submit it to five or six women
who don't know anything about the electric

railway business," says Labert St. Clair, Ad-
vertising Director, American Electric Rail-
way Association. "If they register blank
stares, or switch the conversation to how 1

like their bobbed hair, I tear up the copy antl

start anew. I know it has no selling punch.
This might be a good plan for all ad writers

to try. No matter what you have to sell, a
woman probably will pass on the purchase of

it, sooner or later, and you had just as well

suit her in the first place."

—GH—

A woman's underwear manufacturer start-

ed a national advertising campaign, using
Good Housekeeping and a number of other
magazines. In some of the other publications
colorwasused. Good Housekccijing produced
double the inquiries of the next magazine,
despite the fact that that magazine has mure
than twice the circulation of (iood Hou.se-
keeping. The returns from the "class" publi-
cations were negligible.

Here you have an example of Good llouse-
keepingin competition with so-called fashion

publications and outdistancing them com-
pletely.

An Unusual Help to

the Advertiser

By G. Ernest Fahys, Jr.,

Sales Promotion Mgr., Aliin Silver Co.

Building of confidence is one of the most
valuable accomplishments of advertising and
in that work Good Housekeeping aids the
advertiser in a very unusual way. The abso-
lute Money-Back Guarantee and the policy
of making technical and practical tests of
merchandise offered for the advertising
pages, throws a safeguard around the adver-
tising that is invaluable to the readers.

We know from personal experience that
this policy is a real sales builder and we know
that in the case of hou.sehold devices an ap-
jiliance carrying the Seal of Approval has a
great advantage over the one that cannot
show it.

We believe that this is one of the most im-
portant features of Good Housekeeping and
one that is invaluable to the advertiser.

—GH—
So many heads are being hob-

bed and shingled in Oswego,
Kansas, that "Cricket" Loper, a
local barber, has had a number of

women's magazines put in for

waiting customers. And Good
Housekeeping is among them.

—GH—
The telephone came and conquered space.

The airplane conquered lime. Advertising con-
quers resistarice.

—GH—

:mostery
The rate of turnover for mer-

chandise varies not only in differ-

ent lines, but varies in any given
line in different sections of the
coimtry.
Take hosiery, for example. In

the New England section, the av-
erage rate of turnover is four times
per year. Just east of the Rockies,
it is less than 2' 2 times. On the
West coast, it is over 3J4 times.

One state has an approximate turn-
over of five times jH'r year for this

class of merchandise.
This situation shows the neces-

sity for thiiniughly understanding
markctingi'iinilitinns. Good House-
keeping will lie glad to discuss your
marketing and distributing ])rob-

lems with you.

*^^
Analysis of the advertising done in maga-

zines and newspapers shows that the appeal
of about 95% of it is made directly to wom-
en. Considering the powerful reasons behind
this dominant appeal, it is easy to see wom-
an's importance as a purcha.sing agent.

—GH—
The following extraordinary letter came

voluntarily into the offices of Good House-
keeping. It is reprinted here becau.se it makes
an amazing omission.

"I am electrically equipping a
home and of course want to buy
the best. As the best always carry
your approval I shall be pleased
to receive your Approval List on
the following items:

—

1. Ojien end Ironing Machine.
2. Eleclric Sewing Machine.
3. Built ni the Smk Electric Dish-

washer.
4. Built in the Laundry Trays

Electric Washing Machine.
5. Clothes Dryers, Hot Air,

Steam, Hot Water, Gas, etc.

6. Electric Ranges, preferably ^U
wliite enamel.

7. Electric Refrigerators.

8. Electric Ice-Cream Freezers.

9. Electric L'tility Beaters for

eggs, cream, etc.

Also Electric Meat Grinders.

I enclose four cents in stamps
for postage and thank you for the
assistance you will give me.

Mrs. E. W.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

You will see that this letter makes abso-
lutely no mention of lighting fixtures. It is an
eloquent commentary on the failure of the
lighting fixture manufacturers to make the
consumer conscious of their products.

—GH—

From 1920 to 192.3 inclusive, Good House-
keeping carried more food accounts than any
other woman's magazine.

During 1923, there were 23 new food ac-
counts dcvclo])cd. Of these. Good House-
kci'ping received 14, the next magazine re-

ceived 7, two magazines received ."i, one mag-
azine received 2 and the last received one.

This page, appearing now and then, is pub-
lished by Good Housekeeping in the inter-

ests of better advertising and marketing.
Address, 119 West 40th Street, New York
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(halfonte-HaddonHall
ATLANTIC CITY

GOLF
TENNIS

YACHTING
FISHING

Eight miles of Boardwalk, lined with a thousand

and one fascinating shops and amusements. Eight

miles of broad white beach and rolling surf. And,

m the very center of thmgs— on the Beach and

the Boardwalk—hospitable, homelike Chalfonte-

Haddon Hall. Their supreme appeal to people

of culture and refinement extends over a period

of more than fifty years.

New Words! New Words!
ihoiisands of them spelled, pronounced, und defined in

WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
The '"Siipremp Autborilr^' Get the Best!

Here are a few samples:
agrimotor
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ItLL It to Sweeney!
—the beaux of Broadway

B,'roadway, at Forty-second

Street—broad highway of box offices,

ateliers of amusement, palaces of play,

clamorous cafes, dinning dance clubs,

serried stands of seductive shops ; stri-

dent street of sensation, stamping

ground of the Sweeneys, average folks

from everywhere. Drawn by its opu-

lent offerings, its ruddy recreations, its

luring lights, its figures of fleeting fame

and tawdry tragedy, mothlike the masses

swarm the sidewalks each

night— a million odd tran-

sients, hicks and the haul

monde from every hamlet

clear across the country, to

say nothing of those who
live here.

Naturally this corral of

the crowd is a vantage point

for selling and advertising.

Huge, brilliant signs scintil-

late and syncopate with

messages of light, flaming

advertisements that the eye

cannot escape.

Above Forty-third Street,

at a reputed cost of a hun-

dred thousand dollars a

year, Wriglcy's manikins

sell chewing gum to the

Sweeneys at five cents a

throw. Across the street,

along the whole front ofthe Claridge, a

freshly painted and brilliantly lighted

streamer sign of the United States

Rubber Company competes with Mr.
Wrigley's customers in offering tires.

Collars, cigarettes, soft drinks and a

great department store blazon their be-

quests ofgood will for trade—the trade

of the Sweeneys.

Two blocks up, Mr. Haldeman Julius

pays a rumored rent of ten thousand
dollars a year for a shop of twelve feet

frontage where he sells at five cents

pocket-size copies of the classics— to

the Sweeneys.

At Fiftieth Street is the Capitol, larg-

"Tell It to Sweeney" has been issued

m folder form. Write for the

series on your business ktterhead.

est motion picture theatre in America,

where "premier world presentations"

accompanied by symphony orchestra,

operatic vocalists and a ballet program

are offered—to the Sweeneys.

At Fifty-fourth Street, on your right,

is Henry Ford's Eastern division sales

office, which will dispose of about

160,000 Ford and Lincoln motor cars

this year—to the Sweeneys.

Across the street is the office and

showroom of the Buick Motor Car
Company, which last year did a gross

business of approximately $42,000,000,

with a sale of more than twenty-five

thousand cars and accessories—to the

Sweeneys.

Nightly in one of the smart dance

clubs about the district you may find

Valerie Berthelot (born Sophie Klutz),

who is doing"big things" for the Recent

Film Company, dancing in the arms of

Sylvester P. Jones, who turns out f.o.b.

Detroit the snappiest httle roadster in

the fifteen-hundred-dollar class. The
cover charge and the'check at this place

come high, but Sylvester and Valerie

THE

should worry. The Sweeneys pay both

of them well.

A little farther, where Broadway
enters Columbus Circle, there is a tall,

white pile that houses theGotham Bank,

a growing financial institution which
protects the deposits of the automobile

dealers—Sweeneys" money.

JLT IS little wonder that

advertisers should strive

to tell their story to this

street ofspending. The elec-

tric signs command high

figures, according to their

location, their visibility,

theirattentionvalue. When
a lease on one of these signs

expires there is sometimes

spirited competitive bidding

from advertisers anxious to

talk to the Sweeneys, the

beaux of Broadway.

This is one instance

where the national adver-

tiser has recognized the

mass market. Broadway
signs are sought for media.

The advertiser now has

in New York another mass

medium that reaches more people per

day than a Broadway sign, that gives

the advertisement visibility and high

attention value, that costs little, and

that produces results which can be

definitely checked— The News, New
York's tabloid picture newspaper, with

the largest daily circulation in America.

There are as many and as great oppor-

tunities for advertisers in this medium as

there are among Broadway signs; and

all the good locations aren't leased yet.

Tell IT to Sweeney in the largest

market in America through the largest

daily circulation in America. Get the

facts!

7^w York's Ticture J\/eivspaper
25 Park Place, New York 7 South Dearborn St., Chicago
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This Agency
Offers

the interested personal atten-

tion and enthusiasm of three

executives on every account.

If all three of us can't en-

thuse, if all three of us can't

put liberal time and thought

on the account, we don't

take it.

This policy means that, while

we take relatively few ac-

counts, we do have time and

energy to get deeply into

them.

All this isn't so new to say-
but we're also practicing it

!

IRVIN F. PASCHALL
INCORPORATED

J^dveiiisin^ Counsel
Mc CORMICK BUILDING

CHICAGO

Isn't it logical to head
a schedule of dental

papers with the pubW
cation regularly carry'

ing twice the advertis'

ing patronage of any
other paper in its field?

ORAL HYQIENE
maintains its volume
without admitting
objectionable copy or

cutting rates. Write

or phone one of our

offices for data.

Oral Hygiene
34 Imperial Power Bldg.. Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

W. Linford Smith, Chairman; Rea
Proctor M'cGee. D.D.S., M.D., Edi-
tor: Charles Petersen. Treasurer;
Merwln B. Massol, Business Man-
ager.

CHICAGO: W. B. Conant. Peoples
Gas Bldg., Tel. Harrison 8448.

NEW YORK: Stuart M. Stanley,
Flatiron Bldg., Tel. Ashland 1467.

ST. LOUIS; A. D. McKinnev. Syn-
dicate Trust Bldg., Tel. Olive 43.

LOS ANGELES: E. G. Lenzner,
Chapman Bldg., Tel. 826041.

What Dealers Can Learn

from Direct Selling
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26]

learn from house-to-house selling

which will be of value to him in his

own business.

In the first place, the consumer

—

the housewife—likes to be sold. If

she were not willing to be sold, we
would not find house-to-house selling

running into the millions of dollars

a year for individual organizations.

The consumer likes to be sold pro-

vided it is not made too evident that

she is being sold. This is old stuff

insofar as we are bringing out the

fact that the dealer's sales organiza-

tion should be trained to sell, and to

sell well. I am not speaking particu-

larly of the slipshod sales force that

doesn't sell at all and tries to dodge

a customer. I am speaking of the

sales force which is considered to be

pretty good. Yet that sales force

has a lot to learn from the house-to-

house salesman.

It has a great deal to learn in this

respect particularly: The viewpoint

of the consumer is the basis of

selling.

'' r^ HE house-to-house salesman long

X ago found out that there was
just one sound definite approach to

the consumer, and that was from her

own point of view. Your good house-

to-house salesman is not selling

brushes or hosiery or aluminum-
ware. When he starts talking to his

customer there is nothing of the

salesman, nothing of selling, about

his talk whatever. His entire thought

is of the consumer's problems, of the

things in which she is interested.

Take brushes, for instance. He
does not look on brushes as some-

thing he has to sell. He looks on

brushes as a means toward helping

the customer. She has problems,

duties, work to be done. All of us

desire to avoid work. That is how
the human race progresses. Some
of the greatest inventions have been

made by people who were called lazy

by their neighbors.

So the house-to-house salesman

discusses the woman's problems.

Then he points out to her how, by
the commodity which he carries, cer-

tain of her problems can be solved.

The entire approach to the selling is

from her viewpoint.

The successful house - to - house
salesman does not talk so much of

the merits of his particular commod-
ity against the merits of the com-

petitor's. A vacuum cleaner is not

bought as an ornament for the piano.

It is bought because of a certain

distinct service it renders to the

buyer.

Let us see, then, how the house-

to-iiouse salesman looks on this and
what he has found out in his calls

at millions of homes. That word
"millions" is literally true, for there

is one single house-to-house selling

organization today which is calling

on over sixty thousand homes each

twenty-four hours.

The approach is through the ser-

vice which the article will render,

and the house-to-house salesmen have*

found that every woman is interested

in three things. First of all, in doing
her work better; second, in saving

time; and third, in saving of labor

or effort.

This is a trio of principles which
every retailer should instil into his

organization. The presentation of

the sale of any articles for use in the

home should be based on these three

points. That is what the house-to-

house salesman has learned and that

is why he is successful.

When the house-to-house salesman
presents his proposition from the

viewpoint of the service the article

will render, and the standpoint of

its performance, its time-saving and
its labor saving, he is talking in the

terms of the customer and she sells

herself.

ON this basis the house-to-house
salesman has found that the cus-

tomer is tremendously interested in

all kinds of new things. Just because
the home is not as up-to-date as the

factory is no indication that the

woman would not like to have it as

up-to-date. She has begun to realize

that her husband has all kinds of

labor-saving devices in his office and
that she has mighty few in her home.
There is a great stirring of interest,

which is speeding up tremendously
in these days, on the part of women
toward labor-saving methods or de-

vices. In spite of all the advertising

of washing machines, electric irons,

vacuum cleaners, brushes, etc., the

surface has not been touched. Every
woman is keen for these new things,

provided she is made to understand
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Applying the "Classified Ad
Test "toTEXTILE WORLD
The overwhelming choice of TEXTILE
WORLD as the medium to carry the class-

ified advertising of the textile industry is

shown by the statistics for the year ending
February 2, 1924. During this period
TEXTILE WORLD printed in its Clear-

ing House pages 4,432 separate paid ad-

vertisements (twice as many as the next
five textile papers combined).

Any paper, whether a daily newspaper or

a business paper, that consistently year
after year carries the largest volume of

classified or special want advertisements
to fill immediate needs or requirements, is

a paper that is READ.
This class of advertising depends for its

success on immediate results. In the tex-

tile industry, if a mill wants a superintend-

ent or a superintendent wants a job—if a

manufacturer has surplus machinery to

sell or another manufacturer wants to buy
good second-hand machinery— they all

know that an advertisement in the

Clearing House Section of TEXTILE
WORLD will bring immediate action.

There is no better evidence of the stand-

ing of a publication in its own field than
the volume of such advertising, and there

is perhaps no better way for the general in-

dustrial advertiser to judge the "reader

interest" of a paper than to note the extent

and number of such advertisements. It

can be used as a safe guide in placing his

own advertising.

lexdleWcnkL
Audit Bureau of Circulations

Associated Business Papers, Inc.

334 Fourth Ave., New York
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^e Mechanics of Hptogravure

Simply Explained

A 68-page book has been prepared to provide au-

thentic information on rotogravure. Briefly outlined,

the book covers the following subjects:

Origin of rotogravure The kind of prints

How rotogravure is printed Tone gradations

How to select subjects for rotogravure printing Backgrounds
' The value of human interest The use of oil and wash drawings

The use of photos Dictionary of terms

It explains the beautiful efiects by which rotogra-

vure builds reader interest, to gain which, many of

the leading American newspapers have added this

feature of modern journalism.

The points covered are luxuriously illustrated with
reproductions of 63 photographs, 16 wash draw-
ings, 5 oil paintings, 5 line drawings, and a wide
variety of background and border effects. The me-
chanics of building every part of the book are ex-

plained in nontechnical language that makes this

publication of value to schools, business men, stu-

dents of advertising, photographers, and anyone in-

terested in printing processes. Because this is an
expensively produced book, and not an individual

advertising message, a nominal charge of 25c per
copy is made except where the request is made on
business stationery. Stamps accepted.

Wmberly-Qark (bmpany
Neenah.Wis.

ROTOGRAVURE
JL vPrints %rfed Pictures -the Universal Language
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Will It Sell Goods?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16]

'Read 'em and weep!" How many
'standards of quality" do you find?

How many "Meets all requirements"
—"standard of comparison for (—

)

years" — "greatest value"— "In all

the world no (— ) like this"?—and

what do they mean?
Among automobile advertisements

I find:

(1) "There is no question at all

about the wide margin of value-

superiority which this offers

to the buyer."

(2) "favorably known through-

out the world."

(3) "a height of quality—in de-

sign, in materials in manufacture

—that sharply distinguishes the

(4) "the remarkable abili-

ty for so focusing the forces of

economical manufacture as to achieve

a distinctly new and greater motor

car value."

(5) "a high-grade car to fill all

your transportation requirements."

(6) "your own requirements for

economical transportation."

(7) "everywhere called the most

automobile for the money."

Just words—nicely strung to-

gether, but with no real vitality.

WHEN it comes to tire advertis-

ing you could cut out the

names, shuffle the copy and deal it

out again promiscuously and every-

body would be just as well off as be-

fore. The only difference is in pic-

tures and display, and not much in

these.

In the advertising of batteries,

shoes, silverware, varnish, type-

writers, hosiery, candy, cigars, ciga-

rettes, the canned and petrified

phrases appear not only in the talk

of goods in the same class, but
interchangeably between classes.

Of course, there are not many
new words. All we have for use

are those in the dictionaries, but

can't we find less hackneyed com-
binations? Can't we tell a simple,

plain, selling-story, and not throw
in a lot of platitudinous piffle, just

to fill space and because our minds
are lazy?

Praise be, there are bright spots

here and there. A recent page for

Ithe
Marmon car talks straight, sharp

and fast, with none of the usual

automobile stalagmites. And a

Chrysler ad, after stating definite

engineering superiorities, give this

refreshing little touch:

The result of these engineering
advances is that the Chrysler Six

Advertising
and Selling ^

FORTNIGHTLY
Mnr/uVs, Merchamli.-m^ C-MeJi,,

^il

^fyou dont receive the

'^rtnighily regularly

Advertising and Selling Fortnightly
S2 Vanderbill Ave., New York Cily

Please enter my suhscriplion for one year (26
issues). Send me bill for $2.00 wlien Brst issue is

maUed.

4ddreu

Company
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Announcing

Harry A. Grace
Vice-President and Manager

New York Office

Buckley, Dement &: Co*

To facilitate our services to our
Eastern friends and clients, we

announce the opening of our New
York Offices at 247 Park Avenue
and the appointment of Mr. Harry
A. Grace, who will be in charge as

Vice-President.

Mr. Grace is a practical merchandiser,

having been associated with the Westing-
house Lamp Company for five years as

Advertising Director, and brings with him
a valuable training and experience.

Associated with Mr. Grace will be Mr.
William J. Jennings, who has been a

member of the staff of Buckley, Dement
fiz Co., and is thoroughly grounded in

dealer information, distribution problems
and mailing lists statistics, both in mail

order and direct by mail advertising.

Buckley, Dement & Co,
Direct Mail Advertising
Planned—Printed—Mailed

Chicago
J300 Jackson Blvd.

and New York
247 Park Avenue

flattens down to the road like a grey-l
hound after a rabbit, and runs'
steadily as an express train on its

rails.

There are others—many of them
—many more than twelve— that
have the breath of life, that tell a

useful story adequately, without
waste of words or space—that ful-

fill their function as a direct and
powerful aid to sales. They would
probably survive even the searching
psycho-analysis of a group of college

students.

But the purpose of this homily is

not to find perfection to praise; but
to condemn, revile and execrate
faults of commission and omission
due to a lack of real thinking, or

of real knowledge, or to mental
atrophy and lassitude—and which
are costing the advertisers of the

country some hundreds of millions

of dollars each year.

Advertising Club of Boston
Is the new name adopted by the Pil-

grim Publicity Association of that city.

Churchill-Hall, Inc.

New York, will direct advertising for
the Success Manufacturing Company,
Gloucester, Mass., makers of all-steel

refrigerators, flower boxes and ash sift-

ers.

William A. Smith
Formerly sales manager of Karle

Lithographic Company, Rochester,
N. Y., and recently associated with the
Clark Knitting Company, Utica, is now
director of merchandising service for
the John P. Smith Printing Company,
Rochester.

Oliver M. Byerly
Cleveland agency, is directing adver-

tising for the Bell & Gossett Company,
Chicago, manufacturers of the Unitem
water heater.

Buckley. Dement Company
Chicago direct-mail agency, has

opened a New York office at 247 Park
Avenue. Harry A. Grace, formerly ad-
vertising director of the Westinghouse
Lamp Company, has been appointed
manager, with the title of vice-presi-

dent. William J. Jennings will be asso-
ciated with him.

Wm. T. Mullally, Inc.

New York, will direct advertising for

the Southern Bond & Mortgage Com-
pany, Miami, Fla.

Hicks Advertising Agency
New York, now advertising counselor

for the Ayvad Mfg. Company, Hoboken,
N. J., manufacturers of water wings.

Glenn Muffly
Formerly sales manager of the Lees-

Bradner Company, Cleveland, has es-

tablished a commercial research labora-
tory at 508 South Dearborn Street, Chi-

cago.
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Here's a tip for summer
business in Los Angeles!

Sell-

Los
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A book

for copywriters

Here is a new book, just published, that

fills a long felt want in the advertising

field.

"Copy is the most vital part of adver-

tising," says Earnest Elmo Calkins, noted

advertising man. Here is the book that

teaches the art of copy writing.

ADVERTLSING
COPY

By
George Burton Holclikiss
Chairman. Department of Advertising and

Marketinc. New York University; Presi-

dent. National Association of Teachers

of Advertising: Member Educational

Committee A. A. C. of W. ; Author

of numerous books on advertising

and related subjects.

Just Published

In almost every big agency is at least one

copy writer who has studied his art under

George Burton Hotchkiss. Some of the sound-

est and most brilliant copy now being produced

is the work of his former students. His own

success as copy writer in a leading agency, and

still more, his record in training successful ad-

vertising men and women have qualified Pro-

fessor Hotchkiss to write with authority on the

subject of advertising copy.

Into his new book he has put the results of

twelve years of practical experience, of study,

and of teaching. He presents thoroughly and

systematically the principles that tend to pro-

duce copy of high artistic merit and of business

utility. His style is clear cut and interesting,

and he illustrates every point by representative

specimens of modern successful advertising.

Some of the subjects covered

The Nature and Purpose of Advertising Copy;

Tlio Part Copy Plays in Advertising; How the

Art of Copy Writing is Mastered; Qualities Es-

sential for Success in Copy Writing; Writing

Copy for Effect; Finding the Point of Contact:

The Choice of Words; Headlines and Slogans;

A Sound Copy Style.

Send for a copy

Send for a copy of this valuable book. It is

written for the experienced copy writer, not

alone the novice. Just All out and send us the

coupon below.

A Copy Writing Contest

\Vritt> today for information and conditions

of a Prize Copy writing Contest.

$100.00 Prize to the advertisement adjudged

most suitable tor advertislne a book on copy

writing.

:sT Elmo Calkins of Calkins and Holden

Barton of Barton. Durstine and Osborne

Fbland of George Batten Company

?S9 all requests for information to

•tising Copy Contest Editor, care of

r and Brothers, Dept. S. O. 5, 49
33rd Street, New York, N. Y.

HARPER & BROTHERS
49 East 33d Street, New York, N. Y.

rieaafl send me a copy of

ADVERTISING COPY
by Gborgb Burton BoTrnKiss

I irtll pay the postman J3.50 plus a few cei

for postage when he delivers the book.

Name

nles the order, the book will

—and Now
Concerning Copy

This is no critical department for

the uplifting of dramatic art, but if

there is any copywriter who has not

seen "Beggar on Horseback," and who
would not be stimulated by it, he or she

should not be allowed anywhere near

the theater. (Broadhurst.)

In a page of questions and answers.
Vanity Fair recently asked

:

9. What is wrong with this sentence,

published in Vanity Fair in 1914:

"Within the limitations of an ever-abid-

ing simplicity, the gowns of the young
girl reflect all the fashion moods of the

moment"?
And answered:
9. Everything is wrong with that

sentence.

Everyone who writes the little S-pt

italic gimmicks under marginal illustra-

tions may take that to heart before
okaying for plates.

There were, to be exact, 47 letters

of testimonial. "Scores of satisfied

users have written," began the copy.

Again: the company sells 880,000 of its

product; "A million Americans last

year bought the so-and-so," says the

copy. If 47 is "scores," 880,000 is "a
million" to the cheerful optimist back
of the pencil. Why, in trading in mob
psychology, must the ringmaster parade
the mob before our eyes? Is it to hyp-
notize us into following, as our eyes

are hypnotized into believing the train

is still in motion though it has in fact

stopped? Why isn't the appeal-to-

reason of the honest figure 47 as con-

vincing as "scores"? Why is the sales

manager who sold so many dozen last

year afraid to say how many he sold,

without padding it a million or so?

Suppose his competitors do learn his

actual record and multiply it at so

many known cents per dozen—what of

it? There are lies, damn lies, statis-

tics, and enthusiastic advertisements
that whistle fake figures to keep up
somebody's courage.

If I THOUGHT I could buy, with a

new roof-full of patent colored shingles.

a set of the Super-altocumulus clouds

that tower behind them in all the ad-

vertisements, I don't know but what the

manufacturers would make a modest
sale.

When a star of the nervous cellu-

loid gets good, they hire a double to

fall off his cliffs and do the hard ones

for him. Perhaps that is what has
happened to the Jordan automobile

ecstacies. They used to come from

Mr. Jordan's own pen, and lie flat on
the brush. Remember the advertise-

ment "Somewhere west of Laramie

—

"T
In a more recent advertisement the

girl took her automobile up a moun-
tain road several miles to where her
favorite horse was ready to take her
away from it all. There was some
speculation about how the horse got
there, some maintaining that Durland's
had a branch somewhere north of

Pike's Peak, others stating that the
horse got up there in one of those in-

visible Fisher Bodies, while others de-

clared that was simple enough—that
the horse was a regular poetry-horse,

out of Black Bess by Pegasus, and that

Mr. Jordan's double must have ridden

it up there.

No matter how. To get back to Mr.
Jordan's new double's copy, here is the

most recent piece:

I. When May / in a soft / ening mood /

Crowds your puis / es

With the urge /of a thou / sand
springs

And all / the world /is an o / pen
road

For ev / ery soul / that stirs /

Close the doors / of all / the hou / ses

And throw / away / the keys /

II. (The vieter changes)
When in the / blue

mys / tery

Of the / magic / woods
Flowers come / up with / color /

And birds / come back / with song /

Pay off the / grinning / caddy /

And choose / for your / compan / ion

Some one who / knows the /

Pl-a-a-y-b-o-oy!

(Hold fast, boys, we're going through

a tunnel)

Was built. . . .for. . . .her!

III. Step / on the throt / tle-of-that

mas / cu line car /

....that is as far as we can go; the

idea is sold to us. Step on the throttle

of that masculine car's waltz-music as

hard as you like.

Our quarrel with the advertisement

just cited is that it doesn't rhyme for »
nickel. Let us be constructive

:

When Melting May is softening

And your crowded pulses jam
Put Hasslers on your thousand spring

And bid the world be dam.
Then lock up all the lockups

And throw away the keys
And in the blue and colored woods

Climb up some colored trees

Eftsoon you'll sink a birdie

Or hear one sing with song

Go get the squawr that likes your can

You won't stay single long!
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TRADE MA^K

Reaches every month practically 100% of the advertising agencies and
literally thousands of general advertisers thruout

the United States!

IF YOU ARE A PUBLISHER—Does not this fact arouse your interest

in the Standard Rate & Data Service as a logical medium for your
advertising?

IF YOU ARE AN ADVERTISER—Does not its universal acceptance
arouse your interest to the point of wanting to know how it can serve

you?

536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago
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Hotel St. James
1 09-

1
3 West 45ch Street,Times Square

NEW YORK, N. Y.

'l^ates and Booklet on application

W. JOHNSON QUINN

moolflets

no WEST
40 «1 STREET

STENZEL
<~irt on cL Business Basis".

We dfe/w comic characters
to fityour business,^5S2each-
^Iso hundreds or sciles
helps i' ideas in proof form.

What are^our needs ?

Occlusive Cartoon Service ^^f'^^'i^l'l^^

ONE PHOTO WILL SAY MORE
THAN A THOUSAND WORDS

Fifty thousand striking photos for display
ads. bouse organa, general Illustrating, taken
In U. S. and 60 foreign countries.

EWING GALLOWAY
118 E. 28th St. Dept. G New York

A TAYLOR THERIMOMETER
ADVERTISES 24 HOURS EVERY DAY
Agenta whose clients' products are In keep-
ing with thermometer advertising recom-
mend Taylor Outdoor or Indoor Advertis-
ing Thermometers. Ail year round pub-
licity, because of universal human Interest
In temperature.
Write for catalog and quantity pricea.

2aytorBrothers Company^

ait

*^
ST.

1 5

iiiHiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii

What Facts Are Needed

to Set Quotas?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21

J

which wants money only for the

most pressing of present desires;

who prefers leisure to labor. But
in other parts of the country other

undesirable types exist.

In fact it is advisable to do some
research work before there are made
mere arbitrary assumptions as to

who are and who are not prospects.

Psychological, economic, local and
shifting factors enter into sales ex-

pectations.

Among other counts which may
serve as guides are income tax fig-

ures ; urban and rural population

;

count of illiterates, negroes, foreign
population ; number of manufac-
turers ; number of farms ; number
of homes owned and rented; value

of farm, mined and manufactured
products; automobile owners and
kinds of cars owned; occupations;
per capita buying power; retailer

count by classes, etc. Such figures

can be secured from various sources
or by special investigation and are
of great individual value. These
figures on consumer classes are, out-

side of the company's previous ex-

perience, the most valuable of all

and should be gotten up with great
care.

THE Burroughs Adding Machine
Company, whose quota plan has

received much favorable comment,
has done this on a most elaborate

scale. The Burroughs company sells,

of course, only to offices, which prac-
tically eliminates consideration of

consumers outside this classification.

This company maintains a "county
valuation sheet" for every county in

the United States. Each sheet

shows the count of business enter-

prises within that county by such
classes as banks, financial, govern-
ment (all kinds), public service,

manufacturers, wholesalers, depart-
ment stores, general stores, garages,
miscellaneous retailers, etc. Each
classification is valued at an average
figure. If careful computation
shows that banks of the general
class in this district are worth $100
to the Burroughs company, then the
value for the class is obtained by
multiplying this figure by the num-
ber of banks found in the county.
In this way, the value of the county

is clear. Value depends also upon
ratings, although there is a difference

according to the type. Business
houses of certain types, such as

banks or insurance companies, usu-

ally have considerable more use for

adding machines than grocers or

other retailers, even when the rating

is the same.

The point of the whole thing is

that figures here, as elsewhere, must
be handled with research under-

standing in order to give the best

results. No manufacturer can sell

according to the population count as

such. There are too many varia-

tions according to sections. Even
Ivory Soap cannot be sold that way,

and that probably comes as near be-

ing a universally popular product as

any. Out in Oklahoma and in some
other parts of the country where
the water is extremely "hard" Ivory

Soap is not suitable. It is much too

"pure" to be effective, for that water
must be "broken."

Generally speaking, the various

elements should be coordinated in

something like the following pro-

portion :

Pel- Cent .

Population count 10
Consumer classes count 40
Previous sales of company and any

available data in sales of similar
commodities 50

llHJ

Thus the previous experience of ^

the company itself is worth half or

less than half in determining a

proper quota for any district. What :,

has been done is only a guide, not :!

a standard, for future performance. ,'

The business done by competitors is

a most excellent guide provided the

goods sold is actually competitive
,

and that such competitors are oper-
|

ating efficiently. Past experience

must always be viewed with a calm

and impersonal eye. Many things

may work to render it treacherous

as an indication of the future.

When all the possibilities are
'

taken into consideration, the quota

may then be determined, care being

taken to place it just high enough to

be possible of attainment. Too
great a jump over previous records,

even when the figures indicate that

the territory holds large possibili-

ties, is a danger. It is bad psychol-

ogy because the quota looks unat-
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I

|tainable and therefore creates an

jantagonistic attitude of mind
jamong those who are to attain it.

iLocal conditions or prejudices may
[also affect the possibilities. The
Imore that is known about each in-

Idividual district and the relation of

lits peculiarities to those of the man
|who is to handle it. the more efficient

jthe quota to be decided upon.

[The second article: "Applying

'Quotas in Sales Practice," will ap-

ipear in the next issue.]

Myers-Beeson-Golden, Inc.

Is directing the advertising of a new
Type F-C model shock absorber manu-
factured by Edward V. Hartford, Inc.,

Jersey City, N. J.

p. S. Goldsmith

Is organizing a new agency, the L. S.

joldsmith Company, at 9 East Forty-
irst Street, New York. Milton Good-
nan, recently with Federal Advertising
\gency, the same city, will be asso-

iated with Mr. Goldsmith.

Wm. T. Mullally, Inc.

New York agency, is directing adver-
;ising for the "X" Laboratories, New
Sfork, manufacturers of a liquid re-

jairer for automobile radiators.

Indianapolis I\'<>ivs

Don Bridge, for five years merchan-
dising manager of the Indianapolis
IVew'.s, is now manager of the merchan-
dising and national advertising depart-
ment of that paper. Tracy W. Ellis is

in charge of local display advertising;
iH. C. Barringer is in charge of classi-

fied advertising.

Portrr F. Leach
For some time in charge of merchan-

lising and research for the Outdoor
Advertising Agency, Chicago, has been
iiade western manager, with headquar-
ters in that city.

Hazard Advertising Corporation

New Y'ork. is directing newspaper,
imag-azine and direct-mail campaign for
the Belleclaire Hotel of the same city.

Arthur C. Bitsch

Formerly with the LUerary Digest, is

!inw on the New York advertising staff
1' Current Hisfo)ij, a magazine pub-

lished by the New Y'ork Times Com-
t

|pany.

I"hn G. Curran
Recently with the Elh's' Magazine,

has joined the New York advertising
'staff of Mid-Week Pictorial, the New
York Times Company's national roto-
gravure picture magazine.

Albert Frank & Company
New York, has been appointed adver-

tising counsel to the American Molasses
Company of that city.

NO less importance is attached
to the creation of ideas, in the

Lejaren a Hiller Studios, than to
their execution. For what is offered

here is a very comprehensive mer-
chandising service, dealing with
problems that come before as well

as those that come after the con-
ception of the illustration.

• «

Lejaren a Hiller Studios
ILLUSTRATORS

Printing Crafts Building

New York City

Telefihonp: Chickering 6373

to produce a better printing plate
and give a better service have
be:bn the^ aia\ and intention
of this coa\f»an^^ sincb 18z1.
"YOUR STORY IN PICTURE LEAVES NOTHING UNTOLD"

,,,TEL- CHICKERING*
i^ 0970-0971-0972
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5&STANDARD
ADVERTISING
REGISTER:
i^
Gives You This Service:

I.TTie Standard Advertising

Register listing 7,500 na-

tional advertisers.

2. The Monthly Supplements
wrhich keep it up to date.

3. The Agency Lists. Names
of 1 500 advertising agen-

cies, their personnel and
accounts of 600 leading

agencies.

4. The Geographical Index.

National advertisers ar-

ranged by cities and states.

5. Special Bulletins. Latest

campaign news, etc.

6. Service Bureau. Other in-

formation by mail and tele-

graph.

Write or Phone

National Register Publishing Co., Inc.
R. W. Ferrel, Mgr.

799 Broadway, New York City

Tel. Stuyvesant 8346

ANIMATED
SIGNS

mes. from Ewlng Gallmva;

The charming old town of Fotvey, on the southeast coast of England,
about a day's journey from London

Going to London
The program for the Convention

now stands as follows

:

GENERAL SESSIONS
Monday Morning

(General Welcome Sessions)
10:00 Music.
10:30 Opening (Doors to be closed

during speeches), Chairman, Lord
Burnham.

10:50 Prime Minister.
11:15 Lou E. Holland, president of

A. A. C. of W.
11:35 Sir Eric Geddes.
12:00 Harry Tipper, chairman Gen-

eral Program Committee, secretary of
the Class Journal Company—Subject:
"The Spirit of the Convention."

12:30 C. Harold Vernon (Subject
to be arranged), president of the
Thirty Club, Chairman of District 14,
A. C. C. of W.
12.45 Adjournment.

Monday Afternoon
2:30 Music.
2:45 Opening (Doors to be closed

during speeches).
3:00 Chairman, Lou E. Holland,

president of A. A. C. of W.
3:00 Theme: "The Responsibility of

Trade"—Winston Churchill.
3:30 "Advertising the Creator of

Public Standards in Business"—Fran-
cis H. Sisson, vice-president, Guar-
anty Trust Company.

4:05 Theme: "How the Resnonsibili-
ty of Trade Is Met"—Sir Philip Lloyd
Greame.

4:40 "The Fight for Truth in Ad-
vertising"—Herbert S. Houston, pub-
lisher. Oitr World.

5:10 Summary—John Cheshire.
5:30 Adjournment.

Monday Evening
Meeting of the National Advertising

Commission.
Meeting of the Joint Assembly.

Tuesday Morning
10:00 Music.
10:30 Opening (Doors to be closed

during speeches). Chairman, Lord
Leverhulme.

10:45 Theme: "The Reconstruction
of Europe, with Special Rsference to

the Dawes' Report"—Reginald Mc-
Kenna, prominent British banker.

11:10 Theme: "Building the Biggest
Manufacturing Industry Through Ad-
vertising"—James D. Mooney, presi-

dent. General Motors Export Company.
11:35 "Educational By-Products of

Advertising"—Sir Charles Highani.
12:00 "Improving Advertising from

the Inside"—O. C. Ham, president of

the Audit Bureau of Circulations

—

chairman of the Sales Committee, Na-
tional Lead Company.

12:20 Lord Kylsant.
12:45 Adjournment.

i

Thursday Morning
10:00 Music.
10:30 Opening (Doors to be closed

during speeches). Chairman, C. Harold
Vernon.

10.45 Sir Robert Home.
11:15 Theme: "Building an Empire

with Advertising" — E. W. Beatty,

'

president of Canadian Pacific Railway.
11:45 Stanley Baldwin.
12:15 Theme: "How Advertising

Welded the U. S. Markets"—E. T.

Meredith.
12:45 Adjournment.

Thursday Afternoon
(General Session)

2:30 Music.
2:45 Opening (Doors to be closed

during speeches). Chairman, Lou E.

Holland.
Schedule of Meeting: Reports of

officers; reports of committees; adop-

'

tion of resolutions; confirmation and
selection of convention city; election of

officers; awarding of trophies; final

adjournment.
* * *

The Public Utilities Advertising
Association, one of the newest depart-
mentals of the A. A. C. of W., will have
a one-day session of its own in eon-

junction with public utilities represen-
tatives abroad. It vdll have a luncheon
at Wembley on July 16, at which four

addresses will be made by American
delegates and four by British delegates.
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Toncan Introduces

Its Workers
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28]

fact has been supeiMntending them
for the company for thirteen years.

When he says that sheets are flat,

"they are flat." Dick Miller saw the

first heat rolled twenty-two years

ago. He rolled the first heat of

Toncan eighteen years ago, "and
feels a personal responsibility. . .

Toncan sheets have become Dick's

special pride—his hobby."

An individual is more readily

visualized than a "corporation," par-

ticularly when his photograph, taken

right on the job, graces each public

letter of introduction. The human
quality breathes out through every
advertisement in the United com-

j

pany's series. Here, they say, are

j

the master craftsmen who control

1 the destinies of our product at every
stage of manufacture. Here are the

men whose experience and skill con-

stitute not only a priceless asset of

which we are proud, but whose
I knowledge and ability are constantly

I at the disposal of our customers.

I "If you are having trouble with
'enameling sheets," say the advertise-

'ments in effect, "get in touch with
Ralph, or Tom, or Charley, or Dick.

'Any one of them will gladly give

jyou the benefit of his skill and ex-

iperience."

'.Johnston-Ayres Co.

I

San Francisco, and affiliated agency,
K. L. Hamman, Oakland, are prepar-
ing a campaign for the Retail Credit
|Assoeiation of San Francisco and the
iCooperative Credit Association of Ala-
|meda County, Cal.

\Aljred N. Williams Co.

i

New York, will direct advei-tising
for the Fulton Specialty Company.
[Elizabeth, N. J., makers of mah jong
sets.

iChristian Science Monitor
Boston, will open a branch in the

Book Building, Detroit, June 1. Walter
|H. Prentiss will be transferred from
[the Boston office to act as manager.

jThe W'ildman
Advertising Agency

j

New York, is now directing adver-
Stsing for the Fain Knitting Mills, New
jYork, and Blue Bear. Inc., manufac-
turers of insecticides, Reading, Pa.

Barnard Advertising Agency
I Chicago, is acting as advertising
I'ounsel to the following: The Auto-
'natic Burner Corporation, domestic oil

:5urners, Chicago; Radio Vacuum
pleaner Co., St. Charles, 111., non-elec-
[Tical vacuum cleaners; and HI-LO
''ans for autos, desks, etc., Chicago.

5000 Dominant Dealers

\'I
I-or the quickest and largest volume of sales, per dollar of cost, to a
Billion Dollar audience of 5,000 Dominant Dealers, use the advertising
pages of

BUILDING
SUPPLY NEWS

The Dealers' Oivn Paper

Its audience now buvs and sells more
tlian 75% of the five billion dollars
worth of building supplies used an-
nually in the U. S. These dealers
depend upon our weekly market re-
view, and for advice on buying and
selling scores of building staples and
specialties, and every type of yard
equipment, motor trucks, etc.

BUILDING
sunnyNEWS

BUII/DING
SIIPn,YNEWS
The Dealers' Own Paper

407 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago
A- B. C. A. B. P.

Some Children— Some Shoes!
^ 96% of our 95,000 subscribers are married and have more
than 180,000 children.

^ Yes, and 85% of 'em own their homes.

ROTARIAN
Ibe Magaziue uf Service

CHICAGO
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

Advertising Manager, Franlc R. Jennings, 221 East 20th Street, Chicago
Eastern Representatives: Constantine & Jackson, 7 West IGth St., New York
Mid-West Representatives: Lorenzen & Thompson, Inc., 123 So. MIelilKan

Blvd., Cliicaso
Subscription price: ipi.SO in U. S., Nevrfonndland, Cnba and otiier countries to
n-liicli minimum postal rates apply; $1.75 in Canada; $2 in all other countries.

Published Monthly by Rotary International

g^afcg*i;^gi>^i>gagl>g»Elijj»a»^iife>ag»i..^»^]^'i»Fw-a»Bw^apwi

Not only to ILLUSTRATE and DESIGN, but to

illusftrate and design in a better way, is our
aim on the smallest as well as the large^
consignment passing through our hands.

CAVANAGH €r> BENSINGEK INC.
120 WEST THIRTY-SECOND ST. [cl NEW YORK~7%one Penn.nbO.

[bJ

oArtJor oAdvertising
e^-iae'^-^e!''igif^^l^'fiti!'^'^l!^^g!'rsi4^'fil0'^it0^^^^^^^^^'>^^^rat^^i»S'Ka*S
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Insert pulls 4000 dealer
replies within 60 days

AL A R G E corporation
manufacturing an auto-
mobile specialty recently

ran a twelve-page insert in four
aylors in automobile business
papers. Within sixty days 4000
replies were received which
paved the way for distribution

of the product in supply sta-

tions and garages tliroughout
the country.

Are your advertisements paving the
way to bigger distribution of your
product?

Whether you are planning a twelve-
page insert or a booUlet or a circu-
lar, you'll find color suggestions
worthy of consideration. Let us
show you some of our color work.

SUPERIOR^
COLOR, COMPAK>?
CARL F SCHWENKER,»«

'Makers (^Supenor Printinq Phus
209-219 Wcat 38" St.««t

NEW yORK

Remember last Spring when
•'V you had your house painted?

Remember the feeling of pride

and satisfaction that went through
you when you looked up at its gleam-
ing buff-and-cream walls?

It's that same brilliancy of paint

that makes my displays so different.

They flash out from the dealers'

windows like a newly-painted cottage
in a row of brown-stone flats. So
brightly ! So cleanly ! So f resh-

paintily ! They beckon to each passer-

by and make him a friend at sight.

Moreover— they are low-priced.
Forgetting the high quality altogether.

Forgetting (if you can) that they are

painted. Forgetting everything but
price—it still is low, even in siiinll

quantities!

I have an interesting traveling ex-
hibit I'd like to show you. Would you
like til see it?

Jerome ^^altpr
WINDOW DISPLAYS

1480 BROADWAY: NEW YORK

The Trademark Clinic
(Letters addressed to

Editor, Advertising
Vanderbilt Avenue,
trademark questions,

Roy W. Johnson, Trade-Mark\
and Selling Fortnightly, 52 I
New York, asking specific I
will he answered promptly/

By Roy W. Johnson
Central Advertising Agency, Wichita,

Kan.—If it is not a matter of credit, prod-
uct or merchandising, and copy is accept-
able, can a publication refuse to accept
business for purely personal reasons? We
have such a case.

There is little doubt that a publisher
has the same right to choose his own
customers that is possessed by any
other private trader; and this includes
the right to refuse to deal with any
specific individual for any reason or
for no reason at all, so long as such
refusal does not constitute illegal re-
straint of trade, or tend to create a
monopoly. The only alternative to this
would be to declare the publisher a
common carrier, like the railroad or the
telephone company, which is obliged to
accept any legitimate business that of-
fers itself. This common carrier the-
ory as applied to publishers has indeed
been advanced at odd times, but never
apparently has got any farther than
mere abstract speculation. A fairly
careful search has failed to reveal any
instances where it has been seriously
presented for determination by the
courts, and it is certainly the estab-
lished policy of publishers to refuse
business in accordance with their own
policies or convenience.

In this connection it may be interest-
ing to refer to the case of Blunienstock
Brothers Advertising Agency vs. Cur-
tis Publishing Company, decided by the
United States Supreme Court in 1920
(252 U. S. 43G). This was a suit for
damages under the Sherman anti-trust
law, alleging that in refusing to ac-
cept business from the agency the Cur-
tis company was pursuing a general
policy to establish a monopoly. The
court, however, did not discuss the
question of monopoly at all, but de-
clared that the business of soliciting

and placing advertising contracts was
not interstate commerce, and therefore
it had no jurisdiction over the matter
under the Sherman law which applies
to interstate commerce only. This ob-
viously puts the publisher in a very
strong position with reference to refus-
ing business from agencies, for where-
as the advertiser himself might invoke
the Federal anti-trust laws if his busi-
ness were refused, the agency cannot
do so.

Some general interest attaches to a
recent decision of the Court of Appeals
of the District of Columbia, in the case
of Orange Crush Company va. Califor-
nia Crushed Fruit Company, involving
the status of the word "Crush" as a
trademark applied to beverages. The

latter concern applied for registration
of the trademark "Suncrush," and the
Orange Crush Company filed an oppo-
sition in the Patent Oflftce which was
dismissed on the ground that the word
"Crush" was descriptive. On appeal,
however, the court reversed the ruling

of the Patent Office, on the ground that
whether the word was properly de-

scriptive or not, it had been so long
and so widely used by the Orange
Crush Company that it had acquired a
"secondary meaning" in the public
mind, as referring to the goods of that
company specifically.

The doctrine of "secondary meaning"
amounts simply to this: that where the
public has been taught to recognize and
use a certain word or symbol as refer-
ring exclusively to the goods of a cer-

tain proprietor, the courts will protect
this "secondary meaning," irrespective
of the primary and ordinary meaning
of the term. Cases involving this are
not very frequent, but it has been suc-

cessfully invoked to protect a number
of descriptive and geographical terms
—such, for example, as "Coca-Cola,"
"Holeproof," "and "Oneida."
Just as a coined word (like "Cellu-

loid" for example) may be used in such
a way as to become practically a de-

scriptive term, so the purely descrip-

tive or geographical or family name
ma.y acquire a particular meaning
when used in connection with goods,

though it does not have this meaning
when used in any other connection.
It is purely a question as to the conno-
tation of the word; what the public ac-

tually understands as its meaning un-
der diff'erent conditions.

This indicates the advantage of vig-

orous and widespread consumer adver-
tising to the concern that is blessed

with a descriptive or geographical
trademark. The more widely and the

more vigorously the mark has been
advertised in a certain specific sense,

the more reasonable becomes the claim

that the public actually understands it

in that sense. As has already been
said, the courts cannot penetrate into

the recesses of the public mind, and
weigh opinions and impressions. They
must base their judgments upon vis-

ible and tangible evidence. And a rec-

ord of continuous, and forceful, and
consistent advertising is about as im-

portant evidence as one may have that

when the public uses his trademark
they mean his goods, and not merely
goods made from certain materials or

,

in a certain locality. 1
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PERSUASIVE ADVERTISING COPY AND PLANS

Springs of Response

by James Wallen

W|//bSES struck the rock with a rod and it re-

sponded with a cool rush of liquid crystal.

The elfish rogue in the nursery presses a coil and

the jack-in-the-box jumps to answer like a well-

tipped bell-boy.

Springs of response! The great rock of public con-

fidence barkening to dignified narrative advertising

or the transient and easily broken toy of trick ap-

peal. Every business man makes a choice.

One of my clients, Andrew S. Butler, President of

McDougall-Butler, makers of quality paints, var-

nishes and enamels says :
" I find that the public

is accepting as its own, the attitude toward our

business that I have long held. Mr. Wallen has

not only helped us to see ourselves as others see

us, but what is more vital he has helped others to

see us as we see ourselves."

NEIV YORK STUDY:
Vanderbilt Hotel

STUDY:

East Aurora ' N ' Y
Correspondence to East cAurora

—DO^II— =

AtncricanJSmftmnan
Est. 1873 A. B. C. CHICAGO
With over 100 raid correspondents in
the largest producing and marketing
centers the American Lumberman-
published weekly—effectively

COVERS LUMBER FIELD

Irresistible Convincing Sales

Letters

$5 each; scries three $12.50. Broad experience
has taught us the points that sell. Also furnish
complete sales service. Outline your proposition
fully.

LEBRECHT, WACO, TEXAS

FREDERICK A. HANNAH
AND ASSOCIATES

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
MARKETING COUNSEL

32 WEST 40th STREET : NEW YORK

Folded Edge Ducfcine and Fibre Signs
Cloth and Paraffine Signs

Lithographed Outdoor and Indoor
Displays

THE JOHN IGELSTROEM COMPANY
MassiUon, Ohio Goad Salesmen Wanted

Itinerant

Merchandising

IN
its issue of March 13, 1924,

The National Retail Clothier dis-

cuss the competition that local

merchants in various localities en-

counter from "itinerant" merchan-
disers. Merchants are urged to

maintain an aggressive policy and go

out after business, using the same
methods as those followed by the

house-to-house salesmen. Although
no law enacted by a municipality in

the interests of its own 'merchants

has been successful in preventing

the growth of the house-to-house

idea in merchandising, it is surpris-

ing to learn of the number of cities

that have attempted to legislate

against the itinerant merchant.

For example, in Memphis, states

the article in question, there is a

privilege tax of $20 a day. Denver
has a license fee of $50 a day ; Little

Rock, Ark., requires a deposit equal

to the license fee, which has a mini-

mum of $50. Jacksonville, Fla.,

charges $250 a year. Tulsa, Okla.,

charges $10 a day for each $1,000

valuation of the stock in merchan-
dise. St. Louis, Mo., charges $25 a

day and requires a $1,000 bond.

Cincinnati charges $75 a day, Nash-
ville, Tenn., $20 a day; Seattle,

Wash., $25 a day; Detroit, Mich.,

$100 bond and $100 per day fee.

Seattle demands a bond of $2,500;

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., $1,000; Cleve-

land, $500. There are varied re-

strictions calculated to hold down
the itinerants. In Tulsa, Okla..

some official or resident of Tulsa

must be appointed as the local agent

of the itinerants. Poughkeepsie,

N. Y., requires regular reports on

stock received and a weekly report

on sales.

Certain retail stores, continues

the article, who had been confronted

with itinerant competition, overcame
it by putting in made-to-order de-

partments and sending out their

salesmen with samples to canvass

for business. In one Iowa city,

where a merchant was meeting with

severe competition from an itinerant

merchant who sold shirts, the local

retailer beat his competitor by

taking shirts out of stock and send-

ing out his salesmen with them to

call from office to office in his com-

munity. He doubled his business.

P. J. Carroll

Transferred from eastern territory

of Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc.,

New York, to offices of tlieir western
representatives, Finucaii & McClure,
Chicago.
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Slow-Speed Territory

Into High Gear
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19

|

In accelerating- a slow-speed terri-

tory a more careful selection of

salesman often helps. In any terri-

tory there is always more or less

local feeling and a salesman who
breezes in from New York, Chicago,
Boston or New Orleans may some-
times find it harder sledding than
if he lived right in some city in his
territory and went to the home of-

fice or nearest branch only as oc-

casion required. This simple change
has often served to build up warmer
relationship with dealers in a sub-
normal territory.

Special advertisements written to
meet the peculiar needs of a hard-
boiled territory often serves to get
things really going. One automo-
bile manufacturer is making a special

study of his more difficult markets.
He proposes to have his copy in the
more important cities dwell on the
specific problems which face local

automobile owners. In hilly cities

he is going to emphasize climbing
ability. In poorly-paved cities he is

going to dwell more on spring sus-
pension. In heavily congested cities

he will focus more sharply on short
wheel-base which means easy park-
ing. His copy in all cities will be
essentially the same but the ingredi-
ents will be mi.xed in different pro-
portions.

Metropolitan Advertising
Golf Association

Four tournaments are announced
again this year by the Metropolitan
Advertising Golf Association:
May 20—Knickerbocker Country

Club.
June 19—Garden City Country Club.

1
July 24—Greenwich Country Club.

I

Sept. 23—Westchester-Biltmore.
The association is limited in member-

1
ship to two hundred, with a long wait-

I

ing list. Officers and committees re-
I
cently announced for 1924 are as fol-

I

lows

:

' President, Charles G. Wright; vice-
I
president, Harris B. Fenn ; secretary,

!
Walter R. Jenkins; treasurer, Ray P.

1 Clayberger.
I Tournament Committee—Frank J.
I
Coupe, chairman; John Budd, John H.

I
Livingston, Jr., Eliot D. Moore.

I

Trophy Committer—Rodney B.

I

Stuart, chairman; Albert L. Cole,
I
Lester R. Fountain, Joseph M.
ISchirmer.

Membership Committee—Frank W.
Harwood. chairman; C. I. Putnam,
iWilliam Best, Gilbert T. Hodges.

I

_
Entertainment Committee—R. H.

IKeith, chairman; Rodney E. Boone,
'Clarence S. Hammond, H. R. Reed.
' Press Committee—L. D. Fernald,
ichairman; Charles P. Eddy, C. W.
[Fuller, Rav T. Wilken.

One of the windows used by a progressive
gas company to advertise radiant heaters.

Merchandising Units in Every State

for National Distribution of your product

IF you manufacture domestic appliances,
washing machines, heat control devices,

laundry and kitchen equipment, stove polish,

industrial appliances, etc., etc.. Gas Com-
panies offer sales units in every state in the
Union already organized and equipped for
cooperation with you in gaining distribution.

These Gas Companies have show windows
which they change frequently, featuring
various products in attractive displays. They
have appliances and industrial departnients.
a show room for proper display and a trained
sales force. In addition, they have the most
valued asset of all—knowledge of local con-
ditions. Moreover, they are reliable and the
element of financial risk is eliminated.

You are invited to make use, without obU-
gation, of our Research and Service Depart-
ments. We believe the information and
cooperation we can give will be of definite

value.

Gas Age-Record, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
The only A. B. C. & A. B. P. paper serving this field

JVe also publish Brown's Directory of American Gas
Companies and the Gas Engineering and Appliance

Catalogue.
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Any of the Hall Books might easily

be worth one hundred dollars to you

For the experiences and methods described in

them have cost many thousands of dollars. Don't
experiment needlessly. Learn first what others
have done in your field and related fields.

Examine Any Free

Hall—HANDBOOK OF SALES
MANAGEMENT

995 pages, 4V2x7, illuslrated, $5.00 net. postpaid

A review of n.odern sales practice and man
agement. illustrated by the methods and dollars-

and-cents experiences of representative selling
organizations.

Contains the most valuable kind of suggestions
for the carrying of a "product to it'^i proper
marketing possibilities.

HaU—RETAIL ADVERTISING
AND SELLING

Just Out
566 pages, 4^x7, illustrated, $5.00 net, postpaid

Advertising and selling plans, policies and
methods that have made money for retail stores.

A complete review of. modern retail merchandis-
ing.

Any retailer, anyone helping the retailer, any-
one selling the retailer, will find this book im-
mensely protitable reading.

Hall—HANDBOOK OF BUSI-
NESS CORRESPONDENCE

1008 pages, 4i/;x7. illustrated, S5.0O net. postpaid

A fact-packed handbook on mail contacts, ex-
plaining practically every type of letter that
is ordinarily written and exhibiting hundreds
of letters that have brought results.

Dollar-making and dollar saving points on
everything from writing a postcard to managing
a mail department.

Hall- -THE ADVERTISING
HANDBOOK

735 papes, IVuxl. illustrated. S5.00 net, postpaid

Complete data on every phase of advertising

—

a working guide for everyone concerned at all

with selling through the printed word.

A standard reference book for every adver-
tising man and woman.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
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AdvertisingCalendar

Mat 26-2S—Pacific Coast Adver-
tising Clubs Association Convention,
Fresno, Cal.
Mat 26, 27, 28—Semi-Annual Meet-

ing Association of National Adver-
tisers, Hotel Statler, Cleveland.
June 3, 4. 5—Convention of Na-

tional Association of Employing
Lithographers, Del Monte, Cal.
June 4, 5. 6—Eleventh National

Foreign Trade Convention, Boston,

June 5, 6, 7—Annual Convention
Canadian Weekly Newspapers Asso-
ciation, Toronto, Ont., Canada.
June 6—Annual Outing Repre-

sentatives Club, Briarcliff Lodge, New
York.
June 7-13—Twentieth annual sum-

mer tournament American Golf As-
sociation of Advertising Interests.

Greenbrier golf links. White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.
June 9, 10, 11—Convention Asso-

ciation of Newspaper Advertising
Executives and Association of News-
paper Classified Advertising Man-
agers, Deshler Hotel, Columbus.
Ohio.
June IS—Annual golf tournament.

Western Council of American Asso-
ciation of Advertising Agencies, Mid-
lothian Country Club, Chicago, 111.

June 26-28—Twenty-eighth Annual
Convention American Photo-En-
gravers Association, Sinton Hotel,
Cincinnati. Ohio.
June 30-Jult 2—Annual Conven-

tion, Southern Newspaper Publishers'
Association, Grove Park Inn, Ashe-
ville, N. C.
Jult 4—Detroit delegation to Lon-

don Convention sails from Montreal
on Canadian Pacific Steamship Mont-
calm.
Jult 5—New England delegation to

London Convention sails from Boston
on Cunard Line Steamship Samaria.
Jult 13 to IS—Annual Convention

A. A. C. of W., London. England.
S.S. Republic sails from New York
July 3 ; Lancastria, July 3 : George
Washington. July 4 : Leviathan. July 5.

August 18-23—Milwaukee Graphic
Arts Exposition and Annual Conven-
tion International Association of
Printing House Craftsmen, Audi-
torium. Milwaukee.
September 29-October 1—First An-

nual Convention, Window Display
Advertising Association. Cleveland,
Ohio.
October 14—Meeting of Executive

Board. American Association of Ad-
vertising Agencies. Chicago. 111.

October 1.';. in—Annual meeting.
American Association of Advertising
Agencies. Chicago. III.

October Ifi. 17—Annual Conven-
tion, Audit Bureau of Circulations.
Chicago. 111.

October 29. 30. 31—Annual Con-
vention of the Direct Mail Advertis-
ing As.sociation, Pittsburgh. Pa.

The Editor will he glad to receive,
in advance, for listing in the Adver-
tising Calendar, dates of activities of
national interest to advertisers.

Charles F. Seidrll

Formerly of New York Evening Post,
now associated with Wm. T. Mullally,
Inc., New York.

The Boy Citizen

'Publishing Co., Inc.

Will resume publication in Septem-
|)er of The Boy Citizen, national month-
ly which suspended seven years ago be-
•ause of the war. Home office, Fort
Wayne, Ind.

^icks Advertising Agency
New York, has been appointed ad-

vertising counsel to Sunset Lodge, Sea-
gate, New York.

department
space basis.

1 before date

ts a line—6 pt. type. When larger
charge $1.80. Forms close Saturday

Business Opportunities

Ask for your copy of our Bulletin at

your home address. Harris-Dibble Com-
pany, 345 Madison Ave., New York City.

Position IVarttcd

ADVERTISING MAN
24, wants agency connection, preferably as as-

sistant executive; 5 years' experience in pro-

duction and copy. Salary $40. Box 142, .^dv.

and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt -\ve., \ew
York City.

ADVERTISING SALESMAN
First-class, reliable worker ; successful record in

lar^e national, cl.iss and trade publication fields,

now open seeks permanent connection. Ex-
perience includes besides soliciting, cliarge of

liranch office, and advertising department with
full responsibility. Wide acquaintance New York
and Eastern advertisers and agencies ; familiar

Western territory. Highest references ; letters

confidential. Box 1.17, Adv. and Selling Fort.,

52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

VARIED EXPERIENCE
Recently returned from Advertising work in the
Far East, a young unmarried man desires a

position with an established orsjanization pre-

ferably in New York or Philadelphia. Well
versed in copy, layout, sales promotion, space
selling and selling to retail trade. Have served
as instructor in Advertising at leading University.
A more interesting story given to inquiries ad-
dressed to Box 1.12. Adv. and Selling Fort., 52
Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

CONSISTENT PRODUCER
Copy writer, young woman, alive and energetic,
with seven years' exjierience as sales promotion
and correspondence supervisor in Chemical En-
gineering. Publishiiig, Letter Shop, and Propri-
etary Fields desires connection where hard
work and initiative will be adequately rewarded
For full particulars write Box 136, Adv. and
Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
City.

Advertising Manager or Assistant, 26 ; no'

ployed as editor and manager class maga;
retail automotive field. .\ plugger on his w
Capable and willing to dig his ov
create practical copy. East of Pittsburgh pre-

ferred; $2,500. Box 13.1, Adv. and Selling Fort.,

52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

A MANUFACTURER OR AGENCY WANTS
THIS YOUNG MAN

He is 25 years old, College trained. Knows
Sales Promotion and Mail-Order. The copy he
writes gets next to buying liearts. He knows
Artwork and layout and all forms of advertising.
Can create direct mail folders from plan to post.

Now employed by large manufacturer in middle
west but desires change. Wants to hire on for

life with an assured future as a reward for

honest hard work. All communications must be
confidential. Box 141, Adv. and Selling Fort.,
52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

Position Wanted

ART DIRECTOR
Thoroughly experienced man who has done and
is domg good work wishes to hear Irom an
agency that can use a man who can combine
forcefulness ol presentation with good taste and
pick the right artist to do the job. Box 139,
Advertising and Selling Fortnightly, 52 \ ander-
bilt Ave., New York City.

Publicity woman, broad newspaper and adver-
tising experience, seeks connection as director
of advertising and publicity. Manufacturers',
retail and institutional copy handled. Agency
experience ; thorough knowledge of media and
printing. Box 140, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52
\'anderbilt Ave., New York City.

IDEA MAN
Creative Artist. Experienced on Engravings,
Art and Printing. At present head of service
department of a large engraving house. Four
years' training in art. College graduate. Age
31. Can carry idea thru to printed result. Who
can use him? Box 128, Adv. and Selling Fort.,
52 V.inderbilt Ave., New York Citv.

Help Wanted

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING SOLICITORS
Salesmen who are selling Lithographed or En-
amel Steel Signs will find an added stimulant to
their sales in our line of .Xdvertising Specialties.
Pox 138, Adv. & Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., New York City.

WANTED
A REALLY CAPABLE SALES MANAGER
to open and assunu- lull cuntrol of office of a
nationally operative inaiiuiacturing company. The
connection will require a demonstrated ability to-

organize, train and control a large sales force,
and the man selected will be remunerated on a
basis whereby his net earnings will be from-
$7,500 to $12,000 the first year, with unlimited'
future possibilities. If you can show a suc-
cessful sales record, and a sound personal and'
financial standing we invite you to submit full

particulars about yourself, being assured that
your application will be treated with strict con-
fidence. Address inquiries to H. F. Baker,
General Sales Manager, 319 \V. Van Buren,
Chicago, 111.

SALES MANAGER WANTED WHO
KNOWS HOUSE-TO-HOUSE SELLING

We are looking for an exceptional Sales Manager
who knows the theory and practice of House-to-
House merchandising from the ground up. Our
product is in the women's wear field, backed by
a company with a quarter century of successful
manufacturing experience. We have recently
made an addition to our line which we intend'
to sell direct to the consumer. The man we seek
to attract will be given a free hand to organize-
and train a sales force, establish branch agencies,,
and plan the steps toward national distribution,
or as near to it as it is logical for us to expect.
If you convince us in your first letter that youi
have the necessary qualifications, an interview
will be arranged either at New York City or
any other point in the United States. Address
Manufacturer, Box 130, Adv. and Selling Fort.,.

52 \-anderbilt .\ve.. New York City.
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Ten Factors That Meet

Marketing Needs

By William H. Rankin
President, Wm. H. Rankin Company

IN
an address before the recent

Advertising Affiliation Conven-

tion at Buffalo, Mr. Rankin enu-

merated ten factors that influenced

modern merchandising. They are as

follows

:

1. The right product manufac-

tured at a fair profit to the manu-

facturer.

2. The right name—one that has

distinctive consumer appeal, and the

proper selection of advertising me-

diums.
3. The proper blending of sales

and advertising work.

4. District and general merchan-

dising meetings to take into consid-

eration local merchandising require-

ments.

5. Proper education of salesmen

regarding value to them of advertis-

ing, and its relation to the whole-

saler and retailer; and then sales-

men and clerks.

6. Adequate advertising expendi-

tures properly directed to the trade

advertising and sales effort.

7. Proper regard for window and

counter display and lower shelf dis-

play of advertised product by the

salesmen.

8. Contact with the consumer by

actual selling to the consumer by

salesmen, sales managers, manufac-

turing department head, the adver-

tising director and the agency con-

tact man, and advertising writer,

with proper report system for the

benefit of the men who plan the ad-

vertising.

9. Publishers' cooperation ; mer-

chandising and news publicity. The

kind of merchandising cooperation

that advertisers need most from

publishers is to have the publishers

advertise to, and educate the dealer

to order and buy articles because

they are advertised in those publi-

cations.

10. And most important of all, the

use of all the first nine points to

prepare the proper consumer, trade

advertising copy and layouts and

illustrations.

Export Advertising Exhibit

Has been arranged for the eleventh

National Foreign Trade Convention to

be held at Boston, June 4, 5 and 6,

in connection with Group VII, Adver-
tising in Foreign Trade, to be held

Friday, June 6. The exhibit will con-

sist of two parts, one of American
prepared export advertising material,

the other of foreign advertising.
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WESTERN ADVERTISING AGENCY
INCORPORATED

506 514 BAKER BLOCK

RACINE, WISCONSIN

Mar. 21, 1924.

Mr. T.W. Davis,
c/o True Story Magazine,
168 Morth Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, Ills.

Dear Mr. Davis:

To yoxir question - "How we like True Story for the

advertising of Johnson's Polishing Wax and Johnson's Wood Dye" -

I can only say that the amount of space we are using is the very
best answer we can give you.

We have been using full page space in every issue

for some time but the June True Story Magazine will carry two

pages of advertising for our client, S.C. Johnson & Son. Every
Johnson advertisement in True Story has carried a keyed coupon
and the returns have been way beyond our expectations - in fact.
True Story is now producing inquiries at a lov^er cost than any
publication on the Johnson list.

We have paid especial attention to the quality of
the inquiries from True Story because when we started advertising
in it, there was some question in our mind as to the quality of
your circulation. As far as can be judged from appearances the
inquiries which S.C. Johnson & Son receive from True Story Maga-
zine are just as good as any inqvdries that come into their office.

We are happy indeed to be able to give you such a
fine report on your magazine.

/ _.^
Very/sincerely,

VffSTERN/ADVERTI

SJ/P
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Page 5—The News Digest

Edward Lyman Bill, Inc.

New York, publishers of Tires, have
purchased The Tire Rate Book from
the United Publishers Corporation.

Frank Presbrey Company
New York. Has been selected to di-

rect advertising for the Pathe Ex-
change, Inc., distributors of Pathe
films.

Arthur E. Gordon
Recently with the Merchants Trade

Journal, in New York territory, has

been appointed representative, in East-

ern territory, of Industrial Publica-

tions, Inc., Chicago, publishers of

Brick and Clay Record, Building Sup-
ply News, Ceramic Industry and Clay
Products Cyclopedia.

Charles W. Wrigley
' Long associated with the Chicago
I office of the Poster Advertising Com-
1 pany, New York, has organized the
' Charles W. Wrigley Company, with

I
headquarters in the Wrigley Building,

Chicago. He will specialize in outdoor
advertising. C. F. Keyser is treasurer

I of the new company.

I

C. J. Baker

I'
Recently on the copy staff of Erwin,

Wasey & Company, Chicago, has joined

the C. C. Winningham agency, De-
'troit.

I Chicago Elevated Advertising

I Company

I

Has removed to the Montauk Build-

ling, 509 South Franklin Street, that
(city.

)C. K. Woodbridge
I President of the Dictaphone Corpora-
ition. New York, and vice-president of
Ithe American Management Association,
jhas been appointed by the latter organi-
tzation official delegate to the Inter-
national Management Congress at
iPrague, Czecho-Slovakia, in July. While
lattending the London Convention in

July, Mr. Woodbridge, who is a mem-
i^er of the Program Committee, plans
j;o arrange a special int<»rnational con-
I'erence of sales managers, under the
auspices of Sales Managers Incor-
porated, London, and the Sales
iSxecutives Division of the American
Management Association.

\4dvertising Club
Golf Association

j

New York. Has arranged for three
lournaments to be held at the Belle
/laire Golf and Country Club, Long
Island, the Quaker Ridge Golf Course,
IVestchester County, and the Engle-
TOod Golf and Country Club, Engle-
kood, N. J., respectively. The first
ournament is scheduled for June 4.

Humphrey M. Bourne
Recently vice-president and director

of plans of the Dorland Agency, New
York, and formerly chief of copy and
production for Gardiner & Wells Co.,
Inc., has been appointed advertising
manager of H. J. Heinz Company, food
products, Pittsburgh.

Simpson Advertising Company
St. Louis. Has been selected to direct

advertising for the Anglo-American
Mill Company, Owensboro, Ky., manu-
facturers of a self-contained flour mill.

The Thumbnail
Bvisiness Review

INDUSTRIAL equilibrium seems in a

fair way of being restored within the

near future. Reports from steel-mak-
ing centers indicate that the low point in

the market has been reached. Pig-iron
buying is on a large scale. While car

loadings are still somewhat below 1923
figures, the latest returns (for the week
ended May 17) show an increase over the
preceding week. The Southwestern dis-

trict reported increases over the corre-

sponding period last year.

C A large volume of business for the
automobile industry seems assured, even
though expectations of earlier in the year
will not be approximated. Petroleum out-

put is increasing, while demands for gaso-

line are greater than they were at this

time last year.

C Wholesale trade statistics now com-
pleted for April, show that the volume
was about the same as in April of last

year. Total sales of department stores for

the months of March and April, taken
collectively, were 2 per cent greater than
the like period of 1923. Wholesale prices
of metals, foods, clothing, fuel and chemi-
cals are declining, while prices of build-
ing materials and housefurnishings remain
practically unchanged. Prices of farm
products are going up.

C Manufactured exports are going up. In
the first quarter of 1924 we sold Germany
$126,000,000 of goods, a 67 per cent in-

crease over the first quarter of 1923, while
our imports from that country are decreas-
ing in value. In April we shipped abroad
manufactured goods valued at $147,574,-

000, against $128,493,000 for April, 1923.

C Money is plentiful. Call money is

available as low as 3 per cent. We have
no inflated inventories to contend with
and bring about a trade reaction. The
long-distance outlook for business was
never more promising. Alex Moss.

Guy W. Hodges, Inc.

Service Agency, New York, has
removed from 16 West Forty-sixth
Street to the Bush Building, 130 West
Forty-second Street.

Women's Ad Club
Baltimore. At annual meeting,

elected the following officers: President,
Miss Hilda Van Leer Katz; vice-presi-
dent. Miss Ida Shackford; secretary,
Miss Beatrice A. Fillmer; treasurer,
Mrs. Daniel C. Meads; Mrs. T. H.
Embert was elected a member of the
board of directors, and Miss Katherine
H. Mahool remains as a member of that
body.

Arnold Joerns Company
Chicago. Has been selected by the

Mayor's Safety Commission of Chicago
to conduct a three months' educational
safety campaign in that city.

John H. Adams
Formerly Chicago district repre-

sentative of Collier's has joined the
staff of MacManus, Incorporated,
Detroit.

Sherley Hunter
Is again associated with Silverwood's,

Inc., Los Angeles.

William B. Hall
Has joined the staff of Grace & Holli-

day, Detroit.

Metropolitan Advertising
Golf Association

New York. Held its first tournament
of the season at the Knickerbocker
Country Club, May 20. Clair Maxwell
won low gross in the final with an 85.
Ralph Trier's 71 took low net in the
final; in the qualifying round, low
gross was taken with 85 by Lester R.
Fountain, and low net with 70 by George
H. Leigh. The first of the 30 flights
was won by Don M. Parker, with
Charles G. Wright, second; Robert
Finney, third; Harris B. Fenn, fourth;
Rodney B. Stuart, fifth; George H.
Leigh, sixth; W. W. Ferrin, seventh;
Charles P. Eddy, eighth; Stacey
Bender, ninth; William A. Sturgis,
tenth.

John N. Broughlon
Formerly with the Curtis Publishing

Company, has been appointed sales and
merchandise manager of the O'Connell-
Ingalls Advertising Agency, Boston.

[additional NETWS on 0THE3i PAGES]
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H I G H W A Y
LIGHT HOUSES
are placed on the
main highways of

Ohio and otlier lead-

ing States at points
officially approved
by the State High-
way Commission.
These main roads
carry 75% of the
inter-stale and na-
tional traffic.

=5^

OntheEd^e of
the Kgad in Ohio

AS voLi speed along sharp command. You

the m a i n high
ways you appreciate
the friendly service of the

flashing Highway Light-

houses, placed at points

ivhej'e you must slow

down—sharp turns, be-

fore cross roads, railroad

crossings and similar

points.

In the day time it is a

gentle hint; at night the

flashing light gives a

obey the flash and avoid

a crash.

Your message on the

panels of Highwaj
Lighthouses renders i

needed public service ir

your name. Placed at tht

edge of the road you can

not escape them.

Obviously preferred ad

vertising and a buildei

of lasting good will foi

leading products and in-;

stitutions. ;

?#'

%

Further particulars will be sent to

far-sighted executives upon request

HIGHWAY LIGHTHOUSE COMPAm
100 East 42nd Street NEW YORF

HIGHWAY LIGHTHOUSES RENDER A PUBLIC SERVICE IN VOUR NAME
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Trolli-y cars and b no miles diirinu 1923

336,000 times around
the world last year

IN the United States today there
are 105,046 trolley cars and

46,300 motor buses. These two
great fleets of carriers comprise the
"short haul" transportation field.

Last year, the trolley cars (oper-
ating over 47,283 miles of track)
covered a total of appro.ximately
6,000,000,000 miles: and the motor
buses (operating over 160,000
miles of highwav) covered a total
of about 2,400,000,000 miles.

The combined total mileage covered
by both was 336,000 times the cir-

cumference of the earth.

The buying units

The bus operating companies
comprise what may be called a one-
dimension market. They buy
buses, bus parts, bus accessories
and supplies.

The electric railway companies
comprise a two-dimension market.
These companies buy electric rail-

way plant equipment and mainte-
nance materials. They also buy
buses, bus parts, bus accessories
and supplies. Already 121 electric

railway companies operate 1,200
buses as feeders to their lines.

Their buying power

Due to fare adjustment the buy-
ing power of the six-billion-dollar

electric railway industry is back
to normal.

This vear the electric railways
will spend $2o2,000,000. About
$150,000,000 of this amount goes
for improvements and expansion.
The remaining $112,000,000 goes
for current maintenance materials.

This vear, also, the bus industry
will spent $140,000,000. Of this

amount $40,000,000 goes for new
buses, $05,000,000 for repair and
labor costs, and $3 5,000,000 for

fuel and lubricants.

Direct'line selling

The more-than-6,000 readers of

Electric Railway Journal are the
men who dominate the policies and
purchases for 9Q per cent of the en-

tire electric railway mileage in this

countrv.

The 6,800 bus owners, bus oper-
ators, body builders and bus and
accessory manufacturers who read
Bus Transportation control the
bulk of the bus industry's buying
power.

Advertisements in these two
publications are direct-line sales-

men. They are the strongest print-

ed salesmen you can send into the
$402,000,000' "short-haul" trans-

portation market.

8?

Each one of the fifteen McGraw Hill Publica-

tions is the working tool and buying guide of

the e.xecutive who buys in the field it serves.

These fields and the publications which serve
them are—

Electrical: Electrical World, EHectrical Mer-
chandising, Electrical Retailing, Journal of

Electricity.

Construction and Civil Engineering: Engin-
ing News-Record.

Mining: Engineering & Mining Journal-
Press, Coal Age.

Bn
Transportation: Electric Railway Jo

~ sportation.

Industrial: Power, Industrial Engine.
American Machinist. American Machinist {E
ropean Edition), Chemical & Metallurgi<
Engineering.

Export: Ingenieria Internacic

Electric Railway Journal ^' Bus Transportation
McGraw- Hill Publications Tenth Avenue at 36th Street, New York
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44The Value of a Good Name''
Excerpts from address by William H. Rankin, President

William. H. Rankin Company, Advertising Agents, before

the Advertising Staff of The New York Times, May 9, 1924.

I
FIND it hard to be-

lieve that you men
fully realize the value of

the good name The New
York Times has won. The
readers of a newspaper
are what makes that

newspaper. The name a

newspaper has with its

readers is what makes
that newspaper a good or

bad advertising medium.
I rank The New York
Times as one of the ten

leading newspapers of the

world— and it isn't the

tenth. In the main, I

think The Times and the

men who represent The Times are too mod-
est about its value as an advertising medium

THE New York Times has pioneered

good newspapers throughout the entire

world. It not only prints "All the News
That's Fit to Print" ; it does not print adver-
tising that is not fit to print. That is why
The Times has won the confidence of its

readers. You have spent millions of dollars

in securing the confidence of 350,000 readers

during the week and about 600,000 on Sun-
day. Do you realize that what you sell is a

blank white page at a cost of less than one-
half cent per copy per home reached, and
that you give the advertiser more value for

the dollar he spends in The New York Times
for white space than he can get any other
place I know about?

FEW advertising men analyze what they
are giving to the advertiser when they

sell him a full page at so little cost. The ad-

vertiser could not deliver his advertisement

for less than one cent if he hired a boy to do
it. Yet you deliver it. you print the page, you
put it into a newspaper that the reader buys
and pays for and invites into his home as his

/ take as my subject "The
Value of a Good Name."
No other thing means so

much to the success of an

advertising campaign. It is

the prime requisite of success

in advertising, no matter

zvhat product is being offered

to the public. I am going to

apply the same principle to

the newspaper business—to

The A^eiv York Times.

personal guest and friend.

A one-cent postcard can-

not compare in value with

a full page in any news-
paper.

IF the advertiser printed

a page and sent it into

those same homes, it

would go in, without in-

vitation, as an intruder,

and it would find its way
into the waste-basket.

But in The New York
Times it is an integral

part of a good newspaper

and the readers have the

assurance that the newspaper stands back of

the advertisement; it supports what is said

in that advertisement. I have known pages

to bring back in actual returns as high as

$10,000; just one page in one home.*****
ADVERTISING is bought and sold on the

. basis of results in values to the adver-

tiser and newspapers like The Times have

helped bring this condition about.*****
1HAVE had advertisements in The Times

that have brought answers from thou-

sands of miles away ; sometimes just a 300-

line or single-column advertisement, too. Ad-
vertising of the right kind placed in The New
York Times, will sell goods to your readers

at a profit to the advertiser and be a support

to the high advertising principles of The
Times.

THE TIMES has a good name in adver-

tising—a good name editorially and in a

news way—and the publishers fully realize

its great and lasting value, so that the paper

is conducted on a basis that makes its good
name a measure of its great deserts.
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Which is the

better way for you?

There are two ways of directing your magazine advertising to women— one,

the broadcast method to reach large numbers ; the other, an intensive drive upon

a selected market.

The difference between the two is the difference between standing on a hilltop

with a basket of feathers, throwing handfuls of them into the air— and that of

using fewer feathers, fitting them to arrows and aiming at a target.

Pursue the first method and many of your feathers may reach the hoped-for

destination. But choose the second; and certainty that you will hit the mark

replaces hope that you may.

If you are selling a household commodity, the homemaking woman is your

natural target, and Modern 'Priscilla will carry your advertising straight to the

bull's eye—
Because, being editorially devoted to home making and home management, its

circulation is automatically limited to the very women you want to reach— a

compact, "hand-picked" market of more than 600,000 women who can and do

buy everything they are convinced they need to help them make better homes.

New York

SMODERN 'PRISCILLA
The Trade Paper of the Home

BOSTON Chicago
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© EivliiK Galloway

JUNE 9, 10 and 11 are the
dates on which the joint ses-
sions of the Association of

Newspaper Advertising Executives
and the Association of Newspaper
Classified Advertising Managers
will be held, at the Deshler Hotel,
Columbus, Ohio. This convention
is distinguished by the fact that
it is the first to be held exclusively
by the newspaper advertising in-
terests, former meetings having
been held in conjunction with the
Advertising Clubs of the World.
Judging from the list of speak-

ers that has been announced (the
full program will be found else-
where in this issue), nothing has
been omitted that would tend to
make this convention the most im-
portant yet held by the newspaper
advertising men. Sessions will be
devoted to local advertising, na-
tional advertising, classified adver-
tising and to office procedure.
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THE H.K.M^CANN COMPANY
? cJd))ertisin^^
(Jur nine operating

offices in eight im-

portant marketing
centers make this

Cbmpany a National

organization in the
trueil and broade^
sense ^ e ^ ^ ^
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Why We Set Sales Quotas for

Our Distributors

By Frank A. Hiter
General Sales Manager, The Bassick Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111.

A
BLACKBOARD on one wall

of my office assembles the
facts about our sales campaign

for this year, and is brought down
to the close of last month. It shows
what we expected to do and did, and
exhibits where we failed and suc-

ceeded. A short while ago the
blackboard disclosed, among other
things, that at the end of February,
when only two months of a new year
had passed into history, one of our
important distributors was already
several thousand dollars in arrears
on his quota.

Now, we do not place much faith

in the idea that if we fail today we
can catch up tomorrow. Because we
do believe, on the contrary, in keep-
ing caught up day by day, a trained
man from headquarters was des-

patched at once into the delinquent
territory, with instructions to dis-

cover what was wrong and clear it up.

j

Given an assignment of that sort
i under ordinary conditions, it is usu-

j

ally necessary for even an expert
investigator to shoot a good deal of

I

ammunition into the bushes before
he finds his target. But in this case

I

our man's first request was

:

"Let me see your quota book."

I

He turned the pages of this big

j

book and tallied the figures, and at
the end of a few hours he knew
[where the branch was failing. This

Frank A. Hiter

particular territory, like many oth-

ers, consists of the headquarters
city and several counties with nu-

merous smaller cities and towns.

Our distributor here had managed
to keep sales fairly high in the prin-

cipal city and in the territory ad-

jacent to his headquarters, but he
had neglected rich possibilities in

distant towns and cities.

The quota book told us all this.

But once the mathematical fact was
established, we still had to discover

the human fault behind it. This
presently yielded to investigation.

The nominal sales manager at

that branch was not functioning as
a sales manager. Although he had
plenty to keep him busy in the of-

fice, he preferred to cover a portion

of the territory himself, competing
with the salesmen under him, and
incidentally not keeping up with the

pace they set. Whenever one of his

salesmen turned up at the office, he
was usually absent calling on pros-

pects of his own, as a result of

which the men were inadequately

supervised, their reports were not

thoroughly checked up, and they
were seldom called to account if they

neglected dealers or towns.

We succeeded in bringing about a

change here. Another man better

qualified for the place was installed

as sales manager, and the former
occupant of that office continued to

devote himself entirely to selling.

The new sales manager reorganized

the force so as to cover thoroughly
all parts of the territory, including

those outlying districts that had
hitherto been neglected. As a re-

sult of these steps, that territory is

already returning to 100 per cent

of its quota.
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What happened in this instance

may be taken as typical of one phase
of a distribution plan based on ex-

act, organized facts that has worked
wonders for us. Until a couple of

years ago we were content to do the

best we could in somewhat hit-or-

miss style; but that is no longer

true. We are through with guess-

ing, and we are satisfied that exact

knowledge in distribution is entirely

possible provided you organize to

get it, and it pays big when you do

get it. I think we have some reason

to be enthusiastic over results. Our

cept that—and here is the nubbin of

the plan—we cooperate with them
far more closely than is usually the

case between the manufacturer and

the independent distributor. They are

bound to us and we to them by the

mutual possibilities for profit which
we have discovered in such coopera-

tion. They work with us and we
with them on terms extraordinarily

close, and the result is intensive dis-

tribution with the largest returns

for all. One distributor, for exam-
ple, who stai'ted with a capital of

$5,000 four and one-half years ago.

every part of our territory, but also

for each class of our product in

every part of the territory.

Setting quotas is one job, and get-

ting them met is another. A year
seems a long time to the average in-

dividual when it is all ahead of him,
and there is a strong inclination to

procrastinate and then try to clean

up with a rush. But we know per-

fectly well from repeated experi-

ences that if today's job is left until

tomorrow, then with two days' jobs

to do in one, something is going to

suffer. So we divide the yearly

Territory
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Maintaining Prices in Spite of

Rising Production Costs

By Alex Moss

Mi
OST manufacturers are in

accord with the opinion that

increasing costs of material

and labor serve to disturb, if not

actually disrupt, basic business con-

ditions. A survey undoubtedly

would disclose instances where fluc-

tuating prices for raw materials

have had the concomitant effect of

slowing up production schedules and
demoralizing trade. It comes as an
agreeable surprise, therefore, to

learn that a leading manufacturer
of chucks—the Jacobs Manufactur-
ing Company, of Hartford, Conn.—
has actually been able to reduce the

price of his product on several oc-

casions since 1920, and to bring
down the average cost of his utility

to the consumer approximately 10

per cent below what it was in 1914.

And this in the face of constantly

rising prices for raw material and
ever-mounting costs for labor and
other overhead.

How was it done? Simply by re-

adjusting plant operation and sales

in agreement with certain basic

fundamental business principles that

are often recognized but just as fre-

quently disregarded. Rising prices

and increased wage scales in 1914

and 1915 constituted as serious a
problem to this New England con-

cern as it did to other manufac-
turers. How to keep prices at the

same level, without sacrificing qual-

ity or relinquishing a fair profit,

presented a puzzle to which most
e.xecutives were seeking an answer.
The Jacobs Company came to the

conclusion that if it could attain

quantity production, and volume of

sales, this would automatically re-

sult in reducing the cost per unit.

As one official of the company put

it: "If we could increase the size of

our market so that it would pay us

S@€tCmdraiiii^iliS

Good Tools and the"Human Equarion''

One of the scrii's of tiro-color, two-pitfif inserts iisi'd bv the ]nrobs Mdnufnctnrin^ Company. This rather

novel campaign of indirect advertising has hronghl excellent resnlls and materially aided the stabilized

price ill bringing demand up to the level where quantity production and further price-maintenance

tvere made possible, without in any way sacrificing quality or profit
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to keep one machine constantly at

work on the output of a single size

of chuck, without having to keep
changing from one size to another,

we would be able to sell our chucks

at the same price we did before costs

went up, and still make the same
profit."

The Jacobs chuck, of itself, is a

small but important part of a drill-

ing machine, whether of the station-

ary or portable electric type. These
drills are used in every industry,

almost without exception. The com-
pany's particular type of chuck pos-

sesses features which recommend it

to the mechanic, chief among these

being that it enables a drill, tap or

other tool to be inserted easily and
tightened securely with one hand.

Having decided upon a program
of standardization and quality pro-

duction, the Jacobs Company real-

ized that this could be brought about

only through a dovetailing of effi-

cient methods in every department

of manufacture and sales. One of

the chief claims made for the drills

on which the chucks were intended

to be used is that they multiplied

man-power. Labor-saving machinery,

aside from its sociological effect of

releasing mankind from drudgery,

reduces costs through increasing

output and conserving human en-

ergy.

The first step taken by the Jacobs

Company, therefore, was to install

additional machinery, which enabled

a radical change in production

methods. It had been the practice

of the company, because of its lim-

ited mechanical facilities, to run
through a certain size of chuck on

a certain machine, and then change
the fixtures to enable the running
through of a different size. With
added equipment one machine could

be set at work on the production of

a certain size of chuck, and kept con-

stantly at it without the loss of time

involved in changing back and forth.

NATURALLY, output increased,

and in this instance increased

far more rapidly in proportion than

did the expense attached to the in-

troduction of the additional machin-
ery. As a result the cost of over-

head was reduced, and this was
safeguarded by the working out of a

definite policy under which all over-

head and office expenses were kept

to a minimum.
A change of the nature here re-

ferred to must often be accomplished

by refinements in design, new meth-
ods of operation and improved ways
of doing things generally, if effi-

ciency is to be attained. Whenever
mechanical modifications or adapta-

tions became necessary, the company
lost no time in readjusting methods
to the enlarged plant facilities.

Special tools and fixtures were
evolved for the accurate and speedy
performance of certain difficult

operations.

Another factor that has helped the

company toward success is its en-

lightened labor policy. The com-
pany works its men on a weekly
wage basis, there being no piece-

work in the factory. An average of

between seventy and eighty men are

constantly employed, and its labor

turnover averages about 50 per cent

a year. As an employee increases

in efficiency his wages are increased,

and a vacation with pay is given to

every one in the plant during the

first week in August. This plan has

been in effect since the organization

of the company in 1912. Where an

employee has been with the factory

for less than thirty days he gets the

vacation just the same, but the pay
for the holiday week is not given to

him until two months later.

It may be of interest to study the

effect of this vacation period, and
learn if the policy of the company
really pays. The turnover records

for June and July of last year show
that not one worker left the com-
pany's employ. In August the turn-

over is found to be higher than

usual, many workers preferring to

take advantage of the vacation pe-

riod before quitting. Even at that,

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 42]
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Semi-Animal Meeting of Association of National Advertisers

BETTER advertising as a factor in better mer-
chandising, was the keynote of the semi-

annual meeting of the Association of

National Advertisers at Cleveland, May 26, 27, 28.

Addresses were made by prominent business execu-

tives on distribution through jobbers and retailers;

distribution through specialized agents or licensees;

distribution by sales through salesmen direct to tlie

consumer. At the banquet. Dr. Charles A. Eaton spoke
on "Does Advertising Advance Civilization?" His

address was broadcasted by station W.J.A.X. Twentj

new members joined the association during the past

year and a new membership program is to be under
taken to' invite prominent advertisers to join.

Resolutions were adopted in favor of private owner
ship, operation and development of railroads anc

other transportation facilities; as opposed to adver

tising in publications of uncontrolled circulation: an(

condemning unethical methods of soliciting adverti?

ing from manufacturers.
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Public Utilities Advertising to Be
Increased 375^ Per Cent

By W. P. Strandhorg
President, Public Utilities Advertising Association

THE systematic progressive use
of paid publicity, chiefly in the

newspapers, is probably mak-
I ing greater headway among public

I utility companies than in any other
I industry in America. From almost
I negligible proportions, the volume
! of utility advertising has expanded
during the past several years so

j

that in 1924 the advertising appro-
' priations of the light and power,

I

gas, electric railway and telephone

I

utilities will aggregate very close to

j

eleven million dollars. This is an
i increase of three million, or ap-

proximately 37% per cent, over the
record of 1923. This, of itself, is a
remarkable showing.

Five years ago, the total volume
of public utility advertising was
somewhere between two and a half
and three million dollars for all

these essential public service indus-
tries, and if we go back a few years
farther we will find that as late as
ten years ago the total had hardly
passed the million-dollar mark. We
must also consider that ten years
ago the major portion of the money
expended for paid publicity could
not be construed as advertising if

measured by any of the present
standards. The greater bulk of

money expended by the utilities com-
panies in those days was nothing
more or less than studied efforts to

obtain protection of generous space
for propaganda purposes in the news
columns of the press.

In the past decade two distinct

forces, one within the utility indus-
try and the other from the outside,

have contributed very largely toward
putting public utility advertising on
la sound economic basis.

I The outside influence was applied
iby individual newspapers and by a
'still greater influence—the various
(powerful newspaper publishers'
jand editorial associations. Our
Snewspaper friends decided, and very
Tightly so, that they were being

,

Vrom the president's, message to the
|innual meeting: of the Public Utilities
Mvertising Association at Atlantic City.

W. p. Strandborg

promiscuously imposed upon by press

agents and propagandists within the

public utilities as well as within an
indiscriminate horde of other indus-

trial, economic and political groups.

The net result was that the news-
papers began to curtail the freedom
of their news columns to material

of all sorts voluntarily offered for

publication, and the suggestion was
pointedly made that the place for

the propagandist to cool his heels

was in the business office and not

the editorial sanctum. This disci-

plinary policy was one of the best

things that has ever happened to

the utilities and other organizations

as well. It began to make them un-

derstand that the newspaper space
had value, that it not only had value
but that it offered the greatest op-
portunity for telling the general
public any story that the utilities

had to tell that was worth being told.

This situation gave impetus to the
inauguration of organic advertising
departments within the utilities, in

charge of capable men.
The other force which has led to

the increase in the volume of adver-
tising on the part of utilities orig-

inated within the industry itself.

The new capital requirements plus
business building needs, together
with desires for service and im-
provement and expansion, and the
urgent necessity for better public

relations generally, all contributed
to put advertising on a sound foot-

ing among the large and more pro-
gressive companies; and these in

turn have been followed bv hundreds
of the smaller public utilities.

It must be admitted that the fig-

ures given in the table below are to a
great extent only estimates, but they
are in every instance based upon the
careful judgment of the men in

charge of the advertising activities

of the national utility associations,

which in turn is based upon definite

information gathered from hundreds
of individual companies.
The gross annual income of the

various public utilities identified

with our association is now about
three and a quarter billions. In
general merchandising fields the ad-
vertising allowance runs all the way
from a minimum of 2 per cent up
to a maximum of sometimes over 7

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 60]
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Pencil Sketches by Earl Horter
These Charming Renderings, Made by the Artist for the Joseph Dixon

Crucible Company, Were Used in a Series of Advertisements

Featuring Dixon's Eldorado Pencil

Ruins of ancieni Roman temple, Italy

Street scene, Grasse, France

Chateau of Chenonceau, Central France

(.luirili al Mcaux, Fra:
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Adapting Sales Methods to Meet
Present Conditions

By George Frank Lord
Chevrolet Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

m:
ERCH ANDISING to-

day means the scientific em-
ployment of every known de-

vice or method for hunting or

creating customers. The automobile

industry has been among the last to

j

sense this radical change in selling

methods, chiefly because up to the

I latter half of 1923 the spontaneous

; demand for automobiles exceeded

the production.

To be an automobile dealer, one
. had but to invest a modest amount

I

of capital, get a place of business

j

with a large plate glass window, a

few automobiles to display and one
! or more "floor salesmen"—otherwise

order takers—to pacify insistent
' prospectives who wanted deliveries
' a week to a month before the cars

I could be obtained from the factories.

! The rather rapid change from this

ii condition to one necessitating ag-

; gressive, modern merchandising

I
methods, which has occurred within

t
the last twelve months, found few

j

automobile dealers prepared to

i change their methods.
I Those who were quick enough to

I sense the change sold many more
I automobiles the first four months of

i this year than in the same period

1 last year. The others sold many less

! than last year.
' The automobile industry is there-

1
fore faced with the problem of con-

! verting passive storekeepers and
passive floor order takers into ag-

gressive modern merchandisers of

I

automobiles.

I

This is by no means an easy prob-
! lem to solve, because the obstacle is

I
that greatest of all obstacles—the

,
stand pat or reactionary mental at-

I

titude.

I

It is far easier to change radically

I

the construction, style and selling

price of a manufactured commodity
and secure public approval of same
than to change the mental attitude
of a sales force.

The mental obstacle to the neces-

From an address before the semi-annual
meeting of the Association of National Ad-
vertisers, Cleveland. Ohio.

sary change in methods can only be
overcome by the spur of necessity,

arising from decreasing store sales,

and by unremitting propaganda and
educational work among dealers and
salesmen.

What are the selling methods
essential to meet the changed con-

ditions? First, as is necessary in

every organized effort, there must
be a careful analysis of all factors

of the situation—in this case the

most important preliminary is an
analysis of the possible market for

automobiles.

We as manufacturers must analyze

the whole market; dealers must
analyze their respective territories,

and salesmen their blocks or por-

tions of these territories.

Recently one of the thousands of

Chevrolet retail salesmen was asked
these questions : "How many meat
markets are there in your county?"
and "How many Chevrolet com-
mercial cars are in use in your
county?" To both questions he
answered: "I do not know and have
no means of finding out."

THE first half of his statement
was obviously correct—the sec-

ond half was not. We pointed out
that he could ascertain the number
of meat markets by consulting com-
mercial credit books, or dealer li-

cense records, or wholesale meat
dealers. He could find out how many
commercial Chevrolets were in use
by consulting the local car license

bureau or the automobile dealers'

records for a few years. He further

intimated that he was too busy
working from 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.
trying to sell Chevrolets to bother
about statistics.

Here we have a good example of

the mental obstacle to be overcome.
This salesman could not sell com-
mercial Chevrolets in volume be-

cause he had no idea of the quantity

or location of possible buyers or of

present owners to whom pros-

pectives could be referred.

In analyzing the market for a low-

priced automobile we start out with
the theory that every adult is a pos-

sible buyer. In the United States

there are about 110,000,000 people

or about 24,000,000 families. Practi-

cally every family is able, under
modern financing methods, to buy a
low-priced car. The fact that there
are in use about 14,000,000 automo-
biles does not materially modify our
figures because the owners of these

cars are confirmed motorists and
sooner or later will be prospectives

for our product.

IT must also be remembered that

14,000,000 cars in use does not
mean that 14,000,000 families are
supplied with cars, because the total

includes commercial cars and numer-
ous cases of multiple ownership of

passenger cars. Certainly not more
than 12,000,000, or half of our fam-
ilies, own cars.

This leaves an immediate open
market of 12,000,000 families and,
based on the average car life of six

years, an annual replacement mar-
ket of approximately 2,000,000 cars.

Thus we arrive at a total possible
market of 14,000,000 cars.

The production of new cars and
trucks of all makers is now run-
ning about 3,500,000 per year, or
about one-fourth of the possible

market. As about 85 per cent of all

cars sold are in the low-priced, less-

than-$l,000 class in which Chevrolet
belongs, it is obvious that the mar-
ket is ample to absorb our produc-
tion provided our cars are properly
merchandised to that market.
What constitutes such adequate

merchandising? First, and fore-

most, it must be realized that there

are many more possible buyers out-

side our dealers' places of business
than ever come to them voluntarily.

Where are they?
According to our analysis of the

market, and actual results obtained

through sales effort based on such

analysis, they are everywhere.
To illustrate: A good Chevrolet

salesman at Everett, Wash., who
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had been looking up prospectives in

the surrounding territory during the

open weather, found himself hemmed
in by the heavy snows of winter, yet

he kept right on leading the local

sales force.

When asked how he got such re-

sults he replied: "I have been told

that the whole public constitutes our

market; therefore, since I cannot

travel the country roads, I simply

ask everyone I meet if I can sell

them Chevrolets. Many say no, but

enough are interested to enable me
to keep up my volume."

This recipe for success as an auto-

mobile salesman may seem simple

and obvious—especially to sellers of

commodities that have to be forced,

such as life insurance or correspond-

ence courses; but it must be re-

membered that most automobile

salesmen have been accustomed to

living on spontaneous demand ap-

pearing in the stores of dealers, and

are not salesmen as compared with

life insurance representatives.

No life insurance agent would ex-

pect that the mere opening of an

office and advertising for prospec-

tives would enable him to succeed

selling insurance, yet that is exactly

how the automobile business has

been done in the past.

Therefore, the first principle of

successful merchandising of low-

priced automobiles is to ask every-

one you meet to buy one. Poor people

buy them because of low price and
economical operation. Rich people

buy them as extra cars, for their

wives or children or for going to

and from work.
However, merely asking everyone

to buy is a somewhat unorganized

method of merchandising because

each automobile dealer has specific

models in definite quantities of which
he must dispose. For that reason

solicitation should be so organized

as to develop sales for the models

and quantities he has to sell.

To illustrate: assume that a

Chevrolet dealer has contracted to

sell in one year 300 cars, subdivided

as follows: 100 tourings, 30 road-

sters, 60 sedans, 25 two-passenger
coupes, 20 four-passenger coupes, 15

deluxe tourings, 30 ton-trucks and
20 commercial chassis.

If he depends on spontaneous de-

mand in his store, or even miscella-

neous or unorganized solicitation, it

is improbable that the demand will

appear for the various models in the

quantities he has for sale.

For instance, he may find that

tourings or ton-trucks are moving
slowly. Under the old system of op-

eration he would be out of luck and
say, "There is little demand for these

models." Under modern merchandis-
ing methods, he determines through
his market analysis who and where
are the people who ought to buy
these models and goes and sells them.
For instance, knowing the chief

uses of ton-trucks and being able

to determine the number and loca-

tion of all possible users, he will

have salesmen call on all these

people, knowing that such calls will

definitely locate the prospectives and
good salesmanship will do the rest.

One important factor of such

merchandising is that it breaks down
the total sales project into groups
of models, divided into seasons when
they sell easiest, and again divided

among the number of salesmen.

If such a 300-car dealer has four
salesmen, he can charge each with
the job of selling 75 cars. He can
assign in each 75 so many of this

model and so many of the others.

The salesman can then break down
his own problem into twelve months
and estimate how many of each
model he can sell in each month.

Look at Business Sanely
By J. P. Harris

Vice-President, Union Trust Company, Cleveland, Ohio

THE fundamental conditions

underlying business today are

absolutely sound. Not in a

generation have we found such a

community of elements all making
for sound business principles as we
find them today. There is an abun-

dance of credit in this country.

Money is cheap.

Not only have we cheap credit and
abundance of it, but we also have
on dealers' shelves and on manufac-
turers' shelves throughout the coun-

try a paucity of goods. We find

among our clients, for example, that

they are buying from hand to mouth,
and I think that is the rule the

country over. We find that there

are no large or inflated inventories

such as thei'e were in 1919 and 1920.

The business man has apparently

learned his lesson, and we find that

the consuming power of the public

is not only as great as it has been

at any time in the past, but that it

needs only a little urging to come
into the markets and take goods.

Inflated labor today is the chief

element in the high cost of living.

Until we can get either an increased

efficiency of labor or a decreased

wage which will represent more ade-

quately the kind of product which
labor produces, then we are on un-

safe ground with regard to perma-
nent prosperity in this country.

We are at the present time un-

doubtedly in a declining market, so

far as costs of finished products and
raw materials are concerned, and the

problem in the manufacturing plants

in the next eight or ten or fifteen

years is going to be with the pur-

chasing agent. In the past, certain-

ly up to the period of the war, the

From an address before the Association
of National Advertisers, Cleveland, Ohio.

purchasing agent could pile up raw
material with the assurance that if

he bought more than his present

needs required, in a little time he

would have a profit on that material.

I think for the next eight or ten

years the situation is going to be
reversed. It is going to be a prob-

lem of getting your material through
your plant and out to your ultimate

consumer in the smallest possible

time.

I think the purchasing agent is

going to be the keystone of the arch

in business profits in the next eight

or ten years ; but, on the other hand,

hand-to-mouth buying as I see it is

utterly uncalled for and unjustified

at this time. If I would suggest

that there is any danger at all ahead
of us, it is that the country will

suddenly wake up to the fact that

the supply of goods is limited on

dealers' and distributors' shelves and
that everybody will start in to buy

at once. If we have an occasion

of that kind, we will turn from
a buyer's market into a seller's mar-

ket over night, and then it will be
i

the problem of the banks to put

down the lid on a possible inflation.

I believe that before many weeks
are over you are going to find the

business men of this country won-
dering what all this depression or

talk of depression was about.

The time is ripe now for a vigor-

ous selling campaign. All we our-

selves need is a little dose of con-

fidence. We've got to have confi-

dence before we can inspire it in

others. If we get that confidence

in ourselves and go out among our

customers with a display of that con-

fidence in our own actions and In

our own countenance, we will not

fail to come back with the goods!
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Advertising Methods Used to Sell

City Transportation Service
Why and How the People of London, England, Get the Best and

Cheapest Transportation Service of Modern Times

Mi
OST advertisers and adver-

tising men in the United

States know something of the

poster advertising of The Under-

ground (London), but few, I be-

lieve, know of the sales activities

and the press advertising described

in this ai-ticle. The poster adver-

tising of The Underground, splendid

as it has always been, would, for

various good reasons, be adaptable

for use in only a few cases else-

where; the press advertising, on the

other hand, could not only be

adapted in many other cities, but it

suggests sound ideas applicable to

other businesses where the problem

consists of dealing with immense
numbers of prospective buyers.

"London's Underground" is the

familiar name for the company con-

trolling certain tube, train, tram
(street car) and motor bus systems.

1
London is faced with traffic prob-

{
lems which would seem to be harder

I to solve than those of smaller and

I

more modern cities. The immense

I

area covered by the city ( over 700

I
square miles as against the 327 of

I Greater New York, the 23 of Boston,

j
or the 32 of Toronto), the narrow,

[
winding streets, the enormous ve-

! hicular traffic (at more than six dif-

I
ferent points in the area this

I

reaches a total of 31,000 to 56,000

I

vehicles every twelve hours), the

I strenuous competition of munici-

I

pally owned and other street car and
' railway systems, and of a taxi serv-

i ice which provides one taxi to every

I 250 people—these are factors which
are not to be found elsewhere.

Yet, by well planned advertising,

backed, of course, by an organiza-
tion almost as perfect in its work-
ing as a well made watch, the di-

rectors have sold the service to the

public at a cost which is, I believe,

lower than that of any other large
city; and they have, at the same
time, earned a fair dividend on the

money invested. The stock-turn fig-

By Vol Fisher

"GENERAL" EVENING
MOTOR COACH

TOURS

THE following is the programme of Evening
Motor Coach Tours which the London
General Ommbus G)mpany will nm during

the 1923 Season. All these Tours start from con-
venient' Suburban centres, leaving at 6 p.m. and
returning to Town at about 9 p.m.
Conanmdjtg To

June 13th OxsHon & EpsoM

June I3tb

June uth &

Harrow & RuisLipf
WAITHA.M ABBFy & Er'PIS(

I

Shepherds Bush
' Haouncrsmich
1 Pumcy
' KlUgSCOQ

Goldcrs Green
Golden Green
Dalston

FARE 3 6 PER PASSENGER

Buses used during the rush
hours in the city are featured

for private hire and for gen-

eral evening tours, thus effec-

tively reducing the overhead

ures and the percentage cost of the

advertising, however, are such as to

arouse the envy of the storekeeper

who could scarcely hope to touch the

high level of the former nor the low
level of the latter, at least not under
present conditions of trading.

To follow the simile of the de-

partment store, the advertising of

The Underground may be divided

into four main divisions, each cov-

ering a group of departments. These
four divisions use distinctly differ-

ent copy which, for advertising pur-

poses, might be departmentally
classed as city sales, country sales,

wholesale and institutional.

The advertising used by the "city

sales department" is addressed pri-

marily to the masses who use the

buses and tubes for business jour-

neys and, in the evening, for theater

and concertgoing.

A typical announcement is headed
"15 Minutes and Where Are You?"
A series of diagrams shows the dis-

tance covered between two points

on the tube railways by (1) walk-
ing, (2) the bus, (3) taxi, (4) the

tube. Each of the four sets of illus-

trations given proves the truth of

the slogan at the foot of the adver-
tisement, "It's quicker by Tube than
by Taxi." Another piece of copy
headed "Save Money on Your Jour-
neys" shows the economy of buying
a season ticket, the slogan in this

case being "Your pleasure rides cost

you nothing." "Why Run Any
Risk?" is the heading to an adver-

tisement setting forth the advan-
tages of the tubes for evening travel

—even temperatures, 64 deg. F. No
fog, no damp, no dark. Fares and
times between two points are shown
thus:

From PiccadiUy Circiis to Baker Street
By Tube, S minutes. Fare 2(3. (4 cents)
By Bus. 131/j minutes. Fare 2d. (4 cents)
By Taxi, 11 minutes. Fare 2s. (4S cents)

(The time and fare on four different
journeys are shown.

)

In these particular cases it will be

seen that one department apparently

"knocks" another, since The Under-
ground owns both the buses and the

tubes. The reason is to be found
in a trait of the British people which
most Americans find curious. The
Briton loves the open air to such an
extent that the bus is far and away
the first favorite. Even though half

the total number of passengers car-
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ried on the buses ride outside, on
the upper deck, the Londoner pre-

fers it even to the spotlessly clean

tubes in which the air is changed
several times per day. The 3,500,000
carried by the buses of this company
on an average day drop only by half

a million on a pouring wet day. The
preference for the bus is shown by
the proportion carried by them of

the total carried by all the means of

transportation operated by this par-
ticular company—buses, tubes and
trains. Of 1,124,000,000 rides given.

931,750,000 were on the bus.

"The wholesale department" is

the hire department of the bus di-

vision. From it one can hire an
open motor coach for a pai'ty outing,

a private bus for night work (the

London papers announced that on
St. Valentine's Night every available

bus was booked), or any one of a

large variety of planned sightseeing

tours in the city or into the sur-

rounding country. Thus, one adver-
tisement pictures a motor coach and
gives a list of tours available for

either the whole day, halfday or

evening. Another offers tours on
buses leaving suburban points at 6

p. m. and touring the beautiful

country adjacent to the metropolis.

Three hours for 75 cents scarcely

suggests profiteering. Other pieces

of copy feature the private hire de-

partment. Since the buses in this

department are those used during
the rush hours in the city, effective

work is being done in reducing the
overhead.

The "country sales department"
was originally commenced to deal

with what was then practically a by-
product but is now one of the best
sellers in the line. To maintain
rapid service during the rush hours
the company was compelled to oper-
ate at those hours a larger number

K.i.lt.-^». ŝ:..»>.».^.»'..^^^.»:>.^>^ • »>j

A NEW YEAR'S MESSAGE
FROM

THE UNDERGROUND
1,^00,000,000 Pasienpers

THAT IS the record for the year 1923 for the Under-
ground Group of Companies, so that every Londoner
tiBvclled, on the average, 219 times tn the year m

either its railway cars, tramcars or motor otnrubuses. Its

popularity is clearly immense. Although the past year has
been marred by unemployment and poor trade, yet the
number of passengers earned exceeded that of 1922 by
2O7,0<»,0(» and was 155,000,000 more than the pfe\'ious

bumper year of 1920.

tg24 must break [he record

There are good signs m the weekly traffic returns. The num-
ber of passengers is growmg steadily. This means that trade
IS unprovmg and unemployment lessening. They lusufy the
Underground's lookmg forward with belter spirits towards
brighter prospcas m 1924. The Underground will, in 1924,
add 170 cars to its railway rolling stock to operate over 13
iiles of new and reconstructed luies, and 760 motor

oimubuses ti s fleet.

>ib. •>•>•> •>•>'> -yA •>>> • >>•! • •>v, •x>> •>>.. -Vj-^ gr

W ord pictures that lure the
city dweller into the country
also serve to keep motire
equipment in operation dur-
ing ivhat would otherwise be

periods of inactivity

of buses than was necessary during
normal hours. This is a condition,

of course, which obtains in nearly
every city, and one which adds
greatly to the overhead. The Un-
derground solved the problem by
planning special services for the
evenings, Saturday afternoons, Sun-
days and holidays. Special buses
leave points in the outer suburbs for

places of interest still farther out.

Every beauty spot, historical build-

ing, or other rendezvous within
thirty miles of the city can be
reached by vehicles running on well

planned time tables.

In educating the public to make
full use of these special services,

posters played a great part. Beauti-
ful views in color appealed to the
eye; pictures of the lilac or rhodo-
dendron in bloom at Kew Gardens,
of the country lanes hedged with
sweet smelling hawthorn, or pink
with the blossoms of the wild rose,

free for plucking, tempted the jaded
city worker to spend a few coppers
on a bus journey into the country
in the evening or on the weekly half-

THESE advertisements are
characteristic of the copy

run in the London dailies. The
space taken, 6 by 5 inches, costs

.$500 per insertion. The Lon-
don main line and electric

railway between them carry
20,360,000 passengers per year
per single mile of track, about
five times as many as those car-

ried on the New York subway

holiday. The sight of thousands of
city dwellers returning in the dusk
of Sunday evenings laden with the
wild flowers which grow in such pro-
fusion in England, is eloquent of
the success of the good work done
by this department.
The press campaign is planned to

supplement the work of the posters
in this direction. One illustrated

advertisement before me headed
"Bluebell Sunday" tells the reader
that next Sunday is Bluebell Sun-
day. It paints a word picture of
the woods, hills and valleys where
bluebells grow in profusion, then it

lists the buses by number which visit

these sylvan glens. Every bus and
tram in this system carries a plainly
seen number corresponding to the
destination and the route traversed.
Thus, six buses may travel between
two given points by different routes,
yet by the number, in addition to
the name on the destination board,
the traveler knows exactly which
streets the bus traverses. "Hamp-
ton Court." "Epping Forest,"
"Windsor Castle," are other head-
ings to advertisements emanating
from this department, and they indi-
cate the style of copy used.

The Underground issues a tre-

mendous volume of maps and guides
to meet the requirements of virtu-
ally every class of traveler. The
sightseer can obtain, on request,
street plans showing the position of
every theater and concert hall.

Others show museums and places of
interest. One, greatly appreciated
by foreign visitors, is planned for
use on the upper deck of buses,
treating the route as a straight line.

This describes every point of inter-
est on either side. More ambitious
are the books and guides issued by
the country sales department. Golf-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 67]
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ShaU We Kill a

Valuable Medium?
|HE time has come to face the fact that if direct-

by-mail advertising increases in volume during

the next ten or fifteen years in proportion to its

irrowth in the past five years, we shall well-nigh have

killed what has always been an exceedingly effective

method of advertising.

Already the business man's daily mail is becoming

so choked with circulars and form letters and broad-

sides and booklets and trick mailing pieces that it has

become extremely burdensome. And it is the same
with the housewife; the postman hands in a fat bundle

of mail two or three times a day, most of which is

printed matter, much of it of such character that she

doesn't even bother to open it at all.

In this last fact lies the danger to direct-by-mail ad-

vertising. So heavy is people's mail growing that in

self-protection men and women alike are beginning to

develop a mail-sorting habit that threatens to under-

mine the effectiveness of direct-by-mail advertising to

an alarming extent. At a certain New York suburban

station where the men call at the post-office for their

mail on the way to the train, this habit may be seen

in operation any morning. The post-office lies a short

block from the station. Emerging from the post-office,

man after man will be seen to sort out his voluminous

mail hastily as he walks to the station. Arriving there,

he mechanically steps over to the waste barrel and

tosses into it a generous handful of envelopes and
folders of assorted sizes and shapes, unopened. The
waste barrel has come to be known as "the filing cab-

inet," and the ceremony as "filing my morning mail."

Who is to blame for this? Obviously, the stores and
business houses which contribute to this flood of printed

matter and form letters that has grown to such propor-

tions that people will not take time even to tear open the

envelopes of a considerable portion of their daily mail.

It may be argued that there is no greater waste here

than in other forms of advertising ; that the newspaper
and the magazine and the business journal and the

various other circulating media, are so full of adver-

tising that people don't stop to study each advertise-

ment. And that is true. But there is this difference,

that the periodical advertisement is already "opened,"
where it must register to a certain extent if the pages
are turned ever so casually or hastily ; whereas most
direct advertising fails utterly if it is not opened.
But entirely aside from that, and taking at their full

face value the claims of direct-by-mail enthusiasts, that
even with all the waste, this form of advertising often

shows better results per dollar expended than any other,

is it not time that serious attention be given to the

problem of conserving the effectiveness of this medium?
Should such a valuable form of advertising be blunder-
ingly smothered to death?
The Direct Mail Advertising Association has done a

big job in bringing about an appreciation of the im-
portance of this medium, and in developing ways and
means of using it effectively. It seems to us that

Association now faces a bigger job: that of stemming

the tide that threatens to swamp the average citizen's

mail. If this is to be done, and direct-by-mail advertis-

ing saved to us as the effective advertising medium or

method that it is, now is the time for those interested

in its development to heed the signs.

It strikes us that the next convention of the D. M.
A. A. might well devote itself to this vital problem and
build the program around it. "Less and Better" might
be the keynote. Only by some concentrated effort to

improve the quality and interest of direct-by-mail ad-

vertising, and at the same time curtail the number of

mailings, focus appeals more sharply, use the try-out

more intelligently, and prune lists to the quick, can
those who utilize this medium protect their interests.

Sanity in the "Billboard" Discussion

THOSE who listened last week to the address in

Cleveland of Mrs. W. L. Lawton, chairman of

the National Committee for the Restriction of

Outdoor Advertising, could not fail to be impressed

both by her sincerity and her determination.

Nevertheless, in giving publicity to this movement
and seeking to arouse public opinion, newspaper editors

have failed to discriminate—as Mrs. Lawton intended

they should—between signs which blot the counti-yside

and those confined to appropriate and commercial loca-

tions. In fact their zeal in developing this discussion

is beginning to be looked upon with something like

suspicion by many important advertisers.

We think that business men and editors should ap-

proach the subject sanely and in the light of all the

facts, and refuse to be stampeded into either a whole-

sale condemnation of outdoor advertising or an equally

wholesale and ingenuous glorification of the "bill-

boards." They should recognize that in some instances

the use of outdoor advertising has been shamefully

abused, and that further regulation is probably desir-

able ; but that the total abolition of outdoor advertising

would impose needless hardship upon those who find

it one of their most effective mediums.

A Recipe for Poor Business

AT the Convention of the Association of National

Advertisers, Carl Gazely, of Yawman & Erbe,

^ asked why publication representatives think it

necessary to preface their current solicitations with

whispered inquilfies concerning business conditions.

One man, when told th^t the Yawman & Erbe busi-"'

ness was prospering, seemed surprised. "That so?" he

queried. "I understand from So-and-So that the Blank

Company recently laid off 200 men"—mentioning a

company which actually was working to capacity.

"Go back and tell So-and-So that he's a liar," said Mr.

Gazely. And to evei"y ambitious retailer of gloom he

asks: "How do you know? Who told you so? Who
told him?"

Peddling of misinformation concerning "conditions"

is a poor substitute for conversation, but a sure recipe

for poor business. Those who indulge in it should be

promptly squelched.
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The Small Agency

and the Profits Question
Is There a Standard of Coiiiparisoii for Profits?

By Norman Krichbauni

AQUERY that seems to be fre-

quently voiced by agency men,
particularly in reference to

the smaller agency, is this: What is

the average net profit percentage
earned by agencies? What is the

natural expectation of profit?

Many dictums, more or less au-

thoritative, have from time to time
been heard on this question. One
answer, and one which appears to

have acquired (though from what
omniscient oracle is a matter for

some cynicism) a semblance of

hoary tradition and right to venera-

tion, places the figure at 3 per cent.

Personally, I have always taken this

digit to represent, moi-e than any-
thing else, a device on the part of

some agency men to deprecate the

common assumption on the part of

their clients that the agency meal is

over-rich in "gravy." In other
words, I believe it to be a gesture,

rather than a figure of any conse-

quence. Certainly fair-minded busi-

ness men would consider agencies in

many cases entitled to, and not be-

grudge them, a net in excess of 3

per cent. However, it is not to be

denied that the figure has stuck in

the minds of many advertising men,
and it may be actually more authen-
tic than I suppose.

Other assertions often encoun-
tered reveal the magic figure as high
as 10 or 12 per cent, and still others

give vent to more ambitious pro-

nouncements and set the percentage
as high as 50, or in extremely rare

cases even better.

These divergencies only serve to

whet the agency man's curiosity as

to what a representative amount
really is, and how it is arrived at

—

by what process of calculation.

It is easy to understand, too, how
an agency man, continually faced

with his clients' probliems of costs,

overhead, selling prices and profits,

wants to apply the same inspection

and analysis to his own business,

and get a really scientific grasp of

his operations.

In this search for an index to the

net results of the business he con-

ducts, he feels the necessity of a
standard of comparison—a knowl-
edge of what is held to be, in his

particular line, a normal profit. He
asks. What am I to expect? and the
only answer is an echo to his ques-

tion. Let us examine the reasons
why his inquiry invariably resolves

itself into a boomerang.
As a preliminary to this discus-

sion, it must be well understood that

the agency man, when he sets out

to apply to his own business the

same rules and tests that hold for

most other businesses, finds himself

confronted with many little pecu-

liarities and perplexities more or

less germane to his activities.

THESE unique little facets of his

proposition interpose themselves

at a score of angles that disturb the

ordinary refractions of average
principles applied to average busi-

ness.

Take his selling situation. He
cannot lay out a given sales expense

with a fair assurance of a given re-

sult, or anything like it. If a cer-

tain one of his sales representatives

brings in a gross of $100,000 in ac-

counts in a year, neither he nor

Babson can foretell what those par-

ticular accounts are going to net.

If he were in the shoe manufactur-
ing business he covld tell, to a

nicety. Neither can he tell whether
that representative is going to

bring in atiy business the following

year, which is a condition not en-

countered in many lines. His sales

effort, therefore, is largely prose-

cuted in the dark, and bound to be

in that sense less intelligent than it

customarily is in most fields. Com-
paring one agency with another, it

will also be disproportionately re-

sultful, with corresponding effects

on profits.

He faces a similar exemption from
all the rules of business practice on

everv account he carries. What or-

i

dains his peculiar individual pi'opor-

tion of "gravy" accounts to "pot-

boilers" and "heart-breakers"? Cer
tainly not always his just deserts

The returns on different accounts,

for a given amount of work ex-

pended, are so various and totally

irreconcilable, that volume of busi-

ness on an account means little in

arriving at agency revenue—and
this dissimilarity is pronounced, on
small accounts especially.

Furthermore, the agency owner is

concerned with a professional serv-

ice, not a stereotyped business on a

rubber-stamp production basis. He
cannot depend at all on the law of

supply and demand for his volume

—

he can only ogle Lady Luck for a

decent share from that vicious cir-

cle, agency account turnover. He
cannot judge competition at all in

advance, as a manufacturer com-
monly can. Whereas two industrial

plants, making the same product,

are subject to comparative systems
of production, costs, overhead and

sales, the agency owner, like any
professional man, finds that he must
make his own rules and that these

are not necessarily his competitor's.

These conditions are deterrents,

the force of which can scarcely be

denied, and which influence the so-

lution of the problem.

FOR my own part, I have always

found agency men reticent on the

score of disclosing a figure to be

properly called their net profits.

This attitude is undoubtedly to be

attributed not so much to secrecy as

to a hesitancy occasioned by skepti-

cism regarding the validity of their

figures—a doubt as to whether they

were actually talking about what
they were asked to talk about.

This dubiousness as to what the

figure honestly represents, or should

represent, is quite natural, and

arises, like the difficulties enumer-

ated above, out of the peculiarities

of agency organization.

In the first place, what is a fair

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 32]
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Send for Information

—

with Variations

By Marsh K, Powers

ACCORDING to the rule-book,

after an advertisement has ful-

,. filled its first three require-

ments—after it has attracted your
attention, roused your interest and

I created in your mind a desire for the

commodity advertised—there still re-

mains another task for it to accom-

}

plish. The rule-book says it should

I inspire you to action.

How various advertisers "tell 'em

1
what to do" is the topic of this

1 article.

I In the main you will find that the

;

great majority of all advertisements,

somewhere in their closing para-

j

graphs, play on one of five themes

—

! "Write for Catalog," "Send for

I Sample," "Let a representative call,"

i
"Let us quote you," or "Ask your
dealer." An examination of general

magazines and business papers

\

shows that there are apparently two
; schools of copywriting—one is quite

content to render any of these five
' tunes just as it was first written in
' the early days of advertising ; the

other consistently seeks a way to

give a twist of novelty to the well-

worn themes.

As a starter let us take first the

"closers" which seek to get us into

touch with the local representative

of the advertiser. The variants
from the usual cut-and-dried phras-
ing in themselves form a decidedly

interesting and suggestive collection.

Here are seven different ways of

saying "ask your dealer" or "call and
see the goods."

Chandler achieves distinctiveness
by the simple device of making use
of a word that is unusual in this par-
ticular application—"Go to your
Chandler dealer and borrow a car.

Drive it yourself and see."

Jewett uses its hook to carry a re-

minder of feminine influence (or,

should we say, control?) with this

phrasing

—

Jewett Special is truly

—

"a dream to

drive." Let "her" decide at the nearby
Jewett dealer's salesroom after a dem-
onstration.

Corona, too, gets a nice vari-

ation into the opening phrase of two

Tecla promotes the desire-to-buy

by offering to send selections on

approval through local bankers

lines well packed with instructions

and information

—

Look for "Corona" iyi your

book, or write us for our new illus-

trated folder. Price $50 with case. In

Canada $69.

The Scottish Woolen Trade Mark
Association, Ltd. (the use of "Trade

Mark" in the name is, by the way, an

effective variation from usual prac-

tice in christening trade organiza-

tions), utilizes its "tell 'em" para-

graph to cany also a complimentary

reference to its distributors

—

Ask your upper-class tailor or

clothier to show you the trademark on

the cloth or the label.

"Call now," says Erskine-Dan-
forth. "Decorators and their clients

are always welcome."
"Consult your architect," says the

Kerner Incinerator, a use of the pro-

fessional reference which is surpris-

ingly little used.

Fisk, after asserting the economy

of its Flat Tread Cords, advisss

"Ask your dealer to show you why."

Sherwin-Williams, instead of
merely sending you to your dealer,

makes that procedure logical by
adding a reason for it

—

Tell your Sherwin-Williams dealer

the surface you wish to protect or

beautify, and he will give you the right

finish for that surface.

The Sherwin-Williams advertise-

ment, however, is double-hooked, for

there is also a paragraph containing

these instructions—-"Send 50c. (6.5c.

in Canada) for The Home Painting
Manual, 170 page book with 27 full

page color plates."

Vogue takes the tone of helpful-

ness rather than of a mere desire to

make a sale—

•

Reserve your copy of this issue at

the news stand. Or, better still, sub-

scribe by the year.

While Vogue's Paris Information

Bui-eau is able to offer a decided

novelty in the form of these in-

structions

—

Say to the taxi-driver , "Numero
deux, Rue Edouard VII"; Say to the

doorman, "Vogue."

A decidedly pleasing variant from
the stereotyped "Ask your local

dealer" phrasing is the closing para-

graph used by Marshall Field & Co.

to aid the sale of Athena Underwear.
There is nothing vague or unspecific

in this

—

Ask the saleswoman, at the dry goods
or department store advertising Athena
in your community, to show you its

seven distinctive points of superiority.

Ovington's in similar fashion,

when talking to a golfing audience,

close with very definite advice

—

Ask for Mr. James B. Colgan—he

specializes on helping clubs get good
prizes. Even if you can't come, he can
still help in two ways, first by sending

a booklet containing 100 good sugges-

tions and second, by giving his personal

attention to your commands.

As compared with the foregoing,

there are considerably fewer novel-

ties in the form of closing para-

graphs aimed at sampling the ad-

vertised article. The three selected
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will serve as typical of this kind of

"hook."

Our old friend, Packer's Tar Soap,

makes this "Special Sample Offer"

—

To introduce all three Packer prod-

ucts—a generous sample of Packer's

Tar Soap, Packer's Liquid Shampoo
and Packer's Charm, a soothing skin

lotion excellent for sunburn and insect

bites, will be mailed on receipt of 25c.

—

or send 10c. for any one sample. We
will gladly send, free, a copy of our

Manual, "How to Care for the Hair and
Scalp." Address The Packer Manu-
facturing Co., Inc., Dept. 86-F, 120

West Thirty-second Street, New York,

N. Y. (Please do not address sample
requests to our Canadian distributors.)

The Smith-Lee Company prints on

its coupon, which reads along the

clip line "Just tear off—sign—and
mail,"

—

Without obligation, please send me
a month's supply of Perfection Milk

Bottle Caps.

and gains distinction by introducing

the novelty of the time element in

the phrase "a. month's supply."

Tecla Pearls conclude with "upon
receipt of New York references, se-

lections gladly sent an approval."

Service in response to an inquiry

is a frequent offer and adds to our

collection some decidedly interesting

examples of closing appeals. Expeit
counsel is almost always the basis

of the service offer.

"Send plans and specifications for

cost estimate," the Appalachian
Marble Company advises its archi-

tect audience.

"Let the Canadian Pacific arrange
your trip now," is the way that rail-

road departs from the more general

custom of proffering folders and
time-tables, though it should be

noted that it takes the precaution of

adding, "Information and reserva-

tions at" and lists its offices.

Alemite, in a business paper ad-

vertisement, closes with this exhor-

tation to action

—

Does your situation present an ex-

ceptionally difficult problem in lubrica-

tion? Are you letting inefficient lubri-

cation cut down your profits—and ruin
your machinery? Don't "take a chance."

It's too easy to call in an Alemite Lu-
brication expert, who'll be glad to give

you the benefit of his experience with-

out obligating you in any way. A let-

ter will start things moving.

The Oak Flooring Bureau takes

even greater precautions—in fact.

true piscatorial sportsmen would
considers its methods decidedly un-

ethical since it employs a triple barb
when fishing in architectural waters.

One paragraph, in the body copy,

offers three booklets. Another, in

the outer margin, instructs you to

"See our catalogue in Sweet's—see

page 481, 17th Edition." And a

third paragraph, also in the border-

ing white space, advises

—

Put your flooring problems up to our

experienced flooring experts. We will

gladly serve you.

Probably the most unusual "hook"
of all that are here quoted comes
under this "service" classification.

It is the one used by the Sefton

Manufacturing Company, makers of

corrugated shipping containers, fold-

ing cartons, retail delivery boxes and
food pails. Here is a suggestion
which, when you stumble across it

in a newspaper advertisement, be-

cause of the unusual message of its

first sentence, makes you stop and
think. (I have heard indirectly from
a Sefton salesman that this has
proved an effective lead-producer.)

Ship a case of your product to the

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 59]
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Conquering Sand With]
Alemite

"Look jor the nearest Corona store in your phone book," states this typewriter company, and thus

localize its national advertising. Alemite creates interest by offering to solve difficult lubrication problems
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Written by Our Readers
In Which Many Interesting Viewpoints Are Expressed

Advertising in the Air

American Radio and Research
Corporation

Medford Hillside, Mass.

May 21, 1924.
To THE Editor: .

As owners and operators of AMRAD,
WGI, the world's oldest broadcasting
station, erected in 1915, we are natur-
ally interested in the subject of radio
broadcasting as referred to in your
editorial of May 7. The writer during
1922 was in charge of the broadcasting
activities, in addition to the regular
advertising. At that time we experi-
mented for about a month including
paid advei-tising in our programs. We
accepted short talks that we considered
interesting at paid rates. The writer
was never in favor of the idea, but we
were endeavoring to find some way
to make broadcasting self-supporting.
The experiment was not a success and
we are still laboring under the very
considerable expense of broadcasting.

I feel that the suggestions you make
in your editorial are practical ones.

H. M. Taylor,
Adx'ertising Manager.

The Autoyre Company, Inc.,

Oakville, Conn.

May 21, 1924.

To THE Editor:

Your editorial, "Filling the Air with
Paid Propaganda" [May 7, 1924],
brings up a point which we have
thought about occasionally, but like a
lot of other things we postponed for
serious consideration. So far as our
experience goes, we have had quite a
number of offers from different sources
in which we were told of the great
benefits of radio advertising, and the
costs were explained to us as $10 a
minute for the actual broadcasting
with the usual allowance of ten min-
utes minimum and twenty minutes
maximum lecture.

Aside from this we were told that the
writing up of a special kind of lecture
suitable for this purpose would cost us
about $100, and the delivery of such
lecture by a person whose voice carried
well over the radio would cost us about
$50.

Personally, we believe that such ad-
vertising at the present time may be
profitable for some purposes, but it is

our idea that the scheme is going to be
overworked and that the consequence
will be not only a feeling of animosity
again.st the advertisers who use this
method but also a general lack of in-

terest in radio as a whole, because the
individual will be always tuning in on
special propaganda.
You will probably remember the type

of advertising which was carried out
ten or fifteen years ago, wherein a
person became quite interested in a de-
scriptive article or in a story, and upon
reaching the bottom of the column

found out it was an advertisement of
somebody's pills or patent medicine
We know that our personal feelings on
being caught by such an advertisement
were such as to make us want to tear
the paper up and swear we would never
use such a medicine even if we had to.

The present method of radio adver-
tising-is similar, as the party starts off
on what is supposed to be a lecture de-
livered on some subject which might be
entirely interesting to us. As a lec-

ture, we would conclude that the one
giving same would be entirely unbiased,
and consequently we would obtain
some real information about the sub-
ject. If, however, he ends up by say-
ing that all hearers who are interested
can send to the XYZ Company and re-

ceive a booklet on the subject, we im-
mediately know that the lecture we
have been so interested in amounts to

nothing and is merely a biased report
as to the selling points of some par-
ticular article. As a consequence, our
general opinion of radio stuff receives
a decided jolt, and if we are subjected
to much of this stuff we are going to
cut it all out and go to the movies.

E. R. Miner.

New York Herald-Tribune

May 20, 1924.
To THE Editor:

I was glad to read your editorial on
keeping the air free from paid propa-
ganda. Your views coincide almost ex-
actly with my personal opinion. If the
limitations of space permit, I shall re-

print your editorial in full in an early
issue.

Stephen L. Coles,
Editor, the N. Y. Herald-Tribune

Radio Magazine.

American Hard Rubber Company
New York, N. Y.

May 22, 1924.
To THE Editor:

I was much interested in reading the
editorial in your May 7 issue quoting
Mr. McQuiston of the Westinghouse
Electric Company. I also read the edi-

torial on the same subject in the last

issue of your publication.
While I respect Mr. McQuiston's

opinion on any subject on account of
his prominence in the advertising
world, I do not believe he has found a
right solution to the question.

I believe that advertising will always
play some part, prominently or other-
wise, in radio broadcasting. This is

not purely a question of propriety of
the thing, but rather a question
whether there is any way to keep it

out. In one sense I think it is a per-
fectly legitimate medium for advertis-
ing over the air, although I think that
advertising would be better off if it

could be confined to purely well-defined
types of mediums. Its use in this re-

spect will he retarded most largely by
public opinion and public resentment,
just as the public has resented, and

rightly too, the disfigurement of many
of the most beautiful locations in our
American landscapes by billboards.

Coincidentally with the receipt of
your letter I received a circular so-

liciting advertising in school textbooks,
so you see there is little chance for us
to escape the advertising man's efforts
from the cradle to the grave.
My viewpoint on advertising over

radio has changed somewhat from the
way I felt about it in the beginning, I

am frank to admit. The whole subject
of broadcasting is a big one, and the
biggest problem today is who is going
to pay for it. I am free to say that I

don't know, when those who have
given it moi'e thought and who are bet-
ter qualified to study the problem than
I am disagree on this question.

O. B. Carson,
Manager Sales Promotion Depart-

ment.

Future of the Small Agency
Oliver M. Byerly

Advertising

Cleveland, May 21, 1924.

To THE Editor:

It has been a pleasure to read the
article entitled "Future of the Small
Agency," which appeared in a recent
issue.

Mr. Krichbaum is obviously right in

saying that most small agencies are
going to remain small agencies. And it

is equally true that the reason they will

remain small agencies is because most
small accounts will remain small ac-

counts.
I am sure, however, that you will

agree with me that these conditions ex-

ist largely for the reason that the small
man thinks small. I might illustrate

this by referring to an incident in my
experience where I came in intimate
contact with a staff of forty-three sales-

men selling a commodity to the retail

trade. One of these men in particular
could cover a given territory and pile

up a larger expense account than any
three men we had on the force; but at

the same time he could also pile up a

larger volume per dealer than any five

men on the force. And I do not mean
necessarily initial orders either, but an-

nual volume year after year. The
moral I wish to point out is that the

salesman thought in big figures.

Then, too, it must be remembered
that many of the large accounts of to-

day were yesterday in the primer class

of advertisers. In our own city I know
a number of large national advertisers

who began their exi.stence in a little

room. For example, there's Willard,
Frantz Premier, Apex and numerous
others. I remember one of the oflficers

of a large agency of this territory tell-

ing me one day that their first month's
income was only $200. I imagine that

this particular agency's telephone bill

is probably $200 a month now.
Oliver M. Byerlv.
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Presidential Election Years

and Railway Purchases
The fact that railway purchases of equipment, as shown in the

table below, have been greater during presidential years than the

year preceding is indeed significant.

Locomotives

1911 2,850
1912 4,515

1915 1,612

1916 2,910

1919 214
1920 1,998

Freight Cars

133,117

234,758

109,792

170,054

22,062

84,207

Passenger Cars

2,623

3,642

3,101

2,544

292

1,781

This table was taken from an editorial in the April 5th issue of

Raihvay Age entitled "Railway Purchases in Presidential Elec-

tion Years." We still have a few reprints of this article left and
we shall be glad to furnish copies on request as long as they last.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Co., 30 Church St., New York
"The hlonse of Traiispoitation"

Chicago : 608 S. Dearborn St. Cleveland : 6007 Euclid Ave. New Orleans : 927 Canal St.

Washington : 17th & H Sts. N. W. San Francisco ; 74 New Montgomery St. London : 34 V'ictoria St.

The Railway Service Unit
Railivay Age, R/iilicay Mechanical Eiu/ineer, Raihvay Electrical Engineer

A. B.C. Raihvay Engineering and Maintenance, Raihvay Signaling .A.Ii.P.
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Breaking In
Wherein George L. Dyer Initiates National Magazine Advertising for

Hart, Schaffner & Marx, and Personalities Like J. K. Fraser and

W. B. Swann Leave Their Impress on the Profession

Eleventh Instalment of Some Interesting Episodes

from an Advertising Man's Antobiography

By John Lee Mahin

MY first experience in writing
copy was in selling advertis-

ing space in the Muscatine
(lotva) Journal, which my father
edited for over fifty years. The
local merchants in the early 90's

wanted something "catchy." They
particularly liked such expressions
as "Columbus discovered America in

1492, but Bill Jones discovered how
to sell the best groceries at the
lowest prices in 1875 and has been
doing it ever since."

Everybody was happy if some
customer would say to one of our
merchants, "That was a clever ad
you had in the Journal last night."

Our rates for display space were
so low we discouraged frequent
changes of copy because typesetting
was expensive. We could get 80
cents an inch for "locals" against 5

cents an inch for display, so we con-
centrated on selling locals. There
was little opportunity for me to

make any more than bare statements
of new goods and prices.

Occasionally, I had a chance for

a "write-up"—when a merchant
moved, put in a new store front, or

a new store was started—or an old

one changed hands. Then I fol-

lowed the method of writing in

which I was trained by my uncle,

A. W. Lee, as a reporter. His in-

structions were to tell the story in

the simplest and fewest words in

one paragraph—as that might be
all the space that the managing
editor would consider it deserved

—

then elaborate the facts from as

many different points as would be
interesting to the greatest number
of readers, and then in the head-
lines attract as many people as pos-

sible to the important features of

the story.

After thirty-five years' experience

I am still convinced this is a safe,

sound method of procedure and the

copywriter better stick to it until

he knows he is safe in making any
deviations. This method is depend-
able day in and day out, when the

advertiser himself has a clear-cut

conception of his message and can
visualize the kind of people to whom
he wishes to sell it. It gives the

copywriter opportunity to show his

skill over a wide range of responsi-

bilities. He must be constantly on
his guard to avoid hackneyed, worn-
out expressions and tell in the same
way the same ideas, which it is his

duty to propagate in order to make
the most out of the advertising.

In one of William Allen White's
books, he says one of the problems
of the editor of the society column
in a small town newspaper is to de-

scribe the same dress several times
during the season and give the

reader who was not present the im-

pression that each time the lady

wore a new dress.

My first conception that advertis-

ing copy could be more than letting

the reader know what the adver-

tiser wanted him to know—that it

could be really creative in its char-

acter and especially so in its reflex

on the advertiser himself—was
given me by a subscription solicitor

who was ambitious to become an ad-

vertising man.

THIS man's name was John A.

Jelly. He owned a farm about
twelve miles from Muscatine. He
was assessor in his township and had
the "itch" to visit people. My sus-

picions are still strong that the farm
itself paid best during his absence,

under the management of his wife

and son. He was a wonderful solici-

tor for subscribers, and he and I

knew from frequently consulting our

maps of Muscatine City and Musca-
tine County the name of every fam-
ily that did not take the Journal:

and, what was more important, the

reason for not doing so. From Mr.

Jelly's reports, many ideas were put

up to the editorial department for

both elaboration and soft-pedaling,

and a most accurate line kept on the

value of our "features."

ONE evening Mr. Jelly asked me
to let him solicit advertising in

the city. This seemed so revolution-

ary that I was sure it was impossible,

but I thought the best way out of it

would be for Mr. Jelly to try it and
quit himself when he found he was
not adapted for it, of which I was
sure. So I told him to try it out

by calling on a very successful music
house conducted by two brothers

who were highly educated Germans.
I had never been able to write any-

thing about music that they liked,

which would bring them any busi-

ness.

Mr. Jelly brought me next day an

advertisement scribbled on a piece of

wrapping paper, which he said he

had read to the Schmidt Brothers

and they had authorized him to

print it. The headline I recall dis-

tinctly. It was "Why Do the Boys
Leave the Farm?" The text de-

veloped the thought that if a farmer
wanted to keep his boys and girls

at home he ought to make his home
attractive, and then asked the ques-

tion, "How can you do so better than

by having one of Schmidt's pianos

or organs in it ?" Then the text

suggested that if a farmer bought a

piano or organ, the Schmidt Family
Orchestra would go out and install

it and the farmer could invite his

friends in and "have a pleasant eve-

ning."

There was nothing in the copy

about the technique of music. I doi

not recall that even the names of the

pianos or organs were mentioned.

The ten-strike, of course, was the

Schmidt Family Orchestra. It was
Ml-. Jelly's idea to use this orchestra

directly in mei'chandising. Every-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 62]
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In Pittsburgh
The fireplace in beautiful foyer of Pillshurgh's Million Dollar Grantl Motion Picture

Theatre.

AS night falls on the world's coal and
/^ iron city — Pittsburgh reveals her
^ ^ majesty. Along the Monongahela,
low smoky structures light the sky with
their flares of red. Across the river, the
rap and bang of air gun and hammer are
heard—pounding metal to bear the stamp
of Carnegie and Bethlehem.

Downtown—the avenues of pleasure are
crowded

—

At the luxurious Grand Theatre, masters
of industry seek diversion. A bobbed-hair
usher escorts Eckhart the banker to a

chair; in the next aisle sits Dodd the steel

magnate; while in the entresol we find

Jenkins the mine owner with his wife and
three daughters.

Out on the curb, Jenkins' jovial chauffeur
entertains his brothers-in-arms with his

weekly narration on reminiscences of a

chauffeur's life.

At the same moment, the Jones' and the
Burkes'—the great middle class—are en-

joying the varied program of a picture the-

atre in the Fort Section; while in Pitts-

burgh's poorer districts, the less-fortunate
folk have forgotten their hardships in a
maze of Ben Turpin mirth.

Pittsburgh's people are typically American,
for recent estimates show one-fifth of
America's population attend the movies
every day. As interest in the silent drama
increases, there is also a corresponding in-

terest in studio life. Hence—the Motion
Picture magazine.

Motion Picture takes its readers into the
studio; it introduces the favorite stars; it

registers the click of the camera—the smell
of the make-up. Pioneer in the motion
picture field, it is read by the Jenkins' and
the Jones' of Pittsburgh—just as it is read
by all classes of people in every other
American city.

Advertisers are invited to consider the
market created by Motion Picture Maga-
zine.

Brewster Publications, Inc., 175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

ffOTNN PKTVBr
THE QJJALITY MAGAZINE OF THE SCREEN
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The Small Agency and the

Profits' Question

and significant basis foi- estimating

agency profits? Not invested capi-

tal, surely. Net earnings reckoned

on paid-in capital mean virtually

nothing in a comparative sense. Pre-

cisely because much less capital is

usually required here than in an-

other type of business, handling a

comparable volume—precisely be-

cause agency capital is so treacher-

ous a factor, are the occasional

fairy tales of excessive profits so

vicious and misrepresentative. An-
other phase of this fallacy of calcu-

lation is that one agency can and

does handle a larger turnover, a dis-

tinctly better volume, on the same
capital than another does.

One agency may have a good

share of its capital invested in sur-

plus. Another may play "close to its

vest" and have very little surplus.

One agency may be stronger on

"front" than another, which re-

quires more capital. One agency

may pay its bills faster than an-

other, and use capital for that pur-

pose.

THE deceptive conclusion of any

profit reports based on capital,

from two agencies whose paid-in

amounts are so similar, but whose
gross business is so dissimilar, is

quite apparent. Nothing can be

learned from such a report as to what
net the agency business as a class

should yield. The index of capital is

entirely misleading as a guide to the

desired result. The only basis which

means anything is a profit percent-

age figured on volume of business.

How much from his 15 per cent, or

his 20 per cent, is net to the agent

after deduction of all salaries and

overhead? Yet most agency men.

when they state their net earnings

at all, will state them on invested

capital, which is regular enough

from a financial standpoint but

strictly nonsense from a standpoint

of comparison.
Furthermore, who owns the aver-

age medium-sized agency? Not a

group of inactive outsiders—stock-

holders having no interest other

than financial. It is owned either

altogether or nearly so by the men
that compose its staff—and usually

jireponderantly l)y one or two men.

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24]

Of what does their interest in the

undertaking consist? Of a desire to

lay a record of creditable net earn-

ings on stock before a board of di-

rectors? There is no impelling

motive for that. They are con-

cerned in making money, and in

what guise the returns present them-

selves—salaries, dividends, stock or

book value—is immaterial.

Which brings us directly to the

kernel of the whole matter: That

agency salaries are the controlling

factor in computing profits. By far

the lion's share of gross revenue

goes into salaries. An agency, be-

ing a professional service, exists for

salaries and by them. And this ele-

ment is so elastic and so variable

that it throws a dose of arsenic into

any attempt to ascertain legitimate

and normal profits of an agency.

I have made a retrospect of my
experiences with agencies, and sup-

plemented this with those reports on

the elusive subject of profits which

I have been able to extract from
agencies with which I have never

had any connection—and in the last

analysis I find the thread of this

matter of salaries so hopelessly en-

tangled in the thing that it defies

all extrication. I know of one

agency which claims, over a period

of years, to have made almost noth-

ing. Yet I would call this agency

prosperous. I have knowledge of

another which sets up a very credit-

able average of profits. Yet I would

call this second agency no more suc-

cessful, financially, than the other.

The answer is—salaries.

SO long as agency salaries recog-

nize no law, but seek their own
level, just so long must any inquisi-

tion into agency profits be futile and

meaningless.

For example— if, indeed, example

is needed. If Agency A pays an

executive $7,000 per year, and lays

claim to a net of 13 per cent at the

end of the year, and Agency B pays

an executive who earns and makes

as much money for his concern $10,-

000 per year, and puts its net at 3

per cent—what have we learned

about their comparative profits,

when we are given the figures 13

and 3?

This matter of salaries eludes all

pursuit, invalidates all conclusions.

How is it determined? How shall

the chief executive, for instance,

gage what he should be drawing?
Generally speaking, he is satisfied if

he feels that his salary is commensu-
rate with his ability, his market
value if he hired out to someone
else. For his income over and
above this, he relies on dividends,

and takes his gambling chance.

THAT is one incentive for being in

business for himself. Many small
agency principals, however, seem
content to take somewhat less than
their fair market value for the
privilege of paddling their own canoe
and snubbing the time-clock. Many
others, by the same token, undenia-
bly take more than their market
value, as salary, deliberately, be-

cause it is there. They put into

salary what should rightfully go
into earnings, on the plausible
theory that the eggs all go into the
same basket in the end.

Another disturbing fact is that
agency salaries, especially executive
salaries, fluctuates violently with the
complexion of business. If an
agency enjoys a luscious year, this

is much more likely to entail royal
salary upheavals than juicy stock

dividends or increments to surplus.
Surplus is not a popular institution

among small agencies—perhaps de-

servedly not. Here is another de-

parture from ordinary industrial or

business procedure.
As a matter of sound policy, an

annual contribution of around 5 per
cent of gross revenue from fees and
commissions to surplus is probably
a wholesome habit for a growing
agency, until a substantial, adequate
surplus is reached. Indeed, there
are federal restrictions (perhaps
not rigidly enforced) inhibiting the

accumulation of a heavier surplus
than can be justified as needed for

the conduct of a corporation's busi-

ness. If an agency is at all pros-

perous, a nest-egg sufficient for all

contingencies and for credit stand-

ing is soon rounded out, and surplus

disappears as a proper avenue for

earnings.

If established agencies so desired,

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 55]
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THE INTERRUPTING IDEA
NUMBER SIX NEW YORK JUNE 1924

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

' Ideas are the coinage cf hra:!u"

Beyond Research,

What?
Research !

There's a magic about the word. And be-

yond the magic,— what ?

The question one asks research is: What
are all the. facts ?

The emphasis is on the word "all." There-

fore, research must be exhaustive. Unless it

is exhaustive, it is merely a gestu-re.

Now, being exhaustive is time-consuming,

and money-consuming. Sometimes, that is

the only safe way. But always ? Is every re-

liable conclusion buried in hidden byways,

overall the continent, amidst acres of things

one already knows ?

Often the facts lie already condensed in

certain men's experiences.

Napoleon's policy was to use such men. He
once said to a general, "Don't turn your mind
into an ammunition wagon. Turn it into a

rifle to s hoot offother people's ammunition!'

Joseph Pulitzer followed the same course.

He sent for the best informed man on what-

ever problem he was considering. Him, he

plied with questions. In an hour, he had his

facts.

So, too, the field of advertising has its well-

fortified, keen-thinking men. The facts are

part of their equipment. When they can

function, research becomes simply the cost-

lier way of arriving at the same facts.

.
§

The question which follows research is:

What of these, facts ^.

A famous Brooklyn divine recently said

:

" Facts merely muddle some people."

Research, undigested, ends merely in de-

structive criticism. It is supposed to end in

a plan.

To build raw facts into a finished plan,

—

that again takes well-fortified, keen-think-

ing men. g

" Lingette" is an outstanding merchandis-

ing and advertising success. In two years, its

yardage has run into many millions.

The basic plan and the Interrupting Idea

were evolved in discussion between Butter-

field and Federal. A cross-section of Federal

experience in dry-goods contained all the

necessary facts. However, questions outside

this experience arose in the evolution of the
campaign. Here research was employed to

make the path of progress clear again.

The place of research in advertising is that

ofa tool. The important thing is : who is ap-

plying that tool

?

For the situation which can be met out of

Federal's vast funded experience. Federal

has its executives. Each, in his field, has a

fact-equipment more reliable than any super-

ficial research, and often as conclusive as

exhaustive research.

For the situation which needs exhaustive

facts outside of Federal, there is a Depart-
ment of Markets and Media.

But always, beyond the facts, behind the

tool, are the men.

8
"The Interrupting Idea" is also issued

as an independent publication, printed on fine

paper. Executives who wish to receive it reg-

ularly are invited to write to the Federal
Advertising Agency, Six East Thirty-

ninth Street, New York.
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Getting the Tears

Rngineering Picture

P VERY week AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES

gives to the executives responsible for de-

sign and development, the high spots in the

current progress.

Once each year this work is enlarged so that

the problems can be discussed more fully and a

picture of the engineering situation secured.

The summer meeting of the Society of Automo-

ti\ e Engineers deals with the technical problems

in front of the automotive engineer and reviews

the position.

These two important elements in the year's pic-

ture of engineering thought form the subject

matter of the Annual Engineering Issue.

A review of conditions and a discussion of ten-

dencies.

The Annual

AUTOMOTIV
Forms do^e June 30\
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Th General Executive

and the Engineer

In this picture the general executive

and the engineer can secure the de-

velopment of such things as

Transmission Design

Finishing Materials

Lighter Chassis Construction

as they have been considered and are

examined for future probabilities by
the editorial staff of AUTOMOTIVE
INDUSTRIES, together with the posi-

tion and tendencies as they appear to

the individual engineer through the

discussions at the important S. A. E.

meeting.

A complete picture of absorbing in-

terest to the entire industry.

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES
.4. B. C. A. B. P.

THE CLASS JOURNAL COMPANY
Neiv York Chicago Philadelphia

Cleveland Detroit Indianapolis

ineering Issue

THE Class Journal Company is
part of the Automotive Division
of the United Publishers Cor-

poration—owners also of:

Iron Age — Hardzvare Age— Hardware
Buyers' Catalog and Directory—Boot
and Shoe Recorder—Dry Goods Econo-
mist—The Atlantic Coast Merchant-
Economist—The Pacific Coast Merchant-
Economist—The Dry Goods Reporter

and Midivcst Merchant-Economist—The
Drygoodsman and Southwest Merchant-
Economist—Federal Printing Co.—U. P.

C. Realty Company—Fashion Camera
Studios—Koester School—Graphic In-

structor—U. P. C. Book Company—
Economy Service—Automobile Trade Di-

rectory—Chilton Automobile Directory
— Automobile Trade Journal— Com-
mercial Car Journal—Motor Transport—
Chilton Tractor & Equipment Journal—
Chilton Tractor & Equipment Index.

INDUSTRIES
uhlished July 3, 1924
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Why We Set Sales Quotas for

Our Distributors

of course, but still it may be long

enough for the indulgence of that

fatal inclination toward loafing at

the start and the hoped-for whirl-

wind finish, so we subdivide the

monthly quotas into the amount of

business we expect from each terri-

tory each week; and since there is

even yet the possi-

bility that a dilatory

salesman may put off

until Thursday, and
then fail, what he

could and should have

done easily on Mon-
day, we go all the way
and figure out how
much business each

salesman should write

every day, to com-
plete the year's quota

successfully. There
may be other good
ways of realizing

yearly quotas, but I

doubt if any is more
effective in practice

than this.

Although we do not

own the branch dis-

tributing houses—
except in two terri-

tories—and although
our responsibility for

selling theoretically

ends when we load up these branches
with our goods, as a matter of fact

we do not consider that our responsi-

bility ends there by any means. We
go much further; and the result is,

we have succeeded in getting great
uniformity of method and procedure
in all pai-ts of the country. The
master quota book, for example, is

compiled at our main office, but its

duplicate for the particular terri-

tory is kept up to date and used as

a sales guide at each branch head-
quarters. An accounting system
which we prepared and recom-
mended was adopted by most of the

distributors large enough to benefit

by it. The commissions paid to

salesmen in the branch houses are

uniform everywhere; the credit

systems are also uniform; the op-

portunities for the men are uni-

form; and the result is decidedly

uniform distribution of our products
along intensive lines.

There are anywhere from five to

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14]

twenty salesmen at each branch,
about four hundred altogether. In

addition to these, we have a sales

staff of our own, principally en-

gaged in cooperating with the

branches when they run into diffi-

culties. An instance of their work
was cited at the beginning of this

Two specimen pages from the Bassick Company's "Why"
book, a compilation of instances put up in effective form
with photographs and signed testimonials for the salesman

to show to doubting prospects

article. Another instance in an-

other territory may be interesting.

We had a distributor who was
seriously below quota. Our investi-

gator showed that this was chiefly

due to his effort to handle several

products besides our own, a failure

to concentrate which was almost dis-

astrous for us and made his business

less profitable for him than it should
have been.

We induced him to give up the

other lines and concentrate with us.

familiarizing himself with our or-

ganization and product. But that
is merely a starter. We are con-
tinuously bringing together and dis-

seminating throughout the force the
best ideas that the salesmen and the
rest of us can originate.

We have built up, among other

things, set selling

plans for all of our
products — not big,

thick books—we tried

those and discarded

them as altogether

too cumbersome.
There happens to be

in front of me one of

the set plans we now
employ ; this one is

entitled "How to Sell

the Alemite Cab-

inet." The Alemite

cabinet, I should ex-

plain, is a stock and
display cabinet in

which the dealer can

keep in small space a

complete and orderly

assortment of Ale-

m i t e replacement

parts. It is given to

dealers when they

buy an initial com-

plete assortment, and

has proved itself to

be a great help to them and to us.

Our selling plan on this cabinet

is described in nine printed pages of

a booklet punched for filing in a

loose-leaf binder. The plan is not

the product of one man, but as we
say in the introduction, it "repre-

sents the best thought of every

salesman, distributor and executive

of the Bassick Manufacturing Com-
pany, as well as our Advertising

Agency." And as we further say,

"it is not intended to be a set sales

talk, but to be more of a guide inIn January, 1923, before this change,

the sales of our product through the sale of the Alemite cabinet, and

that branch were about $3,000. In the presentation of the advertising."

January, 1924, after the change,
they were $30,000; an increase of

900 per cent, and far above that

distributor's sales the previous

January on all lines.

Cooperation in the training of

distributors' salesmen is also car-

ried to considerable lengths. We
aim to have every new man spend
at least a few days at our factory.

Our constant contention is that

the salesmen will aid themselves if

they read this selling plan thirty,

sixty, eighty or a hundred times, if

necessary, until they know it almost

by heart and understand perfectly

the reason and value of every step

in the presentation. A brief ex-

cerpt from the prepared canvass,

which in order to be specific is based
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attracts

attention

BY exciting the optic

nerve and fascina-

ting the eye. By appeal-

ing to the emotions
through creation of at-

tractive atmosphere and
beauty. By pleasing and
stimulating the mind
and satisfying man's in-

nate love for harmoni-

ous, resplendent hues.

creates
desire

BY surrounding the

product with a

greater air of refinement

and quality. By empha-

sizing the texture, juici-

ness or other important

characteristics of a prod-

uct. By inveigling the

imagination and causing

invention of previously

unsuspected "needs."

prevents

substitution

T3Y implanting an ex-

*~^ act life-like image

of a product in the con-

sumer's memory, thus

enabling him to recog-

nize it instantly on the

dealer's shelf—or in

cases of close similarity

to identify the adver-

tised product with abso'

lute certainty.

By exactly the measure of color's

ptywer, black and white falls short of

that which color advertising achieves.

In Greater New York, the biggest op-

portunity to exert color influence on the
buying public lies through car cards

and posters displayed to 3,000,000
daily passengers by this giant medium.)

INTERBOROUCH ADVERTISING

50
UNION
SQUARE

Exclusively Subway & Elevated
CONTROLLED BY

ARTEMAS WARD, Inc.
NEW
YORK
N.Y.
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Sf^ BtaS^jcrr? fra
WHAT A PROMINENT ADVERTISING

AGENCY SAYS OF THE ERA
THE ERA PUBLISHING CO.,

Bradford, Penna.

Attention Mr. J. W. Milligan

Gentlemen:

In answer to yours of May 12th, let us congratulate you
upon the healthy amount of news and advertising material

your valued columns.able

BR>1DF0RD,

on an actual county, will show its

character

:

Right here in Jackson County (at

this point take out your data book
and show the buyer) there are

30,683 automobiles (exclusive of

Fords), and over half of them—or
over 15,341 cars right here in your
county are equipped with the Ale-

mite high pressure lubricating sys-

tem, and that number is growing
every time a car is sold.

From a carefully kept set of rec-

ords we know that the sale of Ale-

mite replacement business alone

(which is only a part of the busi-

ness) amounted to over $7,670 right

here in Jackson County during 1923.

(Salesman note: This is figured on
the national average of 50 cents per

car.) That is only the replacement
business. Now, as I just showed you,

there are 15,341 cars that are not

Alemite equipped. If only half of

these car owners buy an Alemite
system, it will amount to over $76,-

670, figuring $10 as an average in-

stallation, which is much too low.

And to get back to the original

plan I told you about, here is a fact

which I think will be of most in-

terest to you.

As I showed you, 30,683 cars, ex-

clusive of Fords, in Jackson County,

represents your total market, for

you can't sell a man anything if he

doesn't own an automobile.

(At this point show the buyer the

list of magazines we are using,

Saturday Evening Post, Country
Gentleman, Farm Journal, Farm
and Fireside, Successful Farming,
Motor World, Motor Age, etc.) and
continue:

Mr. Carr, just look here at the

enormous advertising investment we
are making— (and we are using full

pages in all of these magazines) ad-

vertising which reaches 21,150 of

the best automobile accessory buyers

right here in your county nearly

every two weeks. »

WITH this half-million dollar ad-

vertising investment, we teH

car owners everything about Alemite

except where they can buy it. And
that's where you come in. That's

where you can make all of this ad-

vertising your advertising if yofi

want to—without costing you a red

penny.

Here is the way we think this ad-

\ertising works . . .

(At this point show the buyet

several of the current advertise-

ments and continue.) Out of thes^
;

:'.0,683 car owners, we are circularize

iiijr 21,150 of the best ones, every

two weeks, with advertisement?

like these. I
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And so on.

In addition to this set canvass,

the booklet also lists the common ob-

jections of prospects, and the most

effective answers. We did not sit

down and think up these answers

out of our own heads. The sales-

men prepared them for us. We
sent them lists of objections, and

asked for their most effective an-

swers; out of the replies, number-

ing more than four hundi-ed, we
boiled down the sum and substance

of the best.

THIS kind of work is supple-

mented periodically by sales con-

ventions, which we control in about

as rigid a schedule as the quotas.

There are two annual conventions

of branch distributors. Last year

the midsummer convention was ren-

dered particularly effective, and a

great increase in sales followed it,

by conducting it also in some degree

as a vacation.

We held this meeting at a lake

hotel resort, near Chicago, and it

lasted five days. The daily sessions

were animated but brief, running

only from nine till one. The balance

of the time the men swam, played

golf, talked over what had been dis-

cussed in meetings, got better ac-

quainted, and swapped ideas.

Other conventions held succes-

sively throughout the year at all

branch houses are attended by the

salesmen of that branch and by two
representatives from the factory.

On these occasions, for two days,

the discussions are intensive and
practical. And last year, as one

special means of enabling others to

profit by private experiences, we
asked each salesman to pledge him-

self to send us, during the subse-

quent year, the story of some one of

his dealer-customers whose work
with our product had been excep-

tionally interesting or profitable.

From these stories we secure a great

stack of data to add to what we call

our "why" book, a compilation of

instances put up in an effective

manner with photographs and
signed testimonials for the sales-

men to show to doubting prospects.

It would take the best part of a

good-sized volume to describe all we
do along these lines, but I think I

have touched most of the high spots

in our sales plan. We feel that we
have developed and are developing

intensive distribution very effective-

ly in our particular product. We
feel too, as a result of our experi-

ence, that with most products it is

possible to merchandise on the basis

of facts instead of haphazard
guesses.

^$$«««««$«««««««««$«v4.-«v«$«««$««^«'$^«-$i^$'»««r^9$9«9«$«^

JUST as the scientific

farmer prepares the

soil so as to get a bum-
per crop

—

The Cincinnati
Enquirer has made
ready the essential ele-

ments in the Cincinnati

market so that your

product will win full

recognition and pro-

duce sales*

The

CINCINNATI
ENQUIRER
One of theWorld's Qreatest Newspapers

I.A.KLEIN I.A.KLEIN R. J. BIDWELL CO.

50 E. 42nd St. 76 W. Monroe St. 742 Market St.

New York Chicago San Francisco

***-****«**************««****«*«**-***«****************
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THE &-pb E\G
DM

RIDING on a railroad train this

morning I sat behind a man who
was reading a little book. Ap-

parently he was entering the insurance

business, for his book bore the title,

"Field Notes and Pointers for Be-

ginners." Over the back of the seat I

caught the title of one of the chapters:

"Believe in Life Insurance."

I started to smile over the banality

of this book, and then I caught myself.

"No," said I, "that isn't banal; that's

good. Here is an earnest young man
seeking help in his new calling and
they are starting him off on the

right foot. . . . They might have
started him off with some of the tricks

of insurance solicitation, but deep-

seated belief in the merits of what one

is selling often makes sales where all

the technique and sophistication in the

world would fail."

Starting at the beginning is always
good pedagogy, whether in school or in

business.
—8-pt—

Yes, iNDEEa), I'm going to the London
Convention. I've even signed up for

one of the side trips. But I'm not sure
that I shall take it. I'm not so much
interested in gallivanting around over
the scenery of England with a sight-

seeing crowd; I'll take anybody's word
that it's wonderfully picturesque coun-
try. Nor does the thought of being
herded off in a pair of white flannel

trousers to a lot of formal garden
parties appeal to me particularly.

That's surface, too.

What I'd like is an opportunity to

burrow under all this social and scenic

veneer and get acquainted with the
people, and get their point of view and
their philosophy of life.

I'd like, for instance, to get my feet

under the supper table with some
humble laborer's family and share just
whatever they have for supper—if

that's what they call their evening
meal. And share, too, whatever is in

their minds, as a family—their day's
work, their home problems, their local

politics, their ideas on the movies,
ta.xes, advertising, education—any-
thing.

Then I'd like to take tea, and perhaps
spend an evening in a middle-class

home just chatting about things—plays,

people, religion, the late war, the future
—whatever happens to come up for

discussion.

And I can imagine no greater treat

than to spend a week-end in some Eng-
lish country home where I'd be the only

American on the premises. Just live

the family's life for thirty-six hours or

so as one of them.

All this being too much to expect, I

think I shall just lose myself as soon

as the convention sessions are over and
wander around London and environs

talking with anyone who will talk with
me and living as close to the people

as they'll let me. They and the daily

newspapers and the weeklies and the

theaters and the pubs and shops and
counting rooms and streets and buses

are the center of my interest. Not
special trains and receptions and for-

mal teas and the like, fine and hos-

pitable as all such things are.

—8-pt—

Recently Frank Munsey published
in one of his combined New York pa-
pers an advertisement in the form of an
affidavit. "Here is something entirely

new in advertising," stated Mr. Munsey.
Arthur H. Dix, of The Iron Age,

writes to call my attention to the fact

that this isn't "entirely new"; that on
February of last year The Cincinnati
Bickford Tool Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio,
ran in that publication an advertise-

ment in the form of an affidavit sworn
to before a notary by August H.
Tuechter, president of Cincinnati Bick-

ford Co. He submits a copy of the
advertisement as evidence, and so novel
and interesting is it that I reproduce
it here:

An Attestation of Reliableness

a yt/.„...li

The Cincinnati BickforJ Tool Co.

Does any reader of this page know
the whereabouts of Edward A. Hankey,
who for a time sold magazine adver-
tising space? He has disappeared and
the Prudential Insurance Co., which
carries a policy of value on his life,

is trying to locate him. His business

address was formerly Fifth Avenue
and 17th Street, New Y'ork, and his

home address Euclid Avenue, Cleveland.

—8-pt—

Here's an outdoor advertising gem
from a letter recently sent out by the

Curtis Publishing Company to its sub-

scription agents:

"Here Lies the Body of
Jonathan Dwight, Inventor and
Maker of that Sovereign Remedy
—Nature's Panacea. Excellent
FOR all Afflictions of the Lungs
AND Throat. To Be Obtained
Only at the Apothecary Next to

the Halsey Inn.

"So, according to a source which we
have hitherto found no occasion to ques-

tion, reads an epitaph found in a little

graveyard of old England. Noble per-

sistence in advertising! Nothing
daunted even by death itself; a tomb-

stone made into a billboard!"

—8-pt—

The Boston AoviajTisiNG Club pub-

lication informs me that Palmolive

sales for 1914 were less than the Palm-j

olive Company's profits for 1923! ThinB

you such amazing growth could hav|

been possible without advertising?

—8-pt—

An engineering friend sends me
page from the program of a meeting

the Taylor Society, held at Cambridg^
Mass., recently, with a market para

graph which appeals to me as wort
quoting:

"One does not maintain, let alone en

hance, the value of his investment
self as manager or engineer by keepinj

within the narrow circle of his

achievements, and never going out

observe the achievements in methodi
principles and ideals of those who are

cooperating and competing with him.'
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^ rise abovt incdiOcrCtli -—- recjuires mthusLosin

and a dttcrminatlori not to k satisfkd wm atytkly sfiort

ofont^ iximls."

'Thotograph by H IV. Scandlin for Hampton Shops; Courtesy The George 'fatten Company

©ACH class of engraving requires

equipment and human experi-

ence peculiar to itself. The
men who make newspaper cuts are not

necessarily trained to reproduce a

Levendecker or a Maxfield Parish.

And so in the Empire shop we operate

three distinct departments—one for

newspaper work; one for commercial;

one for color engravings. Specialized

service! Which means engravings

suited to your precise needs.

n3fw EMPIRE STATE ENGRAVING COMPANY
o^^ 163-167 William Street, New Yorl^-^^
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"The first three advertisements

are splendid. I am returninghere-

with proofs with my O.K. Thanks

for revamping that last sentence

in the July advertisement. Yours

is an improvement."

* * *

"I have given up hopes of ever

finding a mistake in an advertise-

ment you folks set. The latest one

is perfect, as usual."

Favorable expressions from

one of our out-of-town cus-

tomers. We serve through

the mails as easily as over

the local telephone.

BEN C. PITTSFORD COMPjftNY • CHICAGO
433 South Dearborn Street

TYPOGRAPHERS
*'Good Typography Pays" is the name of

a little booklet designed to better acquaint

you with advertising typography. Your copy

gladly mailed to you on request.

STANFORD BRIGGS INC
ADVERTISING ART
392 FIFTH AVENUE. N.Y.C.

Layouts, designs, and illustrations for every

purpose in every practical technique.

Maintained Prices in

Spite of Costs

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16]

the August turnover is only about 9

per cent. When this is prorated over

the three months' period, it is seen

that the average is low. The com-

pany has found that it is a material

gainer through its policies, aside

from the humanitarian aspects in-

volved.

No small share of the success that

the Jacobs Manufacturing Company

has had with its product can be

traced directly to its advertising in

the technical press. In all the ad-

vertising the copy regarding the

chuck is subordinated, emphasis be-

ing placed instead upon the drill on

which the chuck is standard equip-

ment. Each advertisement features

a separate drill, illustrated by a pic-

ture of the apparatus, followed by a

description of the machine, its uses

and application. A line somewhere

in the text merely announces "These

drills are equipped with Jacobs

chucks," or some similar qualify-

ing statement. The manufacturer's

name appears on each advertise-

ment, thus serving as a link by

which his product is tied up with the

publicity.

INDIRECT advertising has not al-

ways justified itself, but in the

case of this particular company the

success has been nothing short of

phenomenal. It not only gained the

desired publicity for the Jacobs

Company, but served to create a

source of goodwill that led to resale

orders from firms that were already

listed upon the company's books as

customers. The advertising brought

additional business to the drill

makers who were featured, and thus

served to identify them more closely

with the Jacobs product. The com-

pany has recorded an instance where

one of its full-page advertisements

resulted in a surprisingly large

number of inquiries to the maker

of the drill mentioned, the latter

himself using but a few inches of-;

space in the same issue. Indirectly,

it sold this drill manufacturer on

the advisability of using large space

for his advertising.

In spite of the fact that the small

tool business saw its most prosper-

ous years during 1917, 1918 and

1920, the volume of sales enjoyed by

the Jacobs Company has continued

to show an increase with the single

exception of 1921. The year 1924,

thus far, shows a volume approxi-

mately 50 per cent larger than the

corresponding period of 1920.
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would one day become descriptive of

an actual advertising medium. Today,

"The Sky's the Limit" is no longer

a fable -phrase. Skywriting uses the

sky for your advertising sign-board—

a

sign-board that dramatically rivets the

attention of millions on your message.

Manufacturers of products enjoying

a national reputation are invited to get

in touch with us. Definite facts on

phenomenal sales results produced by

Skywriting are now available.

THE SKYWRITING CORPORATION OF AMERICA
50 East Ai^^^ Street NewYorK.
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Convention Program of

A. N. A. E.
THE program for the convention of the Association of Newspaper Adver-

tising Executives, which is to be held in the Assembly Room of the Deshler

Hotel, Columbus, Ohio, June 9, 10 and 11, promises to be one of the most
interesting and important of any yet held by the association, a departmental of

the A. A. C. of W. Sessions will be held in conjunction with the Association

of Newspaper Classified Advertising Managers. Following is the program as

announced by Frank T. Carroll, advertising manager of The Indianajjolis News,
and president of the A. N. A. E.:

Monday Morning, June 9
Registration S :00 a. m. to 10:00 a. m.

' Opening Session 10:00 a. m.
Hon. Vic. Donahey, Governor of Ohio;

James J. Thomas, Mayor of Columbus, and
Robert F. Wolfe, publisher of The Colum-
bus Dispatch and the Ohio State Journal,
will address joint session of the two asso-
ciations. After these addresses the classi-
fied managers will start separate meetings,
while members of the Association of News-

!
paper Advertising Executives will hear re-

I
ports and other business matters.

! Monday Afternoon
Local Display Advertising

Will start at 2 ;ao o'clock and be de-
I
voted to local display advertising problems.
Principal speakers : Joseph B. Mills, pub-

I

licity director of The J. L. Hudson Com-
pany, Detroit department store—"Depart-

I

ment Store Advertising from the Inside."
James W. Fisk, merchandising counsel of
The Milwaukee Journal—"The Service a
Newspaper Should Give in Selling Retail
Advertising."
Four additional speakers of prominence

will appear during this session. A reason-
'able amount of time will be given for
general discussion: "Is It Good Policy to
'Publish Special Editions in Order to Main-
itain Lineage. Even If They Are Not Proflt-
,able?"—H. W. Roberts, advertising mana-
ger. The Cleveland Plain Dealer. "Effect-
tive Contests for Newspaper Advertising
[Salesmen." — Ralph Hirsch. advertising
manager. The Ohio State Journal. "Ef-
fective Methods of Securing and Develop-
^ing Good Local Display Salesmen."—W. E.
iDonahue, local display advertising mana-
ger. The Chicago Tribune, and A. L. Poor-
,man, advertising manager. The Providence
\Journal-Bulletin. Two speakers were as-
signed to this subject on account of its
lunusual importance to newspaper advertis-
ing managers.

I

Monday Night

I

Entertainment

I

Registered members of both associations
,and registered guests will be entertained
lat a theater party at the Keith Theater.
.Official badge will admit bearer to the,
theater.

;

Tuesday Morning
' National Advertisiijg

;

Starting promptly at 9:00 o'clock, three
|formal addresses will feature the session

:

"Developing More National Advertising for
(Newspapers."—Wm. A. Thomson, director,
[Bureau of Advertising. American News-
paper Publishers Association. "The Iowa
Idea

: a discussion of the Cooperative Ad-
Ivertising Placed by Iowa Newspapers."

—

iHarry T. Watts, business manager, the Des
:Moines Register and Tribune. "Linking
INewspaper and Window Display Advertis-
ing"—Clyde P. Steen. secretary, Window
Display Advertising Association.

Brief addresses by seven well known
'newspaper men and time allowed for gen-
|;ral discussion after each talk : "Recent
Developments of Merchandising Service
ind Merchandising Service Policies."—Carl
P. Slane. publisher. The Peoria Journal
\Transcript. and G. R. Katz, E. Katz Spe-
i:ial Advertising Agency. The two speak-
|!rs on this important subject will cover
;iirferent phases of the question, one speak-
i»r being a publisher and the other a special
I'ppresentative. "Methods of Enlisting the
support of Retailers and Wholesalers for
Newspaper Advertising." — Harvey R.
ikoung. advertising manager. The Colum-
\ins Dispatch. "Should Newspapers Sell
Tie-up Advertising for Exclusive Magazine
l-ampaigns?"—H. S. Conlon. advertising
iiianager, The Grand Rapids Press. "Should
(Newspapers Sell Tie-up Advertising for

National Newspaper Campaigns?"—W. E.
Donahue, manager local display advertis-
ing. The Chicago Tribune. "Should Agency
Contracts Be Accepted for One Year from
Date or One Year from the First Inser-
tion'.'"—Joseph W. Simpson, national ad-
vertising department. Philadelphia Bulle-
tin. "The Non-cancellable Contract as a
Method of Protecting the Newspaper and
Dealers When Merchandise Is Sold Upon
the Promise of Advertising."—W. F. Johns,
advertising manager. The Minneapolis
Journal.

Tuesday Noon
Three separate noon luncheons will be

held to give an opportunity for the discus-
sion of special matters that can not have
a place on the general program. One
luncheon meeting will include representa-
tives of all newspapers published in cities
of less than 50,000 population. Another
luncheon will be for representatives of
morning newspapers and the third luncheon
for evening newspapermen. The chairmen
of these meetings : Harvey R. Y'oung, ad-
vertising manager. The Columbus Dispatch,
evening newspapers ; E. J. Treflinger, vice-
president. The Richynond (lyidiana) Item,
morning newspapers ; Chas. L. Nicholson,
advertising manager. The Hutchinson
(Kansas) Daily News, newspapers in cities
of less than 50,000 population. Repre-
sentatives of the newspapers published in

cities of under 50,000 may elect to attend
the luncheons of morning or evening news-
papers if desired.

Tuesday Afternoon
Classified Advertising

Joint session will be held, starting at
- :00 o'clock. The classified advertising
managers will discuss problems of particu-
lar interest to advertising managers, busi-
ness managers, general managers and pub-
lishers. These members of the Association
of Newspaper Advertising Executives will
have ample opportunity to join in the dis-
cussion and to ask questions about building
classified advertising.

Tuesday Entertainment
Women attending the joint convention

will be entertained at a luncheon bridge at
the Maramor. with service at 1 :00 o'clock.
An enjoyable afternoon is being planned by
Mrs. Charles Hardin. Mrs. Harvey Young,
Mrs. Ralph Hirsch. Mrs. M, R. Thomas and
thr other members of the Columbus com-
mittee. Suitable prizes are being donated
by various Columbus retail stores.
The principal social event of the con-

vention will occur on Tuesday night. Spe-
cial cars will take the men and women at-
tending the joint convention to Olentangy
Park, Columbus, where a barbecue frolic
will be staged. It will be strictly informal
and Ralph Hirsch of the Ohio State Jour-
nal has already "tagged" a prize baby
beef and has arranged for a complete menu
of a most attractive nature. After the bar-
becue, the extensive amusement park will
bi- available to the delegates. The conven-
tion badge will entitle the wearer to rides
on all amusement devices, to the dance
hall, the swimming pool, prize fight and the
numerous other attractions put on espe-
cially for the convention. A large section
of the spacious dance hall will be reserved
for the exclusive use of the members of
the two associations and their guests.

Wednesday Morning
Starting at 9 :00 o'clock, will be devoted

to problems that concern the general man-
agement of a complete advertising depart-
ment.

Principal speakers: David Gibson, pub-
lisher. The Lorain (Ohio) Journal, "News-
paper Advertising Salesmanship" ; Douglas
V. Martin. Jr., promotion manager, St.
Louis Globe-Democrat, "How a Newspaper

Pay Roll is

$1,000,000 Weekly
The industrial payroll of

the City of Erie is a factor to

reckon with. There are more
than 21,000 employees of

Erie manufacturing concerns

who receive more than

$30,000,000 annually. Other
Erie industries not classed as

manufacturing concerns, swell

this payroll to an average
of more than $1,000,000
weekly.

THE DISPATCH-HERALD
CHAS. H. EDDY & COMPANY

National Advertiaing

500,000 CoUege

Students Analyzed

paign in any section of the
student field with complete
marketing facts to aid you.

We shall be glad to give
you data on when, where,
what and how the students
buy. that would be of definite

help in attaining better dis-

tribution in college towns at

We ha tha

th

the results of

nowledge obtained in ten
ears of active research work
nd personal investigations in

liege and school market.

Q
The COLLEGIATE
SALESMAN, describ-

ing all our activities

and listing all student
papers, sent on re-

quest.

COLLEGIATE SPECIAL

ADVERTISING AGENCY, Inc.

503 5th Avenut, New York City

37 S. Wabash Avenue. Chicago

117 Stephens Union Bldg., Berkeley, Calif.
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What s to be Done
ai^out Increasing Sales
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EVERY Sales Manager asks himself

that question as competition in-

creases and orders become lean.

There's business—but how and where
to get it?

Many manufacturers are substantially

increasing sales by entering new fields

where competition is not so keen in

their particular lines.

Furniture stores now carry a great variety of

what might be classed as "accessories for the
home." This merchandiser is hungry for new
merchandise to round out and complete his

lines. His credit system results in immediate
sales to consumers.

Are your products adapted lo this retail

outlet? Our service department will gladly

assist you in finding out.

The Grand Rapids

FURNITURE RECORD
Periodical Publishing Co., Publishers

Grand Rapids, Michigan

Members
4. B. C.—AMERICAy HOMES BUREAU—A. B. P.

NEW YORK CHICAGO CINCINNATI PITTSBURGH LOS ANGELES
WASHINGTON, D. C. MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
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Are your advertisements easy to read?

Do they compel attention? And is that attention favora-

ble? If not, you aren't getting full value from the space

you are using. Let us reset your ad as we think it should be

set. We're especially equipped for high-grade typography.

RIVERVIEW PRESS, Inc., 404 East 36th Street

TELEPHONE: MURRAY HILL 9438

May Promote Its Own Sales by Advertis-
ing."

Other speakers, wliose addresses will be
followed by general discussions : "Efficient
Methods of Measuring and Billing Adver-
tising Space."—Fred E. Hussey, Rochester
(K. Y.) Democrat-Chronicle. "The Advan-
tages and Disadvantages of the 12-ein Col-
umn."—Brent Williams, manager service
and promotion department, The St. Louis
Post-Dispatch. "Analysis of Advertising
Selling Costs."—Don Bridge, merchandis-
ing and national advertising department.
The Indianapolis News. "The Advantages
and Disadvantages of the Pyramid Make-
Up."—M. R. Thomas, advertising manager,
The Columbus Citizen. "Practical Rules
Determining the Classification of Advertis-
ing as National or Local."—Joseph W.
Simpson, national advertising department,
the Philadelphia Bulletin, and J. K. Groom,
director of national advertising, Northern
Illinois Group. "General Problems of Busi-
ness Management."—W. P. McKinney, sec-
retary-treasurer, The MaHetta (Ohio)
Times.

Wednesday Noon
Group luncheons will be held on Wednes-

day noon to complete the discussion of
matters pertaining to the specific problems
of the newspapers in the three general
classifications. The same chairmen will
take charge of the luncheons.

Whdnesday Afternoon
Business Session

Starting at 2:00 o'clock, will be devoted
to business matters. Probably the most
important feature of the meeting will be
the presentation of a Code of Ethics cover-
ing the selling and handling of newspaper
advertising. Committees will report, poli-

cies for the new year will be discussed,
and officers elected. This will be the final

session of the convention.

Wednesday
Ladies' Entertainment

Ladies attending the joint convention
will meet at the Deshler Hotel at 10:00
o'clock Wednesday morning for an auto-
mobile ride around Columbus, covering all

points of local interest. The party will

have lunch at the Columbus Country Club
at 1 :00 o'clock and return to the Deshler
Hotel by the time that the Wednesday
afternoon business session adjourns. Ohio
State University will also be visited.

Lunch Club Speakers

Members of the Association of News-
paper Advertising Executives will address
the various luncheon clubs during conven-
tion week. These speakers will include
J. Thomas Lyons, general manager, The
Baltimore News; James W. Fisk, merchan-
dising counsel, The Milwaukee Journal, and
Don Bridge, manager merchandising and
national advertising department. The In-
dianapolis NeU-^s.

C*^i-fe

Tracy Parry Company
Philadelphia and New York. Have

been appointed advertising counsel for

the Sherwin-Williams Company of

Canada.

Fuller & Smith

Cleveland. Have been appointed ad-

vertising agents for the Printz-Bicder-

man Company, same city, manufactur-
ers of ladies' ready-to-wear garments.

''The Nebraska Farmer"
Will be the name of the consolidated

Nebraska Farm Journal and The Ne-

braska Farmer, which goes into effect

July 1. S. R. McKelvie, Lincoln, Neb.,

is the publisher. Glenn Snyder is ad-|

vertising manager.

*Hazard Advertising

Corporation

Now York, will direct advertising foi

McGrane & Murphy, Inc., clothiers,,

same city. '
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Seesayis BetterthanHearsay
By James Walien

THE old Flemish house-

wives say that one

should accept the evidence

of his eyes, not his ears.

Columbus appealed to the eyes

vvrhen he demonstrated his theories

to the skeptics with an cg^.

The advertiser utilizes pictures

with equal grace and facility. Pic-

tures can tell the whole truth. They
do not forget essential details.

Pictures will tell the story of

your product so that even the un-

lettered can read. The larger audi-

ence, to whom your advertising

must appeal, accept the evidence of

their eyes without question. The
manner in which your illustrations

are produced is of grave import

The American Photo-Engravers
Association has devoted concerted

thought and study to making bet-

ter engravings available in every

community in America. The associ-

ation is endeavoring to make high

standards of craftsmanship obtain

in the metropolis and industrial

center alike.

It has set as its goal uniformity

of quality such as has never before

been known in a nation-wide in-

dustry. Members of the American

Photo-Engravers Association wher-

ever they may be located, have aligned

themselves with the best thought

of the times in their business.

The code and creed of the Ameri-

can Photo -Engravers Association

is set forth in a booklet entitled

"The Relighted Lamp of Paul

Revere." This booklet, which may
profitably fill a spare quarter hour,

may be had on request either from

your engraver or the association

headquarters.

AMERICAN PHOTO^ENGRAVERS
®AS SOCIATION®

GENERAL OFFICES

TOticjn Photn-Engrnvcrs Association

63 MONADNOCK BLOCK * CHICAGO
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Who Are the Readers o

(Sic HUNL\N JTw^diDic-

FOUNOEO 1898 by Dr. ORISON SWUT MARDEhl

All sorts of notions have been held as to the

kind of person who reads SUCCESS.

No one knew—exactly.

SUCCESS advertisers realized that here

was a mighty responsive group. But that

did not answer the question, so often asked,

"Just what kind of person is the SUCCESS
reader?"

We determined to find out. We dug in.

Now there is no more guesswork about it.

An extensive investigation, just completed,

visualizes the SUCCESS reader from every

angle.

How many men—women—families

—

read SUCCESS.^

How old are they.^

Where do they live?

=:1
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What are their Hving standards?

What are their occupations?

How many own automobiles, and in what

price-class are they?

How many are radio "fans"?

What other magazines do they read be-

sides SUCCESS?

All this vital data, presented in tabular

form and graphic charts, will be furnished

to national advertisers and agencies upon

request to the SUCCESS Marketing De-

partment.

This is the key to a buyers' group of half

a million people which national adver-

tisers want to reach. They believe in

SUCCESS and in SUCCESS advertisers.

MARKETING DEPARTMENT

FOUNOEO I89S by Or ORISON SWETT HARDEN

251 Fourth Avenue New York, N. Y.
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Things are

Booming in

AKRON
24,000 of Akron's

best families have

formed the habit of

supplying all their

wants from the ad-

vertising columns of

the—

AKRON S; TIMES
EVENING
AND

SUNDAY
"j4Aron*« Ablest Newspaper

They can be reached in no other
way than through the columns
of the Evening and Sunday
Times.

National Advertising RepresentaUves

CHAS. H.EDDY CO

PHOTOyTAT/"
for economic and effective —
VI/'UALIZATION

oi

Campaigns, 1 a y o u t i,

suggestions, borders, il-

lustrations, booklets,
charts, diagrams, maps,
sketches, reports, let-

ters, books, checks,
testimonial?, lettering,

blueprints, advance
plans.

Photostats Land Big Contract!
Recently a trade publicaluni submitted

twelve full page advertising suggestions to
one of the country's largest national and
trade paper advertlserB. And they went
over: bip. Tills Is what the advertiser
said: "The finest layouts and copy ever
Bubmltted to us by any publication."

Yet. this advertiser probably has more
campaiRns submitted to him by trade
publications than any other In the world.
In addition, this particular paper had
been trj-ing for six years.

There's an Interesting story connected
with the preparation of this campalprn

—

such as scarcity of data on application of
products to special field and almost no
available Illustrations.

That's where photostats proved a
deciding factor. By means of them tlie

Service Department manager made the
most of the few Illustrations he had. He
enlargt'd them, reduced them, made them
astonishingly flexible In prnthiclng twelve
varied and striking layouts.

You can do the same If you'll inves-
tigate the uses of Photostats; we'll gladly
tell you about them.

COMMERCE PHOTO-PRINT
CORPORATION

O Matden Lane. New York City
Telephone: John 3697

Quicker and cheaper ie^roductior\.

,a Burtr.n Holmts, frcim Ewlns Galloway

Newton Abbot, near Torqiiay, England

Goins: to London
Date of sailing of the Republic

has been shifted from July 3 to July 2.

This ship will carry 525 delegates, only
first-class cabins being used. The
change in the sailing date was made
necessary in order to insure arrival in

time for the National Welcome, Satur-
day, July 12, in Royal Albert Hall,

London. Ten days will be allowed for

the trip.

The Advertising Club of Chicago
has been assigned to arrange the pro-

gram for July 5 on the Republic. The
Poor Richard Club of Philadelphia and
the Philadelphia Club of Advertising
Women will stage a "Philadelphia
Night" on July 7, while a costume ball,

being planned by the League of Adver-
tising Women of New York will take
place July 10.

Arrangements are being made 'by

Rowe Stewart, business manager of the

Philadelphia Record, and chairman of

the Republic's program committee, to

have news of the IJnited States broad-
cast to the ship from station WOO,
Philadelphia. The news will be printed
in the form of a newspaper, distributed

to passengers.
* * *

No BUSINESS DISCUSSIONS will fea-

ture the programs on shipboard while
the delegates are en route overseas.

I

Instead, the slogan will be "For Pleas-
ure Only."

* * *

The National Industrial Adver-
tisers Association will have a depart-
mental exhibit at the Convention. A
committee, representative of all local

industrial groups, will handle all the

details in connection with the exhibit.

The committee is as follows: Ezra W.
Clark, chairman, Clark Tructractor
Co., Buchanan, Mich.; Harry Neal
Baum, Celite Products Co., Chicago,

111.; A. K. Birch, Allis-Chalmers Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.; E. P. Blanchard,
Bullard Machine Tool Co., Bridgeport,
Conn.; Joseph C. Bowman, Packard
Electric Co., Warren, Ohio; W. H.
Brandt, Chain Belt Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.; H. W. Dovirnes, American Loco-
motive Co., New York; Keith J. Evans,
Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago,
111.; L. F. Hamilton, Walworth Mfg.

Co., Boston, Mass.; Paul Teas, Guar-
dian Trust Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio; Os-
car S. Tyson, Rickard & Co., New

j

York; H. A. Winton, Hell Co., Milwau- i

kee, Wis.; W. A. Wolff, Western Elec-
trie Co., New York.

The Council of the English
1

Speaking Union have decided to make i

the delegates to the Convention, with '

their wives and children, honorary
members of the Union while they are
in London. Delegates will be offered

i

the full use of the clubrooms, which are
,

situated at 1, Charing Cross, overlook- •

ing Trafalgar Square. Arrangements
will be made for a membership card to

be delivered to each delegate on his

arrival in London.

The estimated attendance to the

convention from the 250 advertising
clubs in the United States and Canada,
and other delegations, is approximately
2000. The estimated attendance from
approximately twenty-five cities where
On-to-London committees have been
formed on the Continent is 750. Dele-

gates are also coming from clubs in

Capetown, South Africa, Australia,
New Zealand, Honolulu, and possibly

Shanghai, China. Business men are

also expected from the Philippine
Islands and other places where there

are no advertising organizations.
,

Through the generosity of H. Si-

monis, director of the Daily Neivs and
Star of London, two free trips to the
convention have been offered to the af-

filiated clubs that report the largest

sale of business books through the As-
sociation's Book Sales Department at

national headquarters in New York be-

tween April 15 and June 15.

* * *

Many of the delegates have arranged
to make a pilgrimage to No. 36 Craven
Street, Charing Cross, once the home
of Benjamin Franklin. Franklin is re-'

garded as America's first advertisingj

man and is looked upon as the "patron

saint" of the profession.
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What Are Unfair

Business Practices?

Recent Decisions of the Federal Trade

Commission Condensed for Quick

Reference

Fictitious Prices—A fountain pen
company of New York has been ordered
to discontinue practice of labeling- an
article with prices at which it is not
intended to be sold. The Commission
charges that this constitutes unfair
business.

English Broadcloth — A shirt
manufacturer of New York has been
ordered by the Commission to stop
using the words "English Broadcloth"
on its garments unless such garments
are really made from broadcloth im-
ported from England.

Pongee.—Several cloth mills have
;
been ordered to discontinue using the
word "pongee" as a brand, stamp or

I label for any fabric sold in interstate
! commerce, unless such fabric is a prod-

I

uct of the cocoon of the silkworm.
j

"Pongee" signifies to a substantial part
I of the trade that a fabric so marked is

I

composed entirely of silk.

I
Bribes—A New York manufacturer

of textile finishing products has been
I ordered to discontinue the giving of
sums of money to employees of custom-
ers or prospective customers without the
knowledge and consent of their employ-
ers. The firm in question gave this

' money for the purpose of inducing
1
these employees to recommend to their

j
employers the purchase of its products.

j

Fixing Resale Prices. — A concern
\
with its home office in Maryland manu-

' factures, among other products, a cer-
tain brand of underwear. The Commis-

I

sion has ordered this company to desist
' its practice of fixing resale prices,
' which it did by the following methods

:

! (1) Reporting to its agents the names
of jobbers and wholesalers who did not

j

observe the resale prices established;

I

(2) maintaining a list of customers
1 who did not observe the resale prices
and denying them the right to buy

I

other products of the company until
I satisfactory assurance had been given
that the resale prices would be ad-

' hered to.

I

Misrepresentation of Hosiery. — A
I concern in Newark, N. J., has been or-
jdered by the Commission to cease and
desist from several practices which it

followed in the merchandising of hos-
'iery. It was the habit of the company's
salesmen to represent that it manufac-
jtured the hosiery it sold, when the truth
iwas it bought its hosiery from another
(concern and did not own, control or op-
erate a factory wherein hosiery was

I made. The terms "fashioned" and "full
ifashioned," which appeared on the
[labels containing this particular com-
iPany's goods, were also found to con-
istitute unfair competition, as the meth-
lod by which the hosiery was made was
|not in accordance with the regularly
;accepted method of manufacturing hos"-
ijery so designated, being rather an im-
itation of it. In regard to the use of the
words ".silk," "silk chiffon," "pure silk,"
and "pure thread silk," the company
was again found to be employing mis-
leading terms, as the hosiery' which it
sold had tops, toes and heel's made of
cotton.

"Tell them I would rather cut off my right

hand than write an order to surrender"

INTO the partisan politics

of a Presidential year,
when dark distrust creeps about the very
foundations of our Government, the new
Prudential series flashes like a clear ray of
good old fashioned sunshine.

The sturdy American traditions and un-
selfish devotion of the signers of the
Declaration have at this time far more
than merely patriotic significance.

Rising beyond the ordinary empty run
of selfish "institutional" advertising.
President Duffield's vision has made a
very distinct contribution to the economic
safety of our day.

For advertising that strives for something more than yon reasonably
expect advertising to do, asli to see Berrien's Big Black Book-
Goode & Berrien, Advertising Counsel, 19 West 44th Street, New York.

HE Society of Illustrators School, organized in 1921 to train men who
had been disabled in service and instructed by a volunteer group of well
known members of the Society, will close June 30th. Before that date

we hope to connect the students with actual paying work.

These men, disabled no longer, have been trained in designing practical
problems in advertising, posters, car cards, catalogue covers, etc.

They have excellent examples to show and they know that they must
begin with a moderate salary. Later on they will prove their value to the
designing departments in which they may find employment. Over ninety
per cent of our graduates are working successfully.

THOMAS WATSON BALL, Director.

480 Lexington Avenue,

New York City.
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PROVE IT!

SHOW THE LETTER
Tour salesmen should show skeptical prospects

testimonial letters received from satisfied custom-

ers—it supplies proof and gets the order. Don't

leave testimonial letters lying Idle In your flies—

glTe them to your men and increase sales thru

their use. Successful salesmen want and will use

them. , . .

Write for namplea ana prwJM.

*JAX PHOTO PRINT CO.. 31 W. Ad.mi Sireel. Chicgo

[
Largest

Most Individual

One reason uiiy more advertisers are usiilK

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT llian its

contemporaries Is because of tlie reader in-

terest in its editorial contents.

and Sellins

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
243 West 39th St., New York City

Folded Edge Duckine and Fibre Signs

Cloth and Paraffine Signs

Lithographed Outdoor and Indoor
Displays

THE JOHN IGELSTROEM COMPANY
Massillon, Ohio Gckm! Salesmen Wanted

THE JEWELERS' CIRCULAR,
New York, has for many j^ears pub-

lished more adver-tising than have

seven other jewelry journals com-

bined.

Bakers Weekly ^ew vort cif;
NEW YORK OFFICE—45 West 45th St.

CHICAGO OFFICE—343 S. Dearborn St.

Maintaining a complete research laboratory

and experimental baliery for determining the

adaptability of products to the baking in-

dustry. Also a Research Merchandising De-
partment, furnishing statistics and sales analy-

sis data.

FREDERICK A. HANNAH
AND ASSOCIATES

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
MARKETING COUNSEL

32 WEST 4oth STREET : NEW YORK

The Architectural Record
119 West Fortieth Street

Establlslied 1891

York
of

11.000 per issue includinK 6I'.i6 arcliitect subscri-

bers—the largest number any architectural journal

has ever had. Member A. B. C. and A. B. P.. Inc.

r,\T ( Sample copil, ^- B. C. report, rates,

DcAr-r-e-r- <'• •"'«' ''OoMft. "Selling the
KtUOtii t jr.),i(«(," iuilding itiitittict, cte.

CHARACTER

—and Now
Concerning Copy

A Fuller Brush full page adver-

tisement devotes itself not to brushes

at all, but to the identification button

worn by the house-to-house agent who
sells them. In other words, here is a

page (at $5,000) consecrated to telling

the story of how the goods are sold.

An Apollo Chocolates advertisement

likewise makes the storekeeper an in-

tegral part of their brief message. In

an opinion which is very new, and

which was only just provoked by these

advertisements, they adopt a sensible

policy in dramatizing the purchase.

So many do not. So often the re-

tailer is either dismissed with a flip of

"your dealer," "at the nearest dealers,"

or a curt "dealers everywhere," or is

egregiously flattered by "sold only at

the better stores," or is all complicated

up by being called "the Vacuette

branch," "The Upson dealer who sells

Upson Board," "the authorized John-

ston's Candy Department in one of the

better stores in your neighborhood."

My "favorite store" doesn't exist. I

haven't any "regular dealer." I trade

with a few stores, and regularly, but

in my character of John W. Consumer
they are to me drug stores and paint

stores and lumber yards and candy

stores and clothing stores and haber-

dashers. More than likely my "favor-

ite druggist" is Mister Walker, my
"nearest authorized agent" is Ed.

Sullivan at the garage. I am not sup-

posed to know that Mister Walker is

a "dealer" nor Ed. Sullivan an "agent"
'—those are advertising terms, not in

the language of unforced retail pur-

chase. If Walker has Zonite and I

want it, he sells it. "Drug store" is

all I crave to know; if there is to be

any doubt about where I ought to ex-

pect to find this new and alluring

article, tell me "drug store" or "cigar

store," as short as that, and don't

confuse me and try to kid "the dealer."

A good piece of copy can be marred
by this too-casual, little closing direc-

tion to the store. It squeaks with com-

mercialism and after a good piece of

copy it is the world's worst anticlimax

—the collection box pursueth the ser-

mon too close. If the advertisement

is good enough to arouse interest (). e.,

willingness to consider buying), that

interest, now led to the trough, cannot

be made to drink by a brusque "at

your dealer's," nor wheedled into com-

pliance by a lot of hand-crocheted gen-

tilities about "truly representative

stores."

If folks generally will know where

to get the article—if its distribution is

good, and fairly obvious—don't let's

crack that old "at your dealer" whip.

If folks don't know where they ought

to expect the article to pop up, tele-

graph the kind of store to them in

their own language.

COS

If the retailer's good-will is impor-

tant, if it can be won best by flattery,

and if his interested participation in

the sale is a real means to an increased

volume (as in fitting or installing, or

in the method of selling), then—and

then only—does he deserve space. But

if we're giving him space, let's really

put him into the story.

Anyone today will not be surprised

to find anything on sale anywhere. If

you don't believe it, ask Mr. Liggett.

F1.EISCHMANN introduced us to vita-

mines and everyone else took them up

socially. Lux introduced us to fiakes

and there's a snowstorm of there. The
j

Messrs. Lambert unveiled a polysyllabic i

and pseudo-scientific euphemism called

halitosis, and Zonite is thinking well of

the idea. Four out of every five paste

makers at last agree that four out

of every five people are likely to get

pyorrhea if they don't watch out. A
"new idea" bristles like a porcupine

with talking points—but they come out.

And stick into the attacking dogs.

This issue's award of the highest

prize for restraint in the use of color,

and brilliance in same, goes to the

Peerless automobile for a page in the

May 3 issue of the Saturday Evening

Post.

ten

If this old MEMORY plays us fair,

the Colgate Arboretum of Indigenous

and Exotic Facial Vegetables began

timidly in the college magazines. Evi-

dently it was the sort of venture that

would be allowed only in such loose

publications, and there only as an ex-

periment. Apparently its "results"

were good, and it proved not to be so

"dangerous" for national magazines as ,

had been feared, for now it is every-
|

where. It is just as diverting as any

good newspaper feature, and much

better than most of them.

The world is so full of a number of

Japanese sword hilts and French snuff- 1

boxes and illuminated manuscripts and 1

paintings by Velasquez, that there must

be some "art" left that hasn't been

used to make our advertising language

easier to read and believe.
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BVERSHARP
matched bi;

WAHL PBN
brinp you Pro|its at GraduationTime

Buy on Wv£B^£BBS^£E^-
JuneDaiinp
i. Now/ o

THE WAKU COMPANY

LsLLsedbLf

THEWAHltnMPANY
The Wahl Company piece illustrated above is a full sheet

broadside—25 x 38—with four folds. The diagonal strip

is a solid color; the pen and pencil inserts are fine half-

tones. A beautifully coated surface was needed to repro-

duce the striking illustrations prepared for this job—while
extraordinary strength and folding quality were vital to

the successful mailing of a broadside so huge. To remove
all fear for the outcome of this piece it was printed on
Foldwell Coated Paper; for The Wahl Company, like hun-
dreds of other national advertisers of broad experience,

knows that it can depend upon Foldwell for unusual results.

CHICAGO PAPER COMPANY • Mamifacturers
801 South Wells Street • Chicago

NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED

Th* method of making Foldwell produces LONQ, pliable fibres instead of

the usual short fibre. Long fibres resist breaking by BENDJNQ at a fold.

:i^Ii?AT»T«r«lir»!d.!.!:^^^n,'^;r;!.^^:Fr?>Tr^tr>M.V^^^^^vf^^
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U^ationally Q)LstLbukd
By the Country's Leading Paper Merchants

BALTIMORE. MD.
The B. F. Bond Paver Co.
Hanover and Lombard St8.

BOSTON, MASS.
John Carter & Company, Inc.
CS? Atlantic Avenue

BUFFALO. N. Y.
The Ailing & Cory Company

CALGARY, ALTA.. CAN.
John Martin Paper Co., Ltd.

CHICAGO. ILL.
Chicago Paper Company
SOI S. Wells St.

CINCINNATI. OHIO
The Cincinnati Cordage & Paper Co.

CLEVELAND. OHIO
The Petrequin Paper Co.
1!SS W. Third St.

DALLAS. TEXAS
Olmsted-Kirk Company

DAYTON. OHIO
The Cincinnati Cordage & Paper Co

DES MOINES, IOWA
Carpenter Paper Company of Iowa
lOS Seventh St. Viaduct

DETROIT. MICH.
Chope-Stevne I'aper Co.
1915-1935 Fort Street, Weiti

EDMONTON. ALTA., CAN.
John Martin Paper Co., Ltd.

EL PASO. TEXAS
E. C- Palmer £ Co., Ltd.

HOUSTON. TEXAS
B. C. Palmer & Co., Ltd.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
Century Paper Co.
SOI Kentucky Ave.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Kansas City Paper House
Seventh and May Sts.

LINCOLN, NEB.
Lincoln Paper Company
Cor. nth & P Sts.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Blake, Moffitt & Towne
Si2 So. Los Angeles St.

LOUISVILLE. KY.
Louisville Paper Co.
Thirteenth & Maple

MILWAUKEE. WIS.
Allmon-Chriaimnsen Paper Co.
ISl Michigan .S'l.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
7he John L-sHe Paper Co.
SOI South Fifth St.

MONTREAL. P. Q., CAN.
McFarlane, Son & Hodgson. Ltd.

NEWARK. N. J.
Lasher & Lathrop, Inc.
SO East Ptddie St.

NEW ORLEANS. LA.
E.C.Palmer&Co..Ltd.
US Camp St.

NEW YORK. N. Y.
The Ailing S: Cory Co.

Whitehead & Alliger Co.
11 Thomas St.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
Kansas City Paper House
17 E. Grand Avenue

OMAHA, NEB.
Carpen ter Paper Co.
Sth and Harney Sts.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
A. Horluna & Company
50S-5U Race Street

PHOENIX. ARIZ.
Blake, Mo/ritt & Towne

PITTSBURGH. PA.
The Ailing & Cory Company
P. O. Box 9li

East Srd at Ankeny
PROVIDENCE. R. I.
John Carter £' Company, Ina,
&8 Fountain St.

RICHMOND. VA.
D. L. Ward Co.

ROCHESTER, N.Y.
The AlbnijA- Cory Company
P. O. Box 995

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Acme Paper Co.
113 South Sth St.

ST. PAUL. MINN.
Nassau Paper Company

SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH
Carpenter Paper Co.
lis State Street

SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
Blake, Moffitt & Town,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Blake, Moffitt & Towne
U First St.

SEATTLE, WASH.
American Paper Co.

SPOKANE, WASH.
Spokane Paper & Stationery Co.

TACOMA. WASH.
Tacoma Paper & Stationery Co.
1733-1739 Jefferson Ave.

TOLEDO. OHIO
The Commerce Paper Co.
to St. Clair St.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Stanford Paper Company
1215 ''C' St., N. W.
WINNIPEG, MAN.. CAN.
John Martin Paper Co., Ltd.

CHICAGO PAPER COMPANY, Manufacturers
801 South Wells Street, Chicago

Folding Coated Book Folding Coated Cover Folding Coated Writing

i?inlnTnTnTnTnTnTnTnTnTnTnTnMnTnTnTnTnTnTnTnTnTnTnTninTnTnTnTnTn^^
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The Small Agency

and "Profits"

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32]

the phenomenon of the volcanic

salary could be eliminated. A well

entrenched organization can soon

learn what to expect in the way ot

revenue from a given set of accounts

(barring new ones) and salaries,

overhead and profits could be fig-

ured accordingly. Allowances, too,

could be made, in the light of gen-

eral experience, for interrupted

campaigns, curtailed appropriations

and credit losses.

But this is no part of the typical

agency's design, and the flash-and-

fade form of salary continues to

dominate. I do not say that it

should not do so—I only say it com-
plicates and undermines any sys-

tematizing of profits.

There are other minor considera-

tions which attack the validity at-

taching to any statement of profits

made by an agency. Take so-called

promotion, or sales, expense. Shall

it be deducted, for any year, from
current revenue, or from the surplus
at the close of the previous year?
Take the method of figuring a

profit percentage on volume of busi-

ness. Shall the client's appropria-
tion be considered inclusive of the
agency's retainer, or exclusive of it?

The method affects the result.

These and numerous other triv-

ialities enter in. By and large, how-
ever, we find the crux of our prob-
lem in salaries. It is when we
allocate an agency's salary scale, not
when we listen to its accounting of

"profits," that we lay our finger on
the pulse of its prosperity.

j

All these statements converge to
one point: That, if you are an agency

j

executive, your agency "profits" can

\

be almost anything you like. A
i

small agency's balance sheet at the
end of a period means little. Its

owner's private bank account means
' much more.

j

Any speculation as to agency
("profits" is—speculation. So many
'things bearing on any such study
'are equivocal that the sum total
jmust be notable only for its lack of
'significance.

!
This view, nevertheless, is not in-

I tended as the last word, by any
I
means. The topic of agency profits
(is one on which few (among them
jcertainly not the writer of these
iparagraphs) can pronounce his find-

ings with complete authority. It is

la question undoubtedly to be clari-
fied by contributions from agency
imen who are willing to make them.

r\-

Telling It ToThe Boy Scouts
O

Tlie Iniiig rwmi ot "Dan" Beard's lodge in the reiiusj Udiiia ninuiiUiiis.
Here you see him telling two Boy Scouts some stories of the old frontier.
As the author of the "American Boy's Handy Book." popular for more
than forty years, he is known and loved all over the land. He has

Sht scout virtues to three generations of boys, and from him they
learned ho' to ( lip. hunt and flsli.

'Shucks, I don't know how to writ e a book
! ''

I\
the May issue of the American Maga-

zine one of the main articles told the
story of "Dan" Beard and how, in teach-

ing a million boys to love the great out-

doors, he has kept alive the wholesome
spirit of frontier days.

From that article we quote the following:
One day, when he happened to be in the
office of a New York Magazine, the editor
said to him

:

"Da
how

I, why don't you get up a
to do all these things that ^

talking about, so the boyi

book
al-

"Shucks," retorted Beard. "I don't knou-
how to write a book."
"Well." they told him, "just go ahead
and do the best you can."
He did. and the result was the "American
Boy's Handy Book." Although it was
published more than fortv years ago, in
1882, more copies -were bought by boys
last year than in any previous year.

Not only that—his regular page in each
issue of BOYS' LIFE is a feature Boy
Scouts and thousands of other boys follow
with eager interest. Tell your message to
readers of BOYS' LIFE. They are tlie
"pick" of the younger generation.

boy;
THE BOY scouts' MAGAZINE

^
200 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

Union Bank BIdg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

37 So. Wabash Av
Chicago, III. r

"straws tell which way the vdnd blows: It ie
a waste of time and money to hire a man by
the year to toss a bale of hay. One intell-
igent live judgment — tested under careful
observation — is worth a library of dead
statistics, no matter what you paid for them"

BERRIEN'S BIG BLACK BOOK

Goode & Berrien, 19 V^. 44th Street, New York
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\ My experience in advertising qualif.es

me to be exceedingly helpful to advertis-

ers who believe that the money they are

spending toradvertising IS not beingused
as effectually as it should be.

\ Mediums, copy, organization, failure to

recognize and utilize market opportun-
ities— there is where the trouble is, nine

times in ten.

f The sane thing to do, underthe circum -

stances, isto havesomeonewhoKNOWS—and ii'ho has no axe to grind— review

what is being done with a view to elim-

inating unwise expenditures and raising

advertising standards all along the line.

\ My services are available for that pur-

pose for as much or as little time as is

necessary to do a real job. Communicate
with me, direct or through an intermedi-

ary, as seems best.

J. M. CAMPBELL,
(not an advertising agent)

440 FOURTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK

•Phone: MADISON SQUARE 6991

For I 5 years the leading beat equipped
business research organization.

Surveys and special investigations

—

dealer questionnaires anywhere in

U. S. $1.50 per dealer* 25c consumer.

Industry researches on over 300 lines

available at $150 and upward.

business
bourse:

J. GEORGE FREDERICK, President

15 W. 37th St., New Yorfc, N. Y.

Hotel St. James
1 09-

1
3 West 45th Street,Times Square

NEW YORK, N. Y.

''liates and Booklet on application

W. JOHNSON QUINN

LUMBERMEN
offer rower plant equlpmtnt and
mill accessory firms; bulldlngma.
terlal and truck manufacturers a
big sales field. For surveys ask

Amcrifaj/mnbepman
Est. 1873 CHICAGO. ILL

Koiigens Nytorv Square, Copenhagen, Denmark

Advertising in Denmark
COMPARED with advertising

and merchandising methods in

the United States, Denmark
is about twenty-five years behind
the times," stated Louis Henius,
managing director of Berlingske
Tidende of Copenhagen, in a lunch-

eon-talk before the Export Adver-
tising Round Table at the Adver-
tising Club of New York on May
22. Denmark, which has a popula-

tion close to 4,000,000, is primarily
an agricultural country, concentrat-

ing on the production of butter, eggs
and bacon. Naturally, manufactured
products, machinery and agricul-

tural implements are imported to a

considerable extent, these in the

main coming from Germany, France,

Belgium, England, Norway, Sweden
and the United States.

An American manufacturer who
desires distribution for his product
in Denmark is faced with peculiar

conditions. In the first place, it is

almost impossible to obtain a market
analysis or survey from either the
local advertising agencies or the

newspapers, these, as a rule, having
no organized merchandising or sta-

tistical departments.

Retailers in Denmark are not in

the least interested in advertising.

According to Mr. Henius, they can-

not see the necessity for it. Another
strange thing is that it is more dif-

ficult to promote the interest of the

retailer in trademarked goods than
it is to push the sale of unidentified

goods. The retailer insists upon
buying his wares wherever he
pleases, preferring to handle the

class of merchandise that will net

him the greatest profit. The Danish
merchant simply hasn't reached the

stage of receptivity that makes him
responsive to modern methods of

doing business.

It can be gathered from all this

that advertising in Denmark is still

in the primitive stage. There are

practically no billboards, and car-

card displays, which are changed
with periodic frequency in the

United States, in Denmark are made
on a five-year contract basis.

Changes, if any, are made but twice

a year. Once the first impression is

registered, car-card advertising ex-

cites no further interest on the part

of the public.

The only medium that offers any
worthwhile return to the aggressive

advertiser is afforded by the news-
papers, which are published daily,

weekly and Sunday. The weeklies

serve as a valuable medium for the

advertising of popular products, such

as find use in the majority of homes.
The better class of merchandise is

advertised in the dailies. When it

comes to daily newspapers, Denmark
is literally flooded, for even the town
of five or six thousand inhabitants

boasts five or six different news-

papers. This is attributable to the

diverse political faiths possessed by
the population, the adherents of each

party patronizing its own mouth-
piece.

The manufacturer who seeks na-

tional coverage in his advertising

fortunately does not have to patron-

ize each of these dailies, nor even

a newspaper in each town. The
three important daily newspapers in
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Copenhagen enjoy what amounts to

national circulation. An advertising

campaign on Sun Maid raisins, for

instance, could be made to cover

Denmark by contracting for space

in one or two Copenhagen news-

papers, two weeklies with wide cir-

culation, and about ten different

newspapers published throughout

the nation. As for rates, there

seems to be a concerted agreement

among the daily newspapers to

charge the same for space, regard-

less of circulation. The American

advertiser who does not know the

ropes will waste a great deal of

money on media if he does not trans-

act his business through a reputable

local agency.

When it comes to the actual dis-

tribution of merchandise, the area

of Denmark is small enough so that

the country can be served adequately

if a central agency is established in

Copenhagen with three or four sup-

plementary agencies in as many
other key cities.

Frank Presbrey Company
New York. Has been appointed

advertising counsel to Charles Gulden,

Inc., makers of mustard and salad

dressing, same city.

Oliver M. Byerly

Cleveland. Will direct advertising

for the Novelty Lamp & Shade Com-
pany of that city.

G. H. Dirhold

St. Louis. Appointed foreign adver-
tising representative in that territory

for the International Grocer, Chicago.

Street & Finney
New York. Appointed advertising

counsel to Frank A. Hoppe, Inc., gun
cleaning authorities, Philadelphia.

George L. Dyer Company
New York. Appointed advertising

and merchandising counsel to the Jones
Brothers Tea Company, chain grocers.

Simmons-Boardman
Publishing Co.

New York. Has opened branch at 74
New Montgomery Street, San Fran-
cisco; Homer Beach is in charge.

Carl J. Eastman
Formerly sales manager of King's

Food Products Company, Portland,
Ore., is now attached to the San Fran-
cisco office of N. W. Ayer & Son.

Marietta Register

Ohio newspaper, has been elected to
active membership of the American
Newspaper Publishers' Association.

A. J. Denne & Co.

Toronto, has been selected to direct
advertising for Sturgeons, Limited,
who are promoting an English shingle
stain.

Coitriffy
Groesbeck,
Hearn &
Hindle DRAWINGS in Pen and Ink,

Wash, Dry-brush and Color, for

Newspapers, Magazines, Posters and

Booklets.

Pictorial Retouching of the most con-

vincing kind.

Preliminary Sketches and Ideas.

cSViirrdy Hill 2^60

LOHSE^BUDD
i-OS Lexington Ave.

NEW YORK

hhammm0 Its

Ownjdedicine
The Daily Herald, having- seen the results

gained by advertisers who use its col-

umns, has made use of the power of ad-

vertising to increase its own business.

The Daily Herald is probably the smallest paper which uses

display space in the advertising business journals, and has
won favor by definite and truthful statements of its territory,

circulation and service. Taking its own medicine—of adver-
tising—has brought results to the Daily Herald. And its

growing circulation and prestige will bring results to you, Mr.
National Advertiser.

The»Daily Herald
BILOXI MISSISSIPPI

Geo. W. Wilkes' Sons, Publishers

GULFPORT

NOTICE !

^ Keep your issues of AD-
VERTISING AND .SELLING
FORTNIGHTLY on file. Ai
the conclusion of each volume
an index will be published.

Advertise Knit Goods
in the only two papers that cover
the knitting industry completely.

UNDERWEAR & HOSIERY REVIEW
SWEATER NEWS& KNITTED OUTERWEAR

321 Broadway. New York
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Performance

FOR successful advertising, every-

thing must work in harmony. Plan-

ning, preparing, distributing, each

requires precision. Even a delayed de-

livery of plates may cripple an exten-

sive campaign. Gagnier knows that,

hence, the certainty of our deliveries.

Gagnier Plates are known in every press-

room; quality far above the average;

mounted on mahogany. And yet, owing

to enormous turnover they cost you less

than other plates.

You owe it to yourself to give Gagnier

Plates a trial. Send a pattern plate today.

Let us execute a small order. Put us to

the test. It's to your advantage.

GAGNIER STEREOTYPE FOUNDRY
The Gagnier Corporation

3RK DETROIT CHICAGO
Id St. 222 N. Michigan Ave.

7/ie Shcogm;^ed Standard

The one complete Buyers' Guide, 4300 pages,

9 X 12, aims to include all manufacturers, re-

gardless of advertising patronage, but se-

cures preferred attention for advertisers.

The only one in the "Paid" Circulation

class, the only A.B.C. Member.

TO ALL AMERICAN SOURCES OF SUPPiY

and edtril. nr<l<-i-<Ml, piliil f<

ose imporlniit hayera In all lines which
as n rule, thev use It eicluslvely—Bub-

irculntlon. More than 2000 adTertlsers

—

of tiie biggest manufacturers, financial

Thomas Publishing Company, 461 Eighth Ave., New York

Send for Information

—with Variations
~ [CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26] i

nearest Sefton plant. We will return ;

ii, in a Sefton made box. A Sefton fac- '

tory—total capacity, a half million cor-
;

rugated boxes per day—-is located to

serve you economically. Telephone,
wire or write for our representative.

Offering samples and offering ser-

vice are in most instances aimed at

securing the names of prospects

either for direct follow-up or for use

in securing or assisting local dis-

tributors. There are other adver-

tisers who are just as interested in

opening up correspondence, but

whose commodities do not lend them-
selves so effectively to either strata-

gems. They must utilize other ap-

peals.

"If you want the facts, just say

you're interested," says the Caloriz-

ing Company of Pittsburgh, and
thereby says the simplest thing in

a pleasing manner.
Esmond Blankets are content if

you will "Remember the name—Es-
mond. It guarantees quality."

William Mann Company, makers
of made-to-order blank books, loose

leaf ledgers and machine bookkeep-
ing forms, tells you in this fashion

the steps necessary to consummate a
purchase:

All Mann products are sold direct to

Mann salesmen—not through retail

stores anywhere except our own in

Philadelphia. Our men travel virtually

the entire country. One will gladly call

at your request.

Creo-Dipt Shingles vary the usual

practice of offering catalogs, hand-

books, brochures, etc., with this

—

Send 50c. for fifty large Photographs
of Homes of all sizes by noted Archi-

tects.

Worth quoting because it does

not offer in the usual way unlimited

service direct "if your dealer does

not cany them," is this "closer"

used by the Faultless Rubber Co.

—

If you have difficulty in obtaining

Faultless Tennis Balls, we will ship you

one dozen only, prepaid, for $3.00.

In a full page appearing in one of

the magazines from which other ex-

amples were secured. Lux does not

bother with sample offers nor in-

structions to ask your grocer nor

any of the other hooks. Instead, it

winds up with this paragraph which
is even more freely packed with im-

peratives than is the average para-

graph aimed at coaxing an inquiry--

Keep a package of Lux handy on

your kitchen shelf. Use it for the

dishes always. Don't let that hour and

a half in the dishpan every day be a
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hardship to your hands. Begin wash-
ing today's dishes with Lux.

Perhaps the greatest degree of op-

timism shown in any of the quota-
tions is that exhibited by The Long-
view Corporation. In an advertise-
ment appearing in a national maga-
zine published in the east and point-
ing out the opportunities offered by
the new city of Longview in the State
of Washington, the copy closes
with

—

See Longview for yourself—see a city

of steel, brick, concrete and wood, grow-
ing out of what, a year ago, was a val-

ley of fertile farms and blooming
orchards. See Longview's modern 6-

story hotel, its civic center, its con-
struction force of 1500 men, its great

I ,
temporary docks. Include Longview

j
in your summer tour of the wonderful

I

Pacific Northwest.

I
West of the Alleghanies that will

[
be received without comment be-

[ I cause the readers are not appalled

1 by distance, but I venture to pro-

1 1 phesy that, from New Jersey north
t along the Atlantic, in the opinion
1 of many a man who regards a trip

j

even to Pittsburgh or Buffalo as an
I

j

undertaking to be approached with
'idue deliberation and extended cere-

mony, it will seem as infeasible and
absurd as an invitation to the moon.
In that section of the nation it is

liable to be misjudged as "a wild
Western notion."

s;
HARPENING the hook so that it

will sink in is a serious advertis-

ing problem. Whether you can best

get the reader who has read your ad-

vertisement into action by coaxing,

cajoling or commanding is some-
thing you must decide for yourself.

Whether you want him to go direct

to the goods, hunting them out if

necessary, or whether you prefer to

assume the cost of direct mail follow-

up correspondence involved in induc-

ing him to write you is a question
tied up in your sales-policy. Whether
you will be willing to send him a
free sample or will try to induce him
to pay you real money for an ad-

vertisement which shrewdly em-
bodies some service-to-him feature,

lare matters to be decided by you be-

fore your advertising is written.

If mere weight of example and
[evidence count for anything, mod-
ern advertising practice unmistak-
ably indicates that at the end of your
copy-line should be a hook.

Of what materials the hook shall

be made and how it shall be
fashioned, shaped and barbed rests

with you and your judgment as to

what is best fitted to land the fish in

your particular market. But don't

expect a bent pin to turn the trick.

SolvingA Hard
Sales Problem

Many a sale is lost through sales-

men's blunders. Many a good prop-

osition suffers through errors in the

effort to sell it. Perhaps the greatest

need in business today is the need for

better salesmanship. How much i/oiir

business suffers through the faults of

your salespeople can only be con-

jectured.

You would correct these faults per-

sonally if time permitted. But your

hours are full of other duties.

A Novel, Practical Plan
How to train, how to develo]) your sales-

jieople—how to make them better pro-
ducers—may have been a problem to you.

But here's a novel way to give them con-

stant training without consuming your
time, and at a cost so small as to be
scarcely worth considering.

Through our SALES BULLETIX SER-
VICE you are constantly supplied with
sales ideas in the shape of stories, anec-
dotes, experiences, quotations and illus-

trations, all ready for use in your own
Sales Bulletin.

This material is gathered from practical

experience, and while it is presented in an
entertaining form it is virtually a continu-

ous course in salesmanship, minus the dull-

ness and drudgery of academic schooling.

Some of the Topics Covered
The most vital phases of salesmanship

are covered in this SERVICE; a few of

them are: When to Quote the Price, The
Seasonal Bugaboo, Getting to the Man
with Authority, How and When to be
Persistent, Knowing Your Man, The
Science of Bluffing, Saying the Right
Thing First, Remembering the Obvious
Things, Importance of Following Every
Lead, Apjiealing to the Buyer's— N'ot the

Seller's — Interests, How to Use Rainy
Days, Getting to the Facts in the Case,

Tact in Hel])ing the Buyer Decide, Those
Blankety-Blank Alibis or Excuses, The
Importance of Saving Money, The Best

Time to Stop Talking, etc.

This SERVICE contains none of the

bunk known as "])ep."' It is not a "whoo)i-

hurrah" SERVICE. It does not preach.

On the contrary, each article contains a

practical, tested, usable idea which your
salespeople can put to use everii dnif.

Prominent Users

The list of users of this Service reads

like a Who's Who of American Industry.

Leading firms in nearly every line are us-

ing this material under our license agree-

ment—convincing evidence of its genuine

aerit.

Nothing Else Like It

So far as we know, there is nothing else

similar to this SERVICE. It solves the

problem without adding to your labors,

without a big bill of expense, and without

submerging your individuality.

It is equally suitable for every line of

business selling through salespeople,

whether on salary or commission.

It requires no special arrangement in

your office. You are ready to begin using

it rii/lit nine.

Enthusiastic Comments
One big user's letter is typical. He says

the SERVICE "does much to give these

salespeople the idea that we are regular

fellows who have a personal interest in

them." Another says: "I wish to take this

occasion of complimenting you on the

punch, common sense and really usable

ideas incorporated in your Service." And
still others: "Your service is proving

mighty valuable—is certainly working in

fine" : "it is what we have been looking

for"; "they are unusually good."

Trivial Cost

The cost is trivial—less than ten cents

per day—no matter how many salespeople

you have. For only $36 you get the Ser-

vice for a whole year—seventy-two illus-

trations and approximately 36,000 words
—300 Selling Ideas.

Special Proposition

We want you to try this Service for

thirty days without obligation. Mail the

coiqion. Then take thirty days to decide

whether you want the Service regularly.

Let it sell itself to you on its own merit.

Mail the coupon now Xo salesman will

call.

THE OJ.McClure
Advertising Agency
111 West Monroe Street CHICAGO

REMINDER COUPON
The O. .1. McChire A(h;-r. Aqcnoj
111 ir. Monroe lit., Cliicai/o.

.Ill right, I will trij gour SER-
VICE. as offered, without obliga-

tion to me or mg compang. Mg
niune and title, with name and ad-
<lre.i.s of mg compang. are written in

flic mariiin. or iin our letterhead.
.\S64
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A GAS EXHIBIT IN A BANK
—how one gas company tells

its consumers of the increasing

importance of gas in industry.

ILLUSTRATED is a display of the Providence Gas Company
made in a prominent place in the lobby of the Rliode
Island Hospital Trust Company. The story of gas was told

by means of transparencies, which could be seen on either side
and in the background.

The show case contained samples of articles made by twenty-
seven different firms using gas for some heat process in their
making. These consisted of soft metal products, dyes and
chemicals, refined gold and silver, artificial pearls, roasted
coffee, jewelry, heat treated steel, newspaper stereotypes,
jewelers' enamel, cork tiling, singed silk yams, soldered tin

containers, fused glass heads on mop pins, confectionery,
soldered silverware, singed textiles, bread, annealed automobile
radiator tubing, japanned buttons, sprinkler heads and acces-
sories, annealing, core baking, heat treated tool steel, brass
and aluminum castings, babbitt bearings, icecream cones.

Permanently illuminated was the following: "IF IT'S DONE
WITH HEAT YOU CAN DO IT BETTER WITH GAS. Gas
as a fuel plays an important part in the manufacture of many
Providence products. We show a selection, there are, of
course, many others."

This is typical of the educational promotion work gas com-
panies the country over are doing and explains in part the
extraordinary expansion now going on in the gas industry.

You are urged to ask for data on the market for your prod-
ucts in this important industry.

Gas Age-Record, 52 VanderbUt Ave., New York
The only A. B. C. & A. B. I', paper scrviiag this field

We also publish Brown's Directory of American Gas
Companies and the Gas Engineering and Appliance

Catalogue.

'Spokestmnjm^ne'gas industrtf"

-mt

Public Utilities to

Increase Advertising
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17]

per cent. In our own industry our
average, you will note, is approxi-
mately one-third of 1 per cent, but
this large apparent discrepancy may
be accounted for to some extent from
the fact that in the merchandise
field the turnover is four or five

times a year, while in our business
it is about once every five years.

That is, our gross income is approxi-
mately three and a quarter billion

dollars, as against a capitalization

of approximately eighteen billion.

The time will probably never come
when the public utilities will reach
even the 2 per cent minimum, which
would mean an advertising budget
of pretty close to seventy million

dollars a year; but I have no hesi-

tancy in predicting that the various
public utilities of the country will

be spending from twenty-five to

thirty million dollars a year in ad-

vertising within the next five or six

years, perhaps sooner, because there

are many indications that the public

utility business will continue to ex-

pand at its present healthy rate for

an indefinite period. This will be

further enhanced by the rapidly

growing popularity of the customer-

ownership movement. Some
executives object to liberal adve
ing appropriations on the plea that

it is not possible to show definite re-

sults from such expenditures. On
the contrary, advertising in the pub-

lic utility field is becoming more and

more of an exact science, and it is

becoming increasingly possible to

estimate within a very small margin
the volume of business that a cer-

tain amount of advertising money
will produce. For instance, I know
of one case where one utility com-

pany disposed of one million dollars'

worth of securities on an advertis-

ing expense of $25 less than the

amount budgeted at the beginning

of the year.

The electric railway industry is

out to merchandise transportation

on a broader scale than ever before,

to combat the growing automobile

habit, and to reduce operating ex-

penses through relief from many
unfair public charges that are relics

of horse-car days.

The telephone industry is intensi-

fying its great national goodwill ad-

vertising campaign and on the crest

of this tide is being carried a

greater volume of local and sectional

advertising than in any former
year.

i

5tomer- :i

utility Ij

Ivertis- (
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TRADE MARK

Reaches every month practically 100% of the advertising agencies and
literally thouseuids of general advertisers thruout

the United States!

IF YOU ARE A PUBLISHER—Does not this fact arouse your interest
in the Standard Rate & Data Service as a logical medium for your
advertising?

IF YOU ARE AN ADVERTISER—Does not its universal acceptance
arouse your interest to the point of w^anting to know hov^ it can serve
you?

536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago
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Thoughtful vs.

Thoughtless
Letters

Sales results hinge on such little things. Mail
order experts know. A word altered in a head-

line has been known to triple business bringing

results.

Send for your copy of a folder that discusses

letter work from the point of view of the man
who pays the postage bills. Ask the Hooven
Automatic Typewriter representative nearest

you.

Hooven Letters, Inc. Hoozrn-Chlcago Company

387 Fourth Ave. 531 So. Dearborn Street

New York City
Chicago, Illinois

Hobven Automatic Typewriter
Schwabachcr-Frey Co.

General Offices and Factory 60Q Market Street

Hamilton, Ohio San Francisco, California
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<^^ blanks t/iat aremade /ike han/i notesfor

boru/s.stock certificatesandal/papers of\nlue

MiHN Brothers Bank Note Engravers
2O5-209 West Nineteenth Street

NEwYoRii CiT\'.U. S.A.

D ISPLAY advertising forms of Adver-

tising and Selling Fortnightly close

one week preceding the date of issue.

Classified advertising forms are held

open until the Saturday before the publica-

tion date.

Thus, space reservations for display ad-

vertisements to appear in the June 18th

issue must reach us not later than June

11th. Classified advertisements will be ac-

cepted up to Saturday noon, June 14th.

that I was sure that in three months
he would have an offer from a com-
peting house, because competitors
have a way of sizing up each other
at their real value. I was sure that

men who knew Mr. Schaffner had
not originated the national advertis-

ing idea would want to talk to the

man who had, as soon as Mr. Schaff-

ner was willing to accept the credit.

My prediction came true. The
Kirschbaum's of Philadelphia em-
ployed Mr. Dyer at a salary of $25,-

000 a year. Before accepting this

salary he exacted an agreement from
Kirschbaum's that they would make
clothes as good as Hart, Schaffner

& Marx if they expected him to write

as good copy as he was writing for

Hart, Schaffner & Marx. Mr. Dyer,

1 firmly believe, maintained that

professional stand until his untimely

death. He would not write copy

that he did not believe to be true.

MY personal experiences with

Ralph Tilton, John E. Kennedy,
J. K. Fraser, B. J. Mullaney, Witt K.

Cochrane, Wilbur D. Nesbit, W. B.

Swann, Elbert Hubbard and Dr.

Frank Crane, and my observation of

the work of other copywriters, con-

vinces me that there are three clear-

ly defined types of writers. Elbert

Hubbard knew, and Dr. Crane
knows, how to write the language
the masses like to read. Arthur
Brisbane and Herbert Kaufman both

have this power, which I believe is

a product of natural gifts and per-

sistent application with a little shade

in favor of endowed talent.

These men write in their own way
and their style is unmistakable to

those who know them, whether their

names are signed to the advertise-

ments or not. Forest Crissey, B. J.

Mullaney, Wilbur D. Nesbit and

Witt K. Cochrane can tell the story ^

that big men like J. Ogden Armour,
Thomas Wilson, Samuel Insull, E. A.

Stuart and Henry C. Lytton ought

to tell the public in a much better

way than these men could possibly

do themselves.

These writers use the vocabulary

and the ideas of the men whose
story they are telling. They reveal

these men through the written word
as these men express themselves in

their spoken word. In my judg-

ment, this is the hardest test of

writing technique—to tell the story

so that it reads as if the advertiser

wrote it himself.

J. K. Fraser and W. B. Swann are

of the type of men who have most

largely made advertising what it is

today. They are honest, earnest,

painstaking, careful, courageous and

accurate. Neither would thank me
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if I said he was a brilliant man.
Mr. Eraser originated Spotless Town
for Sapolio, and seems desirous of

having everyone forget it. He came
to the Mahin Advertising Co. from
the National Biscuit Co., where he

had served as assistant advertising

manager. He brought us the Pacific

Coast Borax Co. account and I

handed him the White Rock account

to handle.

At the end of a year we lost both

accounts, and neither Mr. Fraser nor

I could see anything in the loss ex-

cept fate. The man who gave us the

Borax account became physically in-

capacitated, and his successor wanted
another agency. The White Rock
account was taken away from us

by an agency suggesting the ex-

penditure of a much larger sum
when Mr. Fraser was trying by
better copy to make one dollar do
the work of two and awaiting the

initiative of the advertiser to sug-

gest spending more money.
It was a tough experience at the

time, but it did not hurt Mr. Fraser
or me. I hadn't the accounts to keep
him and he came to New York and,

after an experience with the Street

Railways Company, went into the

Blackman Company. He is now the

head of this highly organized pro-

fessional institution. Mr. Swann
started with the Mahin Advertising
Co. as a stenographer. We soon
found he had a talent for writing
clear cut, persuasive letters, and we
started him writing mail-order ad-

vertisements, broadsides and copy
for manufacturers to furnish dealers.

When I sold the Mahin Advertising
Co. in 1916, Mr. Swann became secre-

tary of the Charles H. Tousalin
Agency.

Johnstown Democrat Co., Inc.

Publishers Johnstown, Pa., Daily
Democrat, have purchased Johnstown
Ledger, but have not assumed any ad-
vertising contracts. Benjamin & Kent-
nor Co., New York, continue as adver-
tising representatives.

Mackintosh Advertising-

Selling Service

Chicago. Has added to its staff

Joseph J. Wilson, copy department, and
Lloyd Wilbur Byrnes, contact man.

Rochester Ad Club
At annual meeting the Better Busi-

ress Bureau re-elected Samuel R. Parry
president; vice-president, William O.
Kiordan; secretary-treasurer, Glenn C.
iVIorrow. Appointed directors to serve
'IS chairman of standing committees:
I. Wilbur Graves, membership; John
A. Morton, publicity; Arthur P. Kelly,
iiulicy. George F. MacDonald continues
lis manager of the Bureau.

Specific Data
is now available covering lumber, prepared roofing, wallboard, motor trucks
—the buying habits, volume and value of sales, and many other £acts cover-
ing the sooo dominant dealers who read

BUILDING

BUIUDING
SDPnyNEws

SUPPLY NEWS
The Dealers^ Oivn Paper

If you are handling an account which
includes anything in a building, ask
us for the facts regarding the possi-

bilities for it. Our merchandising
editor will also be glad to give you
the benefit of his long experience in

the business of retailing building
supplies.

There is no reason why you should
have to guess about anything in this

field, when a 2c stamp will bring you
the information.

Bini/DING
SOPPLXHEWS
The Dealers' Otvn Paper

407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

A. B. c. A. B. P.

Forward March!
TI For the past two years and a half our circulation has been steadily growing while

our advertising rates have been marking time, so now we're going to issue marching
orders.

H Effective July 1, 1924, and based upon 100,000 circulation, the advertising rates of

THE ROTARIAN will be advanced to $1.00 per line, or S429.00 per page. New rate

cards will be ready for distribution by June 15th.

THE

EOIARIAN
The Mngnrine of Service

CHICAGO
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

Advertising Manager, Frank R. Jennings, 221 East 20th Street, Chicago

E^astern Representatives
Mid-West RepresentatiT

instantine & Jackson, 7 West 10th St.. New York
Lorenzen & Thompson, Inc., 122 So. MichiKaB

Blvd., Chicago
!e: $1.50 in V. S., Newfonnillanti. Cnha and other coantrles to
postal rates apply; $1.75 In Canada; $2 In all other conntrtes.

Published Monthly by Rotary International

Brown's Directory
of

American

Gas Companies
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JohnANBKEW
cSMaker

of LETTERS

f Independent Studios-

Irresistible Convincing Sales

Letters

$5 each; series three $12.50. Broad experience
has Uught us the points that sell. Also furnish
complete sales service. Outline your proposition
fully.

LEBRECHT, WACO. TEXAS

Topeka Daily Capital

Sworn government r\f^ jt p^f^
report for six months S"* tl/X
ending March 31, 1921 *^>JyTf^

TOPEKA, KAN,

Publisher

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

A TAYLOR THERMOMETER
ADVERTISES 24 HOURS EVERY DAY
Agents whose clients' products ire Id keep-
ing with thermometer advertising recom-
mend Taiilor Outdoor or Indoor Adnrtls-
Ine Thermometers. All year round pub-
licity, because of unlTenal human Interest
In temperature.
Write for catalog and quantity prlcM.

3aylcrffrvthen Ccmpm^^

The Standard Advertising Register

nrtlsera. Write for data and priees.

National Register Publishing Co.
Incorporatitd

15 Moore St., New York City
R. W. Ferrel, Manager

$63,393 L-e^tre^^M
$o;i.;il(3.00 worth of merchandise sold with
H sint'le one-page "form" letter at a total
coHt of less than $100.00. Send 25c. for a
copy of PoMlaKe Mag-iizlnc and an
actual copy of this letter. If you sell, you
need Powtncre which telle how to write
SaleK-Producinc Letters. Folders. Bookleta,
House Magazines. Subscription $2 a year
for 12 numhers lull of selling Ideas. Any-
thing that can be sold can be sold by mail.

POSTAGE-IS East 18 St.—New York. N.Y

Shoe
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Advertising to Sell

Transportation

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22]

ers, camera lovers, anglers, hikers

and many others are each and every

one offerfd guides to the surround-

ing country, listing, of course, the

bus, tram and tube routes by which

they can reach their particular ob-

jective. The more elaborate of these

are advertised and sold at near cost

prices.

The copy coming under the head

of "institutional" is informative and

entertaining, and is characteristic of

the "open books" policy which has

won for the company the goodwill

of the public. "A New Year's Mes-

sage" tells the story of the achieve-

ments of the previous year and of

the improvements under way. The
1924 schedule of The Underground
calls for 170 new trains, 760 new
buses and 13 miles of new lines, ad-

ditional to existing plant.

"A Lantern Lecture" is the head-

ing to an advertisement offering a

lecture illustrated by 88 slides. This

shows the growth of the present

traffic system of London, and is

planned for use in schools, etc. A
deposit of $5 is returned when the

slides are brought back. This lec-

ture lets the public into some of the

secrets of an organization which
operates over 3869 motor buses on

156 routes.

Of course, such advertising would
be of little value unless backed by a

standard of service unusually high.

Such items as "interpreters speak-

ing several languages stationed at

points frequented by foreign vis-

itors," "awards to conductors and
drivers for courtesy" are taken as

a matter of course. Every bus, tram
and train is washed by high pres-

sure washing machines and disin-

fected every night. Every bus is

taken out of service for tuning up
once in twenty days, and recondi-

tioned every year. The number of

involuntary stops works out at one

in 5000 miles run by the buses.

The stock-turn figures show that

the number of passengers carried by

\ The Underground works out at 414

journeys each year for every human
being in London, even though the

company faces strong competition.

In spite of the volume of traffic in-

dicated by the comparisons given be-

low, the vehicles of this company
have a lower death and accident rate

than any comparable system, and
even with the Briton's deep rooted

tendency to criticise the public utili-

Expositor
is the Ministers

TRADEPAPER

Religion like education proceeds regardless

of presidential elections or business conditions.

C/lurch Supplies, Church Building,

Community Development

throughout the country, center under the

direction of Pastors who are leaders.

25,000 of these men each month read

The Expositor
What they buy

—

when and how they buy

is sales information concerning which we
shall be glad to tell you. Write us.

/
/

/ 4'-

F. M. Barton Company
{Publishers

Caxton Building, Cleveland, Ohio

NEW YORK
17 West 42nd St.

CHICAGO
37 South Wabash Av

/
/

/ <#

/ •<>

/ ''s
'"*€*

s-' <-** .»""

Men, ideas, business opportuni-

ties and services meet in The
Market Place. ... An eco-

nomical introduction between

men and jobs, jobs and men.

This issue The Market Place

appears on page 69.
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Wisconsin Markets
Here is a presentation of four leading Wisconsin markets. Dififerent
facts concerning these markets will be given in subsequent advertise-
ments. Because of the informative nature of these advertisements,
they should be filed for continual reference.

New Homes
Kenosba is continually building homes to

care for its increasing population. These
are substantial homes for substantial peo-
ple and indicate an above-the-average mode
of living.

Being an industrial city with 100 manu-
facturers, over 15,000 regular employees,
and with a monthly payroll of $2,000,000
Kenosha has the means and does purchase
everything from chewing gum to auto-
mobiles.

Write us, or ask ovir representatives to tell

you of this market.

The Kenosha News
Kenosha Wisconsin

Representatives
CO!VE. Hr\TO\ * W^OODMAIV

Now Torb, Chlcaeo, Detroit. Atlanta, St. Loula.
Loa Angeles, San Francisco.

IT'S TRUE

Wisconsin Is Not a
One Newspaper State

Neither can It honestly or rlfihtfully he claimed
as part of any greatly esaggerated metropolitan
newspaper market or zone.

Take Janesville as an example: Here Is a
major Wisconsin market, covered efficiently and
thoroughly by a modern high grade dally news-
paper with 4858 circulation in the city Itmits.

to "cover" Janesvllle and claiming to influen
the buying habits of its citizens Is 6 69 copies
for one and 121 copies for the other, or a total
of 790 copies daily, according to their own claims.
Thousands of Janesville citizens never see either
of these newspapers—the influence must be occult.

The day of the blatant Circus Barker In adver-
tising claims is passing rapidly.
There Is a distinct trend on the part of the ad-
vertisers, the men who put up the money for ad-
vertising—to seek out and develop definite markets
where they can secure tangible returns on their
advertising Investment.

The Janesville Daily Gazette

—Member of Wi

M. C. WATSON. Eastern Rep
286 Firth Ave.. New York City

THE ALLEN-KLAPP CO.. Western Rep .

1336 Peoples Gas Bide. Chicago

Situated on Lake Michi-
gan.

Served by two railroads,

two boat lines and two
interurbans.

A thriving city of 65,000
people.

Some 200 manufacturing
plants with skilled and
highest paid labor.

A. B. C. Audit shows
Journal-News has largest

circulation.

The vast plains of ttie Dakotas. Minnesota and
bordering states have been called the bread basket
of the world. Grain is their great product and
the world is their market. This latter fact is

a fact for just one reason—the port of Superior.
The great development in this section would have
been Impossible had not the great lakes projected
the wonderful harbor of Superior a thousand miles
into the interior of the continent. The above pic-

ture gives a glimpse of how Superior performs its

function. Millions of bushels are annually shipped
through and milled by elevators and flour mills
of wiilch this is a sample group.

The Superior Telegram
Superior Wisconsin

Porei(7n Repre6entativf:8

HAMH.TON-DeLISSER, INC.
Chicago New Tork
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ticular service in traveling between

two given points. It links up with

special attractions by showing how
;to reach the rendezvous from vari-

ous centers, using route numbers, as

on the buses.

Such headings as "Cricket at the

Oval," "Tennis at Wimbledon,"
"Bird Life in London Parks," ex-

plain the copy policy. A piece of

copy headed "Comfort by Tramway"
makes a point interesting to Ameri-
can readers. As mentioned, these

cars, as is common in England, are

"double-deckers." That is, the roof

forms a second deck, which is

weather-proof, yet can, in a few min-
utes, be completely opened. Smoking
is allowed on this deck. The copy in

question features the perfect "read-

ing light" on Both decks. It also

loffers a service of 122 cars in each

[direction every hour over one of the

city bridges. Each car "seats" well

Dver 100 people, and overcrowding

lis against the law.

On occasions I have heard Ameri-
:ans express surprise that London
buses and trams carried advertise-

ments. In view of the advantages
accruing to the public through the

idvertising methods described here-

in, it is interesting to remember
that since the amounts expended by
the companies in advertising to the

aublic are far less than the amounts
received from advertisers for space

m the vehicles, it would seem that
iidvertising benefits all parties.

trfee Clark Collard Company
I
30 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago,

las just been organized by Clark Col-
'ard, formerly director of merchandis-
ing service for Geo. F. McKiernan &
pompany, same city.

\jeague of Advertising Women
I

New York. At annual meeting of
iioard of directors, elected the following
I'fflcers: President, Minna Hall Sim-
iions; vice-president, Clara Woolworth;
Teasurer, Elsie Wilson; recording
'ecretary, Mabel Graswinckel; corres-
i'onding secretary, Katherine Clark;
he foregoing, together with the follow-
,!ig constitute the board of directors for
he ensuing year: Helen M. Hill, Jane
;. Martin, Louise Wharff Rogers, Anna
:i. McLean, Edith V. Righter, Estelle
illark Westervelt and Lois B. Guck.

I

Philadelphia Club of
Idvertising Women
At annual meeting re-elected Kath-
rine M. Flanagan, president. The fol-
>wing were elected to the Board of
irectors: M. Helen Campbell, M. A.
reamer, A. K. Johnson, Ruth Pratt,
Isa Raetzer, Martha Shade, Beatrice
emp and Ellen Patton.

Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is 36 cents a line—6 pt. type. When larger
type is used charge is based on 6 pt. line space basis. Minimum charge $1.80. Forms close Saturday

noon before date of issue.

Business Opportunities

Ask for your copy of our Bulletin at
your home address. Harris-Dibble Com-
pany, 345 Madison Ave., New York City.

Position Wanted

ADVERTISING
A young woman with five years* agency ex-
perience, a college education and unexceptionable
references ; lucid and convincing writer ; practical
experience in market analysis and investigation

;

good executive. In replying please state salary.

Box 143, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., New York City.

CONSISTENT PRODUCER
Copy writer, young woman, alive and energetic,
with seven years' experience as sales promotion
and correspondence supervisor in Chemical En-
gineering. Publishing, Letter Shop, and Propri-
etary Fields desires connection where hard
work and initiative will be adequately rewarded-
For full particulars write Box 136, Adv. and
Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
City.

PRINTING production man available for adver-
tiser, agency or printer; age 34; Gentile, college
graduate with practical experience ; served as
purchasing agent and assistant shop superin-
tendent ; recently participated in typography
campaign of manufacturer serving printers and
advertisers ; knows technical details ; can plan
and supervise to secure a complete product.
Box 144, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., New York City.

ADVERTISING SALESMAN
First-class, reliable worker; successful record in
large national, class and trade publication fields,

now open seeks permanent connection. Ex-
perience includes besides soliciting, charge of
branch office, and advertising department with
full responsibility. Wide acquaintance New York
and Eastern advertisers and agencies ; familiar
Western territory. Highest references ; letters

confidential. Box 137, Adv. and Selling Fort.,
52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

PROMOTION
and selling copy prepared under supervision ex-
perienced writer. Formerly head of own ad-
vertising agency. Individualized and logical

advertisements. Campaigns, Booklets. Hen-
rietta Weber, Room 1512, 110 E. 42nd St.,

Vanderbilt 3877.

ART DIRECTOR
Thoroughly experienced man who has done and
is doing good work wishes to hear from an
agency that can use a man who can combine
forcefulness of presentation with good taste and
pick the right artist to do the job. Box 139,
Advertising and Selling Fortnightly, 52 Vander-
bilt Ave., New York City.

Position Wanted

ADVERTISING MAN
24, wants agency connection, preferably as as-
sistant executive ; 5 years' experience in pro-
duction and copy. Salary $40. Box 142, Adv.
and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New
York City.

A MANUFACTURER OR AGENCY WANTS
THIS YOUNG MAN

He is 25 years old, College trained. Knows
Sales Promotion and Mail-Order. The copy he
writes gets next to buying hearts. He Icnows
Artwork and layout and all forms of advertising.
Can create direct mail folders from plan to post.
Now employed by large manufacturer in middle
west but desires change. Wants to hire on for
life with an assured future as a reward for
honest hard work. All communications ntust be
confidential. Box 141, Adv. and Selling Fort.,
52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

Help Wanted

ART AND ENGRAVING
One whose training qualifies him for important
position with large publisher. Must have orig-
inal and practical ideas, as well as a complete
knowledge of color value and retouching. Pre-
fer man about 30 to 35 who can produce highest
character references. Write in full detail. Box
145, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York City.

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING SOLICITORS
Salesmen who are selling Lithographed or En-
amel Steel Signs will find an added stimulant to
their sales in our line of Advertising Specialties.
Box 133, Adv. & Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., New York City.

Chain Grocery seeks services of man 25 - 35
with thorough knowledge of retail sales promo-
tion. Work involves devising standard window
displays, writing bulletin talks to store managers,
newspaper advertisements, store and window
announcements, etc. Address Box 146. .^dv.
and Selling Fort.. 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
City.

WANTED
A REALLY CAPABLE SALES MANAGER
to open and assume full control of office of a
nationally operative manufacturing company. The
connection will require a demonstrated ability to
organize, train and control a large sales force,
and_ the man selected will be remunerated on a
basis whereby his net earnings will be from
$7,500 to $12,000 the first year, with unlimited
future possibilities. If you can show a suc-
cessful sales record, and a sound personal and
financial standing we invite you to submit full

particulars about yourself, being assured that
your application will be treated with strict con-
fidence. Address inquiries to H. F. Baker,
General Sales Manager, 319 W. Van Buren,
Chicago, 111.
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Advertisers' Index

Ajax Photo Print Co 52

Akron Times 50

American Architect 52

American Lumberman 56

American Photo Engravers Ass'n 47

Architectural Record 52

Associated Business Papers. Inc 71

[b]

Bakers Weekly 52

Barton. Durstine & Osborn, Inc 27

Boot and Shoe Recorder 65

Bovs- Life 55

Bradford Era 38

Briggs. Stanford. Inc 42

Brown's Directory 65

Building Age 65

Building Supply News 65

Business Bourse 56

Campbell. J. M 56

Chicago Paper Co 53-54

Chicago Tribune 72

Class Journal 34-35

Cincinnati Enquirer 39

Collegiate Special Advertising Agency. 45

Commerce Photo-Print Corp 50

[d]

Dailv Herald, The 57

Denne & Co.. Ltd.. A. J 52

Dispatch-Herald 45

Electric Railway Journal & Bus Trans-

portation 7

Empire State Engraving Co 41

Erickson Co., The 4

Expositor, The 67

[/]

Federal Advertising Agency

Gagnier Stereotype Foundry 58

Gas Age-Record 60

Goode & Berrien, Inc 51 and 55

Grand Rapids Furniture Record 46

Gude Co., O. J 43

Hannah & Associates, F. A 52

Hardware Age 38

Highway Lighthouse Company 6

Hiller. Jejaren a 2

Hooven Letters, Inc 63

Igelstroem, Co.. The J 52

Independent Studios 66

Ingram, W. Scott, Inc 66

Iron Trade Review 8

[i]

Janesville Daily Gazette
Jewelers' Circular, The .

Journal-News

[fe]

Kenosha News 68

Kihn Brothers 64

Knit Goods Pub. Corp 57

U]
Lebrecht. C. E 66

Lohse-Budd 57

[m]
McCann Co., H. K 12

McClure. O. J., Advertising Agency .

.

59

McGraw-Hill Book Co 62

Market Place 69

Modern Priscilla 10

Motion Picture Magazine 31

["]

National Register Publishing Co 66

New York Times 9

[P]
Pittsford Co.. Ben. C.
Postage Magazine . . .

.

Richards Co., Joseph 3

Riverview Press 46

Rotarian. The 65

[«]

Shaw, Keith 52

Shoe & Leather Reporter 66

Simnions-Boardman Publishing Co. . . 29

Skywriting Corp 44

Society of Illustrators School 51

Spofford, Edward W 66
Standard Rate & Data Service 61

St. James Hotel 56

Success 48-49

Superior Telegram 68

[«]

Taylor Brothers Co 66

Tliomas Publishing Co 58

Topeka Daily Capital 66

M
Ward, Inc., Artemas 37

Advertising Calendar

June 3, 4, 5—Convention of Na- '•

tional Association of Employing
Lithographers, Del Monte, Cal.
June 4, 5, 6—Eleventh National

Foreign Trade Convention, Hotel
Copley Plaza. Boston. Iilass.

June 5, 6, 7—Annual Convention
Canadian Weekly Newspapers Asso-
ciation, Toronto, Ont., Canada.
June 6—Annual Outing Repre-

sentatives Club, Briarclift Lodge, New
York.
June 7-13—Twentieth annual sum-

mer tournament American Golf As-
sociation of Advertising Interests,
Greenbrier golf links. White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.

JtjNE 9, 10, 11—Convention Asso-
ciation of Newspaper Advertising
Executives and Association of News-
paper Classified Advertising Man-
agers, Deshler Hotel, Columbus,
Ohio.
June 18—Annual golf tournament,

Western Council of American Asso-
ciation of Advertising Agencies, Mid-
lothian Country Club. Chicago, 111.

June 26-28—Twenty-eighth Annual
j

Convention American Photo-En-
gravers Association, Sinton Hotel,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
June 30-Jui.t 2—-Annual Conven-

tion, Southern Newspaper Publishers'
Association, Grove Park Inn, Ashe-
ville, N. C.

July 4—Detroit delegation to Lon-
don Convention sails from Montreal
on Canadian Pacific Steamship Mont-
calm.
July 5—New England delegation to

London Convention sails from Boston
on Cunard Line Steamship Samaria.

JtjLY 13 TO 18—Annual Convention
A. A. C. of W.. London, England.
S.S. Republic sails from New York
July 2 ; Lancastria. July 3 ; George
Washington, July 4 : Leviathan, July 5.

August 18-23—Milwaukee Graphic
Arts Exposition and Annual Conven-
tion International Association of
Printing House Craftsmen, Audi-
torium. Milwaukee.
September 29-October 1—First An-

nual Convention, Window Display
.A.dvertising Association, Cleveland,
Ohio.
October 14—Meeting of Executive

Board, American Association of Ad-
vertising Agencies, Chicago, 111.

October 15, 16—Annual meeting,
American Association of -Advertising
Agencies, Chicago. 111.

October 16, 17—Annual Conven-
tion, Audit Bureau of Circulations,
Chicago, III.

October 29, 30, 31—Annual Con-
vention of the Direct Mail Advertis-
ing Association, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Editor will be glad to receive,

in advance, for listing in the Adver-
tising Calendar, dates of activities of

national interest to advertisers.

W. A. Gather

Formerly in charge of advertisii

and sales promotion for the Worthii

ton Pump and Machinery Corporati'

New York, has been appointed sal

manager of the Barrett Haentje
Company, centrifugal pumps, Hazi

ton, Pa.

Hart Vance, Jr.

Recently free-lance counsel, and pi

viously associated with the Corni

Wood Products Company, Chicago, nc

associated with the Adamars Compar
St. Louis, as account executive.

J. C. Burton
Recently with Erwin, Wasey & Coi

pany, Chicago, is now assistant edit

of The Nation's Business, Washingtt
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PROOF— specific, convincing-

offered in support of the abov

If is hard to beheve that a newspaper reach-

ing almost ever>' worth-while home in the

city of publication can also move merchan-

dise from the shelves of thousands of gro-

ceries in other cities.

That Chicago Tribune circulation in each of

1.064 towns and cities amounts to one-fifth to

three-fifths of the number of families is a sta-

tistical fact we have often presented. This

page goes a step farther and offers testimony

of grocers as to the power of The Tribune to

effect sales in their stores.

"Do you believe advertising in The Chicago

Tribune helps the sale of advertised brands

in your communit>'?" was the question an-

swered by 1.334 grocers in communities out-

side Chicago.

"Yes." said 1.108 grocers— 83^. of the total.

Many grocers volunteered illuminating con»-

ments on their experiences with products ad-

vertised in The Tribune.

(grocers Stock Products Advertised

in The Chicago Tribune

To manufacturers and packers of grocery

specialties who want to build sales in the

largest and richest zone market in the world,

the replies will have triple significance. They

are direct evidence of consumer response to

Tribune advertising. They prove that the

bution. And ihey show that grocers them-

selves watch Tribune advertisements in

order to keep in touch with new food prod-

ucts. For instance:

"Indeed we do. In fact, we often stock

new products due to W. G. N. advertising."

B.^yd Reiver & Son. Dowagiac. Mich

"A bsolutely. We always read the adver-

tisements in The Tribune and are never cau-

tious in having the goods advertised, because

we know hundreds of other people who read

The Tribune also know about these adver

liscd goods."
}.F HMhg.i>y Co.. Bcardslon-n. Ill

"it sure helps to sell advertised brands.

Proper advertising of a staple iterrt in The
Chicago Tribune means thai the goods are

half sold, when displayed in a visible place

in the store."
Lconomy Grocery & Market Co.. Hammond, lid

'I believe it does. I have many calls for

different articles advertised in your paper."
/o"ir< y^ijer. B,. urban. I >id

*'Sure thing. Just look at 'Savoy.' Kvery

time a 'Sa%oy' aa appears in The Tribune,

we feel the effects immediately in acceptance

that the 'Savoy' brand enjoys among our

patrons." fl- iV. Gosiomski, LaSatle. 111.

"I certainly do. 1 have sold lots of goods

by the help of Tribune advertising- goods

that people in my community were not in the

habit of using before."

Hans H. Hansen. Buchanan. Muh.

"I believe that it does. The only way we
have of knowing the effect of Tribune adver-

tising is when some new article is advertised

and a customer asks for it. stating that the

advertisement caused her to inquire."

Hi\ken & SiUdorff. Chatr.i.'orlh, Hi

" Yes. The 1 ^ase & Sanborn advertise

ments run in The Tribune have been brought

to our attention several times by our trade."

John E. Mooney. CUnlon, la.

" Yes. We are positive in saying that the

influence of The Tribune is noticeable on out

customers and adds to our sales."

Stmon Brothers. Spnngfield. 111.

".4 bsolutely. We have a great many
Tribune readers in this community and any

article continuously advertised in your paper

is sure to move." George Ohse. y.Tti-xne. lit.

"Yes. The Tribune is especially strong

in introducing new items of merchandise."

Olds Brothers. Hartford, Muk.

Chicago Tribune Aduertismg

Sells the Dealei

"Trihune advertising certainly helps.

Keep anything liefore the people and they

will ask for it. That is the reason 1 carry

advertised brands. 0">ck turnover is what

counts." G. t>. Cramer. Ltncoln. Ill

'Yes. The only way to sell goods is ad-

vertising in daily papers that have the circu-

lation, as The Tribune has. No merchant

can sell goods that he keeps under the coun-

ter. Goods will not sell unless you keep

them before the people."

De SclxerUn. Prairie du Chten. M «,

"Yes. When a firm advertises an article

in The Tribune, even an unheard of article,

1 always buy from the salesman. As soon aa

we are assured of Tribune ads. we know that

there will be calls for the product."

E. F. Rou-nbcrg. Eltnhurst. III.

•'Yes. I think the daily Tribunes which

come to this locality go to men who wish to

keep in touch with the outside world. Your

Sunday edition enters the home, is read by

all members of the family and is therefore

the best for advertising foods."

Carl K. Barney, Manon, Ind.

"Very much so. One example is

Savoy advertising. 1 know it is helping

sale of Savoy products."

'Yes. I am sure of it. When
sees a new brand in The Tribune, she asks

F.bout it when she comes to the store."

B. B. McGreave. Darlington. Wis.

"It sure pays to advertise. We notice the

effect of food advertising in The Chicago

Tribune constantly."

M A. Hacker. Forrest, III.

Plan Store Display to Follow

Tribune Ad'vertising

"Yes. We follow The Sunday Tribune

ads and on Mondays make a special display

of the goods that are advertised."

E. D Miller & Co.. Stockton. III.

'Yes. It doesn't take long for a Tribune

campaign to be felt by the retailer."

Bueball & Dorman, Chtnoa. HI

"Yes. I have goods in my store that are

just as good and even better than some prod-

ucts advertised in The Tribune. But the ad-

vertised goods sell the best."

Stephen Rossi. Braidwocd. Ill

"Yes. The more you can get manufac-

turers to advertise in The Tribune, the more

goods we will sell. I have read the Daily and

Sunday Tribuhe for the last twenty years."

D f- H' Fohcrts. H„udaU-. Ill

7 believe tt helps. I would (eel lost with-

out The Chicago Tribune. It's the best."

Rohi. F Lclunan. R^fon. Wis.

"Yes. We frequently have calls tor arti-

cles advertised in The Tribune before we
are solicited for orders."

, Cant . III.

" Yes. 1 have been a reader of The Trib-

une for the past thirty years."

,1 »'. Sicner. Monttcello. la

"If advertising pays at all, it surely does

in a paper with as wide a distribution as The
Chicago Tribune. One reason that a morn-

ing paper stimulates food sales is that the

paper is usually read at the breakfast table

or before lunch. If an interesting ad attracts

the rtader's attention, it would naturally

cause him to desire the product."

Hoffman 6rJovutsmaK. Thrit Oaks, Mxch,

"We believe that advertismg in The Chi-

cago Trihune does promote sales in c

munity. especially when coupled up with

store window displays."

^ . }. F. Humphreys fr Co.. Btoomington, HI.

" Yes. The Tribune is quoted quite often

by my customers."

/. E li'asson. Farmin^Jlon, HL

•Observe that distance from Chicago has

little effect on the selling power of Tribune

advertising. Dowagiac. Mich., where they

stock new products on the strength of

Tribune advertising, is 102 miles across Lake

Michigan. Clinton, Iowa, where consumers

buy the foods The Tribune tells about, is 138 I

.•".tcs due west. Beardstown, where they :

use no caution in ordering goods introduced

through The Tribune, is 200 miles as the

crow flies from Chicago.

Chicago Tribune Builds Markets

for New Foods

Bourbon. Ind.. makes many calls for Trib.

une-advertisei articles, although the

95 miles from Chicago. Darlington.

1(S5 miles distant, but it asks for new brands

exploited in The Tribune just the same. In

Stockton, IlL 131 miles northwest. Mr. Mil-

ler makes Monday displays of the goods ad-

vertised in The Sunday Tribune.

Add the fact that 80'> of Chicago city grocers
!

read The Tribune daily, and in a great many
\

cases, display the goods advertised, and you

have some measure of the selling power of

Tribune advertising in Chicago and in the

five great states of the Chicago Territory— i

Illinois. Indiana, Iowa, Michigan and Wis- I

consin. In S02 cities of more than 1.000 I

population. The Sunday Tribune reaches at
,

least one family in every five—in many com-

munities three or four families in every five,
j

Whatever your products, if you are market- i

ing it through retail stores, write or phone
j

for a Tribune man to call and discuss your

plan and present distribution with you. I

From the experience of others, he may Bo
J

able to suggest merchandising melKodl

which will increase your sales in The Cli-

cago Tribune's five-state markeL
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CAPITALIZE CHICAGO'S
BUYING HABITS

The bulk of department store advertising—"upstairs" and down, in the " Loop" and
out of it—is available to the Chicago shopper

in one medium—The Chicago Daily News.

That's convenience!

The bulk of local advertising—shop news
in general—is always available in the same
medium—The Chicago Daily News. That's

business—capitalizing convenience

!

The majority of Chicago merchants—from

department store head to neighborhood

grocer—prefer that the manufacturer's ad-

vertising of products they carry appear, as

their own advertising does, in The Chicago
Daily News. That's consistent merchan-

dising policy.

Therefore the general advertiser who fol-

lows the lead of the department stores and
local merchants in Chicago, and places his

advertising in the medium that is read for

necessary day by day shopping news elim-

inates chance in securing a reading for his

copy, and obtains the dealer co-operation he
needs. That medium is

THE CHICA.GO DAILY NEWS
First in Chicago

W.cliicsday by Ail vi ili.siiij,' Fortnightly. Jnc, :,2 V;nulirliilL Avr., New York, N. Y. Suljscription price $2.00 r""
4. Kntered as second class matter May 7, I'Xi'i, at I'ost Ofllce at New York under Act of March 3, 1S79
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Page 5—The News Digest

Richard Kolyer, Jr.

Recently with the De Vinne Press, is

now associated with James F. New-
comb & Co., New York, recently re-

moved to 330 Seventh Avenue, that city.

John Wesley Barber

A member of the advertising pro-
fession since 1866, and founder of the

J. W. Barber Advertising Agency, Bos-
ton, died June 12 at his home in New-
ton, Mass. There will be no change in

active management or personnel of the
organization.

R. M. Miller

Has resigned as advertising man-
ager of the Ternstedt Manufacturing
Company, Detroit, and will be asso-
ciated with the Meinzinger Studios,
same city, commencing July 1.

Ensign Conklin

Won the championship trophy of the

j
American Golf Association of Adver-

I

tising Interests at the tournament held

I
at White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.,

I

June 7-14. At the annual dinner the
following officers were elected for the

' coming year: President, Arthur Hill,

i
New York; first vice-president, Frank

I Soule, Chicago; second vice-president,
Ensign Conklin, New York; secretary

I
and treasurer, Clair Maxwell, New
York.

Borland Agency, Inc.

New York. Has been appointed ad-
vertising counsel to the Brillo Manu-
facturing Company, Brooklyn.

Affiliated Artists. Inc.

An advertising art service, has re-

cently been organized in New York.
I
President, Thomas R. Megargee; vice-

i

president, George Dannenberg; treas-
urer, John Rosenfeld ; secretary, Ar-

,
thur Walker ; chairman of the board,

I

Edwin Megargee, Jr.

I House of Stuansdotvn

I
New York. Manufacturers of Swans-

[ I down coats, has opened a Canadian
I

I

branch in connection with R. J. Miller

I
Co., Ltd., Toronto. The Hicks Adver-

I

tising Agency, which directs advertis-
1 ;

ing for the New York end, will handle
I

i
the Canadian account.

\
I
John C. Hindle

I
I

Resigned as secretary-treasurer of
\

I

Groesbeck, Hearn & Hindle, Inc., New
! I York, to become vice-president and
I

1
general sales manager of The Rader
Appliance Company, Inc., West New

. York, N. J.

The Mayers Co., Inc.

1 Los Angeles. Received the cup
awarded at the Fresno Convention by

< the Pacific Coast Advertising Clubs,
1
for the best exhibit of direct mail ad-

)
vertising produced on the Coast.

The Thumbnail
Business Review

4B0UT the only way to characterize the

/\ present industrial and business situ-

ation is to say that "it is marking
time." Every unfavorable factor having
been discounted, a turn for the better,can

be expected in the not too-distant future.

Tliis sentiment is strong in iron and steel

circles, the trade records for that particu-

lar industry showing that the present rate

of buying is below the rate of consump-
tion.

C The automobile industry as a whole is

working on a reduced production
schedule. It is interesting to note, how-
ever, that 1.742,832 ears of all kinds were
turned out by the makers in the first five

months of this year, an increase of 94.000

over the output of the like period in 1923.

C In fact, an analysis of the output of

some of our basic industries for the first

quarter of this year does not show the

startling differences one would expect

from the exceedingly pessimistic utter-

ances that have received wide dissemim-
tion. The combined iron and steel output

for the first quarter was only 800,000 tons

less than the output for the first quarter

in 1923. Oil production for the same
period was 171 million barrels against 157

million last year. Tlie output of electrical

energy in the first quarter last year was
13.8 billion kilowatts. This year it was 15

billion.

C Building operations continue at full

force, and the volume of new permits

issued and contracts entered upon remains
large. A revised government report on
wheat would justify the prophecy that

J1.25 wheat is by no means a remote pos-

sibility for late fall.

C Trade in many localities has been (hill,

owing to unreasonable weather. On the

other hand, sales of mail-order houses

and chain stores are greater.

Alex Moss.

Story, Brooks & Finley. Inc.

Have been appointed national adver-
tising representatives of the Intelli-

gencer and News Journal and the S>un-

day Newsi Lancaster, Pa.

Death of Horace M. Swetland
Horace Monroe Swetland, president

of the United Publishers Corporation,
New York, died of pneumonia at his
home. Upper Montclair, N. J., June 15.
He was 70 years of age.
At the age of 17, Mr. Swetland be-

came a teacher in the public schools in
Chautauqua County, New York. In 1881
he came to New York to represent the
Boston Journal of Commerce. Two
years later he was appointed Boston
representative of the magazine Power,
which publication he purchased in
1888. This was the beginning of a
most active career in business paper
journalism.

In 1911 the United Publishers Cor-
poration was formed, bringing to-
gether publications in the iron and
steel, textile, automotive and building
fields. Mr. Swetland was elected pres-
ident, which office he held until his
death.

Throughout his business career Mr.
Swetland was a great supporter of
organizations in the publishing field. He
was for a time president of the Asso-
ciated Business Papers; for two years
president of the National Publishers'
Association; author of "Industrial Pub-
lishing"; president Swetland Realty
Company and the U. P. C. Realty Com-
pany, and a director of the Commercial
Trust Company of New York and the
Federal Printing Company.

Advertisers Club of Cincinnati

Elected the following officers at its

annual meeting: R. T. Kline, presi-
dent; Gordon Small, first vice-presi-
dent; A. H. Apking; second vice-presi-
dent; Ben Roth, treasurer; Albert R.
Riggs, recording secretary. Joseph
Tomlin was reelected to serve his
twenty-first consecutive term as finan-
cial secretary.

C. E. Lawrence
Recently secretary and sales man-

ager of the Winget Kickernick Com-
pany, Minneapolis, has purchased the
controlling interest in the Earnshaw
Press Corporation, Boston, which will
henceforth be known as the Lawrence
Press. Inc., with Mr. Lawrence in di-

rect charge of the sales and advertis-
ing service.

Joseph B. Polonsky
Formerly with the U. S. Committee

of Public Information, Washington,
D. C, has been appointed manager of
the Foreign Language Advertising and
Press Service, which has recently re-
moved to 419 San Fernando Building,
Los Angeles, Cal. Ellis Ranen is as-
sistant manager.

Green. Fulton. Cunningham
Co., Inc.

Chicago. Have been selected to di-

rect advertising for the Kalamazoo
Stove Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

[additional news on other pages]
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Not Until The Final Authority Says "Yes"
Recently 250 salesmen for a large corporation were called together for their annual sales conference. A ses-

sion was given over to the all important question of how to get at the man higher-up. For this group of salesmen
no question was more important. How to locate the hidden resistance—the thing they all feared. How to bring
understanding into that last final buying conference from which all salesmen were shut out—and where, under
a few moments of misunderstanding, or unexpected opposition, the order seemed to fade.

ne. It gets serious consideration, because it probably accounts for more lost sales

And in solving this problem The Nation's Business ia being used by advertisers with telling effect. It will take
your sales messages behind closed doors to 150,000 business executives in this final authority group. It will spread
understanding and acceptance among the kind of men who have the final say. It will mow down the hidden
resistance in advance of your salesmen, and in advance of this last important half-hour conference which deter-
mines the sale. It will get an okeh on the order when, after weeks of negotiation, the recommendation comes up for
final consideration.

More than 37,000 Presidents of Corporations read Nation's Biisiness
More than 17,000 Vice Presidents of Corporations read Nation's Business
More than 16,000 Secretaries of Corporations read Nation's Business
More than 7,000 Treasurers of Corporations read Nation's Business
More than 11,000 General Managers of Corporations read Nation's Business
More than 117,000 Major Executives in 88,016 Corporations read Nation's Business

You will find of interest a detailed analysis of our 150,000 subscribers. Let us tell you how other advertisers are
using this magazine to make their advertising expenditure ^ more productive. Get an executive "yes" when the order
hangs in the balance.

THE NATION'S BUSINESS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

MORE THAN 150,000 CIRCULATION. MEMBER A. B. C.
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Three menwho spend many
times what they make

The three men indicaleJ in this grouf:i are maintenance men. These men receive good
salaries. They spend many limes ruhal they make. They buy the equipment, repair parts
and maintenance supplies u.ted along the path of power service, i. e.. from the point where
finished power is delivered lo the point where this power is applied to the production machine.

The requisitions which these men send to the purchasing department are the little slips

of paper ivhich say "yes" or "no" to the salesman who sells your motors, yjur line of safety
switches, your belling, or your make of welding outfit.

IN
every manufacturing plant

there is always one man,
usually two or three men, and

sometimes five or six men who are

responsible for the operation and
maintenance of electrical and as-

sociated mechanical equipment.

These men are generally known
as maintenance men. Usually
they carry specific titles, such as

Works Engineer, Maintenance En-
gineer, Master Mechanic, Chief

Electrician, Construction Super-
intendent, etc.

Sometimes the maintenance
man has no title.

But, whether he has a title or

not, he is the man who keeps the

wheels turning; the man who keeps
the equipment running smoothly
and economically: the man who
prevents costly interruptions to

production; and the man who ha.'i

complete charge of the buying of all

equipment, repair parts and main-
tenance supplies used in his de-

partment of the plant.

How he buys

The maintenance man is a buyer
in the sense that each purchase of
equipment, repair parts and main-
tenance supplies (for use along the
path of power service) originates
with him. On his requisition he
specifies what he wants.

The purchasing department in-

variably follows his specification
to the letter. No one in the pur-
chasing department wants to take
the responsibility of "going over
his head" without first consulting
him. When consulted he usually
'"stands pat." Right or wrong he

is sure of what he wants and ivhy

he wants it.

How to reach him

Month-to-month contact with
the maintenance man is the surest

Does Industrial Engineer
reach maintenance men in all

branches of industry? To
answer this question, 40 per
cent ( picked at random) of the
more-than-13,000 readers have
been identified as follows:

1,607 in 1,068 miscellaneous
manufacturing
plants

1,036 in 766 iron and
steel work-
ing plants

701 in 608 coal and me-
tal mines

389 in 250 steam rail-

wa y repair
shops

366 in 185 chemical
plants

347 in 289 textile mills
270 in 182 paper, pulp

and printing
plants

223 in 177 food product
manufactu-
ring plants

217 in 144 cement, pot-
teryand glass
works

202 in 164 saw and lum-
ber mills

Your advertisement in In-
dustrial Engineer penetrates
all industrial markets.

way to make him \our customer,
or to keep him sold on your prod-

uct if he is already your customer.

This month-to-month contact
with thousands of maintenance

men in all branches of industry
need not be expensive. Indeed it

can be accomplished at loiv cost
by telling your story each month
in the maintenance man s own
and only paper.

This monthly paper of the main-
tenance man is Industrial En-
gineer.

More than 13,000 maintenance
nieii read Industrial Engineer each
month.

Each one of the fifteen McGraw-Hill
Publications is the working tool and buy-
ing guide of the executive who buys in

the field it serves.

These fields and the publications which
serve them are

—

Electrical: Electrical World, Electrical

Merchandising, Electrical Retailing, Jour-
nal of Electricity.

Construction and Civil Engineering: En-
gineering News-Record.

.Mining: Engineering & Mining Journal-
Press, Coal Age.

Transportation: Electric Railway Journal.

Bus Transportation.

Industrial: American Machinist, Industrial

Engineer, Power, American Machinist
(European Edition), Chemical &! Metal-
lurgical Engineering.

Engineering inSpanish-Speaking Countries:

Ingcnieria Intcrnacional.

Industrial

Engineer
.I.B.C

01.

McGrm-IliU Piihlicatwn A.B.P.A yUGi,m-UiU PuHicitio;

d Colony Building, Chicago, I HiIllinois
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GOOD HOUSEKEEPING &
STRATEGIC MARKETING
"TS THERE any democracy quite as free as the advertising pages?
' Almost anyone can get in, anyone can talk to everyone in the

same tone of insistance, anyone can get out, any time. Some-
times Demos, the crowd, throws someone out, which is the very
distilled spirit of democracy. You and Shakespeare may employ
the same words—do, in fact, though with different effects ; you
and Calvin Coolidge may covet the same brand of hat because I

said it was pretty good. And the good survive."

—

and
Now Concerning Copy in Advertising Fortnightly. -^

Ko. 8 [If you have no! seen numbers llol. i; <• j. ill gladly send them.] .^'T^^'^ • f' _ .,
,

Doubt Replaced With Assured

Results by Advertising in

Woman's Field

By J. A. CuLLisoN

Adv. Mgr. Nal'l Fireproofing Co.

Several years ago, when we were first ap-
proached bj you with reference to using
Good Housekeeping, we were very dubious
as to w hether the woman's field would be a
profitable one in wliich to advertise such a
material as Natco Hollow Tile. The re-

turns, especially during the past two years,

have been so satisfactory both in quantity
and quality that we consider Good House-
keeping at this time practically indispensable

in making up our list of general magazines.
We do not find these returns coming in at

one time as is the case with a number of the
other publications on our list, but instead,

find an advertisement say, run in your No-
vember issue, to pull very noticeably in

February and March and later issues, which
proves to our mind that it is retained by a
great number of your subscribers and not
thrown away when the next month's issue

is received.

—CH—

Within the range of Good Housekeeping's
influence, it is conservatively estimated that
the women 21 years old and over wear out
8,840,000 pairs of stockings a year, and
3,120,000 shoes. About 1 ..^iCiO.OnO corsets an-
nually are required tosu])ply tlu ni, and they
can get along on approxnnately 3,000,000
waists. Nearly 2,300,000 hats are used by
them during the year, and t he purchasing of

underwear in general may be estimated 1)V

the 5,»00,0()0 vests used by Good House-
keeping women, wlidspi'iid for clothing alone
close to $500,0()0,0()0 yearly!

—GH—
Why isn't more fvriiHiire Irnrlr-

marked? Mnniifiuiiinrs diiil oilfcr-

tisirig agencies plra.^r clns,-.

—GH—
The outstanding difference between mag-

azine circulations lies for the most )iart in

the responsiveness of the rcidcrs to the ad-
vertising therein. Good Housekceiiing con-
fesses to have both quality and quantily
circulation; but besides these, there is a de-
pendable response from the greater jiart of
the l,000,0()0-and-ovcr audience wliich
jjroves a lioon to any advertising campaign
designed to reaiJi the hinne shores.

i^^J

In page No. 3 of this series, we
related that the manufacturer of a
non-electric dishwasher selling for

$1.5.00 ran 84 hncs in Good House-
keeping and received 1060 inqui-

ries. Since that page ajipeared,

about 400 additional inquiries have
been received, and 200 additional
direct orders. And the advertise-

ment appeared in December!

—GH—
In a recent advertisement of a large West

Coast newspaper, the publisher, in putting
double force into his message, said of the
standards set forth by his household service

department, " It is much the same as getting

the 8tar of approval of Good Housekeeping
INIagazine."

—GH—
Speaking of cars, it is interesting

to note the prominence that women
are gircn in automobile advertising,

both in iUiistralions and copy. It is

evident that tlic vinnnfacturers value

the woman's influence in buying the

family car. To speak in figures,

50% ofpleasure car sales in A merica
are influenced by the woman. Which
points to the opportunities of adver-

tising automobiles in women's pub-
lications.

—GH—
Says Robert R. Updegraff: "It is safe to

say that all advertisements, like all stories,

are interesting to one of two people—to the
writer or to the reader. The big trouble is

that much advertising is interesting only to
the writer. It does little but reflect his

anxiety to sell: to sell his merchandise or
lis service or his ideas."

—GH-

In the .luly number of Good Housekeeping
begins " The Beauty I'rize," by George Wes-
ton, wlio has ccinihiiu'd love, mystery and
liunior in a liiglily inlcresling story. Forget
your business lung enough to read the first

mst aliment and we'll guarantee you won't
miss the remaining chapters. July issue out
June 20th.

^as ^Appliances

Economical distribution depends
most of all upon locating your
definite market within the general
market.
The Gas Appliance manufac-

turer, for example, needs to know
that there are only 4182 cities and
towns supplied with gas, and that
more than 50% of the country's
population lives in these places.

Obviously a general market sur-

vey is of little or no value to the
manufacturer whose products de-
pend for their consumer value
upon local territorial divisions,

such as the gas supply.
Knowledge of conditions such as

these make marketing questions
simpler. The Marketing Division

of Good Housekeeping will be glad

to confer with you on your prob-
lems.

—GH—
A recent issue of Printers' Ink carried a|

list of the 75 leading magazine advertisers,
i

Out of this group, 44 used Good Housekeep-

'

ing in directing their message to the Ameri- !

can home.
—GH—

A " Winchester " store out in Arizona sent

a letter to its customers saying that it had in

stock 17 lines of merchandise which had
been tested and approved by Good House-
keeping Institute, adding, " that means an

absolute guarantee of the quality for you."

The items were then listed and the letter

concluded with a repetition of the guarantee.

The printed slogan at the bottom of the let-

ter reads " The ISlerchandise of Three Guar-

antees—The Manufacturer, Good House-
keeping Institute and Our Own." That if

just one example of the kind of cooperation

the advertiser in Good Housekeeping is al-

ways getting from his dealers.

—GH—
Someone recently said—and it is a gooc

thing to remember—advertising takes tirm

as well as money.

This page, appearing now and then, is pub
lished by Good Housekeeping in the inter

ests of better advertising and marketing
Address, 119 West 40th Street, New Yori
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Editor V. E. Carroll bidding bon voyage
to Editor D. G. Woolf, Atlantic City,

May 28, 2 P. M.

Editor D. G. Woolf delivering copy and
photographs to Editor W. B. Dall at

4:45 P. M. at Albany, N. Y. where
TEXTILE WORLD'S printing plant is

located.

*^To considexy firsty the

interests of the subscriber
These two photographs help to

visuahze a recent bit of reader ser-

vice performed by TEXTILE
WORLD'S editors.

On May 27th and 28th there was
an important meeting of Cotton
Manufacturers at Atlantic City.

Friday, May 30th, which is the day
TEXTILE WORLD ordinarily

would have been published, was a

national holiday. This meant that

to maintain the promptness of ser-

vice which TEXTILE WORLD'S
readers are accustomed to and re-

quire, the paper had to be mailed
on Thursday.

Five and a half hours could be
saved by airplane over railroad

running time. This would save a

day in mailing TEXTILE
WORLD and also make possible

the publication of photographs.

The trip was made by airplane.

TEXTILE WORLD was mailed

to readers ahead of regular sched-

ule.

It was all done as a matter of rou-

tine in the fulfillment of the first

standard of practice of the Associ-

ated Business Papers, Inc.

"To consider, first, the interests of

the subscriber,**

lexdle^^Md
Audit Bureau of Circulations

Associated Business Papers, Inc.

334 Fourth Ave., New York

«•: -.m'^-
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Are you satisfied with your sales in

small towns?

There are more people buying at

small town general stores than there are

people living in the 429 largest cities'^ in

the United States.

Through the columns of the Christian

Herald your goods can be introduced to

the cream of the substantial small town
families at a \ ery LOW cost.

*A11 cities of over 15000 population.

CHRISTIAN HERALD
BIBLE HOUSE, N. Y.

Circulation June 1923 - 189,416 - June 1924 - 220,000
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Edward W . Bok

LAST fall Edward W. Bok,
formerly editor of Ladies'

J Home Journal, founded a

series of eight annual awards
"to stimulate improvement in

advertising." The prizes are
known as the Harvard Advertis-
ing Awards, and will consist of a

gold medal and $8,500 in cash.

The Jury of Awards appointed
for the first year is announced
on page 15. All manuscripts or

advertisements submitted must
be received at the office of the

Secretary of the Harvard Busi-
ness School by noon, October 10,

1924. Announcement of the

awards for the year October,

1923, to October, 1924, will be
made during the first week of

January, 1925.
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The New Consuming Public
By Roger F. Davidson

from 3720 millions to 8603 millions, have seen, we are considerably

Naturally, the question of the pur- above the 47 per cent which the war
chasing power of a dollar enters added to pre-war levels. Our national

into this. Taking 1913 as 100 for

an index figure, the U. S. Bureau of

Labor Statistics indicates that the

1923 figure for food prices is 147.

In other words prices are 47 per cent

above pre-war levels. But, as we

VERY man engaged in selling

to the public ought to make
quite sure that he grasps the

vital, immense changes that have
come about since the war. The new
iconsuming public is a very different

public from that of 1913. Failure

[to understand both its new size and
Sits peculiarities may lower the

phances of success. The
:hanges have occurred

'

Iwith such immense ra-

pidity that very naturally

[eve are somewhat slow to

!?rasp the situation.

Although we all know
(Wealth has increased, we
ilo not realize the extent

')f its far wider distribu-

tion. There are about
':wenty million bank de-

positors today— an in-

!:rease of nearly 100 per
;:ent since before the war.

Then realize, too, the im-
'nense increase in volume
if business. The bank
learings for 1913 were

I
73 billion dollars, where-

lis in 1923 they were
lUl billion—considerably

_
Joore than 100 per cent CONSUMPTION standards that prevailed before the
, __j i. _..i. _r

\^,var will never come back. Wages are up on a new
level and will stay up—due to the immigration restric-

tion laws and the new plane of living enjoyed by the

masses. Quotas for new arrivals have regulated the

influx of foreign labor to such an extent as to tighten

our unskilled labor market in normal times. In that

condition is the best answer to those who believe that

workmen's wages can be subjected to drastic liquidation.

increase; and quite out of

jiroportion to the de-

reased purchasing power
f a dollar.

The money in circula-

ion per capita in 1913
/as $34.56, whereas in

923 it was $42.51. The
took of money in the

Jnited States increased

wealth per capita is today about

$3,000; about $350,000,000,000. It

was only $187,000,000,000 in 1912,

so that the per capita wealth in 1913

was probably about $1,800.

There are only two other interest-

ing statistical angles to
^^^=^^^= this subject, and then we

will have done with statis-

tics: (1) the income tax

figures, and (2) automo-
bile ownership. In 1914

there were 357,515 people

with taxable incomes over

$3,000; today there are

about 2,000,000. This is

a most significant figure,

but even so, does not de-

scribe all the facts, be-

cause the greatest
changes have taken place

in the classes with in-

comes below $3,000. There
were in 1921 (latest year

available) 4,662,575 peo-

ple with income returns

between $1,000 and $3,-

000. This class had grown
from 2,479,465 in 1917—
almost doubled in four

years. This is the really

great change we face:

the millions of people of

the workman classes who
rose enormously in wealth

and purchasing power
since the war.

Now, for a moment, the

automobile registration

(clUr.
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change. In 1913 it was 1,258,062;

whereas in 1923 it was 15,092,177—
a perfectly stupendous change—

a

1200 per cent increase ! These
great statistical changes spell great

changes in habits and points of

view, in their relation to selling

merchandise.
It is of course a very foolish per-

son who would contend that the con-

sumption standards prevailing be-

fore the war will gradually come
back. Labor will not permit it.

Capital does not want it. And, the

man who thinks constructively for

America's future certainly does not

want to see such a result. America
has never gone backward, and those

who believe in the temper and the

character of her people are sure she

never will. Wages are up on a new
level and will stay—upheld by both

the immigration laws and the new
conception of living standards for

the masses.

The matter of food is perhaps the

most striking item in the new con-

sumption standards. The tremen-
dous rise in the cost of meats during
the war forced changes of dishes

and diet. The new wealth of labor-

ing classes resulted in its demand
for the choicest cuts of meat, which
it had in past years not been able

to afford. During the war, the Gov-
ernment definitely aimed to fix upon
America permanently, if possible,

the habit of eating less meat. This
has had its effect: giving many new
foods a place in the American diet,

and old foods a larger place.

We have been in the habit of eat-

ing a good deal over two billion dol-

lars' worth of meat of all kinds (ex-

cept poultry and fish) ; and during

the war we went after no less than

a reduction by one-half of the per

capita consumption. It is a fact

that we had been spending more for

meat than we have spent for cloth-

ing of all kinds. When you realize

that America is the best dressed na-

tion in the world you will grasp the

stupendous meaning of the fact that

our meat bill is greater than our

clothing bill. People have as a rule

fed themselves more expensively

than they have clothed themselves.

TO make some more vivid and edu-

cational contrasts, we have spent

five times as much for our meat as

we have spent for our public

schools; and over ten times as much
for meat as we spent for our

churches. The conclusion must be

that, however gradually, one shall be

forced to spend less for meat and
more for other kinds of food. With

cattle declining and per capita de

mands increasing we would soo^

face an impasse.

Then there are the great change
in consumption habits which hav^

already come as a result of prohibi

tion. We had been consuming ove

two billion dollars' worth of intoxi

eating liquors. As a matter of facj

our meat bill and our bill for intoxi

cants were about alike, and togethe

they totaled considerably over one

half of what we put into our mouth
Every time a year rolled by we haj

spent nearly five billion dollars a

the butcher shop and at the saloor

For this same expenditure we coul

have built five times as many co

leges and universities as we noi

have, and we could have paid th

cost of running the postofRce systei

for twenty years with one year's e>

penditure for these two things. An
now suddenly liquor is a disappeai

ing commodity! Or, let us say,

gradually disappearing commodity
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 30

ei Iiiin; Galli

BEFORE the war. the United States spent mor<

for meat than for clothing of all kinds, nol

withstanding we are considered the best-dressei

nation in the world. Prohibitive cost of meat dur

ing the war forced changes of dishes and diet tlia

have had a lasting habit upon the consumptioi

habits of the people. In the future more of ou

food will come from the truck garden and th'

orchard, and foods which up to the present tini.

have found little favor are going to be more wide

ly appreciated. This tendency can already b

noticed so far as rice, macaroni and spaghetti ar

concerned, foodstuffs which now enjoy a greatl

iiirreased market, compared with their consunij

tion a few years ago.
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New York, March 2f

: A.B.. Georgetown Uni
y. ISe-l: A.M. 1895.

Louis University,

Adverti
Tribun
selling

j
Costmi

Chicago
. 19 years; first work
A-ant ads at $8 a week;

six years advertising itian-

r; became advertising direc-
of all Tribune publications.

AugustBorn Robbins,
5. 1886. A.B., Amlierst. 1907;
managing editor Home Herald,
Chicago. 1907-9; managing
editor Houeekeeper, 1910-11

;

assistant sales manager P. F.
Collier & Son. 1912-14; editor
Every Week. 1914-18; now
president Barton, Ehirstine &
Osborn, advertising. New Yorit.

Born Cincinnati, Ohio. Gradu-
ated Yale, 1901. Bank work,
manufacturing (selling experi-
ence), advertising; agency work
20 years: with J. Walter
Thompson since 1908; head of
company since 1916; president
of A. A. A. A.

Born November A, 1880. West-
hrook. Me. ; graduated Bow-
doin College, 1902, A.B.

;

idvertising manager New York

dent H. K. McCann Co.

Born Dayton, Ohio. Attended
Ohio VVesleyan; graduated Cor-
nell. Reporter, editor. With
Heinz Co. Originated Dutch
Boy trade mark. Helped or-

ganize A. N. A. ; second presi-
dent. President T. P. A. two

Dn. Daniel Starch
A.B. Momingside College

;

Ph.D. Harvard University,
190 6; Professor of Psychology,
Wisconsin University, 1918;

Dr. M. T. Cofeland
A.B. Bowdoin College, 190G;
Ph.D. Harvard, 1910; in-

structor New York University,
1911; instructor Han'ard Busi-
ness School. 1912-1915 ; As-
sistant Professor Harvard Busi-
ness School, 1915-1919. Pro-

P. L. Thomson
Graduated Union College. 19
A.B. Hanard A. B. 1902
Twenty-one years Western Elec-

tric Company ; publicity man-
ager twelve years. Five years,
director; three years vice-presi-

dent. Now president A. N. A.

Judges Announced for Harvard

Advertising Awards

i t

HE jury to determine the best

advertisements submitted for

the Harvard Advertising

< yards, founded last fall by Ed-
• ")ird Bok to encourage merit and

E ijimulate improvement in advertis-

J
ig, has been selected by the Har-

'MAi;ia- DwiGHT Smith, whose photo-
'

I
I'll is not available for publication, was
iMiiitetl from Western Reserve Univer-

;- with the class of 1S97. He started
fijtorial work on the New York Journal,
flerward taking charge of sales promotion
li advertising for the Sherwin-Williams
Impany. He was with that company as
f|;istant to the president and general man-
:i-r until 1908. when he resigned to estab-
I'l the advertising agency of Fuller &
ij ith in Cleveland,

vard Business School, administrator

of the awards. The nine men ap-

pointed by Wallace B. Donham, dean

of the Harvard Business School, are

shown above. "•* All of these men have

been active and prominent in the

fields of advertising and marketing.

The Harvard Advertising Awards
provide for three types of award.

First, a gold medal will be given to

the individual who is considered by

the Jury of Award to have done

most to raise the standards of ad-

vertising during the year.

Second, three prizes of $1,500

each will be given for the national

campaign most conspicuous for the
excellence of its planning and exe-

cution, for the best local campaign
and for the most noteworthy adver-
tising research of the year.

Third, there will be four prizes of

$1,000 each for the advertisement

most effective in its use of English,

for the advertisement most effec-

tivel.v accomplishing its purpose in a

few words, for the advertisement

most effective in its use of typog-

raphy, and for the advertisement

most effective in use of illustration.
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Tim Thrift Goes Across
By Alex Moss

WHEN the American delegates

to the London Convention of

the Associated Advertising

Clubs of the World gather at Royal

Albert Hall in London the night of

July 12, to listen to Lord Mayors and
lesser civic dignitaries bid welcome
to advertising men from all quartere

of the globe, among them will be the

familiar face and figure of Tim
Thrift, advertising manager of the

American Multigraph Sales Com-
pany.

And thereby hangs a tale.

In these days of strenuous com-
petition and contracted markets—

a

time when most sales managers are

at their wits' ends to maintain
quotas, preserve enthusiasm and keep

the sales force on their toes—the

Multigraph field force in April last

increased the volume of sales more
than 17 per cent over April, 1923.

This not only established a new all-

time record for the month of April,

but caused five offices to beat their

previous high mark for any month,
and led to nineteen others hanging
up new April records.

All because of Tim Thrift—and a

trip to the London Convention.

Close and intimate contact between

the advertising and sales depart-

ments of an organization in this age

of scientific merchandising is noth-

Tini Thrift

Advertising Manager,
American Multigraph Sales Co.

ing to point a finger at and wonder
about. The fact is generally ac-

cepted that without the whole-souled

cooperation and coordination of all

the units that enter into manufac-
ture and sales, no company can hope

to reach any permanent degree of

success. It is doubtful, however, if

many organizations can boast the de-

gree of comradeship and cooperation

that exists between the advertising

department of the American Multi-

graph Sales Company (personified

by Tim Thrift) and the field force

(made up of the hundreds of Multi-

graph salesmen in offices all over thej

United States).

It was the recognition that this

spirit existed to the nth degree in

his organization that served as the|

peg upon which W. C. Dunlap, Vice-

President in Charge of Sales of thej

American Multigraph Sales Com-,

pany, hung an April, 1924, quota that;

was 20 per cent above the volume of,

sales in April, 1923. The manner in|

which the field force put the task

over is a revelation of the extent toi

which men will go when an appeal isj

made to human emotions and senti-

ments. It would seem to posit that

we are too prone to believe the ma-|

jority of our fellows can be reached-

only through appeals to the selfish;

impulses.

Tim Thrift has been with the Mul-|

tigraph company for more than thir-

teen years. In his capacity of ad-,

vertising manager he has evolved,

sales aids that have made the task of,

the field men easier as time went on
—merchandising campaigns, direct-;

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 381.

How Tim Thrift's proposed trip ivns dramatized in the American Multigraph sales offices. In order to

get Thrift's airplane across from the home office to the exposition grounds at Wembley Park, London,
each office had to increase its gross sales in April, ly^l, licenly per cent over the April, 1923, record. As
the quota was built up. Thrift's airplane ivas advancrd across the skyline, the total distance marked off

representing the increased percentage of quota. The stunt proved an interesting means of keeping a

daily record of sales progress
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What Is the Answer to Hand-

to-Mouth Buying?
By Kenneth M. Goode

'A"
LL trade is transacted in the

human mind—and nowhere
else! Some day that fact is

going to explode itself into business

consciousness. Trade psychologists

will then begin to displace our statis-

tical economists. The flurry and

i
fluctuations of the aggregate public

imind will be watched and reported

by a new kind of U. S. Bureau as

[carefully as the weather is today.

I "Bad" business will be diagnosed

I in advance, rather than mourned

over two months too late. And the

new generation of advertising men
[will administer the proper remedy

iwith the confidence and accuracy of

I
trained engineers.

I
Secretary Hoover fingered the edge

! of a great truth when he stated,

•"Business goes by fits and starts;

just now we are in one of its fits."

• Had the Chicago murders come

I eight weeks earlier; if May had en-

I joyed ordinary April weather; were

the surplus in the U. S. Treasury a

'lot less or a great deal more; we

might very easily have missed the

; present "fit" and glided gracefully
'

into the slow summer of a Presiden-

tial year.

, Business is bad this June, chiefly

because everybody insists on it ;
a

' million good right hands that might

j
be digging up business and digging

idown into trousers pockets are, for

;the moment, devoting their entire

energies frantically to feeling each

other's pulses.

Nevertheless, people, as a whole,

! haven't stopped buying. If you vvill

i

imagine every man, woman and child

;in the United States walking into

a 5-and-lO-cent store for a two-cent

;

stamp, you will have an idea of how

;much more business Woolworth did

this May than last.

Or, looking at it another way:

compare the cars loaded by the rail-

roads this year with those in 1923.

Last year's figure for the last week

iof May was 1,013.000; for the same

week this year, 918,213—almost a

hundred thousand cars fewer.

This looks bad enough to cheer

any crepe hanger. But in the last

week of May, 1923, are counted some

120,720 cars of coal, coke, ore, lum-
ber, more than were loaded the same
week this year.

Therefore, had this year's ship-

ments of this bulky raw material
held their own with last year's, the

car loadings for the final week of

May, 1924, would not only have been
the greatest of any May but would
have come within seventy cars of

beating the record loadings for all

time. Merchandise and less-than-

carload lots of freight increased,

meantime, up to 20 per cent. Build-

ing permits in 157 cities for this

May are 10 per cent higher—$26,-

000,000 more than in May last year.

On the other hand, the unfilled,

forward, orders of the U. S. Steel

Corporation are lower than at any

time since November 30, 1914—real

pre-war stuff!

A new rhythm in trade has been

set up—call it piecemeal buying,

hand-to-mouth, or what not—execu-

tives cannot ignore it; advertising

men, least of all. They must make up

for lost time with a prompt and rad-

ical readjustment of 1924 plans.

AT the request of Mr. Kendall

.and myself, a jury—Gi'and, not

Coroner's—of twelve men pi-ominent

in carefully assorted industries were
courteous enough to render a prompt

verdict on the question raised in my
previous article, "Has Hand-to-Mouth

Buying Come to Stay?"
Please note that these twelve

represent the combined judgment

and experience of a silk manufac-

turer, a chain of department stores,

a tea wholesaler, a men's clothing

manufacturer, a maker of a famous

food product, a business information

house, a manufacturer of kitchen

cabinets, a hosiery house, a trade

paper publisher, a large textile fac-

tor, and a distributor of first-aid

equipment.

Of the twelve, all agree that we
are in the midst of hand-to-mouth

buying. A thirteenth letter not

counted says ingenuously:

"I can say, not for quotation, we are

contending with this tendency in our

business to a considerable degree, and

one reason I can't write anything for
you on the problem is because we are
too busy trying to find a solution."

As to the permanence of the pres-

ent condition, six think it will last;

three think it won't last; three look

for some happy medium, especially

in those lines of goods where the

price trend may turn upward.
For the first six, William C. Alex-

ander, president Alexander & Irwin

Company, outlines the case thus:

"There is a very strong tendency at

present to buy from hand to mouth.
We are encouraging quick turnover.

We have a big chain organization that
formerly bought in quantities sent to

their factory for distribution, and now
they are sending us their orders daily

to be distributed from here as needed.
We had a recent experience with a
large department store. At about 9

o'clock they ordered 100 dozen or more
silk stockings, and between 9.30 and 1

o'clock we were called on the 'phone
three times to know why they hadn't
got the merchandise."

John Poncet, of Cheney Brothers,

makes an excellent spokesman for

the second three. He says

:

"I do not believe that there is a

change in the buying habits of the

retail merchants. "Thirty-five years ago
I used to write to manufacturers whom
I represented in this market that buyers
were buying hand-to-mouth. This is

a stereotyped phrase which I have
seen used ever since I have been in

business. It might just as truthfully

be said that Wall Street Is permanently
bearish. It is true that retail mer-
chants are endeavoring by every pos-

sible means to force the manufacturer
to carry their stocks for them, and
their efforts in that direction are per-

haps stronger than they have been; but

they could not succeed in the attempt,

except in isolated cases."

For the third three, F. S. Fenton,

general sales manager Coppes Broth-

ers & Zook, presents his idea of what
constitutes a happy medium:

"Most assuredly the time has passed

when manufacturers can through
forceful methods unload their mer-
chandise upon the retailer without go-

ing further than that—in giving the

dealer material help toward selling

the consumer. In line with the ideas

expressed above, our sales policy under-

went a radical revision some eighteen

months ago, to the point that we are

now maintaining at our own expense

a very large intensified organization of
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retail salesmen for the purpose of help-

ing the dealer resell our merchandise
to the ultimate consumer. That fact

is responsible for the very satisfactory
condition of our business today."

E. H. Dovvnes, of the Terry Textile

Corporation, writes a whole new
article in a few words when he sug-

gests that the "future probability

of hand-to-mouth buying should be

considered from the standpoint of

three possible situations:

"First, where the market for that

particular commodity is downward

;

second, where it is likely to be stable;

and lastly, where it is likely to be
upward. . . In the first case I am
afraid all indications, in our line at

least, point to a continuous effort on
the part of the retail merchant to turn
over his goods more often than the

same merchant turns over in his bed
when he thinks of the income tax he
paid in 1912 and the one he is going
to pay now."

In the third of Mr. Dowries' classes

—that where the manufacturer's

price range is likely to be upward—
he feels, as I imagine we all do, that

"the question of transportation or

customers' style knowledge would
have slight bearing on the possibility

of losing a profit on a rising market."
This rescue by a rising market, by

the way, is the last stand of those

Casters who will not concede the

possibility of any permanent change
on the part of the retailer.

This position is firmly, but very

intelligently, expressed by a friend

in a great national textile distribu-

tory, who will not allow me to dis-

close his literary activities:

"At the bottom of the decline in the

volume of manufacturing, which is re-

sultant on a decline in price and the
high price of raw materials," he writes,

"is the lack of confidence in values
which pervades trade today. This
matter is a peculiar one, and I have
seen it change overnight radically and
see no reason why this change cannot
occur again. There will, however, be
no change in this condition which is

now prevalent until the conviction be-

comes fairly widespread that prices

and the volume of business have stopped
falling and have started upward. The
bulk of the buyer herd will then adopt
a different point of view and come into

the mai'ket for contracts. As usual,

the herd will be somewhat late. The
careful merchant today is the one who
will very critically examine the wisdom
of hand-to-mouth buying at present. I

do not mean by this that I believe it

is wise for any merchant to plunge
into the market and buy his full re-

quirements for next season or six

months ahead. I do believe, however, a
farseeing merchant is the one who will

not be without a certain part of his

requirements ahead."

Like the man who argued that

his ninety-five-year-old grandfather
would live safely through the coming
winter because he "always had,"

these conservatives feel that rising

prices have always brought the re-

tailer back in the past, and so will

in the future. They discount the

power of motor truck, store-door

freight, motion picture, radio and
more scientific merchandising some
day to alter the old customs.
There is, however, certainly not

much encouragement for that view-

point in the report by W. C. Hell-

mann, of the A. B. Kirschbaum Com-
pany :

"Retailers are taking lessons in

budget and control systems, in improved
accounting methods, in better storekeep-
ing practices. One prominent Chicago
manufacturer has installed a special

department, under the direction of a
budget and control specialist, to enable
his customers to master and put into

practice approved budget and control
doctrines. The National Association of

Retail Clothiers & Furnishers is

spreading the same gospel with a staff

of field men, headed by an expert who
is credited with being one of the best

informed men in the country on the
subject. Fractional buying is the spirit

and tissue of all budget and control
systems. The very name implies it

—

purchases by budget—stocks under
control. If the budget allowance per-

mits of only a five-hundred-dollar
stock advance, then certainly a larger
purchase of stock can not (must not)
be made."

The other hope of those manufac-
turers who don't intend to be stam-

peded by an unproved tendency is

that the retailers will lose so much
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 36]

MET last wffk in (".oluiiilnis, Ohio, Association of
Newspaper Advertising; Executives in conjunc-
tion with Association of Newspaper Classified

Advertisin-i Managers. Frank T. Carroll of the In-
dianapolis Mews, was reelected ]>resident of the News-
paper Advertisin<; Exenitivcs. Harvey Young of the
Columbus Dispatch, was named vice-j)resident.

The board of directors, in addition to Mr. Carroll
and Mr. Young, is composed of A. L. Shuman, Fort
Worth Star-Tfh'{(ram, ex-oflicio; Joseph W. Simpson,
Philadelphia Bulletin; Battle (^lark, Nashville Ban-
ner; George W. Preston, Little Hock Gazette; A. J.

McFaul, St. Paul Pioneer-Press-Dispatch, and Carl P.

Slane. Peoria Journal-Transcript.

The convention adopted a code of ethics to regulate

the handling and selling of newspaper advertising in

an effort to put its standard on the highest possible

plane.

Among the resolutions adopted at the concluding
session was one favoring use of the term "advertising
salesman," instead of "solicitor."

Selection of the 1925 convention city was left to the

favor of the new administration. St. Louis and
Columbus have extended invitations.
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Applying Quotas in Sales Practice

By E. P. Cochrane

THE merit of the

quota plan and ter-

ritory valuation is

now pretty well admitted.

But the practical applica-

ition of it after compila-

tion is a matter of very

decided sales manage-
ment skill. The first

Rubicon to be crossed is

[selling of the sales force

jon both the plan itself

'and its method of com-
Ipilation. If the salesmen

receive it as a goal set

'beyond their capabilities,

or as haphazardly and un-

justly compiled, or as an-

1 other bit of useless "red

tape," then the quota sys-

tem either does not work
out successfully or it in-

'volves a ti'emendous lot of

IN the first of his two articles on quotas ( see issueof May
21, page 21), Mr. Cochrane described a comprehen-

sive method of ascertaining the facts needed to estab-

lish quotas. He developed the principle that for the
country as a whole, the county unit is an excellent basis

for apportioning territory into sales districts. The start-

ing point is population. Just how population figures

are to be used was detailed, and other factors which
serve as guides for the determination of prospects were
enumerated. The particular point emphasized was that

all data must be handled with research understanding,
to give the best results. When used intelligently the
quota serves as a yardstick by which the territory and
the man who is working it can both be measured. It

takes the guess out of selling and furnishes a means
whereby merchandising can be controlled by scientific

principles. The first article in essence told where to

get the facts to set quotas. This instalment tells how
the facts that have been found may be apphed.

tensive quota survey so

that the basis may be

found to cut the city into

logical zones for salesmen
to work, and keep them
in these zones. In so

many city sales organiza-

tions, salesmen insist on
criss-crossing into other

parts of the city, even if

zones are already estab-

lished, in order to follow

customers who move. To
hold salesmen to their

zones, quota data consti-

tute a most effective de-

vice, especially when re-

vised yearly, and frankly

discussed with salesmen.

A study of the buying ca-

pacity of the dealers or

other customers in a zone

is reassuring to the sales-

:hard work on the part of the com- is a logical possible volume of busi- man who wants to follow customers
pany and its officials. The value of ness in his territory of ten times the

the quota, from the point of view of volume now being sold cannot help

the sales force, is easily demon- but be impressed and stimulated. If

.strated. With complete figures as to he sees that many other cities or

^any salesman's territory, he is in counties of this size are doing two
lless danger of being asked to attain and three times the volume of his

the impossible, and he has the ad-

vantage of working for something
definite rather than just working. If

he knows that the other salesmen

have been given the same relative

goal, he will make a greater effort

to attain his. Furthermore, he has

jthe satisfaction of knowing that all

isalesmen are on a level, fairly set.

I

It is usually the best plan to make
Ian elaborate presentation to sales-

|men of the work done on quota set-

jting or territory valuation, permit-

;ting them to question it and receive

ithe education they usually lack in

Isuch statistical material, and to get

Irid of prejudices against it, or ideas

of discrimination. Once salesmen

I

[are sold on the data, the benefits are

jvery noticeable in the feeling of fair-

iness and opportunity engendered.

j

The next step is to make the data

[graphic and to shape them into

I [Workable use. The general territory

t [valuation material may be extremely
useful to salesmen, if properly han-
idled, for the tables of statistics pro-

ivide ammunition to use on dealers

jin educating them as to the possi-

Ibilities of trade in their territory.

A dealer who is shown that there

own territory, he may appreciate his

own neglected opportunity.

who move because he fears his earn-

ing capacity will fall because of the

supposedly declining purchasing

power of his zone.

Salesmen's morale is decidedly

affected by a belief that they are

suffering an injustice, in comparison

with other salesmen. Quota data,

judiciously handled, develop a sense

WHEN territories are to be cut, of being treated with mathematical
the quota data are especially

vital. In fact territory often requires

to be cut, coincident with the presen-

tation of the new data, and the fig-

ures are then the only reliance a

concern has to lean upon to put the

thing over with salesmen. Cutting

down territory is always a racking,

unpleasant job, sure to get on sales-

even justice and greatly stimulates

competition as well as destroys "ter-

ritory delusions" ; a sort of infection

disease that assails salesmen.

THE use of the point system in

applying quota data to actual

operations is by all means the best

method. It permits of the use of fac-

men's nerves; often stirring up ex- tors in the figures which accurately

tremely violent opposition. Most
salesmen have a delusion that in

order to get plenty of sales they

must have lots of territory; yet it

is a fact that in almost every case

where territory has been cut, and cut

again, the sales always increase. An
analysis, such as quota research de-

velops, usually shows how it is that

salesmen stray about their terri-

tories so loosely. Even good sales-

men develop certain habits and set

ideas which make them "pass up"

possible prospects and buzz around

only the more attractive flowers.

In city territory it may be the

height of wisdom to make an in-

balance with sales strategy. Sales

should be rated in terms of points;

with a different point valuation for

different items (according to profit

and sales desirability) and other

things than sales may be credited

with points—such as new accounts

opened; low percentage of credit

loss ; high average of order ; adver-

tising or missionary service ; and
kindred divisions.

The progress of each salesman

toward his established number of

points can be shown in various

graphic ways. If a house organ or

sales bulletin is sent to the sales

force, it is the natural medium in

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 42]
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FRENCH DRESSING
On a salad of Ictrucc,

fruic or cold vegetables

—French Dressing

is the simplest—and at

The same time the most

sophisticated— of all

dressings.

On, spoonful ,f

vinegar

Salt and pippcr

to taste

ee spoonfuh of

Wesson Oil

Mix -well.'

Th

Add a little chopped onion

or crumbled cheese or the

yolk of a, hard boiled egg,

or chives, or mustard, of

Worcestershire Sauce or

any seasoning, to give this

dressing a new relish when

you want a change.

Wesson Oil—choke salad oil^ight in color and delicate inflavor

FRENCH DRESSING

One spoonful of vinegar

Salt andpepper to taste

Three spoonfuls of Wesson Oil

Mix well

ash ulid
I

: of ihe nuny

FISH
SALAD

A you wUl bnd io (he ne

ti drcu- Weuon Oil iilad and salid dreuing ret-

„ Then ipc booklci. We would like to lend you

nd and a copy wiih oiu coeoplimenB Ju« wine

1 green your name and addrets on a postal ind

bopped send it lo Wesson Oil, 112 Market Stren,

Sin Francisco.

FRIED
FISH

light in color and most delicate in flavor cin taste

Uk Veswn Oil in lalad drcisingi, of you havi

(ourie, but UK it, also, foi ihortcmng need a U

nd frying. foodi)

ORIGINALITY of ideas, simplicity of treatment and perfect reproduction qualities combine to

make notable tbis series of newspaper advertisements for Wesson Oil. The advertisements

themselves are large enough to dominate the page, but coupled with a judicious use of white
space tbey stand out refreshingly in contrast with the customary crowded attempts at display.
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What Are the Boundaries of

Agency Service?

I

going to shoulder the major portion
of policy management of concerns
employing advertising?

If so, what about the agency's
primary function?

To THE Editor:

LIKE the way the Fortnightly
is willing to throw the limelight

on debatable subjects, even when
those topics may possibly tread on
a tender toe or two. Hence, I am Again and again, recently, I have average of copy quality and physical
selecting you as the target of this let- read, or heard placidly stated, that appearance today will remain low as
ter—I'd like to see you print it and, the responsibility for the message long as agencies are called upon to
perhaps, draw some replies. Quite is actually the least of the agency's be Jacks-of-all-trades—and will shoot

rapidly upward when they are

up to the client for a deficit of man-
agerial brains in his own organiza-
tion.

Yes—and I'd like to make a proph-
ecy—that the general needlessly low

j

possibly I'm unutterably
' wrong in my viewpoint. If

so, I would honestly like to be
straightened out.

j

My question is this: What
is an advertising agency's
province—and where do its

! clients' responsibilities begin?
1 I have served on both sides of

I the fence, yet I can't answer
! that question.

[

For the past ten years we
have seen a startling enlarge-
ment of an agency's functions.

We have seen agencies gradu-
ally take over more and more
of the type of work that we
formerly, perhaps mistakenly,
thought that the client com-
pany's president, general
manager, sales manager and
other officials were employed
to perform.

We have seen agencies dig
out the facts to prove that a
concern was justified in stay-

) ing in business, or, perhaps,
I needed a complete redirection
[in order to prosper.

; We have seen agencies
evolve for clients entirely re-

vamped sales and manage- =
ment policies.

!
We have seen agencies realign

iclient organizations.

We have seen agencies work out
[territorial sales quotas.

1
We have seen agencies make the

Istudies that proved a need for re-

jdesigning of products.

I

We have seen agencies educate
|sales forces.

;
And we are seeing these and

jsimilar jobs shouldered off on agen-
jcies more and more every year.
[What are the men doing who former-
'y accepted those vital, basic respon-
abilities? And where is this evolu-
tion going to end?
Are advertising agencies some day

once more released to give
their major attention to their
primary function.

There are several very di-

rect questions that follow
logically from the foregoing.
Have agencies been fore-

sighted in encouraging this

extension and ramification of
the tasks which are being
delegated to them?
Have advertisers actually

gained very greatly by letting

their own e.xecutives surren-
der to agencies these func-
tions and duties, thereby cut-
ting down the time devoted to

the actual study and creation
of effective advertising?

Is or is not an agency's first

duty to its client to give what-
ever is necessary (within the
limits of its compensation) to

the creation of the most effec-

tive advertising—and, as a
corollary, to avoid other
forms of service when its in-

come from an account is suf-
ficient to give both adequate,
expert creative service and^=^^^===^=^^==^^^^= the other forms of activity

that may be asked of it?

worries—that "merchandising," or I know the answers which I would
"coordination of sales and advertis- submit if called upon.

What Is Your Idea?

APROMINENT correspondent, whose name
would register instantly in national ad-

vertising circles if we were permitted to
publish it, addresses the accompanying letter

to Advertising and Selling Fortnightly. It

represents his viewpoint on the important ques-
tion of the practical limits of advertising agency
service, and it brings up some pertinent ques-

tions in connection therewith, some of them
questions that have occasionally been discussed
privately, but have seldom found their way
into print.

We publish this letter, not as representing
our views, but for the purpose of expressing
the views of a man who has done considerable
thinking on the subject and has personally
arrived at some very definite conclusions in

regard to agency service. We will be glad to

publish letters from other of our readers, either

advertisers or advertising agents, setting forth

their ideas. Whether they agree or disagree
with our correspondent makes no difference, so

long as they represent honest convictions based
on experience or thoughtful consideration.

—

The Editor.

ing," or "sales-counsel" or "business

guidance" or "research" is the Big
Service an agency must render.

Now I know one thing—that when-
ever an agency must spend its

energies in assistant-managering a

client's business, a greatly reduced
attention is (out of sheer necessity)

given to the creation of that client's

advertising. An agency's 15 per
cent is not inexhaustible, and there

must remain some margin of profit.

That profit must come out of cheap-

ening the creative service if an
agency's compensation must make

I would say that advertising agen-
cies have not greatly increased their
actual pockefable profits by the tac-

tics of enlarging their functions.
They have, I recognize, increased the
size of many individual accounts by
such extraneous functions and strat-

egies, but they have spent the added
income on larger salary rolls and
larger overhead. More and larger
agency organizations are made nec-

essary by the present policy of tak-

ing on side functions, but agency
stockholders do not materially bene-
fit. The narrowing margin on agency

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 67]
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Where AreWe Headed in

Business?

By Floyd W. Parsons

p:

THE gossip of the

day is made up
largely of discus-

s i o n s concerning the

perils that now confront

business. The truth is

that business in the
United States has always
been confronted by seri-

ous difficulties, the only

difference being that
when the current feeling

is optimistic, the dangers
that threaten our prog-

ress are given only pass-

ing notice. When fear

prevails and pessimism
flourishes, each menacing
factor is trotted out for

the closest kind of in-

spection.

It is times like the

present when we become
engulfed in a flood of

loose talk. Prominent in-

dustrial leaders often ex-

ercise but little caution
in expressing views that

influence the lives of mil-

lions of their fellow citi- -

zens. It would be bad
enough if our host of careless

prophets included only our business-
cycle advocates and stock-market
gamblers, but it is a regrettable fact

that many of our well known cap-
tains of industry lose no time in

adding their voices to the wail of

pessimism that bursts forth the mo-
ment any evidence of a slackening
of business is disclosed.

It would be a good thing if all of

us could get clear in our minds that
the so-called successful men of this

and other countries do not possess
infallible judgment. There is no
graveyard more interesting than the
one where are buried the famous
predictions that went wrong. The
astute Pitt prophesied that the end
of the papacy was "in sight." Na-
poleon said that within a generation
"Europe would be either cossack or
republican." Disraeli remarked in

1864, "Prussia is a country without
any bottom and could not maintain
a war for six weeks." In 1760 Rous-

Floyd W. Parsons

jEOPLE who believe that all business must be
good before any can be good, and that an eco-

nomic balance must be struck before prosperity can
return, are chasing a delusion that will cause them
grief in the months to come. Instead of wasting time
and energy asking 'What's the matter with business?'
change the inquiry to 'What's the matter with us?'"

or reversal in the course

of business brings forth

innumerable forecasts

from prominent execu-

tives, and the end of the

industrial movement fre-

quently discloses that

many of the prophets

were not only wrong, but

predicted quite the re-

verse of what actually

came to pass. There is

nothing more true than

that few men are con-,

sistently and continu-

ously supermen. That's

why so many worthless

securities are found
safety boxes of rich andl

famous people after they

die.

At present our army of

rumor-mongers are un-,

usually busy. The ar-,

rows on the charts of our

cycle exponents have been

moved well along into the

quadrant indicating

business depression.
- Stock - market gambler^

are doing everything pos-,

sible to undermine confidence sc

they can buy back at low prices the.

stocks they sold short. We are be-

ing told to dispose of what we have:

and keep our money liquid. Atten^

tion has been attracted to everj

weak link in the industrial chain]

seau said, "Twenty years hence
England will be ruined and further-

more will have lost her liberty."

Michel Chevalier predicted that the

development of the railway system
in Europe would "remove hereditary
animosities and firmly cement nation

to nation in a lasting peace." One The pessimists are clever enough tc

hundred years ago the best seller of

the day was a book which predicted

the burning and total destruction of

Rome in 1847. In fact, the litera-

ture of all ages is literally filled with
predictions that never came true.

LEADING statistical and financial

papers in the United States pre-

dicted while the war was in prog-
ress that there would be a fall in

prices at the end of the conflict, due
to the fact that the people of Europe
would work harder than ever, and
manufacturers would compete more
zealously than ever before for trade.

After the war prices went up rap-
idly instead of down. Every swing

be sure that their dire propaganda

contains a mixture of truth, and ir

this way they add a host of converts

to the gospel of impending woe. Th(

unfortunate fact is that while pec

pie can be held responsible for libel

ing the character of an individual

they can remain free of any penaltj

when they libel the character of th(

nation's business as a whole.

That there has been a slowinj

down of industry and commerce n(

one will deny. An unsatisfactory,

situation prevails in the textile, coal

leather, automotive and other im
portant industries. But the effort;

to find a precedent for the presen

period of industrial contraction ha

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 46
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To Reduce Dealer Advertising Waste

NE way to reduce dealer advertising waste is

to charge the retailer for advertising used or

distributed by him. This has the two-fold

effect of preventing its promiscuous distribution and

insuring its use.

P. L. Thomson, advertising director of the West-

ern Electric Company, recently mentioned that six

members of the Association of National Advertisers

paid $1,400,000 in 1923 for material given away to the

dealer, of which they estimate 75 per cent was wasted.

At the semi-annual meeting of that body fifteen mem-
bers stated that they charged the dealer for advertis-

ing material; twenty members did not charge; three

members have tried out the plan of charging for ad-

vertising, but have abandoned it.

Following a discussion in which these facts were
presented: National Lamp Woi-ks of General Electric

Company charge the dealer $5 for a window trim ser-

vice (3-panel frame changed every month) ; Bradley

[Knitting Mills during 1923 distributed 3,000,000 style

I

books in addition to 14,500,000 other features at cost,

also special Easter, Hallowe'en and Thanksgiving dis-

plays at $1.25 each; Armstrong Cork Company sell a

clerk's correspondence course at $2 per set; Ralston

Purina Company charge a mailing cost of 1 cent for
' booklets and 2 cents for letters sent to dealers' cus-

tomers; and pay one-half the cost of local newspaper
.'advertising where an authorized campaign of ten in-

'Sertions is used.
' Many manufacturers have found that the dealer is

inot averse to paying a portion of local advertising

[costs, when the reasons for it are presented properly.

1 In fact, there seems to be a noticeable trend toward let-

iting the dealer participate in local advertising costs,

[especially where he has exclusive repre.-entation for

Itrademarked merchandise.
I

The Harvard Advertising Awards

LSEHERE in this issue we publish the names of

the judges for the first series of Harvard Adver-

'tising Awards. The men selected are men of

1
experience, vision and integrity. Advertising may rest

I assured that the awards will be made conscientiously

land impartially.

I When the Harvard Business School announced Mr.

iBok's plan last fall, there was some criticism that since

|it was impossible to determine which advertisements

iwere "best," the awards would be ineffectual. One
.prominent critic even went so far as to label Edward
;Bok "an amateur advertising man"—despite the fact

jthat Bok himself wrote many of the first Ladies' Home
^Journal advertisements, which were largely responsible

for the tremendous growth in circulation of that pub-

llication.

j

In our opinion these criticisms were unwarranted.
iWhile we appreciate the difficulty of selecting the prize-

Iwinners, and realize that each year the basis for the

awards will have to be adjusted in the light of experi-

ence, we believe Mr. Bok's genei'ous endowment will act

as a distinct stimulus to better advertising. Bok was
one of the pioneers in the fight against quack medical

advertising. Now, when he is turning his thoughts and
his resources to the constructive job of raising the

standards of advertising art, copy and research, it

seems to us ungracious, to say the least, for anyone to

pry open the mouth of a gift horse hoping to find a

loose filling.

When Fuller Began to Advertise

PRIOR to 1919, the Fuller Brush Company spent

practically nothing for advertising. During that

year they increased their budget from $6,000 to

$18,000, with the result that sales jumped from $791,000

to nearly two and a quarter million. In 1920 the budget

was increased to $56,000, with the result that sales

jumped to approximately $4,000,000.

G. H. Abercrombie, executive sales manager of the

company, recently made public the following significant

figures

:

Advertising Sales

1912 None $129,000
1913 None 185,000

1914 $3,000 257,000
1915 4,000 290,000
1916 5,000 414,000
1917 6,000 720,000

1918 6,000 791,000

1919 18,000 2,277,000

1920 56,000 4,000,000

1921 219,000 8,000,000

1922 320,000 11,000,000

1923 352,000 15,000,000

1924 500,000 *18,000,000

*Estimated.

We publish these figures as an example of what can

happen when advertising is hitched to a business

soundly financed, soundly organized, and making a

product used almost universally.

Business Barnacles

IT
was stated recently by E. W. McCullough, of the

United States Chamber of Commerce, that the move-

ment for the elimination of excess varieties in in-

dustry now extends to more than 350 lines of commodi-

ties. To date the greatest economies have been effected

by the makers of paving brick, beds, metal lath, milk

bottles, asphalt, woven wire fence, hollow tile, brass

plumbing traps, bed blankets, steel barrels, and forged

tools—certainly an imposing and diversified list of mer-

chandise.

We think this is one of the sanest movements toward

the reduction of waste in business. It is one, too, in

which advertising can be called upon to play a major

part. Buyers are not so likely to request special sizes,

shapes and colors when emphasis is placed, through

advertising, on standard lines.

"Specials" are business barnacles which should be

scraped off every once in a while, unless yours is a busi-

ness devoted to specials.
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Why Should Industrial Copy

Be Technical?
Spherical Tanks May Be Terribly Technical, But This Advertiser Has

Made His Story Newsy, Natural and Interesting

By William Dunn Barrett

THE instructor of an
evening class in ad-

vertising once gave
his students as an assign-

ment all the facts in con-

nection with the develop-

ment of a certain techni-

cal product. He explained

the product simply, told

how it came to be devel-

oped, what its uses were,

and its advantages. From
this information each
student was to prepare a

page advertisement for a

technical journal.

The following week,
when the papers were
turned in, the instructor

experienced a surprise in

the form of a very valua-

ble lesson in copywriting.

The treatment given the

material by the different

students varied from a

blueprint style drawing
with specifications all the

way up the scale of in-

terest to a superdramatic
story of the inventor
working far into the
night on the invention of

this product — a story

that would have brought
a cynical smile to the lips

of any technical man.
But along about the

middle register was the paper of one
of the students who was also taking
an evening course in shorthand and
using every opportunity to practise
taking dictation. At the top of this

paper was the following notation:
"When I came to transcribe the
shorthand notes I took when you
gave the facts about this product, I

couldn't see how to improve on them
as an advertisement, so I have
merely made a layout and suggested
a heading for the copy, as per at-

tached."

The instructor read the "copy"

—

This is a Natural Gas "Holder"

products.

Pressure storage for these liquids has long been recognized
as the mosi logical solution. But pressure storage before the

days of the Hononsphere had its shortcomings, because cylin-

drical pressure tanks were too small.

The flat-bottom tank solved the size problem, but it would
not stand pressure. Even though men knew that the edges of a
flat bottom tank tend to rise from the ground when pressure
was applied, they anchored ordinary storage tanks and tried

to sdapt them to pressure storage. But to their sorrow they

by inside pressure found this solution impracticable.

The fact that a pressure vessel tends to take a globular shape
led our company to develop an elevated tank with an elliptical

bottom and roof. The Phillips Petroleum Company was per-

succcss of the Hortonsphere is now history.

in the oil industry as the only wholly successful mean:
storing large quantities of volatile liquids under pressure.

eSS'ma*

Chicago Bridge & Iron Works

HORIOl^HQLDERS
his own simple explanation of the

previous week, and was amazed to

discover how easy and natural and
convincing it was. Hardly a change
would be required to make it suit-

able for publication.

While the Horton Holders adver-

tisement reproduced on this page
was not the product in question, it

might well have been. For it tells

the story of the recently developed
Horton spherical tank in that same
easy, natural, convincing way.
The copy is worth studying para-

graph by paragraph.

The first paragraph in-

troduces three factors : a

time element (two years),

a group of men repre-

senting an industry (nat-

ural gas gasoline manu-
facturers), and a prob-

lem. Here we have the

basis for a story with a

touch of suspended in-

terest.

The second paragraph
advances the story by in-

troducing a new idea

(pressure storage) and
showing its shortcomings
"before the days of the

Hortonsphere" (a skillful

planting of prestige).

The interest and sus-

pense are continued—in

fact heightened—through

the third paragraph,

while considerable back-

ground is painted in.

And note how naturally

the story is progressing.

The climax of the story

comes in the fourth para-

graph—where it should

in an advertisement of

this length. Note par-

ticularly the second sen-

tence: "The Phillips Pe-

troleum Company was
persuaded to build such a

tank and it was so suc-

cessful that we were encouraged to

suggest an entirely spherical de-

sign." Observe how the introduc-

tion of the name of the customer

gives reality; how the expression

"was persuaded" heightens that

sense of reality; and how "we were

encouraged" lends a natural human
touch that is completely disarming

because it is so different from the

'

cocksureness of so much copy.

The rest of the paragraph defi-

nitely establishes the practicability

of the new holder without even a

i-aising of the voice, as it were.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 64]
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Helping Newspaper Advertisers

Use Space Profitably
By William A. Thompson

Director, Bureau of Advertising, American Newspaper Publishers Association

ADVERTISING men have a
much bigger job ahead of
them than merely creating more

advertising and making new adver-
tisers. Newspaper competition is

keen and leads inevitably to over-
solicitation. Too often we see the
advertiser merely as someone who
has some money to spend rather
than a man with a problem to solve.
If the successful solution of this
problem has a direct bearing upon
the future of advertising, it be-
hooves us to remember that the
advertiser and ourselves have a
mutual interest. We must give
some thought to what the advertiser
gets out of what we sell him.

Advertisers tell us they are often
embarrassed in making a selection of
newspapers in a given market by
pressure which is brought to bear
by competing publications through
retail dealers. Each newspaper has
its strong retail advocates and some-
times when these advocates are
lined up to demand that the cam-
paign run in one newspaper instead
of another, the advertiser tells us
he is often faced with the proposi-
tion of splitting a campaign and
thereby robbing it of some of its

effectiveness, spending an undue
amount in a market or losing the
good will of some of the stores.

Those of you who follow the work
of the Bureau of Advertising of the
A. N. P. A. which is being conducted
in behalf of all newspapers on one
hand and all national advertisers on
the other, may have noticed that our
recent literature and promotional
efforts have been along the lines of
helping the advertiser use news-
paper advertising profitably.

Based upon a great deal of faith-
ful .study, we have reached the con-
clusions that there is a right way
and a wrong way to use newspaper
space. We have carefully analyzed
all reports of unsuccessful news-
paper campaigns that have come to

,
From an address made before the Asso-

ciation of Newspaper Advertising E.\-
ecutives, Columbus, Ohio.

William A. Thompson

us and have found almost invariably
that these failures were due to a
wrong use of our medium.
One of the commonest mistakes

made by advertisers who do not use
newspapers properly is the mistake
made in the matter of schedules.
The newspaper is published every
day and is read every day by people
who buy every day. If nothing is

as dead as yesterday's paper, noth-
ing is quite as alive as today's
newspaper. For this reason the
thirty-odd million copies of news-
papers which are sold each day in

this country and Canada, and the
twenty millions that are sold each
Sunday are eagerly scanned by
readers who want the news. Thus
every new newspaper carries with it

a distinct opportunity for the
national advertiser.

IN the face of this there are still

advertisers who use the newspaper
once a week, once in ten days or
twice a month. It is in this class of
advertisers that failures are most
frequently reported. "Flash cam-
paigns" that are rigged up to in-

fluence the trade are seldom con-
ceived in good faith and the adver-
tiser cannot expect the support of
the retailer who sells his goods un-
less he makes a bona fide effort to

create a consumer interest in these
goods.

ADVERTISERS often assert they
cannot afford to advertise fre-

quently and to have schedules of long
duration. This statement is usually
based upon the assumption that a
newspaper advertisement must be
big in order to be effective. Natu-
rally we do not advocate the use of

small copy unless an advertiser is I

obliged to consider it on the score
of economy. But we do strongly
advocate small copy if it is necessary

;

for the advertiser to use it to insure .

frequent insertions.

A lot of us still persist in selling

space based upon the things we like

to know about our paper rather than
upon the things the advertiser
ought to know about the paper and
its relationship to the market. We
keep on advei'tising lineage claims
when the advertiser wants to know
what his chances are for doing a
profitable business in our town.

I don't believe any statement of a

newspaper's influence in a commu-
nity is worth much without a further
statement showing opportunities
for selling goods in the community.
The many analyses of market con-
ditions made by newspapers all over
the country have been big factors in

building the large volume of national
newspaper advertising. But I

wonder whether or not we cannot
make these analyses go further.

Suppose, in analyzing our market,
we tackle the job with a view of

finding undeveloped opportunities
for national advertisers. Let us

assume, for the sake of argument,
that we are not carrying any adver-
tising from a national candy manu-
facturer. Can't we put our trade

investigators to work to ascertain

in conclusive fashion the opportu-
nity for the sale of a good candy?

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 56]
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You Shouldn^t Be Surprised

At A Big Increase In

Railway Purchases

CAMUEL M. VAUCLAIN, President of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, was quoted re-

cently in the "Wall Street Journal" as saying,

"We started in June on a 40% capacity rate

and expect to go up to 50% on July 1 and to

increase 10% a month thereafter. I expect

that the Baldwin Works will be operating at

100% by January 1. There will be consider-

ably more new business in the second half of

the year than in the first half."

Railway officials are now talking about the

probability of a heavy peak traffic this fall and

are making preparations to handle it.

There is still a good chance for railway pur-

chases in 1924 to exceed those of last year.

SimmonS'Boardman Publishing Company
"The House of Transportation'"

30 Church Street New York

Chicago:
608 S. Dearborn Street

Washington:
17th and H Streets, N. W.

Cleveland

:

6007 Euclid Avenue

San Francisco:

74 New Montgomery Street

New Orleans:
927 Canal Street

London

:

34 Victoria Street

The Railway Service Unit
Five Departmenlnl Publications serving each of the departments in the

raihvay industry individually, effectively and tvilhout ivaste.

mm
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Written by Our Readers
In Which Many Interesting Viewpoints Are Expressed

Limiting the Size

of Advertisements

New York Advertising Agency
New York

June 11, 1924.
To the Editor:

That article of Ray Giles, in the
April 9 issue, has recently come to my
attention. It is a gem. I am par-
ticularly interested in seeing the
Leviathan stage of advertising brought
to an end.

Last year Jason Rogers, then pub-
lisher of the New York Globe, paid
good money for a page of advertising
space to tell the enclosed story,* which
I hope you will find room and courage
to reprint—^but nobody paid any atten-
tion to him. This year the newspapers
shriek all the more loudly with their
stories of increased lineage.
While the newspaper mergers in

some of the cities are causing jumps in

rates, the big advertiser is paying less
for the combination rates than when
the papers were separate—and he can
therefore afford to run even larger ads.
Jason Rogers opens the door to the

solution—increase the rates enough to
maintain the publisher's profit when the
size of the ads are cut to 'way below
what they are today. But first must
come a definite cooperative move on
the part of the department store adver-
tising men and the large national ad-
vertisers to reduce the size of their
advertising.
One thing that Mr. Rogers says I

want to emphasize—"The use of
smaller space to better advantage
would be equally satisfactory in most
cases." The universal use of smaller
space should, in fact, prove more ad-
vantageous than the present use of
Leviathan space, if only for the reason

•.-M a time when many newspapers are
printing enormous lineage, and newspapers,
so large that no one can possibly read them
through, are boasting vaingloriously over
the volume of advertising printed as the
proof of their dominance, it is well to stop,
look and listen, instead of being carried
into a competition which leads to the ex-
penditure, in many cases, of more money
than the traffic will justify.
At the present moment many advertisers

are complaining of the cost of advertising
and are asserting that their advertising is
not as productive as in recent years. If
we could all be brought to fuller realization
that the cost of advertising is not half as
important as the producing of a profit on
the money spent for it. we would be a long
way farther on the road to prosperity.

.Smaller space at slightly higher rates
would save the merchant many dollars in
the course of a year, and the use of smaller
space to better advantage would be equally
satisfactory in most cases.
The constant demand for more and more

space is threatening the prospective supplv
of wood for print paper production, thereby
stiffening the price of paper to the pub-
lisher and increasing his overhead enor-
mously, at the same time making it more
difficult for him to talk common sense to
union labor.
The cost of lon.ono lines at seven cents

a line is $7,000. while 200,000 lines at five
cents a line costs $10,000. If aU of those
using 200.000 lines a vear would cut down
to 100.000 lines at slightly increased rates
much of the anguish in the present situation
would be eliminated.

that smaller space will mean smaller
papers, more thoroughly read.
A general reduction of space means

that an ad costing $1,000 today will be
reduced to half size at $700—and will

more than likely receive as much if

not more attention than the big one
today; that at a cost of $700 the ad
can pay a profit, but at $1,000 it has a
hard time of it; that the advertisers
will then be forced (in order to make
half the former space tell the same
story) to do the poking, pricking and
tickling required to produce still better
advertising. Marvin Small.

To Perpetuate the Fight
Against Dishonesty

National Vigilance Committee
Associated Advertising Clubs

of the World
June 3, 1924.

To the Editor:

I want to thank you for noticing my
remarks at the Philadelphia Conven-
tion and for the authoritative manner
in which you indorsed them.

I cannot escape the belief that if we
agitate the question enough, sooner or
later we shall be able to develop an
endowment fund, the income of which
will carry on our work, at least the
fundamental part of it. Surely there
are enough men in the business world
who have fortunes which they owe in

large degree, or at least some degree,
to advertising, to back up this idea

—

and why not? When Mr. Baker, of
the First National, gave Harvard
$5,000,000 for its business school,

claiming that he made his money in

business, why shouldn't advertising
men who have made their own money
in advertising perpetuate their own
names and permanently support this
work in which they believe and which
has contributed to their success?
The amount I have in mind is $2.-

500,000, the income from which, at 5

per cent, would be $125,000 a year—

a

sufficient sum to maintain the essen-
tial basic organization and work of the
National Vigilance Committee.

Harry D. Robbins,
Chairnuui.

"Filling the Air
with Paid Propaganda''

Bakelite Corporation
New York

June 2, 1924.
To the Editor:

Radio should not be used for broad-
casting advertising. If the popularity
of radio reception is to be sustained
the programs should be so arranged
that the "listener-in" can choose be-
tween entertainment, educational talks
or news of the day, and not be forced
to tune-in on various stations only to
find long advertising discourses which
are not to his particular interest.

I think that radio advertising can be

put in the same category as "movie"
advertising or outdoor advertising that
mars the scenic beauty of the country-
side. Anything that can be done to
discourage it will tend to promote the
future success of radio broadcasting.

Allan Brown,
Advertising Department.

Acme Apparatus Company
Cambridge, Mass.

June 10, 1924.
To THE Editor:

I believe that public opinion will
regulate radio just as it has regulated
newspapers. The success of a news-
paper depends on giving the public
what it wants, and radio must follow
suit. If the public want advertising
in the air they will get it; and if they
don't want it, they won't listen to it.

If they don't want it, the fellow who
tries it first loses; and if they do want
it, the fellow who tries it first will get
something. Personally I believe they
don't want it. CLAUDE F. Cairns.

Ben Franklins
London Residence?

World Traveler Publishing
Company, Inc.
New York

June 9, 1924.
To the Editor:

I notice in your current issue (June
4) on page 50, a note to the effect that:
"Many of the delegates have arranged
to make a pilgrimage to No. 36 Craven
Street, Charing Cross, once the home
of Benjamin Franklin."

In editions of Baedeker's "London"
up to 1905, this note appeared: "Benja-
min Franklin lived at No. 7 Craven
Street, denoted by a memorial tablet

to the W. of the station."
More than twenty years ago, when

correspondent for the New Y'ork
Herald in London, I lived, for a year,
at No. 7 Craven Street, which was
more or less faithfully described by
Baedeker, and bore the tablet, and the
landlady, a buxom Yorkshire woman,
acquired a considerable American
patronage on the strength of it.

It seems to me that a few years later

research established that it was doubt-
ful whether Franklin had ever lived

at that address, and if my memory
serves me correctly, the tablet was
taken down. I would like to inquire
whether it has been fully established
that Franklin really lived at No. 36.

A. S. Crockett,
Prexideiit.

It seems that in the confusion that came
about as a result of renumbering the
houses on Craven Street at least twice
since Franklin lived in London, the tablet
mentioned by our correspondent for a time
was affi.xed to the wrong house. However,
this much is certain : The delegates to the
Conventif)n who desire to visit Franklin's
former residence in London will be taken
to the right house, regardless of whatever
its number happens to be at the pre.sent
moment.

—

ICditor.
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"Pick Your Audience"
With the permission of The Best Foods, Inc., Nucoa Building, Fourth

Avenue at 23rd Street, New York City, we reproduce the following letter:

May 23, 1924
The Christian Science Monitor,

21 East 40th Street, New York City.

Dear Sirs:

—

Two months ago, when it was decided that we would discon-

tinue newspaper advertising on Nucoa and go into national maga-
zines, I made a special request that The Christian Science Monitor
be kept on the list, because we have gotten more direct returns from
your paper than from all the others put together. Then, too, the

Monitor is really not only a national but an international medium,
and I have gotten replies from England, Canada and Mexico, as

well as from every^vhere in this country.

The president of American Linseed Company backed up my
request and it passed the Committee, being the only newspaper
retained.

The returns from the Monitor are simply astounding. Literally

hundreds of unsolicited letters have come in, saying that the writers

had begun using Nucoa because of their absolute confidence in any
product advertised in your paper. Many of them mention that they

have continued to use Nucoa year after year because they have
found it absolutely satisfactory.

The letters are all from intelligent people, both men and women,
and prove very conclusively that if you want to sell anything, the

best way to do it is to pick your audience for its intelligence. Then,
too, with Monitor readers there is always the money to buy what-
ever they consider best.

I hope some day to be able to reproduce many of these letters

in your paper, and certainly intend to have a scrap book made
of them.

Thanking you for your service, co-operation and courtesy, I am
Sincerely,

(Signed) LOUISE FRANCIS,
Advertising Manager, The Best Foods, Inc.

The Christian Science Monitor
An hitcrnational Daily Nczvspapcr

Publication Office, 107 Falmouth St., Boston, Mass.

BRANCH ADVEKTISING OFFICES

City 502 A Commerce Bldg.
625 M,irket Street

Los Angeles 620 Van Nuys Bldg.
763 Empire Bldg.

•ll.lli Terrace. \V. C. 3
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The New Consuming Public

It can readily be seen

therefore that merely on
meat and drink our
change in consumption
habits is bound to be
quite radical. The two
and a quarter billion dol-

lars spent for drink will

be spent on something
else; and such a huge
sum even if distributed

among many other items,

makes many changes. Our
today purchases at retail (^PLiULOlO
are 35 billions; therefore, COLLARS
the drink item is around •• ' "

'

6 per cent of the total. ' '

. _

This is as much as stand-

ard interest on the total

sum! Of course sugar
has and will receive (in

the various forms it is

used) the great propor-
tion of this expenditure.

The soft drink volume
is mounting upward very
rapidly and so is the

candy consumption, which
has about doubled in a

few years.

It is a well-known medi-
cal fact that when the ap-

petite for liquor is sup-
pressed or eliminated, the

appetite for sweets de-

velops.

The family menu will

show many special

changes in consumption
habits and no doubt there

will be a good deal of dis-

satisfaction among those

who hate to give up their -

old habits. Many splen-

did foods which have never had a
chance, in competition with other
items, are now going to be more
widely appreciated. This has already
happened to rice, macaroni and spa-

ghetti, for which there is now a very
greatly increased market. Such
articles of food as the lentil, and the

entire pea and bean family are go-

ing to get greatly increased patron-
age. We are also likely to develop
more into a fruit-and-vegetable-eat-

ing nation; at which the food spe-

cialists nod their heads in agreeable
approval. The American housewife
will have to get out of her very bad
habit of frying some chops and
steaks very quickly and often very
poorly, and instead do some real

cooking and planning of meals, after

the fashion on the continent.

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14]

the spring of 1920, which
were 175 per cent above

normal. A rebellion—you
remember the overall

strike— appeared ; and
clothing had to come
down. But the public

was awakened and will

stay awake to a more
sane attitude on clothes.

Women have rather come
out of their slavery to

whimsical fashion. Both
clothing and shoe manu-
facturers are blaming the

automobile today for the

fact that per capita ex-

penditure for these items

appears not to be the

same as formerly.

The greater soberness

of expenditure which the

war and the inflation of

after-war prices brought

to America is going to

change our consumption
habits in one very great

and splendid particular.

It is going to make the

American buyer of any!

and all kinds of goods

more desirous of really

good quality than ever

before. It has often been

said slightingly of this

country that we bought

a greater amount of

worthless merchandise of

poor, nonlasting qualities

and of no esthetic beauty i

than almost any other

country of high grade.

^;;;^;;;;.;;;;;^;^;;^^;^^^^;^;^^^^;;;;;;;^^^^i;;;^;;;^;^ ThC WHr'S eXperlenCB W
making commodity pur-l

Substitutes for animal fat are also chases has taught us that qualityj

having a tremendously increased pays because it lasts longer and has

HIGH prices for clothing and other necessities can

no longer be imposed upon the buying public with-

out rhyme and reason. The so-called "buyers' strike"

of a few years ago demonstrated that beyond all cavil.

If the consumer believes he is being imposed upon, he

has at his command a weapon that he will not hesitate

to use—the refusal to buy. Used collectively for any
length of time, it must result in the stagnation of trade

for the distributors affected. It constitutes a psycho-

logical reaction that must be taken into consideration

seriously bv all divisions of manufacture and selling.

vogue already and will continue to

have a still greater usage. Lard
substitutes made out of cottonseed

oil, peanut oil, and cocoanut oil, are

already strongly in favor; and a

spread for butter which really does

a greater quality of beauty andi

pleasure both for the wearer and the;

beholder.

Furthermore, the ambitions of

manufacturers are being veered

from mere quantity standards

not deserve to be deprecated by the toward quality standards, with the

words "butter substitutes," made result of development of new esthetic

from cocoanut oil, is going to be

very widely and increasingly used.

Denmark uses 33 pounds per capita

of margarine, and England nearly

as much, whereas we use but 4^ 2

pounds.

But food is only one item of the

consumption changes that we are to

standards. The era of cheap, un-

beautiful clothing, furniture, etc., is

waning.
Consumption standards reflect the

spirit of a people—you can tell a

people's character by what they buy;

and it is apparent in all directions

when the consumption test is ap-;

experience. Both men and women plied that both by choice and by ne-|

are reacting against the enormous necessity we are changing our habits

prices which clothing sold at during and our ideas. '
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THE S-pt PAG

©^ Bodkins

1 NEVER had an active desire to

get hurt until last week. But
when I found myself confronted

on every hand by those Safety Week
posters reading

DON'T GET HURT
I felt a strong urge to throw myself

in the pathway of an oncoming trolley

car, or do something that would land

me in the hospital!

Of all the asinine copy ever written,

I consider "Don't Get Hurt" about the

most asinine. As if people deliberate-

ly planned to "get hurt"!

—8-pt—

Just in case you failed to read Harry
Tipper's article, "Fighting It Out in

Print," in the April 9 issue of the

Fortnightly, I want to repeat one

paragraph which appeals to me as

being one of the most important state-

ments on the philosophy of advertising

published in many a day:
"It is well perhaps to restate the

fact that the final purpose of advertis-

ing is not to prove the comparative
superiority of the article in competition.

The object of this advertising is to take

it out of competition, so that it will

no longer be compared but will be ac-

cepted by the buyer."

—8-pt^

My friend William P. Lindsay, for-

mer president of the Technical Pub-
licity Association, told me this story at

luncheon today.

One morning he (Lindsey) got
caught in the rain when starting for

the Lackawanna station at South
Orange. Hurrying back home, he

changed to dry clothes, grabbed an um-
brella, and dashed off to the station

again. When the conductor came
around, Lindsey discovered that he had
left his commutation ticket, his pocket-

book, and even his loose change, in his

wet suit.

He sketched his predicament to the

conductor, a man by the name of

Nelson, who explained that the law
would prohibit him riding free, but that

he personally would advance money for

the fare, and that Lindsey could return

the money the next morning.
Five minutes later Conductor Nelson

hunted up Lindsey again. "Say," he
said, "you're going to have a dickens of

a job getting to your office without any
money. Take this dollar and pay me
back when you square up for the fare
tomorrow morning."

It is hard to say whether this is

Lackawanna spirit filtering down from

above, or whether it is this helpful at-

titude, rising from the hearts and
minds of the Lackawanna rank and file,

that forms the Lackawanna spirit.

Whichever it be, Conductor Nelson's

dollar loan will pay handsome dividends

as an investment in goodwill, for it is

such experiences that give the public

its impression of a corporation.

—8-pt—

Every spring the boys at Yale take
a hand at writing the advertisements
for an issue of the Yale News. Not in

the conventional way, you understand,
but their idea of what ads should read
like. They get the permission of all

the local merchants who patronize the
advertising columns of this publication

to burlesque their copy for this one
special issue, and the result is—well,

judge for yourself:

^fjtj§ter an& Co.

Kampus Kul Klolhcs for ihe

Should you get

nothing better at

S3.95. ain't it?

'27—Do you like skaling?

76

—

No I got these damn ihings al Shystc':

•WlNCHESntt

DAMPEST SHOP AND GRILLE
WE WILL GLADLY LET YOU PLAY WITH

ONE OF OUR EGGS FOR BREAKFAST IF

YOU HAVE A PARTICULAR ATTACHMENT
FOR A SPECIFIC EGG OR ARE MAKING SOME
PROGRESS ON IT MERELY LABEL IT AND IT

WILL BE RETURNED TO YOU THE NEXT

PICTURE SHOWS CUSTOMER AT DAWN

—8-pt—

This I ran across in the American
Merciu-y, and I find myself unable to

resist the temptation to spread it on
the record

:

I bought a $280 time-clock from a

salesman the other day. As we closed
the transaction he said, "Mr. Feather,
I don't want to sell you just a piece of
machinery—I want to do you a great
Service."
He was a dapper young man, trimly

dressed, his upper lip decorated with a
smart moustache. He smiled easily,

and spoke incisively.

"I'm in business for Service and only
'Service,' " he continued. "You couldn't
buy a clock from me if you didn't need
it. But you do need it, and I'd be
shirking my duty to you, to my con-
science and to this great free Republic
of ours if I didn't use all the eloquence
at my command to make you one of our
satisfied users."
And so we both knelt down and

prayed and when we arose and had
sung "The Star-Spangled Banner," I

looked into his honest blue eyes and
saw that they were filled with tears.

Then I called to the bookkeeper to

bring me a blank check, which I signed
and handed to my friend with these
words: "Take this, brother! Fill in

the amount yourself. Send the time-
clock by airplane. How can I begin
to thank you for what you have done
for me? May the splendid Service of
your wonderful company go on forever.
Amen." —8-pt—

According to a story that J. H. Brag-
don of Textile World tells me, the air-

plane now threatens to become as much
an editorial necessity as the paste pot

and shears once were.
It seems that the annual meeting of

the American Cotton Manufacturers
Association is an event of considerable
importance, and an editor is naturally
anxious to get the complete story, with
pictures, in the hands of his readers
with the first available issue.

This year Memorial Day got in the
way of publication day and forced the

editor to close his forms a day earlier.

To go to press without the convention
report and pictures was editorially un-
thinkable, po the editor hired an air-

plane and an aviator. Leaving At-
lantic City, where the convention was
held, at 2 p. m., the plane delivered
its grist of "copy" at the printing
plant in Albany at 4.35, in time to

catch the issue. Aviation papers, please

copy.
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Black Diamonds or Gold Nuggets?
jOR every dollar's worth of gold that

is mined in the United States, there

are thirty-three dollars' worth of

coal taken from the ground.

For every millionaire made by gold, there

are thirty made by coal.

Everybody needs coal, from the great manu-

facturer who uses fifteen thousand tons daily

to the tenement house dweller who buys it by

the bushel.

But if you were to ask the average man what
business he would rather be in—the gold busi-

ness or the coal business—his instinct would
probably lead him to choose gold.

The average advertiser asked which he pre-

fers, class or mass, turns instinctively to class

when he asks not how much circulation have

you, but how many "worth while" people do

you reach.

JLHE advertisers who use the largest sched-

ules—which run into the hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars, and even the millions—have

coined slogans which have become household

words by reaching the masses.

They, the masses, do not buy Gobelin tap-

estry or Louis XIV furniture, but they do buy,

in great quantities, that which they need or

desire to make life more comfortable or more
worth while.

Income statistics once considered valuable

as an index to purchasing power are now
looked upon by shrewd buyers of advertising

as fallacious.

Many a man wears a silk shirt who never
owned a motor car—and many a motor car

owner spends more on his car than he does on
his table.

In these changing times, it is no longer pos-

sible to classify people with respect to what
they earn or what they have.

The statistician, like the census taker, never
goes past the threshold.

XrUE story has mass circulation.

In it there is some class—how much, we
do not know because nearly every copy is

bought at a news-stand, and the purchaser is

lost in the crowd.

But we do know that ninety-eight per cent

of True Story's readers buy the magazine at

any one of fifty thousand stands where maga-
zines are sold, and pay a quarter a copy for it

—and take it home and read it from cover to

cover.

And because the latest government reports

give each family four and three-tenths mem-
bers it may be assumed that a single issue of

True Story is read by at least eight million

people, or one out of every thirteen persons
in the United States.

If you manufacture and advertise a product
that only a few people can aflford to buy, or

which few people have the inclination to pos-
sess, then do not use True Story. You are in

the gold business, and there are plenty of good
magazines which reach the limited audience to

which your appeal must be made.

But if you manufacture and advertise some-
thing which appeals to the man in the street

or to the woman in the home, use True Story,

and reach through it the most potential audi-

ence in the magazine reading world today.

True Story
Magazine

NEW YORK. CHICAGO. BOSTON. LOS ANGELES, SEATTLE, SAN FRANCISCO
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^c race is never to the swift

nor the struggle to thestrong-

MILLIONS of years ago, far back in Pala|

ozoic time, the cuttlefish was king of til

sea bottom. Even then the armored, perfea

clam slumbered serenely on. But the pool

soft, unguarded worm was forced to wigg
out of the way, to explore new regions and 1

develop new powers.

And so on. The swift, death-dealing shal

drove the salamander into the marshes. Lat*

mighty, hulking reptiles were lords of creatic

—until life became all too easy. The terrib

saber-toothed tiger chased the chattering ai

into the trees—and became extinct. Alwaj
the story of progress has been the same—don
inance is deadly and only the types that sufFt

and worry and work find higher levels of li^

Biology has a lesson for business. Today,
ever, the fittest will surely survive and gro^

Success will follow those who cultivate the

powers and improve their possibilities. Slum]

will fiee before vision and vigor. The pr

ducer who feels the fatal danger of satisfg

tion—who knows that standing still meai

ADV;i
OPP'i
The "dry
country n

a hundri

Nine out

and inori-

stores' on
tion. 1

than wii

The Ec.

I'isits 45,

in 35,00
in over

IT IS EASIER BY FAR FOR A

i
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back—who makes every month beat

[lie month last year or else switches

ng very fast to correct the defect—he,

i»nly, is destined to advance.

imple, a maker of cheesecloth found a

us market when he tried a special

in five and ten-yard lengths. A con-

ave slow, staple lines the push of pro-

n'and sales were "never better." Many,
lanufacturers have been prospering be-

i dubious outlook caused them to think

r*! to develop more pressure, to create

ad orders.

gfods merchants generally report sales

li'.s. In the face of various hunches to

)|trary, despite climate. Congress, crops
c.ventions, the people are buying. The
iiption curve of our hundred-odd million

li'rs steadily rises. Business is and will

q. for good business men.

ifcwer is effort, right-directed effort. In
gthrough the department or dry goods
promotion via the Economist Group has

afen the first big step ahead. Its contin-

uance when "all is lovely" is likewise almost
an obligation to hard-thinking hard workers.

Naturally. Here are readers who control com-
munity buying and selling, in nine cases out
of every ten pre-deciding the purchases of their

customers, spending many billions of dollars
annually to procure right values in wanted
goods, backing what they have chosen with
more advertising than that of any other figure
in any industry—the most aggressive and
progressive sales force in the world.

The Economist Group is definitely part of
their business life, serving the great majority
of great stores in the field, the stores that do
three-quarters of the total business done in
this country! These are business papers in
the true sense—definite directors of thought
and action, creators of more and better profits
all along the line, universally respected and
put to hard use.

The dry goods and department store system
is a pretty powerful organism—its favor a
pretty good assurance of selling success. Cul-
tivate that favor in the most direct way.

so/

the

ed

The ECONOMIST GROUP
DRY GOODS ECONOMIST (National Weekly)
MERCHANT-ECONOMIST (Zoned Fortnightly)
New York Boston—

P

hiladelphia—Chicago—CleTeland—GreenTJIle—St.Louis—San Francisco—Londi.n— Brussels— Paris

These other business papers, also the leaders
in their various fields, are published by the

UNITED PUBLISHERS CORPORATION
The Iron Age—Hardware Age—Hardware Buyers Catalog
and Directory—El Automovil Americano—Automobile
Trade Directory—Motor Age—Automotive Industries

—

Motor World—Motor Transport—Distribution and Ware-
housing—Boot & Shoe Recorder—Automobile Trade Jour-
nal—Commercial Car Journal—Chilton Automobile Direc-
tory—Chilton Tractor & Equipment Journal—Chilton
Tractor & Implement Index.

i STORES TO INFLUENCE A MILLION PEOPLE THAN VICE VERSA
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What Is the Answer to Hand-

to-Mouth Buying?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18]

trade by insufficient stock that they

will eventually be driven back to

carrying their old lines. Rutledge

Davis, president of the First Aid
Specialty Company, is one of many
of these, but he suggests a rather

startling alternative

:

"I feel that the retail merchants
throughout the country by their 'hand-
to-mouth' buying—by their lack of

sound business management in the

maintenance of thin, but adequate
stocks—are driving the public to buy
direct from the manufacturer, where
it obtains better service.

"The general advertising of the man-
ufacturers of today is assisting in this

—bringing their names and their prod-
ucts before the public as never before.

Ask any large consumer, and he will

say that he deals with the manufac-
turer direct. The small consumer is

beginning to appreciate the value of

this direct buying—let the retailer

watch his step."

The only difficulty with the thin

stock solution and the rising market
solution as well is, as I ventured to

suggest in the first discussion, that

the war vastly overdeveloped pro-

duction while it allowed the selling

machinery to fatly degenerate in the

soft years of a sellers' market.
Spurred by a desire to continue

something like capacity production,

the more aggressive manufacturers
are already making concessions to

the new manner of buying that will

at least postpone anv return to the

old.

As to thin stocks, hear Earl Allen,

of Michael Stern & Company:

"There is, however, a trend toward
hand-to-mouth buying and in order to

meet that demand we must carry some
merchandise in stock, sending out
samples to our customers so that they
may know at all times what is being
carried in stock and on which, there-
fore, they may look for immediate de-
livery."

And in quite another line, but with

equal efficiency, Frederick W. Nash,

of Jones Brothers Tea Company:

"So far as our business is concerned,
we are now and have been for some
months working toward more stand-
ardization, simplification and concen-
tration of lines and organization in

order to meet competition, reduce ex-
pense and insure a proper foundation
for future operations."

And J. E. Knox, vice-president of

the Knox Gelatine Company:

"In Knox Gelatine sales we have

always had a policy of delivering ten
gross and making this small quantity
the unit of sale to the jobber. Although
vve have many accounts who take many
times this quantity, we give no con-
cessions for orders greater than ten
gross, as we long since learned that
this is a quick turnover for the jobber."

Or, hear the stern admonition of

J. George Frederick, of the Busi-

ness Bourse:

"Personally—I believe sales managers
should keep dealers' assortments full,

but stop whining about 'hand-to-mouth'
buying," which is here to stay—that
is, reasonably small stocks, adjusted
wisely in relation to turnover. Manu-
facturers' real jobs consist of getting
more demand from consumers. Work
ivith the turnover science of today, not
against it, is my advice."

And the practical optimism of

E. L. Fairchild, of M. H. Fairchild

& Brother:

"The manufacturer cannot dictate to

the retailer through consumer adver-
tising; the retailer must be included in

his plan. His trade paper, good will,

cooperation and fair share of profit

assured, all must be reckoned with; and
once this is done the stone wall of re-

sistance (lack of retailers' coopera-
tion) that has killed 75 per cent of all

national consumer advertising cam-
paigns will vanish and no hand-to-
mouth buying bugaboo will ever
trouble retailer or manufacturer. Co-
operation and advertising and your
solution is clear."

One of the recognized authorities,

if not the outstanding authority, on

the subject in discussion is my
friend, Dr. Paul H. Nystrom, of the

Retail Research Bureau. Here is

how he sums up the situation:

"On any comparison of retail buying
today with retail buying as it was
conducted during the war or at any
time before the war, there is certainly

a more intensive application of the
hand-to-mouth principle. But in com-
parison of 1923 and 1924 with 1921
and 1922, using the figures compiled
by the Federal Reserve System, the

stores seems to be slipping and are
cai-rying a greater amount of stock in

proportion to sales than they did.

Probably following the slump of 1920
they went too far in attempting to do
business without adequate stocks and
are now finding their way to a more
.sound merchandising plan.

"I would not be surprised if many
retailers have gone too far in attempt-
ing to get a high turnover. In other
words, there is such a thing as having
a turnover so fast as to wipe out all

prospect of net profit. The retailers

are undoubtedly working toward the
happy goal, but I am sure that this

golden line is as far from being at the

same point as it was in 1923. In other
words, hand-to-mouth buying is here
to stay."

That closes the verdict of the

volunteer jury. I cannot, however,

refrain from tacking on what seems
to me an admirable paragraph stolen

from the financial columns of the

New York Evening Sun:

"In recent years," says the writer,

"there has been a quiet revolution in

business methods. Frequent purchases
and rapid sales have gradually re-

placed few but heavy purchases and
long periods of gradual selling. The
turnover has doubled, trebled and fre-

quently has quadrupled in many lines

of business. This has made possible
the conduct of business on smaller
margins of profit, but as it has done
away with the need for heavy borrow-
ings at banks and made possible not
only more economical methods and less

risk of market fluctuation it has oper-
ated to keep average profits at a fair

level. It has eliminated much of the
element of speculation. It has given
the ultimate consumer a fairer deal.

"Satisfactory as this appears to have
been for many distributors of goods,
many manufacturers and producers
have not yet geared their machines to

the new motor with perfect precision.
Consequently there are grinding noises
and occasional industrial breakdowns,
which, added to the inequalities always
present as between one industry and
another, has made an unsatisfactory
state of affairs for those accustomed to

the old way of working at capacity so

long as unfilled order books were writ-
ten up several months ahead. This sit-

uation will no doubt in time be ironed
out."

"Many distributors of goods . . .

have not yet geared their machines
to the new motor with perfect pre-

cision!"

How precisely has advertising

geared its machine to the new motor?
Are advertising men, planners of

business, ahead or behind of financial

writers, reporters of business? How
many advertisers, how many adver-

tising managers, how many advertis-

ing agents, have rebuilt their 1924

plans since early April began to

demonstrate beyond question the ar-

rival of a new set of business con-

ditions? How many were far enough
ahead to anticipate these conditions

and plan for this year advei'tising

activity radically different from the

plans of three and four years ago?
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Complete Electrification of the Farm

POWER! More power! is the

farm demand. Farmers are learn-

ing the time saving, drudgery sav-

ing, money earning abilities of power.

More products are being producedlwith

fewer workers, and the workers labor

fewer hours.

In the house, in the barn, in the fields,

farm women and men are using power
for pumping, clothes washing, churn-

ing, milking, cream separating, wood
sawing, feed grinding, and dozens of

other uses.

More and more the trend is toward

that most convenient form of power

—electricity. Already half a million

farms have electric current. Thou-
sands more are planning installations,

either of their own plants, or connect-

ing with central stations.

They realize that if the 35,000,000 farm

folk hope to have the conveniences and

comforts and pleasures of city people

they must increase the efficiency of

their labor as the workers in other in-

dustries are doing—by utilizing power
wherever possible.

The 6,500,000 farms offer an enormous
potential market for electrical equip-

ment—a market daily expanding and

ripe for cultivation. The farm is a

home, an office and a work shop com-

bined—it has the needs of all three.

In The Farm Journal you can reach
over 1,200,000 farm families—farmers
who are responsive, who will read your
message and have confidence in it.

They constitute the greatest single

market reached by any farm paper in

the world. And they can be reached
through The Farm Journal at the low-

est cost per prospect in the farm
paper field.

We will gladly send on request our new series of dot

maps which visualizes the location of farm wealth.

Ikl^rm lourndl
first J^ in the ^ farm field

InEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO SEATTLE SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
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Tim Thrift Goes Across
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16]

PUT

mail publicity, general advertising,

plans to uncover new prospects—all

dominated by Thrift's personality,

which to those who know his work is

sufficient to classify it. But the story

of Tim Thrift's work is quite an-

other tale.

The month of April to the Ameri-
can Multigraph Sales Company is

known as "Thrift Month." During
this particular month the

sales force piles up as

large a quota as they can,

Tim Thrift's personality

and efficiency serving as

the stimuli for intensive

selling on the part of

each man on the force.

This year Sales Manager
Dunlap promised Thrift

a six weeks' trip to Eu-
rope, all expenses paid,

on the condition that the

sales organization show
an increase in sales of

20 per cent over April of

last year. The trip was
to include attendance at

the convention, and then

a visit to some of the

company's more impor-

tant offices and agencies

abroad.

Tim Thrift was flat-

tered at the offer, and
appreciative ; but when
all was said and done
there was nothing that

he, personally, could do to make it a

reality. That was out of his hands
entirely. It was up to the sales

force. To insure that Thrift got the

trip meant that each office had to

increase its April, 1924, business an
average of 20 per cent over last

April. Each salesman would have

to set an even higher mark, and
then go after it.

It was stated just a brief instant

ago that there was nothing Tim
Thrift could do personally to get the

drive across, but perhaps that should

be somewhat amended. For the first

thing that he did was to sit down
and write one of his characteristic

letters to every division and branch
manager and salesman. In it he

told of Mr. Dunlap's proposition, his

closing paragraphs making the most
human of personal appeals in the

following language:

For thirteen years I've tried to be of

help to the sales organization. I be-

lieve any man in the field will grant

me that. How well I may have suc-

ceeded you know through experience
with our sales aids. Now I want you
to help me get something for myself

—

a sort of super prize for a period of

earnest effort. The award is within
my grasp, but nothing I personally can
do will give it to me. Whether or not

I get the trip to Europe is something
for you to decide. It becomes, in fact,

if won, your personal gift to me, a sort

„,,^^ APRIL SALE
5rr~f^^-«' »' 20. Cain Asked

'Mm

^^ra^^^HtrwB/.

IHIGHSCOMS

ACROSS-'TIM ACROSS-J^. .^ ^^^^^^ ^^^

"The Ginger Jar" the iveekly newspaper sent by
the American Multigraph Sales Company to the

men on the firing line, kept the field informed of
the progress being made in the drive to send

Tim Thrift abroad

of "Here's something we're presenting
to you, Tim, because we like you and
because we like the way you work with
and for us." And, believe me, when I

accept it on that basis, it will be with
the utmost gratitude of which I am
capable, for I will know that it repre-

sents extra work, extra effort, extra

time, and trouble that was given freely

to me, for my benefit, as one man gives

to another whom he likes.

So here's my story, fellows. I get

my trip or I don't get it. You're to

be arbiters of its destiny. But I'll con-

fess this now—I'm so sure you'll do
this job for me—the first personal one

I've ever asked—that I've gone ahead
and made a tentative reservation on

the "Lancastria"—one of the conven-
tion boats—which sails July 3.

Now write and tell me you're with
me; that I can count on you for the

sales achievement that will make this

trip a wonderful reality. One way I

don't need your assurance because I'm

.so sure of you; but the other I do, for

I'm going to be on pins and needles

until this matter is decided and I know
beyond a question of a doubt—through

your April record—that it's London
and Europe for mine in July.

Yours, thi'own on your mercy,
Tim.

Knowing the kind of spirit that

exists between Thrift and the sales

force, only one result could be logic-

ally expected: the sales force could

be relied upon to do their utmost to

send Tim Thrift across—and they

did. As was revealed

earlier in the story, the

results proved astonish-

ing. More so when it be-

comes known that the

field force in the last

three days of April more
than doubled the month's
sales, and finished in sec-

ond place in all the com-
pany's history. With only

two more days to go, one

office made total sales of

over $9,000.

Enthusiasm among the

sales force was kept at

high pitch during the

month that was to decide

whether Tim Thrift went
abroad or not. Upon re-

ceipt of Thrift's letter,

sales managers and indi-

vidual field men hastened

to write to him their as-

surances of support. In

essence, these communi-
cations constitute the
most valuable sort of ap-

preciation of the advertising de-

partment's work.

Each office kept abreast of the

progress it was making in the drive

in an ingenious way. From head-

quarters there were sent two pla-

cards, one of Uncle Sam, the other

of John Bull. These were mounted
either upon beaver board, or against

a blackboard, while between the two
was plotted a line divided into per-

centages whose total represented the

office quota. As the sales mounted,
a movable airplane, with Tirii Thrift

in the cockpit, was advanced along

the line, the completion of the jour-

ney indicating that so far as that

particular office was concerned the

quota had been attained. (A repro-

duction of the stunt will be found
on page 16.)

In The Ginger Jar, the weekly
newspaper published by the com-
pany for distribution to the sales

force, the entire field was kept fa-

miliar with the position of Thrift's
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Yesterday

Tell It -
f

foSWEENEY/
—and remember Marya

Extract from a letter

:

HERE is an incident for your Sweeney

series.

We have a new maid, Marya, nineteen

years old, brought to this country by illiter-

ate Russian parents when she was live, and

reared m squalid poverty on a truck farm

near Chicago. Her utter ignorance of how

to cook even oatmeal or make toast is almost

incredible.

In the course of showing her around,

Buddie pointed out our stock of Palmolive,

and told her to help herself when she needed

toilet soap.

"Ah, no! I buy myown soap," said Marya.

Buddie insisted that there was no necessity

for buying her own, that she was welcome to

all she wanted of anythingwe had in the house.

Marya smiled, still superior and unim'

pressed, and explained, "I never use anything

but Woodbury's Facial."

And there, as Coolidge said to Daugherty,

you are ! Incidentally Marya has four young

men who compete for the privilege of driving

from forty to sixty miles to take her out in

their cars. So it must pay to have The Skin

You Love to Touch!

* * *

WHAT do you make of this, national

advertiser? Here is a servant

girl, foreign born, brought up in a

bad environment—apparently the

least likely prospect for advertising!

Yet she is already a buyer for the , i

M\ I-

advertised article, a customer made by adver-

tising.

Think a little further,—of Marya tomor-

row, matron and probable mother of a family

when she accedes to the inevitable and even-

tually marries one of the automobile-owning

chaps who now seek her company. Educa-

tion—chiefly a capacity for it. Tastes—few,

but forming. Convictions—changing. Future

—fabulous, when you remember where she

started. Tou may }iet meet Marya in your

own house, in your own dub, among your own

friends—advanced pupil of life, time, oppor-

tunity, and advertising. Marya already is a

proof and a prophecy that it pays to Tell It

to Sweeney, the average man, woman and

family, the common people!

REMEMBER Marya when you plan your

^ New York advertising appropriation

and campaign. Six million people in this

greatest American city^six million on the

make, with more wealth, more earning power,

more unsatisfied ambition, more consumption

capacity than any other market in the world.

And remember The News, New York's

own kind of newspaper, with the Largest

Daily Circulation in America—over eight

hundred thousand copies each weekday; a

proven medium that covers more of this

mammoth market more thoroughly than any

other publication; doing the biggest and best

advertising job in New York today, and at

the lowest cost. Get the essential facts!

TELL IT TO SWEENEY has been

liiued in folder form. IVnte for the

series on your business letterhead.

THE

^day

25 Park Place, New York

^morrow
LARGEST DAILY CIRCULATION IN

[New York's TictureMwspaper
7 South Dearborn St., Chicago

rn r\-t /l/l'X Daily Average

/ Vi^OOJ) for May. 1924

AMERICA
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ARTHUR S. HARDING CO.

WcsT SoMERuiiLC, Mass.

Ipril 16, 1924.

Kt. C. p. English,
Ben England uansger.

Dear Ur. Engll

April £4tl

I «aa Tery nmoh pie

I BARDWARc: AG£ beginning with the

nhlle I wae ava^. I called on the vholeeale
hardware and Bill eoppl; trade In Buffalo, Cleveland, Toledo,
Detroit, Chicago, lulweolcee, yalnth, Ulnneapolla, St. Paul,
Dee uolnes, Omaha, St. Joseph. JCaneaa City, St. Louis. Indian.
apolla. Louisville. Cincinnati and fltteburgh.

The purpose of this trip was primarily
to secure Information, and one of the
questions I asked particularly of the
hardware Jobbers was, which of the trade
papers we might use for advertising to
the greatest possible advantage of both
the jobber and ourselves, with very few
exceptions the paper mentioned first,
by men in all of these cities, was HAHD-
WARE AGE.

I thoQght 7on 1

Vei7 truly youre,

AHTHUB £. HABDIHG COllTAiry.

^ARE Age
239 West 39th Street New York City

MEMBER A. B. C. and A. B. P.

(Jor ^Advertising S)esians

{rjtyv*- ,--?>/;/ J J/
'^^ iviaaisoiT. Square T-ioT

'i^-'..:^i^ HarolbW Simmonds
M:>:liter^>7/ 37 East 28 th Sti^eet

(jhsters, CMnijazineS C\eu/spaperC/ffustrations

airplane across the skyline. Cap-

tions and legends in each of the five

issues that appeared during April

played up the trip strongly. In the

April 5 number, for example, the

headlines were "Beat March During
April and You'll Help Tim Fly." A
legend read : "Every day in every

way, Tim is on the job for you, pav-

ing the way and telling the Multi-

graph story to millions. Upon you
and your 20 per cent increase de-

pends his trip. You cannot disap-

point a true friend."

That was the spirit throughout

—

"You cannot disappoint a true

friend."

The April 12 issue was headlined

"Ready to Hop Off!" And an ac-

companying legend read: "Latest

reports indicate that sales closed to

date are slightly less than one-third

of the amount required to assure

Tim his trip. Since some of this is

held over from March sales, we've

got to put more punch into our sales

to "

The May 17 issue of The Ginger

Jar told the complete story. The

field force did not disappoint a

friend. Tim Thrift goes abroad,

and the American Multigraph Sales

Company has hung up new sales

records for future drives to aim at.

Between the lines of the forego-

ing paragraphs one can read of a

degree of intimate contact between

the sales force and the advertising

department that is a model to pat-

tern after. It bespeaks the possi-

bility of both these indispensable

adjuncts to merchandising so coop-

erating as to make for a homo-
geneous organization that strives

but for one purpose—sales, more
sales, and still more sales. It shows

that there is no definite limit to sales

quotas if the proper incentive is put

forth. The promise of added finan-

cial reward is not always sufficient.

The surer way seems to be to appeal

to some strongly defined human sen-

timent.

Philip J. Gray
New Chicago agency is directing ad-

vertising for Crescent Steel Company,
steel sash, St. Louis, Mo.; St. Louis
Seed Company, same city; Plymouth
Foundry & Machine Company, farm
implements, Plymouth, Wis.; Green
Manufacturing Company, auto acces-

sories, Milwaukee, Wis., and Red
Arrow Products Company, automobile
pumps, Milwaukee, Wis.

MrCoiincll & Forgusson. Ltd.

London, Ont., appointed advertising
counsel to W. A. Mackenzie & Company,
Ltd., financial underwriters. Toronto.
Toronto branch of agency will direct

advertising for the De Forest Radio
Corporation, Ltd., Toronto.
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Austria as an

Advertising Market
[N an article that recently ap-

peared in Advertiser's Weekly
(London), a correspondent writes

hat trade in Vienna is being car-

ied on with almost normal activity.

5hops in that city, he states, and

ilso those in the large towns, are

;vell stocked with goods and flour-

shing. Everything, he believes,

loints to a steady revival of indus-

rial and business activity. Aus-

ria, however, he makes clear, is

till poor. Her middle class folk,

!iarticularly the professional classes,

jire living in abject poverty. He
Emphasizes several facts about Aus-
iria in the following manner:
Her handicap is that Vienna, her

apital, has a population of 2,000,000,

.s against the total population for the
lountry of 6,000,000. Austria is ma-
irocephalic. Her body cannot nourish
jier too large head. Nevertheless,
/ienna remains the great industrial

i.nd trading center of Southeast Eu-
'ope.

I

Her principal manufactures, many of
vhich are once more flourishing, are
jilk, velvet, shawls, silver lace, cottons,
voolens, ribbons, carpets, leather,
Porcelain, mathematical and musical
Instruments, watches, fine cutlery, car-
iages, gloves, lace, straw hats, paper,
to. She is, therefore, once again in
he market for the machinery to manu-
facture these articles. At present most
;if her supplies come from Germany,
lut this is largely on account of the
insettled state of the mark. Any
lessation of German industrial activity
'vould immediately send her into British
Imd American markets for such goods
!is she could not herself supply.
i
Apart from machinery, the products

Austria is most likely to purchase at
ihe present time are soap, dentifrices,
oilet articles, small tools, tobacco,
^heap novelties, cotton, textiles, and so
'orth. Austria's railways are to be
i'lectrified, and work on this has already
;)egun. This means a potential market
or electrical supplies,

i The chief form of advertisement in
Austria is the street poster, which is
jisually full of sharp contrast, solid
blacks being used as a background to
vivid color. The lettering, when it

s not the authentic German black-
etter, has a rather trying angularity
hf outline, and is not always readily
egible. The silhouette is used much
iTiore often than in this country, and
sometimes very effectively. Restraint
•n form or coloring is not much in
.evidence, and the tendency is rather to
Ntartle than to give aesthetic pleasure.
, Nudity is employed with a daring that
iwould be considered reprehensible in
lEngland, and sometimes this employ-
;ment borders very closely on vulgarity.
' There are very few advertising
.agencies in Vienna. Copv is mostly
[designed and written by the firms them-
iselves, and set up with the assistance
01 the journal's staff, if this is con-
sidered necessary. In the case of for-
eign advertisers, the copy is translated
.into German by some competent person
ibefore being sent to the publication.

^^^^^-^^^-^^^-^^^^^v^v Sr***r*if5Sr*i^*^r$-^****$-$-*-^**%f*'-$r**Sr^$^

NOT only in the luxuries

and refinements of life,

but in theevery-day essentials,

we produce results for our

advertisers*

This is due to the enormous
buying power of the circula-

tion of The Enquirer: The
big, strong middle class that

consumes with healthy
appetites not only the luxuries

but the essentials besides.

The

CINCINNATI
ENQUIRER
One of theWorld's Qreatest Newspapers

I. A. KLEIN I. A. KLEIN R. J. BIDWELL CO.
50 E. 42nd St. 76 W. Monroe St. 742 Market St.

New York Chicago San Francisco

ft«*-**************«****«**«***«4A**«***«***««*#««**«*«*
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Elected
As the Big New American Market

The Small Town
Is a greater trading center than ever.

Gets business by good roads rather than loses it.

Is more than holding its own with the big cities.

Is the steadiest outlet for nationally advertised goods.

Is in line for the next big building boom.

Is prospering with the growing buying power of the farm.

Is full of contented, optimistic citizens.

Is almost a third of the nation's population.

Is responsive to the printed sales message.

Get This Business
by Advertising in the

Best of Small Town Magazines

People's Popular Monthly
Des Moines, Iowa

Circulation 850,000

Carl C. Proper
Editor

Graham Stewart
Advertising Director

Let These Clients Tell You—
about our good work, prompt delivery

and reasonable prices:

Hupmobile Co.

Associated Business Papers

Advertising Fortniglitly

Jewish Tribune

Ice Cream Trade Journal

RIVERVIEW PRESS, Inc.
Complete Vrinling Service

404 East 36th Street

Tdcijhunc: MURRAY HILL 9438

asi

Applying Quotas in

Sales Practice
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19]

which to show a chart of the rela-

tion of each man to his quota. II

the salesmen meet at regular inter-

vals the chart may be displayed at

these meetings. Merchandise oi

cash prizes are sometimes offered

for specified attainments in relation

to quotas, and are of value if han-

dled carefully. Quotas, in fact, may
be placed for the year, quarter,

month, week or even day.

The sales manager, with quota

data at hand, can determine with

accuracy and fairness the extent of

each salesman's territory, the length

of time needed in each locality, the

number of calls to be made and

many other facts of vital impor-

tance. He is able, in many cases, to

uncover many instances of careless-

ness or partiality which had escaped

his observation. Sometimes one or

two products are unconsciously be-

ing favored or neglected. If the

points have been adjusted carefully

this shows up quickly and can be

coi-rected with the assistance of facts.

Or the salesman is taking the "easy

prospects" and omitting the diffi-

cult ones. The Burroughs plan of

valuing each class of business shows

up the latter. The salesman may be

sending in a fine business in some
districts by confining his work to

calls on one or two classes of con-

sumers. With a quota set on each

class, this shows up and a more equa-

ble canvass can be insisted upon.

ADVANTAGES of scientific quota

selling to the company are nu-

merous. This method gives the com-

pany a definite plan for production

and advertising. It also gives con-

;

tinuous records which enable the
]

company to continue to expand and;

build according to its possibilities-

and probabilities instead of taking a

chance. The advertising appropria-

tion can be made to fit the needs with

fair assurance that business will be;

maintained. Financing can be ar-'|

ranged profitably. With knowledge
of past performances and an accu-

rate basis for estimating future

ones, the financial needs cannot only

be determined more easily but also
i

secured more readily.

Outside of the work involved,

which is not only complicated and

painstaking but must be done and

handled by someone with an under-

standing of and a fondness for it

and its purposes, there is everything

for and little against the quota plan.

It is cumbersome if not done with
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an eye always on the individual

needs of the company and its prod-

uct, however. There is no cut and
I dried plan of establishing quotas for

I everything from soap to ships, but

there is some sound and effective

procedure which will fit almost any

,

company, large or small. It is the

i erroneous idea of some that only

large firms can use quota data. The
quota is sales insurance and has the

same value as any other type of in-

surance to any business. It may be

a guarantee or return on advertis-

;

ing or salesmen's salaries. It can

I serve as a basis for such salaries

which, as an argument, is unanswer-
able. The figures, if well trained

and carefully handled, will serve

faithfully and well. It eliminates, as

nearly as anything can do, the

[

vagaries of human relationship in

!
selling than which nothing is more

I important to a company's future and

I
its prosperity.

I
Buchanan-Thomas
Advertising Co.

I Omaha, Neb. Will remove, July 1,

j

to the Grain Exchange Building, 412
I
South 19th Street, same city.

i

I Charles C. Crosby

[ Recently manager of the Harlem
office of the Telec/ram-Mail, Herald-
Tribune, and The Sun, New York, is

: now classified advertising manager of
I the New York Evening Bulletin.

I
Carlysle Company

;
New York. Has been appointed ad-

[
vertising counsel to the Hoffman Watch

I

Company.

I
A. B. Pearson

' Recently in charge of creative pro-
duction and analytical work for the

[
Dando Company, Philadelphia, has been

[
appointed manager of sales of James

I
F. Newcomb & Co., Inc., New York.

!

j
George Batten Company

! New York. Will direct advertising
I for the Fiberloid Corporation, Indian
I
Orchard, Mass., effective August 1.

( D. M. A. A. Convention
Program committee consists of

I

Chairman Charles R. Wiers, of the

I

DeLong Hook & Eye Company, Phila-
' delphia; J. C. McQuiston, director of
publicity, the Westinghouse Electric &

' Mfg. Company, East Pittsburgh; and
. John C. Sweeney, of the International
: Correspondence Schools, Seranton, Pa.

George L. Dyer Company
Has been selected to direct advertis-

ing for the Schutter Johnson Candy
Company, Chicago.

Abbott Kimball
Formerly associated with the Curtis

Publishing Company and the Conde
Nast Publications, has been appointed
manager of the New York office of
Lyddon & Hanford Co.

BRUCE- MILWAUKEE

In the ScHool Field—
.Ask Brtice

THE AMERICAN
SCHOOL BOARD JOURNAL
A Periodical of School

Administration.

THE INDUSTRIAL -ARTS
MAGAZINE

Published to Promote
Industrial and Vocational

Education.

The Bruce Publications main-
tain a complete merchandis-
ing service covering the school
market for the benefit of the
buyer and seller of material,
equipment and supplies nec-
essary in the construction,
equipment and operation of
schools.
Complete information cover-
ing "Bruce Service" sent on
request.

When the School Man Buys
NLOVIBER FOUR

"Wliat Is Quality
The buyer and seller will never quite agree on a
final standard of quality for every known product.

No school buyer could ever begin to know all

about every product offered for school use. This
makes the demand for the "SCHOOL SPECIAL-
IST."

And even the school specialist will debate in his

mind a complete definition for quality. And
yet we recognize a quality product. We know
quality, and the school buyer knows quality

whenever he sees it.

The school specialist is today the great mission-

ary for quality school goods. He must know his

product and every technical part in its produc-
tion. The quality is in the product and the selling

is in the justification of the price.

Quality so frequently sells itself. Everything in

and about the manufacture of quality school

goods tells its own story. Like "quality folks"

you feel it in your bones and yet it's hard to

explain just why.

Even the advertising in the AMERICAN SCHOOL
BOARD JOURNAL and the INDUSTRIAL-ARTS
MAGAZINE tells the story of quality. The buyer

is sold unconsciously, and the seller has made
another friend for quality. Today more and
more manufacturers are being judged by the

quality sales messages in Bruce Publications

than ever before. But it's the school soecialist

who buys and sells.

THE BRUCE PUBLISHING CO.
Established lS9i

30 Church St., New York
2341 Montgomery Bldg., Milwaukee

ajLJ{
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Not only to ILLUSTRATE and DESIGN, but to

illusflrate and design in a better w^sy, is our
aim on the smallest as well as the laxge^
consignment passing through our hands.

CAVANAGH €r»BENSINGER INC.
120WESTTHIR.TY~SEC0ND ST. NEWYORK-y/ione Perm. 1760.

oArtJbr c^dvertising
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5&STANDARD
ADVERTISING
REGISTEIC
Gives You This Service:

1

.

The Standard Advertising

Register listing 7,500 na-

tional advertisers.

2. The Monthly Supplements
which keep it up to date.

3. The Agency Lists. Names
of 1500 advertising agen-
cies, their personnel and
accounts of 600 leading
agencies.

4. The Geographical Index.

National advertisers ar-

ranged by cities and states.

5. Special Bulletins. Latest

campaign news, etc.

6. Service Bureau. Other in-

formation by mail and tele-

graph.

Write or Phone

National Register Publishing Co., Inc.
R. W. Ferrel, Mgr.

799 Broadway, New York City
Tel. Stuyvesant 6346

When Your Trade Name
Travels Abroad

By Vol Fisher

IF,
when you visit London for the

advertising convention, you ask for

"Pall Mall" cigarettes in the aver-

age tobacco store, you will be handed a

box of well-made and advertised cigar-

ettes of Virginia tobacco, as different in

taste to the "Turkish"
Pall Malls you may ___>>_^^^_^
smoke in the United
States as are the two
packages in appear-
ance. To you, "Pall

Mall" means an excel-

lent Turkish cigarette—"A shilling in Lon-
don and a quarter

here"— but to the
London dealer, except

in a few hotels and
stores catering spe-

cially to transatlantic

visitors, it means an
English brand he ?.as

handled for years. To
him, your "Pall Mall"

would be as foreign

as "Herbert Tarey-
ton," in spite of your
preconceived ideas on
the subject.

You would be sur-

prised if you knew the

number of cases in

which even prominent
advertisers of both
the United States and
Europe have found
themselves unable to

carry out interna-

tional campaigns as

originally i n t e nded,

by reason of some
flaw in their registra-

tion or of the prior,

but not illegal, use of

their trade name.
Shortly after the close

of the war, a national

advertiser in the

United States decided
^^^^^"^^

to go into European
markets and discovered that not only

was the name, upon which he had spent
millions for advertising to the Ameri-
can public, unusable abroad, but was
even not safe in his home market.

In the choice of a trade name for an

appreciation

as well as

yours

Expert skill and choice tobacco account for

the delicate charni of Pall Mails—a charm
never marred by " bite," or irritation. Singers
smoke Pall Malls.

Satisfaction is assured because—if there

is any reason for complaint we refund the

price on receipt of broken box.

y&

Not the well known "A
shilling in London—a
quarter here," but the
Pall Mall package that
is most familiar to Brit-

ish cigarette smokers

nunciation for its value in connection
with your products.

Several United States manufacturers
have adopted trade names or slogans
consisting of some play upon the let-

ters E and Z, pronounced as "easy."

One of these firms

-^—s^Bs^—^ finds it necessary in

their Canadian adver-

tising (in view of the

fact that 54 per cent

of the residents of

that country are of

British birth) to in-

corporate the legend

"pronounced easy." In

Britain, or any of the

British colonies in the

Eastern Hemisphere,
the trade names In

question would be

valueless because the

final letter of the

alphabet is pro-

nounced "zed."

"Sanitas," in Bri-

tain and many coun-

tries in the Eastern
Hemisphere, has, by
virtue of the adver-

tising done, come to

mean to the public in

general a disinfectant

made by the Sanitas

Company. Some
months ago, in a pub-

lication having an in-

ternational c i r c ula-

tion, a United States

firm commenced
advertise wall cover-

ings under the name
"Sanitas." I do not

suggest for one mo-
ment that this was
infringing the rights

of any other firm, or

that it was in any de-

gree unethical, but I
""""""""" do question the wis-

dom of it just as I do

the wisdom which prompted a local com-
pany to introduce "Lifebuoy" rubbers.

"John Hancock" seemed to me to be

an excellent name for a fountain pen in

the United States, but it means noth-

.'if'nln.'Hliiilifrf/iiilihJ

TiMnt]|for1/l,OMHlisdr«firep7i3.

to]
er-i
mo I

ing to the average reader of the adver-

article which is likely to enter foreign tisements for it which are now appear-

markets, it is not sufficient merely to

know that the title, as applied to your
products, is protected. It is business

wisdom to be sure that advertising has
not given the word another significance

to local consumers. It is equally wise
to avoid choosing any word with a local-

ized meaning, or one which is dependent
upon local custom, grammar or pro-

ing in the London newspapers. "Gaso-
line," spelt in various ways, is purely

an American word; its English coun-

terpart is "Petrol." An enterprising
)

United States oil firm has registered

the word "Petrol" to distinguish its •

products, but the name would be of

little use to them outside their own
country.
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Quite recently in the United States I

jhave seen a line of goods branded

'"Anzac," and a line of toilet articles

branded "Red Cross." While these may
'be excellent names in the United States,

they would be valueless in a general

export trade and for perfectly legiti-

mate I'easons. The word "Anzac" came
linto world use in the early days of the

war. It was made up of the initials of

'the "Australian and New Zealand Aux-
iliary Corps," and was used to describe

that body of men (coincidently it was
also the name of a tiny village in Sa-

lonika occupied by these forces). After

an engagement in which many thou-

sands of Anzacs were killed, the Brit-

ish Home and Colonial Governments re-

fused to allow the word to be used as

a trademark. For equally sound rea-

sons, they have reserved the sole right

to the use of the words and the sign

"Red Cross" to the organization of that

[name.

I
Harold F. Smith

I

Formerly on advertising staff of

I

Town Topics, has joined the adver-

[

tising staff of Mid Week Pictorial, roto-

gravure picture magazine published by
I The New York Times Company.

ADVERTISING AND SELLING FORTNIGHTLY

Gordon Hoge
I Has advanced from the post of

I
eastei-n advertising manager to that
of advertising manager of The Ameri-
can Legion Weekly.

Metropolitan Advertising

Golf Association

Will hold its second 1924 tournament
I at the Garden City Country Club, Gar-
den City, Long Island, on June 19.

t C. C. W inuifighani

I Detroit. Has been appointed adver-

I
tising counsel to the R. C. Mahon Com-

! pany, manufacturers of metal special-
i ties and fireproof doors, Detroit, Mich.

Charles A. Rose
Formerly with Scribner's Magazine,

and Doubleday, Page & Company, has
joined the New York advertising staff

of Current History Magazine, published
by The New York Times Company.

Street & Finney
New York. Has been selected to

direct advertising for The House of
Silz, Inc. Diplomat Chicken in glass
jars is to be advertised.

f J. F. Jenkins

\
Formerly representing The American

\ Fruit Grower Magazine, has been ap-

I

pointed Western Manager of Columbia,

I

published by the Knights of Columbus
I

Supreme Council.

R. B. Gray
Recently advertising agent of the

Illinois Central Railroad, and formerly
assistant advertising agent of the
Union Pacific, has been appointed ad-
vertising agent of the Union Pacific
System, with headquarters in Omaha,
Neb.

Who is Gagnier?

AN organization starting in 1911 with
_
two men in a small room with three
pieces of machinery, no capital and

a big idea.

In those days, the demand for plates was
small. As the demand grew, the two men
grew and so did the little factory, until
today, the Gagnier factory is the largest
Stereotype Foundry in the country.

Substantially proving the quality, service
and intelligence of Gagnier.

Try us out. Let us prove that Gagnier
Plates and Mats and Service are all and
more than we claim for them. And more
than that you 11 save money.

// you advertise in newspapers we can shozv

you how to save time and money on your
Plates and Mats. Outline your require-

ments. Let us quote prices. No obligation.

GAGNIER STEREOTYPE FOUNDRY
The Gagnier Corporation

3RK DETROIT CHICAGO
Id St. 222 N. Michigan Ave.

7/ie Shcogni;^ed Standard

Advertising
and Selling VZ)

FORTNIGHTLY
Mark£ts. Merclutmiiiin^ C^' Media

$fyou doTtt receive the

'c^rtnightly regularly

Advertising and Selling Fortnightly
52 VanderbUl Ave., New York City

Please enter my sultscription for one year <26
issues). Send nie bill {or S2.00 when first issue is

mailed.

Vame

AddrrM,

Company

PoBition
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Big advertising

result for small

advertising
dollar—if that's

your aim, we
can help, for we
know how to in-

ject immediate
sales urge into

sane publicity.

IRVIN F. PASCHALL
INCORPORATED

JJdvertising Counsel
Mc CORMICK BUILDING

CHICAGO

Oral Hygiene

He ought to know
Mr. L. V. Slaight,

president of the Den-
tinol & Pyorrhocide
Co., says that Oral Hy-
giene is "the greatest

advertising medium in

the dental field." He
ought to know. His
company has used

every issue since O.H.
started in January,
1911.

W. Linford Smith. Chairman; Rea
Proctor M-cGee. D.D.S., M.D., Edi-
tor; Charles Petersen. Treasurer;
Merwin B. Massol, Business Man-
ager.

CHICAGO: W. B. Conant. Peoples
Gas Bldg., Tel. Harrison 8448.

NEW YORK: Stuart M. Stanley,
Flatlron Bldg., Tel. Ashland 1467.

ST. LOUTS: A. D. McKinnev, Syn-
dicate Trust Bklg., Tel. Olive 43.

DOS ANGRI.KS: K. G. Lenzner,
Chapman Bldfr-. Tel. 826041.

Where Are We Headed?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22]

not proved an easy task. The
panic of 1906-1907 resulted from a

strained money situation and high
interest rates. The depression of

1914 was caused by the war and the

dislocation of foreign trade. The
dullness of 1920-1921 was brought
about by a bad credit situation

caused largely by abnormal inven-

tories. Today inventories are not
inflated, credits are not frozen, and
money is plentiful and cheap. In

1910 there was a slackening of busi-

ness with easy money prevailing, but
the period of dullness was short-

lived and the subsequent recovery
was rapid.

Of course, we have a number of

serious industrial and economic
problems at the present time that

must be handled with great care.

Our congressional halls are filled

with lawmakers who appear to con-

sider their personal political for-

tunes before their country's wel-

fare. They assume to believe that

every business ill can be cured by
legislation. Artificial conditions

created during the war caused an
enormous expansion in our country's

productive capacity. The war-short-

age that existed in most lines has

been made up. Even the housing
shortage is approaching a state of

normality. In many lines markets
have not been developed sufficient in

size to absorb full-time production.

In the decade just ended our total

wealth increased 74 per cent while

our investment in manufacturing
machinery increased 162 per cent.

The agricultural situation in many
states is unsatisfactory because of

low prevailing prices for farm prod-

ucts.

WHEN we add to these adverse

conditions the further fact that

wages are out of balance, it would
seem tliat the situation generally is

filled with an excess of disease spots.

However, if we will only throw away
our blue glasses and pursue a course

of original thinking, it will be evi-

dent to everyone that our country's

business prospects were never so

bright as they are today. I will not

take time to set forth statements
concerning our record wealth in

property, trade and manufacturing
facilities and gold reserves. I will

not write of our unequaled natural

resources, unparalleled climate, and
wide diversity of products. Such
facts are well known to all. In

truth, one would experience no diffi-

culty whatever in reciting many _,
overbalancing virtues and advan-

'

tages for every present national
\

deficiency that might be mentioned.

'

Our trouble today comes more I

from babying ourselves, from giving

!

way to fear and from exercising

'

short memories, rather than from
irremedial industrial and economic

'

ills.
!

We go to a foolish extreme in

trying to cover up our own short-

comings by attributing the business '

curtailment to the tendency of Con-
i

gress to raid the nation's treasury

and assassinate commercial enter:

prise.

Not a few of our ills result from
the failure of management to recog-

nize the mote in its own eye. Too '

many of our executives have set

themselves above criticism or cot-

rection.

WHAT we need as much as any-

thing else is a recognition on

the part of managements that the

present time of curtailed business

provides an opportunity to consider

the advisability of cutting out some
of the superfluous system that exists

and making an honest effoi't to get

back to first principles. We went in

for efficiency so earnestly a few
years ago that now many of ouij

businesses are swamped with toO

much system. Each management
expert that is employed to investi-

gate the methods of a company sel-

dom discards anything, but always

adds to the comple.xities of existing

operating methods.
We need to bear in mind that the

problems which menace business

never disappear. Even when times

are prosperous, industrial ills are all

about us, but they look different

when we view them through the

bright glasses of happy optimism.

We need to know that there never

has been any perfect economic bal-

ance in wages. At no time has there

been a day when the scale of just

deserts failed to show some workers

getting too much and others too lit-

tle. We need to remember that even

in boom times we may find great il

basic industries struggling hope- '

lessly to attain a plane of profitable

operation. People who believe that

all business must be good before any

can be good, and that an economic

balance must be struck before pros-

perity can return, are chasing a de-
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usion that will cause them grief in

the months to come.

The growth of our population,

whether times are good or bad, goes

bn at the rate of 1,500,000 per year,

and here we have a constant factor

that is working all the time in the

interest of the producer. In a short

'time confidence will return and busi-

ness will be all the better for the

,eleaning-up process to which it has

been subjected.

Managers and responsible officials

'will check up inventories in the shops

land warehouses rather on the card

indexes in offices. The idea will be-

come prevalent that slack business

is due just as much to under-con-

sumption as to over-production. The
idea will grow that deflation does

not necessarily imply a reduction in

output, and that the correct way out

lof industrial depression is not to

lincrease idleness but to set every
unemployed person to work.

;
The present time of curtailment

|should be looked upon as an un-

|equaled opportunity to analyze prac-

'tices with the idea of bettering

quality and cutting costs. While our
timid managements are cutting

down their forces, the farsighted

lexecutive will recognize that the

present moment provides an oppor-

jtunity to secure men of high ability

(Who have been unfortunate in their

|connections. The same sound prin-

ciple underlies buying stocks or

[hiring employees—get them when

I

nobody seems to want them.

OUT of every time of business de-

pression there has come a flood

jof useful discoveries. When industry
is active it is only natural that prac-
tically the entire attention of execu-
itives is directed to increasing pro-
jduction rather than to inventing
i new methods and machines. When
a company is making money the
management usually is satisfied to

let well enough alone. But when the
figures turn to red the viewpoint is

nearly always changed.
When business is bad the common

custom is for the individual also to

slow down in his effort and patiently

wait for times to pick up again. The
more sensible plan to pursue when
markets are dull and orders hard to

get is to work longer and move
faster. Let the daily program in-

clude an earnest effort to widen the
field of customers by developing new
uses and new markets for each prod-
uct.

Finally, instead of wasting time
and energy asking, "What's the mat-
ter with business?" let us all change
the inquiry to, "What's the matter
with us?"

To all who are going to the

London Convention A.A.C.ofW.

How to carry

your funds abroad

Before you sail, purchase an

ETC Letter of Credit for the

amount of money you will need

abroad. This may be obtained at

any New York Office of The
Equitable, or,ifyou are living out

oftown, through your own bank.

The ETC Letter of Credit rep-

resents the safest, most con-

venient way to carry funds, es-

pecially if you plan to visit the

continent.

It enables you to obtain cash at

any well-known foreign bank;

and the book of drafts, issued

with it, saves time and trouble

in encashment.

The ETC Letter of Credit also

enables you to convert your dol-

lars into pounds, francs or any

other foreign currency at the

prevailing rate of exchange.

An American bank in London

The HEADQUARTERSofthe Con-

vention of the A.A.C. of W. in

London are in the Bush House.

In the Bush House also is one

of the two London offices of

The Equitable Trust Company
of New York.

ThisofFers all American visitors

to the Convention not only a

cordial welcome from an Amer-

ican bank, but also complete

American banking facilities. It

also affords special conveniences

to holders of the ETC Letter of

Credit.

In Paris, too, you will find an

office of The Equitable— at 23
Rue de la Paix— with a Travel

Service equipped to do many
things to make the visit of hold-

ers of the ETC Letter of Credit

more pleasant and enjoyable.

T"? EQUITABLE
TRUST COMPANY

OF NEW YORK
New York Offices

.17 Wall Street

Madison Ave. at 45th St.

247 Broadway

European Offices

LONDON: 10 Moorgate. E.G.

3

Bush House. Aldnych.W.C:
I'ARIS: 2,1 Ruedela Paix

Total resources over $400,000,000
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Brown's Directory

of

American

Gas Companies

$10.00 a Copy

.50 to Gas Companies

WILL BE READY IN AUGUST

lour Order Should Be

Placed ISoic

Robbins Pubb'shing Co.

52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. C.

Selling value of
color

AN advertisement dressed
in blatant red invariably
attracts attention. But

it merely dazzles. It doesn't
hold the eye.

The softer tones and hues—the
blues, the grays and the greens
—will charm and hold the eye.
But they lack the arresting
power of red.

By skillful application, your adver-
tisement can combine the dazzle of
the red with the charm of the softer
hue. Hence—attract and hold the
eyes of your audience.

Let us show you how to make effec-
tive use of color for proKtable ad-
vertising results.

SUPERIOR^
COLOR, COMPAKy?
CARL F SCHWENKER.fr...

takers cfSupenor Priotwa Phtts
209- 219 'West 36" Stnwt

NEW yORK

Advantages of Building i

an Export Trade
By Walter F, Wyman

Sales and Export Manager, The Carter's Ink Company

EXPORTING is a straightforward
method of making profits other-

wise unobtainable. Direct profits

are the simplest form of export profits.

They are those arising from sales out-

side the United States which show a

margin over cost plus overhead. Rem-
ington typewriters, with export sales

of six out of every thirteen machines,

show the possibilities of volume in di-

rect export profits. A small manufac-
turer of oilcloth in Maine, with 50 per

cent export sales, proves that volume
possibilities of direct profits are open

to all who make an exportable article.

Lowered production costs should be

credited to the profit side of exporting.

Gillette Razors, through its sales of

millions of its razors abroad, has cut

production costs to the bone—and in-

creased its profits by the amounts of

the savings. A small manufacturer of

toilet preparations in New York, by
reason of its export sales, was enabled

to operate a cartoning machine. The
lowered cost of production which re-

sulted as against high hand-labor costs

has meant profits—dollar profits—be-

cause of exporting. The lowered cost

of production on the entire sales—not

merely the foreign sales—should be

credited to exporting.

Lower material costs due to the

greater purchasing power arising from
export sales result in dollar profits.

Thirty thousand manufacturers in the

United States paid less for their raw
materials in 1923 because of their ex-

port sales volume.
Overhead costs are reduced through

export sales. The seasonal and semi-

seasonal industries of the United
States must have foreign outlets in

order to balance production and keep
down overhead costs. Export sales

fill in the valleys between the peaks of

greatest domestic demand.
Surplus production to the extent of

10 per cent, or even as low as 5 per

cent, over domestic demands has led to

destructive price-slashing and unwar-
rantedly low domestic price levels.

This deplorable condition in an indus-

stry can be remedied by the develop-

ment of export trade.

In times of domestic depression the

profits from export trade makes possi-

ble continued dividends. The enter-

prise which fortunately has export

trade outlets forges ahead, while its

competitors are forced to a part-time

working schedule. The steady stream

Prom an address delivered before the
eleventh National Foreign Trade Conven-
tion, Boston.

of collections from foreign sales sup-;

plies capital for the payroll and for!

raw material purchases. It makes,
possible the securing of cash discounts.;

It has repeatedly been estimated
that a 20 to 25 per cent volume of well-

balanced overseas sales is insurance
against the menace of a depressed do-

mestic market. When the home market
is on the decline those who sell abroad|
make inroads in competitive domestic

|

strongholds. For they capitalize their

earned position by sales investments inj

the domestic field at a time their non-
exporting rivals must retrench.

The United States is a manufac-i
turing nation. But it is not the onl;

manufacturing nation. Greater profitsi

come to the exporting manufacturer
because he is in competition with the[

products of other manufacturing na-
tions. Our high tariff wall may well,

bar foreign competition and leave

non-exporting manufacturer in ignor-

ance of worthy products which are of ai

type he could well make and increase;

his profits in our home market. The
exporting manufacturer knows, and
frequently adopts and adapts, the con-i

tainers, packing, styles and methods of;

his foreign competitors.

ONE New England manufacturer;
has, since 1912, saved over a dollar

a gross on one of his packages by im-

proving upon a container which hei

first met in seeking sales in Australia, i

His dollar profits on this one saving
j

have more than paid the entire ex-j

pense of his export department. ;

Greater profits frequently come to

the exporting manufacturer through
the development of products to meet
climatic conditions overseas. Rigid

tests in dry and moist, hot and cold,

climates have resulted in most profit-

able discoveries. The paint and var-

nish industry has repeatedly profited

through development of its products

due to the exacting conditions met in

foreign markets. From insecticides to

toilet preparations, rubber footwear to

men's hats, greater profits at home and
abroad have come to the manufacturers
whose market-places reached every ex-

treme of climate.

The Carter's Ink Company in the de-

velopment of its foreign trade found a

need overseas for an adhesive which
possessed the merits of white paste but

which would not crack or dry out in

warm, dry climates. Three years of

laboratory and field tests led to the

discovery of Cico—the liquid paste.

Today, it is the largest-selling desk
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dhesive. The sales of Cico are greater

han the combined sales of mucilage

nd white paste, not only abroad but

Iso in the domestic market.

The exporting manufacturer pos-

esses a potential profit which at any
noment may become an actual dollar

jrofit. By meeting foreign competition

iverseas he comes to know of the

inethods, policies, products and service

if his rivals in manufacturing coun-

ries. Thus he is ready to meet any
nvasion of the domestic market—an
invasion which may come at any mo-
inent, either through tariff changes or

hrough the desire of competitors over-

eas to test out the United States as a

jirofitable field for their merchandise,

'•"orewarned is forearmed

!

rHE domestic sales force can make
greater profits through part-time

xport duties. More and more manufac-
turers are using their domestic sales-

inen to cover Newfoundland, Bermuda,
jiahamas, Cuba, Porto Rico and border

lities in Mexico. It is frequently pos-

ible to arrange for these trips so that

hey synchronize with non-buying do-

jnestic seasons. This is the equivalent

|f adding experienced salesmen at the

'nere cost of their traveling expenses.

; Literally thousands of American
nanufacturers, without increase in

eUiixci price, make greater profits

verseas than at home. This is be-

lEuse so many American articles are

ciade, in part or in whole, from im-

lorted materials on which duty is paid.

Vhen these articles are sold in the do-

nestic market, naturally the duty paid

n the imported materials becomes a

lart of the cost of manufacture. But
/hen these identical articles are ex-

lorted, it is possible to secure a refund

r "drawback" of 99 per cent of the

'uty paid—100 per cent in the case of

mported alcohol. There can be no
Itiore striking proof of the greater

iirofits possible through exporting than
'hese cases involving "drawback."
' One of the latest developments of

iirofits is inventory control through ex-

jiort trade. It is the one scientific

nethod of disposing abroad of actual

nd potential surpluses. Without it

he purchasing and production heads
"f the non-exporting manufacturing
nterprise either must purchase from
land to mouth, with consequent danger
'f poor service, or run the risk of over-

irreat inventories. If an endeavor is

'nade to dispose of these surpluses in

>he domestic market, the result is

ither a lowering of price levels—most
lifficult to regain—or the use of in-

tensive sales efforts which lead to ab-

normally high sales expense and com-
|ietitive reaction forcing the continu-

j.nee of abnormally high sales expense.
' By placing upon the export executive

he dual duty of developing markets at

lormal sales expense and maximum
lirofit and also the preparation of fields

ibroad for the distribution of inven-
jory surpluses at sound prices even at

ligh salary expense, the problem is

jidequately solved.
' The enterprise which protects itself

Automobile Service in England
A fleet of 300 si.x passenger Daimler cars costing

over $10,000 each, with liveried chauffeurs, gives

you luxurious comfort at a reasonable cost and
a service built up on courtesy and efficiency.

For full particulars apply to the New York Office of

DAIMLER HIRE LTD., 244 Madison Avenue
Caledonia 8850 Telephone

By Appointmevt 10 H.M. KING GEORGE V.

A luxurious car for just as long as you need it

DAIMLER HIRE LTD.
243 Knightsbridge LONDON, ENGLAND

A. ^ o
:Jv %

"Cutlets" (Trade Mark Reg. Applied For) like those reproduced above,

add new sparkle to house-organs, sales letters, circulars, newspaper ad-

vertisements, etc.

—

$1.25 for one-inch size

$2.50 for two-inch size

In quantities of twenty, a 20 per rent reduction. Mats furnished at

special rates. p^^^^ sheets on request

CUTLETS: 1718 Tribune Building, New York
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Will You Be in

Business in 1934?
Before a meeting of advertising men in Chi-
cago on February 7th Henry S. Chapin, Edi-
tor of "Educational Foundations of New York"
said:

"If you expect to be in business for at least
ten years more get your trade mark in the
mind of the child. It will livethereand your
article will be a classic in the next genera-
tion

"Children are just five times as bright as
adults. The youngster who makes daily
trips to the grocery for his mother is the one
whom advertising men should centralize

Many national advertisers are asking the
School Teachers of America to help them get
their messages into the classro'om. Each
Teacher is in close daily contact with the pu-
pils (an average of 30) under her charge.

Her word on all subjects bears great weight.
Children make mental notes of what she says,

of what she does and uses. They talk over
at home what occurs at school. The schools
of today presage the world of tomorrow. Im-
pressions made at this age on tractable young
minds stay forever.

Normal Instructor is a wide and busy chan-
nel reaching through more than 160,000
School Teachers almost 5,000.000 children
coming from several million American homes.

Let us explain how other advertisers
are getting into this market. We
will gladly outline a definite plan for
^our product without obligating you.

F. A. OWEN PUBLISHING COMPANY
DANSVILLE, N. Y.

CHICAGO
1018 So. Wabash Ave.,

C. E. Gardner,
Advertising Manager

NEW YORK
110 West 34lb Street.

George V. Rumage,
Eastern Representative

nORMAL ITIMUCM
diia PRIMARY PLATfi

For Teachers of All the Grades andof Rural SchooU

NORMAL INSTRUCTOR
eM PRIMARY PIANS

Applicant for Membership in the A. B. C.

The Architectural Record
119 West Fortieth Street, New York

Established 1801. Net Dald circulation In excess ot
11.000 per issue including 6126 architect subscri-
bers—the largest number any architectural jourrial
has ever bad. Member A. B. C. and A. B. P.. Inc.

ON ! ??
REQUEST \ ll buildvtff atatisticB, etc.

Folded Edge Duckine and Fibre Signs
Cloth and Paraffine Signs

Lithographed Outdoor and Indoor
Displays

THE JOHN IGELSTROEM COMPANY
Massillon, Ohio Good Saleiroen Wanltd

$63,393 L^re^'^M
$63,393.00 worth of merchandise sold with
a single one-page "form" letter at a total
cost of less than tlOO.OO. Send 25c. for •
copy of Postaee Magazine and an
actual copy of this letter. If you sell, you
need Posfacre which tells how to write
Sales-Producing Letters, Folders, Booklets,
House Magazines. Subscription $2 a year
for 12 numbers full of selling Ideas. Any-
thing that can be sold can be sold by mail
POSTAGE— 18 East 18 St. New York. N.Y

fVe dfctw comic characters
to fityour bi/siness,^3SSeac/i.

^Iso hundreds of sales
helps C' ideas in proofform,

What are^our neecis ?

^elusive Cartoon Service '^t^I^'l^l'X^^

by inventory control through export
trade saves many thousands of dollars

in carrying charges. It also avoids
tremendous losses due to unjustifiable

lowering of prices or sales methods
which result in continued abnormal
sales expense.

It is possible to list scores of other

definite proofs of greater profits due
to exporting. For with the establish-

ment of markets overseas each sales

idea is multiplied; the cost of records

is reduced per dollar of sales; the elas-

ticity of the inside clerical force is in-

creased, and openings are provided for

the disposal of standard merchandise
when desirable immediately to intro-

duce in the domestic market new type
of label, container or packing.
A product of merit in the market

here at home, but with a limited mar-
ket, finds its greatest value in the world
trade with many markets, large and

small, in which its peculiar qualifica-

tions will be welcomed. Exporting fre-

quently leads to desirable import con-

tacts. Many American manufacturers
found during the war years that their

foreign travelers, agents and branch
houses were able to secure materials at

a time when their domestic and non-

exporting competitors were unable to

offer standard merchandise.

"Pross Representation" Session

at London Convention

A list of the speakers for the "Press l

Representation" Session of the Depart-
mental Section scheduled for Tuesday
afternoon, July 15, Associated Adver-
tising Clubs of the World Convention,
London, has been announced. The meet-
ing is to be a joint one with the Fleet
Street Club of London, which will act

as host at a luncheon preceding the
session. Sydney D. NichoUs, advertis-
ing manager Sunday Pictorial and
president of the Fleet Street Club, will

preside at the luncheon and welcome
the overseas delegates.
The program of speakers for the

newspapers is as follows:
W. F. Rogers, chairman. Bureau of

Advertising of American Newspaper
Publishers' Association, "Outline of

Our Plan of Work."
F. St. John Richards, Eastern repre-

sentative, St. Louis Globe Democrat,
"Selling Newspaper Advertising
Space."
The following will speak for the

magazines:
James O'Shaughnessy, secretary,

American Association of Advertising
Agencies, "Magazine Advertising in

America."
George French, "Some Sidelights on

Magazine Advertising."
Paul Block, newspaper publisher and

advertising director Pictorial Review,
"The Advertising Salesman."

Representatives of newspapers and
magazines attending the London Con-
vention who are interested in the fore-

going program are requested to com-
municate with Dan A. Carroll, 110 East
42d Street, New York.

The George L. Dyer Company
New York. Has been selected to

direct advertising of Pettijohn's break-
fast food.

Jl



The Story of an Advertising ^ylgency

that was ahead of its time

AND A PROPHECY CONCERNING TOMORRO\V

TWENTY-FIVE years ago this

year the head of our agency op-

ened an office in New York and

set out hopefully to secure customers

for his services as an advertising agent.

He had a background of several vears

of successful experience as an advertis-

ing manager, and a deep-seated con-

viction that painstaking "follow-

through" was as important as it was

then rare in connection with advertis-

ing. The principle upon which he

began business was that the adver-

tising agent should share the respon-

sibilitv for this "follow-through" as

well as for the more spectacular phas-

es of his clients' advertising.

Of what avail was it to spend large

sums to attract people's attention and

stir their interest if this interest was

not followed up systematically, per-

sistently, intensively? If the advertis-

ing impulse was not followed through-

ly THOSE early days of ad vertisiug the

agency business was pretty much a

scramble for "billing." With a few

shining exceptions advertising agents

acted largely as space brokers. ' 'Copy

was usually thrown in, but agency

service as we know it today was vet

to be taken up generally as an agency

conception.

Ray D. Lillibridge believed that he

could expect a certain income from

agency commissions, but he knew that

in many cases commissions on his
'

' bill-

ing" would not pay for the kind of

job he wanted to do for his clients. At

least not in the early stages of his work
for them. He realized that in a sense

he would have to be independent of

"hilling."

There seemed to be just one way to

make certain this independence. That

way was to charge every client a sub-

stantial tee as the basis of his remun-

eration, regardless of the amount of

advertising to be done or the methods

or media to be employed

.

SOON alter obtaining his hrst ac-

counts a new conception of agen-

cy service confronted him—a concep-

tion that was to develop a number

of years later in the agency held into

the high-sounding terms "'Market-

Research" and '''Product-Analysis."

He did not THINK in capital letters

of this new phase of what he regarded



as a good working principle for an

agency. He did not even realize that

he was ahead of his time. To him it

seemed simply common sense to find

out everything he could about a cli-

ent's market, and how his product or

service met the needs of that market,

before starting to advertise.

That sounded simple enough. But he

soon discovered that it took a great

deal of time—time that had to be tak-

en from more profitable work. And
presently he came to a realization of

the cost of this intensive research and

"follow-through" that he applied to

his clients' advertising.

In short, he learned, as every adver-

tiser and advertising agent was to

learn later—that market study in ad-

vance of advertising and "follow-

through" in continuation of advertis-

ing involved a great deal of work not

contemplated by the commissions

earned bv the account, or even ade-

quately covered by a fee that seemed

justifiable.

He faced an importuut decision. Should

he essay to raise his clients' fees? Or

should he blink the importance of

market study and "follow-through,"

and become a space broker like most

of the other agencies of that dav?

He met the situation by adding a

budget plan to his fee system and

creating what is now known as the

Lillibridge "Fee-and-Budget System,
'

'

a system under which our agency has

operated successfullv for manv years.

What is the LiLLIBRIDGE

''Fee-and-Budget System"!;

THIS system is a combination of

the fee svstem already described

[we charge a minimum retainer of one

thousand dollars per month] and the

sound business practice of making out

separate budgets covering every phase

of an advertising program bejore it is

undertaken.

When we prepare such a set of bud-

gets we figure definitelv on market

study, on the preparation and placing

of advertisements, and on the neces-

sary "follow-through "plans and mate-

rials. For example, our budgets in-

clude in addition to the cost of publi-

cation space: the carefully estimated

cost of art work, type composition,

engravings, copy, printing, postage,

booklets, catalogs, mailing, etc. To

these items we add a moderate service

fee to cover the time and labor invol-

ved in the details of creative and pro-

duction work and the mechanics of

thorough-going "follow-through.
'

'

With such carefullv worked out bud-

gets a client knows /'/; advance not onl\'

the amount of his advertising bills,

but also where every dollar he appropri-



cites for i-idveytis!>ig is going diid what it

IS expected to accomplish for him. And

because we are assured of a fair return

for our time and skill and labor, irre-

spective of whether the expenditures

are made where the commissions are

considerable or where the commissions

are nil, the relationship is ideal for

every dollar of the client's advertising

appropriation producing everv dol-

lar's worth of results that his and our

combined skill and experiencecan make

it produce.

The question sometimes arises : How
do you reconcile this "Fee-and-Bud-

get System " with the agencv commis-

sion system? The answer is that it

logically complements the commis-

sion svstem.

Commissions earned bv a client's ad-

vertising are credited against his fee

up to the total amount of that fee

—

which incidentally is larger in some

instances than the minimum retainer

heretofore mentioned. Beyond that

point thev are retained by us, tor we
neither split nor rebate commissions.

The '^ Fee-aiid-Bi/dget System" has en-

abled us to take on clients whose pro-

motion work had to be largely of a

development nature during the first

years, with little opportunitv to em-

ploy publication advertising space,

and to give these clients the same

quality and measure of service we
have given those clients who were

thoroughlv established advertisers,

using a considerable volume of space.

We worli a hit dijferently

OUR way of working is to crystal-

ize our clients' needs and prob-

lems, whether they pertain to distri-

bution, sales, good-will or prestige,

and set up "objectives." We then for-

mulate plans for reaching these "ob-

jectives" in the most direct way and

by the most economical methods pos-

sible, and carry these plans through to

the last detail, after they have been

approved by the client.

As YOU will have gathered by now,

by "to the last detail" we mean more

than the usual details connected with

the production, placing, and checking

of advertisements. We mean the de-

tails of research; work with the trade

or profession; preparing dealer litera-

ture, sales bulletins and direct-by-mail

advertising; editing house organs;

compili ng and printing catalogs ; writ-

ing technical treatises, popular arti-

cles and books; compiling accurate

mailing lists for special promotion

purposes—in brief, all those "mean

jobs" that are generally considered as

unprofitable nuisances around an ad-

vertising agency [and indeed often

around the advertisers own offices} but

which must be carefully worked out

and dovetailed with the more spec-

tacular part of anv advertising pro-

gram if anything like the measure of

success possible is to be realized.



Our business has gvoioi steadily for 2.5

yciivs.

Our desks and our luinds are free from

unprofitable accounts.

Our books show no losses resulting from

carrying speculative accounts and we

have no credit risks.

We have proved the soundness of our

"Fee-and-Budget System."

We have proved the effectiveness of the

"objective" method of tackling advertis-

ing problems.

And repeatedly \ve have demonstra-

ted our ability to achieve remarkable

results with very modest appropria-

tions by virtue of well-planned and

carefully executed "follow-through,"

handled as an integral part of the ad-

vertising program.

Jind now we huT^rd a prophecy

WE believe that the next big step

in agency service is going to

be the realization of the importance

of "follow-through."

It took many years for the advertis-

ing agents of the last generation to

discover the importance of market

research and analysis and to screw up

their courage to the point of charging

for this work on a proper basis.

Now SIGNS are beginning to point to

a similar awakening to the import-

ance of "follow-through" and we be-

lieve manv of the advertising agents

of Tomorrow are going to consider

"follow-through" as important as

market-analvsis has come to be con-

sidered.

Meanwhile, among the responsible

executives to whose attention this

message mav come there are doubtless

some who will be glad to know of an

agency that has been doing business

successfully on such a basis for 15

vears and can refer to a fine clientele.

It would be a pleasure to explain our

service in greater detail to anv such.

Ray D. Lillibridge Incorporated

A GENERAL ADVERTISING AGENCY ^V1TH AN ENGINEERING BACKGROUND

Establnhtci 1%'j'j I /II Incorporated l yo^

III BROADWAY
New York
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What Are Unfair

Business Practices?

Recent Decisions of the Federal Trade

Commission Condensed for Quick
Reference

Pqpe.—An order from the Commis-

;ion prohibits a distributor of rope to

lobbers and dealers, located in New
^ork City, from representing itself as

I manufacturer of the rope it sells,

,vhen the fact is the rope is made by

mother concern.

Guaranteeing Groceries Against

'RICE Decline—The officers, directors

ind members of a wholesale grocers'

dissociation, with headquarters in Mil-

vaukee, Wis., have been ordered to dis-

•ontinue the practice of inducing, in-

luencing or coercing manufacturers to

ruarantee their goods against price

lecline.

Union Made—A Philadelphia con-

ern manufacturing overalls has been

Informed that it is unlawful to label or

Ijtamp the words "union made" on its

jroduct unless made in a union shop by

oersons who are members of a labor

|jnion.

Biscuit Company Upheld.—The or-

ler of the Commission, commanding the

National Biscuit Company to cease and
iesist from refusing to recognize pools

for purposes of discount, has been re-

versed and set aside by the United
States Circuit Court of Appeals in New
York. The court found that the dis-

•ount policy as applied by the National
Biscuit Company between chain stores

ind individual retailers was fair and
awful.

Price Maintenance on Music Rolls
—One of the leading companies pro-

lucing and selling player-piano rolls,

IrVith headquarters in Chicago, has been
irdered by the Commission to stop the

iDractice of fixing standard resale prices

n cooperation with dealer customers
md others. The company has been
ordered to stop also the making of

ligreements by which dealers undertook
,0 deal exclusively in player rolls made
3y it, even if the roll desired was not
!>eing made by the company. It was
"ound that the company controlled prac-
tically .50 per cent of the player roll

Jusiness of the country, and that by its

iiiethods it virtually forced dealers to

igree to its plans or else cut them off

I'rom its list of customers.

Premiums— A firm in Baltimore,
Vld., has been ordered to discontinue
he practice of combining with retail-

ors and others in giving articles of
Inerchandise of unequal values in con-
tiection with the sale of equally priced
packages of tea and coffee by means
if coupons. The company sold teas in

,iundred package lots and agreed to
'urnish to retailers 100 pieces of as-
ported chinaware with each 100 pack-
ages of tea purchased. The impression
ivas that the company was giving the
hinaware free of charge to the retail
'lealer, and that the retail dealer in

rUrn was giving the chinaware without
I'xtra charge to his customers. The
jjommission found, however, that the
vholesale price of the packages of tea
'ir coffee was fixed at an amount which
•oyered the total cost of 100 pieces of

,'hinaware and the 100 packages of tea
lir coffee, and at the same time gave th?
hompany a reasonable profit.

NKMHii^iKlN^MIiN^Mlim^MIlN^if

WhathasMyHome todo^^^
witKl(&ur BusinessTJr^

I

s

z
T used to be the ownership of an automobile that

determined the social standing of a family.

Today everyone from George, the ashman, to Mr. Jones,

the banker, has a car. There's no distinction in that.

But, comparatively few people can boast an attractively

furnished home. That is the mark of distinction these

days—and you and I are just beginning to realize it.

Merchandisers predict that following this present trend

of interest in the home as a mark of social standing, sales

of housefurnishings will increase rapidly.

A mighty good time NOW—to do the necessary mis-

sionarv work among these well-rated retail furniture stores.

Thev are the mercbants from whom I buy not only fur-

niture but rugs, stoves, vacuum cleaners, washing machines
—all that goes to make my house a real home.

The Grand Rapids Furniture Record has a complete

retail merchandising plan that has proved its value to

manufacturers. May we tell you about it?

g The Grand Rapids FurnitureRecord ^
S (Poriodical Publi<^hing Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.) S
S3 Members The A. B. C. American Homes Bureau Members The A. B. P. _,

* NEW YORK CHICAGO CINCINN.A.TI PITTSBURGH LOS ANGELES
*~i \V..\SIIINGTOX, n. C. MELBOURNE, .\USTEALIA

K^M^MUM^M^Mg^M^M^NBiMffiM^iM^il

On an 8-INOH golf course — somebody's BRAIN — every

advertisement you put out plays to vdn cc lose your

money. But no game is ever played on home gro-jndsl

Vi'ithout help and against tremendous competition, ycur

printed vord has got to upset the equilibrium of a

thousand minds and -* Are you sure you know the

course?
See Berrien's Big Black Book.

Goode & Berrien,
Advertising Counsel, 19 '"est 44th Street, New York.
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Your Eagles
are MY Mosquitoes^
"^rOTHING of yours ever seems
»-^ half so important to me as it does to you.
Millions of advertising dollars are wasted every
year because what I want to hear has nothing
to do with what you want to say. People will
read only what interests them. And there are
only five things that interest everybody! It is

cheaper to change your advertisement than to
change human nature. KhS^When yoH thin>^ ., , _* ^:i.f!;, '.^..itni^-"-.!'!*:- '••li*..

tIJic lines -think oi CiiixSe A Berri«»n, A'lvfrtising lonns^rL
Why not ask Mr. Berrien to show vow his Big Biack B«K>k r

Men, ideas, business oppoirtuni-

ties and services meet in The
Market Place. . . . An eco-

nomical introduction between
men and jobs, jobs and men.
This issue The Market Place

appears on page 69.

Helping Advertisers

Use Newspaper Space i

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26]

Armed then with facts and figures

and statements from retailers al

leading up to definite sales oppor
tunities, may we not then solicit very,

impressively a list of candy manu-j

facturers with the proposal to conn
in, use our newspaper with itj

easily proved influence to capture
m.arket at a fair price?

It seems to me the advertiser,

constantly looking for opportunities

to advertise and constantly facing}

the growing cost of doing business,'

wiould jump at a proposal to enter aj

market if it were shown by simple

mathematics that he had not yetj

reaped a genuine harvest of busi-|

ness. In this way we should bej

soliciting business with the adver-

tiser's welfare strongly to the fore,

but with our profit just as well as-i

sured in the background.

IN traveling about the country, we'

seldom find the manufacturers of

a community advertising in the town

where their goods are made. This,

of course, is in line with the well-

knovm belief that distant pastures

are attractive. I have been in many
places where newspaper people were

unable to tell me what they made in

a certain factory; whose big chimney
reared itself above the horizon on

the outskirts of the towTi. In

other places I found fairly compre-

hensive information about the manu-
facturers, but this was due to the'

fact that these factories were called

upwn by newspaper solicitors only

when the paper got out a special,

edition.

What's wrong with making a

survey of the town for the special

benefit of these local manufacturers

to see how much distribution they

have in their own city, and perhaps'

to show them a market right at

their doors that they are ovei'look-

ing? The whole gospel of national

newspaper advertising is the de-

velopment of logical markets and if

a manufacturer has a profitable

sales opportunity in his front yard

which he is overlooking in favor of

another market a thousand miles

away, he should be your evei-lasting

debtor if you can bring it to his

notice.

What's wrong with making the

unfinished business of every solici-

tor on our paper the development

of a worthwhile advertising account

from a local manufacturer? Why
not hang up a prize or a bonus, not

for the man who increases a depart-
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i;nt store account from 500,000

1 es a year to 750,000 lines, but for

fe man who makes a three-times-a-

\'!ek advertiser out of the X. Y. Z.

]jsiery Company, that makes good

fcks but has not yet got the people

;
its bailiwick to understand this

)ct?

If the day ever comes when we can

y as an industry that we are not

immitting commercial murder in

e name of cooperation, that our

.lumns are closed to press agentry

. all kinds and that our retailers

lall not be exploited with our help

' advertisers who deal in pure

•aler bunk advertising, national

Ivertising in the newspapers will

row by leaps and bounds.

.And many an advertiser will be

nazed to find that a real consumer

Iimpaign
in the newspapers with-

it strings or trimmings attached

I it, will return him profits that he

(oes not dream of today.

j,\ M. Beach

I
Coincident with the removal of the

iVestinghouse Lamp Company from
65 to 150 Broadway, New York, E. M.
Seach was advanced from the post of

issistant advertising manager to that

f advertising manager. Prior to join-

ng Westinghouse, three years ago, Mr.
'Jeach was associated with the Erickson
agency.

'Better Homes and Gardens"

Will be new name of the Meredith
jublication, Fruit, Garden and Home,
ommencing with the August issue.

ifoseph Richards Company. Inc.

I
New York. Has been selected to

'lirect advertising for the Standard
Envelope Sealer Manufacturing Com-
pany, Everett, Mass.; and the Ground
pripper Shoe Company, Inc., and
Ground Gripper Stores, Inc., New York.

The Chambers .4 ^ency. Inc.

New Orleans. Has been selected to

direct advertising for the Humble Oil

Company, Texas.

Charles C. Green
Advertising Agency. Inc.

New York. Is preparing a news-
paper campaign for The Coffee Prod-
ucts Corporation, same city.

Charles Hope Provost

Has resigned the art directorship
of The Wrigley Engraving Co., At-
lanta, Ga.

George K. Gaufj

Recently representative of Interna-
tional Engineering, a McGraw-Hill
Company publication, in Cleveland ter-

ritory, and formerly associated with
Dun's Inter-national Review, has been
appointed manager of the Cincinnati
territory of the Manufacturers Record,
Baltimore.

Specific Data
is now available covering lumber, prepared roofing, wallboard, motor trucks

—the buying habits, volume and value of sales, and many other facts cover-
ing the 5000 dominant dealers who read

BUILDING

BUILDING
SUPPLYNEWS

SUPPLY NEWS
The Dealers' Own Paper

If you are handling an account which
includes anything in a building, ask
us for the facts regarding the possi-

bilities for it. Our merchandising
editor will also be glad to give you
the benefit of his long experience in

the business of retailing building
supplies.

There is no reason why you should
have to guess about anything in this

field, when a 2c stamp will bring you
the information.

BUII/DING
SUPPLY NEWS
The Dealers' Own Paper

407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

i. B. C. A. B. P.

Confidence
^ Confidence has no substitute. Money cannot buy it. Distance and
time cannot shatter it. Business Confidence is no different than the other

kind, for both are born of human trust.

fl THE ROTARIAN, like the Association which it represents, is built

on a solid foundation of Confidence. It has earned the Confidence and
respect of its readers and of the advertising world through a strict adher-

ence to the principles of fair dealing—in no other way could it have
gained its present enviable position.

THE

Advertising Manager
Frank R. Jennings

221 East 20th Street

Chicago

ROnRIAN
The Macazine of Service

CHICAGO
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

Eastern Representatives:

Constantine & Jackson
7 West 16th Street

New York

Published Monthly by Rotary International

Goncerning ^Booklets!

The Black fer' Blue Book
will shorten your search

for the unusual mailpiece

Gomphmentarij

to Sxeciitives

GUYW HODGES.INC
130 WEST 42 ND ST.

<SVew York
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&oJflets

lid WEST
' 4091 STREET

STENZEL
<LArt on a, Business Basis''.

Hotel St. James
109-

1
3 West 45th Street,Times Square

NEW YORK, N. Y.

,ty, i%
cAn hotel
quiet dig

mosphere and

of a well condi-
tioned home.

Much favored

'Jiates and Booklet on application

W. JOHNSON QUINN

<L
May our Advertis-

ing Composition

have an opportun-

ity to talk for you?

WienesTypographic Service
Incorporated

203 West Fortieth Street

New York

For 1 5 years the leading best equipped

business research organization.

Surveys and special investigations

—

dealer questionnaires anywhere in
U. S. $1.50 per dealer, 75c consumer.

Industry researches on over 300 lines
available at $150 and upward.

BUSINESS
B O U R S IB

J. GEORGE FREDERICK, President

15 W. 37th St., New York, N. Y.

America^lumbermaii

Member
A. B. C.

Published in CHICAGO

DCAn wherever
rxCMU Lumber
is cut or sold.

Tomorrow's Sales Force
By A. E. Warfield

General Sales Manager, Peaslee-Gaulbert Co., Louisville, Ky.

/N an address before the Paint and
Varnish Sales Managers' conven-

tion held in Detroit, Mich., on June
4, Mr. Warfield in the course of his

remarks made several suggestions
that are of particular importance to

sales managers in every field of en-

deavor, although they ivere directed

specifically to those in the paint and
varnish industry.

THERE are still 50 per cent of the
paint and varnish salesmen on
the road today who know little or

nothing about the goods they are sell-

ing. How can these men help select a
stock of paint and varnish that the

dealer can sell at a profit in his town
or community?

If 50 per cent of the present sales

force of the manufacturers is not suf-

ficiently posted on the line they are

selling, you and I, as sales executives

of this industry, are to blame for it;

and I don't believe any one of you will

take issue with me on this statement.

As I see it, the first step along edu-
cational lines is among our own sales

force. How should we go about this?

There are many ways. First and fore-

most is to fill every available gap in

your office and factory with young men
just out of high school or college; let

these young men replace the innumer-
able females that are to be seen now-
adays in every business office. Begin
immediately to train these young men
when placed. Don't leave them to

shift for themselves; watch them; gain
their confidence; show them you are
their friend; promote those who de-

serve it as quickly as possible, and
change them constantly from depart-
ment to department both at the office

and factory; but in doing this, what-
ever you do keep them satisfied. If

you will do this, by the time these

young men are old enough to start out

on the road they will know your line

and your policies, and most of them
will make valuable salesmen.

You might say that such a policy

would be hard to carry out. No one
knows this any better than I do. You
will have a great many disappoint-

ments, and the work that these young
men will do to begin with will be very
mediocre compared to the work of the

average office woman, because young
men are more careless and are harder
to train in detail work which is so

essential to the well regulated office.

If, however, we would take the pains
that we should in training these boys,

they will bring us big dividends in the

way of valuable men later on.

I know this for I have tried it out,

and the most valuable men on our sales

force today are the ones who have gone
through our organization along the

lines I have mentioned.
One of our great troubles is that

many of us have grown too fast and
want to grow still faster, and it has
been my experience that the more we
expand the more money we waste on
inefficient salesmen. If each one of us
would go away from here tomorrow
with a full determination not to send
out any more salesmen (regardless of

how badly we might need representa-
tion in any certain territory) until we
secured men who knew our line thor-

oughly and in a way that would enable
them to impart what knowledge they
have to the dealer, his clerks, or the

master painter that they sell, it would
be the biggest step forward that we, as

sales executives, have made in the last

twenty-five years.

If we would only see to it that our
whole sales force is efficient, and insist

upon each and every one of them taking
enough interest in the dealer, dealers'

clerks, and master painters that they
sell, to make them as good paint and
varnish men as they are themselves,
our constantly increasing cost of dis-

tribution would stop ; so would a good
many of our other troubles that now
exist in getting proper distribution.

OUR greatest stumbling block today
is the lack of interest that the aver-

age dealer takes in his paint and var-

nish stock. Why is that? Nothing but

lack of profit which is brought about in

several different ways, principally:

First—Ignorance displayed by both

the dealer and the manufacturer's
salesman in the stock selected.

Second—Not enough stock of any
one kind or manufacture.

Third—Over - stock in unsalable
goods; not enough turnover.

Fourth—Too many different lines;

lack of turnover.

Fifth—Ignorance of the line on the

part of both the dealer and his clerks.

There are possibly other rea.sons for

lack of profit to the dealer, but the

five mentioned are the main ones, and

if we can eliminate them in time, it

:

will go a long way toward putting our

industry where it rightfully belongs.

We should educate and train our own|
salesmen and not try to fill our salea^

force with salesmen who have alreadyf
been educated by our competitors, as so

many of us have done. If we did thisjj

we would save a great deal of monej
that is annually wasted by those whd
pursue the latter practice. I don't;

mean by this that we should never con-l

sider an application from a salesman]
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— ^^
who has been previously in the employ

jf any one of our competitors, but the

point I would like to make is, that

when we do consider such an applicant,

endeavor to get all the facts about him

before employing him. Those of us in

whose employ these men have been

should tell our competitors frankly

when we are asked the good and bad

points of any such of our ex-salesmen.

Too many of us are prone to give these

men a good "send-off" when they do

not deserve it.

i

As I see it, this whole subject can be

'worked out in time by closer coopera-

tion among ourselves. We should put

our whole force and ability into the

ifurther development and education of

our own salesmen and insist upon their

putting the same effort into every

branch of their re-sale force, whether

it be jobber, retail dealer or master

painter.

I

Orange Judd Illinois Farmer
Is the new name of the Orange Jno

'Farmer, Chicago.

Publicity Club of Springfield

Massachusetts. Has elected the fol-

jlowing officers : President, M. A. Pol-

lock, assistant sales manager of Rolls-

Royce of America, Inc.; vice-president,
lA. E. Hobbs of the Springfield office of

Charles W. Hoyt Company; secretary,

E. W. Stack; assistant secretary, C. F.
Norton ; treasurer, H. L. Bradley. Di-
rectors: J. E. Welch, David R. Os-
borne, Frank Weschler, Percy 0. Dorr,
Alfred S. Robinson and Albert E.
Steiger.

Women's Advertising Club
' Chicago. At annual meeting elected

;the following board of directors: Pres-
lident, Laura Alta Johnson; first vice-

jpresident, Anna Schaaf; second vice-

ipresident, Florence Odell ; recording
isecretary, Lois H. V. Donaldson; corre-
isponding secretary. Marguerite Hein-
jrichs; treasurer, Ora V. Johnson; his-

jtorian, Lucina E. Judd. Chairman
memljership committee, Hilma K. Ben-
;son; chairman program committee,
Anita E. Simpson; chairman publicity

;comniittee, Verna O. Ward; chairman
ivocational committee, Edna M. Run-
[ner; chairman social committee, Fran-
ces Hewett Crouse; chairman finance
committee, Anna V. Ahsens.

'.Harvey W. Madura
I Has been appointed classified adver-
[tising manager of the Philadelphia
[Record.

[Saturday Revieu^ of Literature

A new weekly to be published by
|Tinie. Inc., New York, publishers of the
iweekly news magazine Time, will be
fcdited by Dr. Henry Seidel Canby,

I

recently editor of the "Literary Re-
view" of the New York Evening Post.
[Associated with Dr. Canby, as con-
tributing editor and columnist will be
Christopher Morley, formerly of the
\Poiit, and William Rose Benet and Miss
[Amy Loveman, who also come from the
same paper.

"Putting Life Into Still Life"

DANA B. MERRILL
25 West 45th St., New York

Telephone: Bryant 1207-8

TO PRODUCE A BETTER PRINTING PLATE
and give a better service have
be:en the: aim. and intention
OF THIS COA\F»AN^t" SINCB 1871.
"YOUR STORY IN PICTURE LEAVES NOTHING UNTOLD"

TOENCRflVINIiCO.

By INC.

mb.

m-'i^^^J^f^Tm^^^^^^Tt^Tm
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Arnold W . Rosenthal

Promotion manager, Good House-
\eeping, died June 6, at his home in

'ew York. After graduating from the

Iniversity of Pittsburgh, Mr. Rosen-
lal conducted an advertising agency
1 Pittsburgh, his home city; later, he

)ok charge of circulation promotion
)r Good Housekeephig, left to conduct

'n advertising and sales promotion
3rvice for a number of magazines, and
^turned as promotion manager, in

321. Was chairman of the program
.)mmittee of the Civic Club, a member
f the University of Pittsburgh Club,

nd one of the founders of the Pitts-

urgh Dramatic Club.

{.leveland Advertising Club

At its annual meeting elected Thomas
. Hendricks, sales and advertising

!.rector of the A. L. Englander Motor
ompany, to succeed George A. Ruther-
)rd as president. Three new direc-

iirs were elected: Trenton C. Collins,

dvertising manager, the Higbee Com.-
|any ; John S. King of the John S. King
lompany ; and Brewster P. Kinney, vice-

resident of the Kinney & Levan Com-
any. The following nine directors
ere re-elected: T. V. Hendricks, Jay
ijlauer, R. J. Izant, C. W. Mears,
harles E. Percy, George A. Ruther-
'ird, Frank Strock, Paul Teas and Tim
jhrift.

\pecial Libraries Assoriatioii

[ Announces that in addition to the
ijneral sessions to be held jointly with
le American Library Association, at

tie Fifteenth Annual Convention at
laratoga Springs, June .30 to July 6,

liere will be group meetings of special
iterest, such as financial, technical,
vie, insurance and commercial-indus-
ial librarians. Source lists on market
^lalysis and statistics, advertising,
iiles management, etc., will be pre-
'nted by librarians of the Harvard
lusiness School, Bureau of Railway
ponomicF ; New York Federal Reserve
jank; William T. Grant Company;
jarton, Durstine & Osborn; the Kip-
i.iger Agency, Washington.

finneapolis Daily Star Company
I Newly organized, has acquired the
jrmer Minnesota Star, now known as
je Minneapolis Daily Star. The busl-
|!ss staff remains unchanged; the ofR-
Irs and directors are: President, John
jiompson; Vice-President, Thomas
'an Lear; Treasurer, A. B. Frizzell;
^;cretary, H. D. Bratter, and H. Stan-
ly Hanson.

. DeWitt Hill

Associated with the H. K. McCann
jmpany since its inception, has been
Jcted treasurer and director, to suc-
ed J. P. Hallman, recently deceased.

vp.ning Bulletin

A new daily newspaper for New
3rk, will be published by the New
3rk Examiner Company, a new corpo-
tion, June 18. Frederick W. Enrigh*:,
iblished of the Boston Evening Tele-
'am, and the Telegram-News, Lynn,
ass., is president and treasurer;
rank P. Flaherty, at one time general
anager of the New York Herald and
e New York Evening Telegram, Is,

cretary and business manager; John
Gallagher is advertising director.

A GAS EXHIBIT IN A BANK
—how one gas company tells

its consumers of the increasing

importance of gas in industry.

ILLLISTRATED is a display of the Providence Gas Company
made in a prominent place in the lobby of the Khode
Island Hospital Trust Company. The story of gas was told

by means of transparencies, which could be seen on either side

and in the background.

Ti e show case contained samples of articles made by twenty-

seven different firms using gas for some heat process in their

making. These consisted of soft metal products, dyes and
chemicals, refined gold and silver, artificial pearls, roasted

coffee, jewelry, heat treated steel, newspaper stereotypes,

jewelers' enamel, cork tiling, singed silk yams, soldered tin

containers, fused glass heads on mop pins, confectionery,

soldered silverware, singed textiles, bread, annealed automobile

radiator tubing, japanned buttons, sprinkler heads and acces-

sories, annealing, core baking, heat treated tool steel, brass

and aluminum castings, babbitt bearings, icecream cones.

Permanently illuminated was the following: "IF IT'S DONE
WITH HEAT YOU CAN DO IT BETTER WITH GAS. Gas
as a fuel plays an important part in the manufacture of many
Providence products. We show a selection, there are, of

course, many others."

This is typical of the educational promotion work gas com.

panics the country over are doing and explains in part t'le

extraordinary expansion now going on in the gas industry.

You are urged to ask for data on the market for your prod-

ucts in this important industry.

Gas Age-Record, 52 VanderbUt Ave., New York
The only A. B. C. & A. B. P. paper serving this fie'd

We also publish Broivns Directory of American Gas

Companies and the Gas Engineering and Appliance

Catalogue.

''Spokesmanjur the gas industry"
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Turn the Spotlight

on Your Markets

THIS book will prove a helpful guide for all

who are interested in the scientific analysis

and organization of markets. It gets right

into the very heart of the subject. It enables

the executive to turn the spotlight upon his

marketijig problems—it tells him how and where
to get the facts he needs—how to analyze them^

—

how to use them profitably.

Market Analysis
Its Principles and Methods

by

PERCIVAL WHITE
Research Engineer

340 pages, 5jv x 8, 52 charts and diagrams,
$3.50 net. postpaid

White has made MARKET ANALYSIS a real -How"
book. It is practical from preface to index—filled to

the covers with specific advice and workable ideas. The
boob has "use" written all over it.

Plfty-two charts, diagrams, sample letters and ques
tionnaires are given to show you how market researcli

work has been done by others, and to Rive the reader
a plan of campaign for a survey of his own.

One feature that will instantly appeal to the execu-
tive is the very thorough outline at the beginning of

each chapter of the contents of that chapter, arrange-!
In question form. Many a problem will clear itself up
simply by the application of these questions to it.

The book explains
-what market analysis is

-what it does.

-how to approach market-
problems.

—how market research
work is carried on.

—how to make a market
survey.

—how to obtain the de-
sired data.

—how to make up the data
questionnaire,

-how to assemble and
analyze data.

—how to study the ulti-

mate consumer in the
aggregate.

1 to compute potential
narkets.
V to determine chief

market.—how to determine best
channels of distribu-

—how to determine adver-
tising appeal.—how to analyze the for-

eign field.—how to present market
data—form, style, il-

lustrations, etc.

—how to make a prelimi-
nary analysis from
known facts.

Chapter Headings
I.—How Market Surveys Are Made. II.—Methods

of Securing Data. III.—Assembling and Analyzing
Data. IV.—Presenting the Data. V.—Organizing the
Market Survey. VI.—Determining the Problem. VII.

—

The Preliminary Analysis. VIII.—The Product to be
Marketed. IX.—The Company. X.—The Industry in
General. XI.—Competition. XII.—The Company's
Customers. XIII.—Tlie Ultimate Consumer. XIV.

—

The Nature and Size of the Market. XV.—Potentiali-
ties and Limitations of the Market. XVI.—Distribu-
tion. XVII.—Sales and Advertising. XVIII.—Foreign
Markets. XIX.—Applying the Market Survey to Busi-
ness. Bibliography. Index.

See it free

McGRAW-HILL
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., Inc.

370 Seventh Ave., New York

You may send me for 10 days' examination
White's Market Analysis. $.>.50 net, postpaid.
I agree to pay for the hook or return it post-
paid vi'ithin ten days of receipt.

Signed

Address

Position

Company
A.F. 6 1S.J4

—and Now
Concerning Copy

Why men's shoes, as shown in some
magazine advertisements, must look

like a badly-focused effort on the part

of a frightened Brownie camera to

catch the tail of a retreating beaver,

is something the shoemakers will have
to answer for in another world where
people go barefoot.

Listen to Alexander Woollcott, in

"Enchanted Aisles": "It is one of the

customs of the parvenus among the

intelligentsia to extol the art of Mr.
Chaplin in one breath and to use the

next for the purpose of deploring the

boisterous comicalities in which he in-

dulges." He might have been writing

about the same parvenus who (1)

call advertising a "very psychological

game," though they (personally) are

uninfluenced by advertising, and (2)

want to tear down all the billboards

though their incomes are somewhat
derived from tire stocks.

"The saw-tooth-pointed bristle tufts

dig in after tartar germs like a dog
digging in for a rabbit," advises a

Prophylactic advertisement. Such a

goings-on, and inside the mouth!

After an exhaustive field survey of

printed advertisements, it is possible

to report without breach of confidence
that a great many of them consist in

plain bad writing.

Under the arresting headline "Im-
mortality," the Tobey Studios depose
like this:

In the Tobey Studios patient liands,
.sliilled in the arts of woodcraft, loving-
ly breathe their old-world magic into
forms of immortal beauty.

And so on. What this world needs is

more patient hands writing copy,
hands that breathe some of their new
word magic into forms of unmixed
metaphor.
There used to be a pair of those

breathing hands out in Berkey & Gay's
factory in Grand Rapids, belonging to

a twelve-syllable Dutchman. In answer
to interviews regarding his art, he re-

plied, uniformly, "Yaa." But when his

hands began to breathe with a wood-
carver's chisel, he cut clear grammar.

The other day I sent out an invita-

tion. I asked 2.50,000 people to meet
me at a certain point at a certain time,

to hear something to their advantage.
I knew they would be there, because it

was on their regular beat, and it

wouldn't interrupt the habit of their

lives. I had a tall rostrum put up,

and magnifiers installed, so that nr

voice would reach all parts of tl

crowd. I determined to dress well, s

that even if the sound of my voic

was lost, or its quality was (as I

often told) unpleasant, they would nc

leave without some trace of favorabl

impression. I tried to vn-ite my mei

sage tersely and in the common lai

guage, and I rehearsed my gestures i

some pains.

In other words, I wrote a piece o

copy for insertion in a city newspape

It would be easy to dismiss the fo

lowing paragraph of copy as pur

gurry, but it would be unfair to dis

miss it:

"The Columbine Odor is a bouque
of all the love-making wiles of the win
some stage character, Columbine. Bu
it is much more, for there is put in i

a wholesome freshness which neve

stales, never tires, and grows more illu

sively subtle as it lingers for days aftei

It gives the very best for beauty an.

grace and sweetness, just as ColumWn™
on the world's stage for centuries ha

been the winning love-making characji

ter of all the wiles of feminine rol
mance."

Mebbe so. But it would be unfair tfl

dismiss it, as we said, for pure gur

For the copywriter here has had
battle royal of sensational language

and out of it has come something al

most like a genuine sensation. A sen

sation of something, we aren't sun

what, and a sensation with all th

sense left out.

Look at the words he used: romaiut

feminine, wiles, love-making, winning

world's, sweetness, grace, beauty, best

lingers, subtle, illusively, freshness

stales (enter by rear door), winsome

stage, bouquet.

That's a pretty formidable coUectioi

of goo with which to build a shor

paragraph. The wonder is not tha

after he had shaken it all up in thi

hat, what came out was not sense, bu

there was left even pseudo-sensation.

(Of course milady, toilette, gentli'

wottMn, complement and luxury ap

peared here and there.)

"What's wtiong with this picture'.'

inquires the headline of a Keystnii

Watch advertisement (p. 211, S. E. /'

5-10-24). In answer would say: nctli

ing much is wrong with the pictine is

cept the suspicion that some of Ni'i'

man Rockwell's figures have once mon

wandered over into somebody else

;

signature, just as now and then om

sees legs that would be Coles Phillips

(if they were a little more shapely)

and blue skies that would like to hi

Mr. Parrish's.
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Some Responsibilities

of Advertising Clubs

By Don Francisco

President, Pacific Coast Advertising Clubs
Association

IT
is well to remind ourselves that

advertising associations have been

formed not for us, but 6j/ us, for

advertising. They fulfill their real

mission to us only when they serve

business. We form local advertising

clubs to do for advertising and business

those things which we cannot accom-

plish single-handed.

We should be advertising clubs in

fact as well as in name, and by our

constructive work in the field of adver-

tising win and hold the respect and

support of advertising men as well as

others in our respective communities.

Advertising clubs need not devote

their primary attention to civic boost-

ing, jazz and light entertainment. Why
encroach upon the work of the chamber

of commerce? Is there either a need

or a place for another Rotary, Kiwanis,

Lions or other similar club? Don't

most people look to the theater, the

concert hall, the cabaret or the dance

floor for the kind of entertainment they

prafer? Why should an advertising

club try to compete with all these splen-

did organizations?

Advertising clubs were formed to

serve advertising. Advertising needs

study and exploitation. Men and
women engaged in advertising work
want to find out how to us it more
;effectively. The public needs to be

taught what advertising is and does.

JThe counterfeiters of advertising need

'to be weeded out.

I
Surely, here are enough jobs to keep

any advertising club busy, and at the

same time interesting. And no organi-

zation will do this work unless adver-

tising clubs do it. None pretends to

even attempt it.

Advertising is a vital, social and eco-

nomic force in modern life and busi-

ness. It touches everyone, at some
point, whether he be buyer, seller, mer-
chant, manufacturer, printer, pub-
lisher or advertising man. It exerts a

powerful influence in every community.
The influences of good advertising

are so far-reaching that if a club serves

advertising it serves its members and
its community, and in a way that no
other club can.

Every advertising club with a large

membership should have a Round Table
or Study Circle. Otherwise the day
will come when it will not have the
support of the advertising men of the

community and will be an advertising
club in name only.

To make advertising better under-
stood, to make it more effective, to

make it more honest, to make it per-
form a greater service—these should
be the aims of every advertising club.

Prom the president's report to the mem-
bers of the Pacific Coast Advertising Clubs
association, at its annual business session,
Fresno, Cal.

This Ctanging of Agencies

Is it Sound Practice?

THE agency that has just lost an account says;

"no." The one that secures it says: "yes."

An agent's viewpoint is seemingly a bit biased.

Therefore, I'll not venture a view point, but cite

an instance.

Two years ago we first called on one of New
York's big Hghting fixture concerns. Last August
the account was finally placed with us. The Pres-

ident, however, took pains to make it plain that he
had absolutely no fault to find with his former

agent, of long standing. He changed, simply be-

cause in the broadened stage of their business, we
as specialists in the building material field, had a

knowledge, an experience and a proven service,

that particularly met his Company's expanded

needs. Furthermore, he liked the idea of the per-

sonal service, which, as a so called "small agency,"

he was convinced we could give.

To this instance let us add that a

number of our accounts have been
with us 14 years. Two for 17 years,

which is the number of years we have
specialized in the advertising of build-

ing materials.

1ZITHILL Advertising Agemcy
L. \V. C. TUTHILL. President

J[

1133 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

DISPLAY advertising forms of Advertising and

Selling Fortnightly close one week preceding

the date of issue.

Classified advertising forms are held open imtil the

Saturday before the publication date.

Thus, space reservations for display advertise-

ments to appear in the July 2nd issue must reach us

not later than June 25th. Classified advertisements

will be accepted up to Saturday noon, June 28th.
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Jitters That Qome In

The J)fCormng's ^Mail

"You and your editors are rendering a

fine service in giving a different view-

point which one can grasp at the first

glance without reading columns of ir-

relevant matter. . . . You are get-

ting out a cracker-jack publication."

Advertising
and Selling ^^

FORTNIGHTLY

Why Should Industrial

Copy Be Technical?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24]

The concluding paragraph is th(

only "advertisy" paragraph in thi

advertisement, and even it is pitche(

in a natural conversational tone

from its opening expression, "We re

count this story," to its close, "watei

tanks and so on" (instead of "etc.

etc.").

Such an advertisement, technica

in subject though it must be, i;

nevertheless human in treatment
and because of that fact calculatec

to interest the prospective buyer no

only as an engineer or technical mai
but also as a man, interested ii

news of what other men are doinj

and how they have overcome ob

stacles.

Instead of being technically stuff;

or advertisingly boastful, it tells thi:

story much as the president of thi

company might have related it fo

the benefit of the man who had t"

write the copy. '

In a recent article on industria

marketing a writer in this publican

tion observed: "Too much industria

advertising is prepared to fill a cer,

tain space in a business journal ot

some other medium of advertising

whereas the end required is not t'

fill white space with words or pic

tures, but to fill the minds of a cer

tain group of prospects with a sales

stimulating idea about the produc

or service."

Certainly this Horton advertise

ment measures up to that rather dii

ficult requirement. '

Power, Alexander & Jenkins

Detroit. Recently secured foUowin
accounts: Velie Motors Corporatioi

Moline, III.; Westcott Motor Car Con
pany, Springfield, Ohio; Frost Chi

Co., Cleveland, manufacturers of a sol

drink dispenser; Hargreaves, Inc., D<

troit, automobile and truck tires; Oi'

king Burner Sales Corporation, Dc

troit, manufacturers of oil burners fc

house furnaces.

Jarvis A. Wood
Senior member of N. W. Ayer

Son, Philadelphia, has been electe

president of the Poor Richard Club (

that city, and will represent the clu

at the London Convention.

Advertising Club of Bridgeport

Elected following at its annual mee
ing. May 27: Hoyt Catlin, advertisin

manager the Bryant Electric Con
pany was reelected president; vic<

president, Miss Esther Lyman; seen

tary and treasurer, HoUis Stevensoi

who was also elected to represent tt

club at the London Convention.
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The Trademark Clinic

(

Letters that are addressed to Roy W.
mark Editor, Advertising and Selling

Vanderbilt Avenue, New York, asking

mark questions, will be answered promptly

By Roy W. Johnson
The long drawn-out controversy be-

reen the Beechnut Packing Company
,id P. Lorillard Company over the use

. the word "Beech-Nut" as a trade-

irk for cigarettes has culminated in

.decision by the District Court in favor
i the tobacco concern: the Packing
>mpany's complaint being dismissed

iefly on the ground that the trade-

ark had not been technically aban-

ned by Lorillard during the period

tween 1911 and 1915 when it was
lowed to lie dormant. Both concerns

|.d acquired the trademark from pre-

cessors, and in each case use had
en more or less continuous since

metime in the 1890's. There is prob-

ly a good chance that an appeal vdll

I taken, and the decision may be

versed by the higher courts, but the

:tory for the time being rests with
^e Lorillard Company in spite of the

ct that the words are identical, and
e designs superficially similar.

The case is worth watching, in case

;
an appeal, for the reason that there

)e numbers of instances of like char-
Iter in which the same word is used
a trademark for different kinds of

ods, and a reversal of the District

lurt's opinion would probably lead

;jny other concerns to attempt to re-

ve themselves from embarrassing
infusion. The generally accepted doc-
:ine is that unless the goods are "of
;e same descriptive properties," the

Ime trademark can legally be used by
'o or more concerns. The Circuit

[mrts have already broadened this

ictrine somewhat, by enjoining the use
!
"Aunt Jemima" as a trademark for

'nip (Aunt Jemima Co. vs. Rigney,
17 Fed. 407), and the word "Overland"
1 a trademark for tires (Akron-Over-
'nd Tire Co. vs. Willys-Overland Co.

I3 Fed. 674) . Those, however, were
Ises in which the goods were com-
snly used together, and ordinarily as-

ciated in the popular mind. If the
j'Ctrine can be still further extended
[• a reversal of the lower court's opin-

|n in the Beechnut case, involving pro-
iicts as different as food products and
jbacco, it will be a matter of consider-
i)le importance to a great many con-
jrns in other lines.

I * * *

I
Some time ago the statement was
lade in this department that trade-
jark infringement is a two-edged
iTOrd that cuts both ways ; that the
llopter of a mark must not only guard
rainst invading the rights of others,
it should avoid giving others the
iportunity to invade his rights.

idging from some correspondence re-

ived on the subject, the significance

of that remark was not altogether clear,

and it seems worth some additional

comment.
What business men should remember,

and what they are very likely to forget,

is this: that the practical value of a

trademark depends, not upon what the

courts have to say about it, but upon
what the general, uninformed, and un-

interested public thinks that it means.

It is the housewife who orders her

groceries over the telephone, the man
who dashes into the haberdashery on

his way to catch a train, the youngster

who passes his nickel or dime across

the counter, that determines the effect

of a trademark, be the legal technicali-

ties what they may. If these people

in the aggregate have an absolutely

clear-cut and definite idea as to the

goods they want, and if they clearly

recognize those goods when they get

them, the trademark is effective. If

their ideas are hazy and confused, so

that they are not positively certain that

they want "Bond" Bread instead of

"Warranty" or "Certified" Bread, they

are apt to accept any one of these

brands in place of another. It does

not cut one way exclusively, be it noted,

but all three ways at once.

The manufacturer who is contemplat-
ing the adoption of a trademark some-
times finds that it is similar to a mark
already in use by a competitor, or that

it suggests a similar idea to the mind
of the customer. Shall he take it, or

leave it? What is the test? Well, the

test that is most frequently applied, un-

fortunately, is the legal test. He asks

his lawyer to dig up the precedents,

and tell him whether he can get away
with it in case the competitor brings

suit against him. In other words, what
can the competitor do to him in the

courts? The important point, however,

is what the competitor can do to him
in the public mind. If he wants to

use the trademark merely as a com-
petitive weapon, all well and good per-

haps, but if he intends to establish

something definite in the minds of the

reople with the trademark as a firm

foundation, a little elementary psy-

chology will tell him more than all the

citations his legal department can dig

up for him.

The courts, be it noted, are bound by
precedent, and must of necessity be so

if there is to be any stability in the

law. The public, however, is under no

such restrictions, and nobody is at all

likely to change his understanding of a

word in accordance with a court de-

cision that he never heard of.

("hie of our clients recenti;
wanted to stimulate bU!
a certain industry. Our test
produced 10% inquiries and by
the end of 1924 it is eiitimated
that sales to this industry will
be double that of any previous
year. And yet some people say
that bumness is bad. Of course
business will not respond to or-

dinary sales methods an.v more
than a very sick man responds
to the ministrations of an ordin-
ary physician. If you are wise
you will get the best Sales
Specialist you can find to pro-

mote more sales for your busi-

ness. Tell us your sales prob-
lem and we'll submit rough
suggestions.

Ednard H. Sehulze. Inc.
Direct Mail .\dverti.tinK
Woolworth Bnlldine

Sl

Irresistible Convincing Sales

Letters

$5 each; series three $12.50. Broad experience
has taught us the points that sell. Also furnish
oTTiplete sales service. Outline your proposition
fully.

LEBRECHT, WACO, TEXAS
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All Under One Roof

Our literature does the talking and

selling for you

SALES LETTERS BROADSIDES
HOUSE ORGANS BOOKLETS
CIRCULARS ADVERTISEMENTS
LEAFLETS PROSPECTUS

IVritten :: IlluUrated Printed

ADVERTISING SERVICE CONCERN
829 Marbndge BIdg. New York

Phone Fil: Rov 02-46

FREDERICK A. HANNAH
AND ASSOCIATES

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
MARKETING COUNSEL

32 WEST 40th STREET : NEW YORK

BOOT AND SHOE RECORDER
BOSTON

"The Great National Shoe Weekly.'" The Indis-
pensable adriser on shoe styles and shoe merchan-
dising of the best-rated retail shoe merchants of

this country. Circulation 13,423 copies weekly.
(Member A. B. C. ) First choice of the advertiser
of shoes, leathers, hosiery or shoe-store goods.
Member Associated Business Papers, Inc.

ONE PHOTO WILL SAY MORE
THAN A THOUSAND WORDS

Fifty thousand striking photos for displaj
Bds. house organs, general Illustrating, taken
In U. S. and 50 foreign countries.

EWIIVG GALLOWAY
USE. 28th St. Dept. G New York

Everything Old
in King

Papier Cole,

Mache Inc.

CANTON, OHIO

Jewish Daily Forward, New York
Jewish Daily Forward Is the world's largest Jewish
daily. A. B.C. circulation equal to combined total
circulation of all Jewish newspapers published. A
leader in every Jewish coniniunity throughout the
United States. A Home paper of distinction. A
result producer of undisputed merit. Carries the
largest volume of local and national advertising.
Renders effective merchandising service. Bates on

CiSjSsi^
VISUALIZATIONS

"A Good Idea in the

rough is tvorth two
ideas in the jrame."

uy.

(Q Wide World Photo

The royal cortege leaving the Wembley Park exposition grounds aftet

the formal opening of the Great Empire Exhibition, London

Going to London
A Joint Program of the Business

Papers Departmental and the National
Industrial Advertisers Association De-
partmental has been prepared for the
London Convention. It vifill be partici-
pated in by The Periodical, Trade
Press, and Weekly Newspaper Proprie-
tors' Association, Ltd., the Associated
Business Papers, Inc., and the National
Industrial Advertisers Association.
The complete program is as follows:

General Session
Tuesday Afternoon, July 15

Chairman, Fritz J. Frank, president Asso-
ciated Business t'apers. Inc. (president Iron
Age Publisiiing Company, New Yorli).

Addresses will be made by the following

:

Jesse H. Neal, secretary-manager, Asso-
ciated Business Papers, and secretary of
the A. A. C. of W. Subject : "The Business
Paper—The Main Highway to Specific
American Marliets."

Philip C. Gunion, advertising manager.
The Hyatt Roller Bearing Company, Harri-
son, N, J. Subject : "How the Hyatt Roller
Bearing Company Uses Business Papers."
Harry Tipper, secretary, The Class Jour-

nal Company, New York. Subject : "Indus-
trial Cooperation in the United States, and
the Business Papers."

Sir Ernest Benn, Bart., C.B.E. (Benn
Bros., Ltd,),

J. C. McQuiston, manager. Department of
Publicity, 'Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Subject : "Factors to Be Considered in Writ-
ing Advertising Copy."

Second Session
Wednesday Morning, July 16

General Subject—"Industrial Markets."
Chairman, Julius S. Holl, vice-president the
National Industrial Advertisers Association
(advertising manager Link-Belt Company,
Chicago).

Addresses will be made by the following

:

Malcolm Muir, vice-president McGraw-
Hill Company. New York, illustrated with
charts and lantern slides. Subject : "Indus-
trial Markets of America."

Rennet Chapiile, director of publicity, the
.\nifrican Rollini,' Mills Company, Middle-
low ii, oiii.i. ,Sulnc(t: "Some Industrial Ad-
v.itisinu Achi,'vciii,.ms in the U, S. A,"

Kt. H..ri. Lord Kiddell.
O. W. Morrison, publicity manager, Inger-

soll-Rand Company, New Y'ork. Subject

:

"Mechanics of Industrial Advertising and
Today's Practice."
Kwan S. Agnew CPT.nch).
Ezra W. Clark, .advertising manager, Clark

Tructractor Company, Buch.anan, Mich.
Subject : '"The Use of Direct Mail in Indus-
trial Advertising."

E. P. Blanchard, advertising manager,
The Bullard Machine Tool Company, Bridge-

port, Conn. Subject : "Advertising and Mar
Keting to the Machine Tool Industry in th-

U. S. A."
Third Session

Wednesday Afternoon, July 16
General Subject—"Trade Markets." Chair

man. Sir Edward Iliffe, G.B.E. (Iliffe <(,
Sons, Ltd.).

1

1

Addresses will be made by the foUowine I

A. C. Pearson, vice-president United Pu»! 1

lishers Corporation, New York. Subject
"Distribution in American Markets."
M. P. Gould, M. P. Gould Company, ad

vertising agents. New York. Subject : "Thf,

Place of Dealer Papers in American Na
tional Advertising Plans."

Captain A. U. M. Hudson (Morgan Bros
(Publishers), Ltd.). Subject: "Distributioi
to British Markets."

Keith J. Evans, advertising manager. Jo-

seph T. Ryerson & Son. Chicago, 111. Sub
ject : "Cooperation Between the Sales ant
Advertising Departments."

Colonel Hutchinson (The London Pres.'^

Exchange). Subject: "Advertising in Rela
tion to the Distribution of Mei'chandise t<

British Markets."
* * *

Delegates to the London conventioi

who wear glasses are advised to tak(

along an extra pair, or else carry theii

prescription with them to avoid pes

sible inconvenience.

Golf will play an important pari

in the post-convention program. Lore

Riddell, British publisher and goU
enthusiast, has invited all the delegate:

who are devotees of the game to b(

his guests at the Walton Heath Coursi

near London on July 18. A medal-plaj
competition will be held in the morn
ing, the winner of which will receivi

The News of the World Gold Cup
which is to be competed for annuallj

at the conventions of the A. A. C. of W
In the afternoon will be held a four
ball competition against par. Lore

Riddell has also promised prizes U
winners in the various events.

Delegates who intend to play a1

Walton Heath should send their clul

handicap, as well as the par or bogej

of their course, and state whether thej

are handicapped on the par or bogej

of their course, as soon as possible

to Richard R. Mamlok, chairman
American Golf Committee, A. A. C
of W., 383 Madison Avenue, New Yori
City.
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W^hat Are the Boundaries

of Agency Service?
[CONTINUED PROM PAGE 21]

peration amply indicates the truth

f this.

Furthermore, I assert that -well-

managed concerns which advertise

ave suffered from the development

f side functions in agency practice,

gencies are today definitely organ-

2ed to service concerns which re-

uire these various forms of outside

lanagement—the side functions are

uilt into established agency prac-

ice at the cost of the creative func-

tion. Agencies expect to be called on

i) give managerial assistance. Firms
|/hich are, in themselves, adequate

D their managerial needs must,

herefore, use agencies organized to

lurnish crutches to ineptly managed
oncerns. As a result, the well-

lanaged concern actually gets either

';ss or a lower grade of creative

ervice than it is entitled to. It is

elping to pay for the crutches it

[oes not need.

ij^OR the answers to the first

. two questions I would, therefore,

rgue that there has been a monetary
')ss to agency stockholders on the

ne hand and a service loss to well-

\ianaged concerns on the other. The
ingle gainer from the development

13 the concern which lacked adequate

management and was able to make
|p for its deficiencies through its

agency's helping hand. (It is also

rue that some sellers of advertising

ommodities have gained, as have
ilso many people who now augment
gency organizations—the more cap-

ble of the latter, however, would be

:a advertisers' payrolls if agencies

ad not so kindly assumed the re-

sponsibility for their pay checks.)

To the third question I would say

nqualifiedly, "Yes—the job of an
]gency is first and foremost and,

I'hen necessary, nothing else but,

lie formulation of the most effective

dvertising plan and the creation

;f the most effective advertising."

lentil an agency has handled that

i3sponsibility to the maximum of its

possibilities, it has not fulfilled its

iiajor function. If it does that and
;;ill shows a too-generous profit

iiargin, then, and then only, should

j: be privileged to play at sales

^lanagering and general manager-
[ig or anything else that the client

jjggests and the agency will undei'-

'ike.

Right there, in my opinion, lies

the real peril in the development
which we see today.

The message is being sacrificed.

The emphasis is on accessory ser-

vices at the cost of the one thing
which the buying public sees.

The public is being fed under-
powered copy and second-rate dis-

plays, and advertising as a whole is

suffering. The advertising pages
aren't up to their possibilities in

appeal, in interest, in effectiveness

—and the same holds true of all

other forms of advertising. Adver-
tising, as a whole, is not as produc-

tive as it should be.

Somebody may be able to reply

to this in a manner that will crush-

ingly refute every contention that I

have made, proving me wrong, en

bloc and in toto, on every point.

Nevertheless, I still know one
thing—that when my present propo-

sition is ready for and needs the

services of an advertising agency,

I will look to the agency I select

for one major ability and will blindly

ignore all embroidery—and that will

be its advertising ability, which I

take to mean its capacity for effec-

tive advertising planning and crea-

tion. That's quite enough to ask

of 15 per cent. The agency which
offers me more, that suggests it is

equipped to business-manage my
company, will be viewed with sincere

distrust. I'll hire my agency to get

my message before the buying public

in its most forceful form and in the

right places—that will keep it plenty

busy.

I thank you.

J. Ward Crankshntv

Sales manager of the Bethlehem Gas
Company, Allentown, Pa., has been
elected president of the Advertising
Club of that city.

The Six-Point League

New York. Elected the following
officers and committees at the annual
meeting, June 5: President, Joseph F.

Finley; vice-president, F. P. Motz;
treasurer, W. D. Ward; secretary, M.
P. Linn. Executive committee, Ralph
R. Mulligan, George R. Katz, John
Budd, H. G. Halsted, John O'Mara, F.

St. John Richards, W. H. Lawi-ence,

M. D. Hunton, G. A. Riley and A. W.
Rowland. Representative advertising
bureau A. N. P. A., T. E. Conklin.

The Advertising Copy Contest
closed June 15th. Watch for the
announcement of the prize win-
ner. The winning advertisement
will appear early in Tnly.

They all say

"It's a great book."

-Advertising managers, agency
e.xecutives, copy writers, teachers
of advertising, and advertising
publications unanimously endorse

ADVERTISING
COPY

By
Prof. George B. Hotchkiss
Chairman,

al value is due to the fact

that Professor Hotchkiss combines the
viewpoint of the teacher and that of the
practical business man. His book con-
tains the results of twelve years of study
and practical experience in writing copy
and training copy writers. It helps not
only the novice, but also the expert
advertising man.

Opinions That Count
'crtising says : "This
ought to be in the

advertising man who
at all in Advertising
the expert as well as
well-known agency ex-

fills a very delinite
100%.*' A professor
narks: "The element
; particularly was the
ychological principles

and practice through-

Associated Adz
is a book which
hands of every
has any interest

Copy. It is for
the student." A
ecutive says: "It
need and fills it

of psychology rei

that impressed m<
adherence to i)s

which you preach
out."

The Consensus of

Opinion
of those who have examined it is that
it is a standard working tool for every
advertising man who has any interest

in copy. We want you to examine it

and judge its value for yourself. Send
us the coupon below and we will mail
you a copy immediately. If you are
not well satisfied with the investment
you can return the book and the pur-
chase price will be refunded. Mail the

coupon today.

Harper & Brothers

Publishers

A. F. 6-lS-LM
HARPER & BROTHERS,
49 East 33rd Street. New York Ciiy.

A.Mress

City State.
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Sales Managers
What Are Your

Problems?

Mr. V. V. Lawless, gen-

eral sales manager of a

nationally known com-
pany, has had the follow-

ing articles in the Fort-

nightly :

n Sept. 26, 1923 "When the Sales-

man Asks for a Raise."

n Oct. 10, 1923 "The Salesman's
Expense Account."

D Nov. 7, 1923 "Getting the Free
Goods Deal Back to Regular
List Prices."

D Nov. 21, 1923 "The Salesman
Who Wants to Be an Execu-
tive."

D Dec. 19, 1923 "The Salesman
Who Always Breaks the Rules."

D Jan. 2, 1924 "Getting the

Credit Man Into the Sales De-
partment."

D Jan. 16, 1924 "The Salesman
Who Gets Into Financial Diffi-

culties."

n Jan. 30, 1924 "The Glad-Hand
Buyer Who Places No Orders."

D Feb. 13, 1924 "When Salesmen
Ask for 'Impossible' Advertis-
ing."

n Mar. 12, 1924 "The Salesman
with Too Much Territory."

D Apr. 9, 1924 "Teaching the
Salesman How to Close."

There are a few copies

of each issue available at

15c. each.

Check those desired and
mail now to

Advertising
and Selling Q

FOrVTNICHTLY

Prices!

This matter of prices "gets" me.
I cannot make head or tail of it. Take
pretty much any article of food you can
think of; the difference between the

price asked for it in one grocery or
delicatessen store and that asked in

another is almost beyond belief.

For example: At Blanks (a large de-

partment store with a correspondingly
large grocery department) the price of

Roquefort cheese is 69 cents a pound.
At uptown delicatessen stores it is $1
a pound ; or more. At a cut-price meat
store on upper Broadway they offer it

at 59 cents a pound.
Here is a "spread" of 41 cents a

pound—a difference of nearly 70 per
cent.

Is the cut-price store doing business

on too small a margin of profit or are
the delicatessen stores taking advan-
tage of the fact that they are open
when competing stores are closed?

As to Speculation

Last Friday I sold at a loss of sev-

eral hundred dollars a hundred shares

of stock which I have been holding for

four years. Twice, since I bought this

stock, I could have disposed of it at a

substantial profit. I did not do so, once

because I was out of town and, another
time, because I thought it would "go
higher."

This is not the first or the second or

the third time I have had similar experi-

ences. I have no complaint to make in

regard to them because my losses have
been offset, in part at least, by sales

which have yielded profits.

But, for some reason or another, this

particular transaction has led to my
doing a little thinking in regard to

speculation in stocks, and it may inter-

est readers of this column to know what
conclusions I have reached.

Here they are: Speculation is a busi-

ness—as much so as advertising or sell-

ing shoes or anything else. It is, more-
over, a business for which relatively

few men are qualified. It is, once more,

a business to which one must devote

oneself wholly and entirely. If one
cannot do that, one should leave it

severely alone. To take an occasional

"flyer," as most business men do, from
time to time, is to invite disaster. But

that, in my opinion, is not half so
as the fact that men who speculatf
casually, almost always give so muc
time and thought to their commitment
that they neglect matters which, if at

tended to systematically, produce brea
and butter for them.

If men who have surplus wealth t

invest would stick to first mortgag
bonds, yielding ordinarily not more tha
5% per cent, or the preferred stoci

of well-managed industrial concerns ei

gaged in the manufacture of the nece;

sities of life, they would, in the Ion

run, be very much better off. / knou
But I am not complaining.

His Turn to Tell a Story
Some months ago, I referred to th

case of a man, a former business as

sociate of mine, who was endeavorin
to find the position in the busines
world for which his qualifications an
experience fitted him ; but who w;j

continually confronted by the fact th;

he was "too old." He's 48!

During X's enforced idleness, I di

what little I could—it was not mucb
to help him.

At one stage in the course of hi

campaign to make a satisfactory col

nection, he wrote to the presidents C

several advertising agencies, outlinin

his experience and suggesting that li

might be of service to some of the!

clients. To these letters, I am gla

to be able to say, he received in tli

majority of cases, a prompt and kindl

invitation to call.

When he did so, he was receive

courteously and with every evid
of a desire to be of service to him.

However, in the case of three advei

tising agencies, he was treated in

way that left a very bad taste in li

mouth.
Two months or so ago, X "landed

He has the best job he ever had,
bigger salary and greater authorit

Furthermore, he is the factor in tl

sales and advertising activities of 0\

of the largest industrial enterprises !

the country.

Call it coincidence if you please, bi

it is a fact that representatives of tv

of the three advertising agencies whi(

"treated him rough" have called (

him. He received them with a smili^

face, offered them a cigar from tl

customers' box and listened to the

stories with all the interest they con

ask. When they finished, he told V

callers a story. You are allowed 0)

guess as to what it was.

The moral? There isn't any.

JamoC.
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Recently Published

By the Farm Journal, New York.

—

'Year Book for 1924." Contains 216

lages of indexed statistics relating to

arm markets. $1.

By Concrete-Cement Age Publish-
NG Co., Detroit.

—"What is a Cement
'lant?" Illustrated booklet containing

letailed table of costs and facts about
'arious factors involved in the erec-

ion and maintenance of a cement
ilant.

By Harper & Brothers, New York.
—"Advertising Copy," by George Bur-
,on Hotchkiss. Principles of copy writ-

ng. Illustrated. Price, $3,50.

By Nbtw York American, New York.
-"The Facts About the Summer Slump
I Business." An interesting research

ly Freling Foster, which discloses in

6 charts that contrary to general

X i^m

Monthly Vftriatioiu

SAVINGS DEPOSITS

NEW YORK CITY

1921-1922-1923

ipinion there is little or no decrease in

msiness in New York during the
nonths of July and August. The ac-

lual fluctuations in the principal
iranches of business have been plotted

fraphically, each chart being devoted
o a particular trade or activity.

By U. P. C. Book Company, Inc.,

fJew York—"Advertising the Retail

Store," by Benjamin H. Nanim, with
foreword by Arthur Brisbane. Illus-

irated and instructive description of
nethods employed by A. I. Namm's
department store in Brooklyn, New
Hfork. Price, $2.50.

By Commercial Engraving Pub-
JSHING Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

—

Commercial Engraving and Print-

ng." by Charles W. Hackleman. A
aanual of practical instruction and
eference covering commercial illus-

irating and printing by all processes.
iVnyone having occasion at some time
T other to come in contact with the
orinting and allied trades will find this

oluminous work an excellent book of
eference, covering as it does 35 re-

ated subjects. 840 pages, over 1500
[lustrations; $15, postpaid.

Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is 36 cents .a line—6 pt. type. When larger

type is used charge is based on 6 pt. line space basis. Minimum charge $1.80. Forms close Satiu"day

Business Opportunities

Ask for your copy of our Bulletin at

your home address. Harris-Dibble Com-
pany, 345 Madison Ave., New York City.

NEW YORK REPRESENTATION
All round, reliable advertising man with ov

offices and banking references wants to rcprese

a reliable publisher or agency. Box 147, Ad
and Selling. SI Vanderbilt Ave., New York Cit

$10,000.00

Will buy controlling interest in $25,000.00 Ad-
vertising Agency Inc. Business in 192.^, $11,-

971.16. Half cash, remainder over 10 year peri-

od. Address "Business," Box 423 Roanoke, Va.

Position Wanted

advertising
A young woman with five years' agency ex-

perience, a college education and unexceptionable

references ; lucid and convincing writer ;
practical

experience in market analysis and investigation

;

good executive. In replying please state salary.

Box 143, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt

Ave., New York City.

TYPE AND LAYOUT
Young man well trained in typography and layout

seeks position leading to specialization ; can handle

minor copy assignments ; 5 years' publishing

experience, partly assisting trade journal editor

as stenographer; past 2 years assisting machinery
advertising manager ; Christian, 26, married

;

available now or Sept. 1. Box 14S, Adv. and
Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt .^ve., New York
Citv.

I HAVEN'T ANY DESK
1 consolidation of two newspapers. Eleven
xperience m nfw-.papcr work ;

five years
nd advertising manager. I can fur-

sh the references and reputation. Address Box
jO. AAw and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,

lew York City.

WELL KNOWN ART MANAGER
Can start as one-man department and build.

Creates ideas, makes layouts, finished drawings
every kind. Has economically managed 20 to

60 artists. Is also good copy writer and con-

tact man. His splendid record convinces. Pay
own f,ire anywhere. Salary right. Provost, 2114
Maryland Ave., B.iltimore. Md.

SECRETARY—ASSISTANT
Young Woman thoroughly experienced to co-

operate with cxcrutive .ind relieve him of detail.

Have worked with—and can refer you to—men
well known in advertising field.

Have taken full charge ot exhibitions and assisted

with campaign and publicity work.

Desire position where my experience and back-

ground will be valuable.

Box 149, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt

Ave., Xcw York City.

Position Wanted

PRINTING production man available for adver-

tiser, agency or printer; age 34; Gentile, college

graduate with practical experience ; served as

purchasing agent and assistant shop superin-

tendent ; recently participated in typography
campaign of manufacturer serving printers and
advertisers ; knows technical details ; can plan

and supervise to secure a complete product.

Box 144. Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt

Ave., New York City.

Ha
ADVERTISING SALESMAN

acquaintance agencies and
tisers in Eastern
representat
does not i

more papei
basis. Ex(
and Sellin
York City.

tory Am now N. Y*.

Western paper but find it

d all my time. Can handle one
[ficiently on a straight commission
tional references. Box 151, Adv.
Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New

Help Wanted

ART AND ENGRAVING
One whose training qualifies hirn for important
position with large publish

inal and practical ideas, as

knowledge of color

Must ha orig-

iplete

. _. :touching. Pre-
ibout 30 to 35 who can produce highest

character references. Write in full detail. Box
145, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,

New York City.

SALES PROMOTER
Preferably with some experience in public speak-
ing. Must be cap.iblc of training a staff of as-

sistants as well as supervise advertising. Prefer

married man willing to locate in medium-sized
town in Pennsylvania. In your letter give all

information and state when available. Box 153,

Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,

New York City.

WOMAN COPY WRITER
Preferably a woman between twenty-five and
thirty-five whose past experience qualifies her for

an important position in a small agency which
specializes in advertising to women, .\bility to

write original copy on a wide range of subjects

is of primary importance. Write, giving all

necessary details. Box 152, .Vdv. and Selling

Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

Miscellaneous

Reference Album—Lays flat when opened—binds
quantity of clippings, papers, etc.. on gummed
hinges ' Convenient sizes. Other up-to-date fil-

ing devices. Zcta-Be Company, 30 East 42nd
Street, New York.
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Advertisers' Index

Advertising Service Concern 66
Ajax Photo Print Co 60
American Lumberman 58
Animated Picture Products Co 44
Architectural Record, The 50

Associated Business Papers, Inc 71

m
Bakers Weekly 60
Barton. Durstine & Osbom, Inc 25

Boot & Shoe Recorder 66
Bruce Publishing Co 43

Building Supply News 57

Business Bourse 58

[c]

Cavanagh & Bensinger, Inc 43

Chicago Daily News 2

Christian Herald 10

Christian Science Monitor 29

Cincinnati Enquirer 41

Cram Studios, The 60
Cutlets 49

w
Daimler Hire, Ltd 49
Denne & Co., Ltd., A. J 65

Economist Group 34-35

Equitable Trust Company 47
Exclusive Cartoon Service 50

[/]

Farm Journal, The 37

Gagnier Stereotype Foundry 45

Galloway, Ewing 66
Gas Age-Record 61

Good Housekeeping 8

Goode & Berrien, Inc 55 and 56
Grand Rapids Furniture Record 55

m
Hannah & Associates. F. A 66
Hardware Age 40
Harper & Brothers 67
Hodges, Guy 57

Igelstroem Co.. The J 50
Indianapolis News 4

Industrial Engineer 7

Ingram, W. Scott 60

[i]

Jardine, W 60
Jewish Daily Forward 66

[fe]

Koch, W. A 66

in
Lebrecht, C. E 65

Lillibridge, Inc.. Ray D 51-52.53-54

[m]
McCann Co.. H. K 12

McGraw-Hill Book Co 62

Market Place 69
Merrill, Dana B 59
Moss Photo Engraving Co 59

[n]

National Register Publishing Co 44
National Petroleum News 72

Nation's Business 6

New York Daily News 39
Normal Instructor and Primary Plans. 50

[o]

Old King Cole, Inc 66
Oral Hygiene 46

[P]
Paschall Co., I. F 46
Peoples Popular Montlily 42
Postage Magazine 50

[r]

Richards Co., Joseph 3

Riverview Press 42
Rotarian, The 57

[«]

Schulze, Edward H 65
Shaw, Keith 65
Simmonds & Barrett Co 40
Simmons Boardman Publishing Co.... 27
Spofford, Edward W 60
Standard Rate & Data Service 31

St. James Hotel 58
Stenzel, A. B. 58
Superior Color Co 48

[«]

Taylor Brothers Co 60
Textile Worhl 9
True Story Magazine, The 33
Tuthill Advertising Agency 63

M
Walter, J. E 48
Wienes Typographic Service, Inc 58

Advertising Calendar

June 18—Annual golf tournament.
Western Council of American Asso-
ciation of Advertisinir Agencies, Mid-
lothian Country Club, Chicago, 111.

June 23-26—Convention, Interna-
tional Association of Display Men,
Buffalo, N. Y.

June 24 — "Open Meeting," New
York Business Publishers' Associa-
tion, White Beeches Golf and Country
Club. Haworth, N. J.

June 26-28—Twenty-eighth Annual
Convention American Photo-En-
gravers Association, Sinton Hotel,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
June SO-Jult 2—Annual Conven-

tion, Southern Newspaper Publishers'
Association, Grove Park Inn, Ashe-
ville, N. C.

June 30-July 6—Fifteenth Annual
Convention, Special Libraries Associ-
ation, Saratoga Springs, N, Y.

JU1,T 4—Detroit delegation to Lon-
don Convention sails from Montreal
on Canadian Pacific Steamship Mont-
calm.

July 5—New England delegation to
London Convention sails from Boston
on Cunard Line Steamship Samaria.
July 13 to 18—Annual Convention

A. A. C. of W., London, England.
S.S. Republic sails from New York
July 2 ; Lancastria. July 3 ; George
Washington^ July 4 ; Leviathan, July 5.

August 18-23—Milwaukee Graphic
Arts Exposition and Annual Conven-
tion International Association of
Printing House Craftsmen, Audi-
torium, Milwaukee.
September 22-25—-Advertising Spe-

cialty Association Convention. Chi-
cago, 111.

September 29-October 1—First An-
nual Convention, Window Display
Advertising Association, Cleveland,
Ohio.

October 12—Financial Advertisers'
Association Convention, Richmond,
Va.
October 14—Meeting of Executive

Board, American Association of Ad-
vertising Agencies. Chicago, III.

October 15, 16—Annual meeting,
American Association of -\dvertising
Agencies, Chicago, 111.

October 16, 17—Annual Conven-
tion, Audit Bureau of Circulations,
Chicago, III.

October 27-28—National Conven-
tion. Mail Advertising Service As-
sociation. Pittsburgh, Pa.

OcrroBBR 29, 30, 31—Annual Con-
vention of the Direct Mail Advertis-
ing Association, Pittsburgh, Pa.

November 10—Second Advertising
Exposition. New York.

The Editor will be glad to receive,
in advance, for listing in the Adver-
tising Calendar, dates of activities of
national interest to advertisers.

Lorenzen & Thompson, Inc.

Publishers' representatives, New
York, have been appointed national

advertising representatives of the

Evening Bulletin, New York.

A. W. Kohler
Succeeds Eugene A. Smith, resigned,

as western advertising manager of

Current Opinion, New York. Will
operate from Chicago.

John C. Freund
Editor and one of the founders of

Music Trades and Musical America,
published, respectively, by Music
Trades Company, Inc., and Musical
America Company, Inc., of both of

which he was president, died June 3,
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Dental Advice
from a Garage Mechanic

Vou may welcome the garage man's ad-

vice on a sick carburetor, but you do not
seek his ideas on a peevish molar, yet you
may be "reached'' by such a man dail}'.

Different people mean different things to

us—they "reach" us in different ways
and with varying degrees of influence.

In dealing- with people, you turn instinc-

tively to the one best cpialified to render
the service you want.

The human mind works no dift'erently in

dealing: with publications. The degree of

"reader interest" you have for a publica-
tion depends upon the place it fills in your
trade, profession or industry, and your
respect for its authority.

And "reader interest" is what you buy
when you buy space in any kind of a pub-
lication.

Because it SPECIALIZES in the busi-
ness of its readers, you can buy the maxi-
mum of "reader interest" in a Business
Paper, especially if it measures up to the
exacting requirements of membership in

the A.B.P.

When you advertise in a Business Paper,
you are hnking }our message to a power-
ful ally—an essential working tool—not
something that your prospect uses only
as his fancy or whim dictates. The Busi-
ness Paper concerns the most important
thing in a man's life—his business. It's

a business necessity, and the reader con-
sults it regularly, eagerly, with intense
"reader interest."

Specialized copy, in specialized mediums,
offers you the most effective, wasteless,
and economical sales force known to mod-
ern advertising.

THE ASSOCIATED BUSINESS PAPERS, INC.

Over 120 Papers Reaching 54
Fields of Trade and Industry

Headquarters, 220 West 42nd Street - New York
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We'd like to

mail you a
sample copy
at your horr.e

or office.

We Receive a Complain,
A member of the advertising profession, whose nami^ ^^
you would recognize if we were at liberty to give it, >. ^^

registers this protest:— \
EVERY time I pick up a copy of National Petroleum News

it costs me a lot of time."

"I get a real adventurous thrill out of your wildcatting reports,

mighty interesting and to the point merchandising news and
suggestions from your news articles and editorials, a good grin or

two from your humor page and a chance to check over some
very effective advertisements. I rarely lay down a copy with-

out clipping tw^o or three items for my own reference or to

pass around my office. I can easily understand why your re-

newals are high and your circulation grows so steadily.

"

The live, timely and dependable reading pages of National Petroleum
News obviously make an ideal accompaniment for advertising messages.

NATIONAL PETROLEUM NEWS
MAIN OFFICE: 812 Huron Road, CLEVELAND

:

MEMBERS: A. B. C.

TULSA, OKLA.
6118 Bank of Commerce BIdg.

NEW YORK
342 Madison Ave

DISTRICT OFFICES: CHICAGO
360 North Michiga

HOUSTON, TEXAS
614 West Building MEMBER: A. B. P.

NATIONAL PETROLEUM HEWTS
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In this Issue

f<Who Pays for the Advertisement That Doesn't Pay for Itself?" By Kenneth

M.Goode; "H. M. Swetland's Advertising Philosophy and Practice" By James

H. McGraw; "TheSpeed Hound versus the RegularCitizen" By V.V. Lawless;

^'Building Swimming Pools to Sell More Bathing Suits" By M. E. Yadon
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A Winning Team

5 5- "

Editor-in-Chief of the International Magazine

Company, whose capacity for work is as amaz-

ing as his unfaihng selection of light features

and fiction that endure in pubUc favor.

iORMRN HAPGOOO
i

.- J

Editor of Hearst's Jnternarional, whoknows more

than anyone else about the serious side of a

magazine and has the keenest eye in the world

for an important topic.

Under Norman Hapgood's
brilliant editorship Hearst's

International Magazine has

doubled its circulation in

two years. It is the only

aggressive liberal maga-
zine of large circulation.

Next to Cosmopolitan, it

has a greater circulation

than any other 3 5 cent
magazine.

Now watch the upward
swing in circulation be-

ginning with the August
number. With that issue

Ray Long will begin to give

Hearst's International that

rare editorial direction in

fiction and light features

that put Cosmopolitan
'way ahead of all the high-

priced magazines.

AS EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF THE INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINE COMPANY, MR. LONQ ALSO,
OF COURSE, CONTINUES THE ACTIVE EDITORIAL DIRECTION OF COSMOPOLITAN

jhlixhed every other Werlni-.'.-dMV by AdvortisinK FortniBhtly. Inc., f>2 Vanderbilt Ave., New Tork, N. Y. Subscription in-ice $2.00 pe)

;ar. Volume 3. No. 0. ICnleruU as soeund class matter May 7, 11)23, at Post Office at New lork under Act of March i, "i-,.
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An edition that is

"' limited to one copy only
^^four copy

SUPPOSE there were put on your desk

this morning a book containing such

information as:

What your chiefcompetitors are doing.

What consumers really think of your

products—and your competitors' products.

What dealers say you should do to en-

able them to get more sales and bigger

profits.

Markets you aren't reaching and how
to reach them—quickly—economically.

A Richards Book of Facts contains

exactly that kind of information built

to your order from

facts gathered in the

field. For one man-

ufacturer, his Rich-

ards Book of Facts

changed his entire

system of distribu-

tion. For another, it

made a vital change

in selling plans. For

another, it revolu-

tionized his meth-

ods of advertising.

!'^

'3^H;««^

For still another, the original "facts

book" was boiled do\\'n into an inter-

esting and helpful sales manual that

every salesman uses in his daily work

—

a constant source of sales and marketing

information.

As one manufacturer puts it, "The
book gives me a wonderful sense of se-

curity. Instead of guessing blindly and

stumbling along in the dark, I now have

a fund of practical information that pro-

vides a logical hacktrround for everythin";

I do."

We will gladly

tell any manufac-

turer how a Rich-

ards Book of Facts

may be used in his

business as the basis

of sound merchan-

dising and advertis-

ing plans.

JOSEPH RICHARDS
COMPANY, Inc.

3^g 'P/ij-k zAvenue

7{jw York

'The Richardi Book

background for everything

pro\ideb a logical

I do."
a Manufac Stan

^ICHARD S F(^ctsfirst --then Advertising
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Mcjunkin Advertising Company
I
Appointed advertising counsel to

Sverwear Hosiery Company, Mil-

A^aukee.

ilfred Austin Advertising Agency
' New York. Appointed advertising

|;ounsel to Benrus Watch Company,
same city.

Campbell-Etvald Company
Now conducting advertising for the

'ollowing accounts: Detroit office,

Mate Corporation, York, Pa., U. S. dis-

i;ributors for an Argentinian drink;

Toronto office, Earth-Hitch, Ltd., fer-

bilizer manufacturers, and Ontario
l^ilk-Knit Co., Ltd.; Chicago office,

'ICrenn & Dato, real estate; New York
iffice, Johnson-Cowdin-Emmerich, Inc.,

I'ibbons, New York.

\frvin F. Paschall, Inc.

I

Chicago, will direct advertising for

ponard & Jones Company, West Grove,
Pa., nurseries.

[Benjamin G. Oman
Recently vice-president and advertis-

ing manager of Le Bon Ton, has been
ippointed advertising representative,

im charge of New England territory,

Ifor The Chrisfian Herald.

[Flora W. Hoffmann
[

Formerly sales and advertising man-
'ager of Derryvale Linen Company,
;New York, is now associated with the
;Dave Bloeh Company, New York,
[agency.

C. H. Totvnsend, Inc.

New Los Angeles agency, C. H.
Townsend, president. W. Austin Camp-
bell, vice-president, will direct the
advertising end of the business.

Blackett, Sample & MacFarland
Chicago agency, will direct advertis-

ing of Gold Medal flour, and breakfast
foods and cereals, for Washburn-Cros-
by Company, Minneapolis. This ap-
pointment will not aff^ect company's
existing advertising relations.

William E. Kerrish

Formerly on advertising staff of
jBird & Son, Inc., Hamilton, Ont., is

now advertising manager Wadsworth,
Howland & Company, paints and var-
Inishes, Boston, Mass.

Arthur C. Busch
Formerly with The Literury Digest,

New York, appointed eastern advertis-
ing manager of Public Affairs, Wash-
ington.

^^g
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5000 COMPLETE REJML WINDOWS
Drug—Grocery—Hardware—Auto Supply, Etc.

$4.50—$5.00 per Window. We do it all.

We design and create complete power-

ful window display sets, manufacture
them in our own modern offset litho-

graphic plant, book retail windows in

advance in the fifty largest cities, and
finally actually decorate these windows
in a uniform manner with the litho-

graphic display set, crepe paper, your

products, etc., according to a photo-

graph which you have O.K'ed.

This is a tested complete window service

of wide scope for national advertisers

who want the finest of art work,

lithography and window service. Our
window campaigns form the strongest

"tie-up" possible to link your adver-

tising with the dealers' stores.

Complete information upon request. Use the coupon.

PALMER
Advertising Service, Inc.

19 West 44th St.

NEW YORK CITY

Gentlemen :

We are interested in your complete Display Sets

and Window Service and enclose herewith full in-

formation. No obligation incurred,

Name. -Position.

Company.

Address—-
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The big job

comes after

the shot

CHATTERING rock drills

honeycomb the rock. The
explosive is inserted. Wires

are laid. The battery lever is

shoved home

—

boom! The muffled

roar tells that a few more carloads

of ore are shot down.

But the big job in metal jbroiiut-

tion comes after the shot.

The big job comes after the ore

is out of the ground, when the

minute particles of metal are

gradually separated from the rock

by costly concentrating, smelting
and refining equipment.

Increasing costs — Each de-
! cade sees a perceptible increase

in the cost of metal production.
The reason for this is obvious
The higher grade ores are becom-
ing more and more scarce. The
lower grade ores must be worked.

This means that much more rock
will have to be moved five or ten
years from now to get a ton of
lead, zinc or other metals, than
at present.

This means, also, that an in-

creased amount of machinery per
ton of metal ivill have to be used pro-
gressively in the future

Increasing production — Since
1880 the value of mining products
in the United States has risen

from $367,483,000 to nearly five

billion dollars a year. Metal
production must continue to in-

crease in even greater proportion.

Nothing except a decline in

civilization can effect a permanent
decline in metal production. The
reason for this is

—

there are no
substitutes for the products of the

mining industries.

Opportunities — The manufac-
turer of mining equipment has a

constantly increasing market.
Each year more and more mining
equipment must be bought.

The men who specify and buy
mining, milling, smelting and re-

fining equipment use Engineering
& Mining Journal-Press as their

buying guide.

Engineering and Miningjournal-
Press is the most quoted publica-

tion in the mining field. Its

editorials are authoritative. Its

news is accurate. Its adxertise-

ments carry weight.

An advertisement in Engineer-
ing & Mining Journal-Press

reaches 12,000 buyers of mining,
milling, smelting and refining
equipment in all quarters of the

globe.

Each one of the fifteen McGraw-Hill Publica-
tions is the working tool and buying guide of

the executive who buys in the field it serves.

These fields and the publications which serve
them are

—

Electrical: Electrical World, Electrical Mer-
chandising, Electrical Retailing, Journal of
Electricity.

Construction and Cit'lV Engincflring: Engineer-
ing Xews-Record.

Mining: Engineering & Mining Journal-Press,
Coal .\ge.

Transportation: Electric Railway Journal, Bus
Transportation.

Industrial: American Machinist. Industrial En-
gineer. Power, American Machinist (European
Edition), Chemical & Metallurgical Engineering.

litiffinrcrintj in Sffanish'Stcakini/ Countries:
I ngcnicria Internaciunal.

ENGINEERING AND

MiningJouRNAbPRESS
.(./>. I". .-1 McGraw-Hill Publication .l.B.P.

Tenth Avtnue at 3blh Street, l\eu> York
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NO matter what your product, planned photography should

occupy a definite place in your selling campaign. More than
mere reproduction, it is reproduction plus the creation of a desire

for possession.

Wide experience, with the most difBcult as well as the simplest

subjects, has given us the unusual versatility which enables us to

offer you sales-creating help.

DANA B. MERRILL
?

25 West 45th Street New York

Telephone—Bryant 1207-1208

mu,.
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iMunnUllliiliiU^
lp.U.->M»>Mil.J!MtM^-^jl

Highway Lighthouses

THE value of the service rendered

by Highway Lighthouses is indi-

cated by the hearty endorsement

of official bodies which usually withhold

their approval of practical safety plans

having the cooperation of advertising.

These safety signals are erected at only those

points on the tnain trunk highzvays specified by

the State Highway Departments. This limits the

total numljer.

Furthermore, the Highway Lighthouse is an

A. G. A. Flashing Signal, operating in the same

manner as their time-tested marine lights.

Whether vou travel at sea, on land or in the air,

you will find A. G. A. Beacons to guide you.

Your message on Highway Lighthouses is not

only exceptionally effective outdoor advertising,

but also renders a public service in your name.

Highway Lighthouse Company
100 East 42nd Street, New York

A Division of The A. Q. A. Company, Elizabeth, N. J.

RENDER A PUBLIC SERVICE IN ^()llR NAME
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THE WHY
OF THE A. B.C.

In buying practically all other commodities,

consumers can count, weigh and grade.

The invoice can be checked exactly with

the order.

In buying advertising, with values based on

circulation, there was no counting, weigh-

ing or grading machine until the advent of

the Audit Btirenu of Circulations.

Its function is to do for the publisher and

the advertiser what the Bureau of Standards

has done for others—establish a basis for

measurement.

The A. B. C. counts, analyzes and classifies

circulations. In the business paper field it

renders special service through the classifi-

cation of subscriptions according to occupa-

tion—thus enabling the advertiser to ap-

praise character as well as quantity.

Advertisers who use A. B. C. circulation

reports have exact information as to the cir-

culations they are using.

WRITE FOR A COPY OF

"The Measure of Your Message"

AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
202 S. STATE ST., CHICAGO



'i ^"^n/

The medal winning poster—"TAf Dancing Toha'/c"—painted bv J. C. Le.vendecker

for Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc. E.xhiblted at the Third Annual E.xhibitlon of

Advertising Art held by the Art Directors Club, April 1924. Received Medal—high-

est award—in poster class. The painting exhibited and the poster reproduced by

New York THE W. F. POWERS CO., Lithographers Boston



Kolynos and Health
I-JERE is a real, hve Amcrj-

canBoy-fulJofhfeand
vigor. Who would not hkc
ro retain such a physical glow
throughout life? How much
dcpends_

QOME folks believe that

^ -Baby's first tooth" is an

event-andsoitis. It marks

•an epoch-a starting point in

a whole lifetime of adventure.

The Kolynos Company

New Haven, Conn.

HEIMZ^COOKED11-11^^ MACARONI
i

With Cheese and
Mushroom Sauce

Readt/ to Serve

PACKAGE Inserts By
Offset Lithography

J. HE blacksmith and the house painter
are mighty useful fellows.

But you wouldn't go to a blacksmith

for a gold filigree bracelet, nor to a

house painterfora miniature on ivory.

Offset lithography is like that— re-

quires a specialist.

Take these package inserts, for e.x-

ample, selected from two series made
for the Kolynos Co. and theH. J. Heinz
Co. They were designed and litho-

graphed by the Offset process by

The W. F. Powers Co.
lithographers

jVch' York Bo.Hon
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5619 subscribers to IROX
TRADE REVIEW are
concerned Avith machine
shop operation—370S con-

nected with tool room
management.

A Representative Group of
Subscribers includes—

63 Railroads

Z39 Machine Tool Builders

:0 Textile Machinery Build-

282 Automobile Part Mfrs.

71 Truck & Tractor Biiililcrs

44 Automobile Builders

307 Locomotive, Car Builders
and Railway Equipment
Mfrs.

607 Manufacturers of Wire
Products

of Sheet

1035 Subscribers are concerned
with Automatic Machine
Dept. operation

1089 subscribers are concerned
with Plating and Polish-
ing Dept. operation

1296 subscribers are concerned
with Stamping and
Drawing Dept. operation

2427 subscribers are concerned
with Heat Treating and
.\nnealing Dept. opera-
tion

2736 sub.srribcrs arc concerned
with Forging depart-
ment operation.

Selling
MachineTools

IRONTrade Review

Machine Tool advertising should be
directed to the Executives who not only
recommend but also authorize the pur-
chase of Machine Tools and Equip-
ment.

IRON TRADE REVIEW is read by the
highest type of both administrative and
technical executive who is directly responsi-
ble for the production and performance of
his equipment.

The busy executive must keep in con-
stant touch with his markets and the eco-
nomic conditions affecting his field. IRON
TRADE REVIEW furnishes him with just
this sort of information and in a complete,
concise and comprehensive form.

This gives the executive confidence in
and respect for IRON TRADE REVIEW
and he logically turns to the advertising
pages for information when in need of
equipment. He reads the advertising pages
as a means of solving his many problems
of production, operation, costs and labor.

65% of the circulation is distributed
throughout the metal-working industry

—

CONSUMERS making products wholly or
in part of metals.

15% of IRON TRADE REVIEW'S cir-

culation blankets the steel producing plants

of the country. The possibilities for the
sale of machine tools in this small portion
alone are tremendous, as the steel plants
operate some of the largest and most mod-
ernly equipped machine shops in the coun-
try. Their equipment includes a total of

more than 6000 high grade machine tools.

In addition to this item they operate 50

Railroads using about 750 machine tools in

their repair departments.

Penton Building. Cleveland, Ohio

MEMBER
A-B-C APentonPublication ''V:'i"
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1

"'Betty cAlden" represents the

brides who will soon be buy-

ing for thousands of new homes.

riyTODERN 'J'RISCILLA has adopted a bride ! The

Cy r^ inspiration to do it came from the subscriber

who wrote

—

"These new, new housekeepers 'who are miles away prom their mothers certainly need all sorts of help, and

'^riscilla has been that helper in a more efficient and scientific way than my own mother could have been."

In our June issue our bride's pretty home wedding, the decorations, the wedding feast—and of

course the all-important gown and veil—are illustrated and described for the benefit of all those

brides-to-be who look to 3\4odern 'J'riscilla to help them achieve perfection in every detail of

their " Great Day."

In the months to come our little bride and her husband will build and furnish a home. And
we shall help them.

She'll learn to shop and market; to cook and serve; to manage her house expertly and entertain

graciously; to make pretty clothes, and those accessories that add individuality and charm to a

home. And Modern T'riscilla will teach her.

Mark this, you who sell the things our bride and her sister brides will have to buy—for to them,

as to more than 600,000 brides of yesteryear, iModern '^riscilla is

the infallible guide to wise buying as it is to better home-making.

The Priscilla Proving Plant, where

" 'Betty oAlden " will learn home

making and household management.

New York

mODERN 'PRISCILLA
The Trade Paper of the Home

BOSTON Chic
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Bon Voyage!

Up
the gang-plank they go this

week—1680 business men and
women from 48 states and

Canada, sailing from New York,

Boston and Montreal, to attend the

Advertising Convention in London.

Most of the delegates will take

the opportunity while abroad to

visit old-world spots immortalized

in literature and history. The

British hosts have mapped out an

elaborate program, including many
festivities presided over by dig-

nitaries gowned in scarlet and

ermine.

To those fortunate enough to go.

we extend a hearty Bon Voyage!
To those who remain at home, we
promise an intei-esting interpreta-

tion of the convention in text and
pictures in forthcoming issues.

M. C. R B B I N S, Publisher
Offices: 52 VANDERBILT AVENUE, NEW YORK

J. H. MOORE, Advertising Manager

New York :

F. K. KRETSCHM.AR
A. M. FRANKLIN

W. A.
San Francisco ;

DOUGLASS, 320 Market St.

Garfield 2444

Chicago: JUSTIN F. BARBOUR
Peoples Gas Bldg.. Wabash 4000

Nbtw Orleans : H.
927 Canal Street

:

Cleveland: A. E. LINDQUIST
105 Swetland Bldg.: Prospect 361

ARSH Toronto : A. J. DEINNE
1071 217 Bay Street: Elgin 1850

Subscription Prices U. S. A. $2.00 a year. Canada $2.50 a year. Foreign $3.00 a year. 15 cents a copy

Through purchase ot Advertisinrj and Selling, this publication absorbed Profitable Advertisitig. Advertising

News. SeUing. The Business World, Trade Journal Advertiser and The Pubhshers Guide

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations and Associated Business Papers, Inc. Copyright. 1924, Advertising Fortnightly. Inc.
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3erj^ont>
BRAND

QUALITY

1^

/.^

New York
Uptown andDowntown

Cleveland
Chicago
Denver

San Francisco

Los Angeles
Toronto
Montreal

andtheDelMonte

trade-markwhich

we have helped

make famihar to

milhons ofmen
and womenwho
appreciate quaU-

ty in foods e2° eJ

THE H.K.M^CANN COMPANY
cAcBertisin^V J^iK^
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iWho Pays for the Advertisement

That Doesn't Pay for Itself?

By Kenneth M. Goode

HER husband died and left her

a candy store. It was a pros-

perous candy store with lots

f excellent advertising. Any prac-

ical business man would have recog-

ized the relation and been satisfied

p let well enough alone.

But, being a woman, she was
urious. Also inquisitive. She saw
loney coming in for candy. She saw
noney going out for advertising.

!<ike Pandora, she longed to lift the

id. Finally she did tilt it a bit—in

kcr simple childlike way.
! She took out one advertisement!
"hen she stood by, i-eady to jam it

n again if anything happened.
Nothing happened; sales ^

vent right on. So she kept
hat advertisement out per-

nanently. Then she tried an-

ther. Business began to fall

ff. She put that one back.

jVnd so on patiently through
he whole list, in all possible

ombinations. Finally she

;Ound exactly the advertising
hat kept business going at

|he same level with the least

ixpense.

I

In the meantime, her
lusband's hard-boiled half-

jirother, head of a great tex-

tile sales company with an

I

appropriation" around a

iuarter of a million a year,

[old his friends:

"I spend $100,000 a year on mag-
azines and $100,000 on posters. I

don't know which brings in the busi-

ness. But business keeps on coming
in so I keep on advertising."

He was vice-president of an ad-

vertising club or two, and once de-

livered an address at a convention.

She didn't even know the definition

of "consumer-acceptance." Yet, ad-

vertising-wise, she was on a some-

what sounder basis than he. For

she had at least paid advertising the

from everything except it. But
that's getting into another story.

For the purposes of this dis-

cussion, I will concede to you that

advertising is an elusive force that

one cannot expect to harness like

radio or electricity; also I will most
gladly concede that advertising, as

a whole, pays; if you will, in turn,

concede that not every advertise-

ment pays! (And write your own
ticket as to what constitutes "pays.")

Well, then, who stands the loss on

w:

compliment of demanding from it those advertisements, which, when

the same expectation of cause-and- all the returns are in, have failed

effect that he demanded inexorably directly and indirectly to stir up

enough business, or what-not,

ever to repay the cost of pub-

lishing them?
In answer to this question

I have thirty-five letters,

from sales executives in eight

states, selling everything from
gelatine to granite and tapi-

oca to toilet paper. Every let-

ter is good enough to quote

entire. All I can hope here is

to reflect the brilliant glints

from varying angles.

The great difficulty of tell-

ing the profitable advertise-

ments from the duds leads a

lot of keen men into the care-

less conclusion that, since you

can't tell "them apart, all ad-

vertisements must be pretty

much alike; and, since so

loss on those advertise-

ments which fail to repay the cost of

publishing them? Ask the next half dozen

business men you meet. Watch them fumble

around—and each get a different answer. ^ et

is no trick question. "Advertising," says Ken-

neth M. Goode, "is primarily a sales specula-

tion. Every dollar so spent is a bet on the part

of somebody that he can move more goods that

way than anybody else in the shop could move
by any other use of the same dollar." Thirty-

five executives contribut<- to this important and

stimulating discussion— a discussion which we
think will jar many men out of their routine

thinking on a suhject fundamental to any

ini<lerstanding of advertising itself.
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many advertisements are very good,

all are probably good enough.

Others argue, plausibly enough,

that without one advertisement in

a series being good, the series itself

may be good; and then swing all the

way back around a circle that since

the series as a whole is good, there

can be no real question as to the

value of each of its constituent ad-

vertisements.

This line of reasoning reminds

one of the enthusiastic merchant who
proclaimed that his prices were so

low he lost money on every sale, and
that the only reason he could con-

tinue was the tremendous volume of

business he did.

On the other hand, there is a grow-
ing school of advertising philosophy

that is considerably less complaisant.

For example, the president of a com-
pany that sells one of the best known
candy products in the world writes

:

"I agree with you that there are many
advertisers spending a va.st amount of

money who haven't the slightest idea

what their advertising does for them.
In a great many cases it does nothing."

How widely scattered are we ad-

vertising men, tracking our covered

wagons through unmapped prairies.

is indicated by the difference of

opinion on one simple fundamental
question. Of the 32 letters that

tackled directly the question, "Who!
pays for the advertisement that

doesn't pay for itself?" the answers;

were:

The advertiser himself 10
The retailer 1

The advertiser and public 3
The consumer 9
Society at large 9

Since, in every case, the advertiser

himself draws the first check and
pockets the profits when the adver-

tisement pays, our discussion obvi-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 36]

Them Days Has Gone Forever!
By J. M. Campbell

A
MONTH or so ago I

spent an evening with a

young man who is con-

nected with one of the many
New York concerns which are

rated in Bradstreet's as "G"
and "Aa." I do not know pre-

cisely what his duties are or

what, if any, title he bears;

but from various things he
said, I got the impression
that he is the all-round

"handy man" for the vice-

president of his company,
who, I happen to know, is in

charge of sales and advertis-

ing.

We talked about all sorts of

things without finding that

we had very much in common.
But a chance remark which I

made along about the shank
of the evening led to my
young friend's "opening up"
in a way that surprised me.
It is not necessary to repeat

all or half the things he said.

You can form your own idea

of what they were when I say
that in a very few minutes he
told me how he got his job,

what he thought of his chief,

what his salary is, how much
rent he pays, and what he

thinks the future has in store

for him.

It was all very interesting,

for it made me think of the

time, a quarter of a century

when I was in pretty much the same
position as the young_ster with whom
I was talking. And it occurred to

me that it might be worth while to

try to ascertain whether the "comer"

TV
(g Kwlne Galloway

WENTY-FIVE years ago, wlien Fifth Ave-

nue and 33d Street looked like this, and

wasp waists and bell sleeves were all the

fashion, one did not have to pay half his yearly

salarj' for rent and starve along on the other

half. Eggs were ten cents a dozen and a loaf

of bread cost a nickel. Other necessities were
in proportion. "Them days has gone forever,"

states Mr. Campbell. To which some of us

might add, "and a good thing, too." Yet there

is something disturbing in the idea that rela-

tively the high-salaried worker of today is no
better off in the real fundamental comforts of

life than his much more poorly reimbursed
brother of a quarter century ago.

ago. of today is as well or better off than

was the "comer" of say, 1900. That
is, is he, in exchange for a given

amount of effort, getting as much

—

not in money but in the things that

are really important—as his father

did? And it seemed to mi

then as it does now, that i

would be interesting to taki

his case and mine as typical

one of 1924, the other of 1900

and see where we got.

In 1900 I lived in a houst

for which I paid $23 a montl

—less than one-seventh of mi

income. It had seven room;

and every room was brigh

and airy. There was a lawi

in front of the house anc

shade-trees in the rear. Anc

although my salary was onlj

a third of what my younj

friend receives, I had a ser

vant, which is a luxury h'

cannot afford.

He lives in a four-roon

apartment for which he pay;

$2,800 a year—nearly hal

his income. His bedroom-
he has only one—is on :

court. His dining room is o

the "alcove" variety. His liv

ing room is 12 x 18. Hi

kitchen is about 8x8. Fror

10:30 to about 11:45, ever:

morning, his kitchen and par

of his living room are sunny

The rest of the day they-
and the other rooms in hi

apartment—are dark. Fror

the window of his living roor

he has a fine view of bac!= fences on which cats do con

gregate at dawn.
In other words, in exchange fo

one-seventh of my income. I go

twice as much space, ten times a

much air and sunshine and twent,

times as much in the way of pleaf

ant surroundings as he does in ex

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 67
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H. M. Swetland's Advertising

Philosophy and Practice

By James H. McGraw
President, McGraw-Hill Company, Inc.

T
KNEW Horace M. Swet-
land intimately from 1877

until his death on June 15,

,1924. His passing brought to

me a sense of great personal

loss.

I We all knew him as an emi-

inent publisher and sound busi-

ness counselor, but to me he

was a close personal friend as

|well as a business associate for

imany years. His success in life

did not just happen, nor was it

a chance of fortune or good
'luck; rather it was the result

of well-directed hard work cou-

iPled with organizing ability of

.a high order.

, I
He was an independent think-

I ;er, able quickly to reach right

'decisions, which made him a

natural leader of men. He was
a strong man with positive

[likes and dislikes, a doer as well

as a dreamer. If it is true that

[men are made by their dreams,

lit must be because they make
;their dreams come true. Mr.
!Swetland dreamed dreams and
,saw visions, but he had the

happy faculty of harnessing his

Idreams for action as a part of

'the day's work.

;
The greater part of his life

:was devoted to. the publishing

business, and he became a close

Istudent of publishing in its

[different branches. In adver-

tising he was of the type need-

jed to keep standards high and
ipractices above reproach. He —
was a great believer in the

lidea that advertising plays a vital

ipart in modern selling. His theory
:was to sell ideas rather than space

;

|in other words, to sell a fundamental
|5ervice to his cu.stomers.

1 My estimate of Mr. Swetland's

;
i;haracter and qualities is based upon
kn intimate acquaintance dating back
to the time when I was his pupil in

ithe village school in my native town,
jPanama, Chautauqua County, N. Y.
As principal of this school he showed

, remarkable organizing ability. He

oracc Monroe Sivetland

"Hsving been closely associated with Mr. Shet-

land in various publishing enterprises for a period

of more than ten years, it is a source of great

pleasure to bring before our readers this splendid

tribute to his character and attainments. It will

take considerable time for the industrial publish-

ing industry to appreciate fully the great service

and splendid contributions made to it by mv
friend, H. M. Swetland." —M. C. Robbins.

was an inspiration to his pupils on

account of his alertness and intellec-

tual keenness. Although he was
seven years my senior, we became
close friends. Up to the day of his

death I never had the slightest cause

for revising my estimate made of

him forty-seven years earlier.

Throughout his entire career Mr.

Swetland was a hard worker, but he

always worked to a purpose. His

activities were carefully planned,

whether in school work or publishing.

He was not only a hard worker
himself, but he expected every-

one around him to do a full

day's work every day. In school

he expected every pupil to do

his best at all times.

His natural aptitudes and in-

clinations soon called him from
school work to business. He
was ambitious to get ahead. It

was a difficult matter in those

days for him to support him-
self and his family on his mea-
gre salary as a teacher. He left

the school at Panama to go on

the business staff of the Bos-

ton Journal of Commerce, and
was associated there with Emer-
son P. Harris, whom he had
known from boyhood. The i?os-

ton Journal of Commerce con-

tained a department devoted

to the power plant, as did also

the textile, boot and shoe, and
other business papers of the

time. There was no paper de-

voted exclusively to the subject

of power or power plants. In

a hotel room in Providence, in

the spring of 1884, these two
young men, Harris and Swet-

land, originated the idea and
plan of a paper to be devoted

to power. This was a splendid

manifestation of their publish-

ing genius.

Thus was born in November,
1884, the publication Power,

than which, perhaps, no paper

has ever served its industry

= more efficiently. Fred R. Low
became associated with Mr.

Swetland in 1888 as editor, and is

still the active editor of Power. This

publication became Mr. Swetland's

joy and pride.

In the spring of 1885, while I was
principal of a school in Genesee

County, New York, I received a tele-

gram from Mr. Swetland asking me
to meet him at Buffalo, which I did.

He asked me to join Mr. Harris and

himself in the publishing business in

New York. I was not entirely new
to this business, as Mr. Swetland and

[continued on page 52]
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More Bread and Butter ProhJems

of a Sales Manager

The Speed Hound versus the

Regular Citizen

By V. V. Lawless

OF COURSE, if we were sell-

ing a freckle remover which
would certainly remove freck-

les, but also accidentally remove the

skin after three or four applications,

we would be looking for men who are

the speed hound type of salesman.

"As it is, we sell a staple line

of knit goods, and we expect to show
increased volume from year to year

as we become acquainted with the

trade in a given territory and the

trade gets acquainted with our line.

So not having a speed hound line,

we don't want speed hound salesmen.

We are regular citizens and our line

is a regular citizen line. That's

why we want regular citizens for

salesmen."

"Yes," we agreed. "That's right.

Fine stuff. Now explain yourself."

And he did, as follows

:

"One real problem with us is to

build a sales force that will keep

pace with the general growth of our

business. We are making rapid

progress, and we are anxious to

open up new markets as rapidly as

possible. Naturally, we want men
who can go into new fields, develop

the business, and pay for themselves

as they go. We can't afford to send

out a swarm of nice, agreeable vis-

itors who call it a day's work when
they write and tell us about crop

and retail conditions. What we need

is orders, and we pay salesmen to

get us orders—not to tell us why we
should not expect them.

"In hiring our men, therefore, we
try hard to pick men whose past

record indicates that they are busi-

ness getters right from the start.

But experience has taught us that

we must differentiate between just

business getters and men who are

business builders.

"This brings to mind a chap named
Hillman. He came with the reputa-

tion of being a splendid business

getter. His record was clear. He
looked like a man who could go right

out and dig up business. We put

him to work and he did not belie his

looks. He did dig up business.

"But three months of his sort of

digging came pretty near ruining us

in that market for years to come.
He certainly could 'get in right with
the trade.' He got in so right and
so well that he not only sold them
fine big orders, but he borrowed
money from several dealers. We did

not know of this until it turned out

that he did not get that expected re-

mittance and so was unable to pay
off the loans. As a consequence, he

did not go back to see these same
dealers. They wrote us about the

matter. We are not responsible for

the personal debts of our employees,

but in the case of a well rated mer-
chant who has commenced to buy of

us and who loaned one of our men
fifty dollars—well, we can take our
choice: stand the fifty dollars or lose

a good customer.

IN between nice batches of orders

which Hillman was digging up we
received a number of letters telling

us about little loans he had over-

looked. We called him in. We set-

tled up a number of messes in his

territory, and spent over five hun-

dred dollars in the process. Part of

this amount we got back by holding

up commissions due Hillman. Then
we parted company. Perhaps it was
good riddance, but we did lose the

services of a real speed hound.
"Writing to one of his references,

we got this reply: 'You wanted to

know if Hillman is a good salesman.

He is. You didn't ask me if he bor-

rowed money, and I didn't feel it

was necessary to volunteer the in-

formation.'

"We then got another man. He
didn't have the brilliance of Hillman.

He didn't get the volume of business

on his first trip that Hillman did.

However, he worked hard and
steadily, and he made up in part by
sheer labor what Hillman possessed

in out and out selling ability.

"While his volume at the end of

the month was somewhat short of

what Hillman would have secured,

there were no comebacks.
"The new man settled in his lead-

ing town. He bought a little home.
He was plainly saving a little moneyi
each month. His wife took an in-|

terest in the Parent-Teachers' Asso-i

elation. He himself was helping^

during spare time to raise the money)
for a lodge building, and before long

he was elected a director in a buildi

ing and loan association.

HE was, and is, a regular citizen

—not a speed hound. He;

wouldn't be much value to a housei

selling once over, but over a period of

time, for a line like ours, he is a real

money maker."
It is this type of regular citizei

salesman that the regular citizei

house needs. While it is true thai

a house often influences the sales

man and dictates his attitude, it is

also true that there are numerou,'

types of salesmen. While no mai

who fails to sell goods can hold ;

job as salesman, in the case of tht

regular citizen house with the regu

lar citizen line, there is something

more to it than just getting ai

order.

"One thing which we are apt ti

overlook," another sales manage
points out, "is that getting busines

is one thing, but getting it right i

something more. No matter wha
our motives and policies in the hoiH'

office may be, the great mass o

dealers seldom see any of us. /

letter now and then does not mak
the same impression on the deale

that the personal acquaintance cai

make. We've got to keep in mint

that the man who calls on the deale

is the 'representative of the hous(

in the mind of the buyer.'
"

The buyer of a middle wester

department store's lingerie depart

ment is a good business woman. Sh

is thoroughly experienced, and on

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 64
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Building Swimming Pools to Sell

More Bathing Suits

By M. E. Yachn
Advertising Manager, Bradley Knitting Company, Delavan, Wis.

SOME time or other I have heard
it stated that altruism could be
brought about more quickly by

an appeal to selfishness than by in-

voking those intangible moral mo-
tives with which the human family

is presumed to be endowed. In

other words, if we made it clear to

the egoists that regard for the in-

terests of others would bring to

each of them some definite material

reward, then the elusive Utopia

that Wells and other writers on

sociology dream about would quicker

become a reality.

With that thought I heartily

agree. I might not have realized the

depth of profundity in the state-

ment were it not for bathing suits,

swimming pools, salesmen's quotas,

direct-mail matter, dealer helps, and
the numerous other adjuncts to mer-
chandising and distribution that

serve to make an advertising man-
ager's job the interesting task it is.

Rather a peculiar lot of milestones

to mark the road to altruism, but let

the facts speak for themselves.

When the Bradley Knitting Com-
pany started to add bathing suits to

its line, we gave each of our sales-

men a quota—no matter where he

was located. Some of our western

men were covering territories where
there were no lakes, no rivers, no

places to swim. They couldn't see

how in the world they would make
their quota—and a lot of them
didn't. But always, where one has

the human element to deal with, the

unexpected happens. One of our

men, regardless of the fact that his

particular locality was as dry as the

desert of Sahara, so far as bathing

facilities were concerned, took his

quota seriously to heart. If he

could only interest the people in a

bathing pool, he didn't see any rea-

son why he couldn't work up a little

bathing suit business.

THIS salesman communicated his

idea to the home office. What did

we think of it? We didn't know
anything about bathing pools, but

we got hold of some booklets from
the cement companies and sent them
to him. We believe in encouraging

initiative and originality of thought.

Yet it was somewhat of a shock when
our man reported that he had sold a

swimming pool to one community.

Before the year was out he had
sold three more. In each town he

had gone to the merchant with

whom he was doing business, spoke

of the social and community advan-

tages that would be afforded by the

erection of a pool, and emphasized

the potentialities that existed for

the sale of bathing suits and other

swimming appurtenances. Between
them they interested the civic body,

if the town had one, or some public-

spirited citizens. Armed with facts

and figures culled from the booklets

we had sent him. our salesman dem-
onstrated the practicability of the

idea. Community sentiment did the

rest.

NOW the genesis of the idea was
prompted by a selfish motive.

Our salesman's chief desire was to

sell bathing suits. But who can deny

that the bringing to fruition of the

idea was the highest form of altru-

ism? The plan went over so well so

far as this individual sale.sman was
concerned that the following year we

enlisted the help of the cement com-

panies and issued a booklet on how
to build swimming pools. This we

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 54]
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'What awhale ofa difference

just afew cents make
!

"

II the difference

b«nvecn just an ordinary cigarene

and— FATIMA, die most skUlful

blend in cigarette history.

'What awhale ofa difference

just a few cents make
!

"

-all the difference

between )gsl an ordinary cigarette

and—FATIMA. the most skillful

btend in cigarette history.

Wlaat awhale ofa difference

just a few cents make
!

"

—all the difference

and— FATIMA, the most Tlillful

blend in cigarette history.

"Wliat awhale ofa difference

just a few cents make
!

"

,11 the difference

between just an ordinary cigarette

ind— FATIMA. the most skillful

blend in cigarette history.

'What awhale ofa cdiference

just a few cents make!"

all the difference

between just an ordinary cigarette

and—FATIMA, the most skillful

blend in cigarette history.

"What awhale ofa difference
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How We Coordinate

Advertising and Selling

By S. E. Conybeare
Advertising Manager, Armstrong Cork Company

IF
your advertising has to

be "put across" or "sold" to

your salesmen, then either

you have the wrong kind of

advertising or the wrong kind

of salesmen. Advertising to-

' day is too integral a part of

i

selling, of marketing, to have

to be "sold" to your own sales

organization. It is part of the

salesman's business to know
how advertising works and to

use advertising in his work of

selling.

In a little less than four

and a half years we have built

an entirely new sales and ad-

vertising organization. We get
' our men largely from the col-

leges. We take men who have

specialized in business courses,

graduates of the Wharton
School or the men who have

taken similar courses in other

institutions. Not all of our

men are college-trained, but

the men who enter our organ-

ization must have the equiva-

lent understanding of the

, fundamentals of business, as a

background upon which to re-

ceive our training. We bring these trained they have a more intelligent

:
men to Lancaster and they are put grasp of production problems and

through a course of training that production methods, and are in bet-

'7/1 litis snapslioi." writes Mr. Cony-

beare, "like that most familiar story of

the gentleman in the pig pen, the one

with the cap on is me"

lasts from five to six months. These
men can go into the factory and
spend several months in overalls.

We want our men to be able to go
out and answer any question that

may be put to them. If a merchant
makes a complaint our men can go
right out and look at the piece of

goods. If it is a justifiable com-
plaint, the salesman can send the

matter into the factory with his

recommendation that the merchant's
complaint be taken care of. Many

' times complaints are not justifiable.

I

Due to his understanding the sales-

man is able very patiently to explain

\
to a merchant's satisfaction just

I

what the difficulty has been.

i Because our men are thus factory-

Portion of an address before the semi-
annual meeting of the Association di Na-
tional Advertisers.

ter sympathy with the manufactur-

ing department. They don't make adequately.

We present to them a great
deal of original source ma-
terial. Every salesman has
to study all of our advertising
from the earliest advertise-
ment we ever published, and
he must trace the development
of that advertising, its pur-
poses, the story that is pre-
sented, the changes in em-
phasis that have taken place,

and thus he must see for him-
self visually the fact that cer-

tain fundamental purposes
have been carried on unrelent-

ingly through the course of this

entire advertising.

He must study the ten im-
portant factors that we con-

sider in the advertising of

Armstrong's linoleum. We have
divided these factors very
briefly as follows: First, we
have the jobber, who distrib-

utes about 70 per cent of our
production; and the jobber

salesman—who after all is our
salesman—some 1800 of them.

We are doing certain defi-

nite things in our advertising

work directed to the jobber,

and to his salesmen. We get out a

little publication for him. We sup-

ply him with those things that he

needs in order to present our line

the sort of criticisms that salesmen

sometimes make about the produc-

tion department. When they do

make suggestions, they are intelli-

gent suggestions.

AFTER the men have gone through

the factory-training course, we
take them into the advertisingdepart-

nient, where we have them at our

disposal for two to three weeks. We
have worked out a syllabus in which

is given a skeleton outline of the

history of the company, a history of

Then we have the store owner or

buyer. We have analyzed his needs

and are trying to take care of them.

For the store display man—the

window trimmer—we have devel-

oped a complete line of window dis-

play materials.

We have studied the needs of the

store advertising manager in rela-

tion to our line, and have developed

a service to take care of him.

The retail salesman in the store

is a very vital factor for us. We
have developed a correspondence

our advertising and a history of the course for him and other selling

development of our sales organiza-

tion. We have put down in writing

a large number of questions pertain-

ing to the various subjects that we
wish the young salesmen to study.

helps and aids. The linoleum layer

is also an important part of our ad-

vertising problem, so we have de-

veloped literature and means for his

education.
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Outside the store the eighth factor

is the architect and the builder, who
must be educated to the use of lino-

leum; also the interior decorator.

Last, but in larger numbers, is

the ultimate consumer. We have

broken that factor down to the user

of linoleum for residential floors and

the use of linoleum for business

floors.

These are the ten factors that our

advertising is intended to reach,

stimulate and help. The salesman

has to study these factors, partic-

ularly what we have done in the past

and what we are doing in the pres-

ent to reach them, so he gets a clear

picture of the objectives of our ad-

vertising program.
As a result of this study he must

prepare a written thesis. This is

gone over by the men in our depart-

ment, and discussion is had about

the points that the student salesman

may not be clear about.

We try to train our salesman in

the tools of advertising, and in the

subject of retail advertising. We
want him, when he is talking to a

customer, to know the differences

between line cuts and halftones and
color plates, and the kind of paper

that each should be printed on; to

be able to order them ; to requisition

materials of that kind intelligently;

to be able to sit down with a jobber

and help him map out that section

of his catalog that is devoted to

Armstrong's linoleum. We want
him to know the basic ideas in retail

advertising, and to be able to advise

a retailer about what he could afford

to spend for advertising linoleum,

and to educate the retailer as to the

importance of window displays and
other selling methods. All of these

subjects are studied during the

period that this man is in the adver-

tising department.
Following that he goes through

the other departments—order de-

partment, billing department, pur-

chasing agent's department and so

on, spending sufficient time in each
until he knows the work thoroughly.

Following that the young sales-

man goes into a retail store, and
actually sells linoleum at retail for

two weeks. Then he goes out and
lays linoleum for a week, so that he

has gone through the whole process

from the manufacturing to the

actual installation of linoleum in the

home of the purchaser.

We have taken men with no selling

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 60]|

They Advertise Soap to Boys!
By J. R. Worthington

THE average boy has

about as much natural

interest in soa/p as a

South Sea Islander has in dif-

ferential calculus!

But nothing daunted, Proc-

ter & Gamble, makers of

Ivory Soap, have apparently

set out resolutely to bring up

the boys of America on Ivory

Soap. What's more, they have
gone about the job with the

evident intention of arousing

boys' interest in soap in a way
to make them like it!

This isn't as simple a job

as it might seem, for no nor-

mal, active boy cares to spend
much of his time absorbing

academic ideas on cleanliness,

nor even studying attractive

picture ads of children blow-

ing Ivory Soap bubbles. The
modern boy wants action in

his literature or his advertis-

ing. Action and excitement!

Indians, campfires, bears and
buffaloes

!

And so P. & G. have taken

steps to give boys just that

—action and campfires—with
a cake of Ivory soap slipped

surreptitiously in the camp
kit.

Why Indian Joe

Didn't Need a Towel
By F. F. BRADLEY

(Famous Bty Leadtr and Sportsman)

W
after r

ighty good place to stop for luncK
portaging around the heavy raptds of

the Kenogami River. Our guides, Indian

Joe, a Chippewa Indian, and Dad Malhe. a

French Canadian trapper who had seen

experience in various arctic relief expeditions,

opened their packs.

They cenainly were one surprised pair of

guides. Thei /ell c

: had checked (

and had left o
rssity needed in

Joe and my pal
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Which man do you feel hke ''

ESr33rSSSCT?.'r;

--.jr'

NOW IN 3 SIZES
I

l^mKrf^its1/. • 1/9

GooJ Health for a Farthing, a Day

LlBCRTYs New SHOPS
OPeN

MONDAY NeXT
TM€ CXTeRIOR AND THe INTeRIOR
ARE BUILT IN TMe STYLC OF TMe
XVI CENTURY WITH TIMBERS FROft
TME OLD MEnOF WAR M MS MItlOUSTAH

AND M MS/lMPRECMABLe

LiBeRTYft CQ„ARGYLL PLACc recent STLonoon.

The fastidious Cigarette Smoke:

is always well matched with a

Player's Navy Cut Cigarette.

What Kind of Copy Sells Goods

in the British Market?
By Gilbert Russell

SINC]
"The
typic

INCLAIR LEWIS has said that

There is no such thing as a

ical American, or a typical

Englishman, or a typical anything."

liTet the purpose of this inquiry is

';o arrive at what kind of copy sells

merchandise successfully in this

Country. Our first consideration

jnust be, then, the English charac-

';er: What is it, what appeals to it?

The Englishman may be appealed to

through sentiment; he is even a Ut-

ile sentimental. He is broad-minded,

Drovided you approach him tactfully,

le acknowledges traditions, is even

ittached to them. His friendship is

inore readily bestowed than many
magine, and once given is not

'lastily withdrawn. Something for

idvertisers here surely!

[ If a product is of such merit as

|;o gain the endorsement of local

luthorities—the hospitals, the medi-
:al profession and so forth—

a

litrong line of appeal is at once

jipened. It is known even abroad, I

imppose, that the Englishman has

i'eal respect for authority. A for-

liign firm marketing goods in this

lountry needs to be made familiar

jvith such a fact, for it might have
onsiderable effect on its advertis-

ing plans. If official support in some
lippropriate quarter could be gained
I'or the foreign product, it would

certainly affect the advertising

policy.

If your firm was established one
hundred years ago, and if you say
it sensibly, your average English
buyer will be favorably impressed.

Much more favorably impressed

than if you claim that your product

is the newest invention of its kind.

The facts and the figures should be

put before the public, and the claims

based upon them should be moder-
ately, reasonably stated. Distrust

is aroused if too much is claimed for

a good thing. I am thinking now of

technical articles especially. But
once get a product well established

by fair and moderate means and
your position is strong. The En-
glishman is not fickle in his tastes.

COPY in this country can assume
at least ten different forms:

1. Pure Display—"Daily Mail" and
nothing else is to be seen on hoardings

and in the press.

2. Mixed Display— "Pears Soap,

matchless for the complexion"—an old

favorite still to be seen.

3. Prestige Copy— Dewars' current

campaign, "The Spirit of the Empire."

Pears' "What Is English Beauty?" se-

ries.

4. Selli7ig Facts About the Goods—
Aridor Jars. Atco motor lawn mow-
ers; and hundreds of others.

5. Copy Based on Selliiig Plan—
Drages' "Everyman" series.

6. Want-Creating Copy— The cam-
paign of the Professional Photograph-
ers Association; Coleman's "Get the
Mustard Habit" series.

7. Selling Goods by Showing How
?7sed—Milton's 101 uses.

8. Describing a Detail of the Prod-
uct—The oven regulator of Radiation
New World Gas Cooker advertising. A
favorite in technical fields especially.

9. Indirect Selling Copy — Selling

railway tickets by advertising a sea-

side resort, "Skegness Is So Bracing."

10. Copy Based on Price—See any
"sale" announcement; and to some ex-

tent the Douglas Motor Cycle adver-
tisements recently, which announced
that for a limited period the tax would
be paid.

An eleventh style has recently

been provided : it might be called

"Warning Against a Competitor"
style; but it is to be hoped that this

needs no serious classification.

It will be noticed that humor re-

ceives no definite classification here.

The reason is that it might be in-

troduced into four or five of the

other styles ; also that it needs the

most careful handling. The Kru-
schen Salts advertising has shown
beyond any dispute that humor has

its place in English advertising. I

doubt whether any article has ever

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 42]
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Don't Be Afraid to Spend Money!
By J. George Frederick

K
S the

have
title to this article we under the stress and strain, espe- pass the buck lower down—to the

phrase which goes to cially when the inevitable mistakes advertising manager or advertising

,
the heart of business

peculiar way. To illustrate: An
able executive I know told me some
time ago that the two big men he
has worked for in the past sixteen

years said only a few words to him,
but that, oddly enough, one of the
things each said to him
was, Don't be afraid to -

spend money!
"The older I get in

business," said this ex-

ecutive, "the more I see

that this matter of

spending money is the

guts of business. Yes,

really. Fools spend
money with irresponsi-

ble ease. The able ex-

ecutive, on the other

hand, suffers in many
cases from the opposite

vice. The big boss

higher up, who picks

his executive and leaves

him alone, with only a

few but pointed words
of advice, does very well

indeed to bolster up
the executive's spending
nerve.

"Consider the heavy
responsibility an execu-

tive is under in the mat-
ter of spending money.
In these days of large

corporations, an execu-

tive is obliged to take

both authority and re- ==^
sponsibility for spend-

ing huge amounts of money. After

all, he is only a salaried man, and the

occur and one or two out of five ex-

penditures prove unwise. The over-

conscientious man suffers unduly

when this happens, yet it is the plain

routine of business.

"And don't suppose this confer-

ence, budget and staff mechanism of

© Brown Bros.

ANY nation's industry—made up of a large number
of individual enterprises—is dependent upon other

nations for financing, raw materials and manufactured
products, as this importation of millions of dollars in

gold being dehvered to the New York Sub Treasury
bears witness. A business to succeed must not only
make money, but spend money as well. Money well
spent annihilates time, helps surmount obstacles, and
enables a concern to crowd ten years' development
into five.

agent. It's his burden to bear, and
his alone.

"Now right there is where much
business goes wrong—in the han-
dling of the responsibility for spend-
ing money. Two-thirds of higher-up
men, owners, bankers and directors,

won't squarely place re-

' sponsibility and author-
ity for spending. They
are perfectly willing to

place responsibility—but

not the co-necessity,

authority. They butcher
an executive's plans

until it is their plan, not

his, and they break his

spirit into that of

order-taker. They do the

spending, not he, be-

cause these men higher
up have no confidence in

his capacity to spend
wisely—which is only

another way of saying

;

that they don't believe

they made a very good
pick in hiring the man.
And often they haven't,

:

true enough! He isn't

a wise spender—he was
picked because he would
be a good little boy, rui

their errands and d(

what they told him.

They are insulting their

own intelligence, not

his, when they rebuke'

I him.

"You can't put a fifty-

ton burden on two-inch steel. If you

ildJ

modern business shifts the individ

ual burden. You may think the pick a man able to bear the amount
money he spends is somebody else's board of directors or the executive of wind-pressure of spending in

—the stockholders'! For one man committee or the president or some- volved in your business, and say ^
to sit at his desk and decide to one else takes the responsibility. It word of courage to him occasionally,

doesn't—for a really good executive, as my two bosses did, he'll bear thel

If a sales manager puts up to the load, all right. Joe Schaffner, of

board of directors a $500,000 selling Hart, Schaffner & Marx, used to say

and advertising campaign, you might he delighted in increasing the load

suppose that when the board ok's it on a man's shoulders (also his sal

tha sales manager can 'pass the
buck' to the board and feel that he

spend $100, $1,000, $20,000, $50,000,

$100,000, $500,000 or a million or

two (it matters not what the amount
is—it is all, comparatively speaking,

large) is a decision which strains

every brain cell and nerve and parti-

cle of conscience. It is the crux of

fiduciary responsibility ; and when is merely its order-taker. Ordinary
such an expenditure is for a plan or

method of operation that is new, un-

tried or merely based on hope and
expectation, however logical, the

pressure doubles and trebles. No
wonder men crack so frequently

men, yes—but not your good modem
executive. He's an able man largely

because he does not pass the buck.
It was his plan that the board
passed on and authorized and he
must bear its weight. Nor can he

ary) until he ascertained the man
'point of cracking.' Then he knevf

the man's limitations; how far up ii

his organization the man could gO'

And of course increasing the loa(

usually means spending power.

"The least known art in business

it seems to me, is spending. Yoi

hear a lot of talk about makinj

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 58 '
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The Fourth Phase

of Business Readjustment

A FTER the Napoleonic wars it took Great Britain,

/A then as now the wealthiest nation in Europe,

^1 )W
,

nearly twenty years to get back to normal. And
it was not until 1879—thirteen years after the con-

clusion of the Civil War—that specie payments were
resumed in the United States.

The world is infinitely richer than it was fifty or a
hundred years ago, but to expect that it will recover,

overnight, from such a tremendous shock as the World
War is to expect too much.

Peace is the normal condition of mankind. It is in

time of peace that man perfects the social and economic
structure, the foundations of which were laid thousands
of years ago, building it higher and yet higher, beautify-
ing it, changing it as changes are needed.

War puts a stop to that. It is the Great Disorganizer.
It is to a nation just about what a serious illness is to

an individual. In both cases, there are four phases

—

attack, struggle, victory, and convalescence—-"the

gradual recovery of health and strength."

We have reached the fourth phase.

How soon shall we get back to our normal condition

of health and strength?

That depends much more upon what we do for our-

selves than upon what government does for us. Gov-
ernments do not create. Their function is to control,

direct and regulate; and they help or hinder precisely

as they control, direct and regulate wisely.

Prosperity cannot be brought about by legislative

enactment. It can be brought about only by hard work
and straight thinking. Most of us are working hard
enough, but there is too little straight thinking going
on. Perhaps this little glance back into history will

serve to give us all a clearer perspective and a more
intelligent starting point for our thinking.

Investment Bunk
E quote the following paragraph from a letter

being sent out by a Chicago investment house
promoting the sale of stock in a company pro-

posing to make a new oflSce appliance:

Now you must concede that the business world must in-
stantly demand to be supplied with this machine because it

saves time, labor and money. The business world is always
looking and waiting for time- and labor-saving machinps.
Competition in the business world compels firms to equip
themselves with machines that enable them to do more
work and better work at much less expense.

Many a man has sunk a fortune on the fallacious

reasoning that "the business world will instantly
demand to be supplied" with some new device.

If the business world actually is "always looking
and waiting for time- and labor-saving machines," it

manages to oifer a pretty stiff resistance to them when
they are put on the market. No one can deny the use-
fulness of such devices as the cash register and the
various types of duplicating and addressing machines,
for example. They all "save time, labor and money."
But it took years of the hardest kind of selling to in-

duce the business world to accept them in the first

place, and even today when their value might be
assumed to be fully appreciated by business men, and in

the light of the fact that "competition in the business
world compels firms to equip themselves with machines
that enable them to do more work and better work at

less expense," not for a single day do the makers of

these useful devices dare permit themselves to relax

their advertising and sales pressure.

Inventing a new machine or device is one thing;
making it is another; but more difficult than either is

the problem of marketing it. That it can be done
successfully by aggressive sales methods and skilfully

planned and well-executed advertising is amply demon-
strated by the success of the cash register and the
other devices referred to, not to mention hundreds of
others. But no business man or no investor should
ever permit himself to be misled into assuming that
the public or the business world will "instantly demand
to be supplied" with any new device or product. The
road to consumer demand leads first through "accept-

ance," and it nearly always takes considerable time and
a liberal expenditure of money, and of salesi and adver-
tising energy, to arrive even at the point where the
public will accept a new product and be willing to pay
for it.

This Years National

Advertising Bill

THE American Association of Advertising Agen-
cies announces, through its secretary, that the

aggregate of advertising appropriations that the

members of this association will handle this year will

reach a grand total of $300,000,000, in round figures.

"This," states Secretary O'Shaughnessy, "is about 80
per cent of all the desirable national advertising."

Taking this sum and this percentage figure at their

face value, the year's bill for national advertising would
be approximately $375,000,000. Naturally this figure

does not include many special forms of advertising, such
ai3 direct-by-mail and other kinds of promotion often

handled by the client's own organization. But for what
it purports to be, it is at least much more worthy of

credence than most of the wild estimates that after-

dinner speakers and impressionistic writers are wont to

roll off their tongues or pens.

Anonymous—At Reduced Prices

AMANUFACTURER of clocks was confronted
with the oldtime demand on the part of his

. sales force that he take the cost of a proposed
advertising campaign off from the price, enabling them
to sell the goods at a better discount. "I'll agree to

that," he told them, "if you'll agree to our taking the

name off the clocks." The howl of protest that went
up led to a real discussion of the subject on its merits.

Most manufacturers, we fancy, would be safe in offer-

ing to make the same bargain for the sake of giving
a graphic illustration of a point that salesmen some-
times miss.
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The Spirit of the Convention
By Harry Tipper

THE committee in charge of

the program for the London
Convention have incorporated

in it sectional discussions that will

be participated in by the leading

advertising men of Great Britain

and other countries. Out of this

interchange of ideas must come a

better understanding of advertising

and the relationship it bears to the

business of a nation. The general

sessions of the Convention vsrill deal

with international business; with

the responsibilities of business and
what the business man is doing to

fulfill them; with the responsibili-

ties of the advertising man in busi-

ness, and what advertising is doing

to meet these large requirements.

This Convention is the largest

congress of business men of an
international character ever held.

It is, in truth, the first really inter-

national congress of business men of

the world, for in other gatherings

we have usually sent only a few to

represent us. It is a congress of men who are mainly

responsible for the contact of business with the public,

sensitive to the public desires and acquainted with its

obligations. As a result of this meeting we ought to

be able to reach at least some distance on the road to

a common ideal for advertising men of all countries

and all branches of the business; an ideal which can

Harry Tipper

Chairman of the Program Committee
London Convention

become the objective of the in-

dividual and yet strengthen the

cooperative sentiment among all ad-

vertising men.
Out of this meeting I hope we can

achieve some ground of common
understanding, so that when we re-

turn to our own country, what we
read will be interpreted by what we
ourselves have learned. I hope

further that we will be strengthened

in the observance of our responsi-

bilities to the public in the discharge

of our duty to the business man, so

that the work we do will make not

only for the good of business, but

for the common good and the up-

building of international stability in

all measures.

As the liaison officer between

business and the public, responsible

for interpreting one to the other,

the advertising man knows the

necessity of understanding. His

work is of no value unless he knows

how to make himself understood,

no matter what the country or the language, and he

knows that understanding begins in the little things.

If we understood each other's products and business

language, if we can rely upon each other's business

methods, we shall have come a long way toward the

kind of understanding which forms the basis of inter-

national cooperation.

Program of the Twentieth Annual Convention of the

Associated Advertising Chibs of the World

London, July 13-18, 1924

General Sessions

Monday Mm-ning, July 14

Lord Burnham, presiding, will make the
opening address ; British speaker ; address
of greeting. Lou E. Holland, president
A. A. C. of W. ; Sir Eric Geddes, chairman,
Federation of British Industries, London

:

"The Spirit of the Convention," Harry
Tipper, chairman, general program com-
mittee ; address of welcome, C. Harold
Vernon, president Thirty Club of London.

Monday Afternoon, July 14

Lou E. Holland, president A. A. C. of W.,
presiding. Theme of the meeting will be
"The Responsibility of Trade," Winston
Churchill ; "Advertising the Creator of
Public Standards in Business," Francis H.
Sisson. vice-president, Guaranty Trust
Company. New York ; "How the Respon-
sil)llity of Trade Is Met," .Sir Philip Lloyd
Greamo, M.P. : "The Fight for Truth In
Advertising," Herbert .S. Houston, New
York : Summary, .John Cheshire, advertis-
ing director. Lever Bros,. Ltd., London.

Monday Evening, July 14
Annual meeting of National Advertising

Commission for election of ofHcers and other
business. Meeting of the Joint Assembly,

which con.stitutes the nominating committee
of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the
World and is charged with the duty of
nominating the president and secretary-
treasurer.

Tuesday Morning, July 15

Viscount Leverhulme, presiding. Theme
of the meeting will be "The Reconstruction
of Europe." A British speaker will open
the subject ; "Building the Biggest Manu-
facturing Business Through Advertising,"
James D. Mooney, president, General Motors
Export Company, New York ; "Educational
By-products of Advertising," Sir Charles
P. Higham, managing director, C. F.
Higham. Ltd.. London : "Improving Adver-
tising from the Inside," O. C. Harn. presi-
dent Audit Bureau of Circulations, and
chairman sales committee National Lead
Company, New York ; Lord Kylsant,
G.C.M.G.

Thursday Morning, July 17
C. Harold Vernon, president Thirty Club

of London, presiding. Theme will be
"Building an Empire with Advertising."
.Sir Robert Home. M.P., formerly chancel-
lor of the exchequer ; E. W. Berry, presi-
dent, Canadian Pacific Railway, Canada

;

.Stanley Baldwin, formerly prime minister
of Great Britain ; "How Advertising Welded
the U. S, Markets," E. T. Meredith.

Thursday Afternoon, July 17

Lou E. Holland, president A. A. C. ol

presiding. Reports of officers and
mittees : adoption of resolutions, confirn..

tion and selection of next convention ci^l|
election of officers ; awarding of trophieai

Departmental Sessions

Community Advertising DepartmbotI

Tuesday Afternoon, July 15
Remarks by Lord Ashfleld, presiding

presidential address by Charles S_
Hatfield, St, Louis, Mo. ; report of J. Ul
Mallory, Savannah. Ga., secretary-tr9M|
urer ; British speaker ; Don E. Mowry,
eral secretary, Association of Comine
Madison, Wis. : "The Service That a H
way Renders to a Community." Gen#
discussion.

Wednesday Morning, July 16

Charles F. Hatfield, presiding; Brltlsl
speaker. Roland B. Woodward, generel
secretary. Chamber of Commerce. Rochestei '

N. Y'. : "The Relation of Chambers of Trad
and Commerce to Municipal Authorities;
discussion ; British speaker ; A. W. NeaU;
Geyer-Dayton Company, Dayton, Ohio
"How to Boom Holiday Resorts^
Discussion.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 48
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Replying to the Anonymous
Contributor

Charles W. Hoyt Takes Issue with the Writer of "What Are the

Boundaries of Agency Service?'
^vn^f.

To THE Editor:

THE communication published
in the Fortnightly entitled

"What Are the Boundaries of

Agency Service?" [June 18, page
21] interests me exceedingly. I

heartily wish that a reading of the

article would give me the answer,
because I have been trying to find

an answer to that question for fif-

teen years.

I am pleased to see that the

author of this letter makes the state-

ment that an agency cannot supply
the various things which he men-
tions and make money if it depends
on the agency differential of 15 per
cent. I feel that he sets up the

whole proposition beyond that in an
incorrect way, because he assumes
that all these things must be omitted
from agency service because 15 per
cent is not sufficient to pay for their

use. Moreover he creates a wrong
situation when, having admitted
that certain smaller firms may need
some of these things, that the

agency wrongs its larger customers
by including this service. He makes
the statement that the agency takes

some of the profits from its larger

accounts to furnish a needed service

to its smaller accounts.

It is my belief that the primary
function of the advertising agency
covers the great, broad subject of

marketing. Marketing includes ad-

vertising and selling. Selling em-
braces sales management and sales-

manship. It is difficult to draw
distinct lines separating the various

things embraced in marketing. Ac-
cordingly an advertising agency, in

my opinion, must be so organized

that it can function in marketing in

such a way that the various prob-

lems with which it has to cope may
not embarrass the agency; even
though, in some cases, the require-

ments extend well into the sales side.

I have been in the advertising

agency business for fifteen years.

When I started I did not know that

I was an advertising agent. I was

not exactly sure what I was. I

knew that I had considerable knowl-
edge and experience which would
help people to market goods. Ac-
cordingly, in those early days, be-

cause I did not know what else to

call myself, I printed on my letter-

heads the phrase "Consulting Sales

and Advertising Manager." It

seemed to me that embraced about
all that I had to offer.

In a few years, as I came into

touch with real advertising agents,

I was led to believe, by listening to

them, that perhaps an advertising

agent ought not to play too strongly

with the problem of sales and sales

management. Accordingly my let-

terhead was changed and for a long

while it had this bromide on it:

"Advertising that sells." In this

way I was offering advertising only,

but I was stating that my kind of

advertising did sell.

ABOUT two years ago something

L happened within our agency
which startled me from my com-
placency and led me to believe that

some of my earlier ideas were more
nearly correct than those which had
been instilled by my contact with
agencies. I awoke to the fact that no
matter if it is true that many large

firms have all the help, all the brains

and all the time needed to solve

problems of the sales department,

that there still were left thousands

of firms who, because of lack of time,

experience or men, needed help in

the sales side of their business. I

also found that many of the large

firms needed help because of lack of

time.

I constantly ran across cases

where firms came to us because we
were their advertising agents and
asked us to help them. Let me ask

your correspondent, who has pre-

sented an excellent case up to a cer-

tain point, to tell me what he would
answer to such firms who asked
him for such help if he were an ad-

vertising agent. Suppose a sales

manager finds himself in the position

where it is difficult for him to do

any one of such tasks as the compila-

tion of a sales manual ; the organiza-

tion, training and launching of a

sales crew to cover some one terri-

tory; or the making of a market
analysis from the sales viewpoint.

Suppose he came to your corre-

spondent, who was his advertising

agent, and asked for help. Is it

wiser, if you are conducting an ad-

vertising agency, to send that sales

manager to somebody else, or is it

wiser to have a facility within your

own organization to supply the need

at a price?

Two years ago I was called upon

by one of the best and largest cus-

tomers our agency had. He wanted

me to recommend a man who could

build a special sales organization, to

work for a period of three or four

months. I could not find anybody

that I dared recommend. Accord-

ingly, at his request, I loaned him

an able ex-sales manager employed

by our firm. That man solved the

problem and worked exclusively foi

that firm for several months.

Right here, however, is where I

begin to differ from your corr&

spondent. This work cannot and

should not be done for the agency

differential. If one does it for the

agency differential he does an in'

justice to other customers who (i(

not require the service. Moreover

as is well pointed out by your corre

spondent, the agency cannot furnisl

this at no extra charge and maki

money without injuring, by deterio

ration, the quality of its copy.

ON October 19, 1923, I deliverei

an address before the New Yorl

Sales Managers' Club, the title o

which was "How far should the

vertising agency go with referenc

to the affairs of the Department o

Sales Management?" In that addres

I made a number of statements alon

the lines of the letter which yo

have published. Among other thing

I said:

I have noticed that the weaker an

smaller an advertising agency is, tl

more functions it presumes to take o:

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 63]
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Transportation by Rail andWater Brings

the World^s Advertisers to London

Railway Age

Marine Engineering
and Shipping Age

Railway Mechanical Engineer

Railway
Engineering and Maintenance

Railway Electrical Engineer

Railway Signaling

The Boiler Maker

Car Builders' Cyclopedia

Locomotive Cyclopedia

Members Audit Bureau of Circulation
Members Associated Business Papers

Al&a
Railway and Marine Text Books

^
I
^HIS is symbolic of the two indis-

-*- pensable industries which must keep

abreast of the times to insure future pros-

perity and continued advancement of civil-

ization throughout the world.

A most important factor in the develop-

ment of railway facilities and ships is the

business publications which disseminate

technical and business information to the

important men of the railway and marine

industries ; and of equal importance are the

advertisements in the business papers which

make known such devices and materials

as will expedite and improve the operation,

maintenance, and development of these

industries.

SimmonS'Boardman Publishing Company
"The House of Transportation"

30 Church Street New York

Chicago: 608 S. Dearborn Street

ishington: 17th and H Streets, N. W.
Cleveland: 6007 Euclid Avenue New Orleans: 927 Canal Street

San Francisco: 74 New Montgomery Street London: 34 Victoria Street, S. W. 1
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Written by Our Readers
In Which Many Interesting Viewpoints Are Expressed

Is Hand-to-Moiith Buying
Here to Stay?

Waterbury Company
63 Park Row, New York

June 23, 1924.

To THE Editor:

At present there is little or no velvet

for the manufacturer in consequence
of hand-to-mouth buying. True, it

keeps the dust from the dealer's stock,

but adds dust to the manufacturer's
floor stock. The cost of handling, the

necessity of increased floor stock to

meet the miscellaneous or hand-to-

mouth orders, the likelihood of switch-

ing source of buying orders because of

small quantities and likewise the lack ol

close cooperation due to small quantity
purchases—all means somebody will

nave to pay the increased cost of han-
dling. 'The manufacturer in time to

come, when production and demand
be-)r closer relationship, will surely try

to get his added cost because there is a

difference between carload and less-

than-carload cost of making, handling,
etc.

As manufacturers of a product large-

ly sold on tonnage base (wire and fibre

rope) , we too have experienced that
purchases through dealers and dis-

tributors are in less volume per order
but ordered more frequently.

We find manufacturers are establish-

ing branch stores, warehouse stocks
and in some cases consignment ac-

counts to meet territorial demand. The
trade, dealers and distributors, in many
lines have become wise to many things,
but the future controlling factor will

be the relation to supply and demand.
At present it is over-production and
the manufacturers are the sick men,
but what will be the effect on the
jobber or quantity distributor if hand-
to-mouth buying becomes the order?
The distributor will cease to function.
The manufacturer will become the dis-

tributor through branches he will be
forced to establish throughout various
territories to take care of short orders— i. e., hand-to-mouth buying orders.
The manufacturer cannot absorb the
less-than-carload rate against carload
rate or sell small lots at quantity
prices. There will be the elimination
of someone, and it will not be hard to

guess who. The cost of doing business
will not stand too many in-between
factors.

In our line we find the number of
branch houses and warehouse accounts
growing. We also find intensive adver-
tising, house-organs, cartoons, journal
advertising, motion pictures and other
efforts all foreign to our line up to the
last year or so. Perhaps many manu-
facturers will become merchants doing
a retail business, using territorial

warehouses and advertising locally un-
less it comes to pass that the value of
trade associations becomes recognized
and various industries establish dic-

tators to help curtail or keep the prod-
ucts of manufacturers within the nor-

mal demands consistent with the run of

busmess; also to help to check buyers'
stocks, to keep them within the range
or average of past performance, to help
eliminate makeshift substitutes and
forced sales, which frequently result in

excessive stocks, which stocks have
opened the way to bargain sales.

Overproduction has undoubtedly caused
careless buying and over-ambitious
selling has created consignments.
Guarantees against decline in price on
unsold stock for long periods and lack
of standardization has also helped to

create the chaotic condition now pre-
vailing.

But withal, we would rather regard
the unsettled conditions during the past
four or five years as being responsible
for a temporary unheaval in marketing
conditions, which will help right them-
selves as manufacturers will realize

when they shorten production and
scrap some of the machinery installed
during wartime period.

R. G. Richmond.

Ridley Watts & Co.,

44-46 Leonard Street, New York.
Wamsutta Mills

June 17, 1924.
To the Editor:
Apropos of Ken Goode's "Has Hand-

to-Mouth Buying Come to Stay?" I

send you this clipping from the Daily
Ne7vs Record.

"It is a common thing," said one
converter, "for a buyer to fight hard
to cut a price a quarter of a cent a
yard—and then turn around and say
'ship them by express,' thus adding
one-half cent a yard more to his price
thereby."

C. W. Dall.

The Norwalk Vault Company.
Norwalk, Ohio.

June 16, 1924.
To THE Editor:

I read the article, "Hand-to-Mouth
Buying," with a great deal of interest.

My opinion is that this condition can-

not prevail forever. If it is true in

any great number of towns running
from five to fifteen thousand in this

country, the next five years is going
to see one of two things: Either a tre-

mendous increase in business failures
in the smaller communities or a tre-

mendous revival of buying on the part
of the stores in these small communi-
ties to suit the local trade.

In 1914 President Wilson was laughed
at up and down the land because he
said that the business depression was
purely psychological. I don't know why
he should have known more about it

than any one of a million business men
in this country, but he did because
what he said was absolutely true. The
shelves of the stores all over the coun-
try were empty and storekeepers sim-
ply would not buy until circumstances
compelled them to. These circum-
stances were generally rising prices.

I believe the same conditions exist

today with regard to stocks of goods.
Also I believe that just as soon as there

comes about any stabilizing influence
buying will open up in bigger volume.
The two prime stabilizing influences
will be a determination one way or the
other of the political situation with def-
inite knowledge on the taxation prob-
lem; and the sight of some daylight
ahead for the agricultural interests of
the country.

John H. Cox,
President.

Shall We Kill

a Valuable Medium?
Direct Mail Advertising
Association, Incorporated

Detroit, Mich.

June 12, 1924.
To THE Editor:

I was much interested in your edi-

torial, "Shall We Kill a Valuable Me-
dium?" in the Fortnightly for June 4.

So interested, in fact, that I have re-:

ferred to it in the Bulletin for June 16,

which is now in the hands of the
printer, and have written something
which may interest you along the
same line. I appreciate the friendly
attitude of your publication toward our
work.

F. L. Pierce,
Executive Secretary.

Limiting the Size
],

of Advertisements

General Motors Corporation
New York City

June 20, 1924.
To The Editor:

;

Advertising and Selling Fort-
nightly, June 18th issue, page 28,

column one, headed "Limiting the Size

of Advertisements," is what I have for

a year been preaching.
I believe that sooner or later national

publications must limit their space to

a single page and refuse double
spreads. In fact, I would like to see

all national publications limit the size

to two-thirds or three-quarters of a
page, dependent upon whether they
print three or four columns. And I'

would like to see all newspapers limit

the size to one-quarter page.
Everything is relative except adver-

tising. As things now are, I do not

believe the advertiser gets a run for

his money, principally because the

reader of the magazines gets deaf,

dumb and blind by being shrieked at

by too much and too big advertising
space.

It may make an impression, but so

does an amateur with a bass horn in

a brass band. After a day's readingi

I sometimes feel like I have been!

listening to a band composed entirely

of amateur bass horn players.

The time has arrived when the agen-

cies must devote more time, energy,

gray matter and what not to proclucin};'

copy that will sell and utilizing tlieiv

art and white space to sell, not shell-

shock the readers with big space.

LOCKWOOD Barr,
Manager, Department of Publicity.
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In Louisville
The Rialto on Fourth Avenue, Louisville's million dollar theatre; entirely devoted

to the screen.

OF the throng of pleasure seekers who
pass along Fourth Avenue each

evening, an average of three thousand visit

the Rialto.

In the quiet of the theatre—personalities

merge into the mass. Politics, business,

race and creed are forgotten. Harrington,

the bookkeeper, sits next to Hoffman, the

tobacco broker. The failure, the mediocre,

and the successful—all feel the fascination

of the silent drama.

It is so in Pittsburgh, in Seattle, in Boston,

and in every other American city, for the

influence of the screen is universal. One
fifth of our population attend the movies

every day.

And as favorite characters become familiar,

there comes a desire to know them off the

screen—to read of their experiences. Con-

sequently, people of all classes throughout

America are reading Motion Picture.

The voice of the screen

—

Motion Picture

takes its readers into the studio, and out

on the road. Besides introducing the fa-

vorite stars, it registers the click of the

camera— the smell of the make-up. Itf

embodies the same satisfaction, the same
power of appeal, as does the silent drama
itself.

From an advertising viewpoint, consider

the mood of the reader, the nation-wide

circulation. And furthermore, consider the

successful campaigns which are now using

Motion Picture.

Brewster Publications, Inc., 175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

FHE QJJALITY MAGAZINE OF THE SCREEN
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Gauging the Level of the

Reader's InteUigence

By Roy W. Johnson

I
T happens not infrequently that

advertisers hesitate to employ

.some of their most effective sell-

ing arguments in copy through fear

of talking "over the heads" of the

audience. Sometimes, no doubt, the

fear is well founded. But in many
cases it results in letting effective

material go to waste. The man or

woman with intelligence enough to

subscribe for a standard magazine,

for example, is scarcely to be classi-

fied as an unmitigated boob, and

people often have wider interests

and better taste than they are given

credit for. It is a good rule that

copy should be written so as to be

understood by the lowest intelligence

in the audience, but this does not

mean that the ideas expressed must
necessarily be trite and common-
place. There is furthermore quite

as much danger of underestimating

the intelligence of an audience.

A striking illustration of this is

found in the experience of the

Canada Steamship Lines, which for

the fourth successive year is basing
its advertising appeal upon the his-

torical associations of the region

traversed by the St. Lawrence River.

At first glance it will doubtless ap-

pear that comparatively few people

are interested in history, and that

copy based on Jacques Cartier, Mont-
calm and Wolfe, or the Plains of

Abraham, would be sharply limited

in its appeal. But, as has been said,

Follo\\'

' The Trail of

The Heroes of Old

CANADA STEAMSHIP LINES

.1
territory covered. In spite of some
misgivings as to the depth of in-

terest in such a "highbrow" theme,

jl this was adopted as the basis of the

1921 campaign.

The results of that 1921 campaign
were surprising in more ways than

one. Gross sales of passage tickets

were within 5 per cent of the 1920

record, which represented the big-

gest season in the company's history,

and the company had to hire extra

help to handle the volume of in-

quiries resulting from the advertis-

ing; inquiries which, in many in-

stances, asked for specific informa-

tion as to where certain events oc-

curred or where certain things could

be seen. Instead of boring people to

death or shooting over their heads,

the copy appealed to the imagination

and attracted a wider response than

did the old style copy that was sup-

posed to be easier to understand. In

many different places parties, includ-

ing all the way from half a dozen

to as many as fifty people, were or-

ganized to come with the specific in-

tention of enjoying the historic at-

mosphere. In a word, the experi-

ment was successful to an extent that

carried conviction, and the main
emphasis has been placed on the his-

toric background ever since.

It is quite likely that other adver-

tisers have within their reach sell-

ing arguments that might prove ex-

traordinarily effective, but which are

it is not safe to underestimate the Advertising traditions of the past going to waste, or are only half used.

to lure travelers of the present through fear that the public is not

intelligent enough to gi-asp them.

As a matter of fact, it may be

doubted if the intelligence of the

public is quite so forlorn a thing as

intelligence of the public, and as a

matter of fact the company has

found this "limited" appeal so sue- by the time-honored plan of describ-

cessful in attracting passengers that ing magnificent natural scenery and
it has become a settled policy. gay summer resorts was not promis-

Occasional reference had been ing, especially when dozens of others many imagine. It is at least quite

made to history in the copy for a were doing the same thing. The equal to taking a rather lively in-

number of years, but no special em- company had always secured a good terest in such a subject as the theo-

phasis was placed upon it until, in share of the business on that basis, logical controversy between Mod-

but in this particular year it needed ernists and Fundamentalists, so

to attract considerably more than its much so that editors of metropoli-

share of the available traffic in order tan newspapers consider it worth

to show a profit. An appeal was space on the front page. It would

needed that could not be duplicated perhaps be difficult to imagine a sell-

periencing the full force of it. Under by competitors, and the company was ing argument that is any farther

the prevailing circumstances, the persuaded that it had such an appeal "over the heads" of the multitude

likelihood of attracting passengers in the historic background of the than that is!

1921, the company faced the prob-

ability of a disastrous season due to

general business conditions. The
"slump" was on in full blast, and
tourist resorts everywhere were ex-
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THE INTERRUPTING IDEA
NUMBER SEVEN NEW YORK JULY 1924

HOFFDING

"Everything has its ultimate ground in an idea"

Customs Were Once
Ideas

When the Chinese Mandarin goes stroll-

ing, he swings a bird-cage.

When the Japanese gentleman enters a

home, he keeps his hat on and takes his

shoes off.

In Algiers, women wear trousers; men wear

robes.

In Cairo, ladies don their nondescripts when
they go out, their finery when they stay at

home.

§

Such things are not oddities. They are cus-

toms.

Each started as an idea. This idea became

"the-thing-to-do." This "thing-to-do" be-

came a custom.

It made little difference what the original

idea required people to do,— as long as it

had some reason beneath it, some force be-

hind it, some time in which to cut through.

That is why the modern manufacturer

finds advertising so indispensable an ally.

His product may be faced with all manner

of obstacles. It may be "new-fangled." It

may interfere with established practice.

Yet advertising can make it accepted.

Not any and all advertising.

But advertising which capitalizes the pro-

cess by which ideas evolve into customs.

Such advertising first translates the product

into an Interrupting Idea. Then, it gives

this idea a tremendous impetus. Then, it

continues the pressure, relentlessly,-—until

the intrenched notions give way.

Twenty years ago, home-makers baked in

enamel-wear, aluminum, earthenware, and

tin. Such was the ancient custom.

Then came Pyrex. Pyrex said, "bake in

transparent dishes." But Pyrex further said,

"Bake and serve in the same dish." There

was the new idea,— given an impetus! At
first,women were incredulous; then curious.

But the advertising continued its pressure.

Today, Pyrex oven cookery is "the thing

to do." It is fast becoming a custom.

As in the Pyrex case, Federal finds that the

resistance which a new product faces is not

the chief thing to worry about. The market

difficulties it encounters are not the prime

problems.

What really matters is extracting the idea

out of the product and translating it into

an Interrupting Idea. This last is the Federal

method. Again and again, Federal has

proved that an Interrupting Idea is an ab-

solutely certain means of getting a product

recognized, then accepted, and finally

adopted as custom.

"The Interrupting Idea" is also issued

as an independent publication, printed on fine

paper. Executives who wish to receive it reg-

ularly are invited to write to the Federal
Advertising Agency, Six East Thirty-

ninth Street, New York.
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Who Pays for the Advertisement That

Doesn't Pay for Itself?

ously resolves itself into a question

of how far he can shift the burden
when the advertisement fails.

"When you come to loss of busi-

ness that might have been gained

had the advertising been better,"

writes Warren Ordway, advertising

manager of the Lamson Company,
"you could argue until doomsday
without fixing an answer. If you

want my opinion about loss of actual

money, take it; but frankly I can-

not see any value in spinning a long

theory about loss of potential busi-

ness being borne by jobbers and re-

tailers, employees, etc., ad infinitum."

Why not accept Mr. Ordway's
limitation literally? Let's agree to

stick to loss of actual money.
This automatically throws out, for

the moment, some of the broadest

thinkers, as George K. Wilson of

Demuth & Company, who points out

that "an advertisement that doesn't

pay for itself is just as much a direct

loss as anything that is destroyed";

and J. H. Andrus of the R. M.

Hollingshead Company, who says

"the advertisement that doesn't pay

for itself is on a par with the un-

successful effort of the novelist,

playwright or chemist, and consti-

tutes cost of education, research or

penalty for lack of preparation and

experience"; also an anonymous

economist who writes me

:

"Don't you think the people who
pay for the advertisements that do not

pay are the same as those who pay for

coal that does not produce power, for

food that does not produce energy, and
for electric current that does not pro-

duce light?"

Resisting firmly these temptations

to digress, we turn first to those

letters that nominate as the ultimate

receiver of a well-passed buck the

most popular of all time-honored

goats—the consumer!

For years the consumer has been

understood to pay for advertising.

But the delightful hypothesis that

all advertising makes more sales, and

thus reduces prices, has always left

the consumer sitting pretty at the

foot of a perpetual Christmas tree.

But here are nine flinty realists

insisting that the consumer, instead

of merely benefiting by the achieve-

ments of advertising men, pays, as

well, for all their mistakes.

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18]

From up in Brockton, Mass., comes
the shortest and most direct state-

ment of this theory. George B.

Hendrick, general sales manager of

the W. L. Douglas Shoe Company,
writes

:

"The advertising must either in-

crease the production so that manu-
facturing is cheaper, or: It must in-

crease production so that the manu-
facturer can afford to take smaller
profits, or: It must facilitate the sell-

ing to dealers so that the manufacturer
can reduce his selling costs, or: It

must facilitate sales so that the re-

tailer is willing to take a smaller profit

with a greater turnover, or: If it

doesn't do one of those things, the

consumer pays the bill."

EXACTLY the same conclusion is

reached in an entirely different

manner by W. C. Hellmann, of the

A. B. Kirschbaum Company. He
says:

"Who pays for the advertisement
that does pay for itself? The adver-
tiser, of course. He gets the bill from
the publisher or from his agent, and
remits in due time. In the firm's books
it is charged to 'advertising'—and
justly so. But right here we find the
answer to the first query. When the
advertisement doesn't pay for itself, it

also is charged to 'advertising,' whereas
it ought to be charged to 'expense.'

And being expense due to inefficiency—ti7inecessary expense—it naturally

tends to increase production or manu-
facturing costs, with a consequent in-

crease in the price of the product. In

following these deductions it is only

too obvious that the burden finally

settles on Mr. and Mrs. Consumer."

Another Philadelphia man, Arthur
Rosenheimer, of the Belber Trunk
& Bag Company, arrives at the same
point with unexceptional logic.

"The cost of advertising," he says,

"is part of the selling expense, and as

such enters into the cost of the product.

The price of the product is determined
by the degree of efficiency applied to

organization, manufacturing, distribu-

tion and advertising. Business reflects

individuals and, therefore, has not

reached definite levels of scientific ex-

actness. Therefore, we have varying
degrees of efficiency in all of the com-
ponent departments of any given busi-

ness—advertising included. It follows

then that if the plane of efficiency is

high that the consumer pays less. If

the plane of efficiency is low, the con-

sumer pays more. So, 'The advertise-

ment which does not pay for itself

helps to increase the cost of the product
for the man who must pay the bill for

any lack of efficiency

—

the ultimate

consumer."

Still another Philadelphian, Frank-
lin Dunlap of the Diamond State

Fibre Company, starts a new line of

thought:

"The worker who 'delivers the goods'
pays for the 'shirker.' The successful
salesman pays for the 'failure.' The
customer that pays his bills pays for

the one that does not pay. It seems
obvious then that the advertisement
that pays, pays for the advertisement
that does not pay."

Which serves as an admirable pre-

amble to Mr. Elwell's statement that

follows. From down in Portland,

Me., E. R. Elwell, of Burnham &
Morrill, tops Mr. Dunlap with an

interesting idea: that the consumer
will pay the loss on ill-judged ad-

vertisements as long as that loss is

reasonable; and then throw it back

on the advertiser himself.

"Individual advertisements that do
not pay in themselves," he says, "are
nevertheless included in the total cost

of advertising and thus paid for by the

consumer. Or they may reduce the

margin of profit to the manufacturer
to an extent that may ultimately affect

prices or even drive the goods from
the market."

A. R. Bell of Boutwell, Milne &
Varnum Company, agrees that the

consumer must suffer along with the

advertiser, although, he warns:

"Our theory has nothing in common
with the pleasant fallacy that the con-

sumer pays every advertising bill

through a relaying of the appropria-
tion to the wholesaler, thence to the

retailer and, in turn, to the consumer.
The consumer gets the full sweep of

the blow because the producer, having
failed in conclusively selling his prod-

uct through advertising, must turn to

extravagant forms of selling expense in

order to market his goods. When ad-

vertising fails, selling expenses wholly
disproportionate to production costs

are substituted."

Before turning from this group'

to an even larger one that denies

the ability of an advertiser to shift

to the consumer the burden of his

mistakes, let us consider a pair of

answers that, like the two halves of
|

a Seidlitz powder, are quiet enough

apart but a bit explosive when mixe

together.

"The best advertisement ever written

by mortal man," writes S. E. Conybeare
of Armstrong's Linoleum, "will fail

and fail utterly if there is not the

right selling plan back of the advertise-

ment. Even a poor advertisement will

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 70]

i
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In Its recetit annual report^ The Tennessee Electric Povjer Company ^ of Chattanooga^desired to

show photographs of the Company's extensive properties. The quality of the cuts required a

quality in the paper which CANTiWE'syzLVETONE exactly met hecause of the Semi-dullcoating.

This booklet won the April contestfor best work produced on Cantine's Papers. Designed by

S. Clayton Wicks, Philadelphia, Printed by Biddle-Paret Press, Philadelphia.

THERE are certain printing jobs in >vliich

fineness of quality is the only consideration.

There are others in which good half-tone repro-

duction is essential but price is a factor.

The five grades of Cantine's Coated Papers—
and the sizes and weights carried in stock for

prompt service—meet all usual requirements,
both of quality and of price.

Write for free sample book and details of our
monthly Prize-Honor Contests for skill in ad-

vertising and printing. The Martin Cantine
Company, Saugerties, N. Y., Manufacturers.
Dept. 74

Can FOLD ASHOKAN Esopus Velvetone LiTHOCIS
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Advertising Agent
and Hardware Jobber

«. A. E. GREENLEAF
;s.. The Greenleaf Co.
Advertising Agents

Boston, Mass.

MR. N.G.BALLANTYNE
S. M., Drake Hardware Co.

Hardware Wholesalers
Burlington, Iowa

Mr. Greenleaf, let us introduce Mr. Ballantyne, Sales Manager of Drake
Hardware Company, a well known hardware jobbing house with $500,000

capitalization and sixteen traveling salesmen.

As you know, Mr. Greenleaf, the great bulk of the merchandise sold

by the retail hardware man is bought through the hardware jobber,

whose traveling men call on the retail hardware dealers in their terri-

tories every two weeks or so. These hardware jobbers' traveling men
therefore are most important factors in the sale of hardware merchandise.

The Drake Hardware Company (as well as practically every other hard-

ware jobbing house) and many of its traveling men have been sub-

scribers to HARDWARE AGE for a good many years. What Mr.
Ballantyne thinks of the publication is shown by the following excerpt
from his recent letter:

"I had fifteen years of road experience and was very careful

to have Hardware Age with me at all times because it put me
in a position to know just what was going on in the market."

In addition to its paid circulation among the great bulk of the well-rated
and progressive hardware retailers. Hardware Age is read on paid sub-
scription by nearly 3,000 hardware jobbers' traveling salesmen. Hardware
Age delivers manufactiirers' sales messages to the whole hardivare trade—

•

hardware jobbers, jobbers' traveling men and retail hardware merchants.

Hardware Age
239 W. 39th St., New York City

MEMBER OF THE A. B. C. AND A. B. P.

These other business papers, the leaders in their various fitds^

Hardware Buyers Catalog and Directory Dry Goods Economist Merchant-Economist Tire aM

Motor World Motor Transport Commercial Car Jowsl
Chilton Tractor and Implement pit

Automotive Industries
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THE 6-pt PAG

e& Bodkins

MY friend 0. A. Kenyon of the

Lillibridge agency told me a

few weeks ago of a working

principle he follows which I deem
worth emulating.

Said he: "Whenever I have some par-

ticularly difficult job facing me, I try

to start on it the last thing in the

afternoon, just a little while before

going-home time. This few minutes is

just enough to get my mind working

on the problem. Then I go home and

forget it, consciously, but I find that

by morning my subconscious mind has

done a lot of work and is ready to make
a good many very helpful suggestions."

I've tried this plan and it surely does

work marvelously. I'm convinced that

we'd all do much better work, and do

it more easily, if we would learn to use

our subconscious minds more effectively.

Every time I see Fred Kelly he starts

arguing on his hobby that the lazy

people are the most efficient and in

many instances the most successful,

and I'm wondering if he isn't right.

Probably they leave a lot of their work
to their subconscious minds and it is

done better than they could do it with

all the pressure they could bring to

bear consciously.

Anyway, it's comfortable hot-weath-

er philosophy. And it makes me feel

a lot less guilty about running off on

this London jaunt. I'm going to give

my old subconscious thinker a month
to show what it can do while I galli-

vant over the map of Europe!

—8-pt—

I see by the magazines that the

Shinola Company of Rochester; S. M.
Bixby & Co. of Indianapolis, and F. F.

Dalley Co., Inc., makers of 2-in-l shoe
blacking, are combining in an adver-

tising campaign to promote the daily

shine habit.

This is one of the first competitor

cooperative campaigns of this kind I

have ever seen, and I wonder if it may
not be the forerunner of many others.

It is not an association campaign; the

advertisements carry the individual

signatures of the three companies.

Three-quarters of the double-column

women's magazine advertisement I have

before me is devoted to selling the "Look

at your shoes!" idea, while in the bot-

tom quarter each of the three manufac-

turers' packages are illustrated. And
a paragraph in the center reads:

// your dealer cannot ttupiilii i/ou, .send

50c to the Shinola Company, Rochester,

N. Y., for the Shinola Home Set and
two boxes Shinola Shoe Polish, or 75c

to the F. F. Dalley Company, Inc., Buf-

falo, N. Y., or $1.10 to Hamilton, Can.,

for the '2,-in-l Shining Kit and two

boxes 2-in-l Shoe Polish.

Somehow there is a wholesome
friendliness about this advertising that

appeals strongly to me. It seems to

say: "Why, yes; we're competitors,

but what of it? We're all trying to

make an honest living and we see no

reason why we should throw bricks at

each other. Instead, we're all going to

point our fingers at your shoes and say

'Shine 'em up!'
"

—8-pt—

Ever since the Fortnightly ab-

sorbed Advertising and Selling, the

editor has been rummaging through

the ancient archives of that publication

and bothering me every few minutes

with some "discovery."

Only just now he burst rudely in

upon my privacy to show me an adver-

tising agency's advertisement in Vol. 1,

No. 1, of Profitable Advertising, one of

the grandparents of A and S.

"All right," I said, "all right; have

V-r:

SATISFIED wlTn VOUH At>\'tRTI',lN<i A<iE.NT

C\^t V,, a tdant. U plat. « ^mcll confratt

\\ vo« do — next hin>« yo" ""H gi"« "^ °

large ot\(!.

a cut made of it, single-column width,

and I'll write a stickful about it."

Now that he is gone, I'll confess that

it is mighty interesting to contrast this

1891 advertising with the agency ad-

vertising of today. But more especial-

ly to note the change in relations be-

tween agencies and advertisers since

that day, as brought about by the copy.

Agent C. F. David begs: "Give us

a chance to place a small contract. If

you do next time you will give us a

large one." Just what the two boys

studying drawing have to do with
it I can't dope out. Apparently no

one else could either, for I don't find

David listed in the current roster of

the AAAA!
—8-pt.—

I learn that my good friend Earnest
Elm.o Calkins has written a book about

his experience as a deaf man. The
book is scheduled for early fall publica-

tion by the Atlantic Monthly Press.

Its title has the inimitable Calkins

touch—"Louder, Please."

I gather that it is not a book on

advertising, but an account of the early

impressions and experiences which led

up to his becoming an advertising man,

especially from the point of view of the

difference that deafness made.

No matter what it is about, though,

—a book by E E C is something de-

lightful to anticipate.

—8-pt—

Ernest Morison of London, writes

me:
"Community advertising received an

unfortunate setback in England last

month. The Corporation of Kingston-
on-HuU made application to Parliament
for power to levy a two-cent rate on

the ratable value of the city. This

was estimated to produce $12,500 an-

nually. The Secretary of State, how-
ever, threw cold water on the idea. He
submitted 'that the proposal that local

authorities should have powers to

spend money on advertising the indus-

trial advantages of their districts is

much to be deprecated as it would be

impossible to refuse to one authority a

power of advertising which had been

granted to another and the competitive

advertising which would result would
give no advantage to the country at

large while it would involve a consider-

able and needless expense of public

money.'
"To put it mildly this viewpoint of

the Government on modern advertising

is amazing and more is likely to be

heard of it. The Rt. Hon. the Lord
Mayor of Hull, a keen advocate for

judicious publicity, is expected to ad-

dress the Convention on the subject.

The Health Resorts and Watering
Places Act, 1921, gives powers to pleas-

ure resorts to use profits from mu-
nicipal ventures, but this privilege for

industrial centers is taboo."
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"Better Copy

^{

?f.
\

Tlie really vital thing in advertising is the copy.

* * *

Getting it circulated at a reasonable cost per thousand is

merely a matter of mechanics and mathematics.

* * *

Your copy is all the prospective buyer sees—just one copy of
your business story. Just one piece of copy and one reader at a
time, a reader who may never have seen one before and who may
never see another. By the copy your sales sink or swim, live or
die, survive or perish.

* * *

The quality of the copy largely determines the percentage
of results and the percentage of selling costs.

Good copy is more than just words nicely strung together.

Sense must transcend sound. The writer must know how differ-

ing people live—their desires, hopes, aspirations. He must be
able to adapt his story to their psychology. He must apprehend
and appreciate the desirability and usefulness of the product from
the buyer's standpoint.

* * *

He must know the machinery of merchandising. For copy,

being designed to make sales, must be considered for its effect not

only on consumers but upon distributors.

* * *

The copy writer, qualified by experience, is an automatic re-

search department. He knows merchandise and he knows people.

He introduces the one to the other intelligibly, clearly and with

persuasive conviction.
:<c * *

He knows the mechanics of advertising and what can and
cannot be done with type and pictures. He does not try to tell a

page story in two inches single, nor to spread a two inch story

over a page. He keeps constantly in mind the fact that advertising

must make sales at a profit and that its cost therefore must be

adequate but not wasteful.

* * *

I will undertake the preparation of "better copy" by the piece

or by the year-—at reasonably high prices.

Charles Austin Bates
Zi WEST 42ND ST., NEW YORK

STANFORD BRIGGS INC.
ADVERTISING ART
392 FIFTH AVENUE, N.Y.C.

Layouts, designs, and illustrations for every

purl)ose in every practical technicfue.

Copy That Sells Goods
in British Market
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25]

received such an enormous amount
of friendly free advertising as Kru-
schen Salts. One has seen it in car-

toons, in illustrated jokes, in the
theater, as a popular catchword.
And the humor of the advertising is

undoubtedly the cause of this atten-

tion. Nevertheless humor in adver-
tising copy is, on the whole, in my
opinion, better avoided. But this is

not to say that much more copy
might not with advantage be writ-

ten good-humoredly ; there is a
great difference.

More copy could be friendly, nat-

ural, easy-going. Abdullas have re-

cently achieved a little masterpiece
of good-humor; I mean those ex-

tremely clever cards in the wow-
smoking carriages of the Under-
ground Railways: "No smoking

—

not even Abdullas." This deserves
to captivate the popular imagina-
tion.

It will be noticed that among these

classifications of copy styles at least

one characteristic American method
finds no place. The typical Amerif
can advertisement "announcing','

some new feature or invention ot

improvement in a product, an4
which usually begins "And now . .

."

is not mentioned.
[

Prejudice may account for the

omission. This method always
seems to me self-conscious, assumr
ing too much, and weak. But apart

from some actual American adver;

tisements occasionally to be seen io

our press, and some others as ob-

viously inspired by the American
school of copy and display, this

method is not, I believe, often em-
ployed over here by English adver-

tisers. Were I advising on a given

case I should urge a different

method. That would be to inject

"news interest" into such advertise*

ments.
;

THE English public is not "sold'^

on advertising to anything like

the extent that the American public

is. There are several reasons for this.

It is not so widely employed, therey

fore people are not so familiar with

it and do not accept it so readily, d»
I

not turn to it so confidently. Nor is

it so deserving of confidence wheij

'

regarded in the large sense.
j

'

In the main English advertising ii

moderate and to be trusted. But a

deplorable number of English papers

still accept grossly exaggerated

patent medicine and get-rich-quick
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advertising of the most unpleasant

kind. And the few that do censor

their columns accept, for instance,

patent medicine advertisements

which are allowed uncensored license

in other periodicals, thus helping

actually by their own otherwise ad-

mirable guarantee to deceive the

public.

YOU must be prepared for the

public to discount your claims

and you must use every kind of hon-

est skill to impress your genuineness

upon the public mind. Advei'tising

is an extraordinarily powerful in-

fluence in this country and a per-

fectly safe, matter-of-fact, business

operation, if properly planned and

concerned with hcnest values. But

there is no advantage to be gained

by avoiding the plain fact that if

the columns of our press were as

clean as those of the principal papers

in America, English advertising

would at once take an immense
stride forward. It would become

even more powerful, even more
sound as a business influence.

Another circumstance which you

must be careful to bear in mind if

you are an American advertiser is

that your public here may not be so

far advanced in thought; that is, in

its attitude of mind toward your

product. I am thinking now of two
particular American devices which

are being advertised over here. In

both instances the advertising as-

sumes too much. It assumes public

[
knowledge and appreciation of the

1 kind of articles being sold where it

I ought to be more educative, more

i
explanatory, and contain more rea-

I

sons for purchase. One of these

[
articles was new to the English

I

public altogether in its improved

1 form, yet the advertising assumed
I knowledge not only of the product

I but of its improved advantage too.

I

The other assumed public acceptance

I

of the class of device in question

where it ought to be strongly ex-

planatory of the advantage of this

kind of device, as well as forcible

about the reasons for preferring this

device in particular.

It is impossible to consider what

i
kind of copy sells goods in the

j
British market without some refer-

1 ence to the publications in which it

j will appear. There is, of course, no

j

such national medium as that repre-

I

sented by The Saturday Evening

{
Post in America. Over here the

j

national medium is the daily and

I

Sunday newspaper. Our magazines
circulate nationally, it is true, but
their circulations are small by com-
parison. The really powerful adver-

tising medium in this country is the

Make-Up That Makes

it Easier to Read

IOOK over a copy of The Enquirer
and you are instantly struck with

^the simplicity of make-up, every

advertisement generally bordering on
news. Then the different sections

where readers can always find the

news they seek. Is it any wonder
that it is Cincinnati's Favorite

Newspaper?

Advertisers who have a message for

the Cincinnati market can find no
better medium, for

It Covers Cincinnati Every Day
Covers in the Way That PAYS

The

CINCINNATI
ENQUIRER
One of theWorld's Qreatest ISJewspapers

I. A. KLEIN I. A. KLEIN R. J. BIDWELL CO.

50 E. 42nd St. 76 W. Monroe St. 742 Market St.

New York Chicago San Francisco

European Representative

THE DORLAND AGENCY, Ltd.

London Paris

14 Regent Street 15 Rue Taitbout

S^,^*j^i^;^*^***.*^***,*J**^***#«**«********<S******#******«*
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Teiling It ToThe Boy Scouts
o

Zone Grey is a name of magic for tnil-

lions of boys and grownups. He depicts
western life sincerely, thrillingly. He
is one of the three most popular authors
in America. His series of articles

"Roping Lions in the Grand Canyon"
has been followed luith rapt attention
by Boys' Life readers everywhere. "The
men who contribute to Boys' Life are
topnotchers."

BOYS

BOYS' LIFE is edited,

published and owned by
the BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA, which is not a

company or co-partnership
operating to make money,
but an association conducted
under a special Federal
Charter granted by Congress
to promote character build-

ing in the boyhood of Amer-
ica.

The ideals of the Scout
Movement control BOYS'
LIFE through the Editorial
Board of the Boy Scouts of
America. It is the ACTIVE
REPRESENTATIVE
AMONG BOYS to spread
.Scout principles. Like the
Scout Movement, the busi
ness of this magazine is

CHARACTER BUILDING
and CITIZENSHIP
TRAINING. BOYS' LIFE
is full of intensely interest-

ing stories, educational ma-
terial and illustrations, which
must measure up to the
SCOUT STANDARD no
matter who the author or
artist may be.

Because of this, readers of

BOYS' LIFE form a group of

boys who are definitely prepar-
ing for leadership and responsi-
bility. You can select no more
potential audience to which to
direct your message.

THE BOY SCOtlS' MAGAZINE

^
200 Fifth Av
New York, N.

Union Bank Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

37 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, 111 r

qfoteANDREW
c!Maker

of LETTERS
IS

f Independent Studios-

The .Standard Advertising Register
l» tn'- hcgt In Iti neld. Ask any user. SuppllM
TtluiMo Infiininllnn nn morn than 8.000 ad-
rartlii-ri. Write for data ind prlcM.

National Register Publishing Co.
Incori.orattd

15 Moore .St.. New York City
K. W. FeunF.L. Manager

Advertise Knit Goods
in th onlv t«o papers that cover

the knitting industry completely.

UNDERWEAR & HOSIERY REVIEW
SWEATER NEWS & KNITTED OUTERWEAR

321 Broadway. New York

Shoe and Leather Reporter
Boston

rhe outstandinR publication of the shoe,
leather and allied industries. Practically
100% coverage of the men who actually
do the buying for these industries. In its
67th year. Published each Thursday; $5
yearly. Member ABP and ABC.

daily newspaper. No campaign of
any size can be put over without it.

The chief advertising medium for
the working and lower middle classes

is the Sunday newspaper like the
News of the World, with its circula-

tion of over three millions* You
buy circulation cheaply here, though
the inch rate is high—£11.10.0 per
single-column inch—which works
out to l.Od. per inch per thousand.
There is no doubt that these Sun-
day papers pull, because they con-
tain a large number of mail-order
advertising of a cheap kind, mostly
on the pay by instalments plan.

Unfortunately they also contain,

many of them, a large number
of very doubtful patent medicine
advertisements. Apart from these
there are cheap weekly papers like

Answers, and Tit-Bits, also useful

media.

IN the enormous division of lower
middle-class, middle-class and up-

per middle-class, the list of papers is

of course enormous too. Representa-
tive are newspapers (daily, Sunday
and evening) like Daily Mail, Daily
Chronicle, Daily Express, Weekly
Dispatch, Sunday Pictorial, Daily
Mirror, Evening News, Evening
Standard, etc. Cheap weekly papers
like Home Notes, Pearson's Weekly
and, going progressively up the
scale, Cassell's Weekly, John O'Lon-
don's Weekly, up to the political

weeklies like Spectator, Nation, and
ending with Punch. Also the month-
lies like Royal, Windsor, London,
Nash's and Good Hoiisekeeping.

Among the upper middle-class and
leisured classes there are papers like

Daily Telegraph, Morning Post,

Times, Sunday Times, Observer (all

newspapers) ; weeklies like Field,

Queen, Country Life, Vogue (fort-

nightly), Tatler, Sphere, Graphic,

Punch, Spectator; and magazines
like Cornhill, Bla-ckiuood's, World
Today, the English Review, Contem-
porary Review and the quarterly re-

views.

These lists are sketchy and, of

course, very incomplete, but they are

representative in a limited degree.

In using these it is necessary to

remember the kind of people who
read them and their probable reac-

tions to your copy. Because you are

advertising in the Field or Country
Life, which are both read by sport-

ing men, there is no need to drag in

*I want to be emphatic that in mention-
ing names of papers everywhere in this
discussion I am only mentionins them as
indicative of a class of paper. Tliere is no
intention of covering the different classes
of papers referred to, nor to recommend
particular papers. But it is obviously easier
to refer to one or two typical papers in a
Riven class than to attempt a description
of the kind of paper in question.

on I

I
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what you imagine to be characteris-

tic touches like "the crack of the

rifle is heard on the moors." If you

are going to use copy of this kind

j

you must be careful that it shall be

!
accurate, if nothing else. This kind

of thing is much better avoided.

The sort of Englishman who reads

these papers is a conservative, very
i reserved person. Your copy had

better not try to be too intimate:

,
State your case moderately, clearly,

interestingly, and let it go at that.

With the middle-class you can be

homely, good-humored, even inti-

mate, with advantage. Try to be

j

intimate with the leisured people

: and you will run serious risk of

i
giving offense.

YOU may be good-humored so

long as your good humor is of

the right kind, but be quite sure that

it is of the right kind. You had bet-

I

ter not be startling with copy for
' this market: to be startling is not

quite the thing; as we say, "the best

I
people" are not startling. But you

j

may startle the middle classes; they

don't mind ; one might even say they
' need it. You must remember that the

life of the lower middle masses is

)

not too cheerful. It is a long day

I

for the house mother, and every day

;
very much like another. Her in-

i
terest has flagged by the end of it

and your task is to revive it, to

stimulate, to compel attention. With
the leisured classes the problem is

different. It is to interest, to di-

[
vert. In a word, moderation must

[
be your keynote all the time. And

I remember that your illustrations fit

i
your appeal.

I

Enough has been said, I believe,

I
to show that English copy ought to

1
be judged, as well as written, by

;
Englishmen. We have much to

! learn from Americans, very prob-
' ably, as to marketing methods, gen-
eral business organization and mer-

!
chandising. But can Americans tell

• us much about how we live, and
think, and act, and react? I doubt

1 it. I have great admiration for

; most American copy. I think it is

the finest in the world—for Amer-
ica!

Radio Stories

Is the title of a new monthly Mac-
fadden publication which will cover the
radio field from the human intere.st
angle. The first issue is scheduled for
October. Walter Hanlon has been ap-
pointed advertising manager. He was
formerly with Tnie Story and prior to
that with the Neiv York Herald.

e^Sook
that will

help you

PiTTSFORD's Manual
/or Advertisers

A greatly enlarged edition of Pittsford's Ad-
Type Manual. 224 pages of helpful, concise

information tor producers of advertising.

Practical, non-technical and fully illustrated.

Not intended for promiscuous distribution,

but will be gladly sent — without cost or

obligation—to executives and buyers of print-

ing in Chicago and vicinity, who write for a

copy on company stationery, giving name,
address and official connection. To all others,

the price of this advertising text book is $2.^0.

BEN C. PITTSFORD COMPANY • CHICAGO
433 South Dearborn Street

TYPOGRAPHERS

Hicks Advertising Agency
New York, will direct advertising for

Maurice Rentner, couturier, same city.

Sff^ BtjaSJxrrff fra
399,307 Lines

increase of advertising in four years. 85 % of this

was local. The merchants of Bradford have faith

in the ERA'S pulling power. They know that it

reaches those who have the money to buy. Why
should the Foreign Advertiser hesitate?

THE BRADFORD ERA
Bradford, Pa.
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No one can read all magazines

—

"How can I keep informed on the main activities and questions of the day?"

That is the big problem with men of affairs.

In the past they have found it an exhausting, expensive task. Not only have

they had to subscribe to dozens of publications ; they have been faced with the

problem of how to get the facts they wanted from these publications with a

reasonable amount of effort.

To read them all from cover to cover has been im].iossible. And
to read only a few usually resulted in confusion—conflicting

opinions, fragmentary information. Nor did those able to em-

ploy special secretaries "to keep them informed" find that method

altogether satisfactory.

Thus when TIME "The Weeklv News Magazine'' came forward

with the guarantee "to give more information on the news of the

day in quicker time than any other publication or combination of

publications" it received an immediate welcome from important

men and women

—

and over ^10,000 of them in a year—because

TIME is a direct solution to their problem. In return for one

hour's reading a week it gives them clear, concise, unified infor-

mation for intelligent, impartial discussion.

That is why the subscription list of TIME is almost a duplicate

of "Who's Who." Men like Newton D. Baker, John T. Adams,
W. G. McAdoo, Will Hays, George Eastman, Chief Justice Taft,

Julius Rosenwald, Roger Babson, Thomas W. Lamont, Cyrus Mc-
Cormick, Jr., Bernard M. Baruch, August Belmont, Anthony
Biddle, Cornelius Bliss, Howard Elliott, James A. Farrell, Will-

iam A. Gaston, Alba Johnson, Jess L. Livemore, Frank O.

Lowden, Herbert L. Pratt, Dwight P. Robinson, Charles S.

Pillsbury, Atlee Pomerene, William Wrigley, Governor Pinchot,

Booth Tarkington, etc. Women like Mrs. Thomas Edison, Mrs.

Andrew Carnegie, Mrs. Henry Ford, Mrs. Bliss Perry, Mrs. J. D.

Rockefeller, Jr., Mrs. Henry P. Davison, etc.

20 of the 110

advertisers in

TIME
American Radiator Co.

American Telephone & Tele
graph Co.

American Tobacco Com

Babson Statistical Organi
zatK

Farm Products

Canada Steamship Lines,
Ltd.

Dobbs & Company
Durham Duplex Razor Co.

The Drake Hotel Co.

Raymond & Whitcomb Co.

Guaranty Trust Company
Int'l Mercantile Marine

(White Star)

P. Lorrillard Company
Quaker Oats Company
Royal Mail Steam Packet
Company

A. G. Spalding & Brothers

Western Electric Company
Colgate & Company
Lincoln Motor Car Com-

pany.

Shredded Wheat Co.

Over Three Hun-
dred Clubs Sub-
scribe to TIME

—

Here are a few in

New York.

TIME
The Weekly News-Magazine
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Circulation

Methods

TIME
reports on

L National Affairs

2. Foreign News
3. Books

4. Art

5. Music

6. The Theatre

7. Moving Pictures

8. Education

9. Law
10. Religion

11. Medicine

12. Science

13. Business

14. Finance

15. Sport

16. Aeronautics

17. The Press

IS. "People"

The basis upon whicli

the entire circulation

has been built has

been direct mail cir-

cularization of care-

fully selected lists of

names such as the

Who's Who, Social

Register, graduates of

leading universities,

officers of banks, offi-

cers and executives of

nationally important

industrial corporations,

members of prominent

clubs, etc., etc.

Nor can you advertise in them all

TIME also solves a problem for you.

Regardless of how many mediums you use there have always been topnotchers

whom you have never been certain of reaching—Prospects who because of their

\ery importance and multiple activities are least accessible. Yet TIME estab-

lishes direct and active contact ivith just such prospects—tnen. and

zvomen ivho might overlook your message in a do.zen other pub-

lications.

TIME is a short-cut for the busy reader and wise advertiser. It

conserves the reader's time by eliminating excess detail ; while it

offers you a medium in which you can concentrate on a group of

leaders—certain that your advertisement will be seen.

For TIME is not subscribed to for occasional or partial reading.

It functions weekly as a news-secretary and is read when re-

ceived, just as you read your newspaper in the morning. More-

over, all advertising is placed next to or opposite reading text.

Thus TIME offers you a medium ioo% active—reaching a men-

tally alert audience you want to sell.

Ask us for the complete circulation and advertising story. We
have interesting- facts.

Advertising Manager

Philadelphia Office Chicago Office Boston Office

502 Land Title Bldg. 38 South Dearborn St. 127 Federal St.

236 E(ist39' St.

Ne\^ ybrK City^
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Things are

Booming in

AKRON
24,000 of Akron's

best families have

formed the habit of

supplying all their

wants from the ad-

vertising columns of

the—

AKRON A TIMES
**Akron'M Ablett Newspaper**

They can be reached in no other
way than througK the columns
of the Evening and Sunday
Times,

National AdTcrtising Representstires

CHAS. H.EDDY CO

Facts on Selling

the College Field

Every school, college and
university is a highly concen-
trated market for a wide
range of goods. Besides in-

fluencing the student's pur-
chases of stationery, eatables,
sportgoods. novelties, etc., a
knowledge of the college mar-
ket will enable you to influ-

ence the shopkeeper.

Our ten years* study of the
buying habits of America's 25
million students has not
merely consisted of compiling
statistics—it has also helped

ufacturers to in-many

towns.
the liege

C
The COLLEGIATE
SALESMA.M, describ-

ing all our activities

and listing all student
papers, sent on
quest.

Ettablrshed 1913

COLLEGIATE SPECIAL

ADVERTISING AGENCY, Inc.

503 5th Avenue. New York City

37 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago

117 Stephens Union Bldg.. Berkeley. Callt.

Convention Program
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28]

Wednesday Afternoon, July 16
Charles F, Hatfield, presiding ; Carl F. G.

Meyer, president, St. Louis Advertising
Club : "Communal Publicity tor the De-
velopment of an Industrial Center ;" British
speaker ; discussion ; Gurney Lowe, Asso-
ciated Advertising Clubs. New York: "The
Neosho Plan ;" British speaker ; discussion

;

Merrill C. Jenkins, president. New Haven,
Conn.. Advertising Club: "Town Planning;"
British speaker ; discussion ; H. B. Dickson,
manager, Columbus Conventions^ Exposi-
tions and Community Service Association.
Columbus, Ohio: "Publicity as a Factor in
the Development of Civic Pride ;" British
speaker.

Screen Advertisers Association

Chairman, Douglas D. Rothacker. The
speakers will be Maurice J. Caplan. presi-
dent. Metropolitan Motion Picture Company,
Detroit, Mich., and vice-president of the
Association ; Bennett Chappie, director of
advertising, American Rolling Mill Com-
pany, Middletown. Ohio, and A. V. Cauger,
United Film Ad Service, Kansas City, Mo.

Advertising Specialty Association
Up to the time of going to press, only the

American speakers and their topics were
listed. These are as follows : "The Value
of Advertising Specialties." U. Rae Colson,
U. Rae Colson Companv, Paris, 111. ; "Art in
Advertising," E. J. Barklow, vice-president,
Gerlach-Barklow Company, Joliet, 111. ; "The
Place of the Advertising Specialty in a
National Campaign," Carroll H. Sudler,
Ketterlinus Lithographing Company,
Chicago.

sociation, and partner in Bois Bros. & Com-
pany ; "The Place of Statistics in Business,"
Dr. A. L. Bowley, Sc. D.F. S.S. F.E.S., Pro-
fessor of Statistics, University of London;
"Simplification as Successfully Applied to
British Production and Marketing," Cecil
C'hisholm, M.A., marketing and merchandis-
ing consultant, chairman Business Publica-
tions, Ltd. ; "The Cost of Doing Business at
Retail," H. Gordon Selfridge. chairman and
managing director, Selfridge & Company,
Ltd. ; "The Application of Design in Mar-
keting," Charles Tennyson, C.M.G., deputy
director Federation of British Industries
"How Research Has Helped to Build
Messrs. Joseph Lyons' Success," Major
Alfred Salmon, C. B. E., D.D., chairman
and managing director. J. Lyons & Co., Ltd.

American program will be presided over
by Harry Tipper, secretary. Class Journal
Co., New York. Speakers will be ; "Re-
search Work in American Business In.-stitu-

tions," Paul T. Cherington, J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York ; "Business Re-
search in the Colleges of the United States,"

Professor George B. Hotchkiss. New York
University ; "Statistical and Research Ser-

vices in the United States," Professor
Daniel Starch, Harvard University ; "Re-
search in American Advertising," Harr.v

Dwight Smith, Fuller & Smith, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Direct Mail Advertising Association
Will meet in conjunction with the British

Federation of Direct Mail. American
speakers and subjects are : "Where and
How to Use Direct Mail Advertising in
Marketing," Homer J. Buckley, president,
Buckley, Dement & Company, Chicago

:

"Selling by Mail

—

(Post)," John Howie
Wright, publisher Postage, New York

;

"Direct Mail of Today and Tomorrow."
Joseph B. Mills, president. Direct Mail
Advertising Association. Detroit ; "Specific
Sales Succe.'^s from the Use of Good Live
Mailing Lists," R. N. Fellows, advertising
manager, Addressograph Company, Chicago ;

"Business-Building Letters," Louis Balsam,
editor The MaWbag. Cleveland.

Association of National
Advertisers, Inc.

Will meet jointly with Incorporated Soci-
ety of British Advertisers. Only the Amer-
ican speakers have been announced.

Tuesday Afternoon, July 15
Subject : "Net Sales" or "Circulation Audit

Reports." O. C. Harn. advertising manager.
National Lead Co., New York ; Louis Wiley,
business manager. New York Times: Stanley
Resor, president J. Walter Thompson Com-
pany, New York, and president American
Association of Advertising Agencies.

Wednesday Morning, July 16
Subject : "The Advertiser and the Adver-

tising Agent." P. L. Thomson, president.
Association of National Advertisers, Inc.,

and publicity manager Western Electric
Company : John Sullivan, secretary-treas-
urer of the Association,

Wednesday Afternoon, July 16
Subject: "Export Advertising," Mont H.

Wright, publicity director, John B. Stetson
Company, Philadelphia : Howard Heinz,
president. H. J. Heinz Company, Pittsburgh ;

J. S. Martin, foreign publicity manager.
Remington Typewriter Company, New Y'ork.

Business Reshi\rch Meeting
Research men from the United States

and Canada will meet with research ex-
perts of Great Britain. Chairmen are : Sir
William Larke, K. B. E., director National
Federation of Iron and Steel Manufacturers,
and Major Van Der Heuvel, commercial
director, .1. C. Eno & Company, Ltd.
British speakers will be: "Development of
Markets for Basic Industries," Sir Stanley
Bois, member council. Rubber Growers' As-

BusiNESs Papers Departmental

Will be participated in by Periodical,

Trade Press & W^eekly Newspaper Pro-

prietors' Association, Ltd., and National
Industrial Advertisers Association.

Tuesday Afternoon, July 15

General Session : Chairman John Clyde
Oswald. Publisher, American Printer; "The
Business Paper—The Main Highway to

Specific American Markets," Jesse H. Neal.

secretary-manager. Associated Busines'

Papers, and secretary A. A. C. of W. : "Hov
the Hyatt Roller Bearing Company Ust
Business Papers." Philip C. Gunion, adver
tising manager. The Hyatt Roller Bearing
Company, Harrison. N. J. ; "Industrial Co-

operation in the United States, and the

Business Papers," Harry Tipper, secretarj-

The Class Journal Company, New York ; a&
dress by Sir Ernest Benn, Bart. C.B.H,
Benn Bros.. Ltd. ; "Factors to Be Considert*

in Writing Advertising Copy," J. C. Ig
Quiston. manager, department Of pubhcffl
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Bw
Pittsburgh, Pa. ^

Wednesday Morning, July 16

General Subject: "Industrial Markets.'

Chairman, Julius S. Holl, vice-presideBtj

The National Industrial Advertisers Asao?

elation, and advertising manager Link-BM
Company, Chicago ; "Industrial Markets «
America," (illustrated with charts aW
lantern slides), Malcolm Muir, vice-prcB'

dent, McGraw-Hill Company, New Tore,
"Some Industrial Advertising Achievementt
in the U. S. A.," Bennett Chappie, directoi

publicity. The American Rolling Mills Oo.

Middletown, Ohio ; address by Rt. Hon
Lord Riddell : "Mechanics of Industrial .M-

vertising and Today's Practice." G. W
Morrison, publicity manager, Ingersoll-Rant
Company, New York: address by Ewan 8

Agnew, Punch; "The Use of Direct Mail tt

Industrial Advertising," Ezra W. Clark^^ao-

vertising manager. Clark Tructractor Com'
panv, Buchanan, Mich. ;

"Advertising an<

Marketing to the Machine Tool Industryll
the U. S. A." E. P. Blanchard, advertlfflM

manager. The Bullard Machine Tool ^.
Bridgeport, Conn. )

M'ednesday Afternoon, July 16 •

General Subject : "Trade Markets." ChalT

man. Sir Edward Iliffe. G.B.E., Iliffe /
Sons, Ltd. ; "The Place of Dealer Papers Ij

American National Advertising Plans,

M P Gould. M. P. Gould Company, Ne»
York; "Distribution to British Markets,
Captain A. U. M. Hudson. Morgan Brof

Publishers, Ltd. ;
"Cooperation between tB-

Sales and Advertising Departments,
Keith J. Evans, advertising manager, JOS

T. Rverson & Son, Chicago : "Advertising t

Relation to the Distribution of MerchanolS'
to Brlti-sh Markets." Colonel HutchlnBOB
The London Press Exchange,

Poster Advertising Association

Meeting will be held jointly with Lonfloi
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Bill Posters Association and United Bill

tveters Association.

Tuesday Afternoon, July 15

Chairman. Walter Hill, president, Walter
Hill & Companv. London ; "Art of the

Hoarding." Sir Herbert Morgan, K- B. E. :

"The Psvcholog>- of Mass Selling," CoUer
Gordon, vice-president. Outdoor Advertis-

ing Agency of America, Inc., Xew Tork.
Tlie Three Essentials " Clarence B. Lovell.

Poster Advertising Co., Inc.. Xew Tork .

"Poster Advertising a Commodity of 'World-

Wide Consumption" ; British speaker.

Wednesday Afternoon, JiJy 16

Chairman, E. L. Ruddy, president. E. L.

Buddv Co., Toronto, Canada ; "The Educa-
tive Power of the Poster," 'W. E. D. Allen.

London ; "The Fundamentals of Poster Aa-
jVertising," 'W. T. Sangston. advertising
mar.ager. Standard Milling Co.. Xew Tork :

',Bri:ish speaker: "Poster Advertising as a
Factor in Marketing." Judge E. ,^len Frosi.

Poster Advertising Association. Chicago.

National Association of
Newspaper Executives

Will be participated in by N^ewspaper
Proprietors Association and the Newspaper
Societv, also Scottish Daily Xewspaper
Society and Irish Newspaper Society.
Afternoon sessions will be held July 13.

II and 17. Morning sessions on July 16

uid 17.
iGeorge M. Burbach. St. Louis Post-Dis-

uatch. chairman; Cornelius Vanderbilt. Jr..

president. Vanderbilt Newspapers. Inc.. Los
Angeles. "Tabloid Xewspapers ;" Louis
Wiiey. business manager. Xew Tork Times.
"Development of American Xewspai>er5

:"

William H. Rankin, president, W^m. H.
Rankin Co., Inc.. Xew Tork. "Xewspapers.
the National and International Medium .

"

L W. Clayboum, president. Clayboum Pro-
cess Corporation, Milwaukee. Wis., "Color
Prii;ting ;" E. Le Roy Pelletier, advertising
manager, Rickenbacker Motor Co.. Detroit.
-The Successful Use of Xewspapers in De-
^oping the Automobile Industry :" John
|C Kirkwood. St. James' Advertising Com-
Bnr. London, "British and American Xews-
papers Compared :" 'W. E. Donahue. Chi-
cago Trittune, "Xewspaper Merchandisine
Service :" Lou E. Holland, president. -As-

sociated .\dvertising Clubs. "The Better
Business Bureaus."

Newsp.\pep. AST) Magazine
REPP.ESENTATIVES

Will meet with the Fleet Street Club, of
London.

Tuesday Afternoon, July 1.5

Newspapee—"Outline of Our Plan of
Work." W. F. Rogers, chairman. Bureau

.A^dvertising of American Newspaper
-hers' Association : "Selling Newspaper
-Jsing Space." F. St. John Richards.
-n representative. St. Louis Globe
craf.

I Magazi>."E— "ilagazine Advertising in

America." James ."''Shaughnessy. secretary-.

IIAinerican Association of Advertising
lAg-^r.cies : "Some Sidelights on ilagazine

-tising." George French. New Tork

:

-Advertising Salesman." Paul Block.
Block. Inc.. advertising director.

~ial Reviev:, and newspaper publisher
representative.

CONPUSENCE OF FEDEE-ATION OF
Women's .Advertising Clubs

LtTNCHEOx— "Welcome by Miss ilarior.

Jean Lyon, president. Women's Advertis-
ime Club of London, presiding : British
peaker: "Women in the Advertising Pro-
fession.'' iliss Julia C. Cobum, publicity
director. The ll.a Salle t Koch Company.

io. Ohio. Following the address. Miss
will turn the meeting over to the

-nan of the Federation of ^Tomen's
•: = ;r.? Clubs of the "World. Miss Eliza-

: rnire. of Philadelphia.
Sbssiox—Reading of minutes

'•ing: report of woman member
- committee of -A. .A, C. of W..

Kih-rine H. Mahrol of Baltimore:
•.s of "Women's .Advertising Clubs.

.^sion. led by Mrs. B*m:ci; Blackwood.
;trve secretary. Advertisine Specialty
iation. Chicago. "Suggested .Activities

--.dvertising Clubs," followed by other
.'.e business matters.

Ambucan .Association of Auv^msixG
-Agencies

Will meet with Association of British
Advertising Agents. Chairman British
program committee. Rolph W. Thomas,

X

Something Worth
Using

ABUILDING built and ouned by ourselves to

exactly fit our most minute and particular re-

quirements. Modem, sanitary and fireproof.

Situated in «ie of the fergest and neu'est manu-
facturing districts in Detroit. Utilizing every mod-
em facility this district affords.

Equipped with every modem machine and device

with which to manufacture the highest grade plates

and mats in the country. Much of this machinery
is special—we built it ourselves.

Manned by a large organization. Every man know-
ing his job to the nth degree. Trained by our own
experts to fit our exacting requirements.

Controlled by executives who ahsoluuly know their

business in every respect.

Until you use all these facilities that Gagnier has
placed at your disposal you uill never know what
the beet is in new spaper Plates and Service.

// yo% advertise in newspapers tre can show

yon ktne to save time and money on yenr

Plates and Mats. Outline your require-

ments. Let us quote prices. No obligation.

GAGNIER STEREOTYPE FOUNDRY
The Gagnier Corporation

YORK DETROIT CHICAGO
222 N. .Michigan Av

Ihe Shcjogni^d Standard

3ven the "tiggest "Fhales have trouble in cliriing

lliagarE Fells I Hur=an nature flews in strong currents;

hunan action runs in channels centuries deep. Hot e

few ad"7ertisers have turned the corsij-cr'c nind towards

their product — BUT the millionaires are foose that

have turned their products to the coneur.er's mind.

See Berrien's Eig Black. Be ok

Gocde 4 Berrien
Advertising Courusel, 19 fiest 44th Street, U^ I'orV:
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xV -Uucliess
THE DmcLc. of X. lost

all niitlicr prirc cliicken.s'.

Xricnds advised lier to sell

egg5. iSo \vitli a tlainty basket

she promenaded tlie streets

calling softly "Eggs lor sale, SOMEBODVlias to pay ^^•l^en

1 nope nobody hears me] tlie aclvprti'<:<-mr»nf rlnf^nV '

T I ^WJ.OO many atJvertisers totlay

are like the Dticliess. Aiost

advertisements aon t sell;

a great many advertisements

don t even try to sell, let

.-ertiscment doesnt

Get more sales into advertising—get more dollars out! That is

the business of Goode & Berrien, Advertising Counsel, at 19 West
44th Street, New York. Ask to see Berrien's Big Black Book.

Let These Clients Tell Tou—
about our good work, prompt delivery

and reasonable prices

:

Hupmobile Co.

Associated Business Papers

Advertising Fortnightly

Jewish Tribune

Ice Cream Trade Journal

Telephone: MURRAY HILL 9438

RIVERVIEW PRESS, Inc.
Complete Vrinling Service

404 East 36th Street

London. Chairman American program com-
i

mittee, Harry Dwight Smith, Cleveland.
Ohio.

First Session—L. O. Johnson, president,
A. B. A. A., presiding ; "What Advertising
Agency Service Mean.s :" In Great Britain,
Percy Burton ; in the U. S. A., Roy S.
Durstine

; "Agency Association Progress:"
In Great Britain, James Strong ; in the
U. S. A., Newcomb Cleveland.
Second Session—Stanley Resor, president,

American Association of Advertising

'

Agencies, chairman ; "Markets of the British
I

Empire," W. Lints-Smith : "Markets of the (

U. S. A.," William J. Boardman.

Graphic Arts Association
Will meet with the Federation of Master

1

Printers.
"The Labor Problem in the Printing In-

dustry," Charles Francis, New York, founder
'

of the Printers League : "The Printer and
the Advertiser," John R. Demarest, chair-
man graphic arts section, Wilson H. Lee
Company, New Haven, Conn. ; "The Printer
as a Salesman," William J. Betting, treas-
urer. Redfield, Fisher & Wallace. Inc., New'i
York ; "Organization in the Printing In-
dustry," John Clyde Oswald, publisher The
American Printer.

Financial Advertising Association
"Trust Advertising," Clinton F. Berry,

advertising manager. Union Trust Company,'
Detroit, Mich.: "Investment Advertising,";
Frank L. Blanchard, director public rela-
tions, Henry L. Doherty & Co., New York;
"Novel Advertising and Merchandising!
Plans." Harrison B. Grimm, manager busi-
ness extension department. Security Trust
Company, Detroit, Mich. ; "Savings Bank
Advertising," speaker to be chosen.

h!

Public Utilities ADVEaiTisiNG
Association

Tuesday Afternoon, July 15
British chairman ; address of welcome, Bt

Hon. Lord Ashfield ; president's address,
W. P. Strandborg. Portland Electric Power
Company, Portland, Ore. : "Company Owner-
ship and Operation Under Public Control,"
British delegate ; "How to Win Goodwill
for the Company," P. L. Thomson, Western
Electric Co., New Y'ork : "Cooperative Ad-
vertising of a Public Utility," British dele-
gate : "Progress of Customer-Ownership,"
Frank L. Blanchard, Henry L. Doherty &\
Co. and The Cities Service Company, NgW
York.

Wednesday Morning, July 16
Prank L. Blanchard, presiding: "Thel

American Traction Situation and the Part
Publicity Has Played in It." Lucius S.

'

Storrs. president. The Connecticut Company.
New Haven. Conn. : "The Personal Element
in Advertising," British delegate ; "Educa-
tion in Relation to Public Utilities." M. C.
Robbins, publisher. Gas Age Record. New
York ; "Railway Advertising," British dele-
gate : "Municipal Versus Corporation Owner-
ship." B. J. Mullaney. People's Gas & Com-
pany. Chicago.

Addresses are limited to twenty minutes
each, in order to allow ample time for
discussion. Examples of effective public
utility advertisements will accompany the
addresses and are to be displayed in the
meeting room.

Retail Ad'vertisers' Association
Will be held in conjunction with Incor-

porated Association of Retail Distributors.
London.

Delegates will assemble at Harrods Stores
on Tuesday July 15, at noon, where they
will be the guests of the firm at lunch.

Tuesday Afternomi, July 15
Sir Sydney M. Skinner. J. P.. John Barker

& Co., Ltd.. London : Sir Woodman Bur-
bidge. Bart. C.B.E.. chairman and manag-
ing director. Harrods. Ltd., London. "Mer-
chandising a World Store :" Joseph B. Mills,

publicity directpr, J. L. Hudson Company.
Detroit, Mich., "Retail Advertising. Quantity
"Versus Quality :" Percy A. Best, managing
director. James Schoolbred & Co.. Ltd..

London ; Sir Charles Higham, Charles F.
Higham, Ltd., London.

Wednesday Mor^nng, July 16
Chairman. Theodore Gold Morgan,

director Henrv Morgan & Co., Ltd.. Mon-
treal ; Sir Svdnev. M. Skinner, J. P.. John
P.arker & Co.. Ltd., London : "Executive
Factor in Building a Business ;" Sheldon
Coons, advertising director. Gimbel Brothers.
New York. "Sales and Publicity Methods of

Large Department Stores :" John Lawrle.
J. P., managing director, 'William Whiteley,
Ijtd., London : Vern C. Devine, president.
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Standard Corporation. New York and Chi-
cago. "Retailing as a Civic Force;" Franlc
Chitham, director and general manager,
Harrods. Ltd., London ; Horace Imber,
Daily Chronicle. London.

Wednesday Afternoon, July 16
Chairman. Sir Woodman Burbidge. Bart.

C.B.E.. chairman and managing director.
Harrods. Ltd.. London : Eric M. Gamage,
director and general manager, A. W. Gam-
age, Ltd.. London ; Frederick M. Farrar,
The TTr'pographic Service Co.. New York.
"The Value of Typography in Advertising."
illustrated : F, Richmond, Debenham.s. Ltd..
London : Edward Filene, president. William
Filene Sons Co., Boston. Advertising and
World Peace."
Banquet at Savoy Hotel when every over-

seas delegate in the retail section will be
the personal guest of a British retail ad-
vertiser.

Thursday Afternoon, July 17
Luncheon at Wembley, when the delegates

will be the guests of Lord Waring, chair-
man and managing director, Waring &
Gillow. London.
The Rt. Hon. Lord Burnham. proprietor

London Daily Telegraph, and Gordon Sel-
fridge, president. Selfridge's. Ltd.. London,
will probably address the meeting privately.
but will not be on the general program.

Church Advertising Department
Only the American speakers have been

announced: "The Country Church." E. T.
Meredith, former Secretary of Agriculture.
and publisher. Successful Farming. Des
Moines ; "Forms of Church Advertising."
John Clyde Oswald, publisher The American
Printer: "The Need for Church Advertis-
ing." Dr. W. J. Stidger. Detroit ; "Illustra-
tions of Church Advertising." Rowe Stewart,
business manager, Philadelphia Record;
"Space for Church Advertisements in News-
papers." James W. Brown. publisher.
Editor and Publisher, New York ; "What
Is Religious or Church News?" James
Schermerhorn. formerly publisher Detroit
Times: "First Things "in Church Advertis-
ing." Frank L. Blanchard. director of public
relations. Henry L. Doherty & Co.. New
Tork : "What SHould the Church Advertise?"
Rev. Charles Stelzle, New York.
IK-
<^' t^-^

->

Arthur C. Busch
Formerly on advertising staff of

Literary Digest, New York, has recent-
ly taken over duties of Eastern Adver-
tising Manager for Public Affairs,
Washington, D. C.

American Garage & Auto Dealer

Published monthly at Buffalo, N. Y.,
is new name of Cotisolidated Garage &
Auto Dealer and American Blacksmith
and Motor Shop.

Karl A. Frederick

Has been appointed to copy staff in
the Detroit offices of the Campbell-
Ewald Company. He was formerly
with copy department of the United
States Advertising Corporation, Toledo,
Ohio.

Clarence Visscher

Has joined the Campbell-Ewald
Company as manager of the mechanical
detail department. Previous to joining
Campbell-Ewald, he was on the staff
of Morneau & Powers, Detroit, typo-
graphers.

Alfred Austin Advertising Agency
Will direct advertising for a group

of laundries in New York City which
have combined to advertise coopera-
tively for the purpose of developing
business in the hotel field. Agency
will also conduct an advertising sales
promotion campaign for the Smartsilk
Hosiery Company, New York.

TEXAS
the vast—the rich

SAN ANTONIO
its beautiful metropoHs

send to "Ours across the sea," and to that

splendid organization:

ASSOCIATED ADVERTISING CLUBS
OF THE WORLD

their heartiest greeting, through

EXPRESS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Publishers of

SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS
SAN ANTO'NIO EVENING NEWS
SEMI-WEEKLY FARM EXPRESS
EXPRESS-NEWS RETAILER

THE JOHN BUDD COMPANY
Advertising Representatives

NEW YORK CHICAGO ST. LOUIS ATLANTA
LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

L/UTLETs" {Trade Mark Reg. Applied For) like those reproduced above,
add new sparkle lo house-organs, sales letters, circulars, newspaper ad-
vertisements, etc.

—

$1.25 for one-inch size
$2,50 for Iwo-inch size

In quantities of twenty, a 20 per cent reduction. Mats furnished at
special rates. n i irroof sheets on request

CUTLETS: 1718 Tribune BuUding, New York
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Britain and America

^(r\ HE English-speaking peoples circle the globe. A close, friendly

^-^ accord between them is of the utmost importance to the

peace and well-being of the whole world.

In honor of the British Empire Exposition now being held at

Wembley, England

OUR
WORLD

The }A.agazine of Understanding

devotes its July number to the British Empire and the relations of

Britain and America.

This unusually attractive issue will be profusely illustrated and will

contain, among other numerous features, the following important
articles:

THE BRITISH EXPOSITION By Robert Wilberforce

A striking description of its scope and significance, fully illus-

trated with latest photographs from Wembley and from the

British lands represented there.

THE BRITISH EMPIRE AS A TRADE LEAGUE
By Charles Hodges

A graphic survey with special reference to American interests.

SURPLUS WOMEN By Ethel M. Smith

A story of the 2,000,000 surplus women in Great Britain as a

result of the war.

EUROPE'S NEW LINE-UP By Arthur BuUard

The meaning of the French and German Elections.

WORLD FICTION — Today's Best Stories from All the World.

Qet'Acquainted Coupon

OUR WORLD, 9 East 37th St., New York City

You may send me the July and August issues of OUR WORLD.
If I do not say "discontinue" within thirty days, you may enter

my subscription for one year, and bill me for $3.00.
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^ Fine Opportunity

for a Copy and Plan Man

We have an opening in our agency for

a thoroughly seasoned copy and plan

man. He must he a convincing and

fluent writer.

Mail order experience is essential and

he must have a record of producing big

results.

To such a man there is offered a real

opportunity in one of the best agencies

in the country.

We are located in Ohio. The men in

our agency know of this advertise-

ment. All replies should be complete

and specific, stating experience and

salary. Samples of work will be re-

turned after careful inspection. Im-

mediate action is required.

Box 159, care

Advertising and Selling Fortnightly

The one complete Buyers' Guide, 4300 pages,
9 X 12, aims to include all manufacturers, re-

gardless of advertising patronage, but se-

cures preferred attention for advertisers.
The only one in the "Paid" Circulation

class, the only A.B.C. Member.

ed, ordered, paid for and nsed
B iniiiortant buyers in all lines vblch

demand the best as a rule, they use It exclusively—aub-
htantlal foreign circulation. More than 2000 advertisers

—

in< ludinc many of the biggest manufacturers, financial
Institutions, etc,

$15.00 Thomas Publiahinif Company, 461 Eighth Ave., New York

Building Pools to Sell

Bathing Suits

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21]

gave to all of our salesmen, along

with plans that could be used by any
community, and worked out a very
simple method of figuring the cost.

The swimming pool booklet con-

tains every bit of information neces-

sary to get a project under way,
from the initial financing to ex-

plaining important features in con-

struction. It is illustrated with
views and plans of community pools

already in use in various parts of

the United States, and in reality is

a handbook on the subject. If more
specific information regarding de-

sign, construction, specifications and
kindred matters is desired, the Port-

land Cement Association is glad to

furnish the details, and this fact is

stated in the booklet.

Since the first classic incident we
have been instrumental in starting a

great many bathing pools. The
salesman has not always gone out

and sold them, but he has planted

the seed. As in the first case cited,

the merchants got busy with one of

their local clubs. It is a poor com-

munity that will not respond to an

appeal of this nature, if at all physi-

cally in position to see it through.

There are a great many technical

problems involved in the construe

tion of a pool, problems that only a

trained and experienced engineer

can solve. For the benefit of those

communities that wish to consult

an expert before building their

pool, we have a list of qualified en-

gineers to whom we are glad to refer

them.

WHAT has been the direct effect

of our efforts in community en-

deavor? Here's the case of Herrin,

111., for example. In 1922 our dealer

there bought $250 worth of bathing

suits. In 1923 he ran his bill for bath-

ing suits up to $428. Then the town

built a swimming pool. The dealer

in Herrin has already sold $5,030

worth of bathing suits. Another

dealer, in a town in Iowa, boughf

$176 worth of our bathing suits in

1923. The only ones he wanted

were just a few of the better grad^

to sell to people who were going t(^

spend their vacations in Wisconsin

or Minnesota, or some other pla(

where they could swim, because tb

had no such facility at home. Thai

town also built a swimming pool

and the dealer bought $990 worth ol|

bathing suits. Another dealer,

still another town, sold $220 wortl,

of bathing suits in 1923. The towt

I
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I^Bll^agrothers
Do you remember way back when

Lilly's Undertaking- Parlors occupied a
small store room on Sixth Avenue?
This notable institution has kept pace
with progress and faith with the

public.

Today Lilly's beautiful funeral home
is the result of Lilly Service. It is the

greatest institution of its kind in Iowa.

An undertaking establishment would seem to he among th£ few that really are "different." As
the facts below show, however, the same treatmervt that brings buyers for other services or

commodities has proved effective in this field.
'

Getting Results for a "Different" Business

Lilly Brothers,who conduct a fine funeral

iiome in Des Moines, Iowa, decided that

their business was not adapted to advertis-

ing. As an experiment however, they con-

sented to try rotogravure in the belief that

pictures would tell the story.Thatwasover

I year ago, and they have continued to use

jpace regularly in rot<^ravure ever since.

They definitely state that rotogravure has

given them more high-grade publicity

in a short two years than they could have

secured through ordinary channels in

ten years, and that they will adopt the

use of rotogravure as a part of their bus-

iness policy hereafter. They use about

four thousand lines a year.

Advertisers or advertising agencies with a "different" business will find inter-

esting material in the 68-page book, "Rotograi-ure, How and When to Use

It." Sent free on request to Kimberly-Clark Company, Neeruih, Wisconsin.



AS YOU WOULD SEE IT IF YOU WERE THERE

This advertisement, of which the preceding page is a part, is published to promote public

interest in Rotogravure and the papers which carry Rotogravure sections. KimberlyClark

Oampany, Neenah, Wisconsin, manufacture Rotoplate, a perfect paper for Rotogravure

printing, which is used by the following papers

:

CITY

Albany, N. Y.

Asheville, N. C.

Atlanta, Ga.

Atlanta, Ga.

Baltimore, Md.
Birmingham, Ala.

Boston, Mass.

Boston, Mass.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Buffalo. N. Y.

Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Denver, Colo.

Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, Mich.

Erie, Pa.

Fort Wayne, Ind.

Hartford, Conn.

Havana, Cuba
Houston, Texas
Indianapolis, Ind.

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Louisville, Ky.
Louisville, Ky.
Memphis, Tenn.

Mexico City, Mex.
Milwaukee, Wis.

PAPER

Knickerbocker Press

Citizen

Constitution

Journal

Sun
News
Herald

Traveler

Standard-Union

Courier

Express

Times
Daily News
Commercial-Tribune

Enquirer

News-Leader
Plain Dealer

Rocky Mountain News
Register

Free Press

News
Dispatch-Herald

News-Sentinel

Courant

Diario De La Marina

Chronicle

Indianapolis Star

Journal-Post

Times
Courier-Journal

fierald

Commercial Appeal

El Universal

Journal

Minneapolis, Mina
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as just finished its swimming pool

nd our dealer has sold $1,164 worth

f bathing suits thus far this year.

One salesman in a territory ad-

acent to New York, where there are

ts of available beaches, was in-

tiumental in getting seven towns

I put in bathing pools last year.

hat shows the possibilities.

Once the salesmen get the idea

ley discover ingenious ways of

dapting it. In conjunction with the

inister in one inland town one of

ir men got the boys who were
ithing in what was literally a mud-
ole to cement the bottom and sides

nd converted the hole into a real

Afimming pool where even the older

)lks are not ashamed to be seen.

We are going to make an even
• lie determined effort to spread the

nimunity swimming pool idea in

caiities that should have them,

hen our men start out this coming
'ptember on their bathing suit trip,

e are going to supply them with a

t of material that should result in

e building of a great many more
thing pools. A community is

ider no obligation whatever so far

we are concerned. Other bathing

it manufacturers can—and do

—

rticipate in the increased business

at the erection of a pool creates.

lit having broadened the market,

rely upon our merchandise and
sales methods for our share of

business.

oreign Exchange
Fnr the information of delegates

' iithers who are enroute to the
!iin Convention, the Advertising

uii iif New York has prepared the
llnwing information on the exchange
American money into the c'l—ency
'"iig-land, France and Belgium:

ir^AXD—Foui' farthings equal one
twelve pence equal a shilling, or

uventy shillings equal one pound
I

: twenty-one shillings equal a guinea
used). £5% means five pounds, three
-s and four pence. Par of the pound
•'i65. It is quoted at about $4.32 at
Mie.

Shilling — 22 cents
Penny = 2 cents
Farthing = V4 cent

WCE—French currency is quite
A franc is worth one hundred

ii's; a sou equals five centimes. Par
ii-anc is $0.19295. and is quoted at

; :it $0.0.138, a quite unstable value.

Franc = 5 cents (plus)
.Sou = % cent

.'HUM—Currency same as French,
iiH- slightly less. Quoted at $0.04CS,
!'d with $0.0538 for French.
France = .") cents (minu.s)

I

mil Hofsoos
Recently with the Pillsbury Flour
:11 Company, Minneapolis, is now as-
fiatod with MacManus, Incorporated,
Hroit, Mich.

\h(' Erickson Company
New York. Has been selected to di-
•t advertising for the Dictaphone
les Corporation, New York, manu-
cturers of the "Dictaphone."
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Don't Be Afraid to Spem
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26]

Over

25,000
Net Paid Daily

Three months ago the net

paid was 24,000—today it is

well over 25,000. Truly there

has been a change in Erie.

Every advertiser who ex-

pects returns in this market
should investigate before
spending his money here.

fHE DISPATCH-HERALD
CHAS. H. EDDY & COMPANY

National Advertiming
Kepreserttativem

New York Chicago Boston

PHOTOyTATy
for economic and effective —

VI/'UALIZATION

IF a letter, order, pbotogiaph or clip-

pin;,' comes in today's mail, and it

would be of real sales value if you
could send duplicate copies of it to
all your salesmen, what will you do
with it?

Send it to file, make exclusive use of
it yourself, or have photostats made?
At a negliKible cost you can get con-
vincing, fac-simile copies— accurate
reproductions—reduced or enlarged to
whatever size desired—made in a few
hours and can put them in tonight's
mail (if in New York City).

In this way you can put all data to
work for you immediately—stimulat-
ing sales and keeping your salesmen
alert.

COMMERCE PHOTO-PRINT
CORPORATION

O Maiden Lane. New York City
Telephone: John 3697

QuicAei- and cheaper jeproductior\j

money. I'd a lot rather talk about
spending money, because that's the

technique and genius of business.

Making money is mere coupon cut-

ting; office boys and lady secretaries

can do that. The heart of the busi-

ness game lies in spending money;
with the end in view to make money,
of course; but the spending is the

man's-size part of the job.

THE trouble with men about
spending money is this: they

are so often either too tight or too

loose. They either appreciate the

value of a dollar too little or too

much. Or like some housewives, they
pinch pennies and fling away double-

eagles; save at the spigot and waste
at the bunghole. The reason why
'purchasing agents' have been a by-

word for narrow vision and lack of

real authority until recent years is

that too many firms won't put spend-

ing power into the executive's hands.

"Everything but commonplace
routine in business is a matter,

down at the bottom, of spending

money. There are firms which never

do visualize to themselves that if

they are willing to pay the cost,

they can bowl over the obstacle

about which they fret constantly.

They can be the leader in their field,

at a calculable price. They can

change the habits of the public,

which now limit them, if they will

pay the price. But they usually do

not visualize their situation in this

clearly focused manner. They en-

fold themselves in clouds of mystery
—trade conditions, precedent and
whatnot—and are fond of explain-

ing why things can't be otherwise.

"Money, well spent, annihilates

time. The tools and facilities today

available, and the broad scope of

operations possible, make it en-

tirely feasible for ten years' prog-

ress to be compressed into one or

two; it's mainly a spending matter.

Money is machinery and tools, noth-

ing else. Ford knows that and prac-

tices it. Carnegie used to practice

it, and made America the world's

steel center by means of it. He
would start building new steel mills

for making steel on the latest for-

mula; and before these mills were

really thoroughly broken in, calmly

announce that he was going to tear

them down and build a new type of

mill, following a newer process. It

looked like very reckless spending

—

but instead it provided him with

many millions to spend on librai

and laid the foundation for

great steel corporation. It wres
the steel supremacy of the w.j

from the old country and made
i

sible in a decade the great Ameri
machine, automobile and skyscrai.

age which might otherwise hi

taken half a century to develop.

"William Wrigley affords anoti

classic example. At one time 1

American Chicle Company had mi

of the chewing gum business, Wr;
ley being a mere 'piker' in it. Tht

in a typical situation, the banl

board of directors of the Chii

Company decided greatly to redi'

their spending for advertish

against the protest of its respoB

ble executive. Wrigley seized I

spending opportunity, and spent

'

a manner to make ordinary irT

dizzy, and now the once suprem
company is the small company a I

Wrigley the large one, still spendi

for advertising at a rate probal

unknown in all the history of bu

ness—about six millions annually;

"There is a peculiar human pt

chology that affects spending. It

a primitive reluctance to pay c

anything. Your savage in Tasmar
cunningly tries to get something :

nothing; your Oriental bazaar m
tries to get you to spend as muchi

possible for as little value as pos'

ble. The miser lives deep down
all human beings; their unconscio

ideal is to take in a great deal fc

pay out nothing.

MODERN business is an intel

gent reversal, on a large 3C*

of this primitive psychology. It i

jects as ridiculous the hoarding id*

and adopts the spending-money-'

make-money idea. It is the corni

stone of American business succes

and Europe is just beginning to re

ize that to keep pace with AmerJ

it must follow suit. The reason W,

American labor can produce per m'

three times the output of Europe

labor is because American e;

ployers spend money on equipme

and expert knowledge. The reas

why even Asiatic cheap labor cai

compete with the high priced Ame
can workmen is because Americ,

manufacturers spend money lavisl

to reduce unit production costs. A
finally the reason why Americ

business men can do this is becai)

the American people themselv

spend fearlessly—perhaps to \
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fault—and are therefore the best

ifed, best clothed and best housed in

jthe world.

i "John Patterson once puzzled over

ithe reason why he wasn't getting

imore sales in Europe, and came to

|the conclusion that it was because

not only did the European retailers

|have no courage to spend money for

I a cash register, but also his own
European salesmen were too stodgy

,middle-class, and too well satisfied

iwith what income they had to spend.

He sent a nifty, accomplished Ameri-
can spender over there with an un-

limited letter of credit, and with no
other instruction than to spend a lot

of money teaching Europe how to

spend ! This man gave expensive
' 'dinners in the capitals of Europe
'for the salesmen; chummed with

ithem and kidded them about their

j:lothes and stodgy habits, and
planted, deliberately, seeds of envy,

liiscontent with their financial status

[ind new and more expensive tastes.

jkVith the result that NCR sales in

Europe jumped!
I

j
"And I know at least one large

1 porporation which deliberately eggs
I jts salesmen into buying a home or

in automobile, simply to get them
v'P onto new spending, therefore new
'>arning, levels ! One insurance com-
)any I know has it worked out to a

tatistical certainty that on the day
I man marries and also on the day
le has a child, his earning power
isfs 14 points in 100!

"Spending is to business what sun
s to vegetation: it is the chemical

jlement which makes things grow.

fo spend with a fine stroke and
icesture of courage, knowing what
ou do, is the last grace up.i the

rt and science of business. To have
ourage to spend a considerable

jum, and to have brains to under-
(tand precisely how to do it to reg-

ister desired results, is the real

iieart of business genius."

i^aily Mirror

I

New York morning tabloid illus-

Irated newspaper, first issue of which
ippeared June 24, is being published
(y the Public Press Corporation. Bar-
[lay H. Warburton, Jr., is president;
i'. M. Alexander, vice-president, and
ireorge d'Utassy, secretary-treasurer.
'Ir. .Alexander is the publisher.

iobert E. Mprrcr
Assistant advertising manager of
owe Brothers Company, paint and
arnish manufacturer, Dayton, Ohio,
)r the last five years, has been made
dvertising manager. He is succeeded
s assistant advertising manager by
. B. Bains, previously with the Day-
in Engineering Laboratories Com-
any as publicity manager.
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YburTi'ue Market's
intheMindoftlieDealei'
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IT has been demonstrated by national
advertisers that a market is actually

the state of mind of any group of de-

sirable dealers.

These advertisers, using but one busi-

ness paper in each field they cover,

select The Grand Rapids Furniture
Record as being the leading publication
in the furniture and homefurnishings
industry.

During the quarter of a century that
this journal has served the industry it

has built up an intensive circulation
among the larger buyers and well-rated
establishments.

Tliis circulation and The Furniture
Record Merchandising Plan has proved
its worth. If your own product is

adapted to merchandising in the furni-
ture store, we can show you just how
you can make use of it, too. Mav we?

The Grand Rapids

FURNITURE RECORD
(Periodical Publishing Co.)

Grand Rapids, Mich.
.4. B. C.—Me ihe A. B. P.

z

z

z

z

z

.NEW VORK CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C

CIN'CINNATI PITTSBURGH LOS ANGELES
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

K^M^MfgiM^M^'M^M^MlilM^M^MKM^il!

For 15 years the leading best equipped

business research organization.

Surveys and special investigations

—

dealer questionnaires anyw^here in

U. S. $1.50 per dealer, 75c consumer.

Industry researches on over 300 lines

available at $150 and upward.

B USINESS
BO URSE

J. GEORGE FREDERICK, President

15 W. 37lh St.. New York, N. Y.

Hotel St. James
1 09-

1
3 West 45 th Street,Times Square

NEW YORK, N. Y.

''l{atei and Booklet on application

W. JOHNSON QUINN
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Ef)epeacon3Fournal[

AKRON IS/

One
—the manufactur-
ing centre of the

Middle West where
over 600 industrial

estabHshments are
progressing.

Two
—t li e home of
210,000 industrious

people whose buy-
ing power ranks
them as the second

largest market in

Ohio.

Three

—a highly desirable

market, keenly re-

sponsive to meri-

torious advertise-

ments that appeal to

the middle - class

American family.

Four

—b est covered by
the Beacon Journal.

The leading Akron
paper. Circulation

average 40,647 —
a p proximately
16,000 more than

nearest competitor.

For definite facts

concerning the pros-

perous Akron mar-
ket — write to The
Beacon Journal.

National Rcprcscnlatiirs

Story, Brooks & Finley
Chicago, St. Louis, Los Angeles

M. C. Watson, Inc.
New York and Boston

How We Coordinate
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24]

AKRON, OHIO

experience and put them through this

course of training, and our turnover on

these men has been very small indeed.

The next step in the development of

our salesmen is to assign them to sales

promotion work. Our sales promotion
department takes a man and sends him
out with a group of men covering a

state at a time, calling on retail mer-
chants of a certain rating in towns of

2500 and over.

While he is on the sales proinotion

force he is not selling merchandise, but
he is selling ideas. Of course, he calls

on the retail merchant. The average
interview is from a half hour to an hour
and a half. Frequently our sales pro-

motion men are able to arrange a meet-
ing for the salesmen in the retail store,

an evening meeting, and spend the

entire meeting with them. But he is

selling merchandising ideas.

One of the latest developments is

what we call our linoleum merchandis-
ing demonstration trunk. Our sales-

man goes to a hotel, places this equip-

ment in the room, and then invites the

retail linoleum buyer and his salesmen
to come to the hotel and study this

demonstration.
We have a little model linoleum de-

partment all worked out with little

miniature rolls, exactly as you would
lay it out in a retail store, and the re-

tail salesmen and the buyers who come
in are told how to display it properly.

After a man has served six months
to a year in the sales promotion crews,

he is available for our regular sales

force. His appointment to a regular

sales position depends upon the va-

cancies or the expansion of our sales

force, but the most likely men are

picked out and put in the regular, per-

manent selling positions. We feel that

this sales promotion training is a vital

part of the training of our salesmen.

OUR salesmen do many other things

besides getting the order. They
make annual surveys of all the stores

of a certain rating in towns of five thou-

sand or over. They call not only upon
the direct retail accounts, but upon the

jobbers' customers, and they check each
store from the standpoint of stocks,

whether they are normal, low or high,

and thus annually we get a complete

picture of the condition of stocks. We
also know what lines of merchandise
the merchant carries. We also find out

what sort of job the jobber is doing,

and whether in a given territory the

jobber's salesmen are doing a good piece

of work. We find stores that haven't

been called upon by the jobber's sales-

men, and the names of these stores we
turn back to the jobber and ask him to

go out and finish the job that he ought
to be doing.

In addition to this sort of informa-
tion the survey brings out a check upon

our advertising. One of the questions

our salesman has to answer on his re-

port is whether or not the merchant
gets calls for Armstrong's by name. It

is interesting to note on the chart each

year how the curve is going up.

Twice a year we have been doing

newspaper advertising in some 100

cities and 184 newspapers. About the

first of August all our salesmen and
branch managers will go out to call

upon the merchants in these 100 cities

and nearby towns, to tell them the story

of our newspaper advertising which
probably begin about the middle
September.

WE equip each of these men with i

portfolio showing the campaign,
the circulation of those newspapers and

the number of homes involved. He may
compare the circulation against home
We also equip each salesman with
portfolio showing the window displa

materials, the advertising helps, nev
paper electros, cuts, and advertisemenB
that have been prepared. Each man is

so equipped and will devote his entire

time for three weeks to a month, not

selling the campaign, but stimulating
the retailer to tie up with the campai|S
in order that he may derive some beneSi
froni it. a
Once a year we bring every salesmar

back to the factory for a week. It is

a little expensive to pull men back from
the Pacific Coast, but the results aie

well worth while. The men have i

regular schedule as to how they
going to spend that week at the fa|

tory. A cei'tain part of it is spent
the production department. They spen3
one complete day in the advertising de-

partment, and that is the day we sit

down with these men and find out what
they have to say about the advertising

we have been doing in their particular

territory. I think that possibly we get

more suggestions and more benefit from
having these men visit the factory than

they do from us.

Disraeli said that consistency of pur-

pose is the essence of success, and we
have tried to put into our advertising;!

a consistency of purpose over the years,

f

and into our selling organization theJ

same consistency of purpose. In fact, J

the entire story of the work that has I

just been described is not that of the

advertising department alone, but of

the entire sales organization, of which

the advertising department is but an

individual part. All plans and policies

have been developed through H. W.

Prentis, Jr., our sales manager, work-

ing in conjunction with his associates.

We have tried to have the advertising

story and the selling story one and

identical, with the result that our sales-

men are part of the advertising or-

ganization, and the advertising depart-

ment is part of the selling organization.
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So this was London!
YOU'LL find many an up-to-date

printing plant in tlie London of to-

day. But just imagine what it would

have meant in the "good old days' to have

tried to print the vast edition of TRUE
STORY with the force pictured on this

page. How long do you suppose it would

have taken our old-fashioned friends to set

up a modern magazine in type and print

almost 2,000,000 copies?

True Story
Magazine

NEW YORK. CHICAGO, BOSTON. LOS ANGELES, SEATTLE, SAN FRANCLSCO
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This book has hundreds of dollars

north of sales information for you

HalVs Handbook of

Sales Management
995 pages, 5x8, illustrated

S5.00 net, postpaid

describes in detail the platis. methods and pol-
icies tliat liave increased sales for some of the
best-known sales organizations in America, with
dollars-and-cents results of their methods and

It represents tlie experiences of many we!l-
known Arms in building up sales organizations
and experimenting with different polices and
plans of marketing.

It sets forth the fundamentals of marketing
through the description of tested methods.

There has never before been a book on sales
problems so packed full of sound, solid brass- tack
information as this new Hall book.

Every section is well worth the price of the
entire volume to anyone concem&i with dlstribu-
^*'"'- Examine it for ten days free

Other Hall Books

HANDBOOK OF BUSINESS
CORRESPONDENCE
1048 pages. 5x8. illustrated

S5.00 net, postpaid

A great reference book that
A'lU enable any

^^•'.X" RETAIL
ADVERTISING
AND SELLING

566 pages, 5x8. illustrated
$5.00 net. postpaid

tising and selling plans and
pidlcies that have made i

THE ADVERTISING HANDBOOK
735 pages, 5x8. illustrated. $5.00 net. postpaid
Complete data m everj' phase of adv.Ttisini;,

McGRAW-HILL
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

for (lii:

York

Handbook of Sales Management. $5.00
Handbook of Business Correspondence. $5,00
Retail Advertisina and Selling. $5.00
The Advertising Handbook. $5.00

I agree to jiny for the bonktt or return tlu-in Mithin
ten days of rcceijit.

Signed

Address

Position

A.F.'7-3-2'l

—and Now
Concerning Copy

Twelve years ago the orchestra

leader said to Frank Tinney: "Frank,
what have you got on under there?"

pointing to Tinney's chest. Tinney
replied: "Underwear?" and looked in-

quiringly at the leader. "Under there,"

nodded the leader. "Underwear.'"
nodded Tinney, and gradually the audi-

ence was worn out by this exchange,

to a point of (as it seems to us from
afar) complete exhaustion.

Now hear Rogers Peet in the Tele-

gram :

"Too bad it isn't an X-ray picture!

Then you could see the heat cheating

underwear he's underwearing."
Underwhere?

Two more mock-Bok medals go to

two advertisers for conspicuously and
continuously interesting picture-han-

dlings of their central idea : to Hass-
ler, with his bumpy roads ahead; and
to the Hartford Fire Insurance Com-
pany, with its red and black fire-hel-

lion. Hassler's advertisements make
your spine stutter. And if you ever

woke out of bed to see the window an
oblong of flame, you will know what
Hartford is selling.

I DARE SAY that the traveling repre-

sentatives of the tombstone quarries

got pretty sore at Joseph Kilgour when
he played the tombstone salesman with

Mrs. Fiske in "Mrs. Bumpstead-Lelgh,"
some fifteen years ago. But his char-

acterization (or whatever it was) is

a very bright memory, and I am still

going to use a tombstone one day.

In Fritz Lieber's performance of

"Two Strangers from Nowhere," a

wealthy ham undertakes to angel a

new enterprise. As evidence of his

good faith he says that he will send at

once for his advertising man to "hand
the public the bunk," or words very
much to that impression.

Some of our serious thinkers are

getting all haired up at the slur cast

upon advertising men by the play-

wright. It is hardly worth while: ad-

vertising men have been insulted by
more dexterous fellows than this.

Overnight, radio has come into our
lives. At the pace it is setting it isn't

hard to see how radio fans are made:
folks will watch anything in motion.

Overnight the word broadcast has
jumped into selling language. And
that raises this point

—

Word-of-mouth advertising is often

spoken of as the most desirable form

of advertising, the most trustworthy,
the most direct, the most coveted, both

by those who are making other forms
of advertising and those who sneer at

other forms. Radio off'ers (in embryo
at least) the Utopian condition of mul-
tiplied word-of-mouth advertising. The
progress in radio makes a radio-adver-

tising forum a real possibility in the

near future. It may quite possibly be

a forum which folks will want to hear,

and which will be listened to with re-

spect; it will be a periodical to which
at definite times listeners will come for

a commercial, self-seeking message be-

cause they want to hear it, just as they

buy printed periodicals quite as much
for their advertising contents as in

spite of them.

Even if A, the advertiser, buys a

radio service which "circulates" to a

known quantity audience, even if it is

also known that this service has strong

"listener-appeal," a large "paid sub-

scription list," and a high "quality" of

floating or "newsstand" listeners—even

if all the irregularities in its fact-

advantages are reduced to ABC, (as

they will be), there is no cause for the

medium of the printed page to pack up
its effects and prepare to go into the

insurance business. On the other hand,

we may as well let the arrival of radio,

which disposes so blithely of many of

the limitations of the printed page,

enhance the value of the things that

only the printed page can do. Ask
human nature which will be the more
plausible message: the filmy voice of

John W. A., president of the A Sus-

pender Company, coming out of the

everywhere with persuasive logic re-

garding his suspenders, or the printed

page which authenticates, with tangible

picture and contract-faithful text, the

virtues Mr. A must expound by "black

voice."

The sooner the advertising copywriter

recognizes and borrows all the excel-

lences of the radio medium of the next

ten years, and forecasts fairly all its

limitations, the sooner he will com-

mence to write copy which will match

the sound of the human voice for con-

viction, exceed in trustworthiness the

mental picture of the radio orator by

a tangible picture on the page, equal

the radio for red-hot freshness, and be

as lasting in its sincerity as the radio

is fleeting. Let's all thank heaven that

there is radio "competition," and writt

a little better.

If these remarks concerning cop>

concern a great many things besides

copy, it is because this word-tinker i^

concerned with a great many thing;

that concern the fate of his copy.
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Reply to Anonymous I

I

Contributor

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 30]

:
weak advertising agency pretends

do everything and anytning for a

aent. An older and stronger adver-

ting agency realizes that there are

nitations to its powers and he-

mes more conservative, the older and
ronger it becomes. So I have been a

t fearful that if an advertising

jency presumes to take on work for

e sales department it might weaken
:;elf in the eyes of its customers. Also,

at it might actually weaken its out-

;it. I have come to the conclusion,
iwever, that if an advertising agency
;
willing and able to pay sufficiently

»11 to secure the best and highest
,ade of talent for this sales depart-
ent, that it is justified in starting
;ch a department.
Therefore, the advertising agency
iist develop its sales work, in my
(linion, not as a side line to the adver-
ling, because if it is a side line it is

jthing. It must develop it not as
mnsel because counsel is rarely ade-
(ate. It must develop it in a work-
iij way. It must have a sales manage-
:'ent department exactly as it has an
it department and it must charge for

i service in much the same way. In
her words, it must have a sales
iecialist, or sales specialists, who are
oficient with the double-barrelled gun

t sales and advertising, whom it

:iOuld be able to provide to its custom-
is for long or short periods of time.
. some cases such sales specialists
'11 be superior in their knowledge of
larketing and sales management to
ie best sales brains in the organiza-
')n for whom they are working. In
(fier instances, which includes organi-
;tions who are hiring the top of the
liTamids of the present-day sales
nnagers, such sales specialists will
>^rk to assist the sales managers.

I

"]T is my opinion that the modern
.; advertising agency, if it is to

srve best, should have available for

if. customers everything that might
it needed in marketing aside from
te furnishing of the actual salesmen
t do the selling. These things
fould be available to those who
i;ed them and should be charged for
J:ordingly.

The closer the advertising agency
gts to sales and the sales depart-
ri'nt the better the advertising
^ency will be. The advertising
aency of the future will be still

cser to the sales and the sales

cpartments. There can be no
choree in marketing between sales

aid advertising. Advertising and
siling are inseparable. If this is

t;ie, the advertising agency that
Hikes itself part and parcel of the
es department will, in my opinion,

tl the most successful advertising
a|ency.

Charles W. Hoyt, President
Charles W. Hoyt Company, Inc.

Wisconsin Markets
Here is a presentation of four leading Wisconsin markets. Different

facts concerning these markets will be given in subsequent advertise-

ments. Because of the informative nature of these advertisements,
they should be filed for continual reference.

IT'S TRUE

Kenosha's New Bridge
Kenosha's new bridRe completed in 1923. at a
cost of $600,000.00. and built entirely of con-
crete, is one of tile finest pieces of bridge worlt
to be found anywhere. This bridge is right in
the heart of the city, connecting the main business

automobiles.

Write us, nr ask our representatives to tell you
of this market.

The Kenosha News
Kenosha Wisconsin

Representatives
CONE, HUNTON & WOODMAN

New Yorb, Chicago. Detroit, Atlanta. St, Louii,
Los Angeles, San Francisco.

Effective June 1, 1924, the Janes-
ville Gazette announces the appoint-
ment of Weaver-Stewart Company,
Inc., as special representatives in
the Eastern field with offices in the
Metropolitan Tower, New York
City.

Effective July 1, 1924, the Janes-
ville Gazette announces the appoint-
ment of Weaver-Stewart Company,
Inc., as special representatives in
the Western field with offices in
the London Guarantee Building,
Chicago, Illinois.

jThe Janesville Daily Gazette
H. H. BLISS, Publisher

THOS. 0. MURPHY. Adv. Mgr.

Situated on Lake Michi-
gan.

Served by two railroads,

two boat lines and two
interurbans.

A thriving city of 65,000
people.

Some 200 manufacturing
plants with skilled and
highest paid labor.

A. B. C. Audit shows
Journal-News has largest

circulation.

Mhe City of Advantatfest

/bavdb-Stewart Co. .In
Eaetfsn Hepresmtative

Metropolitan Tower
New York City

Vfjavbr-Stewart Co..Inc
Wcstfrn lieprrscTitatire

L<indon Guarantee Bldg.

The vast plains of the Dakotas, Minnesota and
bordering states have been called the bread basket

of the world.* Grain Is their great product and

the world is their market. This latter fact 13

a fact for just one reason—the port of Superior.

The great development in this section would have

been Impossible had not the great lakes projected

the wonderful harbor of Superior a thousand miles

into the interior of the continent. The above pic-

ture gives a glimpse of how Superior performs its

function. Millions of bushels are annually shipped

through and milled by elevators and flour mills

of which this Is a sample group.

The Superior Telegram
Superior Wisconsin

PorHon RepresenfaMre*

HAMII.TGN-DeLISSER, INC.
Chicago New York

Brown's Directory
of

American
Gas Companies

$10.00 a Copy
$7.50 to Gas Companies

WILL BE READY IN AUGUST

lour Oriler Should Be
I'laced /Void

ROBBINS PUBLISHING CO.
52 Vand.ibill Ave., N. Y. C.

FREDERICK A. HANNAH
AND ASSOCIATES

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
MARKETING COUNSEL

32 WEST 40th STREET : NEW YORK

NOTICE!
^ Keep vour issues of AD-
VERTISING AND SELLING
FORTNIGHTLY on file. At

the conclusion of each voluuie

an index will be published.
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Automobile Service in London
and Touring in England

A fleet of 300 six passenger Daimler cars costing over $10,000
each, with liveried chauffeurs, gives you luxurious comfort at a

reasonable cost and a service built up on courtesy and efficiency.

For full particulars apply to the New York Office of

DAIMLER HIRE LTD., 244 Madison Avenue
Caledonia 8850 Telephone

By Appointment to H.M. KING GEORGE V.

A luxurious car by the hour, day, week or month.

DAIMLER HIRE LTD.
243 Knightsbridge LONDON, ENGLAND

DISPLAY advertising forms of Advertising and

Selling Fortnightly close one week preceding

the date of issue.

Classified advertising forms are held open until the

Saturday before the publication date.

Thus, space reservations for display advertise-

ments to appear in the July 16th issue must reach us

not later than July 9lh. Classified advertisements

will be accepted up lo Saturday noon, Jidy 12th.

Speed Hound versus

Regular Citizen

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20]

would expect her to be above preju

diced impressions. "Why don't yoi

carry any of So and So's line?" w
asked her, naming a line which i

nationally known.
"Well," she said, "you're going t

laugh at me, but I'll tell you th

truth. I am prejudiced against tha

line because their representativ

always wears soiled collars when h

comes to see us. In my own min
I associate a line of women's sil

underwear with daintiness an

cleanliness. I can't imagine it aj

pearing mussy. If I were to put i

that line, I would always hesitate t

show it to discriminating women fc

fear it would come out of the be

looking untidy. I know that is

foolish prejudice. Still I have th;

feeling toward the line, and I kno

I can't put real enthusiasm behir

a line that I feel that way about. 1.

"I handle a line of women's spoijj

blouses about which I feel just tl

other way. The representative (

that house is an elderly man. He
been calling here regularly fc

years. He is neat appearing ar

trim and he always seems cool arj

at ease. To me he typifies an atm«
phere of nice sport blouses. I a

ways feel that his people must ll

the same. He represents his hou^

to me in that way, and I have grei

confidence in the goods they sht

me. It is foolish, maybe, but tha^i

how it is."

"I have been sticking pret'

closely to Beechnut products," a P-

cific Coast retailer explained, "larg-

ly because their salesman seems f

know what he is talking about. '.

guess it is just a matter of trainir,

but I have a feeling that I can pa^

on to my trade the things he te-

me. When you deal with customs

who are willing to pay the price i'

high-class goods, they expect )

know everything about those gOd.

They want to be told, and I want

)

tell them. That Beechnut man ci

tell me without my asking him. I

have found out that what he tells :3

is sound. It makes me have a seis

of definite confidence in that lis

because undoubtedly they practe

that policy of definiteness in thr

production which they pass on o

their men."

As a matter of fact, that atmi-

phere of definiteness and assuraie

based on real knowledge of a li'

and resulting from' thorough :•

constant study, is something whli

is often confused with the loud 1 1'
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and strong statements of the "hot

air artist." But one is real and the

other just a counterfeit. The coun-

terfeit salesman may get by for a

while. Often he fools both the house

that hires him and the trade he calls

;

on. Before long, however, the regu-

lar citizen line, catering to the regu-

;
lar citizen trade, finds that the speed

hound who substitutes wind for real

soundness fails to fit in. But too

often he is discovered only after he

has thoroughly demonstrated his

; weaknesses.

Which brings us to this principle:

in taking on new men, they must not

ionly be men who can sell goods, but

men who can sell goods right. Here,

then, we come to a brief considera-

tion of some of the qualities which
should be possessed by the right

kind of salesman.

]

First, he must not only be the

itype of man who can and will work
!hard to sell goods, but he must have
inside of him those attributes which
make the company feel that he is

qualified to represent them.
' I know intimately the head of a

ibig national concern which sells an
irticle to just about every drug store

i
n the country. I have often thought

(I would enjoy seeing him drop into

|the principal drug store in, say,

Omaha, when a certain one of his

i-nen happens to be calling on that

juyer. It would be amusing to see

i;he look on the face of that magnate
Afhen he realized the poor showing
nade by this particular representa-

i;ive, and that the buyer's mental
picture of his company was simply

in enlargement of what that buyer
hought of the company's salesman.

'rvin F. Paschall

Chicago, will direct advertising of
he Concealed Bed Company, same city.

issociation of Sales

md Advertising Counselors

j'
At annual meeting held in Chicago

ecently, elected the following officers
'or the ensuing year: President,
''rank B. White, Agricultural Adver-
jisers' Service; Vice-President, Noble

I'.

Praigg, Praigg, Kiser & Co.; Secre-
jiry-Treasurer, Lucian M. Brouillette,
Advertising Service; Directors, Charles
jtenry Mackintosh, Advertising-Selling
lervice, and George Landis Wilson,
business Counselor.

Association of Newspaper
dvertising Executives
Members of the National Commission
3presenting the association for the
ear 1924-1925 are: George M. Bur-
ich, St. Louis Post-Dispatch; A. L.
human. Fort Worth Star-Telegram,
id W. J. Pattison, General Manager,
"ranton Republican. Mr. Pattison
'kes the place of Frank D. Webb,
signed.

service
^ Having gained the Confidence of its readers and of the advertising
public through a poMcy of fair dealing and honest effort, THE
ROTARIAN has retained that Confidence Ijy rendering efficient Service
for more than thirteen years. Its progress, both in reader interest and
advertising patronage, has been of steady and gratifying growth.

^ THE ROTARIAN has gained its right to the title, "The Magazine of
Service," as has Rotary to its slogan, "Service Above Self."

THE
Advertising Manager
Frank R. Jennings

221 East 20th Street

Chicago

ROIARIAN
The Magazine of Service

CHICAGO
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

Eastern Representatives:

Constantine & Jackson
7 West 16th Street

New York

Siil».sori|i4ii>ii pri il, Tuba a
•Hilu; !)S2

Published Monthly by Rotary International

$63,393 L'°«re°"%»
$li3,3a3.U0 worth of merfhandise sold with
a single one-page "form" letter at a total
cost of less than $100.00. Send 25c. for «
copy of Postasre Masraxine and an
actual cop.y of this letter. If you sell, .vou
need Postnce which tells how to write
Sales-Producing Letters, Folders. Booklets,
House Magazines. Subscription $2 a year
for 12 numbers full of selling ideas. Any-
thing that can be sold can be sold by mail.

POSTAGE— 18 East 18 St.—New York, N.Y.

The Architectural Record
119 West Fortieth Street, New York

Established ISBI. Net nalj circulation in ojccss of
11,000 per issue including 0126 architect subscri-
tiers—the largest number any architectural journal
has ever had. Member A. H. C. and A. B. P., Inc.

ON f ^"'"f^'^ copy, A. B. C. rtiport, rateit,

A/lC/UCOi
( ArrHltrt.- tuildina ,to(i»Hc». etc.

PROVE IT!

SHOW THE LETTER
Vi>ur salesmen should eliow skeptical proepeoti
ti-stimonial letters received from sHtisifled custom-
ers— it 8UiH>nes proof and gets the order. Don't
teave testiuiouial letters lying Idle in your flies

—

tfive them to your men and increase sales thru
their use. Successful salesmen want and will ase
them.

Write for gamplea and prices.

\JAX PHOTO PRINT CO.. 31 W.Adams Street. Chicago

MULTIGRAPH re-inked
Our process costs only $6.00
a dozen. Try it A trial
order will convince you
that it is the best Re-Ink-

ing you can buy.
Send 2 Ribbonjf to be Re-Inked at our e^erue

W. SCOTT INGRAM, Inc.
Dapt. C. 65 West Broadway NEW YORK CITY
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booklets, house
organs and adver-
tising.

$1.00 each

THE CRAM STUDIOS,
skegon.
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Them Days Has Gone
Forever

!

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18]

change for nearly half his income.

^Jevertheless, after paying rent, he

las $3,200 left, whereas I had only $1,-

724. Can he buy with his $3,200 what
[ could with my $1,724?

When I lived in a $23-a-month house,

( had my clothes made to order. They
;ost $35 to $45 a suit. I could buy a

;ood overcoat for $40. Nowadays a

,aiIor asks $100 for a suit, of no better

:loth and no more carefully tailored

|han 1 paid $40 for, twenty-five years

igo. As for overcoats, the price—if

me goes to a good tailor— is almost
)rohibitive. The best overcoat I ever

lad cost $85. Cloth of as good quality

s not made nowadays. If it were, my
•vercoat, so a high-class tailor tells me,
Ivould cost $175.

' The suit my young friend wore, the
• vening I spent with him, was ready-
nade. It cost, I estimate, about $65.

•In equally good suit could have been
Uught in 1900 for $25. At that time
Inost men sniffed at the idea of wear-
,ng ready-made clothes. But the stern

bgic of events has changed our stand-

;rds. Whether we like it or not, we
/ear ready-made clothes—and we pay
lore for them than we used to pay for
'eautifully tailored, made-to-measure
Clothes.

) RICES of foodstuffs have advanced
even more than those of clothes,

hink of being able to buy eggs for 10

Hnts a dozen. Think of being able to

|uy a great big loaf of bread for 5 cents,

;istead of 12 or 15 cents as now. Think
ff being able to buy mutton chops for

2 cents a pound. And porterhouse
[;eak for 15 cents a pound. And pota-
3)es for 30 cents a bushel. Talk to

iutchers and grocers, nowadays, of
rices like these, and they get red in

If face. If they are past middle age,
ley will admit that "a long time ago"
jch prices prevailed. If they are
bung, they classify you as a dotard,

I'

you hint the prices just named were
lice quite common. But they were.

I
Until a few years ago most of the

'lilroads in New York State charged
cents a mile. In other states the

|ite was 3 cents a mile—for short jour-
|2ys. For longer journeys it was con-
jderably less—2 to 2V2 cents a mile.

i

owadays the rate for both long and
liort trips is 3.6 cents.

j

Sleeping car rates are about twice
ihat they were ten years ago. Parlor
ir rates are so high that many of
eir former patrons now travel in day
laches. Round-trip tickets, sold at
substantial reduction from the total

: the going and returning rates, were
1 sale almost everywhere. They are
it, nowadays. If you go to Philadel-
lia, you pay so much. When you
ime back, you pay so much. The sum
ital is about twice what it was.
As recently as 1910, you could get.

The Spirit of Pioneering
Impatience with present facilities, a restless searching for

perfect things— these have driven men to discovery and in-

vention. They possessed the early voyagers who turned their

backs on the security of home to test opportunity in an un-

known land. They explain the march westward that resulted

in this settled, united country. And they have inspired the ac-

tivities of the Bell System since the invention of the telephone.

The history of the Bell System records impatience with

anything less than the best known way of doing a job. It

records a steady and continuous search to find an even better

way. In every department of telephone activity improvement

has been the goal—new methods of construction and opera-

tion, refinements in equipment, discoveries in science that

might aid in advancing the telephone art. Always the road

has been kept open for an unhampered and economic devel-

opment of the telephone.

Increased capacity for service has been the result. Instead

of rudimentary telephones connecting two rooms in 1876,

to-day finds 15,000,000 telephones serving a whole people.

Instead of speech through a partition, there is speech across

a continent. Instead of a few subscribers who regarded the

telephone as an uncertain toy, a nation recognizes it as a

vital force in the business of living.

Thus has the Bell System set its own high standards of

service. By to-day's striving it is still seeking to make pos-

sible the greater service of to-morrow.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

BELL SYSTEM
One Policy, One System, Universal Service

The American Architect
A. B. C. Est. 1876 A. B. P.

Furniture. llKlitlnK flxtuips. fabiios, etc., pur-
chased by architects avcrane $Sfl,000 per office.

Our <Ici)arttnent on Interior Architecture covers
llii-i .MIti.rially.

Sfiiii i,n : I nvt'stination on Interior Arcliitecture
iiniili.r *\iih biioklct "Aiivertlslng and Sflling to

i'^r"-

243 West 39th St. New York
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IlliistnUioii from one of a s,-rics of Itagc adzcrtisc-

iiicnts noiv being used by The J. H. Grayson Mfg.
Co., to tell gas companies about their new R.4Y-GL0
bathroom ifall heater and keep them sold on com-

plete line of RAY-GLO heaters.

1 HE J. H. Grayson Mfg. Co. is one of many gas

heater manufacturers who realize that an essential

step in successfully merchandising their products is to

sell the gas companies. A few others now using space

in GAS AGE-RECORD are: Welsbach Co., Wels-

bach Gas Heaters ; General Gas Light Co., Radiantfire

Gas Heaters ; Radiant Heat Corporation of America.

Kennedy Radiant Heaters ; Reliable Stove Co., Golden-

glow Gas Heaters ; Wheeling Corrugating Co., Wheel-

ing Super-Radiant Gas Heaters; Guardian Gas Ap-

pliance Co., Guardian Fireplace Heaters.

\Vhen gas companies have been sold on the merits of

vour appliance and its marketability they cooperate

with you by acting as distribution units. As there are

gas companies in every important city in the country

—

organized and equipped to take the initiative in putting

over gas appliance and equipment campaigns—it is

evident they are a big merchandising asset. You are

invited to investigate the possibilities of marketing

your product thru gas companies. Write

!

Gas Age-Record, 52 VanderbUt Ave.,, New York
The onlv A. B. C. & A. B. P. paper serving this field

We also publish Broiviis Directory of American Gas
Companies and the Gas Engineering and Appliance

Catalogue.

for $100, sxi good accommodations as i

man wanted, on dozens of trans-

Atlantic liners. Today the "minimum'
rate for berth on the de luxe steamers:

is $27.5—inside room, four decks below

Hotel rates, too, have gone up to a^

extent which is almost beyond belief

I used to stay at a certain very fin*

New York hotel, which charged in(

$.3. .50 a day for a fair-sized room. Of
fer twice that, nowadays, and see wha|

you get. I recall a stay I made, h

1902, at one of the big hotels on thi

Pacific Coast. Believe it or not, I pai(

$2 a day—for three meals and a spleB

did room. If I wanted accommodationi

at that same hotel today, I would paj

$12 a day—perhaps more.

Theater rates likewise have gone

Those of us who are in or approachini

the grandfather class know that it hai

to be a mighty good show, years age

that asked $1.50 a seat; and there wen

no war taxes. Nowadays, for a Broa

way success—or near-success—you pa;

$3.85, $4.40 or $5.50.

The point I want to make is this

Merely because the executive of toda

is paid three or four times as large

salary as his compeer of 1900, it doe

not follow that he is any better off. A
a matter of fact, I doubt if he is a

well off, for—in New York City, at a!

events—he does not get anything lik

as much in the way of the things whic

make life worth living as his faths

did.

Nevertheless, as the late Dr. Munyo

used to say, "There is Hope!" Th

salaried man of today has good ground

for the belief that present-day price

will not continue indefinitely. A perio

of inflated prices has followed ever

great war. It is only natural that th

greatest of all inflations should folio'

the greatest of all wars.

A period of declining prices may n(

already have set in, but signs are ni

wanting that it will, in the course <

the next few years. How far it wi

go nobody knows; but the fact thi

wheat is now selling, on the Chicaj

market, at only a few cents more tha

a dollar a bushel—less than the pp

war price—is indicative of what ms

happen in the case of other commod
ties.

c^s^

Advertising Producers-Associated

Formerly located at 538 South Clai

Street, Chicago, have moved thei

offices to 332 South La Salle Stree

The agency specializes in technic

advertising.

I
Thos. M. Bowers
Advertising Agency

Chicago. Will direct advertising

"All-American" radio products, rjS

by the Rauland Mfg. Co., same citjB

George Batten Company, Inc.

Will direct advertising for the Viti

lite Company, Chicago, effective July
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"^ rise ahmc nmdijacrih}-— rccjuircs e/it/msiasni

md a ddcrnmatioti not to k satisjM with atiLjthliij Aort

ofones' ideals,

"

(_.

Sixth A-venue and liznd Street, New York. 'Photograph by Pan! Outerhridge.Jr.

CD
^ANlt disappointments in the

life of the advertising man
come hecause of poor results

in printing and engraving—results

which fall far short of what he feels

he has every right to expect.

Wliat precautions do you take to in-

sure getting good engravings—en-

gravings which not onlv transfer the

lines of the picture but skillfully

translate values of contrast in light

and shade, values that enable the en-

graving to live up to the original?

Advertisers will find that our experi-

ence and skill—and our ideals of

craftsmanship—will save many disap-

pointments. Our service is both

prompt and economical.

the EMPIRE STATE ENGRAVING COMPANY
c-^ 163-167 William Street, New Yorh^-^^
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Who Pays for the Advertisement That

Doesn't Pay for Itself?

do a good job for the advertiser if his

selling plcnt is sound."
"Assuming," writes J. K. McNeill of

Hewes & Potter, "that an advertise-

ment has been preceded by a staff of

go-getters who have sold the retailer

on advei'tising and stocked him up,

and assuming that the advertisement
does not pay for itself, and thei'efore

does not sell the goods to the con-

sumer, I, should say that the retailer,

having these goods left in stock, is the

man who pays for the advertisement."

Let O. C. Harn of the National

Lead Company open the case for all

those who feel that the consumer
cannot be made to pay for all adver-

tising, whether good or bad

:

"No one so argues concerning the ex-
penditure of a large sum of money for

a new machine which makes scrap of
markedly less efficient machines, even
though the latter are physically good
for years. But this is because manu-
facturing is understood by more people
than selling. Advertising expenditure
is justified only if it reduces the total

costs to less than they would have been
without the advertising ... It is

very true that advertising expenditure
may make the cost of an article higher
because it may fail to do what it is

supposed to do, reduce selling costs.

But so may any other business ex-

penditure fail of its purpose . . .

Good advertising, applied where and
in the measure it is justified, lowers
the total costs of doing business and
the consumer does not pay any addi-
tional amount because of it. Even
where it fails, the consumer rarely
pays for the failure, though it may
cut the profits of the producer. If

competition does not protect the con-
sumer in such a case, don't blame ad-
vertising. Blame a condition which
would enable the producer to make the
public pay for any of his blunders of

management."

Another of those who think, even
more strongly than Mr. Harn, that

advertisers suffer for their own mis-

takes is Maurice Switzer of the

Kelly-Springfield Tire Company.

"Of course," he writes, "every failure

is to some extent borne by the com-
munity at large; this I believe is a
well established rule of economics. I

should say without hesitation, however,
that the one who pays for an advertise-
ment which will not bring back half a
cent on the dollar is the advertiser—
unless he does not pay his bills, and
then, of course, the publication bears
the loss. The public cannot he charged
with such expense, because if the ad-
vertisement does not create a demand
the public does not buy and, therefore,
has no part in the investment."

Warren Ordway of the Lamaon
Company as implied in an earlier

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36]

page, has a somewhat similar

opinion

:

"It seems to me that the loss from
this advertising may be split up into
two parts; first, the actual loss in

dollars expended, which does not bring
back adequate return ; and second,
potential loss of business that might
have been obtained through better ad-
vertising. If a concern remains solvent,

the actual loss is, of course, borne by
its owners. I can see very little argu-
ment about that. They may try to

pass on their loss to their customers,
but if their sales department is on
the job they will have fixed their price

in such a way to bring them maximum
total profit, and any rearrangement
in price will lessen their profits in-

stead of increasing them. Of course,
conceivably there will be a number of
concerns who will go bankrupt either
in whole or in part, on account of bad
advertising, but I see no argument
about this loss

—

it is borne by the
creditors of the company."

IN exactly opposite terms, M. A.

Pollock of Rollys-Royce of America
and E. E. Cornwell of the National

Blank Book Company say essentially

the same thing.

"There is no question," says Mr. Pol-
lock, "about advertising being charged
with its failures quite as much as
credited with its successes, so there can
be no question about the existence of

a considerable amount of unsuccessful
advertising. A copywriter or agency
ignorant of the merchandising of the
article, a manufacturer unfamiliar with
his market, or a dozen other reasons,
may lead to unsuccessful advertising
and so contribute to a heavy overhead
chargeable against all advertising."
"Our theory," writes Mr. Cornwell,

"is that each advertisement linked in

a series of a number of advertisements
appearing with fair degree of frequency
and i-egularity build up a considerable
force of favorable public opinion for
our goods, and a knowledge of our
trademark which is dii-ectly helpful to

our sales ... If there are any ad-
vertisements in our series which are
so poor as to be of little or no help to

the entire series, we would say that the
cost of such advertisements falls not
on the users of our products, nor on
our dealers, but on ourselves, since our
prices are not subject to frequent
change."

W. A. McChesney, Jr., of the

A. P. W. Paper Company hasn't any
illusions as to the sanctity of adver-

tising too weak to take care of itself.

Going directly to the point, he says:

"Primarly we are all advertising to

make money. We lower the price,

better the quality and raise standards
of living—but these are only by-prod-
ucts of the advertising that we do to

increase our sales and bank account
and possibility of enjoyment. One
distribution is accomplished, the adver
tiser who manufactures a product fo

resale through retail outlets does no
depend on any one advertisement t^

produce a specified increase in salet

The cumulative effect of the campaign
as a whole, will be satisfactory (profit

able) or otherwise. But even if tb
results are all that was expected, ther'

will, nevertheless, have been some on
advertisement that was poorer than thJ

rest—that did not pay for itself.

course, for a time, some few consumer;
will pay a higher price or accept t

lower quality as the result of thoS
advertisements that did not pay fol

themselves, but in the end the advei;

tiser will either put the average on
paying basis or he, himself, will pa'

through his entire elimination from tK
contest."

Mark P. Campbell of the Brara^

bach Piano Company is more opti-

mistic about the advertiser's chance]

of getting his money back indirectly

but he admits the loss when h
doesn't.

"A good advertisement," he write;

"does not always bring back to the ad

vertiser directly a return in dollaii

and cents, so that he might balanci

up the expense of advertising with th|

returns. It does, however, bring bac,

to the advertiser sufficient publicity il

that it has conveyed to the readin'

public a knowledge of the article to aj

extent that will offset the expense q
the advertiser. Therefore, for the a('

vertisement that doesn't do either cl

these, the advertiser himself pays di

reetly or indirectly. If indirectly, it

because of the fact that that expensj

is distributed over the cost of his pri,

duction, which increases the selliri

price of the commodity, whatever '

may be, and in that way retards

The most incisive answer in

class, exceeded in brevity only]

that man whose answer was
ciety," is that of Reuben M. EH
president of the Philip Morris C^

pany. He gives his opinion iij

single word : "Stockholders."

To close the case for the sto

holders I have selected these wot
of W. B. Morris of the Munsingv
Corporation

:

"It seems to me obvious that ad^
tising that is not properly desig

and distributed and that does not

duce the result anticipated cannot
for itself and must be paid for by

j

individual or corporation respona
for the advertising.

"It is not clear to me, however,
anyone should expect all advertising
be 100 per cent efficient. As long_

human beings are lacking in abilit;
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jxperience and common sense, it is in-

ivitable that human effort in advertis-

^ig, as in many other fields of endeavor,

j;ill not be altogether successful.
"

. . . The person who advertises

'ithout success, like the man who
.uilds a machine that will not work as

litended, has to stand the expense and
harge it to profit and loss. It would
e fine if waste in advertising could

e eliminated; but why expect adver-

jsers to make no mistakes when manu-

I

icturers, merchants, doctors, lawyers

ind even preachers make mistakes
requently."

I
Advertising, apparently is not a

iasic charge against business, like

jfiice rent and clerk hire. It is,

.rimarily, sales speculation. Every

oUar so spent is, in effect, a bet on

le part of somebody that he can

—

1 the long run—move more goods

lat way than anybody else in the

lop could move by any other use of

le same dollar.

\

Incidentally, it is a bet that each

'ivertising dollar can be spent so

I'ductively in space and copy that

;
will prove more effective with the

itailer than a correspondingly

I -eater profit, also more attractive

I

I

the consumer than a correspond-

Igly lower price.

,The original dollar for this adven-

ire comes, of course, out of capital.

ow much more must follow de-

'nds, it seems to me, on how
omptly each advertisement pays

Y itself. I know one advertiser

'lose first advertisement returned a

(ofit almost before the bill was due.

! long as he can do this with each

i^ertion, he need never cut into his

i|)ital, except as a short time loan

I a (liven advertiseme'nt, and his

; umulating profit will serve as in-

lance against an occasional fail-

If he can continue even half

, well as he started, his advertise-

r.nts will soon be financing them-

sves.

iHowever exceptional the circum-

slnces in his case, the principle re-

liins the same in all cases. In the

li.K' run, every advertising campaign

nst, directly or indirectly, either

r urn all the money invested or it

II st keep on cutting into somebody
< ''s money to replace the waste.

Vhere the market allows, this

1. for the reparation of unprofit-

a :' advertising enterprises may be

.s;ved onto the public through a

h'her price for the article. Where
cdipetition is too keen for that, it

itjst either be squeezed out of some
oier company operation or drawn
d|/n from time to time out of

ital or surplus.

Vhere the advertising, as a whole,

good enough nearly to pay for

it If , this drain may be covered up

0^ perhaps, never even be recog-

What Must a
Teacher Buy?

One of the results of recent research
studies made by R. H. Macy & Com-
pany of New York to determine the
purchasing power of some 8,000,000
women engaged in business was:

"That the woman who makes $2000
a year spends more money on her
clothes and upkeep than the wife of

a man who makes $10,000 a year."

School Teachers particularly must be
careful of their appearance in the com-
munity and in the classroom. Their
personal and professional needs are al-

most unlimited. And their salaries-

-

almost doubled since 1913—are quite

sufficient to meet their everyday needs
with a reasonable amount left over
for luxuries.

Normal Instructor is the Teacher's
magazine—hers because she plans her
day's work with it and buys from it.

She is unusually responsive to its ad-
vertising. 84% of these Teachers live

in places of under 5000 population
where there are few large stores.

Letter writing is right in the teacher's

line of work—no effort at all for her to

answer an ad or fill out a coupon.

Include Normal Instructor

on your list at once,

F. A. OWEN PUBLISHING COMPANY
DANSVILLE, N. Y.

She buys;

Face Powder
Foods
Fountain Pen!
Gloves
Hair Nets
Hand Bags

CHICAGO
1018 So. Wabash Ave.,

C. E. Gardner.
Advertising Manager

NEW YORK
110 West 34th Street.

George V. Rumage.
Eastern Representative

o*-

nORMALinSTRUCTOR
Slid PRIMARY PLAHS

FOR TEACHERS OF ALL THE GRADES A^D OF RURAL SCHOOLS

Applicant for Membership in the A. B. C.
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Advertisers' Index

[«]

Ajax Photo Print Co 65

Akron Times 48

American Architect 67

American Lumberman 57

American Teh & Tel. Co 67

Architectural Record 65

Au<Iit Bureau of Circulations 10

m
Bakers Weekly 66

Barton, Durstine & Osborn. Inc 29

Bates. Charles A 42

Beacon Journal, The 60

Boot and Shoe Recorder 66

Boys' Life 41

Bradford Era 45

Briggs, Stanford, Inc 42

Budd Co„ Tlie John 51

Building Age 57

Building Supply News 65

Business Bourse 59

[e]

Cantine, Martin, Paper Co 37

Chicago Paper Co 74

Chicago Tribune 76

Cincinnati Enquirer 43

Collegiate Special Advertising Agency. 48

Commerce Photo-Print Corp 58

Cram Studios, The 66

Cutlets 51

[d]

Daily Herald, The 57

Daimler Hire, Ltd 64

Denne & Co., Ltd., A. J 66

Dispatch-Herald 58

[«]

Empire State Engraving Co 69

Erickson Co., The 4

[/]

Federal Advertising Agency 35

M
Gagnier Stereotype Foundry 49

Gas Age-Record 68

Gatchel & Manning, Inc 52

Goode & Berrien, Inc 49-50

Grand Rapids Furniture Record 59

m
Hannah & Associates. F. A 63

Hardware Age 38

Hearst International Magazine 2

Highway Lighthouse Company 9

[']

Igclstroem Co., The J 66

Independent Studios 44

Ingram, W. Scott, Inr 65

Iron Age. The 39
Iron Trade Review 13

[i]

lanesville Daily Gazette 63

Jewelers' Circular, The 66
Journal-News 63

[fe]

Kimberley Clark Co., The 55-56

Kenosha News 63

Knit Goods Pub. Corp 44

Lohse-Budd 57

[m]
McCann Co.. H. K 16

McGraw-Hill Book Co 62

Market Place 73

Merrill, Dana B 8

Modem Priscilla 14

Motion Picture Magazine 33

National Register Publishing Co 44
Normal Instructor and Primary Plans. 71

[o]

Our World 53

[P]
Palmer Advertising Service 6

Piltsford Co., Ben. C 45
Postage Magazine 65

Powers Co., The W. F 11-12

[r]

Richards Co., Joseph 3

Riverview Press 50

Rotarian, The 65

Shaw, Keith 67

Shoe & Leather Reporter 44
Simmons-Boardman Publishing Co. ... 31

Spofford, Edward W 66

Standard Rate & Data Service 75

St. James Hotel 59

Superior Telegram 63

[']

Taylor Brothers Co 66

Thomas Publishing Co 54

Time, Inc 4647
Topeka Daily Capital 66

True Story Magazine 61

[ti;]

Ward, Inc., Artemas 41

nized; and the struggle to pay fol
the advertising may, quite likely

lead to a supremacy that will alwayi

be attributed to the advertising it

self.

Where, on the other hand, the ad
vertising as a whole falls far shor

of paying its own way, the questioii

becomes simply one of financia

strength. Big companies with smal

appropriations may merely pay ou

of slightly lessened profits for th

pleasure of printing the kind of ad

vertising they prefer; small com
panics with big appropriations ma
merely the more quickly join tha

vast silent majority immortalized b

Bradstreet under "Not enoug
capital."

The cost of a profitable advertise

ment may be successfully and bem
ficially transferred to the willin

shoulders of the ultimate consume
But there are, I believe, very, ven

few instances indeed where ever

stockholder doesn't contribute, in or

way or another, his exact share (

the cost of every advertisement h:

company pays for that doesn't ps

for itself.

Foster Gilroy

Former advertising representative
the New York World, has been a
pointed advertising manager, to su

ceed Hal Mackey Fink, recently c

ceased.

Anne Pierce

Recently director of the New Yol
Herald-Trihune Institute, has est£f

lished an office at 30 Fifth Aven^
New York, where she will act as «•

sultant on the merchandising of foc^

and household appliances.

Chicago Elevated Advertising Co.i

Has removed from North Wabf
Avenue to 509 So. Franklin Stre

Chicago.

H. E. Pritchard

Active vice-president of the Geo.

Reese Advertising Agency, New (

leans, has been elected to succ<

George W. Reese, retiring presii

Other officers are Kenneth B. Thomps
vice-president; W. S. Pleasants, vi

president; J. H. Judge, secretary-trfi

urer. '

V. J. Rogers

Formerly with Noyes Brothers
Cutler, St." Paul, Minn., has been
pointed advertising manager of

Topics Publishirig Company, New Y(J

Goddard W . Saunders

At 17 West 42d Street. New Y(i

is repi-esenting the Associated Medl
Publishers and other medical publj

tions, carrying on the work of I

father, H. R. Saunders, who
May 23. )
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Advertising Calendar

July 4—Detroit delegation to Lon-
don Convention sails from Montreal
on Canadian Pacific Steamship Mont-
calm.
July 5—New England delegation to

I

London Convention sails from Boston
on Cunard Line Steamship SamaHa.

I JtJLY 13 TO 18—Annual Convention
I A. A. C. of W.. London. England.

S.S. Republic sails from New York
I July 2; Lancastria. July 3; George
\
Washington, July 4 ; Leviathan, July 5.

\ August 18-23—Milwaukee Graphic
I

Arts Exposition and Annual Conven-
tion International Association of

. Printing House Craftsmen, Audi-
torium, Milwaukee.
September 22-25—Advertising Spe-

j ciaity Association Convention. Chi-
: cago. 111.

! September 29-October 1—First An-
nual Convention, Window Display

i

Advertising Association, Cleveland,

j

Ohio.

I October 12—Financial Advertisers*
i
Association Convention, Richmond,

j,

Va.

1 October 14—Meeting of Executive
; Board, American Association of Ad-
vertising Agencies. Chicago, III.

1 October 15, 16—Annual meeting,
I
American Association of Advertising

I
Agencies, Chicago, 111.

i October 16. 17—Annual Conven-
tion, Audit Bureau of Circulations,
Chicago, III.

October 27-28—National Conven-
tion, Mail Advertising Service As-
sociation. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Octobdr 29, 30, 31—Annual Con-

vention of the Direct Mail Advertis-
ing Association, Pittsburgh, Pa.
November 10—Second Advertising

Exposition, New York.

The Editor will be glad to receive.
In advance, for listing in the Adver-
tising Calendar, dates of activities of
national interest to advertisers.

], A. C. of W. Trophy
\r Great Britain

|Mrs. Jesse H. Neal, well known
j;w York sculptress, was commis-
smed by the trophy committee of the
-'; A. C. of W. to design and execute
te chief trophy or memorial to be
Resented to Great Britain as an act of
i;ernational comity. She has recently
fished a group which is now being put
)|;o bronze. John Clyde Oswald of the
inerican Printer, is chairman of the
(jnmittee.

ynvention Delegates to

4? Honored
|By special resolution of the Hon.
fntral Executive of the Incorporated
Sciety of British Advertisers, all

tvertisers, eligible for ordinary mem-
Iphip under their rules, visiting
Jigland for the convention will on
jplication be enrolled as honorary
i'mbers during their stay.

irhey will be entitled to make full

y of the services of the organization
I )r which many national advertisers
ly £21 a year) and to attend all meet-
1 :s held between July and August of
ts year, including the joint depart-
tjntal meetings of the Association of
^tional Advertisers of America and
th Incorporated Society of British Ad-
Ttisers at Wembley.

J
n addition, they will be the guests

qthe I, S. B. A. at the banquet of the
Vrld's Advertisers to be held at the
(linaught Rooms on July 15.

Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is 36 cents a line—6 pt. type. When larger
type is used charge is based on 6 pt. line space basis. Minimum charge $1.80. Forms close Saturday

noon before date of issue.

Business Opportunities

Ask for your copy of our Bulletin at
your home address. Harris-Dibble Com-
pany, 345 Madison Ave., New York City.

CALIFORNIA REPRESENTATIVE
Desires to connect with manufacturers and mer-
chants who are JnolciiiR for a live wire representa-
tive in California. Offices in San Francisco and
Los Angeles. Benjamin Diepenbrock, 30 E.
42nd St., New York.

Position Wanted

ADVERTISING MANAGER
Fifteen years' experience retail store advertising
and sales promotions; no wizard, but practical
business producer. Box 154, Adv. and Selling
Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. C.

SECRETARY—ASSISTANT
Young Woman thoroughly experienced to co-
operate with executive and relieve him of detail.

Have worked with—and can refer you to—men
well known in advertising field.

Have taken full charge of exhibitions and assisted
with campaign and publicity work.

Desire position where my experience and back-
ground will be valuable.

Box 149, Adv. and Selling Fort, 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., New York City.

ADVERTISING EXECUTIVE
Am located in New York, formerly lived in West
and desire to return. Seven years experience in

agency. Now space buyer. Age 30. Married.
Address Executive, Box 161, Adv. and Selling
Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

I HAVEN'T ANY DESK
due to a cotisolidation of two newspapers. Eleven
years experience in newspaper work; five years
as business and advertising manager. I can fur-
nish the references and reputation. Address Box
150, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York City.

COPY MAN
Can write good forcible copy. Know art, lay-
outs, typography, printing. Thoroughly ex-
perienced. Ambitious and reliable worker.
Box 160, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vander-
bilt Ave., New York City.

PRINTING production man available for adver-
tiser, agency or printer ; age 34 ; Gentile, college
graduate with practical experience ; served as
purchasing agent and assistant shop superin-
tendent ; recently participated in typography
campaign of manufacturer serving printers and
advertisers ; knows technical details ; can plan
and supervise to secure a complete product.
Box 144, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., New York City.

Position Wanted

SALES MANAGER
Capable executive, desires to connect with manu-
facturer as Sales Manager or Assistant. Box

nd Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
York Citv

Help Wanted

WANTED
.advertising Manager
.•\ssistant Sales Manager,
orthern Equipment Co.

ASSISTANT COPY WRITER
Good opportunity for intelligent, ambitious young
man as assistant copy writer in the Service
r)epartment of rapidly growing publishing house.
College man preferable. Moderate salary to
start. Write, stating age. education and other
qualifications. Box 157, Adv. and Selling Fort..
52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

WRITER OF TECHNICAL COPY
Manufacturer of engineering products needs man
with experience in handling copy for trade and
technical publications. This Boston manufac-
turer is a world leader in its field and advance-
ment to the right man is assured. Give com-
plete details about yourself in first letter and
include your religious preference. Box 156,
.^dv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York City.

WOMAN COPY WRITER
Preferably a woman between twenty-five and
thirty-five whose past experience qualifies her for
an important position in a small agency which
specializes in advertising to women. Ability to
write original copy on a wide range of subjects
is of primary importance. Write, giving all
necessary details. Box 152. .^dv. and Selling
Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York Citv.

Wanted trade paper representative Monthly pub-
lication reaching agricultural workers. Control
circulation readers. Cliicaeo. B.iltimore and New
York representatives. Drawing account against
Commission. Reply giving age. experience,
nationality, etc. The Pratt & Lindsev Co., 461
Sth Ave., New York City.

Miscellaneous

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
The lack of current, properly prepared informa-
tion for an advertising agency of its financial
condition, trend and departmental costs has
proved the undoing of many a promising concern.
A Certified Public -Accountant is prepared to

render an individual, dividend-paying, auditing
and accounting service to agencies with the fore-
sight and business acuinen to appreciate the
necessity of such a service. Box 155. Adv. and
Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. C.
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UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER CO. //k

Among the pieces produced on Foldwell Coated Paper by the

Underwood Typewriter Company, Inc. are the three illustrated

above. The Underwood people, having quaUty products to adver-

tise, are particular about the manner in which those products are

presented. High grade printing plays an important part in their

sales literature. Quite naturally they choose Foldwell for those

pieces where not only fine printing effects but the durability

to preserve them is necessary. This double quality in Foldwell

explains why hundreds of big national advertisers turn to tKis

paper as the ideal folding coated stock for their better pieces.

CHICAGO PAPER COMPANY - Manw/actwrers
801 South Wells Street « Chicago

NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED

^^ads
Foldwell, made from selected I'we rags is not only strong as it comes from the mill

bu/RETAINS this strength /or years. Itdoesnotdeteriorotetis does sulphite stock.

^rnmrnrnmrnrnrnrnrnrnrnfnrnrnfnrnrnrnfnmrnmrnrnfnrnrnrnntrnrnfnrnrnrnmrnfniiirnrnrnrnrnrnfnrnfnrnrnrnrn
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A specialized

or^aniza tion

trained to the

highest degree

of accuracy
'Che/Zafionatt/faihority

Chicago

New York

Los Angeles

San Francisco

London
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A thousand million dollars of

construction work in Chicago

FIGURING OUT THE FUTURE BIG bond issues for public
improvements have been

Okayed at the June election in

Chicago. Enabling acts which
permit other great projects to go
ahead were passed by Congress
just before adjournment.

As a result this city is assured

unprecedented building activity

for some years to come. The
projects now under way or auth-

orized involve expenditures in

excess of $1,300,000,000.00. An
equal amount is involved in other

big improvements, such as the

subway, which are contemplated
but not definitely decided upon.

There IS business in Chicago,

and there will continue to be busi-

ness in Chicago for those who go
after it aggressively. Business is

as good as WE make it. The cir-

culation of The Chicago Daily

Tribune is going UP this summer.

THE V/OPLD'S GREATEST NEWSPAPEP
Write to any of these addresses for The Tribune's BOOK of FACTS on Markets and
Merchandising It will help you to build sales volume in the face of 1924 conditions.

Mailed free to any selling organization if requested on business stationery.

512 Fifth Avenue
New York City

7 So. Dearborn Street
Chicago

406 Haas Building
Los Angeles



Public Uttrary,

Kansas City, Mo.

and Selling

FORTNIGHTLY
Markets, Merchandising &Media

Drawn by Aiigus M kDhii ill loi llie (.

JULY 16, 1924

Pure I'oudLomp. .u (JcUO).

15 CENTS A COPY '^^ns'^'^'^'-y.

"Advertising and World Peace" By Edward A. Eilene; "Putting the

American Market Under the Microscope" By Paul Cherington; "Eive

Ways by Which to Keep Salesmen Growing" By V.V. Lawless; "The
Third Stage of Advertising Agency Development" By Roy S. Durstine

/Wr.
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Leading the Advertising

Advance in Chicago

OF cheering significance to ail adver-

tisers is the fact that in the first five

months of 1924 "the world's greatest

merchants"— the Chicago department

stores— increased the volume of their ad-

vertising in Chicago newspapers by 442,018

agate lines over the same period of 1923.

The total volume of this advertising in the

first five months of 1924, was 7,742,704

agate lines.

Of the aggregate gain by all Chicago

papers — 442,018 lines — The Chicago

Daily News gained more than 62 per cent

—275,068 agate lines.

By the proportionate distribution of their

advertising among Chicago newspapers

the world's greatest merchants indorse the

opinion of the majority of Chicago readers,

and both adjudge

The Chicago Daily News
First in Chicago

iMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilim
.

"

:J iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

|-ul,liHh<-(l every other WutinestUiy hy A.lv.TlisiriK K..rtnii;htly, Ine.. r,L' ViuKlerhilt Ave., New York N. Y. Sul.sriipUon I'J';;; *-."%&
ve:ir. Volume a. No. C. Kntered as Keeond elu.ss matter Miiy 7. I'.l2:i. at I'ost Office at New \ orl< iiiuler Act of Match i, 1|™
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Page 5—The News Digest

Arthur H. Johnson

: Manager financial department Neir

,(ork American, has resigned to be-

•ome president of the Rova Radio Cur-

')oration, New York.

'{)ouglas Hall
i Formerly with John Clough Adver-

iising Agency, Indianapolis, is now in

harge of the Dayton branch of The
Jlaine-Thompson Company, Cincinnati.

\Fhitman Adi^ertisers' Sertire, Inc.

' New York, is preparing a campaign
lor the Spaulding Fibre Company, Inc.,

ronawanda, N. Y.
I

I

IVoolley & Riblett, Inc.

j
New agency organized in Denver by

',. F. Woolley, vice-president of the

llower Advertising Agency, and M. F.

jiiblett, former manager of national

Idvertising for the Denver Post.

'i'nai B'rith Magazine
' National Jewish monthly, Chicago,
[nnounces it will change its policy to

jhe extent of carrying advertising in

Its columns.

Animated Products Corporation

!
Creators and manufacturers of ani-

iiated advertising devices. New York,

I

as amalgamated with the O. Austin
I'ompany, New York agency. Mr.
lustin, former manager of the latter

iompany, will act as associate director
if sales.

ttdgar Kobak
Appointed assistant vice-president of

IcGraw-Hill Company, Inc., New
i'ork, to assist vice-president James H.
IcGraw, Jr., in charge of company's
lectrical publications. Mr. Kobak will

iontinue as a member of the staff of
Idvertising counsel.

Vhe Yount Company
I

Erie, Pa., will direct advertising
lampaign for the Erie Chamber of
I'ommerce. Will also serve as adver-
tising counsel to the Jarecki Manufac-
;uring Company, pipe threading ma-
hines, same city.

'Ibert Lefcourte

Formerly with E. W. Hellwig Com-
any. New York, has been appointed
rt director for Miller, Black & Lewis,
nc, same city.

'lackett-Sample-McFarland

Chicago agency, mentioned in our
1st issue as directing advertising for
le Washburn-Crosby Company, Minne-
polis, are actually serving as counsel
n the merchandising of Gold Medal
roducts.

C. H. Mullcr
-Art director, H. K. McCann Com-

pany, New York, now located at com-
rany's uptown office, 247 Park Avenue,
i.ill direct mechanical production work
i)f that office and art purchases for
li,.th New York offices.

The Thumbnail
Business Review

SENTIMENT is better. To meet hanil-

to-mout!i buying, manufacturers have

been adjusting their production

sc edules to avoid large accumulations of

finished products. Output in some lines

has fallen below rate of consumption, in-

dicating that increased operations will be

necessary in the near future. The auto-

mobile industry, over-extended at home, is

increasing its activities in foreign markets,

^leel makers are maintaining large labor

forces in spite of decreased output, expect-

ing an inhux of business early this fall.

C The outlook for crops is generally

rood. Effect of increased prices tor grains

is noticeable in better feeling in a^i-

cu!tural sections- Freight traffic is in-

creasing, and transportation facilities were
never better.

C New construction started during the

first five months of this year totaled close

to two billion dollars, an increase of abiut

11 per cent over the high record of 19^'^.

.\ltliough a slowing up of new work in

contemplation is in evidence, the biildiniz

industry has sufficient momentum to citv
it through the rest of the year at an active

pace.

C Textiles and clothing are dull. Wool-
mill operations at this time are at about

75 per cent of capacity. Retail sales are

being well sustained, and the wages of

workers are generally high in relation to

the cost of living. Money is plentiful,

and at low rates of interest. The tend-

ency toward stabilization is increasing.
Aifv Mn-s

George W . Peck
Has been appointed vice-president

and director of the Cullen Advertising
Agency, Birmingham, to fill the unex-
pired term of R. II. Bethea. resigned.

Katebell Kilby Coleman is in charee
of the art department, and William E.

Davey, formerly of Chicago, is in

charge of contacts.

C. C. Winningham
Detroit, appointed advertising coun-

sel to Dover Manufacturing Company,
electric irons, Dover, Ohio.

MncFadden Publications

James F. Fallon has been appointed
assistant advertising promotion direc-
tor. George B. Woodward, formerly
advertising staff of True Romances, is

i-epresenting True Story in Philadel-
phia and the South, with offices at 1926
Broadway, New York. A. Rowden
King will conduct a house publication,
True Druy Story, designed to aid drug-
store distribution of True Story adver-
tisers. Metz B. Hayes, Little Building,
Boston, will devote his time to New
England representation of MacFadden
publications.

The Chambers Agency, Inc.

Louisville branch will direct adver-
tising for the SutclifTe Co., radio and
sporting goods, that city.

Mihvaukee Industrial

Advertising Association

At third annual dinner elected A. H.
Obendorfer, president; A. H. Brandt,
treasurer; O. C. Dahlman, secretary,
and John J. Keegan, publicity manager.

I nited Publishers Corporation

New York, announces its new board
of directors: Charles G. Phillips, An-
drew C. Pearson, Fritz J. Frank, C. A.
Musselman, Frederic C. Stevens, H. J.

Redfield. A. B. Swetland, Charles T.
Root, Geo. H. Griffith, G. E. Sly,

Charles S. Baur, Franklin T. Root,
Harry E. Taylor, A. I. Findley and
Everit B. Terhune.

Poivers-House Co.

Cleveland, selected to direct advertis-
ing for the Hinde & Dauch Paper Com-
pany, corrugated shipping boxes and
packing materials, Sandusky, Ohio.

Birmingham Advertising Club
Elected the following officers for the

ensuing year: H. D. Cullen, president;
Baxter M. Eastburn, vice-president;
Charles B. Marsh, secretary; Fred A.
Duran, treasurer. The board of di-
rectors consists of James E. Chappell,
John C. Henley, Paul Pirn, Fred J.

Holberg. Oliver Cox, W. Wadsworth
Wood, K. P. Connell, Clarence Lloyd,
Morton .Simpson, Lloyd Towns, Robert
Treschel, Julian Cahenn, Charles J.

Turner and R. L. Hobart.

Oren Arbogust and Stan Paterson

Formerly associated with Erwin,
Wasey & Company, have organized an
agency in the new Straus Building,
Chicago.

[additional news on other pages]
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When Business Is Slow—Who Slows It?

Is it the superintendent, the works manager, the engineer, the purchasing agent—not by a long shot!
Tliese men are important, but when business is slow everybody sees plainly that the authority does not rest
entirely with them. The men who slow business are the ones who control corporation finance—men who have
the final say because it is their money which is being spent.

Wlien these men at the top, as a group, stop saying "Yes" and begin saying "No" your orders immedi-
ately fall off, and your salesmen report difficult sellinir

And .iust as certainly as the "No" of this group ineans few orders and difBcult selling, the "Yes" of
this group means more orders and easier selling. The importance of having men of this type on your side
the year round is out of all p:-oportion to the added cost of a campaign laid directly before them in their own
magazine.

More than 38,000 Presidents of Corporations read Nation's Business
More than 17,000 Vice-Presidents of Corporations lead Nation's Business
More than 17.000 Secretaries of Corporations read Nation's Business
More than 12,000 General Managers of Corporations read Nation's Bitf.ness
More than S,000 Treasurers of Corporations read Nniioii's Business
More than 121,000 Major Executives in 90,947 Corporations read Nation's Business.

You will find a detailed analysis of our 155,000 subscribers of interest. Let us tell you how other adver-
tisers are using this magazine to make their advertising expenditure more productive. Get an executive "Yes"
when the order hangs in the balance.

THE NATION'S BUSINESS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

MORE THAN 155,000 CIRCULATION, MEMBER A. B. C,
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|T*HERE are only a few advertisers like

'Xthe Burroughs who achieve that
ijnique personality in the minds of their

ijublic, which remains to so many a

ieeing goal.

"or twenty years the Burroughs Adding
[achine Co. has made advertising history

1—created new sales and merchandising
:;tandards.

iChe secret is not difficult.

ifhe Burroughs Company has considered
it a commonplace requirement to analyze
ts markets—to know its customers'
:ieeds—to set attainable goals—to test

)lans before embarking on campaigns

—

:o the Burroughs has gone forward,
erenely sure that it was right.

rhe public has insured it a remarkable
luccess.

iJurroughs is one of our clients.

The Campbell-Eivald organization of 160
people, with financial and physical facilities

of the largest advertising organisation be-

tween New York and Chicago, and a volume

of business placing it among the first ten

agencies in the country, is at your service

to handle large or small accounts.

CAMPBELL-EWALD COMPANY
H. T. EWALD, Pres.

E. ST. ELMO LEWIS, Vi. c/ldverUsing
Qeneral Offices, Detroit, Michigan

GUY C. BROWN, Sec'y-

J. FRED WOODRUFF,
Treas. and Gen'l Mgr.

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO
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JVhat About Your

Small Town Business

TN small trade centers the

church families constitute

the important unit. What
they say has a final influence

on the habits of the entire

community—including the
neighboring farmer folk
who go to church and trade

in the town.

Christian Herald offers a

powerful, concentrated, yet

inexpensive method of win-
ning these key families.

CHRISTIAN HERALD
BIBLE HOUSE, NEW YORK

In small towns where church homes dominate
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Advertising and World Peace
By Edward A. Fileiie

President, William Filene's Sons Company, Boston

IT
seems a far cry, at first the nations will live on terms of that public opinion which ultimately

thought, between advertising and peace with one another, or whether controls the policies of governments
world peace. "World Peace," they will be drawn into new conflicts and diplomats,

one may feel, is a matter far re- and fresh hostilities, depends in an There is no factor in the existing
moved from that hard tussle for the ever-increasing degree upon the background of world politics more
daily bread of life which we call status of democracy—the temper of essential than a public opinion thor-
Business. But I am con-

vinced that we have some-
thing here as practical and as

iconcrete as any daily problem
Business gives us—something
that goes straight to the heart

of many of the international

^problems we are facing.

\
I speak as no "theorist,"

|sheltered from the facts of

;life. I have no time for

itheories in my business—un-

iless they work. I am a shop-

keeper. I look at advertising

'as I look at any other factor

lin my trade: What service

'does it give? What concrete

results does it produce that

;an be checked against the

[hard facts of day-to-day ex-

iperience?

In the long run that is the

itest. It is the test whether
jwe are talking of a pair of

[boots or a new motor car or

Ian international problem in

jworld politics.

World peace is no miracle.

I do not believe in miracles.

What is worth having in this

|world we will achieve only if

iwe pay the price for it. What
|is fundamental, in the matter
|of world peace, is the question
jof public opinion. Whether

oughly informed and U'ell

trained in the problems of
democracy. The Great War
has made it clear that the

world is to be governed by
democracy. And democracy
is fundamentally one thing

—

and one alone

—

Gnrer)imcnt

by public opinion.

We must frankly face the

fact that two great difficulties

lie in the way of creating an
intelligent and well-informed

public opinion. First there

is the obvious difficulty of

gathering and reporting the

host of essential facts in this

complicated modern world in

which we live. The business

of qualifying as an intelli-

gent citizen is a process many
times more difficult in 1924

toil Cemetery last Memorial Day, he symbolized ^j) t^an it was in the days

WHEN President Coolidge laid a wreath on

the tomb of the I'nknown Soldier at Arliny;-

the tribute of the American people to the

memory of "those who did not see the end, but

died that the end miplit come." The real end

will not come until war is made impossible;

and this, in the final analysis, depends upon the

awakening of international public opinion to

such an extent that warfare will become ab-

horrent to all civilized peoples. Mr. Filenc, in

this article, has built up lofiieally, step by step,

his thesis that Advertisin;; is one of the most

practical steps toward achieving World Peace

when "the known world" was
a little saucepan of geog-

raphy, with its axis centering

in Rome or Athens.

Second, even when the im-

portant facts are readily

available, there is the diffi-

culty which the average
human mind encounters in

struggling with its prejudices

and shortcomings, to digest

all the information fed to it
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from every quarter of the globe.

We may say beyond any doubt that

the greatest single instrument for

informing public opinion, and there-

by promoting international under-

standing, is the powerful modern
press that exerts its influence over

all of us.

Nezvs is what makes opinion.

People depend on it for their knowl-

edge of the world. There has prob-

ably never been a time in the world's

history when the need of facts, the

need of truth, has been so funda-

mental in all countries.

IF the world is to have its best

chance to live at peace—if public

opinion is to be accurately informed,
and free to develop without the mis-

chievous influence of the trouble-

maker, then we need perhaps above
all else a press that is free.

We are witnessing, these days, a

tremendous effort on the part of im-

portant papers everywhere to in-

crease their circulation.

The press is under an ever-in-

creasing necessity of meeting com-
petition by enormously expanding
the sources of its revenue. This ne-

cessity obviously carries certain

risks. All of us will naturally try

to influence the thing we control

—

and newspaper owners are human
beings like the rest of us. We try

to exercise control even though we
are honest and sincere. Men palpi-

tate as strongly with the wrong
emotion as the right. At best it is

what we believe to be true that in-

fluences our action most. At worst
we demand outright support for our
prejudices in return for our ex-

penditure of capital and effort.

The dangers in a press thus play-

ing to prejudices and special in-

terests is clear enough. It can mis-
inform the public. It can greatly

increase ill feeling between the na-
tions and poison the sources of

truth. In short, it can greatly in-

crease the liability of war.
When we talk about a "Free

Press"—a press clear of such entan-
glements with special interests, we
mean a press that is free financially

—free in the sense that it derives

enough income from straightfor-

ward legitimate sources to support
it, and to yield an adequate profit on
the side. That is the type of peace
upon which goodwill, truth and peace
between the nations depend in so

large a degree today.

A "free" press—a press that ad-

vances the cause of world peace—is

dependent primarily upon the pro-

duction of some income to take the

place of special "subsidies"—some
income to fill the gap safely between

Edward A. Filene

"The topic of world peace is endless in

its implications. Forty years' experience
in a highly competitive trade is the surety
I offer that I shall not permit the size of

the topic or its implications to tempt me
into the field of theories and generalities.

It is as a shopkeeper that I approach the
daily problems of my work. It is as a
shopkeeper that I shall approach the
problem of international understanding."

what a paper spends for its produc-
tion and what it earns through sales.

That is the heart of the situation.

It is clear that there is only one
source from which such an income
can be derived—the field of modern
advertising.

How substantially the advertising
profession affects this problem
which we are now discussing—this

problem of world peace as world
peace is influenced by the press

—

stands out in the volume of adver-
tising business. The advertising
revenue of the daily press in the
United States alone is estimated to

have reached the amazing figure of

$628,000,000 in the year 1923. A
bare four years ago the Census
Bureau in Washington estimated it

at a little more than half that sum.
Advertising in the daily press has
grown by leaps and bounds—is

(iroioing—ivill groiv, at an increas-

ing pace as we go on to meet the

future.

IT is clear that big advertising does

not necessarily make all news-
paper owners supermen, in morals
and in ethics. We have no right to

e.xpect it to. But let us note this

fact: Big advertising does make it

less necessary for the publisher to

play for the support of special in-

terests, through misuse of his

paper's power—or to pander to the

cheaper tastes and passions of mot;

men. If, added to this, both news
paper owners and advertisers lean:

from experience that confidence or

the reader's part is the basis foi

making big advertisements pay con-,

sistently, then more and more will

they take advantage of their financial

freedom—and less and less will be

the danger of their misusing theiij

power to serve special interests anc

promote international rivalries mi
conflicts.

IT is sometimes alleged that jus!

the contrary is true: it is saic

that big advertising makes the pres^

subservient to moneyed interests)

There is an answer to that charge

Big advertising may manage to com
trol newspaper policy on occasions

and over short periods of time. Bu
in the long run big advertising cs

be paid for only by big sales,

big sales will not come unless rea

ers have confidence that the pap

can be relied on for its news at

editorials. Advertising in a pap

whose readers are constantly c

ceived by misrepresentation and dis

tortion of facts will not steadih

bring big returns because con

sciously or unconsciously the readei

learns to doubt what he reads—and

this distrust must and does affecj

his attitude toward advertisements

Papers financed by advertising arJ

in the last analysis more free thar

those sustained by rich men or smal

groups of faddists. For this reason

revenue earned through straight

forward commercial advertisini

comes from wider sources, and there)

fore more democratic sources, witl

no special hobbies to be catered tc

and no special interests to be served

It is paid for ultimately by the sam

people who buy the paper—and wh

pay for it a sum insufficient to sup

port it in a direct way.

It is, in fact, evidence of a charac

teristic trait in human nature tha

people will pay indirectly what the;

would rebel against paying directb

We observe this in other fields a

well as journalism. Governmeii

budgets are balanced by indireo

taxes that could not be levied di

rectly without arousing effectiv

protest.

We should note, however, tha

such indirect payment does not coi

stitute an economic loss for th

reader: since, through big advertif

ing, and all that big advertisin

means, in increasing sales and dt

creasing distribution costs, tli

reader is enabled to buy what li

wants and needs at lower price:

The actual situation, therefore, i

that the reader not only pays so littl

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 53

I
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Putting the American Market

Under the Microscope
rhe Complex Structure of Our Populatiou Makes Necessary the Most

Exacting Examination of the Differences in Racial and Social

Characteristics in Order to Effect Scientific Distribution

By Paul T. Cherington
Director of Research, J. Walter Thompson Company

rHE field of market research is

a relatively new one, but with

the changes in industry the

a methods of marketing cannot

'mger serve. Revolutionary changes

li the conduct of commerce are in

irogress before our very eyes. In

many ways the overthrow of the

principles and practices of merchan-
dise distribution now going on is not

less momentous than that series of

changes in industrial organization

and operation running through the

nineteenth century, commonly re-

ferred to as the In-

dustrial Revolution.

Just as the shift from
household to fac-

tory production in-

volved many collateral

social and economic ad-

justments, s o the
change from personal

selling on a small scale

to impersonal selling

on a large scale neces-

sarily is accompanied
by new and difficult

problems. It is with

an appreciation of the

revolutionary nature of the present
condition in commerce that market
study in the United States has been
undertaken.

The United States is not a single

market. It is rather a collection of

markets which have certain factors

in common. With 110 million people
spread over three million square
miles of territory, the country is the

most populous area on the planet,

having no customs tariff or serious

commercial barriers between its

parts. There is a common business

language, there is a uniform cur-

rency and a single monetary system.

The states are closely knit by trans-

portation facilities and by telegraph,

telephone and radio communication

;

interstate trade is under uniform
legal jurisdiction, and the state legal

systems have a certain degree of

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 60]

.^F"

GRAPHIC evidence that the

United States is not a single

1 market, but a collection of mar-
ikets, each with its own under-

! lying peculiarities. China is

jno whit more Chinese than the

j
oriental bazaar pictured above,

[which is located in New York

I

City. Nor is Italy any more
Italian than some of our subur-
jban villages, where the feast

i

days of the patron saints are

observed with all the imagery
and ceremony that characterize
their observance in Italv itself
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The Third Stage of Advertising

Agency Development
By Roy S. Durstine

THE head chemist of a certain

manufacturer discovered a new
varnish. His company thought

it would be better than any competi-

tive product for outdoor use and so

it was advertised in three yachting

magazines. Just at that time the

company engaged one of the best

agencies in the United States. It

was apparent to the agency, after

the situation was studied, that the

market possibilities had not been

appreciated and that this new prod-

uct was really a household varnish

with qualities which would outdis-

tance competition. At that time the

company sold only to large con-

sumers such as railroads, carriage

builders and industrial concerns. At

the suggestion of the agency a new
specialty sales manager was en-

gaged, four new salesmen were put

to work and in the first year 2500

dealers were obtained. The first ap-

propriation in general advertising

was $50,000. Today the company is

investing $1,000,000 a year in adver-

tising this product and it is the

largest selling varnish in the world.

Several years ago an agency

noticed that tins with perforated

tops were becoming very popular.

One of its clients made a product

sold only in cake form. The agency

recommended that the product be

made in powder form and packed in

sifter cans, as well as cakes. The

management demurred at the addi-

tional cost. The agency acknowl-

edged the extra cost, but pointed out

that the sifter can was far more con-

venient for the housewife, much

more attractive, and reminded this

manufacturer that some one else

would be apt to see the possibilities

of such a package if he didn't.

"It took us over two years to sell

this idea to the company," says this

advertising man, "but finally we con-

vinced them that success in business

meant giving the people what they

want and on that basis they decided

to go ahead."

No pressure was put on the new

package. The product was simply

Read at the London Convention, by Harry
Dwight Smith, president Fuller & Smith.

made in this basic work of impro'

ing packages. Often the new pad
age, designed to meet conditions <

today, has nothing in common wi1

the old package except the nam
Often the new and old packages a.:

on the dealer's shelves side by si(|

in the year in which the radio:

change is being made. And ye

when properly handled, there is i

falling off in sales. One ageni>

with perhaps more experience

this matter than any other in t!

United States, reports that in tl

year in which the new package tak

the place of the old, sales increas

are obtained and, more than thJ

competition is cut off from seizii

the opportunity to wedge into t

market with a superior package.

Roy S. Durstine

Secretary and Treasurer
Barton, Durstine & Osborn, New York

"For many years the American advertising

agency was merely a broker of space,

sometimes buying at wholesale and selling

at retail, sometimes merely selling on com-
mission basis; that was the first stage.

Then came the day when the agency real-

ized that it must be able to create the

material intended to fill the space; that

was the second stage. Today it is in the

third stage in which it is not content

merely to write and illustrate the adver-

tiser's messages to the public. The agency
today is the advertiser's partner. It offers

him the refreshing viewpoint of the

thoughtful, interested outsider, trained in

tecl-nique and experienced in the basic

fundamentals that underlie all business."

advertised in two forms—powder
and cake. The powder was an im-

mediate success and eight years

after it was put on the market its

sales were greater than the sales of

the cake which, by the way, showed
continuous sales increases during all

that period. In other words, the

introduction of the new package,

suggested and urged by the agency,

has more than doubled the total

business of the company.
Remarkable progress has been

Dth

1afl
Jj agency started work on a p^
uct on which the sales had been
ing off alarmingly. Examina^
proved that the product was abs-

lutely sound, that its price thoui

high was no higher than competiti; i

prices for inferior quality, and tit
i

the fault lay in the manner in whii

the product had been presented )

the public. It simply did not sell t

its price. By a complete change i

the manner of presentation the los:s

were stemmed and continual -

creases were obtained. The adv -

tising appropriation on this artie

has always been on a strict perce -

age basis. Today the appropriatiii

is seven times as great as the ento

sales of the product were fiftdi

years ago.

The basic principle illustrated y

this instance is as old as advertisig

itself. It goes right back to e,

agency function of preparing C(y I

and layouts. But the difference ;-

1

tween failure and success was tit >

the agency was able to contributa

manner of presentation which MS i

so interesting that the public si-

denly discovered a product whiclit

had ignored for years.

Still another basic bit of sen:e

was rendered by the agency o: a

manufacturer who was trying toit:

his product to the supposedly vsy-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 5Jh

I
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More Bread and Butter Problems

of a Sales Manager

Five Ways by Which to Keep

Salesmen Growing

mfj^ TEXT to the sales plan itself,

which of course is the out-

standing and most important

[part of the work of any sales de-

Ipartment, comes the group of men
I
who call on the trade and who actu-

ally bring in the business. If the

I

line happens to be one which is sold

in the generally common manner of

jobber to retailer to consumer, sell-

iing the jobbing trade is largely a

matter of developing consumer ac-

ceptance through advertising, and

I

then developing retail distribution

'by sending out salesmen to call on

the retail trade and dig up the or-

1 ders.

I

Strangely enough, in most sales

1 departments there are usually a

.group of men who call themselves
"jobbingmen," who take the orders

; which the retail men have devel-

jioped and turn them into jobbing
J orders. For some reason, these men

i

who take the fruits of the retail

'men's efforts, and present them to

j

the jobbers, consider themselves a

j

higher type of salesmen than those

1 who make enthusiastic customers of

I

retailers. Personally, I have felt

,
for many years that the man who

I
rounds up the jobbing orders after

[
the retail men have done the hard

I

work should not be classed as high-
. ly as the men who can make good

;
boosters out of retailers.

I

The men calling on the retail

I
trade can do more for a product

I
than any other single factor. It is

1
this group of men who must have

I

our constant thought and attention,

I

to the end that they may be devel-

I
oped to the highest stage of effi-

I

ciency.

i
In some sales organizations this

i group of men may number only four

i
or five, and be under the direct

I

management of the owner of the

i
business. In other cases they num-

I
ber into the hundreds, and all too

I

often the only contact they have

I

with the house is through the me-

By V. V. Lawless

dium of a district or territorial

head salesman.
In many instances these retail

men are hired and let go again with-

out any real reason. All too often

the plan arises of putting on a sales

drive, and then ten, twenty or thirty

men are hired "over night," given a

day or two of casual training, and
started out. Of course, there are

the occasional firms who conduct
elaborate training schools for their

salesmen, but these houses are rare.

As one travels around the coun-
try and comes into contact with the

salesmen who call on the retailer,

one is surprised to note the rapid

turnover. A talk with the average
retail man discloses that he has
probably been on the job less than
a year and a half. Now and then

one does find an oldtimer who has

stayed with the house and with the

job for many years, but he is the

exception.

Usually, the man calling on the

retail trade is either new at the

selling business or has quit one

house to go with another. He will

generally tell you, as soon as you
are fairly well acquainted with him,

that he is on the lookout for a

"good job." Ask him what the

trouble is with his present job, and
he is likely to assure you that he is

not making a satisfactory salary.

OFTEN, too, he is dissatisfied

with the mass of unfamiliar de-

tail work he is required to do. Ques-

tion him about his line, and if you

are a real student of salesmen and

get under the outer crust, he will tell

you that while it may be all right,'

there are many other lines just as

good—lines which the dealers pre-

fer, either because they show a bet-

ter margin of profit or carry more
attractive concessions. Solemnly,

the salesman states that while his

house will not permit special con-

cessions, competing houses all make

a practice of some form of conces-

sion or other.

These things, he adds, make it

hard for him to get the volume of

business he ought to get. Upon fur-

ther talk with this salesman, one is

impressed with the fact that he
really knows little about his line,

his house, its principles or its poli-

cies. Often he does not know any
of the management, his contact
being through a local state head
salesman.

Press him, and he will admit that
probably he isn't as well grounded
as he ought to be. But then it isn't

much of a job anyway, and he is

expecting something better to turn
up before long.

IN the morning, this salesman
starts out to make his calls. He

has had letter after letter from the

sales manager, telling him that he
should make ten sales a day. He
does his level best to make those ten

sales. He realizes he must make
about seven or eight on an average,

or he will lose his job. And he does

not want to lose his job until he finds

a better one.

With all the sincere, honest ef-

fort he can muster, this salesman
calls on the retail trade with his

line. Perhaps he has seen his head
man in the course of a month or so.

In any case, he certainly is not the

high class representative that any
line deserves. He is doing his best,

but his best is far from being what
it should be in the face of real com-
petition from other lines.

So far as the dealer is concerned,

here is just another traveling man.
To him the salesman's line is apt

to be pretty much the same as one

he is already handling. But per-

haps the salesman can make him a

better price or an advertising al-

lowance. The retailer makes this

request only if he is a real buyer

with an eye to a better profit.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 56]
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'T OOK," said the chief engineer. "Whoever saw a girl's face
I J like that?" "Dangerous place to park a car," said the

treasurer. "Lot of scratches on the rear shoe,'" said the girl at

the information desk. "Don't you think the picture could be
retouched?" inquired the credit manager, who does a little

drawing liimself, and has the true artist's tolerance. . . . None
of these things happened; instead Peerless has made a new and
wholesome use of two colors. New, that is, to advertising; new
in restrained brilliance, informality, and a lot of other qualities

that may be summed up under the heading Tasto. Observe how
shrewdly the foregroimd tree has kept the single spot of black
(the car) from looking "slrij)pe(l in."
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Genesis of Reason Why Copy
This Instalment of "Breaking In" Tells of the Beginning of Fact Copy

and of the Manner in Which the Artist Dominated

Advertising Space in the Early Days

By John Lee Mahin

IN
my last article it seemed best

for me only to mention the names
of men with whom I was asso-

ciated before I came to New York in

1916. Hence I do not feel justified

in mentioning other men of the

Fraser and Swann type. They con-

stitute practically 100 per cent of

the copy staff of all large successful

advertising agency organizations to-

day.

John E. Kennedy belongs to a dif-

ferent school. Mr. Kennedy origi-

nated "Reason Why Copy" and was

violently opposed to space being used

for "mere publicity." He argued

that if such advertising paid the ad-

vertiser, this made the waste just

that much more culpable because it

was putting a premium on medi-

ocrity.

An instance of the way Mr. Ken-

nedy operated may be illuminating.

After being extensively advertised

as the $16,200 copywriter for Lord

& Thomas, Mr. Kennedy started out

as a free lance. He offered to write

ten advertisements for $2,500. At

that time Armour & Co. was one of

the Mahin Advertising Company's
clients and we bought a Kennedy
campaign for them. Mr. Kennedy
started in by reading all the litera-

ture he could lay his hands on relat-

ing to hams, bacon and lard. He
collected a list of facts that when
stated by him were indeed most in-

teresting.

We went down to the stockyards

and starting with the live hog fol-

lowed all the processes until lard,

ham and bacon became merchant-

able products. He worked at his

home in Wilmette, and when his cam-
paign was ready to submit I made
an appointment with T. J. Conners,

the Armour general superintendent.

Mr. Conners had E. B. Merritt and
B. J. Mullaney at the meeting. Mr.

Kennedy read his ten advertise-

ments. Mr. Mullaney interposed

some suggestions. Mr. Kennedy
handed Mr. Mullaney several affi-

davits signed by advertisers to the

effect that he had largely increased

their returns, with the terse com-
mand, "You—read these." Mr. Mul-

laney read them, looked at me with

a twinkle in his eye, and left Mr.
Kennedy to Mr. Conners' tender

hands.

Mr. Conners had been P. D. Ar-

mour's secretary in his youth. He
had a direct way of settling matters

when he spoke, although he was a

good listener. Mr. Kennedy's copy

was based on the assumption that

Armour & Co. would drop what Mr.

Kennedy called the meaningless

"Star" as a brand name and sub-

stitute his coined word, "Epicured."

Mr. Conners said as P. D. Armour
had originated the use of the word
"Star" it would not and could not

be dropped, and no one would even

discuss it with J. Ogden Armour.

Mr. Kennedy and I left. Mr. Ken-

nedy spent two hours telling me that

the packing business was one in

which initiative, imagination and

talent were not permitted to develop.

He commented on Mr. Conners' men-
tal and physical characteristics in

anything but a complimentary man-
ner. He characterized Mr. Merritt

and Mr. Mullaney as "Yes" men

—

apparently the lowest depth to which

an advertising man could sink.

HE went home, and came back in

three days with ten of the finest

advertisements I ever read. Every-

one was pleased with them. He told

the story of the wonderful epicured

process of curing hams and bacon

and how the Star—P. D. Armour's

insignia of quality—was placed on

only the products of one out of every

fifteen hogs. Another case where
the obstacles placed by the obdu-

rate advertiser apparently assisted

rather than retarded the expression

of genius

!

So far I have said nothing about

the artist as a producer of copy.

When I was a solicitor for J. Walter

Thompson under C. E. Raymond in

Chicago in 1893, Oscar Binner domi-

nated the copy for Pabst. His Egyp-
tian black and white illustrations

were the most discussed of those

appearing in the magazines at that

time. Later, Emery Mapes with his

Cream of Wheat negro imitated the

"Minneapolis Style" of copy used
so long by the Munsing Underwear
Co. and Washburn, Crosby Co.

AT Copelin's- Studio I made an

_actual photograph of a Kohlsaat
waiter and induced Emery Mapes to

substitute it for the caricature he
was using to advertise Cream of

Wheat. Thus was inaugurated the

famous Cream of Wheat negro chef.

I also photographed underwear on

living models for advertising Mun-
sing Underwear.
Then came George Ethridge with

his associates, Joseph G. Kitchell and
W. B. Larned. and later Charles D.

Frey, who dominated the copy for

many large advertisers for many
years by developing the commercial
artists. The Ethridge and Frey or-

ganizations did much more than pre-

pare pictures. They furnished much
of the preliminary service in hunt-

ing for and helping the advertiser

develop strong selling features, for

which their style of copy expression

was especially suitable. All the writ-

ing that was done for many of the

campaigns that originated in the

Ethridge and Frey "copy shops" was
to furnish supplementary text in the

space that these commercial art

propagandists graciously conceded
to the copywriter.

It was only logical that the men
who had the real creative faculty of

analyzing and promulgating the ser-

vice features for advertisers should

gradually become members of, or

closely associated with, the general

advertising agencies when the latter

stepped forth about ten years ago as

full-fledged professional service in-

stitutions.

Today the term "copy" covers

specialized skill and training in the

search for and selection of the idea
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which shall be expressed in the ad-

vertiser's campaign. Copy must take

cognizance of both the extent and
limitations of readers' interests, in-

comes, taxes and buying habits.

Copy must compete for attention

with many other appeals for the

readers' free dollars. A man who
takes a trip around the world will

probably not buy an automobile; a

man may buy a radio and get along

with last year's overcoat; children

may go to a movie instead of spend-

ing their money for candy. The

extent of the problems are too vast

to be even sketched here.

Some copy must merely furnish

leads for personal salesmen or mail-

order follow-ups to complete the sale.

Copy that tells the whole story here

handicaps rather than helps the

salesmen.

Some copy must sell the dealer,

some must sell the consumer, some
must sell confidence to the adver-

tiser's organization.

Perhaps a better illustration would

be to compare a copywriter to a

merchant tailor. The copywriter

must earn his money twice. He has
two distinct jobs to perform. He
must do the work for the advertiser

in a way that it ought to be done,

and this way must also be one that

fits and pleases the advertiser—

a

way that makes the advertiser him-
self a part of the picture—and the

copy the most logical, reasonable and
sympathetic expression of the char-

acter, personality and purpose of the

institution which pays for the ad-

vertising.

American Delegation of Advertising Men and Women Sails to

Attend the London Convention of the A. A. C. of W.
Upper Left—Aboard tlif Itriinhlir: Minna Hall Simmun.s, presi-

dent, League of Advertising Women : H. H. Cliarles. iiresident.
Adverti.slng Club of New York: George O. Walton, city passenger
agent, II. S. Lines ; A. .1. Barnaud, manager. New York District
office. Department of Commerce ; F'red Feiker. personal repre-
sentative of Secretar.v of Commerce Hoover ; Lou E. Holland,
president. A. A. C. of W. ; Kric Field, president. Thirty Club!
London ; Jane Martin, former member executive committee
A. A. C. of W. ©Kadel cC Herbert.

Upper Right—Junior delegates of Advertising Club of New

Yoi-I< on board the Kcpithlic: Carlton Eborhard, Joseph Linahan.
Adam Piret. Charles Forbes. ©Keystone.
Lower Left—Major Oscar Holcomhe of Houston. Texas, who

sailed on the Lancastria to arrange for the holding of the 1925
convention of the A. A. C. of W. at Hou.ston. ©Keystone.
Lower Center— P. L. Thomson, president. Association of

National .\dvertisers, and H. H. Charles, president. Advertising
Club of New York, getting the latest news from the Democratic
convention aboard the Republic. ©Kadel & Herbert.

Lower Right—Hazel Adler, color authority, and Bertha Berger,
adverti-iiing woman, on board the Lancastria. ©Keystone.
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On Making Black

Type Glow with Color
By Marsh K. Powers

"r I iHOU pratest like an ass,"

I said Robin, "for I could send

_I_ this shaft clean through thy

proud heart before a curtal friar

could say grace over a roast goose at

Michaelmastide."

"And thou pratest like a coward,"

answered the stranger, "for thou

standest there with a good yew bow
to shoot at my heart, while I have

naught in my hand but a plain

blackthorn staff wherewith to meet

thee."
* * *

"Aha! Talk about trying to cure

warts with spunk-water any such

blame-fool way as that! Why, that

ain't a-going to do any good. You
got to go all by yourself, to the

middle of the woods, where you

know there's a spunk-water stump,

and just as it's midnight you back

up against the stump and jam your

hand in and say: 'Barley-corn, bar-

ley-corn, injun-meal shorts, spunk-

water, spunk-water, swaller these

warts.'
"

^ * ^

Dan's accordion and Tom Piatt's

fiddle supplied the music of the

magic verse you must not sing till

all the salt is wet:

Hih! Yih! Yoho! Send you letters raound!
All our salt is wetted, an' the anchor s off

the graound !

Bend, oh, bend your mains'l, we're back to

yankeeland

—

With fifteen hunder' quintal.
An' fifteen hunder' Quintal.
'Teen hunder' toppin' quintal,

Twix' old 'Queereau an' Grand.

* * *

Perhaps it is too long since you

last read "The Merry Adventures of

Robin Hood," "The Adventures of

Tom Sawyer" and "Captains Cour-

ageous" to ask you, unaided, to

identify the three quotations. On
the other hand, you may be—as I

am—one of those who periodically

expose themselves to the witchery

of the words that Howard Pyle,

Mark Twain and Rudyard Kipling

wove for your juvenile delight, find-

ing that, though repetition has

dulled your first keen thrills in the

narratives themselves, the loss is

more than offset by a maturer ap-

preciation of the art and skill em-
ployed to unfold them.

One thing almost invariably forces

itself on my notice whenever I go
back to re-read a story which has
made an indelible impression on
my mind—the kind of impression
that endures not merely for a month
or two or a year or two but for ten,

twenty or thirty years—virtually

always I find it characterized by
the use of distinctii'e words.

It is the oddity and charm of

"curtal friar," "Michaelmastide,"
"yew bow," "blackthorn," "spunk-
water," "injun-meal shorts," "salt is

wetted," "bend your mains'l" and
"teen hunder' toppin' quintal," as

much as their meaning, which hold

the interest and start a torpid im-
agination into action. The very fact

that you and I do not use them in

our daily conversation helps to hoist

us out of our easy chairs and carry
us bodily across the miles and down
the years into Sherwood Forest, into

a Mississippi River village of an-

other generation and out into the

fogs of the Banks of Newfoundland.

IT seemed to me that an advertising

lesson very probably lay tucked
away in this observation, though I

admit that I very much doubted this

until I noted a second truth

—

that the too-unusual word is either

avoided or else promptly defined

wherever a failure to grasp it would
seriously hamper the reader's un-

derstanding of the narrative.

To dig the advertising lesson out

of the observation and to substan-

tiate it with effective illustrations

is, however, I confess, no easy task.

A painstaking perusal of many
square yards of advertising copy in

the main rewards the searcher with

a wholly negative discovery—that

the dearth of intrinsically luminous
words is decidedly startling.

I realize, of course, that there are

advertisers who are haunted by the

fact that their prospects will be un-

able to grasp their sales-message

unless it is phrased in mono.syllables

or near-monosyllables, and that such

advertisers ruthlessly bar out any

word not in the vocabulary of the

multitude.

A point I criticize is this—and it

applies rather broadly to the great
bulk of all copy which is not rigidly

restricted to the simplest of Anglo-
Saxon. Unusual words are common
—probably too common—but the un-
usual words selected by writers of
advertising are almost without ex-
ception verbs, adjectives and ad-
verbs laboriously substituted for the
normal phrases rather than distinct-

ive words which are native to the
topic under discussion.

WORDS .such as "languid," "las-

situde," "insistent," "dynamic,"
"immaculate," "prosaic," "concep-
tion," "facile," "superficialities," "os-

tentation," "criterion," "symmetry,"
"elimination," "manipulation" —
(these are the harvest of a rapid
scanning of a single issue)—are ap-
parently used and approved without
hesitation, although simpler and
safer synonyms can easily be sub-
stituted without loss of forceful-

ness. "Manipulation," for example,
is the unusual word for "handling,"
but "manipulation" is not forceful

because of being unusual.

I hold a brief for another type of
unusual word or phrase.

"Have you ever," asks the Metro-
politan Life Insurance Company,,
"been dragged into a piazza clinic?"
That luminous phrase "piazza

clinic" is so apt that the question
hardly needs the explanatory de-
scription which follows—"Aunt
Mary will tell Cousin Jane: 'I think
I have the same kind of ti'ouble that
Caroline has. I wish you would get
me the prescription Dr. Banks gave
her.' " We have all of us listened to

piazza clinics, even though the term
is new to us.

An advertisement of the National
City Company which introduced me
to the "timber cruiser" still sticks

in my mind. The words are simple,

even commonplace, when taken sepa-
rately. Linked together, they are
rich in suggestion, portraying the

scout of the lumber companies go-

ing out into the wilds to locate mar-
ketable standing timber.

Lifebuoy Soap caught my eye

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 58]
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The Long-Haul Viewpoint in

Retail Advertising
By Vern C. Duine

RETAILERS as a class may not

be spending too much money
.for advertising, but they cer-

tainly are spending too much for

what, they get in return because

they direct all, or nearly all, of their

advertising effort toward too short

a haul. The average retailer's re-

turn on his advertising is altogether

too little for what it costs him. And
it isn't the retailer's pocket that

foots the bill, either. It is the pub-

lic that pays. The retailer must
pass all his wastes as well as his

legitimate expenses along to the cus-

tomer. He has to.

Why aren't more retailers cashing

in on their advertising? Because,

with rare exceptions, they haven't

the right type of mind in the adver-

tising chair. They put into their

advertising offices men, and less

often women, who neither through
birth, breeding, education, environ-

ment or experience have acquired

the prime qualifications for the job.

They are too often individuals of

merchandise training whereas what
is chiefly needed in the advertis-

ing office are people who are inter-

ested in minds and mental processes

rather than in goods and commer-
cial processes.

Merchandising is bringing the

people goods that they will want.

But advertising is bringing people

(minds) to goods many of which
they do not know they want.

Many of the best advertising

minds are not in the retail field.

They are in the national field. Why?
Because retailers have the short-

haul, "today" or "this week only"

attitude toward advertising while

national advertisers have the long-

haul, year-on-year viewpoint. The
result is the retailer gets poor ad-

vertising with poor returns, while

the national advertiser gets better

advertising and better returns.

When retailers get the national

viewpoint toward advertising they'll

cease to look upon it simply as a

means of recording some prices

1>elow those of other stores, and be-

gin to use it as it should be used to

sell the institution, its ideals, its

policies, and its service, and to make

Vprii C. Divine

President, Stimdard Corporation, Chicago

more people believe in it and rely

upon it; not alone for the items

advertised that day, but for what-
ever they want year after year.

When a merchant gets this long-

haul viewpoint toward his advertis-

ing, he strikes out after the most
capable man or woman he can find

to do the work, for he realizes that

while it doesn't take much skill

to sell special items successfully

through advertising, it takes real

ability to sell the customer the store

as the best place to trade for regu-

lar goods at regular prices all the

time.

AS long as retail advertising is

.done with the restricted view-

point of aiming 90 per cent of its

effort at the sale of specific items at

specific prices today or tomorrow, it

is inevitable that the best brains will

not be attracted to the work.
Most anyone can prepare success-

ful price listings, but the national

advertisers go out after bigger
game. They go out to sell their

names, their brands, their houses,

so that with each succeeding year
the public will just naturally demand
and buy more of their goods ; where-
as most of the retail advertisers in

their daily work have before them
in comparison the puny tasks of
selling a few packages of this, a few
yards of that, or a few dozen of this

on "sale tomorrow only" at "a re-

duced price."

THE power of advertising when
rightly done is as yet so little

understood by retailers the world
over that many of them are depriv-

ing themselves and their business of

the results that inevitably follow

sane, sound, sensible, long-distance,

prestige-building, name-and-institu-
tion selling advertising.

This is true because their back-
ground of retail advertising aimed
solely at specific results today and
this week has completely shut out
an appreciation of those important
elements which progressively and
constructively build up business.

Advertising must do more than sell

goods today and tomorrow. It

should sell the institution's good
name; it should create for it a good
reputation; it should inspire people
to put faith and confidence into the
store and the merchandise it has to

sell all the time at regular prices.

Gradually, however, we are see-

ing the exception—the far-visioned
merchant with the long-haul view-
point—who sees his advertising first

as a means of selling his store and
the institution as a whole.

The men who have built what to-

day appear to be the most solid

retail institutions have been men
who were pioneers in rendering an
advanced service to their trade.

They were men of vision and fore-

sight, who first saw a new and a
better way and next had the courage
to carry it out. Invariably they
were men who saw above all else

the importance of the distant to-

morrow's customers, the permanent
customer in contrast to the here-

today-and-gone-tomorrow one. They
spent their chief energies in win-
ning customers, followers, believers,

instead of merely selling goods.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 65]
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The London Convention—
A Prophecy

THE first advertising convention was held in St.

Louis in 1904. In the twenty years that have
intervened between that convention and the one

just closing in London, advertising has outgrown its

kindergarten ways and developed into a substantial

business, recognized very generally among business

men as serving effectually and economically in connec-

tion with the great problem of distributing the world's

goods.

The 1904 convention marked the beginning of nation-

ally organized advertising thought and action ; doubt-

less a considerable share of the present advertising

development is due indirectly to the fact of that con-

vention.

We believe that when the day comes when we can

look back twenty years on the 1924 London Convention,

we shall discover that advertising has then advanced
internationally to as great an extent as it has developed

nationally in the past twenty years. And we believe

at that not very distant date we shall be using adver-

tising as a great world force to further the distribution

of social ideas and education as matter-of-factly as we
now use it in connection with our commercial activities.

To us the London Convention seems an important

prophecy.

Hoist by Their Own Petard

lOOSEVELT used to say that the American peo-

ple would always go much farther along the

_,line of a reform than the reformer ever ex-

pected, once they got well started.

The advertisers of the country have preached turn-

over so long and so insistently that many despaired of

ever getting the idea over. But over it is today with a

"thud"—a rather dull, dispiriting thud, too! For the

retailers of the country are carrying very low stocks,

and seem married to the idea of smaller stocks and more
rapid turnover. The deflation period, with its heart-

breaking inventory losses, left scars over deep cuts

which do not heal easily.

Perhaps some dealers have "overdone" the turnover

idea, but it is at least a debatable question whether, in

Cervantes' phrase, we "can ever have too much of a

good thing." One hears squirms and protests against

"this turnover mania," "carrying a good thing too far,"

etc. Even if it be admitted that turnover is being car-

ried too far, that many dealer.s are carrying very poor

assortments and dangerously narrow stocks, what about

salesmanship and advertising to educate and help deal-

ers? Some caution.s to dealers on this are doubtlests good

policy; but does it not remain a fact that with price

levels declining, the only thing that can help would be

stronger consumer demand? And, after all, isn't that

up to the manufacturer at least as much as to the

dealer ?

The wise statesmanship which instigated the propa-

ganda for better appreciation of turnover among deal-

Rl
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ers, and readier acceptance of advertised articles which
did turn over faster, would look foolish now if a back-

fire against turnover were started. There is really no
necessity for being scared at the present hand-to-mouth
buying situation. Stronger advertising pressure, and
sales pressure upon dealers for full assortments, is all

that is needed to make the best out of a skimpish period.

The caution of dealers in buying is probably a bless-

ing, in that it will prevent an over-confident buying
period, with its inevitable reaction. If dealers can be

kept on a level of cautious but adequate buying, with
kesn attention to turnover, a real millennium will have
been reached, good for everybody concerned. The
modern idea is not overstocking of dealers, but rapid

turnover; and if any advertiser has hoped Quixotically

to achieve both, he is now hoist by his own petard.

The Amazing Automobile

'EW figures on the automobile industry have re-

cently been issued by the Automobile Chamber
of Commerce, and in view of the current slump

in production it is well to get our bearings on this great

key industry. There has been a 1200 per cent increase

in output since 1913, and there are now more automo-
biles in operation than telephones ! The 1923 output

was 4,014,000, and the output for this year is esti-

mated at 3,500,000. Last year ten companies made over

90 per cent of the output; six companies made 85 per

cent of the output ; Ford made 47.7 per cent. The un-

quenchable optimism of the auto makers is illustrated

by what they had planned to do in 1924. Ford and
General Motors, who combined made 67.5 per cent of

the total output last year, both planned to increase their

1924 output 50 per cent over 1923; certainly a remark-

able thing in the face of the huge 1923 production.

Just these two great companies alone in 1924 expected

to make 4,200,000 cars—or a whole lot more than the

total previously estimated output for the entire indus-

try ! But other companies—Durant, Nash, Willys,

Hupp, etc., all planned increases also; only Dodge and
Studebaker held to 1923 scales of production. A pro-

duction of six million cars for 1924 would have been

easy—// they could have been sold

!

Here is a stimulating situation for advertising men,

who, in all likelihood, are going to be called on more
vigorously than ever to put over a big year for autos,

instead of a slump year; for while January and Febru-

ary were about 30 per cent ahead of 1923, the March,

April and May figures are below 1923.

An Editorial by F. W. Heiskell

THE following statement by F. W. Heiskell. ad-

vertising manager of the International Har-

vester Company of America, is a complete

editorial on the philosophy of successful advertising:

"Advertising is not a process of which you can say

at any time, 'Now we have completed it. The job is

done and we can stop.' It is a persuasive force that

must be continued to be effective."
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How Advertising Fostered

Canada's Growth
By E. W. Berry

President, Canadian Pacific Railway

THE part played by advertising in

the building- up of Canada is par-
ticularly noticeable in the history

of its colonization and settlement. That
history goes back long before Canada
became British. It goes back to the
days of the French dominion, and es-

pecially to the colonization movement
fostered by Louis the Fourteenth. The
advertisers of that day were the Jesuit
missionaries, whose "Relations," or re-

ports, were in many cases printed and
circulated throughout the northern
provinces of France, in order to further
emigration. That colonizing movement
ended with the Peace of Utrecht, in

1713, and, as a result, for nearly fifty

years the development of French Can-
ada was stagnant. One of the reasons
for the capitulation at Quebec in 1759
undoubtedly was that the French-Can-
adians of that day had lost heart. No
new settlement had come in for forty
years—for forty years Canada had not
been advertised.

With the British occupation of Can-
ada, colonization recommenced, and
with it the advertising for new col-

onists. Thus, for instance, immediately
after the expulsion of the Arcadians
from Nova Scotia, celebrated in Long-
fellow's poem of "Evangeline," Gov-
ernor Lawrence issued a proclamation
or advertisement inviting settlers from
the New England Colonies for these
now vacant lands. Immediately after
the capture of Quebec, posters were
displayed in Protestant Germany, ad-
vertising the advantages of settlement
in Canada.
From that time onward the coloniza-

tion effort was continuous, though
somewhat spasmodic, until 1834, when
<'migration appeared as a regular vote
in the budgets of the British Chancellor
of the Exchequer, although the annual
expenditures of the British Govern-
ment thereafter on the Emigrants In-
formation Office did not aim at direct
incitement to emigration. The service
provided was the essence of good ad-
vertising, namely, the dissemination of
truthful information among tho.se in-

terested in the countries concerned.

It was not, however, till the Can-
adian Pacific Railway appeared upon
the scene that an aggressive, consistent
and comprehensive advertising cam-
paign for the colonization of Canada
was planned and directed from Canada
itself. Hitherto the effort had been
fostered chiefly by those in the Old
("ountry or in Europe who desire! to

get rid of surplus population. For the
last forty years we have conducted a

campaign of invitation and welcome.
In that campaign the Canadian Pacific

set the example and set the pace.

As evidence of this, I quote the
amounts spent on colonization by the

Canadian Pacific and the Canadian
Government, respectively, from the

year 1881 to date, namely: Canadian
Pacific, $67,000,000; Canadian Govern-
ment, $35,000,000.

These figures include more than what
might strictly be termed advertising.

The colonization efforts were, more-
over, directed at rather different types

of settlers. The Canadian Pacific was
particularly interested in securing set-

tlers for the lands which it had to sell.

The Canadian Government directed its

efforts more to secure settlers for its

free homesteads of 160 acres each.
Van Home, the first General Man-

ager and afterward President and
Chairman of the Canadian Pacific, was
undoubtedly the driving spirit in this

great colonization movement. He was,
moreover, a firm believer in the motto
of "Truth in Advertising." Before he
accepted the position of General Man-
ager he made a personal inspection of

the prairie lands and of their suit-

ability, believing that the Promised
Land, if it advertised itself, must live

up to its promises. Van Home person-
ally wrote the text for an amusing
series of large billboards erected at

strategic points to attract attention

and induce traffic.

He devoted special efforts not only

to bring new settlers from Great
Britain and Europe, but also to stop

the flow of emigration from Quebec
and the Maritime Provinces to the New
England States, and to induce those

who had left Canada to return.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 46]

Marketing Machine Tools

to American Industry
By E. P. Blanchard

Advertising Manager, The Bullard Machine Tool Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

THERE is now established a very
definite distinction between the

vagaries of the general advertis-

ing man who extols the virtues of

"socks, soup and soda crackers" and
the analytical engineer who seeks to

market industrial goods. But the in-

dustrial market in itself is comprised
of subdivisions in each of which sales

methods may, and in some cases must,
vary to meet the condition. General
industrial goods may be sold to in-

dustries of all kinds and may be han-
dled by methods familiar to the general
advertiser; but the machine tool market
is confined largely to the metal-pro-
ducing and consuming field which, in

the United States, forms approximately
35 per cent of all industries.

But to obtain a complete understand-
ing of the machine-tool market re-

quires a further subdivision of the

metal industries, defining those manu-
facturers who require machinery of cer-

tain tynes in their processes of direct

production, and those whose use of ma-
chine tools consists of indirect use as a
repair or maintenance feature. It is,

therefore, interesting to note that the

automotive industry, the manufacturers
of electrical equipment, engines, agri-

cultural implements and other of the
direct producing group, indicate a
keener interest in tools of special de-

sign specifically intended for their work
and for the attainment of production
economy than do the users whose work
consists of greater variety encountered
in jobbing and repair work. Given
then a manufacturer whose line of

machines are of standardized basic de-

sign and are adaptable to a wide
range of operations—to market those

tools for varied uses.

First, the direct-production indus-

tries. Here we have highly repetitive

work, or "mass" production. The
utility of the tool is measured in per-

formance of one or two jobs only.

Features in design intended for wider
application are not essential, and in

most cases can be eliminated. The ex-

tent to which any machine can be

adapted for such specific purpose may
be determined by the size of the market
and probable demand for such a unit

at a price commensurate with its

economy.
An analysis of possible users of such

a tool is made. All work coming within
its restricted range is studied for com-
parison of expected performance with
present methods. A conservative mar-
ket is thus established on paper, and
an indication of interest is usually

solicited based on a price determined
by consideration of cost of manufacture
and margin of economy in perform

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 38]
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Industrial Advertising

Achievement in the United States

By Bennett Chappie

A RECENT estimate of indus-

try in the United States puts

the number of manufacturers
at 250,000, the number of employees

at 10,000,000, and the annual payroll

at $13,000,000,000. The estimated

value of the products manufactured
during 1923 is placed at $58,000,-

000,000. In this tremendous indus-

trial growth advertising has played

an important part. It has brought
years of progress for every wide-
awake concern in America.

Industrial advertising has many
phases. The advertising and public-

ity departments of our large indus-

trial concerns are often called upon
to serve not only the sales, but the

personnel, the safety, and the execu-

tive departments in special work. I

have in mind a concern which decided

to build one of its plants, employing
1500 skilled men, in a small city far

removed from the great industrial

centers. The employment manager,
whose job it was to get these work-
men, put his problem before the ad-

vertising man, who worked out a

definite advertising plan, which was
put into operation a full year in ad-

vance of the opening of the plant.

These advertisements did not read
"Men Wanted." They appealed to

the home impulse—"A good place to

rear your family" ; "fine schools, fine

churches, a place to work, and enjoy
life." These messages made up the

campaign, and on the day the plant

opened there was a good man on
every job. Industries that have hesi-

tated to move to smaller centers be-

cause of lack of manpower, see in

this advertising experience a new
way to recruit home-loving, young-
hearted workmen even in what might
be termed a rural community.

Again, I recall an incident where
the advertising department of a

large industrial concern helped the
safety director stage a safety cam-
paign, by which a group of 900 men.
engaged in an industry replete with
hazards, went through forty-seven
days without a single accident.

The newspapers of the city where
this plant is located were furnished
stories daily—straight news stories

Bennett Chappie
Director Puhluiiy, American Rolling Mill

(.o.. Middletoun, Ohio

and human-interest stories—written

in a style that made the papers and
the reading public want them. The
workers became enthusiastic. They
saw that their efforts to avoid acci-

dents were being watched by the

public. Balloons by day and rockets

by night proclaimed "no accident to-

day."

Yes, circus stuff, if you please, but

nevertheless it is legitimate adver-

tising. The achievement evoked the

attention not only of other indus-

tries throughout the country, but of

the United States Government itself

—and they all sent their congratula-

tions to the workmen.

''f^HE safety campaign became so

X contagious that the city where
the plant was located itself took up a

week's safety campaign on a com-
munity .scope. From a record of

five serious accidents a week over a

period of six years this city of 40,-

000 people enjoyed one week without
a single accident.

Strange as it may seem, religion.

too, is playing a part in some of the

industrial advertising campaigns in

America. William H. Ridgway, of

"Hook 'er to the Biler" fame, often
quotes scripture in his business
paper advertising, and this type of

advertising has certainly proved ef-

fective for him. He has no sales-

men—his advertising produces sales

—the business has grown steadily.

MY own concern believes that

Christian principles are funda-
mental to success, declaring: "Arm-
co Spirit is a comprehensive vital

force which finds expression in

the practical application of policies

builded on a platform of Christian

principles where selfish purpose has
no place." It took twenty years of

square dealing with employees and
customers before George M. Verity,

our president, felt that such a pledge

could be made and understood, and
that having once been made, the

pledge would be held sacred by every

man connected with the institution.

Out of it has come a certain satisfac-

tion—a real tie that binds manage-
ment and worker together for the

mutual interest of both, as evidenced

by the fact that the company has

never had an hour of labor trouble.

This is publicity in a vital form.

Industry must reach beyond its

factory walls and preach the gospel

of happiness and stability, as well

as the gospel of dollars.

There are concerns in America
that match dollar for dollar every

cent contributed by their employees

to civic betterment, not as a dona-

tion, but as a sound business in-

vestment. Does it pay such business

institutions, for instance, to invest

money in the Boy Scouts? Let us

see. After four or five years of

scout training, the young man enters

industry and becomes a strong,

clean-living type of workman that

inspires the confidence of those about

him. Hundreds of these Boy Scouts

are stepping from the ranks of

.scouting into the ranks of industry

of America each year—trained, eflfi-

cient, clean-cut, clear-eyed boys who
are the hope of the future.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 44]
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Agency Association Work
in the United States

By Newcomb CAeveland
Vice-President, The Erickson Company, New York

T HE American Association of Ad-
vertising Agencies has acquired

its standing throughout the world

of advertising by the character of its

work and its attitude toward the

problems and concerns of advertising.

When one thinlcs of all who are en-

gaged in advertising, and who call

themselves advertising agencies, it is

significant to note that the membei's

of the American Association of Ad-
vertising Agencies has only 132 mem-
bers.

At first glance this looks like a

«mall group to exercise so much in-

fluence. It is a rather large group in

some essential respects. It handles

upward of 80 per cent of all the de-

sirable national advertising done in the

United States. It may be therefore

said to speak with the authority that

comes with a high degree of responsi-

bility.

It is broadly recognized that the de-

liberations and actions of the associa-

tion have always been as conservative

as they have been aggTessive. The
association will be seven years old at

the time of the London Convention of

the Associated Advertising Clubs of

the World. Its organization was com-
pleted at the Convention of the Asso-
ciated Advertising Clubs of the World
held in St. Louis in 1917.

The headquarters of the association

have always been in New York. The
sectional divisions of the organization,
however, provide localized study to its

general operations. There are five

councils with headquarters in Boston,
Philadelphia, Chicago, New York and
a moving headquarters in the South,
where it shifts by rotation in office.

This theory of organization is fur-
ther carried out by chapter organiza-
tions within the councils, as in Cleve-
land, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Detroit and
San Francisco. These chapters afford

the machinery for intensified study of
local phases of advertising problems.

The national organization deals with
its i-amifying problems through the

system of committees. Nearly all the

national committees are made up of a

national chairman and a member in

each council. The council member of

the national committee in turn becomes
chairman of a local committee. All of

the major related interests have stand-

ing committees such as newspapers,
magazines, agricultural press, business

papers, outdoor advertising and me-
chanical production. These committees
are at once the students and the cham-
pions of the subject they are assigned

to study. The general activities are

covered by standing committees such
as agency service, systems and forms,
finance, export and membership.

Special subjects assigned to national

committees are varying in number but
are always numerous. It is the pur-

pose of the association to have a suit-

able committee for the study of evei-y

problem that arises. This calls for a

great many special committees which
are selected with a view to the par-

ticular qualifications of the men com-
posing them.

In the seven years the association

has been at work it has been able to

Advertising

of Public

handle its affairs without friction or

disagreement with any of the related

interests. It has never made a de-

mand upon these interests. Its policy

has been invariably to depend upon
conference and discussion to bring

about every desired change in methods
or betterment in practices. The suc-

cess that has attended this policy has

shown the wisdom of this course.

Standardization and simplification have

had a big place in the schedule of asso-

ciational work every year.

The interior operations of the agen-

cies are continually given the greatest

study. Economies have resulted there.

The work the agency does for the

client has been broadened and the

service to advertising has been en-

larged. All the work of the association

has been evolutionary. It began with-

out any detailed program of activities

with the intention of doing the obvious

desirable thing. We let each task lead

to the next and the result has been

that we have been able to confine its

work to the practicals.

The written ethics or standards of

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 59]

as a Creator

Standards
By Francis H. Sisson

Vice-President, Guaranty Trust Company of New \ ork

ADVERTISING has long been ham-
pered in its use by precedent,

- tradition, convention and preju-

dices, which, under analysis and ex-

perience, find little to warrant their

existence. Gradually the falsity of their

claims is being proved. We, in the

United States, were told for many years

that it was undignified for a bank or

fiduciary institution to advertise, and
this edict, born of superstition, was ac-

cepted without question until finally it

was intelligently challenged and it was
discovered under analysis that there

was no sufficient reason for its support.

The inevitable conclusion is that what-
ever is of genuine use to human beings,

whether it be goods or services, can,

with truth and dignity, be advertised

and sold, and that it is just as proper
to merchandise forms of service as to

sell commodities. The next step will be
that the use of advertising in merchan-
dising ideas is quite as proper as its

use in the sale of goods and services.

This positive reflex action of good
advertising upon the advertiser him-
self which has taken place in banking
is also very evident in many other in-

dustries and activities. An excellent

example of this reaction occurred not
long ago in one of the great railroad
systems of the country, where the traf-

fic manager protested to the president

of the road that it was impossible for

his department to live up to the prom-
ises made to the public in the road's

advertisements, and that, in conse-

quence, the advertisements would have

to be changed. The president replied

emphatically that the advertising would

not be altered, but that the traffic de-

partment would have to readjust its

ideas of service and live up to the

standards implied in the advertise-

ments.

It is not too much to say that adver-

tisers have generally come to realize

the obligations which are carried by
their statements to the public in regard

to services or products, and this con-

stitutes a continuing stimulus to the

maintenance of quality in both. It is

recognized that, usually at considerable

cost, a very valuable good-will has been

acquired by advertising and that any
falling away from the standards

claimed in published statements of a

product's qualities would soon inevit-

ably endanger or destroy this good-will.

Advertising through its primary
function of facilitating distribution has

a vital effect on many phases of produc-

tion. One could go through the whole
list of the various branches of produc-

tion, from the extractive industries to

those turning out highly specialized

manufactured goods, and find that ad-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 43]
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To the Budding Leyendecker
A Letter in Answer to a Young Man Who Thinks He Would Like to

Become a Commercial Artist

By a B. Falls

Mr. Rembrandt Matisse Phillips,
Middle West, U. S. A.

YOU write to ask me, now that

you have finished with art

school, what do I advise in the
way of a career, and what do I think,

having arrived at the age of dis-

cretion and philosophy, of the busi-

ness of being a commercial artist.

I admit age, discretion and phi-

losophy, but assure you that, despite

those handicaps, cheerfulness will

creep in.

You must first remember that, after
all, all art is made with the hope of
sale. The artist must live—even the
rtiodern artist—and portrait painter,

the sculptor, the mural painter, and
he who paints landscapes hope to

sell their stufl'; and usually, when
they find out what sells, they keep
on making it ad infinitum, and so

become as basely, or basically, com-
mercial a3 any of us. But I suppose
you refer to illustration and adver-
tising art.

You ask about the art editor.

Usually he is an artist who, accord-
ing to your point of view, has been
promoted, or demoted, to that estate.

He is nearly always a man without
the authority that should belong to

his position, but—with all his lim-

itations—the only man in his or-

ganization who cares or knows a

thing about pictures. He always
should be—and almost always is

—

the artists' friend ; and it is due to

him that we are able to make the
slight artistic headway we do in ad-

vertising art. I believe he some-
times fights for us. He is the man
who gives you work and tells you
what is wanted. And when you have
.satisfied him (sometimes, but not

always, a hard job), the drawing
goes into the hands of unknown per-

sons and often comes back unwept,
unhonored, and unsung. Perhaps,
if you are lucky, it may be that you
will only have to make a few ridicu-

lous changes.

In giving you the job he may
hand you an O.K.'d sketch from

which you are to make a finished

drawing in your best manner—or in

someone else's best manner if you
haven't one of your own—and that
reduces you to the position of an
uninspired craftsman. Or some-
times he asks you to submit a sketch

carefully finished which is O.K.'d;

and again you assemble your draw-
ing as Mr. Ford assembles his cars.

The sketch is the bane of our ex-

istence. It is the thing that robs
us of our inspiration and makes me-
chanics of us all.

The art editor, like all of us, is

often lazy-minded and not given to

using his imagination, and will

often give you work that you should
not do (but that you take) and
gives to someone else the very thing
that you. can do. He will classify

you and catalog you. "Yes, I see

you draw posters. I wonder whom
I can get to design some booklet

covers I"

The art editor, contrary to the

young artist's belief, is generally in

a receptive mood toward new men
and new work. A few are difficult

to see, but most of them are human
and approachable.

Another point: Remember that

the art editor is only too happy if

the work you turn in is satisfactory

;

for it saves him trouble—a thing he
dislikes.

BEWARE of the copywriter and
the salesman. Some day you may

run across the salesman, and have
your drawings handled by him. His
only criterion of success is, "Did I

get the order?" In his more or less

fair hands your drawings will suffer

more changes than the moon and the

result will be an abortion. Maybe
in your anger, when asked to make
futile and foolish changes, you will

tear up the drawing, caring nothing
for the money involved ; and ever

after you will be to the salesman a

"nut," and he will always think of

himself as a business man.
Often after you have seen the art

editor of an advertising agency, and
he has given you a job, an order

form will be sent to you by the
agency and on the back of it in very,

very small type will be the terms of

contract. Read them, and if you
have a sense of humor, they will

amuse you. Sometimes the conti'act

will be in small type on the back of

the check sent you. It often says,

among other things in the contract,

that the purchaser has the right to

mutilate your drawing without your
consent. Do the art editors approve
of this? I don't know.

ANOTHER thing that you will find

^out is that some firms hope to

take away—do take away—our an-

cient privilege of signing our draw-
ings. I wonder if the art editors ap-

prove of this. I know I seldom sign

mine, but that is vanity. Most of my
drawings are not worthy of me. I

sometimes think that if my work
were a little worse, I could become
rich. If it were better, I could call

myself an artist and believe it.

But after all, selling drawings to

men who know something about

them is more dignified than depend-

ing on an art patron or getting a

portrait commission from a fair

lady over a cup of tea.

A3 for the artist, your brother

artist to be, I think that today he

is a fine craftsman, but a craftsman

generally without good taste. Abil-

ity is his, but demand damns him.

The chief quality asked for in

your work will be surface finish.

See Saturday Evening Post for veri-

fication of this, and those gods of

the advertising world — Parrish,

Leyendecker and Phillips. Always
"finish" and never "energy." There

would be little use in energizing

your work, for from a commercial

point of view that is a defect and

not a virtue. "Snap it up," but

don't make it live. In the surface

finish the money lies. But if money
is the thing you want, why not go

to Wall Street, Pittsburgh, or Holly-

wood, where money is—or is rumored
to be?

I hope you will see Art as she is-;—

a beautiful, spring-like maiden—and

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 66]
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Advertising ShouldTeach

Public How to Invest
By Frank Leroy Blanchard

Advertising Manager, Henry L. Doherty & Co., New York

HOW can the education of the pub-

lic in financial matters best be

accomplished? Is it not through

the presentation of the principles that

underlie all business, and especially

those relating to the investment and
safeguarding of money—telling people

about the different kinds of securities

so that they can distinguish between
them; what precautions to take in

selecting those best adapted to their

purpose; where to secure reliable in-

formation about the companies and the

stocks or bonds they offer; and where
they can be purchased?
When we realize that the American

public is swindled out of a billion dol-

lars annually by fake mining, oil, auto-

mobile and other companies that prom-
ise fabulous returns on a small invest-

ment, we get some idea of the task that

lies before us. In our advertising we
must talk to the public in common
everyday language, avoiding all tech-

nical terms and words that only highly

educated people can understand. Brev-
ity, clearness of expression and a strict

regard for the truth are qualities that

should characterize our copy. It is bet-

ter to understate than to overstate the

attractive features of the securities we
offer. Whenever we see the advertise-

ments of a company in which large div-

idends are promised, and the statement

is made that the price for shares will

be arbitrarily raised on a certain date,

we immediately brand the offering

either as wildly speculative or as down-
right fraudulent.

No reputable banker or broker will

deliberately misrepresent or mislead in-

vestors. If he is to continue in business

he knows that the most desirable asset

he can have is the good will of the pub-
lic. Confidence is slow in developing

—

especially when it relates to persons or

institutions to whom people entrust

their savings. When a man has once

been deceived by the salesmen or ad-

vertisements of a financial house, he
will never again trust the institution or

Individuals who represent them.
The character of some of the copy

used by investment and banking houses
causes me to wonder how they can ex-

pect to derive any benefit from it. What
IK the sense, I ask, in employing large

space in the newspapers and magazines
to discuss historical, scientific or other
subjects that, while entertaining and
informative, have nothing whatever to

do with finance, opportunities for in-

vestment, or building confidence in the

companies represented, or in the banks
or brokerage houses that handle their

securities?

When a financial concern reaches the
point in its career where it has edu-
cated the public so thoroughly in its

business methods, in the character,

standing and accomplishments of the

public utility, industrial and other com-
panies, the securities of which it han-
dles: when everybody understands just

how to invest his money and needs no
further instruction, then and not until

then should it take up the task of giv-

ing the public a liberal education in

the arts and sciences and such other

subjects as are usually taught in the
higher institutions of learning.

I do not want you to think that I

am opposed to the use of space for other
than financial advertising. There are

times when bankers who are public-

spirited should discuss local, or even
national questions, that are of unusual
importance. When money is being

raised for hospitals, charities. Boy
Scouts, religious and similar purposes,

the banker, besides contributing to the
funds, should use his advertising space

to help along these causes. This form
of advertising is known as good will

advertising, and while it is not directly

productive of business, it is, neverthe-

less, an important factor in the crea-

tion of public opinion favorable to the

company.

Business Research in the

Universities
By George Burton Hotchkiss

Department of Advertising and Marketing, New York University

I
N our schools of business the need
of research is peculiarly vital.

Many of the operations of business,

particularly in the field of marketing,
are notoriously unstandardized and un-
scientific. Until the past decade the

waste and inefficiencies of marketing
have been partly concealed by the sav-

ings in production costs, due to quan-
tity production and standardization.

But now that the margin for savings

in manufacturing has narrowed (and
in many industries has disappeared)

,

attention has been focused more upon
marketing operations. Here there is

a possibility of improved methods, but

a prerequisite for obtaining them Is

an exact knowledge of facts. It is the

plain duty of the university to aid in

discovering these facts for the sake

not only of the students it is training,

but also of present business men who
are still muddling along by rule-of-

thumb methods. Investigating bureaus

of the government and of private en-

terprises have accomplished a great

deal, to be sure, but the realm of the

unknown is still so extensive that there

is ample room for research work by
the universities and colleges.

Though the university bureaus of

business research have been operating

only a short time, gratifying progr.-ss

has been made. Twenty-five years ago
the Wharton School of the University

of Pennsylvania was the only one in

existence. The others have all been

founded since the beginning of the

present century.

Nearly all the schools of business

have had a rapid growth—in some
cases phenomenally rapid. Partly be-

cause of this rapid growth, here and
elsewhere, the work of research has
been developed only within the past

few years. Professors and instructors

have been too busy with the work of

teaching what they already know to

pay much attention to the work of ac-

cumulating new knowledge.

Business research by our American
universities is still in its infancy. Con-
sidering the magnitude of the task and
the difficulties to be overcome—greater

by far than the difficulties in the exact

sciences—we have every reason to be
gratified by the progress that has been
made. Not the least gratifying feature

is the disposition on the part of busi-

ness men to accept the report and
bulletins as valid and practically use-

ful. There is, if anything, too marked
a tendency to accept the conclusions

as gospel truth.

Research in business, as in any other

field, consists in building up the whole
truth by small steps. Elements have
to be isolated for study and analysis.

Even when the facts about some ele-

ment are discovered, weighed, and
measured, the knowledge of them is

sometimes dangerous when considered

without relation to other facts of

equal or greater importance. Those
who believe in university research for

business may need to curb their faith

a little, and cultivate their patience.

After a few decades the university will

be looked to as the center of scientific

information on business as on chem-
istry or mechanics. And although ad-

vertising may never be an exact science

it will certainly be practised more
scientifically than it is today.
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To Advertising Agencies:

fi^e Present This Showing

of National Advertisers

Among the National Advertising Accounts which used space in The
Christian Science Monitor during the first six months of 1924 were
the following:

Ace Knife Sharpener

American Sugar Refining Co.

Armand Cold Cream Powder
Barefoot Moccasins

Bastian Water Heaters

Behning Piano

B-Metal Crystals

Browning. King & Co.

Burroughs Adding Machine

California Peach and Fig Gro>

Campbell Fireless Cooker

Candlewick Bedspreads

Cantilever Shoes

Chandler Motor Car Company
Crosse & Blackwell

Dix-Make Dresses

Dodson Bird Houses

Eddy Refrigerators

Elto Outboard Motors

Estey Organ Company
Federal Radio Products

Fer

Fiskhats

iOli' Oil

Ford Motor Co.

Hanan Shoes

Herrick Refrigerators

Holophane. Ltd.

H R H Dirt Solvent

Hudson-B^ssex Cars

Imperial Vacuum Cleaner

Instantaneous Tapioca

Jones Underfeed Stokers

Kamak Rugs
Lea & Perrins' Sauce
Lee Tires

Lincoln Motor Co.

Loft Candies

Maloiie-Lemmon Neutrodyne
Receivers

Mark Cross Leather Goods

Morses Chocolates

Mueller Faucets

Mueller's Egg Noodles

Music Master Radio Reproducer

Naiad Dress Shields and Linings

National Lumber Mfrs.* Assn.

Thomas Nelson & Sons
Novo Engine Company
Nucoa
OldsmobUe Six

Otis Elevator Company
Oxford University Press

Parker-Made Marmalade
Pepsodent

Pequot Sheets and Pillow Cases

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
Q R S Player Rolls

Reo Motor Car Company
Rochester Candy Works
San-A-Wax
Stone & Webster
Swift & Company
Taylor-Made Luggage
Trimlym Hosiery

U. S. L. Batteries

Victor Talking Machine Co.

Webster's Dictionary

Whistle

Willys-Overland, Inc.

During the same period the Monitor carried regularly the advertisements of over 6.000

retail advertisers, representing almost every line of business, many of theiii constantly

mentioning and featuring nationally-advertised products which they sell.

When you make up schedules for your clients, do you remember that there is

a nationally-read daily newspaper, of established reputation, which has proved

its ability to give excellent results at a comparatively small cost?

The Christian Science Monitor
An ln.tcrnational Daily Nczvspapcr

Member A. B.C.

Publication Office, 107 Falmouth St., Boston, Mass.

BRANCH ADVERTISING OFFICES

New York 270 Madison Ave. Kans.is City 705 Commerce BUIk.
Cleveland 1658 Union Trust Bldg. San Francisco 625 Market Street
Detroit 455 Book Bldg. Los .Angeles 620 Van Nuys Bldg.
Chicago 1458 McCormick Bldg. Seattle 763 Empire Bldg.

London 2 Adelphi Terrace, W. C. 2
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Written by Our Readers
In Which Many Interesting Viewpoints Are Expressed

Ji hat .4re the Boundaries
of Agency Service?

BissELL & Land, Inc.
Adreitising and Merchandising

Pittsburgh

June 24, 1924.
To THE Editor:

"Self-defense" is tlie plea of the ad-
vertising agency to the indictments con-
tained in the article, "What Are the
Boundaries of Agency Service" [June
18, page 21].
Copy—advertising—cannot be made

to pay in the face of a poor marketing-
policy and program.
The agency must make advertising-

pay in order to hold an acount—there-
fore the agency dare not, in self-de-
fense, accept an account -where the
marketing- policy and program are not
right.

The i-equirements of a sound market-
ing- polii-.r and program are very defi-

nite—and probably nowhere so clearly
and concisely set down as in the series
of two articles published by Adverti.s-
ING AND Selling Fortnightly, issues
of April 23 and May 21, under the
titles of "First Two Steps in Industrial
Marketing" and "The Straight Paths to
Industrial Markets."
To be "well managed" (sic your con-

tributor's italics), a concern must have
a definite, established marketing policy
and program

—

On this basis, do you know of any
concern that can qualify as "well man-
aged"? If you do, you will find that an
advertising man or, more probably, an
advertising- agency developed, defined,
and established that marketing policy
and program.

I do not concede that there has been
any retrogression in what I refer to as
the "mechanics" of advertising; name-
ly, copy and layout.

Develop the marketing policy and
program, and you have a pregnant
source of sound "copy angles," "ideas,"
or whatever you may want to term
them. Without a definite marketing
policy and program—without a goal

—

the sales manager, the president, the
advertising manager and the agency
(if foolish enough to accept such an ac-
count) merely flounder about in a maze
of "ideas" which mean little and accom-
plish less.

Leaf through any magazine, and you
will unwittingly stop at practically
every advertisement prepared by aii
agency—because the layout is strong
and effective, and principally because
there is a real idea behind every agency
advertisement.

Comparisons may be odious— but
they are .sometimes necessary. Let your
correspondent, for his own information,
leaf through the advertising pages of
the current number of his favorite mag-
azine and make a list of the "striking"
advertisements and those that have a
real "idea" behind them; the publishers
w-ill gladly tell him who created these
.•idvertis'jnicnts—and, I believe, he will

find the score of not less than three to
one in favor of the agency.
When all manufacturing concerns are

"well managed" the agency—and par-
ticularly the "industrial" agency—will
be able to make a profit comparable to
that (usually 30 per cent—or more)
which manufacturers allow their dis-
tributors—who, by the way, also are
"agencies." G. E. Land,

Vice-President.

A Retailer's View of
Hand-to-Mouth Buying

Marshall Field & Co.,
Chicago, 111.

July 9, 1924.
To THE Editor:
Any idea that hand-to-mouth buying

has become the fixed policy of mer-
chants seems to us to be "fallacious.
Merchants have bought and will con-
tinue to buy merchandise as conditions
warrant.
During wartime, when prices were

going up constantly, merchants felt per-
fectly safe in placing their orders far
in advance. Any clear-thinking mer-
chant knew, however, that a day of
reckoning would arrive, and he got his
finances into shape to take losses when
they came. Those who did not look so
tar ahead naturally suffered.

,
We do not believe it true that there

IS now a general or widespread idea of
buying from hand to mouth. Individual
.ludgment is an important factor in
buying. It is doubtful, in our own or-
ganization, if all our buyers think alike
on any one subject at any one time.

Of course, merchants have outlived
the old-fashioned method of wasteful
buying. The last ten or fifteen years
have seen a marked evolution in meth-
ods of purchasing. Merchants used to
come to market twice a year and stock
up for the season. This was a pre-
carious system, and has gone, we be-
lieve, forever. The responsibility of
carrying greater varieties of merchan-
dise, of meeting the large demand for
novelties, improved transportation facil-
ities and ready sources of wholesale
supply have put buying on a sounder
foundation.
Between the two e.xtremes—buying

arge quantities each six months 'and
buying parsimoniously from hand to
mouth—there is a wide range for indi-
vidual .iudgment. How far either way
the pendulum will swing in the next five
years cannot be judged, but we can be
sure ancient methods will not come
back.
We believe that present-day condi-

tions, which differ radically from those
of wartime, make it possible for nier-
c'^ants to buy from hand to mouth.
Whenever the same conditions prevail
the same method will follow, for the
merchant is eager to take advantage
of such a situation. He can increase his
turnover and lessen his chances for loss
in depreciation or mistakes in buying.
But let wartime conditions return and,
in our judgment, merchants will quickly
return to their wartime buying, for only

in that way could they get merchan-
dise.

It is not the merchants who have
brought about hand-to-mouth buying,
but conditions which give merchants the
opportunity. F. D. Corley,

Merchandise Manager.

"Who Pays for the
A dvertisem ent?"

Corning Glass Works
Corning, N. Y.

July 8, 1924.
To the Editor:

After reading Goode's and Weissen-
burger's articles in the Fortnightly, I

am inclined to think that the whole
advertising fraternity pays for lazy,
indifferent advertisements, just as the
lazy, indifferent salesman puts the
buyer in a bad mood for all other sales-
men.
The advertiser is the big loser—^but

perhaps not, perhaps such advertisers
wake up to the fact that advertising
money is not to be spent bv the super-
fluous relative to be taken "care of, the
president's son just out of college, or
the inexpensive (really most expen-
sive) clerk or salesman, who seem to
have ideas. R. F. Merrick,

Advertising Department.

Lightolier Company i

New Y^ork City
||

July 12, 1924. '

To the Editor:
Mr. Goode's article on "Who Pays

for the Advertisement" is of consider-
able interest to us because we feel
here that we certainly have been spon-
sors ^^for "advertisements that did not
pay," to at least the normal extent.
Just who paid for these advertise-
ments is a real question. When they
appeared, we most certainly felt that
\ve stood 100 per cent of such loss as
they brought to us. Yet ours is not
the only loss entailed in poor advertis-
ing, and without any definite analysis
or data at my command I think I can
summarize the possible division of loss
as follows:

1. Loss to the advertiser—7 per cent i

of the cost of the advertisement.
2. Loss to the advertising agency

—

lo per cent of the cost of the adver-
tisement, due to their lack of confi-
dence in pushing advertising campaigns
in the future as aggressively as they
would have been pushed if the stum"-
olmg blocks of poor advertisements
were not pre.sent.

3. Loss to periodical—10 per cent of
the co.st of the advertisement, due to a
logical or illogical desire of the adver-
tiser to blame the periodical for the
failure of the advertisement.

4. Loss to the public—5 per cent of
the cost of the advertisement, due to
the likelihood of this small share of the
cost being passed along to the con-
sumer as overhead.

Robert Fish,
.Advertising Manager.
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GOOD HOUSEKEEPING &
STRATEGIC MARKETING
"as everybody kr.ows, it is not the ranting, strutting
**• tragedian that wins his audience, but the actor who exhibits
that quality o f restraint which suggests confidence and credibility.
By the same token, the copy that wins its readers more often
exhibits the quality of self-mastery than the sense of desperate
striving for the utmost pinnacle of superlative. It secures its

emphasis by under-statement rather than over-statement, and
leaves its readers with the feeling that a great deal more might
have been said, instead of an impulse to discount the advertiser's
sincerity by several percent."—From an editorial in Advertising
Fortnightly.

No. 9 [//j

04=
numbers 1 lo 8. we will gladly send them.]

"In present day advertising," so remarks
the Typothetae Bulletin, "there is a ten-
dency to elaliorate—to use high-sounding
words. Simplicity in copy must be had if

the general public is to get a worthwhile im-
pression from the message. An example in

point is the slogan of the Ivory soap people,
'It floats.' The story goes that when this

advertising campaign was first started a per-
spiring copy writer composed the following
masterpiece: 'The alkaline elements and
vegetable fats in this product are blended in

such a way as to .secure the highest quality
of saponification alone, with a specific

gravity that keeps it on top of the water,
relieving the bather of the trouble and an-
noyance of fishing around for it in the bot-
tom during his ablutions.'

"We can easily picture before us the ad-
vertising manager reaching for his blue pen-
cil, substituting the words 'It floats.' We
can also to some degree imagine what a dif-

ference the substitution made in the sales
records of the soap."

—GH—

Right along these Unes we have
from the pen of Charles Austin
Bates this well-spoken truth: "Let
the advertising man who is becom-
ing slightly addicted to the high
art and intricate technique of his

trade read a few chapters of the
Bible now and then. His style will

improve and his copy will sell

more goods, because he will have a
better understanding of common
people."

—CiH—
An interesting case of a manufacturer who

selected (lood Housekeeping to advertise his
merchandi.so without being solicited is found
in a letter from the president of a large china
company. He tells of his awakening to the
fact that Good Housekeeping had much in-
fluence on his own wife and daughter, and
he was so impressed that immediately he
had the magazine placed on his schedule as
an important medium.

—GH—
Robert Updegraff voices the sentiment of

the Good Housekeeping Institute when he
says: "The two words 'good enough' express
the es.sence of mediocrity. Actually, nothing
is good enough unless it completely fulfills

our conception of what it might be, and then
it is superior, not merely 'good enough.'

"

Found Influence Far Ahead
of Circulation

By H. G. Mentzeb, Adv. Mgr.
Pittsburg Water Heater Company

When we began advertising in national
magazines in 1919 Good Housekeeping was
included in our list and has been u.sed con-
tinuously during the time we have been
using magazine advertising.

It is the only magazine that has been on
our list continuously for the last five years.
^^"e have tried other magazines both in the
women's field and in other fields but Good
Housekeeping has consistently produced
better results than any of the others. In
many cases it has performed surprisingly far

ahead of its circulation

—GH—
In a recent issue of House Fur-

nishings Review, the name Good
Housekeeping was mentioned 31
times in connection with the Insti-

tute approral or adrertising cam-
paigns in the magazine. This em-
phasizes the importance Good House-
keeping enjoys among dealers.

—GH—
Preceding the Christmas holidays, a man-

ufacturer of a lien and pencil set used over
2.5 magazines to advertise his merchandise.
Good Housekeeping led the field in returns,

which were 9 times the cost of the adver-
tising. The next nearest woman's magazine
showed only 5 to 1 in returns, while another
only 3 to 1. Even small advertisements pay.

—GH-

Dry (^oods

Although there are 40,548 dry
goods and deiiartment stores in the
t'nited States, only 3,091—about
"/^% of the total—have a com-
mercial rating of $7.t,000 or more.
These 3,091 well-rated stores are
situated in 1,49.5 places. And 70%
of them are concentrated in the
()(i3 ])rincipal trading centres of the
country—a fact which every man-
ufacturer seeking economical dis-

tril>ution through department
stores shiiulil know.
Knowledge of conditinns such as

these make marketing ((ucstions

simpler. The Marketing Division
of (iood Housekeeping will be glad
to confer with you on your prob-
lems.

i^O^

Welcome to the new Association
of Commercial Refrigerator Man-
ufacturers who have united them-
selves for the protection of food,
hence the health of the nation
The people of the United States
spend 49 million dollars daily for
food, and two-thirds of this food
requires refrigerators to keep it

pure, wholesome and palatable
until it is placed in the hands of
the consumer.

—GH—
Says Harry Tipper: "It is well perhaps to

restate the fact that the final purpose of
advertising is not to prove the comparative
superiority of the article in competition.
The object of this advertising is to take it

out of competition, so that it will no longer
be compared but will be accepted by the
buyer."

—GH—

A woman subscriber recently wrote in and
took the trouble to list the articles she
bought for her home on the strength of the
Good Housekeeping guaranteed advertising.
They numbered 42 household articles and
over 25 foods.

—GH—
Obviously, the time to aiiproach the

American home with electrical ajipliance
advertising is now, judging from statistics

by an electrical journal. Hitherto, this great
market has hardly been touched. Read this

table:

Out of 100 wired homes in America, only

72 have electric irons

44 have vacuum cleaners

33 have electric fans

29 have cleetne washcrs
13 haveele.-tni' heaters

12 have (-lei'tric toasters

5 have electric .sewing machines
5 have electric percolators

2 have electric ironing niaehine.s

I has an electric dishwasher

This page, appearijig now and then, is juib-

lished bv Good Housekeeping in the inter-

ests of Wtter advertising and marketing.
Address, 119 West 40th Street, New York
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Business will be goa

ADVERTISING
OPPORTUNITY
The "dry goods" merchants of this
country already have a clientele of a
hundred million purchasers!

Nine out of ten of all their sales, and
more, are direct returns on the stores'
own personality and promotion. It is
easier by farfor a thousand stores to in-
fluence a million people than vice versa!

The favor of the merchant, who buys in
advance of consumer preference, is the
first great advertising objective. The
favor of the merchant, who perpetually
controls community buying, is essen-
tial always.

The Economist Group regularly reaches
45,000 executives and buyers in 35,000
foremost stores, located in over 10,000
centers and doing 75', of the total busi-
ness done in dry goods and allied lines.

/

\

y^TTER all, it's a fortunate tl

,

^-^^ that conditions can never be i
mal. If sales were always bitterly s'f

civilization would slip. If orders v:n

always joyfully easy, too many ol|

would grow fat, lazy and useless.

Your business, our business, ev]j

body's business has its ups and it

downs. Each one of us believes tat

in his one case anyway, the ups will re

vail. If facts seem to indicate there

verse, something must be done to is

cover or create new markets, and soie

thing much more than weeping ic

wailing at "conditions." Then coiC!

the greatest chance of all—for groMh

development of new power, triumplg

advance.

This year as always, the eyes that see

the minds that think straight, the m
cles that strain and strengthen will bt:e-

sponsible for the presence of better bsi:

ness than ever. Good times will be

brought back not by those who hvvl

calamity, not by those who sit waiti?

with folded hands—but bv those ablto

>4

The ECONI
New York, Boston. Philadelphia, Chicago, ( jj

DRY GOODS ECON')J

MERCHANT- ECONCM
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r good business men
understand and answer the clear

f the people. As usual, courage

lake the conqueror!

you caught the undertone of opti-

yet? We have—and look with

iflence to a surge of general pros-

it this Fall. Various recent

eks" presage the rising of the tide

h government report of a new high

e^e in cotton and of good crop pros-

[\ the armistice among the garment

:1ts, the up-movement of depart-

1 store sales, more cheer among
ifacturers and wholesalers, many
i ir circumstances—and back of all

i^the determined desires of an ever-

al^r consuming public, which, early

agust of this year, will pass the

0,000 milestone.

^:ountry is healthy, wealthy and, as

[jries go, extremely happy. Business

de—for the alert, the active, the ag-

ve. Naturally, it is no concern of

il that the blind, the stodg\% the unfit

istined to pass away

!

T QROUP
uis, San Francisco, London, Brussels, Paiis

{National , JVeekly)

{Zoned, Fortnightly)

\

}

These other business papers^
also the leaders in their vari-

ousfields, are published by the

UNITED PUBLISHERS
CORPORATION

The Iron Age, Hardware Age, Hardware
Buyers Catalog and Directory, £1 Auto-
movil Americano, Automobile Trade
Directory, Motor Age, Automotive Indus-
tries, Motor World, Motor Transport,
Distribution and Warehousing, Boot &
Shoe Recorder, Automobile Trade Jour-
nal, Commercial Car Journal, Chilton
Automobile Directory, Chilton Tractor
& Equipment Journal, Chilton Tractor
& Implement Index.
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THE S-pt PAG
DU

Qd^ BocJkins
On Board
SS. Lancastria,
July 3, 1924.

THE lines are cast off at last, and
we are in midstream with the

pier magically floating away from
us with its sea of upturned faces and
fluttering flags and handkerchiefs. We
are on our merry way to "Lunnon
Town" and the Twentieth Annual Con-
vention of the A. A. C. of W., and I

have sat me down to write a few stick-

fuls to send ashore by the pilot boat.

—8-pt—

As I came along the pier, it seemed
as if most everybody I know of the Ad
Club crowd was there to see the ship

off, but none of them going. And now
that we're started, as I walk around
the ship, it seems as if most everybody
I know is on board

!

I can foresee some wonderful talk-

fests with the men I have already run
across—men from New York that I

seldom see, and men from the West.
Los Angeles seems to have a fine crowd.

—8-pt—

Direct-mail enthusiasts would find

much to cause joy in their hearts if

they could step into the lounge where
the boat-mail is being distributed and
see about half the passenger list

crowded in there looking for mail and
i-eading letters from people they left

two or three hours ago, instead of stay-

ing out on deck and taking in the won-
derful panorama we are passing
through. (I'm writing this on the rail-

ing as we steam out past the islands

and ships which make New York har-
bor so interesting. Every now and then
I raise my eyes and feast them on the
changing scene.) I'm curious to see if

the English and French are as mail
mad as are we Americans. That will

be an interesting subject in national
psychology to look into on the other
«ide. _8.pt_
Everybody is speculating when or

v/hether we shall pass the Republic,
which sailed yesterday. One thing is

sure: if we do we'll recognize her, for

with characteri.stic Yankee advertising
enterprise, the United States Lines
painted "American Advertising Clubs"
on the side, in letters so large that the
Statue of Liberty must have blinked
when she passed.

—8-pt—

Here comes Tim Thrift down the deck
with a miniature crate in his hand. . . .

"Did you ever see a steamer present
like this?" says Tim, coming up to

where I'm writing on the railing. And

then he lets me peep into the crate,

and darned if there isn't a live baby
alligator in it! It was sent him by
K. C. Wimer, the Multigraph Company's
Jacksonville, Fla., manager. "Seems to

be a real industry, this live alligator

business," says Tim. "They sent a cir-

cular with directions for feeding the

brute—and a price-list of larger size

animals. For $7.50 you can get one
twenty inches long!"
He went off, with a look on his face

that said, "Now I wonder how we can
sell multigraph machines to the alli-

gator industry?"
—8-pt—

Some weeks ago, on this page, I

made the statement that I was not keen
about attending a lot of formal teas
and garden parties and other white-
flannel trouser affairs; that I should
much rather get acquainted with the
English people in their own homes.

Shortly before sailing I received a
delightful surprise in the form of a
letter from Leslie S. Pearl, of the

Buffalo office of Barton, B'urstine &
Osborn:
Deae Odds Bodkins :

1 have just read your 8-pt. Page in the
Fortnightly and was particularly inter-
ested in your remarks about yourself and
the London Convention.
The reason for my intere.st is very simple.

I came over here from London with the
English Delegation in 1923 and forgot to go
hack again. All the while I was with the
Convention in New York City, Atlantic City
and Washington I was acliing to escape
from the dinners and the speeches and the
white flannel trousers and get my long legs
under the supper table in some typical
American home. I felt as you expect to
feel in July.

So that when the Delegation sailed back
home I stayed on to do some things
I wanted to do. T am now working in Buf-
falo and seeing and experiencing American
life.

Now we come to the point in this letter.
If you are really sincere in your wisli to see
typical English families I shall be honored
if you will use this letter as the Open
Sesame into my own home. It is a very
typical home. A good example of the Lon-
don middle class.

Our house is a typical middle class house
in a typical middle class suburb and my
parents are typical Londoners. They have
repeatedly told me that they would be de-
lighted to welcome anyone from the land
where their prodigal son is journeying.

Mother would cook you the most deliciou.«!

dinner you will get in all yom* trip. It will
be absolutely typical. T will especially in-
struct her oil that point. You will drink a
lot of tea—real tea. Tou will sit around in
the drawing room after dinner and hear
their point of view.
Father is an English .advertising man and

so you would be specially welcome.
If >'ou want to take a friend with you ;ill

the better. We have plenty of bedrooms.
It will take you only 30 to 4(1 minutes to

get from your London hotel to our place.
You see I am taking for granted that you
will accept this invitation.

You may be sure I am going to ac-

cept Mr. Pearl's invitation. Indeed,

the anticipation of an evening in his

parents' home stands out as one of the

highest spots in my English expecta-

tions.

—8-pt—

Let any man who thinks English ad-

vertising men are slow read this dis-

patch from London

:

"London newspapers devote their

front pages to advertising, and the one
London daily announces that it has
already sold its front page space for

every issue in 1924 and for a number
of the 1925 issues. The price of this

front page is approximately |5,000 a
day." —8-pt—

Walter Painter of Erwin-Wasey's
Chicago office sends me a clipping an-

nouncing a series of Sunday evening i

sermons based on well-known advertis-

;

ing slogans, to be preached by the

pastor of the First Methodist Church
of Oak Park, Illinois. These are some
of the texts:

"His Master's Voice."

"Say It with Flowers."
"It Never Rains but It Pours."

This sermon idea isn't so very new,
but the dealer tie-up planned by this

pastor is. For local dealers have been

asked to cooperate in giving point to

the services. For example, on the Sun-

day evening "His Master's Voice" is the

text, the Cotton Music House of Oak
Park will furnish a fifteen-minute mu-
sical introduction consisting of Victor

records by artists of note.

Why not?

—8-pt—
,

I was interested to learn that Smith,
Brothers, Inc., makers of the famou?
S. B. cough drops, supply sets ot

whiskers and wigs representing the i

familiar Smith Brothers for use at
|

fancy dress balls and costume parties.

These make-ups are loaned to people in'

all sections of the United States and
Canada, and four sets are kept busy
nearly all the time.

J. S. Bates, the company's advertis»|

ing manager, tells me that nearly every
time there is a prize given for the best

co.stume, the brothers "Trade" and
"Mark" get it!
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On the southeast corner of Fifth

Avenue and Forty-Second Street,

New York, there is a mail box

marked "Air Mail Only." Above
it is a map of the route from New
York to San Francisco with time

schedules and postage rates. Mail
leaves New York daily at 10:00

A. iVI. E. T. and arrives in San

Francisco at 5:45 P. M. P. T. the

second day.

Here is another thread that knits

the nation together—that binds

America into an ever-increasingly

compact country. For it is hours

that measure distance, not miles.

Today States are to each other as

the counties were only two gener-

ations ago.

What concerns one part of the

country also concerns the other

parts. The welfare of each affects

the others. Every major interest

is national. Agriculture is na-

tional. It cannot be divided arbi-

tarily into sections, separate and

independent. And so The Farm
Journal, paralleling the growth of

agriculture for nearly 50 years,

and matching agriculture in prog-

ress, is national—with a circula-

tion of more than 1,200,000 copies

per issue distributed throughout

America.

Ibej^rmlourndl
first ^ in the fj farm field

^lEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO SEATTLE SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
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iceFirst Choio
inblie hardware fibld

"What is the Best Medium to

Use in theHardware Field?"
This is the question asked by the Carroll Dean Murphy Ad-
vertising Agency, Chicago, III., of one hundred different

advertisers in hardware publications, advertisers selected by
the agency "because of their experience in the hardware
advertising field."

This investigation, listing publications alphabetically, w^as

made only a few weeks ago. The results, shovtring papers

in the order of manufacturers' preference, are shown below.

Mentioned
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: niiuncements of new lathes, millers,

]
uR'is and other less standard tools.

A ilose observer of new tools will

ittit but a narrow margin of economy
It ween the present models and the

iwer ones. Experience shows that in

ie introduction of these models, the

;fiuence of trade papers is more ex-

uded, merely from the fact that the

idIs themselves are adapted to wider
age. It is common practice, however,
• u?e direct mail throughout several

liu^tries but without the careful selec-

)n of prospects that is necessary in

e marketing of more special units.

The scope of marketing activities for

andard tools covers both direct pro-

K-tion and indirect production uses.

lis naturally gives a larger field of

tiun, but, strange to say, orders are

variably slower and interest in the

(^1 IS harder to arouse. From this there

aniither observation to be drawn:
at since sales talk and advertising

py must be confined to features of

ie tool itself with perhaps a few
lattered applications throughout its

•oader field of possibilities, the in-

ie-;t of the prospect cannot be

iiused to the extent to which it may
|! tarried in presenting to him the

(achines applicable to his production.

I

Another noticeable fact is that the

ist of selling in this instance is higher

lan in the first case. It is very often

acessary to analyze the operations in

le factory on several different pieces

I be machined, and to submit tool

youts and even time studies on a con-

derable list of work to obtain an
•der for but one machine.

rHE final classification of tools which
require a distinction in marketing

lethods applies to those units which
re intended for toolrooms or repair
hd maintenance departments. In this

ise the market may include all in-

ustries who use machinery to any ex-

;nt. The use of a tool consists of
epair work, and the prospect may
ave but little or no knowledge of
liachinery. In such work estimated
bonomy or even evidence of returns
n investment are statements which the
rospect is unable to judge, and he
'lay even be delinquent in a knowledge
jf simple mechanical features. The
roportional influence of interest on
[ivestment or economy to the user and

I

lie reputation and good will of the
I'laker approximately reverse their im-
|ortance. It is safe to state that in

juch a case 40 per cent of the influence
;'es in the tool's reputation and the
(landing and acceptance accorded the
naker's statement of economy.
Successful marketing in this field is

ccomplished mostly by the old estab-
ished machine tool builders whose
[roducts are bought on the face value
;f the nameplate.

j

There is one phase of this work
[vhich to my mind forms the real prob-
lem in every case, and that is sustain-
ing the interest of prospects and keep-
ng older customers on the alert for
liew uses of equipment with which they
ire already familiar.

The Dealer was Disgusted!

A big dealer—and a close student of ad-

vertising — recently took on a highly

specialized, nationally advertised line.

He was sold completely on it; the copy,

the layouts, the art work, were great

—window displays and store tie-up stun-

ning. Everything worked out beauti-

fully until he received notice from the

advertising agency that copy was
scheduled for "such and such a" news-
paper. Then he blew up.

The agency had selected a newspaper
that he did not ordinarily advertise in

—

with whom his store had no identity

—

that he did not have an advertising in-

vestment in. Telegrams flashed back and
forth—then the schedule was changed
for copy to run in The Enquirer—and
everybody is happy.

Space buyers that are watching Local

advertising in The Enquirer are putting

it on all National lists.

The

CINCINNATI
ENQUIRER
One of theWorld's Qreatest Newspapers

I. A. KLEIN I. A. KLEIN R. J. BIDWELL CO.
50 E. 42nd St. 7b W. Monroe St. 742 Market St.

New York Chicago San Francisco

ft«**************A********««**«««**«*******««*«««#«««««
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<*

What Are Th^l
The Anecdotes of 20 Years Ago?-

'T^ID you hear about Agnes Brown? They say that
—

" "There
-*-^ goes that Johnson man. I hear he—" "It was a beautiful

funeral. She looked so natural."

This sort of talk is the prerogative of the settled age. when life

swings into routine ways. Vivid experiences are mostly done with,

enthusiasms are waning.

Are these the ideal prospects for your product? Or—

Photopo
Predomiriant tvh

James R. '}t

c. w.

750 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 221 West 57 1

(^
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^

alking About?
iJoy of Living and Having?

jA^TlLL you talk to Youth, enthusiastic f—Youth that comes to Ht'e

\
^ ' and all the good things it holds, eager, responsive, ready to pass

on the good word about the good product.

Youth, ready to learn, willing to spend, is the market for the

'alert advertiser. He uses Photoplay to cover this market because

iPhotoplay is the outstanding national medium to reach the adven-
turers in possession.

Iagazine
}>0 Age Group

iher

iig MiniiHjcr

127 Federal Street, Boi^ton

^
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ANIMATED PRODUCTS
CORPORATION

19 W. a?'" St NewYork.

5&STANDARD
ADVERTISING
REGISTEIL,
Gives You This Service:

1

.

The Standard Advertising
Register listing 7,500 na-
tional advertisers.

2. The Monthly Supplements
which keep it up to date.

3. The Agency Lists. Names
of 1500 advertising agen-
cies, their personnel and
accounts of 600 leading
agencies.

4. The Geographical Index.

National advertisers ar-

ranged by cities and states.

5. Special Bulletins. Latest

campaign news, etc.

6. Service Bureau. Other in-

formation by mail and tele-

graph.

Write or Phone

National Register Publishing Co., Inc.
R. W. Ferrel, Mifr.

799 Broadway, New York City
Tel. Stuyvesant 8346

American and British

Newspaper Comparisons
By Louis Wiley

Business Manager. The Netv York Times

THE newspapers
of the United
States now sell

an average of 31,-

450,600 copies a day,

which means that 28

per cent of our pop-

ulation buys a news-
paper daily and that

there is one copy of

a newspaper every
day for every home in

the United States.

This is in spite of the

presence in our coun-

try of millions of both

alien and colored peo-

ple who are not news-
paper buyers. It is

easy to discover the

exact circulations of

our newspapers be-

cause the Govern-
ment requires the publication of these

figures once every six months.
To ascertain the circulation of daily

newspapers in Great Britain and Ire-

land is more difficult. The best esti-

mate to be made from the list avail-

able indicates that their distribution is

about 15,000,000 daily, in a population

of 47,407,000. This would give a cir-

culation percentage in proportion to

population of 31 per cent as compared
with America's 28 per cent. Publishers

in Great Britain, however, are fortu-

nate in having this great number of

millions within a comparatively small

area. Our population, roughly 2 1/3

times as great, is spread over an area
125 times as large as Great Britain

and Ireland. Yet in the United States

we have nothing comparable to the

British weekly newspapers of tre-

mendous circulation.

A second development which diffei'-

entiates us more sharply is the number
of daily newspapers published in our
smaller cities and towns. The great

distances between cities have much to

do with this development. The local

newspaper reading habit is firmly im-

planted in our people. For example,
there are more than a score of daily

newspapers in communities in the

metropolitan zone outside of New
York City.

C'ommunity pride has a great deal

to do with this upbuilding of so many
local papers. I think that our repre-

sentative form of government has its

counterpart in that the people demand
that they be represented by newspapers
also. We have in the United States
2036 daily newspapers, 426 morning

editions, and 1610

evening. In Great
Britain and Ireland,

153 daily newspapers
serve a population

nearly half as great

as ours.

One agency in the

United States which
has contributed

large measure to the

development of our

strong newspaper
press, and whose
value in every way
can scarcely be esti-

mated, is The Asso-

ciated Press, the

great mutual news
,

gathering and distrib-

uting organization.

In this mutual or-

ganization of news-
papers, with the sole purpose of gath-

ering and distributing the news, there

are 1300 newspapers, and they em-
brace not only newspapers printed in

English, but those in French, Spanish,

German, Portuguese and Japanese;
newspapers of all' shades of politics

and opinion.

The increase in newspaper adver-

tising since the beginning of the

World War has been enormous. The
total newspaper advertising of 122

daily newspapers in twenty-eight prin-

cipal cities of the United States in the

year 1923 was 1,332,000,000 agate lines

—a gain of more than 92,000,000 agate

lines over the previous year.

United States newspapers are de-

voting to European events a volume of

space that causes the American news
published in European newspapers to

suffer by comparison. I venture to say

that there is a clearer conception of

European problems among the more in-

telligent American newspaper readers

than there is of domestic problems of

the United States and the American
point of view among British and Con-

tinental readers of newspapers.

There is no better bond or medium
for the promotion of international

thought and relations than the circu-

lation of the newspapers of Great

Britain in the United States and the

distribution of the newspapers of the

United States in Great Britain. Such

an interchange of news, information

and public opinion between the two

countries would be of invaluable as-

sistance in developing understanding

and cementing the interests of Great

Britain and the United States.
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AUTOMOTIVE
DIVISION

of€he

UNITED PUBLISHEM!
COKPORATION

Offers

COMPLETE COVERAGE

Autoinobile,
Truck, Tractor

and

Export Fields



}TORA<i£

These publications of the Automotive Division of the

United Publishers Corporation automatically divide them-
selves by their editorial appeal into the following groups,
each of which covers a distinct field:

AUTOMOTIVE DEALER GROUP: Two weeklies, a monthly
and a quarterly—Motor Age, Motor World, Automobile Trade Journal
and Chilton Automobile Directory. The first three are old established,
successful, constructive publications, serving dealers' interests. Eacli

has a strong following based on the personal preferences of its sub-
scribers, but the character of circulation of all three is very similar.

The duplication in circulation is only a trifle over 10 per cent. Com-
bined they give the most thorough coverage of the trade obtainable,
excluding free circulation publications. Combined paid circulation over
77,000. Total net coverage of trade quantity buyers 61,257.

The Chilton Automobile Directory is the reference book for the

wholesale and retail trade. Its guaranteed annual circulation of 80,000
copies covers practically all the quantity buyers among them. No other
publication gives such complete coverage. It is a great producer of

business because it is consulted by buyers when they are in the market.
Advertisers have the free use of the Chilton Trade List containing near-

ly 100,000 names of retailers.

MOTOR TRUCK GROUP: Two publications—Commercial Car
Journal and Motor Transport. The former is a publication for manu-
facturers and dealers and stands alone in its field. Paid circulation

8,731, practically all trade. Motor Transport, with its 5,000 guaranteed
circulation, occupies a similar position among fleet owners. The two
reach most of the quantity buyers of trucks and equipment and offer

the most practical and economical method of covering that field.

MANUFACTURERS' GROUP: Two publications—a weekly,
.-Automotive Industries, and a quarterly. The Automobile Trade
Directory. The former is an informative, constructive industrial publi-

cation, devoted to subjects of interest to the makers of the industry—

•

the leader in its field. Paid circulation 6,843.

The Automobile Trade Directory is the reference book for manu-
facturers in all branches of the automotive industry. Its 20,000 annual
circulation covers the buying power in the important and well-estab-

ished factories. A valuable Factory List of Executives is supplied ad-

vertisers free.

TRACTOR GROUP: The important tractor field is served by
two publications. The Chilton Tractor & Equipment Journal covers

the Fordson end of the industry, reaching all Fordson dealers. This is

a field of great possibilities for the sale of equipment and this publication

offers the best means for successful cultivation.

The Chilton Tractor & Implement Index, issued semi-annually,

reaches all known tractor manufacturers and dealers. It provides the

most economical method of making a product known in this field.

EXPORT GROUP: El Automovil Americano—a publication

printed in Spanish—and The American Automobile (Overseas Edilion)

a similar one in English^amply serve the interests of those who wish

to reach foreign fields. The former, with a circulation of 5,495, is the

ideal medium for developing trade with Spanish-speaking nations. The
American Automobile is a newer publication, of large circulation, which

is destined to dominate its field.

WAREHOUSING GROUP: One publication—Distribution &
Warehousing—covers this field. Incidentally, it is without competition.

Its volume of business gives an indication of how well it serves those

engaged in this important business.

Fur riles and detaiis apply to our offices in New York,

Philadelphia or Chiearin

UNITED PUBLISHERS CORPORATION
THE CLASS JOURNAL COMPANY

239 West 59th Street

CHILTON COMPANY
Chestnut and 56th Sts.

Philadelphia

TBACTOeS Cr

7^
AUTOMOTIVE DIVISION
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Advertising as Creator

of Public Standards

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26]

ertising has been a factor in the de-

elopment of every industry.

The advertising of men's collars and

Ihirts reaches, in its effects, to the

/orkers in the cotton fields. Increased

emand for cotton goods means in-

reased opnortunity for the cotton

•rower. California fruit growers,

hrough the use of advertising, have

leen able to stabilize their business,

iringing the demand up closer to the

jiroduction capacity of their groves and

'ineyards. The conversion of by-prod-

I'cts of certain crops into useful and
i.rofitable articles has been largely

iiade possible by advertising.

In the field of manufacturing, adver-

'ising has a more direct relation. Fac-

lories have been able, through the use

|if advertising, to increase their out-

l)ut, to give employment to more peo-

ple, to create better working conditions,

|ind to stabilize their operations. These

esults are of economic value, not only

the individual manufacturer, but to

'he worker as well. This means, too.

In a great many cases, lower prices to

ihe consumer, for through increased

production, lower unit cost is made pos-

sible.

I The real advertising man thinks be-

.7ond the visible returns of any adver-

tisement to the purpose it serves, to the

people it reaches. It teaches them what
j;o eat and what to wear, how to be

liealthy, how to prosper, how to save

;ind how to spend, how to play and how
;o work, how to enrich their lives. This

mplies a responsibility which cannot

De taken lightly. The task should be

approached seriously, even reverently,

iwith a sense of commercial honor that

Idoes not yield to the appeal of oppor-

Itunism. It is largely the result of this

{attitude toward advertising and its

expression that our standards common-
ly exact more rigid conformity to the

principles of business ethics than to

ithe requirements of personal ethics.

Advertising may not only render

great public service as a creator of

jbusiness standards, but also exercise a

vital influence on public thought. Its

ivision and its salesmanship are needed
in bringing understanding and convic-

Ition to a day of doubt and error. Eco-
nomic and social fallacies crowd upon
|us; industrial problems rise on every
[side. Only through understanding can
Ithey be solved, and understanding can
|be created only through publicity. Leg-
|islative action rises out of public opin-

iion; public opinion is based upon cur-

rent information and popular interest

jor prejudice. These can be met most
effectively through such public medi-
ums as advertising commands. In meet-
ing them we are serving not only the

ends of good citizenship and social

progress, but business advantage,
which can be secure only in an estab-

lished social order based upon sound
economic thinking.
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What s to be Done
7i,out Increasing Sales

EVERY Sales Manager asks himself

that question as competition in-

creases and orders become lean.

There's business—but how and where
to get it?

Many manufacturers are substantially

increasing sales by entering new fields

where competition is not so keen in

their particular lines.

Furniture stores now carry a great variety of

what might be classed as "accessories for the

home." Tills merchandiser is hungry for new
merchandise to round out and complete his

lines. His credit system results in immediate
sales to consumers.

Are your products adapted to this retail

outlet? Our service department will gladly

assist you in finding out.

The Grand Rapids

FURNITURE RECORD
Periodical Publishing Co., Publishers

Grand Rapids, Michigan

A. B. C.—AMEIUCAN HOMES BUREAl'—A. B. P.

NEW YORK CHICAGO CINCINNATI PITTSBURGH LOS ANGELES
WASHINGTON, D. C. MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

IM^M^lH^M^M^M^M^IieiMffiM^M^il
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Bound copies of Volume II

are now ready. C. A few

copies of Volume I are still

available. C The price is

S5, which includes postage.
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Industrial Advertising in

the United States
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25J

Recently I talked with Dr. Charles
A. Eaton, one of the most eminent di-

vines in America, who serves the
human element of the great General
Electric Company. He told me the
slogan of their company is "Make men
first, money afterward." He voiced
the opinion that industry must adopt
practical Christianity in the open if it

is to meet the crowding issues of the
day.

I dwell upon these projections of the
human equation into business some-
what at length to show the new phases
of the industrial advertising man's job.

Assist sales? Yes! Assist employ-
ment and safety measures? Yes! As-
sist executives in promoting under-
standing, and interpreting company
policies? Yes! The industrial adver-
tising man in America today is being
called upon to serve every department
of his industry, and his talents are
being used to the fullest extent.

So much for the perspective. Now,
getting down to the "brass tacks" of
industrial advertising as more com-
monly understood, we find in each of
the five divisions of American industry
—Power, Utilities, Construction, Min-
ing and Manufacturing—an interest-
ing story of advertising success.

IN the Power field there are many
outstanding advertisers. When the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing Company of Pittsburgh started in

the electrical field twenty years ago, it

had to sell the idea of alternating cur-
rent for electrical uses. Until its ad-
vent into the field, most electrical de-
velopment had been along the line of
direct current. Persistent advertising
and efl'ective demonstration showed
the world the need of alternating cur-
rent for the fullest development of
electrical uses, and a gigantic concern,
employing 60,000 men, with sales over
a quarter of a billion dollars each year,
is the result.

Another illustration of comprehen-
sive industrial advertising in the Power
field is that of the International Com-
bustion Engineering Corporation, of
New York City, which in a little more
than ten years has become an out-
standing figure in its field with asso-
ciated companies in England, France
and Germany. In 1914, when this com-
pany began to advertise its stokers, it

did not own a factory. Today it is one
of the most successful concerns of its

kind in the world. Accurate records
have been kept, and these show that
one-third of the sales is directly trace-
able to advertising, notwithstanding
the fact that the average initial order
is around $1.5,000. The policy of this

company has been to present its ad-

vertising points one at a time, so that
they can be carefully investigated by
engineers, and each individual point
firmly impressed on the mind of the

reader.

UNDER the head of Utilities, I have
selected the advertising story of

the International Steel Tie Company, of

Cleveland, because it is a story of su-

preme faith and confidence in the
power of industrial advertising at a

time when the public utilities in the
United States were at their lowest
ebb. Notwithstanding the market was
anything but favorable, this concern
launched a campaign advertising steel

ties, building the story around their

ultimate economy. So interestingly

was the appeal presented, they even
sold ties during the slack period. When
business finally opened up, steel ties

rapidly won their place in the market.
This bears out the contention of many
advertising men that there is really no
slack period in the industrial adver-
tising field.

In the Construction field, the Erie
Steam Shovel Company, of Erie, Pa.,

a few years ago went confidently into

the advertising pages of the construc-
tion and engineering magazines with a
new idea—baby steam shovels. The
construction world has long been fa-
miliar with the gigantic steam shovels,

but this concern believed there was a
market for the smaller sized steam
shovel. They were right. A well
planned campaign proved highly suc-
cessful.

The fourth classification is Mining.
Here we find the story of the Jeffrey
Manufacturing Company, of Columbus,
Ohio. Moi-e than forty years ago,
when the Jeffrey product—a coal cut-
ter—was placed on the market, the
risks of life and limb in the coal-min-
ing industry and the elimination of

hand-mining were the first considera-
tion. The curtailment of immigration,
which began in the year 1920 and
steadily increased up to 1923, brought
American industry face to face with
the Jeffrey Company, which, as one of

the largest manufacturers of material-
handling machinery, drove home in

their advertisements the fact that the
labor shortage could only be met with
labor-saving devices. The campaign
was very effective, because it sold a
sound idea.

Under the head of Manufacturing,
two interesting stories come to my
notice. The first is that of the Bullard
Machine Tool Company, of Bridgepoil,
Conn., who put on the market the first

machine that would automaticallv

plane, drill, turn and mill a blank piece

of steel into a finished part. The
greatest perseverance was required,

but faith in advei'tising never wavered.
Then came an order from the largest

automobile manufacturer in America
for 200 machines at $11,000 each, and
the battle was won.
The second story is that of the G. A.

Gray Company, Cincinnati, who were
the first to apply electricity to operate
metal planers, where "pushing a but-

ton' would operate the levers with a

foolproof control. Their first announce-
ment was made in full-page advertise-

ments in the trade press. Although in

a restricted field, the idea was most
successfully introduced by advertising.

There is another side to the manu-
facturing classification of industrial »i

advertising which has to do with tffl'

advertising of raw products out ^
which things are fabricated. An ex-

ample of this which comes to my mind
is the introduction of Armco-Ingot
Iron a few years ago. The American
Rolling Mill Company's advertising
policy has been to build an Armco con-

sciousness in the minds of the public,

in order that the name Armco shall

stand for a definite standard of quality

in iron the same as sterling stands for

a standard of quality in silver. The
result has been that hundreds of fabri-

cators are featuring their use of Arm-
co-Ingot Iron in their own advertising,

and the phrase "Made of Armco-Ingot
Iron" is known throughout the world.

Any discussion of industrial adver-

tising achievement in America would
be incomplete without recognition of

the splendid part which the business;

papers have played. The old idea that

all the publisher has to do is to furnish

accurate circulation figures belongs to

the limbo of the past. As a matter of

fact, many of the smaller concerns of

America have built for themselves an
important place in industry through

the help of the business paper press

AFEW specific instances come to my
notice. The Gehnrich Indirect Heat

Oven Company were making ovens in a

little two by four shop in lower Man-
hattan a few years ago. Their first

advertisement in an industrial maga-
zine was hardly more than a card,

Today they have a big modern plant in

Long Island City, a block long, and
are using full pages In that same
business paper. Another instance is

that of the Union Chain & Manufac-
turing Company, of Seville, Ohio,

whose present assets are nearly $100,-

000, built up almost entirely by indus-

trial advertising. Finally, the Lam-
bert & Todd Machine Company, of

Camden, N. J., builders of special ma-

chinery, increased their business 800

per cent in ten years, through the help

of industrial advertising. These spe-

cific instances could probably be dupli-

cated hundreds of times. I have re-

counted the foregoing as typical ex-

amples of the success that comes from
the specialized service which the busi-

ness papers of America offer thei

smaller industrial advertisers.
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(^ t/ury ofStalwart Minds
By James ^Wvllen

TO unlock the average mind use

a pictorial key. In substance this

is the opinion of the thinkers of all

times. The persuasive power of pic-

tures w^as defined by Samuel Cole-

ridge when he said, "A picture is

an intermediate something between

a thought and a thing."

"A room hung with pictures is

a room hung with thoughts," re-

marked Sir Joshua Reynolds to one

of the lovely women who sat before

his easel.

And robust Ben Jonson preached,

"Whosoever loves not a pic-

ture is injurious to truth. Pic-

ture is the invention ofheaven,

the most ancient and most

akin to nature. It is itself

a silent work and always

one and the same habit." uok jor ms EmbUm

So all down the thoughtful pages

of literature are eloquent tributes

to the influential art of illustration.

Today, more and better pictures are

circulated than ever before.

The craft of photo-engraving has

given a billion wings to illustration.

It has made every periodical a packet

art gallery.

Advertisers have long since joined

the jury of stalwart minds who
know that "Your Story in Picture

Leaves Nothing Untold." The pic-

ture is the pry that opens the purse

of the buying public. "The

Relighted Lamp ofPaul Revere,"

a booklet full of entertain-

ment and education may be

had from your photo-engraver

or direct from the offices of

the great trade association.

AMERICAN PHOTO^ENGRAVERS
® A S S O C I A T I O N ®

GENERAL OFFICES 863 MONADNOCK
Copyrighted 1914, American Photo-Eogravcrs Assoc

BLOCK CHICAGO
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PROVE IT!
SHOW THE LETTER
Tour salesmen should show skeptical prospects
teftlmonlal letters received from satisfied custom-
er*—It supplies proof ^nd gets the order. Don't
leave testimonial letters lying Idle in your flies

—

give them to your men and increase ulea thru
their use. Successful salesmen want and will use
them.

Write for sampleg and prlcea.

AJAX PHOTO PRINT CO.. 31 W. Adams Street, Chic>(ii

Only Denne' m .

Canadian AdveitiSini
Before you plan to advertiseCANADA
isk our advice on methods and media
)ur counsel is based on years of prac
ical experience in llie Canadian field.

rA-JDENNE CCompaiqr ItdJ
217 Bay Street, TORONTO.

$63,393 L'e°tre°"M
$63,393.00 worth of merchandise sold with
a Bingle one-page "form" letter at a total
cost of less than $100.00. Send 25c. for a
copy of Postnere Magrazine and an
actual copy of thia letter. If you sell, you
Deed PoHta^e which telle how to write
Sales-Producing Letters. Folders, Booklets.
House Magazines. Subscription $2 a year
for 12 numbers full of selling ideas. Any-
thing that can be sold can be sold by mail
POSTAGE-18 East 18 St.—New York. N.V.

A TAYLOR THERMOMETER
ADVERTISES 24 HOURS EVERY DAY
Aeentfl whose clients' products tre In keep-
ing with thermometer advertising recom-
mend Tavtor Outdoor or Indoor Advortli-
ing lliermometen. All yetr round pub-
licity, beciuse of unlT«nil human Interest
In temperature.
Write for catalog and Quantity prlcea.

2aylcrffrvthers Company,

ONE PHOTO WILL SAY MORE
THAN A THOUSAND WORDS

Fifty thousand strllclni- photos for display
ads, house organs, general illustrating, taken
in U. S. and CO foreign countries.

EWING GALL01VAY
118 E. 28th St. Dept. G New York

MULTIGRAPH RI BBONS
RE-INKED

)ur process costs only $6.00
dozen. Try it. A trial

rder will convince you
lat it is the best Re-Ink-

ing you can buy.
SenA 2 Hibhona to be Re-Inked at our eeppenee

W. SCOTT INCRAM. Inc.
D«pt. C, 65 W»8t Broadway NEW YORK CITY

HowAdvertising Fostered

Canada's Growth
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24]

There are, however, other ways of
advertising than by the use of the press
or by lectures and advertising pam-
phlets. The first "Round the World
tour" by steamships and trains under
the direction of a single company was
organized in connection with the first

trip of the "Empress of India," and
was conceived and planned by Van
Home as a world advertisement for
the Canadian Pacific, quite apart from
the immediate traffic it might bring.
Chauncey Depew estimated that the
advertising value of that trip was
worth half a million dollars to Canada.
The Canadian Pacific now operates
cruises round the world as a regular
feature of its winter service.

The question may arise: Has it been
a wise policy to solicit new settlers by
means of advertising? Would it not
have been more prudent to allow the
country to develop on lines of natural
growth without this artificial or
forced increase of population? The
answer to that is that unless we had
advertised for and found virile and
energetic people willing to come and
help us develop our country, Canada
would have become an incubus instead
of an asset to the British Empire. In-
stead of being a prosperous, vigorous,
self-reliant country, Canada would
be known as a weak and anaemic
neighbor of the United States, her chief
usefulness to the Mother Country be-
ing as an occasional dumping- ground
for remittance men and undesirables.
Instead of maintaining a well-equipped
highway from Great Britain to her
outposts in the Orient and Australia,
the Canadian Pacific would be bank-
rupt and in disrepair, whereas owing to
the settlement it has secured along its

lines and its resulting financial
strength, the Canadian Pacific was able
from its own reserves to provide finan-
cial assistance in the form of loans
and guarantees to the Allied Cause
during the Great War, to the extent of
.?100,000,000.

THE strenoth of Canada's position

is particularly evident today, when
owing to economic circumstance, there
is a considerable surplus population
in the Eastern hemisphere ready to

emigrate to the West. Widespread and
persistent advertising for the last forty
years has made Canada an El Dorado
to the European emigrant. But we are
now in the fortunate position of being-

able to pick and choose from among
those who wish to come, to select those
new citizens who by inclination, train-
ing and physique are best fitted to be
accepted as Canadian citizens.

Van Home realized that it was not

sufficient to promote the immigration
of settlers in order to develop th^
country. It was necessary to promotJJ
the immigration of capital, and tha'
immigration would be greatly facili

tated if the monied classes could h
induced to visit the country as tourists

The statement that Van Home capital

ized the scenery of Canada is true

therefore in more senses than one. Ex
perience has shown that the settlemeti'

of a country is greatly facilitated i:

there is abundant capital to emploj
labor and to expend on building eoft

struction, supply of live stock, mininj
development, establishment of factories

etc.

PREVIOUS to the War, the capacity

of Canada to absorb immigrration coj

incided closely with the amount of ney
capital secured—if the influx of cap
ital amounted to $.300,000,000 the numi
ber of immigrants which could be read|

ily absorbed was about 300,000. Pr^
vious to the War, the capital has conn
chiefly from the United States. In tht

case of .Americans particularly, thij

readiness to invest in any foreigi;

country is much greater when the
vestors have personal acquaintance witl|

that country. The United States in;

vestments in Canadian securities to

amount to two and a half billion dol;

lars, and this result has been madii,

possible largely on account of th(:

familiarity which so many monieti
Americans have acquired through visitij

to Canada as tourists. The Canadian
Pacific, therefore, has spent sums largil

enough even to interest a BritisI;

Chancellor of the Exchequer in

vertising for tourist traffic, particular!
ly of late years, in the United States

Quite apart from the effect it has
on investment, this tourist traffic bringii

substantial and immediate profit tu

Canada. According to figures recently
compiled by the Parks Branch of thi;

Dominion Government, the amount o?I

money spent by tourists in Canada
last year is estimated at $136,000,000
or about one-third of the cash receivei

by the farmers of the three prairii'

provinces through the sale of whea-jj

and other agricultural products. Prob'
ably $40,000,000, or one-third, of tha

tourist money came from travelers whi
came to see the rocky precipices, th'

glaciers and the snow-clad peaks o

the Canadian Rockies. Previous to th<

War, the annual tourist revenue earnei

by Switzerland was estimated a

$150,000,000, while the Rhine was sur
posed to bring approximately $100,000,

000 of revenue from tourists ti

Germany, so that Canada's $136,000,

000 from a similar source provide
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tensting comparison. According to

e (lovemment figures, 90 per cent

the tourists in Canada come from

e United States.

In order to attract and cater to this

urist traffic, tfie Canadian Pacific

IS provided fiotel and other facilities

hich are considerably beyond local

•quirements or standards of living,

id which are themselves an advertise-

ent. The sites, for instance, of the

)tels at Banff or Lake Louise, or for

;ie Chateau Frontenac at Quebec,

ere deliberately chosen for their ad-

jrtising value, with the result that

ley have become perhaps the most

riotographed places in the world. The
I'ans-Canada Limited crosses the con-

inent in 90 hours, and the "Empress

f Canada" holds the trans-Pacific

;cord of 8 days, 10 hours and 53

I

uinutes.

i

' The possibilities of industrial e.xpan-

j
ton in Canada are enormous, and the

I [anadian Pacific has spent much time,

lioney and effort in obtaining and pro-

|iding reliable information calculated

') further such development. These

, jforts culminated in the establishment

f a bureau which circulates in likely

; 'uarters the data about Canada's nat-

ral resources which may lead to capi-

tal investment, mining development

!nd the establishment of industries,

("he advertising in connection with

fuch a bureau is naturally not of so

iPectacular a character as that for

olonization or for tourist traflSc, but

;; has played a notable part in the

uilding up of the country.
• Canada has had the confidence to

idvertise and to keep on advertising,

ecause she knows that she has some-

thing worth while to offer. She has

l:ood agricultural land with markets

'or what that land can produce; she

las almost unlimited natural resources

jn mines and forests; she has ample
i)0wer at moderate cost for industrial

purposes; she has a respect for law
|.nd order, and she has a climate in

Ivhich white men can make homes.

iVith such assets, she has no reason

or hiding her light under a bushel.

She has had ample justification for

idvertising her advantages, and that

tdvertising has been a substantial

;)enefit to the Empire to which she is

'iroud to belong.

William G. Hobson
\
Manager national advertising. New

York Evening Journal, has been ap-
ipointed director of advertising to sue-
:':eed E. M. Alexander, resigned to be-

icome publisher and vice-president of
The Daily Mirror, New York.

No. I of a Series

^Picard-Sohn, Inc.

; New York agency, organized at 25
[West Forty-fifth Street, by Richard A.
Picard, recently director of sales and
^advertising for the Metal Stamping
[Co., Long Island City, and Monte W.
iSohn, formerly editor of Motor Life.
[The company will specialize in auto-
imotive advertising service.

THERE is a good deal ofbunk in

" Bunk" and " You Too."

Have you read them ?

Both touch advertising— somewhat

below the belt.

Too much that is not true has been

allowed to grow up around mer-

chandising, dealer influence, pro

rata cost, investigation, etc.

Believers in the power ofadvertising

to reach people whose means equal

their needs, advertisers who keep

their eye on the consumer instead

of on their competitors' reaction to

their copy, lind a fairly de-bunked

market for their product in

The QualityGroup
ATLANTIC MONTHLY REVIEW OF REVIEWS
harper's MAGAZINE SCRIBNEr's MAGAZINE

world's work

toim>xp E-v,/ , /The Quality <^oiiS> ;^.,„y,^,.6Sl F.ftk .-Ive.
,^ COVERS f.

^'"^"^^

theQualityMarkel

Men, ideas, business opportuni-

ties and services meet in The
Market Place. . . . An eco-

nomical introduction between

men and jobs, jobs and men.

This issue The Market Place

appears on page 65.
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Color in your
Advertisement

APPROPRIATE color is

a vital asset to most
^ successful advertise-

ments. Besides attracting the

eye of tlie reader, it radiates

the character of your product
— it makes a definite impres-
sion upon the mind of the

reader.

The principles governing color are
quite as important as the principles
which govern any other force.
Every shade and hue embodies cer-
tain powers of impression—negative
and positive.

In choosing appropriate color fnr
your booklet, circular, insert, cata-
logue, etc., we invite you to con-
sider our suggestions. You can
place your color problems in our
care—as other successful advertisers

SUPERIOR^
COLOR, COMPANy?
CARL E SCHWENKER.pn*

"MaJcera cfSupmor Printinq Phtes

200-219 West 38" Strwt
NEW yORK

ADVERTISING
SALESMEN

Who Can Ccish In on a

$15,000 Proposition

All that we require is that you

have the experience, grit to try it

out for two weeks and the ambi-

tion to cash in on the bigg-est

proposition in the whole advertis-

ing field.

We take pride in the fact that we
have the best paid staff of sales-

men in the world. Our proposi-

tion is Film Publicity—the finest

in the advertising field. It covers

over 50 lines of business and can

be sold at first interview. Aver-

age profit per sale more than $50.

We solicit inquiries from live

wires for the most thrilling money-

making story ever told.

3340 S. Broadway, Denver, Colo.

Third Stage of Agency

Development
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16]

!
ing needs of different sections in the

j

United States. As a result of his

policy he did not have national dis-

j

tribution on any of his products. The
. first study here was to see whether one
form of his product could not be sold

nationally. Indications were that it

could be sold everywhere. By com
bining forceful advertising and ag-

gressive sales work the single brand is

now enjoying national sale in continu-

ally increasing volume. The manu-
facturer is profiting not only from the

greater safety now inherent in his

business, but also from all the econo-

mies of manufacture and selling re-

sulting from standardizing his product.

Equally fundamental was another
agency's contribution to the success of

an advertiser who had grown to be

the leader in his line, but who did not

own his business because his name ap-

peared on none of his products. They
were branded with the individual pri-

vate marks of sixty-eight distributors.

He had never advertised nor had he

ever contemplated advertising until he

was approached by an advertising

agency in a period of depression. It

took nearly a year for the agency to

start a program of creating a new
brand bearing the manufacturer's

name. This was advertised.

HIS distributors fought it even

though their own brands were being

continued. But at the end of three

years the manufacturer's name was
combined with the name of nearly

every distributor and these hyphenated

products still competed with the manu-
facturer's own brand. Two years later

the private brands were all eliminated

without losing a single distributor.

Today the right to distribute that

product—which is not complete in itself

but must be refabricated for public

consumption—has become practically a

franchise in the industry. It is com-

peted for. Prices, which used to be cut

at every turn, are now standardized

and the product has gone through de-

pressions of business without waver-

ing. The sales were large before the

change was made. Today they have

more than doubled. The advertiser

gives credit for this situation to the

agency.
Here is a story in vivid contrast to

those which have been quoted—a story

of a business failure, yet I think you

will agree with me that there could

scarcely be a better illustration of the

advertising agency's true funrtitm.

A man walked into a certain agency

one day and announced that he had

been sent by his company to offer the

agency a $100,000 appropriation. The

board of directors had passed it and
the company wanted to get started
right away. The agency replied that

it would have to insist upon approach-
ing the problem in its usual way by al

study to determine whether an adverJ

tising program would be profitablej

The emissary returned to his boardj

greatly displeased, complained that

the agency had refused to take tht

business and announced that he would
seek another agency. But he made th^

mistake of explaining why the agencS
had refused to go ahead. The board
instructed him to go back and retain

the agency on its own terms. Thi
agency in its study discovered a most
lamentable situation not apparent oii

the surface. The company had not

realized, for example, that it was in-

sufficiently financed. The final report

pointed out all the weaknesses, finanJ

cial and otherwise, recommended cen

tain retrenchments which were veri

distasteful to the board, sug
supplying additional capital, and ad^

vised against advertising. The recom-

mendation against advertising was

accepted. Otherwise the manufacture!

went its own sweet way. i

INSIDE of a year the receiver steppec

in. In reviewing the creditor's ac-

counts he came upon the agency's

agreement for a $12,000 retaininf!

fee. He approved the account at once:

saying that the agency had saved thi

business from making a large unwisi

expenditure and adding that if thi'

agency's advice had been followed hf

never would have had his job.

There are a considerable number 0*

instances in which an agency has re'

fused to advise a penny's worth of ad

vertising until the manufacturer se

his house in order. In reporting thi

incident just cited and another equall;

interesting, one agent remarked

:

"These are not examples of adver

tising agency service leading to grea

success, but in my judgment they ar

nevertheless examples of real advertis

ing agency service, of which, unfov

tunately, our business has many mor
than the two I have cited. I say 'uii

fortunately,' because we don't like t

spend our time designing coffins ani

shrouds."

Hundreds of other instances migli

be given to reflect the spirit that i

pervading the work of the agencies o

the United States.

Agencies have persuaded their client

to change from indirect selling to di

rect selling, to increase their sales oi

ganizations, to reroute salesmen—

i

each case lowering selling costs an

getting more business. Agencies ha'
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nvinced presidents of companies that

ivertising is not a plaything but

mething which deserves an important
irt in their thought. Agencies have
own advertisers that the public can-

it be interested in a long, involved,

chnical story and, as in one case

here sixteen talking points were boiled

iwn to one strong appeal, have car-

ed a fundamental idea about a prod-

•t into millions of minds.
Advertising has been applied in

lUntless new directions through the

itiative of the agency. Today fire

surance companies are advertising to

duce the number of fires and life

surance companies are advertising to

ake people live longer. Advertising

reaching literally from the cradle

the grave, for the same magazine
iirries the messages of the man who
akes nursing bottles and the man who

'. a k e s mausoleums. Advertising

lakes people appreciate the service of

lieir telephone even when accidents

pder the service unappreciable and
laches them not to swear at the oper-

';or or at their friends. Advertising

lis been employed to speed legislation,

1 warn against counterfeiters of labels

1 bootleg bottles, to recover stolen

|)ods, to fight popular fads, to meet

ihispering campaigns of slander, to

ace men on farms, to develop a new
.asiness street, to stop a crime wave,

|) elect a mayor and a congresswoman,
I) protect expiring patent rights, to

|3ep people out of lawless taxicabs, to

':!ach thrift and cleanliness and god-

ness.

Agencies have caused competing
lanufacturers to sit around one table

)gether and to devise ways of making
common appeal to the public in sell-

|ig of dried and canned fruits, of

[lisins. prunes, nuts, lumber, cement,

jalnt, brick, furniture, leather, coffee,

|nd so on.

rHE advertising agency is not the

only creative force behind the tre-

jiendous developments in the past two
jr three decades. But in this period of

|.merica's greatest industrial progress,

,ie advertising agency has come into

[xistence. And by far the greater
;hare of advertising volume, and the

|?onomies which it represents in pro-

uction and distribution, are attrib-

itable to the advertising agency.

Those of us who have been closely

llentified with the business of adver-
liing in this period of its development
Ire sometimes apt to take a certain

[mount of complacent pride in what
as been accomplished. In this con-

lection you may be interested in a

, notation which one of my partners
lan across the other day. It was this:

I "The trade of advertising is now so
.ear to perfection that it is not easy to

ropose any improvement."

i
That sentence was written by a man

iamed Samuel Johnson, and in the year
i759.

!

Our children and our grandchildren
I'ill look back at advertising in 1924
ind wonder, I imagine, how we could

The Price of Place
N.'\TURALLY the Gagnier organiza-

tion occupies an enviable and deli-
cate position in the Plate making

field. Like all leaders, we must tolerate
being scoffed at, imitated and further
must withstand the brunt of many dis-
paraging stories.

In spite of this condition we have grown
to the largest Stereotype Foundry in the
country.

We are still producing the best Plates and
Mats that are available in America to-
day. Quality beyond comparison. Service
remarkably efficient. Knowing how to
do things well. Prices particularly at-
tractive. All these are at your disposal.
Use them. Try us out now. Ask us for
a price on your requirements anyway.

// you advertise in newspapers we can show
you how to save time and money on your
Plates and Mats, Outline your require-

ments. Let us quote prices. No obligation.

GAGNIER STEREOTYPE FOUNDRY
The Gagnier Corporation

DRK DETROIT CHICAGO
Id St. 222 N. Michigan i

Ihe Sltcogni^^ed Standard

^ m

There's no more reason for gamb-
ling In advertising than in any
other branch of your business*
Nobody can guarantee results —
but certain fixed laws prevent
any considerable failure.

See Berrien's Big Black Book
.

Goods & Berrien,
Advertising Counsel, 19 West 44th Street, New York
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Typewritten personal letters

at two cents each or less

Operate your own HOOVEN Automatic Type-

writers singly or in batteries of two, three or four

and you can produce twenty line letters at a cost of

not over two cents—these figures are guaranteed.

The HOOVEN uses electric current at a cent an

hour to punch its typewriter keys— turns out in-

dividually typed, result-getting letters, in quantities,

at circular letter cost.

Each HOOVEN letter is as personal as you want

to make it. You can insert a special sentence—
change a whole paragraph in each and every letter.

Send for the HOOVEN direct mail specialist.

Get full details. There is no obligation.

Hooven
Automatic

Typewriter

I

Hooven Letters, Inc.

387 Fourth Avenue
New York City

Hooven Automatic Type-
writer Corp.

General Offices and Factory
Hamilton, Ohio

Hooven-Chicago Conhpany
531 So. Dearborn Street

Chicago, Illinois

Schwabacher-Frey Co.
609 Market Street

San Francisco, California

Clip this

coupon
NOW!
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: have thought that any progress had

been made up to this time. We see en-

couraging signs because we are still

,
close enough to many of the conditions

which made advertising inept and
! wasteful and careless. But we are not

too close to it to see many of its con-

spicuous faults. Surely the signs are

plain for the advertising agency in

i many directions.

For one thing, it will probably scru-
' tinize very carefully the varied field of

! activities into which it has developed.

It may find that by the exacting nature

of competitive conditions it has been

drawn too far away from the original

purpose for which it came into exist-

ence. It may find that, particularly in

sales work, its part should be advisory

rather than active and that the execu-

tion of sales plans should rest wholly

with the advertiser's own organizations

as it does now in more experienced

companies. It may find that it should

j

eliminate active participation in so

I many phases of its clients' businesses

I and confine itself purely to advertis-

I
ing.

The advertising agency will un-

I doubtedly become more and more exact

in its estimate of the value of one

medium as against another and of one

i method of approach as against an-

other. Today most of the tests of the

effect of advertisements on readers of

magazines and newspapers are primi-

I tive and clumsy. Progress has been

made in analyzing population, but only

in isolated localities. A vast amount of

unscientific theory is cloaked under the

word psychology and the work of the

genuine psychologist is hindered by the

pompous amateur.

( Throughout the business there are
' still traces of that most pernicious of

its former evils—personal salesman-

ship taking the place of personal

brains, sweeping an advertiser off his

feet instead of thinking out his prob-

lems with him, selling him something
instead of preparing something for him

;
to buy, holding an account by buying

! lunches and playing golf instead of by
giving service and getting results

—

everything in a word which was typical

of the man whose methods are reflected
' in our good sound Yankee word

—

Bunk.

PLAIN common sense has eliminated
most of the trouble from American

agency work. It's so much easier to do
a good job than to stage the effect of

' doing one. It takes much less time
and energy to keep an account than to
get another.

Gradually advertisers have appre-
ciated the change that has come over
American agency work. And that
opens the way for more progress. It

means that more and more campaigns
will go through with the original ideas
unchanged. Fewer and fewer adver-
tising programs will be cut to shreds by
that guillotine of ideas, the conference
system, in which every one from the
president to the third assistant office

"Better Copy

For T>irect <J)(Cail

It is difficult to conceive any selling campaign which cannot
be made more profitable and more certain of success by the

addition of direct mail at the right time and in the right places.

A direct mail campaign which costs no more than 5% of the

total advertising approjiriation may acid 50% to perceptible re-

sults. But it must be riglitly planned and timed and the copy
must be direct mail copy.

* * *

It is remarkable that a really brilliant publicity copywriter
may be inept in this different field. Excellent personal corre-

spondents frequently become stilted and inefifective when ad-

dressing a thousand readers instead of one.

There is a certain skill needed in direct mail plans and copy
that can come only from much experience and observation of

results.
* * *

Among a hundred other things, I have applied direct mail
advertising successfully, in furthering the sale of bonds and
automobile tires, tin roofing, lubricating oils, corsets, shoes,

tombstones, stock food, wood-veneer and printing presses. Its

field has no class limits.

I am prepared to suppty plans and copy for, and to supervise

the mechanical execution of, direct-by-mail campaigns of any
size—anywhere.

I invite correspondence to determine whether, or not, and to

what extent, direct mail advertising can be used in any busi-

ness, and will give preliminary approximate estimates of the
cost.

Charles Austin Bates
33 WEST 42ND ST., NEW YORK

' Advertising!
and Selling Q

FORTNIGHTLY

^fyou dorrt receive the

T^rtnightly regularly

Advertising and Selling Fortnightly
52 VanderbUl Ave., New York Clly

Please enter my suhscription for one year (26
issues). Send me bill for S2,00 when first issue is

maUed.

Addreaa

Potilion
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"I am Going to Make Some Money"

This

Letter

Attests the

Unusual

Responsiveness

of Teachers

^i rite torLompieie

<opy ojthisJ^er

Business is good in the School Field. Teachers' salaries

have almost doubled since 1913. Their needs, personal
and professional, are almost unlimited. That is why ad-
vertisers and agencies recognize Normal Instructor-
Primary Plans as a splendid medium for Mail Order as
well as Publicity Advertising.

The educational market is a highly profitable

one. Others have found it so—why not you ?

F. A. OWEN PUBLISHING COMPANY, DANSVILLE, N. Y.

CHICAGO
1018 So. Wabash Ave..

C. E. Gardner,
Advertising Manager

NEW YORK
110 West 34th Street.
George V. Rumage

Eastern Representative

»•-

nORMALinsmUCTOR
Sa PRIMARY PLAnS

FOR TEACHERS OF ALL THE GRADES AND OF RURAL SCHOOLS

Applicant for Membership in the A. B. C.

Hotel St. James
109-13 West 45th Street,Times Square

NEW YORK, N. Y.

''Jiates and Booklet on application

W. JOHNSON QUINN

For 1 5 years the leading best equipped

business research organization.

Surveys and special investigations

—

dealer questionnaires anywhere in

U. S. $1.50 per dealer, 75c consumer.

Industry researches on over 300 lines

available at $ I 50 and upward.

BUSINESS
BOURSE

J. GEORGE FREDERICK, President

15 W. 37lh St., New York, N. Y.

boy feels called upon to exercise his

sovereign right of criticism.

No advertiser would feel himselli
able to perform a surgical operation onj

his own children or to try his own case
in the courts of justice. But every
man, be he advertiser or not, is sin-

cerely convinced that at birth he waaj
endowed with one heaven-sent gift—ai

ability to tell somebody else how
write advertising copy. So it is all tl

more remarkable that definite progre
has been made and that every day raori

and more advertisers are saying to
their agencies:

"All right, go ahead and do it your
way. We have employed you becauga
we have confidence in your ability. If

we know enough about advertising to'

do it ourselves, we wouldn't need an
i
agency. But we do need one, and we
aren't going to hamper your work by
insisting upon our own ideas nor by
diluting your ideas with our criticism."

With that attitude of confidence on
the part of the advertiser, the agency
that succeeds is the one which has a

mental attitude as professional as the

best in the older professions. In its

conduct toward its clients, toward the

publisher and toward its competitors it

is dealing fairly, with consideration,

with conscience.

The standard practices of the Ameri-
can Association of Advertising Agencies
are not merely sound business prin-

ciples. They are followed by every

worthwhile agency in the United States

because, even at immediate financial

sacrifice to the individual, they are

building a sound platform for the good
of advertising. And that means the

good of American business. And that

means the good of the home which
benefits from a wiser management of

the machinery of production and dis-

tribution.

The agency business is an isolated,

lonely occupation if it is conducted
without intercourse with others who
are meeting and solving similar situa-

tions. No man can be so farsighted

and adroit as to solve single-handed

problems which are common to all of

us. No one agency can make for itself

conditions in which it can do its work
comfortably and with profit.

Teresa E. Tefft
Formerly with the Rochester Herald,

Rochester, N. Y., is now with Andrew,
J. McGregor, New York. She will de-i

vote her time to research.

Lennen & Mitchell, Inc.

New York, appointed advertising
counsel to Bauer & Black, Chicago.

Forrest U. Webster
Of Irving F. Paschall, Inc., Chicago,

has been elected vice-president of the

organization.

Cullen Advertising Agency
Is successor to The Direct Advertis-

ing Service, Inc., and Cullen-Bethea,
Inc., with oflices at 2007y2 Third Ave-
nue, N., Birmingham, Ala.
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Advertising and World Peace

for his news that he does not even

compensate the publisher for the white
' paper on which that news is printed

I

—in addition, he has his own living

costs cut down from him through the

effects on distribution of the adver-

tisements he reads.

In the face of this situation the day

is past when critics can object—as they

once objected, and as they have objected

in the case of every innovation as it

! came along—that big advertising is an

economic waste.

Big advertising is not an economic

waste. It is a social service. It is

more than that. It is the basis for a

press that is financially free. It is the

I

fundamental factor upon which depends

! the ability of the press to furnish facts

I disinterestedly, and thus promote the

I
outlook for world peace. Big advertis-

[
ing tends to make the press independent

—and thus enable the editor to "go

I

straight" in his search for facts and
I truth.

I We have evidence on every side of the

contribution which a modern press can
' bring to the task of keeping public

t
opinion well-informed. In the old days

i
nine-tenths of all the news that found

i its way into the columns of the press

f was local news. Provincial news. The

\

world at large—I am thinking not only
I of the period before the radio and
' transoceanic cable, but of days more
recent still—the world at large lay far

beyond the range of most newspaper
! offices; its real "news" was tapped only

j
in thin trickles.

' A very different order of affairs we
! see today. Great cable systems and

j

press associations cover every corner
' of the world—bring news from half a
; hundred frontiers within an hour of

j

its happening. Before the war a single

European cable of a tnousand words

j

was unusual for American newspapers.
Now cables of ten thousand words—

•

I

when the importance of the occasion
warrants—are affairs of no extraordi-

I

nary occurrence. The thin stream of

"foreign news" has widened to a mighty
' river.

WE come, then, to see that big adver-
tising is not only necessary for the

I freedom of the press; it furnishes that

substantial revenue without which the
press could not for a moment carry on

' its present activities in the matter of
giving public opinions a working knowl-

[

edge of affairs. In a double way, there-

[

fore, the contribution of the press to

world peace and international under-
standing depends upon the assurance
of a steady volume of big advertising.

Fortunately we can say that this ne-
cessity lies along the track of the legit-

imate ambition of the business man to
sell more and more goods. That is in

one way the keynote of what I have
to say. Advertising men are not only

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14]

performing a social service in the re-

duction of distribution costs. Every
dollar of their outlay contributes free-

dom to the press from "special inter-

ests"—makes more possible the gath-
ering of important news—contributes
ultimately to the ability of the press,

if good faith on the owner's part is

there, to pave the way for a better un-
derstanding between the nations.

That is the direct and substantial

bearing of advertising on world peace.

It is a fact of the first importance
that this dependence of the press on
advertising revenue—and consequently
the dependence of world peace insofar

as it is affected by the modern press

—

happen both to be in accord with the

basic changes now under way in pro-

duction and distribution.

Mass production is well under way
in most countries of the world. Trusts,

both vertical and horizontal, which ex-

ist and are coming to the front in ever-

increasing numbers, are in line with the

best interests of social progress—even
though at this pioneer stage they have
all the faults of pioneering.

Mass production is the second stage

of this great capitalistic era in which
we live. It is the emergence of capital-

ism from its pioneer stage. It is the

irresistible trend of modern industry

—

toward greater service and efliiciency.

WHAT we need to note at this point,

therefore—for its bearing upon
our text of advertising and world
peace—is that mass production is in-

evitably dependent upon mass selling,

which in turn necessitates great masses
of consumers who can buy—that is,

who can earn wages and salaries that

will enable them to consume the output
of mass production methods.
The greater profits coming from mass

sales make it of interest to the distrib-

utor to reduce his profits per article

lower and lower—because through that

process the number of his customers
and his total profit will be greater and
greater.

Big advertising depends on mass dis-

tribution: which means that the units

of distribution must be so large that

they can afford big advertising. This
does not mean large units only. It

means also chains of smaller units. I

am not pleading for geographical con-

gestion in a few centers already over-

crowded. I have in mind, instead, the

superior service which can be performed
not only by factories like Ford's, but
also by chains of smaller units when
they are linked together.

Such chains can supply what is lack-

ing in the small isolated unit. They
can buy their goods in quantities large

enough to effect great savings. They
can come through periods of scarcity

with flying colors—since they are able

to place orders large enough to get

the goods they need. They can pay
rents for more desirable locations than
isolated stores can afford to pay—since

their cost of overhead is lower. They
are learning in the United States that
they can afford big advertising.

Moreover, they can standardize meth-
ods of distribution, and hand on the
best of their experience to other mem-
bers of the chain—that is, knowledge
gathered by expert staff men. This is

the inevitable direction which modern
methods of distribution are following
in the United States and in most of

the other important industrial nations

of the world today.

THE necessity for big advertising
applies just as much to stores in

smaller cities and towns as to stores in

large cities. For mass buying and sell-

ing is the type of marketing which is

due ultimately to win out, even in the
smaller centers. In the long run the
formula for survival is to sell reliable

and serviceable goods at the lowest
practical price

—

by larger and larger
advertising. Such advertising, of

course, must be carefully checked in

its results. If satisfactory returns are
not forthcoming, then better values
must be obtained—and it is this neces-

sary insistence on results, sufficient to

pay for large advertising, that will lead

to the survival of the most fit in the
present era of mass buying and selling.

From the point of view of our pres-

ent discussion—that is, from the point

of view of advertising and world peace
--this question of sales methods has a
direct and immediate bearing. Mass
distribution depends on mass selling.

In that fact it swells the legitimate

revenue of the press—and so contrib-

utes to its freedom, its ability to serve,

its ultimate power to inform public

opinion and create friendships and un-
derstandings that know no frontiers.

Nor is that all. There are other

methods of showing clearly the neces-

sity of big advertising to make the
press financially free. For example:

—

As a result of the Great War almost all

nations are bearing heavy financial bur-

dens. They find it difficult to balance

their budgets. They have suffered

—

and are suffering—from inflation, lack

of gold, and greatly depreciated cur-

rencies resulting from these factors.

The lack of sufficient gold makes it im-

possible to establish an effective basis

for a stable currency.

The attempt is being made by almost
all nations to import as little as pos-

sible, since such importations must be
paid for in gold—and to export as much
as possible, with a view to establish-

ing such a favorable balance of trade

as will bring to these countries the

gold necessary to stabilize their cur-

rencies.

This means that the various nations
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big national and international questions

intelligently, they must have facts clear-
' ly and honestly presented to them,

i

i

without bias and without influence of
' any special intei'est.

I
Second—To the fact that public opin-

. ion is dependent for such facts upon
newspapers, more than upon any other

,
single factor.

i Third—If the newspapers are to pre-

sent facts clearly and honestly, they
' must be free. That is, they must be

financially independent. Otherwise
they will become dependent on income
furnished by governments, or political

factions, or special interests, by whom
their "facts" will inevitably be influ-

enced: with disastrous effects upon con-
' fidence between classes and good will

between nations.

Fourth—In practically all countries

income fi-om circulation is inadequate
to meet publishing expenses. News-
papers, if they are not to be controlled

I by special interests, are, therefore, de-

I

pendent upon their advertising revenue

I —which, in the case of large, influential
' papers, calls for a great volume of ad-

vertising.

Consequently— It is advertising—and

I

advertising alone—that makes a free

I press possible in the present order of

1 affairs. And it is on a free press that

,
we depend for an intelligent and far-

j

sighted public opinion. Whether the

!
nations will live on terms of peace, or

I

whether they will be drawn into new
! conflicts and fresh hostilities, depends
in the last analysis upon the temper

I

and judgment of that public opinion
1 which ultimately controls the policies

i

of nations.

NOW, of course, international peace
can be promoted in n>any ways, and

I

the method of such promotion through
the press is only one such way; but it is,

nevertheless, one of the most important
ones; and anything which enables a

newspaper to be free to do what is

just and right is fundamentally indis-

pensable.

It is advertising, therefore, which
enables the press to retain its inde-

pendence, to seek facts and not humor
prejudice, to promote the cause of in-

ternational understanding through the

spreading of the truth.

That is the service of advertising to

world peace—and I submit that it is by
no means a small one.

Advertising men are more than ad-

vertising men. They are more than
business men. They are more than or-

dinary good citizens. In the long run
they are the custodians of a great and
ever-growing power which pushes on
beyond all national frontiers. They are
the servants of that power—capable,
through the position which they hold
and the experience they command, of
exercising a profound influence upon
the fortunes of democracy, of stability,

and of a growing understanding and
friendship between the nations of this

modem world, which in the final analy-
sis is the surest foundation for lasting
peace.

"Sandow or Sarazen"
That's the title of the

SUPPLYNEWS

,'rr.,.H.."jn'»'-^'""'*
""'*''"

most unusual booklet that has '

ever been printed on the subject of
CIRCULATION. It's unusual be-
cause it proves that SMALL circula-
tion, well directed, CAN BE MADE
to produce greater returns to adver-
tisers than circulation of large bulk.

This isn't "dream stuff" either. It's

based on the results of an independent
investigation made by a well-known
advertising agency.

We want EVERYONE to have a
copy—"cub" or president—male or
female—agency personnel, advertising
department connections,—yes. even
other publishers.

You'll enjoy every page of it—and it

will give you fresh viewpoint on a
trite subject.

BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS
405 Old Colony Bldg., CHICAGO a. b. p.

NET PAID Circulation than any other dealer paper in the building field.

Prestige
^ Just as John Wanamaker and Marshall Field gained everlasting

Prestige as merchandisers, through Confidence and Service, so has THE
ROTARIAN gained Prestige in the advertising field by the same methods.

^ The success of THE ROTARIAN is really remarkable, but it owes its

success and Prestige entirely to a persistent and consistent effort to hold

the Confidence of its readers and advertisers by rendering real Service.

THE

Advertising Manager
Frank R. Jennings

221 East 20th Street

Chicago

ROTARIAN
The Magazine of Serrice

CHICAGO

Eastern Representatives:

Constantine & Jackson
7 West 16th Street

New York

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

Published Monthly by Rotary International

At $17 #00 a word you oould hire the

joint sorvioeBi of George Ade, Irvin

S* Cobby Sinclair Lewis, Rex Beaoh
and Booth Tarlcington to write your
copy. Tet — that's the average
price some advertisers paid to PRINT
words written by almost anybody.

See Berrien's Big Blaok Book

Goods tt Berrien,
Advertising Counsel, 19 7(est 44th Street, New York
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Manufacturers of

dentifrices, mouth
washes and tooth

brushes use more
space in Oral
Hygiene than in

any other dental

paper. Ask us

why. The reasons

are interesting.

Oral Hygiene
34 Imperial Power Bldg.. Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

W. Linford Smith, Chairman; Rea
Proctor McGee, D.D.S., M.D., Edi-
tor; Charles Petersen, Treasurer;
Merwln B. Massol, Business Man-
ager.

CHICAGO: W. B. Conant, Peoples
Gas Bldg., Tel. Harrison 8448.

NEW YORK: Stuart M. Stanley.
natlron Bldg-., Tel. Ashland 1467.

ST. LOUIS: A. D. McKinney, Syn-
dicate Trust Bldg., Tel. Olive 43.

IX)S ANGELES: E. G. Lenzner,
Chapman Bldg., Tel. 826041.

Large appropriation

service for small

budget advertisers

'VT'OU receive the atten-
-^ tion of principals—who
trim production costs to

the bone, putting every
possible cent into profit

producing sales stimulus.

This is our ideal, first, last

and all the time!

We'll live up to it for you
•—Let us tell you how!

IR.VIN F. PASCHALL
INCORPORATED

Jldvertisin^ Counsel
Mc CORMICK BUILDING

CHICAGO

Ways by Which to Keep
Salesmen Growing

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17]

Otherwise he just says "No," and
considers the matter closed.

If the salesman is of the dogged
variety, he stays on and argues and
labors for the order. Finally he
may get one, because the dealer

finds it easier to buy than to con-

tinue declining.

ONE of the owners of a soap line

chanced to be in a small town.

He was not in the selling end, and
his knowledge of sales methods was
only second-hand. He had some
spare time, however, and arranged
to call on a few merchants to see

if he could get some ideas that

would be helpful to him in the

manufacturing end of his business.

His card and his few introduc-

tory remarks gained him a ready
audience in each case, because he

was obviously not just an ordinary

order-taker. It happened, too, that

his line was represented in prac-

tically every store, so that the mer-
chants were glad to meet one of the

owners.
In each case the soap manufac-

turer spent a few minutes telling

the merchants something of the

house, its aims and its hopes. He
told of what his firm was trying to

accomplish; how it was trying to

produce soap that would prove so

satisfactory to the consuming pub-

lic that it would be easy for the

dealer to sell. He showed how they

considered this angle in all their

operations, and went on to explain

why they had developed a line

which they felt every dealer could

handle with credit to his store. He
realized that soap was handled by
the trade at a narrow margin, but

he pointed out that their own mar-
gin per case was very, very small.

That was why it was to the interest

of both manufacturer and dealer to

handle just a single line, if that

were possible, and try to develop

through rapid turnover and with a

small investment an article which
could be handled at a final net

profit.

Merchant after merchant ex-

pressed the thought that he had had
many new facts presented to him.
The owner asked them if these

things were not explained by sales-

men when they called. The dealers

invariably remarked that few sales-

men seemed to know much about
the line. All they wanted to do was
get something onto the order book
and move on.

So the soap manufacturer went to

his nearest headquarters town,
talked to the state head, and asked
him to bring in his men—some
twelve or fifteen. Talking with

these men, it developed that not

more than three really knew the

line and could talk of the house as

though they were partners of the

firm. In this they were not below
the standard of men employed by
competitors.

When these salesmen were given

a few days of intensive training

—

by telling them about the house and
the line and making them feel that

they were partners in the firm

—

they went out and soon proved that

the additional information they had
received practically doubled their

efficiency.

This soap manufacturer made the

statement to me : "You actually

have to get into this sort of thing

or you won't believe it. You talk

to a few head men of your sales

department. They come into con-

tact with the management. They
know almost as well as the heads

of the firm what we are trying to

do. But the next circle of men
know less, and when it gets down
to the men who are actually calling

on the trade—the very men who
must represent us with the dealers

—they don't know anywhere near

what they should know. We may
argue that we send a constant

stream of bulletins to our men in

the field. Often it is true that men
on the road get too much material.

But all the bulletins in the world,

by themselves, will not make a

salesman feel that he is part of the

house."

TO make these salesmen feel that

they are an important part of

the company is a hard task. They are

often so far from headquarters—so

far removed from an opportunity to

develop personal contact—that the

chance to get the firm's view is most

difficult. On the other hand, they

do come into constant contact with

merchants who assure them that

other lines are far superior as sell-

ers. It speaks mighty well for the
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iverage man calling on the retail

rade that he shows up as well as

le does.

The answer seems to be to get

jloser to the men calling on the re-

;ail trade and to arouse in them that

personal interest which will make
;hem feel that they are an integral

part of the house they represent, so

that they can transmit this feeling

to the trade on which they call.

Yet that is easier said than done.

'However, it is being done, and here

tare some of the ways:

1 1. Giving salesmen a chance to buy
at least small amounts of company divi-

idend-paying stock.

2. Seeing to it that men are chosen
carefully with an idea of cutting down
the turnover.

j
3. Developing a system of promotion

inside the organization so that the men
icome to know that their best opportu-
;nity for advancement is in the company
itself and not some place outside.

I

4. Never asking a man calling on re-

;tail trade to work under a man who has

(not himself successfully done the work
jhe is asking a man to do for him.

I
5. Developing an adequate plan of

I

compensation, either through salary

I
advance or a boiws which will enable

jthe man calling on retail trade to real-

! ize that he can make headway without

i
having to spend half his time playing
[company politics.

One man on the road once said to

me, speaking of his company: "The

I

wheel that makes the most squeaks

gets the most grease, and I guess
i the only way to get a raise is to

! howl and yell for it." That may be

the right thing to do in that par-

ticular house, but if it is, then that
'

firm is not developing the best con-

I tact with its men. Just as the man-
liagement wants to see the firm make
ji headway, so the individual sales-

I

man must see wherein the firm's

j

progress means his progress.

The principal secret of holding

I

men and training men is to make it

'worth their while to stay with the

; house. And it must always be kept

[

in mind that the process of training

1 and education must go on, day after

! day, because what may seem an old

;
story to the management is often

news to the man on the outside.

John S. King Company
Cleveland, has been appointed adver-

tising counsel to The U. S. Air Com-
pressor Company, same city.

Dorrance, Sullivan & Company
New York, now directing advertis-

ing for the Royal Typewriter Co., Inc.,

same city.

Clovis N. Beecher
Recently with The Butler Advertis-

ing.' Company, Columbus, Ohio, has
taken charge of production of the Heer-
MiUer agency, same city.

||jliM-.||p(iim

r CkircK Stands Alone

in Diversified Buying Power

As a source of widening
your sales, it offers a new
market with huge possi-

bilities.

The Expositor
founded in 1899

reaches each month those

who have directly to do
with purchasing or speci-

fying materials and mer-
chandise in this field.

The purchasing capacity /
of this market merits your /''

consideration. y ^<?$-

The F. M. Barton Company / ^.°>'

Publishers

Caxton Building, Cleveland, Ohio

NEW YORK
17 West 42nd St.

CHICAGO
37 South Wabash Av

/Vi-l-y* ,^"-

^ r

Bad judgment in the selection of

an agent by an advertiser ia far

more excusable than bad judgment

in the aeleotion of an advertis-

er by an agent

»

See Berrien*« Big Black Book

Goode & Berrien,
Advertising Counsel, 19 V/est 44th Street, New York
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TO PRODUCE A BETTER PRINTING PLATEAND GIVE A BETTER SERVICE HAVEBEBN THB AIM. AND INTENTIONOF THIS COA\F»A.N^t" SINCH 1871.
"YOUR STORY IN PICTURE LEAVES NOTHING UNTOLD"

T^ISPLAY advertising forms of
^-^ Advertising and Selling Fort-

nightly close one week preceding

the date of issue.

Classified advertising forms are

held open until the Saturday before

the publication date.

Thus, space reservations for dis-

])lay advertisements to appear in the

July 30th issue must reach us not
later than July 23rd. Classified ad-

vertisements will be accepted up to

Saturday noon, July 26th.

On Making Black Type
Glow with Color
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21]

with the vivid phrase "as irritable
as a caged wildcat." "Wildcat" re-

quires no dictionary—the multitude
will understand it promptly—yet it

is a decided—and appealing—nov-
elty on an advertising page. "As
irascible as an incarcerated cata-

mount" would have been the poly-

syllabist's way of achieving the un-
usual.

"Breakfast—the zero hour" is a
vivid headline shrewdly calculated to

grip the attention of scores of men
and women whose vitality is at low
ebb at getting-up time. No—it

not a headline for coffee but for

American Radiators.

"Grunts and squeaks," from Mo-
biloil copy, is an effective word-pic-
ture in single syllables, of the car in

run-down condition, largely because
"grunts" is a word that is not com-
mon in advertising copy.

Accurately aimed at an automo-
bile-wise audience is Vanity Fair un-

derwear's "non-skid" shoulder straps

—a sales-argument with a smile.

Effortless but graphic is Jordan's
"No one wants to be trapped in a

rear seat." There was no need to

strain for the uncommon word be-

cause "trapped" is unusual in copy.

''pHERE is no dearth of simple

J. words which have not been over-

worked in advertising—to be dis-

tinctive does not yet demand the

use of long-necked verbiage.

Most people will admit that Theo-
dore Roosevelt understood the art of

swaying the multitude. One part of

his power lay in the fact that few
men in public life have shown such

aptitude in coining and utilizing

distinctive, unforgettable phrases.

He caught the appeal in Wagner's
book-title, "The Strenuous Life,"

and made it an everyday phrase.

"Mollycoddle" owed its largest popu-

larity to T. R. Ananias came back
into conversation through his in-

fluence. And when he launched i

himself back into active political

life, he did not say, "I will accept

the nomination if it is offered me."

Instead, he selected six monosyllables

which, when grouped, promptly

caught the public fancy because

they said an old thing in a new and
distinctive way. "My hat is in

the ring!"— colorful, picturesque,

graphic—was an ideal political head-

line. Cartoonists snatched it up and
made it famous almost overnight.^

To be unusual in copy does not re-

quire the use of freak phrases or •
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Tell It to Sweeney!

S}{eezix

—and tap human nature

CLOSE by where Broadway begins, is the

office of a mild Httle middle-aged man who
is one ofNew York's least known million-

aires. Senior head of a huge brokerage house, he

sits for five hours a day manoeuvring with some

millions of dollars, making money for other people

and himself. He lives out in the suburbs; belongs

to a score of expensive clubs; and supports anony-

mously a do:en scholarships that keep young men
in college. His wife's monthly allowance is more

than the annual income ofmost New York families.

At one time he seriously considered building a

winter home down in Miami because his small

son caught colds so easily.

By every conceivable material standard, this

man is a Stuyvesant—affluent and getting more so.

But he isn't. He smokes cigarettes that cost

less than Fatimas. He wouldn't stir for a polo

match, but he will motor twenty miles to the

Polo Grounds on a scorching midsummer Sunday
to see a ball game. Opera makes him restless, but

he will sit still all evening listening to a barber

shop baritone sing old Irish songs. His original

ambition in life was to be a fireman. And he has

had a standing five-dollar bet with an elevator man
in his office building that Mrs. Blossom is not the

mother of Skeezix.

Skeezix, it might here be explained, is the baby
character of a comic strip called "Gasoline Alley"
which runs every day in the New York News.

THERE is another middle-aged millionaire

in this town whose family is known all

over the world. Besides engaging in his

own business, he is also an indefatigable worker,

director and committeeman in various civic,

philanthropic and social organizations in New
York. But time after time when our staff

cameramen cover the activities of these many
organizations, whether the place is the top deck

of the Berengaria in the rain or a parlor in the

Plaza, this man somehow finds his way into the

focus and appears in the film among those reading

from left to right. His photographic frequency

in The News is eclipsed only by the President of

these United States, Mayor Hylan, and possibly

a few of the better known movie stars. . . .

'We have it on good authority, as the Washington
staff men say, that he is one of our most constant

Constant Readers.

IT
IS extremely illogical—from an advertising

standpoint—for such men to act that way.
There are scores of exclusive publications

which presumably should claim their interests,

and in which the advertiser supposedly should

have positive contact with their suggestion nerve

centers. And yet, dawgonnit, they will read a

mass paper like The News along with 800,000

other more or less common people—the Sweeneys
—who buy it every day. The moral seems to be

that millionaires like the tabloid size, the larger

text, the brief presentation of news, the news
pictures, the comic strips and human interest

features of The News as well as other lesser

people—and are inclined to pick their newspaper

according to their likes rather than their incomes.

This inconsiderate inconsistency on the part

of the moneyed classes is so extreme that in the

Gold and Purple districts of Manhattan, where
family expenditures average from $7,500 to be-

yond $12,000 a year. The News has just as many
readers per thousand population as it has in many
districts where some Sweeneys average less than fifty

per. (The figures are available. Write for them.)

TELL It to Sweeney—the average man, the

average woman, the average family—and

tap the basic levels of human nature which

respond alike in peoples of all incomes and all

classes. Tell It in The News, a really great

medium, which is bought by almost half of all the

morning newspaper buyers in New York City;

which presents every advertising message more
effectively on the small size page—at lowest cost.

Get the facts

!

TELL IT TO SWEE^IET has

been issued in folder form. The

series is sent on request. Write

on your business letterhead.

THE
!?/eLu YorA's TictureJVewspaper

25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK
7 S. DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO

The Largest DAILY Circulation Q^ A '^ C 1
in America — June average OwT'^v33X

copies net paid

each weekday
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vords that are rarely used in every-

ay speech. It calls more often for

resh minting on old metal—the

killful grouping in new combina-

ions of words that the crowd al-

eady knows.

If, however, in the effort to make
our black type glow with added

olor, you feel tempted to introduce

;ome word that never before ap-

leared on an advertising page, take

leart from this—that even as a

'oungster you were not stumped by

'Bw bows, blackthorn staffs or curtal

riars, even though they were

itrangers to Main Street. A brief

lientence will define your innovation

md your whole message will prob-

ibly gain in interest through the

itrategy.

Agency Associations in

I the United States

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26]

ipractise of the association were shaped

(With long and careful study, and they

have gained the universal praise of

ipublisher and advertiser alike.

The work done by the association on

ithe financial problems of advertising

'and advertising agencies has met with

Ithe high approval of publishers and

banking interests.

\

While the membership is small the

lassociation welcomes every agency that

will meet the qualifications which have

been fixed by the association and which

the association believes successful ad-

iVertising demands.
' When an agency applies for member-
jship and it is found to lack any quali-

fications, the association undertakes to

! assist the agency in making the neces-

Isary improvements to meet the re-

.quirements. Agencies are thus, in a

way, taken into a sort of preparatory

I school.

I

If any agency shows that its methods

I

are open and aboveboard and its de-

I

sire to qualify is serious the associa-

jtion will give it instruction and en-

: couragement. This instruction is not

i
confined to agencies in the United

States. It has been offered to agencies

[

in other countries, wherever they exist.

!
The publications of the association,

I which are frequent and which are pro-

' duced at heavy expense, are distributed

I wherever it is believed they will be
I properly appreciated, either at home or

I

abroad.

I The association has always held to

I

the theory that all advertising every-

I where relates to all other advertising,

and that the good practices in adver-

j
tising in every country help those in

every other country.

Alfred Austin Advertising Agency
New York. Retained to promote ad-

vertising and sales for the Grob Food
Products Company, makers of "Oko,"
a chocolate malted milk product.

"The Range uiUh \ded Comers"

Illustration from one of a series of adver-

tisements used bv The Tappan Stove Com-
pany in GAS AGE-RECORD based on "Rea-

sons Why Tappans Sell Easily—Profitably."

OTHER gas range manufacturers who recognize

the importance of selling their appliances thru

gas companies and use the GAS AGE-RECORD
for their message are: The Estate Stove Co.—Estate

Gas Ranges; A-B Stove Company—-4-B Gas Ranges;

Geo. D. Roper Corporation—Roper Gas Ranges;

Walker & Pratt Mfg. Co.^Craiijord Gas Ranges;

Wm. M. Crane Co.

—

Smoothtop Gas Ranges: Balti-

more Gas Appliance & Mfg. Co.—Oriole Gas Ranges;

and the American Stove Co. and its six divisions

—

Quick Meal Stove Co. Biv.—Quick Meal; Reliable

Stove Co. Biv.—Reliable; George M. Clark & Co.

T)iv.—Clark Jewel; Dangler Stove Co. Dix.-Dangler;

National Stove Co. Biy.—Direct Action; New Process

Stove Co. Div.

—

Neiv Process.

Investigate the gas company as a merchandising unit.

Gas Age-Record, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
The only A. B. C. & A. B. P. paper serving ihis field

We also publish Browns Directory of American Gas

Companies and the Gas Engineering and Appliance

Catalogue.

lestnanjm- the gas industry'
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I Arnold W . Rosenthal

I

Promotion manage!-, Good House-
' keeping, died June 6, at his home in

New York. After graduating from the

University of Pittsburgh, Mr. Rosen-

thal conducted an advertising agency

in Pittsburgh, his home city; later, he

took charge of circulation promotion

for Good Housekeeping, left to conduct

an advertising- and sales promotion
' service for a number of magazines, and
returned as promotion manager, in

1921. Was chairman of the program
committee of the Civic Club, a member
of the University of Pittsburgh Club,

I
and one of the founders of the Pitts-

burgh Dramatic Club.

I

Cleveland Advertising Club

t

At its annual meeting elected Thomas
V. Hendricks, sales and advertising
director of the A. L. Englander Motor
Company, to succeed George A. Ruther-
ford as president. Three new direc-

itors were elected: Trenton C. Collins,

advertising manager, the Higbee Com-
pany; John S. King of the John S. King
Company ; and Brewster P. Kinney, vice-

president of the Kinney & Levan Com-
pany. The following nine directors

were re-elected: T. V. Hendricks, Jay
Iglauer, R. J. Izant, C. W. Mears,
[Charles E. Percy, George A. Ruther-
ford, Frank Strock, Paul Teas and Tim

! Thrift.

\ Special Libraries Association

\ Announces that in addition to the

I
general sessions to be held jointly with
the American Library Association, at

ithe Fifteenth Annual Convention at
Saratoga Springs, June 30 to July 6,

there will be group meetings of special
interest, such as financial, technical,
civic, insurance and commercial-indus-
trial librarians. Source lists on market
analysis and statistics, advertising,
sales management, etc., will be pre-
sented by librarians of the Harvard
Business School, Bureau of Railway
Economics; New York Federal Reserve
Bank; William T. Grant Company;
Barton, Durstine & Osborn; the Kip-
llinger Agency, Washington.

IMinneapolis Daily Star Company
I

Newly organized, has acquired the
jformer Minnesota Star, now known as
ithe Minneapolis Daily Star. The busi-

'ness staff remains unchanged; the offi-

|cers and directors are: President, John
[Thompson; Vice-President, Thomas
IVan Lear; Treasurer, A. B. Frizzell;

[Secretary, H. D. Bratter, and H. Stan-
jley Hanson.

IE. DeW'itt Hill

\
Associated with the H. K. McCann

Company since its inception, has been
|elected treasurer and director, to suc-
ceed J. P. Hallman, recently deceased.

\ Evening Bulletin

I A new daily newspaper for New
jYork, will be published by the New
lYork Examiner Company, a new corpo-
Iration, June 18. Frederick W. Enrigh*:,
[published of the Boston Evening Tele-
\gram, and the Telegram-Neivs, Lynn,
(Mass., is president and treasurer:
IFrank P. Flaherty, at one time general
[manager of the New York Herald and
the New York Evening Telegram, is

secretary and business manager; John
B, Gallagher is advertising director.

A GAS EXHIBIT IN A BANK
—how one gas company tells

its consumers of the increasing

importance of gas in industry.

ILLUSTRATED is a display of the Providence Gas Company
made in a prominent place in the lobby of the Rliode

Island Hospital Trust Company. The story of gas was told

by means of transparencies, which could be seen on either side

and in the background.

Ti e show case contained samples of articles made by twenty-

seven different firms using gas for some heat process in their

making. These consisted of soft metal products, dyes and
chemicals, refined gold and silver, artificial pearls, roasted

coffee, jewelry, heat treated steel, newspaper stereotypes,

jewelers' enamel, cork tiling, singed silk yams, soldered tin

containers, fused glass heads on mop pins, confectionery,

soldered silverware, singed textiles, bread, annealed automobile

radiator tubing, japanned buttons, sprinkler heads and acces-

sories, annealing, core baking, heat treated tool steel, brass

and aluminum castings, babbitt bearings, icecream cones.

Permanently illuminated was the following: "IF IT'S DONE
WITH HEAT YOU CAN DO IT BETTER WITH GAS. Gas

as a fuel plays an important part in the manufacture of many
Providence products. We show a selection, there are, of

course, many others."

This is typical of the educational promotion work gas com-

panies the country over are doing and explains in part the

extraordinary expansion now going on in the gas industry.

You are urged to ask for data on the market for your prod-

ucts in this important industry.

Gas Age-Record, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
The only A. B. C. & A. B. P. paper serving this fie'd

We also publish Browns Directory of American Gas

Companies and the Gas Engineering and Appliance

Catalogue.

egos industry"
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The Advertising Man's

Most Useful Tool

There's a pay streak in every chapter

of this big book—a helpful suggestion on
every one of its 735 fact-packed pages.

The 508 illustrations and forms not only
clarify the text but give the reader a

world of usable copy and layout ideas.

The Advertising

Handbook
By S. Roland HaU

•ctions, 508 illusti

735 pages, flexi
$5.00 net, postpaid

and fo

*- practical advertising experience. It

book that is literally jammed from cover to

cover with valuable up-to-the-minute information
on modern advertising practice, from the prep-

aration of copy to dealer aids and moving pic-

ture publicity. Into this book the advertising
executive can dip whenever confronted with a

perplexing advertising problem, with the assur-

ance of finding" not only the needed informa-
tion, but stimulating new ideas and fresh copy
angles. Every writer, buyer, seller and student
of advertising should have a copy of this great
handbook on his desk.

The book covers everything
What Advertising Is; Marketing Campaigns;
Tiie Advertising Agency; Psychology of Adver-
tising; Slogans, Trade Names and Trade-Marks;
Package Advertising; Address Labels and
Pasters ; Dealer Aids ; The Writing of Copy

;

E<liting and Proofreading; Making the Layout:
Type and Printing Practice; Advertising Dis-
play ; Advertisement Illustration ; Printing
Plates and Papers; Catalogs, Booklets, Folders,
Mailing Cards ; Advertising Mediums ; Maga-
zine Advertising; Newspaper Advertising;
Technical Publications; Mail-Order Mediums
and Advertising; Farm Publications; Trade-
Paper Advertising; Posters. Painted Boards and
<i:.:ii-.; stiTri (,11- A.hnlisiri'.',

; Moving Pictures;
liif.i II'- .111.1 I'ii.i:. r.dendars; House
i'.''!ii" n- ! M.! i.'i, Tiieatre Programs
.111 1

I uil-ur;
,

.\ 1\. ;;, ,,, iiie Retail StOTC;
L. r-1.. .jn.i l->U.iu Li. -:, :.!ii-; Laws Affecting
Ailvrrti.sing

; Fdriiis and Systems.

See it free—sen{l the coupon
Practically every agency—everj' advertising

department—advertising men and women every-
where—keep a copy of this book handy. It

McGRAW-HILL
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO.. Inc.

370 Seventh Ave., New York

Vou may setiH me for 10 days' free ex-
amination. Hall's Advertising Handbook.
$5.00 net, postpaid. I agree to remit for
the book or return it postpaid within 10
days of receipt.

Signed

Address

Position

Company
A. F. 7-16-24

—and Now
Concerning Copy

One gathers, after seeing the page
in the June 21 Saturday Evening Post
bought and used by the Chicago Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Railway, that Mount
Rainier is a million miles high, and the

Milwaukee has orange trains with elec-

tric locomotives. That, one also gath-

ers, was the idea one was intended to

gather. And a good job, too.

William Allen White says that
when his son Bill worked in the com-
posing room of The Emporia Gazette
he got on just fine with the type-lice

—

burbanked 'em with typographical
errors. That is what happened when
someone said to someone, "We gotta
have a big idea like Listerine"—and
the word "bromidrosis" was hauled out
of a pungent old medical dictionary.

There are strange conventions
about some classifications of advertis-
ing copy. Run down a page, and
choose from these:

. . . "non-.sectarian country boarding school
for girls. All grades and courses including
Junior College and music."

. . . "Exclusively a boarding school for
high school girls or graduates. Elective
studies (regular or special) for every pref-
erence. IVCagnificent buildings and grounds.
Social culture, strong athletics."

. . . "Delightfully situated on Lake
Cayuga." etc.

..."2S minutes from Grand Central."
. . . "Day and boarding—seven buildings."
. . . "Develops personality, vitality, effi-

ciency."

Most advertisements for these hun-
gry shower-baths of learning and
social culture and vitality and efficiency

are written like a cross between a

White Mountain hotel prospectus and
an own-your-own home development.
Some day someone is going to under-
take the advertising of a good school

that needs enrollment (and most good
schools do not) , and he or she is going
to ignore the rubber-stamp language
and the cut of (1) Main building or

(2) scene at May Day pageant or (3)
student on horseback, and just sit down
and write an advertisement.

The advertisement will appear in

only one paper—"an awful lot of work
for one insertion," will be heard. It

will say that only a definite quota of

boys or girls will be accepted, that the
reason why is not undemocracy, but a
feeling that all parents expect their

kids to be in reliable company; that the
school depends on its graduates for its

reputation; that up to date those gradu-
ates have done thus, and so; that in

this broad land there are more like

them, and that now is the time to sub-
scribe.

Then it will go on to describe a day;
to tell about the sort of teachers there
and how much the kids like, fear, re-

spect or worship them, as the case may
be. It will say that "elective studies

(regular or special) for every pref-

erence" make the head of the school

just as actively sick as too many eclairs

on a cafeteria counter. And it will

convey the idea that the boys or girls

entering that school will be expected
to emerge much better citizens than
fhey went in or they will emerge ahead

1

of time, regardless of riding habits,

bare knees, football prowess, conven-

ience to Grand Central, or "atmosphere
that is both artistic and stimulating."

Of course, this won't be done in small

space—but why small space anyway,
except that a few energetic school-ad-

vertising solicitors have very recently

made a lot of advertisers out of non-

advertisers, and because small space is

the first dip in the water. Large space

costs money, true. But a bet is hereby
laid that the school that sets out delib-

erately by advertising to improve the

quality of its raw material won't be
j

kept waiting long for patronage. If
i

that advertisement is written, and prop-

erly written, it will not only be a fine

thing to read whether you've kids or

not, but it will start a new comparative ^

evaluation of a lot of institutions that

are now selling nothing but the

package.

My son and daughter may go to sum- i

mer hotels—but they won't live there
1

in term time.

Two AND ONE-HALF pages of the July

Co-mpanion were devoted (in five ad
vertisements) to this matter of ea
couraging hair to grow, and three ad
vertisements, totaling 1% pages, to

hair removers. One-tenth of a page
offers to restore hair, but it doesn't

look as if there is much need of resto^
ing, with the odds so heavily on tbS

growers.

In case you have not noticed, Mr.
Jordan's double, discovered recently by
this department exclusively, is back,

'

this time with another girl, and he

'

says: "I think she came from a Land
of Fire." I think she probably did, and
I expect to see her in the August issues

in an asbestos bathing-suit, plashing

among the red hot adjectives.

Concerning Mr. Jordan's double's

advertising copy, and its lyric hemor-
rhages, I wish to state that after com-
plimenting him on the better rhymes
he is now making, I am going to let him

,

alone, not wishing to be an unpaid
i

party to the wholesale success of his

;

car. Look at what happened to the

Ford when I commenced to get funny i

about it, years ago!
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The Story of the Famous
Peace Treaty Poster

;

By Colver Gordon
Vice-President, Outdoor Advertising Agency of America, Inc.

'K
I

»T different times during the World
War L. E. Waterman Company
used appropriate 24-sheet posters

Jthroughout the United States and

.Canada. It was their intention to dis-

iplay a European map poster showing
ithe fighting line in Europe. The
'poster was printed in advance, with

'the exception of the sheets showing the

(fighting line—the idea being to wait

until the last minute and have these

'extra sheets printed up to date in time

!to have the posters go on the boards

during the Christmas holiday season of

1X918. Out of the clear sky came the

(signing of the armistice. By having

jthe lithographers work night and day,

fthe extra sheets were printed and
iposters were displayed in New York
iCity and vicinity within 24 hours of

Ithe signing of the armistice. Inside of

a week they were displayed throughout

the United States (as far west as Cali-

fornia) and Canada. The map poster

(not only showed the latest fighting line,

jbut the neutral zone as well.

I

The promptness of the posting and
|the timeliness of the copy resulted in

numerous comments both by the ad-

ivertising profession and the trade, and
[the Waterman Company received many
[letters commending them on their won-
iderful poster campaign.
i In anticipation of the actual signing

|of the Treaty of Peace, the company
'had prepared a 24-sheet poster that for

jbeauty of design and fidelity of execu-

tion will rank as one of the finest evi-

Idences of poster work ever done. Ac-
'curate in historical detail, it carried

jout faithfully the colors of the uni-

forms worn by the various govern-

mental representatives who took part

in the final negotiations.

No one knew just when the peace

treaty would be signed, but as it was
necessary to reserve space on the

poster boards in certain cities and to

take advantage of the space until the

treaty was actually signed, a "teaser"

poster was put up. This was merely

an area of white paper upon which

was written the phrase "Will they

sign it?" with a big question mark.
Elaborate preparations had been set

in motion against the time when the

cables would bring the great news.

Not only were the posters printed, but

they were distributed as well. Ar-

rangements had been made with bill-

posters in every principal city and
town in the United States and Canada
to have the sheets go on the boards

the moment peace was signed.

The oflicial cable came in at 10:34

a. m., which would be 3:34 p. m. Paris

time. A few minutes later the flood

of telegrams was released at the West-

ern Union. The billposting concern

scheduled to handle the New York
metropolitan area was advised at

10:35 a. m. At 10:45 a. m., June 28,

1919, the first 24-sheet peace poster for

the Waterman Company was put up

in the Times Square district and in

other central locations in New York,

while the newspaper bulletin boards

were still sizzling with their first re-

ports. As a matter of fact, the Water-

man posters were up in Times Square

before the first newspaper extras were

on the streets.

The same procedure was followed in

other large cities—Chicago, Los An-

geles, Seattle, etc.—within a few min-

utes after word was received in New
York.
On the same afternoon, over 200

telegrams were received from as many
cities stating the exact hour of the

posting and the success of the enter-

prise. In the large majority of cases

the posters were up within an hour

after the official cable was received.

Industrial
and

Agency
Executives!

Are you following the

series of articles on In-

dustrial Marketing by

Robert R. Updegraff?

If not, now is the time

to begin.

The first installment,

"The First Two Steps in

Industrial Marketing,"

appeared in our April

23rd issue.

"The Straight Path to

Industrial Markets," the

second of the series, in

the May 21st issue.

And now the next, "A
Progressive Policy for

Industrial Marketing,"

is scheduled for our

July 30th issue.

Copies of the two

issues in which the

articles have already

appeared are avail-

able at fifteen cents

each.

Advertising
and Selling VZ?

FOKTNICHTLY
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A X. Y. client recently

spent IOC. each on lo.ooo

dealers to see it our plans

would work. Orders came
in such .^ood volume he is

now spendinR loc. each on
70,000 dealers.

We always recommend
small test of our plans

before going; ahead. Most
sensible executives like

that idea. Sounds as

though we had confidence

in our work.

Want more sales ? We
Ret results.

Edward H. Sriiiilze. Inc.
Direct Mail Adverttxlng
Wooln-orth BnlldiiV New York

=/*

In the
Lumber
Field i

It's the
Amerlcanfimbmnan

Established 1873

Published Weekly CHICAGO, ILL.

CRAM CUTS—
for booklets
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;ong-Haul Viewpoint

in Advertising

I

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22]

' 'rhere are two important phases of

esry sort of an advertising appeal,

£d any business depends primarily

ion the successfulness of the appeals

i makes to the public for its success,

lere is first the appeal of practical-

i—the appeal to reason. The cus-

tner in satisfying his needs will seek

ct that which appears to be usable

si useful for the need he has to fill,

lerybody instinctively recognizes that

-;he manufacturer, the salesman, the

V olesaler, the retailer, the advertiser,

ti sales person—but not everyone

r ognizes with equal instinctiveness

t' importance of the esthetic appeal,

t' appeal to the emotions.

tVe must have many things—things

T need. Therefore, they must be us-

aje, practical. But we ivant things

r a million and one reasons outside of

t • practical ones, and in this day and
g, every man and woman and child

I \'s, or has bought for him, more
t ng-s because he wants them than be-

cise he needs them.
'f retailing is practicing the science

c supplying people's wants (and we
a know that it is), and if advertising

i a bid for their permanent good will,

cifidence and patronage, it follows

tilt a very important consideration in

d" advertising should be its esthetic

apeal rather than its practical appeal,

lis the appeal to the senses through
tii eye that counts most rather than
ti appeal that comes purely from
s ting price and describing the article.

^"^IME was when the retailer's re-

; sponsibility was a narrow and re-

Sjicted one. With recent years, how-
ei!r, especially with the development
department stores which have come

t'exert perhaps the greatest single di-

rit influence today on how goods are
d>igned and made, which in turn af-

Bt the lives and character of the

E)ple, has come a greater responsibil-

ij to the community in which the

r*rchant lives and conducts his busi-
1 s. And this responsibility broadens
:i

1 I'xtends the merchant's influence

i proportion to the number of items
Kidled by the store and the number
a people served by it.

ft is within the power of the retailer

tjengineer all these influences for the
hiefit of his community instead of
ij detriment, and the bigger-minded
Urchants consciously or unconsciously
li'er lose cognizance of that fact.

4d strange as it may seem to some
Hiple who have never been quite able
t comprehend its working is the fact
tjit those merchants who put their

- oiigations to their community, to the
fiple whom they serve, ahead of
«Tything else inevitably wind up with

.
t greatest profit for themselves, thus
Eiieving the real rewards that come
f m the knowledge of having lived a
1|' of real service.

Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is 36 cents a line—6 pt. type. When larger
type is used charge is based on 6 pt. line space basis. Minimum charge $1.80. Forms close Saturday

noon before date of issue.

Business Opportunities

Ask for your copy of our Bulletin at

your home address. Harris-Dibble Com-
pany, 345 Madison Ave., New York City.

CALIFORNIA REPRESENTATIVE
Desires to connect with manufacturers and mer-
chants wlio are looking for a live wire representa-
tive in CaHfornia. OfHces in San Francisco and
Los Angeles. Benjamin Diepenbrock, 30 E.
42nd St., New York.

Position Wanted

ADVERTISING MANAGER
Fifteen years' experience retail store advertising
and sales promotions : no wizard, but practical

husines^ producer. Box 1,';4, Adv. and Selling
Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. C.

COLORADO, NEW MEXICO and ARIZONA!
Any one of these three states will do my wife's

health a whole lot of good, and so we're going.

I'tn a copy and idea man. thirty, married, and
with over ten years' of newspaper and agency
experience, now copy chief in Middle West.
The rest of the story will interest you if you live

in one of the three states I've mentioned. Box
lfi2. Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt .^ve..

New York City.

Sales Executive and Mail-Order Expert. Avail-

able Sept. 15—Remark.able sales record with
$10.1100,000 international concern manufacturing
exclusive quality product. Box 168, Adv. &
.Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New Vork

COPY MAN
Can write good forcible copy. Know art, lay-

outs, typography, printing. Thoroughly ex-

perienced. Ambitious and reliable worker.
Box 160, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vander-
bilt .\ve., New York City.

CORRESPONDENT, exceptionally adept sales,

complaint, cnllections, with general advertising,
mail order and production background ; handles
large volume: mercantile, financial, publishing
experience: excellent references; .American.
Christi.in: college education. Box 16.1. Adv.
and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New Yor'<
City.

Position IVanJed

SALES MANAGER
Capable executive, desires to connect with manu-
facturer as Sales llanagtr or .\ssistant. Box
158, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave..
New York City.

Help Wanted

ASSISTANT COPY WRITER
Good opportunity for intelUgent, ambitious young
man as assistant copy writer in the Service
Department of rapidly growing publishing house.
College man preferable. Moderate salary to
start. Write, stating age, education and other
qualifications. Box 157, Adv. and Selling Fort.,
52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

WRITER OF TECHNICAL COPY
Manufacturer of engineering products needs man
with experience in handling copy for trade and
technical publications. This Boston manufac-
turer is a world leader in its field and advance-
ment to the right man is assured. Give com-
plete details about yourself in first letter and
include vour religious preference. Box 156,
Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York City.

We
ADVERTISING AGENCIES!

serve_ through surveys and special investi-
gations—dealers—consumers—industries. Wor-
cester or Worcester County or anywhere in
New England. Dependable research work.
Finkel Business Builders, 12 May, Worcester,
Mass.

Wanted trade paper representative Monthly pub-
lication reaching agricultural workers. Control
circulation readers. Chicago, Baltimore and New
York representatives. Drawing account against
Commission. Reply giving age. experience,
nationality, etc. The Pr.att & Lindsev Co., 461
Sth .\ve.. New Vork City.

Miscellaneous

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
The lack of current, properly prepared informa-
tion for an advertising agency of its financial
condition, trend and departmental costs has
proved the undoing of many a promising concern.
A Certified Public .Accountant is prepared to

render an individu,al. dividend-paving, auditing
.and accounting service to .agencies with the fore-
siglil and business acumen to appreciate the
necessity of such a service. Box 155. Adv. and
Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. C.
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Advertisers' Index

[«]

Ajax Pholo Print Co 46

Alexander Film Co 48

American Lumberman 64

American Photo Engraving Assn 45

Animated Products Co 42

Architectural Record, The 60

[6]
Bakers Weekly 60

Barton, Durstine & Osborn. Inc 27

Bates, Chas. A 51

Boot & Shoe Recorder 60
Building Supply News 55

Bu Bour 52

[c]

Campbell-Ewald Co 9

Chicago Daily News 2

Chilton Company Inset Bel. 42 and 43

Christian Herald 10
Christian Science Monitor 31

Cincinnati Enquirer 39
Cram Studios. The 64
Cutlets 61

w
Denne & Co., Ltd., A. J.

[«]

Economist Group 34-35

Expositor, The 57

[/]

Farm Journal. The.

M

m

U]
Lillibridge, Inc., Ray D.

Insert Bet. 50 and 51

[m]
McCann Co., H. K 12

McGraw-Hill Book Co 62

Market Place 65

Moss Photo Engraving Co 58

[n]

National Miller 54

National Petroleum News 68

National Register Publishing Co 42

Nation's Business 6

New York Daily News.. Insert Facing 59

Normal Instructor and Primary Plans. 52

[o]

Oral Hygiene

[P]
Paschall Co.. L F 56

Photoplay Magazine 40-41

Postage Magazine 46

[9]

37 Quality Group. The 57

Cagnier Stereotype Foundry 49
Galloway. Ewing 46

Gas Age-Record 59

Good Housekeeping 33

Goode & Berrien, Inc 49-55-57

Grand Rapids Furniture Record 43

Gude Co.. O. J Insert Facing 58

[r]

Radio Digest 61

Retlaw 54

Richards Co., Joseph 3

Rotarian, The 55

[«]

Schulze, Edward H 61

54
Hannah & Associates, F. .4 60

Hardware Age 38 Sellmg Aid

Hooven Letters 50 ='"««''
•^f'"' •

• • •

Simmonds & Barrett Co

[i]

Igelstroem Co., The J 60
Indianapolis News 4

Ingram, W. Scott 46

Standard Rate & Data Service.

St. James Hotel
Superior Color Co

[i]

[']

Jardine, W 46
Jewish Daily Forward 60
Journal of Electricity 7

Tanki Service Bureau 60

Taylor Brothers Co 46
Textile World 67
True Story Magazine, The 8

Tuthill Advertising Agency 54

To the Budding

Leyendecker
[continued from page 28]

not as an elderly dowager whom yo

would marry for her money.
Sometimes it seems to me that

would be better for us all if thej

were only a bare living

Then only those that love her wou!

serve her ; and the smart young ma
in our game, who is a broker

heart, would stay in Wall Strei

and we should be happy. . . .

Perhaps you will be tempted
become a follower—somewhat 1

moved—of a very great man no

dead and draw he men and the grei

open spaces. As it is now done
the fifth generation, the trick seen

to consist mainly of some small wi;

dow panes, a girl with flying drap^

ies, some sea gulls or mountains,

monolithic man and technic.

My chief objection to the fifth ge

eration is that it never goes to n

ture, has added nothing to the trac

tion, and apparently works su

rounded by the clippings of the foi

previous generations. If you w
look in the Saturay Everting Poi

you will find the conventional fi

ures, mother, daughter, father

baby, and so forth. Do they lo

human to you? Is the world as s£

charine as they are? Is the smi

as universal as they indicate? Tb
I am sorry for our world. Bewa
of sugar and sweetness and surfa

finish, unless you would become ri<

After all you are about to go for

to seek your fortune. So rememfc

this—that Nature will always ha

something for you, if you will go

her; that our game has more plei

ant than unpleasant hours; and tt

always you will have before you

piece of white paper, a bit of col

and the hope that now will come^
perfect design.

Respectfully,

C. B. Fal;

e„^

,Lsl

J. H. Riidd

Appointed acting business manaj

of Electrical World and Industrial 1

gineer, McGraw-Hill publications.

Milton R. Standish

Recently vice-president and
manager of the Gill Storage Batt
Company, San Bernardino, Gal.,

pointed advertising director of the i

Bernardino Morning Sun and Even
Telegram, with which he was i

merly associated. M. C. Mogenser
Company, San Francisco, places

accounts.



To the man

who is advertising from habit

and who has never considered the ''objective"

method oj -promoting his busifiess.

THIS message is addressed to the

man who continues to spend

money in advertising his business

year after year almost from force of hab-

it, without seeing any very definite re-

sults.

In his mind he is convinced that adver-

tising is a modern business tool that he

should use. He is using it, and he hopes

vaguely that it "pays" him.

Very likely it does, but many of these

vague, hopeful advertisers are paying en-

tirely too much for what they get out of

their advertising. Or, put the other way

around, they are getting too little in the

way of results for the money they are

spending. Because they are spending it

in the conventional way.

If they were to devote the same amount

to advertising that had been focused on

certain definite "objectives," properly

staked off and measured in advance, they

would find advertising much more pro-

ductive and its results more nearly meas-

urable.
f -f f

WITHIN the past three years a man

came to us with a new product to

advertise.

Questioning developed that he had

turned to advertising merely because the

conventional thing to do with a new
product is to advertise it.

In his mind he had set an arbitrary fig-

ure representing the sum he was ready to

appropriate for advertising for the first

year. It was a large sum.

That is either entirely too much or jar too

little," we informed him, "depending

upon your 'objective.' " By that we
meant: if he was expecting to introduce

his new product broadly to the people of

the United States he would be practical-

ly throwing away his money; that the

great public's attention could not be

bought for anything like the figure he

named, generous as it might seem to him.

It would require perhaps four or five

times as much.

Such an appropriation was out of the

question and preliminary study led us to

suggest the alternative of setting an at-

tainable "objective" which could be

reached the first year for perhaps a third

of the sum he had in mind, leaving a

substantial balance toward an effective

drive toward a new "objective" the

second year, and starting him on the

road toward a broad national program

by sound, progressive steps within his

ability to finance safely, not only the first

year but over a period of vears.



This was new reasoning to him. He had

never thought of advertising as being

able to help a business progress in an or-

derly way from "objective" to "objec-

tive," consolidating its gains as it pro-

gressed.

Efficiency of the LiLLIBRIDGE

''Objective" Method of ^Advertising

THERE is efficiency in this "objec-

tive" method of tackling an adver-

tising program. By working each season

or each year toward a definite, attain-

able "objective" an advertiser can pro-

gress faster and travel farther than if he

merely advertises because it is the cus-

tomary thing to do, and he hopes it will

put over "his product or his proposition

.

In the case we are discussing, we exceed-

ed both our client's and our own expec-

tations. Because our effort was skilfully

and sharply/ua^W, the advertising drove

straight and went past our "objective."

Indeed, the first year's program accom-

plished more than our client had hoped

to accomplish with the sum he origin-

ally intended to spend, which was more

than three times as large a sum as was

actually spent the first year.

f f f

WE realize that this is rather an unor-

thodox way of handling an adver-

tising appropriation. Theoretically we
should have counseled this man to set an

"objective" three times as far away,

spend the entire appropriation the first

year, and cover three times the distance

he did cover. But our preliminary survey

disclosed that the shorter distance repre-

sented all the advance this advertiser's

company could ' 'consolidate" during the

first year. Before he could wisely advance

farther he would have to bring his or-

ganization and his production capacity

up to his publicity.

This he is now doing and indications are

that presently his company will be ap-

propriating annually very much larger

sums for advertising than his first arbi-

trary figure. But there will be nothing

arbitrary about them: they will be care-

fully measured to fit new "objectives."

And they iv'ill he justified by the progress of

the business.

i -f f

THIS is our usual way of working : to

crystallize our client's needs and

problems, whether they pertain to dis-

tribution, sales, good-will or prestige,

and set up "objectives." We then formu-

late plans for reaching these "objectives"

in the most direct way and by the most

economical method possible, and carry

these plans through to the last detail , after

they have been approved by our client.

By "ro the last detail ' we mean more than

the usual details connected with the pro-

duction, placing, and checking of adver-

tisements. We mean details such as re-

search; work with the trade or profes-

sion; the preparation of dealer literature

and direct-by-mail advertising; editing

house organs; compiling and printing

catalogs; writing sales bulletins, tech-

nical treatises, popular articles, books;

compiling accurate mailing lists for

special promotion purposes.



An ''Ohpctive"

in Good-Will
THE possibility of setting anything

like a measurable '"objective" ni

that intangible business factor known

as "good-will" might well seem im-

possible.

Yet in developing a good-will cam-

paign for our clients, the Wagner Electric

Corporation, of St. Louis, we developed

.[ series of messages so broad in their

appeal to the electric light and power

industry as to be assured a reading. We
then focused this appeal sharply by care-

killv compiling a mailing list of men of

great influence and had the name of each

man printed on the front cover of his

copy of each message in the series.

T IS rwo in the afternoon. The

metropolis simmers in dust and

heat under the summer sun. At

the load dispatcher's desk in the

great central electric power station

the system operator sits by his telephones and

telautograph. On the "pilot" board before him

red and green lights blink in and out, showing

the switching of power In 2 network of under-

ground feeders.

Over the city horizon a widening cloud swiftly

approaches. It grows larger and blacker. A peal

of distant thunder is heard. Instantly the operator

signals the sation men to "stand by" for a storm.

With swift, efficient precision preparations are

made for the onset of the mounting load.

In the boiler room banked fires under "stand-by"

boilers, kept in readiness for such emergencies, axe

quickened into a roanng fury of flame to meet the

rising demand for steam.

On the generator floor e

turning over slowly to "^

X turbines arc started

a up" before going

Outside, a mantle of inky cloud shot with hght-

ning spreads over the city. As the untimely dark-

ness deepens thousands of lighting switches click

as more light is required in homes, faaories, offices

and stores. And every switch that is closed— every

lamp that is lighted— transmits its added load to

the sky-rocketing demand for more power.

Up on the switchboard gallery in the power

station the anxious operators intently watch their

instruments. Up—up— goes the climbing. ampere

demand. Down goes the pressure. A whirl of a

rheostat — and up it goes again

responds.

The conneacd generators arc overloaded but

the incoming load inacascs. One of the turbo-

generators "warming up'

capacity added to the power output. Still the load

mounts while boiler after boiler and turbine after

turbine is put into service — unul at last the

gcncy peak is reached.

The load begins to decline as swiftly as i

The added units, one by one, arc dropped off

the hne and shut down. The stand-by boilers are

slowed to quiescence, their fires again "banked"

The city emerges from the shadow of vanish-

ing clouds. The sun comes fbnh, driving the

eleanc Ught to dim retreats in the canyon depths

about adjacent skyscrapers.

Once again the Electric Light and Power Com-

pany with its organization ofcompetent, disciplined

men and extra machines, continuously maintained

ready for instant service, has triumphed over a

crisis. Yet. after all, not a crisis because the con-

tinuous, adequate supply of Ught and power to

its customers is an obUgation in the fulfilment of

which the Elcaric Light and Power Company

must not fail, and for the ftjlfilment of which it

must mass such forces as shall make even the

meeting of crises paradoxically commonplace.

The service of the Electric Light and Power

Companies is too vitally essential to the normal life

of every individual in the communities they serve,

to be operated by men other than those whose

managing genius and farsighted capacity for antici-

pating public needs have made that service possible.

'he apprtcialtoti of the Electric Uebl and
h, through mort than thirty yan ^ contact

h that indiatrp. hat mtnesstd, in the growth of Eltctric Light and Power Service

—from ohicure oeginningi to its prtsrnt magnitude—a development that has done

much to elevate American standards ofliving, to furnish a sound investmtntfor mote

than two million people, and to enlarge the rtsourtes and fmsperity of the Nation.

WAGNER ELECTRIC CORPORATION, SAINT LOUIS. U.S.A.

SO surely did this series of

messages reach home, and

so interesting were they, that

they quickly rolled up a great

wave of good-will, which was

their main "objective." Then

electric light and power com-

panies all over America began

to ask permission to republish

them at their own expense in

large space in their local news-

papers.

Many times the sum of money

invested in this campaign would

not have brought as much good-

will and publicity but for the

deliniteness of the "objective,"

the sharpness of the focus, and

the painstaking care in working

out the message, the treatment

and the mailing list.

An example of the Lillibridge "objective" method of tackling an advertising problem, selected from the iihiiiy

interesting cases developed during our is years of agency service.



In short, we take the responsibility for

those "mean jobs" that are generally

considered as unprofitable nuisances

around an advertising agency (and in-

deed often around the advertiser's own

offices) but which must be carefully

worked out and dovetailed with the more

spectacular part of any advertising pro-

gram if anything like the measure of suc-

cess possible is to be realized.

Why we can profitably wor\ this way

FROM the beginning the founder of

this agency realized that while he

could expect a certain income from agen-

cy commissions, in many cases the com-

missions earned by an account would not

pay for the kind of job he wanted to do.

At least not in the early stages of the

work. He believed it would serve the

best interest of his clients if he could be

independent of "billing." There seemed

to be just one way to make certain this

independence. That way was to charge

every client a substantial fee as the basis

of his remuneration, regardless of the

amount of advertising to be done or the

methods or media to be employed. (We
charge a minimum retainer of one thou-

sand dollars per month.)

How THIS IDEA developed into what is

now known as the Lillibridge "Fee-and-

Budget System" is another story.* Suf-

fice it to say that years of experience have

proved our system of remuneration to be

a decided advantage to clients in every

way.

Years of experience have also proved

the effectiveness ofour "objective" meth-

od of tackling advertising and selling

problems. Repeatedly we have demon-

strated our ability to achieve remarkable

results for clients with very modest ap-

propriations by virtue of carefully set

"objectives," moved forward from year

to year as fast as the gains could be con-

solidated.

Among the responsible executives to

whose attention this message may come

there are doubtless some who will be

glad to know of an agency that has been

doing business on such a basis for ^5

years and can refer to a fine clientele. It

would be a pleasure to explain our ser-

vice in greater detail to any such.

Ray D. Lillibridge Incorporated

A GENERAL ADVERTISING AGENCY WITH AN ENGINEERING BACKGROUND

Establishid i%tj<j
(

m- Incorporated 1 909

III BROADWAY
New York

*The Lillibridge " Fee-and-Budget System" Wiis explained in greater detail in a previous adi^ertisement,

a copy of which will he sent to any interested executive on request.
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This Chart May Be
''Greek'' to You

But it isn't to the readers of TEXTILE
WORLD.
It is a sample of the character of service

TEXTILE WORLD renders to readers
and evidence of the high quality of reader
appeal.

It has another significance to advertisers

—the highly specialized nature of the

textile industry which demands its ovi^n

exclusive publications. No general ap-

proach can pay its own way in the textile

field.

The statistical Department of TEXTILE
WORLD is a part of its editorial equip-
ment.

It is the business of TEXTILE
WORLD'S statistical editors to furnish

readers with a form of market and busi-

ness analysis which is so accurate, con-

cise and clear that it can be the basis for

determining immediate business policies

and forecasting future tendencies.

That is a big contract, but it is exactly

what TEXTILE WORLD is accom-
plishing.

We present it to you as one more reason

why TEXTILE WORLD is so eminently

qualified to carry your message to the

men who count in the textile industry.

Textile^^Md
Audit Bureau of Circulations

Associated Business Papers, Inc

334 Fourth Ave., New York

i»&r^
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ProfessionalJudgment

N. W. Ayer & Son
T. H. Ball & Staff
Barker. Duff & Morris
Barton, Durstine & Osborne,

! Advertising Co.
Beek Advertisine Co.
Bisselia Land, Inc.
Blaine-Thonipson Co.
Bloodhart-Soat Co.
Bolton. Meek & Wearstler
Harry Botsford
Brandt Advertising Agency

Bun

-Kuhn Advertising Co.

Campbell-Ewald Co.
Causey Co.
Central Advertisers' Agency
Chambers Agency. Inc.

Chappelow Advertising Co.

J Advertising Co.
Critchfield & Co.
Witt K. Cochrane Advertising

Agency, Inc.
Arthur M.Crumrine Co.
D'Arcy Advertising Co.
Maxton R. Davies Co.
L. E. DietzCo.
Lee E. Donnelley Co.
Dorenuis & Co.
Dorrance. Sullivan & Co.
C. L. Doughty Advertising
Agency

Eastman & Co.
, Wasey & Co.

Evers. Watrous & Co.
Ferry-Hanlcy Advertising Co.
Federal Advertising Agency
Charles Daniel Frey Agency
Charles H. Fuller Co.
Fuller & Smith
Gardiner & Wells Cn . Inr.

Gcyer-Dayton Advertising

H. C.

fdcrickB.HartAdv

CONVINCING the experienced '^Spitfe-C

buyer of the modern advertising agency

is a true index of a publication's value. He is

an expert in sifting out the chaff in the claims

and data submitted to him.

Any publication, no matter how little its adver-

tising value, can sell a certain amount of space

to untrained buyers.

But the test of a publication's worth is con-

clusively proven by its volume of agency-placed

business.

That is why we repeatedly emphasize the

volume of agency-placed advertising carried in

the pages of National Petroleum News and

its steady, year-to-year increase.

On either side of this page is the list of agencies

placing business in N. P. N.

NATIONAL PETROLEUM NEWS
812 Huron Road, Cleveland, Ohio

^DISTRICT OFFICES

:

TULSA, OKLA. CHICAGO NEW YORK HOUSTON.TEX.
608 Bank of Commerce Bldg. 360 N. Michigan Ave. 342 Madison Ave. 6i4Wcst Buildmg

ity, !;.;->,

Advertising Agents Hand*
ling Accounts Carried in
National Petroleum News

During 1923
Ray D. I.illibridge. Inc.
I.ons-Cosl
F.J. I.< Co..
Lyddon & Hanford Adver

tising Co.
McAdam Advertising Service
H. K. McCann Co.
McCarty Advertising Co,
McCormack-ArtPstrone
Homer McKee Co.. Inc.
HurIi McVey Advertising
Agency

MacManus. Inc.
Medlty Scovil. Inc.
A. Eugene Michel & Staff
Fred Millis. Inc.
Menke Robertson Aavertisj

ing Service
Mitchell Advertising Agency
Frank G. Mori

orj-Golden.

tCo., In

Proctor & Collier Co.
Wm. H. Rankin Co.
T. M. Reese
Joseph Richards Co . Inc.
Grant Richardson. Inc.
Rickard &Co,. Inc.
John Ring Jr. Advertising

npany. Inc.

ising Agency

^ing Servi

.sing Co.

, (Iratiol & Co.

NATIONAL PETROLEUM NE^V?
SitEMBER : A. B. C. MEMBER: A.B.P.
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What Your Chicag'o
Buyers Read

I
F you sell any sort of legitimate merchandise in Chicago and

its nearby suburbs, the majority of your customers are regu-

lar readers of The Chicago Daily News, because

—

The 400.000 circulation of The Daily News, concentrated 94

per cent in Chicago and its suburbs, is largely a homeward
bound circulation, and that means, at a conservative estimate,

that The Daily News has 1,200,000 daily readers.

In the great majority of financially competent households

of Chicago, where English is read, The Daily News is an estab-

lished habit—a part of the family life.

It is read with zest and trusted with full confidence by the

young and the progressive as well as the older and more con-

servative citizens, because it renders the most efficient newspaper

service to its readers that they can buy. It gives all today's im-

portant news toJay— 12 hours earlier than the same news appears

in any morning paper, and more comprehensively and depend-

ably than in other evening papers.

And its readers read it not only for its news and editorial fea-

tures, but for advertising information and guidance. It is the

advertising directory and guide of one of the largest, most com-

pact and most diversified markets in the world.

Consequently in its field it leads all its competitors in volume
of advertising carried. In the first six months of 1924 it carried

7,945,765 agate lines of display advertising, as against 5,989,555

carried by the Chicago daily newspaper having the next highest

score—a morning newspaper.

Thus, reader interest and reader confidence react in advertis-

ing effectiveness and advertising leadership as "cause and efTect."

These elements of journalistic efficiency combine to make

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
First in Chicago

I'ublislicd cviry other Wrilncsda.v by .\ilvirl isinn FiirtniKhtly, Inc., r.2 V:inilirliilt Ave, New York, N. Y. .Subscription price $2.00 pi

year. Voluniu :!. No. 7. lOntert-d as sihdiuI i-la.ss matter May 7, l'J2:i. at I'o.st Ollict; at New York under Act of March 3, IS
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. S. Goldsmith

I

New York agency, will direct an ad-
);rtising campaign for Freed-Eise-
i;ann Radio Receivers.

llusic Trade News
On July 15 became the new name of
heet Music Trade News, and will be
svoted exclusively to the musical mer-
landise, small goods and sheet music
iidustries. Personnel remains un-
langed.

ohn Schaefer

Resigned from the Class Journal
ompany to open an advertising
?ency at 303 Fifth Avenue, New
lork, where he will specialize in auto-
liotive advertising.

I'fce Henry B. Flarsheim Co.

Cincinnati, selected to direct advertis-
lig for the Key Publishing Co., New
ork, and Huth & Co., bankers. New
ork and London.

^.ducational Advertising Co.

New York, appointed exclusive ad-
srtising representatives in the United
tates for The Scholastic, a national
igh school magazine.

ilaurice L. Crowther
Former business manager of The
klahoma Farmer, appointed business
lanager of The Oklahoma News. Okla-
oma City.

'ampbell-Eivald Company
I Will direct for the Blaw-Knox Com-
any, of Pittsburgh, Pa., the advertis-
,ig of its standard steel buildings,
he Chicago offices of Campbell-Ewald
ave been moved from 1811 Mailers
uilding to London Guarantee & Acci-
:ent Building, 360 North Michigan
i.venue. Four new members have
|een added to the staff: Guy J. Hous-
y, copywriter, formerly with Chicago
"vening Post; E. W. Boynton, artist,
nd N. Eckliff and N. J. Lewinski.

ilacManus, Incorporated

Coincident with the completion of an
Idition to its building at 82 Hancock
venue, Detroit, announced appoint-
ent of Lee Anderson and Warner H.
-nkins, Jr., as vice-presidents. These,
igether with Arden Yinkey, Theodore
. MacManus and Eugene J. Steiner,
imprise the company's officers.

ndrew Geyer, Inc.

I
New York publishers, have purchased

|ie monthly magazine Gifts a}id Greet-
\ig Cards and the directory, "Where to
'uy It," covering the same field. Gifts
'id Greeting Cards will be absorbed
iV The Gift and Art Shop, one of the
Iresent Geyer publications, and the
>mbined magazine will appear under
|iat title. "Where to Buy It" will be
imtinued as a separate Geyer publica-

The Thuniljnail

Business Review

BUSINESS shows decided signs of im-

. provement. Govermuent reports of

a decreased wheat yield at home,
followed by advices that conditions in

other wheat-growing countries of the
world are unfavorable, have had the effect

of sending prices of agricultural products
to the highest point they have reached in

four years. In tlie past six months a

billion dollars has been added to the agri-

cultural wealth of the nation, and the pur-
chasing value of farm crops is still rising.

C Betterment in the farmer's buying
power must ultimately benefit all busi-

ness. Mail-order houses and manufactur-
ers of agricultural implements will feel

the effects first. In the Northwest, the
source of distressing reports last year,
farmers are rapidly paying off their debts.

Surplus wheat is being moved out of the
storehouses at good prices.

C Increase in automobile exports is help-
ing the automotive industry out of a bad
slump. Sales of vehicles at home are also

increasing. Steel mills report better de-

mand for iron and steel products. Freight
traffic is picking up.

C Many individual industries still seek
betterment in their business, and the con-
sensus of opinion is that this is not far off.

The building industry is active and there
is no great amount of unemployment.
Money and credit are plentiful.

Alex Moss.

A. A. C. of W.
Elected Lou E. Holland president for

the third consecutive year. Jesse H.
Neal was reelected secretary-treasurer.
Ethel B. Scully was chosen to represent
the women's clubs on the executive
board, and Mrs. Bernice Blackwood was
elected chairman of the Women's Ad-
vertising Clubs of the World. The 1925
convention of the A. A. C. of W. will

be held at Houston, Tex.

Midland Advertising Agency
Cincinnati, will direct advertising for

E. Kahn Sons Company, meat products,
same city.

Rufus T. French
Founder of the advertising and pub-

lishing firm of Rufus French, Inc., New
York, died July 21.

Ohio School of Commercial Art
Newly organized at 1715 Euclid

Avenue, Cleveland, under the direction
of D. Blake Battles. The instructors
are S. Gordon Barrick, Frank Brenza,
Carl W. Broemal, Howard M. Duff,
Clayton M. Hoff, Joseph W. Jicha,
George Juja, Victor E. Klippert and
and Don Wooton.

F. G. Yaniz
Formerly with the foreign depart-

ment of Frank Seaman, Inc., New
York, appointed advertising manager
of Revista University, Spanish pub-
lication printed in New York and dis-
tributed as a Sunday supplement by
Latin American newspapers.

Lyddon & Hanford Co.

New York office has added Norman
Clifton Reeves to its art staff.

D'Arcy Advertising Company
St. Louis, will direct advertising for

William R. Compton Company, invest-
ment bonds, with headquarters in that
city.

Homer M. Kerr
Sydney, Australia, recently removed

to the Manchester Unity Building, that
city, and Stuart Reid, London artist,
has become associated with the organi-
zation.

Street & Finney
Are to inaugurate a newspaper cam-

paign for The Largman, Gray Com-
pany, manufacturers of women's ho-
siery, Philadelphia.

Jacksonville Advertising Club
Newly organized, has elected George

S. Lowman, president; Noble Enge,
vice-president; Harry E. Burns, secre-
tary-treasurer. A special committee
named to confer with the city council
relative to Jacksonville's advertising
plans and appropriations for 1925 is

headed by Frank W. Norris, chairman.

Crook Advertising Agency
Dallas, Tex., will direct advertising

for Trinity University, Waxahachie;
Baylor College for Women, Belton;
Terrill School, Dallas, and Meridian
College, Meridian ; all in Texas.

Fuller & Smith
Cleveland, has been selected to direct

advertising for the Chemitex Products
Company, manufacturers of window-
shade cloth, Barberton, Ohio.

[additional news on othes pages]
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Every month the Martin Ceintine Company offers ca$h prizes to the advertising man and the

printer who joint/v produce the best viork on Cantine's Coated Papers. The May contest was

won hy The .irroiv Press and stajf^ New York City,for the beautiful Tourifig Number of Du~
rant's " Staridard." This house organ is printed in colors on Canti?ie's Jshokan^ the No. I

Enamel Book Paper.

YOUR problem today is not how to get an
output, but how to sell it.

Good coated paper on which to print your
house organs, catalogs, illustrated letters, fold-

ers, broadsides—the foundation of your selling-

is more vital to your success now than raw ma-
terials for your production or concrete for your
walls. It is a matter to which the highest ex-

ecutives in your company may well give at-

tention.

By specifying Cantine's Coated Papers, you
make certain that your printed salesmanship
will be as effective as paper can make it.

Cantine's Coated Papersfor all requirements of quality are sold by leading jobbers in prin-

cipal cities. For catalog andfull particulars of monthly contests ^ address the Martin Cantine

Company^ Saugerties, N. V., Dept. 75

Can FOLD ASHOKAN ESOPUS Velvetone LiTHOCIS.
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Both look alike

on the order book
[
Two kinds of dealers sell electrical appli-

nces.

: One of these two is the electrical dealer

-who sells nothing but electrical goods.

I

The other is the non-electrical dealer

—

/ho sells electrical appliances along with his

sgular line of department store ware, house-
arnishings, hardware, furniture, or sport-

;ig goods.
But both of these dealers are electrical

ppliance dealers.

t

Both look alike on the order book of the

lectrical appliance manufacturer who goes
her their business.

These electrical dealers and jobbers read
Electrical Merchandising—15,000 of them.

I These non-electrical dealers (who sell

ilectrical appliances along with department
Lore wares, housefurnishings, hardware,

furniture and sporting goods) read Elec-

trical Retailing—30,000 of them.
Through both of these publications the

electrical appliance manufacturer can reach

45,000 electrical appliance dealers.

s;

Each one of the fifteen McGraw-Hill Publications is the

working tool and buying guide of the executive who buys
in the field it serves.

These fields and the publications which serve them
are

—

Electrical: Electrical World, Electrical Merchandising,
Electrical Retailing, Journal of Electricity.

Construction and Civil Engineering: Engineering News-
Record.

Mining: Engineering & Mining Journal-Press, Coal Age.

Transportation: Electrical Railway Journal, Bus Trans-
portation.

Industrial: American Machinist, Industrial Engineer,
Power, American Machinist (European Edition), Chem-
ical & Metallurgical Engineering.

Engineering in Spanish-Speaking Countries: Ingenieria

Internacional.

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISING %' ELECTRICAL RETAILING
Tenth Ave. at 36th St., New York : Old Colony Building, Chicago

McGraiv- Hill Publications
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I

I
The average monthly net

paid sale of

True Story

for the first six months of 1924 as com-

pared with the first six months of 1923

was as follows—month by month

—
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The Special

Toy and Cidware Edition

of the

Hi-and Rapids Furniture Record

\l ill Be Published in

SEPTEMBER

Satisfied With Sales %924 ?

NOT when you know that one of

the most important toy markets,

second only to the Spring Toy
Fair, will be active in September.

It is then that the thousands of furni-

ture buyers purchase their toys and
giftware. Especially heavy stocks are

ordered at this time because of the com-
ing holiday season.

For, in addition to the all-year-round

toy departments that are being opened
in more and more stores, practically

every furniture dealer of consequence
sells toys at Christmas time.

The Toy and Giftware edition of The

Grand Rapids Furniture Record will be

published September 1st. It will con-

tain a Special Toy and Giftware Section

from which thousands of furniture

dealers will make selections for their

holiday stocks.

Forms close August 10th. Final forms

go to press August 18th. Your adver-

tisement in this edition will place your

sales story before this great body of

retail buyers at the exact time when
they are ready to buy.

Please make space reservations and
forward copy at once. This will help

us to give you good position.

^ Grand Rapids Furniture Record
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

A.B.C. Audited Cii of the A.B.P. Inc.

1^0^ m^^^(^^® ^m^^m^ w^m ©^% w^m wn'^mm^m,
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Which is the

better way for you?

There are two ways of directing your magazine advertising to women— one,

the broadcast method to reach large numbers ; the other, an intensive drive upon

a selected market.

The difference between the two is the difference between standing on a hilltop

with a basket of feathers, throwing handfiils of them into the air— and that of

using fewer feathers, fitting them to arrows and aiming at a target.

Pursue the first method and many of your feathers may reach the hoped-for

destination. But choose the second; and certainty that you will hit the mark

replaces hope that you may.

If you are selling a household commodity, the homemaking woman is your

natural target, and Modern '•Priscilla will carry your advertising straight to the

bull's eye—
Because, being editorially devoted to home making and home management, its

circulation is automatically limited to the very women you want to reach— a

compact, "hand-picked" market of more than 600,000 women who can and do

buy everything they are convinced they need to help them make better homes.

MODERN <J>RISCILLA
The Trade Paper of the Home

New York BOSTON

\

Chicag
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SYMBOLIZING the union of
British and American adver-
tising bodies, a bronze statu-

ette was presented by the Amer-
ican delegation to the British ad-
vertisers who acted as their hosts
at the London convention. The
trophy is the work of Grace Pru-
den Neal, of New York. It shows
Columbia and Britannia upholding
the torch of "Truth in Advertis-
ing." The group suggests inter-
national cooperation in a common
cause by two of the greatest na-
tions of the earth.
The trophy was presented by

Lou E. Holland, president of the
Associated Advertising Clubs of
the World, and will remain the
property of the British advertisers.
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SELLING THE CUSTOMER
IS NOT ALWAYS ENOUGH

AMANUFACTURER of established reputation felt that

new competitors in the field were making greater in-

roads into his sales than were normally to be expected.

There was unquestioned consumer response to the adver-

tising, yet sales were not up to designated quotas.

A careful investigation disclosed that the demand created

by the advertising was being largely offset by greater dealer

activity in favor of competing products; that competitors

were more active in educating the dealer in the merits and

selling points of their lines.

There was immediately inaugurated a special campaign of

dealer education, which is alreadyjustifying itself by results.

Good advertising is often handicapped by a weak link in

the chain.

THE H.K.M^CANN COMPANY
cAd\>ertisin^
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A Progressive Policy

for Industrial Marketing
Writing a Five-Year Ticket That Puts an End to Aimless Drifting and

Protects the Future of an Industrial Entei*prise

By Robert R. Updegraff

IN article such as this may well start ivith a brief

philosophical prologue to establish a background
tr the discussion: Most men would not have the heart
1 remain in business, with all its discouragements and
^rplexities, if they were not working and hoping to-

ard some Promised Land, to be reached in some vague
omorrow. Yet the majority of business men never
rrive at their Promised Land, as is proved by the

gures published by the commercial agencies, and also

y our own observation.

There are, of course, many factors which keep men
lit of their Promised Land—factors of ability, tem-
erament and circumstances, often beyond their power
control. But there is one factor which is common

J the majority, regardless of ability, temperament or

ircumstances, and that factor is the almost universal

eglect to set a course and write a ticket.

Just what a difference this makes is demonstrated
y two famous historic pilgrimages. The Children of

Israel ivandered around for forty years in a wilderness
said to be no larger than the State of Texas before they
reached their Promised Land, because they failed to

chart and follow the only direct path that led to that

land—the path of obedience to their God.
They insisted on taking side-trips to the shrines of

other years that led away from their destination and
kept them lost.

Whereas that other famous pilgrim of history, Chris-

topher Columbus, reached a Promised Land in just two
months and nine days. Columbus had a direction and
a destination in mind, and he sailed steadily in that

direction toward that destination. The fact that an-

other and richer continent than India got in his luay is

aside from the point; yet it has an important bearing,

too, as we shall see; for unknown continents, in the

form of unsuspected opportunities or developments,

often loom up in the path of the man who is steering a

straight course and has a definite destination in mind.

ri.f

compared with the broad
market which spreads out be-

fore most makers of popular

jrticles used by the masses, the

readth of the market available to

he majority of the producers of

Ihose products which move only

irom industry to industry is but a

jmall state within a great country.

|n point of volume or worth of prod-

'ict, their annual output may many
jimes exceed that of the average
jnaker of popular commodities or

merchandise, but the number of their

possible customers is limited gen-

erally to hundreds or thousands, as

against the hundreds of thousands

or the millions which form the

market for popular products.

This being true, there is much
less excuse for the aimless, drifting

marketing policy of many concerns

making products consumed by indus-

try than there might be for the

maker of a popular product with a

practically limitless market. (Though

there is little excuse for him, either.)

The purpose of this article is to

discover how the aimlessness can be

taken out of industrial marketing,

and pretty definite assurance of

progress substituted.

The quickest way to get at the

heart of our subject is to jump
right into the middle of it. Let us

begin, then, with the experience of a

now very successful company making
an industrial product, which must
remain unnamed for reasons which
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will become obvious as we progress.

This concern, an old established

one, had not been doing well for

several years and the board of direc-

tors prescribed a new general man-
ager, the president being too old a

man to step into active control

again, though it had been his energy
and vision which had built the busi-

ness up in its earlier days.

A new general manager was en-

gaged, a man without experience in

the industrial field but with a repu-

tation for adaptability and sound
business judgment. For the first

few months this new man quietly

studied the business. His attention

was attracted particularly to its

marketing methods and potentiali-

ties.

Finally one morning he went to

the president of the company to out-

line the results of his study and
make certain recommendations.

"The trouble with this business

centers largely around its marketing

policy—or lack of one. It is in-

dustriously going around in circles,"

he told the president. "We have

three branch offices, which have been

plugging along a little better than

earning their rent for several years.

We have a sales force which travels

around calling on our customers and
prospects, just as it has been doing

for ten years. Our advertising is

reasonably good and reasonably gen-

erous. Our product is satisfactory

and our service at least up to the

average. But ive aren't making
progress."

"I know it," replied the president.

"That's why we hired you, to find

out why we aren't and how we
might. Do you know that yet?"

YES," i-eplied the general man-
ager, "in a general way. The

trouble is that we aren't headed for

any destination. If you or I were to

start out for San Francisco we'd

buy a ticket for San Francisco. We
wouldn't go to the station and jump
on any likely looking train and trust

to luck that it went in the right

direction and would land us in the

right place. But we're doing just

that in a marketing way. I have

yet to find a man in the organization

who has any idea of where we should

be as a business five years from now.

Nobody seems to have given any
thought to planning for progress;

they're too busy working to look up,

and no one except you seems to have

realized that the whole organization

has been working in busy circles."

The president nodded. "That's

true; but what can we do about it?

Our product is a technical one and

our market pretty circumscribed,

and also pretty definitely limited as

to volume."
"There are two ways of making

progress," replied the general man-
ager. "One is by breaking away
from the circle and steering off in

some promising new direction, and
the other is to widen the circle year

after year—make progress in cir-

A "Five-Year Ticket" used by
one industrial concern to end
its drifting and protect its fu-

ture. The five years are not

up yet, but the business is

traveling ahead of schedule

cumference, as it were. In the case
of this particular business the lat-

ter seems to be the only feasible

course. Of course, that's what the
whole organization has been trying
to do, but it hasn't succeeded be-

cause there has been no definite

planning for this 'progress in cir-

cumference.' "

The president nodded again. "But
what are you proposing to do about
it?" he asked.

The general manager unfolded a

sheet of paper. "I've written out a

five-year ticket," he explained, and
handed the paper to the president.

ON the sheet was a gray circle

labeled "The business today."

Around this was a slightly larger

circle labeled "Add Ten More Ac-
counts." Outside of this was a sec-

ond and larger circle labeled "Add
One New Industry." A third and
still larger circle bore the legend

"Reduce the Price." A fourth circle,

"Bring Out a New Product." And
a fifth, "Develop Foreign Markets."

This simple diagram outlined a

five-year program of market de-

velopment, only part of which has
so far been accomplished because
less than three years have elapsed

since this conversation between the

president of the company and the

ni-w general manager

This "five-year ticket" is we
worth detailed study as representin

five ways in which this general mai
ager proposed to go about it to ii

crease the business by 50 per cei

in five years. They represent son-

of the ways in which many other ii

dustrial entei-prises might mal
definite, tangible progress from ye:

to .year over a given period of tim
In effect this was a coupon ticke

one coupon for each year, eac

coupon carrying the business oi

station nearer its destination.

The first coupon, "Add Ten Moi
Accounts," would seem ridiculous

simple of accomplishment to tl

maker of a popular product; but :

an industrial line such as the oi

under discussion, where the poss

ble customers are numbered in hu
dreds rather than in thousands <

millions, and where each accoui

represents a minimum of sever

thousand dollars in purchases,

represented quite an undertakin

It means that in some way an ave

age of one new account would ha"

to be added every month for t(

months, with perhaps another ea(

month for the remaining tv

months to make up for the almo
inevitable two old accounts whi(

might fall by the wayside durii

the year. And the general ma
ager's "ticket" meant finishing tl

year with "Ten more accounts," n

merely ten neiv accounts.

FOR the first year the entire c

ganization was called upon
concentrate on the job of finding o:

new account each month. "Th
doesn't mean merely stealing a

counts from competitors either'

the manager explained at a geneil

marketing conference attended '

all the salesmen and every office ail

plant executive. "Of course, it !

fair enough to take accounts aw/
from competitors where we can, b;

our aim ought to be to work o;

some way to show concerns how )

utilize our product to better adva-

tage, or in some new way. And v

should be on the job ready to ca-

ture the business of any new co-

cerns requiring our product th;

may start up during the year. Th!

is a job for the w|;iole organizati'li

to get under, with construct!!

rather than merely competitive sah

tactics. The one-a-month idi

should be right up front of all o'

minds all the time—when we're se-

ing, or writing advertising copy, *

dictating letters, or meeting peop.

Whatever we are doing or wherev*
we are we should be thinking ai

planning for 'one more account th
month.' "

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 41
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Chance-Taking in Business
By Roger F. Davidson

'1
,NE of the most fundamental
Ichanges that have ever come
to American business is today

curring in America. I refer to the

I Jmination of speculation and reck-

I
iss chance-taking. And it has a

ery significant relation to advertis-

^ig, for it is my opinion that the

plungers," and the en-

ouragers of plunging =^^
mong advertising men,

j
ire of the same ilk, and

lave done advertising
'

jfiore harm than good. No
intelligent, well-informed

han can deny that a con-

iderable number of

/gambling" advertising

'ampaigns have dotted

,he path of advertising

jvith graves.

. So long as there were
I'plungers" in industry,

J

here were naturally to

i)e found advertising men
i;uccumbing to the temp-
ation to urge plunging

7ia advertising, which by
ts very nature is as en-

;icing to gambling as the

itock market if you look

lit it from that point of

.'iew.

' But the thing that has
jDeen occurring is the

I'iropping overboard by
business of the gamblers
.ivho have steered business
jships. Beginning with
the deflation period after

|the war an astonishingly
|large number of execu-
'tives of the plunger type
jhave been dropped

—

plunging presidents, vice-

presidents, general man- =^;=
agers, sales managers. In
Ian ascending market the plunger
'"got away with it"—but the defla-

tion period proved a day of reckon-
'ing, and the reins were turned over
to more conservative hands. Bank-
'ers insistently saw to it, because
jthey, principally, had been left to
r'hold the bag" by these plunging
Ibusiness men.
; With what result? Well, to a

credit, high gold reserve situation.

For some months bankers and econo-
mists have feared that an inflation

period was coming as soon as the

present slackened period was over.

simple. Today, fortunately, we have
little of this; but more steady, un-
excited planning.

With immense increases in gold
reserves of the country it used to be

They reckoned on a reaction such as certain that prices would rise. To-
they had always reckoned on from day the tale is different, although in

the average business man. Finding the last year, half as much gold as
England possesses has

TONY, quite like "bigga American man," gets the

speculative fever. He dopes it out that next

month oranges and lemons will be higher, and buys
four or five weeks' supply and stuffs them into the

back of his shop. Of course, he practically always

loses. The California Fruit Growers' Association re-

cently had a special lecturer travel from coast to coast

addressing fruit stand owners individually and in

groups, and teaching them the facts as to turnover,

depreciation and interest, and the error of speculation

in business. Many a fifty-thousand-dollar president of

a manufacturing corporation could profit by the same
sort of education.

money cheap and easy, loans pressed

upon him by banks and a period of

forward progress due, the business

man has always gone out and
"plunged," with the idea of "beat-

ing the other fellow to it."

REMEMBER the kind of talk that

was frequently heard five, ten

been added to our gold
reserves, and prices have
actually dropped. What
usually happened with
easy money and credit

was that business men
borrowed money to go out
and buy and expand—

-

with the result that such
active buying bid up
prices, starting the fa-

miliar inflation cycle. Not
so today; the volume of

business is deciding the

use of credit; instead of,

as before, the reverse

—

the available credit decid-

ing the volume of busi-

ness.

The speculative evil, as
I call it, is therefore

passing out of American
business. It was never a

good thing for business

or for advertising. Some-
thing of the adventure,

something of the piratical

as well as the human that

inheres in modern busi-

ness is reflected in the

speculation which men in

certain industries arbi-

trarily mix into their en-

terprises in a manner
often gravely against

their fiduciary responsi-

=^^i^=. bility to stockholders.

Engineers, research
men and accountants who (like bees)

hop from factory to factory and
field to field in industry and thus

have special facilities for compari-

son and dispassionate observation,

can testify not only as to the facts

but as to the principles involved. A
considerable number of concerns,

large and small, in many lines of

business—but especially in the cot-

ton and woolen fields, in basic raw
years ago—talk about how an adver

'trained economist the thing is strik- tiser should have "nerve," "faith,'

lingly evident at this moment, in the etc.? We know now that campaigns materials and in produce—not only
!steady manner in which industry is built on nerve and faith and nothing make little or no profit on the regu-

I

taking the easy money, plentiful else are gambling risks, pure and lar transaction of business, but do
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not center their interest in it. Their

chief interest lies in speculation in

their materials, whether cotton, wool,

vegetable oils, sugar, flour, hides,

grain, live stock, produce or what-

not. Even grocery wholesalers fre-

quently prevent their distributing

function to speculate in sugar, flour,

etc.

It has been true in the past and
may be true now, that a concern like

the American Cotton Oil Company
pays its dividends not out of true

operative profit but out of specula-

tion ; some of them very furtively so.

Many textile mills, for instance, ap-

parently operating most conserva-

tively a manufacturing business,

"play the market" in cotton or wool

through a bi'oker or other factor,

while keeping off the company's
statement, in the contingency ac-

count, any hint of their speculative

ventures. The recent organization

of a large cotton and wool merger
to be headed by President Wood of

the American Woolen Company is

said to be an effort to give strength

to a group of mills which have been
mixed in speculation to their

considerable cost. The American
Woolen Company undoubtedly specu-

lates as much as any of the textile

companies, but it is admitted that

Mr. Wood possesses an "uncanny"
instinct for it. His ability to have

his company show a profit is there-

fore ability to speculate successfully

as well as merely his executive ca-

pacity as a maker and seller of goods.

''I'^HE situation is comparable some-

J. what to the job of a university

president, who often is elected more
for his ability to influence endow-
ments than for his direct capacities

as an educator. But with this dif-

ference: the securing of money is

admittedly a necessary, fair process

for continuing a college, whereas
speculation in materials by a manu-
facturer is admittedly an extraneous

and even reprehensible operation. I

say admittedly, which means that

the technicians of business admit i

but it does not mean that the execi

tive heads and directors admit i

Few of them do; but some are fran

enough to confess the blunt, huma
truth, which is that the game (

routine manufacturing and sellin

in such lines as have been mentione
would be intolerably unexciting an

dull, and too narrow in profit witl

out also engaging in speculation.

The executive of a cash regists

or an adding machine or a breakfa;

food manufacturing concern h;

plenty of excitement in marketin

his goods. It is a superb adventur

with almost a military organizatic

and a lively tilt with competitio

where brains and merit usually wi

But the textile weaver, the basic ra

material manufacturer—sugar, o

flour, etc.—the produce man ar

others selling staples which fluctua'

considerably in an organized mark
can get little adventure out of tl

selling phase of their business.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 5f

,£) Wnrl.l Wide Plo

Delof^fili's Id ihr London Convonlion on hoard the Lanrustria. "All on board arc enjoying t tiemselves,

ivritcs one of tlw staff of the FORTNIGHTLY. "Deck sports during the day and entertainments at night.

The Cunard officers and men are a cheerful lot. The entire trip seems like a family excursion"
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How Hyatt Roller Bearing Uses

the Business Papers
By Philip C. Gunion

rO
tell you how the Hyatt Roller

Bearing Company uses busi-

ness papers I must first tell why
i^e use business papers. Our sole

iroduct is the Hyatt roller bearing,

n engineering specialty whose func-

ion is to eliminate friction, reduce

nbrication costs, and promote dura-

lility and dependability of machin-

iry of all kinds. These bearings are

'nade in all sizes and types to func-

ion properly in every type of ma-
hinery. We market at the present

[ime about 50,000 complete bearings

day.

The primary market for our bear-

ings consists of the manufacturers

f motor cars, farm tractors, textile

nachinery, road building equipment,

laterial handling equipment, ma-
'hine tools, steel mill equipment,

'lectric motors, coal and metal min-

ng equipment, railroad equipment

jnd many others. These manufac-
urers build our bearings into the

,aachines they sell and thus they

^orm the keystone to the distribution

If our bearings to thousands of ma-
hinery users. Our secondary mar-
et is of course the machinery user,

nd to a certain extent he too must
sold on the advantages of our

earings, so he will accept them in

is machines and so he will, in many
ases, actually specify that the ma-
hinery he buys be Hyatt bearing

quipped.

To reach these two markets, which
f course closely overlap one an-

ther, we employ a corps of expert

earing engineers who interest man-
facturers in the use of our bear-

ngs and who are capable of rede-

igning the bearing portions of the

rospects' machines. The work of

hese men is concentrated upon
bout ten major industries, those
hat offer us the greatest potential

nd that can be developed in the

hortest time. Our men interest the

sers in the acceptance or specifica-

ion of our bearings and the manu-
acturers incorporating them into

heir designs. Usually after a man-
facturer has changed his designs

) use our bearings he includes Hyatt
earings as a standard part of all

Philip C. Gunion
Advertising Manager, Hy.tl Roller Bear-

ing Company, Harrison, IS. }.

"Much of the healthy growth of our com-
pany in the past thirty years, from the
production of a few hundred bearings a

week to many thousand a day, can be
credited lo our advertising in the business
papers. I can safely forecast that the

major portion of our advertising appro-
priations will always be expended in busi-

ness papers."

the machines he builds and then of

course our only work with the user

is to tell him the advantages of

owning and operating machinery
equipped with our bearings.

OUR advertising closely parallels

our sales work and to reach the

general managers, the engineers and

the designers of companies manu-
facturing machinery we use the bus-

iness papers. For our purpose there

are two classifications of business

papers, one the .specific papers going

to definite industries such as textile

papers, steel mill papers, motor car

papers. In the other classification

are those papers that cover the prob-

lems common to every industry, such

as management, material handling

and the generation and transmission

of power.

The use of business papers enables

us to tell our story to both our prim-
ary and secondary markets, for they
are read alike by the manufacturers
of machinery and by the users of

machinery.

MANY of our advertisements
feature the Hyatt equipped ma-

chinery of manufacturers and are
really advertisements for them, tell-

ing why their machinery is equipped
with Hyatt bearings and what the

advantages are to the user. These ad-

vertisements have a triple value.

They give the manufacturers adver-

tising space in addition to their own
series of advertisements, they pres-

ent our story to the users coupled

with the name of other well known
manufacturers and they indicate to

manufacturers who are not using
our bearings that their competitors

are building a product superior to

their own. These advertisements,

therefore, are effective in producing
prestige, good-will, and like all our
advertisements carry a true tech-

nical story.

To carry our message interesting-

ly and convincingly to technical men
it is necessary that our copy be tech-

nically correct, conceived by en-

gineers and prepared by engineers,

with a liberal admixture of human
interest, for engineers are as human
as anyone.
Whenever possible we use complete

engineering data about actual ma-
chinery in named plants, telling just

how their operation has been im-
proved by the use of our bearings.

These data are secured from the

manufacturers and users of Hyatt
equipped machines and therefore

carry an atmosphere of reality and
truth as a message from one en-

gineer to another and from one com-
pany, to another.

All of our copy is specific. In the

textile magazines the advantages of

Hyatt equipped looms, spinning
frames, cards and other textile ma-
chinery are presented. In steel mill

papers we discuss steel mill equip-

ment, etc. And ."to forth for each in-

dustry. The nearest approach to

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 53]
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IMAGINATION lends charm to the advertisin;; of Exide batteries. To most of us, a battery

is a black wooden box with a handle at eaoh end, out of which, in some mysterious way.

comes the power to start and light our automobiles and perform various other services.

Viewed through the eyes of the artist, we commence to see in it something of the poetry and
symbolism of a niod<"rn Pandora's box that embodies beneficent and wonder-working forces,

awaiting but the beck of man to invest prosaic, nuilter-of-fact accomplishment with the mantle of

inspiration and genius.
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^
^omments on the Use and Abuse

of Business Charts

By Marsh K. Powers

T

p»ECENT years have seen the

bc rise and rapid increase in

jL vpopularity of a new factor in

isiness management—the business

lart. These charts emanate from

sporting services, from trade asso-

ations and from business

lublications, and too much =^
iraise cannot be given these

Igencies and the Department
If Commerce for their efforts

ind attempts to give business

'Kecutives accurate, complete

'nd up-to-date facts on which

!) base sound business deci-

;ions and formulate profitable

olicies.

I

Whether prepared and sold

|y the statistical organiza-

iions, bulletined to associa-

tion members or printed in

he columns of business pub-

Hcations, these charts and
heir accompanying comment
re intended primarily to

!:ive executives a visual pic-

jure of the ebb or flow of

jurrent business conditions.

ecutives, however, read into these

charts and statistics certain things

that are not there.

The system is sound enough—it is

the application that is too often

faulty. The most serious accusation

Chart-Worship

HE idea of business trend charts is funda-

mentally too sound to be assailable. Never

ome by direct statement,

jithers by unspoken inference,

l;o further, however, and at-

lempt to forecast the future.

I

Out of that prophetic fea-

ture grows a real peril. ;^^
Unpopular as the effort may

')e, it is high time for someone to

imphasize this danger and erect a

.langer-sign for the attention of ad-

jierents of the chart-and-statistic

liabit.

!
My own observations indicate that

'•here are scores of executives ivho

\vould profit by instantly waste-

\msketing every such chart and tab-

\dation which approaches their

hsks!

J

The publishers of the charts mean
veil, but their efforts have, never-

theless, bred an expensive by-

Iproduct.

I
Personally I would be the last to

|:riticize the business man who
iTiakes a serious and consistent effort

|to base the management of his busi-

jness on accurate information and
lactual facts rather than on hunch
land "guesstimate." Too many ex-

thelcss, out of the business charting idea have

come harmful by-products. It is with tliese

l)y-product3 that this article is concerned. As
the author points out, chart-study seems to have

a tendency to grow into chart-worship. The
charts themselves are blameless. Rather the

fault rests with those business men who read

into charts and statistics things that are not

there. Even if an industry be in the doldrums,

it does not necessarily follow that the descend-

ing curve which so poignantly indicates this

fact in any degree represents any individual

company's business. Some concerns would be
better off if business trend charts and statistical

organizations had never been developed. Then,
instead of executives who give up in times of

depression as if confronted by the inevitable,

we would have instead business men who at

such times would redouble their energies and
make every effort toward greater progress.

against the "chart habit" is this—

•

that a good proportion of the men
who began by trying to master the

charts end up by flabbily allowing

the charts to master them. Chart-

study seems to have a tendency to

grow into chart-worship.

The charts themselves are guilty

parties to this only as accessories

in that they have hypnotized so

many chart-enthusiasts into believ-

er an industry's business. It does
not necessarily in any degree repre-

sent any individual company's busi-

ness. Too many chart-readers fail

to grasp that second truth.

The fact that the total combined
volume of all the competing

^= manufacturers in a given

line is headed for an inevita-

ble slump does not in any
way force the corollary that

each individual manufacturer
in the group must also go

down-hill. Some can—and
will—go up. Too many chart-

followers forget that latter

fact.

The truth of it came out

again and again in 1921.

While the black line of every

business chart dove deeper

and deeper, accurately pictur-

ing the general slump of our

national commerce and indus-

try, here and there individual

concerns drove aggressively

on to increased volume and

maintained profits.

While the great majority

of concerns coasted down the

drooping curve, some into

complete bankruptcy, others

into virtual insolvency, others

^^ were still finding a way to

climb upward in spite of the

general depression. This is a kind of

history which will repeat itself every

time a slump threatens until the

right use of charts and statistics is

more widely and wisely grasped.

For instance, as long as the presi-

dent of The Bjones Corporation is a

chart-slave (rather than a chart-

master), whenever the line starts to

drop The Bjones Corporation will

pull in its horns, withdraw support

from its curtailed sales force anding that it is useless to struggle

against the trends which the charts proceed to make its sales chart co-

disclose.

THE truth of this becomes espe-

cially evident when a slump is

prophesied by a drooping line and an

"area of depression" appears im-

minent.
The saw-toothed black line on a

chart represents a nation's business

incide accurately with the "valley"

in the general business curve while

Bjones, Senior, pats himself com-

placently on the back as a shrewd

executive.

And over in the next county some

rude competitor, a skeptic on curves,

will take his concern through to a

profitable net result.
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I know today of concerns where
"chart worship" is so extreme that

the charts have taken over virtual

management ! Instead of taking from
the charts material out of which to

build sound and constructive man-
agement policies they let the charts

tell them what their business will be.

Suggest to such concerns an ag-

gressive policy in a period of un-

certainty and you will be blandly

referred to the chart to prove to you
that activity would be footless.

Whenever the line levels out or

threatens to droop, all that their

executives can see in the chart is

pessimism and discouragement, sti-

fling all progressive effort—never the

reasons why redoubled energy is de-

manded by the emergency if divi-

dends are to be protected. Such con-

cerns would probably actually be

better off if business trend charts

and statistical organizations had
never been developed. They would
have fought blindly, but at least

they would have fought—and fought

without costly intei'missions in the

struggle.

Not only individual concerns, but

American business as a whole suf-

fers from the type of halfway think-

ing exemplified by the alibi-fur-

nishers. That kind of management
is the kind that tends to go wild on
the bases in a period of inflation,

hastens the need for a deflation

period, and then contributes to make
the deflation-depression needlessly

severe.

TO those who are masters of the

chart idea—and not slaves to it

—

the charts are a continual spur to in-

telligently directed action. To these

a falling chart-line says, "There's

going to be less business in your line

—get out and work harder!"

To too many executives, however,

a falling chart-line says, "You might
as well stop struggling—business is

going to the bow-wows." By acting

on the principle thus established

they thereby hasten the speed and

depth of the slump.

The managers who quit say (in

spirit) to their sales forces: "It's

tough, fellows, but there's no busi-

ness to be gotten. Just struggle

along on lean pickings and we can't

blame you." Their lessened sale

eff'ort is soon reflected in their cu
tailed purchases for production ar

in the workers dropped from the

payrolls. Thus they hasten the vei

depression they fear.

The aggressive managers, on tl

other hand, say: "It's going to be

hard fight, boys, but we know yi

can turn the trick. We know there

some business to be pried loose ai

we're backing you to monopolize
lion's share of it. Here's our adve

tising to prove our faith. No alib

—let's go."

Charts may accurately forecast

heavy current against business, b

they don't prove there can't be 11

fish to swim up against it while tl

dead ones float downstream.
Finding out why business is dil

cult is child's play—making a sa

against odds is something quite d:

ferent. Chart worshipers are a

not to relish the effort involved

the latter act.

It is considerably more dignifi

to sit in a swivel chair quietly re

ing an academic eye over a jagg

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Prinze of Wales Makes Opening Address at the London Conventioi

of the Associated Advertising Chibs of the World

ch, abslracis of
deleeates. The RiKht Hon. Vii

thf An

nto th
add
which

Kreat Confer
at the Internatii
appear alongside
nham acted

Gedd
Tipper.

On the closinc days of the convention many reso
Prince of Watej,. and to many of the other diRnitaries
succewful held in the history of the adverlisinK profess
passed amid a scene of the wildest enthusiasm, called u
the World to fight aeainst war and its effects until the
was won. The resolution was passed by acclamation
representatives of England. United Slates. Holland. Ir.

Harold Ve
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Direct-Mail Advertising as

an Aid to Sales

By Homer J. Buckley
President, Buckley, Dement & Company, Chicago

iP^THILE direct advertis-

V)«/ '"^ methods can be

f T applied daily in hun-

reds of ways to increase the

olume of sales and reduce

18 cost of selling, some of

:ie more practical features

hat should have the atten-

l:on of advertisers are briefly

lUggested here.

1 Every firm selling a prod-

let or advertising a service

b classes or groups of pros-

jBCts can segregate prospec-

ive customers into lists and
ppeal to these lists by mail,

(r indirectly, with printed

patter. This makes it pos-

lible to place an appeal be-

:ore large lists at nominal

|Ost in a few hours' time.

j

An analysis of the practi-

[al features of direct adver-

ising suggests these ten ad-

lantages for advertisers:

I

By using good lists of logi-

cal prospects there is practi-

ially no waste—each given

iirospect receives your appeal.

I You can reach any and all

lirospects in a field in a few
jiours' time. Thus you can
ilivide the lists into natural

inits and go after each unit

ieparately.

i Your mail advertising can
jecure business direct or as-

sist men in the field by doing ^=
inissionary work.
You can get quick action in reach-

ing any given list. Timely adver-
tising can be released at the psy-
chological moment. Y'ou can take
advantage of opportune market or
jiusiness conditions or circumstances
jo advantage.

There is an intimate and personal

whom it is working. He can
watch it, train it, develop it

intelligently. Its operations

are visible when properly
systematized.

You can get prompt action

under the most favorable con-

ditions—your proposition is

placed in the hands of your
prospect, with order blank,

return envelope, post-card or

other means of reply.

Most important of all, per-

haps, you can build up an in-

timate, personal acquaintance

and good-will among your

prospects and customers, of

immeasurable value, and at

less e.xpense than by any other

means.

Direct advertising can be

applied in many ways. Cus-

tomers and prospects may be

appealed to as often as may
be desired. Any territory

may be combed for orders

or inquiries. Through direct

advertising the sales force

can be enthused and helped.

This method of selling can be

employed in securing "leads"

to be followed up and sold

later, or to influence the favor

of the list, to develop good-

will of the trade, or to pro-

mote greater eflSciency in co-

operative action.
— Properly prepared direct-

mail literature, based on your

Through the more personal appeal selling needs, will tell your story at-

of direct advertising the advertiser tractively, simply and clearly, and

Ten Ways Direct-Mail Can
Increase Sales

<][ Keep before all customers regularly, aiming
to make every customer increase his orders each
year and to retain the good-will of all.

^ Reach prospects hv mail—systematically—at

regular intervals. Seek to bring back inquiries

or orders or build good-will. In this way get

leads for salesmen: put new names in the

ledger.

^ Support salesmen by mail in territor>^ cov-

ered by salesmen.

^ Get orders by mail from towns not made by
salesmen.

^ Encourage ordering by mail,

fl Circulate enclosures with buying suggestions

in outgoing envelopes, packages, etc.

^ Arrange dealer aid plans that will bring
people to dealers' stores and help dealers sell

more goods.

^ Supjjort national and trade paper advertis-

ing with "hook-ups" to dealers—merchandising
the general advertising efforts.

^ Efficiently follow up inquiries and arrange
plans so that efficient local dealer follow-ups can
be secured.

^ Harmonize the departments of business in

support of mail sales promotion; and develop
efficiency of salesmanship in correspondence.

can bring to bear a different kind of

force from that derived from gen-

eral advertising. He can hook this

up to national, class or trade adver-

tising in many ways.
Your sales strategy is hidden from

ouch in direct appeals—especially competitors. Y'ou don't have to

!n letter mailings—that is an advan- show your hand.

I

age. It "gets under the skin." An
|idvertisement in a publication is

ji speech to a crowd; a letter or a
mailing folder is a talk to one man
jn his easy chair at home, after din-
jier, or at his desk during the day.

It permits you to key results.

There is no big element of gamble
when proper tests are made and re-

successfully present your arguments

and do excellent missionary work.

It will save time and effort on the

part of your salesmen and bring in-

quiries and orders that would other-

wise escape you.

Another advantage of the direct-

by-mail plan is the force of its re-

peated suggestion—the hammer and

nail principle—that drives your

identity, your argument and the

suits noted. Direct advertising has knowledge of your product clearly

the one great advantage of remain- into the minds of the men you are

ing under the eye of the one for endeavoring to sell.
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Why the Famous I. C. S. Coupoii

Wasn't Used
By Paul V. Barrett

Director of Advertising, International Correspondence Schools

ij

QyW becomes oftlie

Mk ^rade boy ?

FOR a long time we
at the I. C. S. have

felt that for the man
or woman not familiar

with the aims, ideals and
accomplishments of the

Intei-national Correspon-

dence Schools, our insti-

tution did not exist. And
it was in an effort to en-

large our clientele, par-

ticularly among certain

classes, that an institu-

tional, or informative, se-

ries of advertisements
was planned and written.

This first series em-
braces twelve advertise-

ments, none of which
carries a coupon. In it-

self this constitutes a

radical departure from
I. C. S. advertising tradi-

tion as, prior to Septem-
ber, 1923, no piece of

I. C. S. copy ever ap-

peared without this fa-

miliar cornerstone.

The idea for the series

was suggested early in

1923. For more than
twenty years we have
been advertising continu-

ously and, on the average,

profitably. This advertis-

ing on a direct-return basis has ob- in volume or to depart from the gen-

tained its objective, which has been eral character of the successful in-

inquiries from individual prospects spirational copy that can be depended
regarding training in particular sub- upon to provide continuously a large

jects; and it has, at the same time, number of prospects for our sales

made the name of the International organization.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

First of the series of I. C. S. institutional adver

tisements to appear in media of national circula-

tion without the familiar coupon

Correspondence Schools well and
favorably known.
But the fact remained that the

great bulk of our advertising had
been ivspirational and not inforvia-

five. Thus the only part of the pub-
lic which became to any extent fa-

miliar with the International Corre-

And so a special advertising ap-

propriation was set aside to so in-

form the general public about the

schools that it would be easier for

the field organization to develop contribution to American inventi\

ment of such business ii

by so informing the pi

lie about the I. C. S. t

a definitely favorable i:

pression regarding tb

schools will be implanted
in the public mind, thus

paving the way for thi

salesman no matter when
he may approach, savinj

his time and making th(

matter of securing en

rolments easy.

One of these advertise

ments told of the origii

and growth of the Inter

national Correspondenc'

Schools and of the oppor

tunities they bring t^

men and women who, fo

some reason, have beei

denied the advantage o

sufficient schooling to en

able them to rise abov

mediocrity.

There was an adver

tisement on the work o

the Encouragement Dt

partment and the servic

it renders the student i

keeping alive his interes

in his lessons, thus er

abling him to accomplis

what he set out to accon-

plish when he enrollet

In a single year this departmeii

wrote over 827,000 letters to str

dents.

Progress reports to employers an

letters of recommendation featurin

the activities of the Students' Ai

Department formed the theme c

another advertisement.

The achievements of I. C. S. sti

dents, stressing particularly thei

business from sources other than

direct magazine leads. Our inquiry-

producing copy is now creating

spondence Schools was the student almost the maximum number of ad-

body that had experienced a direct vertising prospects that can be se-

contact.

We realize that the inquiry type

of advertising must always continue.

It is not our intention to reduce it

cured at a profitable figure. In-

genius, has been emphasized. I

this connection prominent student

their inventions and their preset

positions in the industrial worl

were mentioned.
Another advertisement dwelt c

creased business must, therefore, the faculty and on the men wl"

come from other sources. One cer- write and illustrate I. C. S. texts.

tain way to promote the develop- Another told of the I. C. S. repr-

[continued on page 5i
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i Retrospect of the Convention

HOSE who profess themselves as "bored" by
conventions should have gone to London ! If

the dominant theme of the convention was inter-

lational good-will, its most striking characteristic was
ji expression of public hospitalty which we in this

ountry do not always succeed in giving. The ma-
hinery for the reception and the entertainment of the

lelegates was thoroughly organized down to the minute
letail of fresh flowers in the rooms on arrival, but so

)erfectly was the organization machinery concealed

hat it never obtruded itself upon the consciousness.

N'ever did one feel that he was being "entertained b.v

Inain strength," so to speak, as is too often the case

m this side of the water. The machinery functioned
smoothly and efficiently, yet left the individual free to

!
ndulge his personal tastes and preferences without the

jjense of obligation to do otherwise. A real tribute is

due to the organizers and managers of this side of the

Convention, as well as the thanks of those who were
(privileged to enjoy this evidence of traditional British

jnospitality.

On the score of international good-will, with interna-

tional peace as a corollary, there is no doubt that adver-

'tising can do much to promote the mutual understand-
jing on which alone it can be based. But it is gatherings
such as these which really bring peoples by degrees
into contact, and bring to advertising a responsiveness
which would otherwise be impossible. More than ever
before, the convention at Wembley was entitled to as-

isume the dignity of an "international" gathering. We
hope that the tendency will continue, and that the or-

jganization will go on living up more and more definitely

jto its title of Associated Advertising Clubs of the
[World. Therein lies what is perhaps the best assurance
|0f bringing the nations ultimately into concord through
jthe medium of advertising, and making a reality of
jwhat is as yet only a hopeful possibility.

Shall the Medical

Profession Advertise?

THE old question. Shall physicians advertise? has
bobbed up again. This time it is raised by a

medical publication. Medical Economics. But on
a new and broader basis.

I
"Is the public health purchasable?" asks the editor

I
of this publication. "Is it possible to increase the span
of life?" To both questions he answers "Yes. . . .

How? By the use of printer's ink—by preaching it

j

from the housetops

—

by advertising."

We quote further:

I

"... The laity is commencing to learn that public health

I

is purchasable. And laymen are in the market for that
I commodity in wholesale quantities.
!

"Are we, as physicians, going to sell it to them, or are
j

we going to sit supinely on our haunches as we have done

j

before and permit some untutored and unlettered cult to
do for the people what they have every right to expect

;of us?

j

"... The value of periodic health examinations cannot be
I better shown than in the report of the ttudy of 17,000 ex-

aminations for the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
which demonstrates that people who have a periodic health
examination and follow the advice given have a death rate
of 28 per cent less than people who are not examined and
advised.

".
. . How can the mass of the I'eople learn of the abso-

lute necessity of being thoroughly examined once a year?
"By the judicious application of large doses of printer's

ink in the form of advertising in the public press.
"Where shall such advertismg appear?
"In daily and weekly papers, in special publications going

into the home, like the farm papers, women's journals,
Saturday Evening Post, Collier's and other periodicals
which are read by the people.

". . . Who should prepare the advertising copy?
"A committee from the society paying for the publicity,

with the aid and assistance of an advertising agency, so
that the proper selling arguments could be discriminatingly
advanced."

Advertising and Selling Fortnightly believes that
the old ethical question as to whether doctors should
advertise as individuals is one for the doctors to decide
for themselves. But when it comes to a broad social
program, such as the one just outlined, there can be
no question as to its ethics or its desirability. By all

means let the doctors advertise health

!

When Fortunes Are Made

THERE seems to be a widespread belief that it is

only in time of great prosperity that fortunes
are made. That is not the case. Whether times

are "good" or "bad," people must be clothed, housed
and fed.

Always "prosperity" is a relative term, concerned
more with national psychology than with actual con-
ditions.

People may sometimes "feel poor" and "talk poor"

—

but all the time they continue to eat three meals a day;
they travel; they read magazines and books and news-
papers; they go to the movies; they ride in automobiles;
they fall in love, marry, set up homes and bear children.

Out of these fundamental human needs and habits
of life fortunes are being made continually, in spite of
business cycles, by men with the perspicacity to keep
their wares or their services before the public in season
and out.

w:
Lickedin Advance

'E know a number of sales executives who are

extremely reluctant toward employing sales-

men who have actually sold goods for com-

petitors. Instead of a recommendation, personal ex-

perience in the same field is likely to be regarded as a

drawback, and must be sharply overbalanced by marked
ability in other directions, if the man is to win con-

sideration. Perhaps this is going too far. Certainly

it can be overdone. But there is a basis of common
sense in the statement that the man who has worked
the same trade knows too many things that "can't be

done." Success in a big way oftentimes means tackling

the "impossible" and getting away with it, and the

man who knows in advance that it is "impossible" is

simply not likely to try.
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Practical Psychology
and the 0. K.

By W. A. Wolff
Publicity Department, Western Electric Company, New York

THOSE to whom we look for our
copy O.K.'s may be divided into

two groups: The kind that im-
mediately reaches for a lead pencil, and
the kind that doesn't. The latter pre-

sents no particular difficulties. He is

as a rule reasonable and open-minded.
If he dislikes your copy he will tell

you and tell you why. He will offer

you an opportunity for rebuttal, and
there will usually be found a simple,

logical way for reaching an agreement.
If copy must be rewritten he will not

attempt to do it for you—as a rule.

Unfortunately that type occurs all too

infrequently.

It is the man with the habit of reach-
ing for a pencil who will give you a

wonderful opportunity for practical

psychological research work. He sub-

divides into several distinct types.

First, there is the type that indulges
in mental sadism. He browbeats and
makes changes for the pleasure of in-

flicting mental distress—if he can get

away with it. Sometimes he is just

bluffing to overcome an inferiority com-
plex. What he really wants you to do,

and what he will respect you for, is to

fight back with all the fervor that will

be instilled by having a just cause to

fight for. One good, sincere scrap in

which the amenities are observed is all

that is usually needed to cure the sadis-

tic tendency.

Second, there is the variant of the
first type. The man who makes an
affectation of never approving any-
thing without insisting upon some
change. Subconsciously this type is

fearful that he may not be asserting
liis authority, and further that he may
be likened to the man who is silent be-

cause he has nothing to say. Having
classified this chap, there is a simple
way of circumventing his little habit.

If signs of disapproval appear on the
horizon, pick out some unimportant
part of your copy before the pencil
gets in its deadly work. Ask him if

it would not be better to say "thus and
so," and nine times out of ten his

attention will be diverted permanently
—unless of course there is a basic

policy or a technical inaccuracy at

fault.

This may sound like sophistry. It

is not. It is merely practical psy-

chology.

Third, we come to the man whose
other duties do not ordinarily bring
him into contact with the buying end
of business. He may be a chief engi-

neer, a sales manager, or a production
man. Very often he is not a man who
reads the business paper advertise-

ments with the buyer's attitude of

mind. In other words, when he reads

a proposed advertisement, he cannot
readily, and as a rule does not try to

put himself in the other fellow's place,

the place of the man to whom you are

trying to sell.

The chief engineer may say that you
are not dilating enough on the tre-

mendous amount of research work that

made possible the wonderful machine!
that is being featured. The sales man4
ager may, and probably will, say than
there is not enough punch and pep is

the copy. The production man-
while this may sound hackneyed, it id

as true today as it was ten and twentjf

years ago—wants a picture of the faC
tory and much talk of manufacturing
processes.

How can you please them? YoS
probably can't. The advertisemenl
might lose all its pulling power wer
you to attempt to follow out all theii

wishes. What you can do may strik

some as being rather an adventurou
course on which to embark. But
works, as several personal experienc^

have proved.

Sit yourself down with your subjec

Explain gently and politely that yof
are afraid he has not been looking

[continued on page 473I

Essentials of Advertising

Progress
By 0. C. Ham

Advertising Manager, National Lead Co., New York

ADVERTISING as an art is only

a few years old. Two hundred
-years ago the art indeed was

being practised, but it was an uncon-
scious art. It was unrecognized even
by its practitioners. Advertising of

the 17th Century had the virtues of

directness and simplicity. What it

lacked was imagination. We are not
greater masters of language today
than were Shakespeare, Johnson, Vol-

taire, Addison, Fielding, Balzac,

Goethe, Hugo, Dickens, Irving. We
are no greater persuaders of men than
were Burke, Pitt or Webster. We can-

not make pictures tell a story with
greater power than Franz Hals, Van
Dyke, Gainsborough or Turner.
While probably there are more of us

who can write persuasively and well now
than 200 years ago, it is fair to assume
that the men Who penned the simple

advertisements of that day could have
composed good advertisements on the

1924 model if it had occurred to them
to do so.

The simple advertisement of yester-

day had naught for its object but to

announce. Today we go further. We
seek through our advertisements to

arouse desire, to create demand. When
this change came—when we awoke to

the possibility of using literature to

excite the minds of men in the interest

of commerce, modern advertising had
begun.

But advertising is not just the writ-

ing of advertisements. Advertising is

influencing minds. We have to reach
those minds. It is in these purely
modern aspects that our greatest

development has come to pass.

It is in these that our progress will lie.:

Advertising is an art which has its

commercial considerations. We must
excite desire at a minimum cost.

The most important medium carry-

ing advertising messages to the minds
of men is the printed periodical. But

it is well to recognize also that the

right of advertising to a place in our

periodicals rests upon a broader basis

than the fact that it pays its way and

more. The importance of the press to

advertising and of advertising to the

press has naturally led us to the most

careful study of its use in advertising

practice.

Advertising is the literature of com-

merce. It is the application of all the

arts and some of the sciences. Does

its association with commerce degrade

it? When life is properly mixed it con-

tains industry as well as poetry and

science and pictures. Havelock Ellis

calls upon us to see that art, religion,

science are not things apart but are

phases of life. If we make them so

they must draw near and be brothers

of commerce, for that too is a phase of

life. The same writer compares Christ

and Napoleon because they "acted their

dreams instead of dreaming theiv

action." The modern advertiser is in-

deed a poet of action. What if adver-

tising is sometimes trivial, sometime.-

vulgar? What is more trivial, what is

more vulgar than life as it sometimes

is lived? AdvertiMng is the literatim

nf our wio.s-f active life. It mail bt

noble if it keepn its head up and speaks

truth. m I
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Sales Managers from the

British Viewpoint
By Francis R. Jones, F.R.G.S. By Sir Herbert Morgan,
(General Manajjer, C & A. Modes, London

THE chief problem in modern busi-

ness, especially in Great Britain,

is how to sell rather than how to

produce. Methods of manufacture have
been improved year by year until it

would seem that there is little more to

be done. But the methods of selling

have not kept pace with the methods
of production, and there is still abun-
dant room for improvement. It is

therefore not too much to say that the

sales manager is the most valuable

officer of many a flourishing business.

To be successful and respected the

sales manager must be the soul of

honor. He will quote a fixed price to

his customers and will not vary it by
a farthing. At the same time he will

pay a fixed scale of remuneration to

his salesmen, never grudging them the
utmost that they can earn under the

scale that he has laid down for them.
Next in order comes knowledge. The

good sales manager must know his

subject inside and out. He must know
all about the goods he is selling. He
must know as much as possible about
the different territories to which he
assigns representatives. Further, he
must have had a thorough practical
experience of selling. The sales man-
ager who has never been out on the
road himself cannot understand and
sympathize with the daily troubles and
trials of his men nor can he give them
the practical help and encouragement
which they need. The sales manager
who has himself been a hard-working
and harassed salesman may be an in-

valuable friend and guide. In his daily
letters to his salesmen he can give
many useful little hints which may
make all the difference between success
and failure. In his conferences, at
suitable intervals, he can give the men
the benefit of his experience and offer

genial criticism which they will accept.

The sales manager should have the
confidence of his managing director and
his board, and .should be in close contact
with the other heads of departments
and understand their problems. Par-
ticularly is it desirable that he should
have a close understanding of the ad-
vertising department. It is important
indeed that not only the sales manager
but also the salesmen should be taken
into the confidence of the advertising
manager and have an opportunity of

discussing the schemes that are being
projected. When sales manager and
advertising manager work independent-
ly there is trouble ahead for both of

them and for their firm.

The ideal sales manager should be

a man of vision, full of ideas, abound-
ing in suggestions for the future.

K.B.E.

No sales manager will build and
keep a successful sales force if

he does not deal fairly with his

men in the matter of remuneration. He
ought to be sensitive enough to know
the effect of every letter he issues, and
be quick enough to read between the

lines of every letter he receives from
his men. If he cannot understand men
he cannot hope to manage them.

There is one type of man—the ego-

tist—whose failure as a sales manager
is often a puzzle to himself. He loves

to hear himself talk, overloads his

typist with long letters to his salesmen

which, on analysis, prove to be nothing

more than preachings and pompous hot

air. There is nothing easier to talk

hot air about than salesmanship, and

there is nothing so likely to kill

spirit of worthwhile salesmen. If

egotist would only stop to think lifl

ether men, if for a moment he wou
only put himself in the place of t|

man who receives his outpourings,

would blush for the foolish figure

was cutting. But it is the egotis

misfortune to be incapable of gettij

into other men's shoes.

Then there is the crank—the

who attempts to organize crazy ca

petitions among his men, or insists

often upon showy demonstration saU

giving the men the credit of beg

nothing more than schoolboys. He j

is sometimes guilty of unnecess
correspondence. He writes what|
called "ginger," sometimes witho^
stopping to think whether ginger is 1

medicine required, or, indeed, whetfl

any medicine is required at all. He
probably be a stickler for just tH

detail which is petty and irritatiq

He will pin his faith to some ingenid

matter or other, the fruit of his ol

bright fancy, and revenge his diss

pointment, when sales do not accrue

he expected, upon the unfortunate e>

ponents of his methods. His chic

faults, if we must find names for then

[continued on page 35

Business Press Should

Teach Sound Economics
By Sir Ernest Benn
Benn Brothers, Ltd., London

THE business man who knows
anything about economics knows
that one might as well settle

wages on the basis of betting odds,

or the birth rate, as on the basis of

the cost of living. The two things

have absolutely nothing to do with one

another. Wages come out of produc-

tion and nothing else. The cost of

living is a degrading measure by
which to regulate them. The example
of Austria is sufficient to show the

folly of the index-figure fetish. In

Austria, the unskilled laborer tasted

all the joys of a wage which at the

prewar rate of exchange was ths

equivalent of £75,000 a week, and
found himself worse off in the end.

The folly of the whole business is evi-

dent if one only remembers that a

wage has to be paid before an article

is sold, and that involves a lapse of

time.

It does not matter whether it is a

day, a month, a year—the interval in-

volves the payment of interest to

.•'omeone. It does not matter whether
it is a private individual or a bank.

Therefore, the extra pound paid in

wages has something more than a

pound added because every rise of

wages without a corresponding im-

provement in production means
larger rise in the cost of living. T
more, therefore, that one applies tt

idiotic measure of the cost-of-livii

index, the greater becomes the di

parity between the rate of wages ai

the cost of living. An index figure

neither a good reason for raisii

wages nor for lowering them.

The public as a whole have got

accustomed to hearing of the iniquiti

of profits, that the general impress!

is that profits are a thing to

abolished, or, at all events, that th'

are made at somebody else's expen

.

In a matter like this the public mil

is absolutely warped and it is up '

the business man, through the busint;

press, to try to set it straight. Itp

no longer sufficient for the busing

press to content itself with describi:

finished products and discussing th^'

qualities and points of variance, it

must turn its attention to the prineip-

of business itself. The world wai-

nothing more today than a course f

instruction in sound economics. Tit

course of instruction will not be for

coming until the business men are p
-

pared, as a class, to contribute th'-'

quota toward the knowledge on whH

such a science can be founded.
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In New York
The Riroli, on Brontlnny, one of the great motion picture theaters of the world.

GIVING five performances daily,

with a seating capacity of 2200,

The Rivoli taps the main artery of

cosmopolitan pleasure seekers who make
New York the nation's center for high

class motion picture and theatrical enter-

tainment.

It is said "Everything first sees light on

Broadway." And if approved by Broad-

way's critical and cross-section audiences,

managers feel much more confident of ex-

tensive booking success throughout the

country.

Nor is any city more completely movie-

enthusiastic. On Broadway alone, in the

heart of the shopping district, there are

four other theaters similar to the Rivoli

—

with equal capacity or in case of the Capi-

tol over double the capacity—where the

latest film productions are given, notably

artistic presentations. In addition, nearly

700 smaller neighborhood and district

cinema houses in the city are filled many
times daily.

Similarly, all over the United States, fifty

million people a week flock to 9200 theaters

to be entertained by their favorite actors

and actresses. In these theaters, however,

the patrons become acquainted merely with

the performance and ability of the "stars."

To learn to know them through news
stories, interviews and pictures, they turn

to Motion Picture—their favorite magazine.

Comfortably at leisure in their homes,

these motion picture fans eagerly read

Motion Picture from cover to cover. Your
advertisement is sure to meet their eye and

gain a responsive reaction.

Brewster Publications, Inc., 175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE QIJALITY MAGAZINE OF THE SCREEN
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Written by Our Readers
In Which Many Interesting Viewpoints Are Expressed

W hat Are the Boundaries

of Agency Service?

Dake-Johanet
Advertising Agency
Los Angeles, Cal.,

July 21, 1924.

To THE Editor:

I am in exact agreement with your
correspondent whose thoughts are ex-

pressed so ably in the article "What
Are the Boundaries of Agency Ser-

vice?" [June 18, page 21.]

The tendency today of the "big"

agencies is to render a service which
undoubtedly supplants, in a degree, the

work which the selling organization of

the client should perform. To my mind
this free service was devised originally

as an "ace in the hole" to secure new
clients. This is a blunt way of put-

ting it, but all advertising agents and
newspaper publishers know that the

chief reason for the merchandising ser-

vice, good or bad, of the newspaper is

that it serves as a telling sales argu-
ment in securing space contracts. In
the mad, competitive race for accounts
agencies have got away from the "basic
idea," that of creating advertising copy
that sells. This development if fol-

lowed to its logical conclusion means
that advertising agencies should take
over the whole responsibility for sell-

ing the client's wares, leaving him only
the duty of manufacturing.

It seems to me that this attempt to
fuse the functions of the advertising
manager .and the sales manager is bad.
One specialist cannot run another spe-
cialist's affairs. It is the old human
kfiow-it-all in new clothes.

It is my personal belief that the
small agency which cannot afford "ser-
vice departments" is producing more
actual selling copy than the "big agen-
cies" who produce such beautiful re-
minder copy. If the function of the
advertising agency is not chiefly to
produce copy that sells, then change
the name from advertising agency to,
say, sales agency.

C. L. Young,
Account Executive.

"Who Pays for the
Advertisement?"

Eberhard Faber Co.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

July 18, 1924.
To THE Editor:

"Who Pays for the Advertisement
That Doesn't Pay for Itself?" The
first temptation is to say the stock-
holders, the partners, or the individual
who owns the business manufacturing
the product advertised, and let it go
at that.

But are the owners the only people
who actually pay for such an adver-
tisement? True, it is, that they suffer
directly in an immediate and direct
expense for the time and money in-

volved. But there are others, in my
estimation, who do pay in an indirect
way. There is the magazine, news-
paper or other media in which the
advertisement appears. Through the
loss of prestige on the part of the
advertiser, through the word-of-mouth
adverse publicity to such media when
the question is asked, "How good is the
Soandso Magazine for your product?"
and the answer comes, "No good at
all!"

Magazines can overcome this to

some extent by carrying an Advertis-
ing Advisory Bureau in their organ-
ization, to make suggestions for adver-
tisers who are not usually classed
among "top notch."
The prestige of the advertising

agency who prepared the advertise-
ment (if such an agency was em-
ployed) suffers because of the poor
advertisement and they sometimes in-

cur a direct monetary loss, through
the loss of the account. In addition
to that, they cannot point with pride
to the particular announcement and
say that it was prepared by them, and
this loss of prestige reacts against
them as much as any dollars and cents
loss that might be involved.
The advertising manager responsible

for the advertising of the manufac-
turer is likewise hurt through lack of
prestige and through the loss of posi-
tion. And the difficulty in securing
another might easily incur a very
direct loss.

Finally, and I realize that this is

somewhat far-fetched and theoretical,
the consumer loses by not being able
to procure the advantages which the
poorly advertised product offers

—

provided, of course, that such an
article actually possesses some advan-
tages that are worth while. Manufac-
turers of four-wheel-brake auto-
mobiles, and balloon tires, might con-
sider such a consumer loss, if their
products were not properly brought to

the attention of "Mr. Consumer."
So that, from my point of view, there

are five classes of people who suffer
because of the poor advertisement:

1. The Owners of the Business.
2. The Media.
3. The Advertising Agency.
4. The Advertising Manager.
5. The Consumer.

J. P. Duffy,
Advertising Manager.

A Sales Manager's Views of
Hand-to-Mouth Buying

McKesson & Robbins, Inc.
New Y'ork

July 18, 1924.
To the Editor:

Regarding the sentiment expressed
by Mr. Goode in a recent article, to the
effect that there has come about a more
or less permanent change in the buy-
ing habits of retail merchants ["Is
Hand-to-Mouth Buying Here to Stay?"
May 21, page 13], we think there is

considerable truth in his statement
We have felt this way about the mat
ter for some years past. In fact,

strongly have we been convinced tha
the old-time method of buying and sell

ing is passing through a revolutionarj

stage, that we decided to adjust ouf
selves to what appeared to us to b<

the prevailing situation, and to plact

ourselves in a position to meet this

condition without any serious untowan
effect.

During the past few years, we hav
begun to realize that the local whole*

* saler or jobber is slowly but surely dis'

placing the large national wholesales
In other words, the local jobber, owin
to his geographical location, is logicall

in a better position to render serva
to his retail customers than the lar,

national wholesaler. We believe th
the position of the local jobber, at '.

in the drug trade, is stronger tod
than it ever has been.
During the war, McKesson & Rq

bins erected three factories in order
meet the demands made by the Uniti
States Government and other larj

buyers of chemical and pharmaceutic!
preparations. After the close of tl

war, McK&R was confronted with tj

problem of keeping these three fa
tories busy. The prevailing hand-
mouth buying of the retail trade sug
gested to McK&R that it would be ad'

visable to market its extensive line o

products through the local drug jobbei
and to place this jobber in the posi
tion of being able to supply the retai
trade with McK&R products on thi

same terms as the retailer had pre
viously been enjoying from us direct
The hand-to-mouth buying tendenc;
actually prompted McK&R to adopt th
special distributor plan of marketini
its products.
As stated above, a retail druggist

for instance, in Spokane, Wash., o
Waco, Tex., today can purchase th
products of this house from his loca
wholesale distributor on terms equall;
as advantageous as though he wer
buying direct from McK&R and in ad
dition get better service from his loca
wholesaler than he could expect to re
ceive from the manufacturer.
We fully believe that hand-to-mout

buying is here to stay for a while, an.

those manufacturers who are affecte
by it will be obliged, in some way o

other, to adjust themselves to the situa
tion.

For our part, we feel that th
special wholesale distributor plan ha
largely solved the problem for us an
for other manufacturers who hav
adopted it.

"Turnover" is the slogan of the moe
ern progressive retail merchant todaj
and it is axiomatic that he cannot su(
ceed in turning his stocks very ofte
unless he buys in limited quantitic
through his local jobber and at th
same time enjoys perhaps a one-da
or two-day service, or even better tha
that. c. J. Kiger,

General Sales Manager.
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An Agency Man Said

to Us the Other Day
a

I had no conception of the scope of

your field. It must take in at least

a quarter of the industrial field.
5 >

**More than that/' we told

hirtif **one'third according to

Qovernment reports.**

And that third represents the

largest division of the indus-

trial market covered effec-

tively by any publication.

That's the reason we keep on
saying that The Iron Age
should be one of the first

publications to use in adver-
tising products used indus-

trially — power equipment,
paint, material-handling ap-

paratus, factory flooring and
roofing, tanks, etc., as well as

metal - working equipment,
steel, cranes, and other prod-

ucts sold principally in The
Iron Age field.

As employing power is fairly

indicative of buying power,
here is a chart that will give

you a conception of the ex-

tent of this field.

Based on the latest

complete Census Re-
port, that of 1920.

38.33%
3,486,968

Metal-Workdng
. Industries _

All Other
Industiie

Of course, we're al-

ways glad to supply
information about
this big field.

The Iron age
The World's Qreatest Industrial Paper

239 WEST 39th STREET NEW YORK CITY

MEMBER OF THE A. B. C. AND A. B. P.

"^m^m^mi^/^^/^yMy^y^^/^mim^iimi

ChiJti
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a Hardwar
a Hardware Institution

For nearly seventy years

Hardware Age has been
helping hardware men to

"sell more hardware and to

make more profit." Its

market reports are an au-

thoritative buying guide, its

merchandising articles are

practical sales pointers, its

advertising pages a "Who's
Who" of hardware manufac-
turers.

Hardware Age is more than

just a hardware publication.

It is a hardware institution

that has grown up with the

hardware business and be-

come a part of it. As Air.

Ireland, past president of the

National Retail Hardware
Association, said at a Con-
vention of hardware dealers

held last June: "To those of

us who have spent our lives

in the hardware business

Hardware Age has become
almost our Bible. It is nec-

essarv to our business—."

It is this unusually close human contact with the

real men in the hardware trade that gives Hard-
ware Age its exceptionally high advertising in-

fluence and value.

HARDWARE Age
239 WEST 39 th STREET NEW YORK CITY

MEMBER A. B. C. and A. B. P.

m^y^y^m:im^'/^'mi'mi'/^-/^y^'/^^
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What the Pubhc UtiHties

Should Advertise

By M. C. Robbins

ALTHOUGH the public utilities

have awakened to the needs of

-the day and are making rapid

progress in educational work, the op-

portunities for the use of effective ad-

vertising in the utility business are

virgin in character. Our entire indus-

try, literally speaking, is an untapped
field for news stories. There is ro-

mance in the truth that behind the

familiar services of our American utili-

ties lie industries with a total capitali-

zation of more than sixteen billions of

dollars. What this means is best under-

stood when it is mentioned that the

great iron and steel industry of the

United States represents a total invest-

ment of less than four billion dollars.

There is interest in the fact that one-

third of the industrial establishments

in America depend upon central elec-

tric stations for their power supply;

that the gas companies render service

to ten million customers; that the street

railways carry the equivalent of nine

times the world's total population each

year; that our utilities buy more than

fifty million tons of coal annually and
sixteen million barrels of oil; that four

billion dollars are paid each year for

services or property which could not

exist unless the electric light and power
companies first produced the necessary

electrical energy; nd that if we were
to use horses to furnish the power
now supplied by electrical central sta-

tions in the United States, such a great

number of horses would be required

that, if placed head to tail, they would
form four lines stretching across

America from one ocean to the other.

There is no foundation for the be-

lief of some utility managers that the

rendering of public service is a business

apart, and that the proved and accepted

principles of everyday commercial prac-

tice cannot be successfully applied to

the operation of utilities. There is no
basis for the common thought in many
communities, and even on the part of

some public utility commissions, that

the cost of advertising by the public-

service corporations should not be con-

sidered legitimate operating expense.
In any line of industry the cost of

advertising is just as legitimate an op-

erating expense as the cost of coal or

labor, and the public-service corporation
is no exception. The fact is that a
mistaken mass opinion can destroy a
business no less surely and speedily

than bad management, and there is no
course except continuous scientific ad-

M. C. Robbins
Publisher, "Gas Age-Record" "In-

dustrial Gas," "Advertisim; and Sel'-

ing Fortnightly"

vertising that can be employed to pro-

tect an investment largely depending
upon community good-will and subject

to legislative control. Campaigns of

public education conducted by adver-

tising amateurs and based on the use

of free space can never be made to

serve the utility company any more ef-

fectively than they can the concern

that sells shirts or shoes.

IVTOTHING less than organized, in-

I ^ telligent publicity by qualified ad-

vertising specialists can be trusted to

tell the utility story. The public must be

awakened to the serious truth that when
it permits municipal and state represen-

tatives to blindly refuse the reasonable

demands of public-service corporations

for increases in rates and fares, it is

dangerously tampering, not only with

the credit of great cities, but of banks,

insurance companies and other institu-

tions. The average citizen must be ed-

ucated to know that the utility is not

permitted by law to earn enough to

finance enlargements and extensions to

its business from its earnings. It must
either borrow money from banks or

from its customers through the sale

of its securities. Money is a commod-
ity which we buy and sell, just as we
buy and sell grain or clothes or lum-
ber. The utility cannot buy money for

less than other people pay for it, any
;

more than it can buy coal or lumber
for less than these materials are worth
in the common market.

It is only through advertising and

carefully planned publicity that we can '

develop an understanding in the minds I

of laymen that, while private business

may curtail its service in order to fore-

stall a loss, the utility must keep on

operating regardless of all financial

consequences. It can get no relief

except through the tedious process ot
j

presenting its case to a commission,
and in the meantime, no matter how
long the delay, the company must go

on recording losses.

THE truth must be hammered home
that, while a private enterprise often

turns over its capital four or five times

a year, the utility can only do this once

every four or five years, and that noth-

ing is more fallacious than the occa-

sional assertion that utilities are per-
j

mitted to charge rates which will give i

them a return on "watered stock." It

must be made plain that our public-

'

service corporations are only permit-

ted to earn a return on the basis of the

amount of money that has actually

been invested in the property.

Our utility advertising must cover

the entire field of public-service ac-

tivities. The educational work must
even deal with the "peak-load" prob-

lem and explain how the public-service

corporation must maintain a large part

of its equipment in idleness during a

large part of each day, and this nat-

urally increases the cost of producing

service. A private concern manufactur-
ing a commodity can place its products

in storage until they can be sold to

advantage. But the service a utffity

produces must be sold at the time it

is offered or it will become forever

useless. It must be driven home that

good business and good transportation

are inseparable. In New York we have
office buildings with populations as

large as those of good-sized towns. One
building in America's metropolis has

a population during working hours of

16,000, and there are scores of other

buildings that house nearly as many
people. This makes it easy to under-

stand why a thirty-minutes' tie-up of

the rapid transit lines during rush hours
in New York means a loss to employers
of as much as $50,000.

The important thread running
through all of the educational work

1
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TXeWORLD'S LONGEST TRAIN
593 Miles Long!

REACHING FROM
NEW YORK to

CLEVELAND, OHIO
It would require a train of

Interborough Subway and Ele-

vated cars 593 miles long and
composed of 63,830 cars, to com-

fortably transport at one time

the 3,000,000 passengers who
ride on the New York City Inter-

borough lines DAILY!
Placed end to end they would

reach from Ne\v York to Cleve-

land, Ohio!

—Think, Mr. Salesmanager,

what it would mean to your prod-

uct if it were displayedj hourly,

daily, throughout the year, before

this prodigious audience of buy-

ers, in a prominent, well-lighted

position backed by jull colorl

—Consider the wealth and
purchasing power of New York's

six millions of people, who are

greater in number than a city

treble the size of Philadelphia!

Consider the enormous sum they

are spending daily for goods such

as yours!

—Consider INTERBOR-
OUGH, and place your adver-

tising aboard a medium that oper-

ates "non-stop trains in the City

of Sales Success" — Greater
New York!

"Tell Them and
You'll Sell Them !" INTERBOROUGH

EXCLUSJVEIYSUBWATANDELEVATED

ADVERTISING
i?oUfilon

SduareMtEMAS WWDilnc New
York
N.Y.

i^^t^ j^m. ^^^ ^±
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When the School Man Buys

In the School Fieia—
AsK Bruce

THE AMERICAN
SCHOOL BOARD JOURNAL

A Periodical of School
Administration.

THE INDUSTRIAL-ARTS
MAGAZINE

Published to Promote
Industrial and Vocational

Education.

The Bruce Publications
mnintain a complete mer-
ch(t7idising service cover-
ing the school market for
the benefit of the buyer <md
seiier of material, egmp-
nieiit and supplies yieces-

sary in the 'constructioyi,
eciiiipment and operation
of schools.

Complete information
covering "Bruce Service"
sent on request.

THE BRUCE PUBLISHING
Established 1S91

30 Church St.. New York

2341 Montgomery Bldg.. Milwaukee

NUMBER FIVE

The Market

The school field is the one big market of the coun-

try constantly on the increase. The annual

growth in school population, the increased de-

mands for education and the enlarged program

of education necessary to meet the present day

requirements are the underlying factors which

create this condition. The following summary
tells the story

:

School population 23,239,227

Annual cost of operating

schools $1,580,671,296

Investment in school property 3,003,149,794

New school construction an-

nually 279,919,000
1

BRUCE-S 1924 bCHOOL SALES ANALYSIS
CHART contains detailed figures by States

on the enrollment, investment in school

property, and the annual costs for operation.

Copy sent on request.

The administration of our schools is vested in the

school board and the superintendent of schools

with the school architect as an important factor

on all new construction.

No merchandising effort is complete without the

direct school sales appeal to these groups. A
sales analysis is available to officials of companies

interested in developing this market.

STANFORD BRIGGS INC.
ADVERTISING ART
392 FIFTH AVENUE. N.Y.C.

Layouts, designs, and illustrations for every

purpose in every practical tec/im'^MC.

done by the utilities should be the truth

that the rendering of justice by the

citizen to the utilities will result in

wide-reaching benefits to the people

collectively and individually. Further-

more, it is essential that we proceed

on the basis that ignorance rather than

sinister motives is responsible for most
of the attacks upon our public-service

corporations. Proper publicity must
establish the fact that innumerable ad-

vantages are entailed in pursuing a

policy of private ownership. One in-

vestigation showed that out of every

$100 of revenue received by our utili-

ties, those privately owned spend only

$6.5 for operating e.xpenses, whereas
municipally owned utilities spend near-

ly $75.

A survey made recently indicated that

within two years more than 160 Ameri-
can towns abandoned municipal owner-
ship for the service of private compa-
nies. In several instances the rates in

these communities are now one-third

of what they were under municipal

ownership.
Advertising must also be used to ex-

tend customer ownership. When people

are partners in a business, it is only

natural that they become interested in

the problems of that business. When
we add a million stockholders to the

list of those who hold the securities;

of utilities, we add a million people to,|

the already large army of citizens whc
are willing to give the utilities a fail

hearing.

OUR modern utility executives who
would use advertising effectively

must get hold of the idea that, while

all copy must pass the measure of ac-

curacy, it must not be cold. Sell your

service on its merit, and do not include

in your campaign any effort to excite

pity for your company. If your op-

ponent lies, don't say he does, but

present facts to disclose the truth. No
one can lay bricks and throw mud at

the same time. Analyze your service

and be prepared to invite legitimate in-

quiry. Don't be out-advertised by

demagogues, and be sure that the

friendly attitude evidenced by your

advertising is reflected in the actions

and voice of your organization from
the manager down to the lowliest em-

ployee.

The work of advertising the utilities

and their service has hardly more than

commenced. Our American public-

service corporations are now spending
from one-quarter to one-third of one

per cent of their gross income for

advertising and publicity. In other

words, their annual expenditures for

selling securities, building good-will,

etc., now amount to something more
than $12,000,000. In well-ordered pri-

vate business the minimum expendi-

ture for advertising amounts to about

2 per cent and the maximum runs ao

high as 8 per cent. If our utilities

were to spend as much as the minimum
set aside by private business for adver-

tising, their expenditures for this pur-

pose would be $80,000,000 instead of

$12,000,000.
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Sales Managers from

the British Viewpoint
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26]

are impatience and lack of proportion.

I

The last three weaknesses of sales

Imanagers are golf, whiskey and the

larmchair; in themselves, I hasten to

iadd, all excellent things. Sales man-
agement is not a soft job. It demands
the best of a man's mind. Armchair
direction is a questionable success in

any department ; it is fatal to the sales

department. If the sales manager is

not alive and active, he cannot do his

work well. If his golf sidetracks his

enthusiasm, he must come to terms one

iway or the other. He cannot think

on the links.

!
My attacks are not addressed to golf

;or whiskey, but to the man who does

not know where the line is drawn. Per-

haps, after all, the armchair as a sym-
bol will best represent what I mean.
It will bear repeating that sales man-
agement is not a soft job, it demands
the best of a man's mind. If a man
has a growing affection for armchair
methods, let him look about for a com-
pany to direct. Sales managers are

made of other stuff.

^^1

1

^^^^— ^—^^ t-<^

E. F. Hertzog

Appointed advertising manager of

American Sugar Refining Company,
New York, to succeed Thomas G.
Brennan, now associated with J. Alex-
ander Leggett, producer and dis-

tributor of industrial motion pictures,

same city.

Second National
Advertising Exposition

To be held in the 71st Regiment
Armory, New York, November 10 to

15, will endeavor to teach the consumer
the part that advertising plays in the

distribution of food, clothing and
shelter.

Business Reference Publications

Association of business directory and
catalog publishers. New York, has
elected the following officers for the
ensuing year: Thomas H. McRae, re-

elected president; J. J. Vigneau, vice-

president; F. A. von Wieding, re-

elected treasurer ; Rupert L. Burdick,
reappointed executive secretary.

G. L. Price

Former senior member of the home
office copy staff of The Ralph H. Jones
Co., Cincinnati, is now in charge of the
planning and copy department of The
Mayers Co., Inc., Los Angeles.

S. p. Cook
Of the advertising department of

the Burroughs Adding Machine Com-
pany, has been appointed Mid-Western
representative of that company, with
headquarters at 434 South Wabash
Avenue, Chicago.

Fuller & Smith
Cleveland, selected to direct advertis-

ing for Thompson Products, Inc., auto-
motive parts, same city.

The Huckster or the Grocer?

The Market'place

or the Telephone?

Food Must Be Bought—
Food Must Be Eaten!

—But the way it finds itself into thehome
is the problem; for that is what deter-
mines selling policies, advertising, mer-
chandising. The next question is the
market. Who consumes your product?
The masses—the good, solid middle class

or the upper class ?

In Cincinnati, The Enquirer offers Food
advertisers a well-defined market consist-
ing of the big, strong middle class and
the upper class, the kind of people that
purchase staples and delicacies through
the grocer.

The Woman's Pages of The Enquirer are
recognized as an institution for the bet-
terment of culinary art and attractive

homes.

—Every month the MERCHANDISER
talks with grocers and druggists about
better merchandising. Is it any wonder
that advertising in The Enquirer pays ?

Route lists, surveys,
etc., on application.

The

CINCINNATI
ENQUIRER
One oftheWorld*s Qreatest Newspapers

1. A. KLEIN I. A. KLEIN
50 E. 42nd St. 76 W. Monroe St.

New York Chicago

R. J. BIDWELL CO.
742 Market St.

San Francisco

««**-**«-*«*****.**«*******«*«*«********************«****•
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THE 6-pt PAG
DU.

©^Bodkins
On Board
R.M.S. I.ancaslrui.

THE most exciting social feature
of this voyage was the Lancastria
Race Meeting held this afternoon.

A member of the crew had made half
a dozen tiny wooden horses, and a
course was chalked out on one of the
aft deck hatches. The horses were
advanced by the throwing of dice and
the excitement was intense as the
throwing would advance first one horse
and then another. Entries were a
shilling each.

The following copy of the poster an-
nouncing the event will serve to reflect

its flavor:

Lancastria Race Meeting
"A" Deck Aft— 3 p. M.

Oivner Entry Jockey
1. Captain Hossack W. B. Nelson

"Merry Laugh"
2. Mrs. Jesse Neal O. C. Harness

"Agate Lines"
3. Gus Handerson W. E. Siberston

"B. V. D."
1. King Neptune Paperweight Pratt

"Mai de Mer"
5. Mrs. Tim Thrift Mayor Holcombe

"Multigraph"
6. Rollis Ayers Mrs. Louise Sterling

"Top o' Column"

No. 2 Cockle & Mussel Handicap
Gold Vase—Value 10c.

Owner Entry Jockey
1. Major Bill Williams Everybody

"Hospitality"
2. Ptalpa Ford Mrs. W. F. Winn

"Direct Mail"
3. Chief Officer Illingworth. .Holworthy Hall

"Tom Collins"
4. Miss Katharine Mahool . Purser J. M. Ekins

"Lancastria"
5. Los Angeles Club Peggy Hamilton

"Florida Citrus"
6. Mrs. Dan Carrell George French

"Next to Reading"
Entries One Shillinp

"B. V. D.," the 'horse" owned by my
good friend Gus Handerson of Cleve-

land, entered as No. 3 in the first race,

has a history.

When the Lancastria was a few
hours out Gus discovered that one of

his suit-cases had failed to show up.

Two days later it was still missing,
though the officers declared they had
made a very thorough search over the

ship, and Gus had himself been down
in the baggage hold on one of those hot

afternoons when we were in the Gulf
Stream.
Gus gave the officials one more

chance to find that suit-case, and then
he decided to put his trust in adver-

tising.

The next morning this notice ap-
peared on the bulletin board at tho

Purser's "Bureau":

"NEXT TO MYSELF"
Next to myself I love my

B. V. D.'s And they're lost!—So
are my wife's, which is iroi'se!

Please, kind sirs and ladies, will

you get down on your knees to-
night and look under your berths
for a strange black suit-case
bearing initials "C. H. H."
A permanent season pass to the

bar to the finder reporting with
said suit-case to Room 85, DccI: C.

I am happy to report that whereas
the earnest etforts of the Lancastria's
whole crew had failed to locate the

missing suit-case, this advertisement
did! —8-pt—

Quite the most successful social

event held on board was the costume

ball put on by the New Yoi'k League
of Advertising Women. I take my hat
off to the ladies of the League. They
always make good with anything they
undertake.

—8-pt—
London,

Sunday afternoon.

We landed at Southampton yester-
day morning, with an airplane fiying;

over the ship writing DaUij Mail in.

the sky, and the Lord Mayor of the

city down to welcome us in scarlet.

By night the various delegations-

which had come over on the various-

ships were pretty thoroughly mixed up-

and scattered over London.
The first official function was the

National Welcome Reception and BalF
at Albert Hall last night. Were I t»
devote the whole page to a descriptions

of that ball I could not do it justice^

Never have I seen a sight so impressive
as that great circular hall lined with)

boxes in which sat England's fairest"

ladies, with the Lord Mayor of London
and his suite in all the pomp of their

robes of office, followed by tho officers

of the A. A. C. of W., marching
through an avenue of picturesque-

"beef-eaters" to the platform. Women

Buying chanct's for the Laiiraslria Rare Meet-
ing, which, according to Odds Bodkins, was
one of the most exciting events on the trip

Jesse Neal tells a funny story to the Lord Mayor
of Southampton, who has come on hoard in his

royal robes to ivelcome the American delegates
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Historical Issue
recording a

quarter of a cen^
turyS; achievements
in the development
of the Automobile
Industry- - - - ^
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AUTOMOBILE
TRADE JOURNAL
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Strickland Gillilan

Nationally Known Lecturer and Writer

Will Conduct a Department of

Humor and Human Interest

Beginning in the September Issue

Securing aman ofStrickland Gilli-

lan's ability and character is in

keeping with our policy of giving

our small town families the very

best that can be obtained.

Nothing Is Too Good for the Readers of

People's Popular Monthly
Des Moines, Iowa

Circulation 850,000

Carl C. Proper
Editor

Graham Stewart
Advertising Director

d.When planning

a new advertising

campaign, consult

us for typographic

layout and style -^ip

WIENES
TYPOGRAPHIC SERVICE
203W. -lOlh Longacrc 7034

Change of Address

Request must reach Adver-

tising AND Selling Fort-

nightly one week before

date of issue with which it is

to take effect. Be sure to

send both your old and your

new address.

told me it almost made the tears come
to their eyes, so deeply did it stir their

emotions, and I confess frankly to a

choky feeling in my own throat.

And later, that enormous floor

crowded with dancers representing
nations and colonies from every corner

of the civilized world, swirling under
the almost blinding radiance of colored

spotlights, with great clouds of colored

balloons floating down from the ceiling!

It was a night to be remembered
always, a picture that will never
forgotten by any who were there!

—8-pt—

This morning our English host|

painted another unforgettable picturf

on our minds and hearts with a servicB

at Westminster Abbey in honor of the

delegates to the convention.

The wonderful old pile was packed

to the doors, and as the sun shone

through the high windows and drove

back the sombre shadows as though

to their retreats in the graves of the

great, and the organ pealed forth!

Handel's Largo, it seemed almost as

though this was the moment one had

lived all these years to experience!

Presently came the sermon by the

Right Rev. H. Hensley Henson, Lord

Bishop of Durham. It was an advern

tising sermon— (and how incongruous

it seemed the first time the moderrj

term "advertisement" fell on the aiD

of this great church of the ages!)—

j

masterfully written and impressively

delivered. Could I write as good an

article on advertising as was Bishop

Henson's sermon, I should feel exaltedj

—8-pt—

Never let any man tell me that the

English do not know how to advertise]

Wherever I go in London I find tablets]

inscriptions, street signs, that not onlj

inform me, but go a long step farthei

and "sell" me in some subtle way oij

what they commemorate or describe, o^

where they point to. It is as thougl

I had been placed suddenly in the mids

of a great advertising maze and chal

lenged to ignore if I can the luring M
paths that lead nowhere yet evei^j

where. —8-pt—

I think I have already discovered

one of the greatest differences betweei

America and England. In Americ^

we have so standardized everything

that even our thinking has growj

standardized. In England—or at lead

in those parts of England which I hav

so far seen—while things are prett;

well traditionalized, scarcely anythinj!

is standardized in the American sensf

The nation expresses itself and lives it

life as its desires and traditions die

tate, not as a comparatively sma'

number of influential manufacturer:

merchants, financiers, engineers, ed

tors, etc., decide, as is the case i

America, with its penchant for stane

ardizing and multiplying everything.

Standardization brings the luxurie

to the masses, and for that reason

oresume we must consider it a gres

h'essing. But London convinces w
that it is not an unmixed blessing! '

1
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A specialized

organiza tion

trained to the

highest degree

of accuracy

STANDARD
RATE 8: DATA SERVICE

"CfieJ^tionalc/fafhority

Chicago

New York

Los Angeles

San Francisco

London
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70,000
A few months ago a disinterested expert in circu-

lation examined our subscription list and stated

that it was of a quality unsurpassed by

any magazine in the U. S.

On the face of it, quality is insured, (a) by contents,

(b) by price, (c) by circulation methods.

Analytically, quality is shown, (a) by percentage of

lists such as Social Register, Who's Who, Directory of

Directors; (b) by questionnaire as to automobiles

owned, books read, miles traveled, and—(c) Any adver- \(X) 000
tiser is entitled to get loo consecutive names off

time's list and "check" them for himself.

No quality magazine has ever developed cir-

culation as fast as TIME. On January 1, 1925,

TIME will have a circulation—70,000—as great

or nearly as great as most of the quality maga-
zines in the U. S. have acquired during 10, 20, 30

or 50 years of existence.

This 70,000 is at your command. (Please

remember: "TIME's readers read TIME.")

TJM
The Weekly ^Jews-Maga:

70,000

54,000

42,000

30,000

18,000

TIME'S
Circulation
Development
Past ancJ Future

A Jan. 1, 1926

Jan. 1, 1925

A Oct. 1, 1924

Aug. 1, 1924

Oct. 1, 1923

June 1, 1923

o March 3, 1923

.-/. B. C. refort for Jan.-

Jiinc, 1024. ic'ill sonii bf

TIME
. The Weekly News -Magazxne
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Things are

Booming in

AKRON
24,000 of Akron's

best families have

formed the habit of

supplying all their

wants from the ad-

vertising columns of

the—

AKRON S: TIMES
**Akron*s Ablest Newspaper**

They can be reached in no other
way than through the columns
of the Evening an^ Sunday
Times.

Nattoiul Adrertising RepresenlaUve:

CHAS. H. EDDY CO
New Tork.Chlcaeo.Boston

HaveYou Distribution

In CoDege Towns?

If not, and your product

is generally consumed, you
are overlooking an excel-

lent market.

Here you have great ni
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Iron Trade Review
is the weekly trade author-

ity of tlic iron, steel and

metalworking industries.

It completely covers the

field, beginning with the

mining of the ore and ex-

tending step by step through

the transportation, assem-

bling and converting of the

raw materials in the fur-

naces and mills, the market-

ing of the products and

finally through the fabrica-

tion processes by which

they are transformed into

finished products.

Invaluable market and

technical information make

IRON TRADE REVIEW
essential to executives.

Penton Building

Cleveland, Ohio

Executive
Readers

Executives who control the purchases

in the Iron and Steel consuming and
producing plants of the United States

and Canada read IRON TRADE
REVIEW every week for its Market
news.

Authority to buy is vested only with

executives. Buying power is the acid

test of circulation value. Readers of

IRON TRADE REVIEW are execu-

tives—92% of them as follows

:

Major Executives

Proprietors and Pres-

idents 3,970

Vice-Presidents 2,534

Comipany Secretaries 3,131

Treasurers 2,546

General Managers 3,935

Purchasing Agents 3,906

20,022 — 20,022

Operating Executives

Works Managers 1,992

Superintendents 2,778

Engineers 2,291

Foremen 1.348

8,409— 8,409

Grand Total alt executives 28,431

All other readers 2,553

These figures are based on the net paid

circulation as of the Dec. 27, 1923 issue.

They do not include advertisers and other

copies, the total distribution being 10,500

copies.

Questionnaires answered by subscribers show

that each copy of IRON TRADE REVIEW
has 2.8 readers.

.

'APentonPuhlication
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TEE TO THE HEIGHT
YOU LIKE BEST WITH

REDDYiTEEH
Insure longer drive—improve your
game at least 5 strokes—keep
clothes and hands clean—always
ready — exceedingly popular.
You'll be surprised at the many
points of advantage of Reddy Tees
—Ask your Pro or any user.

NOMINAL COST, WONDERFUL
RESULTS—TRY THEM TODAY

Put up in neat handy little bo.xes of 18

tees each for 25c. Get them from any
Pro or Dealer or send us $1.00 for 4

boxes.

// you prefer send 10c
in stamps for trial box.

Nieblo Mfg. Co.
Sole Owners & Mfgrs.

'^^^^ 38 East 23rd St.

Suite .W4

,/-'- >j -. New York

Pi
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as stopped and all its time and
'uergy and money are now being

tivested in tangible progress.

It is not presumed, of course, that

he "five-year ticket" written for

his particular business would ex-

ctly fit any other industrial enter-

rise. It has been cited simply as a

iractical example of a progressive

lolicy for marketing as opposed to

he aimless struggle policy of in-

reasing or developing a business,

vithout any particular thought as to

ust where the business is going or

lOW it will get there. The responsi-

ile marketing head of any business

lUst canvass his own situation and
^n-ite out the coupons for his own
icket, whether he aims to progress

in widening circles or in a straight

!ine toward some outside destina-

ion.

WHERE he can go and his pos-

sible rate of progress will be

jroverned by a number of factors,

uch as the nature and extent of

he industries the business serves;

ihe type of product made or the na-

jUre of service performed ; the con-

lern's financial resources ; the caliber

!if the organization ; and the location

:ind potentialities of the plant.
' This last consideration carries us

')ack to a point brought out in a

')revious article" on this subject,

lamely, that the correct starting

)oint for the development of an in-

lustrial marketing policy is the

itudy of the potentialities of the
)lant as an operating enterprise.

,vith regard to both the product and
';he market, present and potential.

iSxcept in rare cases, a marketing
)olicy that is not closely linked up
mth the production and service fac-

! ors is not firmly built into the busi-

'less.

I

Even with the factors all thought-
ifully weighed, and plans carefully

iaid, the actual writing of a five-year

)r three-year or two-year "ticket" is

iiot easy. A lot of commonsense has
0 be mixed in with the writing. It

'must be thoroughly practical and
workable. The year-by-year destina-
:ions must be actually attainable,

li'et they should not be too easy, for

Iimless an organization is kept on
'ts toes it will not respond to the
,jrge of progress, nor will it worry
Very much about protecting its

ifuture.

I Once the "ticket" is written, the

J3rogram must be "sold" to all the
lexecutives of the organization at

'east, and perhaps parts of it to the
irank and file; and the business must
jeet on its way to its destination

' '"The First Two Steps in Industrial
Vlarketing," published In issue of April

t!3,
1924.

Who is intheFoundry?

WALK in on us unexpectedly, vou
probably will find Mr. Gagnier
not in his office, but back in the

lactory,_somewhere. What's the result?

"I'ou would see inside mortising done by
automatic machines producing b4,000
pieces a day instead of a hand production
of a few hundred as you see in other plants.
And greater accuracy of work.

You would see plates being cut apart 12
at a time instead of singly—and 24 times
as fast.

You would see such records as 28,000-3
col. x8"| inside mortised Plates, made and
shipped direct to a schedule of 7,000
papers in a day and a half.

// you advertise in newspapers -ive can show
you how to save time and money on your
Plates and Mats. Outline your require-

ments. Let us quote prices. No obligation.

GAGNIER
The

STEREOTYPE FOUNDR'
Gagnier Corporation

CHICAGO
222 N. Michigan Ave.

'A

7/ie Sltcogni^ed Standard

For I 3 years the leading best equipped

business research organization.

Surveys and special investigations

—

dealer questionnaires anywhere in

U. S. $1.50 per dealer, 75c consumer.

Industry researches on over 300 lines

available at $150 and upward.

B USINESS
BOURSE

J. GEORGE FREDERICK, President

15 W. 37th St., New York, N. Y.

Hotel St. James
109-

1
3 West 45th Street,Times Square

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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FOR seventeen years on and oflF, 1 have been writ-

ing advertising copy. In that time, possibly, I

have done perhaps as many notable jobs as the next
man. But, never have I written as good a piece of copy
as this famous collar adver-
tisement of Jim Berrien's. K'vng'^^
When vou think of adverfising think of Goode & Berrien,
Advertising Counsel at 19 West 44th Street, New York. Let me
send you a copy of"Why the SheriffGets 30 Retailers Every Day."

Bakers Weekly ft;^^„Vk cif;
NEW YORK OFFICE—45 West 45th St.

CHICAGO OFFICE—343 S. Dearborn St.

Maintaining a complete research laboratory

and experimental bakery for determining the

adaptability of products to the baking in-

dustry. Also a Research Merchandising De-
partment, furnishing statistics and sales analy-

sis data.

BUILDING AGE and
The BUIUDERS* JOURNAL
Subscribers have

Wenibpr A. B. C. and A. II. 1'.

The American Architect
A. B. C. Est. 1876 A. B. P.

l»7liTlie J. G. Wilson Co. starleil ailveitls

Today they write: "We still use The American
Architect, this being one of the reasons the

name Wilson' Is so well known to the archi-

tectural profession."

.Sim! for: Advertising and SelllTif to Architects,
'

243 West 39th St. New York

BOOTAND SHOE RECORDER
BOSTON

The Indls-

and ahoe merchan-
dlsinB of the best-rated retail shoe merchants of

this country. Circulation 13,423 copies weekly.

(Member A. B. C. ) First choice of the advertiser

of shoes, leathers, hosiery or shoe-store goods.

Member Associated Business Papers, Inc.

without delay, for Father Time has
a way of slipping by stealthily and
then looking back and laughing at

the plans men failed to get at.

It takes considerable courage and
faith and "drive" to keep a modern
organization traveling toward a des-

tination, just as it required all the

faith and courage and leadership

Columbus could master to keep his

motley crew from turning back half-

way across the Atlantic, or stopping

off at some island short of their des-

tination.

Sometimes events intervene to

change the whole course of a busi-

ness. Conceivably, in the case of the

industrial concern we have been dis-

cussing, the development of a new
product, scheduled for the fourth

year, might take place during the

third year and turn out to be some-

thing with such possibilities as com-

pletely to revolutionize the plans for

the business, as the discovery of the

new world upset all Columbus's

plans but gave his backers a rich

new land. Under such circum-

stances it is easy enough to scrap

the old "ticket" and write a new one.

The important point is that unless a

business is traveling on some kind

of a "ticket" toward a definite des-

tination, progress is very likely to be

slow and uncertain ; whereas with a

plan and schedule to which the ener-j

gies of the whole organization canj

be harnessed, progress can be madej

at an almost unbelievable rate. j

Of course, what applies to a busi-'

ness as a whole applies as well tc

every individual department in a

business. Departmental "tickets'

generally have to be written in mort

detailed terms; and sometimes cov-

ering shorter periods; but only bj

planning for progress by depart

ments can a large business of manj

departments progress as a whole.

A carefully worked out marketinf

program, detailed as to its aims am
scheduled as to time, has the samt

relation to good marketing manage

ment as a scientifically worked ou

budget has to the financing of ;

business. It keeps it on the tracl

and headed in the right directior

and it makes more effective use o

every dollar expended.

Rochester Advertising Club

At its fifteenth annual meetin

elected Arthur P. Kelly, president

Walter W. Dixon, vice-president

Charles R. Drake, treasurer. Thr(

new directors were elected to serve tw

years: E. Reed Shutt, William V

Oliver and Edmund L. Chapin. C. 1

Lyddon, Albert G. Moore and Robe

W. Woodruff continue as directors f<

another year. Glenn C. Morrow is e

ecutive secretary.
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Practical Psychology

and the O. K.

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24]

! the advertisement from the viewpoint

of the man whom you are trying to

reach and influence. In fact, why
should he, you may continue. No one

expects him to, and it isn't part of

his job. On the other hand, it is part

of your job, and you have in the years

that you have devoted to advertising

work consciously and conscientiously

studied the audience's point of view.

Your method of presentation has been

carefully worked out on that basis.

The things that are in the advertise-

ment are things that your study and
experience have taught you to be the

things the buyer wants to know. If

you have a clear conscience and are

mot a cub copywriter, try that appeal
. to reason. While you may not have

a bed of roses thereafter as a result,

J you will have pruned a goodly number

I

of thorns.

Fourth, we have that abomination of

abominations—the conference. There

you do not have a single state of mind
' to work with or against, but enough

1
states of mind to make up an unwork-
able coalition cabinet. That is the

' time when you have the chief engineer,

the sales manager, the production man,
the treasurer, and one or two others

sitting as prosecutor, judge and jury.

' Now how are you to handle the con-

ference situation? If you qualify as

i a diplomat and can manage to make
I a few unimportant concessions to save

the big ideas, fine! If not, study your
men carefully, both individually and
how they act when in conference. It

I has been observed that there are

\
enough differences in temperament

[

developed when three or more men get

together regularly, to make certain that
' at least two schools of thought on most

[

any question will form themselves.
I That being the case, and Mr. A. of one
group begins to criticize, do not answer
the criticism yourself. Ask Mr. B. of

i the other group what he thinks about
it, then let A. and B. argue until both

drop from exhaustion, permitting you
; to proceed to the next point.

; Fifth is the problem that arises when
i
the "old crab" takes up his pencil and
practically rewrites an advertisement
and changes the layout with what to

the advertising man is an appalling
1 result. This sort of thing does not
happen all at once but usually is a

' cumulative effect, the result of an In-

;
creasing lack of understanding be-

tween two men.
!

Try to get a picture of the pressure
: that may be on your chief, the man to

I whom you look for your approvals. He
I
gets it from a number of directions.

I
The greater his responsibilities, the

:

greater is the pressure on him. AH
\ this has a far reaching effect—so bear

I

with him. It all comes down to this

—

the necessity for better understanding
i and a larger measure of cooperation
between all concerned.

o-
Telling It ToThe Boy Scouts

O

Daniel Carter Beard

"The oldest and best scout of
them all." National Commis-
sioner of the Boy Scouts of
America. Famous as a -woods-
man, artist and author, and
also as the founder of one
of the first outdoor pro-
grams for boys, after which
the present organisation was
largely modeled. He has
probably taught American
boys more about the outdoors
than any other man who
ever lived.

DAX BEARD is one of

the reasons BOYS'
LIFE has taken such a grip
on the affection and interest

of Boy Scouts and thou-
sands of other red-blooded
boys.

He is the Scout ideal per-

sonified. He represents the
movement. There is about
him that smack of the out-

doors and that tang- of the

woods that mark him as a

real scout.

The boys adore him. He is

an associate editor of BOYS'
LIFE. Every month he
writes and illustrates an ar-

ticle on how to make some-
thing that boys like to have,
such as a pair of moccasins,
or a bow ; and the thousands
of letters received show
with what interest these ar-

ticles are read by them.

He is known to boys from
one end of the country to

the other, and whenever he
appears, they crowd around
him. They all want to say
that they have shaken hands
with the "Chief."

Tell your message to read-
ers of BOYS' LIFE. You
will reach boys who are en-

thusiastic, organized for a
definite purpose.

boy:^.ife
THE BOY SCOUIS MAGAZINE

^
200 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

Union Bank Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL

37 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, III. r

Advertise Knit Goods
in the only two papers that cover

the knitting industry completely.

UNDERWEAR & HOSIERY REVIEW
SWEATER NEWS & KNITTED OUTERWEAR

321 Broadway. New York

MULTIGRAPH RIBBONS
RE-INKED

Our process costs only $6.00
a dozen. Try it. A trial

order will convince you
that it is the best Re-Ink-

inc you can buy.
Bmi 2 Mihont to bt Rt-lnkei at our orpoiut

W. SCOTT INGRAM. Inc.
Dwt. C. 65 W«»t BrMdway NEW YORK CITY

sTmonoKEMir

ENGRAVED
LITHOGRAPHED

MOKKJISOj.'^
FmeArts BH^Ro>dheBlci,iCX
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Here's Business for You

1924 Forecast of New Building Construction
(from January Architectural Forum)

SCHOOLS $802,258,300 14.4%
Hotels
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^ rise ahovc mtdixMriixj -—^ requires aitliusiasin

vid a dettrmirmtbn not to be sattsfled wm anuthum short

ofones' ideals."

'Drawn by C. ''P. Maltman for oAlemite Lubncatiug Company

aN original, however excellent,

is not of advertising value

until reproduced — so tliat

copies of it can be distributed to reach

your prospects. If its reproduction

isn't such as to retain its distinctive

quahties the picture decreases instead

of increases in value.

Realizing that successful reproduction

of superlatively good pictures and
photographs involves more tlian "a
mere engraving," we have made a

specialty of engravings which repre-

sent tlie picture as the artist has
created it. This has resulted in much
praise from prominent advertisers for

engravings that have played a large

part in making tlieir advertisements

"profitably different."

^fie EMPIRE STATE ENGRAVING COMPANY
165-167 William Street, New Yorl^ '-^Ss.o
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PHOTOyTAT/"
for economic and effective —
Vl/"UALIZATION

Campaigns, layouts,
suggestions, borders, il-

lustrations, booklets,
charts, diagrams, maps,
sketches, reports, let-

ters, books. checks,
testimonials, lettering,

blueprints, advance
plans.

IF a letter, order, photograph or elip-
' "A ping comes in today's mail, and It

would be of real sales value if you
could send duplicate copies of it to
all youp salesmen, what will you do
with it?

Send It to file, make exclusive use of
it yourself, or have photostats made?
At a negligible cost you can get con-
vincing, fac-siraile copies—accurate
reproductions—reduced or enlarged to
whatever size desired—made in a few
hours and can put them in tonight's
mail (if in New York City).

In this way you can put all data to
work for you immediately—stimulat-
ing sales and keeping vour salesmen
alert.

Once you start using photostats you'll
wonder how you ever got along with-
out them.

COMMERCE PHOTO-PRINl
CORPORATION

O Maiden Lane. New York City
Telephone-^ John 3697

QuicAer and cheaper rebrodixctioi^

TAKE CLASSIFIED

FORiEXAMPLE
Classified advertisements

are a good barometer by
which to gauge newspaper
progress.

In June, 1923, the Dis-
patch-Herald published 9,030
classified ads ; in June, 1924.

the total was 11,560—a gain

of 2,530 separate ads.

THE DISPATCH:.HERALD'
CHAS. H. EDDY & COMPANY

National Advertiiing
Representatives

New York Chicago Boston

Another Novel About Advertising

Advertising is the theme of several
novels which have been published re-

cently. The latest is "You Too," and
the author's name is Roger Burlingame.
My guess is that Roger Burlingame

is a nom de plume. But whether that
is the case or not, I am pretty sure that
the author, whoever he is, has had what
is called "advertising agency experi-
ence"; for apparently he knows what
he is writing about.

Yet, it seems to me, he is unnecessar-
ily bitter. If, as appears to be the case,

his purpose is to discredit advertising
and adver"tising agents, he would have
succeeded better than he has had he
gone about his task with a stiletto

rather than a bludgeon. To hear Mr.
Burlingame tell it, advertising is waste
—always; and advertising agents are
sublimated Babbitts—invariably.

Gail Winbourne, hero of "You Too,"
is a sensitive, high-minded, clean-cut
youngster who, in a perfect world,
would be tagged "a dreamer" and would
be permitted to dream. But this is not
a perfect world and dreamers are not
in demand.
No wonder this particular dreamer

was unhappy as a member of the copy-
staff of an advertising agency. No
wonder his soul revolted. He made the
mistake of thinking that advertising is

literature. It is not. It is salesman-
ship on paper—"adequate presentation
of goods in the absence of both buyer
and seller." And it has its place in the
scheme of things as they are today.
Whether we like it or not, quantity

production is here. It is the outstand-
ing feature of twentieth century indus-
try. Advertising has made quantity
production possible. Destroy one and
you destroy the other.

It may be that is what Roger Bur-
lingame and others who think like him
want. Fine! But what have they to

offer as an alternative?

Good Stuff!

The advertising of the Jordan
Motor Car Company may not be the
most effective of all the advertising
done by automobile manufacturers

—

though, personally, I believe it is—but
it is certainly the most interesting.

There is a flavor to it which is as

delightful as it is rare. And it does
something which all advertising should
do, but which comparatively little

advertising does do—it creates in the
mind of the reader a feeling that the
advertiser is a man one would like to
know.

The Jordan advertising appeals to
me for another reason. It is based on
the idea that people buy automobiles,
not so much because they have this,

that or the other "improvement" as
because possession of an automobile
brings pleasure.

Most automobile manufacturers in

their advertising seem to think only of

the mechanical features of their cars.

If Jordan had done that he would, I

am sure, have been forced to close his

factory doors long ago.

"The Mistakes of James J. Hill"

A MAN WHO is connected with an im-
portant Pacific Northwest newspaper
told me recently that he is strongly
tempted to write a book, the title of
which will be "The Mistakes of Jim
Hill."

It is Hill, he says, who is responsible
for present-day conditions in the
Northwest. Twenty-five years ago, so

he claims. Hill went on record to the

effect that the world faced starvation
by 1950, or sooner. For that reason,
Hill urged the farmers of Minnesota,!
North Dakota and Montana to raise!

wheat, hogs and cattle. "There will)

always be a market for food," Hill said.

He was right, but he would not have
been right if he had said, "There will

always be a profit in raising wheat,
hogs and cattle."

Anyhow, my newspaper friend says,

the farmers of the Northwest were
"sold" on the idea of raising those

i

three things. Many of them produced
only one—wheat. They did not prac-
tice diversification and now they are

paying the price.

"If," he added, "we had a hundred
thousand or, better still, two hundred
thousand fai~m-hoines in the Northwest,
the owners of which raised enough
fruit, vegetables, hogs, poultry and
grain to feed themselves and their fam-
ilies, we would be in fine shape. Trou-
ble is, we did not do that. We raised

stuff to ship. When prices in the

world market fell, we had to sell at a

loss, what we had raised. The experi-

ence is painful, but it will be worth all

it costs, if it teaches us that the first

duty of the farmer is to raise enough
food to supply the needs of himself and
his family." Jamoc.
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-AN ALLIED
^t DEPENDABLE

, endfor these

Printed Specimens

KENWGDD
TEXT

THIS sheet possesses a medium rough finish which gives

all the soft, velvety appearance which one seeks in an
antique or eggshell paper. Yet it takes sharp impressions

of fine and closely drawn lines.

It is a particularly good sheet for fine brochures, folders

and books. It prints clean; it is economical; and it possesses

true Allied value. You can get Kenwood Text either in

White or India. Send for our sample book.

Beeidea our mill brands we stock both at the

Mills and our New Yorli Warehouse, Monarch
CIS Litho, Laid Mimeograph, French Folio.

Standard M. F. in white and colors. Standard
Super in white and colors. Index Bristol in

while and colors. Offset Blank», Litho Blanks,

Translucent Bristol and Campaign Bristol.

ALLIED PAPER MILLS, Kalamazoo, Michigan
In writing for samples please address Desk 8, Office 15

New York Warehouse, 471-473 Eleventh Avenue

ALLIF.D MILL BRANDS
Porcelain EnatncI
Superior Enamel

.ALLIED PAPER;
JO %perJ4ac/un£s^^^^54 CoatingJiac/unes
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DRAWINGS in Pen and Ink,

Wash, Dry-brush and Color

for Newspapers, Magazines, Post-

ers and Booklets.

Pictorial Retouching of the most
convincing kind.

LOHSE<BUDD
cAdvertising cArtists

405 LEXINGTON AVE. NEW YORK CITY MURRAY HILL 2560

DISPLAY advertising forms of Advertising and
Selling Fortnightly close one week preceding

the date of issue.

Classified advertising forms are held open until the

Saturday before the publication date.

Thus, space reservations for display advertise-

ments to appear in the August 13th issue must reach

us not later than August 6th. Classified advertise-

ments will be accepted up to Saturday noon, August

9th.

^teANDREW
c^aker

of LETTERS

f Independent Studios-

Amertranfumberman
Est. 1873 A. B. C. CHICAGO
With over 100 raid correspondents in

the largest producing and marlteting
centers the American Lumberman
published weekly— effectively

COVERS LUMBER FIELD

Shoe and Leather Reporter

The outstanding publication of the shoe,
tries. Practically
nen who actually
industries. In its

jch Thursday; $5
id ABC.

100% coverage of the
do the buying for these
67th year. Published
yearly. Member ABP i

BROWN'S DIRECTORY
of

AMERICAN GAS COMPANIES
$10.00 a Copy

$7.50 to Gas Companies
WILL BE READY IN AUGUST
Jour Ord^r Should Be Place,! iVoio

ROBBINS PUBLISHING CO.
r,2 Vandi-rbilt Ave., N. Y. C.

Why the 1. C. S. Coupoi]

Wasn't Used

pieflB

iboB

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22]

sentative, the type of man we ex

pect him to be and the character o:

the service he must render student!

and prospective students. This pi

of copy accomplished two things-

informed the general public aboi

our sales organization and it had
most wholesome effect on the sale^

men themselves.

The advertisement entitled "Thi

Lengthened Shadow," featurini

Watertown, N. Y., and the prom
inent men of that community whi

had enrolled some time in thel

careers for I. C. S. courses, createl

a mild sensation.

In addition to the circulation thes'

advertisements will secure throug

the magazines, collateral uses hav

been planned that will place them i

the hands of several hundred thot

sand additional readers each montl

Li^OR instance, one list included th

-T names of certain full-paid sti

dents as well as the names of tho^

to whom encouragement letters, en

ployers' reports of progress and le

ters of recommendation are sent, j

press proof of each advertisemei

was sent to them bearing a pertineJ

message in long hand (facsimild

from the dean of the faculty arj

imprinted across the top of tl

proof.

Another list contained the namt

of the foremost educators in t\

country. The proof of the advei

tisement was accompanied by a lettfj

over President Weeks's signatu

and inviting comment.
Proofs of the advertisement

were sent to several thousand induj

trial companies and the suggesti(

made that they be posted on bullet

boards. A canvass of these coi

panies revealed their willingness

assign bulletin board space to '

under certain restrictions.

It is the intention to reprint t'

series in booklet form to be sent to

list carefully selected with a view '

bringing our message to the atte-

tion of executives, teachers, scie-

tists, engineers and others who, v

feel, will be genuinely interested at

who really need as a part of the

professional equipment the inforn-

tion the series conveys.

On the eve of the termination f

the first twelvemonth experimet

with this type of copy, we feel t}i

business all along the line has bei

accelerated and that its influence l"?

been felt by our salesmen throuf-

out the United States and Canai-
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How Hyatt Uses the

Business Papers
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17]

leneral copy is that placed in the man-
.gement and control magazines in

yhich we advertise our bearings for

.laterial handling equipment and for

l)Ower transmission equipment. Even
.his copy is specific as to type of equip-

nent, but is general as to industry,

>ecause trucks, cranes, hoists and con-

veyors are used in all industries.

•Our preferred illustration is an ae-

rial photograph of the machinery dis-

lussed in the copy, in action if pos-

sible, and with the proper atmosphere.
lEven the best artist obtainable cannot
•nake a drawing that is as convincing

;o an engineer as is an actual photo-

graph. Those very qualities that make
1 drawing artistic are most often the

ijnes that make it look wrong to the

engineer, but a photograph cannot tell

Itiim anything but the correct story.

Because of the important standing
iof our company among manufacturers
of anti-friction bearings and because of

the universality of the use of our bear-

ings, we feel that we should not use
iless than one full page of space for

each advertisement. If it were ever
necessary to expend less money, we
jwould decrease the frequency of our
: advertising rather than decrease the
lunit of space used.

IN all monthly publications we use
one page every month throughout the

year because our potential business is

affected by business cycles rather than
by seasons of the year. In some weekly
publications where we have a large

Ipresent and large potential business
we use one page each week, in others

lone page every other week, and in some
fone page every four weeks.

i

We believe in the superiority of spe-

icial positions and use them whenever
{they are available. Our first choice is

i

the front cover, second choice inside

I front cover, third choice first right hand
' page and fourth choice page opposite
' first editorial page. We do not use
'preferred positions in the back of maga-
' zines, and where we do not specify pre-

I
ferred positions, we ask for right hand

' pages in the front advertising section.

» We have determined by careful tests
'. that the average reader of business
papers starts at the front and works

I

his way through because of the large
' number of pages. The fact that the
' left hand page becomes curved and is

pai-tly covered by the left hand, while

the right hand page lies flat and in full

view, accounts for our preference for
' the right hand page. Fortunately for

publishers all users of advertising space
do not agree with our views, or it would
be difficult to sell left hand pages or

space in the rear of magazines.
There must be some value in our

theory, however, for a new general
magazine has just been started that
carries advertisements on right hand
pages and editorial matter, fiction most-

Wisconsin Mariiets
Here is a presentation of four leading Wisconsin markets. Different
facts concerning these markets will be given in subsequent advertise-
ments. Because of the informative nature of these advertisements,
they should be filed for continual reference.

IT'S TRUE

New Homes
Kenosha is continually building homes to

care for its increasing population. These
are substantial homes for substantial peo-
ple and indicate an above-the-average mode
of living.

Being an industrial city with lOO manu-
facturers, over 15,000 regular employees,
and with a monthly payroll of $2,000,000
Kenosha has the means and does purchase
everything from chewing gum to auto-
mobiles.
Write us, or ask. our representatives to tell

you of this market.

The Kenosha News
Kenosha Wisconsin

Representatives

COIVE, HUNTON <fc WOODMAIV
t, Atlanta. St. Louts.

Business Is Better Than
Average in Wisconsin

The diversification of industry in the great com-
monwealth of Wisconsin pennits it today to stand
at the head of the states doing a really worthwhile

The diversification of Industry In the Janesville

market, including such well-Iinown national con-
cerns as the Parker Pen Company. Lewis Knit-
ting Company. Gossard Corset Company, Hough
Shade Corporation, Rock River Cotton Company.
<:hevrolet Motor Car Company. Fisher Body Corpora-
tion and many others employing hundreds of people
at a high average wage, together with a really re-

markable agricultural and dairying community sur-
riiunding. combine to make the Janesville market
the best in Wisconsin.

The Janesville Gazette Is particularly well
equipped to produce quick, desirable returns to Its

advertisers because it maintains a Merchandising
Service Department second to none in the state.

Situated on Lake Michi-
gan.

Served by two railroads,

two boat lines and two
interurbans.

A thriving city of 65.000

people.

Some 200 manufacturing
plants with skilled and
highest paid labor.

A. B. C. Audit shows
Journal-News has largest

circulation.

extremely valuable.

The Janesville (Wis.) Gazette
H. H. BLISS, Publisher

THOS. G. MURPHT. Adv. Mcr.

Daily Newspape
-Member of Wlsi

Vbavdr-Stbwart Co., Ii

EaBttrn Represcntativi

Metropolitan Tower
New York City

Wbaver-Stewart Co.,Inc
Weetcrn R/^presentative

London Guarantee Bldg.

Chicago, 111.

of the world. Grain is their great product and

the world is their market. This latter (ad li

a fact for Just one reason—the port of Superior.

The great development in this section would b»Te

been impossible had not the great lakes projertod

the wonderful harbor of Superior a thousand mllei

into the interior of the continent. The above pic-

ture gives a glimpse of how Superior perfonni Itt

function. MilUonj of bushels are annually shipped

through and milled by elevators and flour mlllt

of which this Is I sample group.

The Superior Telegram

Superior Wisconsin
Foreiffn RevrcMentativf

HAMII*TO\-DeL.ISSER, IWC.
Chicago New York

National Miller
Established 1895

A Monthly Business and Technical Journal

covering the Flour, Feed and Cereal Mills.

The enly A. B. C. and A. B. P. paper in

the Held.

630 W. JACKSON BLVD.. CHICAGO
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GAS CONSUMED BY ONE CITY
Almost Sufficient to Supply

Scotland and Ireland

IN 1923 Chicago required 29,791, 111,-

000 cu. ft. of gas for domestic and in-

dustrial use.

For the same period Scotland required 23,-

514,000,000 cu. ft. and Ireland 6,906.000,-
000 cu. ft.—a combined total of 30,420,-

000,000 cu. ft.

That one city in the United States consumes
almost as much gas as that consumed by
both Scotland and Ireland is a striking indi-

cation of the expansion in the use of gas

now taking place in this country.

This expansion, which is becoming more
noteworthy each year and which will keep
on at an even more rapid rate (for reasons
we'll gladly explain), means that there are

few markets in the country as active and po-

tential as the gas industry.

Equipment and supplies of every descrip-

tion are needed to make possible this expan-
sion. Ask us for data on the market for

your product in this important industry

!

Some equipment and supplies needed: tools; pipe;
valves; couplings; protective paints and coverings;
insulation; refractories; industrial furnaces and sys-
tems; appliances; tanks; laboratory and office equip-
ment; process chemicals; motor trucks; testing,
measuring and recording apparatus; power plant
equipment; conveying, hoisting and transporting ma-
chinery; compressors; blowers; pumps.

Gas Age-Record, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
The only A. B. C. & A. B. P. paper serving this field

We also publish Broivti's Directory of American Gas
Companies and the Gas Engineering and Appliance

Catalogue.

ly, on left hand pages throughout th
book.

Our appeal must reach so many field

that it is impossible for us economical
ly to use all the papers in each field

If we made textile machinery alom
we could use every possible textile pub
lication of worth and likewise for othe
fields. But due to the universality o
our market, we must select the one, tw.
and sometimes three leading papers ii

each field. If in this manner our ad
vertising reaches 75 per cent of th.

buying factors in each field, we cai

well afford to ignore, for the presen
at least, the remaining 25 per cent.

The fact that we do not blanket an;

one field makes it necessary for us t

carefully choose between the papers i

each field. The most important fac

tor in our choosing is editorial con
tent. If the editorial policy of a pape
as indicated by the nature and calibe

of its articles is constructive, inter

esting and authoritative, we know tha
that paper is the right one for us t

use.

This indicates that our selection o

papers is made on faith, and this i

necessary, for our advertising is educa
tional and promotional in nature, an
as we do not sell direct to the ultimat
user, we do not expect or receive a
appreciable direct response to our ad
vertising.

We know, however, that our advertis
ing is profitable because any increase i

advertising space always is followed b;

a healthy rise in our sales curve.

OUR plan of direct mail advertisini

is effective but simple as it con
sists of mailing to carefully checkei

names reprints of our business pape
advertising.

The advantages of the use of busines
papers for a technical product such a
ours in brief, factorial form are a

follows:

1. Flexibility—By the use of pubh
cations specifically prepared for defi

nite fields, we can exert the mos
pressure on the fields where our nee<

is greatest; we can, therefore, closel;

parallel our advertising and our sale:

effort at all times.

2. Direct Appeal—Steel mill adver
tisements are written and presented t(

steel mill engineers, textile machinery
copy to textile mill executives, and S(

forth in each field.

3. Elimination of Waste Circulatioi

—Readers of business papers are gen
eral managers, engineers, designers ol

machinery manufacturing companies
potential bearing buyers.

4. Close tie-up between editorial am
advertising appeals.

5. Close tie-up between the advertis-

ing of the companies that use our bear-

ings and our own advertising.
6. Use of dominant space is made pos-

sible by the relatively small cost ol

space in papers covering definite, con-

centrated fields.

7. Economy resulting from flexibility

from direct appeal and from eliminatior
of waste circulation.
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Chance-Taking

Business

m

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16J

I i^a commonplace regarding textile

n|lls that they see their selling

aljnts only a few times a year, and
ai! largely indifferent to marketing
piblems; selling mainly on the con-

tct or factor plan. What, then, is

ti incitement to the man of daring
. a,i ability? It is the speculation in

t?ir basic products; the uncer-

tnty, the challenge to analysis and
jigment, the mere excitement of

t3 game. I know of more than one
ijin in various of the enumerated
fids who confesses he'd never stay
ii the business if he could not oper-

m a bivalent business, manufactur-
i? and speculating. Others stoutly

isist that to protect their regular

Isiness they must speculate in their

liw materials. If you are manufac-
king a lard substitute from a vege-

ible oil, any one of five or six are

(Ually serviceable for "hydrogena-
^n." Peanut oil, cottonseed oil,

/coanut oil, soya bean oil—each

ill serve; the price alone is impor-
nt.

ikJOTE, then, the temptation to de-

1^ cide on hunch or on careful study
jat cottonseed oil will be cheapest
|ir the next six months, and then to

fiy for more than a current supply.

J'

your guess is good, you will have
;.ade far more money than regular
3t earnings on sales of your manu-
lictured goods would amount to. If

ou guess badly you charge it to

'refit and loss, or if too badly, you
're-finance," or "merge" or go out
If business. Likely as not the di-

ectors fire the president and seek a
letter guesser, the stockholders foot-

jig the bill for the speculation, but
'arely sharing the gain to the de-

rees of the risks run.

;

This was the situation until re-

ant years. The recent deflation

jeriod caught many executives with
uge inventories, in nearly all in-

tances out of proportion to current
ecessity. In other words, they
|/ere discovered in a highly specu-
'itive position by the unprecedented-
y sudden shift of values ; they were
aught with a far more vulnerable
nventory status than any well man-
iged business has a right to show.
rhey were uncovered as sheer specu-
ators, whereas the stockholders had
I right to expect them to be manu-
acturers only. At the close of the

nventory debauch a year or more
igo many banks found themselves in

Jossession of great heaps of mer-
handise instead of their depositors'

"Sandow or Sarazen"
That's till- title of th<

BUILDING
SUPPLYNEWS

hi^ That Sprm^^^'-

most unusual booklet that lias^ ^
ever beeu printed on the subject of
CIRCULATION. It's unusual be-
cause it proves that SMALL circula-
tion, well directed, CAN BE MADE
to produce greater returns to adver-
tisers than circulation of large bulk.

This isn't "dream stuff" either. It's

liased on the results of an independent
investigation made by a well-known
advertising agency.

We want EVERYONE to have a
copy—"cub" or president—male or
Icmale—agency personnel, advertising
department connections,—yes, even
other publishers.

A'ou'll enjoy every page of it—and it

"ill give you fresh viewpoint on a
rite subject.

BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS
405 Old Colony Bldg., CHICAGO a. B. P.

NErr PAID Circulation than any other dealer paper in the building field.

Confidence
^ Confidence has no substitute. Money cannot buy it. Distance and
time cannot shatter it. Business Confidence is no different than the other
kind, for both are born of human trust.

^THE ROTARIAN, like the Association which it represents, is built
on a solid foundation of Confidence. It has earned the Confidence and
respect of its readers and of the advertising world through a strict adher-
ence to the principles of fair dealing—in no other way could it have
gained its present enviable position.

Advertising Manager
Frank R, Jennings

221 East 20th Street

Chicago

KOmRIAN
lite Magazine of Service

CHICAGO

Eastern Representatives:

Constantine & Jackson
7 West 16th Street

New York

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

SultsrriDtlon price: $1.50 In l'. S., Nen-fonnilland, Cuba and o
Tfhloli niinimnni postal rates apply; $1.7!; In Canada; $2 in at

Published Monthly by Rotary International

Don't count too much
on "cumulative" effectl A good
advertisement is at it*8 best on
the day it first appears; and no
amount of time will ever make a
poor advertisement any better.

See Berrien's Big Black Book

Goods k Berrien,
Advertising Counsel, 19 West 44th Street,Now York
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Advertisers' Index

Ajax Photo Prim Co 48

Akron Times 42

Allied Paper Mills 51

American Architect 46

American Lumberman 52

Architectural Recoril 48

Audit Bureau of Circulations 59

Automobile Trade Journal 37

Bakers Weekly 46

Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc 25

Boot and Shoe Recorder 46

Boys' Life 47

Briggs, Stanford, Inc 34

Bruce Publishing Co 34

Building Age 46

Building Supply News 55

Business Bourse 45

[c]

Cantine Paper Co., Martin 6

Chicago Daily News, The 2

Chicago Paper Co 58

Chicago Tribune 60
Cincinnati Enquirer 35
Collegiate Special A ilvertising Agency. 42
Commerce Photo-Print Corp 50
Cram Studios, The 48

[d]

Denne & Co., Ltd., A. J 44
Dispatch-Herald 50

Electrical Merchandising & Electrical

Retailing 7

Empire Slate Engraving Co 49
Erickson Co., The 4

[/]

Federal Advertising Agency

M
Gagnier Stereotype Foundry 45
(Jas Age-Record 54
(Joode & Berrien, Inc 46-55

Grand Rapids Furniture Record 9

m
Hannah & As.socialcs, F. A 511

Hardware Arc 31

[']

Igelslroem Co., The J 48

Independent Studios 52

Ingram, W. Scott. Inc 47

Iron Age, The 30

Iron Trade Review 4!

[i]

Janesville Daily Gazette 53

Jewelers' Circular, The 44

Journal-News 53

[fc]

Kenosha News 53

Knit Goods Pub. Corp 47

[«]

Lohse-Budd 52

[m]
McCann Co., H. K 12

Market Place 57

Modem Priscilla 10

Morrison 47

Motion Picture Magazine 27

[n]
National Miller 53

National Register Publishing Co 53

Nieblo Mfg. Co 44

Normal Instructor and Primary Plans. 48

[P]
Peoples Popular Monthly 38

[r]

Richards Co., Joseph 3

Rolarian. The 55

[«]
Shaw, Keith 44
Shoe & Leather Reporter 52

Standard Rate & Data Service 39
St. James Hotel 45

Superior Telegram 53

[']
Tanki Service Bureau 44
Time, Inc 40-41

Topeka Daily Capital 53

True Story Magazine 8

[tt]

United Publishers Corporation—Auto-
motive Division 37

M
Ward, Inc., Artcmas 33
Wienes Typographic Service, Inc 38

money—proving that the ba:

themselves have a large share ol

guilt in financing what they knew tc

be speculation in contradistinction to

purchase for carefully estimate(|

sale. The perversion or mixing o|
function in business is invariable
either a failure, a highly risky ad-!

venture or an injustice—sometimes]
it is all three.

;

A graphic illustration of this sub;

ject may be had in the excelleni

work of the California Fruit Grow]
ers' Association in teaching Tony;
the typical little fruit stand owner,
how to avoid mixing speculation intc

his business. A special lectureii

traveled from coast to coast ad-

dressing fruit stand dealers indi^i

vidually and in groups, urging thed
to avoid buying two weeks' supplji

of oranges because they thought
oranges would "go up," or vice versa!

Tony, quite like "bigga Americal
man," gets the speculative fever. H(
dopes it out that next month oranges

and lemons will be higher. Oi

course, he practically always loses ij

and the facts as to turnover, depre|

elation and interest and the error oij

speculation in business were bxt

plained to him on a blackboard in 3,

manner that would have been splen-

did education for many a corpora-

tion executive, if he had sat beside

Tony.

TODAY same executives are chaf-

ing because dealers throughoul
the country aren't doing so mucl
speculating; not falling so hard foi

overstressed selling and advertising

effort, not overloading themselves
with a lot of stock. They are care

fully watching turnover. Ableil

business men know that this is sj

good, not a bad sign. Better meagei^,

stocks on dealers' shelves and small

but continuous buying than the old]

system of overloading and then al

period of choke and depression

Risk and chance-taking are in-

evitable in business—but even
risk and chance-taking there is place'

for balance and sanity. The business,

men of no other large country are

willing to take the degrees of risk

American business men take, not, it

must be said in justice, do they

progress as fast or venture so much
in untried paths. The stockholder

is as "chancy" as the speculating

executive. The French investor

shuns even his conservative indus-

trials, preferring government bonds;

while Americans do the opposite.

The stickler for technical soundness
has lectured and cried beware! but

few heeded him—until the hard

facts of life came and disciplined

business.
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AdvertisingCalendar

August 18-23—Milwaukee Graphic
Arts Exposition and Annual Conven-
tion International Association of
Printing House Craftsmen, Audi-
torium, Milwaukee.

SEPTBaaBER 22-25—Advertising Spe-
cialty Association Convention, Chi-
cago. 111.

Septbmbeir 29-October 1—First An-
nual Convention, Window Display
Advertising Association, Cleveland,
Ohio. .MSi

October 12—Financial Advertisers'
Association Convention, Richmond,
Va.

OcTOBKR 13, 14—Annual Conven-
tion and Exhibit, National Indus-
trial Advertising Association, Edge-
water Beach Hotel, Chicago, 111.

October 14^Meeting of Executive
Board, American Association of Ad-
vertising Agencies. Chicago, 111.

OcrroBEai 15, 16—Annual meeting,
American Association of Advertising
Agencies, Chicago, 111.

October 16, 17—Annual Conven-
tion, Audit Bureau of Circulations,
Chicago, 111.

OorOBER 27-2S—National Conven-
tion. Mail Advertising Service As-
sociation, William Penn Hotel, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

October 29, 30, 31—Annual Con-
vention of the Direct Mail Advertis-
ing Association, Pittsburgh, Pa,

November, 10-15—Second Advertis-
ing E.\position. New York.

November 17-19—Annual Meeting,
Association of National Advertisers,
Inc.. Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City,
New Jersey.

The Editor will be glad to receive,

in advance, for listing In the Adver-
tising Calendar, dates of activities of
national interest to advertisers.

J. William Davidson

Recently with the Butterick Pub-
lishing Company, has joined the adver-

,tising staff of The People's Home Jour-

mal and will represent that publicaion

fin New England and New York City.

\Dick Jeniison

I

Formerly manager of media and con-
' tracts for the United States Advertis-

ing Corporation of Toledo, now man-
ager of the media and plan department

I of Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.

\
Franklin L. Wood

]
Formerly eastern representative for

Judd Publishing Company, has been
appointed executive secretary of the

i
Lake County (Florida) Chamber of

• Commerce, with headquarters in Ta-
.
vares, Fla.

I

B. P. Mast

[
Formerly vice-president of the H.

: P. Gould Co., publishers of Manage-
' ment, appointed western manager of
• the Industrial Management Group,
,
with headquarters at 140 South Dear-

I born Street, Chicago.

I Wm. H. Ingersoll

I

President of the Ingersoll Redipoint
;
Company, St. Paul, Minn., has been
appointed general manager of the De-

' Forest Radio Telephone and Telegraph
j

Company of Jersey City, N. J., and will
operate from that point. He will con-

^

tinue as president of the Ingersoll
Redipoint Company, acting in an ad-

I

visory capacity.

I

Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is 36 cents a line—6 pt. type. When larger
type is used charge is based on 6 pt. line space basis. Minimum charge $1.80. Forms close Saturday

noon before date of issue.

Business Opportunities

Ask for your copy of our Bulletin at

your home address. Harris-Dibble Com-
pany, 345 Madison Ave., New York City.

CALIFORNIA REPRESENTATIVE
Desires to connect with manufacturers and mer-
chants who are looking for a live wire representa-
tive in California. Ofhces in San Francisco and
Los Angeles. Benjamin Diepenbrock, 30 E,
42nd St., New York.

Position Wanted

ADVERTISING MANAGER
Fifteen years' experience retail store advertising
and sales promotions : no wizard, but practical

business producer. Box 154, Adv. ancl Selling

Fort, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. C.

SOME WESTERN AGENCY
will be able to profit by the orders the doctor
gave my wife: "Co at once to where the air

is thin and dry." We're going.
I'm thirty, and have ten years' of real news-
paper and' agency experience to offer. Am copy
chief in Middle West now. Let's talk it over!
Box 167, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt
.\ve.. New York City.

Sales Executive and Mail-Order Expert. Avail-

able Sept. IS—Remarkable sales record with
$10,000,000 international concern manufacturing
exclusive qualitv product. Box 168. Adv. &
Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt .'\vc.. New York
City.

COPY MAN
Can write good forcible copy. Know art, lay-

outs, typography, printing. Thoroughly ex-
perienced. Ambitious and reliable worker.
Box 160, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vander-
bilt Ave,, New York City.

CORRESPONDENT, exceptionally adept sales,

complaint, collections, with general advertising,
mail order and production background; handles
large volume: mercantile, financial, publishing
experience ; excellent references : American.
Christian; college education. Box 163, Adv.
and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
City.

Position Wanted

EXECUTIVE
Broad general business experience of 15 years,
principally in advertising field. Thoroughly
grounded in merchandising and sales. Equipped
with the knowledge of the principles which
underlie successful business from experience as
agency manager, magazine business manager,
general manager of manufacturing concern, etc.

35 and married. Desire position where I can
make my own opportunity by demonstrating
my ability to solve problems and build for
organization success with vision and resource-
fulness. RH. Room 2003, 20 Broad St., New
York.

Help Wanted

WRITER OF TECHNICAL COPY
Manufacturer of engineering products needs man
with experience in handling copy for trade and
technical publications. This Boston manufac-
turer is a world leader in its field and advance-
ment to the right man is assured. Give com-
plete details about yourself in first letter and
include your religious preference. Box 156,
Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York Citv.

ADVERTISING AGENCIES!
We serve through surveys and special investi-
gations—dealers—consumers—industries. Wor-
cester or Worcester County or anywhere in
New England. Dependable research work.
Finkel Business Builders, 12 Mav, Worcester,
Rfass.

Wanted trade paper representative Monthly pub-
lication reaching agricultural workers. Control
circulation readers. Chicago, Baltimore and New
York representatives. Drawing account against
Commission. Reply giving age, experience,
nationality, etc. The Pratt & Lindsey Co., 461
8th Ave., New York City.

Miscellaneous

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
'The lack of current, properly prepared informa-
tion for an advertising agency of its financial
condition, trend and departmental costs has
proved the undoing of many a promising concern.
A Certified Public Accountant is prepared to

render an individual, dividend -paying, auditing
and accounting service to agencies with the fore-
sight and business acumen to appreciate the
necessity of such a service. Box 155, Adv. and
Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. C.
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j^ddreMO^apK Co.
Investigation among more than 1 00,000 users of their product, con-

vinces the Addressograph Company that self-addressed return cards

—which make it easy for prospects to reply—are an important factoi

in getting results- Pieces with self-addressed cards, as illustrated, are

easy to produce. They come from the printer folded, and a single

addressing is all that is necessary. The prospect need only tear off the

card and drop it in the mail. It is interesting to know that for pieces

of this character where dependable strength as well as a fine print-

ing surface is essential, the Addressograph Company uses Foldwell.

CHICAGO PAPER COMPANY • ManufacUivers
801 South Wells Street • Chicago

NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED

a/Hs
The Famous Folduiell Travel Test, irf which 17,000 husiiiess men partici-

pated, proved that Foldwell Coated will carry your direct advertising messages
safely through the mails.

^n\aa{!t(!\(!t(!\(i\(ii(!i(!\in(n(!\(!\li\Rt(i\(!in\(i\(!\mn\(!\f!\G\<t\Q(i\a(n<ti(i\(t\(A(!\n^^
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SAVING TIME
IN SPACE BUYING

It costs money to sell space, and it costs money

to buy it. The A. B. C. saves the time and there-

fore the money of both the space seller and the

space buyer.

There is no argument regarding either quantity

or distribution or circulation when the publisher

or his representative can place an A. B. C. re-

port before the advertiser.

There is no juggling, no generalizing, no eva-

sion on the part of the publisher, no hesitation,

no suspicion, no discounting, on the part of the

buyer. That question is disposed of!

In the business paper field, analysis of circula-

tion by occupations indicate kind as well as

quantity of circulation, and furnishes another

advantage to the buyer and to the seller of space.

Write for a Copy of

"The Measure of Your Message"

AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
202 SOUTH STATE STREET, CHICAGO
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APresidential^ar need notbe
an offyear inyourbusiness

!

Politics may slow up busi-

ness extensions and new
ventures, but the buying
power of the American
people continues to create

markets for fighters.

As regularly as the country enters
the first stages of a national cam-
paign, the old tale is revived that

"presidential years" are not good years
for business.

Facts deny the tradition. The table

printed on this page shows how little

foundation economists find for the
doubt which acts as a drag on the
selling effort and sales volume of all

who hold it.

For manufacturers who ignore it, the
"presidential year" handicap hardly
exists. They accept the ebb and flow

of general business as unavoidable. But
they recognize that the margin between
normal volume of trade and its lower
levels is so small that individual con-
cerns can wipe it out by agjiressive

selling co-ordinated with intelligent
advertising. Particularly when com-
petitors are settling back to wait for
"trade to pick up again."

Market Zones are Economic units

They know also that the United States,
with its 11U,OUO,000 mouths to feed and
backs to clothe, is not actually one
great sprawling market, but a group of
regional markets, each with its own
economic conditions, each largely inde-
pendent in the main factors that create
prosperity or depression.

It takes little in the way of inquiry and
analysis to mark the prosperous zones
—and only the simplest sales strategy
to concentrate selling and advertising
effort in the markets where people have

the money to buy and are buying what
they need and fancy.

A Market of Unusual Stability

The Chicago Territory is that kind of a
market. It is almost alone among the
economic divisions of the country in

having no dominant industry, district

or class that labors under a financial

handicap. It draws its strength from
so many varied sources—farming, min-
ing, transportation, wholesaling and
manufacturing in an endless number of

fields—that violent fluctuations in busi-

ness conditions seldom occur. Even
the farmers of its corn belt, cattle and
dairy districts, through diversified pro-
duction, have kept on the right side of

the profit line.

Savings are index ofBuying Power
Chicago, jtself , had 6' ;, more money in

its savings banks in May than the aver-

age for last year, 1923—and 20% more

Only
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Advertising Under Test

Conditions in Chicago

ADVERTISING is made profitable to an unusual

,. degree in Chicago by The Chicago Daily News,

which offers the advertiser opportunity of conducting

his campaign under circumstances approximating

"laboratory conditions."

His advertising expenditure is concentrated almost

wholly upon his immediate market—the area necessarily

cultivated by his salesforce as a unit. The 94% concen-

tration of The Daily News circulation in Chicago and

suburbs assures that.

He thoroughly covers the "advertisers' market"—the

great majority of financially competent citizens of Chi-

cago. This is assured by the 400,000 circulation of The

Chicago Daily News, and its reading in nearly every

worth while home in Chicago by the various members

of the family.

His advertising is placed side by side with the bulk of

the advertising of local merchants in the medium to

which the buying public of Chicago habitually looks

for merchandise news that is essentially complete.

THe CKicag'o Daily News

First in Chicago

i

iliir.s(l:iv liv A.lv.-rlLsiiij;- K.MtiuKhtly. Inc.. :.-^ X'andcrbiR Av.\. X.w Vork, X. V. Suli.s.Tii.li.iu prior ?2.00 peril

iOjilin-'d a.s sucuiiil lUi.s.s jiuiUer May 7, L\)2:;, at I'ust Ollicu at New YorU under Act of March 3, 1879(
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Sational Industrial

iidvertisers Association

Has invited all industrial advertisers

1 America to make exhibits at the an-
ual meeting, vi^hich will be held at the
Mgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago, Oc-
tober 13 and 14. Ezra W. Clark, P. O.

{ox 14, Buchanan, Mich., is chairman
f the Exhibit Committee.

ohn J. Carr

Associated with Rand, McNally &
'ompany eighteen years, has resigned

s assistant manager Eastern branches
3 join Andrew H. Kellogg Company,
rinters and lithographers. New York.

McKinney Company
i
Chicago, will direct advertising for

I'he National Funeral Directors Asso-
'iation, the Chicago Utility Garment
Corporation, and Dovenmuehle, Incor-

orated, investment bonds, all of Chi-

"arlton E. Williams

Recently with Manternach Company,
lartford, Conn., now associated with
ohn W. Odlin Company, Inc., Worces-
er, Mass.

'T estem Shade Cloth Company
ippoints George Batten Company

: The Western Shade Cloth Company,
[ ijhicago, manufacturers of window

ihades and shade cloth, has appointed
'jeorge Batten Company as counsel in

|;he advertising and merchandising of
ts products. Service will be given by
he Chicago office of this agency.

Rogers & Company
Chicago, appointed A. Earle Higgins

iirector of sales. He was recently
>ales promotion manager Henry Lin-
ienmeyer & Son, New York. E. W.
;Birr, formerly assistant secretary of
;(Jnion Bank Company, Kansas City,

Mo., has joined the sales staff.

fiosenberg Company
Chicago, will serve as advertising

counsel to The Goldsmith Clothing
Company, St. Louis.

Advertising Craftsmen, Inc.

New York agency organized by Max
A. Haber and Sidney A. Siegel to spe-
'ialize in layout, typography and ad-
vertising production.

Leonard W. Smith
I Recently treasurer of The Dunlop-
iWard Advertising Company, Cleveland,
;and present chairman of the Cleveland
'Chapter of the American Association
of Advertising Agencies, will become,
;with its September issue, president of
^The Mailbag, direct advertising mail
journal published at Cleveland. Wil-
,'Ham Feather retains his interest and

I

becomes secretary and treasurer.

Chauncey Laurence W illiams

Cleveland representative of the F. W.
Dodge Company, publishers of the Ar-
chitectural Record, New York, died
May 7.

The Thumbnail
Business Review

INCREASES in corn, wheat and hog
prices are having a marked effect on
business sentiment, not only in farm-

ing states, but over the country as a

whole. Wheat leads the march to pros-

perity. Estimates of the world's export-

able surplus of this grain are around 725,-

nOO.OOO bushels, which is 25,000,000 bushels
below anticipated world requirements.
Farmers will receive from 10 to 25 per
nent more for their products this year
than in 1923. The cotton states, too, are

prospering. Western farmers are paying
their debts.

C There is an improved demand for iron

and steel products. Railroads have come
into the market for rails and other equip-

ment. Car loadings, however, are still

about 10 per cent below this time last

year. Automobile manufacturers appear to

be satisfied with the way things are going
and expect to increase production in the

fall. Outlook for textiles is better than
it has been in months. Low inventories

in many lines signify increased operations

as soon as buying starts.

C Chain stores did more business in July
of this year than they did in July a year
ago. Tlie Woolwortli Company's volume
of business in July of this year increased

SI,948,472 over the same month in 1923.

Basic commodity prices are advancing.
During last week in July index registered

an increase of 3.3 per cent over the rec-

ord of the week previous. Reports to the

Federal Reserve system show that bank de-

poshs increased 51.250,000,000 from March
1 to July 15.

C Changes are all for the better, although
there is no boom apparent. Indications

point to a broad recovery of business in

general late in the fall. Alex Moss.

Keelor & Hall Company
Cincinnati, will direct advertising

for The Faraway Radio Company, and
the Co-Operative Pure Milk Associa-
tion, which controls the French Bros-
Bauer Company, distributors of milk
products; both are Cincinnati organi-
zations.

Fred J. Worsley
Formerly with Linde Paper Com-

pany, Newark, N. J., succeeds Bruce
Kleinsmid as director of sales Blake,
Moffet & Towne, paper supply house,
Los Angeles.

Harvey Advertising Agency
Atlanta, Ga., will direct advertising

for Freeze-Bacon Hosiery Mills, Hen-
derson, N. C, and Shuptrine Company,
Savannah, Ga.

Lord & Thomas
John Cole, co-manager of San Fran-

cisco office, has been promoted to New
York office. Franklin Bell, of Los An-
geles office, succeeds Mr. Cole in San
Francisco. In the management of the-

San Francisco office Mr. Bell will be
associated with Dwight Jennings, who
has been co-manager. Account of Cal-
ifornia Prune and Apricot Growers
Association, San Jose, will hereafter
be handled from San Francisco.

Walker & Co.

Outdoor advertisers, Detroit, have
added John W. Marshall, Andrew Rich-
ardson and John B. Patterson to staff.

F. C. Eibell

In charge of technical advertising
and publicity Yale & Towne Manufac-
turing Company, Stamford, Conn., has
resigned as of August 15.

C. F. Bouldin Co.

Los Angeles, Cal., has been ap-
pointed Pacific Coast representative of
the Messenger of the Sacred Heart,
Catholic monthly published in New
York.

Eric W ilburn Smith
Formerly central station salesman

and assistant manager of St. Louis of-

fice of General Electric Company, has
joined staff of Ray D. Lillibridge, Inc.,

New York. He will specialize in devel-
oping relations of clients with electric

utilities.

Women's News Service. Inc.

Coincident with removal to 1823
Broadway, New York, announces that
Helen M. Hill, formerly of Alco-Gra-
vure, and past president of the League
of Advertising Women of New York,
is vice-president and a director. Kath-
erine A. Clark, former secretary of
Smith, Sturgis & Moore, Inc., New
York, is secretary-treasurer and a di-

rector. Mrs. Ida Clyde Clarke, founder
of organization, continues as president.

[additional news on other pages]
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A corner of the Directors'
Room. Aetna Life Insur-
ance Company.

Courtesy Aetna Life /«-

surance Companv. Har f-

ford. Connecticut.

For the Want of a '^Yes" the Sale was Lost
How important to you is the final approval on corporation purchases. It is only a small thing. A half-hour

conference, then a "yes" or a "no" and it's all over. Yet weeks of expensive selling effort may be pointed to that
conference and the expense justified or lost in that few minutes. When the final Ok is the only thing standing
Ijetween your salesman and the order—isn't it exactly as important as all the rest of the selling put together?

Many advertisers believe it is. And, in addition to other advertising, in addition to personal selling, in addition
to direct mail, they see to it that The Nation's Business is at work constantly for them in its special field, carry-
ing their sales arguments behind doors shut to the ordinary approach and spreading those sales arguments inten-
sively and powerfully before the men whose "yes" they must have to close the business.

Why delay? Now—in advance of next month's meetings—send your advertising announcements to these men
who have the final say. Give your salesmen the support of a magazine campaign aimed directly at this final

authority group. Make your showing in The Nation's Irlusiness so strong that there can be no possible misunder-
standing at the last minute when the all-important final approval must be obtained.

More than 3S,000 Presidents of Coriiorations read The Nation's Business
More than 17,000 Vice-Presidents of Corporations read The Nation's Btisiness
More than 16.000 Secretaries of Corporations read The Nation's Business
More than 8,000 Treasurers of Corporations read The Nation's Business
More than 12,000 Oeneral Managers of Corporations read The Nation's Business
More than 121,000 Major Executives in 90,947 Corporations read The Nation's Business

You will find of interest a detailed analysis of our IS.S.OOO .subscribers. Let i

are using this magazine to make their advertising expenditures more productive,
order hangs in the balance..

s tell you how other advertisers
Get an executive "yes" when the

The NATION'S BUSINESS
WASHINGTON

MORE THAN 155,000 CIRCULATION. MEMBER A. B. C.
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She Went in to Buy
Qarden Hose

But
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Not how exclusive,

but how inclusive

N mansions along Fifth Avenue,

Lake Shore Drive and on Rit-

tenhouse Square, there are an-

cestral portraits — painted by
masters.

Perhaps one of these American an-

cestors, sitting before a Gilbert Stuart,

said, like Oliver Cromwell sitting before

Lely, "Paint me as I am. Put in every

wrinkle and scar or I shall not pay you a

shilling."

JIN thousands of other homes through-

out this land, there are old photograph
albums, reverently preserved.

These are the portrait galleries of the

average American family—the domestic

archives in which are preserved the tra-

ditions and the memories of bygone days.

But the art of photography has de-

veloped marvelously since the time of

Louis J. M. Daguerre, discoverer of not

a few of the fundamentals on which mod-
ern photography is based.

Now, there are millions of other

albums in other homes, containing mil-

lions of snapshots which will preserve

for posterity a history of the habits and
customs of our own day.

These albums have been put on
living-room tables by advertising in the

magazines which have the widest and
the most popular appeal.

Ht is not in the homes where ancestn

portraits hang on brocaded walls—not i

the homes that buy Raphaels, Ruben:

and Corots—that American advertiser;

seeking great volumes of sales, find thei

markets.

If you are such an advertiser, manu
facturing something to sell to the masse:

yours is a snapshot market—a markf

among the millions of homes that hav

learned through advertising to "Koda
As They Go."

True Story reaches one home out c

every thirteen in the United States—

:

is read by one out of every twenty-thre

people in this country, surely a conserve

tive estimate.

W.E do not know how many painting

of great value you might sell throug

advertising in True Story, for advertisin

is a wonderful thing. It reaches heighl

of purchasing power of which no advei;

tiser can make an accurate estimate.

But, we do know that two millio

True Story homes must be fed, clothec

entertained and educated.

The results that True Story's advei

tisers now get prove that the readers i

these homes are young, responsive an

alert.

They "Kodak As They Go"—and the

buy on the way.

True Story
Magazine
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Advertising

Well Directed

||)R years the Cadillac Motor C^r
. pompany has devoted itself to making
Minest and most dependable automobile

1^ it is possible to build.

hil as Cadillac's remarkable sales leader-

ih;> proves, the great majority of buyers

)f he finer cars are convinced that the

3c(lillac does represent the standard of

iu')mobile quality.

!Jc(!illac s chief advertising purpose, there-

Di, has been to give expression to the

v\)r which owners and non-owners alike

in^rtain for the Cadillac, and thus to

ix;nd its leadership.

1 1^ Campbell-Ewald Company's pleasant

)rl'ilege to have assisted Cadillac in the

ffoaration of its advertising.

C. E. Co. 1921

The Campbell-Ewald organization of 160 people,

with financial and physical facilities of the largest

advertising organization between New York and
Chicago, and a volume of business placing it

among the first ten agencies in the country, is at

your service to handle large or small accounts.

At any time, anywhere, we'll be glad to talk with

you. There will be no obligation on either side.

CAMPBELL-EWALD COMPANY
H. T. Ewald, Pres.

E. St. Elmo Lewis, Vice-Pres.

Chicago

c/ldvertising j

Qeneral Offices, Detroit, Michigan
Toronto Dayton Los Angeles

Guy C. Brown, Sec'y.

Fred Woodruff, Treas. & Qen'l Mgr.

San Francisco
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How Much of That

$1,000,000,000
Will You Get?

BETWEEN now and Jan.

1 St, 1 925, the farmers and
small town people will have
$1,000,000,000 extra, due
to present crop and live

stock prices.

Between now and Jan. 1st,

1925, sixteen issues of the

Christian Herald are avail-

able. Through them you
can reach over 200,000
farmers and small town
families.

R f$950a page
*^^^^ [$1.50 a line

CHRISTIAN HERALD, New York, N. Y.

GR^^HAAl PATTERSON, Publisher Paul Maynard, Adv. Manager
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THE Graphic Arts Exposition
and Fifth Annual Convention
of the International Associa-

tion of Printing House Craftsmen,
to be held jointly in Milwaukee.
August 18 to 23, promises to be
the largest gathering of craftsmen
in the history of the movement.
The Milwaukee committee is mak-
ing arrangements to care for from
ten to twelve thousand delegates,

who will come from all parts of

the world.
Morning sessions will be taken

up with business meetings, at

which important addresses will be
made by leaders in the graphic
arts industries from the United
States and Canada. Afternoons
will be given over to various enter-
tainments and visits to the exposi-
tion, which houses exhibits of the
latest appliances and apparatus
used in the printing and allied in-

dustries.
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^Avoiding the T^itfalh

THE product had not been sold in the United States.

The manufacturer was entirely unfamiliar with this

market. The best sales channels were not what might have

been anticipated. Other manufacturers had met with dis-

aster through unsound practices encountered in the trade.

Our knowledge of the situation has enabled us to direct

the initial merchandising of the product into safe channels.

We are frequently in a position to help in solving sales

problems as well as those of advertising.

THE H.K.M^CANN COMPANY
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Moving the Factory to Reduce

Manufacturing Costs
Discussing a Problem of Vital Importance to All Sales and

Advertising Executives Interested in Bringing Down
the Costs of Production and Marketing

By Roger F. Davidson

TWENTY years ago, the idea
that plant location had any-
thing to do with an advertis-

ing man's or sales manager's inter-

-ests would have been thought fan-
jtastlc. But today competition and
'close figuring on selling

Icosts, margins, distribu- :

jtion policies and condi-

jtions are well-nigh uni-

jversal; and relocation of

i
manufacturing plants is

;one of the important poli-

I'cies involved in the tasks
I of a broad-gauge sales

'executive.

I

When, some years ago,
the western shoe manu-
facturers began to grow
bigger than most of the

New England shoe
houses, the business
world began to sit up and
take notice of the strat-

egy of location as it

affected selling. More
recently the textile mills

and their migration
southward have stirred

up intei'est; while even

J j
still more recently the de-

velopment of Pacific Coast manufac-
turing has provided other thrills to

those not yet awake to the fact that

geography has much to do with suc-

cess. The recent movings of pub-

lishing plants is simply an indica-

WITH the steady

cha

rowth of tlie country, and the

angnig complexion of population, industrial

plants that were located strategically fifty, or even fif-

teen, years ago, are now operating in sections where
they do not belong. Executives in many lines of indus-

try have come to recognize this fact, which accounts in

great measure for the uprooting of entire manufactur-
ing plants from what was formerly fertile soil and their

transplanting in a more favorable environment, where
they have a better chance to take root and flourish in

the face of high labor costs and keen competition.

New England, once the greatest shoe-producing section

in the United States, is fast losing its place to some of

our Western States, while the migration of textile plants

to the South during the recent past has furnished fur-

ther food for thought. As time goes on the necessity

of eliminating waste in transportation and locating a

plant dose to its raw material and labor supply will

become even more paramount than it is today. In the
next half-century the industrial map of the United
States will show startling and most rovohitionary changes.

tion of similar shifts in other lines

of industry.

Bluntly speaking, this country is

today suffering rather extensively

from industrial mislocation. We
started from a colonial scheme

barely more than a hun-
=^== dred years ago in which

New England was the

absolute industrial cen-

ter. The covered wagons
for seventy-five years

afterward—and the rail-

roads for the last fifty or

sixty years—took people

west, but industry was
much slower to follow.

New England was the

principal supplier of

manufactured goods for

many decades; but even

New England was suffer-

ing from mislocation.

In the pre-steam days,

factories had been built

where there was water-

power—which meant up
in the hills and out-of-

the-way valleys. Then
coal and steam-power ar-

rived—and the ridicu-
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lous double-haulage began. The
railways hauled hides from the far

west or cotton from the south into

a New England valley, and also coal,

and then hauled the finished goods
many miles back on the same road.

So not only has it been necessary to

take some industries away from
New England, but also to relocate

some of the industries that stayed
there

!

The people on the Pacific Coast
have for years paid an extra cost on
much goods manufactured in the

east, because of the long overland
haul. And on goods for which it

had superlative raw material^fur-
niture, for instance. The Pacific

Coast is a great world-lumber sup-
ply source—and yet it was buying
furniture made 2500 miles east-

ward! No wonder there has been
considerable Pacific Coast develop-

ment of furniture manufacture. The
same was true of many food items.

Special western plants are now oper-

ated by famous advertisers—Ivory
Soap, for one.

The key to this whole development
has naturally been population. The
center of population has steadily

moved definitely westward. It was

in Baltimore in 1790. The ii

migrated slowly through WestVir
ginia, to Chillicothe, Ohio, to Cicin

nati, Ohio, and by 1910 it hac

reached Bloomington. Between .9l(

and 1920 the movement westrarc

was only 9.8 miles; whereas betreer

1900 and 1910 it had moved 39 nles

indicating the tendency no\ t(

stabilize, for a long time at jast

since immigration is cut downjane

the population movement is toran

already established centers, rfchei

than long migrations such a wt

used to have.

[CONTINUED ON PAGil4

New Window Merchandising Id^a

Sells More Stationery

THE problem of creat-

ing a window display
idea that will surely

sell merchandise right from
the dealer's window is one
that has confronted the na-
tional advertiser for many
years. There has seemed
to be no sure way of hitch-
ing the window display idea
to the merchandise in such
fashion as to make them
work together of necessity.

But a new window display
created by Eaton, Crane &
Pike Company, social sta-

tionery manufacturers, has
seemingly solved the prob-
lem, in a limited way at
least. Briefly, the idea be-

hind the display is a graph-
o 1 o g y character - reading
service which is definitely

tied up to two special bo.xes

of writing paper, one of

Crane's Linen Lawn and the
other Eaton's Highland
Linen. Each of these two
special boxes, known as

"graphology boxes," bears
a label on the box end read-
ing:

Send this end of box cover
with one dollar attached to

your letter written on Eaton's High-
land Linen (or Crane's Linen Lawn)
to Eaton, Crane & Pike Co., Dept. G,
225 Fifth Ave., New York, for a char-
acter interpretation as indicated by
your handwriting.

The only way this character read-

ing service is being promoted at

present is by means of dealer win-
dow displays furnished, free of cost.

ml

;ei

ol

V

1

GEORGE M COHAN
Has (rcmcndously keen sense of humor

sees matters as a whole as well as in detail

He IS liberal mmdcd. enthusiastic, genial.. '

with a special window display. The
main feature of the display is a
large centerpiece, measuring 28
inches wide and 40 inches high, litho-

graphed in ten colors, reproducing a

striking oil painting.

Accompanying this large center-

piece, or background, are six smaller

cutouts, each of which features the

portrait ot some prom
actor or actress

star, and on the card Itl

each picture is a fac^ilf

letter in the artist's

handwriting, with an
planation of the char
traits revealed by his oliei

writing. These picturefianc

character readings giveieal

ity to the display and ipeti

a popular note that ' Idi

tremendously to its aj al

Another unit of the

play is a placard print
display type oflfering tofcr

nish a character readii! tc

the purchaser of a bd

either D 302 Crane's I

Lawn or F 500 Ea I's

Highland Linen, for a |)d'

erate service fee.

When set up in a de;

window, with piles of thi§ffO

graphology boxes, this'

play is a self-containec

vertising and sales plan The

consumer cannot take aaoii

on the display without re

suiting in a definite sai ni

one of the particular ick-

ages of merchandise fea-

tured in the window, ind

if he or she subsequitlv

interests friends in this graphiOgv

service as a result of the char:tei'

reading obtained (which re.su -^

an important by-product of in:

every sale), the friends munt '

chase one of these special Imxi

stationery, thus continuing thi

fluence of a dealer's display v

after it may have been removei

1
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Teaching the Retailer How
to Sell the Goods

By Joseph Eiving

"W
ANUFACTURERS, in

working for the betterment

of the condition of their

tail dealers, put too much stress

1 the non-essential sides of re-

liling and too little on the most

fjnportant. This is not an idle

atement ; it is based on obsen'a-

,on and experience.

i The efficiency of accounting

j'stems and stock records, the

dative number of light units

irown on the merchandise by a

liven type of fixture, the display

„"if merchandise in shelves, count-

ujirs and cabinets—all of these

.vjjde into insignificance if the per-
~

)nal side of the selling is not

,

ght. And this side of retail

filling is not right. For right

'llinjj depends on the right kind

. : salespeople. And that store is

,>,,ii exception which has competent

;

nilespeople, trained to serve both

.jstomer and store to the great-

, p'it advantage of both.

•ji
; Their lack of competence is not

liiliijie fault of the clerks. Rare in-

dd'eed is the clerk who can develop

iiiijimself into a salesman with-

! kiW intelligent outside assistance.

slilTo better this condition as it af-

Eiijicts our line of products we have

rai|!t about what we consider a ra-

'onal plan, temperately balanced,

jfijnd bound to bring about the re-

-A.ilts we feel the need of. It is in

.-. D sense radical : and for the very

jKJMison that it is unpretentious, I

,!i[!,)el that it may contain some con-

if((:;ructive help for the other fellow

)iii:i|ho, like ourselves, may not feel

;in|i8tified in entering any ambitious

j'silan to bring about the results by

,~> lending money freely. As we size it

p, the situation can be met quite as

, ;Tpctively by unpretentious but in-

:,; |!lligent effort as it can by any radi-

atiiil, expensive departures.

;s'\- Our approach has simply been that

I'll"! emphasizing to our salesmen the

i>: |2cessity of helping the dealer to

si'll our goods by teaching his sales-

ikjeople about them. The corollary

aH »s been to provide our salesmen
ivii! ith the opportunity of doing a bit

Joseph Eiving

General Sales Manager, Phillips-

Jones Corporation

of educational work among the re-

tail sales forces in his territory.

An ordinarily energetic salesman

IS a good deal like a bull pup in dis-

position ; he wants to get an order

from one customer, then dash on to

the next likely source of an order.

And in general this tendency is to

be commended, in contrast with that

of the lazy man who tries to get by.

WHILE we have pretty well suc-

ceeded in eliminating the drone

salesman, we are deliberately en-

couraging the energetic man to de-

vote a bit more of his energy in

each place, rather than try to get

over too much territory less thor-

oughly. We have been giving a great

deal of attention to convincing our

salesmen that, in the long run, they

will sell more goods to a merchant

by spending time to teach him and

his salesmen how to sell the goods.

We have been talking it up to our

salesmen in our regional sales

meetings and in personal face-to-

face talks. We have been giving
the subject lots of space both in

our salesmen's house organ and
in our general sales letters. And
the idea is beginning to take hold.

Unquestionably the retail sales-

man is the weakest link in retail-

ing; that is far from an original

idea. But it seems to us that the

merchant is more to blame for

this than are his employees. Our
retail salespeople in the United
States lack the finish, the tech-

nique which can only come from
skillful training by experts.

The most striking proof of this

is afforded by the contrast which
we find in the better grade of

British shops. Take, as an ex-

ample, the experience of a friend

of mine who, during a short stay

in England, was invited to a high
society garden party.

He was not equipped for the

affair. He needed a top hat. So

the
proceeded to the best hatter he

knew of in London.
The salesman who met him was

very much the gentleman, well-

dressed, courteous, but not subser-

vient. His very manner, so my
friend reported, radiated confidence

in himself as an expert in whatever
matter might have brought the

American into the shop.

My friend told the salesman what
he wanted. The salesman measured
his head, stood off ten feet or so to

squint at the customer through half-

closed eyes, studied his profile from
both sides, and marked dovra some
sort of facts on the sheet which al-

ready bore the measurements. Then
he said, "Very well, sir. We .shall

have your hat for you in a fort-

night."

"Good heavens, that will do me
no good!" exclaimed my friend, "I

need this hat for a giirden party to-

morrow."
"Then we can hardly equip you

as we should like to," explained the

clerk. "We had of course planned

to make a hat which would exactly
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suit you." But he scurried off,

brought back with him another man,
and stated the situation. "This gen-

tleman must have a top hat to wear
tomorrow, so we cannot make his

hat for him. Do you suppose that

we could fit him with a proper hat
out of stock?"

"Hm. Not at all usual," demurred
the second. "But we can surely do
something about it. Let me see,

now—doesn't he remind vou of Lord
Blank?"

"Quite," assented the first.

"Rather a remarkable resemblance.
And I believe the head-size is the
same. I shall get one of Lord Blank's
hats and see how it suits." So off

he trotted once more.
"Does that mean that you keep a

stock of hats made up in advance for
your customers?" inquired my
friend.

"Oh, indeed," agreed the manager,
as my friend later identified him.

"But Lord Blank is now in India, so

that we could safely let you have

one of his hats, and make up another
for him before he returns."

The final result was that my
friend purchased one of his lord-

ship's hats, paying £8 for it. The
question of a stock hat was never
brought up during the transaction.

Yet my friend found on inquiry,

after he had emerged from the shop
and shaken off his trance, that the

shop dealt in a very good grade of

top hats at £4 6s. The salesmanship
had been so excellent that he had
utterly failed to think of this con-

tingency. And he has been ever-

lastingly grateful to the shop ever
since; for while all of his previous

experiences with toppers had been
unsatisfactory, and of a kind to con-

vince him that he and toppers were
never intended to get along together

in harmony, he has found that

everyone tells him how good he looks

in this one.

Perhaps this incident is rather one
of extremes ; one cannot hope to find

this super-selling in every shop in

the British Isles. But one can, ai

does, find a much higher class
:

sales skill and knowledge of mt-

chandise everywhere there than ;

i? likely to encounter in this cou-

try. My experience points in the (•

rection of this conclusion; so do;

that of almost everyone with whci

I have ever discussed the subject.

And what is the reason for i'

Simply that the British mercha;
takes seriously the question of t'

sort of employees he will allow t^

represent him in dealings with t

public. He chooses the employ
carefully, and then takes inflni

pains to teach him the facts he nee
to know.
American merchants, on the oth

hand—if we e.xcept a few of t

larger institutions which attempt
pick help scientifically and to educa

new employees before they go behii

the counters to sell—generally hi,

the first likely looking fellow w'

comes along, show him where to loi

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 6(

Albert Hall, London, durinp the night of the reception and hall given by the Lord Mayor to the delegates

attending the convention of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the fPorld. In the inset are shown the

Lord Mayor, the Lady Mayoress, Mr. and Mrs. Lou Holland, the Sheriff and friends in the Lord Mayor's

box. The occasion was one of the few times Albert Hall was devoted to other than a municipal function
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Importance of Research in

Industrial Advertising
By Alfred M. Staehle

rHE importance of research

in industrial advertising has
never been sufficiently appre-

ited by manufacturers selling to

dustrial markets. The value of

finite knowledge of the total or

.rtial market for any product is

ivious, and therefore the desira-

lity of securing this knowledge is

ually apparent. The sources from
Ihich such information may be se-

iired are, however, not always read-

,- discernible. The problems at-

nding any pai-ticular investigation

_j [e usually distinctly individual and
~'

!;nerally different in some respects

cm others. It is, therefore, im-

)ssible to establish any formula for

16 solution of all problems of mar-

t analyses, but it is possible to

iggest certain means for acquiring

liable and helpful data from which

build sound sales plans.

Among the most valuable and

isily accessible, as well as the most
liable and authentic of these

)urces, are the government statis-

cs periodically issued by almost all

overnments. Accurate estimates

f the relative values of various

larkets can thus be obtained, and

om the detailed figures of each in-

ustry information may be gathered

3 to the number of wage earners in

ich industry, the cost of materials,

18 value of products, number of

stablishments, capital invested,

mount of power used, whether

team or electric, whether the power

i purchased or generated, some in-

ormation as to the materials pur-

hased, geographical data as to the

nation of manufacturing plants,

nd many other interesting and

aluable facts.

Even of greater importance is the

act that these statistics are usually

omparatively presented with re-

pect to other years; thus the rise

r decline and trend of any industry

nd many of its phases are clearly

hown. I hazard a guess that there

s hardly an industrial advertiser

vho could not improve his merchan-
dising methods in some way, by a

the London

Alfred M. Staehle

Publicity Department, Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Co.

careful study of such statistics.

They act in a sense as a measuring
stick for sales effort, and provide an
important portion of the answer to

the question, "How much shall I

spend in this industi-y as compared
to another?"

THE publisher of trade and tech-

nical journals represents another
avenue for the securing of evidence
as to the extent of the market of

particular industries. If the pub-
lisher thoroughly knows his busi-

ness, he is in a position to provide

sales and advertising data and view-

points of the greatest value. His
knowledge is not only the result of

compilation but also of intimate con-

tact with the very persons whose
buying hab'ts we wish to study. In

many cases, he can provide statistics

more up-to-date than government
statistics. The publisher is in a po-

sition to feel the pulse of the in-

dustry he serves, and to advise re-

garding its slightest fluctuation, as

well as to predict intelligently its

future activity. He can point the

way to new and unsuspected mar-

kets. He often has a better measure
of the strength of competition than
anyone else ; he knows its strong and
weak points.

AS a means of assembling specific

L facts regarding any industry or
market, the well-known question-
naire method has its meritorious
points. This method is particularly
useful for securing replies to specific

questions practically unanswerable
in any other way. There are certain
dangers in its use which must be
taken into consideration. Frequent-
ly the returns are so meager from
the standpoint of percentage of re-

plies received that false premises
are established. The opinion of a
small minority of any group may not
represent the thought of the ma-
jority, nor even the average. Un-
doubtedly, many plans have failed

on account of false conclusions be-

ing reached from too few returns.

The construction of the question-
naire itself is a matter which must
be given more than casual attention.

Lack of clearness, too many ques-
tions, too intimate questions, fear of

resultant publicity on the part of

the person answering and questions

requiring too much effort to answer
are some of the causes for question-

naire failure.

If the results of the questionnaire

are to be used also as sales evidence,

it is highly desirable that the in-

vestigation be made by an outside

agency. Self-conducted question-

naire campaigns lack the weight of

conviction attending those directed

by an apparently impartial organiza-

tion.

All statistical data, whether se-

cured from government figures, pub-

lishers, questionnaires or other

sources, must be carefully analyzed

and intelligently used. One of the

gravest dangers of the incorrect use

of figures, of this kind, is the fal.se

conclusion often reached regarding

the so-called "average buyer." For
example: a manufacturer of a farm
lighting plant consults his farm sta-

tistics and finds that in a certain

state there are 150,000 farms. From

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 64
1
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How a Popular Product Protects

a Technical Business
The Foote-Burt Company, Makers of Machine Tools,

Insure Their Future with a Washing Machine

By Robert R, Updegraff

rHE Foote-Burt Company, of began to study the potentialities of several years in the development of
Cleveland, is well known in their plant in relation, not to an- an electric vacuum cup washing ma-
every automobile plant in the other industrial market, but to a chine, and had sold a great many of

popular market. They believed their them. Upon investigation, the Foote-
business would be safeguarded best Burt Company decided their machine
if, to complement their industrial was the one they wanted, and they

therefore purchased the Bell

every automobile plant in the
ountry. It has pioneered in the de-

igning of high-production machin-
|ry used in the automotive industry,

including cylinder boring ma-
hines, piston turning ma- =^^
hines, valve grinding ma-
chines, valve hole drilling

inachines, and many types of

I ivay-drilling, way-tapping and
i 'nultiple spindle drilling ma-

:hines.

All these machines are what
night be called "custom-
nade" products, for nearly 90
)er cent are built to order to

ustomers' specifications. The
company has a line of stand-

ird machines, but in nearly

!very case orders call for

iome slight change at least,

vhich takes the machines out

)f the "stock" class.

1 In fact, since 1892 the

ii^oote-Burt Company has lit-

wally placed its plant and its

engineering skill at the ser-

vice of the automotive and
illied industries. If a motor
ar maker—Mr. Ford, for ex-

imple—wanted a new drilling

nachine that would drill

,;ylinder blocks from six di-

t I'ections at once, he had but

(
1

put it up to this company
ind in time the machine ^^^
jvould be forthcoming, built

lo fit Mr. Ford's specification,

t 'l The business had long grown and
f iirospered on the basis of this highly

rPecialized service to industry. But

THE whole trend of modern education is

toward the "case" method. A principle is

developed and then a definite "case'" introduced
to show the principle in actual operation. The
same principle is equally applicable to editorial

presentation.

There have appeared in recent issues of this

publication several articles on industrial mar-
keting, establishing certain principles in connec-
tion with the marketing of products and mate-
rials which move from industry to industry.
One of these articles ["The First Two Steps in
Industrial Marketing," April 23, 1924] stressed

the importance of deciding whether a business
is to make a standardized product or line of
products, to be sold as such on the volume and
price basis, or whether it is to operate on the
principle of the custom tailor, making what
industry wants and charging for made-to-
measure service. In another article ["A Progres-
sive Policy for Industrial Marketing," July 30,
1924] the need of looking ahead and anticipat-
ing the uncertainties of industrial markets was
stressed.

Both of these points—and a number of others
as well—are covered in this article, which forms
what might be called a "case" from current
business.

—

The Editor.

line, they had a product selling to

the general public.

Along about 1920 their study and
planning crystallized. They decided

!he ofliicers of the company were to bring out a high-grade washing
lorward looking men, and as they

I'.urveyed their very limited market
|hey asked themselves what would
'lappen to their business should the

iiutomotive industry ever experience
]i severe and prolonged period of de-

iression. They resolved to be pre-

jiared for such an eventuality, and

machine, a product which they could
make in their plant to excellent ad-
vantage, yet one not dependent for
its market on the state of any par-
ticular industry or any special sec-

tion of the country.

The Bell Washer and Wringer
Company of Cleveland had spent

Washer and Wringer Company
outright.

Along about this same
time, strangely enough, the
business depression of 1920
struck the automotive indus-
try. Though the company
had planned for just such an
eventuality, its officers little

dreamed that their plans
would so closely synchronize
with business conditions, and
that their washing machine
would help them to weather
this depression because of its

broad consumer market.
No sooner was the new

washing machine on the mar-
ket than the management
again began to look forward,
this time to a still better

washing machine. The first

Aerobell was a very conven-
ient and efficient machine,
but its mechanical construc-

tion did not satisfy these en-

gineers who had been so long

associated with the automo-
tive industry where high pro-

duction with small tolerances

^^^^ was a necessity. They de-

cided to design an improved
washing machine and, reversing the

policy followed for so many years in

their industrial line, to use auto-

motive quantity production methods,
and to concentrate on one model, so

that every part would be standard.

This they did, and a year and a

half later the new standardized
washing machine was in production

and ready for the market.

Meanwhile the automotive indus-

try had "come back" and the com-
pany found itself with two busi-
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Since 1892 the Foote-Burt Company have been making machines
like the one shown above. There are only a few customers for a
machine of this type, so the company decided to protect their busi-

ness by manufacturing a product they could sell to the masses.
'%et's go to the Matinee," is the title page of a booklet descriptive

of the Foote-Burt Company's new product—washing machines

nesses—one "popular" in character
and the other industrial. The prob-
lem was so to organize these two
businesses, as to manufacturing and
marketing functions, that they could
both be run efficiently, taking full

advantage of the facilities of the
plant and organization for each line,

but avoiding any conflict of funda-
mental principles either in manu-
facturing or marketing.

This the company has done very
successfully. In the manufacturing
end the regular equipment of the
plant has been utilized so far as
possible. All operations such as
gear generating, machining of small
parts, grinding and hardening, are
handled by the same men, using the
same machines, as are employed in

making machine tool parts. And the
same receiving and shipping depart-
ments serve both businesses.

But when it comes to assembling,
the washing machine is handled as

an entirely separate business, with
a separate assembling department
operated on a standardized quantity
production basis by men who are
specially trained to that type of pro-

duction. And of course separate

costs are kept all the way through,
so that the two businesses stand "on
their own" as to bookkeeping.

Much the same policy is followed

in marketing the two lines. The
same sales and advertising organ-

ization at the home office takes care

of the marketing of both, but there

are separate sales-order departments
for the machine tool line and the

washing machine. But the outside

sales organizations are completely

separate, without any connection be-

tween the washing machine salesmen
and the machine tool representatives.

They are as distinct as though they

represented different companies.

I am informed by M. C. Wickham,
advertising manager of the Foote- cial handicap to any new enterprii

Trademarks and Crime

Burt Company, to whom I am i

debted for the facts in connectiii

with this interesting business c-

velopment, that with the revival
:

the automotive business and the co-

sequent return to a normal demail
for machine tools, the twin bus-

nesses have run along together ve'

smoothly and successfully.

If this were one of those busine;

romances of fiction, the tail woul
now be wagging the dog—the wag-
ing machine business would ha;

overshadowed the old business; b:

as it is strictly a fact story from ct-

rent business, let us be satisfied wii

the realities: the washing machi;
business has shown a steady growi
from the start, and now amounts i

about one-third of the total businei.

It stands today as a form of busine;

insurance, protecting the compa'
against the hazard connected wii

any business which is depende;
upon the prosperity of any one
two industries. And at the sai;

time it fits in with the Foote-Bu:

Company's production processes a:l

affords steadier work for many :'

its machines and men in maki^;

standard parts. By so doing f

automatically reduces the overheJ

chargeable against the machine tcJH;

business

On the other hand, the washii

machine business enjoys the bene

of a highly trained engineering sti

and the facilities of an exceptional

well equipped manufacturing pla

without having to carry the enti

overhead of such a staff and such

plant, which would be a severe fin^

..'

STILL another human blessing

opens up to trademarking and
advertising — namely, easier

crime detection ! Murderers of the

Frank boy in Chicago were located

by means of a pair of spectacles

dropped. Unfoi-tunately, there was
no trademark on them, which might
greatly have accelerated the catch-

ing of the murderers.
Luckily, however, a particular type

of hinge made by a single Brooklyn
firm was on the spectacles, and the

makers were able to indicate three

dealers in Chicago to whom they

sold, from which one was singled

out because the spectacles were a

short-temple model. The opticians

then located the purchaser from
their records.

In the Anna Aumueller murder
case a pillow-ticking bearing the tag
of the manufacturer was the clue

i

leading to the murderer's arre;

Modern crime detection omits

detail, including microscopic tei

In the famous Kraus will case t|

precise typewriter used to forge|

will was located by means of t,

sample of typing; while the wat«

mark on the bond paper used enabl|

detectives and experts to foll<l

through from paper mill to pi;

chaser.

This is an age of publicity ^
merchandise so intense that oris

inals find it next to impossible n
to leave some trace of themselyi

if they leave any physical article U
hind. Even in an age of quantu
production of standardized mercha
dise, the criminal who leaves

purchase of his behind leaves a cliji

for the merchandise world is a grM
gallery, lighted by the trademark,
which hiding is next to impossiW
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The Advertising Wagon
and the Star

By Robert Cortes Holliday

-iLJi

VERY once in awhile

since time began some-
body has set out to start

iomething. A religion, per-

aps, or a revolution, or some-
hing like that.

Now persons who have given

(articular notice to such mat-
ters have observed that to

arry anything on several

ihings are required. A well

luilt organization, it has al-

ways appeared, is a useful

hing to have in hand. And a

cod cause, it seems, has in the

j)ng run much the better bet-

ling chance over a bad one.

i'hat is, if you really haven't

'nything worthwhile to sell

ou're going to get found out

ii the end, and will have to

hut up shop, whether you're

poet or a Presidential can-

idate.

But one of the prime things

or success in carrying on, it

'i quite evident, is some kind

;f a symbol—a cross, a flag,

18 mark of Aldus the printer,

ne celebrated "white lock" of

immie Whistler, Roosevelt's

!;big stick," the elephant of the

American Republican party,

'eople, the way they are made,
ave to have something to tie

1. Otherwise, they are more
nan likely to forget today that

esterday you set out to start

Smething. A man can get in-

jrested in something which
ecomes familiar to him. He
ecognizes a repetition of the

'ame picture as an acquaint-

'nce. He loves, when it appeals
t) him, a familiar figure. It

'as not for nothing that Na-
'oleon always appeared in a

jhabby overcoat and on a

leager white horse (amid re- =
iplendent officers), nor that

iharlie Chaplin's affecting mous-
iiche and shoes remain the same.
' They created what scientific ad-

ertising men today have come to

Robert Cortes Holliday
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admit that they have not been so

bad in "sustaining reader interest."

They, each in hi.s way, put up right

off a "central thought" ; and, being
'ill "an established atmosphere and no slouches in the way of persistence,

;iyout style" for the purpose of "via- they held on toward a magnificent

al influence." And anybody will "cumulative effect." In short, they

"trademarked their advertise-

ments."

We saj', for instance, "Na-
poleonic," and we say "to

kodak"—same sort of thing:
the words by dint of continual
knocking about have been
caught in the woof of the lan-

guage. Little drops of water,
little grains of sand, make the
mighty ocean, and so on. Ham-
mer, hammer, hammer. Indi-

viduality. Distinctive charac-

ter. And the rest of it. Great
geniuses in advertising in-

stinctively knew the ropes long,

long before the advent of the

advertising profession. As ever

in any art, what is as fresh as

the morning is as old as the

eternal hills.

^r^HE lesson today is this:

X You (or I) may have start-

ed something. Our tastes may
run to business, and perhaps we
have set up a store, or are en-

gaged in the manufacture of

a certain product. We know
we've got something good, and
we naturally want to tell people

about it. Now if we tell some-
thing about ourselves to a per-

son who is busy about some-
thing else (as most people are)

he probably won't hear a bit of

what we say. We have to keep
on telling him. Then after

awhile he'll begin to think that

maybe something is being said

to him. And he'll look up. The
remarkable point about this is

that when he looks up he will

remember to have heard what
we have been saying to him all

the while.

Learned university profes-

sors talk forever and a day
^= about something which they

call Psychology. Learned ad-

vertising men have written copiously

about a thing which they Ciiil "con-

tinuity" in advertising. There is no

need, however, for simple natures

like ourselves being thus grand,

gloomy and peculiar. We merely

want to be known, and remembered.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 501
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Ten Simple Rules for Improving;

Direct Advertising

By Verne Burnett
Secretary, Institutional Advertising Committee

General Motors Corporation

THE average user of direct ad-

vertising can make this me-
dium more effective if he will

obey certain fundamental principles.

These are neither mysterious nor
complicated; rather, they are sc

obvious and simple that they are
often overlooked.

Ten principles are set down in the
following paragraphs. More could

be added, but observance of those
given should help to eliminate most
of the defective forms of direct ad-

vertising one sees today. They
apply to nearly all direct advertis-

ing campaigns which use the mails.

1. Analyze Your Market. Most
persons rush into a direct advertis-

ing campaign. They get a sudden
hunch that this medium will be just

the thing to cure their merchandis-
ing ills. "How soon can it be run
off the press and got into the post-

office? We're off; let's go!"

This method of starting a direct

advertising campaign means that no
foundation has been prepared upon
which to erect a stable structure.

The basis of nearly all successful ad-
vertising and selling lies in prelim-

inary analysis.

Analysis might show that for cer-

tain kinds of products direct adver-

tising is not the best medium to use

at a stated time. Careful study may
reveal that a campaign released for

a certain city or section of a city

will create a demand for which there

is insufficient distribution. Or it

might show that an appeal intended
primarily to interest men should be

extended so as to appeal just as

strongly to women.
2. Draw Up Your Complete Pro-

gram. Before putting high pressure

on artists and printers, any direct

advertiser might save himself a lot

of grief by designing a general pro-

gram of the campaign clear through
the follow-up system, if one is to be

used. Every little detail, of course,

cannot be drafted in advance, but

certainly the lines of march can be

plotted so that victory is more sure.

A direct campaign without a fairly

definite program might well be lik-

ened to a mob, instead of to a thor-

oughly drilled army.
A complete program should in-

clude the conclusions reached from
the preliminary analysis. It should

show why. Not only why direct

advertising should be used in prefer-

ence to other forms of advertising

or selling, but why the certain kind
of direct advertising that has been
chosen is preferable to any other.

Perhaps letters should have been
used; or booklets. Perhaps some-
thing else. But in any case, it pays
to know the why of the situation.

Then we come to the adverb
where. Where is the proper field of

distribution? If a campaign is to

be designed for a tailoring firm in

a part of the city away from the
main business section, where should
the letters be sent ? From how large

a radius do men come to have suits

tailored? If it is a case of selling

motor vehicles to farmers through
dealers, should the mailing list in-

clude a county where there are no
dealers? And so on. Distribution

maps should be studied with great

care. Trying to cover a zone 10 or

15 per cent beyond the real business

radius may be just costly enough to

take the profit out of a campaign.

THEN comes the study of when.
The early bird doesn't always

catch the worm. Sometimes a cam-
paign to sell spring clothes has been
started so far in advance that pros-

pects forget about the advertising

before winter actually ends. More
often a campaign starts too late.

Last, and by no means least, we
arrive at how. This is the point

where most of the unsuccessful di-

rect advertising campaigns start.

In reality it should follow most of

the other preliminary planning and
analysis.

3. Get the Best Possible Lists.

One of the main troubles with ma
ing lists is the fact that they are :

only incomplete at the outset, 1

that new prospects are not added'
fast as they might be. This is p^
ticularly true in certain lines

business where dealers' lists i

sought.

Where from 20 to 40 per cent
the prospects change their address

at least once a year, and where fr(

20 to 40 per cent more prospects i

pear on the scene, as is the case
many lines of business, one can I

agine what a proposition it is to g
lists which are accurate in the fii

place and then keep them so.

IN addition to this basic trouble
the human element in prepari

lists. This results in names bei!

misspelled—using a "Mr." instead!

"Dr."; calling Jesse Smith "Mis
instead of "Mr."; using the wro.

initials and so on.

One embarrassing case occuri;

in the campaign of an automol^
company in St. Louis. Letters w(
being addressed by hand to re

dents on an important street cal

"Pershing Avenue." This street
\

fore the war was called "Berlin A^
nue." The girls who were doing t

addressing either maliciously or

joke used the designation of "Ber!

Avenue" to some seventy or eigl^

names. This resulted in a storm
protest from the prospects.

The cheapest kind of help is soi^

times the most expensive in worki
on lists for a direct mail campaij

4. Make Certain That Lists M
Kept Up to Date. Certain advij'

tisers have found that they could (jt

the costs of their campaign if th>

did not have to pay for perpet^l

repair work on lists. A little stu(i

would have shown them that \

waste involved in mailing matterj

wrong addresses is much more cos;

in most cases than spending a lit)

more to have the lists as nearly j'

curate as possible in the first plaj

[CONTINUED ON PAGE £[
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tl Don Smith Goes West
What Happened to a Star Salesman Who Couldn't Rid

Himself of Back-Home Traditions

By H. J, Mountrey

ft /TANY eastern executives often

m/l wondei- why it is that such

I'.TJ a large percentage of eastern

•ained men have a reversal of form
J'hen sent into far western terri-

iries.

It is a fact that salesmen who
'ave been able to run up record

lales in markets like New York,

''ennsylvania, etc., peter out com-
letely when sent into markets like

irizona, Nevada, Utah and the

'acific Coast states. While this con-

ition is puzzling to many sales

lanagers, it is simply a case of

electing men who are of the type
nd temperament that will adjust

hemselves to western provincialism.

I can best illustrate this with the

ase of Donald Smith, who as the

3p-notch salesman on the metro-
olitan force of a large food prod-

ct house, had proved himself a

ure-fire producer. One hour after

eing hired he was put to work and
II less than two months' time had
ushed his way to the top of a force

f about thirty-five men. For a

ihole year he held this position as

he star salesman of the entire force.

Just about that time his firm

uddenly found it necessaiy to throw
I larger sales force into Oregon.
?hey figured there would be con-

iderable time lost if their district

nanager hired and trained his own
orce, so they decided to send him
few of their well grounded, estab-

ished producers from New York.
)on Smith was given a ticket to

'ortland and a raise in salary, and
old that the firm looked to him to

et the pace for the other ten or

welve men in that territory.

Right from the very start Smith
vent into a decided slump. Week
ifter week his sales were far behind
he poorest of the local talent and,
ifter exhausting every effort to get
lim going in his old form, his firm
inally had to pull him back to New
I'ork.

Here is how the district manager,
m oldtimer on the Pacific Coast, ex-

•lains this reversal of form: "Don
s not particularly to blame. He is

just as good a salesman today as

when he left New York, but he is

not of the type and personality that

wears well in some parts of the

west. Perhaps I should have kept

him in the city for a while, where
the trade is more metropolitan in

character, but instead I sent him
into the back country, along the Cas-

cade Mountains, where the mer-
chants are old established westerners

and to whom a man of Smith's type

is particularly irritating. Don could

not at any time forget, nor would
he let any one else forget, that he

was from New York.

WHEN a merchant asked him
how he liked the west. Smith

would launch into an obnoxious com-
parison of 42nd and Broadway with

Main Street, and at great length ex-

plain how there was no place like

'little old Manhattan.' In the first

place, comparisons of that kind are

rank poison to our small town mer-
chants. They quite naturally resent

having their provincialism held up

to implied ridicule. Secondly, their

action was that here was a man for

whom the west had no appeal or

attraction and who would probably
soon be heading back east where he
belonged, so why give him an order
which they could better save for a
man who was more a part of them-
selves? So Smith would find that

about fifteen minutes after leaving

the store some jobber's salesman
would come in and book the order.

I
THEN arranged for Smith to

travel with some of the jobbing

salesmen, feeling that this associa-

tion with a known native would off-

set his lack of tact. But man after

man would tire of his New York
prattle and ditch him cold at the

end of a few hours. Time and again

I pointed out to Smith that he was
selling goods and not New York, but

by the time he had pulled himself

together he had completely ruined

his chances with that trade."

There would not be much signifi-

cance in this were it not for the

fact that it is anything but an
isolated case. We see a continual

procession of men who have made
reputations as star producers sent

into the far west by eastern firms,

who find that in a short time they

have the alternative of firing them
or pulling them back to their old

territories. And the explanation

pointed out in the above case is not

apparent to the sales manager who
looks for the reason in sales re-

ports.

Invariably only one man out of

fifty brought up on a New York
sales force and who has never been

farther west than Trenton is able

to absorb and adjust himself to

western mannerisms and methods.

This is not only true of specialty

men calling on the retail trade, but

also of many sales managers them-
selves.

About a month ago I was sitting

in the ofl!ice of a jobber in Santa

Rosa, N. M., a typical desert "tank

town." Off on a side road, with

two trains a day, this particular

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 40 J
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Luring the Casual Reader
A Picture Idea That Might Be Used in Advertising Machinery

or Kitchen Cabinets or Automobiles

By J. R. Worthington

THE illustration repro-

duced on this page is

from The. Bundharist,
and illustrates a section of

a Wilton rug. As you will

have noticed already, this rug
is liberally spotted with num-
bered circles. Each of these

circles surrounds a wild-

flower, there being twenty-
five different flowers in the
pattern of this rug. This is

interesting in itself, but in

the application of this num-
bered circle lies its chief in-

terest to advertisers.

These twenty-five numbers
refer to a table listing the

twenty-five flowers, and this

table in turn is supplemented
by twenty-five copy para-
graphs, each paragraph giv-

ing some interesting fact

about the flower of that num-
ber.

For example. No. 3 refers
to the water hyacinth, and
the paragraph reads:

No. 3. Lining the shores of the
St. Johns River and many of
the lakes and sluggish streams
of Florida, the water hyacinth
may be seen in masses varying
from fifty to several hundred
feet wide. The plant is a na-
tive of Brazil, and it was
thought that it was about 1890
that it was introduced into Flor-
ida.

So well is this descriptive
idea worked out that one is

lured into studying the pat-

tern of the rug in great de-
tail, with the result that it

establishes itself in one's mind as a
rug of distinction, far above the or-

dinary.

This idea might well be applied
to illustrations of other products

—

machinery, electric household utili-

ties, automobiles, kitchen cabinets
and many other things. Adapting it

to, let us say, an automatic weighing
and packaging machine, thenumbered
circles might be placed at each point
on the picture of the machine where
some particularly difficult operation

imaginary example, one pan
graph might read somethip

like this

:

// an advertisement or a salesman should
merely call attention to the fact that this

is a "wildfloiver" rug, we should be only
passively interested : but when every flower
in the rug is "sold'^ to us by means of a
paragraph of copy, the rug takes on indi-

viduality and becomes something to be
desired. Any one of a dozen other tvpes

of products, from steam engines to fireless

cookers, might be featured thus

is performed, or where some special

invention has been incorporated, or

where trouble or danger has been
eliminated, or some weakness over-

come.
Then, instead of resting content

to label these points, carry the idea

further: devote to each numbered
circle a paragraph telling what hap-
pens at this point, how and when
and why this particular feature of

the machine was worked out, and
what it means to the user. As an

No. 5. At this point the pad
has been formed and filled ai,

the top flaps are pushed dow
by these automatic roller arm
In the old type of packaging im
chine this was always a troub]

point. But on June 18, 192i
our engineering staff workc
out the Neff patent which do^

away with all this trouble.

By describing the functio

of each important part of tJ

machine, and then going

to tell how it came to

worked out, who solved th

problem, when it was pel

fected, and any other poini

of interest, a picture i

treated could be made (

serve as a complete sales cat

vass.

We are all familiar

the type of salesman who pri

sents his product or h:

proposition interestingly poii

by point, with here and thei

some special bit of informs

tion, or some fact or figure c

name or date that gives hi

solicitation a reality that cai

ries conviction. We kno^

that some men have the happ

faculty of making us s«

everything thei-e is in a rui

or a picture or a house or a,j

automobile or a piece of ful]

niture. And seeing it, we ai

predate it—and generally d«

sire it.

That such a job of sellin

can be done by a picture tl

makers of this wildflower rug ha'

proved.

The secret lies in the fact tha'

such a picture has a far stronger apj

peal than any mere illustration, nj

matter how attractive. It has wha
might be termed a special "intereS

factor" which lures the reader int'

studying it for himself or herseU

much as a picture puzzle does. I

holds and sustains the reader's iii

terest. Every minute of this sort

study is a minute of self-selling

I

!
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The Psychological Reaction.

^ON'T 'sympathize' with the prospect," says a

recent bulletin sent out by a large concern

selling through the retailer, and goes on to

five some good advice to salesmen on the dangers of

ailing in with the dealer's tendency to pity himself on

he score of high prices, taxes, etc. Too many sales-

nen, out of a desire to seem to agree with the prospect,

oin him in creating an atmosphere of gloom over

jolitics, income taxes, govei'nmental scandals, or what
lot, in the midst of which it looks like a monumental
oily to place an order for goods. The successful sales-

nan, the bulletin points out, must be a bringer of good
idings, not the reverse; and the attitude of "Yes, ain't

t awful!" is generally the prelude to a turn-down. It

|S not amiss for all of us to remind ourselves at times

';hat the calamities, scandals, crimes, and so forth that

;)ccupy so much space in the newspapers are news
;imply because they are unusual, and that the normal
endency of life is all the other way.

'^lacing Visitors at Their Ease

N Scrihnei-'s, Edward T. Mitchell tells of his first

interview with Charles A. Dana of the New York
Sun, when having spoken the usual platitude about

meroaching on a busy man's time the great editor

irew forward a rush-bottomed chair and put the young
.nan at his ease with the remark that "Doomsday was
still a long way off." We have progressed since that

day and age! Many of our big executives of today
[appear to be possessed with the obsession that Dooms-
day is due within the next five minutes, and the gentle

'art of placing visitors at ease is at a premium in certain

offices. And we sometimes wonder which loses the

Imost; the caller who goes away with his best ideas still

iunexpressed, or the callee who has endured an interrup-
tion without finding out what it was really all about.

\Salesmen Are Still Human
N ounce of facts is worth a pound of 'special

compensation,' " said a successful sales man-
ager the other day. "We make a varied line

of products, and it is frequently necessary to get the

salesmen to put special effort behind certain goods for

a time, not always those which are the easiest to sell,

iOr the most profitable in commissions. For a long

itime we tried out a system of special compensation for

a limited period, with fairly good results; but at the

lend of each season there were always disputes and con-

Itroversies that made trouble. Then one day, the presi-

|dent sat down and wrote a friendly letter to the sales-

imen, telling them exactly ivhy it was necessary to push
[a certain line, and saying nothing about special com-
ipensation whatever. He gave them the real facts and
.figures, so that they could understand the company's
[position fully, and the results were surprising to every-
'body. We found that the majority of our men would
jgive service to the company willingly and graciously
under the new conditions, that we couldn't bribe them

A"

to give without the knowledge of why it was required
of them."
A small thing perhaps, but success in business is

made up of a multitude of just such small things. The
difference between working for a company and working
with it may seem trifling, but the difference in the
human reaction to it is often far from trifling. And
salesmen, as we sometimes need to be reminded, are still

human.

Intolerance

"Wi
'HY is it," writes the vice-president of a

Detroit corporation, "that advertising men,
as a class, are so jealous and spiteful of

one another's success? I have listened to engineeits

and lawyers comment in a generous way about the work
of their competitors. But I have never yet heard an
advertising man praise another's work. Why is it?"

If this executive's viewpoint is correct—and many
of our readers will doubtless agree that it is—it ex-

plains, in part, why advertising men as a class are

regarded with cynical tolerance by the heads of some
businesses. Advertising men roar lustily in defense
of advertising whenever it is criticized. But unless there

is a greater desire on the part of those who engage in

it to help one another sincerely and constructively,

advertising will never raise itself to the professional

standard—with the professional ideals and ethics that

some of us hope for it.

Will Drug Stores Return
to Prescriptions?

I AREFUL observers tell us that there is a marked
tendency in the drug trade to get away from the

'specialty and novelty atmosphere, and to empha-
size more clearly the professional side of the business.

The Colleges of Pharmacy are vigorously encouraging
the idea, and are endeavoring to enlist the support of

the medical profession and manufacturing chemists in

discouraging the tendency of the druggist to make his

store a catch-all for general merchandise. What will

come of it is perhaps a question, but at least it is worth
watching.

Your Attitude—and His

THE development of standardized, trademarked
commodities has to a large extent rendered obso-

lete the peculiar function of the retailer as a

selector of grades and qualities to suit his individual

market. Hence the tendency to regard him more and
more in the light of a mere distributor who must re-

spond, willy-nilly, to an organized demand in the public

mind.
The man who meets his customers face to face is in

an infinitely superior position to one who meets them
on a printed page. In the secret places of your heart

you may, if you like, regard the retailer as a slot-

machine, but it doesn't do to let him suspect it. A slot-

machine can't talk back.
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Advertising and the Evil

of Unjust Cancellation Orders
By E. P, Cochrane

Ac E R T A I N manufac-
turer who has been par-

ticularly keen in his

denunciation of the widely
prevalent returned goods and
cancellation evil was sitting

in his office not long ago
orating about it.

"It is a practice that is

absolutely undermining busi-

ness, and the fact that busi-

ness men are guilty of it

shows what a dreadfully lax

point of view we've gotten

into since the war," he flung

at me vigorously.

Just then the telephone

rang.

"Oh, it's you, Jones," he

said. "I just wanted you to

know that business conditions

are such that we can't con-

tinue that space contract.

We'll have to let up on our

advertising for a while.

"What? . . . Oh, yes, I'm aware

of that. But when we signed it,

we naturally didn't anticipate the

slump. Sorry. Goodbye."

And then he was actually about

to go on with his story—when I

stopped him short.

"Pardon me for eavesdropping,"

I said, "but didn't you just cancel

an advertising contract over the

phone?"
"Well-er," he said, "I'd hardly

call it cancelled. I'm just cutting

down a little bit."

"But you had a real honest-to-

goodness contract for a certain

amount of space, didn't you?" I per-

sisted.

"Ye-es, we did," he reluctantly

admitted, "but—

"

"No buts about it," I followed up.

"I'm just interested enough in this

subject to look at it accurately. The
very evil you're complaining of is

nothing more nor less than the atti-

tude you yourself take. It seems to

WHAT, precisely, is the returned goods and
unjust cancellation evil? The thing starts

back at the roots of business, the attitude of the

consumer. The woman who sends back a

blouse which she has purchased in the hypnotic

fervor of the bargain sale; the merchant who,

confronted by forgotten or luiexpected difficul-

ties, wires a cancellation order to his whole-

saler; the wholesaler who, in turn, rescinds his

order from the manufacturer; the manufacturer
who, finding his cherished outlets closed, fran-

tically refuses to accept a shipment of raw
material are, in most cases, upstanding. God-
fearing members of their community. An ac-

cusation of dishonesty would be received with
just indignation and denial. And yet . . . Some-
one has to pay for the added cost of doing busi-

ness on this basis, and Mr. Cochrane in this

article points out that industry as a whole, and
manufacturers and retailers, would be benefited

if the practice were eliminated by mass action.

real contracts." I think I set him
thinking along a new line, for al-

though he had practiced what he
preached in regard to merchandise
orders, he had not extended his

principles to advertising. It is pre-
cisely this sort of discrimination be-

ttveen contracts you will or will not
honor that has caused the unjust can-
cellation evil to grow and spread,
among even hxisiness houses of honor
and probity.

THE evil is a real one. Recently
there was formed in the textile

trades a special association, inter-

locking with all other textile trade
associations, to combat it. A college

professor had first probed into the

situation and presented his findings,

which were alarming. The chemical

trades have been particularly upset

about it, for it seems that raw ma-
terials and basic industries are the

ones usually hardest hit.

Advertising gets the same pre-

depend largely on whose ox is being judicial discrimination; always has,

gored. It's a state of mind where as a matter of fact. Business men
business men follow their desires

rather than their pledged word. And
particularly it is regarded by some
that advertising contracts are not

knife into advertising appropriations

and even into advertising "con-

tracts" with great suddenness and
without much scruple, if they can

"get away" with it. Adve:

tising, however, is hurt in

more fundamental way by th|!

general cancellation evil, i|

the fact, as is explained fuii

ther on, that the feverish up;

and downs of business ar|

caused to a considerable ex|

tent by cancellations. Rapii

ups and downs in business d|

not make for the best inter

ests of advertising and hoW
down the general level of aq
vertising volume.
The effects of returns ani

cancellations are far-reaching

and highly important from ai

economic standpoint. Many i

manufacturer o r retailei

struggling vainly to rid hi

books of "red," wonders i

the real double standard o

morality is not somethinj

quite apart from its acceptei

meaning. Are the ethics o]

business different and unrelated ti

the ethics of personal conduct? 0]

has the dollar some subtle but de

grading influence which makes mos'

of us view it and its working witl

different eyes?
The margin between pathos anc

comedy, between love and hate, ha;

its counterpart in the margin be

tween carelessness and dishonesty

The careless buyer may wreak mucl

havoc and cause much loss. The in

stinct of self-protection may be re

sponsible for the haste with whicl

the average person "passes th(

buck" when confronted with a possi

ble money loss, but this particulai

instinct is a peculiarly selfish one

The game of business should bf

one of give and take equally, bui

there is a marked prepondei*ance ol

"give."

If you ask the retailer what h(

thinks of "returns" he is quite

likely to be threatened with apoplex.\

because of the inadequacy of Ian

guage as an expression of feeling

When you ask the manufacture)

what he thinks, he can, by referrinf."

back no further than 1920 and 1921

prove to you that the pot still per-

sists in calling the kettle black. The'
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number of retailers who cancelled

orders during that stormy period

would read like a commercial census.

And the manufacturer is quite likely

to overlook the number of times
when he rang for a messenger boy
to convey with such haste as seemed
physically possible the news that he

was already filled up with goods and
could not and would not take an-

other dollar's worth of material for

more.

A vicious circle, indeed, and with-

out remedy save for the "honor sys-

tem." Even when goods are deliv-

ered and paid for there is no as-

surance that it will not come merrily

home again, with full expectation of

the welcoming aroma of the fatted

calf. Perhaps the retailer bought

too much; perhaps the fickleness of

demand has made it "dead stock,"

perhaps a hundred good reasons why

it should be passed back to its source

and turned into cash or credit in-

stead of liability. The wholesaler

may have to repack the whole lot

before it is salable once more. Or
he may, provided demand be fickle

enough, never be able to sell it.

Why worry? One wholesale drug-
gist got back some twenty carloads

like that in 1921, which cost him well

over a quarter of a million dollars

before they were ready to fare forth

again. In 1920 the rubber interests

of Akron cancelled orders for chemi-

cals amounting to over $2,000,000.

These had been bought on contract,

which is the real foundation of big

business. If such contracts to buy
are worthless, it is not remarkable
that the cost of living is high. How
else can production be maintained

at a proper level?

There is, of course, a certain ele-

ment of chance in all business, bi

the reduction of this to the lowei

possible point is economic salvatioi

Just as long as destructive fluctui

tions, called in their downwai
course panics and in their upwai
flights prosperity, continue to be a
cepted as inevitable—just that Ion

will prices be high and the futui

of industry be uncertain.

There is a general complaint thi

all lines of business are ove:

crowded. And a perfectly just con

plaint it is. There isn't much doul

that there are too many manufa(
turers and too many distributori

There is both over-production ar

over-buying. And why not? Wilj

the cancellation situation as it is, a

of them can afford to gamble. Ordc

the stuff and try and sell it. If

happens to come out that way, all ;

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 54

Advertising Helps Solve an

Irrigation Problem
j

CALIFORNIA'S light
rainfall during the winter

of 1923-24 recently
brought about a situation in

the southern part of the state

that caused two of the most
prominent of national adver-

tisers to join hands in a mutual
effort to maintain the usual

volume of business and assure
the quality of the crops.

The majority of the electric-

ity in Southern California is

generated by hydro - electric

plants, dependent upon water
for their source of supply. The
extreme light rainfall last win-
ter was not sufficient to feed

.these plants throughout the

summer's dry season, the result

being a shortage in electricity

that for a while threatened to

hamper the prosperity that has

for so long been a characteris-

tic of this section.

A power commissioner, ap-

pointed to control the supply
of electricity in this time of

need, insisted on a 25 per cent _
cut in power in all places where
it was used to any extent. Street

lighting, street railways, industrial

plants, etc., all curtailed in an effort

to save enough electricity to span

the dry gap until fall rains com-
menced. Agricultural interests found

Two People to One Light
—It can be done quite easily and tvill help

Farmers Save Their Crops!

8 Ways
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Vacation Announcement

Beginning August 11th, our offices
—

East and IVest—are closed for a

period of two weeks, until August

23rd—for the Summer vacation.

Our experience last year proved this to be a much
better idea than to allot "individual" vacations,

w^hich string along thru the summer and handi-

cap the entire organization in the efficient hand-

ling of their work.

We sincerely extend a wish to our friends

—

^''May you, this year, have the most

pleasant vacation you^ve ever hadP"*

STANDARD RATE ft DATA SERVICE
XKeJ\/^//oimIi>^a^^n£y

CHICAGO
NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
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Technique of the Okay
By Walter M. Lockenbrook

AN advertising agent in Cincin-

nati recently received a curi-

. ous request. The president of

a food-product house for which this

agency works wrote in: "I have just

decided to cut down our advertising

committee, largely because I am
afraid that we have been overwhelm-
ing you lately with our own ideas

and putting them over by sheer num-
bers and quantity of salesmanship.

When Mr. A (the agency ac-

count executive) and Mr. J (the

agency copywriter) come down with
advertisements for approval they

are greeted by a committee consist-

ing of our advertising manager, his

assistant, our general sales manager,
the brand sales manager, and my-
self."

Condensing the balance of the let-

ter, the president's idea was this:

The agency was retained for its su-

perior understanding of advertising

to the consumer—their outside view-

point. But when the two agency
men submitted copy they were out-

numbered 21/2 to 1 by executives

connected with the manufacturer.

From the discussions that ensued,

the advertising was apt to emerge
with too much of the manufacturing
viewpoint. The head of the busi-

ness decided therefore that it would
be better to cut down his own okay-

ing committee to two people.

This, no doubt, is an unusual

handling of an unusual situation,

but it raises an interesting point:

What is the best procedure in affix-

ing the okay?
* * *

A FEW agencies never submit copy
until it is actually in proof form,

all set up, with pictures in 'n every-

thin'. But this is fairly rare. It is,

however, the ideal way in some cases

—particularly where the advertiser

is not very good at picturing in his

own mind just how the advertise-

ment will look in final form. Words
take on a different significance as

they make each step from speech to

handwriting, from handwriting to

typewriter, and from typewriter to

print.

The better the physical appear-

ance of both layout and copy, the

easier the okay seems to come. That
is why the most experienced adver-

tising men are the strongest advo-

cates of finely finished layouts and
beautifully typed copy. The person

to whom they are submitted just

hates to soil such offerings with

scribbled changes!
* # *

THE perfectly grand thing about

this advertising business is that

few will admit that they haven't any
talent at it. It's like a cold—every-

one can suggest a sure-fire remedy,
though not two in twenty remedies
may be alike. The advertising man-
ager for a machinery house must
submit all advertisements to three

people—the sales manager, the chief

engineer, and the president. He had
a hard time of it for years. With
perfect sincerity each one could

often show him liow to do it better.

But today things are simpler. To
each piece of copy is attached a blue

slip. It reads:

O.K.

For Sales policy
(Salesmanager signs here)

For technical accuracy
(Engineer signs here)

From house standpoint
(President signs here)

He has sold his employer on the

idea that this is the right policy and
results seem to prove it.

* * *

ONE advertiser who is listed

among the seventy-five biggest
in the country, insists upon inspect-

ing all copy submitted him in its

"cold" state. He claims that it is

bad business to discuss an adver-

tisement with either his advertising

manager or his advertising agent
before he has gone over it and
formed his own judgment indepen-
dently. His feeling is that he must
try to see the advertisement in the

same way that the consumer would
see it. "Where the advertising man
submits copy," he says, "and ex-

plains his aims and why the text is

worded in a certain way, he is prej-

udicing me in advance in his favor.

He will get no such chance with the

person who reads the advertisement
when it appears in the magazines.
Again, some advertising men like to

read aloud the copy they are sub-

mitting. That, too, I consider bad

practice. The reading may mi
the copy seem much more effecti^

than it will appear when it gets int

cold type."

And so, in this case, the copy an
layouts are delivered without ad
explanation. The advertising ma^
ager approves them. Then the sale

manager goes over them. Finall

the president gets his look. If snag

are struck, the advertising manage
and the agent may come into the pi(

ture again. "But we rarely ha\

difficulty," says the advertiser, "b(

cause we discuss things so thorougl

ly before the copy is written thi

when it comes through we are rare!

critical except in minor respects."

An agency executive once said t

me: "There are two kinds of advei

tising writers. The first is alwaj

busy with his pencil and when give

a job starts in immediately to pn
duce copy. Then he patches, r*

writes, and maybe fills the wasti

paper basket before his product

ready to submit. The second kir

of writer when given a job puts h:

feet actually or figuratively on tl

window-sill or perhaps goes out al

walks in the park. He is thinkini

He may make a few notes. Then I

writes his copy. And because 1

has thought so thoroughly, he dot

not need to rewrite much. Nor dot

the client have any misgivings wh«

he sees the copy." This is simp

another aspect of the previously d
scribed point in okaying; to sum
up—a thought in time saves nine r,

writes and is a great help when tl

copy is ready to okay.
* * *

SHOULD the copy be submitti

by the man who wrote it or by

so-called "contact" man? It all d

pends.

One agency believes it destructi'

to the morale of the copy man
have his work submitted by anothe

Their belief is that the writ

should be there to protect his chi

and trim its hair himself shou

such trimming become necessar

And this agency is one of the foi

largest.

But in another of the four largei

the copy man is hardly ever prese

when copy is submitted for oka

Why not? Well, the executives si

that their copy men are primari

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 5f
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Mathematics vs. Psychology

in Advertising
By E. T. Gundlach

STUDY of magazine advertising

from 1918 to 1924 reveals

marked changes in the funda-

mentals of copy. In 1918 and 1919,

"atmosphere advertisements" pre-

dominated—attractive illustrations,

artistic borders, clever slogans,

"type effects" (with the effect of

illegibility), copy "bristling" with

brevity, alleged argumentation con-

densed into half-sentence rhetoric

—

these were the characteristics of the

era of "boom" advertising—when
the income tax collector lost 80 per

cent and the advertiser paid only 20

per cent for his "publicity."

Then, after the orgy of buying,

came the period of frantic selling, or

rather of frantic effort to sell. With
the factories in danger of shutting

down, and the goods stocked high on

the shelves, the merchants and the

manufacturers concerned themselves

but little with "institutional" adver-

tising. When the pocketbook groaned,

the advertiser, whose copy had satis-

fied his vanity, pleasing him rather

than attracting his customer, began

to wonder and question.

Thus came about the greatest

change in style of copy ever seen

within a brief period of advertising.

Solicitors forgot to talk about a

"vision" and "institutional pres-

tige"; they told the man who made
the goods to advertise for the pur-

pose of selling them. The old ideas

of salesmanship on paper, of "show
me" copy, of proved results, came
back with a rush.

iiThe old ideas, yes; but in a new

arid better form, developed through

the period in which institutional

pages had shown not a 100 per cent

value, yet more than a 20 per cent

value. The old ideas, but not the

old "cheap" mail-order ideas. We
should say rather the old principles,

the unerring, simple principles of

selling by the printed word, which

at all times resemble closely a form

of selling by mail.

So in 1924 we see that new kind

of copy predominating, yes, almost

ubiquitous, in the magazine field.

Attractive illustrations are used,

more attractive than ever; but they

illustrate the goods the house is sell-

ing. (Example: Gruen Watches.)
Clever slogans are sometimes used,

but there is a point to the slogan

;

not a banal witticism, but a vital

fact of interest to the prospective

buyer. (Example: Florence Oil

Range.) "Type effects" are used,

but for the purpose of bringing out

the message, and of making it

clearer, not less legible. (Example:
Parker Pen.)

Above all, copy bristling with real

argument, copy that says something,
has supplanted the institutional ap-

peal. (Examples: Sunkist Oranges,
Palm Olive, the new Cream of Wheat
campaign. Paramount Pictures, the

new Ivory Soap publicity, and scores

and scores of others.)*

Another marked change inevitable

in connection with every step toward
true salesmanship on paper, is the

increase by several hundred per cent

of coupon advertising or other copy
in which a reply is invited. The
Saturday Evening Post from a few
issues picked at random (February)
carried four times as many pages,

half pages, and quai-ter pages of

coupon copy in 1924 as in the corre-

sponding period in 1914. Here are

the comparisons from four issues:
Half

Pages and Full
Quarters Pages Totals

February, 1914 IS 3 21
February. 1919 9 12 21
February, 1924 45 37 X2

This is exclusive of an enormous
growth of inquiry lines in copy with-

out use of actual coupon. The coupon
is really not a fundamental ; it is

merely a device to increase the num-
ber of inquiries and to facilitate

checking of keyed results.

Besides the increase in inquiry

advertising, there is a sweeping
growth of other copy seeking direct

action, sometimes by way of turning

orders into dealers or even by in-

viting direct sales in territories

where dealers refuse to sell or in-

sist upon being laggards.

•There are still many advertisers whose
message is brief ; and in some cases it may
be better that little be said, since a simple
assertion is better than a flat, silly, or.

worst of all, a specious argument. But in
general, on an article regarding which the
seller would naturally talk at some length,
the advertiser today is putting at least a
I'ea/sonably complete summary of his tallc

into print.

The importance of this last chani
of advertising policies—to secu:

action rather than mere impressit
—the change upon which in fid

analysis all other changes are bas^

—can hardly be exaggerated. WhJ
Because it forces the evolution fro

the hackneyed deductive method
inductive reasoning on publicitj

from theorization to a record of i^

suits ; from psychological vagarij

to mathematics.
The minute you put a coupon i

copy and try that coupon on diffei

ent kinds of copy—theorizii

ceases
; facts sweep away "opinions

The kind of copy that pays step

step crowds out the other. Soon i;

stitutional "bunk," artistic,

sense, and fallacies about brevit

are relegated to the backgroun
The copywriter creates ideas, but J

constantly revises his ideas on tl

basis of reports from the clerks w!

count the coupons.

IN connection with this evoluti^

of policy, the principles alrea<

established in mail-order advert|

are of value.

Among the fundamentals whii

all advertisers can safely adopt (

the basis of mail-order experieri

are perhaps only the following

A headline designed to attract q
of a mass of readers, the few w!

may become prospects

—

not a headliij

therefore, that is attractive to tl

largest percentage of readers, h|

rather to the largest percentage
prospects.

lUiiJitrations that illustrate what y
are talking about—not illustratio

that display the artist's skill; for t

edification of magazine readers in gej

eral.

Copy that argues, appeals, reasoil

or in some other way holds and int«f

ests the prospect—not copy, therefo:;

that attracts and entertains the largli

percentage of casual readers.
An appeal designed to bring t

prospects by telephone or through
store call or by mail in touch with tj

advertised goods—not an effort in t|

copy, therefore, to make a sale, but
produce an inquiry.*

•Sometimes the sale may be the objecti:
but in 99 cases out of 100 it is not, T
point is that the mail-order man has learr
from sad experience that he must know 1

objective clearly and that the publicity l|

vertiser should he equally clear. "Wl
bling" on this one point spi?lls disaster
an otherwise excellent piece of copy.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 6^
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THE INTERRUPTING IDEA
NUMBER NINE NEW YORK AUGUST 1924

JEAN JACQUES ROUSSEAU

" Everf generiil idea is pure/y intellectual; let the imag-

ination plai with it, and it becomes a particular idea."

Advertising's

Someday
Some day there will come a man in whom
are met the experience of the years, the pre-

science ot the prophet, and the voice of the

leader.

And he will give form to his burning con-

viction, somewhat as follows:

" I have made a decision about advertising.

"You may take your nice advertisements,

your impeccable advertisements, your sub-

tle advertisements. Take of all them. They
influence no one but him who creates them.

"You may take vour cold advertisements,

your fact advertisements, your reasoned ad-

vertisements. They persuade no one but

him who writes them.

"Such advertisements do not generate any

more power than a dummy dynamo. But—
"Give me advertisements that are human,
— that stir human imaginations, that play

upon human emotions, that rouse human
tendencies.

"Reason.^ Yes, but reason only sanctions.

"Look at the masterpieces of literature,

—

the writings which have moved entire ages,

entire nations. What is the secret of their

power? They trafficked not with cold cer-

tainties or vague subtleties; they dealt in

men's hopes, aspirations, doubts, and fears.

They were alive.

" Look at the masters of oratorv,— the men
who swayed vast congregatioi s of people.

Did they talk as lawyers presenting briefs,

or announcers only stating facts.'' No, they
appealed to their human audiences where
they were most human.

"My advertising must be built around an
idea. Without an idea, an advertisement is

just words, just pictures. With an idea, a

real idea, it is a force that causes things to

happen. The world's greatest wars have been
waged over ideas; the world's greatest move-
ments have been hitched to ideas. An idea

is mental dynamite.

" And that idea must be dramatized. It must
be made Interrupting. Pictures!— but pic-

tures which put the idea into the human
drama. Copy! But vivid, pulsing paragraphs

which make the idea live, move, compel.

"The advertisement which gives wings to

the imagination, which looses thq.emotions,

— that is the advertisement I must have.

" Produce it for me, and I will show you ac-

tion in the minds and markets ofthe world."

For ten years. Federal has proposed and
preached and practiced the Interrupting

Idea; and in its current campaign for Can-

adian Pacific World Cruises you see such an

idea— Gateway Ports of the World— elab-

orated w'th the enthusiasm that Interrupt-

ing Ideas always induce.

"The Interrupting Idea" is also issued

as an independent publication, printed onfine

paper. Executives who wish to receive it reg-

ularly are invited to write to the Federal
Advertising Agency, Six East Thirty-

ninth Street, New York.
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Anent—The CONSUMER I

$100,000

1 page

5 times

5 million
families

20%cov'ge

33% effect

7% power

ONCE a man had a hundred thousand dol-

lars to spend in advertising women's
hosiery. Naturally, before deciding where
and how, he got all the facts. He found that

his money would buy one page in three lead-

ing women's magazines for five insertions in

black and white. In this way he could reach
a grand total of something like five million

families or get a twenty percent cover-

age of the country's possible pur-
chasers.

This man was wise and he went
further—into the stores where the

women he knew went for hosiery,

into other stores where his laundress
bought hers. He sent many assist-

ants to do likewise. At length he de-

cided that even if every reader of his

advertising were "sold" (golden
dream) not over one-third of the total

could find his product where the final

sales are made. More figuring, with
a definite decision that the net power
of his advertising might conceivably
reach seven percent, could not go
higher.

There is no knock at consumer ad-
vertising in this, even in relation to

lines where the merchant's judgment
predecides the brand, but our busi-

ness (and everybody's business) de-
mands that we make every dollar do
all the hard work it can. Read what
our hero actually did with his money.

"What abouti

"What can I d
and what then

He studied th

fact-and-figun

learn what he

t^-*^^^^**'*^-*'*^^^'*^*-*^^^^^^^^^^^-

(The "dry goods" merchants of this country already have a
clientele of a hundred million purchasers! The favor of

the merchant, u>ho buys in advance of consumer preference,

uiho at all times controls community buying, is essential—
first, last and always. ^ The ECONOMIST QROUP
regularly reaches 45,000 executives and buyers in 35,000
foremost stores, located in over 10,000 centers and doing

75% of the total business done in dry goods and allied lines.

^ "It is easier by far for a thousand stores to influence a
million people than vice versa.")

The ECOK(
DRY GOODS EC)I

MERCHANT-EC(N
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ace of DEALER Advertising
iprs?" said he.

t the merchant,

yi orders to his

; /as amazed to

ijalf his original

GROUP
(fNational, Weekly)
IZoned, Fortnightly)

sum. For fifty thousand dollars he could buy
a two-page spread with extra color, in twenty-

six issues of all five editions of the ECONO-
MIST GROUP, whose merchant-subscrib-
ers pretty well predecide the purchasers of

twenty million families. He learned that the
ECONOMIST GROUP covers the stores

that do seventy-five percent of the total busi-

ness done in dry goods and allied

lines. He found that his advertising

might be ninety-seven percent effi-

cient (since in 97 cases out of every
100, the judgment of the professional

buyer, not the request of the shopper,

decides the brand bought). Apply-
ing efficiency to coverage, he arrived

at a final figure of almost seventy-

three percent possible power. "Let's

go!" said he, and he did—with glori-

ous success.

This is not an unusual case. Results

in a market so powerful, so earnest,

so alert are quick and tremendous.

Where product and policy are right,

where promotion is wisely planned,

advertising to the merchant can do
almost everything.

Think of the consumer influence of the

merchant's selection, the merchant's

personality, the merchant's promo-
tion! Think of the piled-up power of

dealer advertising!

These other business papers, also the leaders
in their various fields, are published by the

UNITED PUBLISHERS CORPORATION
The Iron Age, Hardware Age, Hardware Buyers Ca-
talog and Directory, El Automovil Americano, The
American Automobile, Automobile Trade Directory,

Motor Age, Automotive Industries, Motor World,
Motor Transport, Distribution and Warehousing, Boot
& Shoe Recorder, Automobile Trade Journal, Com-
mercial Car Journal, Chilton Automobile Directory,

Chilton Tractor & Equipment Journal, Chilton Tractor
& Implement Index.

$50,000

2 pages
(with color)

26 times

20 million
families

75%cov'ge

97% effect

73%power
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Producing Dealer's Display

Cards That Get Used
By Ralph B. Milbourne

HAVE you ever taxed the Sales

Department for their inabil-

ity to get up display cards on

counters, walls, or in windows, and
had them come back at you with ex-

planations for their "failure" which
somehow didn't quite satisfy? That
was a problem with three advertis-

ing managers who as old friends

meet periodically to discuss their

difficulties. Their lines differed

widely and are distributed through
entirely different classes of retail-

ers. And yet they found that com-
ments from the trade on their dealer

displays were very much the same.
One of these three houses has

over 16,000 customers on its books.

Another has 12,000 dealers. The
third sells his line through only

6000 outlets. All enjoy a business

of national scope.

These gentlemen hit upon the idea

of conducting a joint investigation.

They felt that they might get more
valuable information if they simply
asked the dealer in a general way to

tell what forms of display cards

most appealed to him, what kind he
nearly always put up, and what kind
he nearly always threw away.
Evolving a questionnaire, each ad-

vertising manager sent it to one
hundred dealers on his company's
books. So three hundred dealers

were covered. They were evenly dis-

tributed throughout the country and
represented all types of outlets from
the crossroads general store to the

highly specialized metropolitan

shop. Some dealers did not answer.
So other dealers were written to

until three hundred dealers in all

had turned in answers.

Some of the sui-prises that came
to the investigators were these

:

That practically one-third of the

dealers said they did not favor the

use of manufacturer's display cards.

That 265 of the 300 retailers de-

clared that nearly all display ma-
terial was too large. That the aver-

age display card is merely a re-

minder and thus actually has no
selling value.

These and other points will be

considered here.

The idea of "reminding" the con-

sumer of a product at the point of

sale is responsible for a great deal

of waste in store cards and displays.

Representative of many comments is

the criticism of a Texas dealer who
was formerly an advertising so-

licitor with one of the newspapers.

"Sell 'em—don't tell 'em," he writes,

"should be the test for store cards.

Too many displays supplied by the

manufacturer merely remind. A
card that says 'Jones' Laundry Soap
goes further' is better than a card

that merely says 'Jones' Laundry
Soap.' As a dealer I would expect

the card to be still more productive

if it says 'Ask us for Jones' Soap.

It goes further.' " This comment
illustrates three successive steps in

display cards:

1. The mere reminder.

2. Reminder plus sales point.

3. Reminder that brings dealer

into the picture and includes selling

point.

The more thoughtful dealers seem
to prefer the third type of display,

and Type 3 usually stays up a lot

longer than Type 2, while Type 1 is

too commonly thrown away.
In short, the best display is that

which the dealer instantly feels will

help him sell the goods. Brand
name alone is not sufficient.

NEARLY every manufacturer
sells through high-grade and

low-grade dealers, exclusive shops

and cheap stores. And of course

there is the intermediate trade. One
manufacturer has found that it pays

handsomely to get up different types

of trims for these different types of

dealers. Formerly he straddled

—

aimed his trims at the middle class

store. High-grade dealers said they

"weren't dignified enough." Cheap
stores said they "weren't attractive

(flashy or showy) enough." Today
this advertiser produces two sets of

displays, one set somewhat dignified

and the other in brighter colors and
of more pronounced design. He
was at first inclined to continue his

middle-course cards for the middle-

class trade, but he found by expe-

rience that either of the other two

types of displays were very accepta-

ble to the individual retailer in

middle class.

IGENERALLY speaking, the bet-

ter type of dealer is not exactly

eager to put up manufacturers' dis-

plays. This is proved out in a simple

way by the fact that displays, cards,

etc., are used most freely in the

poorer parts of the average city. To
get the dealers in the better streets

to use the manufacturer's store ad-

vertising material these test ques-

tions may be helpful in any prepara-

tion work. I make no attempt to list

them in the order of their impor-

tance, as this will vary in different

types of businesses and with varying

types of retailers.

1. Does the display logically and

unselfishly fit in with the retailer's

business? Good dealers resent mak-
ing their stores mere posting loca-

tions for the manufacturer.

2. Does the display fit in with the

manufacturer's advertising in maga-
zines, newspapers, or other media?

Manufacturers are sometimes tempt-

ed to accept a freak design sub-

mitted by a printing house which

may not at all join hands with the

regular advertising.

3. Has a method been woi-ked out

which will enlist the interest of the

salesmen in getting the displays up?

4. Is the appeal in the display

timely?

5. Is the size knoivii to be suit-

able? In cases of doubt it may be

well to submit sample sketches to a

number of dealers before producing

the finished designs.

6. Is the text as brief as possible

and yet containing a sales point? i

7. Is the display material packed

in such a way that it will reach the

user in perfect condition?

8. Is some means devised where-

by the dealer will be interested in «

advance in the display and thus more

apt to use it?

9. Is the display so simple that a

fairly intelligent boy can put it up?

10. Is it strong enough to with

stand extra rough handling eitheri atj

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 59]
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A Billion Dollars More!
That is the present estimate of

the increase in value of the

farm crops for 1924.

This vast increase in the pur-

chasing power of the farmer

is sure to be felt by merchants

the country over. Those who
will most benefit by it are

advertisers who present their

products to him through a

publication which reaches all

sections of the country and

which has his full confidence.

With over 1,200,000 national

circulation, and a record
showing nearly 50 years of

service to farm people. The
Farm Journal has gained for

itself the position of being

first in the farm field.

el^rm lourndl
first J^ in the ^ farm field

KEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO SEATTLE SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

Th
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How Do They Biij
By Price?— c*

PURCHASERS advanced in years are notorious bargain-hunters. The normal i

1

conservatism of age makes price the prime factor.

The time was when a shopping tour was a glorious adventure in possession.

Today, dimmed enthusiasms make it only an investigation of values.

The comment now follows the conventional form of

—

"How much is this? Really? Why I saw the same thing yesterday at Black-

wood's for 67 cents! Have you nothing else?"

To be sure, such purchasers must not be neglected—if the factor of price plays

an all-important place in your selling plans.

But—

PHOTOPLi*
Predominant wu i

James R. (uh

c. vv. :jli

221 West 57tJSti

^^^

750 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago
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i^our Product?
^reference ?

WOULDN'T you rather sell to those who buy from preference?—from the

pride of possession rather than prejudice about price?

These "preference purchasers" are the young men and women of America in

the age-group of from 18 to 30.

With these eagerly-minded buyers, price is not the primary consideration. It

is prestige that plays the predominant part in influencing the final decision. Warm
instincts stir; enthusiasm triumphs over calculation.

It is this rich "preference market" that is offered to reputable advertisers by
Photoplay Magazine. Your sales-messages in its pages go straight to the buying
hearts of the country, hearts which still beat high when an appeal is made to any
of the instincts that dominate Youth.

Ugazine
o;;0 Age Group

ihcr

I •III/ Manager

V.k 127 Federal Street, Boston

^
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ey/Sook

that will

help you

PiTTSFORD's Manual
for Advertisers

A greatly enlarged edition of Pittsford's Ad-
Type Manual. 224 pages of helpful, concise

information for producers of advertising.

Practical, non-technical and fully illustrated.

Not intended for promiscuous distribution,

but will be gladly sent — without cost or

obligation—to executives and buyers of print-

ing in Chicago and vicinity, who write for a

copy on company stationery, giving name,
address and official connection. To all others,

the price of this advertising text book is $2.§o.

BEN C. PITTSFORD COMPANY • CHICAGO
433 South Dearborn Street

TYPOGRAPHERS

How about an agency's own adver-
tising? If it doesn't sell its

own goods by advertising, why pay
it to experiment with yours?

See Berrien's Big Black Book

Goode & Berrien,
Advertising Counsel, 19 West 44th Street, New York

Don Smith Goes West
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23]

jobber is not overrun with salesmen;

and typical western merchants of

this kind like to do business in an
unhurried, informal way. Booking
an order is somewhat of a cere-

monial, preceded with a certain

amount of shirt-sleeve sociability, a
discussion of politics, crops and gen-

eral g-ossip. They enjoy being

friendly, and it is usual procedure

to just "visit" the first day without

1 1 mention of business. Then the fol-

lowing day you are expected to open

right up with your order book and
pencil and get down to work. A
man calling on trade of this char-

acter can rarely sell them the first

time, as they want to feel you are

permanent and that you are going

to be thoroughly honest and square

before they will do business with

you. The high-pressure salesman

finds his dynamite quite ineffective

until about the third call.

ON this particular occasion, while

the jobber and myself were try-

ing to elect the next President be-

tween us, the 'phone rang and the

man on the other end of the 'phone

introduced himself as the sales man-
ager of a Chicago canned meat house,

waiting to make an appointment
for an immediate interview. The
jobber told him to come right over,

and he sure did. He bustled in with

all the dramatic self-assurance of a
typical eastern executive, laid his

card on the desk with a flourish,

pulled out his watch and started off

with : "Mr. Brown, I dislike to hurry
you, but I expect to sell you on my
proposition in fifteen minutes. The
only train out leaves in twenty, and
I must catch it or I will be stuck

in this 'burg' over night."

Right there he committed the un-

pardonable sin of hurrying a west-

ern merchant with eastern tactics.

I could see Brown get red behind

the ears, and that high-pressure

S. M. was through before he started,

He caught his train, without remov-

ing his yellow gloves to soil the

order book, and when he left Brown
simply remarked : "I was waiting

for a salesman from that house to

call, as I wrote them I wanted to

take on the line; but he was in such

a hurry to catch his train I didn't

want to make him stay in this 'burg'

over night just to write up my
order." And you can be sure it will

be a long time before this jobber

stocks that line.

In Brown's modest explanation we
get a flash of the psychology of the

pi

(I

II

{

%

B

I

(
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Itypical western small town mer-

jchant. Solid, easy-going citizens

'who want people they do business

with to be as friendly as they are

themselves.

It takes the average eastern sales-

man a full year to adjust himself

to these conditions. There is one

district manager on the Coast who

is particularly successful in absorb-

ing men from the eastern force. He
makes it a point always to have

such a man first travel for two or

three months with one of his old

native salesmen and listen in with-

out doing much actual selling. This

oldtimer is thoroughly posted and

knows what is expected of him, and

he takes a keen delight in remold-

ing any promising young chap. On
the other hand, if the eastern man
ihas been sent out with a successful

(record and in the way of a promo-

,tion, he is led to believe that in view

I

of his success he is expected to use

this ears as an observer and make

I
recommendations for building up the

territory. In that way there is no

I slap at the man's pride, and in two

!or three months the transformation

1 takes place insidiously. The next

'step is to put him to work in one

of the larger Coast cities for five or

six months, and by that time he has

I
forgotten his New York mental as-

sociations and it is usually safe to

send him into the back country or

the Rocky JVIountain territory.

We are constantly hearing of

young men who feel the urge to

come west. To these I want to point

lout the obvious moral in this story.

I

By all means take Horace Greeley's

'i advice, but don't forget that when
in Rome you are supposed to do as

' the Romans do. Otherwise buy a

return trip ticket and save money
for the firm.

The Lumber Manufacturer
and Dealer

New name for Lumber, formerly
;
published weekly in St. Louis. Publi-
cation has recently established branch
offices in Birmingham, Ala., and Se-
attle, Wash. Will appear fortnightly

1
in the future.

Glaser & Marks, Inc.

Boston, have been appointed adver-
tising counsel to Nichols & Stone Com-
pany, makers of Windsor chairs, Gard-
ner, Mass., and for the Town Taxi
•""mpany, Boston.

Stephen B. Brigham
Formerly with the American office

;
of The Northcliffe Press, has been ap-

f pointed American representative of

i
The Oceanic and European editions of
The Chicago Tribune, with offices at
512 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Fall Schedules
A DVERTISERS that are to

Jr\. be represented in the Cin-

cinnati market this Fall are us-

ing The Enquirer to bring their

message to Cincinnatians^

They are using The Enquirer

both daily and Sunday because

it is the one paper that reaches

everybody. A recent survey

showed that it goes into 104,000

out of 106,000 homes.

National Advertisers are follow-

ing the lead of Local Advertisers

—and are buying not only the

circulation of a newspaper but

what it represents in buying

power.

The

CINCINNATI
ENQUIRER
One of theWorld's Qreatest Neivspapers

1. A. KLEIN I. A. KLEIN R. J. BIDWELL CO.

50 E. 42nd St. 76 W. Monroe St. 742 Market St.

New York Chicago San Francisco

»*4*^»»»M»»»»»»-»»-»»»«»^»ift«j»«»»»*.*-*»»-»»»»»-»»-»»»*-»»»*-^
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THE 6-j)t PAG
DU

©^ Bodkins

MY son, Odds, Jr., aged seven, is

just arrived at the point where
he makes a good advertising

laboratory. He is an omnivorous reader
of the advertisements in the children's
publications he receives, and every
once in a while he is so impressed with
one that he reads it aloud to his mother
or me.

Only last Sunday I was taken on an
advertising pilgrimage to the Beechnut
plant at Canajoharie; and at the same
sitting I was regaled with a list of the
valuable prizes

—

free prizes—one pub-
lication would give a boy for securing
only four subscriptions.

But what I started out to tell was the
jolt it gave me recently when the lad
asked skeptically of a certain adver-
tisement he had just read, "Is that a
true story?" In my childhood, type
had all the authority necessary to
establish truth; but apparently the
present generation of seven-year-olds
has grown much more literarily and
advertisingly sophisticated

!

Copywriters on children's accounts
please note!

—8-pt>-

S. Keith Evans writes: "Dear
Brother Bodkins—You may remember
that the original name of the Pilgrim
Publicity Association was 'The Boston
Ad Men's Club,' and it met at Rowe's
Wharf 'At the Sign of Four Lanterns.'
It was not as dignified as this new
name, 'Advertising Club of Boston,'
sounds; but it certainly was a fine old
club to belong to."

It was, indeed!

—8-pt—
I bought a book today and in it

I found a slip reading:
"This volume is the product of the

most approved practices in book-
making. Editing and proofreading
have been done with utmost care. The
type matter is easily readable and is
well printed on a paper selected to re-
duce eye strain to a minimum. The
binding is durable and business-like in
its uniformity.
"These things combine to make this

volume a genuine example of book
craftsmanship—a substantial guar-
antee of the valuable information it

holds."

This brief appreciation made me see
the book with new eyes. It seemed
much more individual as a volume,
and worthy of greater respect than one
accords an ordinary book.
"Why do not more manufacturers

accompany their products with some
such appreciation as this?" I asked
myself. "If people could be made to

see the pains and quality and integrity

that go into many products, they would
hold them in much higher regard, and
be wonderful word-of-mouth advertis-

ers for those products."

—8-pt^
I see by the papers that the electrical

appliance people in solemn convention
assembled have voted to abolish the
term "broadcasting" in favor of

"radiocasting."

Now it will be interesting to see how
long it will take to get the new term
into our language and edge the old one
out.

—8-pt—

What with Life and Liberty, all that
is needed now to make our newsstands
complete is for some enterprising pub-
lisher to bring out a magazine styled.

The Pursuit of Happiness!

—8-pt—
"Why are nearly all American adver-

tisers so deadly serious in their adver-
tisements?" I asked myself as I studied
this group of humorous Swedish lino-

leum advertisements which I ran across
in the Armstrong Cork Company's
little paper, Linoleum, Logic:

In my cub days I was told solemnly
that humor was a dangerous tool for
advertising men to use. But I've never
been completely convinced. If it is

dangerous, I think perhaps it is the
kind of danger represented by a very
sharp knife—dangerous in the hands
of an inexperienced youngster, but
mighty effective in the hands of a
.skilled carver who knows how to use
its keen edge for his purposes.

They tell a good story on the saxa^
phone player of a jazz orchestra that
played one night at a Chicago ball

This saxaphonist had something on his
hip, and between pieces he slipped out
onto a dark balcony and sampled it

generously.

As the evening wore on his playing
grew worse and worse. Finally he
made such a sour mess of one piece

that several of the dancers sought out
the chairman of the dance committee
and urged him to do something about
it. The chairman, a young man more
celebrated for his social prowess than
for his physical courage, reluctantly
approached the saxaphone player,
determined to say something so sharp
that it would serve the double purpose
of bringing him to his sober senses,

and stopping the trips to the balcony.

"Say," he began, addressing the

player in his severest tone

—

"Huh?" demanded the drunken
player, leering so belligerently at the
young man in the boiled shirt that the

shirt seemed suddenly to be about three
sizes too big.

"Wha-a-a-what was that piece you
just played?" stammered the social

lion, abruptly changing his mind about
his speech as he cowered before the
saxaphonist's bloodshot gaze.
The saxaphonist tried to focus on

his music, then shook his head and
turned to the leader at the piano. "Bill,

here's young man wants know wha'
was piece we jus' played."
"On the Back Porch," announced

the leader.

"Funny," declared the saxaphonist,
again focusing his unsteady gaze on
the music on the rack in front of him,

"I was playin' 'The National Blues.'"
There seem to be quite a number of

saxaphone players going around the

business world these days playing "The
National Blues," while the real orches-

tra of business is busy playing a piece

that is in tune with the inherently
sound and prosperous condition of the

country.

The next time one of these gloomy-
minded saxaphonists begins his dirge
in your presence let him talk for a few
minutes; then break in on him abruptly
and tell him this story!





COVERAGE of trade buyeis is \itall\' important to an

automotive manufacturer secicing to obtain or enlarge

his market. Between him and his prospective customer
stand o\er 90,000 retailers. Without their assistance

his products cannot be sold, as nearly all automotive products
are bought on the recommendations of dealers.

These men are all-powerful. Theirs is the power to make
or break a product. Buying decisions rest on their recommen-
dations. Their negations are fatal to success.

To market an automotive product you must get the interest

and support of these dealers. Three trade publications—Motor
Age, Motor ^Vorld and Automobile Trade Journal—provide

the quick, sure, economical way.

These three combined give the most comprehensive coverage
of automotive trade buyers it is possible to obtain in subscribed-

for publications, ha\ ing a combined paid circulation of

nearly 80,000,'" among which are 61,257 separate retail estab-

lishments. The\ include nearh' all the worth-while auto-

motive merciiants in the country.

This circulation is distributed from coast to coast and from
border to border. It comprises all classes of automotive re-

tailers and is found in all sizes of communities. It is coverage
of the most complete character.

The thoroughness of this co\erage can be illustrated by

taking the five states having the largest number of trade units.

In New \'ork, out of 7,639 dealers, 5,799 subscribe to one or

more of these three publications; in Pennsvlvania, 5,523 out
of 6,Q38; in Illinois, 5,120 out of 5,796; in Ohio, 4,405 out
of 5,508; in; California, 3,013 out of 5,121. Substantially the

same proportions follow in the other prominent automobile-

using states.

I'se space in these papers to tell \(iur stor\ , to explain w h\-

\(>in- make is liest, to sh(n\- the profit in it. and to get the con-

lulence of tiie dealers. Each of tile three is a powerful mer-
chanilising force. Each is far in advance of any other paper
in tile held in |i(iwer and influence. Each can help >(ui get your
market.

But you need all three! Obviously the more dealers you
can reach, the greater are your chances for sales volume.
Motor Age, Motor World and Automobile Trade Journal,

with their tremendous coverage, will help you get the dis-

tribution necessary before you can win your m.irket and will

make y<iur product knovv ii to the trade throughout the entire

country.

,\ciilress our .JtHce^ in New York, PhiLidelphia, Chicagd, Cleveland,
Detroit, Indianapolis, Los .Angeles or San Francisco, for further
particulars.

UNITED PUBLISHERS CORPORATION
THE CLASS JOURNAL COMPANY

239 West 39th Street

CHILTON COMPANY
chestnut and 56th Sts.

Philadelphia

71

^^

Co««^S^
ciS

44

V
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i TRACTOC .

! IMPLEME f
INDEX

AUTOMOTIVE DIVISION
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Using Advertising as a ig^

i
Direct Sales Tool S

^1

t!As

N idea of the manner in which
the Kalamazoo Loose Leaf
Binder Company is using its

advertising as a direct sales tool

may be had from the illustration

below. When the company's first

advertisement appeared in the

Saturday Evening Post, the sales-

men were sent a list of all Kalama-

zoo customers who had an adver-

tisement in the same issue. The
salesmen were supplied with

stickers reading "A User of Kala-

mazoo," and were instructed to paste

iv#^^-/

z

z

ithem upon each advertisement of

the companies listed.

I Salesmen of most products are

[always meeting the question "Who
jUses It?" and the Kalamazoo field

men were quick to sense the value

of this method of presenting a list

jof users. Some of the salesmen have
iworked out a complete "first call"

'presentation of the line without
iresorting to the sample case. As
;they turn the pages of the maga-
jZine with the stickers pasted up,

they call attention to this or that

customer who is using a certain

product for a certain purpose.

I

The salesmen are unanimous in

(agreeing that this original method
of presentation is a novel and
Idecided advantage over the old plan
jof printing a list of users. It affords

ithe salesman an opportunity for

Idirect work without the necessity of

[breaking too much ground.

'Thomas R. Shipp
I Formerly Washington representative
'of the William H. Rankin Advertising
I
Agency, has been appointed managing
(director of their southeast division,
with headquarters in Washington.

H ffl Hi3 H i3limm fflW ^H [iH^N ^W ^M iSSS

nM^r^^^^-
IKyyi>Washing Machines O

Radio Sets Complete n
Kitchen Ware u
Toys and Wheel Goods D
Rugs and Floor Coverings D

WHAT do you actually know about the

markets for your goods? Not the retail

outlets you've been selling year in and
year out, but the possibilities for increasing your
sales in a new direction.

Result—greater production. Better quality

at a lower price is then possible because of lower

operating expense. Watch sales in present out-

lets spurt ahead when that happens.

Above are listed five products whose big op-

portunity is NOW, in the furniture store. Check the

one you make or sell. Return this advertisement
to us with your name on the margin. We'll tell you
frankly what is being done and what can be done to

stimulate buying in the furniture field.

O/ie QrandJ{apids

FURNITURE RECORD
Grand Rapids, Michigan

A. B. C. Audited Circulation Me the A. B. P.,

s
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The one complete Buyers' Guide, 4300 pages,

9 X 12, aims to include all manufacturers, re-

gardless of advertising patronage, but se-

cures preferred attention for advertisers.

The only one in the "Paid" Cirmdation
class, the only A.B.C. Member.

FthTbuyers master key
:

to all american sources of supply
j

Wanted, ordered, paid for and used
b.v those im(K>rtant buyers in all Hnea which

.... riic best as a rule, they use it exclusively

—

8Ub-
nlial fureifu circulation. More than 2000 advertisers

—

ladlnR many of the biggest manufacturers, flDandal
titutiona, etc.

$15,00 Thomas Publiahine Company, 461 Eighth Ave., New York

I
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ANIMATED PRODUCTS
CORPORATION

19 W. az'" St NewYork.

S&STANDARD
ADVERTISING
REGISTEIC
Gives You This Service:

1. The Standard Advertising

Register listing 7,500 na-

tional advertisers.

2. The Monthly Supplements
which keep it up to date.

3. The Agency Lists. Names
of 1500 advertising agen-

cies, their personnel and
accounts of 600 leading

agencies,

4. The Geographical Index.

National advertisers ar-

ranged by cities and states.

5. Special Bulletins. Latest

campaign news, etc.

6. Service Bureau. Other in-

formation by mail and tele-

graph.

Write or Phone

National Register Publishing Co., Inc.
R. W. Ferrcl, Mgrr.

799 Broadway, New York City
Tel. Stuyvesant 8346

Moving Factory to Reduce

Manufacturing Costs
[continued from page 14]

It is readily seen, then, that here-

tofore the aspect of marketing and
distribution in the United States

was one of constant change of base,

geographically speaking. But today

we are ready to "settle down." The
settlements have grown into towns,

which have later grown into cities,

with a concentration of buyers.

Other changes have come.

THE same is true of other factors.

New methods of working, new
sources of power, new machinery
have been developed and have
changed the old conditions. The
factory that was strategically lo-

cated fifty, or even fifteen or twenty
years ago, is now compelled to work
under a stifling overhead because of

these changes. A new one must be

started under more advantageous
conditions if it is to live at all.

Competition daily becomes more
intense; fi'actional adjustments are

more and more compulsory. To
meet them it is essential that costs

be kept as low as possible. This is

an era of large quantity production

and low price. "More for your
money than others can offer" is the

modern slogan. With foreign com-
petition this is especially important

because of the relatively much
higher cost of labor in this country.

To add an unnecessary location

burden atop of a handicap of high
labor cost is doubly dangerous. The
best possible location is a natural

advantage which every manufac-
turer should have. Even if he be

fortunate enough to be independent

of competition, he is, rarely indeed,

superior or indifferent to added
profits.

A considerable number of Ameri-
can manufacturers are at present

accepting as inevitable an overhead

which is from 10 to 20 per cent

higher than it need be. They are

either paying too much for their

power, too much for the delivery of

their raw material, too high a price

for the type of labor required, or the

distribution cost after the goods is

made is too high, due to an abnormal
distance from the center of distribu-

tion. The fault may lie chiefly in

labor turnover, which is traditionally

costly and which might be obviated

or reduced by a relocation.

A detailed comparison of location

factors is often illuminating as to

comparative profits. The manufac-
turer who is located at a disadvan-

tage and who is operating upon a

dangerously narrow profit may be

quite as capable a manager, have as

good as or better a product, and as

comprehensive a distribution as his

competitors who are making bigger

profits without such hard work. By
calculating where his costs are

higher, it is often possible to greatly

increase his money-making power by

changing his location.

Of first importance is a reckoning

of nearness to source of raw mate-

rials, and the point of greatest near-

ness to market. The cotton industry

is an instance where it has, in many
cases, been found more profitable to

move nearer the source of raw ma-
terials, which was also nearer to the

center of distribution. There has

been, in the last decade, a decided

increase in the number of cotton

manufacturers who have removed
their manufacturing, either in whole

or in part, to the South. Sometimes,

as the market is enlarged, the cost of

shipments goes up alarmingly be-

cause shipping is done over the

longest distance instead of the

shortest.

IN choosing a new location, careful

investigation not only of exist-

ing conditions, but also of the trend

and possibility of change is required.

While it is impossible to foresee

every contingency, many of them are

written plain if time is taken to

observe them. The waning of power
supply, the tendencies in production i

of raw material, the mutations of

the market—all of these things are

worth study.

In general, the relative costs of

transporting raw material and fin-

ished product, kind and quantity of

labor supply needed for the most

economic operations, source of

power, living conditions, cost of

space and convenience of site, build-

ing conditions, and similar factors

are of first importance in consider-

ing either a new location or a re-i

location. The fact that some enter-i

prising and over-enthusiastic com-

munity offers ground at little or no

cost is no indication that it would;

not be ultimately more profitable to!

go two or three hundred miles awayj
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Tell It to Sweeney!
—especially the Young Folks

THERE may have been an era outside of

Sunday school books when children were

seen and not heard—much; when the

adolescent male had to sprout whiskers and the

female gather wrinkles before they became

accredited members of society. But times, as the

song writers remind us, have changed since

father was a boy. Ever since the war the

so-called younger generation has been on

the cosmic consciousness and conscience.

A girl now enters society at an age which

previously entitled her only to give up

dolls. Young men move faster and earn

more in business than their fathers did.

(How long have some of you hoary adver-

tising men who read this been out of college?)

In consequence of these social changes, the

young idea must be reckoned as an advertising

target of first importance.

Consider the course of the Sweeneys, the

average American family. Along about the time

the wolf has been scared from the door and

progeny are advancing in age', in grace perhaps,

and in what is assumed to be an education, Mr.

and Mrs. Sweeney have settled down. Mr.

Sweeney enjoys a deserved feeling of accomplish-

ment at having found some place in the world.

He still has his ambitions, but in his heart he

knows he will never be a world-beater. Other

men may go farther, fare better, find more money,

live in larger houses, make the front pages, smoke

better cigars without inciting him to envy or

inspiring him to effort. And Mrs. Sweeney has

begun to admit that she is getting—well, a little

stout; and has definitely abandoned any ambition

of becoming a movie actress, a business woman, a

perfect housekeeper or of knocking the Four

Hundred for a goal. Mr. and Mrs. Sweeney are

sedative with middle age. The starry heights,

green pastures and far calls no longer move or

molest them.
* * *

AT THIS point Nature gets in several good

ZA licks at replenishing the earth with new

j[_ X. aspirations, dewy dreams, incandescent

illusions and fresh assortments of the goods and

chattels of this world—via the ignorant, ambi-

tious and intense younger generation.

This new force is first felt at home. The
Brussels carpet that still looks as good to Ma and
Pa as the day it came from the mail order house,

gives way to the juniors" propaganda for rug

replacements. The mission furniture with
the indomitable upholstery elegantly fin-

ished in imitation leather, is given the

raspberry by the growing daughters; they

drag Ma down to see something swell in

mohair or brocatelle. And if the bankroll

can possibly stand the strain the elders are

gradually apprised of the fact that an

automobile is an imperative essential.

While the Old Man still raises Cain with his

tailor trying to get a fifty-dollar suit at the pre-

war price, his sons overbid him on an outfit that

includes plus fours. Ma will still snoop around

the Bargain Basement while her married daughter

takes over from a modiste a modest model at an

immodest price. Many a girl whose mother

haggled over the price of ham hocks can phone an

order for petit pois, matrons glace, and antipasti

without stuttering. The hard earned dollar of

middle age moves nimbly as a nickel when youth

starts to spend it. All this may be Bad News if

you are the Old Man, but it must be good news
if you are a business man because it means new
markets.

TELL IT to Sweeney, the young Sweeneys,

and make sales tor today and tomorrow.

Tell It first in New York where there are

most young people, the most incomes, the most

opportunities to make money, the most induce-

ments to ambition, advancement and emulation.

Tell It first in The News, which not only has

more readers than any other daily newspaper in

America but probably more young readers (under

thirty) than any other newspaper in the world.

The circulation carries the message farthest and

the tabloid page with its high visibiHty and atten-

tion value carries it quickest—and at lowest cost.

Get the facts.

^^^^^''^noiv

.800

TELL IT TO SWEEHET has been issued in folder

form. Write for the series on your business letterhead.

ooo THEm NE[7^w York's TictureJVewspaper
25 Park Place, New York 7 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago
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BusinessWomenPittsburgh
will buy your merchanilise. We can furnlsli a list

of 8.355 names giving residence address. Includes
4.291 Clerks. 2,844 Stenographers. 631 Book-
keepers and 589 Telephone Operators.

Owtranteed 98^ Mail Detivery up to Sept. 1, 1924.
Use the ilailB—Increate Your Sales"

WRITE ELMER J. ROEPER
Est. 1907 446 Wood StreetTank'

The Architectural Record
119 West Fortieth Street. New York

Established 1891. Net paid circulation in excess ot
11,000 per issue including 6126 architect subscri-
bers—the largest number any architectural journal
has ever had. Member A. B. C. and A. B. P.. Inc.

02V f
Sample copy, A. B. C. report, ratej*.

l?nnT7T?VT{ ^^ page hoolclet. "Selling theJ\J1MUC:>1 ( ircutect." bniltUng statietita, itc.

National Miller
EltabllshMl 1895

A Monthly Business and Technical Journal
eovering th« Flour. Food and Cereal Mills.
The only A. B. C. and A. B. P. paper In

Folded Edge Duckine and Fibre Signs
Cloth and Paraffine Signs

Lithographed Outdoor and Indoor
Displays

THE JOHN IGELSTROEM COMPANY
Mueilloii, Ohio Good Salesmen Wanted

Bakers Weekly fti
.B.C. -A.B. p.
lew York City

NEW YORK OFFICERS West 45th St.
CHICAGO OFFICE—343 S. Dearborn St.
Maintaining a complete research laboratory
and experimental bakery for determining the
adaptability of products to the baking in-
dustry. Also a Research Merchandising De-
partment, furnishing statistics and sales analy-
sis data.

FREDERICK A. HANNAH
AND ASSOCIATES

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
MARKETING COUNSEL

32 WEST 40th STREET : NEW YORK
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he layman it would appear that the

i-eal market for mail-order selling

'ies in the great farm districts, and

t is true that it was from such dis-

tricts that the company builded up
'ts business. But it is now found

';hat the East, with a little cultiva-

:ion, offers great possibilities in

spite of the frequency of shopping

centers; and the company feels

ijustified in building a plant to take

;are of this territory and thus cut

iown shipping costs and delay. As
3 matter of fact. New York City

itself, with a shop on every corner

(almost) is, itself, a very good

patron of the great mail-order

riouses!

It comes to be a question of

which, to the individual manufac-
turer, is of first importance in en-

abling him to operate economically

md profitably, and if it is found that

lis location is actively against his

success, it is certainly justifiable to

dimply transplant the whole business

elsewhere, just as a plant dying in

infertile soil can be placed elsewhere

und flourish. A careful weighing of

limportant facts will indicate where
the point of success lies ; and such

ian analysis and such a change would
iput the flush of health into many
'now languishing businesses.

A. T. Roberts

Recently advertising manager of The
Columbus Enquirer-Sun, has been ap-
jPointed vice-president and sales di-

rector for the Southland Pecan Com-
jpany of that city.

Paul G. Hobart

Formerly with The W. E. Long Co.,

appointed advertising counsellor, in
jsharge of analysis, plan and copy de-
'Partment of the F. W. Bond Company,
rhicago.

iljred Auslin

New York, will direct advertising
f(ir the Cropper Knitting Mills, neck-
iWear, same city.

lAllied Neivspapers, Inc.

Publishers' representatives. New
jYork, have established a branch at
|215 Higgins Building, Los Angeles,
which will be managed by Charles H.
Moody, formerly advertising manager
for The Western Fanner and Better
•Fruit, Portland, Ore.

a, K. McCann Company
Los Angeles branch will direct a

campaign in national publications for
the Salt River Valley-Arizona Club of
Phoenix; will also direct advertising
tor the California Coast Highway As-
sociation.

Answer these questions!

Can your newspaper reproductions
be improvedl

Are you paying more than is neces-
sary/or Plates and Matsl

Do you believe the manufacturer
who specializes in one thing can give
you BETTER SERVICEl

Your answer determines your interest in Gagnier

—

Equipped with the world's largest Stereotype Foun-
dry- a day and night shift of well-trained workmen,
special machinery (much of which has been invented
by the Gagnier organization), we produce the highest
quality Plates and Mats at a very low cost.

With Gagnier Plates and Mats you get Gagnier
Service. A Service too comprehensive to tell about.
You must use it to know its full value.

Let us give you actual evidence of Gagnier Service.
Send us an order, large or small, easy or difficult,

and see how we handle it.

// you advertise in newspapers we can show
you how to save time and money on your
Plates and Mats. Outline your require-

ments. Let us quote prices. No obligation.

GAGNIER STEREOTYPE FOUNDRY
The Gagnier Corporation

DETROITNEW YORK
51 £. 42nd St.

CHICAGO
222 N. Michigan Ave.

7/ie 5hcogni;^ed Standard

"INCREASING DIRECT
ADVERTISING RETURNS'

A New Book by Flint McNaughtoi

creating demand, etc. Sho
tising fundamentals. Expl;
practices and v.-inning methi

pulling power i

ind trade papers. Just the informa-
lon all ambitious advertisers want and
an turn into profit. Illustrated bv
cproducUons ol 201 advertisements.
220 pp. Cloth. At Live Bookstores.

Sent Direct for $2.50

Selling Aid, 1304 Jackson Blvd., Chicago

5lMIQME]Rir

ENGRAVED
LITHOGRAPHED

SEND FOR
PRICES a SAMPLES
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Shifting Currents of Reader

Responsiveness

By William Dunn Barrett

t

A
FEW weeks since, a well-

known New York newspaper
,changed ownership and liter-

ally overnight became a different

paper—different in type dress, dif-

ferent in its editorial page, different

in its news, different in its features,

different in just about all the ways
a newspaper could be different, save

in size and name.

From the public's standpoint all

these differences created a new news-

paper personality. From the adver-

tiser's they create a new problem in

space buying. This problem has to

do with reader responsiveness, that

intangible quality which determines

the value of any publication as an
advertising medium. Whereas the

reader responsiveness of the old

paper was a known quality among
the advertisers who used it, the new
paper is now in process of estab-

lishing the reader responsiveness of

its new personality.

This change was so abrupt that

it could not be overlooked. But what
of the dozens of publications—news-

papers, magazines, business papers,

farm journals—that are changing in

reader responsiveness under our

eyes all the time, yet so gradually

that the change is scarcely notice-

able? Need advertisers concern

themselves with such changes?

For answer, consider the experi-

ence of a certain mail-order adver-

tiser. Ten years ago this advertiser

finally dropped a well-known wo-

man's magazine from his magazine

list because year after year it had
failed to produce catalog inquiries at

a profitable figure. For the next

ten years nothing could prevail upon

him to use that magazine. He had

given it a thorough trial, he insisted,

and it had fallen down.

Last year his advertising agency

induced him to add the magazine to

his list. In the ten years since

he used it last it has apparently

changed little. Its name is the

same. Its size and form are the

same. Its typography is the same.

It is edited by the same editor. It

has increased in circulation only to

the extent of a normal ten-year

growth, and its advertising rate has

increased proportionately. In short,

to all outward appearances the pub-

lication has not changed in any im-

portant respect during the past ten

years. Yet when the season's re-

turns were in this magazine headed
the mail-order advertiser's list with
the lowest cost per catalog inquiry

of any of the eight magazines he

used. In fact, whereas his next

best medium (and the one which has

been his best for five years) brought
inquiries at .249, this magazine
established a record low cost of .145.

Had this result been obtained from
one insertion only, he would have re-

garded it as a freak result; but the

second month (which is never so

good with this advertiser) the newly
discovered magazine produced in-

quiries at .208 as against .302 for

the publication which had headed
his list for five years.

PUZZLED, this advertiser inves-

tigated and discovered that some
six or seven years ago the owners of

the magazine under consideration

became worried over the fact that

theirs was not a responsive circula-

tion and they took some very definite

steps to develop a circulation with

greater reader responsiveness. (Just

how they did it is their own secret,

but there can be no questioning the

accomplishment.)

The mail-order advertiser is naw
reproaching himself for not having

used this publication for the past

five years.

On the other hand, this same ad-

vertiser is seeing another magazine
that has for years stood well up on

his list gradually sink to the bottom.

It has not actually gone back in cir-

culation, but it has not gone ahead

much, and for some reason its cir-

culation is not as responsive as it

used to be.

This fluctuation of reader respon-

siveness is going on all the time in

connection with all classes of periodi-

cals. The experienced space buyer
knows that a publication name is

only a name, and that as an adver
tising medium it is not the nami
that counts, but the number and re\

sponsiveness of its readers, in rela)

tion to the line rate.

RESPONSIVENESS depend;
.largely on personality. Some

magazines and newspapers havf

warm, outflowing personalities thai

develop a reciprocal attitude on th(

reader's part that carries over into

the advertising pages. Others an
more quiet and retiring, but friendlj

and confidence inspiring, like a quiel

and confidence-inspiring salesman
Still others are cold and manage tc

hold their readers aloof, as do som^
salesmen.

This brings us to one of the mosi
effective tests we can apply to de^

termine the reader responsiveness

of a periodical in advance of its use
or in the absence of definite knowl-

edge of results obtained by othei

advertisers in the same or som(
similar line. That test is to meaS'

ure the periodical against thes«

questions:

What kind of salesman is this

periodical editorially? Does it sue'

ceed in selling its own news, its owi
articles, its own stories, its own edi'

torials, its own features, to itf

readers? Has it developed a confii

dence-inspiring personality to which

readers would naturally respond?

It is the need of knowing th«

answers to these questions thai

makes the space-buyer's job mor<

than a job of buying space. For it

is not space, but reader responsive

ness that advertisers must buy il:

they are to invest their mone^

wisely, and reader responsiveness

fluctuates with changing ownership

changing management, changing

editors, changing editorial aims anc

policies.

All this may seem very obvious

but it is by keeping such obvioui

considerations in our minds all thi

time that we keep alert to the shift

ing currents of reader responsive

ness in the periodicals we are usin>

or perhaps should be using.
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Program of Graphic

Arts Exposition

T<
HE tentative program of the

Graphic Arts Exposition and
Fifth Annual Convention of the

International Association of Printing

House Craftsmen, which is to be held

in Milwaukee, Wis., August 18 to 23, is

as follows:

Monday, August 18

I

10.30 a. m. to 12.30 p. m.

I

Reception—Registration.
I Convention called to order by William H.
iBadke, President of the Milwaukee Club.

I
Invocation by Rabbi Samuel Hirshberg or

IRev. Guslav Stearns.
Address ot Welcome by Hon. Daniel W.

(Hoan, Mayor of Milwaukee.
Response to Address of Welcome by Perry

R. Long, First President of the Interna-
tional Association.

' Formal opening of convention by Harvey
H. Weber, President of the International
Association.
Appointment of committees.
Report of Credentials Committee.
Roll call of delegates.

,
Resolutions and amendments received and

referred to proper committees.
Open forum.

l.SO p. m.
Opening of Exposition

Opening Address by Hon. John J. Blaine,
Governor of Wisconsin.

• Exposition closes 10.00 p. m.

Tuesday, August 19
9.00 a. m. to 12.00 m.

Roll call and officers' reports.
Address by George K. Horn, President of

the United Typothetae.
Report of Committee on Resolutions and

Amendments.
Address, "The Relation of Technical

Schools to the Craftsmen," by Dr. C. A.

Prosser. Director, Dunwoody Institute.
Further resolutions and amendments re-

ceived and referred to proper committees.
Address, "Cooperative Educational Ef-

fort, " by John Clyde Oswald. Publisher,
The Atnerican Printer.
Open forum.

Exposition 1.00 to 10.00 p. m.
Entertainment

-\fternoon—2.00 p. m. Ladies visit indus-
[1 ial plant.

tl.30 p. m. Banquet and ball.

Evening—S.30 p. m. Fireworks display
at Baseball Park.

Wednesday, August 20
Roll call and report of Committee on

' iliicers' Reports.
Address, "The Duty of One Man to An-

uthtr," by Rev, A. C. Fox. S.J., President
^larquette University.
Reports of district representatives.
Report of Finance Committee.
Report of Committee on Resolutions and

Amendments.
.\fldress, "The Education of the Future

lompositor." by James M. Lynch. President-
t lect International Typographical Union.
Further resolutions and amendments re-

ceived and referred to proper committees.
Exposition 1.30 p. m. to 10.00 p. m.

Entertainment
Afternoon and evening, trip to Waukesha

Beach.

Thursday, August 21
Roll call and report of Committee on Con-

stitution and By-Laws.
.Address, "Educating the Apprentice," by

l.'iehton Hawkins, Director of Educational
l:iinau, LTnited Typothetse of America.
Report of Committee on Resolutions and

.Vint-ndments.
Address. "History of Printing," by John

M. Niven, City Attorney of Milwaukee.
Selection of next meeting place.
Election and installation of officers.
Adjournment.
Exposition 1,00 p. m. to 10.00 p. m.

Entertainment
.\fternoon—2.30 p. m. Ladies' automobile

'11' through city.
l)vening— S.15 p. m. Ladies' theater party,
tientlemen—Smoker.

Friday and Saturday
Friday and Saturdav Exposition.
10.00 a. m. to 10.00 p. m.

Wnat Tnerefore
Is Bicr Space ?>p<

UNCLE JIM is 6 feet 2 inches in his Holeproofs, and weighs
225 pounds with straw hat and belt.

His voice is big and sonorous. He has a way when talking, of

pounding the table, if one is near. If not, he chiropractors

your lame shoulder.

If what he says doesn't particularly impress you, his laying on
of hands, he figures will.

He is a "good-looker" and a "loud-sayer" and has all the ear-

marks of being a double page spread in colors. But when you
come to add him up, he is just a space eater.

His wife. Aunt Sylvia, in contrast is but 5 feet tall, weighs
only 95 pounds, and has a sweet clear, convincing voice, that

makes you think of a vesper bell. She never raises it, but you
always seem to hear what she says. She never clears her throat

when she comes in a room, but you always feel and welcome
her presence.

With advertisements as with folks, it has always seemed to us

that it is quality that counts.

The Message is the thing.

That's why we believe copy is paramount.

The size of the Ad. should be dictated by the size of the message,

and not by the size of the appropriation.

If you agree, you will doubtless find we have other things in

common.

TiiTHiLL Advertising Aazncy

I L. W. C. TUTHILL, Presidmt £L. W. C. TUTHILL, President

1133 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

^or L/JdVertising S)esimis

(Jefepkone
'-rct r -^

Madison Square 71267

HaroldW Simmonds
37 East 28 th Street

Ohstevs, 0\CaaazineSC\eurspaperC//7ustnitioits
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One of our clients

ordered another 15,000
display cartons. His first

order was for 10.000.
Every carton means a
$3.00 order. It stands to
reason our mail cam-
paigns must be getting big
results or this client

wouldn't need so many
boxes to fill orders. If

you want more sales thru
direct mail advertising,
place your order now for
September delivery. We
are four weeks behind or-
ders now.

Sdn-ard H. Sclii ee. Inc.

V
IVoolTrortli nnlldi

J^

Color in your
Advertisement

APPROPRIATE color is

a vital asset to most
1. successful advertise-

ments. Besides attracting the

eye of the reader, it radiates

the character of your product
— it makes a definite impres-
sion upon the mind of the
reader.

The principles governing color are
qu'te as important as the principles
which govern any other force.
Every shade and hue embodies cer-

tain powers of impression—negative
and positive.

In choosing appropriate color for
your booklet, circular, insert, cata-
logue, etc., we invite you to con-
sider our suggestions. You can
place your color proble

; other successful adverti
• doing.

suPEaioi^
COLOR. COMPAK>?
CARL F SCHWENKER.»r«.

*MaJcere cfSuperior Piintinq Phles

209- 21Q Went SS"" Slrwt
NEW yORK

The Advertising Wagon
and the Star

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21] I
In the little matter, therefore, of

our producing a permanent impres-

sion on the popular mind we're not

such dumbbells as not to know that

talking about ourselves in a hap-

hazard way won't get us much for-

rarder. The advertiser whose adver-

tisements are not in some way
trademarked sails a rudderless

course. A brilliantly coined name
like "Uneeda," or the perpetual use

of an actual name like "Ford," has

ofttimes gone a long way in winning
—and holding—public attention. A
hypothetical Eskimo, or Don-Mar-
quisian Aunt Jemima, frequently

serves mighty well in keeping the

audience from walking out on the

show. A striking slogan such as

"A Skin You Love to Touch," or

"Built Like a Skyscraper," has been

made to bring home a good deal of

bacon. And a fundamental appeal

aimed at some universal weakness of

the flesh, such as susceptibility to

fear, pride, embarrassment, desire

for success and so on, continuously

applied, has done much in piercing

through.

AGAIN, there is much more to the

springs of successful life than

just signs and symbols. There is

subtlety. Without the aid of any mys-
tic emblem, like (let's say) the old-

time cigar-store Indian, the cumu-
lative value of continuity in the

physical appearance of advertising

—as they say, the "format"—it is

quite observable makes an effective

call to human nature. The consistent

use of a typographic or illustrative

style (as employed, for one example,
in the LaFayette layouts) is a flash

in advertising which says, "Here's
another message from so-and-so."

This " family resemblance

"

throughout one's public appearances
has been fairly well proved by many
veteran advertisers—from Adam on
down to Messrs. Hart, Schaffner &
Marx—to have just as great a value

as the patent trademark. "Tickle

your type and make it talk," is a
dictum of a great typographer. A
style of type-face, or the repetition,

maybe, of a distinctive border, may
be made in time to tell instantly of

the great name-blown-in-the-bottle

brand.

Further, there is the manner of

saying. Tiflfany never says anything
but "Diamonds, Pearls." To say

more would be to detract from that

consummate smartness of effect. In
fact, it would pi'obably be ruinoua.

The casual reader of the papers spots

Lord & Taylor as readily as he
would Doug and Mary.

Continuity may be retained by an

advertiser through years of cam-
paigning, without sacrifice of va-

riety. Witness: Campbell Soupa,

Yale locks, Mazda lamps, Camel.

Other examples, various. The de-

vice is a durable idea. In the case

of Mazda, for instance, the theme of,

so to say, the Greek chorus is Light.

MEN have risen to great power
by riding day in and day out

just a few simple ideas. Mr. Coolidge

is such a man. He is not "full of

ideas," as the popular expression

puts it; but he is full of his ideas.

In his speeches the same thoughts

recur perpetually. He finds them
applicable to any problem. And they

are Coolidge.

Let it be remembered, too, that

often the advertiser is likely to tire

of his make-up long before the pub-

lic does—he sees it much more.

Maybe Napoleon sometimes yearned
to give his old clothes to the poor.

And one has frequently heard of

celebrated actors and novelists who
grew weary, at times, of themselves

as the world loved them.

In a word—let us, who would make
ourselves memorable, hitch our

wagon to an idea, and follow that

idea as it were a star.

D'Arcy Advertising Co.

St. Louis, will direct advertising for

the Wallace Pencil Company, that city.

v. S. Advertising Corporation
Toledo, has appointed M. N. Pierce

space buyer.

Tuttle

Agency at Greenville, N. C, has
been appointed advertising counsel to

Kenilworth Inn, that city.

Simpson Advertising Co., Inc.

St. Louis, will direct advertising for

the B & H Laboratories, disinfectants,

and Economy Heat Company, oil burn-
ers, both of that city.



To the head ofany business

"^^too technical to be advertised

TfHERE are some businesses mak-

ing highly technical products, or

rendering some strictly technical

service, that just naturally can not be

"advertised" in the ordinary sense of

the word.

Yet the heads of these enterprises are as

ambitious, as anxious to build up their

businesses, and as willing to use every

modern method that promises to help to

that end as are the heads of businesses

more naturally "advertisable." They

have watched other men use advertising

with profit, and they have given earnest

thought to how they might apply this

modern force to their own business de-

velopment. But always they have been

forced to the conclusion that theirs is

too technical a business. They cannot

use advertising directly enough or effec-

tively enough to make its use practical

or economical.

Yet several of our most important cli-

ents, companies that are now using ad-

vertising successfully and as a matter of

course, were in that same situation when
we first began to serve them. Indeed, for

the first eighteen of the twenty-five years

of our history we rather specialized in

helping makers of industrial products,

and companies rendering technical ser-

vice, to find ways of using the modern

force of advertising to promote their

growth.

In this we have been successful, first be-

cause our agency has been built up against

an engineering background; we know
technical products and technical market-

ing problems, and we are used to adver-

tising to highly trained buyers. Second,

because our twenty-five years of serving

both general and technical advertisers

have taught us many things about the

application of popular marketing and ad-

vertising ideas and principles to techni-

cal businesses. We have discovered how
to adapt them and to focus them in such

a way as to make their use not only pos-

sible but exceedingly efficient and profit-

able.

The LiLLIBRIDGE ''Objective'' Method

THE development of a technical mar-

keting program lends itself particu-

larly well to our "objective" method of

advertising and sales promotion.

Boiled down to a sentence, this "ob-

jective" method is to crystallize a cli-

ent's needs and problems, whether they

pertain to distribution, sales, good-will

or prestige, and set up definite, attain-

able "objectives." Then, unhesitating-

ly disregarding conventional methods



vised, and though gas provided more
illumination than candles or oil

lamps it did not come into general

use until about 1S50.

UGHT CONTROL
The value of gas lighting in the

theatre was due, not so much to its

greater illuminating power, as to its

being subject to regulation and con-
trol. The new svstem and its dcvclop-

ror with ao cicccric arc at the focus. An electro-

magnet operated by a thumb switch permitted the

carbon electrodes of the arc to he snapped together

at will, thus producing flashes lilce lightning.

to install illuminatinggas, to arrange

for its manufacture on their premises.

At first the methods of manufacture

and control were rough and impro-

Flgur, ,3—Th.

thcParisOpcraii

of"Moses"ini

[ric spoillglu was jp-

shown. It %vas employed in

ncction with the production

EACH fresh advance, each new
mechanical development,

each improvement in principle, we
pictured and described so simply

and clearly that the theatre pro-

motor and his banker and his ar-

chitect, as well as his electrical

counsel, could understand Ward
Leonard equipment and weigh its

advantages intelligently against

the equipment of competing mak-
ers—a thing that no ordinary tech-

nical catalog or booklet would ac-

complish.

Thus the first "objective" was
to create understanding and lav a

solid foundation on which to build

an advertising and sales program.

This is but one of many interesting

problems worked out by our "objective"

method during our 15 years of agency

service.

^^

THE modern theatre switch-

board dimmer is a piece of

complex apparatus that presents

peculiar marketing difficulties in-

asmuch as the purchase of such

equipment is often dictated by men
of non-technical minds. Therefore,

part of our work for the Ward
Leonard Electric Company was to

reduce the theory and practice of

theatre lighting to ABC form and
furnish these clients with virtu-

ally a complete, illustrated sales

canvass on their equipment.
This we did, after considerable

research, by preparing a compre-
hensive and exceedingly readable

story of the development of thea-

tre lighting, starting with the old

time "cresset" which served as a

holder for blazing pine knots, and
carrying the reader step by step

down to the present modern Ward
Leonard switchboard apparatus.

"^M'TT^iioK TjtlMijnBI



where they promise to be uneconomical

or ineffectual, and actually creating new

promotion methods if need be, we formu-

late plans for reaching these "object-

ives" in the shortest possible time and

by the most direct route. These plans we

carry through to the last detail.

By "/(? the last detail' ' we mean more than

the usual details connected with the pro-

duction, placing, and checking of adver-

tisements. We mean details such as re-

search; work with the profession or

trade; editing house organs; compiling

and printing catalogs; writing sales bul-

letins, helping with the preparation of

papers to be read before conventions and

technical societies; compiling accurate

mailing lists for special promotion pur-

poses—in short, all those "mean jobs"

that are generally considered as unprofit-

able nuisances around an advertising

agency (and indeed around the adverti-

ser's own offices) but which often form

the only promotion work a technical ad-

vertiser can do at first.

Why we can ajford

to handle technical accounts

OUR charges are based upon the

amount of work required by a cli-

ent, rather than on the volume of adver-

tising done.

From the beginning the founder of this

agency realized that while he could ex-

pect a certain income from agency com-

missions, in many cases the commissions

earned by an account would not pay for

the kind of job he wanted to do. At least

not in the early stages of the work. He

believed it would serve the best interests

of his clients if he could be independent

of "billing."

There seemed to be just one way to make

certain this independence. That was to

charge every client a substantial fee as

the basis of his remuneration, regardless

of the amount of advertising to be done

or the methods to be employed.

This idea has developed into what is now
known as the Lillibridge "Fee-and-Bud-

get System." This system is a combina-

tion of the fee system (we charge a mini-

mum retainer of one thousand dollars per

month) and the sound business practice

of making out separate budgets covering

every phase of an advertising program

before it is undertaken.

When we work up such a set of budgets

we figure definitely on field and market

study, the preparation and placing of ad-

vertisements, and the necessary ' "follow-

through" plans and materials. For ex-

ample, our budgets include beside the

cost of publication space: the carefully

estimated cost of art work, type compo-

sition, engravings, copy, booklets, tech-

nical papers, printing, postage, catalogs,

direct-by-mail advertisements, house-or-

gans, and so on. To these items we add a

moderate service fee to cover the time

and labor involved in the details of cre-

ative and production work and the me-

chanics of "follow-through."



With such carefully worked out budgets

a client knows /';; advance not only the

amount of his advertising bills, but also

where every dollar he appropriates for

advertising is going and what it is ex-

pected to accomplish for him. And be-

cause we are assured of a fair return for

our time and skill and labor, the client

is just that much surer that every dollar's

worth of his appropriation will produce

every dollar's worth of results that his

and our combined skill and experience

can make it produce.*

If this be important in connection with

advertising accounts in general, it is

particularly true of technical accounts

which may require months or years of

careful development work before any

considerable volume of advertising, in

the ordinary acceptance of the word,

may be employed.

Our business has grown steadily for 15

years, because our working methods

have drawn new clients (both general

and technical) to us, and because our

work has been instrumental in develop-

ing some of our original technical clients

to the point where they now require al-

most the same broad advertising treat-

ment required by a popular product or a

non-technical business.

Among the responsible executives to

whose attention this message may come

there may be some who, while believing

in advertising, have always regarded

their businesses as "too technical to be

advertised." We think they may wel-

come this as an introduction to an adver-

tising agency which can help them pro-

mote their enterprises along sound lines.

It will be a pleasure to us to explain

our service in greater detail to any such.

Ray D. Lillibridge Incorporated

A GENERAL ADVERTISING AGENCY WITH AN ENGINEERING BACKGROUND

Established i?,^!) IncorporaUd 1909

III BROADWAY

New York

*Tbe Lillibridge "Objective" Method oj building a promotion program and the

Lillibridge
'

' Fee-artd-Budget System" are explained in greater detail in previous

messages, copies of which will be sent to any interested executive on request.
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The Impulse to Buy
By A. Holmes, Ph.D.

Professor of Psychology, University of Pennsylvania

i

THOSE who have watched
masses of people buying ar-

ticles know that much of the

transaction is merely impulsive. It

is not the deliberate and well-sea-

soned action of a man or woman who
has thought long and profoundly

upon the purchase in all its phases

and consequences.

The inborn impulses to buy are

I

often instinctive. How completely

the ordinary man—and especially the

ordinary woman — with natural

tastes and ideas are delivered into

the hands of the advertiser will be
seen by a very brief notice of such

I

instincts themselves. This can best

jbe shown by defining instincts. Dr.
iWm. McDougall, Professor of Psy-
chology in Harvard University, in his

"Social Psychology," says : "We may,
then, define an instinct as an in-

iherited or innate psychophysical dis-

, position which determines its pos-
sessor to perceive and to pay atten-

tion to, objects of a certain class, to

experience an emotional excitement
I
of a particular quality upon perceiv-

ing such an object, and to act in re-

gard to it in a particular manner, or,

at least, to experience an impulse to

such action."

Here, at the very foundation of
human nature, born in men and
iwomen, is all the material the artist

in publicity desires for making an
effective appeal to prospective cus-
|tomers. No advertiser needs to

"create" interest. Interest is already
created. A great reservoir of atten-
tion stands ready to be tapped by
the conduits of the advertiser and
conducted to the article which he
wishes to sell. The passer-by is de-
termined to perceive and to pay at-

tention to his advertisement. No-
body can keep him from doing that
if the sign is rightly made ; if it be-
longs to "objects of a certain class."

Likewise a feeling follows imme-
diately upon the perception and the
attention to such an object. The feel-
ing itself will either continue the at-
tention or stop it; either hold the
readers' eyes enchained or turn them
away to more pleasant objects. The
shape, position, color, content will all

contribute their share to either at-
tracting and holding the reader or to
turning him away.
To show just what appeal is right,

we will have to know enough about
the instincts in detail to recognize

them, at least. Dr. McDougall gives
a list of them:

I. Unfavorable.—Flight and its

emotion, fear; pugnacity and anger;
self-suppression and humility.

II. Favorable.—Self-assertion and
elation ; sex and all its emotions

; pa-
rental instinct and all its emotions;
imitation; suggestion; sympathy;
curiosity and wonder.
Each one of the foregoing in-

stincts with their feelings would de-

mand a volume in explanation and ap-
plication of their traits to sign-writ-
ing. I can only point out the obvious
fact that it would be fatal to arouse
some of them by any piece of pub-
licity seeking to make sales. "Flight
and Fear!" What more contrary to

the true buying impulse. Yet they
can be innocently aroused by adver-
tising. Sometimes several instincts

are aroused at once. Some advertise-

ments do that, even though the
writer has no intention of arousing
any secondary feelings. It is a subtle

fault. The sex instincts are over-

worked. Curiosity and wonder by
means of novelty are much sought
for. Imitation is appealed to widely,

especially in fashions. Suggestion is

everywhere present, sometimes in a
subtle and refined form, sometimes
destroying its own efficacy by the
very loudness and broadness of its

appeal. Sympathy often is appealed
to by charitable organizations. "Sup-
pose Nobody Cared !" is an appeal of
one welfare society. A little boy
holding out his arms and saying,

"Come back soon. Daddy!" will drive
almost any traveling man to take out
travelers' insurance.

It is from material like this that
human action is made. These are the
deep springs of decision. From these

instincts spring immediate action;

by them are our thoughts guided and
determined to a large extent; from
them in various mixtures we make
our characters, building upon them
mixtures of emotions, ideas and de-

cisions to action which become ha-
bitual in our lives and which consti-

tute those great and complex masses
of consciousness which we call sen-

timents. In the handling of such
human material the advertiser is do-

ing far more than merely selling.

Enormous spiritual by-products flow

from his work. Whole communities
are lifted to higher planes of tastes

and endowed with new desires and
more refined judgments in all things.

Advertising and Selling Fortniglill

52 VandcrbiU Ave., New York Cily

yrnr (26 i

whp„ first

r my subscription for one

s). Send me bill for S2.nn
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A^o. 2 of a Serifr

X^igure it out tor yourself.

How many cans ot Old Dutch

Cleanser do your folks use up each

month ?

Is a cleansing soap less used in a

clean home ? Or a lawn mower less

used on a well-kept lawn ? Or shav-

ing soap or an alarm clock less pop-

ular with successful men ?

— ^N^'i of course they aren't. If

anything, these things are used and

used up oftener in Q. G. homes than

elsewhere.

Lines of least resistance are good

lines to follow in advertising. The
line leading to pocketbooks is the

line to results.

The QualityGroup
atlantic monthly review of reviews
harper's magazine scribner's magazine

world's work

i
6sr Fifth Ave.

/The Quality^oiip? ^^ ^^^
COVERS

5e QualityMarket

Hotel St. James
109-13 West45thStreet,Times Square

NEW YORK, N. Y.

'•^tes and Booklet on application

W. JOHNSON QUINN

For 15 years the leading best equipped

business research organization.

Surveys and special investigations

dealer questionnaires any^vhere in

U. S. $1.50 per dealer, 75c consumer.

Industry researches on over 300 lines

available at $150 and upvrard.

BUSINESS
BOURSE

J. GEORGE FREDERICK. President

15 W. 37th St., New York, N. Y.

Ten Simple Rules foi

Direct Advertising

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22]

Few direct advertisei-s will get th

results they hope for unless the

comply with the laws of commo
sense. And one of these laws is ol:

viously the keeping of mailing list

as up to date as possible.

5. Coordinate ivith Other SeUin

Efforts. Many direct advertisin

campaigns fly off at a tangent. The

fail to capitalize on magazine, news

paper, outdoor and other advertisin

which may be used to push the proc

uct.

Sometimes a campaign will wor
along entirely different themes-

stress sales points scarcely touche

upon in the other forms of adverti;

ing or salesmanship. While such

campaign may bring good result

its chances are far better if it ti(

up with the other merchandising e'

forts of the company by putting ovt

one or more important sales point

IT is unwise for an advertiser

expect the reader to remembi

more than one or two basic thin;

about any particular product. Co

centration upon a basic sales idea

becoming more and more essenti'

in advertising.

6. Observe Highest Principles

Advertising. The other day a pie;

of promotion matter was sent

by one of the best known magazin

in this country. The publication

renowned for its prestige, its refin

ment, its discriminating type

readers. Yet the direct advertisii:

appeared on low grade paper, poor

executed and entirely out of kee-

ing with the reputation of the ma-

azine, or even with the promotii

matter it had issued formerly. The;

may have been some deep laid pli

behind it, but the surface impri-

sion was almost bound to be u-

favorable; and the surface impri-

sion is about all one can hope )

put over. There is just as mui

need for care in layout, typograp'

and art work in direct advertisir

as in any other form of publici •

7. Time Mailings Precisely. Oi

large advertising-by-mail campaii

started in the late fall. Two r

three printers were engaged b

get out the different mailing piec".

The November piece was printed'!

month too early and the Octolr

piece was a month too late, whn
meant that the introductory late f'l

booklet was issued after the winty

follow-up book had been mailed n

advance of its schedule.

i
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' Prospects forget a product quickly.

00 long a lapse in its advertising

ay result in its oblivion so far as

ost prospects are concerned. The

iblic forgets most of the good

,lings said about a product, but has

strange way of remembering any-

ling that is unfavorable. Getting

aihngs out at the exact time when
ley are most needed is vital to the

iccess of most campaigns.

8. Make Sure Your Campaign Is

aking Hold. Some campaigns are

,: such a nature that return post-

irds or some other check-up as to

;sults are available. But many cam-

iigns of a good will nature, or along

lather general lines, require con-

:ant inquiry among dealers, sales-

len or prospects. Sometimes a re-

irn postcard can be used in such

campaign as a check-up to see how
lings are going.

j
9. Give a Campaign a Fair Trial.

'ust when an advertiser is almost

Ired unto death with his campaign,

16 chances are that it is beginning

) go over big with the prospects,

n advertiser sees so much of the

impaign, and in so many dififer-

int forms—dummies, proofs, final

roofs, etc.—that it wears him out.

"T takes time to make a real dent

'Jn the public mind. A campaign
hould be given a fair trial before

: is put into the discard. Many
Campaigns would have proved suc-

sssful if they had been continued

nly a little longer.

10. Follow Through. As in golf,

ne of the main things in direct ad-

isrtising is to follow through, or

i^ther, to follow-up. Each inquiry

1
hould be developed for all it is

I'orth.

I Further, a system should be estab-

ished and maintained that will as-

jure each inquiry being run down
|0 the ground. Frequently an ad-

ertiser will get inquiries and mere-
> acknowledge them by letter or

ith a booklet, although he has sales-

jien who might just as well make
\
thorough personal canvass of all

|vho took the trouble to get in touch
it'ith the company.
; Sometimes a campaign which is

un for a period of several months
^ left hanging in the air when it

night better have ended with some
|ort of appeal—some method of

jhecking up the effectiveness of the

Ivhole campaign.

I

A thorough follow-up in some
lases is just as important as the

|)reliminary analysis. Prospects

j

hould be given an opportunity to

|!xpress themselves, if practicable.

jPhe way should be made perfectly

[
lilear for them to buy.

NET PAID CIRCULATION

I PEAK ISSUE
II Net Paid A. B. C. of the March 29, 1924, Number

Ij
NEW RATES

|| r^ N ACCOUNT of our fast growing circulation

« VV we are compelled to raise our advertising

1^ rates beginning with the September 20, 1924, issue,

11 last forms for which close August 30th. The pres-

^^ ent low rates offer the biggest buy in Radio today.

i| Contracts must be signed and copy started on or

|S before the September 13, 1924, issue, to receive

il^ the benefit of our present low cost rate card.

'

^^ Lowest Agate Line Rate of All Radio Publications

« (IV Aa-r just reccntlv made a survey of our readers. Much
%\ interesting and instructive data are available. Write us forM "Facts Not Fancies About Radio."

II FOR PRESENT LOW ADVERTISING RATES

II Write
1$ 510 North Dearborn 611-12 Times Building

|| CHICAGO NEV^ YORK

Bound copies of Volume II

lire now ready. C, A few
Lopies of Volume I are still

nvailable. C. The price is

SS, which includes postage.
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I9I9
Lavoris has used Oral Hy-
giene full-pages to reach the
entire dental profession.

Oral
Hygiene

PITTSBURGH. PA.

CHICAGO. Peoples Gas Bklg-.: NEW YORK. Flat
iron Bids.; ST. LOUIS. S.iTidicate Trast Blclg.;

LOS ANGELES. Chapman Bldg.

Efficiency

and economy
can

go together

YV7E prove this state-

ment every day

—

by getting real results

from conservative appro-

priations.

IRVIN F. PASCHALL
INCORPORATED

J^dvertisin^ Counsel
Mc CORMICK BUILDING

CHICAGO

Advertising and Unjust

Cancellation Orders
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28J

well and good and a nice profit is

written on the ledger. If not, then
turn it back and get credit for it.

And there you are.

When the department store hangs
up a sign, "No credits and no
C.O.D.'s," the goods is sold to the

woman of judgment who knows
what she wants and what she can
afford to pay. It doesn't stop the

sale, however. And elimination of

cancellations would not—and could

not—stop commerce. The man who
can go into business on a "long

credit and cancellation" basis does

so lightly and carelessly. If he
wants to make good and has the

ability, the manufacturer would be

justified in his attitude. But how-

many of them do? One maker of

men's goods maintains a complete
force for the sole purpose of salvag-

ing whatever is possible out of the

wrecks of such enterprises. And
probably a great many others do the

same thing. Someone has to pay for

this, of course. The ultimate con-

sumer is the logical person to assume
the burden, and he does. He pays a

cent or two cents more for each item

than would be necessary if it were
not for the incompetence of dis-

honest dealers who cost the manu-
facturer money. And yet that manu-
facturer is an old and conservative

one who would be scandalized at the

accusation that he was an accessory

after the fact in any dishonest prac-

tice.

When things get too bad, he

calls anathema on the dishonest re-

tailers and cancels his advertising

contract until things get better.

The advertiser cancels the space con-

tracts, and the price of a newspaper
goes up a penny.

IS it simpler to let the cancellation

cost go on and on, penetrating

into every furtherest corner of com-
merce and let the consumer foot the

bill? That all depends on the exact

length of suffering which said con-

sumer will endure. There is con-

siderable indication that this is

unlimited. However, that is an as-

sumption without basis in actual

fact. There was a time when it

would have been diflRcult, if not im-

possible, to convince the average

person that the mark could descend

to the inconceivable depths which i

reached. It would be still more dif

ficult to convince anyone that th

dollar could, under certain condi

tions, follow a similar course. Le
us hope that it never can. Bu1
nothing is, as we know, impossible

THE tremendous natural advan
tages of this country do not, afte

all, give it immunity from disaste

when the manipulation of those re

sources is perverted either throug'

carelessness, indifference or ignc

ranee. The upright and honest cor

duct of business is of considerabl;

more importance than the uprigh
and honest conduct of a single indi

vidual. Anything can be accom
plished provided it is desired an
striven for by the mass. Mere di

sire is not enough. We have ha
some remarkable examples of accom
plishment by the minority wh|

worked for what they wanted ir

stead of merely wishing for it. An
single factor in commerce is read

and anxious to expound on the evil

of cancellation, but it has never bee

seriously attacked by the mass. ]'

is of greater economic importanc
than appears on the surface, as any

thing which will work to the stabi

ization of prices and the eliminatio

of chance in business is of the u1

most importance. '

Nothing can make every person i

the world honest. Indeed, to do s

would destroy one of the importar

factors in self-appreciation. But th

number of honest people is in th

majority and their concerted actio

would be highly effective toward a

enduring stabilization of business a

a whole.

Advertising is viewed gingerly b

boards of directors in times of ui

certainty and rapid fluctuation. J

thrives best when plans can be mad
a long time ahead, and not dif

turbed: when a well-reasoned 01

program can be developed withoi

the machinery being suddenl

jammed by a monkey wrench throw,

into the gears today, or a wild-eye

speed undertaken tomorrow. I^i
every way it is possible for theilBRi

to do so, it is to advertising meniEl!

advantage to back this movement 1

eliminate the evil of unjust cancsi

lations.

i
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i,|| iTechniqiie of the Okay
j!

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 30]

writing men, not salesmen. And
salesmanship may be necessary even
when the best of copy is submitted.

ONE of the well-known figures in

the advertising world absolutely

refuses to patch copy. If the manu-
facturer makes fairly extensive

criticisms, he says, "All right, we
will throw that one out." Some
consider this a pose. They think

,
this writer is assuming superiority

I ;in refusing to meet the critic half

I

way. But they're wrong. The
! writer simply feels that patched
copy is no more attractive than
patched trousers. Perhaps he is not
entirely right, but mixed personali-

ties in an advertisement seldom add
to strength.

The advertisement doesn't deserve
lan okay until it is a well thought
'out, well expressed, well dressed
:unit. And when it reaches this

Ipoint its okay usually gravitates to

it as easily and naturally as water
flows down hill.

Churchill-Hall. Inc.

' New York, appointed advertising
counsel to Multibestos Company, lined
brake shoes. Walpole, Mass.

Patterson-A ndress Co.. Inc.

.
New York, will direct advertising for

^American Sole & Belting Leather Tan-
ners, Inc.. same citv.

C. H. Fernuld

,
Formerly professor of advertising.

University of North Carolina, is now
instructor in advertising at University
of Illinois. Urbana, 111.

. jHenry M. Cunningham
t Formerly trade and markets editor
;of Electrical World, has been appointed
to take charge of publication advertis-
:ing and sales promotion literature is-

sued by the Robert Bosch Magneto
Company, Inc.. New York. Mr. Cun-

, ,ningham has been connected with the
'. j.Bosch organization since May.

iRay D. Lillibridge, Inc.

1 Has been appointed advertising coun-
iSel to the following divisions of the
I
Chase Companies, Inc., Waterbury,

I

Conn.: Chase Metal Works, brass
,

pipes, tubing, sheets, etc.; Waterbury
I Manufacturing Company, brass parts';
iand the Noera Manufacturing Com-
jpany, hand pumps, oil cans, etc.

\A. E. Priest

j
Formerly with the Blaine Thompson

jAgency, Dayton, Ohio, is now asso-
iciated with Tuttle, Greensboro, N. C.

Notice!

Keep a file of your issues of

Advertising and Selling Fortnightly

At the eonchision of each vokime an

index will be published
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AKRON, OHIO
Is An Ideal Try-

Out Field

Its cosmopoli-

tan population

—the average

wage and sal-

ary being far

above that in

other cities of

its size, affords

the advertising

agency an op-

portunity to

place its client's

message before

various classes

of readers, in

which will be

found the par-

ticular element

t o w h o m it

wishes to ap-

peal.

The

Akron Beacon

Journal
Is so far ahead in circulation
that all doubt as to which
paper to use is automatically

removed.

Kc/'rcseiitrd by

M. C. WATSON
270 Madison Ave.

NEW YORK

STORY, BROOKS & FINLEY
Room 621, London Guarantee

Accident BIdg.

360 N. Michigan Blvd.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Eliminating Guesswork

in Merchandising

IT
is significant that one of the

fundamental reasons underlying
the growth of the United States

as an industrial nation is our insis-

tence upon knowing rather than

guessing. Patient research workers
in the chemical laboratories of our
manufacturing plants and technical

colleges have by their discoveries

made life better and easier to live.

Business men are coming more and
more to look upon the laboratory for

light on the problems of manufac-
ture, so that it seems quite in keep-

ing with the spirit of the times that

Filene's, the well-known Boston de-

partment store, some time ago es-

tablished a chemical laboratory for

the purpose of testing many of the

materials it merchandises.

Every part of the huge store uses

the services of the laboratory. The
restaurant makes daily tests of milk

and cream, while the garment shops
constantly determine the strength,

fastness, purity and other qualities

of the fabrics it makes up into

clothes. In fact, in the men's and
boys' shops all the garments are la-

boratory tested throughout. Prac-

tically everything sold in the baby
shops, from talcum powder to coats,

is first sent through the laboratory

so that its quality may be deter-

mined.
In Mai'ch of this year, the Filene

laboratory made 2138 tests, an aver-

age of about 85 analyses a day. Sam-

ples of merchandise are first lit

through an analytical test and tin

later a check-up is made with 'e

articles when they are deliveil.

The laboratory, located on the nf
of the store building, contains a 11

equipment of microscopes, chemal

balances, and other instruments )f

precision, and is under the supeii-

sion of an expert from the Maei-

chusetts Institute of Technology.

One of the most important pies

of apparatus is an abraisal or rb-

bing machine, which tests the wu-
ing qualities of a fabric by puttig

a piece of the cloth through exaly

the same experience it will encoui^r

in actual usage. In this way _ie

choice for materials that will rme

the best clothes for active youg-

sters is determined from kniffl

facts.

The laboratory tests materials ot

only for their wearing qualities, iut

for fading, washing, the effectflf

perspiration, sizing, weighting, n-

sile strength, waterproofing, shie.

mud spots, shrinkage, wool, cotn

silk, fiber, linen, camel's hair, thrdi

per inch, etc. This insures thath

store gets not only the best »'

merchandise for its customers, m

guarantees to the customer full v ue

for the money expended. It mins

the elimination of waste thrcgh

faulty manufacture and the creaing

of goodwill for a product throughhe

rendering of consumer satisfactin.
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Recently Published
*>)= *i=o

By Charles Austin Bates, New
fork.

—"Does Advertising Pay the

jnosunier?" Twenty-six short talks

in advertising, embodying fundamental
acts and aims. Price, 25c.

By American Newspaper Publish-
;bs' Association, New York.—"What
t Costs to Buy Space," by the Bureau
if Advertising in conjunction with
Editor & Publisher. Analysis of circu-

ations and rates of various newspap-
rs, trade and class publications, com-
)ared by market groups.

By Department op the Interior,
3ttawa, Canada.— Third Edition of

Compact Facts, Canada, 1924," by the
Statural Resources Intelligence Service.

Thirty-page booklet of skeletonized in-

formation relative to Canada's popula-

tion, finances, exports, agricultural and
mining production, etc.

By Domestic Distribution Depart-
ment OF THE Chamber of Commerce
|)F THE United States, Washington,
ID. C.—Leaflet explaining the activities

Ijf the Better Grocers' Bureau of the
'National Association of Retail Grocers.
irhe Bureau is described as "a compre-
lensive effort to develop and maintain
'a fundamental as well as advanced and
[specialized educational service for the
retail food distributing business."

'' By General Electric Company,
iSchenectady, N. Y.—"General Electric
'Publicity, 1924." A comprehensive
Ireview of the company's various phases
of advertising, accompanied by re-

iproductions, tables and graphs. The
jinain purpose underlying the book is to

'ihow that the many aspects of General
^Electric publicity are bound together
\by one common purpose—service to the

,

public. The contents page lists more
than twenty different forms of pub-
jicity which the company is engaged
lin developing. II14 x 14i/4 in., 110
Ipages, illustrated.

,
By New York Evening Journal.—

l"Sales, Manual of the New York Mar-
rket," a comprehensive and exhaustive
.analysis of the metropolitan market for
.«ales executives, advertising directors
'and advertising agencies. "The book is

[divided into three sections, one devoted
ito characteristics of population and the
[physical size of the market in compari-
Ison with others, one to merchandising
methods and accomplishments, the third
ito a tabulation of retail outlets. Tables,
[graphs and charts are given and a
routed list of all suburban towns and
^territory, to be used in conjunction with
a sales manager's map of the market
jiWhich accompanies the book.

f By Ben C. Pittsford Company, Chi-
Icago.—"Pittsford's Manual for Adver-
itisers." The buyer of printing and ad-
tvertising who seeks a basic knowledge
.of copy, type, layout, paper, etc., will
I'find it in comprehensive form in this
|handy volume of 224 pages, written by
•one who has had a quarter century
lexperience in the handling of type. It
jis thoroughly practical and should
prove of advantage to all who are in-

Iterested in improving the physical ap-
ipearance of their advertising and
jprinting. Will be sent to executives
land buyers of printing in Chicago who
[write for a copy on company station-
ery. 41/2 X 7 in., 224 pages, illustrated.

TOO BUSY TO COMPLAIN—
The Eastern farmer (of New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania and New England) gets very little

newspaper publicity for he goes on quietly pro-

ducing products for which he has an immediate
market.

He sells dairy products, fruit, garden truck, live

stock and poultry to nearby large cities—which ex-

plains why his average income last year was the

average for the entire country.

This market, whose products yearly total from
1% to two billions in value, is very responsive to

advertising. It cannot be adequately covered with-

out adding to your list RURAL LIFE and Farm
Stock Journal, which now has 80,000 subscribers

(and is increasing by four to five thousand each

month) and has a record of 43 years of service to

the farmers of this section. Member of A. B. C.

Rates are 50c. per agate line. 186 agate lines to

a column. Four columns to the page.

RURAL LIFE and Farm Stock Journal
8 North Water St. Rochester, N. Y,

THOMAS H. CHILD, Eastern Representalive. 1111 Fuller Bldg., New
Phone, Ashland 7725

HARRY R. FISHER, Western Representative. 700 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, lU.
Phone, Stale 4550
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c^/z Important Market

loi- Bathing Suits

The annual regatta at Biloxi, Miss., this year attracted crowds of

spectators. There were 49 different boats entered for the races,

making 12 different classes.

This part of the Mississippi Gulf Coast is the South's most beautiful and

popular water resort. Here, every kind of out-door sport is enjoyed prac-

tically all thru the year. And here is a ready market for all articles connected

with boating, fishing and swimming.

Bathing Suit Manufacturers, take notice! Use the advertising columns of the

Daily Herald and you will get immediate and profitable results.

The »Daily Herald
BILOXI MISSISSIPPI

Geo. W. Wilkes' Sons, Publishers

GULFPORT

Jewish Daily Forward, New York
Jewlali Daily Forward Is the world's largest Jewish
daily. A. B.C. circulation equal to combined totai

circulation of all Jewish newspapers published. A
leader in every Jewish community throuehout the
United States. A Home paper of distinction, A
result producer of undisputed merit. Carries the
largest volume of local and national advertising.
Renders efTi'dive merchandising service. Rates on
reQucst.

THE WORLD IN PHOTOS
Just added Burton Holmes, De Cou. and Hlne
criHertinns to my vast and rapidly grmving list

of subjects, making 1& 0,00 0. for house organs,
advertisements, magazines, trade papers, books.

EW1\G GALLO\%\\Y
lis K. 2Sfli St. Now Vorlc
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Display

Forms
for

ADVERTISING
AND SELLING
FORTNIGHTLY
close one week

preceding publica-

tion date.

Classified forms
close Saturday be-

fore date of issue.

Space reservations

for the August
27th issue must

reach us not later

than August 20th

and copy f o r -

warded at once
will help us give

you a good posi-

tion.

Classified Adver-

tisements for this

issue will be ac-

cepted August 23.

Advertising'
and Selling v!^

FORTNIGHTLY

52 Vanderbih Avenue

New York

The Trademark Clinic
(Letters that are addressed to Roy W. Johnson, Tradv^

mark Editor. Advertising and Selling Fortnightly, 52

Vanderbih Avenue, New York, asking specific trade

mark questions, will be answered promptly by ma='

By Roy W. Johnson

52 I
le- I

,il/

Bernakd L. Clark. New York—Are there
anv statistics available as to the value of
well-known trademarks? I recollect having
seen something of the sort in print, but
cannot locate it.

A trademark is of no value whatever

except in connection with the business

it serves to identify, and the moment it

is separated from the business it ceases

to exist as a trademark. The word
"Kodak," attached to a product of the

Eastman Kodak Company, is undoubt-

edly of considerable value, but the same
word attached to the product of any
other trader is worse than worthless be-

cause it is a fraud. It is as impossible

to place any separate valuation upon it

as it would be to appraise the "value"

of the signature of J. P. Morgan.
It is quite true that trademark rights

are sometimes appraised, but only

when the business is on the point of

changing hands or going into liquida-

tion, and then only as a part of the

general good will of the business. Oc-

casionally you see an item in a balance

sheet referring to "trademarks, patents

and good will," or something of the

sort, but the figures are purely arbi-

trary estimates to meet the exigencies

of bookkeeping. The usual practice is

to omit this item entirely, or to set it

down at one dollar. A trademark, in

other words, has no separate intrinsic

value, and it is futile to quote figures

which belong entirely in the realm of

metaphysics.

A. D. C, Minneapolis-—We are every year
originating special styles in garments to
which we give distinctive names—such aa
"Campus," "Sorority." and so on. All are
sold under the general trademark that
covers the whole line. We find that these
style names are being copied more or less.

and would like to know if there is any way
to prevent this, whether by registration or
otherwise.

If the style names are actually at-

tached to the garments, by labels or

otherwise, they are probably register-

able as trademarks. That will help to

remedy the situation to this extent,

that it will provide a somewhat better

position from which to inaugurate legal

action for infringement, and it may
possibly scare somebody off who would
otherwise be inclined to infringe. Other-

wise the situation will remain practi-

cally where it is now. In any legal ac-

tion, moreover, the question is likely to

arise as to whether these words are

trademarks (i. e., marks of origin), or

merely "grade marks" or "style marks,"
indicative of something aside from
origin. In all probability, I should say

that the best way to prevent the con-

fusion would be to abandon the use of

fanciful names entirely in this connec-

tion, and distinguish the styles in the

conventional way.

Generally speaking, there is nothin

to be gained by creating subordinat

trademarks for the different "models

or "styles" or "grades" in a particula

line, and it often causes a great deal o

trouble. It is likely to cause confusio

in the minds of the consuming publi

because, in place of a single distinctiv

mark of identification, there are pei

haps half a dozen different marks, an

different combinations of marks. A
of this makes the line harder to recog

nize, and increases the chances of ovei

looking the main trademark entirelj

Moreover, it increases the opportunitie

for infringement enormously, an

makes it necessary to defend half

dozen different positions at once.

The job of prosecuting infringers i

no holiday excursion, and is commonl

more expensive than most people iiti

agine, so that business men are wis

not to invite any more opportunitie

for it than are absolutely necessary,

have actually heard men claim that

reduplication of trademarks on th

same line of goods was a "safeguard.

It is just about the same sort of ;

safeguard that would be represented b;

an indefinite number of different per

sonal signatures at the bank. If ther

is one trademark and one only b;

which goods can be identified, it is com

paratively easy to distinguish the gen

uine. But if the number of genuini

trademarks is indefinite, who can tel

where to draw the line? Not the ordi

nary, casual consumer at all events.

Sometimes, of course, the use of sub

ordinate trademarks can scarcely bt

avoided. The National Biscuit Com
pany, for example, finds it necessary t(

give the public a means of identifyini

the particular kind of product that i:

wanted, as well as a general mark o1

origin, and it is advisable to use fanci

ful names which can be protected

Many other concerns are in a similai

position. But where it is possible t(

avoid reduplication it is wise to do so

especially when the subordinate trade-

mark is used in connection with a spe-

cial style of goods which may last nc

longer than a few years at the most.

There have been a number of case;

in which manufacturers have imaginec

that they were buying trademark

rights as a separate commodity, onb

to find that they had acquired nothing

whatever. And in many other cases

the purchaser of only a part of a busi-

ness has later discovered that instead

of being the exclusive owner of the

trademark, he was obliged to share the

use of it with the original proprietor.

I
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•*• honestly believe that we are on the
verge of a very successful organization
as we are rapidly reaching the point
where the textile men are coming to us,
I am quite sure that it is only a short
time "before we will make a glorious suc-
cess of D-13* and it should he a great
credit to you and your paper to he the
first to recognize the possibility and
give prominence to the report of its
daliberations.

"A committee for the standardization
of textile testing.

D-13—and T. W.
The above quotation is of interest

simply because it refers to a type of

editorial service, the significance of

which is not always appreciated by
advertisers.

This service is something more than

news service or technical service

—

both vital in themselves. It is a

service which attempts to lead the in-

dustry—to seek and find ways of

placing the industry on a higher,

more efficient basis. As in the case

mentioned above, industry is some-
times slow to grasp the importance
of new tendencies. It must be taught

—it must be guided.

That TEXTILE WORLD is able to

render this type of super-service

may be due to the bird's-eye view en-

joyed by its editors—perhaps it is

due to the make-up of the editors

themselves.

Whatever the case, it indicates that

TEXTILE WORLD is a power in

the textile industry—an important

factor in its development. As such

it has the admiration, respect and
CONFIDENCE of its readers.

This reader CONFIDENCE is

about the biggest thing TEXTILE
WORLD can offer to its advertisers.

lextileWoiM
Audit Bureau oj Circulations

Associated Business Papers, Inc.

334 Fourth Ave., New York

e^ti:
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I

Dealer's Display Cards
I That Get Used

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36
i

I

during transit or when it is at its

I

destination?

11. Will it be delivered at a time

when the dealer will be most in-

j
clined to use it?

12. Will the display be effective

without any need of extra window
trimming which the dealer may not

want to do?
13. Is the mailing list—dealers'

names and addresses— absolutely

correct?

14. If the display is expensive and
transferred from store to store, will

it withstand sunlight as well as

rough handling? Is it free from
' extraneous dingbats and doofiddles

which may be broken off or mis-

i placed?
I The manufacturer who can really

' put himself in the dealer's place is

the one who has the least trouble in

getting his displays put up and given

a fair run for their money.
! Such a manufacturer asks him-
; self: "Would I be glad to put that

display in my own store, if I had
one?"

If he is a real genius he is fa-

I miliar with the material being of-

fered to his dealers by other manu-
facturers, in other as well as com-
petitive lines, and the question may

,
then be : "Why should I put this sign

jup in preference to any others that
' were offered me this week?"

' /. B. Spafford

[
President of The Spafford Co., Inc.,

jBoston agency, has been elected vice-
ipresident and director of the Emerson
Shoe Company, Rockland, Mass.

\Post and Dispatch

I
Two Houston papers have been

jmerged and will be known as the Post-
Pispatch. The new paper will appear
jtnornings and Sundays. Ross L. Ster-
ling, who held the controlling interest
|in the Dispatch, heads the group who
jpurchased the Post from Roy G. Wat-
.ion. William P. Hobby, former gov-
j;rnor of Texas and publisher of the
iBeaumont Enterprise and Journal, is

bresident. Ray L. Dudley, president
[if the Gulf Publishing Company, is

tdso associated with Mr. Sterling.

'^endall Banning

Has been appointed vice-president
ind editorial director of Leslie-Judge
'ompany. New York, publishers of
'udge and Film Fun. He is also edi-

orial director and vice-president of
Jew Fiction Publishing Corporation,
ublishers of Snappy Stories and Live
'fories, and is editor of Pojndar Radio.

TheCHURCH
MARKET

The CHURCH DOES NOT CLOSE
When Business Slumps

SHE SPENDS $500,000,000 ANNUALLY

BUILDING—REMODELING—OUTFITTING
Churches — Parish Halls — Parsonages —

Parochial Schools

YOU, TOO,
CAN REACH THIS MARKET THROUGH

The EXPOSITOR
The Preachers" Trade Journal since 18'^'^

F. M. BARTON, PUB.
CAXTON BUILDING
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Chicago

:

37 S. Wabash
New York:
17W. 42dSt.

"J'S'-

BROWN'S DIRECTORY
OF

AMERICAN GAS COMPANIES
IS NOW READY FOR DISTRIBUTION

$10.00 a Copy

$7.50 to Gas Companies

ROBBINS PUBLISHING COMPANY
52 Vaiiderbilt Ave., New York City
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'lade to fit some one of the ten most

requently encountered types of

lale neck.

Before he gets through, those re-

ail salespeople know at least the

igh spots of the reasons why we
eel that our collar is entitled to

ireference. They are equipped to

elp the customer who comes in with

he common remark : "I wish I could

vear a Van Heusen collar, but they

ook rotten on me." The clerk now
hows him the style to fit his neck.

That is exactly how we are going

bout it, with all our classes of sales-

nen. In some classes we are, of

ourse, finding it easier to get re-

mits than in others. Some types of

itores are almost impossible to get

ly; others work well with the help-

ul salesman from our house.

And, as I said, we are doing noth-

ng radical or spectacular. We are

limply working with the stores

yhich will let us, and are doing it

hrough ou.- salesmen who have a di-

ect interest in up-grading the col-

ar, shirt, night-wear and under-

vear salesmanship of the folks be-

lind the counters.
' The astounding fact about it is

hat it pays us, despite the unpre-
entious scale on which we do it.

Uso, it pays our dealers.

•^impson Advertising Company
St. Louis, selected to direct advertis-

ng for the American Security Credit
'ompany, national protection service
or credits and collections, same city.

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^^^^^

'^acific Rural Press

San Francisco, commencing with is-

lUe of August 16, absorbed the circu-
lation of the California Farmer, Los
iVngeles, which it recently purchased.

A. H. Peck Company

I
Kalamazoo, Mich., is successor to

'eck & Staake, the latter having with-
rawn from the partnership.

^ illiam Karpen

1 Formerly Eastern advertising man-
j.ger of Radio Merchandising, New
,fork, is now associated with Davidson
[z Hevey, publishers' representatives,
lame city.

'{Advertising Men
•Honored by France

At a Paris banquet, attended by 700
|idvertising men, the French Minister
>»f the Interior presented the Cross of

I

he Legion of Honor to Jesse H. Neal,
iXecutive secretary of the Associated
lousiness Papers, Inc., and to H. H.
pharles, president of the Advertising
CAub of New York.

jBofcer Advertising Agency, Ltd.

I

Toronto, Ont., Canada, has been ap-
)ointed advertising counsel to Thos. J.

Lipton, Ltd., same city.

"The Dealers'Own Paper»

^^"
"The Dealers' Own Paper"-
shows a NET PAID circulation

of 4,924 in our June 30 state-

ment to the Audit Bureau of

Circulation — over 90 /C) to

building supply dealers!

BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS is

not only the leader — it's

traveling in a class by itself

—

far ahead of any competition.

If you'll give us the opportunity,

we'll show you that your adver-

tising in BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS
keeps you before a greater poten-

tial market than you can get thru

other sources with ten times our
circulation.

Will You Let Us Prove It?

BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS
A. B. C. 405 Old Colony Bldg., CHICAGO A. B. P.

More NET PAID Circulation than any other dealer paper in the building field.

Prestige
^Just as John Wanamaker and Marshall Field gained everlasting

Prestige as merchandisers, through Confidence and Service, so has THE
ROTARIAN gained Prestige in the advertising field by the same methods.

^ The success of THE ROTARIAN is really remarkable, but it owes its

success and Prestige entirely to a persistent and consistent eflfort to hold

the Confidence of its readers and advertisers by rendering real Service.

THE

Advertising Manager
Frank R. Jennings

221 East 20th Street

Chicago

ROTARIAN
Hie Magazine of Serviee

CHICAGO

Eastern Representatives:

Constantine & Jackson
7 West 16th Street

New York

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

Sabscriptlon price: 91.50 In V. S., Newfonndland, Cuba and other conntrlea to
TTtalch mlnlmnm postal rates apply; 91.75 In Canada) 92 In all other countries.

Published Monthly by Rotary international

Advertising- One of the Tools of Marketing

In order to accomplish its purpose, advertising must coordi-

nate with the entire selling plan.

.\ complete survey of marketing possibilities is a necessary

preliminary before an advertising campaign may be definitely

accepted.

We have no advertising agency affiliations. It is our function

to make marketing surveys independently and to recommend the

one best method in each instance.

FREDERICK A. HANN.\H AND ASSOCIATES
32 W. 40th ST.. NEW YORK
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Advertising Calendar

August 18-23—Milwaukee Graphic
Arts Exposition and Annual Conven-
tion International Association of
Printing House Craftsmen, Audi-
torium, Milwaukee.
August 26-2S—Annual Convention

National Council of Traveling Sales-
men's Associations, Hotel Pennsyl-
vania, New York.

September 17—Fall meeting. Inter-
state Circulation Managers Associa-
tion of Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Maryland. Delaware, District of Co-
lumbia and West Virginia, Hotel
Sylvania, Pliiladelphia.

September 22-25—Advertising Spe-
cialty Association Convention, Chi-
cago, 111.

Septbmbeir 29-OcTOBBm 1^—-First An-
nual Convention, Window Display
Advertising Association, Cleveland,
Ohio.

October 12—Financial Advertisers'
Association Convention, Richmond,
Va.

October 13, 14—Annual Conven-
tion and Exhibit, National Indus-
trial Advertising Association, Edge-
water Beach Hotel, Chicago, 111.

October 14—Meeting of Executive
Board, American Association of Ad-
vertising Agencies, Chicago, 111.

October 15, 16—Annual meeting,
American Association of Advertising
Agencies, Chicago, III.

October 16, 17—Annual Conven-
tion, Audit Bureau of Circulations,
Chicago, 111.

October 27-2S—National Conven-
tion, Mail Advertising Service As-
sociation. William Penn Hotel, Pitts-
burgh. Pa.

October 29, 30, 31—Annual Con-
vention of the Direct Mail Advertis-
ing Association, Pittsburgh, Pa.
November. 10-15—Second Advertis-

' ing Exposition. New York.
November 17-19—Annual Meeting.

Association of National Advertisers,
Inc.. .^mbassador Hotel, Atlantic City,
New Jersey.

The Editor will be glad to receive,
in advance, for listing In the Adver-
tising Calendar, dates of activities of
national interest to advertisers.

vormore & Knight Company
r'rovidence, have appointed as man-

osr of their Boston office Franklin L.
^rney, formerly with the Curtis Pub-
bing Company, Philadelphia.

nost, Landis & Kohn
i^ppointed national advertising rep-
ilentative for the Times-Journal, Sel-
il.Ala.

^1 iiith & Ferris

M jlios Angeles, will direct advertising
i the Sunset Specialty Company, au-

, tjnobile windshields.

•
I ,

,• ^exander F. Osborn

^ice-president in charge Buffalo of-
•

• ff, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, has
;. ^n elected a director of the Wildroot
• Minpany, Inc., hair tonic and liquid
• ' Simpoo.

Htajar & Provost

s the new name of The Capital Ad-
tising Company, New York. Per-

^Inel remains unchanged.

Proof that the

Gas Industry is Expanding

WUl Spend $100,000
New Manufacturing

Natural Gas

Spend $100,000 for
"Tains and ServicesJW

'Qv*'"^,

^*^' '•000.000 Ga.« pj
-f^o^'-* fi..

Cincinnati Utility Allowed

Exparu:

bv Coal On "' ^^'""'^d_ ^oai Uperaior.s

Colun
Supply Co., Cine

by the

L%0<^'

''"an
^'oft,

i9-l^

<^Ĉ s Sp

..u**-^ Y\»
'ti-^A^e Joi*rt.\^'=.

^^'•>f^>:l-^'

•5oo„
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\o^
,

''"^0

.4*-^^
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ConiiracV Service
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'ans B;
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,

turers'

W-
_TVie ^'stribu

THESE items were clipped from recent issues

of GAS AGE-RECORD. Each issue contains

similar items—construction and extension

items which record the unusual expansion of the

gas industry to meet an increasing demand for gas.

Not only is technical equipment to be bought, but
all the equipment that modern business uses is in

the budget. Money is to be spent. Put the mes-
sage of vour product before gas men in the GAS
AGE-RECORD. It is 99.47 ^o efficient (based on
total annual gas output of subscribers)

.

Gas Age-Record, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
The oiuy A. B. C. & A. B. P. paper serving this field

We also publish Brotvn's Directory of American Gas
Companies and the Gas Engineering and Appliance

Catalogue.

'Spohesi
P
khegc
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jQetters That Qome In

The ^Morning's ^Mail

Eaxl L. Hess, General Manager,
Detroit White I/<jad Works.

"I look forward to reading each issue

of the Fortnightly. I like the thorough-

ness of its articles and the crisp man-

ner in which they are written. They

are stimulating as well as substantial."

Advertising
and Selling ^

FORTNIGHTLY

Research in

Industrial Advertisiii;

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17]

the total acreage he calculates tit i

the "average" farm has 100 acis, i

just the right size for the sale if

farm lighting plants. He decideso

turn his selling and advertisg

effort on that state. Later he fils

that only one-quarter of the fans

are 100 acres or larger, and thatif

this number many already sec-e

electricity from central stations ^lo

have extended their lines to nil

districts. It also develops tha a

considerable percentage of the fa)is

are not occupied by owners but'V

renters. A person merely rentg

a farm is not especially interee'd

in spending a great deal of moy
to improve his landlord's propey.

The campaign in that territ-y

would naturally not be a suce s.

Failure would be due to two errc5;

first, false deductions regarding le

"average" farm; and second, le

lack of complete data on all esseral

phases of the subject.

I do not wish to minimize le

value of statistics by pointingto

such an example, but rather to n-

phasize the fact that statistics nst

be used with intelligence and s-

cretion. More advertising dohs

are probably wasted due to no any-

ses of the market being made tin

to false analyses. Particularly is

this true, I believe, of industrial'd-

vertising. The i-eason may be tit.

in so-called national advertising..ve

usually deal in larger sums, andJel,

that consequently more care nd:

study is required. This is no d'bt

true to a certain extent, but l)m

the consideration of advertising fli-

ciency the proper expenditure of

$100 is as important as the priei

expenditure of $1,000.

Accurate knowledge of the macet

is the first fundamental to succesf"'

advertising. It is the basis of

sales plan—the compass pointin

the true course. Without it, acei

tising is in exactly the same pren"'-

ment as a ship without a comi:??;

it may get there or it may r --

probably not. To carry the siiile

further, statistical research, byi

means of such methods as I ive

pointed out, will chart the 'ue

course of advertising just as tbold

mariners charted the seas by sejch-

ing for new lands.

C. J. Olloiidorf Company

Chicago, is to conduct adverliW

for the Witter Water Company, lea-

icinal mineral waters, that city.
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How Shall We Pay Our
Salesmen ?

IN
any one business there is usu-

ally one best way of paying sales-

men, states an interesting analy-

sis of the subject made by the Black-

man Company, New York, and issued

in folder form as part of a series

of copyrighted memorandums on

matters that are of interest to ad-

vertisers, present or potential. Ex-

plaining the reason for the issuance

[

I of the data, the folder enumerates

1
1 fifteen representative methods that

are in vogue for compensating the

field force. Leading advantages and

disadvantages are summarized. The
following suggestions are outlined:

If extremely enterprising and aggres-

sive salesmanship is required commis-
sion, bonus or profit-sharing arrange-

ments are advisable. These may either

be the basis of the plan or in addition

to a salary. In a lesser degree a prize

contest may serve to attract this type

of salesman.
Custom in the field will determine in

many employers' minds the methods to

be adopted. Yet this may easily be a

mistake. Salesmen often wish to go to

another field or to a new employer in

the same field largely because the

method of remuneration seems more
attractive.

In general the fewer the elements in

the remuneration plan the better. Com-
plicated plans which require elaborate

figuring do not seem to be favored by
the salesmen.

In the consideration of any plan

of payment, some of the points which

should be carefully considered are

:

Is the plan attractive enough to win
desirable recruits?

Will it hold good salesmen over a

period of years ?

Does it assure adequate coverage of

old trade?
Will it assure coverage of every

worthwhile prospective customer?
Does it insure adherence to the house

policies ?

Does it assure sufficient steady income
to prevent worry on the part of the

salesman ?

Is there proper reward for house
loyalty, good general business judg-

ment and length of service?
Does the plan assure proper selling

of various sizes and items in the line ?

Is the method of payment sufficiently

clear and clean cut?
Is there provision for prompt recog-

nition of any sudden growth in the
salesman's abilities?

Is there leeway for the house in case

general business conditions make high
remuneration impossible ?

' Ray D. Lillihridge, Inc.

I
Appointed advertising representatives

f of the O. K. Chick Hatchery, French-
town, N. J.

yptv Jersey Neivspapers. Inc.

Appointed M. C. Gilbert manager of
Philadelphia office, in the Wurlitzer
Building.

Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is 36 cents a line—6 pt. type. When larger

type is used charge is based on 6 pt. line space basis. Minimum charge $1.80. Forms close Saturday
noon before date of issue.

Business Opportunities

Ask for your copy of our Bulletin at

your home address. Harris-Dibble Com-
pany, 345 Madison Ave., New York City.

BUSINESS PAPER
This paper is not the only one in its field, and
It is not the leader. But it is regarded very
favorably by the field andihas considerable busi-

ness under contract. Present owners desire a

man who would be interested in purchasing an
interest and who has the ability to help develop
this paper. Address "A. M." Box 166, Adv.
and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.. New
York Citv.

Help Wanted

ADVERTISING AND SALES
PROMOTION MANAGER

High gra largespecialty shop
middle east town. .An applicant must have edu-
cation, culture and background of metropolitan
experience. Bo.x 164, -Advertising and Sellina
Fortnightly, 52 Vanijfrbilt Ave-, New York City

CIRCULATION MANAGER
A young man thoroughly familiar with every
phas ,vork. One

to get subscriptions. This position require
a man %vho has arrived but is looking for

large field. State age, experience, etc. to Bo
165. Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt .\ve
\ew York City.

To meet expansion needs we want an Assistant
.Advertising Manager. The man we seek must
be between the ages of 25-,^5 and have proved
his ability to successfully handle the position.
There is an unexcelled opportunity for the man
who qualifies. Address "Advertising Manager."
Box 170, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., New YnrU City.

Position Wanted

possessing more than the necessary qualifications
for a $,^,500 job. Does all hi.s sleeping at night.
Aged .^2. flood personality. "S. P.," 286 Fort
Washington Avenue, New York.

Position Wanied

ADVERTISING AGENCIES!
We serve through surveys and special investi-

gations^-dealers—consumers—industries. Wor-
cester or Worcester County or anywhere in

New England. Dependable research work.
Finkel Business Builders, 12 May, Worcester,
Mass.

ARTIST
All around man with ability for lettering, figure

and layout work, can also do retouching. De-
sires permanent position with chance to grow.
Have samples of mv work for vour inspection.
Am 26, married. Available at once. Box 169,
Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt -Ave.,

New York City.

EXECUTIVE
Broad general business experience of 15 years,
principally in advertising field. Thoroughly
grounded in merchandising and sales. Equipped
with the knowledge of the principles which
underlie successful business from experience as
agency manager, magazine business manager,
general manager of manufacturing concern, etc.

35 and married. Desire position where I can
make my own opportunity by demonstrating
my ability to solve problems and build for
organization success with vision and resource-
fulness. RH. Room 2003, 20 Broad St., New
York.

COPY AND LAYOUT MAN
I'm looking for a real opportunity. Am anxious
t(» connect with an agency in New Y'ork City.
Have had four years' experience at writing copy
and preparing lavouts. Box 17!, .Adv. and Sell-
ing Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

SOME WESTERN AGENCY
will be able to profit by the orders the doctor
gave my wife : "Go at once to where the air
is thin and dry." We're going.
I'm thirty, and have ten years' of real news-
paper and agency experience to offer. Am copy
chief in Middle West now. Let's talk it over I

Box 167, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., New York City.

Miscellaneous

For your little da.ughter—a cheerfully comfort-
able country home on the Sound. Excellent
schools nearby. Careful motherlv supervision.
Preliminary interview in New York. Cornelia
P. Lathrop, -42 Fifth .Ave., New York City.
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Advertisers' Index

[«]

Ajax Photo Print Co 60

Alexander Film Co 48

American Lnmbemian 60

American Photo Engraving Assn 67

Animated Products Co 44

Architectural Record, The 46
Automobile Trade Journal

Insert Bet. 42 and 43

m
Bakers Weekly 46

Barton, Durstine & Osborn. Inc 27

Beacon Journal, The 56
Boot & Shoe Recorder 60
Building Supply News 61

Business Bourse 52

Campbell-Ewald Co 9

Chicago Daily News 2

Chilton Company. .Insert Bet. 42 and 43

Christian Herald 10

Christian Science Monitor 31

Cincinnati Enquirer 41

Cram Studios, The 60

[d]

Daily Herald, The
Denne & Co., Ltd., A. J.

57

60

[e]

Economist Group 34-35

Expositor, The 59

[/]

Farm Journal, The 37

Federal Advertising Agency 33

Gagnier Stereotype Foundry 47

Galloway, Ewing 57

Gas Age-Record 63

Gatchell & Manning, Inc 62

Goode & Berrien, Inc 40
Grand Rapids Furniture Record 43

Gude Co., O. J Insert Facing 58

w
Hannah & Associates, F. A 46 and 61

Igelstroem Co., The J 46

Indianapolis News 4

Ingram, W. Scott 60

[i]

Jardine, W 60

Jewish Daily Forward 57

U]
Lillibridge, Inc., Ray D.

Insert Bet. 50 and 51

[m]
McCann Co., H. K 12

McGraw-Hill Co 7

Market Place 65

Morrison 47

M
National Miller 46

National Petroleum News 68

National Register Publishing Co 44

Nation's Business 6

New York Daily News 45

Normal Instructor and Primary Plans. 55

[o]

Oral Hygiene 54

[P]
PaschaU Co., I. F 54

Photoplay Magazine 38-39

Pittsford Co., Ben C 40

M
Quality Group, The 52

Radio Digest 53

Richards Co., Joseph 3

Rotarian, Tlie 61

Rural Life and Farm Stock Journal... 57

[«]

Schulze, Edward H 50

Selling Aid 47

Shaw, Keith 46
.Simmonds & Barrett Co 49

Standard Rate & Data Service 29

St. James Hotel 52

Superior Color Co 50

[«]

Thomas Publishing Co 43

Tanki Service Bureau 46

Textile World Insert Facing 59

True Story Magazine, The 8

Tuthill Advertising Agency 49

[«]
United Publishers' Corp 34-35

United Publishers' Corp., Automotive
Division Insert Bet. 42 and 43

Mathematics versus

Psychology
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32]

Beyond these fundamentals, there
are some incidentals that perhaps
are known

—

e.g., repetition in vari-

ous languages of the keynote to back
up the main point, rather than an
array of the largest number of

points; and e.g., the value of indi-

rection such as testimonials, refer-

ences; and e.g., language of asser-

tion put into relative classes, i.e.,

not putting the main claim into a

direct sentence as is ordinarily

maintained by "psychological ex-

perts" whose theories have never
been checked up by a single figure.

Put all of these fundamentals and
incidentals together, and the pub-
licity advertiser has a slight basis

upon which to begin to build his own
structure. But that structure can-

not be built upon set principles

which some mail-order men claim to

know from alpha to omega. The
mail-order expert must not presume
to know d priori, the kind of copy

needed by any particular advertiser;

on the contrary each campaign must
be a growth nurtured by experi-

ments with the particularistic ex-

periments of each advertiser.

CARE must be exercised by the

advertiser whose copy is de-

signed for other than exclusively

immediate results, not to exagger-

ate the pertinency of the lessons

taught in mail-order practice; for

in the latter the "offer" and the im-

mediate action are of overwhelming
importance and the ultimate effect,

while by no means a mere incidental,

applies more to the sale itself and

less to the copy than in the case of

so-called publicity.

Furthermore, every advertising

campaign means a new problem.

Even in the mail-order businesses,

there are only a few universal basic

factors, and for each mail-order busi-

ness, the years and years of tested

results present few ready baked

formulas. They present in large de-

gree only the method, by which the

advertiser can, with greater safety

and closer approximation to cer-

tainty, work out the kind of copy

that best fits in with his particular

business. He never reaches the

point where knowledge becomes fixed

and experiment ceases.

So, all the more on copy which is

designed only incidentally for an im

mediate record of effect (and mucl'

publicity cannot hope even for that)

the advertiser's problems are indi

dividual.
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The Birth of the Best Seller
By James ^^len

EORGE DU MAURIER,
author of the immortal

"Trilby" and "Peter

Ibbetson" was the in-

ventor of the "best

seller" among books.

Du Maurier had the felicity to be

an accomplished artist as well as a

spinner of yarns.

"Trilby" caught the fancy like a

new fashion, when it appeared with

Du Maurier's illustrations. The story

was serialized in Harper's Magazine.

The speedy acceptance of "Trilby"

was due in large and certain meas-

ure to the pictures which illustrated

the text. And so the best seller was

born. Folk have not changed greatly

since Du Maurier's boutonniere and

diamond days. I predict that all live

publishers will soon return to his

way of winning the readers' market.

With our electrical methods of

distribution a picture on the artist's

easel may gladden the eyes of mil-

lions within a fortnight. An idea

conceived on Monday can be a living

thought of the masses by week-end.

Any picture thrown off by brush,

pen or pencil may be reproduced

with absolute fidelity and amazing

rapidity. The photo-engraving pro-

cess resolves thought into action

like a vitalizing chemical.

George Du Maurier evidently be-

lieved that "Your Story in Picture

Leaves Nothing Untold." Alert busi-

ness men and publishers are using

more and better engravings.

In a little booklet for the Amer-
ican Photo-Engravers Association, I

tell you how the engraving craft is

protecting your interests. Ask your

engraver or the American Photo-

Engravers Association for a copy of

"Tlje "[{elighti'd Lamp oj Taid "I^vere."

AMERICAN PHOTO^ENGRAVERS
©ASSOCIATION©

GENERAL OFFICES * 863 MONADNOCK. BLOCK CHICAGO
Copyrighted ijl^. American Photo-Engravers A-iSOciation



Circulation /^^
more than doubled /'^a.m 4 years /a^^^^ /

-now.the greatest
paid-if\- advance 1

^^m / circulation ever in

'

"-->!? / the oil industry

-12t500 paid copies
every week freaching oil

executives everywhere- / -?^»5p

__^ -and not a Single

^^^ subscription even
J?*^***/ one day in arrears

NATIONAL PETROLEUM
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HOUSTON. TEXAS
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he American Medical Profession"; "It's Easier to Fight the House than
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"Advertising Costs Per Sale:-

ADVERTISERS who check up on results remain in

^ business and grow. Such advertisers don't buy

mere areas of space, nor mere numbers of circulation.

They buy advertising effectiveness as measured in re-

turns upon their advertising expenditures.

With them advertising is an investment; they adver-

tise in the mediums that most effectively reach the great-

est number of financially competent consumers in any

given community—and they judge effectiveness by

results.

That is why The Chicago Daily News, year by year

and by increasing margins, leads the Chicago daily

newspaper field in the volume of display advertising

printed. In the first seven months of 1924, for example,

The Daily News printed 8,873,042 agate lines of display

advertising—a gain of 199,136 lines over the same period

of 1923—as against 6,766,953 lines—a gain of 65,515

—

published by its nearest competitor, a morning news-

paper.

The 400,000 circulation of The Chicago Daily News
—approximately 1,200,000 daily readers—is concentrated

94 per cent in Chicago and its nearby suburbs. More-
over, the circulation of The Daily News is a Iiome cir-

culation, and it enters into the daily life of the great

majority of financially competent households of its com-

munity.

These are among the "reasons why" it is favored by

experienced and successful advertisers.

The CHicag'o Daily News
First in Chicago

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
_

Publishod every cither Wednesday by Advertising Fortnightly, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New Yorl<, N. Y. Subscription price $2.00 I'

year. Volunie 3. No. D. Kntered as second class matter May 7, l'J2.i, at Post Office at New York under Act of March 3, 1''
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Page 5—The News Digest

J.'V. Davidson

lor six years with tlie Butterick
Pilishing Company has joined the

acsrtising department of The People's

Hie Journal to represent it in New
Erland and New York City.

T.'tnas A. Brennan
esigned as advertising manager,

Ai!rican Sugar Refining Company to

b^'me associated with J. Alexander
Li;ett, producer of industrial films,

14i Broadway, New York.

•j}^. Sanger

j'ho since 1917 as Trade Commis-
siier of the United States Depart-
mlt of Commerce in nearly a score of

thi countries of South America, the

Fi East and Australasia, specialized

or advertising, merchandising and
nespaper investigations, announces
hi resignation from Government serv-
ici'and his return to the advertising
fie on September 1 as vice-president
of he Foreign Advertising & Service
Bi'eau, Inc., New York.

D. Lillibridgp, Inc.

le Worthington Pump & Machinery
)oration, New York, have placed
advertising with Ray D. Lilli-

je, Inc., New York.

T/j Rotarian

Imounces the appointment of How-
ar(I. Shaw formerly with Lorenzen &
Tbnson, Inc., as special advertising
rejesentative covering mid-west terri-
toi with offices at Chicago.

Frl;lerick H. Hahn
|is resigned from the New York

offl' of the Curtis Publishing Com-
pa • to become secretary of the Percy
Gajlner Corporation, manufacturer of
na ow fabrics, Newark, N. J., effective

flijry J. Devinc
^ the Photocraft Company. Cleve-

lat|, elected chairman of the Commer-
cia Section of the Photographers As-
so^ tion of America at their annual
coilention held in Milwaukee this
mo|h.

Afalachian Publishers, Inc.

.
'Jtinson City, Tenn., new organiza-

'1" purchased on August 12 the
' h nicle Publishing Company and
thi'News Publishing Company, pub-
''s rs, respectively of the Chronicle
anj Staff, and the Evening News.
Ih^two last-named papers have been
"lyed and are now known as the
t>J{-Neios, to be published afternoons,

: the Chronicle will continue as a
ing daily. The three papers will
ublished as one on Sundays and
be known as The Johnson City
nicle, combined with the Staff and

th( Vews.

The Thumbnail
Business Review

OPTIMISM increases as fundamental
conditions continue to improve.

Commodity prices are strengthening, led

by the grains. Mercantile houses are pre-

paring to go after more business in the

grain-growing States. The buying power
of the farmer, for the country as a whole,

depends more on corn, however, than on
any other agricultural staple. A good
com crop 'means increased prosperity for

the farmer, everything else being equal.

The outlook for cotton is favorable.

C Tlie steel industry recovers slowly.

Rolling mill operations are increasing and
structural steel shipments continue to be
the mainstay of operations. Pig iron pro-

duction also shows betterment. Prices of

steel and steel products are holding firm.

Some consumers seem willing to close on
their fourth quarter business. Improve-
ment in the automobile industry, while
not general, is significant. A few plants

are operating on high production
schedules. The tendency for most makers
at this time is to produce as nearly in

ratio with- demand as possible.

C Car loadings reached a new high figure

for the year during the week ended
August 2. Tliis would appear to mark
the long expected turn for the better in

railroad freight traffic. Coal movement,
lethargic at present, should be stimulated
with the approach of colder weather. Oil

output is increasing, while the surplus of

gasoline stocks is lower than it has been
in four months.

C Mail order and cliain store sales are

higher. Better sentiment is reported from
every section of the country. Retailers

appear interested in replenishing their

shelves, but there is no indication of an
orgy of buying. Prices of all products
are generally approaching a better rela-

tionship. Could this condition be attain'?d

and maintained, then there would be no
question of a genuine prosperity.

Alex Moss.

E. L. Kemnitz
Formerly with the Howard G. Car-

nahan Company, Chicago, III., has
joined the sales staff of the American
Colortype Company, Chicago.

De Forest Radio Tel. and Tel. Co.

Wm. H. Ingersoll, General Sales
Manager, De Forest Tel. and Tel.
Company, Jersey City, N. J., writes the
Fortnightly that the advertising of
this company will be placed through
George Batten Company.

C. Louis Wilson

Has resigned as Sales Promotion and
Advertising Manager of Cohn Himmel
and Company, Buftalo, N. Y., to operate
his own advertising agency. He will
continue to handle the account of his
former connection.

Lucien M. Brouilefte

Chicago, 111. Will conduct advertis-
ing for Jefferson Electric Manufactur-
ing Company, same city.

George W. Edivards & Co.

Grosvenor L. Ball, formerly Adver-
tising Manager of the Welsbach Com-
pany, and Nelson Eddy, formerly of
the Copy Department of the J. H.
Cross Company, have joined the copy
staff of George W. Edwards & Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa. Raimon B.
Havens will take charge of the pro-
duction department September 1.

John Bachmann Company
Chicago, Manufacturers of the

Herald B. Pipe will advertise through
living F. Pasehall, Inc., same city.

Arthur Nowell
Commercial artist, has joined Retlaw

Visualizations, New York. Mr. Nowell
was connected with Fairchild Publica-
tions for about ten years, latterly in

charge of the Advertising Service De-
partment.

Extension Magazine
Charles F. Bouldin Co., Los Angeles,

appointed Pacific Coast represen-
tative for Extension Magazine.

Douglas C. McMurtrie, Inc.

Douglas C. McMurtrie has resigned
as sales manager of the Conde Nast
Press at Greenwich, Conn., and in con-
junction with several associates will

open a plant at 240 West 40th St., New
York. The new company will be
known as Douglas C. McMurtrie, Inc.

Of this company Mr. McMurtrie will

be president; Mr. Arthur Wiener, pres-
ident of the Atlantic Book and Art
Corporation, New York City, will be
secretary and Mr. LeRoy Latham,
president of the Latham Litho ami
Printing Company, Long Island City,

will be treasurer.

Good Housekeeping
William E. Cameron, forrserly of

N. W. Ayer and Son has been ap-
pointed Sales Promotion Manager,
Good Housekeeping Magazine, to suc-

ceed Arnold W. Rosenthal, recently
deceased.

[additional news on other pages]
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This catalog, issued by the National Screw and Manufacturing Company,
Cleveland, is a reference book of practical utility to purchasing agents and
engineers, designed to U'ithstand hard and constant use and to make a good

impression upon buyers. For these reasons Cantine's "Jshokan" No. 1

Enameled Book Stock was used. It won the Cantine prize for June. Printed

by the Stafford Press Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

IF you can't sell to the capacity of your plant—
at a profit, at least sell to the limit of the

possibilities!

Back up the calls of your salesmen by "calls"

diredl by mail, to the point where Cost exceeds
Results.

Printed matter intelligently planned and well
executed, on paper that is worthy of being your
messenger— Cantine's Coated Paper—will help

to put bigger figures on your balance sheet, in

black ink.

Sample book and details of our monthly prize-honor con=
tests for skill in advertising and printing, free upon request.

Ask any Cantine paper jobber, or address The Martin
Cantine Co., Saugerties, N. Y., Dept. -w

Can FOLD ASHOKAN Esopus Velvetone LithoCIS,



Nearly a Million

Dollars a Day

Steel Fmi naces in Brazil
The future holds great promise for Brazil
as a producer of electric steel. She pos-
sesses an abundance of high-grade iron ore,
manganese and hydro-electric power sites.
For the present she must import the equip-
ment necessary for working this industrial
field.

THE Latin-American coun-
tries bought 139 million dol-

lars' worth of industrial

equipment, materials and supplies
from manufacturers in the United
States during the first five months
of 1924.

This is at the rate of nearly a

million dollars a day.

This figure does not include our
exports of non-industrial materi-
als, such as clothing, foodstuffs,

etc. It represents money spent
for industrial equipment, mate-
rials and supplies only.

A few of the items included in

this figure are: $586,503 for steam
boilers, $76,275 for steam engines,

$73,100 for steam turbines, $443,-

733 for internal combustion en-
gines, $361,227 for Diesel and
semi-Diesel engines, $1,080,191
for sugar mill machinery, $378,926
for textile machinery, $839,737
for refrigerating and ice-making
equipment, $1,207,557 for power
pumps, $702,340 for leather and
rubber belting, $2,044,905 for min-
ing equipment and supplies, $1,-

256,103 for motors, etc., etc.

The 8,000 men who spend 90 per
cent of this money read Ingenieria
Internacional — the leading en-
gineering and industrial publica-
tion in the Spanish-reading coun-
tries.

Ingenieria Internacional is pub-
lished monthly and is printed in

Spanish—the language of the men
it serves.

TliB li McUraw-Hill cnt-lnecring. industrial

atnf merchandising publications serve the men who
iiiiv In the following fields:

Kirctrical: Electrical World, Electrical Merchan-
.lisiiit^. Klectrical Retailing, Journal of Electricity.

fiimlrurtim and Civil Enatnemiig: Engineer-
irit: .Ni'W.s-Record,

Miiiitio: Engineering & Mining Journal-Press.
Coal Age.

Trattaportation: Electric Railway Journal, Bus
Transportation.

Indmtrial: American Machinist, Industrial En-
gineer, Power. American Machinist (European Edi-
lionl. Chemical & Metallurgical Engineering.

Enitinefring in Spatiish-Speakino Countriia:
- al.

Ingenieria

Internacional
,1 MiCrii-.i'-lhll PiMi.filmi

Tenth Avenue at 36th Street, New Yorlc
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Another link

in the chain of evidence that People

are just—People*

And that the

Mass-Class argument is no longer de-

batable*

Ti*ue Story
Magazine
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Highway Lighthouses are

continuously signalizing the

main trunk highways of the

country at points officially

approved by the respective

StateHighway Commissions.

These main arteries carry the

bulk of the nation's interstate

and national motor travel

^

^afety Trrails in thelVest^
THE mountainous character of the Rocky Mountain

States makes Highway Lighthouses doubly appreciated

by the motoring public. The operation of flashing Highway

Lighthouses in these states illustrates the national character

of the A. G. A. organization.

Highway Lighthouses have been located first on the

roads leading into Denver, Salt Lake City and similar im-

portant centers. The plan also mcludes the continuous

signaling of the main trunk highways of these states.

The picturesque scenery in these states, together with

points of national interest such as Yellowstone Park, is

attracting increasing thousands of motorists from all parts

of the country.

These highways afford an exceptional opportunity for

effective outdoor advertising, at the same time rendering a much

needed public service in your name.

Highway Lighthouse Company
100 East 42nd Street New York

ADivision of TheA. G. A.Company, Elizabeth, New Jersey

IIGHWAY LIGHTHOUSES RENDER A PUBLIC SERVICE IN YOUR NAME
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iMan provides the dollars—
but woman divides them

Her job of using them to feed, clothe and house the family is really harder than earning

them, because

—

To buy wisely she must understand the economy of commercially prepared foods and

of mechanical devices which save money by helping her do her own work or by reduc-

ing the number of servants she must hire. She must know much about fabrics and

their care ; about house furnishings and kitchen "tools".

Most women have little or no training for this difficult job when they marry. Many

are content to buy hap-hazard

—

But more than 600,000 keen, intelligent, progressive homemakers eagerly "go to school"

with ^Modern 'Vriscilla; finding in its editorial pages, and in the services of the House-

keepers at the Proving Plant, the help they need to become better Purchasing Agents

— to increase the buying power of their dollars by more intelligent spending.

And these women— a market worth cultivating—can be economically reached through

the advertising pages of The Trade Paper of the Home.

SMODERN <J>RISCILLA

New York

The Trade Paper of the Home

BOSTON Chicaj
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THE Window Display Adver-
tising Association, which was
organized in Cleveland in

March of this year, will hold its

first annual convention at the Ho-
tel Statler, Cleveland, September
29 to October 1. The association

is a departmental of the A. A. C.

of W. In addition to the many
addresses that will feature the pro-

gram, a series of demonstrations
will be held in dummy windows,
erected in the convention hall.

Dr. F. H. Peck, manager of pro-

motion and publicity, E. R. Squibb
& Sons, and president of the asso-

ciation, will preside at all ses-

sions. Among the speakers are
George A. Smith, director of win-
dow displays for the United States
Rubber Company; Carl Percy and
Arthur Freeman. Martin L. Pierce,

merchandising and research ex-

pert of The Hoover Company, will

deliver the annual banquet ad-

dress.
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ANSWERING THE BANKEI

X-iAST summer an executive

of this company was called to

New York in order that he

might make available, in the

service of an eastern client,

experience gained in the study

of the fundamental marketing

problems of Pacific Coast food

products.

A portfolio of charts which he carried with

him told the facts very much as a military tac-

tician's maps tell the story of a battle.

On the train he met a banker— an affable,

conversational banker, a man with the banker's

characteristic appetite for facts. The banker had

to render a decision on an application for

credit made by a Pacific Coast producers' co-

operative association and he wanted to know

—

a lot of things. Our executive told him what

he could. In the end the banker ran off with

the charts and gorged himself for two days

with what he declared to be the most com-

plete collection of fundamental data on the

economics of the Pacific Coi

food products industry whi

had ever come to his attentic

And the rest of the trip

registered astonishment tl

he should have discovered tis

sort of data in the hands of i

advertising agency executir.

There is nothing partic-

larly surprising about it. The data assembli

in these charts represented four years of woi

undertaken not with a view to compilii

"scenery" to be used as a background for sol

iting new accounts, but to eliminate guesswo

in the recommendations which we are caE

upon to make to all our food product clien

Because we possess this sort of data on mc

basic industries, we are able to start considerat

ahead ofscratch on practically every job that con;

into the shop. It is this sort of data, and the poJ

of view which it indicates, that we believe c

make the advertising service of this compa:

of profit to your business.

THE H.K.M^CANN COMPANY!
cJd))ertisin^

NewYork Cleveland

Chicago Los Angeles

San Francisco Denver

Montreal Toronto

i

'I
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For a Return to Sanity

in Fall Buying
By Frederick W. Nash

HE livest question for the

sales manager this fall is : How
ban I help to get retail buying

to normal?
am for tackling it at full

with the clear, cold light

^ason and education. I am
"o, drilling your sales force

n a squad of educators who
VI present the case for the

1 of reason. I hope all sales

iwagers will combine this fall

mi this policy. Let the re-

a'r and the wholesaler both

;)ejnown the fundamental facts

rf ae situation; let the manu-
falurer take his own medicine
?a,mtly, and then perhaps we
aiswing the situation back to

aai;-headed sense.

atailers, wholesalers and
fninufacturers are going
ithiugh an important change
(in'usiness practice and phil-

j38i,hy at present, and it is

Vit; that the outcome should

bei^und and not unsound. The
so-illed hand-to-mouth buying
phiomenon), which we see

eviA'where, not only among
ret lers but among whole-
sai-s and manufacturers as

we is the outstanding fea-

tuji of this change.* It is far-

,

'f also "I.=i Hand-to-Mouth Buv-
T' If to Stay?" by Kenneth M.

Advertising and Seixinc
TiTLr. May 21. 1924 and

' I Js the Answer to Hand-to-
'}" 1 Buying?" Advertising and
oET NO Fortnightly, June 18, 1924.

reaching, drastic. It is creating
dissatisfaction and unrest, but in

my opinion it is healthy insofar as

it will ultimately reach a sane and

Mr. Nash, lum- nith Mvrrill. Lynch
and Company, hankers, icas formerly
in charge of sales jor H. J. Heinz
Company, trhiickle Brothers and

Thomas J. Lipton

intelligent balance in purchasing.

To grasp what all the shooting is

for one must understand that the
deflation period left some very deep

scars and made a profound im-
pression. It showed up the
folly of large inventories, the

error of speculation to an un-
due degree and pointed defi-

nitely to the greater wisdom
of maintaining liquid assets in

cash form instead of piling

them up on an inventory. From
coast to coast, therefore, we
have seen hundreds of thous-

ands of retailers and thousands

upon thousands of wholesalers

and manufacturers pressing

down with tenacity on pur-

chases, and thus swinging the

pendulum quite to the opposite

extreme of its position before

the deflation period, when pur-

chases were too free.

We see today retailers
whose regular practice was
to purchase an article in

4 doz. lots buy now in dozen

lots. Wholesalers who bought
in lots of 100 now do not buy
over 25; manufacturers who
purchased three months' sup-

plies ahead bring down their

purchases to a two weeks'

basis. We have had, in fact,

a chain of repression of or-

ders; a repression which I

firmly believe is one of the

major explanations of present
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slackened business. This chain leads

to the door of the primary producer,

and he has been suffering the kick

and holding the bag.

NOW, rightly interpreted, this

situation represents a radical al-

teration of business psychology from
an over-optimistic to an over-pessi-

mistic frame of mind; from a posi-

tion of being "long" on the market
to a position of selling "short" on

the market. In other words, it is

my contention that, having been

reprimanded by bankers and disci-

plined a few years ago by their own
losses for speculating more than was
sound in materials and stocks of

goods, business men turned about

and made a dire resolve to reform,

but have thoroughly overdone it.

What is more, they have jiggled

themselves into another equally

speculative position, but this time

on the other end of the market.

Wholesalers and manufacturers who

are selling goods today without ade-

quate stocks to fill such ordei^e are

actually speculators in the same
sense that they were speculators

when they oi'erbought. It is today

merely a difference in their position

on the market. They went "long"

before; they are selling "short" now.

Let me make this clearer. There
are plenty of wholesalers, as well

as manufacturers, today accepting

orders for immediate delivery who
have actually not got the material

in hand to fill these orders. They
sell goods before they have bought;
they want to do business by stand-

ing regular busineiss principles up-

side-down; by doing without normal
working capital. Priding themselves

on conservatism, they are, neverthe-

less, in a speculative position, cannily

and inconsistently arguing to them-

selves that we are on a falling mar-

ket and that in being short of goods

they cannot go wrong. But this is

just the "old dope" by which spec-

ulators fool themselves. Losses
i

the basis of this short-selling methl

are occurring constantly, indicati;

that whether we sell short or lo;

speculation is speculation anyh;
and always a risk. They wait uij

the last minute to place orde

make temporizing excuses to ci-

tomers, and are losing orders aj

disgruntling customers in con-

Quence. Many retailers are beitj.

asked for certain articles, claim tV
are "just out" and lose sale afj

sale. They inconvenience custorafl

and also seriously antagonize cq

sumers of well known brands,

blame the manufacturer for his goj|

not being available. This evil is qi(

as pronounced with wholesalers

with manufacturers and makes bd

ness at the present time difikil

costly and annoying. We are ml
ing up-hill with the brakes set tigl|

how can buisiness be anything

slow and jerky?
[CONTINUED ON PAGE (f

A Showroom Store That Teache-

Merchandising Principles

IN
marketing lamps and lighting

equipment, the biggest task of

the electrical industry is to edu-

cate the public in the proper and

adequate use of light. While this is

being done effectively through adver-

tising and educational work, it is

the dealer who is in position to ac-

complish the most good in this direc-

tion, for he comes in actual contact

with the consumer. However, before

the dealer can educate the customer,

he must himself be made familiar

with the principlei-! of good lighting

and be taught the fundamentals

underlying the successful merchan-

dising of electrical goods. With
these objectives in view the National

Lamp Works of the General Electric

Company has built a modern elec-

trical store at Nela Park, Cleveland,

where correct lighting and the mer-
chandising of lamps is demonstrated.

At one end of the showroom there

has been erected a store front ex-

terior of brick work which frames a

model show window. This window
is equipped with an elaborate light-

ing system which permits of a large

number of novel and attractive light-

ing effects. Some forty switches are

necessary to control the circuits, and

it is therefore possible to experin'it

with settings and window displ'-

so that effective lighting arraie-

ments can be determined.

At the other end of the shownm

a store interior, with show ca.s,

fixtures display booth, counters id

shelves, as they would appear imn

actual store. A complete stockJf

appliances, fixtures and lamps is tr-

ried, permitting experimentatiorin

display. Visiting retailers are tis

enabled to carry away with tlw

ideas and information on lighlig

that prove of the utmost valuein

their relations with the consume
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An Open Letter to the

American Medical Profession

VHEN the medical so-

cieties adopted their

rule prohibiting ad-

vei sing, all advertising was
chilatanery, and the adopted

rul an excellent and ethical

jal?uard thrown around the

pnession. The science of

me.cine is daily evolving; it

ha: made considerable prog-

res in the last fifty years.

A ictor who practised today

as lie did fifty years ago
wold be a back number, and
his! patients would quickly

:oiJgn him to oblivion.

't the medical rule pro-

hilJing advertising on the
--' nf the profession takes

jiiizance of the fact that,

(i therapy has been in the

[ffJi'ss of rapid evolution, so,

tonhas advertising. It is a

L ry back to those days
iilvertising was simply
ihod of mulcting the

decades ago patent
lie barons saw in ad-
ng only an excellent

iiiity to disport the

virtues of their nos-
I s in the public prints,

rht gullible public believed
-:;d bought. Other charla-
;ai} advertised "steel engrav-
ngj of George Washington
'oija dollar," and sent the
mljppy buyer a two-cent
sta.p. Still others, more
:ur;ing and rascally, showed
et;of living room furniture
'e>^:tly like illustration,"

)nid at ridiculously low fig-

irt^ They lived up to their
*'oj, in a measure, when
hej forwarded a toy set of
'uiniture which, truly
sna^h, was the exact height
'f lie picture in the adver-
isfjient.

Ijigs worn to cure rheu-
naum, electric belts, electric in-
'olj for sore feet, bust developers
incia thousand and one nostrums
mij quack devices were the eai-ly
'iij to take advantage of the op-
)oi]inities afforded through adver-
isSj.

1e great merchants at first re-

Beware of Fat
olifc. And

congratulate yourself. Probably

in ten knows what his proper weight should be

nor rcaliKs bow imporunt it is to maintain

that weight.

What is the right weight' Experts who have

studied the subject of weight in its relation to

health tell us that the weight tables generally in

use are misleading. They give only average

weights, which are the compxisite of the good

and the bad. These averages have been assumed

to be the correct weights. As a matter of fact,

they are not.

Fat is dangerous—a definite men
this is why: People who drag masses of flesh

around are putting a stniin upon their vital

organs. High blood pressure, trouble wuh
heart, kidneys or lungs often follow along in

the train of excessive weight. The he^irt has to

work extra hard pumping blood to tissues that

the body net'er waj mtamtohave. The digestive

tract has a remorseless burden put upon it trying

to dispose of needless food. An eminent

specialiet says that ID at least 40 'Tc of the cases-
fat IS the predisposing cause of diabetes.

well to weigh five or tea

iverage weight for your

But from 30 on, the best weight

;o*^ less than the average. At
I women are at their best when
siderably below the average for

Uptotheageof

:

pounds more than the

age and height

age 50. men ai

they weigh ct

their height.

The reason is simple : The extra weight in earlier

years is needed to give the body plenty of build-

ing material and to fottify it against tuberculosis

and other infections to which young people are

particularly subject. When we are older and

food for growth is not needed, there is no longer

any advantage in carrying the heavi

Stop and think of the six oldest people you kr

The chances ate they arc not fat. Life ]

statistics have proved that as a rule the fat 1

live TO be really old men and women.

the better part (

thatfj

Remember, prevcntic

reducing- But if you
have heart trouble or any of the disease;

induces—what are you to do about it?

Do not take any "fat reduo

advice of your physician,

viciously harmful and rec

your pocketbook. Have yo

whether there is anything wi

with you physically. Someti

gbndular disturbances will c;

fat.

uce nothing

ir doctor find

I burden of

Overweight is not always di

to overeating. Exercise does not ^ ^- i-'- r.

always reduce. But QO times out "^ ,' 4-

of 100 the trouble is too tnuch /'
and too nch food and too little >v:

exercise. If you are overu'eight
f ;,_,,,

do not let laziness or complacency t j^'r
,,

permit you to remain fat. Begin ^,^£^." -

:o reduce right now. ^^'^<

PuHishedby ..:'_-

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY-NEW YORK
higitn in IJW WorW, More Asjelj, Morf Pohcy)vAdm. Mor* /nsunWK. inforct.Uort i\ew fruurunc* cathjtar

SHALL the medical profession advertise? has
been a moot question for years. In the

Fortnightly for July 30 we took occasion to

comment editorially on the fact that a recent
issue of a medical publication advocated the
preaching of public health—by advertising. A
decided step has already been taken in this

direction by life insurance companies and other
institutions which, through dignified and ethical

advertising in newspapers and periodicals, are
doing an effective work in the teaching of
health principles. The article which we pub-
lish on this page to appear in the September
issue of the Medical Pocket Quarterly, has been
sent to us by Dr. A. Sartorius, editor of that
publication. We agree that the writer has made
out a strong case for collective advertising on
the part of the medical profession.

fused to advertise, except to men-
tion the name of their store. A. T.

Stewart's first advertisement read:
"The public is invited to inspect
some Irish linens at the store of A.
T. Stewart." But advertising today
is not the advertising of fifty, or
even twenty-five, years ago.

Doctors used to use leeches

to draw the sickness out with
the blood.- Today the prac-
tice is not only condemned,
but where would you go to

buy the leeches? Advertis-
ing has kept apace with medi-
cine in improving its standing
and is now deserving of re-

spect; but medicine refuses
to recognize the advancement
of advertising. Why? The
ethical code of medicine pro-

hibits it. Again, why?
The question is: Has the

doctor anything to sell that
will do the buyer good? I

think so. The physician sells

health, the most valuable
thing in the world, without
which all other possessions

become as ashes in the mouth
or as sand in the boots.

Health is the doctor's stock

in trade. His therapy, his

medicine, his instruments,
his special systems, are but
tools he uses for the health
of his patient.

Without advertising, the
doctor sits in his office, await-
ing the call of the person
who has so outraged kind
nature that she has turned
upon him and with her sharp
warning signals given him a
dig in the middle conscious-

ness to the effect that some-
thing is wrong. All too often
this warning signal comes too

late; or at least it is recog-

nized too late by the lay per-

son to whom nature is a

creature from a strange and
far country.

Out of a hundred and
twenty millions of folks, the

doctor gets as his patients the

one million who are actually

suffering from a disarrange-

=^ ment of a sort, and this one
million should have been

treated a year ago. before nature
actually warned that something was
wrong.
At the moment there are ten mil-

lion persons in this country who
should tomorrow have a physical ex-

amination ; and of this number a

million will be found to be suffering

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 58
|
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THEY might have shown hands, iintoiled

in immaculate surroundings. Instead

the makers of Jergens Lotion wisely chos<

hands that iron, pot plants, wash dishes, baki

and perform iiunimerable household tasks l(

ilhistrate their current advertising. Thu
they widen their market to include th'

woman who works—as well as the womai
who is waited upon.
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4ore Bread and Butter Prohlems

)f a Sales Manager

It's Easier to Fight the House

Than the Customer

fTTOW did you come out with

I
—I that allowance you made to

lA AFallon?" I asked a salesman
hen I met him again, after having
liked to him a month or so earlier,

allon was a good customer of his,

cated in a medium sized middle

estern town, but Fallon knew he

as a good customer and he was
king an undue advantage of the

ict. Fallon had pointed out to him
ilf a dozen pails of candy that were
ifit to sell. This candy had spoiled

;cause it had been crowded to the

ick of the storeroom and through
relessness had not been brought
it until months later when it was
ifit for sale.

'Well, here it is—$96.50 worth,"

allon had remarked. "What are

)U going to do about it? You know
ere are plenty of people would be

ad to see that I didn't lose by it.

nd what's more, if I am to be the

ser, I"ll get what I can for it, but

)ur wrapper stays on everj' piece.

jStter give me credit for it."

The salesman knew that if the

[Cts were put up to his house the

lim would have no standing at all.

e would be criticised for bringing

jch a claim in, and instructed to

ow Fallon the unfairness of his

isition.

All this the salesman appreciated.

n oldtimer on the territory, he
ok out his fountain pen and
jribbled a credit memo for the

aount, gave it to Fallon, and told

'm to send it in in lieu of that

juch money next time he remitted

! the house.

'"How did I come out with that

{edit memo?" the salesman said.

|)h, fine! When Fallon sent it in,

ey held the thing up until I got

There was a note in my basket
see the credit manager. I just

Id him that a few pails of stuff

mt bad—that it was a question

whether we ought to be stuck or

t, but that Fallon was going to

It the stuff on sale with our wrap-

By V. V. Lawless

pers on it unless we took it off his

hands. For the sake of $96.50 we
couldn't afford to get a black-eye

with the consumer.

"Of course, I got a calling down
for it and was told that I ought to

.

know better than be an easy mark
like that. After listening to that

talk for a few minutes, however, I

changed the subject and the thing

was all done.

"It's a lot easier to fight the house
on matters of that kind than to have
an argument with a customer—and
maybe get him sore and lose his

business."

From a lazy, selfish, personal view-

point, the salesman is right. It is

easier to make the dealer an allow-

ance and fight it out with the house
later on.

The temptation is for the execu-

tive at home to shrug his shoulders,

realize that the damage has been

done and that the salesman must be

backed up, and regard it as one of

the ups and downs of business. He
makes a few mean remarks about
the way some dealers take an un-

fair advantage, and forgets it.

THE owner of a small wholesale

grocery business had for many
years interested himself mainly in

buying. He prided himself on being

one of the closest buyers in that

section of the country. His main
activities consisted in getting allow-

ances and adjustments and conces-

sions out of salesmen calling on him.

He used to make the statement that

he more than made his own salary

every year in the concessions which
he dragged out of houses from which
he bought.

"Money is made in buying—not

in selling," he told himself and
everyone else with whom he came in

contact.

One day, while fingering a check

for a so-called "advertising allow-

ance" which he had persuaded a

manufacturer's salesman to get for

him in return for "special effort by
the sales force," he got an inspira-

tion.

"Here I am," he said to himself,

"all wrapped up in buying and hunt-

ing for dollars at this end. I wonder
what is happening to me at the

other end. I wonder how many re-

tail grocers are pulling this same
stuff on my men. I have twelve of

them, and I may be getting soaked
twelve times for each time I am
winning an advantage."

THE next day his accounting de-

partment was working under or-

ders to report to him every allow-

ance, adjustment and concession; and
in his monthly statements he had a

special column for "allowances and
deductions." It was but a short

time until the grand total of these

allowances and deductions ran over

the thousand-dollar mark.
He then went a step further and

had these deductions broken down
by salesmen's territories. Then he

went a step further and found out

that 75 per cent of the deductions

occurred within a group represent-

ing only 20 per cent of his custo-

mers. He found, too, that over 60

per cent of the allowances were
made by three out of his twelve

men.
Here were some clear facts and

figures. Three of his salesmen

plainly found it easier to get allow-

ances passed by the house than to

represent the house, stand up for its

rights and get a fair deal from the

customer. While it was clear that

some of the allowances were justi-

fied, it was also clear that there ex-

isted in his list of customers a group
of men who, like himself, were mak-
ing a business of hunting for de-

ductiiins and allowances.

This jobber had prepared for him
detailed statements of all these al-

lowances, dates, amounts, why the

allowance was made—all the facts

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 40]
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Some Fundamental Facts About

Population and Distribution

By E. P. Cochrane

'Zi^^ *-i - '>•» 'St

SLOWING up of busi-

ness generally, and
the traditional dull-

ness of summer might be

a good combination to

urge business executives

in sales and advertising

to take time to look at

some often ignored fun-

damental facts about our

country.

We are arriving, or

have arrived, at some
general changes which
out to be better under-

stood. Let us list a few
of them for closer exam-
ination: (1) The rapid

urbanizing and metropoli-

tanizing of the country;

(2) the wider distribu-

tion of wealth; (23) the

rapid centralizing of re-

tail buying and altera-

tions in distributing ma-
chinery.

These phrases slide

glibly out of the mouth or

off the pen, but I am not

so sure that they are

really grasped with any
detail by the business T=r^^r^r^^^=:^r^r=^^^=r=^^=^r^^r^r^r=.
men of the country. The
last two decades—let us say 1900 to about the same number of people as

1920—showed so terrific a pace in in 1900, had by 1920 added 40 per
change-making that many of us are cent to his rate of production ; ana

^l^ilS map indicates what basic chanoes have done to

J. he population of the United States from an urban
point of view. It sows grapically the relation of people
on the farm to people in cities and villages. The di-

vided circles show the people in cities and villages in

1920, while the solid circles represent persons on farms.

The figures are proportional to the areas of the circles.

The striking thing to note is the greater size, in con-

trast with farin population, of the circles indicating city

population in the middle northwest States—Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and all the Western
States; and on the other hand, the larger circles indi-

cating preponderance of farm population in the South-
ern States.

still thinking about the country in

terms of the old pace instead of the

new.
In these twenty years our popu-

lation grew from 75,000,000 to 105,-

000,000. Our workers grew from
29,000,000 to 41,000,000—more than

40 per cent. But not farm workers!
These remained at about ten mil-

lion; hut farm production is about

40 per cent greater for these twenty
years than in 1900! In other woras,

with about the same number of peo-

ple on the farm, farmers increased

production almost half! The num-
ber of people in manufacture in-

creased from five millions to ten

millions, and manufacturing produc-

tion more than doubled itself.

Here is surprise number one

—

that the American farmer, with

of course his income as well. Ob-
viously, also the farm population

has dwindled, even though produc-
tion has increased, if we look at it

in relation to the growth in popula-

tion. General population grew 40

per cent, but farm population less

than 4 per cent. There are 140 peo-

ple living in the United States today
to every 100 in 1900. These 140 peo- the twenty years since 1900 it

pie produce 140 unit measurements increased from 88 billions to

of farm products and 230 units of

manufactured products to every 100

such units produced in 1900 by the

100 people.

they were actually m(
than three times
wages of 1900.) Prodi

tion doubled; wages ab
trebled; that is the sto:

Thus we have had a 1|

wealth impetus, with
natural result of heaw
increased consumptii

The total annual inco)

of the people of

United States was
proximately 18 billion d

lars in 1900, according

Dr. Wilford I. King.
1910 it had reached
billions, and by 1920

had shot up ro the hiJ

figure of 70 billions;

most quadrupled in

decades! Since 1920
has receded, so that it

variously estimated

1928 as between 65

68 billions. Consider!

the current slowing up
business, it will probal

be 65 billions for 19!

This is actually more th

doubling the counti^

wealth since 1910, in c

_^____. lars; but of course

must discount the

lar's lower purchasing power.

this is reckoned by means of 1

United States Bureau of Labor
dex as 48 per cent above the 1!

level, we might (roughly) calcul

that we have really increased

1910 production from 31 billions

43 billions—which is still

lusty achievement, far ahead of p
ulation increase.

This, however, is only income;

wealth is still another matter, fo:

i

t

si

i

now aroti

But there is surprise in the fac-

tory figures as well as in the farm
figures. Wages have risen until to-

day they are almost three times

what they were in 1900. (In 1920

400 billions. It

$3,000 per capita.

How was this wealth develop!

By increased output per person.

output per person, in both agri(

ture and manufacture, has increa

approximately 114 per cent in

last twenty years (according to

David Friday). The railroad :

leads with 147 per cent increase;

[CONTINUED ON PAGE I
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First and Last Steps in

Advertising
By Robert R. Updegraff

1~^W0 men sat at luncheon in a

'I downtown New York restau-

M. rant. One was the owner of a

^J.dle west manufacturing company
vbse products enjoy national dis-

riution and are widely advertised

ahe newispapers and magazines and
'Icier journals. The other was the

Ver of a small but prosperous busi-

iii distributing a popular product

fpin the limited area of Greater
iiv York.

liTou must spend a lot in advertis-

Oi" observed the middle west manu-
Burer. "You've made a mighty
lif dent in little old New York in

i^ short years."

. [As a matter of fact," replied the

-iw York man, "I've taken only the

:tij: steps in advertising so far. The
!i|?entional mediums, such as news-
(3r6 and street cars and billboards,

|:h you would probably turn to

jlj, I haven't touched yet, though
llf|:ourse I plan to as soon as I've

,|rjjressed to a point where I can see

tjway clear to use these mediums
pj.n adequate and consistent way.
Vkt advertising progress I have
tie 60 far has been made almost

-Hout expense, you might say. I've

niiely added an advertising touch

oihe things nearly every business

to do in the course of its daily

ations."

"You don't mean to tell me that products have won. But it is your
you've bought the attention of this lault that you aren't better known
great city without a fat advertising than you are and your product more
appropriation?" "popular' than it is. Unless I'm very

His companion nodded. "Of course, much mistaken you've paid little at-
I've spent a little more in giving an tention to the first and last steps in
advertising touch to my business op- advertising that I have found mean
erations than it would have cost me ao much to a business."
had I been content to conduct my "What do you mean by 'the first

little company in the average busi- and last steps in advertising'?"
ness monotone, but I have no real "Come back to my office with me
advertising appropriation and never and I'll show you," replied the New
have had."

The middle west man registered

amazement. "Man alive! How do

you do it?" he demanded. "Why,
your business is almost as well

known right now to the seven mil-

lion people of Greater New York
as mine is to the American public,

and I've spent an average of a

hundred and
fifty thousand
dollars a year in

advertising for

several veare."

"Well," re-

plied the other,

"you'd have to

spend that much
to buy and hold

the national dis-

tribution and the

wide public rec-

ognition your

Yorker. And presently, when they
had finished their luncheon, the two
men set out. As they walked down
Broadway a little delivery auto rolled

by. As it passed nearly everyone
turned to look at it, including the
man from the middle west.

The New Yorker smiled. "I had
to paint my delivery cans some color,"

J.
WISS & SONS CO. follow

the last step by tieiiig this tiny

booklet, ineasuriiio; 114 x 1^/^

inches, to each pair of scissors.

It tells how to care for scissors

and illustrates the Wiss line.

Left: This retail store is the
doorway through which one
steps into the advertising de-

partment to The Onyx Hosiery
Company. It has a decided
publicity value.
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he said, "and they had to have
some kind of a sign on them.

I simply went a step farther

than most firms and used
colors and copy that would
make them say something and
register with the crowd—and
be remembered. . . . I'm

not sure whether that's a first

step or a last step," he added,

as they watched the little car

disappear down Broadway,
the center of attention of the

noonday luncheon crowd, "but

I do know that it's effective

advertising."

Presently they turned down
a side street. Instantly the

manufacturer's eye was
caught by a small building at

the foot of the street, several

blocks away. It was freshly

painted in colors of striking

but harmonious contrast, with
a sign high up on the wall

proclaiming the name and
nature of the business to all

who chanced to so much as

glance down the street.

Again the New Yorker
smiled as he watched his

companion's face. "I had to

paint the building some color,

too," he explained, "and it

didn't cost much more to mix
a little advertising with the paint.

. . . And that border of ever-

green trees on the roof is as use-

ful as it is arresting: it shelters

my little roof office where I work out
in the sunshine on nice days. Quite
a number of people pass this way in

the course of a day," he continued
modestly, "and not many fail to

notice my building."

"They couldn't," chuckled the mid-
dle westerner.

HEINZ COMPANY

This Heinz advertisement features the latest

step taken by the makers of 57 varieties to

walk into the consciousness of the great

American public at Atlantic City, one of the

ivorld's greatest plavgrouitds

A few minutes later the two men
were seated in the "front office" of

the little building with its coat of

advertising paint.

"Could you forget a letter written

on a letterhead like this?" asked the

proprietor of the "unadvertised" yet

well-known business, handing his

friend a letterhead from his out-

going correspondence basket. "Or
could you fail to notice this bill?"

handing him a bilhead .so striking in

its originality and its friendly spirit

that it would stand out in any morn-
ing mail.

It was an hour later, when the man
from the middle west was leaving,

with an envelope full of printed mat-
ter and a head full of ideas, that his

host summed up his philosophy of

the first and last steps in advertis-

ing.

"You see," he said, "when I started

this business I didn't have any money
for advertising in the conventional

forms and mediums, but I knew I

must advertise in some way; so I

decided to inject advertising values

Even a factory water tank can be
turned to advertising advantage, as

the picture demonstrates. While
the illustration at the right prot^es

that the product itself can carry the

manufacturer's advertising the final

step—into the customer's home

into this business at ('e'

point where it camt
contact with the publit

it ever so slightly,

can I do to make this

something— happy, forn
unforgettable—a bout thii

business?' I would askniy,

self in connection with !vei

the most routine prittj

forms or as applied to lUtl

simple business operatioii ai

answering the telephone' r.f

fixing postage stamps,
dressing letters, ei-lle

overdue accounts, adju
complaints? And I 1

that when I set out i

sciously to make the busies

stand out, opportuitia

bobbed up at every in

By mixing studied origirjit)

with type, paint, prii^rs

ink, telephone conversElon

typewriting, electric fht

furniture, and the facitia

and necessities of the jisi'

ness in general, I havejuc'

ceeded in making this asi'

ness stand out in a mlp<!

way even in the great ,

city of New York. At i

ideas came hard, for I an:

what you might call a i

advertiser'; my oripir

might be called the origiiialit

desperation. I had to make the

steps count in an advertising

and now it has become seconci

ture to make every step count.'

That night, as the midtllt-

manufacturer sat in the club cai .

west-bound train, he picked i

sheet of paper, took out his fouKi

pen, and wrote across the top o i

sheet: "Possible First and :

[CONTINUED ON P.\GEL,
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rank Hanson—Retailer—Speaks

His Mind on Advertising

By H. J. Mountrey

i 1

,0 one who will stand around
'*1 in a city grocery store and

listen to ten or fifteen salesmen

'M their story, it will soon become
jdeiit that the average salesman is

- tting in more time and effort in

eling the firm's advertising pro-

-"sam than in selling the actual prod-

''^jrhe merchandising of national

jjd local advertising to the retail

'*t|ide seems to' have become the

'Bish of many sales and advertising

''flnagers. It is not so very many
'>ylirs ago that it was a rare sight

tt(see salesmen with an advertising

'Ifl'tfolio tucked under their arms.
^^rw they go out with a brief case

^fjck full of magazine proofs, news-
"fioer proofs, circulation statistics,

i card reproductions, etc., instead
I the oldtime sample case.

Jur men are being told over and
"SoiT again to "Sell our advertising

'"'Xi the trade," and the average ad-

'vtising appropriation sets aside a
•gi>d sum to be used for furnishing
tilterial with which to fill up the

bef case.

'Po a sales executive who will stand
la grocery store and listen to man
!er man come in and attempt to

goods purely on the strength of

al'ertising, it will soon be evident
tit this tendency is fast putting
wMy legs on our salesmen. He

jl further understand why it is

t his men will report, "I've got
tlj distribution, now it is up to the
ajertising," and in assuming that
a tude these salesmen are putting
lai-emendous job up to the advertis-
i Jii appropriation.

J)ut in the Mission section of San
f Fjincisco, there is a merchant
Wim we will call Frank Hanson.
F[ir or five years ago Hanson was
sijing soap, when he suddenly in-

hjited a retail grocery business
esibliahed by his father some
tvnty years back.

tianson has a section of shelves in
t|j back of his store which he calls

"lie Morgue," and to which he
H'gates any stock that is slow to

We. He is far above the average
Hnler, takes a keen interest in

merchandising and can give you a

genuine retailer slant on any mer-
chandising problem. So the other

evening, when I asked how it hap-
pened that his morgue was so over-

crowded and he answered "too much
advertising," I knew I was in for a

liberal education on the reaction of

a retailer to advertising.

Here is Frank Hanson's story:

" A BOUT five years ago I was sell-

/\^ing Blank brand soap. It was
put out to compete with a brand that

was widely and heavily advertised and

had a strong consumer demand. We
were selling our soap at that time on

pure merit. No advertising, no deals,

no price concessions—nothing but just

a darn good soap. Naturally, our men
were constantly yowling for advertis-

ing to help us along, but the firm

would tell us over and over again that

our job was to sell the dealer right.

That if we had him properly sold on

the line he would take enough interest

to push and recommend our brand,

which in turn would create the con-

sumer demand for us.

"Believe me, we had to sell and sell

hard. When I got an order in the book

my job was only started. Then I had
to make it a point to get back there

about the time the order was delivered

and see that the dealer was sold on

the line all over again and get it out

where they could display and push it.

That was my job and I made the dealer

realize that it was also his job. There
was no advertising to fall back on, and
it was up to us to get our soap into

the consumers' hands.

"I want to tell you we sold a lot of

soap, and it was remarkable how in

store after store we were catching up
with the leading, advertised brand. Yet,

through that experience, I naturally
built a halo around advertising, and it

was easy to convince myself that with
any advertising at all we could have
doubled our sales with half the work.
I concluded that any line of merchan-
dise with advertising in back of it

would move along to the consumer with-

out our asking or expecting the dealer

to do the work for us.

"It has taken four years of expensive
experience as a retailer to learn that
advertising does not work that way.
And in talking with other retailers at
our association meetings I find that
they too are learning their lesson fast.

"When I first took over this store,

fresh from my soap experience, and a
man came in to sell me a line, if he
was able to show me an advertising
portfolio it was quite natural for me
to stock his goods, feeling that the
customers would literally flock in and
grab it ofl" my shelves. Now I make
it a rule that when a man comes in
here and talks 80 per cent advertising-

and 20 per cent product, he does not
get an order. I want to tell you there
are darn few men who do any real

selling. Sometimes I think that the
average sales force is now run by the
advertising manager instead of a sales

manager. And it's a fact that they
think more of carrying around a bundle
of magazine and newspaper proofs in

their fancy leather cases than an actual
sample of the product. Just a half
hour ago a young chap was in here
with a new salad dressing. When I

asked him to let me taste it, all he
could show me was a picture of the
bottle on a street car ad ! Perhaps
you think this is an isolated case, but
you put in a day with me here and you
will find that it is quite common.

"This morning a man came in sell-

ing ripe California olives. He was
pushing a special pack of the jumbo
size. I told him I would buy five cases
if I could be sure they were the real
jumbo size, and, would you believe it,

he tried to prove this by the illustra-
tion on an old label he had in his pocket.
There is a man who didn't think of
putting a can in his bag, yet he talked
for a half hour about the proposed
educational advertising of the Olive
Growers' Association.

"T^HEN, too, I have learned from
J_ costly experience that a great

many of the large and elaborate adver-
tising campaigns never got any further
than the proofs which the salesmen
carry. Newspapers run one or two ads
and that is the end of the campaign.
About a year ago a vegetable oil was
being put on the market here. I told the
salesman I would stock the line if I

could be sure their newspaper campaign
was actually going to run, so he showed
me a letter from our leading paper stat-
ing they had contracted for ten thou-
sand lines. Three of the ads actually
appeared and suddenly stopped. When I

called up that paper to ask when the
campaign would appear again. I was
told that they had received a cancella-
tion of the contract. I am convinced

[CONTINUED ON P.\GE 44
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Mf Joseph Mullhollmd

Sam Sapofiio at Fourih Avt

To New York's Smallest Consumers

of Light, Heat and Power

Also ''At Your Service"

Some of our recent advertising lias had ref-

erence—with illustrations— to a number of the

great structures of the city which rely upon
Edison Servictfor all light and power purp'oses.

In many of these buildings electric elevators

have been substituted for hydraulic, and safe,

low-pressure steam for heating has replaced the

former high-pressure steam. These changes have
resulted in marked operating economy—in one

instance nearly fifty thousand dollars annually

We desire our customers and the general pub-

lic to know that the same degree of careful,

courteous attention given our largest customers

is also rendered to the smallest users of light

and power. No installation is too small as no

installation is too large— one lamp or many
thousands of lamps, a fractional part of a horse-

power or thousands of horsepower— to receive

The continued increase in the use of Edison

light, heat and power is most gratifying, indicat-

ing that the Edison System is becoming evermore

generally important and helpful in the daily life

of the city. On our margin are illustrated the

premises of some very small customers—news-

paper, fruit, soda, candy and boot- polishing

stands, and other very small places. Some have

but a single lamp. Electric light, costing little,

adds greatly to working facility and effeciive-

ness of display, thus aiding in developing a mo'e

profitable business
'

During last year this Company rendered

800,000 bills of less than ?i.oo monthly; the

average was probably under 50c monthly. In the

same period some customers' bills for the year

were in excess of ?ioo,ooo. The same character

of service was rendered each class of consumer

Edis rially less than

the pre-war rate of 1914 with which many if n

all present-day standards of cost are compared.

An increase over the 1914 rate has been avoided,

and the Edison rate has actually been kept below

the 1914 level, partly through further economies

in generation and distribution; increased use in

industrial and commercial establishments,

places of education and entertainment, and in"

the homes of the city; and improved lamps.

In our homes electric light not only adds to

the attractiveness, but the service can be used

for household appliances (on display and demon-

strated in all our district offices) by the use of

which every form of household drudgery can be

a ted

The Company's experts and engineers are at

the service of anyone using or contemplating the

use of electric current. In older buildings it is

often possible to assist financially in the installa-

tion of electrical equipment—including wiring,

fixtures, and appliances—under a plan of con-

venient deferred payments

However small or however large the existing

or prospective use of electric energy, we are al-

ways at the service of our customers and the

people of this city

The New York Edison Company
c>// Your Service

General Offices: Irving Place and IJth Street Telephone: Stuyvcsant 5600

tl Offices where Electrical Appliances arc displayed and demonstrated for the coiivei

of the Public

r Broadway
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The Basics of Advertising Copy
A Study of Principles and Methods for Making

Advertising Interesting, Vivid and Expressive

By Henry Eckhardt

VO,
John and Jane Publick do

not read advertisements.
Please do not take that state-

:ent as a trick of attention-getting.

is a truth.

If "read" means the word-by-word
jrusal of something written, John
; d Jane Publick do not read ad-

rtisements.

Yet, most advertising is written

; if they do.

It assumes that the Publicks go
1 rough an advertisement in much
le same way in which they read a

!)ry by their favorite author, or a

iwspaper account of a stock ex-

lange scandal. It is written in

( her of two ways—after the man-
ir of literary prose, or after the

Mnner of newspaper journalese.

. Now, literary prose was invented

iv the Publicks, in that mood where
tsy go to an author and beseech

In: Amuse us, teach us, make us

iibitious, show us beauty, etc.

Newspaper journalese was in-

tnted for them in that mood where
i?y seek out the reporter and say:

ou've uncovered an interesting

nt. Give us the facts."

When advertising gets the eye of

5 Publicks, they are usually on the

\ng. They are hurrying on to

yiere they will find the author or

3 reporter. In their course the

vertisement must interrupt them,
^iien it succeeds in so doing, they
sap out: "Quick now! If you've
^ything worthwhile, let's have it.

,

Click!"

;: When the Publicks are in the mood
i tbe amused, to be taught, to be in-

8 S red— they like orderly develop-

I
rnt of thought and narrative. They
apreciate beauty of language and
Ixe of diction. Often, the telling

{'63 as much pleasure as the sub-

smce. Consequently, these things
* c:ermined the author's rules for

^ iting. They gave birth to the lit-

^iry style.

When the Publicks read a news-
" Bper, the news is what the Publicks
' int. Concisely and speedily, they

' N nt it. For an opener— a good
J ^n-up paragraph ; and then, the

complete narrative, in vivid, racing
style. Consequently, such are the

specifications by which journalism
has guided itself and evolved a style

called journalese.

When the Publicks get lured into

advertising copy by a layout, an il-

lustration, or a headline—they are
impatient to have their curiosity sat-

isfied. No longer do they read like

the author's audience— logically,

leisurely, helpfully. Nor do they read
like the reporter's audience— eag-
erly, alertly. In fact, they do not

read at all. They scan.

Scan?
Yes. They hop-read. They jump-

read.

They may start into the copy via

the opening sentence. But they do
not keep to the road. No patience
have they to follow the copy-man's
smooth macadam. They begin to cut

crosslots. They skip ahead. They
feel for the high spots—or, to change
the figure—the meat.
Some advertisements quickly dis-

close their entire lack of meat.
These, like April-fool packages, are

dropped.

SOME advertisements reveal signs

of meat, but only signs. The
meat, if indeed there be any, lies

buried beneath masses of verbiage.

Impatience and discouragement seize

the Publick, and they quit. More
easily scared off are they than a

bashful suitor.

Other advertisements are full of

meat, presented in a meaty way.

Even so, the Publicks can not get

through fast enough. Their eyes

skim the lines of type. A phrase

here. A sentence there. And, out

of the morsels so gathered, they

piece together a message.

Such a process is not reading. It

is scanning.

Is this theory?—half-baked?
Try this test: Hand the identical

advertisement to a dozen different

people. Ask each one to read the

advertisement—and then have each

set down the message he has re-

ceived. You will have as many ver-

' sions as there are people. Even if,

in the middle of the second last

paragraph, you offered twenty dollar

gold pieces free, some would fail to

apply.

Again, observe yourself. As a con-

sumer interested in the new auto-

mobiles, how do you read automo-
bile advertisements? Is it your habit

to begin with the first sentence and
progress in thorough, orderly fash-

ion, down through the last? In fact,

can you remember ever having read

an automobile advertisement that

way? You, too, scan; you jump-
read, don't you?

NO, nothing in advertising is

truer than this: John and Jane

Publick do not go through advertise-

ments in the same way in which they

go through literary prose and news-

paper stories. They bring to adver-

tising a different mood.
Has this different mood been taken

into account by advertising? Has
this habit of scanning been studied?

Has a style adapted to its peculiari-

ties been attempted?
Yes—and no! Some advertising

writers achieve a happy advertising

style. But these writers are few.

Their work stands out like a new
H. G. Wells book amidst the quan-

tity-production novels. Moreover,

their style seems the result of native

flare along literary lines, rather than

of advertising evolution.

Most advertising, like an unques-

tioning child, takes its rules from its

elders, literature and journalism. Its

tests of good copy are

:

"Does it sound like our best au-

thors or our favorite newspaper fea-

ture writers?"
"Does it comply with the rules of

grammar we learned in school?"

"Does it read smoothly?"

Therefore, the too large propor-

tion of wrongly-handled messages,

which, as advertising competition

steadily increases, stand less and less

chance of getting read.

I submit that advertising must

again take up the question of adver-

tising copy—and take it up as a kind

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 46]
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Legitimate Scope of Advertisin;

Agency Service

By Charles Austin Bates

T
HE legitimate scope

of agency service?

How long should a

man's legs be? It would
seem that an agent
should have the inalien-

able right to offer any
sort, kind and variety of

service his ability and his

conscience will permit.

If he gives more than
he can afford, he will

upon discovering this

fact either increase his

charges, decrease the

service or retire from
the field. If he promises
and fails to deliver, a

continuous search for

new accounts will take

the joy out of life and
the profit out of business.

The offer of merchan-
dising (or sales manage-
ment) service by agen-
cies is the logical out-

growth of the recog-

nized need for closer co-

ordination of selling and
advertising. If advertis-
ing is new to a business,
it must be fitted in with
existing sales methods

—

or the sales methods
must be modified to make
use of the added force.

Before the advertising

agent can function effi-

ciently in plans and copy,

he must find out definite-

ly what work the adver-

tising is expected to do.

Which means that he
must learn what sales

methods are in use, what
territory is covered and
how, what the sales vol- _

ume has been and what
increase is reasonably possible.

In the search for this basic ma-
terial the agent usually discovers,

or thinks he discovers, a few or

many things in the sales manage-
ment which are weak, wrong or obso-

lete. He says so, tactfully or bru-

tally, as his nature happens to be.

Thus far he is certainly within his

What Are the Boundaries of

Agency Service?

So many and various have become the responsibili-

ties assumed by the present-day advertising agency

that some executives are asking themselves, "What
is the true function of an agency?" The anonymous
contributor in our issue of .June 18 (page 21) believes

that the primary function of an agency is to plan, pre-

pare and write advertising, and contends that this func-

tion suffers curtailment owing to the multiplicity of

other duties that agency service is now implied to in-

clude. Merchandising, sales counsel, business guidance,

research, coordination of sales and advertising—all these

are problems, he believes, that should be left to the
client and his executives.

^Charles W. Hoyt, in our issue of July 2 (page 30),

takes up the gauntlet thrown down bv our anon\anous
contributor. The primary function of an advertising

agency, states Mr. Hoyt, concerns itself in a general way
with the broad subject of marketing. He elaborates his

definition of marketing to include advertising and sell-

ing, and further broadens his conception of selling to

embrace salesmanship and sales management. Thou-
sands of firms need help in the sales end of their busi-

ness, he points out—the compilation of sales manuals,
the organization and training of sales crews, the making
of market analyses from the sales viewpoint. These
firms look to the agency for just such service, and it is

the better part of wisdom for an agency to equip itself

to render this type of assistance. However, believes Mr.
Hoyt, this work should not be done for the agency dif-

ferential—but at a price.

^ In the present article, Charles Austin Bates recon-
ciles both these divergent viewpoints. He defines the
scope of agency service as he sees it, and summarizes
and crystallizes the discussion in a clear, succinct man-
ner. There is a definite seiTice that the agency should
render, Mr. Bates points out, and indicates that the path
this service should follow logicallv lies somewhere be-

tween the roads that have been plotted bv our anony-
mous contributor and Charles W. Hovt.

—

Editor.

province. He is also right when he
inquires the percentage of selling

costs. He is doing only his duty
when he studies the product itself,

its appearance and its packing. The
cost of production and its probable
relation to the cost of competing
products should not be concealed

from him.

?re is anythingIf thei

his experience or knoi

edge which qualified h|

to offer criticism or

gestion for improveme;
he is still sticking to 1

job, which is to prepan
plan and copy that

help to sell goods. E
there ends his obligati

as an advertising age
And there quite genera
also ends his ability

render real service.

Any business lai

enough to need the s

vice of a man called sa

manager needs the

tire time, brains and
tention of that man,
that one job, day in S{'

day out.

Generally s p e a k i n'

there are three depa'

ments in every busiii!

—financing, product)

and sales. They are

terdependent, and wl

not in perfect coordiij

tion the business mach5
begins to produce
cordant, alarming
costly noises.

The three departmeij

may be under the domii

tion and direction of)

single head, but in but

ness of any magniti]

the real head seldom cij

cerns himself with f

direct management
more than one. Thus f\

usual executive organi

tion comprises a trej

urer, a factory (or p]

duction) manager an^

^^^^^ sales manager, one I

whom may be dominal

or all three of whom may operiB

under the general direction ofii

president or general manager.
In 1921 and '22 I participated ji

what seemed to me an almost id'l

executive arrangement. I was
fact (but not in title') general mj[

ager, but practically all of my tit

and my energy went into sales mi'r

[CONTINUED ON PAGE £(1
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hding a Free Horse

t, Death

FEW years back, the newspapers in the larger

metropolitan centers came to a realization that

they had more to offer advertisers than white

They saw that by virtue of their close contact

the people and business interests of their local

unities, and the blanketing effect of their cir-

niis, they could offer advertisers important service

Diection with the local distribution of their prod-

as. Accordingly they began to make surveys of their

t^ritories and to render special service to the adver-

jrs and advertising agencies using their columns,

is they did without charge in the interest of more
jctive advertising and distribution.

n doing this they provided advertising agencies and

ir clients with a free horse which now threatens

be ridden to death. On every hand we hear of un-

.sonable demands being made upon newspaper pub-

lers for services which should rightfully be per-

med, or at least paid for, by the advertisers them-

ves. There seems to be no limit to the type or ex-

t of service some agencies and advertisers are de-

nding in the name of cooperation.

«'or example, a western newspaper recently received

ontract from an advertiser for less than 3000 lines

ojspace and the advertiser requested that, since this

bjiiness was being placed exclusively in this particular

nv.spaper, he wished the publisher to mail (at his,

1 iiublisher's, expense) a letter and a broadside to

a the dealers in that city and tributary territory, and
h t' his men make personal calls on a selected list of

a lilt 750 dealers for the purpose of delivering counter

diplay set-ups. In each store the publisher's repre-

s|tative was to "sell" the dealer on the campaign, put

tjether the counter display, go to the dealer's shelf

all get a package of the advertised product to put in

t| receptacle which formed part of the display; and
' ';. presumably as he sauntered out of the store, the

'
'. -|iaper representative was to post in conspicuous

jijces about the premises, three advertising posters.

j^ second instance which has come to our attention

i^i request from a manufacturer of a product selling

tlough drug stores, asking the newspaper publisher

t^check sales in at least 10 per cent of all the drug
sjres in his territory once a week during the life of

tl advertising schedule. This advertiser stated that

hj wanted to know exactly how much of his article

eh store had in stock each week, and urged the pub-
lilier not to accept figures from the dealer or his clerks,

' to have his men go behind the counter personally
a 1 (.ount the stock

!

'\ number of publishers recently received a long

Wer from a well-known advertising agency in the

i^erest of one of its clients, which virtually asked the

pilisher not only to work against the best interests

his department store advertisers in favor of small

res which did not use his columns, but to give each
(liggist in his district, a complete education in the

ifper way to sell the product to be advertised. And

the letter closed with the request that the publisher

comply with all the recommendations, not only in the

city but also in all the small towns covered by the

paper's circulation.

We could fill a page with instances of this kind which
have come to our attention within the past few months.

Many of the letters are so written as to imply that

the newspaper receiving them will not be favored with

the business unless the unreasonable services i-equested

are rendered promptly and cheerfully. Some of these _

services would require a large force of high-calibre

salesmen, a crew of expert window dressers, a con-

siderable fleet of automobiles, a corps of learned lec-

turers, and a staff of certified public accountants. All

to be paid for out of the profits on a few thousand agate

lines of white space

!

Wo realize that many of these requests are made on

the basis of asking for a great deal of service with

the thought that the average newspaper publisher will

render only a part of it anywa.y, and it does no harm
to ask. But we are inclined to believe that it does

harm to ask the unreasonable and the impossible. For
whereas in the past publishers have responded gladly

to requests for cooperation, we find in many quarters

a growing feeling of resentment that does not augur

well for the future of newspaper cooperation in local

advertising and selling plans.

The advertisers and the agencies will have no one

but themselves to blame if they ride this free horse

to death.

Presidential Campaign

Advertising

IT
is too early to predict what use the three parties

will make of the printed page in the coming three-

cornered campaign, which LaFollette and Davis

both vow they will make lively. All three parties seem

not to worry about adequate finances; even the La-

Follette campaign is planning a fund running into

millions, "from the pockets of the laboring man." The
Democrats, usually the least golden-shod, have informed

Davis that he need have no fear of inadequate funds.

Lack of adequate funds are, of course, the usual bar to

advertising plans on a broad enough scale. In some pre-

vious campaigns advertising agents, placing political

business, have had to whistle for their money a long

time after the first Tuesday in November.
There has been more talk of radio than of advertising,

and advertising interests may do well to meet this

threatened competition with an endeavor to demonstrate

the natural shortcomings of the radio mode of cam-

paigning.

Radio broadcast managers have themselves already

issued a warning that there is a sharp limit to

political radio broadcasting, even when paid for. The
radio public will readily resent the usurpation of more
than a small amount of space on radio programs by

politicians. Politics hogging "the air" this fall will

make a mistake; it had better place major reliance on

the printed word, expertly handled.
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The French Market

for American-Made Products
By Clem W, Gerson

Sales Manager, The American Commerce Co., London

NINETY per cent of

the American
manufacturers who

fail to merchandise their

goods abroad, do so be-

cause they consistently

shut their eyes to the fact

that the buying mentality

of an American and a

European is vastly dif-

ferent. The Frenchman
is especially swayed by

small details. The ex-

hibition of billboards not

appealing to the Latin
temperament, an unat-

tractive package, or the

wrong type of newspaper
advertising—any of these

is sufficient to ruin the

chances of an American-
made product in France.
The French people must

be educated to use a prod-

uct; but once educated,

only a very extraor-

dinary factor will make

ig) EvMng Gallow.

Rue de Rivoli—one of the principal shopping
streets in Paris, where tvealthy people from all

parts of the world buy their fine raiment

French market sucee

fully, is the attracti

ness of the container.

It is far easier to sel

medium quality article

an attractive package a

high price, than a h:

quality article in a ch^

container at a low pri

Manufacturers c a n n
pay too much attention

this. The Frenchn
likes a neat, dainty,

tractive package, and

the package suits 1

taste the contents

immediately assured ol

good sale. This is oi

another example of 1

French desire for the

tistic. If an Americ

manufacturer will kf

this in mind, he will hs

gone a long way towa

the successful marketi

of his product. Distr

ution of free sampi

proves advantageous in many cast

but even in free sampling the ne

of an attractive container must

borne in mind. Circularizing is si,

cessful or not, according to the ty

of circular. A great deal depeD

on the heading, which should

colorful and artistic, and one like

to appeal to the Frenchman's seni

bilities. If the heading attracts I

them change. Here lies the funda- the newspaper mediums. In Paris
mental difference between the United there are four newspapers with twice
States and France. In the United that many millions in total circula-
States vast sums are spent annually tions. They are Le Matin, Le Jour-
to keep a product before the public nal. La Petite Parisienne and L'ln-
eye, owing to intense competition transigeant. These four newspapers
and other factors. In France, how- circulate among some six to eight
ever, once a product has been firmly million people in Paris and the sur-
established on the market, the only rounding towns. The advertiser
advertising necessary is a limited should also include in his appropria-
appropriation, just of suflicient size tion possibly six or eight newspapers attention he will read the circuli

to keep the article before the public in other large cities. The cemetery of the French mi
eye without forcing it. ket is dotted with gravestones
An American manufacturer who DILLBOARDS are a considerable American toothpaste manufacture

wishes to place his product on the .L) advertising item in France. An who omitted to find cut the Frenc
French market must be prepared to attractive billboard will appeal to man's dislike. As a nation t

the artistic taste of a Frenchman. French have an inborn aversion
but it must be the type of billboard
that he can admire. More than fifty

per cent of the billboards now ap-
pearing in the United States would
have absolutely no attraction for a

Frenchman. A good billboard cam-
paign is of tremendous assistance,

especially in the Paris district.

There is one absolute essential to

make any product successful in

France; namely, an attractive pack-
age. Seventy-five per cent of the
battle of placing an article on the

lose money for the first year or
eighteen months. At that point the
tide will turn, and he will find that
whatever outlay he has made was
amply justified. This is always based
on the assumption that the product
is a worthy one, for the hardest
thing in the world to put over in

Europe is a fake.

The first step for the manufac-
turer who seeks the French market
is to get an advertising agent who
understands that mai-ket from A to
Z. Between them they should .select

oil of wintergreen. Most toothpast

contain this oil, and when the vaj

ous manufacturers tried to pla

their pastes on the French mark
they proved absolute failures. Mai

of America's largest and most su

cessful toothpaste manufacturers a

represented among the gravestone

which only goes to prove the n

cessity of gathering together all po

sible facts and information befo!

taking steps to open up a pe

market. 2 i
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Another pet aversion is the chang-

ing of prices. An American manu-
facturer who markets his product

in France should put a price on it

sufficient to cover any probable drop
in the rate of exchange, so as to

protect himself, and must stick to

that price. Many manufacturers
have ruined their prospects by not

allowing sufficient for the variation

in exchange, and have had to alter

their prices continually to keep up
with the fluctuations. This one fact

has added many stones to the grave-

yard.

There is a general idea prevalent

that no manufacturers of high class

toilet soaps, face creams or perfumes
have any chance of marketing their

products successfully in France, as

France is the home of these prod-

ucts. This idea is erroneous. Firms
like Yardley's and Atkinson's, be-

sides numerous others, have success-

fully marketed their lines in France.

Their successes are entirely due to

two factors—first, an exceptionally

high quality of product; second

—

artistic and attractive packages.
A French law that has scared

many manufacturers from entering
the French market is to the effect

that "the -patent or proprietai'y prod-
ucts of foreign manufacturers must
be manufactured in France, and
under the name of a French chem-
ist."

To a proprietary manufacturer
who desires to enter the French mar-
ket this obstacle seems insurmount-
able, butin reality there is little dif-

ficulty encountered in meeting its re-

quirements. The usual procedure is

to make certain first that none of the

ingredients compounded in the prod-

uct are contained in the French list

of poisons. These poisons are ap-

proximately the same as those listed

by other countries. Having done
this, the manufacturer should obtain

the services of a thoroughly reliable

druggist whose name the manufac-
turer can use. The French School
of Pharmacy can furnish the names
of absolutely reliable men. For a

commission varying from 2^0 to 5

per cent, according to the value of

the pharmacist's name, the manu-
facturer is permitted to use his name
on all packages, the package then

reading something like this "Ji

Jones Tonic, John Jones Drug
Albany, N. Y. Manufactured
France by Monsieur J. Jacq
Pharmacist, 12 Rue Blank, Pal
The company, of course, reti

all the rights to its trademarks
France, the pharmacist merely le:

ing his name. The product need
of necessity, however, be manui
tured by the pharmacist. The ci

pany has the choice of three mi
ods: First, it can put its own
chines in France and manufact
the product itself, using the dr

gist's name in addition to its o*

Second, it can ship its product i

France in bulk, packing there;

third, it can obtain the services o

pharmacist who has the necesai

machines for manufacture,
permit him to do the manufacturi
using, however, its own selling

ganization.

It must be observed, that this 1

applies only to proprietary or pati

medicines, and not to any otl

product. It is believed that this 1

will shortly be dropped altogether,

[CONTINUED ON PAGE i

Mi'mhvrs <>j thr issorialcd tdvi'riiaiiig Clubs of the World approaching the Arc dc Triomphc. Paris.

to lay a ivn-ath on the grave «/ I he i nknonn Soldier. Procession is headed by Senator Dii Puy, Jes.w H.
I\'eal, Secretary of the Associated Clubs, and H. H. Charles. President of the ISeic York Advertising Club.

Later, Messrs. ISeal and Charles ici-re decorated ivith the Cross of the Legion of Honor
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8,347

8,528

2,254

4,488

9,376

32,993

Average
Net Paid
Circulation

Jan. to June,

1924

To Engineering:

Maintenance Officers.

Bridge, Building, Water -

Service and Track Con-
struction and Maintenance.

To Electrical Officers.

Electric Power and Light
for shops, cars and build-

ings. Heavy Electric

Traction.

To Signal Officers.

^4 Signaling, Telephone and
Telegraph, Automatic
Train Control.

To Executive Officers.

Those largely responsible

,, for appropriations
and whose approval is

necessary on all expendi-
tures for additions and bet-

terments.

Total Average Net Paid Circulation
All A.B.C. and A.B.P.

Departmental Publications That Select

The Railway Men You Want to Reach
That is the outstanding value to

you of the five departmental pub-

lications in the Railway Service

Unit.

The net paid circulation figures

listed above prOve that the men in

each branch of railway service

want a publication which is de-

voted exclusively to railway prob-

lems from the standpoint of their

department — and the classifica-

tion of subscribers given in the

A. B. C. statements prove that

these departmental publications

reach the men who specify and in-

fluence purchases in each of the

five branches of railway service.

Our research department will

gladly cooperate with you to de-

termine who specify and influence

purchases of your railway prod-

ucts and how those railway men
can be reached most effectivelv.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, 30 Church St., New York
"The House of Transporlntion"

Cliicago: 608 S. Dearborn Street Cleveland: 6007 Euclid Avenue New Orleans: <»27 Can.il Street

Washindton: 17th and H Streets, N. W. San Franciseo: 74 New Montgomery Street London: .il \ iiloria Street

The Railway Service Unit
Fiv<' Departmental Piihliratians seriiiifi each of the departments in the

railway industry individually, effectively, and wilhont naste.
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86,112 Legionnaire dealers

[13% of our total circulation]

read and are influenced by manu-

facturers' advertisements every

week. Tie up your advertising

campaign with these go-getters

and increase your sales in 1925.

MERICAN
EGION\Jeeklp

331 Madison Avenue

New York, N. Y.

22 West Monroe Street

Chicago, 111.
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Scrap the First Day

—

and Get It Over
A Veteran of Many Sales Conventions Suggests a Means of Clearing thl

Atmosphere and Harmonizing the Persistent Kickers

By A. K, Chesterton

FEW sales managers are so

superhuman that they can keep

every one of their representa-

tives continuously happy, continu-

ously satisfied with his lot and his

treatment, continuously convinced

that every act and decision of his

company represents 100 per cent

plus in judgment, justice and fore-

sight. Such Utopias never exist in

sales forces and it is futile for any

employer to imagine that he has

achieved one. He simply isn't get-

ting the frank and honest truth of

the situation.

Many an executive, educated by

past experience, looks forward to

the gathering of his sales force with

misgivings, anticipating trouble yet

feeling that, the meeting is worth its

cost in other results. He knows that

kickers will be present and that he

must meet and overcome each com-

plaint as best he may and take the

risk that accompanies public criti-

cism.

I have seen the nagging reitera-

tion of complaints succeed in largely

nullifying the whole purpose of con-

ventions. I have known a large pro-

portion of a sales force to return to

its territories disgruntled by what

they have heard at their conven-

tions. Steam-roller the complaints

into silence and you have an audi-

ence instantly antagonized. En-

deavor diplomatically to steer the

discussion into other channels and

your audience promptly accepts the

deflection as bald proof of the home
staflf's guilt. Allow kicks to be in-

troduced freely without censorship

and they will be continually inject-

ing germs of trouble into the veins

of the carefully nurtured program.

The manner in which one execu-

tive of my acquaintance mastered

the problem should offer a solution

to many another worried sales man-
ager. He was head of a manufac-

turing company which employed

eight direct salesmen and covered

the balance of the country through

manufacturers' agents. Within the

organization reasonably good feeling

prevailed but there was bad blood

between several of the manufac-
turers' agents.

The commodities handled were in

the architectural field. An architect

in New York City might specify an

article for a client in the Harrisburg

territory and yet the actual order

might be placed by a Philadelphia

contractor. Thus three agents

might all work on the order and
each feel aggrieved that he did not

get the lion's share of the commis-
sion. This situation was the major
source of ill-feeling though there

were other minor causes for lack of

cooperation.

At times the company's corre-

spondence files were in danger of

spontaneous combustion, so heated

and explosive were the agents' let-

ters which went into them.

A daring spirit at the home office

suggested a sales-convention. At
first the mere idea of bringing the

complainants all together in person

at the factory seemed to be a matter

of reckless and death-defying bra-

vado. Extended discussion, how-

ever, in the end made it appear a

necessity as a heroic effort to solid-

ify the sales-organization and effect

an organized cooperation.

THE convention was called, held,

and after three pleasant days

adjourned—voted by all a complete

success

!

The New York agent rode home
on the Pennsylvania in order to

spend another evening with his new
friend, previously "that pup down in

Philadelphia." Similarly, the agent

in Syracuse and the agent in Al-

bany left inviting each other to ex-

change visits although, a short week
before, they would have gladly ex-

changed paving bricks.

Here's how it was handled.

As each agent arrived in town
salesman or someone from the fai

tory met him at his train and ke]

him occupied all morning
through lunch. Promptly at two-
when all had arrived—each guid

escorted his visitor to the plant am
into the president's office, a roor

selected because it was not roomy
All conversation had to be general

In a few minutes that room wa
filled with agents. The direct sales

men, one by one, had quietly with

drawn, leaving only the presideni

sales manager and advertisin:

agency representative to "enter

tain" the guests.

THE president introduced eac'

man by name and connectio

and then said:

"Gentlemen, we are here for busi

ness. This convention is costing u

money and we want to get as mucl

for that money as we can. There'

a lot to be done and the first thin;

is to get all the kicks off our chests

"This afternoon, therefore, wi;

be given up to a Battle Royal. Ever,

man here is free to raise any hoT»

that he thinks is coming to him—

o

one condition—that during the res

of the convention he shall keep hi

kicks, complaints and hollers strictl

to himself.

"A lot of you fellows have writ

ten some hair-raising comment

about other men who are here i

this room this afternoon. Now'

your chance to say your worst. Th
lid is off. Queensberry rules

not apply. This is a Battle Ro;

You can kick, bite or pull hair:

the clinches. 'Speak now or fort

hold your peace.' Mr. Tompki
you're first—shoot."

The next three hours condensej

for me a year's course in huma

nature. I saw men struggle hard t

hold their animosity yet fail utterl

to prevent grins creeping over the!

faces when keen-witted critics score

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 63
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In Chicago
The new Tivoli at 63rd Street and Cottage Grove Avenue. Chicago, Cost two million to build;

employs 100 attendants; seats 4500.

IN the motion picture theatre

of a few years ago, after

much suspense, lights were
dimmed and the one-reel cowboy
thriller commenced. A "tinny"

piano, a loud clicking camera,
and flapping canvas, all added to

the thrill of the screen

—

Chicago's Tivoli offers an in-

teresting contrast. Of modern
architecture, it is large and spa-

cious. It comfortably seats four

and a half thousand people. Pic-

tures are lavishly staged. Music
is furnished by a forty piece or-

chestra and a $25,000 organ. In

a theatre of such proportions, all

classes of theatre-goers can enjoy

superb presentations of the

world's master artists.

MOTION PICTURE Magazine

is purchased by thousands of

fans. It covers all phases of

the motion picture activity inti-

mately and authoritatively. And
the audience it reaches is a spend-

ing audience—an audience that

believes in active enjoyment of

life. Facts are available.

Brewster Publications, Inc., 175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

1HE QUALITY MAGAZINE OF THE SCREEN
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"The Livest Woman
in the Hardware Trade '^

MR. C. HENRY MASON
C. Henry Mason Agency

^ Mrs. Roberts—Mr. Ma-
son, an advertising agent

virho is interested, as you
are, in constructive sell-

ing.

^Mr. Mason— Mrs.
Roberts of the Roberts

Hardware Co., called the

livest woman in the hard-

ware trade, who proves

the value of a woman in

the hardware store.

^As a matter of fact,

however, Mrs. Roberts is

not in the store much of

the time. Usually she is

outside in her car selling

farmers and their wives.

Incubators are her special-

ty. In the past three years

S. K. C. ROBERTS
C. Roberts Hdwe. Co.
Oskaloosa. Iowa

she has sold over 250 in-

cubators, each a personal-

ly installed job.

^ Mrs. Roberts' story was
told in Hardware Age of

April 10. After this ap-

peared Mrs. Roberts wrote

us: "Since this story was
broadcasted in Hardware
Age, letters have been

coming in asking me so

many questions that I

sometimes wonder wheth-

er I am working for the

Incubator Co. or the

Roberts Hardware Co.

Such magazines as Hard-

ware Age certainly have

an influence on the retail

merchant."

There are 6,350 towns and cities in the country
where Hardware Age has a big influence upon the

hardivare merchants who, like the Roberts Co., have
been paid subscribers to Hardware Age for many years.

HARDWARE AGE
239 WEST 39th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

These'

the h

fieldiv

T
Dis n

A
At !

Ch

Chil K

Chi*.

MEMBER A. B. C. and A. B. P.
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To measure the market for products sold to the in^

dustrial field what is the most reliable yardstick?

A Fair Question
^ Fortunately the Govern-

ment supplies a satisf5ang

and unbiased answer.

flNot value of output. A
plant manufacturing jew-

elry may turn out millions

of dollars' worth of goods

per year and yet represent

a relatively small market

for motors, belting, indus-

trial building supplies,

power equipment and so

forth.

^ The answer is: VALUE
ADDED BY MANU-
FACTURE, which is

equivalent to finished cost

less cost of raw materials.

^Applying this yardstick

to the metal-working in-

dustries— The Iron Age
field—here is what we get:

3705%
9i4 Billion Dollars
Metal-Worldn^

Industries

62.95%
15% Billion Dollars

All Other
Industries

3)1 the latest complete Cens

Report, that of 1920.

fl The metal-working in-

dustries comprise the

largest division of the in-

dustrial market covered

effectively by any publi-

cation.

No wonder we say, "If you want high

advertising value per dollar" use

THE Iron age
The World's Qreatest Industrial Paper

239 WEST 39th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

MEMBER OF THE A. B. C. AND A. B. P.
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What Is Happening to the

Motor Industry?

By J. George Frederick

THE present talk about a slump
in automobile making and sell-

ing is based upon the failure

of the manufacturers, after the first

three months of 1924, to continue

their rocket-like career upward. But,

such a "failure" was predicted in

the facts themselves,

for no vast industry ^^

can long maintain a

bonanza growth. In

1923 there were manu-
factured 4,068,997 au-

tomobiles — a 53 per

cent increase over

1922; and yet 1922

was a 60 per cent in-

crease over 1921. No
industry of major size

can sanely hope to con-

tinue such a stiff pace.

We are today in Amer-
ica spending for auto-

mobiles and automo-
bile supplies a sum
equal to twice the total

national i n come in

1850. Since Jan. 1,

1913, we have manu-
f a c t u red 19,000,000

cars, as against only

one million manufac-
tured from 1895 to

1912, inclusive. The
annual rate of output

has been multiplied by

eight since the first

war year. This year Hudson'.".!

the number of automo- *?""" ,.

Franklin
biles in use became Marmon . .

.

larger than the num- Locomobiiie°"

ber of telephones in _^_^^_^_
use. Already the num-
ber of people traveling daily in auto-

mobiles e.xceeds the number in rail-

way cars.

Surely this is a record of suffi-

ciently dazzling performance to sat-

isfy the most ambitious. But ap-

parently not. The majority of auto-

mobile manufacturers around the

beginning of the year announced al-

most incredible further plans for in-

crease. Ford and General Motors

Reprinted by
1924, Issue ul

Jleviews.

Ford
Chevrolet
Overland
Maxwell
Dodgre . .

.

Oakland
Chalmers

both talked plans for a 50 per cent ers apparently realized this, for St

increase. By these two alone, if debaker and Dodge planned no iii^

they had carried out their pro- creases for 1923.

grams, 4,200,000 cars would have The first four months of the year

been made—more than the record apparently justified optimism, fori

1923 production of the whole Indus- 1,400,000 autos were manufactured,;

try. But Durant expected to make as against 1,250,000 in 1923. Then'

the April production!
~ showed a 12 per cent)

drop from 1923—giv-

ing a portent of what
was coming. Mayi

showed a 20 per cent

decline over 1923. Still,

however, the five

m o n t h s' production

broke the 1923 record

(1,740,000 as against

1,652,000). ObviousljrJ

however, the boom',
plans were not to go

through. Ford placed

his plant on a five-day

basis. His May sales

were two-thirds of the

total production of the

entire industry—show-J

ing that whatever buy
ing existed was cem

tered on the cheapi

cars.

In fact, there is ob-'^

viously going on a low-

ering of average price

;;i level for automobiles.

This is necessarily due

to the gradually de-

clining price level of

all commodities. The

Department of Labor's

;;] I n d e X of Wholesale

Prices was 148, on

May 1, as against 159

before, and 168 in April,

The decline is inevitable.

The extent of aiitoinobile production In recent years is

plotted on the chart, which has been prepared by the

Union Trust Company of Cleveland. The table below
shows the ratio of price decline for the years given. These
prices are, of course, not truly comparable, being for dif-

ferent models; but they show general tendencies.

$295
495
495

945
1.185
1.275
1.295
1,425
1.785
1.950
2.785

1.685
1.885
1.495
2,200
1.985
2,850
4.650
7.750
8.100

$490
875
950
695
785

1.785
1.775
2.350
1,335
2,350
2.250
2.30n
5,000
5,000
5,100

Decline
From High

43 per cent
32 percent
50 per cent
19 per cent
20 per cent
19 per cent
30 per cent
32 per cent
13 per cent
35 percent
10 per •

31 per ent
40 per cent
32 per cent
2.5 per cent

Pre-War

40 per cent
43 per cent
48 per cent
12 per cent (i:

11 per cent (ii

47 per cent
33 per cent
45 per cent
3 percent

40 per cent
24 per cent
15 percent
44 per cent
5 per cent (ii

55 per cent (ii

170,000 Stars, instead of 130,000 in

1923; Nash 75,000, as against 60,-

000 in 1923; Hupp 45,000 instead of

40,000; and Willy.s-Overland 250,-

000, instead of 205,000. In short,

if the optimism of automobile mak-
ers had not been checked, there

would have been turned out five and
one-half or six million cars in 1924
•almost twice as many as are now

a year

1921.

because new automobile owners are

recruited from lower and lower

ranges of income. In 1922 the pro-

portion of cars sold at prices under

11000 was 64.5 per cent; in 1923 it

was 82 per cent—an especially sig-

nificant and well-marked tendency.

It is conservative to estimate that

in operation throughout the rest of this proportion in 1924 will reach 90j

the world. per cent, if not more. The average

Such a program was self-doomed, price of new cars today is $811.

It over-reached itself. Several mak- Can automobile prices go stifl
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!^ Interborough Adver-

tising has the largest

:irculation on earth in a

fjlimited territory!

^: Over 3,000,000 pas-

sengers ride on its subway
|and elevated lines daily!

^,' In the fiscal year 1924
its total circulation was
'more than one billion,

\seventy-four million!

\^ Interborough Adver-
jtising is displayed 24
; hours every day!

[^ Each advertisement
occupies a prominent,
well lighted position!

^J It has no dark corners,

cannot be lost, buried or

j hidden from view!

I

\ATA COST LESS\THAN
6c PER 1000 CIRCULA-
TION YOU RECEIVE-^

Big space, 24 hour display,

tremendous circulation,

prominent position, full

color advertising — "In

sight, in the light, day and
night," in the World's
Greatest Market — New-
York City!

about
Ihe World's Bi^^estMedium

Exclusively SubwayandElevated

(ontrolled

^ARtEMAS WARD, Inc.
I 50 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK
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lower? It is not likely that they can

soon go substantially below present

levels. Whereas the consumer's dol-

lar is now worth, generally speak-

ing, only 67 cents as compared with
1913—for the purchase of automo-

last year made 67.5 per cent of all

the cars manufactured. This situa-

tion suggests that further consoli-

dation must come about if the auto-

mobile business is entering— as

seems likely •— a period of much
biles it is worth 111 cents, and for closer competition, especially compe-
tires about 126 cents. The price de-

cline in automobiles began in 1920;

and the greatly increased quantity

production has discounted nearly all

possible economies, except perhaps

those achievable by further consoli-

dations.

In view of the immense prepon-

derance of Ford cars over others in

1924 production, it is significant to

note that Ford has practically been

seUinci his cars at cost. This is evi-

dent from the latest Ford financial

statement, which indicates that

whereas in the year ending Febru-
ary, 1923, the profits from the sale

of new cars were $56,000,000 out of

the total profits of $119,000,000—in
the year ending February, 1924, the

profits from new
cars were only

$3,930,000 out
of ' the total
profits of $82,-

263,000. The ra-

tio of profits

from new cars

dropped from
47 per cent
down to less
than 5 per cent.

The other and
major portion

of profits comes
from sales of

parts, intereist

on secur i t i e s

and bank bal-

ances, freight

charges, and so

forth.

INCOME
GROUPS

Jt ife o o
J( ISOO- 1600

» I400-1500
< 1300-1400

* liO0-1300
[

* llOO- 1200
» 1000-1
« 900-100

tition in low-priced cars. Fifteen
per cent of the probable 1924 pro-

1,5 2.x,OOO RECEIVE
mconrs above 4ooo

6 8,500

79,SCO
<S 7, 5 OO
9 J,500
I0.<l,900

U5,«iOO
127,600
142,000
158,000
171 ,000
197.300
222,000
51 ,6 OO
2»7, OOO
327,000

Yfo.OOO
^36.000
51 3,OOO
609,000
735,700
900.000

UOO I"

300 r~-
PROSPECTIVE

S 70O-6OO [

3 700 L

3 SCO
I

*300-<40o|

Sioo-ioo
510O-2OO
» O-IOO

5^3,000
2 3 5,000
ll-^.OOO

69,60O

1 .730,000
1 ,065,000

Graph shoics the relation of the volume of present automobile oivner.t

to possible additional owners, compiled by the Automobile Chamber
of Commerce

As Ford manufactured 1,914,000

cars in 1923, this apparently meant
that Ford's profit per car in 1923

was only a trifle over $2. Ford's

five-days-a-week plan is reducing his

labor cost per car from $75 to $63,

a saving of $12. His other savings

have made the economies total $15
per car, and thus on a production of

2,000,000 cars he is adding $30,000,-

000 to his profits, and is stopping

the sale of cars at virtually manu-
facturing cost.

One must bear in mind the pres-

ent highly concentrated state of the

automobile industry. In 1923 ten

companies manufactured over 90

duction of 3,500,000 would be 525,-

000 cars, which if apportioned
among 94 manufacturers would be

5585 cars apiece. If these were
high-priced cars success would be

possible, but low-priced cars being

the rule, there is need for extensive

capital for automatic machine equip- than ever. The average life of a

ment, high-powered sales organiza- automobile is about six years. Fif

decided future abroad as soon as tl

foreigners who want them ha)

money to buy them. The world
impatient to be "motorized." Ai

ready the automobile ranks secor

in the list of our commodities &
ported (cotton being easily in tl

lead).

We have in America at presei

88 per cent of all the automobiles i

the world—a ratio obviously out (

proportion to the modern econom
value of the automobile in otht

countries. We have one automobi

to every seven persons in the Unitfl

States. Contrast this with one lj P

every 74 in England, one to eveij

93 in France, one to every 453 i

Germany, one to every 36,800

China, and one to every 7500 in Jij

pan. On this scale there is room fc

about 6,000,000 cars in Englan

more than now are registered

about 13.000,000 in France, and pei

haps 10,000,000 in Germany. If on

should dream a "rarebit dream" c

motorizing th
entire world o

the scale of t¥.

United State,

there would
200,000,000 cal

to make—keejj

ing our tot^

present mam
facturing e a

pacity busy fc

the next thirty

three years an

requiring ne'
plants to suppl

renewals.

For the ne>

few years, hov

ever, automobil

manufacture!
must depend a

most entirely on the American mai

ket. In analyzing the future of thi

market, two vital factors loom up

First, the used-car situation, anc

second, the purchasing power of th

population. Frankly speaking, th

used-car situation is more seriou

NUHBER or
10S,000 INCOME RECE1VES.6
1,365,000

1,676,OOO
2,079,000

2. ,^m ,000
"^ 2,ai 0,000

I
3 ,160,000

I
3,-405,000

] 3,'479,000
I

^3,339,000

1

2,956,000
2,3a7.ooo

tion, and large quantity production

at low profit. Such an average vol-

ume of sales will not permit a com-
pany to achieve these things. Hence
the sharp competitive struggle when
the industry is not riding a boom.
Nor will foreign sales loom large

for five or ten years, in spite of the

uring on this basis, there were aboi:

one million cars scrapped in 192;

The number of cars carried ove

into 1924 is probably 13,500,00(

representing the number of car

built since 1918. The slump in 191

predicates' fewer cars scrapped thi

year.

The old-time discussion of whafact that there is a potential de

per cent of the automobiles made; mand abroad. The 1923 export was happens to the pins that are lost i

in fact, six of them produced 85 per only 328,000 cars, which will not be paralleled in the question of wha

cent, leaving 15 per cent to be di- exceeded in 1924. There is no sur- happens to automobiles. Since 191

vided among 94 or more manufac- plus income in most foreign coun- a total of about 4,000,000 cars hav

turers. To go even further. Ford tries for the purchase of cars. But been scrapped. Most of these ol

and General Motors between them the American low-pj-iced car has a cars become junk, but some are sol

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 54
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GOOD HOUSEKEEPING &
STRATEGIC MARKETING

IT IS safe to say that all advertisements, like all

stories, are interesting to one of two people—to the

writer or to the reader. The big trouble is, that much
advertising is interesting only to the writer. It does

little but reflect his anxiety to sell : to sell his merchan-
dise or his service or his ideas." — Robert R. Updegraff

No. 10 {If you have not seen numbers 1 to 9, we will gladly send them.']

iWe

pOn behalf of all magazines we would like

quote Advertising Technique: "A closing

r[ite should be respected the same as a busi-

!SS man respects an appointment. Your
Ivertising material must be handled by the
iblisher's organization, comprising many
versified departments—each compelled to

-ordinate its separate responsibilities so

at all function collectively as a smooth-
nning unit."

"A rushed advertisement is a crushed
ece of publicity right at the start. Let u.-i

I strive in the interest of advertising to

mplete and forward all material by closing

tl'S."

—GH—
The question of who will share

ill the profits of the $500,000,000
that Good Housekeeping readers
spend annually for clothing greatly

(lepends on the foresight of manu-
facturers to advertise to this vast
and responsive market.

—GH—

Jiardware
With the cxce]ition of heavy and

liuilder's hardware, the majority
I if lines carried in the hardware
trade are purcha.sed by individual
lonsumers. These consumer cus-

I omers are made up equally of men
and women bu>'ers. Recent obser-

vations of consumer buying habits
liave shown that in all but a few
cases most of the things purchased
in retail hardware stores are asked
f

I ir as commodities rather than by
the maker's name.

ManufacUirers distributing and
.celling through hardware channels
should keep these facts in mind.
By better packaging and more dis-

tinctive treatment of their product,
they may capitalize on the buying
liabits already formed by the con-
sumers when purchasing merchan-
dise in other lines.

Knowledge of conditions such as

these make marketing questions
simpler. The Marketing Division
of Good Housekeeping will be glad
to confer with you on your prob-
lems.

The Good Housekeeping circu-

lation statement for 1924 is now
ready for distribution. Ajiy adver-
tiser who has run against the prob-
lem of obtaining proper coverage
of the home market will find a
solution here. We will gladly send
the book to executives requesting

it.

—GH—
The gradual lowering cost of electricity

opens the way to greater consumption with-

out any overtax to the home budget. An
opportune time to reach the home with ad-
vertising of electrical fi.xtures and appliances.

—GH—
Woman's vocabulary is computed to be

400 words. Proving that the simple, every-

day language is most understood, while

flowery words and superlatives are generally

accepted as a means of filling space which
could not be used otherwise because the

advertiser evidentl}' lacked sufficient good
points about his product.

—GH—
We consider it a great distinction

to offer our readers a serial by
"Elizabeth," ivho xdou much praise

and affection by hei stories "Eliza-
beth and Her German Garden" and
"The Enchanted April." The title

of the serial is "Loie." This is the

first of her norels to appear serially

in a magazine. Begin it in Septem-
ber Good Housekeeping.

—GH—

During the first 4 months of 1924, more
shoes were made for the woman purchaser
than for any other retail market in America.
From the Department of Commerce we have
the following: "Out of 110,114,591 pairs,

32.9% w'ere made for women, 12.1% for

misses and children, 5.9% for boys and
youths, 8% for infants and 6.3% for house-
wives." This totals 65.2% almost all of

which was bought by the woman.

—GH—
An Elizabeth, N. .1. merchant is featuring

electrical appliances whose guaranteed ad-
vertising appears in Good Housekeeping.
This is but another instance of the value
dealers place in the selling influence of tiood
Housekeeping.

?> il

ifr<i^

The chart below shows the lead that
Good Housekeeping holds m total accoimts,
computed from the first 6 months of 1924.
85 more advertisers selected Good House-
keeping than were found in the ne.vt nearest
magazine, whose circulation is double that
of Good Housekeeping. Could we offer a
stronger proof of the value advertisers have
in the selling influence of Good Housekeep-
ing?

—GH—
Little Willie's idea that toast is

"cooked over the fire and scraped
over the sink" has been gratefully

changed. With the convenient
electric toaster, the housewife has
little difliculty in getting the
"golden brown" on the toast.

And many other duties about the
home she can do with less effort,

thanks to all combined who have
aided in placing labor-saving de-
vices in Jae home.

—GH—
Why not trade mark lighting fixtures

also?

—GH—

On page 3 of this series, we quoted a
letter from the Fuller Brush Company who
have been using Good Housekeeping ever
since they began magazine advertising. In
fact. Good Housekeeping was the first pub-
lication used. That was in 1914, when they
spent .?3,000 for advertising, according to

.Advertising and Selling Fortnightly. Of
this $3,000, Good Housekeeping received

$2,094, and although several other pubhca-
tions have since been placed on the schedule.

Good Housekeeping has always held an
appreciable position.

This page, appearing now and then, is

published by Good Housekeeping in the
interests of better advertising and mar-
keting. Address, 119 W. 40th St., N. Y.
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The Butcher— the Baker

—

the Candlestick Maker

—

all welcome the use of your sign on
their store windows

—

Signs that publicly proclaim these store-

keepers as direct-selling agencies for

your products—whatever they are.

"Good-Ad
Window Signs oF
DECALCOMANIE

That "Goes on Forever"
are made of permanent and brilliant non-fading
colors— long-lived window signs, becoming
almost a part of the glass itself, that never
wear out their usefulness—perpetually pointing
out WHAT to buy and WHERE to buy it.

Superior to every other form of sign—and more
economical in the long run.

PALM, FECHTELER & CO.
Decalcotnanie Pioneers

67 Fifth Ave., New York
Representatives in all Principal Cities

FREE

SKETCH

OFFER

PALM, FECHTELER & CO..

Gentlemen:—Kindly send actual Decalcomi
literature "A" and FREE COLOR SKETCH, 'ithout obligatio

closed find copy of

jransTen

"It's Easier to Figh

the House''

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17]

pertaining to the case. Among
figures he found that there was (

retailer who had had nine diffen

allowances in three months. Two
them were for special advertisi

but there was no clear record of j

what that advertising allowance Tj

for or what had been accomplish,

Another one was for a special &
tribution to a Carnival Fund. 1
dealer was chairman of the C(i

mittee collecting the money. Tht

were shortages, bad goods and wl

not. The dealer had taken a libej

toll. But he was a good custom!

The jobber went in person to c

on the retailer. "Say," he
"you and I are working the sa

side of the street. I've been so bi

laying for manufacturers' salesni

and working them for concessic

ind what not, that I haven't pi

any attention to you. And wh
I've been bringing it in through 1

front door, you've been taking

away through the warehouse i

shipping room door.

"You've got to me nine times

the last three months for over

hundred dollars. I can see that t

of these deductions might be wl

ranted. But the other seven are

stuff to me. I've been practici

the same parlor tricks a long tij

myself. They are perfectly legi

mate, all right, if the other man
stand for it, but I'm going to a

you to lay off me for a while.

want to do business with you, 1

I've got to have a chance to idl

a little money off you. I guess j

go for my salesman pretty hard
he can't turn you down. NowJ
want to do the right thing, but l!

left word in the office to let me t^

a look at your claims. You're

expert, but now I'm asking you 1

chance to even up a little. NC

our lodge over in my town is m
ing up a little fund to help out so;

families that are destitute on

count of a coal mine disaster, a

I'm on the committee. I'll certai^

appreciate about seventy-five dolli?

from a good brother member. Tit

will leave us about square."

But following this good-natuil

adjustment, there followed the ci-

tom of having each claim for allo-

ance or deductions placed on t^

jobber's desk. While he attendl

to his buying, he also kept track t

what was leaking out. Three mont-'

without watching had cost him om'

a thousand dollars. The next thi'
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iii'iiths, by careful watching and
ippi'ovinK only what appeared to be

'easonable allowances, the amount
vas cut down to less than three

lundred dollars.

Evidently, it began to be easier

or some of the salesmen to fight it

lilt with the customer than with the

(OSS. It was only when the custo-

ner had a real claim that the sales-

nan brought it in. The complimen-
rry deductions were handled on the

pot, and because the salesman knew
le would have to "sell" the allow-

lue to the "old man," he was care-

ul what he brought in. It was no
onger a matter of telling the credit

nan that the salesman was respon-
ililp for the territory and knew
.luit he was doing.

First and Last Steps
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20J

jiteps in Advertising Our Business."
Every few minutes, for the next

.alf hour, he would jot down some
tern on the sheet. When he finally

'Ut his fountain pen back in his

ocket, promising himself as he did

to call a conference of his adver-

ising and sales managers promptly
ipon his arrival at the factory, his

Ist read:

Reception room at factory, New
fork office, labels, stack on new power
tation, letterheads and envelopes of
11 kinds, billheads and statements,
decks, package inserts, calendars,
rice lists, personnel department forms,
elivery truck, house-organ, electric
ign on factory, water tower, model
core in factory, uniforms for drivers,
niforms for office pages and messen-
ers, packing cases and barrels, office

letters, shipping advices to customers,
jalesmen's baggage, trade catalogues,
)Ose-leaf sheets, stock certificates,

lames of products, salesmen's cards,
desmen's automobiles, collection forms
nd letters, flags on factory buildings,
ademarks, characteristic architecture
r new buildings, characteristic color

li present buildings, shapes of pack-
'?es and products, colors of package?
|nd products, telephone gi-eeting and
['sponse, complimentary close of let-

is, annual report to stockholders.

Across the bottom of the sheet he
ad scrawled these words:
"Make all these things sai/ 8ome-

ling
—

'happy, forceful, unforget-
[ible,—about our business.

/. Dennp & Co., Limited

I

Toronto, announce? that Curtis H.
lemv, who resigned from their organi-
ition in 1922 to become secretary of
'hp Toronto Pharmacal Co., Ltd., is

' '' more affiliated with them.

Jiambers Agency, Inc.

New Orleans, will direct advertising
jT The American Creosote Works and

I' Savannah Creosote Co.

Fall Schedules
A DVERTISERS that are to

Jr\. be represented in the Cin-

cinnati market this Fall are us-

ing The Enquirer to bring their

message to Cincinnatians.

They are using The Enquirer
both daily and Sunday because

it is the one paper that reaches

everybody. A recent survey

showed that it goes into 104,000

out of 106,000 homes.

National Advertisers are follow-

ing the lead of Local Advertisers
—and are buying not only the

circulation of a newspaper but

what it represents in buying
power.

The

CINCINNATI
ENQUIRER
One of theWorld's Qreatest Neivspapers

I. A. KLEIN I. A. KLEIN R. J. BIDWELL CO.
50 E. 42nd St. 76 W. Monroe St. 742 Market St.

New York Chicago San Francisco

*-********«*.*******-**********«****#«««-****-***4*««**«**-*
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THE 6-I)t PAG

©ft Bodkins
HARDLY had I stepped ashore in

New York, upon my return

from London and Paris, when I

began to hear of those 24 famous gold

teaspoons that the advertising dele-

gates were accused of having lifted

at the Elysee Palace in Paris. I didn't

believe it at the time, and I am pleased

to learn that President Lou Holland
has since taken the pains to cable to

Paris to learn the truth. In answer
to his cable, Senator Paul Dupuy of

Paris, cabled:

"Story of missing spoons absolutely

false and childish. President Doumer-
gue just told me how he was charmed
with all your delegates and how he
appreciated their splendid behavior
and tact. I confirm with pleasure the

publicity concerning the excellent im-

pression produced in France by this

visit."

—8-pt—

At that, some of our delegates did

give our European hosts occasion to

smile to themselves. One woman, an
inveterate collector of autographs, is

said to have confronted Lord Burn-
ham with her autograph book with the

request that he favor her with his

autograph. This he gladly did, writ-

ing merely "Burnham," as is custom-
ary with Lords.

The lady's face fell. She had sup-

posed he would write "Lord Burnham."
"Well, but won't you write something

else?" she asked. "What you are, you
know."
A good-natured smile spread over

His Lordship's genial face.

"You want me to write what I am?"
he asked.

"Yes—yes—what you are," replied

the lady eagerly.

Whereupon Lord Burnham took the

pen again and beneath the "Burnham"
wrote, "Proprietor of the London Daily
Telegraph."

"There," he is said to have whispered
jubilantly to a nearby friend, "I got

my ad in there all right!"

—8-pt—

"Her whistle may make a lot of

noise, but it's her propeller that pushes

the steamer forward," was the heading
of an English advertising agent's ad-

vertisement which greeted me in my
Daily Mail one morning on the high
seas.

It struck me rather forcibly that the

big advance in advertising during the

past few years has been due to the

fact that advertising men as a class

have graduated from their early inter-

est in "making a lot of noise" in an

advertising way and settled down to

the serious job of putting that some-

thing into advertising that will push

business forward.

—8-pt—

Before parting from England as a

subject for 8-pt copy I must quote this

paragraph which I ran across in the

middle of a newspaper article and
which seems to me to sum up England
and the Englishman:

"That's the kind of thing the long-dis-
tance Englishman understands. His is a
country of deep and satisfactory armchairs,
of seasoned interests, of steady nerves. To
move from him to the jumpier man is to

move from the armchair to the rocl^ing
chair, from the land of fog to the land of
blizzard."

It's a great country, is England, and
I hope to return there early and often.

—8-pt—

I like the service spirit of this Onyx
Hosiery counter card which I ran
across recently. Instead of devoting

itself to singing the praises of this

well-known brand of hosiery, it makes
a courteous suggestion to customers
in the interest of the merchant and all

w Villi ! - \Mu\ wi' .slum) you

some of our

VnyxMHosiery

silk hosiery manufacturers—and illus-

trates this suggestion in a way that

is in itself an invitation to imitation.

The card is easled to stand, and
measures 11 inches wide by 15 inches

high—just large enough to show up
well on the counter, yet not so large

as to be objectionable. The back,

which faces the clerk as he or she

stands behind the counter, is utilize<

as skilfully as the front, and in thi

same service spirit. It lists for the

clerk's ready reference the correspond

ing sizes of shoes and hosiery, for ini

fants, children, ladies and men. Ii:

addition it gets in some good sellinfi

for Onyx by enumerating the fivi;

strong selling points of Onyx Hosieryi

If more dealer helps were conceived

in this spirit of service, think you no

that merchants would be more eagei

to display them?
—8-pt— \

Newspaper publishers who contem!

plate changing the page size of thei

papers should proceed with caution

lest they experience the same sub

scriber resistance encountered by i

publisher John Clyde Oswald tellij

about who met with the violent objec

tion of one of his most valued sub

scribers on the ground that in its nev

size the paper did not fold right to fi

her pantry shelves!

—8-pt—

The Fortnightly seems to be rapidl;

developing into an international adver

tising and selling publication! Withii

the past week eight subscriptions hav

been received from Japan, five fron

Canada, two from China and one eacl

from Belgium, Netherlands ani'

Esthonia.

I should like to extend Editorial

Greetings to our new friends across thj

border and beyond the seas

!

—8-pt—

Recently I spent an afternoon in a'

office in Camden, New Jersey. A'

afternoon I was tremendously im

pressed as through the window ever

few minutes I saw wagon-loads O;

vegetables going by, headed toward th'

Campbell plant, and truck loads o

cartons of Campbell's Soups going i

the opposite direction, headed towar

the ferries and the railroad termina

"It is advertising that is keepini

that stream of wagons and truck!

moving," I informed myself. "I wis|

a grandstand might be constructej

along this street, with seats reserve'

for the skeptics who don't believe ii

the power of advertising."

ni



straight Facts about

UTHER^URAUST
for Advertising Agencies and Manufacturers

400,000 net paid

guaranteed

Facts instead

of rumors

An unparalleled

investigation

&ARLY in June the following announcement

was made to buyers of advertising: "Effect'

ivejuly i, 1924, Southern Ruralist circulation

will be 400,000 net paid guaranteed and the adver'

tising rate $2 per agate line flat."

Clients of Southern Ruralist have been fully informed

regarding this revision. They have accepted it with

confidence and cooperation. It appears, however,

that certain interests are seeking to disturb these

friendly relations by setting in motion a number of

false rumors.

That such attacks are unwarranted will be apparent

to all who know Southern Ruralist policies and

methods. Nevertheless we are pleased to make the

following statement as a point of information for the

general advertising public.

Southern Ruralist is just completing one of the most

exhaustive investigations on record for the purpose

of verifying the character of its circulation. Subscrip'

tion lists are being checked, doubtful names removed,

and the accuracy of those remaining established be
yond dispute at a cost exceeding $75,000 for clerical

work and postage alone. Our guarantee, therefore,

will not be questioned by any save those who have

selfish reasons for seeking to discredit it.



Confidence of

advertisers

Expansion plans

for the future

On the basis of ofEcial audit figures, Southern Ruralist

has made prompt refunds in full to advertisers. With'

out exception, settlements have been satisfactory to

all parties concerned ; to our knowledge, not a single ac
count has been lost as a result of the situation outlined.

Southern Ruralist proposes to continue without

interruption extensive plans for expansion begun two
years ago. A site has been purchased and Southern

Ruralist will shortly begin erection of a beautiful new
home which will be, when completed, the largest and

best equipped publishing plant in the South.

Far from relinquishing 3 1 years of leadership in the

territory it serves, Southern Ruralist contemplates

one action only—further progress. It is still and

will continue to be "Supreme in the South." You may
depend upon that.

The theme of this advertisement has been treated more

at length in a hoo}^et, ''^Facts for the Buyers of Adver-

tising.^' We will gladly mail a copy upon request.

Souther

N

UMIIST
ATLANTA, GA.
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What Are Unfair

Business Practices?

Recent Decisions of the Federal Trade

Commission Condensed for Quick

Reference

Candy—A concern in Toledo, Ohio,
has been ordered to cease and desist

from selling or offering for sale candy
ior confections in containers the wrap-
pers or labels of which misrepresent the
itrue composition of the contents. The
.company manufactured a candy bar
which it named "Chocolate Ice Cream
Bar." The wrapper was illustrated

with the picture of a child holding a
piece of an ice cream cone. As the
candy bar contained no ice cream, the
commission held that the use of the
iwrapper constituted unfair competition.

Gasoline—Three oil companies have
ibeen named in a cease and desist order
iDn the ground that they combined to fix

;the price of gasoline so that competi-
tion by retail dealers who handle the
i2;asoline of other companies was practi-
|:ally eliminated.

I

[

Coal—Two St. Louis concerns must
stop using the words "Mount Olive" in

ladvertising coal to consumers, because
the coal in question did not originate in

!the "Mount Olive District." Coal from
jthe latter source has a higher market
Iralue than the coal that was actually
jiold by the two companies cited.

I

_
Soap—Prominent company of Cin-

innnati, Ohio, must discontinue using
l:he word "naphtha" in connection with
J:he advertisement and sale of soap
(sroducts that do not contain at least 1

'per cent of naphtha. The ruling was
jaanded down because the company's
products did not contain any ingredient
.;hat could be identified as naphtha. In
,;ome instances kerosene in small quan-
'ities was found. One of the commis-
:;ioners dissented from the order. Con-
'inued use of the word "naphtha" would
Fonstitute misrepresentation and decep-
.ion so far as the purchasing public
fvere concerned, stated the commission
(n its cease and desist order.
I

I Furniture—Use of the slogan "di-
iect from factory to you" must be dis-
jontinued by retail merchants who are
,n the habit of representing themselves
1 s manufacturers or representatives of
Jnanufacturers. It is against the law
likewise for anyone to pose as a manu-
laeturer when such is not the case,
i'his issue was brought to a conclusion
]n the case of a Philadelnhia retailer
(ho in advertising and selling his fur-
liture conveyed the impression that he
j.'as a manufacturer. This he did by
|he use of the "direct from factory to
jou" slogan, and by representing to the
[onsumer that as a manufacturer he
as in position to save the profits of the
liddleman.

"Army-Navy" Stores— Places of
usiness that off'er for sale various
lerchandise, and give the public the
iipression that they are selling goods
lat have been purchased from the sur-
lus army and navy supplies, when
Jch is not the case, are doing an un-
«r business, considered illegal by the
ommission.

r\-

Telling It ToThe Boy Scouts
O

"Be Prepared"—and Thrift
"Be Prepared" is the Boy Scout motto. Boy Scouts volun-
tarily enter training for preparedness—learning how to
swim, learning "first aid," learning how to earn their living,

how to develop mental and physical resourcefulness, how
to serve, learning the value of thrift.

Boy Scouts the country over are obeying the ninth scout
law and either starting bank deposits or adding to the ones
they already have. This means that, independent of their
parents, they are potential purchasers—purchasers you can
tell your message to with both immediate and future profit.

Over 2,000.000 boys have received training in thrift thru
scouting.

boy:^.ife
THE BOYSCOUIS'MACAZINE

^
200 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

Union Bank Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

37 So. Wabash Av
Chicago, 111. r

'Better Copy
50% of all the advertising copy used in mag-

azines, newspapers, trade papers and direct mail
literature can be impro\ed from 10% to 500%.

If you care to send several samples of your
copy I will, without charge, tell you whether, or
not, I can increase its effectiveness—to what ex-
tent—and my fee for doing it.

Charles Austin Bates
.1.1 WEST 42XD STREET, NEW YORK
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Frank Hanson—Retailer—Speaks

His Mind on Advertising

that theirs was purely a fictitious cam-
paign, gotten up to stick the dealer.

"During all this time, when I was
learning just what advertising will and
will not do for the dealer, my morgue
has become crowded with goods that

starved to death on advertising

promises.

"W:
HILE I think of it, here's an-

other point I want to make.
I've got four clerks in the

store. They are the boys who do
the selling, as I personally put in

very little time behind the counter.

Yet only one in about a hundred sales-

men takes the time to sell these clerks

of mine, even after I have stocked their

line. They never stop to figure that

those clerks are the lads who push the

stuff across the counter. If they do
realize this, they are so anxious to

move on to the next store to get what
they call their 'distribution' that they
slough off the most important part of

their job. They must think I hold a

class of instruction every time I stock

a new product. Sometimes I actually

invite them to come around after clos-

ing time and give some samples and
a talk to my clerks, but it is a rare and
occasional salesman who will act on
the hint.

"Let me show you something. Do
you see that pile of shoe polish on the
counter? The man who sold me that
line is a salesman after my own heart.
Sometimes I think he must have been
trained by my old boss in the soap busi-

ness. That shoe polish was in the
morgue and has been in there for near-
ly a year. When this man came in and
opened up, 1 took him back to the
morgue and showed him this stock. He
turned and said, 'Mr. Hanson, what
time do you close?' I told him eight
o'clock. 'I won't take up your time
now and I won't take that stock bacK,
but if you will let me come in here for

fifteen minutes after you close I'll show
you that you have a real money maker
in that shoe polish.' I figured that he
was finding an easy way out, so told

him to come around.

"Promptly at eight o'clock he was
in the store, and asked every clerk if

he wouldn't stay for ten minutes. Under
his arm he had a big bundle, and we
got our first laugh when he unwrapped
it. There was a regular shoe-shining
box. Then he took off his coat, rolled

up hi.s sleeves, went back to that

morgue, got a box of the polish and
invited me to step up and have my
shoes shined, free. And believe me,

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21]

while that hombre shined he talked.

When he got through with me, he took
each clerk and shined his shoes, all the

time selling that shoe polish hard. We
learned more in fifteen minutes about
shoe polishes than can be found in an
encyclopedia. Then he went back, got

all that dead stock, made a nice pile

on the counter, lined the clerks up and
actually sold a can to each one of those

clerks.

"That wasn't all, either. He offered

to drive me home in his car, and man-
aged to have himself invited in, when
he went over the same process with my
wife and son. I want to tell you there

was the sort of salesmanship that de-

lights the heart of any dealer. Now
every one of those clerks, and myself
included, takes more pleasure in ac-

tually selling that shoe polish than any-
thing else we have in the store.

"That shoe polish had been adver-
tised on and off all the time, but the
salesman who originally stocked me
sold us on the advertising but not on
the polish. He actually hypnotized me
into believing that with the advertis-

ing my customers were going to walk
in and loudly demand that polish. So
we put it on the shelf and waited for

that demand, which didn't materialize
except for a rare and occasional call.

Now that we are actively pushing it.

we find our customers saying, 'Why.
yes, I've read about that polish and
will try a can.'

"What I want to make clear to you
is that we did not cash in on the ad-
vertising until a man came along and
sold us thoroughly on the product. So
thoroughly that we enjoy talking it

up."

FRANK HANSON .said a lot more
along the same lines, and I have

repeated his story to illustrate the

point that salesmen are showing too

much tendency to lean almo.st en-

tirely on advertising.

A well known sales manager re-

cently confessed to me that one of

his daily jobs was to keep his ad-

vertising manager in leash. He says

that his men are being constantly

bombarded w'th advertising talks.

magazine proofs, etc., and he has

come to realize that in their anxiety

to see that their advertising program
is merchandised to the trade, thev

are actually softening their sales-

men.

I know of one instance where ;

proposed advertising campaign wa;

over-merchandised to such an exten

that it actually retarded the progresi

of the product. It happened abou
four years ago with a well knowi
house, whose line of canned food i:

familiar to every housewife in thi

country.

At the time, this firm addec

a food specialty to their line. A
modest newspaper and magazim
campaign was made up and hek
ready for release. Then the sales'

men were told to go out and get thf

distribution, and that as quickly a:

each market was able to show a dis

tribution of 50 per cent or better

the advertising would be released.

The salesmen got to work and they

managed to put a case here anc

there with retailers, on the strengtl

of the promised advertising. Thej

pointed out that the manufacturer:

were well and favorably knowi

through their other lines, and tha'

as soon as the advertising was re,

leased there would be almost ai

immediate consumer demand. Thi:

was the attitude of the firm's adver

tising manager and naturally it was

reflected to the salesmen.

BUT there were four or fiv(

months consumed in getting thi:

distribution and before the adver

tising was released. Meanwhile, tht

retailers who originally stocked thi

item found that it did not move am
began returning it to their jobbers

Salesmen, jobbers and brokers al

went stale and finally, when the adj

vertising was released, there wa.'

little if any distribution to feed on'

and the entire campaign went flat

The product had lots of merit, bu'

the retailers were stocked on the ad

vertising and not sold on the prod

uct. In fact, this advertising wa;

talked up so strongly as to virtually

"guarantee the sale" to the retaile

and the distribution thus obtainecj

simply proved to be a sales boomej

rang. I

It looks as though we will have t(j

have to start teaching our men wha',

advertising will not do, in additioi!

to what it will do.
j
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i One Reason Why
jHouses Cost So Much
'

By J. M. Campbell
' Most people regard building con-

"actors as a bad lot—profiteers;

laemies of mankind; hyenas in human
irm. etc., etc.

I used to feel that way myself, but

have changed my opinion—not entire-

', you understand, but to a consider-

ble extent. I talked recently with a

lan whose business brings him in con-

;ant contact with builders; and what
e told me puts a new light on con-

actors and others who have to do

ith building.

They are making a profit, a very

iood profit, he says, but it isn't as

irge as most people think it is. He
lade that fact quite clear to me, but

I do so, he covered two sheets of

raper with figures and had to sharpen

lis pencil twice.
' He took, as an example, a house for

jhich the building contractor asks

10,000. The actual cost is about $7,000

-it may be a little more or a little less,

jt let us call it $7,000. The buyer

^ays $1,500 cash. That, my informant

'lid, is the average down-payment
Ihieh the purchaser of a moderate-
deed house makes. From a mortgage
limpany or a building and loan associ-

pion the buyer obtains $4„500. For
lie balance—$4,000—he gives the

ailder a second mortgage.

! The builder wants cash with which to

liild more houses, so he goes to men
Iho deal in second mortgages and offers

ids particular mortgage to them.

Ihey buy it, not for its face value, but

a substantial discount—20, 25, even
I per cent. That is to say, they buy
i.r, roughlv, $3,000, a second mortgage

fT $4,000.

'

)
The transaction figures out this way:

i
The buver pays $10,000

$1,500 cash

I
$4,500 first mortgage

I $4,000 second mortgage
jIThe builder's paper profit is. . 3,000

I
from which must be de-

j
ducted whatever loss he

I
incurs through the sale, at
less than its face value, of

the second mortgage for

$4,000. That is seldom less

, than $1,000. Often it is.

I
more. Call it $1,000.

(Deduct 1,000

Builder's net profit $2,000

lit is the dealer in second mortgages
Jio makes the largest percentage of

lOfit; and while he runs some risk, it

I

after all, not great.

iAll of which goes to show that men
jio build or buy houses and haven't

lough money to finance the transaction

j
best advantage, pay a pretty stiff

ice for "accommodation."

ivin F. Paschnll

Chicago, will direct business paper
vertising for the Standard Pressed
eel Co., Jenkintown, Pa.

Is your copy and space \
properly supported?

APOWERFL'L piece of copy is prepared, you
have the necessary space to put it over, but
your advertisement falls short of its goal un-

less it has the support of Good Plates.

Use Gagnier Plates and Mats and you. too. will find

the worth of good workmanship and adequate
manufacturing facilities. Improved equipment
(much of which has been invented by our own en-
gineers) enables us to tie-up individual skill with
mass production.

Every Gagnier Plate is backed by the Service of its

maker. Packing, wrapping, addressing, and mailing
direct to publications is efficiently handled by our
traffic experts. Consider the many postal regula-
tions, high costs ot paper, twine, etc. value of skilled

clerks, knowledge of transportation, and you will

appreciate the value of Gagnier Service.

Put us to the test! You order cannot be too large
for us, for ours is the largest Stereotype Foundry
in the world, and no order is too small to warrant
our earnest attention.

Use Gagnier Plates, Mats and Gagnier Service—
you can rely on them. Relieve yourself of anxiety
and high costs.

Ifyo adi-ertise i spapers we can show
you how to save time and money on your
Plates and Mats. Outline your require-

ments. Let tis quote prices. No obligation.

GAGNIER STEREOTYPE FOUNDRY
The Gagnier Corporation

NEW YORK
51 E. 42nd St.

DETROIT CHICAGO
222 N. Michigan Ave.

'A

7/ie Shcogni^td Standard

For 1 5 years the leading best equipped

business research organization.

Surveys and special investigations

—

dealer questionnaires anywhere in

U. S. $1.50 per dealer, 75c consumer.

Industry researches on over 300 lines

available at $150 and upward.

BUSINESS
BOURSE

J. GEORGE FREDERICK. President

15 W. 37th St., New York. N. Y.

Hotel St. James
109-

1
3 West 45th Street.Times Square

NEW YORK, N. Y.

C/4n hotel of

'liates and Booklet on application

W. JOHNSON QUINN
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SIL4W BUSINESS BOOKS

Announcing

"Principles of

Merchandising"
By MELVIN T. COPELAND, Ph.D.

Professor of Marketing. Director of Bureau of
Business Research. Graduate School of Busi-

ness .Administration, Harvard University.

NEVER before has such a clear-cut,

comprehensive, intimate analysis of

merchandising principles been offered.

Starting with a discussion of the objec-

tives of merchandising it gives the results

pi aggressive, economical sales efforts in

numerous instances. It goes behind these

effects and makes clear the principles

which have stimulated consumers to buy
more merchandise. It differentiates be-

tween types of commodities and shows
.iust what motives really prompt consum-
ers to buy convenience goods, shopping
goods, specialty goods and industrial

goods. It tells just how business firms

have appealed to emotional as well as ra-

tional buying motives. It takes up the

proven methods of selecting, training, pay-
ing and managing the sales force. In
short, it makes clear time-tested procedure
in handling practically all the significant

and perplexing merchandising problems.

Replete with Valuable Data
TV rOREOVER, this book is written by one of
-' •" the foremost marketing authorities and pres-
ents figures and data from a close study of the
actual results which literally hundreds 'of con-
cerns of varying sizes have secured. In all, there
are 29 tables and 17 significant charts.

Examine Free
AN examination will quickly prove the value
' of this book to you. Send no money now.
Simply mail the handy coupon below.

, No money now—mail coupon -

' A. W. SHAW COMPANY, 1

. Cass, Huron and Erie Streets, Chicaga
;

', I'lease mall me for five days' exainlnafion a
'

. cr.py of M. T. Cnptlanil's •I'rlnclples of Mer-
\

' riian.llsinB." It eiitlrtly satisfleil. ril send vou .

I
$4. na.vment In full. Otherwise I'll return 'the '

I book. A-8"J4
I

1 SAME
;

1 STREET & NO
;

; CITY & STATE '

;
FIRM 1

I

POSITIO.N
I

I BUSINESS
I

I (Canaila $4.40, duty prepaid, same terms; U. S. 1

I Territories and Colonies 54, cash with order; all i

I
other countries $4.40, cash with order.) '

The Basics of Advertising

Copy
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23]

of writing apart from literary style

and journalese.

I do not say: cut loose from liter-

ary prose and journalese. I do say:
step free from their traditions. That
is : let us take what literary prose
and journalese can contribute to ad-
vertising copy, but let us also ask:
Can't we go on from here? And if

so, how?
Nor are we looking for a few

tricks of technique. Nothing will

suffice but a set of working princi-

ples for writing advertising copy.

Such a result can not be achieved
in a day, or in a year; not by one
man or even one group. Each must
make his contribution. Many have
already made theirs. Many more
must.
The incandescent lamp, when Edi-

son first brought it forth, was a far
from perfect invention; but it was
the necessary step to the mazda of

today.

What is the ideal advertising
style?

That which reads quickest and
clearest.

On that specification, there will be
no argument. In fact, some may
cry: "Old stuff!" So it is; but at-

taining it leads immediately into

deeper water.
If clearness and speed are the two

desired ends, then, logically, to these

two must everything else be sacri-

ficed. No reservations ! Even if the

sacredest rules of grammar and
rhetoric go overboard.

To arrive at the quickest, clearest

style, let us pursue the method of

elimination. First, let us get at the

things which muddle up copy; then,

at the things which slow zip copy.

As a starting point for reaching

the things which muddle up copy, the

most helpful conception I know is:

Language is a hindrance to

thought.

Rather startling is that vie\vpoint.

Nevertheless, justified. An illustra-

tion will fix it:

Three people see a golfer make a

210-yard hole in one—an old-time

judge, an Englishman, and a caddie.

"That, sir," says the judge, "was
one of the most remarkable and as-

tonishing demonstrations of golfing

accuracy that I have ever had the

pleasure of witnessing."

"Well played, old chap," says the

Englishman.
Says the caddie, "Whew!"
What each intended to convey]

principally, was his astonishment,

The judge's speech was so full oi

language that it quite buried his

astonishment. The Englishman's
speech was so casual and general

that it meant a dozen other things

as well as astonishment. But the

caddie's "whew!" was astonishment,

pure and unmistakable.

To John and Jane Publick, lan-

guage—meaning verbiage—clutters

up copy. It prevents them from
thinking along with the copywriter.

How does it prevent them? That

is exactly into what we should in-

quire. For, thus we get the clue how
to make copy clear.

The things which muddle up copy

are, chiefly, four. They, with their

corresponding recipes for clearness,

are:

1. The buried key-thought. Rem-
edy-^the Inverted Sentence. '

2. The deadly generality. Remedy]

—Vividness.
:

3. The forgotten point. Remedy
—Emphasis.

4. The wooly sentence. Remedy

—

Compression.
After the things which muddle up

copy, the next step is to discover

what sloxvs up copy.

This is a problem long ago tackled

by journalism. It, too, sought speed.

The thing which slows up copy, and

journalism's remedy, is:

5. The slow, draggy sentence.

Remedy—Journalese.

These five are things which liter-

ary prose and journalism have

worked out for themselves. But

shall advertising be content? Are

there not ways to make copy still

clearer, still faster? If so, let ut

have them. The results are our jus-

tification.

Two additional ways of getting

clearness and quickness appear oc-

casionally in advertising copy. Let

us recognize these two means anc

what they do

:

6. The High-lighted sentence. H

drops out useless words required b.^

correct grammar.
7. High - light punctuation. H

splits up the message into smaller

more assimilable packages.
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Power Boat Owners
are Buyers of

BOATS
ENGINES
STEERING WHEELS
PROPELLERS
CARBURETORS
MAGNETOS
SPARK PLUGS
TOOL KITS
REVERSE GEARS
RADIO SETS
ANCHORS
BINNACLES
BATTERIES
WINDLASSES
STOVES
FLAGS
PENNANTS
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
YACHTING TOGS
WARNING SIGNALS
PAINT
VARNISH
LUBRICATING OIL
ELECTRIC GENERATORS
ROPE
LIFE PRESERVERS
PUMPS
PISTON RINGS
TACHOMETERS
CAULKING COTTON
ETC.

73%
Of Power Boalings

Subscribers are

Boat Owners

Readies the

Real Buyers

It goes direct by mail to more paid in

advance subscribers than any other two
boating pubhcations. Nearly three out

of four are boat owners and they are in

the market twelve months out of the year

for the thousand and one different items

necessary to the operation of a modern
power boat. They represent the biggest

single sales outlet for any product which

can be sold to boat owners.

COVERS THE ENTIRE FIELD

Xearlv a thousand boat builders suliscribe

for and READ POWER BOATING. Among
engine manufacturers, boat and engine dealers

and jobbers its distribution is equally wide-

spread. They look upon it as their trade paper,

scan the pages for authentic information con-

cerning new boats and engines, use its adver-

tising pages to present their own services or

products to boat owners everywhere.

IS NATIONAL IN SCOPE
While the bulk of its circulation is concen-

trated on the .Atlantic Coast, where the niajor-

itv of important boating centers are found,

POWER BOATING is especially strong in

the South and West, and is the dominant pub-

lication throughout the Great Lakes and Mis-

sissippi \'alley districts.

BRINGS REAL RESULTS
From cover to cover POWER BOATING is

thoroughly readable. It enables advertisers to

reach a highly receptive audience at remarkably

low cost. Founded 1905, published monthly,

forms close 5th of month preceding date of

issue. Complete circulation analysis on request.

POWER BOATING
Penton Building Cleveland, Ohio

MEMBER
A-B-C APentonPablicaHon "l^ir
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A Concise and Complete Record

of all National Advertisers
Kept up'tO'date by monthly supplements

2 The Standard Advertising Register gives every essential

fact on nearly eight thousand advertisers making an

annual appropriation for a national campaign. Facts

such as: NAME, ADDRESS, BUSINESS, MAN-
TO-SEE, AGENCY, TIME OF APPROPRIATION,
MEDIA USED, and other pointers of value.

2 This data is cross referenced Aliihabetically, ( ieugrapliic-

allv, and 1:)y Agencies.

3 The Standartl .\dvertising Register Service also includes

-\gencv lists (names of 1500 advertising agencies, their

personnel and accounts of 600 leading agencies) ; Spe-

cial Bulletins (latest campaign news, etc.): Service

Bureau (other information by mail and telegraph).

A service you need. Write or 'phone

The STANDARD
ADVERTISING
REGISTER

National Register Publishing Company, Inc.

15 Moore Street New York City

R. W. Ferrel, Manager Tel. Bowling Green 7966

ViSUAUZAtiOMS

Tark c^VENUE
HOTEL

'^Ew York
• Famous for a generation. Large rooms—spacious
lounge. Service redolent of the old regime courtesy,
tnoughtfulness, hospitality. Where you will feel at

Midway between Grand Central
and Pennsylvania Terminals.

FOURTH AVE. from 32nd /o 33 rd STS.
Subway at door

Single 'Jipom; $2.00 T'er 'Day

Teaching Selling and
Advertising

By George i\. Cooper

VERY soon now the huge edi

cational mills of the counti;

will again begin to grini

Meanwhile the architects are i

ning a very unusual series of builq

ings for the Harvard School
(j

Business. The graduate schools c

business are a ver.v decided
brilliant success ; a perfectly logiq

and necessary evolution of our ed

cational system. Colleges were orij

inally devoted to turning out irw

for the professions—law, medicini

the clerg.v—in the old days when «,

were largely agricultural. Today yi

are primarily a business natio;

with the best of our men going int

business. Until the graduai

schools of business developed,

had no adequate education f<;

broad-gauge business. Today
the arts and sciences are involved i

successful business, and even ps;

chology and philosophy and art ha\

something to contribute to til

making of the modern breed of bus;

ness men, who view their woi]

from professional standards.

The Phoenix Mutual Life Insui

ance Company has discovered th;

graduates of schools of business i

universities make good very d(,

cidedly, whereas ordinary collegi

graduates stand only 5 per cer

above the non-graduate level c

achievement. The explanation i

illuminating : ordinary college grac

uates, as a rule, had other ideas fo.

their careers than business an

come to it in a disappointed fashion

whereas the school of busines

graduate has known all along tha

he was going into business; ha

prepared himself for it and is kee

about it.

We need fewer college men i

business who "condescend" to ente

it ; and more who look forward t

it as lawyers and doctors look foi

ward to it, and technically prepai

for it.

Harry Botsjord

Titusville, Pa., has been appointed ac

vertising counsel to the Jacobso
Engine Works, manufaoturers gas er

gines, etc., that city.

Blanchard Press, Inc.

New York, elected J. Cliff Blanehari

president, to succeed .\ncel J. Browe
who retired from the presidency an

was elected vice-president. Robert M^

Tindall has been elected treasurer

Harry Kanegsberg, secretary, and Isaaj

H. Blanchard, chairman of the board, i
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PHOTOyTAT/"
for economic and effective —

VISUALIZATION

The Pho es tii

aring layouts
down the cost of art work; and
gives an exact reproduction in any
desired scale. Your layout "in the
rough" can be reproduced in cor-
rect proportions, with photographs,
etc., exactly resembling the proposed
ad when printed. Consequently, by
using Photostat you can submit more
attractive suggestions to your clients,
at less cost.

Any number of Photostats, in re-
duced or enlarged size, can be pro-
duced by us in a few hours and
mailed on same day as received.
Therefore, you can increase your
daily output through the use of
Photostat.

A trial will give you fair and just
evidence. Send us a layout, photo,
or any printed matter to reproduce,
and state size desired.

COMMERCE PHOTO-PRINT
CORPORATION

O Maiden Lane. New Vork Ctty
Telephone ; John 3697

QuicAei and cheaperleproductior^

•^\"^^^^

The average net
paid circulation of
the Dispatch-Herald
is now over 27,000
daily.

Here is proof in-

deed that there has
been "a change in

Erie."

THE DISPATCH :HERALD
CHAS. H. EDDY & COMFANY

National Advertising
Repreaen ta fives

New York Chicago Boston

Some Fundamental Fact;

About Distribution

grow only with tl

specialized dirq

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18]

miner follows with 136 per cent; the and will now
farmer comes next with 133 per population or
cent; the factory man with 110 per tions. More and more of the r
c*^"*- buying of the country will be doi
The tribute to the remarkable pro- through independent village sho]

duction record of the American and chain stores, or chain depar
farmer is not complete unless it is ment stores. At the same time
also pointed out that by increasing dependent retailers, who still do
output in step with increase in popu- per cent of the retail volume

trade of the United States,

probably develop cooperative buyinj
in order to compete with the heavi«
buying power of the chain. Fe'

people seem to grasp the fact thj

the Atlantic & Pacific Tea Compan
has, for instance, doubled its nunj

ber of stores in the last four or fi\i

years; 5000 new stores in less tha

lation by means of greater produc-
tion per man, there were 12,500,000
people released from the farms to
enter industry, thus making possible
the doubling of factory production.
In these twenty years 12,000,000 ad-
ditional people went into factories,

and 6,000.000 into building trades.

The United States, with the ex-
ception of the south, is already pre- five years!
ponderantly urban. The United The total expenditure of th

States must no longer be regarded United States in retail trade
as "rural" in essence; it is decidedly about 35 billion dollars. Only 4 pe
metropolitan in essence, despite its cent of this volume is done by mai
great spaces, even in the states of order houses. Sixteen per cent c

widest open spaces and most famous the total retail volume is done li

for farms—like Iowa. department stores, while i liai

This is true, more than statisti- stores do a little over 8 per ren

cally; it is true psychologically of Thus we can see the relative stam
the farmer himself, for he today ing of the various larger factors

metropolitanizes himself by means distribution. The chain store,

of the automobile, reading matter, estimate, will not reach the peak
radio, telephone and better roads, its development for another ten

His visiting and shopping range is fifteen years, as there is now a ta

now extended from one village to dency toward making chains out o]

two or three or more, and often in

eludes the city as well as the village.

He and his family are therefore to

be regarded as metropolitanlzed

—

at least the farmer who has an auto-
mobile. To be metropolitanlzed
means, naturally, to be under the
leadership of the urban standards
of the country in clothes, food, home
equipment, culture ana outlook.

The farm family is often today a
mixed family—it is no longer purely
a farm family. Sons or daughters
may work in the village or even in

nearby cities and commute or motor
home. The farmers is more and more
a citizen of the whole social group,

not merly an isolated planter with
a semi-annual visit to the country
seat.

The net result is to bring even the

farmer into chain stores, into de-

partment stores, into specialty shops.

It is an open secret among econo-

mists that the mail-order house.

both department stores and whole!

sale houses.

There are other fundamental fac

tors at work in distribution condi

tions, but these three are sufiicientlj

vital to merit special attention

Tyler Kay Company
Is the new name for Manning-Kaj!

& Company, Buffalo, Fred Manning
having withdrawn from the organiza-j

tion.

ileff

Roy D. Lillibridge

Appointed advertising counsel to lihej

O. K. Chick Hatchery, FrenchtownJ

N. J.

Goes Lithographing Company
Chicago, has selected Charles S. Patel

as its eastern representative, with head

quarters in New York.

American Colortype Company
Chicago, has added to its sales staff!

once the darling of the farmer, has E. L. Kemnitz, formerly with the How-

eached the peak of its development ard G. Carnahan Co., that city.



(Lyin important

step to establish
'
iqher standards

Colorpubhcity

HE sumptuous illuminated folder, of which the above is a reduced fac-simile,

is being mailed to a list of leading advertisers. Its mission is to announce the

formation of a jury of leading specialists in the different branches of art,

whose expert counsel is available to advertisers who aim to advance the

-^1 standard of their art and display publicity.

While the advice of this jury is available only through the channel of the

Niagara organization, the service is open to all advertisers independent of business connexion.

The service aims to aflford the moSt expert judgment on specific problems involving such

questions as color harmony, composition, artiStic balance, appropriateness, lettering, decora-

tive treatment, draughtsmanship, etc. /
The motive which has led this group of distinguished artifts to accept membership on the jury

is the elevation of advertising art. They esteem it to be of the essence of business efficiency,

if nothing more, that designs, ideas, containers, displays, trademarks, etc., which have a circu-

lation running into millions, and entail, ultimately a vaSt outlay of money, should be subject to

authoritative art scrutiny and analysis before being placed in circulation; juSt as any fine mechan-

ism mu§t pass the searching judgment of a chief engineer.

The service involves no fee and is in no sense commercial.

NIAGARA LITHOGRAPH COMPANY
BUFFALO NEW YORK CHICAGO CI.EVE1.AND BOSTON PHII.ADFLPHIA
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"^ rise dove nialiacrCb/— reijuires mtliusiasnn

and a ddcrminatwti not to k satisfied woli arythuy shorty

ofones' ideals"

Making the First "Jolly Roger"; Dranm by R. F. Heinrich

CATCHING the eye of the indif-

ferent reader is the purpose of

all illustrations. Each day

the growing abundance of pictures in

all forms makes this more difficult.

As Herbert N. Casson has recently said

:

"Pictures of any sort were attractive

fifty years ago; but today the public

is surrounded by pictures on all sides.

In a two-cent newspaper alone anyone

can see more wonderful pictures than

Caesar or Solomon ever saw."

To offset this abundance, your illustra-

tion must not only be different in con-

ception but in reproduction. It is in

skilful reproduction that we can ren-

der you exceptional service. Our staff

of sincere craftsmen take special de-

light in employing the many artistic

tricks of engraving that diligent ex-

perience has taught them.

^fw EMPIRE STATE ENGRAVING COMPANY
c^^ 163-167 William Street, New Yorl^-^^
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The French Market
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28]

f it American firms proposing to

f^ice their products on the French

rirket may go ahead without any

Itsitation.

iTo summarize: any American

rmufacturer entering the French

nrket inust positively bear in mind

te following:

1. Don't discontinue advertising

;ter one year if it is not paying for

i;elf. There is a difference in tem-

jrament between the Frenchman
: d the American.

2. Once an article is paying for it-

llf it will increasingly do so with-

it any vast expenditures in adver-

ting.

3. An attractive package is 75 per

nt of the fight.

4. The advertising should be

laced in the hands of a firm that

oroughly understands the market.

5. Don't keep changing prices.

I 6. Don't try to Americanize the

Irenchman. It cannot be done.
'

7. Credit the Frenchman with

jiowing what he wants, and give it

i) him.

. erard Julian

I Formerly associated with the Red
I'oofc Magazine and the Conde Nast
ublications, has been appointed east-

|rn advertising manager for the Faw-
5tt Publications, Robbinsdale, Minn.,
I'ith headquarters in New York.

i'nited States Fisheries

llssocialioii

j
At its annual convention to be held in

;he Ambassador Hotel. Atlantic City,
[•ept. 4 to 7, inclusive, will give wide
, iscussion to the organization of an
jxtensive newspaper .ind direct-mail
'ampaign.

14. A. C. oj W. Finances

j

At the first meeting of the execu-
;ive committee of the Associated Ad-
vertising Clubs, elected at the recent
' onvention of the association in London,
England, when it convenes in New York
n September, Lou E. Holland, Kansas
"ity, the reelected president of the
hrganization, will report that the asso-
I'iation, during the last fiscal year, en-
! oyed the greatest prosperity and
growth in its history.

: Comparisons based upon the annual
.ludit of the association's affairs show
;the following conditions for the fiscal

lyears ending with the annual conven-
ition in Atlantic City in 1923 and the
Iconvention in London in 1924:

I 1924 1923
[""ii.sh .$37. 427 $9,730
|.\ccount.s receivable... $.5G,0S2 $33,458
|Total assets $143,941 $S5,144
l-Surplus $83,261 $41,742
iTdtal members 30.144 28,038
• Affiliated clubs 313 267
Afflliated departments. 25 22

The "Three R's^'
The past few years have brought great

changes in the small town and rural

schools.

The small, old fashioned school build-

ings where reading, 'riting and 'rithme-

tic were taught have been supplanted

by modern up-to-date buildings with

as complete equipment and curriculum

as city schools.

Mrs. Katherine M. Cook, chief of the

Rural Educational Division, U. S. Bu-
reau of Education says:
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Typewritten personal letters

at two cents each or less

Operate your own HOOVEN Automatic Type-

writers singly or in batteries of two, three or four

and you can produce twenty line letters at a cost of

not over two cents—these figures are guaranteed.

The HOOVEN uses electric current at a cent an

hour to punch its typewriter keys—turns out in-

dividually typed, result-getting letters, in quantities,

at circular letter cost.

Each HOOVEN letter is as personal as you want

to make it. You can insert a special sentence

—

change a whole paragraph in each and every letter.

Send for the HOOVEN direct mail specialist.

Get full details. There is no obligation.

1

Hooven
Atitoxnatic

Typewriter
Hooven Letters, Inc.

387 Fourth Avenue
New York City

Hooven Automatic Type-
writer Corp.

General Offices and Factory
Hamilton, Ohio

Hooven-Chicago Company
531 So. Dearborn Street

Chicago, Illinois

Schwabacher-Frey Co.

609 Market Street

San Francisco, California

Clip thi;

coupon

NOW!
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Recently Published

By The Ronald Press Company,
New York.—"500 Answers to Sales Ob-

jections," by Ray Giles. A classified

manual designed to enable salesmen

to meet general sales objections raised

by purchasers in all lines of business.

iPrice $1.25.

By The Indianapolis News.—"Mer-
chandising the Indianapolis Radius."

A comprehensive analysis of that city's

population, distribution possibilities,

marketing radius and reader habits.

By National Automobile Chambhj
OF Commerce, New York.—1924 Edi-

tion, "Facts and Figures of the Auto-

mobile Industry." Ninety-six-page

graphic and statistical history of the

motor industry.

By The New York Times.—"How
to Read the New York Times." A
reading guide to the modern news-

paper.

By American Association of

Foreign Language NEwsPAPsass, Inc.—"The Truth About Chicago, Illinois."

A racial analysis of Chicago's pur-

chasing power.

By The Munro & Harford Com-
pany, New York.—"The Merchandis-
ing Story of the Packer's Window Dis-

play." One of a series of stories of

sales campaigns in which indoor ad-

vertising plays an important part.

By The Blackman Company, New
York.—"The Business Press," by M. L.

Wilson, vice-president. Outlining the
distinction between trade, industrial

and class papers, and their individual

appeal, purpose and value in the pro-

motion of commercial enterprises.

By Southern Agriculturist, Nash-
ville, Tenn.—"Automobile Count by
Counties and by Makes for the Thir-
teen Southern States." Comparison,
by actual count, of sixty different

makes of automobiles, for years 1922-

1923.

By Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York.—"Decorative Writing and Ar-
rangement of Lettering," by Prof.
Alfred Erdmann and Adolphe A.
Braun. Profusely illustrated textbook
planned especially for the self-taught
artist-craftsman.

By Kellogg Publishing Company,
'Springfield, Mass.—New edition of
"Obvious Adams," by Robert R. Up-
•degraff. Popular edition offered at
special rates in quantities for business
men to distribute among their execu-
tives.

I

J

By a. W. Shaw Company, Chicago,
111.
—"Introduction to Advertising," by

Arthur Judson Brewster and Herbert
Hall Palmer. Basic rules and actual
working methods of successful adver-
tisers. Cloth bound and illustrated;
37.3 pages. Price .?2.50 net.

By Domestic Distribution Depart-
ment, United States Chamber of
Commerce, Washington, D. C.

—"Re-
tailers' Expenses," statistics and ex-
planations, issued in a forty-page book,
.pocket size. May be had without cost
upon application.

SIX years ago Jim Berrien asked me to join

him. Since then, I have watched his work
with keenest interest. Each year has added to

my admiration of his abiUty to succeed without

the tiniest trace of those less agreeable quaUties
— arrogance, sophistication, greed — so often

supposed essential. I had been honored with

invitations to more famous agencies; but I pre-

fer working along the Berrien lines; substitut-

ing for high pressure organization routine, a

good humored, whole hearted personal service.

Let me send you a copy of Jim's little book,

"Why the Sheriff Gets 30 Retailers EveryDay."

WHEN you think of
Advertising think of
Goode & Berrien,
Advertising Counsel,
19 West 44th Street,
New York City.

\^ w\

STANFORD BRIGGS INC.
ADVEKTISING ART
392 FIFTH AVENUE. N.Y.C.

Layouts, designs, and illustrations for every

purpose in every practical technicfue.
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What is Happening to the

Motor Industry?

to Mexico and South America. To
replace the 4,000,000 scrapped cars,

more than 20,000,000 new automo-

biles have gone into use in the same
period. In other words, the ratio

appears to be five new cars put in

use to every car scrapped. The
buyer of a new car is, in a great

majority of cases today, a man who
has sold his old car, while the man
who scraps his used car very likely

buys another used car.

The explanation of the ever-wid-

ening scope of automobile purchase
lies in this used-car situation. The
used car, costing $100 upward,

brings into the automobile owning
class great numbers of people who,

if one calculated theoretically, could

not afford to own and operate a car.

The initial low cost being assim-

ilable in their limited annual budget,

the next feat accomplished is their

ingenious adaptability of the car as

productive equipment rather than

expense. The word "pleasure car"

is rightly today erased from the

records of the industry. A very

tiny proportion of cars are for rec-

reation pure and simple.

THE automobile is one of the

tools in the kit of the mechanic,

one of the operating machines of the

artisan's, the merchant's, and the

salesman's business. It yields profit-

able results; it increases the volume
of the day's work, cuts cost per unit,

and in general performs the func-

tion of a productive device. This

fact has not so readily "sunk in,"

because, true enough, the salesman
who speeds up his calls during the

week, uses his car for recreation

evenings, Sundays and holidays.

So does the plumber with a delivery

body, or the doctor with a runabout.

We have therefore been witness-

ing, since the high price peak of war
times, an economic evolution where-

in the automobile, through its low-

ered price, has crossed the line of

luxury into economic service.

At present, statistically consid-

ered, all persons with incomes of

$1400 and over in the United States

own automobiles. There are now
about three times as many persons

owning automobiles as are making
income-tax returns to the Govern-

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38]

nient. But low as seems this level

of income to which the automobile
has descended, it is by no means un-

reasonable to assume a considerable

further descent. The ne.xt layer be-

low the $1400 level—those whose in-

comes are between $1300 and $1400
per year—comprises a very large to-

tal, approximately 2,441,000. The
layer below that—$1200 to $1300
annual income—is even larger, 2,-

810,000; while the two layers just

beneath, from $1000 to $1200, com-
prise a total of 6,565,000. All told,

then, the levels from $1000 a year

income up to the level of those now
owning autos, make a grand total of

11,815,000 who do not now own but

might conceivably buy automobiles.

We should bear in mind that an
"auto owner" today means anything
from a farm hand who buys a half-

wrecked Ford for $75 or $100 up to

the millionaire with a Rolls-Royce.

The farm possibilities of the au-
tomobile have been poorly under-
stood, from the beginning, by both
farmers and motor manufacturers.
Having "dramatized" the automo-
bile from its inception as a rich

man's toy used for touring, the fun-

damental factor in its success

—

transportation—was slow to make
itself felt. It comes even today as

something of a surprise to many
people to learn that there are about
4,500.000 cars on farms and about

440,000 trucks. This is about 30
to 33 per cent of the total of all cars

registered. If one should count the

automobiles in rural districts, the

percentage would nearly double.

There are 70 cars per 1000 per-

sons on farms, as against 127 cars

per 1000 persons in towns of 1000
population and over. Or, to put it

another way, there are 14.3 persons
per car on farms, as against 7.8 per-

sons per car in towns over 1000 pop-
ulation. This illustrates in figures

how the farm market for automo-
biles is only half as well developed,

comparatively, as the city market.
Even thei^e figures do not do the sit-

uation justice, as the larger cities

are full of people who can never eco-

nomically use a car, whereas the per

capita possibility of economical car

use in rural districts is much great-

er. It costs less to house a car and

there are more opportunities for sei

vice.

Western rural districts are moi
developed in motor ownership tha

those of the East. Only 58 per ceij

of Atlantic Coast farmers have can
whereas 70 to 85 per cent of farni

ers in the Middle West own then
Two-thirds of farm cars cost les

than $500. is

6

'

\ TOTAL of 30.2 per cent of

irVautomobiles registered are
farms ; 20.1 per cent in towns of 100

to 5000 population; 16.7 per cent i

towns of 5000 to 25,000; 11.5

cent in cities of 25,000 to 100,00

population, and 21.5 per cent

cities of over 100,000 populatioi

The area of greatest car use is

towns of 1000 to 5000 populatioi

where there are 230 cars per 1000.

Curiously enough, motor-car pr(

duction moves forward in almoi

precise ratio to the building <

homes, and also grows in proportici

to suburban passenger traffic

fact, automobile ownership, ii

more than generally understood
an enormous stimulator of busines

It has, for instance, scotched tlj

further growth of the familiar ma
order Goliath, and "stepped up" tr

living standards of farm folk,

has not been a consumer of wealt
to the detriment of other sound ai

vancement, as has in the past be?

charged; these accusations are ncj

seldom heard. Savings-bank depd
its, life insurance, building and loai

associations, and other factors (

progress for the individual advaiM

most satisfactorily.

The accusations made toda

against the automobile are of a di)

ferent character. National associi

tions of clothiers have claimed th;

men are caring less and less f(

clothing as a result of automobi
expenditure. Iowa, one of these ai

sociations claims, has more autonw!

biles in proportion to population an'

is also the most carelessly dresse

State. Shoe dealers also accuse th

automobile of lowering shoe coi

sumption. People do not walk f

much, it is said, and care less abol

the appearance of their shoes, as '

result of the "auto craze."

These are rather wild statement
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nsupported by very reliable fact,

|at they illustrate a state of mind
1 i-eated by the automobile in those

ho are selling staples. It is obvi-

usly true that the five billion dol-

irs which the country now spends
nnually on automobiles, accessories

nd supplies must be subtracted

rom other possible expenditures,

'ortions of the two billion dollars

'hich were once spent on alcoholic

quors make up for a fair share of

:. The automobile business took a

ig rise almost simultaneously with

he advent of prohibition, and it is

dmitted by sociologists that saloon

jafing and drinking as an outlet for

lasculine interests have been meta-
'lorphosed into automobile riding.

Our annual meat bill has also been
educed to from 179 to 155 pounds
ler capita (a matter of hundreds of

lillions of dollars) ; and there is no
uestion that jewelry and clothing

|iave also contributed their tithe to

jhe support of the automobile in-

'lustry.

rHE new automobile era has

vastly cheapened transportation

'md widened its scope, both for

jjleasure and for profit, but mainly

I'or profit. It is estimated by the Au-
;;omobile Chamber of Commerce that

j50 per cent of the use of automobiles
lis for business. The automobile truck

js actually in its infancy as an engine
,)f commercial transportation. Close

to 400,000 were made in 1923—

a

(greater percentage of increase over

1922 than that for passenger cars.

tBy far the greater portion (70.1 per
bent) were one-ton trucks, and 11.3

iper cent were less than one-ton ; in-

idicating that 81.4 per cent of trucks
lare for light business use, for every-

jbody from your house painter to

jyour milliner.

1 Important developments are due
jin truck transportation—for exam-
'ple, in supplementing railways and
street car lines; for 134 street rail-

ways are today using buses and 157
railroads are using motor coaches.

Railways are also installing trucks
,to displace "less than carload"
freight trains on short hauls. Both

I

the Pennsylvania and the New York
;
Central systems are expanding their

fleets of trucks for such work. The
milk supply of many large cities is

now handled from farm to city by
truck. "Store door" freight deliv-

ery by truck for cities is being
urged, and will mean improvement
over existing railway conditions.

Little wonder, in view of such de-

velopments, that the automobile op-

timists continue to flaunt the bonan-
za spirit, undaunted by the current
slump

!

"The Dealers'Own Paper™
"The Dealers' Own Paper"

—

shows a NET PAID circulation

of 4,924 in o'/r June 30 state-

ment to the Audit Bureau of

Circulation — over 90 'o to

building supply dealers!

BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS is

not only the leader — it's

traveling in a class by itself

—

far ahead of any competition.

If you'll give us the opportunity,
we'll show you that your adver-
tising in BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS
keeps you before a greater poten-
tial market than you can get thru
other sources with ten times our
circulation.

Will You Let Us Prov

^f

elt?

BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS
405 Old Colony BIdg., CHICAGO a. B.

NET PAID Circulation than any other dealer paper in the building field.

iliiiliilliliillliliiliiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;^

ervice
^ Havino; gained the Confidence of its readers and of the advertising

public through a policy of fair dealing and honest effort, THE
ROTARIAN has retained that Confidence by rendering efficient service

for more than thirteen years. Its progress, both in reader interest and
advertising patronage, has been of steady and gratifying growth.

^ THE ROTARIAN has gained its right to the title, "The Magazine of

Service," as has Rotary to its slogan, ''Service Above Self."

THB

Ad\erlisinf; Manascr
Frank R. Jennings

221 Fast 20lh Sircee

Chioago

ROTARIAN
Th** Macaziiie of Service

CHICAGO

Eastern Representatives:

Constanline & Jackson
7 West I6lh .Street

>ew York

MrrtiUrr Atiiiil liiirrau of Circiiltilionn

Published Monthly by Rotary International

BUILDING AGE and
The BUILDERS' JOURNAL
Subscribers have proven purchasinc power of

nearly two billion dollars yearly. Reaches con-
tractors, builders, architects, etc., of known re-
sponsibility. Published monthly for 4 6 years.
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Things are

Booming in

AKRON
29,000 of Akron's

best families have

formed the habit of

supplying all their

wants from the ad-

vertising columns of

the

—

AKRON S: TIMES
"i4/Eron'« Ablest Newspaper**

They can be reached in no other
way than through the columna
of the Evening anJ Sunday
Times.

National Advertising RepresentaUves

CHAS. H.EDDY CO

HaveYou Distribution

In CoDege Towns?

If not, and your product

is generally consumed, you
are overlooking an excel-

lent market.

Here you have great numbers
of typical American young men
and women gathered in groups
throughout the country rang-
ing from 500 to 5.000, They
represent large buying power
concentrated into small areas.

Our long specialization in this

field has fitted us to help you
in effectively marketing your
products in college towns.

C
The COLLEGIATE
SALESMA.SI, describ-

ing all OUT activities

and listing all student
papers, sent on rt-

quest.

Eslabliihed 1913

COLLEGIATE SPECIAL
ADVERTISING AGENCY, Inc.

503 5th Avenua. New York City

37 S. Wabash Avgnue, Chicago

117 Staphins Union BIdg., Berkeley, Calll.

Legitimate Scope of Ad
vertising Agency Servicd

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24]
'

agement. The plant capacity was,

roundly, 20,000 units per month.
Production and sales of about 11,500

units covered cost and all overhead.

Somewhere between 11,000 and
12,000 let us break even. After
that profit began. At 20,000 units,

the factory cost was 50 cents per

unit less than at 15,000—and 15,000

seemed to be about the normal sales

under normal pressure.

At the beginning of each month
I caucussed with the production

manager and estimated the normal
requirements for that month. Sub-
tracting this figure from 20,000

showed us how much we would have
to sell under forced draft. We then
and there decided of what this sur-

plus production of 3000 or 5000 or

7000 units should consist, and it

under the jurisdiction of the sak
manager who should buy advertisin

space, material and service, just a

the production manager buys labo;

materials and power—just as th

treasurer buys, or rents, cash an

credit.

The sales manager may emplo

outside counsel, just as the produ»

tion manager may engage a consul'

ing chemist, or engineer—just as tk

treasurer employs a public auditi

or a cost accountant.

Any business great enough to hj

terest one of the larger advertisi:

agencies surely has had a considel

able degree of efficiency in all of r

three general divisions. Its selli:

methods have been good—susce;

ible to improvement doubtless, b

not subject to hasty condemnation,

went into the factory schedule,

At this point the treasurer came 'T^HERE are many advertisii!

into the picture to tell us how X agents who could be star sal(

quickly this surplus must be turned
into cash. When demands on him
were such that a large inventory
would be burdensome, we forced our
surplus into the market (largely

outside our regular field) at close

managers if they chose. A lessi

number would succeed as treasure!

and still fewer as production mai

agers. Every advertising agent (

long and wide experience may
able to make intelligent, practice

prices, for quick cash. If he could valuable suggestions in all three diii

give us more time, we made terms
and got a better price.

Production, financing, sales and
advertising were absolutely coor-

dinated. We used extra advertising
to induce sales to new dealers and
also to move the stocks of regular

dealers, so they must reorder. We
used it where, when and in such
amount as our changing sales needs
indicated.

The result was that in 1922 we
made and sold 244,000 units and
closed the year with an inventory
equal to only two weeks' production.
Ours was presumed to be a seasonal
business, but our smallest month's
production in the year was 15,000
units and our largest 22,000. Our
average accounts receivable repre-

sented less than thirty days' sales.

Our total sales were $2,700,000 and
our net profit was $220,000, after

interest and depreciation, but before

taxes.

During this time our advertising

agent gave us just the service we re-

quired of him, as and when needed.

Advertising, being a sales tool, comes

sions of business, but if he desirj

to give the highest class of serviJ

in his own sub-department he w!

not attempt the actual managemel
of another.

The advertising agent should I

an executive in only his own depai'

ment, a counsellor in the others, "

the extent of his knowledge and wi

dom. When he assumes greater

sponsibility he invites grief J

rides for a fall.

If sales management is proper
a part of agency service, why n
also production management
financing? Why not let the bus

ness organization consist of tl

board of directors and the agenc
with board meetings called at tl

option of the agency, but not IC;

often than annually?

There are agencies perfect

capable of operating successful

on that basis, but their list of clien

would have to be very brief. T]

list would end quite shortly aftj

number one.

The agent who has been a sali

manager can be extremely valuab
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jsii counsellor and coordinator, but

|[h more actual sales experience he

jht had the more chary he will be

jlut assuming detailed sales man-
ifment for a client.

, [e knows that sales management
'ls!i whole man's job. He knows
tht it is far from being a science

—

tht so long as goods must be sold to

hnan beings by human salesmen

ar advertising, just so long will

e£n day's work be unlike any other

d; 's work. He knows that prac-

ti 1 psychology, exercised every

h( r, will be more useful to him than

a lide rule, an adding machine and

a -eatise on how his work should be

die scientifically.

]
BELIEVE exhaustive research

las determined that salesmen

sl'Uld all be about thirty-five years

; 5 ft. 9 in. tall, weigh 150 lb. and
h'e blue eyes. Yet I have known
nn of this exact description who
c Id not sell ice cream cones at a

c :us and others fatter, thinner,

tier, shorter, older and younger
'V,o could be induced to sen a whale
oa lot of goods at a low percentage
sales-cot. Getting them to do it

aiwers the question—"Why is a

ses manager?" The man who can

d it needs all of his brains on the

c? job and all the time there is.

liVhen an advertising agent has
p^pared copy adequately represent-

ir his client's business and placed
ibefore possible customers, in the
p!scribed territory, at the lowest

fainable cost, avoiding in his plan
l,th parsimony and extravagance,

1; surely is an ornament to his pro-
Ipsion and is entitled not only to

l)i modest emolument, but to the

latitude of his client and the'ap-
liiuse of his confreres.

iThe greater his knowledge of the
locesses and costs of production
^d the mechanics of distribution,

1)3 more he knows of actual market-

\l, the more truly economic will be
\i plans and the more illuminating
h copy presentation. Such knowi-
ngs is an important part of his

'uipment for his own definite and
rticular job, which is big enough
|d important enough to engage his

;nole attention.

^. A. Larson

I

New York, appointed eastern repre-
ntative of the Medical Sentinel,
j)rtland. Ore. He will handle terri-
.ry east of Buffalo and Pittsburgh.

\eorge Batten Company
i
On August 1st Hewes & Potter,

nston, Mass., manufacturers of Spur
lies and Bull Dog Brand Suspenders,
arters, and Belts, retained George
'atten Company, Inc., as advertising
'unsel.

BRUCt-MIUA'AUKtE

In the School Field—
AsK Bruce

THE AMERICAN
SCHOOL BOARD JOURNAL

A Periodical of School
Administration.

THE INDUSTRIAL-ARTS
MAGAZINE

Published to Promote
Industrial and Vocational

Education.

The Bruce Publications
maintain a complete mer-
chandising service cover-
ing the school market for
the benefit of the buyer and
seller of material, equdp-
ment and supplies 'neces-
sary in the construction,
equipment and operation
of schools.

Complete informa tion
covering '^Bruce Service"
sent on request.

THE BRUCE PUBLISHING
Established 1S91

2338 Montgomery Bldg., Milwaukee
1 Madison Ave. New York

When the School Man Buys
NUMBER SIX

Products Used

The school buyer, in providing for the physical

surroundings necessary to furnish opportunity to

give and receive adequate schooling, requires

products of every description and from practically

every industry.

Building materials and equipment of

every kind, necessary in the construction
and maintenance of school buildings.

Educational equipment, including educa-
tional supplies, equipment and apparatus
now considered essential for the complete
mental and physical development of the
child.

Cafeteria and Lunch Room Equipment
and Supplies.

Automobiles, motor buses and trucks.

Tools and machinery of the same kind
used in the trades and industries.

In establishing dependable sources of supply, the

school buyer naturally turns to the AMERICAN
SCHOOL BOARD JOURNAL and INDUSTRIAL
ARTS MAGAZINE as his guide because of their

recognized leadership in the school field.

And for this reason, the advertising pages of the

BRUCE PUBLICATIONS offer to manufacturers

a most efficient and economical means of estab-

lishing a positive point of contact with the school

buyers of the country.

How many words per sentence does
President Coolldge average in his
messages? Is this long or short
conyared with Roosevelt? With
Wilson? With Brisbane? With Dr.
Frank Crane? With YOUR copy?
We will be glad to tell you.

See Berrien *48 Big Blaok Book

Goode k Berriwi,
Advertising Counsel, 19 West 44th Street,New York
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THE JEWELERS' CIRCULAR,
New York, has for many years pub-

lished more advertising than have

seven other jewelry journals com-

bined.

The American Architect
Est. 1876 A. B. P.

11 the arclii-

.(ierstand uliy

THE AMKRK'AN ARCHITECT annually carrk-s

a lai-Rcr volume of advertising and has more indi-

vidual and exclusive advertisers than its conti;ni-

poraries.

Send for: "Advertisinp and Selling to Architects."

243 West 39th St. New York

BOOT AND SHOE RECORDER

"Thit Greit Natl
pensable adviser i

(Member A.
of shoes. 1

Member Ass<

BOSTON
al Shoe Weekly.' Indis-

nd shoe merchan-
bHSt- rated retail shoe merchants of

Circulation 13,4 23 copies weekly.
C.) First choice of the advertiser

hers, hosiery or shoe-store goods.
ted Business Papers, Inc.

Pi
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t physicians in this country be-

. to publish a series of messages

nagazines and newspapers. Sup-

jce that these messages merely told

i people what health consisted in

_ o\v to recognize certain symp-

;c;is; how to eat, stand, work and

jiathe; what to do in case of physi-

; injury; when to see a doctor.

\:i suppose, also, that each message

>ied with a suggestion that only a

re able physician who displayed the

:!,• insignia of the association

iluld be relied upon. And that the

•(Sons for the selection of the phy-

laii were thus and so; and prove

!
[loint. What would become of

;1 quacks then?

,'o sign ninety thousand names to

i nessage is physically impossible

;

y the same effect can be achieved

3. signing the name of an associa-

ti'i to which these ninety thousand
sicians belong.

advertising of the doctors' work,

accomplishments, his successes,

I his value to the community, done

Kperatively over the signature of a

glat association, smacks not at all

o' vainglorious, personal boasting,

all takes the smear of charlatanry

01 the message. And such messages

ft'jld be helpful to the public.

raint manufacturers are altruis-

tiUly telling the story of surface

piitection, their slogan, "Save the

S'face and You Save All," is known
tl millions and, incidentally, paint

sjes have jumped. But the mes-
sifes first tell something of news
vue and of interest to the reader

—

hv to save his property from decay.

I'is an appeal that touches him in

aital spot—his pocketbook.

Advertising over the signature of

i'lroup of reliable, reputable doc-

tjs can do much to educate the

)lic. The marvelous story of the

ly and how it may be repaired

Siiuld be told; and incidentally the

u'tor's practice will increase. Pre-

Vitive medicine will come in a large

Vy only when mass advertising of

t; right sort is used.

i^nd advertising is but a frame

—

t message is the picture. Look
VII to the message and forget the

f me— it is only there to carry the

ftivas. There are as many kinds
ojadvertising copy as there are pic-

t-es. Well done advertising can
1. the doctor from his present de-

e.lent position and raise him to the
Ijghts of popular esteem.

To refrain from advertising much
Ijger may build in a receptive pub-
Ij consciousness the idea that, after
fj the quacks are right ; the doctors
cj not deliver the goods; for if they
C;l deliver, why do not they say so

-jind prove the point?

Aeroplane view of the new Mineral Springs

Road Plant of the Iroquois Gas Corporation.

Spending $3,400,000 A Day
$411,477,000 or $3,400,000 a day was spent for exten-

sion, additions and betterments by American Public

Utilities during the first four months of the year,

according to figures issued by the Commercial and
Financial Chronicle.

Also—up to April 30, this year, the public utilities

had obtained in new money more than twice as much
as the railroads, nearly ten times as much as the

iron, steel, coal and copper industries, and more than

twenty times as much as the equipment manufac-

turers.

Whei-e is all this money going? A glance at the con-

struction items in each issue of GAS AGE-RECORD
will show that the gas industry is responsible for a

goodly share of it.

You are invited to ask us for data on the market for

your product in this active industry.

Some equipment and supplies needed: tools; pipe;
valves; couplings; protective paints and coverings;
insulation; refractories; industrial furnaces and sys-

tems; appliances; tanks; laboratory and office equip-
ment; process chemicals; motor trucks; testing,

measuring and recording apparatus; poirer plant
equipment; conveying, hoisting and transporting ma-
chinery; compressors; blowers; pumps.

Gas Age-Record, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
The only A. B. C. & A. B. P. paper serving this field

If e also publish Brown's Directory of American Gas Com-
l.iinies and the Gas Engineering and Ipplinuce Catalogue.
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Advertising and Sellin;; Portniji'uly

52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City

Please enter mr subscription for one

yeiir (26 issues). Send me bill for S2.00
when first issue is mailed.

Addrett

Company

For a Return to Sanity

in Fall Buying
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14]

I come now to the most serious

part of my indictment against the

unsound length to which the hand-
to-mouth buying policy has been
carried—that of adding to the gen-
eral burden of cost all the way down
the line. One of the livest jobbers

I know said to me not long ago : "I

have been forced into the position of

requiring to do more business to

make the same net profit on my in-

vested capital by this hand-to-mouth
policy of buying among retailers.

Take the retailer who today requires

us to make four solicitations, four

deliveries and put through four

transactions for the same amount of

goods he used to buy at one order

for one delivery. Let us say that

formerly his average order was $100,

and the cost of delivery and service

was $3. Today he requires us to

cut that into four pieces and come
around four times to get a piece at

a time, ordering $25 worth each

time; with the net result that we
are called upon to deliver four times

a month, instead of one time, and
multiply our $3 cost by four times.

Now, we must do business at a profit

or go under. What is the net result?

To save ourselves, we are hammer-
ing the manufacturer for better dis-

counts, we are trying to get the re-

tailer to pay more quickly, and in

general we are trying to get in some
round-about way the necessary nor-

mal margin of profit required for

successful operation or good service.

""r)UT I am broad enough to see,"

X) continued this jobber, "that I

am not the only sufferer; I can see

that the retailer is in the same dish

of soup, and so is the manufacturer.

The retailer finds consumers' de-

mands more meticulous and their

purchases smaller. The consumer
wants to buy from 9. delivering type

of store at a 'cash-and-carry' price;

she wants to buy from a credit grocer

at the cash grocer's price. No
wonder the chain stores grow! They
are not expected to give service. The
demand for service and price con-

cession is simultaneous, while at the

same time purchases are less in quan-

tity, thus making the situation a

burden upon all other types of stores.

"On the other hand, the manufac-
turer must carry more goods in the

warehouse in order to give the whole-

salers better service; in fact, he is

a'

W
compelled in some instances to eot

lish a regional warehouse syst(

Wholesalers who used to buy by
carload buy L.C.L. now, or in p
cars. Manufacturers are endeav

ing to foster the pool car idea, !

always at a cost of more energy j

less speed and service to the ii

vidual concern. So the whole th

comes down to this—that the cost

doing business all along the line 1

been increasing, or is held up to

abnormal basis, as the result of

extreme buying policy."

4

Bli

I
AM firmly convinced that

short-stock policy and the prac

of selling in advance of buying

economically unsound and that

sooner an educational effort is gjj

to bring business men to underst,'

this the earlier will we have a ret

to better business conditions. Bi]

ness men appear to be groping]

present and experimenting with

extreme hand-to-mouth policy, i

while I have no doubt the eitua^

would eventually right itself by

sheer application of necessity

common sense, I believe that it is

duty of foresighted business mei!

quicken the understanding of

tailers. jobbers and manufactui

who are still toying with this exj

sive fallacy and induce them to gi

at once the principles involved,

that we can get to a normal basii

much the sooner. I

According to my view, then, tl

are two kinds of hand-to-mouth ]

cies—a sound and an unsound

I certainly would be the last to aii

cate a return to the over-optimj|

policies which led to the so-calle^j

ventory disaster a few years

But I do advocate that we drop^

equally dangerous practice of u:

buying. We have an opportunit,

the present experimental perioi

accomplishing the long-desired

cation among retailers, especial!

really and truly understanding t

over. Obviously you cannot \

over goods lohich are not in '<,

stock; and obviously sales are;

by inadequate assortments and ick

of stock, which does not help tfH-i

over. What is needed is a cliier,

sane adjustment to the actual buing;

needs, but not a pessimistic pariVi-

ing of the movement of trade. ,^

tailers in each line have a naira'

and logical period of advance 5«li
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led which they should neither ex-

c>d nor skimp. They should pur-

cjase stocks based on average sales

eperience and expectations. They
J

bcloiv this advance supply only

; i)eril to their profits and turn-

cer; precisely the same peril as

Men they go above it. The same is

tie of vk'holesalers and also of manu-
jcturers.

Stocks should be kept up concur-

intly with sales expectations based
( experience. Then the fullest pos-

.ole economies of meeting demand
jomptly and of delivery in quantity

]'iy be obtained. It should be ob-

3U^ to intelligent merchants that

; y .saving in interest through re-

iricted investment in merchandise
flow the actual current needs of

; business is more than offset by
5s of business and by increased
aerating expenses generally. I be-

vf that a big improvement in cur-

iit business would result from a

iore widespread recognition and
'actice of the tried and good busi-

liss principle of moderate but ade-

tate buying, in contrast to the in-

fjcient and less conservative policy

nnderbuying which now prevails

many lines of business.

verybody Works for Henry
This is what is happening: A very
jnsiderable proportion of the popula-
^m of the United States—and of other
[untries, too, for that matter—is pay-

g Henry Ford a very considerable
oportion of its annual income.
;The manufacturer of a breakfast
|od or a laundry soap or a baking
iwder thinks himself fortunate if he
11? a tenth—or a fifth—of the fami-
's lit' the United States, two or three
four dollars worth of his product

I year. Ford sells that many people
,mething which costs a hundred times
iiat much.
! Is it any wonder that his income is

ipposed to be the largest ever received

y any man in the world's history?

n Unobserviug Observer

j

I was m an automobile accident a
|!W days ago. The car in which I

as riding was run into by a truck.
bones were broken and no particu-

r damage was done. But I was sur-
rised to note, when the excitement
[as over, that I had failed to make a
;iental record of when or where the
|;eident happened. Furthermore, my
Jcollection of how it happened was
ot at all clear. All I remember is the
jumber of the truck and the white,
;ared face of the man who was driv-
;ig it. And yet I pride myself on
jeing a "keen observer."

—

,Jamoc.

fan D. Miller

Formerly with Life and the Conde
[last publications, has been appointed
dvertising manager of Judge, New
'fork.

1
LOHSE'BUDD
cAdvcrtisin^ cArtists
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No Kick From This Group!

The farmers of the Dakotas may wail over the

wheat crop, California may cry over the failing fruit

yield, and the South may moan over the boll weevil.

But the men we speak of continue to earn their

steady income.

They are the Eastern farmers (of New York,

New Jersey, Pennsylvania and New England) who
produce the dairy products, fruits, garden truck, live

stock and poultry that the adjoining large cities

require for consumption. Consequently, their in-

come is always steady and good.

RURAL LIFE and Farm Stock Journal, with its

80,000 circulation (to which is being added from
four to five thousand more each month) covers this

territory and is read by real "dirt-farmers." Adver-
tising rate is now 50c. per agate line. Write us!

RURAL LIFE and Farm Stock Journal
8 North Water St. Rochester, N. Y.

THOMAS H. CHILD, Eastern Represrnlalivr. 1111 Fuller Bldg., New York Cilv
Phone, Ashland 7725

HARRY R. FISHER. Wc-tern Representiiti%e. 700 Mailers Bldg., Chicago. III.
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Feeding Ambition
With Gold

We know of no selling oppor-
tunity in the advertising field that

pays as well as that offered by
the

A high grade productive medium
of Motion Picture Publicity that

is easily sold on our plan to any
merchant in small and large

towns as well as the greatest
national advertiser.

Earnings are truly exceptional.

T. L. May, of Chicago, joined
Feb. 15th last. P'eb. commission
$903.75, March $1,261.48, .A.pril

$1,304.75, May $1,850.80, June
$1,343.35.

$25,000 a year can be made. If

you have the WILL to make big
money we will show you the

WAY.
There are quite a few good open-
ings for the right men. It will

pay you to write in about your-
self and see if you can qualify.

Alexander Film Co.
3340 S. Broadway, Denver, Colo.

Onlij a Ferv
Minutes from the
Shopping and
Theatrical
District

The Highest Class and
Most Conveniently

Located Hotel on the
West Side.

Room and bath, $4.00.

Write for Booklet.

till

ifst

ilff

BROADWAV^AT 7rTH STNEW YORK

Like a Voice jroni the Dead
The first thing that caught my eye

in the reading-room of the little hotel

in the Blue Ridge Mountains where I

am staying for a week or two, was a

copy of the Cosmopolitan for August,
1900.

How it had escaped the waste-basket

all these years is quite beyond me; but
there it was, almost as clean as when
it came from the press, nearly a quar-
ter of a century ago.

After luncheon today, I spent a

happy half-hour looking it over, par-

ticularly the advertising section.

These present-day advertisers were
represented

:

Swift & Co page
Pears' Soap page
Packer's Tar Soap page
Ainerican Radiator half page
Mennen eighth page
Globe-Werniclie Co half page
Whitman's Chocolates half page
Van Camp quarter page
Armour & Co page
Aeolian Co page
Eastman two pages
Remington Typewriter half page
Ivory Soap quarter page

(back cover)
Baker's Chocolate quarter page

(back cover)
Cox's Gelatine juarter page
Burlington Route half page
Northern Pacific Ry half page

By far the most interesting adver-
tisements were those of the automobile
manufacturers. The Mobile Company
had no less than three. The American
Electric Vehicle Company had a page;
the Waverly Electric and the Riker
Motor Vehicle also had pages. The
Riker advertised that the Riker
Phaeton "easily made the run from
New York to Philadelphia, June 2,

1900, and from Philadelphia to New
York, June 3, 1900. The distance each

way is 110 miles."

I wish you could see the illustrations

of these "vehicles." They look like

grown up baby-carriages.

Harry—Not H. B.

For several months past, I have ex-

changed letters, every week or two,

with a man who lives in a city within
four or five hours' ride of New York.
His letters have been characterized by
a certain formality and are invariably

signed H. B. So-and-So. The last one
I received from him before leaving

New York contained a paragraph

call on me, we will discuss the matSft

referred to."

Well, I was in a week or

; and in order to find where Mrj

So-and-So's place of business

turned to the telephone book. Imagini

my surprise to find this listing Harr;

B. So-and-So, res. Such-and-Such i

street.

I've not called yet, but my "picture'

of the man has changed, I no longel

regard him as a human ice-chest. He'i

"Harry."

P

u

No "Cut Rate" Stores

Outside Big Cities

In the last six or seven weeks, I hav^

visited perhaps twice that many sraali

towns; and I have been impressed witl

the fact that "cut rate" drug storei

are practically unknown outside th(

large cities.

In New York or Philadelphia oi

Boston, almost all proprietary article!

are sold at a substantial reduction froi^

list prices. A 50 cent tooth paste, fo

example, sells for 36 cents. A tube o:

shaving cream—"price 35 cents"—cai
be had for 28 cents.

In smaller places the bespectaclej

individual who owns the store and wW
is addressed as "Doctor" by hii

acquaintances and "Doc" by hi|

friends, gets full prices. Fifty cen

articles sell for 50 cents, not for 39

and 25c articles for 25 cents, not fo:

19. Not by the tremor of an eyelii

does he intimate that lower prices ar

customary in cities where the cost O;

doing business is infinitely higher. i

Y'ou might suppose that when
property values are low—as com!

pared with New York—and wher]

fruits and vegetables are to be ha*

almost for the asking, the price o;

meals would be very much less than ii

the metropolis. It has been my experii

ence that this is not the case. Tak
dinner at one of the many "Inns" am
"Manor Houses" which are to be foum

along the main-traveled automobil

highways everywhere east of Pitts

burgh and you will have your eye

opened. Mine were, a few evening

ago. Six of us dined at a place of thi'

kind on the outskirts of a towm i:

Maryland, the name of which I ha-

never heard. We had, I'll admit,

corking good meal—fried chicker

waffles, three kinds of vegetables,

salad, ice cream and iced tea. The poi

tions were liberal, the cooking excel

lent, the service all one could ask fo

and the surroundings delightful. Bu

$3 a plate—wow! Jamoc.

I
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;erap the First Day
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32]

\ ling hits against them. I saw
I'll whose letters had been written

i vitriol show themselves letter-

jrfect in courtesy when brought
l:e to face with the men they had
tiililained about. I saw years-old

judges dissolved in a single after-

ion. And I saw feud after feud
Tried with increasing rapidity as

f
J hours passed.

Best of all, however, I saw the re-

I lining two days of the convention

] ss with no complaints or criti-

(;ms from the floor. Constructive

fggestions, made in a spirit of 100

]r cent helpfulness, took their

)ice.

Perhaps the "Battle Royal" has a

• dcr usefulness. Certainly any
(Vice that prevents kicks, com-
;aints and criticisms from obscur-

|g and defeating the aims of a con-

ntion is worth much effort. If

rsistent kickers have made trouble

r you at past conventions, try a

battle Royal" next time.

, /\. Connacher
Formerly with the Street Railways
dvertising Company, appointed art
rector of the Alfred N. Williams
Dmpany, New York.

'Borge Batten Company
Chicago office will direct advertising

ir the J. N. Collins Company, candy
lanufacturers, Minneapolis, Minn.

irank B. Gristiold. Jr.

'. Recently in charge of the financial

dvertising department of The New
ork Tinu'.i is now New York repre-
mtative of the Chicago Journal of
ommerce.

^'astmaii & Company

I

Chicago, appointed advertising coun-
\i\ to the Sheet Steel Products Com-
lany, Michigan City, Indiana; James
il. Berry's Sons Company, petroleum
[larketers; and Edward White Sales
)'o., equipment sales agency.

yrCorge Batten Company
' New York, selected to direct adver-
lising for the GrofF-Bent Corporation,
hanufacturers of "Products for Rest,"
\ievi York.

If/. A. Harris
I

( Recently advertising manager of
Oavega United Sport Shops, New
ll'ork, and formerly of Pathe Phono-
,;raph Company, has been appointed
jiccount executive of Wm. T. MuUally,
Inc., New York.

Wisconsin Markets
Here is a presentation of four leading Wisconsin markets. Different
facts concerning these markets will be given in subsequent advertise-
ments. Because of the informative nature of these advertisements,
they should be filed for permanent reference.

Ik liuil liiu anil Its suirounilints is onlj one
'.1 ( IiukIus m Kenosha every one of them a

huiMint. and a cieiht tn the community
IL, HI intlustiial city with 100 manufacturers

1 > 000 iet.ular emplojees and «ith a monthly
oil of 4«2 000 000 Kenosha has the means and
purchise everjthinfe, fiom chewing tuiii to

epic II of

THE IvEXOSHA \EWS
?no.sh:i WistMrn^in

Rcpr'setitiitircK

CONE. HinVTON & WOODMAN
,v York, fhicat,'", 0Ltrolt. Atlanta, St. Louis,

T.us Anceles. San Francisco.

Business Is Better Than
Average in Wisconsin

The diversification of industry in the great com-
momveallh of Wisconsin permits it today to stand

at the head of the states doing a really worthwhile

The diverstflcation of Industry In the Janesvillc

market, including such well-known national cun-

cerns as the Parker Pen Company. Lewis Knit-

ting Company, Gossard Corset Company, Hnugh
Shade Corporation, Rock River Cotton Company,
Chevrolet Motor Car Company. Fisher Body Corpora-

tion and many others employing hundreds of people

at a high average wage, together with a really re-

markable agricultural and dairying community sur-

rounding, combine to make the Janesville market
the hest in Wisconsin.

The Janesville Gazette Is particularly well

equipped to produce quick, desirable returns to its

advertisers because it maintains a Merchandising
Service Department second to none in the state.

Seasoned advertiser^ and agencies have learned to

depend on this service. New advertisers will find

it extremely valuable.

The Janesville (Wis.) Gazette
H. H. BLISS. Publlshi-r

TnOS. (1. MURPHY. Adv. Mrr.

EaatiTti Rcvreneiitnt

Metropolitan Trave

New York City

Veaver-Stbwart Co-.Inc
W'netcrn Representative

London Guarantee Bldg.

ChicaEO. 111.

IT'S TRUE
Situated on Lake Michi-
gan.

Served by two railroads,

two boat lines and two
intertirbans.

A thriving city of 65,000
people.

Some 200 inanufa'cturing
plants with skilled and
highest paid labor.

A. B. C. Audit shows
Journal-News has largest
circulation.

^
^The City of Advantages^

The vast plains of the Dakotas, Minnesota and
bordering states have been called the bread basket

of the world. Grain is their great product and
the world is their market. This latter fact U
a fact for just one reason—the port of Superior.

The great development In this section would have
been Impossible had not the great lakes projected

the wonderful harbor of Superior a thousand milet
Into the Interior of the continent. The above pic-

ture gives a glimpse of how Superior performs Its

function. Millions of bushels are annually shipped
through and milled by elevators and flour mills

of which this la a sample group.

Tlie Superior Telegram
Superior Wisconsin

Foreign Repreaontativet

HAMII'TON-DeLISSER. INC.
Chicago New York

The Standard Advertising Register

Wv

National Register Publishing Co.

15 Moore St.. New York C:ity

R. W. Fehrel. Manager

MULTIGRAPH RIBBONS
RE-INKED

o c e s s costs only
dozen. Try it. A

rial order will convince
jou that it is the best

Re-Inking you can buy.
Send 2 Ribbons to be Jte-Inked at our expense

W- SCOTT INGRAM, Inc.
Dept C. 65 West Broadway NEW YORK CITY

FREDERICK A. HANNAH
AND ASSOCIATES

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
MARKETING COUNSEL

32 WEST 40th STREET : NEW YORK

^oteANDREW
c5\/[aker

of LETTERS
IS

f Independent Studios-
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Advertisers' Index

[«]

Ajax Photo Print Co 51

Akron Times 56

Alexander Film Co 62

Allied Paper Mills 49

American Architect 58

American Legion Weekly 30-31

American Lumberman 58

Architectural Record 51

m
Bakers Weekly 58

Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc 27

Bates, Chas. A 43

Boot and Shoe Recorder 58

Boys' Life 43

Brings, Stanford, Inc 53

Bruce Publishing Co 57

Building Age 55

Building Supply News 55

Business Bourse 45

[e]

Cantine Paper Co., Martin 6

Chicago Daily News, The 2

Chicago Paper Co 66

Chicago Tribune 68

Cincinnati Enquirer 41

Collegiate Special Advertising Agency. 56

Commerce Photo-Print Corp 50

Cram Studios, The 65

[d]

Denne & Co., Ltd., A. J 65

Dispatch-Herald 50

Empire State Engraving Co.
Ins2rt Facing 51

Erickson Co., The 4

M
Gagnier Stereotype Foundry 45

Gas Age-Record 59

Goode & Berrien, Inc 53-57

Good Housekeeping 39

m
Hannah & Associates, F. A 63

Hardware Age 34

Highway Lighthouse Co 9

Hooven Letters, Inc 52

Hotel Belleclaire 62

Igelstrocm Co.. Tlie J 58

Independent Studios 63

Ingram, W. Scott, Inc 63

Iron Age, The 35

Iron Trade Review 47

[i]

Janesville Daily Gazette 63

Jewelers' Circular, The 58

Journal-News 63

[fe]

Kenosha News 63

Knit Goods Pub. Corp 58

[']

Lohse-Budd 61

[m]
McCann Co., H. K 12

McGraw-Hill Co 7

Market Place 65

Modern Priscilla 10

Morrison 55

Motion Picture Magazine 33

National Miller 55

National Register Publishing Co 48
Niagara Lithograph Co. ..Insert Facing 50

Normal Instructor and Primary Plans. 51

[P]
Palm, Fechteler & Co 40
Park Ave. Hotel 48

Retlaw 48

Richards Co., Joseph 3

Rolarian, The 55

Rural Life and Farm Stock Journal.. 61

Shaw, A. W., Co 46

Shaw. Keith 51

Shoe & Leather Reporter 58

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Co. .

.

29

Southern RuralisI Insert Bet. 42-43

Standard Rate & Data Ser\'ice 67

St. James Hotel . . .•. 45

Superior Telegram 63

If]

Tanki Service Bureau 58

Topeka Daily Capital 51

True Story Magazine 8

Ward, Inc.. Arlenias 37

Silent Ambassadors

FROM a Peruvian mining camp i

the Andes came by mail to a Ne^
York department store not loni

since an order for food. The shipmen
made the last leg of its journey wit]

the help of fifty pack mules, each o,

which carried 250 pounds up the steej

ascent. And from Alaska came an orde:

for silk feminine underwear and a ha
which would wear six months. "Th
styles change only twice a year n
here," the customer explained.

A woman in Paris wrote to anothe
New York shop for a certain powde
used to clean false teeth. A woman ii

Maraeaibo, Venezuela, wrote for a cer

tain brand of face cream. Another ii

Bermuda wanted just one drinking cup
and got it. A customer in Peru go
camera films, and books were sent t

India and China.
Germans are America's mail-orde'

customers for table delicacies, starcl

salt, pepper and soap. Liberia and Bel

rut, Syria, buy our foodstuffs by lettei

Moscow, Warsaw and Latvian village;

write for our canned goods. Italy

Denmark, Finland, Norway, Belgiun^

Switzerland and Sweden are on our de

partment store books. In some case
missionaries are credited with the sale

in others returned immigrants, i

others aliens resident in the Unite
States who send boxes back home an
thus introduce our goods. '

And wherever the goods go, they ari

voiceless ambassadors of the America!
policy of a dollar's worth for a dollar—The Nation's Business.

Canipbell-Eivnld Co.

Chicago office is to direct advertisin
for The United Manufacturing & Dis

tributing Company, radio parts, tha
city.

Spencer Vanderbilt

Formerly with Barton, Durstine c

Osborn, and J. Walter Thompson Con-
pany, has been appointed vice-presideii

of Miller, Black & Lewis, Inc., Nei
York.

Claude Hopkins
Formerly of Lord & Thomas, Chi

cago, is now associated with Kling Gib

son, same city.

Lucien M. Brouillette

Chicago, appointed advertising cour
sel to Russell-Hampton Company, In

corporated, club and fraternal organ;
zation supplies, same city.

Joseph C. Bowman
Advertising manager of The Pack

ard Electric Company, Warren, Ohi(
will establish the Industrial Advertif
ing Agency in Cleveland on Sept. 1

He has contracted to direct advertisin:

for the Packard Company for the nex
five years.
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dvertising Calendar

August 26-28—Annual Convention
itional Council of Travelingr SAles-

Ff'en's Associations, Hotel Pennsyl-
|i nia. New York.
.'September "17—Fall meeting. Inter-

!ite Circulation Managers A.ssocia-
111 uf Pennsylvania. New Jersey,
arvland. Delaware, District of Co-
mbia and West Virginia, Hotel
•Ivania, Pliiladelphia.

September 22-25—Advertising Spe-
alty Association Convention. Chi-
igo. 111.

Septembbr 29-October 1-—First An-
lal Convention, Window Display
dvertising Association, Cleveland,

11. I..HER 7-8—Fifth Annual Meet-
\:itional Publishers Associatinn.

lift Lodge, Briarcliff Manor.

October 13, 14—Annual Conven-
on and Exhibit, National Indus-
ial Advertising Association, Edge-
ater Beach Hotel, Chicago, 111.

' October 14—Meeting of Executive
oard, American Association of Ad-
!rtising Agencies, Chicago, 111.

October 15, 16—Annual meeting,
imerican Association of Advertising
igencies, Chicago, 111.

1 October 16, 17—Annual Conven-
on. Audit Bureau of Circulations,
hicago. 111.

iii.TciUER 27-28—Insurance Adver-
siim Conference of the Associated
-ilviiti.'iing Clubs of the World,
.chenley Hotel. Pittsburgh, Pa.

I

October 27-28—National Conven-
lon. Mail Advertising Service As-
bciation. William Penn Hotel, Pitts-
urgh. Pa.
OcTOBEHt 29, 30, 31—Annual Con-

ention of the Direct Mail Advertis-
ig Association. Syria Mosque. Fitt.s-

|Urgh. Fa.
' November, 10-15—Second Advertis-
ig Exposition. New York.
November 16-19—Annual advertis-

ig convention. District No. 1 of the
associated Advertising Clubs of the
i''orld. Hotel Bond. Hartford. Conn.
November 17-19—Annual Meeting,

l.ssociation of National Advertisers,
;ic.. Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City,
lew Jersey.

i

': The Editor will be glad to receive.
In advance, for listing in the Adver-
ising Calendar, dates of activities of
ational interest to advertisers.

\.ith & Ferris

Us Angeles, will direct advertising
Gilmore Oil Company,

)iducts, that city.

petroleum

(\arles B. Andreivs

formerly of the advertising staff of
ri' New York Times has joined the
fin B. Woodward organization, New

Sleet & Finney, Inc.

(Jew York, will direct advertising
El Lewis M. Weed Company, Inc.,

riHufacturers of sport clothing, Bing-
vnton. New York.

^inZpy Riddle Latshaiv

j^ce-president, in charge of advertis-

J,
Butterick Publishing Company,

^vv York, at the conclusion of the
•jrcises of the Eighteenth Sunimei'
iision Convocation of the University
'I Pittsburgh, August, had conferred
Jin him, by Dr. John G. Bowman,
i| ncellor of the University, an honor-
> degree of master of arts.

Rate for advertisements inserted in this department
type is used charge is based on 6 pt. line space basis.

noon before date of

36 cents a line—6 pt. type. When larger

charge $1.80. Forms close Saturday

Business Opportunities

Ask for your copy of our Bulletin at

your home address. Harris-Dibble Com-
pany, 345 Madison Ave., New York City.

FOR QUICK SALE. A BARGAIN
FULLY EQUIPPED DAILY NEWSPAPER

AND JOB PLANT
Duplex 8-page Press, 3 Linotypes, Stereotyping
F2<|uipnient. Miller Saw, Slug Caster, Ample Dis-

play and Builv Types, etc., 2 Job and 1 Flat

Presses, 2 Cutters, Staplers, Motors, plenty of

material for all job needs. Plenty of Job Work
available. Town oi 20,000 ; community of 50,000 ;

large shopping center.

J. HARRY CAREY. Trustee,
Pottstown, (Pa.,) Ledger

REPRESENTATIVE
wanted to secure distribution of a particularly
chic type of handmade Oriental dolls. Opportu-
nity offers for promotion and sales work in a field

yielding first grade returns. Please give full

details in writing to Box 1059, Shanghai, China.

Position Wanted

possessing more than the necessary qualific

for a $3,500' job. Does all his sleeping at night.
Aged .^2. Good personality. "S. P.," 286 Fort
Washington Avenue, New York.

RIGHT HAND MAN
Now available to busy advertising executive.
Has creative ability together with practical ex-
perience in advertising detail, copy, layout, pur-
chasing, etc. Seeks connection where capabilities
will win proper recognition. Box 172, Adver-
tising and Selling Fortnightly, 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., New York City.

COPY AND LAYOUT MAN
I'm looking for a real opportunity. Am anxious
to connect with an agency in New York City.
Have had four years' experience at writing copy
and preparing layouts. Box 171, Adv. and Sell-
ing Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

Position Wanted

I want a future my present connection cannot
offer. Am salary-sensitjle, teachable, 25, married.
Unusual, forceful writer—with imagination. Two
years on two publications—one Western and
semi-technical, one a national popular magazine

—

writing, rewriting, reporting, editing, reading
manuscripts, making-up, correspondence. Five
months with an agency—my present position

—

copy writing, some contact. Honor graduate,
school of journalism. Also specialize in English
and psychology. Bo.x 173, Advertising and Sell-

ing Fortnightly, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
City.

Help Wanted

ADVERTISING AND SALES
PROMOTION MANAGER

High grade woman's specialty shop
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SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW IN COATED PAPERS

%f^^Hls new member of the famous family of Foldwell Coated

f.
Papers is divided half and half between a white and a tint.

i%) y The white and tint on one side backs up the tint and white

\Ai0^' respectively on the other.

Note the difference between Foldwell Split-Color and "two color"

papers as produced heretofore. This is a split color sheet which
makes possible for the first time a work-and-turn form—producing

a finished piece with color stock one side and white the other.

This achievement has resulted in an entirely new development in

sales literature. Striking areas ofsolid tint—seldom before attempt-

ed because of the cost of large tint plates and extra presswork—are

appearing in all manner of printed advertising literature.

Foldwell Split-Color is a true Foldwell stock. It has the same fine

printing surface that characterizes all other Foldwell papers. It

possesses the same high grade, Vv'hite rag content. It is strong and
durable—and it folds.

Sendfor Printed Specimen

mples, which iWe will be pleased to have you experiment with

And we invite you to write for a printed specime

cally, use this paper to make your pieces

-.11 gladly fu;

Chicago Paper Company Manufacturers
801 SOUTH WELLS STREET • CHICAGO

Nationally Distributed

FOLDWELL SPLIT- COLOR IS STOCKED AS FOLLOWS

Book
Cover

Writing

{TAN AND WHITE ^
INDIA AND WHITE L
GREY AND WHITE P*

SEAFOAM AND WHITE ^

22x35-57 lb.

23x39-103 lb.

26X41 - Heavyweight Cover

^fr^^ft^(^Cf^^iCf^!^(f^^(r^fi:ifi(r^^^
£i

f^
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trained to the

highest degree

of accuracy
XJie^tionaltyfufhority

Chicago

New York

Los Angeles

San Francisco

London
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77% Gainin Sales
Marks5^%arinBusiness
Cribben & Sexton use Chicago Tribune spare to Merchandise More Universal Stoves

Every advertising salesman encounters
this line of talk:

"Young^ man, this was a successful concern
before you were bom. We have never done
any advertising, but our factory is busy year
in and year out Dealers buy our product on
its merits. We pay our profits out in divi-

dends and we don't need any smart ad man
to tell us how to pay them out for white
paper or blue sky."

There are many splendid businesses
which have been built without adver-

tising. But the experience of Cribben
& Sexton shows that past triumphs are

no more an answer to the story of this

great business force than the excellent

qualities of the horse or the kerosene
lamp counterbalance the advantages
of the automobile or electric hght.

Cribben & Sexton, manufacturers of Universal

Stoves and Ranges, began business in Chicago
half a century ago. They have w^arehouses in

five other cities from which their dealers, scat-

tered from coast to coast, are supplied. In New
York, as well as in Los Angeles, this old Chicago
firm is a big factor in the stove business.

One year ago, however, Cribben& Sexton under-

took to stimulate sales throughoutThe Chicago
Territory (Illinois. Indiana, Iowa, Michigan and
Wisconsin) by means of ChicagoTribune adver-

tising. A page a month in The Sunday Tribune
was contracted tor. Based on this campaign, an

intensive effort was made to secure dealers in the

502 major towns in ezch of which The Chicago
Tribune reaches one*fifth ormore of the families.

In one year, Cribben & Sexton increase

their dealer organization by 43%
This drive began on July 1st, 1923. Cribben &
Sexton then had 565 dealers in these five states.

Today, after one year of ChicagoTribune adver-

tising, they have 807 dealers, a gain of 43 per cent.

Furthermore, the old dealers have sold more
Universal Stoves than they e^er did before. Ehir-

ing the year 1923 Cribben & Sexton sales out-

side The Chicago Territory were 6 per cent

greater than in 1922. But in the five states of

The ChicagoTerritory (where ChicagoTribune
advertising was behind the salesmen and behind

the dealers) increase in sales was 77 percent.

What Cribben & Sexton ttiink of ChicagoTribune
advertising is evidenced by their assurance to

dealers that 13 more pages will be run during

the next year under a non-cancellable contract

with The Tribune.

The kerosene lamp gave light, but the incandes-

cent bulb gives more light, better light, and in-

stant service. The horse has worked loyally for

mankind for centuries and centuries, but he can't

keep pace with the automobile. Impressive suc-

cesses are possible without advertising, but no
man knowa the real possibilities of his business

until he has geared to it this tremendous stim*'

ulating force.

SALES
/» Chicago tirriiory

1100%

mx1923 -SlyiaiiinirTribuneAavettuing

Oulside Chicago l^rriiopy
1100%

Il06%
Ask a Tribune man to call and tell you how the

vast prestige of The Chicago Tribune, won by
77 years of success and of advertising in this

community, can be fitted into your merchandis-
ing problems. There is more to ChicagoTribune
advertising than the mere purchase of space. We
recognize the vital and strategic positions held

by jobbers and dealers. We look upon advertis-

ing not as a separate entity in itself but as a force

to be closely co-ordinated with selling.

Chicago Tribune men are familiar with mer-

chandising as well as with advertising. They
have conducted sales campaigns in The Chicago

Territory for various lines of business. From re-

peated contacts with wholesaler and retailer, as

well as with manufacturer, they know how to

get maximum value from advertising dollars.

You place yourself under no obligation in asking

aTribune man to call. You may find, as Cribben

& Sexton did, that The Tribune has something
worth while to tell you.

MhXHE WORLD'S GREATEST NEWSPAPEP
^

The Tribune's 1924 BOOK OF FACTS on Markets and Merchandising is now ready and

will be mailed free of charge to any selling organization requesting it on business stationery
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Page 5—The News Digest

J. W alter Thompson Co.. Inc.

Will direct Unguentine ad/ertising

for the Norwich Pharmacal Company,
Norwich, N. Y.

Barrows & Richardson

Philadelphia agency, effective Janu-
ary 1, 1925, will direct advertising for

the M. S. Wright Company, Worcester,
Mass., manufacturers of Sweeper-Vac
vacuum cleaner.

National Better Business

Commission
At its convention held in Boston re-

cently, reelected Kenneth W. Barnard
president. Edward Green was named
treasurer, and William P. Green, secre-

tary. Indianapolis was named as the

next convention city.

Charles C. Forbes

Formerly production manager of

Edwin Bird Wilson, Inc., and sales

manager of the Bradley Press, Inc..

has joined the staff of the Hazard
Advertising Corporation, New York, as
production manager.

Miller. Black & Lewis, Inc.

New York agency will direct adver-
tising for the Ritchey Lithographing
Corporation and the Simplex Fuel Oil

Engineering Company, both of same
city.

Campbell-Ewald Company
The New York offices will conduct

advertising for the National Diamond
Assemblers, Inc., on its new composite
octagonal ring. Campaign will include
theater programs, trade papers and di-

rect mail as well as national maga-

Hazard Advertising Corporation

New York agency has completed the

organization of a foreign department
which will specialize in accounts of

foreign origin desirous of developing
the American market. It will be under
the direction of Commend. Mario Schie-

sari and L. C. Paladini de Marais. The
former until recently had an interest

in the Ausonia Advertising Agency,
while the latter was for some time con-
nected with the Thomas Cusack Com-
pany.

Netv Macfadden ISenspaper

Tabloid newspaper to be published
by the Macfadden Newspaper Corpora-
tion at New York will make its first

iniiearance September 15. It will be
known as the Eveiiiiiff Graphic, and
will publish every day except Sunday.
Bernarr Macfadden is president of the
corporation, O. J. Elder, vice-president,
and Guy L. Harrington, treasurer.
John C. King is business manager of
the Evening Graphic and William E.
Severn is manager of advertising.

George M. Murray
For five years advertising manager,

Lehn & Fink, Inc., New York, has been
made assistant to the president, Ed-
ward Plant. W. D. Canaday, formerly
director of sales analysis and sales-
men's personnel, succeeds Mr. Murray
as advertising manager.!

The Thumbnail
Business Review

INDUSTRIAL and trade aclivity during

the month of August i.i; never anything

to boast about, nevertheless the last

few weeks have witnessed gradual but cer-

tain improvement in many of our in-

dustries.

C Iron and steel production is now at

about 55 per cent of capacity, as against

10 per rent the early weeks in July. The
railroads liave come into the steel market
with large orders for rails and other

material.

C Automobile output increased slightly

during August, with none of the manu-
facturers creating a surplus. AH the cars

turned out by the makers are practically

accounted for by orders from dealers. The
rubber and tire industry is more active

than it has been in months.

C Agricjiltural conditions warrant the

optimism now characteristic of the fann-

ing communities. Banks in the rural sec-

tions report the prompt repayment of

loans and a large volume of deposits.

C Freight movement on the railroads

reached a new high record for the year

with the loading of 982,248 cars in the

third week of August, a gain of 29,360

cars in seven days and only 161 cars less

than a year ago.

C Commodity prices show a slight ad-

vance in most lines, the exception noted

being in metals, textiles and other mis-

cellaneous items. New England cotton

and woolen mills show signs of increased

activity as compared to recent months,
although the picture presented is not yet

particularly bright.

C Political capital is being made of cer-

tain developments in the stock market,

but it should be remembered that politics

does not affect, much less change, hasir

conditions. The coming month shoulil

witness concrete evidence of the now gen-

erally expressed ontimism. Ar.EX Moss.

Lord & Thomas
Chicago office will direct advertising

of Auto Point Pencil Company, same
city.

AAAA Research Bureau '

American Association of .Advertis-
ing Agencies has established a research
bureau to make "qualitative" analyses-
of newspaper and periodical circula-
tions. Results of the researches will
be available to members and client ad-
vertisei-s.

Adam W. Wagnalls
Founder and president of the Funk

& Wagnalls Company, publishers of
the Standard Dictionari- and The Lit-
erary Digest, died September .3, in
Northport, L. I. He was eighty years
old.

Blanchard-Nichols-Coleman
With offices at Los Angeles, San

Francisco and Seattle, have been ap-
pointed Pacific Coast representatives
of The American Legion Weekly, effec-
tive September 1.

rr. S. Woodbridge
Formerly operating his own adver-

tising service in Toronto, Canada, has
joined the creative staff of The Powers-
House Company, Cleveland.

V. M. Deputy & Associates

Is the title under which the reor-
ganized Charles F. Bouldin Company,
publishers' representatives, Los An-
geles, Cal., will operate in the future.
The organization has on its lists the
Bulletin of the Jonathan Club, a local

magazine; E.rtension. Magazine, Chi-
cago; The Crescent, St. Paul; and
Messenger of the Sacred Heart, New
York.

O. S. Tyson & Company. Inc.

New advertising agency with offices

at 50 Church Street, New York, organ-
ized by Oscar S. Tyson, recently vice-
president of Rickard & Company, and
L. W. Seeligsberg, for the past year
operating an agency under his own
name. Mr. Ty.son was formerly east-

ern sales manager of Electrical World
and eastern advertising manager of
Factory Magazine. Mr. Seeligsberg
was formerly business manager of sev-

eral McGraw-Hill publications, as well
as manager of the service department
and assistant to the president. The
company will specialize on market
analysis, advertising and sales promo-
tion of materials and equipment sold

to the industrial field.

[additional news on other pages]
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"How Much Will It Cost?"
The higher executive reserves the rig'ht to spend his own money. It may not take him long to say

"Yes" or "No," but either answer is final.

Thousands of brief conferences bring the answer "No" because the man with the money is unfamiliar
and cannot be sold at the last minute by a timid subordinate.

Why wait? Now—in advance of next month's meetings—send your advertising announcements to

these men who have the final say. Give your salesmen the support of a campaign aimed directly at

this final authority group. Make your showing in The Nation's Business so strong that there can
be no possible misunderstanding at the last minute when the all important final approval must be
obtained. t

More than 38,000 Presidents of Corporations read Nation's Business
More than 17,000 Vice-Presidents of Corporations read Nation's Busiyiess

More than 17,000 Secretaries of Corporations read Nation's Business

More than 12,000 General Managers of Corporations read Nation's Business

More than 8,000 Treasurers of Corporations read Natio7i's Business

More than. 121,000 Major Executives in 90,947 Corporations read Nation's Business

You will And of interest a detailed analysis of our 1.5ri,000 subscribers. Let us tell you how other ad%-ertisers
are using this magazine to make their advertising expenditures more productive. Get an executive "yes" when the
order hangs in the balance.

The NATION'S BUSINESS
WASHINGTON

MORE THAN 155,000 CIRCULATION, MEMBER A. B.C.

i
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Were you ever up

in a modern coal mine?

•lop-Woiks—In a.iii.l.un lo llie lipple or

breaker (which houses the luaclHiiery (or
crushing, screening, uashing and picking

warehouses, stables,
a complete company
employees an.i their

2.500,000 boiler tioi-sepower installetl.

They rank second to electric public utili-

ties as consumers of power fuel. They
burn 21.000,000 tons of coal a year-.

They offer a large and compact market
of power-plant equipnu-nt

PPiif

Electric Power—Tile Kcneratinn. ilis-

Iribution ;ind application of electric power
to coal mining involves tliousands of steam
:urliines. 13.000 steam engines, 15,000
generators, motor-generator sets, rotary
jonverters and transformers, and 118,000
iiotors totaling 4,515.000 li.p. The coal

aciiinjplisli this wcrk. Other machinery
behind the coal-mlnlng Industry's 800,000
workers Includes thousands of air com-
pressors, air and electric drills, conveyors.

UNTIL you have been up, as well as

down, in the modern coal mine,

you cannot realize how completely
machinery does the job of mining the

country's 600,000,000 tons of coal each year.

The modern coal mine is a mass of

machinery. Down at the bottom, where
the work is principally a mining operation,

you find mining machines, hoists, pumps,
conveyors, air compressors, electric drills,

etc
Coming out of the mine, both under-

ground and at the surface, you find a com-
plete transportation system— electric,

steam, or gasoline locomotives, trains of

mine cars, and miles and miles of track-

age.

Up on the surface, the modern coal mine
is a coal manufacturing plant. Here coal

is prepared for market. Here you find

the huge tipple, or breaker, which houses
the machinery that crushes, screens and
washes the coal ; also the picking tables

where slate and rock are removed.
Beyond this, also at the surface, you

find the power house, sub-stations, ma-
chine shop, warehouses, stables, powder
houses, and a complete company town for

housing employees and their families.

The average bituminous coal mine of

1-million tons annual capacity costs about
$2,500,000. The anthracite mine of like

capacity costs about $8,000,000. These
figures translate the equipment story into

dollars and cents.

The 6,300 mechanically-operated coal

mines in this country spend $400,000,000

a year for all kinds of machinery and
supplies. They buy everything from add-

ing-machines to turbo-generators-

If you have never been up or down in

the modern coal mine; or, if you do not

fully appreciate the coal-mining industry

as a market for your product, ask COAL
AGE for data backed by photographs.
COAL AGE. the authoritative paper of

the mechanical coal-mining industry, can

take you through the modern coal mine
from top to bottom—with pictures.

Tliu l."i .MiCrnw-lIill cnginucrillg, industrial mid llicr-

I'linndiiiing iiiiblications serve tire men wlio buy in tlie

following fields

:

Electrical: lOlectrical World, Electrical Meicliandising.

Kli'cti-i<al Itotailing, Journal of Eleetricity.

ronxtnirtioii and Civil Engineerino : Enfinepring Xews-
Itecnrd.

Miitii}!/: Eni-inoerinB & Mining Jom-nal-I'ross. Coal Ago.

Transportation: Electric llailvvay Joiiriral. Hiis Trans-

portation.
Industrial: American Machinist, Industrial Engineei'.

Tower. American Macliinist (Enropean Edition), Clieni-

ical & Metallni-gical Engineering.
ICnginccrintj in i^lianish-ttcuiliiig V'nnilrii a: Ingonieria

nal.

Coal Age
A.B.C. A McQraxv Hill Publication A B.P.

Tenth Avenue at 36th Street,New York

al .Mine VillaKe— T!ie coal-miniii-
tiy liouses hptueen :i, 500, 000 an-i

lilo in villages like this.
Liimhor. r.".fln;^

to build ani

'I •••iiiiiiMinniini--iiiiMMp
^y A^p^*

IIi.isls—rutlj 12 Oni) hoists lie in us

I n the coal raines. n itli iJi iv ing motor-,

laiviiv up to 2,000 lioi'sepower eaci)

stentn hoists are ilso widely used Each
jear the coil mines buy IS-nilUion feet

of Hiie rope ami 4 million feet of manilU
rope for hoisting, haulage and rope trans-

'.^J-

About 20.000 pumps operate continu-
iiusly in the coal-mining industry. The
mines must be ki^pt dry. In addition if

these, the industry uses pumps for coal

Hashing, boiler feeding, water supply.
Hre protection, etc.. the total number of

pumps employed reaching about GO.OOo.

•200.000 mflcH f>i

a Industry. About
miles of this trackage is electri-

iiiialllng tlie romhlned length ^f

et't and Intcrurhan railway mileage
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PARTY DRESSES
or

EVENING GOWNS
For every evening gown imported by Worth or Poiret, there are thou-

ands of party dresses made by nimble fingers in homes throughout the length

and breadth of our country.

Sometimes the neighborhood dressmaker is called in ; often the daughter

of the house fashions her own party dress with, perhaps, a little aid from
mother and the girls.

It is not among the wealthy and super-cultured class that the average ad-

vertiser finds his market, but among those to whom each gala event is an in-

timate and personal experience.

The party dress circulation enjoyed by TRUE STORY purchases fabrics,

laces, ribbons, thread, sewing-machines—in fact, everything that goes into the

making of a simple gown.

In these homes, too, are found victrolas, radio sets, pianos, jewelry, cos-

metics, and the thousand and one other articles of merchandise advertised

in the pages of the magazines.

TRUE STORY reaches this market every month with a circulation of al-

most two million copies.

The money that TRUE STORY readers spend mounts into the hundreds

of millions of dollars yearly; the patronage of TRUE STORY readers can

help make the merchandising plans of any advertiser more effective.

TRUE STORY has a standing, too, among the evening gown class. Often

you will see TRUE STORY lying on the seat of a Cadillac or a Rolls-Royce.

But more often, TRUE STORY is found in the party dress market which

buys almost everything that is worth-while advertising.

If you have a product that should be heralded in this market, you cannot

do better than to use TRUE STORY.

For, in TRUE STORY you get plenty of circulation at a rate which is

appreciably lower than that of any other medium with a vast reading pub-

lic; and you also have the assurance of going into millions of homes under the

most favorable aspects.
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Advertising

Well Directed

General Motors Truck Company is

one of the world's pioneer truck manu-

facturers. Since its founding, it has

rigidly maintained the policy of build-

ing a truck of the highest quality.

GMC advertising has been designed

to familiarize the public with this

quality, and with the reasons why it

is available at GMC prices. The
advertising has been designed also

to acquaint truck buyers with the

strength, sturdiness and power of

GMC, and to dramatize the suit-

ability of GMC for every hauling

requirement.

This advertising has helped create

acceptance in the public mind of

GMC merit and has produced gratify-

ing results for General Motors Truck

Company— a Campbell-Ewald client.

©CLCo 192;

The Campbell-Ewald organization of 160 people,

with hnancial and physical facilities of the largest

advertising organization between New York and
Chicago, and a volume of business placing it

among the first ten agencies in the country, 13 at

your service to handle large or small accounts.

At any time, anywhere, we'll be glad to talk with
you. There will be no obligation on either side.

CAMPBELL-EWALD COMPANY
c/JdvertisingH. T. Ewald, Pres.

E. St. Elmo Lewis, Vice-Pres.

Guy C. Brown, Sec'y.

J. Fred Woodruff, Qen'l Mgr.

Qeneral Offices, Detroit, Michigan
Chicago Toronto Dayton Los Angeles San Francisco
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CURRENT
OPINION

OSEPH PULITZER,
a blind man, built up

one of the greatest

newspaper properties in Amer-

ica. He seldom went near the

office; in fact he spent most of

his time in far away corners of

the world. His contacts were

maintained by a staff of trained

secretaries who read everything,

and then re-read aloud to him

the salient portions.

Every busy man, whether he

has his sight or not, resembles

Joseph Pulitzer, in that he needs

a staff of expert secretaries to

wade through the sea of pub-

lished material and fish out the

salient portions.

Current Opinion is that skill-

ful staff of secretaries. For 36

years its editors have been ex-

tracting the grains of wheat

from the mountains of printed

chaff, reprinting, explaining

and interpreting all the latest

developments in every depart-

ment of life. Every month
Current Opinion puts its thou-

sands of enthusiastic readers

into immediate contact with the

whole world.

This is one way of account-

ing for the fact that advertisers

find their insertions in Current

Opinion so effective.

100,000 net paid guaranteed

tL>4^<8iJ)

Eastern Advertising Manager
R. B. SCRIBNER

50 West 47th Street
New York, N. Y.

Western Advertising Manager
A. W. KOHLER

30 North^Michigan Ave.
Chicago, ill.

0<l^^4i,<i,^<lJhii^<i>^<t.i^^^^!^(l.,i^^l>/'<S>(l.^^^
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HOW to reduce the cost of

selling goods from industry
to industry will be the key-

note of the annual fall convention
of the National Industrial Adver-
tisers Association, to be held at

the Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chi-
cago, October 13 and 14.

In connection with the conven-
tion it is planned to hold a com-
prehensive exhibit of industrial
advertising.

Prizes will be awarded in the
various classifications. The Jury
of Award will make its report on
the second day of the convention,
at which time prizes awarded ex-

hibitors at the London Convention
will be presented.
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o^ "RATIONAL"
ADVERTISING AGENCY

McCANN Company Offices in these eight

great marketing centers give us intimate

knowledge of regional markets, keep us in

touch with clients' branch houses and

distributors, and thus make McCann

Company Service truly "National" in scope.

THE H. K. McCANN COMPANY
Advertising
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Has Your Business Finished

Growing?
By Charles R. Flint

THE average business man
usually fails to see the

radical forward steps of

logical greater growth for his

business. He hoes his row too

methodically and with too per-

sonal an outlook. He does not

appreciate that perhaps for the

really big development of both
himself and his business, he
should enter into an industrial

consolidation, for instance. In

fact, it took decades in earlier

time.s for American business

to appreciate the necessity even
for larger size, and several

more decades for the public to

get accustomed to the idea of

large-size business. (There
are still some who believe the

public has not yet become ac-

customed to them!)
A business which has expe-

rienced what seems very de-

sirable growth and appears to

have a most interesting, as-

sured future, usually looks to

its owners like a job that is

finished. The men at its head
do not, on the average, take a

notch in their belts and apply
the requisite courage and vis- =^
ion to step up onto very much
enlarged levels. Often they wish to

rest on their oars, keep the business
as it is to make posts for their sons
and relatives, or merely to carry on
the business placidly along the lines

they have established, because they

Charles Ranlett Flint

Famous as the "Father of Trusts" because lie has

organized in a long life twenty-one industrial con-

solidations, including the Computing Tabulating

Recording Company, (now the International Busi-

ness Machines Corporation!. American Woolen
Company, United States Rubber Company, and
many well-known successful corporations; author of

"Memories of an Active Life"

like it that way and have reached a

period in life when they are not so

restless or keen for change or action.

They make the mistake of regard-

ing their business as a means to

theii' iiersonal ends, not as an im-

portant instrument in the na-

tion's progress industrially.

They want the business to be

what they like it to be, rather

than what it might be.

But this is usually without
reckoning the business pace of

the United States. Consider-

ing this pace from the angle of

normal increase of wealth and
customers alone, we have a

fair degree of growth—5 per

cent or 10 per cent per year

—

often more. Even these meas-
ures of normal growth are in-

adequate, however, for Ameri-
can business compounds itself

in an amazing manner. The
rate of growth (in net profits)

upon which a live business

must calculate is from 10 per

cent to 20 per cent a year, if it

is to maintain its status ivith-

out going backward. Growth
is something to be added even

to this.

Competition is now more
alive in America than it ever

has been; and in consequence

a development policy which is

adequate both to competition
^ and opportunity must con-

stantly and perennially be

ready for change—even radical

change.

Haven't you been surprised some-
times, on looking at your newspaper,
to read that a certain comjiany, well-

known and prosperous, had entered
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into a consolidation? You
had imagined that it was
"sitting pretty," as the slang

saying is
;
you had visioned

its owners sitting back and
taking it easy, after building

such a good profit-making
machine.

But the actual facts no
doubt were that some, even
if not all. of the owners
studied the industry closely,

saw that in the next ten

years competition would press

down too strongly on present

costs ; or that raw materials

would get out of control

—

unless a reorganization and
consolidation were effected,

placing the company in a

stronger strategic position

;

not for today, but for the

future

!

The Standard Oil Company
had few competitors worthy
of mention a generation ago;
it now has big and important
competitors ; but the Stand-
ard saw far ahead and pre-

pared for it. Consolidations

which years ago merged a

number of "little fish" into

one big one, now must meet
and do meet the competition
of similarly large fish today.

There is almost no such thing
in America today as a com-
prehensive and complete mo-
nopoly on a large scale; not
only because of the Sherman
Anti-Trust law, but because
of the vastness of the Ameri-
can market and the activity

of other men with ambition.
You will see, then, what I

mean when I say that many
American business organiza-
tions in various lines are to-

day at the crossroads of

growth. The war and defla-

tion periods are over. We
have 4,300,000 people today
in a class earning $2,000 or
over, as against scarcely one-
fifth this number before the
war. We have, therefore, to ^^^^
deal with a vastly broadened
market. But this is not all—we also

THE diew ing-i;uiii business of the United States, ac-

cording to Mr. Flint, was literally wrested from
the American Chicle Company by William Wrigley,

who spent millions of dollars in advertising while the
old-established company sacrificed its business to the
lure of greater dividends. When Wrigley invaded the
New York market, he encountered stiff resistance in the
form of public and dealer inertia. He poured a hun-
dred thousand dollars into a New York advertising cam-
paign and scarcely made a ripple. He repeated the
experiment a second time, with the same result. Mean-
lime the American Chicle Company was paying 18 per
cent in dividends and expending little if anything on
advertising. Wrigley waited until he could pour a

million dollars into New York, and when he did the
public promptly sat up and took notice of his Spearmint
gum.

C In spite of the magnitude of his chewing-gum busi-

ness in the United States, Wrigley is now tackling the
English market with the same determination that char-

acterized his New York efforts. One of his chief prob-
lems in Great Britain is to obtain distribution—to locate
his gums where the masses can get at them. The illus-

tration shows how he is going about it. A whole fleet

of these little Wrigley wagons is at work in London,
taking Wrigley's to the masses. It is going to take time
and cost money to get the English jaws at work on
chewing gum, but the potentialities for a greater volume
of business in chewing gum undoubtedly exist, and
Wrigley is going to get this business if anyone can get it.

principal tool in su:;h read-

justment:
1. Increased efficiency of

management.
2. Reduced cost of product,

resulting in

3. Wider and cheaper dis-

tribution.

4. Increased profit to the

business, thus permitting
5. Lower price to the con-

sumer and larger income to

the investor.

These are ends typically

American in principle, and
remarkably effective in hold-

ing markets, even against the

cheap labor of foreign coun-

tries. Today with the most
expensive labor in the world,

we have, nevertheless, the

lowest unit of cost in most
lines of manufacture and are

operating enterprises of a

size heretofore unknown to

the world of business.

As Dwight Farnham has

pointed out, there are three

classes of consolidations and
development policies: (1) the

vertical one, which aims at

ownership of all factors in

production, starting, let us

say, with coal, including rail-

ways and mills, and ending
up with the manufacture of

automobiles. This is the

Ford method ; it was also the

Stinnes method, and is in

fact the Steel Corporation

method. It aims for all econ-

omies and all profits. (2)

The horizonfal method is one

merely adding more factories

making the same article ; its

aim is sheer volume. (3)

The third method is the allied

one; aiming at growth along

"similar" lines; such as an

automobile maker adding

trucks and tractors ; or a

toilet soap manufacturer add-

ing tooth paste or perfume.

I
The "vertical trust" is

really a stupendous industrial

conception. Andrew Carnegie

was, as I personally recall

ji

1

(

where such lower costs are de- very well, the originator of the idea;
have to deal with a world starved manded, or new policies in distribu- and it was this masterly conception
for merchandise during the past ten tion, or realignments of plan, are which induced Morgan and his asso-

years, and just about ready to enter certain to come. In either case, the ciates to buy him out and organize
the market again; with American situation demands a conception of the Steel Corporation. Carnegie
goods as a world wide magnet for organization which present facilities already owned coal land, railways
trade. We have also, on the other do not furnish. I am convinced that and other facilities. Stinnes per-

hand, to deal with over-extended an era of consolidation and read- fected the idea in Germany to such
production capacity; or excessive justment is thoroughly needed, and an extent that his vertical trust
costs. that many new consolidations must owned a veritable empire of indus-

Obviously. then, a great many be formed to place certain lines of tries, all of which were compelled to

lines of business are due for a con- industry upon a more secure foot- buy from one another. This vertical

siderable degree of change. Con- ing. There are three interlocking trust manufactured everything from
solidation for lower costs in cases reasons why consolidation is the microscopes to locomotives.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 40]
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Marketing American Goods in

Italy, Spain and Belgium
By Clem W. Gerson

Sales Manager, Tlie American Commerce Co., London, England

FOR the marketing of American
products abroad, Europe natur-

all.v falls in three distinct

I

territorial classifications: (1) Great

j

Britain; (2) the Latin countries;

(.3) the Germanic and Norse coun-

I trie.s. Great Britain should be taken

separately because it has been influ-

I enced by both Latin and Germanic

I

influence ; in consequence, from a

I marketing point of view, it is totally

! unlike other European countries.

I
France is further along than most

i Latin countries in the use of branded
' merchandise. France having been
; dealt with in a previous article, it is

1
the purpose in thi.s article to deal

with the question of marketing an

American product in Italy, Spain

I
and Belgium.

One common factor, characteristic

of the Latin temperament, predomi-

nates in all three countries. That is

the desire for an artistic package or

container. The temperament of the

people is such as to cause them to

take notice of the smallest detail.

German merchandise, the quality of

which before the war was never

questioned in the Latin countries, is

now being superseded largely by
American jiroducts, put up in attrac-

tive packages.

As regards relative marketing

value, Italy, Spain and Belgium differ

in many re.spects, due to various

reasons—customs restrictions, geo-

graphical pecularities, wealth, etc.

The main obistacle encountered in

Italy is the customs restrictions.

Here it is necessary to

declare the formula of

any proprietary or toilet

article, and the only

satisfactory way in

which to overcome the

delays so common among
continental customs is

to appoint a thoroughly

reliable local representa-

tive. Firms of this type understand
customs regulations and can obtain

the entry of goods with little delay.

In an e.xperience of twenty years in

the marketing of products in Italy,

we have found the representative

method the only satisfactory one.

Italy presents one outstanding

marketing peculiarity : the northern
section of the country is infinitely

more productive of immediate re-

sults than the south. The northern

Italian is a worker and a money
earner, and therefore has money to

spend. In addition, the important
industrial centers are located in the

north; and unless the product is a

seasick remedy, directly concerns

shipping, or is tied up in some way
with diseases such as fever, grippe

or chills, the north is the immediate
section of the country in which to

concentrate. Shipping is empha-
sized because the ports of Naples,

Brindisi (carrying all the north

African and eastern trade) and
Palermo, are in the south; fever,

chills and grippe have been men-
tioned because what are probably

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 44]

ITALY, Spain and Belgium, pre-

dominantly Latin in tempera-
ment, nevertheless present diverse

problems in advertising and dis-

tribution. Industrial products find

a natural market in the north
of Italv, for example, while the

south offers a lucrative outlet

for medicinal specifics owing to

the prevalence of marshes and
swamp lands. Naples ( two views
of which arc shown in the iUustra-

tions) serves as the logical base for

manufacturers seeking distribu-

tion in the south of Italv.
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More Bread mid Butter Problems

of a Sales Manager

Salesmen Who Are Almost Good
By V. V. Lawless

"f I
"^ 00 good to fire but not good

I enough to keep"—that was
A the district man's comment

of a salesman we will call Brown.
Brown joined the sales department
about a year ago. He was given his

preliminary training and looked

promising. His first month out he

did fairly well. Given a little more
time, he undoubtedly would show
results. At the end of three months,

it was a question whether he was
worth spending any more time and
money on.

The fourth month Brown's work
showed improvement. He was not

yet doing what he ought to be do-

ing, but looked promising enough to

warrant fui'ther effort. Then it

turned out that Brown had been

having trouble with his eyes. Head-
aches had held him back. That was
probably what was wrong. So
Brown was given ten days off to

have his eyes attended to.

The fifth month Brown's results

were really gratifying. The sixth

month he slipped. At the end of

about a year he was hardly good
enough to carry longer, yet he was
too good to be dropped without con-

sideration.

There are few sales forces that

haven't a Brown or two. Salesmen
cost money. It costs money to find

them and bring them to the point

where they produce. The Brown
type of salesman causes the sales

manager to feel that he has found

a good man ; then there is a slowing

down. If the salesman is dropped

in disgust, then the company loses

an investment in him of three or

four thousand dollars in salary and
expenses and what not.

Just where to draw the line is

the problem. Just when to call a

halt and let Brown go is the ques-

tion. Better yet, can Brown be

pulled up just a little and made into

a producer? Well, suppose we give

Brown just a month or two more?
Let's see what we can do with him.

So Brown is told to report in on

Saturday morning for a conference.

In this particular ease, Brown
presented himself as a big, smiling,

pleasant chap of twenty-seven or

thereabouts.

"You're not married, are you,

Brown?"
"Nope."
"Why not?"

"Well, if I picked out a girl, I'd

have to disappoint too many others,"

he grinned.

"Trouble with you, Brown, is that

you're just naturally lazy. Now, I

don't know if you want this job or

not, but you either have to come up
to scratch or get out. And if you
get out, you've got to hunt another

job, and when you find it, you'll have
to make good there, or get out and
hunt another job. Now, if you want
to eat, you've got to work, and you
might as well work here as any
other place.

"Now, you either make up your
mind to get to work or get out right

now. It isn't fair to the company to

dilly-dally along with you any
longer."

And Brown was just generally

"cussed out." It was the first time
he had been given a mental spank-

ing. It didn't take a lot of extra

effort to do enough more work to

make good. He was jolted into the

effort and he came through.

ONE manufacturer of a hardware
specialty had a number of men

working on commission. One of

these men was unusual. He was only

nineteen years old but a wonderful
business getter for months on end.

Then he'd slow down and for three

or four months wouldn't do enough
to make expenses. Half the time
during these off-months he made no
effort to sell. One day he would
find his money gone and he'd go to

work. In the meantime, his terri-

tory had suffered and the manufac-
turer had lost a great deal of busi-

ness which he should have had.

To cure the situation the -manu-
factui-er got hold of this salesman
and said: "Now, it's against my
practice to carry salaried men, but

I'm going to put you on a salary and
see that you earn it or drop you

altogether. You're an in and outer."

The young fellow was put on so

much per week. He was honest and
realized that he had to work every
week. And he kept at it. So long
as he was on commission, he felt he
was free to come and go as he chose-.

«

SOME years ago a man who ii

now one of the best insuranci!

salesmen in the west was brought
up from the doldrums in an unusual
way. He was being paid $150
month as a salesman. He had a
wife and two children. He was
pretty good, but not good enough to

justify holding the territory in

which he had been placed.

The sales manager brought him in

one day and said: "Bill, you're out.

I can't let you splash around in that

nice territory any more. You ought
to be doing $10,000 a month in

there. You're doing about $7,500.

You're wasting company business.

I've got to put a real man in there."

Bill took his discharge glumly.

He'd been fired before. He'd go out

and get himself another job. His|

price was $150 a month. He
guessed he could manage to eat

while something turned up.

"By the way. Bill," the sales man-^

ager said to him, "I haven't a man
in mind for your place. Do you,

happen to know anybody. I guessj

I'd better get a $200 a month man.j

You $150 a month boys are too ex.^

pensive."

No. Bill didn't know of any $2'

a month man.
The sales manager thought he hadj

almost lost out. Bill didn't seem toj

rise to the occasion. Then it dawnedi

on Bill.
(

"Say," he said, "give me that job]

at $200 a month and I'll show youi

something. Just make a deal with

me for one month. I got better than!

$7,500 last month. I'll drag out'

$10,000 this month if I have to worki

nights. If I hit $10,000 you givei

me $200 and let me keep the job on

that basis. I'll show you some!

$10,000 class for a $200 job." ,'

Bill had responded as the sales-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 54.\
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Do We Take Our
Advertising Too Seriously?

By J. R. Worthington

LAST Monday morn-
i n g I returned

J from my vacation.

On my desk was a pile

of magazines and news-
papers which had ac-

cumulated during my
absence, together with

some older magazines
which I had kept for

some reason or other

and which my secretary

had slipped into the

pile in the hope that

I'd go through them
with the others and
they could be thrown
away. (How a few
stray magazines do

worry secretaries
!

)

Well, I loaded the

whole pile into my car

at five o'clock and took

them home with me,

and after dinner I sat

out on the front porch

and went through
them, from cover to

cover, to get back into

the "feel" of publica-

t i n s and the atmo-
sphere of advertising

as quickly as possible.

And when I had fin-

ished with the last one,

and sat back in my chair in the twi-

light, puffing on my pipe, I found
myself struggling with a question

which had crept into my mind una-

wares: "Why are nearly all adver-

tisements so deadly serious?"

I had been out of the atmosphere
of the advertising department for

three weeks, and I had approached

this pile of periodicals in more nearly

the frame of mind of a disinterested

reader than I could hope to at any
other time of the year, and I found
that I had been oppressed by the ut-

ter seriousness of most of the copy
I had just scanned.

"Can it be that advertisers have
to be so tragically serious?" I asked

myself. "Are salesmen so serious

when they call on people to sell them
face to face? Don't they ever smile,

or say anything whimsical?"

"Here Conies Mr. Lend-Me to Borrow Our Tire Gauge"

Do you know Mr. Lend-Me, the motorist? All he has is a car. When
he needs a jack or a pump or a hydrometer, he uses yours. If he needs
a valve cap, he does without it until he can pick one up somewhere.
He has a lot of trouble. Here he comes to borrow a tire gauge. The
pest! Why doesn't he buy his own?

This illustration and copy from a Schroder Tire Gauge
Ad are serious enough, but in a comic-supplement way

bered the illustration,

because it was refresh-

ingly different. But it

was the copy, I soon
discovered, which had
fixed it in my mind.
Had a whimsical twist

to it—

In day of Old, when
knights were bold, men
left their cozy castle
firesides to do battle for
the glory of ladies fair,

with golden hair.

Men leave home today
for approximately simi-
lar reasons, but instead
of lances and shields,
they carry brief-cases,
conference material and
order books.

Which brings us at
once to our favorite sub-
ject of soap.

And so it ran on for

several breezy p a r a -

graphs, ending thus:

Is there, we wonder,
any connection between
the general improve-
ment in the tone of busi-
ness and the cheerful
smiles of businessmen
fresh from their Ivory
baths? We pause for a
favorable reply.

Procter & Gamble.

As the first stars began to twinkle

in the evening sky I found myself
still cogitating over this grave prob-

lem. As I sat puffing away on the

old jimmy pipe and reviewing the

long trail of advertisements which
had just passed through my mind as

I had leafed through the pile of

periodicals, certain ones began to

stand out clearly in my memory. Act-

ing on impulse, I gathered up the

pile at my side and carried it into

the living-room where it was light.

I wanted to see what there was about

these particular advertisements that

had stuck in my mind, and made
them stand out above the jumble.

"I want to look up that Ivory Soap
ad first," I informed myself. "What
was there about that to make me re-

member it?"

Presently I found it. I remem-

I discovered that this advertise-

ment had made a deeper impression
on me than any Ivory Soap advertise-

ment I had read for years. Why?
The ne.xt advertisement to pop into

my mind was one I recalled seeing

in an English newspaper that had
found its way into my mail—

a

Cherry Blossom shoe polish adver-

tisement. So I delved into the pile

again in search of this English
newspaper.

When I had located the advertise-

ment again I didn't wonder that it

had stuck in my mind! It will al-

ways stick in my mind, ready to bob
up whenever I see or think of shoe

polish—or "boot polish" as the Eng-
lish call it. I am asking the editor

to reproduce it for the edification of

Fortnightly readers.

Then I started looking for one of
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the women's magazines in which was
a Jell-0 advertisement which I re-

membered as being on the second
cover. It had stuck in my mind.
Yes, here was the ad. Picture of

lady in sport togs telephoning
grocer, with maid in the doorway,
hands on hips. And this the copy
that made it stick in my mind:

"And Norah says if it isn't JelI-0
she'll send it right straight back."

That was all the copy, except the

display line, "America's most famous
dessert," but it had stuck because it

was human and made its point with-

out the serious frown that so often

wrinkles copy or slogans aimed at

substitution.

Hardly had I located this adver-

tisement when another popped into

my mind—a Schrader Tire Gauge
advertisement that had held me for

several minutes. So I looked this up
next. It was the picture and a short

bit of copy, run almost as a caption,

that had made it stick in my mind.

I hope the editor will consent to

reproduce the picture ; it is humor-
ous because it is so tragically true

to life—the bright and cheery face

of Mr. Lend-]VIe arriving on a bor-

rowing mission ; the grouchy face of

the man on the porch ; the expres-

sive roll of his wife's eyes. And the

copy is so refreshingly human.

Nothing advertisingly serious in

this copy, about saving wear and
tear— and therefore money— on
tires; nothing about the Schrader
being a great scientific discoveiy or

a boon to civilization. Just a regu-
lar comic-supplement slam at the
tire gauge borrower, calculated to

shame him into buying one for him-
self. If my garage man hadn't
already sold me a Schrader I swear
this picture and copy would have!

THE next advertisement that

flaished on my mental screen was
an American Radiator Company ad-

vertisement, so I looked this up. The
picture wasn't anything special, nor

the heading—"Almost Human"

—

Says Mr. Goodall. But when I

dipped into the copy I found what
it was that had caught me. I quote

part of it:

Edwin Goodall of Hackensack, N. J.,

took out his old-fashioned wasteful
heating plant and installed an Ideal

TYPE A Boiler.

"I am told you call it a 'Heat Ma-
chine,' he writes. I call it almost hu-
man; its appetite is exceedingly con-

siderate of my pocket-book."
Without any reflection on the human

race, we beg- leave to point out one
respect in which the Ideal TYPE A is

onore than human.

The ease and simplicity, the free-

dom from advertising gravity of

this copy pleased me greatly, but the
part that appealed to me especially

was the line
—"Without any reflec-

tion on the human race, we beg leave
to point out "

I am frank to admit that what
this advertisement "pointed out" in

its easy, natural way, has made me
think more seriously of putting in a
Heat Machine when my old heater
gives out (which it is threatening to

do any time now) than any Ameri-
can Radiator Company advertise-

ment I have read.

Well, I continued to look up ad-

vertisements I remembered most
distinctly, until I had found neai-ly

a dozen, and in all but one instance
I found that they were advertise^

ments that didn't seem to take
themselves so terribly seriously.

They were whimsical, or tinged with
humor, or they at least revealed that

the man or woman who wrote the

copy had a normal sense of humor,
not only about things in general, but

even about the advertised product

or business. Somehow their copy

seemed to have an appeal that got

under the skin more surely, and at

the same time the advertisements

were more naturally rememberable
than the more serious ones.

I plead guilty to having written

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 56]

To Knights of the double '- rail

In Days of Old. when knights were

bold, men left their cosy castle firesides

to do battle for the gloty of ladies

fair, with golden hair.

Men leave home today for approxi-

mately similar reasons, bur instead of

lances and shields, they carry brief-

cases, conference material and order-

Which brings us ar once to our

favorite subject of soap.

There is a phrase known to all

modern men of travel, ro wit; "hotel

soap." Until recently, this phrase

usually mc-ant a small quick-sinking

parallelepipedon of granite-like ma-

terial, often bright with the nicest

colors you can imagine and smelling

handsomely, which promptly hid bc-

ncarh the cloudy bath-water, thus

keeping all its secrets to itself, includ-

ing lather, if any.

But now, as a result of friendly co-

operation between Procter & Gamble
and rhe highly intelligent managers

of the best inns, taverns, hostetries

and hotels, the man of travel finds

Ivory Soap for bathing, face-washing

and shampooing almost wherever he

roams. There, in the soapdish. is a

genuine touch of home.

Is there, wc wonder, any connec-

tion between the general improve-

ment in the tone of business and the

cheetful smiles of businessmen fresh

from their Ivory baths? We pause

for a favorable reply.

IVORY SOAP M'.

lieeyou also use Cherry Blossom Boot Polishr

Cherry Blossom
Boot Polish
BR!aiANT PRESERVATIVE WATERPROOF

BLACK.BROWN CTONETTE In l>^d.,2>ad,41^d «nd 6--at) T.n^

DARK TAN, DEEP TONE G- WHITE In 2>5d and ^'id Tins only.

Procter & Gamble "pause for -a favorable reply" in the whimsical advertisement reproduced above.

Read the copy and get its flavor. The Cherry Blossom advertisement, from an English newsjyaper, is

unforgettable by virtue of its subtle humor
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150 Deep
or Wading Out of Literature

By A. C. G. Hammesfahr

??

I
GIVE them only the briefest

glance and chuck them into the

waste basket . . ."

"Ninety per cent of it goes into

the waste basket . . ."

"We receive so much (promotion

material from publications) that it

all goes into the waste basket with-

out reading . . ."

These are three sentences picked

at random from the four hundred-

odd answers received by Cosmapoli-

tan to its recent questionnaire on

pi'omotion material sent to agency

executives throughout the country.

Our questionnaire was stimulated

by Kenneth Goode's article "Knee
Deep in Literature," in Advertising
AND Selling Fortnightly for May
7, 1924. That article, expressing

the distress of one advertising

agent at the daily deluge of direct

propaganda from magazines and
newspapers, set us here at Cosmo-
politan to thinking about promotion

matter in general and in particular.

Did other agency men feel the same
emotions? If so, the condition was
appalling. What was the solution?

Let us say at the start that our

questions very often brought more
than perfunctory answers. Scores

A. C. G. Hammesfahr
Business Manager, "Cosmopolitan

Magazine"

of agency executives poured out
three- and four-page letters from
hearts made weary and wrathful by

conditions equaling or exceeding
those Ken Goode described in his

agency. These men are not only
troubled by the direct money waste
of it all, but also by the thought of

the inevitable dulling of sensibilities

in the advertising world in general
by the too copious flood of mediocre
printed promotion.

OUR first question, "Can and
should publication promotion

material be standardized?" brought
a variety of answers. Many men
were uncertain whether the query
referred to uniformity of size only,

or to visual appearance and essential

character as well. Out of 387 men
answering this question, 174 said

"Yes," 72 others said "Yes, in size

only," and 141 are against any
standardization. But many of the

174 had in mind, evidently, the mere
standardization of size, so that as a

whole there seems to be a decided
majority in favor of size standard-
ization but against any other uni-

formity. The size favored is, of

course, the regular 8I2 x 11 in. to

fit the regulation filing cabinet.

A considerable number favor

[continued on page 36]

Results of Cosmopolitan Questionnaire

L Can and should publication promotion material

be standardized?

174 answered Yes.

141 answered No.
72 answered \ es, as to size.

41 did not reply.

2. Do you route publication promotion matter to

individuals in your oganization or do you prefer to

have each of tliem receive separate copies?

226 route promotion matter.
164 prefer separate copies.

38 did not reply.

3. Can an estimate of a publication be properly
formed without getting a close-up of the many activ-

ities behind the scenes?

110 answered Yes.
265 answered No.
53 did not reply.

4. Does space used in publications like Printers'

Ink, Advertising and Selling Fortnightly, Sales

Management, etc., get across more definitely than
direct promotion matter?

97 answered Yes.

162 answered No.
126 thought both were good.

43 did not reply.

5. Should a publication confine its mail matter to

rate and mechanical changes only?
69 answered Yes.

323 answered No.
36 did not reply.

6. Would a letter-sized folder, to be kej)t on file,

giving all the essential facts about a publication, be
useful, especially if kept up to date?

355 answered Yes.

47 answered No.
26 did not reply.
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The Basics of Advertising Copy—//

The Buried Key-Thought and

the Inverted Sentence
By Henry Eckhardt

IN
the second paragraph of a re-

cent linoleum advertisement was
this sentence: Linoleum is a quiet

floor.

I

Compare with that this sentence

I
which began a recent hosiery adver-

' tisement: Sivift and startling have
• been the recent advances in the cost

I

of silk.

I

Both sentences are practically the
I same type. Yet, how much more
clearly does the second put over its

meaning.
! What is the secret of this addi-

!
tional clearness and force? Simply

j
this: First, in the sentence, have

been placed the key-words, "swift"

and "startling." To them, thus, goes

the emphasis. This type of sentence

I is the inverted sentence. The in-

j
verted sentence is the way to rescue

I
the buried key-word.

I

To go back, now, to the linoleum

I

copy. The thought which the copy-

writer wishes to emphasize is

—

quiet. Where has he placed this key-
' word? In the middle of the sen-

tence, next to a noun that immedi-
' ately swallows it. Lost, is its force.

! The inverted sentence lifts out the

I

key-word to the key position. In
I this particular case, it would place

;
"quiet" at the beginning of the sen-

!
tence, and the latter would read

:

Quiet is the floor of linoleum. Clean-

;
ly and clearly does the point now hit

;
home.

; In the sentence of normal order,

ii the key-words are often buried. They
I get sandwiched in between lesser

' words, and John and Jane Publick

lose them. If they do not lose them
i entirely, they miss their true im-

i port.

'. For instance, the linoleum copy
started out in its first paragraph

:

I Big cities are noisy. Big offices

I

are noisy. Any place where a num-

[

ber of people gather is filled with a

1 medley of footsteps, voices, machines
' and squeaks. "Noisy" is here the

key-word. Twice, the copywriter re-

peats the word itself. Again, he re-

iterates the idea in "medley of foot-

steps," etc. Despite this effective use
of repetition, he has failed to make
the paragraph ring with noise.

Let us invert the sentences : Noisy
are big cities. Noisy are big offices.

Now, on noise is the Publick's atten-

tion fixed—and held. The stress is

where the copywriter really wants it

—and that makes the thought clear.

The rule for inverting a sentence

is, briefly and non-technically, this:

Separate the subject from the key-

thought, or the aspect in which the

writer wishes us to conceive of the

subject— and put the key-thought
first.

Sometimes the key-thought is a

single word, as in the foregoing ex-

amples. Sometimes it is a phrase,

such as in this piece of copy: Build
your own snug home in the open,

among the trees. This sentence is

now in normal order. The key-

thought is contained in the two
prepositional phrases. Upon them
the copywriter is depending to stir

the reader's imagination. But their

imagination-awakening power is

dulled ; they come at the wrong end
of the sentence. Inversion makes the

sentence read: In the open, among
the trees—build your oivn snug
home.

THIS brings first to the Publicks,

a picture of the open-spaces, of

a wind-blown, sun-blessed spot. This

picture starts their imaginations go-

ing. When comes the suggestion,

"build your own home," they are fol-

lowing full-tilt. Whereas, in the

original order this process is not in-

voked at all. "Build your own home"
comes upon the Publicks cold. They
do not have a chance to imagine.

The inverted sentence makes the

point clearer, easier to grasp, and
usually more interesting.

To quote another example of force

and clearness gained through lifting

out the key phrase. The original

copy reads: There's a trail winding
up a rugged mountain side, through

fragrant forest — a trail skirting

lakes that mirror snowcapped senti-

nels. Beginning advertising-copy
with "there" is like putting a one-

horsepower engine in a Mauretania.
Inverting, we get: Up a rugged
mountain side, through fragrant for-

est, winds a trail, etc.

Again the key-thought may be a

clause, such as in the continuation

of the above: A vacation at these

camps actually costs less than a holi-

day at an ordinary summer hotel.

Not a single ray of interest or idea

until we reach "costs less than," etc.

And that begins in the remotest part

of the sentence, the center.

LET us invert: Less than the cost

lof a holiday at an ordi)iary sum-
mer hotel is the cost of a vacation at

one of these camps.

True 1 We have had to repeat

"cost." But how the vital thought

rings out!

Rather few and far between are

examples of the inverted sentence

in advertising-writing of today. But
here is one. Note how almost every

sentence brings out its points by in-

version.

Romping, running— in all their

leaking hours hardly ever still—
children lead incredibly active lives.

It's natural; they should.

To sustain this activity, however,

they must have plenty of fuel food.

That bacon is exceptiorwlly high in

fuel value is shown in all nutritive

charts.

That the direct sentence is the

normal way of writing cannot be

denied. Most writers use it habitu-

ally. To divorce their pens from its

order is difficult. Yet, this order is

often a deadly order; and neither

can that be denied. It closes the

key-thought around with a smoke
screen of less vital words and that

slurs its force and significance.

On the other hand, the inverted

sentence is a natural way of talking.

Regularly, do John and Jane Publick

use it. Let John, for instance, get

slightly excited. This is how he

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 43]
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Looking Back with Calkins
By Charles Austin Bates

M4YBE I am mistaken, but it ment of style. It was no physical
seems to me that in his new handicap which made me a voracious
book, "Louder, Please," Earn- youthful reader, but while Calkins

est Elmo Calkins has perpetrated a was abrorbing Johnson's Cyclopedia,
piece of literature. He calls it "the Plutarch's Lives and John Ruskin,
autobiography of a deaf man," and my own literary pabulum consisted
it will therefore hold an appeal for of Oliver Optic, Horatio Alger,
all the dull of hearing; but
because of his position in ad-

vertising, it is likely to be of

greater interest to those of

that profession than to any
others. It is particularly at-

tractive to me by reason of

his pleasant references to our

association many years ago
and the recollections thereby
revived. The fact that our

memories do not completely

harmonize, is probably due to

the superior accuracy of his.

Addison Sims of Seattle

never did register indelibly

in what I have been pleased

to call my mind, and many
times men tell me of things

I did or said twenty years
ago which are completely
new and strange to me.
However much, by reason

of old association and par-

tially parallel experiences, I

may be prejudiced in favor of

Mr. Calkins' story of his life,

there surely is employed in

it a distinct and intriguing

literary style, which has the

effect of dramatizing the

commonplace and infusing

with humor, sentiment, and
even romance, the everyday happen-
ings of a not too turbulent existence.

The book, therefore, may class as

"cap L" literature, quite aside from
the peculiar interest it i)ossesses by
reason of its ostensible theme, which
is the handicaps, advantages and
philosophic influences of deafness.

Mr. Calkins is quite cheerful about
it and leaves one with the feeling

that dullness of hearing may after

all be counted a distinct asset. To
the nece.ssary restriction of conver-
sation in his youth, he credits his

recourse to reading, which later

quite naturally led to the writing
which has distinguished him. May-
be. But he would probably have
read just the same, and inherent

mental characteristics would have
led to selection and to the develop-

Earuest Elmo Calkins. I i<<^-Pr('si(h>nt Cal-

kins & Holdcn, Inc., ivhose autobiography
"Louder Plrasr!" has just been published

door to let the cat in and out, "dad-

burned" it because he had forgotten

the kitten and cut a smaller hole for

its use. This was one of a hundred
humorous, sensible, philosophical,

whimsical things which Calkins pro-

duced from his memory and used

as attention-getting introduc-

tions to advertisements of

everything from safety pins

to threshing machines. In

fact, many of them were syn-

dicated and served to furnish

forth the marriage feast as

well as the funeral baked
meats. They had just as

much, or just as little, to do
with one thing as another,

!

but they appealed to clients

and received practically

unanimous O.K.'s.

In his reference to his first

stipend of fifteen dollars per

week—and later ones which
he limits to thirty-five and
my memory records at sixty

—I seem to detect a feeling

that his employer was more
or less a prototype of Simon
Legree, and I am moved to

point out that sixty a week
in those happy days was
equal in buying power to

about one hundred and fifty

today.

It is astonishing how
greatly underpaid most of us

are—especially when we are

young. As we gain years we
become more philosophical

about it. But this impression of in-

justice, combined with wholesome
ambition, has started and developed

!

Deadwood Dick and Jack Harkaway,
with an infusion of Dumas and
Hugo read aloud to me by a mother
who found that an effective way to many useful businesses.

keep me more or less quiet. Mr. It all makes for progress and for

Calkins's scholarly development be- a knowledge of the persistence and
gan very early and I incline to the weight of overhead. Most men are

f

belief that scholars, amateur or pro-

fessional, get quite a bit moi'e out of

life than any other folks.

WHEN, as he relates in chapter

nineteen, he came to work in

my advertising shop in New York
for fifteen dollars a week, his habit

of reading and remembering stood

him in good stead. His chief value

in the beginning was a seemingly
inexhaustible store of illustratable

stories. One I recall was that of the

farmer who cut a hole in the barn

socialists until they accumulate two,

pigs—after that the theory of anj

equal distribution of wealth losesi

force.
j

This, however, is mere digression.!

Mr. Calkins has written a most in-l

teresting book. It is as nearly im-'

personal as an autobiography can;

be. He tells modestly the experi-i

ences and influences which have led!

to his present eminence in hia

chosen profession—and there is nO'

doubt that he regards himself as ai

professional rather than a business!

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 59]
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The
C'^i-t :*^=s^

Purification Without Coercion

TO us one of the finest things about advertising

as a business or profession is that, practically

speaking, and with pei'haps the single notable

exception of the Bok and Collier's campaigns against

patent medicine advertising, it has cast out its own
evils without coercion from outside agencies.

Its leaders have tackled the problems of fraudulent

advertising, false circulation claims, risky credits, un-

fair standards of practice, to mention but a few, and
organized the machinery inside the profession to correct

these evils, thus giving advertising a stability sadly

lacking in its early days.

Point is given this thought by the following state-

ment made by James O'Shaughnessy of the A. A. A. A.:

Last year the advertising agencies which compose the

I j
American Association of Advertising Agencies planned and
directed the advertising expenditure of .5000 leading na-
tional advertisers. The advertising appropriation of these
advertisers averaged $50,000 each, making a grand total of
$250,000,000.

All of that business was put on the good credit of these
advertising agencies. All of it was paid on the discount
date. These same agencies will be given credit by pub-
lishers this year in the amount of $300,000,000, and all of
it will be paid to the publishers on the day it is due.

Can any other business or profession show a better

record than this?

Caveat Emptor in a New Form
NOTHER of the evils of marketing seems in a fair

way to be rooted out. For a long time "hidden

demonstrators" have been employed (and paid

directly) by certain makers of toilet articles. Placed

behind the counters of large stores, they have forced

their employer's own brand on a store's customer when-

I

ever possible, often "knocking" competing products
': carried by the store in a way that was far from fair.

The American Manufacturers of Toilet Articles, an
ji association made up of many of the leading toilet goods

;

manufacturers, has recently gone on record as condemn-
!
ing this practice, and a movement has been inaugurated

I

to require all factory-paid demonstrators to wear con-

j

spicuous badges to show that they are not regular store

;
employees. While this is really the old principle of

;
caveat emptor in a new form, it is certainly a step in

;
the right direction.

i It will be interesting to see whether the system can
; survive this change, whether the behind-the-counter
' demonstrator can earn her salary month after month

I

for the manufacturer when labeled with a badge that

j
robs her of the sponsorship of the store.

Not So Funny
HEN Will Hays condemned the association

of cinema publicity men a few days ago, for

their salacious advertising of motion pic-
I tares, certain members of his audience tittered. We
\
quote from the press reports: "As he [Will H. Hays]
mentioned the exploitation of various film plays, in-

I eluding 'Three Weeks,' 'Sodom and Gomorrah' and
! 'Daughters of Today,' several young men who until that

I

moment had enjoyed the affair appeared ready to go

home. Laughs greeted some of Mr. Hays's remarks
concerning unclean publicity. 'Yes,' Mr. Hays shot
back, 'it would be laughable if it were not suicidal!'"

One of these days public indignation is goin^ to be-

come so great that newspapers and outdoor advertising
interests will effect a ban on salacious motion-picture
advertising—the same as they did on fraudulent adver-
tising. Then these same bright young men will find

themselves out of a job.

Labor Turns Constructive

NE of the most interesting and significant ad-

vertising developments of recent weeks is a

full-page advertisement which appeared on
August 17 in certain Iowa newspapers. This adver-
tisement called the attention of the people of that state

to Iowa coal. We quote

:

Coal mining, one of Iowa's largest industries, will not
contribute its full capacity to the general prosperity of
the State until every Iowa home, store and factory uses
Iowa coal. If the Iowa demand was sufficient to require
the capacity output of the Iowa mines, the sum of $20,000,-
000 additional would be turned consistently into the various
channels that coordinate for Iowa prosperity, instead of
being sent to Kentucky, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Indiana and Illinois. Think what these additional millions
in circulation in all lines of business would mean in Iowa.
Many Iowa mines have not turned a wheel since March,

others have furnished employment only 20 days since Jan-
uary 1; in fact, only one mine in Iowa operates on full
time. The average employment of 13,000 miners in Iowa
today is less than two days per week. Since April these
men have received less than $1,000,000. These workmen
are citizens of the State and have families to feed, clothe
and educate.

The advertisement itself is interesting. It features
a giant miner pouring $20,000,000 out on the banks,
business houses and theaters of Iowa, and its appeal
is strengthened by testimonials from large users of

Iowa coal. But the significant thing about it is that it

was paid for, not by the mine owners, but by the

Miners' Union. It is a promising sign when a labor

organization buys space in the newspapers to put on a

constructive campaign to develop steadier work for its

members and promote the prosperity of the state.

''His Master s Voice"

[ED in London on August 29, Francis Berraud.
Just who Berraud was, is probably known to

comparatively few. But the work of his genius

is familiar to millions. Twenty years ago, after the

death of his brother, Berraud noticed his brother's fox-

terrier wistfully nosing about his departed master's
gramophone. Struck with the poignancy of the situa-

tion, he painted the now famous picture
—"His Master's

Voice." The painting was refused entry for exhibition

at the British Royal Academy and was later sold for

use as a trademark. It has probably been reproduced
and circulated more than any other painting in history

—jiroving again that advertising in its democratic
fashion takes the art of the museums into the homes
of the masses. And the picture, originally sold for

$500 as a trademark, is now valued at .several hundred
times its original cost—because advertising has made
it worth several hundred times more.

D"
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Museums and the Factory
Making the Galleries Work for the Art Industries

? By Richard F, Bach
Associate of Industrial Arts, Metropolitan Museum of Art

FOR reasons not far to seek we
have drifted into a queer mode
of thought regarding all the

arts: fine arts and industrial arts

are set off in separate categories.

Fine arts are exalted and rare and
no one can afford them; industrial

arts are common weekday things
and no one can get along without
tl em. For an arrangement of color

on a canvas to be called "Snow and
the Lonesome Pine, Pequannock,
N. J.," only an 'artist' will do; for

a drapery fabric of which fifty thou-
sand yards will be made for distri-

bution in the four winds of trade a

'designer' is good enough. Some-
one may buy that snow scene and a

few of his friends may see it; but
several thousand wives and mothers
will have to buy the fabric and it

will become for their children part

of the background of growing youth
and slowly shaping ideals. Yet one
of these is fine art, mentioned with

ReprintPd by permissi(
Mar/aiiiir.

from Sariliner's

aesthetic sigh, admired in ignorance,

the open sesame to the exclusive pre-

cincts of that half-knowledge men
call culture; and the other is just

goods, you can get it in every shop,

it is as ordinary as your daily bread,

and it is not necessary to have an
intelligent opinion regarding its de-

sign.

The cause of the difficulty lies in

man's queer ways, above all his

proneness to favor some leading

thought that offers the greatest in-

terest at any time. So during the

nineteenth century various causes
gave men's minds a mechanical turn.

This was applied to manufacturers
of all kinds, art included. Had paint-

ings been an absolute necessity of

life, no doubt some whimsical genius
might have found mechanical means
to turn out 'originals' as fast as we
now turn out phonograph records.

But chairs and rugs and dress goods
were necessities of life and, the
mechanical interest being upper-
most, these succumbed to the era of

rapid production. The machine was
young, it had its limitations, as it

always will have them, and so there

was nothing to do but to create such
designs as the machine could handle.

Result: chaos, and the arts of the
home all but disappeared in the

quicksand of 'commercialization.'

Now, there is a business of art;

there must be, but it is "different

from the business of making carpet

tacks, however similar the primary
steps of production may seem. These
men of mechanical turn of mind
failed to see that point. They bought
so much lumber and this made so

m.'any tables—or, as it is done today,

they may have made so many table

legs, not even whole tables! Now it

takes more than lumber and labor to

make a table leg. Algebraically,

there is a factor missing to make
our equation balance. Lumber and
labor must be multiplied by design.

This is the appealing quality which
satisfies the mind as the wood does
physical needs. But while the leg

Photos Courtesy The Metropolitan Museum of

The coffee, set illustrated in the panel to the left, designed by Frank G. Holmes, and executed by Lenox,

Inc., Trenton, i/V. /., was based upon a study of old Rouen ware, a vase being shown in the panel to the right
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IMM.is Cnuitesy The Melionolllan Museum of Art

The left-hand panel illustrates a cretonne design originated for Marshall Field & Co., after a study of a

print by Jean Pillemont (1727-1808), shotvn on the right

will live as long as the wood will

weai% the design is deathless.

So these experimenters with com-
plicated tools were too quick to snap
their fingers in the face of fate. The
machine became the master, and
ever since then we have had fine

arts vs. industrial arts and they
hiave agreed as the nations now
agree on disarmament: each agrees
to let the other disarm.

Your watchchain or necklace, your
cloak or craVat, your lamp or humi-
dor, your wall paneling, your stove,

all are objects of industrial art quite

in the same degree as altars and
metal gates, 'suites' of furniture

and 'sets' of dishes. It includes alike

the china service plate at $5,000 a

dozen and the wall paper at seven
cents a roll, the tapestry at $25 a
square foot and the gingham at 25
cents a square yard. Nor does it ex-

clude the work of the craftsman de-

signing and producing a single item
ac a time and doing the whole work
himself.

Now the industrial arts are a
giant territory, but it will not do to

figure out numerically what it

amounts to. The number of pencils

that may be got out of a huge cedar
tree may be amazing, but such won-
derful statistics are useful only to

the pencil manufacturer. It is de-

sign that counts; not how many
bolts of printed cotton from one cut-

ting of the roller, but the original

design from which the rollers were
cut. Twenty thousand Martha Wash-

ington sewing-tables are a mighty
army for good or evil. Was the first

model good? Perhaps twenty thou-

sand of anything but dollars are too

many; but within limits let the origi-

nal design be good and I care not

how many duplicates you send out

irto the world. Each is then a mes-
senger of good design, a silent

teacher of appreciation.

THERE are some sidelights on our
present position. The machine

and its attendant benefits and evils is

the leading consideration; it is the

beginning and end of the whole prob-
lem. Use it right and it will bring
you wealth and perhaps the con-

sciousness of duty well done. Fail

tc command it and you plot against
public taste. This is an awful re-

sponsibility, especially when every
flicker of taste must be assiduously

fanned. The greater is this respon-

sibility in view of our lack of edu-
cational facilities for training not

only specialists in design, but also

the appreciation of Jack and Jill and
their descendants.

Until this vast educational ma-
chinery of the future begins to

function, we must continue to get

our appreciation secondhand from
lecturers and from art criticism in

the Sunday papers, and our manu-
facturers must continue to buy de-

signs in Europe. Our few schools

of design cannot stem this heavy
tide and Europe can but hope that

it will swamp us. Think what Amer-

ica could do to European commerce
(and perhaps even the home indus-

tries of countries there) had we de-

signs that could compete with theirs.

Thing of the millions our citizens

could keep here that are now paid in

profits to other lands.

Yet we can help a little; our art

museums can help the industries.

Efforts can be made to make collec-

tions accessible for close study by
producers and designers ; necessary
red tape can be made less trouble-

some. The museum's attitude of

helpfulness can be made less that of

condescension and more that of co-

operation. Objects can be inter-

preted and a staff officer maintained
to go into the factories and work-
shops to learn at first hand the diffi-

culties and successes, the problems
and the hopes of machine produc-
tion. This is educational work and
museums must do it. It is construc-

tive work and only museums can do

it.

Let us see how this works out in

the one institution in which it has
been given thorough test. (I quote

from an account in a curi'ent

monthly.)

"In certain galleries at the Metro-

politan Museum recently one might
have found the chiefs of our leading

textile houses in amicable but ani-

mated discussion of their work. The
occasion was a special evening at

the annual Exhibition of American
Industrial Art and the presence of

these men was most significant. They

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 60]
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The Los Angeles Examiner helps the Barrett
Company cover the roofs of Southern California

—hut let The Company tell it

"HP HE co-operative spirit evidenced in such a con-
-^ Crete manner by The Examiner has revealed to us

a very distinctive difference in the marketing knowl-
edge possessed by various newspapers. . . .

Campaign by "Co-opcration of this type extended to ordinary pur-

Erickson Co., chascrs of advertising space does not come with any-
Xc7c York City thing Other than the old-fashioned family interest in the

success of the whole.

"Permit us to express our appreciation and honest

amazement. . . ."

—C. F. Ward, Jr..

District Sales Supervisor.

The Barrett Company, makers of Barrett Specification Roofing, have
contracted with The Los Angeles Examiner exclusively in this territory,

for 7200 lines or more of space within a year. MOST ADVERTISERS
FIND THE EXAMINER WELL ABLE TO HANDLE THE JOB ALONE.'

160,000

Daily

icific Coast Representative
571 Monadnock Bldg.

Telephone Garfield 3858
San Francisco

370,000
Sunday

BROADWAY AND ELEVENTH, LOS ANGELES

Eastern Representative Western Representative
1819 Broadway 915 Hearst Bldg.

Telephone Columbus 8342 Telephone Main 5000
New York City Chicago

Special Representative
Automotive Trade

703 Kresge Bldg.. Detroit
Telephone Cherry 5245
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What Is Happening to the

Mail Order Business?
By E. T, Gundlach

STEADILY, during the last three

years, new forces have been

gathering to mould and finally

largely to change the mail order

business. These forces have now
gained such momentum that it seems

impossible to counteract them, much
less to reckon without them.

First, let us consider the facts be-

fore we try to analyze the forces, or

the reasons for these forces.

The indisputable facts of the last

three years are these: The cost of

mail order inquiries has been steadily

mounting ;
percentage of orders from

inquiries has at no time increased,

but at various times has decreased.

Hence, the cost per order has risen

50 per cent to 100 per cent or more.

That is to say, the cost per order

from advertising. (It is customary

in the advertising business, particu-

larly in quack advertising, to talk op-

timism, as if optimism could change

economic conditions; a student is

neither an optimist nor a pessimist;

he merely looks for facts.)

Second, the percentage of orders

on repeat business along legitimate

lines has slightly risen. This state-

ment may be disputed because, as it

stands, it is su'bject to dispute. The

cold figures, themselves, do not at all

times show this; in fact, the cold

figures in some cases show a slight

decrease in the percentage of orders

on repeat business. But the decreased

percentages appear to be due to ex-

traneous conditions, especially gen-

eral poor business.

Taking into account the extrane-

ous factors, and particularly the de-

pression of business, the percentage

of orders on repeat business is larger

and has been growing larger rather

than smaller during the last three

years.

This first and this second state-

ment combined really mean but one

thing : mail order buyers are switch-

ing around less than they did in the

past, they are less prone to try out a

new house and more willing to re-

main with a house that is giving

them satisfaction.

There is really nothing whatsoever

new about this phenomenon; the

growth of Sears, Roebuck & Com-
pany has been based entirely upon
this principle, as was the growth of

Montgomery Ward & Co. at even an
earlier time. Satisfaction for cus-

tomers, reports of which spread

through the country, built these

houses on a repeat order basis rather

than on the selling to new customers.

Now gradually that same principle

has spread more and more to other

houses, not equally large houses, but

firms that are becoming very well

known through the country. And
these houses, just like Sears, Roebuck
& Company, and Montgomery Ward
& Co., are establishing their clien-

tele, and holding their clientele so

that it becomes easier for them to

sell these same customers again; and
also harder for them to secure the

customers of competitors.

THERE is one other factor, a

somewhat mysterious factor, on

which the writer has not yet been

able to reach a conclusion from any
figures at hand. It is this: Chain
stores and small houses selling on

easy payments, and large houses

establishing branches may, perhaps,

be having a serious effect upon mail

order selling. The automobile, some
pessimistic mail order men at pres-

ent are saying, is enabling the peo-

ple in the villages to go into the

larger towns and do their shopping
there. There are other minor fac-

tors which mail order men believe to

be injurious.

But the automobile has been an
enormous factor for some ten or

twelve years; at least for five or six

years, and longer. Chain stores and
other competitors in the mail order

business have been growing for a

number of years. There has been

nothing in the situation that would
cause any particular effect inside of

three years, so far as concerns these

local competitors.

The situation appears to be more
or less analogous, although, of

course, more advanced, to the posi-

tion of the mail order business in the

year in which I started in the gen-

eral agency business—1902. Men

were then telling me that it was
harder and harder to get inquiries;

that it was impossible to make an
advertisement pay. What they really

meant was that the period was past

when you could put an advertisement
into a newspaper or magazine and
make money on that advertisement.

So the plan of inquiries was develop-

ed. The coupon came into vogue
about that time, and gradually was
developed. More skillful advertising

was needed, and more legitimate

methods were required by any mail

order house that wanted to live.

This situation lasted until 1919.

In 1919 we had a recurrence of

the conditions of 1900. Everybody
bought. The world was in a state of

intoxication; there was an orgy of

luxury. You could take an advertise-

ment in a magazine, offer almost

anything and get inquiries, immedi-
ate sales, or even direct sales. That
was the time when the cheap C. 0. D.

business grew so enormously.

WHAT was the result? Every
2x4 shirt waist manufacturer

could go into the mail order busi-

ness. Every catch-penny scheme had

its inning. It was not necessary

for a man to depend upon satisfied

customers for his profits; he could

take an advertisement, claim almost

anything, sell something, and walk

away with the cash.

Although the good mail order

houses (those of them who did not

overplay the market) profited by this

unhealthy boom, it could not possibly

have reacted for their benefit on the

long run. It could have meant noth-i

ing more than the building up of all,

kinds of competition, and competi-

tion that did not concern itself about

the ultimate good of an industry.

So, foi'tunatelj'

—

not M«fortunately

—by the close of 1920 the bubble

burst. It was necessaiy to return to

the old way of getting inquiries first,

or at least getting orders at a loss

or at a minute profit, and depending

for your real success upon repeati

business. Since then— specifically,|

during the year 1924—even this sit-j

nation has been injured. With thel

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 58]
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The Radio Page of
The

Christian Science
Monitor

This daily feature of the Monitor came into being
because of a definite demand from our readers for authentic,

up-to-date news of developments in the field of Radio.

The Monitor's Radio Page is international in character.

It gives the latest news of radio activities in all countries and
is in the foreground with interesting circuits, always empha-
sizing the use of the best of parts.

Already the Radio Page has brought much favorable

comment. It is ably edited, as is every department of this

International Daily Newspaper, and is one of the most com-

prehensive and instructive daily radio pages published.

Monitor readers demand the best and are ready cus-

tomers for the better type of manufactured receivers as well

as unit apparatus. The advertising columns of the Monitor

offer, therefore, an unusual opportunity to reach a respon-

sive group.

Manufacturers of radio apparatus and retail dealers

have an opportunity to reach a particularly interested arid

responsive audience by advertising on the Monitor's Radio

Page.
See our exhibit at the FIRST RADIO WORLD'S FAIR, Madison

Square Garden, New York City, SEPTEMBER 22-28, 1924.

Also at the Chicago Radio Show, November 18-23, 1924.

The Christian Science Monitor
An International Daily Nczvspaper

Back Bay Station, Boston, Mass.

Branch Advertising Offices

Xew York Office, 270 Madison Avenue Kansas City Office, 705 Commence Building

Cleveland Office, 1658 Union Trust Building San Francisco Office, 625 Market Street

Chicago Office, 1458 McCormick Building Los Angeles Office, 620 Van Xuys Building

Detroit Office, 455 Book Building Seattle Office, 763 Empire Building

London Office, 2 Adelphi Terrace, W. C. 2
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Weather Forecasting and Its

Effect Upon Business

By Floyd W. Parsons
i

TIi\IE and again it has been

pointed out that industry is

certain to derive growing
benefits from the rapid development

of scientific knowledge. In the busi-

ness of advertising and marketing,

embracing as it does every step in

the production and distribution of

merchandise from the raw material

to the finished commodity, practical

e.xperience has demonstrated that re-

search, both from the point of view

of geographical markets and con-

sumer preference, is an absolute

essential if stable and permanent
success is to be attained by any par-

ticular company.
In this connection it is interest-

ing to note that within recent years

the science of meteorology has been

developed to a point where our scien-

tists appear to be confident that we
are reaching a time when it will be

possible to gain an advance knowl-

edge of the sort of weather we will

be having two or three years hence.

Of the value of such knowledge there

can be no question. Unreasonable

weather conditions exert their influ-

ence on every phase of national

effort, from agriculture to the manu-
facture of clothing. Many concerns

would change their prodluction

schedules overnight if they could be

assured with any degree of certainty,

well in advance, that there would be

a late fall in such and such a year,

or a mild winter, an extraordinarily

hot summer, or vice versa.

It is not necessary to call atten-

tion to the fact that some of our

winters are severe while others are

mild. But a great many people

doubtless do not know that we have

had years when the weather was so

abnormal that the nation's business

was threatened with disaster. His-

tory speaks of 1816 as the "year

without a summer." In 1816 no

crops were raised north of the Mason
and Dixon line, while even our lands

in the South gave ua only a partial

harvest. The records indicate that

in this year frost, snow and ice

appeared in every month of the

spring, summer and fall in all of our

territory lying north of Virginia and

Kentucky. Ice a half-inch thick was
formed in our eastern states on the

Fourth of July.

If we had a year of such weather
in times gone by, there is no reason

why we should not expect a recur-

rence of a similar period of abnormal
cold. During the past 20 years great

progress has been made in perfect-

ing delicate instruments that are

used to measure the light and heat

of the sun and stars. We have dis-

covered that as a heat-giving star our
own sun has passed its prime, and
its warmth is on the wane. This

does not mean that the average
change in our weather over a period

of a hundred years will show an
appreciable falling off in tempera-
ture. But it does mean that if the

astronomical and atmospheric con-

ditions existing in 1816 should pre-

vail again, there is no valid reason

why we should not once more have a

year without a summer.
Herbert Janvrin Brown, in the

August Scientific American, pro-

duces facts to support his belief that

the year 1925 will be a severe one
generally throughout the world, and
that 1926-1927 will likely bring us
weather so cold that we will witness

a return of the conditions prevailing

in 1816.

HE says that by measuring the

quantity of the sun's heat that

penetrates the earth's atmosphere,
we can determine the probable effect

of this heat on oceanic surface tem-
peratures. Furthermore, when we
know the temperatures of the differ-

ent oceans, we have the key to the

art of long-range weather fore-

casting.

Starting back in 1905, the weather
experts found that there is such a
thing as a solar constant which has

a normal average of about 1.94 gram
calories of heat per square centi-

meter of the earth's atmosphere per
minute. By carefully studying the

changes in solar radiation, it is now
possible to predict the expansion and
contraction of great cold water areas

throughout the world. By knowing
these probable changes, it is also pos-

sible to predict the rate of flow and
the intensity of oceanic moisture
laden winds. When such facts are

known, the forecaster can tell with
accuracy the coming of droughts
and floods.

F>OR instance, Mr. Brown calls at-

tention to the fact that during

the four years running from 1917 to

1920 inclusive, the solar constant

was abnormally high, maintaining
an average of about 2 gram calories

of heat per square centimeter per

minute, which represents a large

excess of heat over the normal con-

stant of 1.94. In other words, an

unusually large amount of the sun's

heat penetrated the earth's atmos-

phere during the four years above

mentioned. As a result of this

excess of heat rays, there was a

material increase in the temperature,

volume and current of the Gulf

Stream. Our tropical regions were

warmer and the Arctic areas be-

came temperate.

The Gulf Stream pushed its way
north as far as 79 degrees, and its

surface temperature showed an in-

crease of 12 degrees above normal.

In 1922 investigation found that the

seas north of Europe were ice-free

as far as latitude 81 degrees, which

changed the Arctic regions to a

degree of warmth never before

known. Glaciers melted and there

were migrations of fish to the north

seas not paralleled in a century.

Now all of this means that the

effect of the excess heat of the sun

in any period is not fully felt for

two or three years after the warming
up period has reached its maximum.
It may be said that heating up the

earth is somewhat like heating up a

quantity of water. The fire must

burn for some time before boiling

commences and steam is raised. If

we know what the solar constant is

in any one year, we have a good basis

on which to forecast what the

weather will be two or three years

later. The earth's large absorption

of heat during the four years end-

ing with 1920 gave us comparatively

mild winters up until 1923.
|

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 50]
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ADVERTISINQ
OPPORTUNITY

*! The "dry goods" merchants of
this country already have a
clientele of a hundred million
purchasers!

^ Mne out of ten of all sales

made are direct returns on the
store's own personality and pro-
motion.

^ The manufacturer or agent
who is out for results in this field
is under strict obligation to con-
vince the merchant^first, last

and all the time.

^ In any town or city, and in all,

he can do more for you than
you can do for him.

^ Advertising to the dry goods
merchant far outdistances all

other advertising on a basis of
results page-for-page or dollar-
for-dollar, or both ways.

^ The Economist Group regu-
larly reaches 45,000 executives and
buyers in 35,000 foremost stores,

located in over 10,000 towns and
doing 75% of the total business
done in dry goods and allied lines!

^ "Reaches" here means more
than "reaches the business ad-
dress of." For these are the
business papers of the dry goods
merchant, definite directors of
business thought and action,
read through and put to work by
the controllers of community
buying and selling.

What is it wortb
THE BUYING FAVOR ANffi

THIS SUPER ^ STORE?
i

DOING an annual business of

well over ten billion dollars,

—selling ten thousand varied

"items," from sealing wax to

ermine evening wraps,

—Every day satisfying millions of

requests, reasonable and not,

—Spending fortunes in entirely

extra service and convenience

( swift delivery, privileges of charge

and exchange, rest rooms, money-
back make-goods, etc., etc.),

—Buying far more advertising

space than any other single figure

in any industry,

—Developing a selling pressure

unexampled in the history of trade

from the time of Phoenician barter

to today,

—Studying, searching the markets
of the world to pre-select best pos-

sible values in goods suited to the

personalities and the purses of its

conglomerate customers,

—Ordering in advance, in quan-

5

\

I
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p your business

—

HE SELLING FAVOR OF

tty, under professional obligation

1) judge intrinsic merit rightly or

p under,

[-Successfully marching on, grow-
iig more powerful, more prosper-

(us every day amid the keenest
cDmpetition of commerce past or

jresent

!

Juch and muchmoreisthecompos-
ie of the 35,000 stores led by the

Iconomist Group—a super-store

Holding the very civilization of the

lind—the world's greatest buyer,

lae world's greatest seller, the

yorld's mightiest merchandising
tbwer

!

he ECONOMIST GROUP
Philadelphia Chicafto- Cleveland Greenville St. Louis San Francis

DRY GOODS ECONOMIST
MERCHANT - ECONOMIST

(National, Weekly)
(Zoned, Fortnightly)

These other business papers, the leaders in their various

fields, are published by the

UNITED PUBLISHERS CORPORATION
The Iron Age. Hardware Age. Hardware Buyers Catalog and Directory. El Automovil Americano. The American
Automobile. Automobile Trade Directory. Motor Age, Automotive Industries. Motor World, Motor Transport. Dis-
tribution and Warehousing, Boot & Shoe Recorder, Automobile Trade Journal. Commercial Car Journal. Chilton
Automobile Directory, Chilton Tractor & Equipment Journal, Chilton Tractor & Implement Index.
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THE 6-pt PAG

©& Bodkins

IN
Cleveland the other day I noticed

one of the windows of the new Union
Trust Building (which, incidentally,

is the second largest office building in

the world, I was told, and the largest

bank building in the world) bears the

legend

Union Trust Store for Bonds

which appears to be an ingenious at-

tempt to bring bonds down to the level

of the man in the street, and sell them
"over the counter," as merchandise is

sold. —8-pt—

After all these years, I have a note

from my old friend Gridley Adams,
in which he says:

"Apropos of your page of 'Fatima'

posters:—Recently I saw two cigarette

posters in juxtaposition. The first

read something like this: 'Men who
can afford to pay more prefer a

,' while to the right of it

was a 'Fatima' poster reading, 'What
a Whale of a Difference a Few Cents

Makes!' Bouquets to that poster

make-up man."
—8-pt—

I am all upset this morning. One
of my pet ideas has received a serious

jolt at the hands—or I suppose I should

say the pen—of Professor George
Burton Hotchkiss of New York Uni-

versity.

It develops that friend Hotchkiss

won the first prize in the Victor Cross-

word Puzzle Contest that was held on

board the Lavcastria on its Convention

trip, the prize being "a flock of Silver

King Golf Balls."

That part was all right. Delighted

that the Professor won the golf balls.

But the announcement goes on to say,

"In his book entitled, Advertisinc)

Copy, Professor Hotchkiss recommends
the practice of solving cross-word

puzzles as a means of enriching one's

vocabulary."
That's where I got my jolt. It has

always been a pet theory of mine that

advertising writers ought not to have

too much of a vocabulary. The man in

the street and the woman in the home
haven't extensive vocabularies and

they are the folks copywriters have to

write to . . . But perhaps I'm

all wrong; or it may be that working
out cross-word puzzles develops an un-

usual number of one-and-two-syllable

words, in which case I'm strong for

them.
—8-pt—

Edward T. Hall, secretary of the

Ralston Purina Company, is a student

of cause and effect as applied to ad-

vertising. His company uses live chicks

in making dealer window-displays.

These displays attract a lot of atten-

tion, but he discovered that the atten-

tion was always centered at one spot

in the window—the spot where the

chicks were eating and drinking.

How could he spread this interest

clear across the window?
You'll smile at the ingenuity with

which he solved that problem. He
simply directed that the dry mash be

put at one side of the window and the

pan of water at the other side! The
chicks take care of the rest!

—8-pt—

"This advertisement of Thorsen &
Thorsen, torn out of the paper by one

of my staff, was called to my attention

as unique," writes a prominent New
York advertising agent

—

^ He Said We'd Lose !

^

WE TALKED with another in-

surance man about our pro-

posed advertising campaign. He
said we would gain nothing frocn

the advertising. Informing the

public about our brokerage ser-

vice and methods of improving
insurance coverage would
cause the reader, so our friend

said, to take up with his own
broker any idea we might pre-

sent which seemed erf value.

W» hope OUT friend is wrong.

Besides we are in the insurance

business not only to increase

our own resources but to help

insurance generally. We are not

the only good brokers, anyway.
There are, for instance, stich

concerns as Davis-Dorland,
Marsh and McLennan, T. R. and

H. N. Fell, Johnson and Hig-

gins, and Hamilton and Wade.
They are all able and willing,

just as we are, to go over your
insurance policies and siiggest

—without obligation—any pos-

sible improvements. If you are

not now being well served in

your insurance matters, ask for

Vanderbilt2813.Wecanhelpyou.

THORSEN & THORSEN

k"

Representatives

o/ the Insured

VANDERBllT AVENli

He continues, "It has inspired pro-

found respect in several members of

my staff, who all shrewdly realize that

there is no form of advertising so

powerful as that which generously

recognizes competitors ; and yet, effec-

tive as this kind of advertising is, not

one advertiser in a thousand will do it

I think this deserves some mention in
\

the Fortnightly."
So do I.

—8-pt—

My friend George Matthew Adams,
of newspaper syndicate fame, writes

in one of his Pepper Talks:

"Do at least one thing well—and
be known for doing it. The rest will

take care of itself."

The trouble with many people who
embrace this philosophy of specializa-

tion is that they leave out of their

reckoning the part in italics. They
think if they can do some one thing

well, the rest will take care of itself.

Which it generally won't. It takes

more than specialism to make a spe-

cialist; it takes some sort of advertis-

ing, i
-8-pt- I

Horace G. Stripe, realtor, sends me
this advertisement from Harper's New
Monthly, of the newness of 1867, ask-

ing me to note the decadance of what
was once the poetical idea in adver-

tising:
^

Spring it is cheery, /'

Winter is dreary,
,

V

Green leaves hang, but the brown must fly;

When he is shaken,
Lone and forsaken.

What can an old man do but die?

Why. take Plantation Bitters, to be
sure, and with them a new lea.se of life.

The old are made young again, the middle-
aged rejoice, and the young become doubly
brilliant by u.sing this splendid Tonic. Dys-
pepsia, Heartburn, Liver Complaint, Head-
ache, I'ains in the Side. 'Criok in the

Back," and all symptoms of Stomachic
Derangement yield at once to the health-

giving influence of Plantation Bitters. They
add strength to the system and buoyancy
to the mind.

If the same genius was writing'

today, comments Mr. Stripe, perhaps

he would paraphrase like this:

Volstead makes us weary,
Near-beer can't make us cheery.
The foot-rail is now rusty that unce was so

bright

;

If a man feels a little frisky,
He can't blame it on good whisky ;

There isn't enough loose to make one tignt.

The sentence, "They add strength

to the system and buoyancy to the

mind," no doubt explains the reason

why advertising of today is as it is!
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LOOK THE FACTS STRAIGHT
IN THE EYE

Look this "Billion Dollar Increase to Farmers" straight in the eye and demand
answers to two questions:

"By hoiv much ivill this new wealth increase the sale

of my product?"

and

"/s this new wealth divided evenly among the

48 states?"

The answers to the first question will vary. The sale of some products will perhaps be
benefited only thru the enlivening effect that generally improved conditions have on
the retailer. On the other hand, some will find an increased demand for their products as

high as 30%, others 50%, and some, like radio, even higher than that.

But get the facts, whatever they may be. Don't depend on general reports—ask the
jobbers selling small-town retailers—ask the small-town retailers selling the farm trade

—ask the farm folks themselves.

When you analyze the answer to the first question, you will probably have the answer
to the second one, also. From general figures, we know that approximately 600 million
of this billion dollars of new wealth is concentrated in six southwestern states. There-
fore, it is natural to suppose that business will be largely increased there.

If you haven't time or facilities to get this sales information for yourselves, you are wel-

come to use the survey which we have just completed through our staff of field investi-

gators among bankers, druggists, lumher yards, motor car, furniture, hardware, radio

and music dealers in these particular states. The increases which these dealers expect
vary for different articles, the average being around 30%.

Get the facts, whether you make your own investigation or accept ours. The net result

will be the same. Most of you will find that there is extremely good business waiting for

you in the territory served by Capper's Farmer. And you can stimulate this business by
using the fastest growing publication in the national farm paper field—a publication
leading all others in circulation and influence in this favored area—a publication with a

unique editorial appeal—and a publication with these merchandising facts that are
yours for the asking.

(dppefsMnner
TOPEKA, KANSAS

New York City Chicago Cleveland Detroit

120 W. 42nd St. 608 S. Dearborn St. 1013 Oregon Ave. 1632 W. Lafayette Blvd.

St. Louis Kansas City San Francisco
2202 Pine St. 1407 Waldlieim Bldg. 201 Sharon Bldg.

[fe5HSE525ZS2S2SESS5E5ESHSES2SHSH2SHSHSHSSSJ52SZ5ESJ5HSSESSSHSESJSESES25E5BSE525S52S?SJSZSE5ESESESSSES2S2SE5HSE^^
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Wading Out of Literature
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19]

standard size fox* techni-

cal data, but oppose it for

other material. "While I

see virtues in standard-
ized material as to size

and shape which offer

advantages in filing,"

says F. W. Kuntz of N.
W. Ayer & Son, "yet
these advantages may be
counteracted by the lack

of individuality which
standardization fosters."

"In my opinion," re-

marks J. H. Donahue of

Frank Presbrey Com-
pany, "standardization of

publication promotion ma-
terial would involve too

great a sacrifice of the

periodical's individual-

ity." Earnest Elmo Cal-

kins, in his long interest-

ing letter, stresses the
virtues of individuality

:

"Every good piece that

presents a fresh thought
or idea or bit of typog-
raphy or design is passed
from desk to desk."

Our second question,

"Do you route publication

promotion matter to in-

dividuals in your organ-
ization or do you prefer

to have them each receive

separate copies?" opened
an interesting door on
inside agency procedure. In a very
large proportion of agencies, we find,

all promotion material no matter to

whom addressed goes to the depart-

ment whose job it is to select media
and make contracts. In other cases,

all such printed matter goes to the

research department, which stands

ready to advise account men on
periodicals when required.

Agency executives in their letters

to us emphasize the fact that memos
from the research department, com

Mr. F. 0. Kondajl,
AdT^rtlsing k Selling Fortnightly,
52 Vanderbilt Avenue,
He* York.

Ihanka I'or lettini
and I ehould bow

I had the iuok

read the H&Jisjeafahr US. 1 feel as if ho
utufil aoknowledgement aa aotol'a before the
aire a discovery; yoi had tlie courage to
lad tlve enter:>riae to chaok up for hAmaelf*
was more conservattwe then Ur. Ooolidge

HaBoesfahr points out,

stamped and aodreseed <

to replied.

L ^\% °t 4ii£ ^^^< or six hundred tii&t didn't
iwfr toaeeJ ttla PttreonalTy signo^i' Irxjuiry in-

i«~baB'^et 'unr«ad — "along with all

Secondly, of th« 423 that SBamsd to have replied, while only 67
TOt*d dlreotly In favor of advertieing in pwlodlosle *s ,*gBlnat inall
nattar, ftnother 126 thtSight both w«re good, which giTca •dT»rti6ing mor*

Ren.erab«r, howevwr, th

Mil men -- thoae who not onl
Presumably unong thoa« vrho d&
your proportion would be cons
quastioa In the pages of your
•ituatlon would then

this endoraei

are tho cone.

1 your competitor'

I

e of the OTo-

tlo«Hy

i olrcular letters but answer tj

attention to kr. H»jnia»6fahr'»
:

3iy higher* And should you as]

oAE^^tinv, inetoad of by letter,
rov(,ri« itaelf entirely in youi

At any rate, etoild
thia against your pagee, yoi

largely lire on auney paid to periodicals I'or

Bsnti find It expedient to oiaoo their client,
ition and thes&aelTes eo directly opposite*

unthinking agency or publiottt m B»n quote
or.ly to ask how it oones t^iat ouin who «

printing similar adTertise*
on one side of thi« propoi-

'^^l^-^tsAs^

Kenneth Goode analyzes the Cosmopolitan analysis

times every week litera-

ture from publications

addressed to fifteen or

twenty individuals in

this office, whereas as a
matter of fact, ten or
twelve of them have not
been in our employ for

many years." "We are
on the mailing list of sev-

eral publications for as

high as six or eight

copies of their promotion
matter, some of it ad-

dressed to persons who
have not been with the

organization for two or

three years," protests H.
E. Middleton of the C. C.

Winningham Company,
Detroit. "In a day's mail

communications and cir-

culars come addressed to

men who have not been
here for four or five

years," says Paul W.
Fowler of Lesan's Chi-

cago office. And so on,

ad infinitum. Agency
men feel that the waste
in antiquated mailing

lists would more than

justify almost any pub-

lication in maintaining a

clerk whose sole job it

would be to keep the list

alive and up to date.

iMr. Kuntz of N. W.
kind, and goes on its way at once to Ayer & Son points out in this con-

the Space Buying Department."
Of the 340 men answering this

question, 226 report routing, 164

favor individual copies, but even

among the latter many suggest that

the number of each piece be re-

stricted to two or at the most three.

The waste in duplication of the

average piece sent forth seems to

nection not alone great duplication

but a frequent too great expense in

promotion matter. "There have

been some instances brought to my
attention by advertisers who have

received material of this expensive

chai'actei', wherein the publisher has

been criticized for the apparently

careless manner of spending money,

and I know that in some cases thisbe terrific. "In one instance," says

Frank J. Reynolds of Albert Frank criticism reacts on the publication

& Company, "we received addressed seeking to interest the prospective

ing at the moment demanded, bear to individuals, eight beautiful books buyer of space. The feeling beingi

far greater weight with account men gotten out by a newspaper. The that if rates charged for advertising!

than do the memories of facts eight arrived at my desk, seven were permit such lavish expenditure that'

gained in casual glances at booklets thrown out."

and leaflets and broadsides coming
haphazard to the busy account ex-

executive's desk. "Nearly all promo-
tion material comes to this office

the rates must be pretty high. I

know of cases of mail matter circu-

lated by publishers where the cost'

per unit must have been from two

to three dollars and I have seer

THE waste is not only in duplica-

tion but in an amazing slipshod-

iness in mailing lists. "There are

under individual names, more than publishers mailing literature to this these expensive pieces on twenty-

likely three or four copies," reports office," writes A. A. Wilson of Nel- five or thirty desks in the same|

C. C. Pangman of the D'Arcy Ad- son Chesman & Co., "addressed to agency."
vertising Company, St. Louis, typi- individuals who have not been in our Our third question, "Can an esti-i

cal of many letters. "If it gets any employ for ten years, and it is not mate of a publication be properlj.

inspection, it is of the most cursory uncommon for us to receive many formed without getting a close-uj
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DRIVE down Main Street and on

out over the railroad tracks into

the country; and foIlow^ the big

road on and on—it's only the con-

tinuation of Main Street. And
following you will be others, and

still others, making an always-in-

creasing travel down the Main
Street of the village and town,

and out the Main Road through

the fields and farms. This exten-

sion of Main Street runs from the

Atlantic to the Pacific, from Can-

ada to Mexico.

Like the mails, the telephone and

telegraph wires, and even like the

waves that carry the radio. Main
Street Extension draws America

closer together and the nation be-

comes the unit of thought and

action. And to no greater degree

than Agriculture has the outlook

of industry and commerce become

national — greatly promoted by

the extension of Main Street

through farms, villages, towns,

cities, counties and states.

Along both sides of this rural

Main Street goes The Farm
Journal— 1,200,000 strong— car-

rying the national agricultural

thought to the great creators of

new wealth, accompanied by the

story of national advertisers who
pay less than % cent per page per

family.

Ikfarm lourndl
first J^ in the ^ farm field

BOSTON NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO SEATTLE SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
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that will

help you

PiTTSFORD's Manual
for Advertisers

A greatly enlarged edition of Pittsford's Ad-
Type Manual. 224 pages of helpful, concise

information for producers of advertising.

Practical, non-technical and fully illustrated.

Not intended for promiscuous distribution,

but will be gladly sent — without cost or

obligation—to executives and buyers of print-

ing in Chicago and vicinity, who write for a

copy on company stationery, giving name,
address and official connection. To all others,

the -price of this advertising text book is $2.§o.

BEN C. PITTSFORD COMPANY
433 South Dearborn Street

TYPOGRAPHERS

dor L?1dVertisinq 2)esians

cJelepkone
Madison Square 7i267

;( HarolbW Simmonds
37 East 28th Street

1^^ 9^eurySr£Gihj

'^M Jnste.rs, C^{ipiaazine S'^C^^urspaper C//7ustvatioi is

of the many activities behind the
scenes?" provokes a decided "NO!"
The vote runs 265 negatives to 110
affirmatives. Besides the basic facts

of circulation, class of readers, ad-

vertising rates, other matters are

held vital—how circulation is got

and kept, and not only editorial

plans but something of the person-

ality and influence of the editors.

Many of the 110 who say "Yes" to

this question, qualify it by adding
that while they care not for trivial

dribblings of inside gossip, yet when
something of import breaks, they

want to know it, short and quick.

THE fourth question, "Does space

in Printers' Ink, ADVERTISING
AND Selling Fortnightly, Sales

Management, etc., get across more
definitely than direct promotion mat-

ter?" brings up the eternal argu-

ment between these two forms of

advertising. The vote runs 162 in

favor of direct stuff, 97 in favor of

the advertising periodicals, and 126

answering "50-50" or "Both good."

A count in favor of Printers' Ink,

Advertising and Selling Fort-

nightly, etc., in the minds of many
agency executives, is that while di-

rect matter comes to a desk beset by

a thousand details, the periodical is

often taken home and read in a more
receptive atmosphere. On the other

hand, F. M. Lawrence of George
Batten Company remarks: "While

we have a great admiration for the

publications mentioned, it some-

times happens that occasionally is-

sues of these papers are not read,

and for this reason we prefer direct

promotion matter sent in in stand-

ard form. This coming in such a

way is immediately filed in a folder

devoted to the publication."

As might be judged from previous

answers, our fifth question, "Should

a publication confine its mail matter

to rate and mechanical changes

only?" brings an overwhelming
"NO!" The poll stands 323 to 69.

"Unquestionably No. These are the

dry bones and you want to broadcast

the spirit that giveth life," writes

C. C. Pangman in the letter from

which we have already quoted. A
few agency men qualify their an-

swers on this question by the remark '

that if a publication took sufficiently

strong space in the advertising

periodicals mentioned, it might

safely confine its direct mail to rate

and mechanical matters. The point

is to keep the advertising agent alive
|

in one way or another to the virtues,
|

the life, the activities, of the publi-
;

cation, not with idle argument, but

with facts.

And even more decisive is the re-



To the Head of any Business

'^Too Small to Advertise
jj

Perhaps your business is "too small to advertise."

But is it too small to progress ?

Are there not certain promotion steps that you

could be taking right now, without attempting

to enter upon a broad campaign of "general" ad-

vertising, that would carry your business forward

faster, put it in better relation to its competition,

and line it up for more rapid progress as its growth
justifies larger expenditures for promotion?

To the responsible executive of

any such business we should like

to explain our method of working and

our system of charging for our services.

Ours is an advertising agency with 2.5

years of useful service to its credit.

From the day the business was estab-

lished, back in 1899, it has been our

conviction that the way to build a

successful advertising and selling pro-

gram is to build from the ground up.

We have no patience with the hastily

erected terra cotta type of advertising

structure, showy and beautiful on the

outside, often hollow inside. It is an

expensive luxury.

We believe a promotion program,

like a substantial building, should

start with a solid foundation and be

built up painstakingly, story by story.

It should be built as rapidly as possi-

ble, for the months and years pass

quickly, but it should progress only as

fast as it is possible for it to progress

and yet maintain a sound relation be-

tween the growth of the business and

the cost of its promotion.

It is because we have always believed

this, and believed also in the need for

a great deal of preliminary develop-

ment work as a foundation for an ad-

vertising program (work that often

earns no commissions but it is none

the less important), that we have al-

ways conducted our business on a fee

system. We base our charges on the

amount of work required by a client

(with a monthly minimum of one

thousand dollars), rather than de-

pending wholly on the commissions

on business placed to compensate us.



We are thus in a position to serve the

business that is "too small to adver-

tise" with the same efficiency as ad-

vertisers spendini^ larger amounts are

served.

1 i i

The actual anginal outlay for advevtishig

in the early stages of our work for some of

our present clients was less than the yearly

fee they paid us. There was nothing incon-

sistent in this, for at that stage of their

development it teas wiser for them to pay

someone to save money for them rather

than SPEND it. When the time for spend-

ing came, they had a good foundatioti

upon which to build— and money for the

budding

.

A BRIEF explanation of our way of

working will give point to the topic.

Our method is to crystallize our

clients' needs and problems, whether

they pertain to distribution, sales,

good-will or prestige, and set up "ob-

jectives." ' We then formulate plans for

reaching these "objectives" in the

most direct way and by the most eco-

nomical methods possible, and carry

these plans through to the last detail,

after thev have been approved by our

client.

(getting the most out of a limited

advertising appropriation

BY "to the last detail" we mean

more than the usual details con-

nected with the production, placing,

and checking of advertisements. We
mean details such as research; work

with the trade or profession; the prep-

aration of dealer literature and direct-

by-mail advertising; editing house-

organs; compiling and printing cata-

logs; writing sales bulletins, popular

articles and books; helping with the

preparation of papers to be read before

conventions and technical societies;

compiling accurate mailing lists for

special promotion purposes, etc.

In short, we share the responsibility

for all those "mean jobs" that are

generally considered as unprofitable

nuisances around an advertising

agency, and indeed often around the

advertiser's own offiice.

These details, which we think of as

"follow-through," are the brick and

mortar with which a sturdy founda-

tion is built for any advertising pro-

gram. In the case of the business that

might be considered "too small to ad-

vertise," the building of the founda-

tion is the first step of progress, and

sometimes the only step to be taken

for the first few years.

Is it not a step sufficiently important to be

paid for on a business-like basis: cash

doum for services rendered?

We believe it is, and our business has

grown steadily for ^5 years on this

working basis.



The elements of U'ell-planned "folloic-thni/gb" are often the elements of success in planning the expenditure of

a limited advertising appropriation. No detail of "follow-through" is too insignificant to command our interest. On

the other hand, we do not hesitate to undertake e.xreedingly comple.y or difficult tasks, such as the preparation

of a scientific treatise, or the compilation of a catalog of ten thousand items, if the interest of a client requires.



WE have proved the soundness ot

our "Fee-and-Budget System"

of remuneration, which was explained

in detail in a previous message, a copy

ot which will be sent to anv interested

executive on request.

We have proved the effectiveness of

the "Objective Method" of tackling

advertising problems, also explained

in detail in a previous message.

AxD REPEATEDLY we havc demon-

strated our ahilitv to achieve remark-

able results with verv modest appro-

priations by virtue of well-planned

and carefully executed "follow-

through," handled as an integral part

of the advertising program.

Among the responsible executives to

whose attention this message may

come there may be some who, while

believing in advertising, have re-

garded their businesses as "too small

to advertise." We think thev may

welcome this as an introduction to an

advertising agency which can help

them develop their business along

sound lines, modest though their ini-

tial advertising appropriation may

have to be.

Ray D. LiLLiBRiDGE Incorporated

A GENERAL ADVERTISING AGENCY WITH AN ENGINEERING BACKGROUND

Eitabllihed 1S99 Ii/corpGi-atfii 1 909

III BROADWAY

Neir York
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ply to our sixth and last query,

"Would a letter size folder, to be

kept on file, giving all the essential
' facts about a publication, be useful,

especially if kept up to date?" The
returns run 355 in favor to 47

aKainst. The idea is a durable let-

ter-size file, loose leaf, plainly

marked with the name of the pub-
lication. All promotion matter sent

out should fit into this folder, or

I easily fold so as to fit in.

We feel that these results of our
questionnaire will be of emphatic in-

( terest to most publications, and may
' suggest to many of them ways in

which to decrease the volume and
strengthen the flow of that direct

I

literature through which agency
I men and advertisers have been
! wading knee deep. Cosmopolitan
has definitely decided to adopt the

standard folder to be furnished to

all agencies, and to design all direct

printed promotion to fit this folder,

with the least possible sacrifice of

individuality. It has further, out

of its realization of the appalling

I i waste in the usual direct methods,

;

I

worked out another and original plan

;

j

for getting the essential news about
I

I

the magazine over regularly to the

I

advertising world—a plan to be an-

j

nouneed in the near future.

AFTER all, this whole question of

Lpromotion matter goes down to

something more basic than size or

filing adaptability. "The essential

thing," writes Norwood Weaver of

j

the F. J. Ross Company, "is to de-

[

termine whether it serves any good
' purpose to talk about the subject,

' whether it would not speak for it-

]

self, or if it is important that a

particular fact be told, when is the

I

time, with whom shall I speak and

I

through what means? If these ques-

I

tions were accurately answered,
! much printed promotion matter
! would not be published."

Amen ! And a good deal of other

;

printed matter would not be pub-

i

lished, either!

LaCoste & Maxwell
Chicago, have been appointed western

representatives of the Northern Illinois

j

Group of Newspapers, Aurora, 111.,

i
which includes the .'Vurora Beacon-

i

News, Elgin Courier and the Joliet
I Herald-Xews.

"Radio Trade Directory"

A classified directory, to be known
as the "Radio Trade Directory," will
be issued quarterly by the McGraw-
Hill Company, Inc., New York, begin-
ning November, 1924. This directory
will list all manufacturers of radio ap-
paratus, manufacturers of raw ma-
terials, parts, special machinery and
tools. Makers of complete sets and
parts will also be listed.

Morning
Qet

The

PUT IT

ON YOUR
FALL

SCHEDULES

Papers

Action

Same Day

TF you want to make as

many hits (sales) as you
can in a given market,

you must direct your selU

ing talk to the largest

number of probable
buyers*

In Cincinnati, the news-

paper that circulates with

the real buying public—is

The

CINCINNATI
ENQUIRER

I. A. KLEIN
Chicago

New York

One of the World's

Qreatest Newspapers

R. J. BIDWELL CO.

742 Market St.

San Francisco
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A Responsive Market
School teachers are progressive, well paid young
women. They are responsive to new ideas and meth-
ods and are liberal buyers. Their needs, personal and
professional, are almost unlimited. Mail order and
general advertisers who are successfully covering the

highly profitable teacher market use Normal Instructor-

Primary Plans—the magazine that is subscribed to

and used by one in every four of the Elementary
School teachers in this country.

Over 80% of its circulation is in places of 5000 or

less where there are few large stores. The teacher has

the writing habit, so it is no effort for her to fill out a

coupon or answer an advertisement.

The editorial material, classroom helps and methods
in each issue of Normal Instructor-Primary Plans in-

sure its preservation and continued use by teachers.

Issues are not merely read and then discarded but are

kept for reference. Advertisers frequently report re-

ceiving coupons clipped from issues several years old.

Write for *'A Survey of the Educational Market* *—
presenting valuable and interesting information,

F. A. OWEN PUBLISHING COMPANY, DANSVILLE, N. Y.

CHICAGO: 1018 So. Wabash At.

C. E. Gardner,

Advertising Manager

NEW YORK: 110 West 34tli Street

George V. Rumage,
Eastern Representative

NORMAL INSTRUCTOR
mi PRIMARY PLANS

FOR TEACHERS of ALL THE GRADES and of RURAL SCHOOLS

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

The one complete Buyers' Guide, 4300 pages,
ii X 12, aims to include all manufacturers, re-

gardless of advertising patronage, but se-

,<-». cures preferred attention for advertisers.
. \The only one in the "Paid" Circulation

class, the only A.B.C. Member.

BUYERS MASTER KEY

TO ALL AMERICAN SOURCES Of SUPPLY

$15.00

W'unted, ordered, paid for and used
by those imporlant buyers in all lines wlilch

ti'iimjiil the best as a rule, they use it exclusively—fiub-
Btantial foreifrn cireulation. More than 2000 advertisers

—

Inrlndlne ninny of the blEgest manufacturers, financial
institutions, etc.

Thomas Publishine Company, 461 Eighth Ave., New York

Has Your Business

Finished Growing?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14]

I cite the examples merely to indi-

cate that insofar as they are practi-

cally possible on a smaller scale in

cei-tain specific industries, vertical

policies of growth are undeniably

efficient. France, Germany and
Italy have good examples of them.
The development policy of a con-

cern should aim primarily at stabil-

ization. The losses of business and
the depressions are caused mainly
by oscillating periods and their con-

sequent uncertainties. The concern
enjoying a reputation with the

public, both for price and for qual-

ity, has a very real interest in

stabilization, for if the public finds

its trademark brands variable in

quality and the price different at

various places and at various times,

its confidence is decreased. A trade-

mark is meant to be and should be

a signpost of dependability ; of

steadiness of character and satisfaC'

tion.

!

i

THE manufacturer who advertises

is therefore in an unusually vul-

nerable position if he is not wise

enough to lay policy lines with fore-

sight and progressive understand- ^
ing.

As a business man I have seen

much evidence of the harm that can

come from neglecting to understand

the nature of trademark reputation

in relation to advertising expendi-

ture. I organized the American
Chicle Company, and later saw the

chewing-gum business, which they

controlled almost completely, liter-

ally seized out of their hands by

Wrigley, because the directors paid

18 per cent dividends on its common
shares for ten years when they

should have paid 8 per cent in divi-

dends and the other 10 per cent in

advertising. Meanwhile Wrigley

spent money very freely on adver-

tising, and soon he was doing the

biggest volume. Under competent

management trademarks and trade

names automatically increase in

value, and are a better and safer ,

foundation for a business than

"tangibles" in the shape of bricks,

mortar and machinery, which

through depreciation, have a con-

stantly decreasing value, whereas

trademarks constantly increase in

value, in direct ratio to the money
spent in advertising, when quality

is maintained.

One of the most striking policies

of development known to American
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industry (and one not often fol-

' lowed) is that of deliberately re-

': ducing prices, in the face of losses,

i to increase volume and attain, even-

tually, a standing and a profit not

otherwise possible. Despite the re-

markable example of Ford, many
concerns still operate on a policy of

manufacturing, let the costs fall as

they may, and selling at the result-

[

ant price, let the market be what it

may. Markets, it must be remem-
bered, are created by price level

—

at least for articles of accepted use

;

and the path to volume and profit,

perhaps also to outdistance compe-
tition, is to sell at lower prices, thus

automatically creating new buyers.

j

Even if at the beginning this pre-

sents the apparent paradox of lower-
i ing prices and accepting loss, the

! policy is absolutely sound. A certain

i very large concern has, in the last

I few years, made a huge market for

j

a new product, selling at a price at

I
retail which other manufacturers

I require merely for cost of produc-

I tion. But recently the mathematical
I line of profit has been crossed, and
' the losses of the whole first year are

! now made up in one month's sales

;

1 while competition has never attained

a volume sufficiently great to meet
jthis price; because it has never had

I

the courage to adopt this obviously

I
great policy.

IT is also, please note, great public

policy; for under old conditions of

J

cutthroat competition, manufac-
;turers—none of them strong—were
under constant pressure to cut down

I

wages and also reduce quality in

: order to stay alive. Under this wiser

policy, the public gets low prices.

iThe manufacturer merely capitalizes

jhis confidence in his high quality,

land the low price works for him like

a crew of salesmen.

Capital and organization, as well

as wise policy, are essential—and
highly skillful engineering. That is

^

where consolidation is often a wise
;and productive move.

i
Subdivision of manufacture is ar-

' ranged, centralizing the production
of each class of goods, thus making
possible the concentration of skill

i

and the largest application of spe-

I
cial machinery.

Standardization of output is most
' important. Under intense competi-

;
tion each manufacturer naturally

I

seized for himself all possible ad-
I vantages. Under consolidation, in-

I

stead of taking all the economies to

I increase present earnings, the man-
.
agement, to insure a healthy growth,

;

should materially improve quality,

'or, if that is impossible, reduce

;
prices, thus increasing sales and still

A'o. J ofa Serie

WHEN The (^ality Group was named
there was no intention to imply that

these magazines reached all the people who
could afford the most expensive cars, all

those who took all the first-class cabins on

the de luxe liners, only the stone houses on

top of the hill : all the people with good

incomes.

What The Quality Group implies is people

with pocketbooks grouped where you can

get at them with little or no waste— and

at low cost.

Those advertisers whose goods are consumed

largely in the laundry, the garage, the nurs-

ery, the kitchen or the bathroom may here

and there get more sensational orders out-

side the homes we reach— but as a rule the

people who put the most in and take the

most out of the business ot living consume

a thundering lot of plain goods.

The Quality Group
.'\tl.4ntic monthly review of reviews
harper's magazine scribner's magazine

world's work.

6Si Fifth Ai
The Quality Group ^..,^, j.,^^.

COVERS :

T%QuaUtyMarket
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An entirely

new departure

in advertising

literature by a

practical ad-

vertising man.

A Research into Influences

that Increase Sales

by H. M. Donovan

THIS BOOK is the result of

an extensive investigation

and study of 20,000 replies indi-

cating the response of consumers

to advertising.

It is entirely new to advertis-

ing literature. By means of 47
graphic charts definite laws on
advertising response are ex-

plained simply and clearly.

There is included a complete

analysis of the proved methods
of successful advertisers. Actual

figures are given which show ex-

actly how leading brands have

attained their position. Basic

principles are revealed on which

sales have been successfully

built up.

No other book contains

this useful information

H. M. Donovan, the author, is

well qualified to present this

subject because of his long ex-

perience in selling and advertis-

ing, and in solving marketing

problems.

He is the head of a well-known
advertising agency, and this re-

search was originally begun with

the idea of making the results

available for use in his own
organization.

Sent on Approval



Departmental Organization

As Affecting Railway Sales

H

More -Than -a - Billion

is spent annually by the Steam Railways

for additions and betterments in five dis-

tinct branches of railway service.

This departmental organization of the

railways makes your railw^ay sales de-

pendent upon the success you have in

presenting the merits of your products

to railw^ay officers in one or more of the

five branches of railway service—men
who are located on practically every di-

vision of 291,000 miles of road in the

United States and Canada.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Co.
" The House of Transportation

"

30 Church Street New York, N. Y.

Chicago: 608 S. Dearborn St. San Francisco: 74 New MonlBomcry St.

Cleveland: 6007 Euclid Avenue Washington: 17th & H Sts. N. W.
New Orleans: 927 Canal Street London: 34 Victoria St., S. W. 1.



Executives and

Operating Officers

Chairmen of Boards
Presidents and their Staffs

Department Heads
Accounting Officers

Purchasing Officers

RAILWAY executives and opera-

ting officers are concerned with

the major problems of railroading and

as appropriating officers their knowl-

edge of your product is important to

you. Their approval is required on all

expenditures for additions and better-

ments, and they are vitally concerned

in the efficient and economical hand-

ling of traffic. Consequently, materials

or railway appliances which will cut

costs, improve railway operation,

speed up repairs, and keep rolling stock

in service will receive special attention

in connection with capital expenditures

and maintenance appropriations.

These officers read the Railway Age, the

railway executives' publication, which

is recognized by them as an authority.

Member A. B. C. Member A. B. P.

How Purchasing |(

Between Five i

01

Steam Rail

Mechanical Officers

Superintendents of Motive Power and
Their Staffs

Master Mechanics

Shop Superintendents

Shop Foremen

THE mechanical officers are respon-

sible for the design, construction,

and repair of locomotives, freight and

passenger cars. In short, they keep

the rolling stock in service and specify

materials and appliances that enter into

the construction and repair of rolling

stock. These same men specify ma-
chine tools and other devices and ma-
terials used in railway shops.

The Railway Mechanical Engineer is their

publication and the one devoted exclu-

sively to the problems and interests

of the mechanical departments of the

steam railway industry.



liience is Divided

linct Branches
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Electrical Officers

Electrical Engineers and their Staffs

Shop Electrical Officers

Car Lighting Officers

Welding Supervisors

CLECTRICAL officers are respon-

sible for specifying, installing and

maintaining electrical equipment
in practically every branch of railway

service, including Heavy Electric

Traction, Shop Electrical Equipment,

Locomotive Headlights and Turbo
Generators, Car Lighting, and General

Illumination throughout Buildings and

Yards.

The Railway Electrical Engmeei is looked

upon by these men as their own paper

and it is the only publication which is

devoted exclusively to the electrical

problems of the steam railway in-

dustry.

Signal Officers

Signal Engineers and their Staffs

Superintendents of Telephone and
Telegraph

A UTOMATIC block signaling, inter-

locking and automatic train con-

trol have become important factors in

speeding up traffic as well as safe-

guarding the traveling public. The
signal officers are responsible for

specifying, installing and maintaining

materials and equipment in this branch

of railway service.

The telephone and telegraph depart-

ments which are closely allied to the

signal departments represent a grow-

ing market for telephone and telegraph

equipment and pole line materials

which are specified by the superinten-

dents of telephone and telegraph.

These men read Railway Signaling which
is recognized as an authority on these

subjects.



Railway Purchasing Procedure

The departmental organization of the rail-

ways distinctly places the authority for speci-

fying materials and equipment in the hands

of the technical officers of each department.

The executives and operating officers,

however, are most important factors in

railway purchases—more so probably than

the executives in any other industry. As ap-

propriating officials they deem it necessary

to be familiar with railway appliances and

expenditures in the various departments.

Their approval is required on all expendi-

tures for additions and betterments and

whenever changes in standards and policies

are contemplated.

Every railway system has a purchasing

department but, as far as technical materials

and products are concerned, it functions al-

most entirely as a clearing house.

The purchasing agent of one of the large

railAvays recently told of several incidents

relative to the purchasing of machine tools.

It so happened that the particular machine

tools specified w^ere more expensive than a

competitive make, so the matter was

referred back to the mechanical department.

When the definite need for these machine

tools was learned and the additional cost

was entirely justified the orders were placed

in accordance with the specifications.

He related another incident—his com-

pany had been purchasing a certain type of

staybolt iron for the last 20 years but a new

superintendent of motive power who had

investigated the merits of staybolts specified

a competitive make, one which was consid-

erably higher in price.

Due to the fact that the relative costs of

the two products were so widely different

the purchasing department questioned the

advisability of making a change. The ques-

tion was carried as far as the vice-president

who has supervision over the mechanical

department but the superintendent of mo-

tive power clearly justified his action and

the new type of staybolt iron was made

standard on that road.

In summary, the purchasing department

of each railw^ay system is a clearing house for

orders pertaining to technical materials and

equipment; the authority for specifying mate-

rials and equipment rests with the technical

officers in each of the departments in the

railway industry; and the expenditures for

all additions and betterments must be

approyed by the executive officers.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company
' The House of Transportation

"

30 Church Street New York, N. Y.

Chicago : 608 S. Dearborn Stret

New Orleans ; 927 Canal Street

Cleveland : 6007 Euclid Avenue

San Francisco : 74 New Montgomery Street

Washington: I7th & H Streets, N. W.
London: 34 Victoria Street, S. W. 1.
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Buried Key-Thought

and Inverted Sentence

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21]

talks: "A homer, hit a homer."
' "Your hat, he's S}nashing it."

1 Which explains the effectiveness

; of a recent piece of copy which
' reads: Your face. Massage ivrinkles

it. Cold cream ages it. "X" condi-

I
tions it.

,

So, lift out the key-thought. Get it

I first. Invert the sentence.

The greatest masters of English

do it. Shakespeare was a master of

the inverted style. To quote just one

example, Then burst his mighty
heart.

Emerson, too. Here is an example
from his pages: Polarity, we meet in

every part of nature.

Poe has this: So intense ivas the

emotion excited within me, that I

,
endeavored in vain to reply.

j

Particularly fond of the inverted

I
style are the poets. To give just two
examples: Friends and loves we have

none, nor ivealth nor blessed abode.

—Masefield. Out went the taper aa

she loent in.—Keats.

True ! Sometimes inversion results
' in a clumsy abortion. When it does,

stick to the normal order, of course

;

but such cases are no reason against

I

its use when it does not so result.

As in everything else, the writer

must apply discretion.

In most cases, the inverted sen-

tence produces greater strength and
greater clearness— because it puts

the sentence emphasis on the

thought to be emphasized. It gets

the key-thought out where the Pub-
licks can take hold of it—and that is

what the copywriter wants.

\

[The fir.st article in this series — "The
Basics of Advertising Copy"—appeared in
our Lssue of August 27, 1924. The next
instalment will appear in an early issue.]

Pratt & Lindsey Co., Inc.

C. J. Benner, formerly of the pro-
duction department of Barton, Dur-
stine & Osborn, has joined the produc-
tion department of this agency. Jack
Green, formerly of the copy and mer-
chandising service department of the
Robbins Publishing Company, has be-
come a member of the copywriting
staff.

Harry Varlpy

Has resigned as vice-president and
director of W. L. Brann, Inc. He has
organized an advertising agency under
his own name at 19 East Forty-seventh
Street, New York. He will continue to
direct the advertising of The United
Alloy Steel Corporation; The Hooven,
Owens, Rentschler Co.; Henry W. T.
Mali & Co., and Voss & Stern, Inc.

TheCHURCH
MARKET

The CHURCH DOES NOT CLOSE
When Business Slumps

SHE SPENDS $500,000,000 ANNUALLY

BUILDING—REMODELING—OUTFITTING
Churches — Parish Halls — Parsonages —

Parochial Schools

YOU, TOO,
CAN REACH THIS MARKET THROUGH

The EXPOSITOR
The Preachers' Trade Journal since If

F. M. BARTON, PUB.
CAXTON BUILDING
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Chicago:

37 S. Wabash
New York:
17 W. 42dSf

-' <^^^\y / y /
/^- 4^-\ 4--' -J^' /

"Better Copy
A manufacturer came to me for better copy when

what he really needed was to be told to spend less

money and in a different direction. He had just

wasted $7,500 in a campaign in the wrong territory

while his good territory lay fallow. He got both

good advice and better copy. It usually turns out

that way.

Charles Austin Bates
33 WEST 42\D STREET, .\E\V YORK
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950,000
Circulation Guaranteed

beginning with the

February 1925 Number.

This is an increase of

1 00,000 circulation. Further

increases are anticipated.

People^s Home Journal
New York

The Leading Small Town Home Magazine
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Be from Missouri

— and let us show
you howQuality6?
Service in Adver-
tising Typography
help "put it over".

WIENES
Typographic Service* Inc

203 West 40th Street

^ARK G/fVENUE
HOTEL

"^Zyew TORK
Famous for a generation. Large rooms—spacious

lounge. Service redolent of the old regime courresy,

thoughttulness, hospitality. Where you will feel at

home.
Midway between Grand Central

and Pennsylvania Terminals.

FOURTH AVE. from 32nd to 33rd STS.
Subway at door

Single lipoms $2.00 T'er 'Day

The type of advertising successful

in Spain is mainly straightforward

newspaper publicity. Signs have

been tried without much success. The
Spaniard is much less reactive to

advertising than the Italian, and the

country financially is not so pros-

perous.

Belgium offers what is probably
the hardest market in Europe to

cultivate. This is because one half

the populace speaks French while the

other half speaks Flemish. The
temperaments of the two language
groups are totally unlike. Brussels

is the center of the French-speaking
population, while Antwerp is the

hub of the Flemish-speaking popu-

lation. In the French-speaking
towns everything French takes

precedence ; in the Flemish towns
the reverse is true.

Although Antwerp is in reality

the chief business center of Belgium,
Brussels is infinitely more satisfac-

tory as a distributing center. The
Bruxellois are more harmonious to

deal with. Moreover, distribution

is far easier from Brussels than
from Antwerp. If a manufacturer

|

is willing to undertake the expense
of two-language printing, and will

allow for the difference in mentality

of both groups, a satisfactory mar-
ket can be established, particularly

for proprietaries and toilet goods.

After Brussels the most satis-

factory distributing centers are Ant-

werp, Ghent, Liege, Louvain, Bruges,

Ostend and Namur. These cities

differ widely in their characteristics.

Antwerp, for example, is a great

port, while Ostend is famous the

world over as a pleasure resort. But
all these cities constitute potential

markets, and if a manufacturer

wishes to limit his outlay to the

larger metropolitan centers, those

mentioned are essentially the most
productive.

The Flemish population leans dis-

tinctly toward the German in its

point of view. This naturally de-

velops a slight anti-English and
anti-American attitude. But this atti-

tude need not be taken too seriously.

The mentality of the French-speak-

ing population, on the other hand,

is more or less neutral. The German
influence has undoubtedly made it-

self felt, but we have marketed prod-

ucts in Belgium both before and
subsequent to the war, and have

found little difference in their re-

ception. An American manufacturer
will find a rapidly improving market
in Belgium, but he will do well to

realize and remember that he is

dealing with two entirely different

types of people, and plan his activi-

ties accordingly.
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Bet^ween Skyline

and K.F.D.

There Are 130^000 Small Towns ThatBuyAutomobiles

You Can Reach Them With
PEOPLE'S Popular Monthly

SMALL town stuff" is a big ad-

vertising problem. It represents

27.7% of the total population. It is

rich in buying power.

To reach it by crossing huge lists of

national magazines, farm papers and
metropolitan dailies is possible but

prohibitively costly.

Here is a direct, economical route

to this great and important market.

Here is a specific small-town circu-

lation of 850,000, with a minimum
overflow into farm or big city fields.

And 741,000 of that circulation is

concentrated in the "golden zone of

sales"—Kansas, Illinois, Wisconsin,
Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, New
York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia,

Kentucky, Missouri, Arkansas,
Oklahoma, South Dakota, North
Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota and
Iowa.

Manufacturers more and more must look to

the outlet of small towns to absorb the

enormous production of today.

Peo])le's Popular Monthly can easily demon-
strate that its circulation oifers the most

effective and economical means of reaching

the small town buvcr.

I

741,000 in the "Golden Zone of Sales"

851,000 .... Total Circnlation

Readers with Purchasing Power

More than 87% of our circulation is

concentrated in the 18 states that con-

stitute the best buying market in the

country—Illinois, Indiana, New York,

Pennsylvania, Iowa, Kansas, , Ohio,

Michigan, Kentucky, Minnesota, Mis-

souri, \Visconsin, North Dakota, South

Dakota, West Virginia, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, and Nebraska.

Qg.()% of our subscribers own homes
or other real estate.

52% of our suliscrihers own automo-

biles.

PEOPLE'S POPULAR MONTHLY
Des Moines, Iowa
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''BOYl AINT THAT HOT'

Tiicsc. young men arc representative of
the 125,000 members of the Order of
DcMolay, all of zvhom are subscribers

to flic DcMolav Coiuu'ilor.

''Some raiment—where did you acquire it?"

"Pard, that's the last word."

"How do you know?"

"So the advertisements say."

Just a smattering of conversation, typical of fellows ap-

proaching manhood, which indicates to trained advertising

men the susceptibility of this young element to honest appeal

and logical reasoning.

They go in for the changes in fashions, novelties and

merchandise which necessarily must be advertised.

They read the DeMolay Councilor because it is a good

li\e. readable magazine, covering topics of vital interest to

them and affecting their daily lives.

The DeMolay Councilor goes into the homes of 125.000

young men between si.xteen and twenty-one years of age.

The DeMolay Councilor affords a direct contact not to be

obtained by any other means.

They need—shaving equipment, hair preparations, athletic

suits, athletic equipment, shoes, clothing, band instruments,

hiking equipments, camping paraphernalia, educational

courses, physical instruction, books, furniture, robes, jewelry,

insignia, utensils for serving refreshments, indoor and out-

door games, radio and numerous other things.

Have vou a message for them ?

Tell it to them with both immediate and future profit.

THE DE MOLAY COUNCILOR
A Magazine for Young Men

Twelfth Floor Federal Reserve Bank Building, Kansas City, Missouri

EDWIN J. SEIFRIT, Advertising Manager

NEW YORK
Sam J. Perry,

91 Seventh Ave.
Watkins 6382

Advertising Representatives

CHICAGO
H. Warren Shaw,

326 W. Madison St.

Dearborn 1888

CINCINNATI
Samuel H. Jaffee

1126 Provident Bank Bldg.

Canal 4645
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AKRON, OHIO
Is An Ideal Try-

Out Field

Its cosmopoli-

tan population

— the average

wage and sal-

ary being far

above that in

other cities of

its size, affords

the advertising

agency an op-

portunity to

place its client's

message before

various classes

of readers, in

which will be

found the par-

ticular element

t o w h o m it

wishes to ap-

peal.

The

Akron Beacon

Journal
Is so far ahead in circulation
that all doubt as to which
paper to use is automatically

removed.

Represented by

M. C. WATSON
270 Madison Ave.

NEW YORK

STORY, BROOKS & FINLEY
Room 621, London Guarantee

Accident Bldg.

360 N. Michigan Blvd.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Consider the Housewife
By Carrie Lee MacPherson

TWENTY-FOUR hours a day to

any one person, and no more.
Starting from that, no compass

will keep you from traveling in a circle,

back to that point. Everyone likes to

budget his own time for spending. It

is that budget system that "Door-bell
salesmanship" is up against. I speak
for us housewives. Breakfast over
and the goers gone, up rise the Things
That Must Be Done, and over their
shoulders peer eagerly the Things We
Want to Do. Friendly rivals they are,

and cheerfully they hop to place in the
Plan for the Day.

And then the door-bell rings. And
rings. And wrings the Plan for the
Day all out of shape.

A smiling, courteous, well-bred

young chap at the door, offering the

housewife the cutest little brush, a
gift from someone. A brush you
couldn't turn your back on because it

wouldn't be sportsmanlike.
The Frozen Face that had guarded

our privacy at the doorway began to

melt down in the sunshine of the gra-
cious personalities that were put upon
the pay rolls of the stocking kings and
the workless washing machine barons
and the housewife saviors.

But the Plan for the Day has no way
of knowing the dimensions of the un-
expected. And the Things We Want
to Do have such wistful faces. And
perhaps there weren't enough sunshiny
personalities to go around. Anyhow,
before the Frozen Face was quite, quite

limbered up, while there were still

little frosty tracts about the ears, chill-

ing drafts blew in at the doors, and
housewifely smiles began to stiffen at

the corners. Because there are but
twenty-four hours a day.

We talk it over among ourselves, this

too-much-of-a-good-thing. Of course
we want to see the things that are
for sale. For this is a basic principle:

all of us want all the luxuries there

are. And this is the corollary: we
mean to get them just as soon as we
can. So we want to know about them.
And more and more there are things
which after we see them we don't want
to get along without, which we never
can see except as we answer our door-

bell. A growing lot of merchandisers
seem to have decided that the only
way to show us is to send it to our
door. And those who have done such
careful thinking send us such pleasing
things that we don't want to miss see-

ing any of them. And they are coming
to have a dark brown chocolatey taste.

"If there could be a definite hour or

two in the day when we could inspect

these door-bell offerings," we say, "but
of course all salesmen can't get to

places when it is convenient for the

places."

Only they could. They could all

come to me in the hour before dinner
when I sit at ease with the magazines
under the lamp-light and play with my
Long Felt Wants. If merchandisers
only realized how housewives read ad-

vertisements, they would quit generat-
ing Long Felt Wants and cater direct-

ly to the acquisitive instinct. Directly.

Who started that idea that indirection

in print is salesmanship? That the
eye-arresting advertisement must never
tell the full story, especially never, the
cost; that curiosity would lead to inter-

est and interest well grappled could be
led gently past the price tag without
shying upsettingly; but that cost men-
tioned in the first approach frightens
off the potential customer? It isn't so.

All articles that arouse our desire

are in two classes, the things we should
like to have and the things we mean
to get. Until we know their cost they
do not take definite shape in our inten-

tions. It doesn't make any difference

whether it is a twenty-five cent circular

can-opener or a $125 washing machine.
We may lay down the quarter at once
for the can-opener and arrange to own
the washing machine in six months or

a year. But whatever the date of the
purchase, the important thing to the

merchandiser is that until the potential

customer knows the price there is no
date of sale; and therefore a "potential

customer" not yet informed of what an
article will cost her is not yet a poten-

tial customer.

TALKING on this line to a salesman
last week, he said, "Women don't

really want to know the priee first;

they just think they do."

"Isn't it funny that they all think

they do?" I asked.

"Yes," he said gravely, "And they

do all think they do; it is funny."
The sample that comes to the door

and drops itself quietly into the mail-

box, or is in the basket from the

grocer's and not on the order slip, has

a graciousness all its own. We owe it,

and pay it, the courtesy of a careful

trial ; and if it is a soap flake that is

better than others we have tried we
will have the family ask industriously

at all stores visited until we find out

where we can buy it regularly. I

know a family that drives a mile out

of its way to buy Maplflake because

the sample left at the door tasted so

good. We want the things we like the

best, and will take a good deal of

trouble to get them when we know
about them. Told with a sample, told

with a picture, told with a price, and
we welcome the telling.

But told at the door, when we must
listen regardless of the Things We
Wanted to Do—O, won't you merchan-
disers consider the housewife, and the

measure of a day?
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mwrc the %ate Card

AnLN agency representative is speaking

to a News solicitor in the former's office:

"What circulation have you got now?"
"Over eight hundred thousand. The rates

are based on 750,000."

"That's fair enough. Now how about a

little co-operation?"

"HoAV little do you want?"
"Well, we have a questionnaire here to

feel out the field. Only about thirty-seven

questions. Calls on tivc hundred dealers will

be about right, and it's very important diat

we get this dope by next '^'ednesday."

"I see," says the News solicitor.

"Then we'd like to have you send out a

letter and a broadside to all the prospective

dealers in New 'i'ork, and let us have some

men to make calls with our client's sales-

men. Now we've also got a window trim

that's a wow. You might put in a couple

of thousand for us.
"

The News solicitor somehow conveys to

the agency representative the fact that The
News is not in a position to satisfy his

requests. Often the agency representative

protests that some other newspaper in New
York has done or is willing to do the things

he asks. Then the News solicitor must

usually begin to sell him all over again the

fact that our business is limited solely to

futnishing white space at the lowest rate in

the paper that has the largest daily circula-

tion in .\merica—and let it go at that.

J.T IS a curious inconsistency that the adver-

tiser, who has mainly been responsible for

stopping the publisher from getting sub-

scriptions by giving premiums, should insist

that the publisher give all sorts of premiums

to get advertising.

"The A. B. C. report is a definite, inflexible

statement that has greatly discouraged the

ancient practice of getting readers by giving

parlor clocks, dishes, magazine subscrip-

tions, armchairs, library sets, oil paintings,

real estate, trips to somewhere, fountain

pens, admissions to the County Fair, life

insurance, bicycles, chances to win a goat

or a reputation.

But a rate card, although it is prepared in

the four A form and reads plainly "per agate

line" is sometimes assumed by advertisers

to include copv and art service, plates, mats,

mortgages on the front page, research, trade

A cautious announcement
of a Merchandising Service

surveys, route lists, sales work, direct mail,

window trimming, posters and counter dis-

plays, and free passes to a dog show.

Ail or any of these items are occasionally

requestedhy the advertiser as
'

' co-operation
.

'

'

And the mention of "fnerchandistug service"

on the part of the publisher is sometimes

interpreted as an admission of altruism.

The News does not give such forms of

"co-operation." We find it difficult enough
to somehow run a newspaper without carry-

ing on various side lines and p:;rquisites.

We limit our co-operation to getting out
the best possible paper we can, to givmg the

most circulation at the lowest possible rate

and to taking care of all advertisers impar-
tially.

Some newspapers do give many of the

extras mentioned above. Many advertisers

forget that it is impossible to get something
for nothing—even from a publisher. These
extras are frequently covered by a rate that

includes them as well as white space and
circulation.

WiE ARE now giving to some
National advertisers a cautious,

conservative and limited form
of " merchandising service."

This service consists of the services of

three men—two actively and one in an

advisory capacity. One of these men has

had several years' experience with merchan-
dising and merchandising campaigns. He
has written merchandising plans, and some-

times helped to carry them out. He knows
something of this market. Out of his expe-

riences he remembers chiefly the mistakes

that were made, the precautions that were

not taken, the oversights in the product,

prices, selling methods, and advertising.

The second man, who is actively in charge

of this work, has had a splendid education

in economics and business practice, some
sellingexperience,somemerchandisingexpe-

rience and an exhaustive acquaintance with
the New York City market, gained chiefly

by making an foot a census of retail stores in

all parts of the city over a period of five

months. He knows something of market
analysis, distribution and selling methods,

and advertising.

The third man has been a specialty sales-

man and trade investigator.

There is no impressive field force. We
believe that the only worthwhile merchan-

dising service we can give is our knowledge,

experience, and judgment, and not cheap

foot work, mechanical motions, routine

activities! We do not believe in duplicating

the advertiser's own efforts in selling the

market, nor in furnishing subsidiaries to a

sales campaign.
We will not make hundreds of calls on

retailers to get information on question-

naires that are often involved and darkly

mysterious. If vou want trade information

on New York City and as an advertiser are

entitled to it, we will try to supply it if we
are able. State your problem fully and tell

what vou want to know. Don't send an

elaborate questionnaire and demand a cer-

tain quota of calls on the promise of hypo-
thetical campaigns from dark horse adver-
tisers.

We will not sell goods for anybody.
We will not furnish or mail broadsides,

form letters, or window posters, nor dis-

tribute, book orders or check up on window
displays.

BUT to an advertiser who will expend
what in our judgment is the proper amount
of effort to achieve the end he has in mind
in this market—and who will place with us
an adequate contract for space in The News,
we will try to do the following things:

(1) Ascertain and advise on market

(2) Help to plan or advise on seUing
campaigns.

(3) Furnish comprehensive district
maps tiiat show the purchasing
power, density and type of popula-

(4) Arrange i

broke

(5) Loan i

(6) Addre
sufficic

of the

s meetings and
lis with salesmen tc

how to merchandist
the advertising.

(7) Check up on sales work.

J. HUS FAR, what we call our Merchan-
dising Service has been very successful. We
believe it is worthwhile, and so do some of
the advertisers who have experienced it. It

does not increase our cost or doing business

or compel us to charge a higher rate. We
will maintain it if we can help the adver-

tiser get more business in New York, avoid
mistakes or expense; and if it will make
more advertisers for The News. But we
will not maintain it as a premium to be
bought instead of the medium.

Requests for this sort of service from
present or prospective advertisers in The
News are invited.

Haveyou read TELL ITTO SWEENEY? This

series has been issued iti jolder form. Write for it!

THE H NEWS
Jieiv York's TictureT^ewspiwer

25 Park Place, New York

7 S. Dearborn St., Chicago
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'/'/-y. How much sparkle to the square inoh
^//^is" there in your goods -- your let-

tars, — your packages -- your adver-
^tisements? Make your proposition
-INTh;K?JSl'ING enough and you needn't
rbother about anything els©. Keep
ib^dull and nothing else will help
~you — these days

•

V^ See Berrien's Big Blaok Book

Goodo & Berrien,
Advertising Counsel,19 West 44th Stroet.New York

Weather Forecasting

and Business

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 30]

Now we come to another period of
change. Beginning with January,
1921, the solar constant declined
rapidly from its high point until by
September, 1922, it stood at 1.913,

the lowest average ever observed
ir^ince the readings of solar heat were
first commenced. The constant con-
tinued at this abnormally low level

until in March, 1923, when it re-

corded 1.908. During the summer
of 1923 the constant rose to near
normal in September, but immedi-
ately started to decline again until

at the present time it is at a very low
point.

The decline from the high of

the period ending in 1920 to the low
of the present period represents a

falling off of nearly 4 per cent in the

solar heat reaching the earth's

atmosphere. It iis also estimated
that this decrease in the solar con-

stant represents a decline of nearly

5 deg. Fahr. in the earth's tempera-
ture.

MR. BROWN asserts that this

measurement of the solar con-

stant during the past three years de-

finitely determines the character of

the weather we will have in the

period from 1925 to 1927 inclusive.

The effect of the decline in the solar

constant has already been felt in the

Scandinavian countries and in

Russia.

The winter of 1923 brought the

most severe cold to Russia that the

people of that land have experienced
in many years. The changes in the

temperatures of the north seas and
the consequent changes in the winds
of that region have resulted in ten

months of almost continuous rain in

the Hebrides, off the west coast of

Scotland. This last spring in many
parts of the United States came so

late that we literally jumped from
winter into summer. The last week
of spring in 1923 saw black frosts

in Southern England, and snow-
storms in Italy, France and Austria,

with freezing temperatures, break-
ing records of over two centuries.

Whereas during the last three
years the cold areas in the Atlantic

and Pacific oceans have been closely

confined by the warm waters of the
tropical currents, the reports from
the logs of thousands of ocean-going
vessels indicate that the waters of

the earth are already below their

normal temperatures. This means
that new meteorological high and



^75jOoo Spent

to Establish the Character of

Souther

Circulation

400,000 guaranteed 'OUTHERNRURALISTguarantees40o,ooo
net paid circulation. And this is quality

circulation. Its character has definitely been

established by a unique and comprehensive investi'

gation of Southern Ruralist subscriptions. As far as

known, no other publication has conducted a circu'

lation check of like magnitude or scope except in case

of a contemplated sale of the property.

Methods of checking As a result of this analysis, now practically completed.

employed Southern Ruralist is proving that every name on its

records represents a bona fide individual who has

ordered and paid for the magazine; that each name

and address is correctly listed; and that all issues of

Southern Ruralist go straight to the homes for which

they are intended. Original orders have been con'

suited, verification letters mailed, and the services of

literally thousands ofpostmasters enlisted in order that

Southern Ruralist may offer to advertisers the most

accurate buyer-subscriber list it is possible to obtain.



Free hoo^et

on request

For accomplishing so great a task eight months have

been required—a period of intensive and uninter'

rupted application, daily and overtime, by a force of

from 1 5 to 20 skilled employees working under expert

supervision. Clerical expense, postage and incidental

items alone entailed a cost of more than $75,000.

The reasons for this investigation, and its significance

to you, are discussed in our new booklet, "Facts for

the Buyers of Advertising." We will be pleased to

supply you with one or more copies; write direct or

to the nearest office.

CHICAGO
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low pressure areas will be developed

with their resultant winds. In cer-

tain sections of different countries

where recent years have brought a

lack of rain and snow, there will be

a reversal of conditions. On our

Pacific coast, Washington and
Oregon have had excessive rains,

while to the south in California the

existing conditions brought on by

the excess heat of the period ending

in 1920 have developed the worse
droughts that have ever been known
in that part of our country. The
southern Sierras, which normally

receive about twenty feet of snow
each winter, have been almost bare

during the last two years. As a

result, there has been a scarcity of

water for irrigation purposes in

California, while the hydro-electric

power plants have been compelled to

curtail operations because of a

water famine.

IF we are to place our faith in

present astronomical readings and
in measurements of the solar con-

stant, it appears that we must pre-

pare for several years of record

breaking cold weather. Mr. Brown
states that the year 1925 will be a

time of low temperature and rigor-

ous weather throughout the world.

Furthermore, the winter of 1926-27

may duplicate the conditions that

developed in 1816, the "year without

a summer." He calls attention to

the fact that 1926 and 1927 will be

a year of sunspot maxima which will

I give us a further drop in solar radia-

I

tion and tend to cause an additional

'. decline in the earth's atmospheric

temperature. If in addition to this

f we should have a violent volcanic

i eruption such as occurred in 1783,

\ 1815 or 1883, then our upper air

! will be filled with volcanic dust and

1 conditions will be complete for the

i creation of a summerless twelve
' months.

Nathaniel Poiisette-Dart

During the past seven years art di-

rector for the J. Walter Thompson Co.,

Barton, Durstine & Osborn, and the
George L. Dyer Company, respectively,

has opened an art service, to be known
as the Nathaniel Pousette-Dart Com-
pany, 25 West 45th Street, New York.

"Practical Electrics''

Becomes the ''Experimenter"

i
Starting with the November issue.

The Experimenter will be increased in

I

size to 72 pages and the first issue will

1 have a circulation of 100,000 copies.
1 The editorial policy has been broad-
'•' ened to include the entire experimental

;

field in electricity, radio, chemistry and
I

all the sciences in general. R. W.
I

DeMott is advertising manager. Pub-

i

lication offices, 53 Park Place, New
York.

ROMf^'WASNT BUILT IN A DAY

You and I, all of us, have a
hahil of buying. It's a habit
we form unconsciously. It

develops slowly. But once formed,
it is not easily broken.

For a quarter of a century retail

furniture and homefumishings re-

tailers have shaped their buying
habits—influenced to a great extent
by a business-magazine which many
of them have called "the furniture
man's bible."

This magazine has grown with
the industry. It does not deal in

superlatives. It has always dared
to say what it thinks and believes.

.And dealers in the field have
responded.

The Grand Rapids Furniture Re-
cord is the oldest A. B. C. journal
published that serves the retail

furniture and homefumishings mer-
chandiser.

Advertisers have demonstrated
to their own satisfaction its effec-

tiveness as a medium for producing
results.

Rome was not built in a day

—

Neither is it possible to build the
right kind of circulation over night.

Forced-growth circulation is much
like the empty shells of cities that
one sees in the movie studio. They
look like the real thing, but that's

the only point of resemblance.

The Grand Rapids Furniture Record

Grand Rapids, Mich.

A. B. C. — A. B. P.

PubllshfiJ by

Periodical Publi

Company

Also Publishers of

The Ftirmture Manufaet\
and Art

The American Funeral
Director

]yithin the Hotne

Hwms Charmina

BittfT Furniture, and

Books fcr the Industry

"INCREASING DIRECT
ADVERTISING RETURNS"
III

A New Hook by Flin

creating demand,
tising fundamentals. Explains right
practices and v.inning methods. How
to increase pulling power in inquiry
and order cards, coupons, order blanks.

Analyzes coupons in magazines
^
and trade papers. Just the informa-

all ambitious advertisers want and
turn into profit. Illustrated by

Sent Direct for $2.50

Selling Aid, 1304 Jackson Blvd., Chicago

Jewish Daily Forward, New York
Jewish Daily Forward Is the world's largest Jewish

daily. A. B.C. circulation equal to combined total

circulation of all Jewish newspapers published. A
leader in every Jewish community throughout the

United States. A Home paper of distinction,

result producer of undisputed
largest volume of local

nde effective merchandlsln

Carries the
national advertising,
service. Rates on

The Architectural Record
119 We»t Fortieth Street. New York

EslabllslieJ 1891. Nrt paid circulation In eicess o

11.000 per issue incluiilng 6126 architect subscri

bers—the largest number any architectural joiirna

has ever had. Member A. B. C. and A. B. P.,

Qj^f
, Sample con. A. B. C. Topmt. fates.
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DIGNIFIED
Attention Getting

DISPLAYS

Inexpensively Planneil

TO MOVE YOUR GOODS
from your Dealers' shelves

Electrically Illuminated

Rich in dignified colors

GET 100% USE
Your dealer can't throw

them away

They Command Respect H
CREATE CONFIDENCE ^

THEY SELL YOUR GOODS
Lei Is ,S/,oi. You H„u :

ANIMATED PRODUCTS
CORPORATION

19 W. ZZ*" St. NewYopk.

Here are the three ad-

monitions that lead to

advertising thrift:

Concentrate!

Intensify!

Economize!

Our twenty-two clients

know we practice them

all, separately and to-

gether.

IR.VIN F. PASCHALL
INCORPORATED

JIdveiiising Counsel
Mc CORMICK BUILDING

CHICAGO

The Trademark Clinic
(Letters that are addressed to the Trademark Editor,

\

Advertising and Selling Fortnightly, 52 Vanderbilt I

Avenue, New York, asking specific trademark t

[jueslions, will be answered promptly by mail/

In the issue of August 13, a brief

reference was made to the subject of

trademark valuations, and it was
pointed out that in many instances

business men have supposed that they

were buying something that they did

not receive at all, or received consid-

erably less than they expected to get.

For example, there has been a bitter

controversy for the past dozen years or

more between the Andrew Jergens

Company of Cincinnati and one Wil-

liam A. Woodbury, over the name
"Woodbury" and the well-known neck-

less head trademark as applied to

toilet articles. The Jergens Company
has spent a great deal of money in at-

tempts to defend its rights acquired

'oy purchase, and Mr. Woodbury has

strained his resources repeatedly in op-

posing the Jergens claims. So far as

the court decisions go, the results are

not wholly satisfactory to either party.

Some twenty years ago, the Jergens
Company bought from the old John H.

Woodbury Dermatological Institute the

right to manufacture and sell certain

specified products, among others Wood-
bury's Facial Soap, Shaving Soap, and
a few more.
At the same time the company also ac-

quired an interest in the Institute, of

which William A. Woodbury appears

to have been the active manager after

the death of his cousin John. After a

time there was a falling out between

the Jergens Company and Mr. Wood-
bury, and the Institute went into

bankruptcy and was discontinued.

Thereupon the conflict began. Mr.

Woodbury attempted to continue in the

business familiar to him, and naturally

used his own name in connection with

his products. To some extent he also

used the neckless head trademark. In

the meantime, however, the Jergens

Company had widely advertised Wood-
bury's Facial Soap, and the brand was
of great value. Inevitably there was a

certain amount of confusion In the pub-

lic mind when Woodbury's activities

crossed those of the Jergens Company,
and the latter began to bring infringe-

ment suits to protect its good will.

Woodbury's contention in the main
has been that the Jergens Company
purchased only a part of the original

business, consisting only of certain

specified products in which they were
interested, and which represented only

a small fraction of the various prod-

ucts bearing the name. Such products

as facial creams, freckle removers, and
so on indefinitely, they did not buy be-

cause they could not conveniently add

them to a soap manufacturing busi-

ness.

As a matter of fact, he claims that

they did not buy the Institute's soap

business, as such, but merely the :

Facial Soap and shaving soap. Hence
.

he claims that he has the right to en-
|

joy the good will represented by the
j

trademark in connection with all the i

other products which they did not buy, -

and that he will be deprived of his

rights if the Jergens Company is al-

lowed the exclusive use of the trade-

mark simply because they have made

a great success with the Facial Soap,

and have advertised it on a large scale.

The records of litigation over the

question are varied and complicated,

and there is no need to discuss them

in detail. The point is, however, that

they are wholly satisfactory to neither

party. Each has rights which are en-

titled to protection, but neither can

wholly exclude the other, and both are

obliged to spend large sums of money
in defending such rights as they claim.

The long-drawn-out controversy has

also engendered considerable bitterness

on both sides, which is not a good

thing in any business.

Now in the beginning it probably!

would have cost the Jergens Company;
only a small fraction of what it has

spent in court costs and legal fees to

buy the Institute lock, stock and barrel,

including the products it did not want

to make as well as those few that itj

wanted. It would have been money in

its pocket to have done that, even if itj

involved killing off entirely the super-

fluous products. That is the practical

significance of the story for other]

manufacturers. If you are going to;

buy a business with a trademark at-

tached, it is well to make certain that;

you get title to all of it, even if it in-'

volves paying a little more than at the|

moment seems necessary. It is al--

ways cheaper to avoid litigation than!

to pursue it, and unless you possess the

clear, exclusive right to the use of a!

trademark, its value is almost certain

to be seriously reduced, and possibly

destroyed.
'

Few business men, comparatively

speaking, understand how tremendousl;;

expensive litigation of this kind really

is, especially wkere it is necessary ti

go back and search records of trans-

actions forgotten years ago. It is i

great deal cheaper to pay a few thou

sand dollars extra in the beginning, ii

it is necessary to do so in order to in|

sure possession of all the rights therj

are.
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JAMES Ellis says that the mind paints

before the brush. Not alone does

the artist dream pictures. We are all

picture makers but our clumsy fingers

fumble and fail us.

In the dancing flame of the hearth

or camp fire, every man and woman
sees pictures of happiness on the wing

along the road to tomorrow or flutter'

ing down the aisles of yesterday.

Pictures are romance made into real'

ity by some magic power possessed by

gifted and laurel'crowned children of

earth. Everyone who hopes to move
the minds and hearts of people tO'

day must employ brush, pen or camera.

The art of photo'engraving has

made the distribution of pictures as

easy as the dissemination ofthe printed

word. Where words once travelled

The Pictures
in the Firelight

By James W^llen

alone, pictures now go with equal

speed. Thru the mails travel the illus'

trated show windows of business

houses whose customers never enter

their favored stores and factories.

"Tour story in picture leaves nothing

untold," say the sages of publicity.

The men who must move mountains

of goods use photO'cngraving.

It is the purpose of the American

PhotO'Engravers Association to assure

you of sound practice and a high stand'

ard of engravings. "Only the best is

good enough" is the shop rule of

Association members.

"The Relighted Lamp ofPaul Revere"'

is a narrative in booklet form of the

epic rise of the photo-engraving craft.

A copy may be had from your engraver

or direct from the Association.

AMERICAN PHOTO^ENGRAVERS
ASSOCIATION

Copyright 1924, Amcric.in Photo-Engrjvcrs Assocution
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Years

LILY CUP
has used an Oral Hygiene
color page each month to
reach the entire dental
profession. O. H. has been
the only dental paper
used.

Oral
Hygiene

Pittsburgh, Pa.

rmCAOO: Peoples Gas Building-, Harrison 844S
NEW YORK: Flatiron Building. Ashland 14t)T

.ST. lyOUIS; Syndicate Trust Building. Olive 4.'!

LOS ANGELES: Chapman Building. 83004J

5&STANDARD
ADVERTISING
REGISTER^
Gives You This Service:

1 . The Standard Advertising

Register listing 7,500 na-

tional advertisers.

2. The Monthly Supplements
which keep it up to date.

3. The Agency Lists. Names
of 1500 advertising agen-

cies, their personnel and
accounts of 600 leading

agencies.

4. The Geographical Index.

National advertisers ar-

ranged by cities and states.

5. Special Bulletins. Latest

campaign news, etc.

6. Service Bureau. Other in-

formation by mail and tele-

graph.

Write or Phone

National Register Publishing Co., Inc.

R. W. Ferrel, Msr.

15 Moore St. New York City

Tel. Bowling Green 7966

Salesmen Who Are

Almost Good
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16]

manager wanted him to. Bill went
out to get |10,000 a month business

and earn $200 a month pay. And
he did it. Now and then, of course,

Bill slipped a little.

"But, take Bill month in and
month out," the sales manager ex-

plained one day, "and he'll hit better

than $10,000—nearer $11,000—and
sometimes better than $12,000. The
trouble with Bill was that he had
grown into a $150 rut. It wasn't

much of a job to lose, if he failed to

make good, because it wouldn't be

long until he had another one. But
a $200 a month job—that was some-
thing else. Those jobs didn't lie

around. A man that had one of

them managed to hang on even if he

had to work nights. So Bill hung
on. He worked longer hours than

he had even expected to work, but

he was making $200 a month."

NOT long ago a sales manager
said to me: "If I could take

those of my men who are almost good

and give them just a little extra

shove, I'd turn what is just an or-

dinary volume of business into a

mighty fine volume. The thing is

that it seems impossible to get the

average man up to what he can do."

Briefly, therein lies a big under-

taking for every sales manager.
Every salesman, no matter how good,

can do a little more than he is doing.

Few salesmen are so constituted

that they can go along day after

day, week after week, hitting on all

six all the time. They go along in

fine shape for a few weeks and then

slide off. They do a little less than

they are able to do.

There is no set rule for bringing

the lagging members up to what
they are capable of. One man needs

to be coaxed, another has to be

soundly spanked, and others again

might as well be dropped. But this

is true—that the right treatment,

patiently administered and kept at

long enough, will take the average

man who is almost good and put him
into the "make good" class.

Right here lies one of the most
important jobs of the sales manager
—the task of nursing his organiza-

tion along, studying this man and
that man, patting on the back here

and handing out a swift kick there,

but always working along to help

each individual according to his own
needs to get up to a little higher

plane.

1^^^
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Every Advertising Man's hihrary Should Contain This Vitally Human Life Story

&i

R

LOUDE
PLEAS

By

Earnest Elmo Calkins

Author of Modern Advertising,

The Business of Advertising,

and The Advertising Man

EADERS of the Advertising and Selling Fortniglitly need no introduction to Earnest

Ehiio Calkins ; his authoritative books and articles are already well known.

Some thirty years ago Mr. Calkins came to New York, friendless, penniless and deaf

;

he is now at the head of his profession. His story is told in this book, and a more

human, fascinating, humorous, and at times pathetic autobiography has not been

published.

In original and diverting style, Mr. Calkins outlines the influences that shaped the

life of "the Boy" in a little Middle Western town; the charm of the printing press that

led him into an amateur's adventures and a craftsman's practical experience. The tale of

his initiation into business in New York sho ws that foreign-born Americans by no means

monopolize the picturesque ups and downs o f our strenuous life

!

Unusually interesting is the story of M r. Calkins's efforts to overcome his particular

handicap of deafness, and succeed in the advertising world. He tells how the first art

department attached to an advertising agency was started, how Sunny Jim and other

famous advertising characters were created, and how his own firm. Calkins & Holden,

came into existence.

A book rich in appealing reminiscence, warm with delightful humor, and pungent

with shrewd comments on life and human nature. No advertising man will want to miss

reading it.

Illustrated, $2.50

At all booksellers or

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY PRESS

The .Atlantic Monthly Press, Inc., A.F. 9-10-24

8 Arlington Street, Boston (17), Mass.

Gentlemen :

—

Enclosed find $2.50 and mail, postpaid, a First Edition copy of

"LOUDER PLEASE!"

^ Name Address A*» — •«4
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FULL MEASURE

132,413
No4-D^iH Pirr'iila+iftri-'^Pf'"- 26.1©2^ issueneV faia drCUiaTlOn- Publisher^ statement A.B.C

.1 ru-eiit siirnD nl lb, siihxei ih< : K ami nno'laiiil Imyi-rii of Radio Diact limed on
our isBue of April 26, 1924, ahoics 2.S rtadt-rs to every copy fold. Mnrh otlnr
ititerestinir and intti lulire data is also arai!alilt: Writo u» for •Farts, .Vn(
Fancies, Ahoiit Radio,'' Know tchii adMrtiHng pays in Radio Digest irith the

Lowest Agate Line Rate of All Radio Publications

510 North Dearborn Street
CHICAGO

611-12 Times BIda,

^OMJUt j^^^i&uHng IfiaxUa nTlaaxi^i/ruL

For I 5 years the leading best equipped

business research organization.

Surveys and special investigations

—

dealer questionnaires any^vhere in

U. S. $1.50 per dealer. 75c consumer.

Industry researches on over 300 lines

available at $150 and upward.

BUSINESS
BOURSE

J. GEORGE FREDERICK, President

15 W. 37th St., New York, N. Y.

Hotel St. James
109-13 West45th Street,Times Square

NEW YORK, N. Y.

liates and Booklet on application

W. JOHNSON QUINN

Is Advertising Taken
Too Seriously?

!

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17]

tising men, and perhaps more than
my share, but this post-vacation ex-

perience of mine has given me a jolt.

I am still afraid of very broad humor :

in advertising, but I am ready to

believe that the same whimsicality

that has endeared the Campbell Kids
and the quaint figure of Old Dutch
to the American public can be in-

1

jected into advertising copy in such I

a way that it will have an interest

!

and a sparkle and a human appeal

}

far greater than much of the deadly
\

serious stuff that weighs down the

advertising pages of our public

prints.

C. Louis Wilson

In the advertising service at Buffalo,

N. Y., has been appointed advertising
counsel to M. Wile & Co., makers of

Club Clothes, same city.

Insurance Advertising Conference

Officers elected by the Conference,
an association of advertising and pub-
licity managers of all the American
and Canadian insurance companies,
are as follows: President, Edward A
Collins, assistant secretary National
Surety Company; vice-president, Roose-
velt L. Clark, advertising manager
Continental Insurance Group, NeWi
York; secretary-treasurer, Stanley F-g

Withe, Aetna Affiliated Companiesjl
Hartford. Newly elected members of
executive committee are: Clarence A.
Palmer, advertising manager Insur-

ance Company of North America,
Philadelphia; E. L. Sullivan, advertis-

ing manager Home Insurance Com-
pany; Luther B. Little, publicity man-
ager Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-
pany; J. G. Mays, vice-president Royal
Indemnity Company, and Arthur H.
Reddall, advertising manager Equit-

able Life Assurance Society, New
York. Leon A. Soper, advertising
manager Phoenix Mutual Life Insur-

ance Company, Hartford, the retiring

president, was elected Junior Com^ jii

missioner to the National Advertising
Commission

Doremus & Company
Advertising agency of New York an(|

Chicago, of which C. W. Barron is

president, has opened a Boston office a
30 Kilby Street, in conjunction with thi

Boston Neivs Bureau. The companjj
operates two distinct departments, on(

for financial advertising and the othej;

for commercial and transportation ac;

counts. Lewis W. Munro, advertisinj

manager of the Harvard BusvMSi
Review, has joined the staff of the coi

pany.

Chester K. Hayes
Formerly with United Applianc!

Company of Ohio, is now manager 0|

the Chicago office of the Sta»dar|
Dairy Publications.

J

.1
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A specialized

organization

trained to the

highest degree

of accuracy

STANDARD
RATED:DATA5ERVICE

XJieMifionatiAaihority

Chicago

New York

Los Angeles

San Francisco

London
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"Thar Ain't No Sech Animile !"

Many people, when told that there is a farmer who has a
steady and prosperous income, would calmly say, "Thar
ain't no sech animile."

Believe it or not, there is such an "animile." He lives

in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and New England,
and supplies the much-needed dairy products, garden truck,
live stock and poultry to the Eastern cities. They pay him
well for it, too, and they buy of him the year around.
Devoted to his interests and read by him for 4.3 years

is RURAL LIFE and Farm Stock Journal. It now has
80,000 subscribers and is adding from four to five thousand
more every month.

This field is too important to omit from your merchan-
dising plan. RURAL LIFE and Farm Stock Journal
should be included in your campaign. Rates are 50c. per
agate line.

RURAL LIFE and Farm Stock Journal
8 North Water Street Rochester, N. Y.

Jheir Leisure
Houjts

Everybody knows that when you are at leisure your mind is more re-

ceptive.

Along the beautiful Mississippi Gulf Coast are hundreds of homes
where there is an atmosphere of comfort and ease—and an appreciation

of the good things of life. Here there is a special interest in those

things which add to vacation pleasures and out-of-door life.

The Daily Herald, entering daily more than 4,375 homes along the

Mississippi Gulf Coast, is an eflfective selling messenger. National Ad-
vertisers find that its columns reach a "leisure class" of unusual buying
potentiality.

The»Daily Herald
BILOXI MISSISSIPPI

Geo. W. Wilkes* Sons, Publishers

GULFPORT

CRAM CUTS—
(3/ TCoV? for bookleta, house

c—

-

1 organs ' "'^

tising.

and adver-

$1.00 each

THE CRAM STUDIOS,
B-109, Muskegon, Mich.

'rijUi
( The Only Denne m
kCanadian Advertise

(AN AKIAN AUVF.KTISING
5 has.-il fill years nf successful experl-

nco In the Cnnadian llel.l. Hcf.iro

lionslnB your CanaJlan acency, «ilte

rA-J-DENNECCompany Ltd
L 217 Bay Street, TOttONTO. ^

Wliat of the Mail

Order Business?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28]

exception of the very large general

mail order houses dealing in all kinds

of articles, there has been a serious

depression; there is no use denying

that fact.

But when we analyze these figures,

we find them very largely, at least,

parallel with the figures of other

houses selling exclusively through

dealers; with the exception of one

factor: the mail order man dealingj

direct with the consumer is always'

in advance on the down curve and on

the up curve. Very naturally so

Why? Because he sells to the con-

sumer when the consumer buys;

whereas the man selling to the dealer

sells his goods at a time when the

dealer believes that the consumer is

going to buy. For many years I

have been able to note that curve

from sixty to ninety days in advance.

The mail order business thus is a

barometer of coming conditions.

I
MAY, as I stated, see other fac-

tors injuriously affecting the mail

order business; but the figures ai

present do not show anything at all

conclusive along that line. Th
figures on the whole simply indicat

that the mail order business

settling down thoroughly to an in-

dustry in which it is harder to ge'

new trade and easier to hold ol

trade.

What of the future? Is it not un

reasonable to believe that a gi-eat in

dustry (or a method of conducting*

industry) will be vitally changed' c

It may be changed in many partic ;

ulars, it may be redirected in man} t

ways. But the mail order 'business 1

is going on for a long, long time-

probably as long as ordinary bu\ in

and selling under our present con;

petitive system continues. It mus'

become, as time goes on, more an(:

more of a real business. Those catchj

penny schemes are doomed to death

The merchandiser who exaggerates|

who makes vast claims in order tl

get a new customer, will find thai

mathematics are against him. N|

matter how much he may lie, he sti'

has to pay an excessive price for hi

first order. And when he has liec

he cannot get the repeat order.

So when business revives, whic

let us hope will be the latter part

this year*, and surely by the first

next year, the mail order busines

ought to be in an improved conditio

—for those who want to see businei

as a whole improved, not only i

profits, but also in cleaner method

W

I
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The quantity buying power of the auto-

mobile trade is effectually covered by these

three publications:

Motor Age Motor World
Automobile Trade Journal
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AotorAge
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oV'ER thiee-tuurtiis of the i|u;intity bu\ing power of the

automotive trade is centered in the hands of half the

dealers—and that half is covered by Motor Age, Motor

World and Automobile Trade Journal with a thor-

ghness that has no parallel in this iield.

Not all the 100,000 trade units are large buyers. i\lan> are

L;aragemen who only store cars. Others, by reason of location,

temperament, lack of capital, etc., have little buying power.

Obviously, a circulation among such retailers is of little value

to a manufacturer.

The market lies among the dealers who have real buying

power. Where are they to be found ? Not in any one class

of trade, or section, or size of community. They are drawn

from all classes, all sections, all sizes of towns. But they ordi-

narily are difficult to reach without including the small-buying

element.

They rii/i be so reached, however, through three great dealer

papers—Motor World, Motor Age and Automobile Trade

Journal—which, by years of consistent helpfulness, have won
their confidence and support. These papers excel in buying

power of their readers just as they do in coverage.

That they reach the quantity buyers is not a theory but a

demonstrated fact. Test after test in various places have proved

it. In many instances practically every real buyer in the town

is a subscriber to one of these three publications.

To cite just two t\pical instances. The 83 trade subscribers

to tlie three publications in Des Moines constitute 57% of the

trade units in that city, but they do 89'/c of the total business.

In Belleville, 111., the 37 out of 53 retailers, who subscribe to

one of these three papers, do 97% of the business. That is the

kiiul of concentrated buying power that an advertiser wants.

Over 61,000 separate retail establishments are reached b\

tile combined circulations of Automobile Trade Journal,

Motor Age and Motor World. And the duplication is very

small. The great bulk of these subscribers are real quantity

husers. They constitute the cream of the trade. Through
ihem most of the merchandise of the industry is marketed.

Use liberal space in these tiiree papers to reach the dealers.

J "he unequaled combination of coverage and buying power

akes them the mightiest available force in getting a trade

arket for an\ automotive product.

Address am of our offices for furtiier particulars.

UNITED PUBLISHERS CORPORATION
THE CLASS JOURNAL COMPANY CHILTON COMPANY

239 West 39th Street Chestnut and 56th Sts.

New York Philadelphia

CHILTON
TRACTOR 6*

,IMPLEMENT ;

INDEX I

AUTOMOTIVE DIVISION
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Looking Back with

Calkins

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22]

man. Notwithstanding the affliction

of poor heai'ing, of the entire disad-

vantage of which he himself harbors

grave doubts, he rightly considers

himself a most fortunate man. His

choice of a business partner, or the

partner's choice of him, proved one

of the greatest of good fortunes,

which he most gracefully and gra-

ciously acknowledges in his interest-

ing story.

It is gratifying to me to know
that, quite unintentionally and with-

out premeditation, I was the means
of bringing about this markedly suc-

cessful and congenial business asso-

ciation.

In temperament, disposition, abil-

ity and training, the two seem com-
pletely complementary.

Mr. Calkins refers to the advent
of George Ethridge into the organ-
ization, but he probably does not
know how often I prevented these
two from coming together like the
two halves of a seidlitz powder.
Their ideas of art in advertising

were almost diametrically opposed.
Calkins was an idealist—Ethridge
an opportunist. Ethridge knew that
an art department must not only
produce an acceptable product, but
one in which there might be the
possibility of profit. Earnest Elmo
was never by any chance troubled
with such sordid considerations.

Many of his brain children in the
form of instructions for illustra-

tions were brought to me by the
usually amiable Ethridge, before
execution— (I mean before drawing,
the execution came afterward)—
when there would ensue a colloquy
approximately as follows:

Ethridge: "Here are some instruc-
tions from Mr. Calkins. Of course, we
can do the work this way, but it will
take a day of Farrell's time—all we
get for it is ten dollars, and I don't
think it will be worth a damn any-
way."

C. A. B.: "Maybe so, but Calkins is

frequently right, you know. Don't
make the finished drawing—just lay it

out in pencil and let it come to me
with the copy in the regular way.
Meanwhile, tell me how you think it

should be done, but don't let him know
it, or there may be bloodshed."

Sometimes he would do it that

way and I would be able to sell his

revision to Calkins. Sometimes
Ethridge would change his mind and
follow instructions. Amongst us all

we produced some very satisfactory

material. We were busy, interested,

and generally happy.

TWO OUTSTANDING FACTS:

f^S^
BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS

^Has more NET PAID Cir-

culation than any other

deader paper in the building

field;

^ .^Prints more advertising

every month directed to the

building supply dealer thaui

all other publications in the

building field combined.

Send for any recent issue and you'll see why "The Dealers' Own Paper
"

enjoys such an enviable prestige among more than 5,000 dealers.

BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS
A. B. c. 405 Oia Colony Bldg., CHICAGO A. B. p.

"Who Is ThisFellowr
We would like to have you know him better. There are over 100,000 of

him. He is a recognized success in business—hence, he is a leader and,

being such, establishes the customs and methods of thousands.

He's a Fellow Worth Talking To
Because his intellect is keen and his interests many, this fellow buys for

his business, home and community. Many of the more prominent adver-

tisers are already talking to him. Probably you would care to, if you
knew him better.

"Who is this Fellow?" has just been published for those who would like

to know him better. You may have your copy for the asking.

THE
astern Representative

Conslantine & Jackso

7 West 16th Street

New York

KOnRIAN Mid-We Representa

Howard I. Shaw
326 West MadisonThe Magazine of Service

CHICAGO
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

Advertising Manager, Frank R. Jennings, 221 East 20th Street, Chicago

ENGRAVED
LITHOGRAPHED

SEND FOR
PRICES & SAMPLES
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a (.oUection of plates grouped in a

selected number of pattern books;

ithe foundation is not a course in a

I school that does its best and then

achieves but indifferently. The
foundation is education and books;

best of all, study of originals of

other times, originals that have

'stood the test of years of use and

have passed the scrutiny of experts

and connoisseurs not only of today

but of centuries before us. For those
' designers and manufacturers the

Museum maintains a separate de-

I partment, in charge of a "liaison offi-

j

car," who acts as interpreter—and

sometimes, alas, as mediator—be-

tween the collections and the active
' v/orld of production. The results of

I this work are annually gathered to-

gether in a selective exhibition of

[American industrial art, all exhibits

being in some way the direct result

of Museum study.

IF design sells the article the de-

sign must be good. To be sure,

i this requires a degree of judgment
!
which designers, makers, buyers and

i

sellers in nine cases out of ten do not

!
possess ; and among the purchasing

I
public, even the tenth has yet to

; achieve that pinnacle of apprecia-

! tion. But these are stirring days.

[
Producers and dealers, designers and

I

public, all are beginning to feel the

)
leaven of a new growth. Somehow

[

progress comes. Though at any

I
given moment there may be breakers

ahead, we discern now and then

through the confusion of miscellane-

ous designs some light that shows
the course. At any rate, the findings

at the Metropolitan Museum seem
to give that promise. It is the most
salutary evidence of our faith in our-

selves, of the conviction of an always
increasing number of producers,

that the best design is good enough
for America and that the best re-

sources must receive constant use to

achieve that end.

I Cone, Hun ton & Woodman, Inc.

I

Publishers' representatives. New
•' York, took over the representation of
the Lexington (Ky.) Herald, Sept. 1.

j
The Pouers-Hniisr Co.

The Bryant Heater & Manufactur-
1
Ing Company of Cleveland, manufac-

I

turers of gas boilers and automatic hot

I

water systems, has placed its account
I

in the hands of The Powers-House
; Company of that city. The same
1 agency has also been selected to handle

advertising of The Teagle Company,
' Cleveland, makers of Dulce-Tone, a de-

I

vice which makes a talking machine

I

into a loud speaker for radio.

\un

sail sf m''ISI51-rl'^:^ ""J«B^'':ji;:«'r^l^^r -y

.M:

To-morrow's Telephones
So vital a factor has the telephone become in Ameri-

can life that the demand for it would undoubtedly grow

even without increases in population. New businesses are

founded; others expand. New homes are established in

town and city, in suburban dwellings and apartment houses.

To meet the needs of America, to-day and to-morrow,

with the best and cheapest telephone service, is the responsi-

bility of the Bell System. The telephone will grow with

the population and prosperity of the country, and the plans

of to-day must anticipate the grov^^h of to-morrow.

The service which is given to-day was anticipated and

provision was made for it, long in advance. Money was

provided, new developments were undertaken, construc-

tion work was carried through on a large scale. The Bell

System, that is, the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company and Associated Companies, has continuously

met these requirements. It has enlisted the genius of tech-

nical development and the savings of investors for invest-

ment in plant construction.

Over 315,000 men and women are owners of the

American Company's stock and over half a million are in-

vestors in the securities of the System. With a sound

financial structure, a management which is reflected in a

high quality of telephone service, the Bell System is enabled

to serve the increasing requirements of the American public.

^^'--A American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

BELL SYSTEM
^SSgiTTS^^ One Policy, One System, Universal Service

National Miller
EstabllshMl 1895

A Monthly Business and Technical Jour

covering the Flour. Feed and Cereal Mi
The enly A. B. 0. and A. B. P. paper

the field.

630 W. JACKSON BLVD.. CHICAGO

Folded Edge Duckine and Fibre Signs

Cloth and Paraffine Signs

hithographed Outdoor and Indoor

Displays

THE JOHN IGELSTROEM COMPANY
MaMillon, Ohio Good Silosmon Wonted

THE WORLD IN PHOTOS
Just added Burton Holmes, De Cou. and Hine

collections to my vast and rapidly Eroiunc list

of subjects, makine 150.000. tor house orcana.

advertisements, mapazlnes. trade papers, ttooks.

EWIIVG GVLLOWAY
11 S E. 28tli St. New York

BOOT AND SHOE RECORDER
BOSTON

•The Oreit National Shoe Weekly." The Indli-

Doniihle odvlier on shoe itylei and ihoe merohan-

dlilnlt r< the best-rated retail shoo merchanta n
this eountrr. Circulation 13,423 copies J^^ly.
(Member A. B. C.) First choice of the adTWllsor

of sboeo, leather), hosiery or shoe-storo goods.

Member Associated Business Papers, Inc.
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r
25 Million Feet Gas to be

Added to Daily Output

of New York State

ON the completion of plants now under

construction or planned for the imme-

diate future, twenty-five million cubic feet

of manufactured gas a day will be added to

the capacity of New York State Gas Com-

panies. This will make a 10 per cent addi-

tion to the total ovitput of the State and an-

ticipate the increasing demand for gas,

which last winter taxed many companies to

the utmost.

This represents an expenditure of millions of

dollars iu one State alone to meet the tremen-

dous expansion needs of the gas industry. Other

States are experiencing a proportionate expan-

sion activity.

Help supply the needs of this important indus-

try. Data on the market for your product glad-

ly furnished.

Some equipment and supplies needed: tools; pipe;

valves; couplings; protective paints and coverings;

insulation; refractories; industrial furnaces and sys-

tems; appliances; tanks; laboratory and office equip-

ment; process chemicals; motor trucks; testing,

measuring and recording apparatus; power plant

equipment ; conveying, hoisting and transporting ma-
chinery; compressors; blowers; pumps.

Gas Age-Record, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
The only A. B. C. & A. B. P. paper serving this field

B-'e also publish Broivn's Directory of American Gas Com-
panies and the Gas Engineering and Appliance Catalogue.

On Perspective in

Advertising

By W.
Advertising

Russell Green
Root BeerManager, Hires

Company

IT
was Burke who once said some-

thing about a briar looking as

large as an oak tree if it were
close enough to the eye. What ad-

vertising often needs is proper
perspective. Sometimes we are too

close to our business to see the real

objectives. Sometimes the idea is

close at hand that we have searched

so far to find. In our endeavor to

catch the public fancy we look past

the important thought to the mirage
in the distance.

A few years ago the Charles E.

Hires Company spent considerable

time and some money endeavoring
to get a slogan for their distilled

water "Purock," which is well dis-

tributed in Philadelphia and vi-

cinity. The two thoughts we wished
to express were, first, that it would
quench thirst and, second, that it

was healthful. We tried all kinds

of sentences and all variations of

phraseology in our endeavor to at-

tain our goal. Finally it flashed

upon us that we were simply trying

to say "For thirst and health."

There ivas our slogan, and we have

used it ever since.

CRITICISM of advertising agen-

cies is the very human mistake

of using for one company what has

worked so well with another. One
must know his product very thor-

oughly and must view it in the

proper perspective to get the best

results. An outstanding advertis-

ing principle in my mind is this:

Every company's product is a little

different from every other one's,

and its advertising and publicity

must therefore be different. What
makes your product different is

what the public wants to know.
Couple this thought with an inter-

esting story and your potential pur-

chaser will more easily become a

constant consumer.

In our desire to use advertising

which best expresses the quality of

our product we sometimes forget

our market. One of the most beau-

tiful posters ever put on the boards

of this country, one of the finest

examples of art in advertising, was

the poster painted for us a few

years ago by Maxfield Parrish.

Nothing has ever aroused more in-

terest among the advertising fra-

ternity. We even now receive many
letters of inquiry concerning it.

Was it a success ? There are almost
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as many different answers to that

question as there are individuals to

answer. Artists and those artisti-

cally inclined were enthusiastic.

Many advertising men thought it

was "too much art and not enough
advertising." The so-called quality

group always noticed it, but the

masses often found it hard to un-

derstand. And our drink sells for

five cents, too. Proper perspective

on merchandise, markets and media
is an important factor in any busi-

ness organization.

We have learned that we should

not even advertise the three forms

of our product all alike. Many peo-

ple do not realize that we have

really three advertising campaigns.

One for the Hires Household Ex-

tract, the original product from
which your mothers and perhaps

your grandmothers made root beer

at home. Another for the fountain

drink, "Hires," and still a third for

the carbonated drink sold by bot-

tlers in the bottle or case. Point-of-

purchase advertising is most im-

portant for any beverage dispensed

over a fountain. Therefore we em-
phasize it most strongly for our

fountain drink. The Household Ex-
tract needs this kind of advertising,

too, but like so many products put

up in packages for home consump-
tion, the desire is often created at

home and therefore publications are

most important for this form of

our beverage. The carbonated cam-

paign is somewhat of a combination

of the other two, but it, too, should

be viewed from a slightly different

angle than they.

Sometimes the greatest need of

advertising and sales executives is

not to know more facts about their

product, its market, etc., but to view

these facts from the proper per-

spective. Proper emphasis and real

Buccess is generally found that way.

L. L. Turney
Has been appointed to serve as sales

and merchandising counsel of The
Cramer-Krasselt Co., advertising
agency, Milwaukee, Wis.

I

Tiffcuiy-Baylcss Co.

Following changes have been made
I

in the organization of this Cleveland

;
advertising agency: John H. Tiffany

I has resigned as president to accept
position of general sales manager of

' the E. F. Hauserman Co., Cleveland.

I

Mr. Bayless succeeds Mr. Tiffany as

I

president. Horace D. Kerr, formerly

I

account executive with the Nichols-
i Evans Co., Cleveland, and prior to that

]

in charge of the Western Service and
[I Technical Department of the Atlas
'

Portland Cement Co., Chicago, has ac-

!

quired an active interest in the Tiffany-

;

Bayless Company and has joined the

! organization as vice-president.

If You're Not Yet One of the 50
How About Being No. 51?

HE other day a well known advertising man (name
on request) publicly declared that there are just

about SO people in the United States who write copy
as it should be written.

Whether that's an under or an over-
statement, one thing's certain. There are
quite a few up-and-coming young adver-
tising men and women who have it in them
to become No. SI on this man's list of real

copy writers. Hard digging by the trial

and error method may land them there
eventually, but their progress will be a lot

surer, a lot swifter, and a whole lot less

painful if they can get some sound, prac-
tical suggestions from someone who's been
over the ground himself and is really com-
petent to direct others.

That's exactly what George Burton
Hotchkiss is—and exactly the kind of
help you get from his new book, ADVER-
TISING COPY. Chairman of the De-
partment of Advertising and Marketing
at New York University, where he has

You need ADVERTISING COPY.
Send for it today. 471 pages, illustrated
by numerous reproductions of recent suc-
cessful advertisements. The coupon below
is for your convenience. Mail it now.

Harper & Brothers
Publishers Since 1S17

taught for the past twelve years, he was
formerly a copy writer for a leading
agency. Not only does he know how to

write good copy himself, but he also has
the rare gift of being able to help others
write it.

Let Professor Hotchkiss himself tell

you about his book. "My main object,"
he says in the introduction, "is to help
tliose who want to learn to write adver-
tising copy for practical business use. . . .

Anyone who has the natural talent and
who will give the necessary time and effort

can learn this or any other art. .^nd he
can learn faster under systematic guidance
than alone. This book represents the kind
of guidance I should have liked when I

began my experience in writing copy for
an agency."

HAIiPBE & BeOTHBKS,
49 East 33d Street. New York. N. T.
Please send me a copy of ADVEIBTISING COPY
by George Burton Hotchkiss, on ten days approval,

will send you a remittance of $3.50. or return
the book if

Na

sfactory.

Address

This coupon must be attached
letterhead.

WHAT PEOPLE SAID OF IT AT THE CONVENTION
Mr. Lou E, Holland— Mr. C. Harold Vernon—

"I must congratulate you
upon one of the best Special
Convention Numbers I have
ever seen. It certainly covers
the entire proceedings more
completely than anything I
have seen. . . ."

"I congratulate the 'Adver-
tiser's Weekly* upon their
enterprise in preparing the
Special Mid-Week Number
with news red hot. . . ."

^"-Advertiser's
/\ Weekly
The Organ of British Advertising

Sir Charles Higham—
"It shows that our leading
advertising paper knows
how to do the job up to

the standard of the lead-

ing American advertising
journals. . . ."

"The Advertiser's Weekly" records the news
and views of British Publicity throughout the

year just as thoroughly as during the Conven-
tion period.

Subscriptions $5 annually, post free.

EnsLiiul omc.^ c Frank E. Willi!

"T- ( Lumber Manufacturers,
* O 3 Woodworking Plants

17<>3^k 1 S""" Building Material
I\.cacn ( Dealers use the

Americanfiimbmnan
A. B.C. Est. 1873 CHICAGO, ILL.

Pittsburgh
291 Clerl<s, 2.844 StcnoKraphers. 631 Book-

keepers and 58 9 Telephone Operators.

OMaranteed 98% MaU Deliverv up to Sept. 1. 1924.

"Vt« the lUailt—Increiut Your Salcf

WRITE ELMEH J. ROEPER
EbI. 1907 446 Wood StreetTaNi^'

NEW YORK OFIFICE—4S West 4Sth St.

CHICAGO OFFICE—343 S. Dearborn SI.

Maintaining a complete research laboratory

and experimental bakery for determining the

adaptability of products to th« baking in-

dustry. Also a Research Merchandising De-
partment, furnishing statistics and sales analy-

sis data.

MULTIGRAPH
RIBBONS
RE-INKED

Our process costs only
$6.00 a dozen. Try it A
trial order will convince
you that it is the best

Re-Inking you can buy.

Send 2 Ribbotis to be Re-Inked at our expense

W. SCOTT INGRAM. Inc.
Dtpt C, 65 W«lt Brwdway NEW YORK CITY
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Advertise your
business-but
keepyourpri-
vate affatrsto

pyourselfB
' x-vONT shout when talking

L' into the telephone. Put a

Whisper-it Mouthpiece in place

of the one now on your tele-

phone and you can talk in natu-

ral low tones, even whisper,

yet be perfectly understood by

the listener at the other end of

the wire — and by him only.

And the Whisper-it is sanitary

—

only highly polished glass can touch

the lips. Safeguard your confidential

conversations.

Send a dollar now for a Whisper -it

Mouthpiece for your telephone.

Money back if not satisfied.

Live Agents Wanted

k %att\ ^

BROADWAVat 77th ST
r>r E>V YORK

Post-Mortems
Not a great while ago, I lunched

with a man who is connected with a

company of which I was, at one time,

advertising manager. We do not meet
often, so it took him the best part of

an hour to bring me up-to-date as to

what was going on in the business with
which I was once connected.

When he finished, I asked, "Any new
products being marketed?" That started

him and for a quarter of an hour he
enthused about the company's latest

"offering." It was, he said, "sweeping
the country"; "would be, in five years,

the biggest seller of all."

I said nothing; but after I got back

to my desk, I recalled a certain day—

•

it may have been fifteen years ago

—

when B (an associate of mine)

and I submitted that self-same product

to one of our superiors and asked for

his approval. We had everything

worked out in detail—product, pack-

age, name and introductory plan. We
knew we had a winner. But we were
not able to convince our superior. He
dismissed us with a few words of

thanks and the remark, "Nothing
doing! We have too many products

already."

Years after that, a competitor

introduced a product not unlike ours.

In a year it was on sale from one

end of the country to the other. It

has, I suppose, yielded several million

dollars profit. I believe it never would

have been heard of if the man to

whom we two went, in 1908 or 1909,

had said, "Boys, you've got something

real. Thanks!"
Oh, well, it will all be the same, a

hundred years from now.

Sleeping Cars in the Subway
The New York subway may be, as

the Subway Sun says it is, the "safe-

est railroad in the world." But I could

name at least thirty-two other rail-

roads I'd sooner travel over.

The fault I find with the subway is

that it lacks variety. One car is just

like all other cars. One guard looks

just like all other guards. And the

passengers—they look alike, too.

Yet, even in the subway, interesting

things happen, occasionally.

One night last winter, for example,

I saw a drunken sleight-of-hand per-

former extract half a dozen guinea-
pigs from inside the waistcoat of the

colored man seated alongside him.
More recently—a week or so ago—

I

boarded a local train. I saw—or, as
it proved, I thought I saw—some
vacant space in the center of the car.

When I got there I found that this

supposedly vacant space was occupied
by a man who had stretched himself,

full-length, on the rattan seats. Was
he? Sure! Very much so.

I slipped into a seat on the opposite
side of the car and from behind my
evening newspaper watched develop-

ments. As the train went on uptown,
the car got more and more crowded.
But no one disturbed the sleeper. One
man, very evidently Irish, started to

do so but changed his mind.
When I left the train it was packed

and jammed, but the sleeping beauty I

still occupied five seats, four of which

he had not paid for.

Could such a thing happen in any
other city? I doubt it. In New York,

I am told, it happens quite often.

Twentieth Century Progress

The inauguration of aerial mail ser-

vice between New York and San Fran-
cisco is another evidence of Twentieth
Century Progress (capital P for

progress, please). But I, for one, am
old-fashioned enough to believe that

for every ten persons who are benefited

by the establishment of a thirty-two

hour mail schedule between New York
and San Francisco, a hundred times

that many would be benefited by im-

proved postal service between New
York and points within a radius of 300

miles. For, unless my experience is

exceptional, it is pretty bad.
\

Early in June, I left New York,'

intending to spend the summer on Long
Island, in Maryland and in Pennsyl-

vania. From the cool resort where I

am sojourning at the moment, I could

get to New York in less than seven

hours; but my letters from New York
seldom reach me in less than thirty-sis

hours. And even when—as was the

case a week ago—I lived in one oi'

Baltimore's suburbs, my New York

Times often failed to get to me inside

twenty-four hours.

Chairmen of the Board
Presidents of railroads and manu-

facturing concerns usually make theii

homes very close to the enterprisei

with which they are connected.

When they are promoted and madi

Chairman of the Board, they almoBi

always head for New York. Jamoc.
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Keep It Simple

By W. Arthur Cole

MANY of the illustrated adver-

tisements that appear in the

cuiTent magazines are too

complicated. They would tell their story

far better if the art work were simpli-

fied. A recent Raybestos advertisement

drives this point home in interesting

fashion. The artist could have shown

a semaphore, a silent policeman, or a

traffic cop waving his hands to a group

of stationary or moving vehicles. In-

stead, the person responsible for the

art treatment of this particular adver-

tisement—it may have been the visual-

izer or Rockwell himself—told the story

with a portion of a figure, a hand, and

a whistle. Direct registration on the

public mind was gained by elimination

—simplicity.

Aside from the effective appeal

achieved through this simplicity of

treatment it must be remembered that

artists, like other human beings, have

their limitations. Few are versatile

enough to successfully illustrate an ad-

vertisement in which there are included

several figures of different ages, an

elaborate atmosphere as a setting, and

various properties assembled to com-
pare the quality or usefulness of other

similar articles with the product adver-

tised. An artist may be good on still

life and be unable to paint a human
being. He may be an excellent painter

of children and not of adults. There

is bound to be trouble when two or

more varying elements are introduced

in the same advertising picture.

If an advertisement is planned far

enough in advance to secure the ser-

vices of an artist like Rockwell, Biggs

or Gruger (and their type of work hap-

pened to be the thing desired), it is pos-

sible to obtain a well-rendered finish of

even the most complicated visualization.

As a rule, however, insufficient time is

allowed for the adequate preparation

of an advertisement. Keeping- in mind
the idea of simplification and the limi-

tations of artists will therefore help

more than any other one thing to im-

prove the looks, appeal and resultful-

ness of advertising. Making advertis-

ing pictures easy to grasp, coupled with
typography easy to read, gives an ad-

vertising message a greater chance at

the seat of consciousness of the reader.

Tnttle

Greensboro, N. C., agency is placing
advertising of N & W Overalls, made
in Lynchburg, Va. Southern papers
are being used.

Cleveland Advertising School

Opens its sixth term September 15.

Lectures will be given in new subjects,
with special emphasis on working prob-
lems for use in the classrooms. Among
the subjects covered are The Principles
of Advertising, The Tools of Advertis-
ing, The Carriers of Advertising and
Advertising Management.

Brown's Directory
of

American Gas Companies

IS NOW READY FOR
DISTRIBUTION

$10.00 a Copy
$7.50 to Gas Companies

ROBBINS PUBLISHING CO.
52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. C.

antern Slides

Victor Animatogi-aphCo.
315 Victor Bldg.. Davenport. lotoa.

Change of Address
Rrquesi must reach ADVERTISING
AND SELLING FORTNIGHTLY one
week before dale of Issue with
which it is to Inke efTcct. Be sure

to send both your old and your new
address.
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Slow Sales:

A Reason and a Remedy
By William G. Slillson

THE management of a candy

factory, making a line of "pail

specialties," developed the idea

that it wanted to make a pound pack-

age of very fine chocolates. It had an

expert candy maker who could make
a splendid product, and, of course,

an acceptable box was designed.

The package of chocolates was
prepared for the market, and it was
an unusually fine article at an attrac-

tive price. It got some initial dis-

tribution; then sales began to slow

up; then returned goods, grown stale

on the dealers' shelves, began to

cause loss, and it was not long be-

fore the item was dropped.

The sales department was criti-

cized as being deficient in ability.

It was clear to the house that the

sales department must have made up

its mind simply not to sell the prod-

uct, because in other items the sales

department functioned properly.

The company took its loss, but it

dropped the sales manager; and the

sales manager left wondering what
had gone wrong. He had honestly

tried. But if he had been a more ex-

perienced man he would have seen

the dangers in advance and refused

to undertake to market the product.

Here is what was wrong

:

His sales organization knew how
to market pail confections through

the wholesale grocery trade. It

knew the bulk candy business.

But selling a pound package of

fancy chocolates was as much a dif-

ferent problem as though that sales

organization had been asked to mar-

ket hair nets. In fact, if the new
product had been soap, it would have

been a simpler problem.

It isn't true that because a fifty-

pound pail of gum drops is classed

as confectionery and a half-pound

box of fancy chocolates is also

classed as confectionery that they

can be sold in the same way and

along the same lines and by the same
»uen. It is just as reasonable to say

that because a concern makes ma-
chinery that sells to the laundry-

trade it can also make machinery

that sells to the watch-making indus-

try and the same force of men can

sell both lines.

Marketing bulk grocery store con-

fectionery specialties and fancy con-

fectionery store or drug store choco-

lates through the same organization

is like juggling a cannon ball and a

peanut at the same time. It is done

now and then by an unusual individ-

ual who has an open-mouthed audi-

ence when he does it; and he is

regarded as a prodigy.

Not long ago a firm of merchan-

dise brokers who had for years made
a big success marketing sugar and

a general line of canned goods

secured the local representation of a

trade-marked line of specialty food

products in tin. Being canned goods

brokers, they were considered excel-

lent representatives for this line of

canned goods specialties.

But they failed signally.

THEY failed because there is ab-

solutely nothing in common be-

tween placing several carloads of

tomatoes and peas, sold on the basis

of price and to be packed under a

jobber's label, and a small line of

half a dozen food specialties that go

to a limited number of high-class

grocery and delicatessen stores. A
man who can place a car of corn or

a trainload of sugar with the gro-

cery trade is not necessarily fitted

to place a few cases of fancy food

products with a delicatessen store.

Once again, the cannon ball and
the peanut.

Recently a manufacturer of farm
machinery was trying to find some
new numbers to put into his line.

He advertised for something he

could make and sell through his

organization. One of the things

submitted was a cream separator.

It was a splendid separator, and
his production men were enthusi-

astic over its possibilities. They felt

they could make it to splendid ad-

vantage.

The management turned it down.

They did the correct thing when they

reached the decision that their sales

organization knew how to sell mow-

ing machines and gang plows but

did not know the technical side of

cream separators and only a special

and trained force of men could do

justice to such a product. Under-

taking its production would be more
than likely to result in piling up of

finished separators but with the

sales force unable to get proper

volume.

They could undoubtedly place

many separators with their regular

trade, but they did not have the ex-

perience as individual salesmen;

neither did the sales department as

an organization have the ability to

adapt itself to the specialized product.

5(
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ASALES department has its nat-i

ural limitations, just as the pro-

duction end of a business has its

natural limitations. Those limita-

tions are not necessarily due to lack

of scope on the part of the salesmen

or the sales management. Just as

often they are due to the limitations

of the channels through which the

business is done.

A concern making a general line

of canned fruits which sold to the

wholesale grocery trade decided to

add a line of soda fountain syrups.

It put out a good line, but its selling

organization could not make head-

way. It sold through merchandise

brokers, and these brokers operated

on a commission, or brokerage, basis.

It was decided when the syrup was

put on the market to give the

broker 50 per cent over the usual

canned goods brokerage, to make it

an incentive to him to push the new
product. And still nothing to speak

of happened. Finally, one broker

stated the facts, which should have

been clear in advance, and which

would have been clear to an experi-

enced sales department.

The merchandise broker could cal

on the trade he knew and place £

hundred cases, or five hundred cases

or a carload, and the quantity made

for a substantial brokerage. Hi

could afford to put the time to thi

work. He was operating in hii

usual channels. For years he ha(
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known his regular buyers and

worked with them.

Now he was being called upon to

'go to an entirely different class of

trade. He didn't know the buyers.

He didn't know their language or

their problems. He tried manfully

^to give his principal the volume to

which both principal and broker felt

the house was entitled. He became

tangled up in the trade practices

which prevailed.

When he did make a sale, it was a

small order, running low in actual

dollars, compared with his usual vol-

ume of busine.'^s. Neither he nor his

principal realized the peculiarities of

the soda fountain trade. At the end

,of the month his brokerage on

'syrups was a small, unsatisfactory

thing. Then he found that he had a

inumber of small bills to collect for

Ihis principal. He found that there

jWas a certain number of difficulties

to adjust. When he got all through
he realized that in trying to please

ihis principal and develop some syrup
'business he had got into a lot of lit-

Itle troubles, and had only come out

iafter showing himself a loss of time

jand money. After that he post-

iponed any further effort on syrups.

[He didn't like selling syrup; he
ididn't understand selling it; it was a

business foreign to him.

I

HE should never have been asked

to sell syrups to the fountain

[trade. His principal made a funda-

jmental error. He might as well have

:asked his traveling auditors to sell

'syrup to the soda fountain. The
Isales I'epresentative who is used to

jhandling carload lots can't turn

around over night and make himself

'a success selling case lots,

j
A manufacturer of cloaks and

'suits would hardly be inclined to

!have his operators make hair nets or

Irubber overshoes or hats during odd
moments, reasoning that because

;they all sell through department
I'Stores they are sufficiently similar

!for the same individual to make.

I

Yet it is just as hopeless to expect
profits from such a move as it is to

ask a sales force trained to sell con-

|fectionery to undertake to sell some-

;
thing as highly competitive as

(canned beans simply because jelly

beans and pork and beans are often
found on sale in the same store.

I "A good salesman can sell any-

I
thing," is a common statement. To

j

ja great extent it is a true statement,
i But while it is true that he CAN

—

I

it does not follow that he does.

i Salesmen are interested in volume.
If they are good salesmen, they are
iinore interested in showing big sales

We make
advertising motion picture films

on a basis that

business men will accept

ilT TAKES more than a camera and
photographer to make a good motion
picture for advertising or propaganda.
Capital is necessary; a well equipped

studio; a staff of directors; correct casting and a
supply of real talent; scenario and continuity

writers of experience: editors and titlers; and
last and perhaps most important, the connec-
tions, contacts and machinery for securing wide-
spread distribution, theatrical and non-theatrical.

Because we have just such a complete and ex-

perienced organization we can make to a business
man a business proposition that he can accept.

Briefly it is this: If we are authorized by you to

prepare an advertising motion picture, you pay
nothing until you have seen the completed film and
declare yourself satisfied.

Because of this policy we number amongst our
clients some of the largest firms in America.
Proof; their names; "what they say"; demon-
strations or explanations gladly and freely given.

May we hear from you?

Eastern Film Corporation
220 WEST 42nd ST., NEW YORK CITY

Telephone: Chickering 2110

Established 1910

ntinuously for over 14 years.

-* 1

ml
I 1i Ill

A few bound rcipies of Vol-

unics 1 :iii(l II are slill avail-

able. C Tbe price is S.S

eaeli ami includes postage.

C Each volume is complete
with index, cross-filed under
lille of article and name of

author, making it valuable
for reference purposes.

C .Address Circulation Man-
ager, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue,
New York.
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j(^tters That Qome In

The <J)fCorning's <J)fCail

Charles W. Mears,

Clcvtland. Ohio

"I like the Fortnightly immensely and

am glad to see that it is prospering. It

meets my needs so well that during those

weeks in-between-issues, I always lack

something stimulating, zestful and in-

formative."

Advertising
and Selling ^

FORTNIGHTLY

than in their own earnings. They
are successful salesmen because the

love of the work and the thrill which
comes with the glamor of big vol-

ume keep them at their work.

Inversely, when they are asked to

take on a new line, which has to be
sold with painstaking effort and at

the expense of time which could be

devoted to selling a larger volume of

the other line, the human element

asserts itself, and the salesman

works on the product which will

show the largest volume in dollars

and cents.

It is well enough to argue that

while this is so, it should not be so,

and that a force of salesmen can be

made to sell whatever the house

wants them to sell. That is correct.

But it is also true that a sales

force is maintained to show a house

the utmost in profitable volume. It

is not a iiort of necessary evil which
should stand punishment by being

made to do unnatural things.

The most successful sales manage-
ment is one which can recognize the

human equation and fit into it and

make the most of it.

AN interesting example of this

latter theory has recently been

worked out by the Borden company.

For years its sales organization has

been trained to sell carload lots of

canned milk to the wholesale grocery

trade. For years it made caramels

and milk chocolate, thus being its

own customer so far as the milk

which went into caramels and milk

chocolate was concerned. It packed

these products in drug-store-size

packages. Although its quality was

right, and its price was right, sales,

did not attain the desired volume.

Then the Borden company re-

sorted to the simple expedient ol

packing its caramels in large con-

tainers instead of small containers'

It taught its repi'esentatives to solicit

car-lot business on confectionery

just as they did on milk. Its repre,

sentatives, ti-ained to think in quan,

titles, found that while they coulc

not sell five small boxes of caramel;

they could sell hundred-pail lota

And without sacrificing the individu

alism of its representatives, withou'

asking them to do something whicl

was hard for them to do, but, on thi

contrary, giving them something t

do which they could understand am
to which they were used, the volum

was increased in a big way.

It is more natural and easier t

juggle three ten-pound iron ball

than to juggle one ten-pound bal

one peanut and one feather. And i

applies to sales management.

k

'f(

ti.
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Agreements with

Foreign Agencies

IT
is advisable to make haste slowly

in the matter of agency agree-

ments with foreign firms, states
' J. H. Barker, Jr., in a recent issue of

Cninnerce Reports. He cites the in-

stance of an American firm which ob-

tained the name of a dealer in the Far
East who seemed, on superficial exami-
nation, to be suited to represent it.

The firm forwarded to the dealer com-
plete information at first writing

—

c.italogs. price lists, and a draft of

the proposed agency agreement. The
dealer replied with the brief statement
that, as he was already handling a

competing line, he would not be inter-

ested in the proposition. The Ameri-
can firm was then in the position of

having given to a competitor, presum-
ably foreign, data that could be used
to its disadvantage.

It is pointed out that the remedy is

greater care in divulging information.

The question of agency contract and
prices could be left to the last stage
of negotiations, after a complete in-

vestigation has been made not only of

the dealer's ability to handle a line

of goods, but of his good faith in main-
taining relations during the period of

investigation. A duplicate copy of all

correspondence with him should be sent
to the appropriate American consul or
trade commissioner, who will be in

touch with negotiations and able to

offer his services if necessary.

Arthur H. Dix
Formerly assistant manager of The

Iron Age, New York, has been ap-
pointed circulation manager of that
publication.

Beiisou, Gamble & Crowell

Chicago, appointed advertising coun-
sel to Chicago Flexible Shaft Com-
pany, same city.

Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap. Inc.

Firm name of this Milwaukee ad-
vertising agency has been changed
to Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap-Young-
green. Inc. Mr. Younggreen becomes
a member of the firm, dating back to
January 1, 1924. He assumes the
duties of vice-president and general
manager. Mr. Younggreen has been
with this company since July, 1923.
Other officers of the agency are : W.
F. Dunlap, president; G. W. Klau, sec-
retary, and A. Van Pieterson, treas-
urer. The agency will direct adver-
tising for the Price-HoUister Company
of Rockford, 111., builders of Ford part.^
and accessories.

Ray D. Lillibridge, Inc.

The Chase Metal Works, Waterbury
Manufacturing Company and Noera
Manufacturing Company of Water-
bury, Conn., have placed their adver-
tising with Ray D. Lillibridge, In-
corporated, New York, engineers and
general advertising agents.

Rate for advertisements inserted in this department it 36 cents a line—6 pt. type. When larger
type is used charge is based on 6 pt. line space basis. Minimum charge $1.80. Forms close Saturday

noon before date of issue.

Business Opportunities

Ask for your copy of our Bulletin at

your home address. Harris-Dibble Com-
pany, 345 Madison Ave., New York City.

REPRESENTATIVE
wanted to secure distribution of a particularly

chic type of handmade Oriental dolls. Opportu-
nity offers for promotion and sales work in a iield

yielding first grade returns. Please give full

details in writing to Bo.\ 1059, Shanghai, China.

Position Wanted

WANTED—AN OPPORTUNITY
I am one of the so-called "weaker sex" but there
is nothing weak about my ability in Direct Mail
and general advertising. Can you use my serv-
ices? Box No. 176. Adv. and Selling Fort., 52
\'anderhilt Ave., Xew York City.

RIGHT HAND MAN
Now available to busy advertising executive.
Has creative ability together with practical ex-
perience in advertising detail, copy, layout, pur-
chasing:, etc. Seeks connection where capabilities
will win proper recognition. Box 172, Adver-
tising and Selling Fortnightly, 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., New York City.

Editor-writer. 31, college education, extensive
experience trade and business magazines, suc-
cessful record ; best references ; experienced buyer
printing, engraving: have written feature articles
for prominent magazines on business methods ;

present location Chicago. Box 181, Adv. and
Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
City.

MAGAZINE AND AGENCY
EXPERIENCE

I want a future my present connection cannot
offer. .\m salary-sensible, teachable, 25, married.
Unusual, forceful writer—with imagination. Two
years on

_
two publications—one Western and

semi-technical, one a national popular magazine

—

writing,
_
rewriting, reporting, editing, reading

manuscripts, making-up, correspondence. Five
months with an agency—my present position

—

copy writing, some contact. Honor graduate,
school of journalism. Also specialize in English
and p.sychology. Box 17.?, Advertising and Sell-
mg Fortnightly, 52 Vanderbilt -Ave., New York
Citv.

Position Wanted

Advertising man. assistant to manager, with
manufacturer. 30 years old ; practical printer

;

knows layout, art engraving, experienced in

routine and contact with agency, printers, trade
papers, etc. ; careful production man ; good per-
sonality, moderate salary. Box 178, Adv. and
Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
City.

For the past three years I have been assistant
to the sales manager of a house marketing a
product with a nationwide sale. My future here
seems a little distant and so I'm looking for the
opportunity to grow with a smaller firm, .^m
experienced organizer, and can handle men.
Box 18(1. Adv. and Selling Fort.. 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., New York City.

SALES MANAGER
Have been sales manager of a wholesale
grocery company for the past three years. Dur-
ing this time the sales have shown an appreci-
able increase. Am now ai\xious to locate in
the East. Not necessarily the grocery line.
Write Box 177, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52
Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

Help Wanted

WANTED AT ONCE
Experienced copywriter on technical products for
house organ, dealer helps and direct mail .-K

real job with a real concern at a real salary
Address Box 174, Adv. and Selling Fort., ,S2

N'anderbilt .^ve.. New York City.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR-
ENGINEERING PUBLICATION

To assist in handling monthly engineering journal
published by large Milwaukee manufacturer. Ex-
perience with contracting or engineering desir-

Enthusiasm and lovaltv essentiaf.
175, .\dvertising and Selling Fortnightly,
Vanderbilt Ave., New York Citv.

One of our clients has an executive position open
for a man with experience as s.-iles correspondent.
The of«ce is in Chicago. We desire a man
around 27 years old. Write fully to Box 179.
Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New
\'ork Citv.

Miscellaneous

For your little daughter—a cheerfully comfort-
able country home on the Sound. Excellent
schools nearby. Careful motherly supen-ision.
Preliminary interview in New York. Cornelia
P. Lathrop. A2 Fifth .\vc.. New York Cit%-.
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Advertisers' Index

[«]
Advertiser's Weekly 63

Ajax Photo Print Co 54

Akron Beacon Journal 48

American Lumberman 63

American Photo-Engravers Assn 53

American Tel. & Tel. Co 61

Animated Products Corp 52

Architectural Record. The 51

Atlantic Monthly Press, The 55

Automobile Trade Journal
Insert Bet. 58 and 59

Aarons, Leo 65

m
Bakers Weekly 63

Barton. Durstine & Osborn, Im- 25

Bates. Charles Austin 43

Boot & Shoe Recorder 61

Building Supply News 59

Business Bourse 56

[e]
Campbell-Ewald Co 9

Capper Publications 35

Cavanagh. J. Albert 60

Chicago Daily News . .Inside Front Cover
Chilton Company. .Insert Bet. 58 and 59

Christian Science Monitor 29

Cincinnati Enquirer 39

Coal Age 7

Colylt Laboratories, A. A 64

Cram Studios. The 58

Current Opinion 10

[d]
Daily Herald. The 58

De Molay Councillor 47

Denne & Co., Ltd., A. J 58

[e]
Economist Group 32-33

Expositor. The 43

[/]
Farm Journal, The 37

Federal Advertising Agency 31

M
Gagnier Stereotype Foun(h'y 50

Galloway, Ewing 61

Gas Age-Record 62

Gatchel & Manning. Inc 44

Goode & Berrien. Inc 46 and 50

Grand Rapids Furniture Record 51

Gude Co., O. J Insert Facing 46

m
Hannah & Associates, F. A 51

Harper & Brothers 63

Hotel Belleclaire 64

Hotel St. James 56

[»]
Igelsiroem Co., The John 61

Indianapolis News 4

Ingram. W. Scott 63

[i]
lardine. W 54

Jewish Daily Forward 51

[1]%..
Lill^bridge, Inc., Ray D.

Insert Bet. 38 and 39

Lippincott Co.. J. B 42

Los Angeles Examiner 27

[m]
McCann Co., H. K 12

Market Place 65

Morrison 59

M
National Miller 61

National Petroleum News ...Back Cover
National Register Publishing, Inc 54

Nation's Business 6

New York Daily News 49

Nonu.nl Instructor and Primary Plans. 40

[o]

Oral Hvgiene

[P]
Park .\venue Hotel 46

Paschall. Irvin F.. Inc 52

People's Home Journal 45

People's Popular Monthly Facing 47

Pittsford Co., Ben C 38

[q]
Quality Group, The 41

[r]

Radio Digest 56

Richards Co., Joseph 3

Rotarian, The 59

Rural Life and Farm Stock Journal... 58

[*]
Selling Aid 51

Shaw, Keith 59

Simmonds & Barrett Co 38

Simmons Boardman Publishing Co.

Insert Bet. 42 and 43

Southern Ruralist. . .Insert Bet. 50 and 51

Standard Rate & Data Service 57

Superior Color Co 54

[']

Thomas Publishing Co 40

Tank! Service Bureau 63

Textile World Inside Back Cover
True Story Magazine. The 8

Tuthill Advertising Agency 60

[tt]

United Publishers' Corp 32-33

United Publishers' Corp., Automotive
Division Insert Bet. 58 and 59

[f]
Victor Animalograph Co 51

Wienes Typographic Service, Inc 46

AdvertisingCalendar

September 17—Fall meeting. Inter-
state Circulation Managers Associa-
tion of Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Maryland, Delaware, District of Co-
lumbia and West Virginia. Hotel
Sylvania, Philadelphia.
Septbmber 22-25—Advertising Spe-

cialty Association Convention, Chi-
cago, 111.

.SEaTEMER 29-OCTOBER 1—First An-
nual Convention, Window Display
Advertising Association, Cleveland,
Ohio.
October 7-S—Fifth Annual Meet-

ing, National Publishers Association,
Briarcliff Lodge, Eriarcliff ilanor,
N. Y.

Va.
October 13-14—Annual Conven-

tion and Exhibit, National Indus-
trial Advertising Association. Edge-
water Beach Hotel, Chicago, 111.

October 13-14—National Industrial
Advertisers Association, Chicago
Beach Hotel, Chicago.
October 13-lS—Thirty-Fourth An-

nual Convention of The Poster Ad-
vertising Association, Inc., Hotel
Statler, Detroit, Mich.
October 14—Meeting of Executive

Board. American Association of Ad-
vertising Agencies, Chicago, 111.

October 15-lti—American Associa-
tion of Advertising Agencies. Chi-
cago.
October - 15-16—Annual meeting.

American Association of Advertising
Agencies, Chicago, 111.

OcTOBEE 16-17—Audit Bureau of
Circulations, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
October 16-17 — Annual Conven-

tion, Audit Bureau of Circulations,
Chicago, 111.

October 27-2S — Insurance --Vdver-
tising Conference of the Associated
Advertising Clubs of the World,
Schenley Hotel. Pittsburgh, Pa.
October 27-2S — National Conven-

tion, Mail Advertising Service -As-
sociation, William Penn Hotel, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.
October 27-29—.Associated Busi-

ness Papers, Inc., Hotel Astor, New
York.
October 29-30-31 — Annual Con-

vention of the Direct Mail Advertis-
ing Association, S.vria Mosque, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.
November 10-15—Second Advertis-

ing Exposition, New York.
November 16-19—.Annual advertis-

ing convention. District No. 1 of the
Associated Advertising Clubs of the
World, Hotel Bond, Hartford, Conn.
November 17-19—Annual Meeting,

Association of National Advertisers,
Inc., Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City,
New Jersey.

The Editor will be glad to receive,
in advance, for listing in the Adver-
tising Calendar, dates of activities of
national interest to advertisers.

M. H. Arends
Formerly bu.siness manager of the

St. Augustine, Florida, Eveniny Rec^
ord, and general manager of the Day-
tona, Florida, Daily News, has joined
the advertising staff of Mid-Week Pic-

torial, published in rotogravure by the

New York Times Company. Mr.
Arends was at one time connected with
the Morse International Agency, and
the Benjamin & Kentnor Company,
publishers representatives.

Republican National Cnrnmittee

Will place general magazine, news-
paper and farm paper advertising for

the 1924 presidential campaign through
Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., and
W. L, Brann, Inc., both of New York.
Religious press advertising will be

'

placed by the Gardner Advertising
Company, New York.
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White Space

PLUS
RECENTLY one of our advertisers remarked

to us, "every one knows about TEXTILE
> WORLD and its value as an advertising

medium but not many know about the additional

services you people render. Why not tell them

about it?"

We are therefore describing below the principal

types of service we offer to clients.

Questions and Information. TEXTILE WORLD'S
staff answers questions in regard to all phases of

the textile industry. Several editors and steno-

graphers are kept busy all the time on this work.

Investigations and Market Surveys. We furnish

reports of a technical or merchandising character on

the uses, possibilities of sale, buying habits and sales

plan in respect to any product in its relation to the

textile industry. These reports are prepared by the

technical editorial department and are entirely de-

void of advertising bias.

Acquaintance With Mill Men. We have on file the

records of several thousand practical men experienced

in the various branches of the industry, and have

many times been instrumental in securing represen-

tatives, salesmen or agents for our clients and estab-

lishing selling connections for them.

Mailing and Salesmen's Route Lists. Advertisers are

furnished with a copy of the Official American Tex-
tile Directory which contains all data about each

textile manufacturing organization in the United

States, Canada and Mexico necessary for the compila-

tion of any kind of textile prospect list. Our services

are also available for consultation and advice in the

preparation of lists. Every client who uses The
Consolidated Textile Catalogs is loaned a printed

copy of the distribution list which contains the name
and title of the key man in charge of buying for each
mill organization.

Textile Advance News. The Textile Advance News
is a mid-week special sales service furnished by us

and mailed free on every Wednesday to all adver-

tising clients using more than $200 worth of space

a year in our publications. To all others the cost

of this service is $15.00 a year. For 36 years this

has been a feature of TEXTILE WORLD'S service

to advertisers and it is universally recognized as the

most accurate, complete and helpful information

service, reporting new mill enterprises, changes in

existing organizations and all manner of business and
personal items of assistance to a sales department.

Copy Service. For those who do not employ the

services of advertising agencies, we offer the facil-

ities of our Copy Service Department which is

equipped to handle all details of the preparation of

advertising campaigns to the textile field, or to

consult in an advisory capacity with those who wish

to prepare their own copy. There is no charge for

consultation (except traveling expenses when in-

curred) nor for writing copy. Special art work, cuts

and engravings are charged at cost. All of this work
is performed within our own organization by a staff

of writers and artists who are thoroughly experienced

in modern advertising practices, and in addition have

made a careful study of sales problems peculiar to

textile mills.

What We Do Not Do. Under no consideration will

we undertake to make actual sales for clients. We
consider such transactions unethical and bad business.

We offer to render no service to your competitors

which is not equally available to you. There are

many instances where we have arranged for a new
product to be tried out under actual mill conditions

but it is always understood that it is for the purpose

of experimental test and is not a disguised sales

solicitation.

TextileTVbdd
Audit Bureau of Circulations

Associated Business Papers, Inc.

334 Fourth Ave., New York
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The Economics of Distribution
and Consumption in CHicag'o

BASED on its large and prosperous population, two

factors make Chicago one of the richest and most

economically served markets in the world for the

national advertiser.

The first of these factors is, of course, the vast number
of retail outlets serving a population of more than

3,300,000, in an area less than 40 miles from center to

circumference. Thirty-eight of the forty-eight states of

the Union have a smaller population than Chicago alone.

Low distribution costs, transportation and warehousing

charges—all the elements of successful merchandising

—are available here on an economical basis unexcelled

anywhere in the world.

The second factor is the economy and effectiveness of

advertising coverage. One medium—The Chicago

Daily News—reaches and influences the buying de-

cisions of the great majority of financially competent

households in Chicago and its immediate suburbs. In

this territory is concentrated 94 per cent of The Daily

News 400,000 circulation—1,200,000 daily readers.

Local advertisers, familiar with this fact, capitalize it

by placing the preponderance of their advertising in

The Daily News—and national advertisers who have

or seek distribution here can wisely follow the lead and

advice of local experts.

The thoroughness, economy and effectiveness of its

advertising coverage place The Daily News, year by

year, far in the lead of all other Chicago daily papers in

the volume of display advertising printed,

TKe Chicag'o Daily Nevv^s
First in Chicago

allllllllllllllllMllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllililllllllllim^

I'ubliKhi-d uv.-ry uth.
year. Volume ;i. .N'
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Page 5—The News Digest

IJ.A.A.

New York Council, at a meeting held

eptember 18, elected the following

iiembers to the board of governors for

le two-year period 1924-192U: William
,. Boardman of George Batten Com-
any. Inc.; Robert Tinsman of Federal
advertising Agency; M. P. Gould of M.
'. Gould Company; and Merrill B.

ands of the Erickson Company, Inc.

tewart L. Mims, Wendell P. Colton

nd John H. Hawley will continue to

erve on the board for the year 1924-

925.

\tttle

Greensboro, N. C, is to direct adver-
ising for the High Point Overall Coni-

any, that city.

\idvertising Club Golf Association

' At the tournament held at the Engle-
TOod Country Club, Englewood, N. J.,

leptember 16, the Presbrey Cup was
yon for the coming year by H. L.

Valker, of the Walker Engraving Co.,

vith a net score of 68. Low gross was
von by Gilbert C. Tompkins, of Stan-
ord-Briggs, Inc., with an 84. Second
ow net was won by M. C. Robbins, pub-
isher of Advertising and Selling
''ORTNIGHTLY, with a 93, less 22, mak-
ing 71. G. H. Gunst, of the E. Katz
Special Advertising Agency, brought in

he third low, a 75, after his handicap
)f 12 was deducted from a card of 87.

n the qualifying round held in the
iiorning F. C. Gephart won the low net
'or nine holes with a 35. The associa-

ion reelected all the officers for 1924-

i!5. They are: President, John I.

Wheaton; vice-president, Wesley Fer-
I'in; treasurer, Montague Lee.

•S. A. Conover Company
Boston agency, will direct advertis-

ng for the United Fruit Company, that
.'ity.

\Date Set for
•Houston Convention
' At a recent meeting of the Executive
Committee of the A. A. C. of W. the
idates for the next annual convention
of the association at Houston, Tex.,
were set for May 10-14, 1925. It was
found that another convention of im-
[Portance had been scheduled for Hous-
ton for May 17, the date originally
•suggested.

Paper Makers' Advertising Club
I Boston, Mass., have offered a bronze
^placnue to the advertising club sending
ithe largest delegation to the Direct
iMail Advertising Association Conven-
tion at Pittsburgh, October 29-31. This
IS the fourth time the trophy has been

,
presented. The New York club won it
]the first time at Springfield, while the
I'-hicago club carried it off at Cincin-
I'lati and St. Louis.

The Tliiimbnail

Business Review

SENTIMENT seems definitely oplimis-

tic. There is no boom in the making,
so far as the data at hand indicate.

Improvement will be slow, but steady.

<S. Basic industries are making progress.
Steel fabrication is now at 60 per cent of

full capacity, coniiJared with 45 per cent
in July. Railroad buying sponsors niuc'i

of the increase. A good demand for steel

also comes from agricultural implement
manufacturers.

<L Mining of copper, lead, gold and silver

is also on the upgrade. Most of the metal
producing plants are making money. High
prices received by farmers for autumn
crops has stimulated many lines of trade,

particularly in the Northwest and Middle
West. Fruit growers in certain parts of

the country have let crops rot on the
trees because there was no profit in send-
ing them to market at the prices obtain-

able. Here would seem a good oppor-
tunity for some constructive organization
and marketing plans.

C Car loadings of miscellaneous and
merchandise freight since the first of the
year are within 2 per ceiU of what they
were in 1923, tending to indicate that

business has not been so bad as com-
plaints have led us to believe. Coal, ore
and coke movement, however, has suffered
a drastic drop. Buying of bituminous
coal is more active at the moment than
it lias been in months.

C Automobile manufacturers have
brought production down on a par with
orders from dealers. The surplus stocks
of cars in the hands of distributors have
been reduced to a minimum. Tlie tire

industry is enjoying its best volume of

business in three years. Alex Moss.

The C. L. llouser Company
Newspaper publishers' representa-

tive, with offices in New York and Chi-
cago, has been appointed national ad-
vertising representative of the Flush-
ing Daihi Timen, Flushing, N. Y., eflFec-

tive September 15.

n . L. Douglas Dies

William L. Douglas, shoe manufac-
turer and former governor of Massa-
chusetts, died Sept. 17 after a long ill-

ness. He was born in Plymouth, Aug.
22, 1845. William Lewis Douglas had
an interesting career. He rose from
the humblest surroundings to become
one of the wealthiest shoe manufactur-
ers in the United States. In 1876,
with a capital of $875, borrowed from
friends, he started in business. He
was always a firm believer in advertis-
ing and as soon as he had some spare
cash started an advertising campaign
for his products that brought results.
In 1904 he was elected Governor of
Massachusetts with a plurality of more
than 35,000 votes. He declined a le-
nomination. He devoted himself to
ijusiness and to the establishment of
various philanthropies which he cre-
ated, notably the Douglas Eye and Ear
Fund for the treatment of children in
Brockton, and the Brockton Hospital.

"The Golden Book"
New monthly magazine of the Re-

view of Reviews Corporation, New
York, to be issued January, 1925. Will
devote itself to literature of the better
kind, fiction, verse and true stories.
Henry W. Lanier will be the editor, as-
sisted by William Lyons Phelps, Stuart
E. Sherm.an and John Cotton Dana as
staff advisors.

John M. Handley
Of the Chicago office of Lord &

Thomas, has been awarded the order
of the Chevalier of the Crown of Italy
in recognition of his services in organ-
izing the Italy-America Society of Chi-
c-go and encouraging cultural relations
between the United States and Italy.

Alfred Austin Advertising Agency
New York, has been retained by the

Brunswick-Harris Corporation to se-

cure distribution and promote the sale
of its new line of "Shrunk-Fast" wash
fabrics.

Bauerlein. Inc.

New Orleans, will direct advertising
for Norman May^r & Company, and
Gallup, Incorporated, that city.

Association of P\'invspaper

Advertising Executives

At a dinner meeting to be held at
the Union League Club, Chicago on
Oct. 16, the directors and committee
members will decide where the 1925
convention will be held. There is con-
siderable sentiment in favor of holding
the sessions at Houston. Tex., in con-
junction with the international con-
vention of the A. A. C. of W.

[additional news on othek pages]



fVe annnttnce with pleasure that our monthly contests,for skill in advertising and printing,

will be continued. $200 each month is awarded to the printer and the advertising man who
jointly produce the best work on Camine's Papers. There is no fee for entering— simply

send us samples of all work you produce on any Cantine Paper. H^inners for July—
Bebout Printing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, and Robinson-Eschner /tdverlising Company,
Erie, Pa.—for their excellent work on bulletin S-60, the beautiful and effective catalog of Erie

Steam Shovel Company, Erie, Pa., printed on Cantine's Ashokan No. i Enamel.

FOR nearly forty years we have been manufacturing

coated papers exclusively. Specialization has enabled

us to make papers of exceptional qualities.

Our "Velvetone," for example, gives those beautiful

velvety soft halftone effects obtained from dull-finished

stock. Yet, due to the Cantine "semi-dull-coating"

process, Velvetone can be "made-ready" and printed

much more easily than other papers of this character.

This means economy. Nevertheless, Velvetone costs no
more than ordinary dull-coated papers. Try Velvetone

and get better results at lower net cost.

Printers are invited to write for valuable suggestions on the use of
dull-finished papers. Cantine's Coated Papers are made to meet all

requirements of good halftone and color printing. Carried in stock
by leading dealers in principal cities. For catalog, together with par-
ticulars of monthly contests, address The Martin Cantine Company,
Saugerties, N. Y., Dept. 26.

Qantin^
Can FOLD Ashokan Esopus Velvetone LlTHOCIS
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Construction of Filter
Bed in a Water Puri-

fication Plant.

Why it is called

"civiP' engineering

—

WEBSTER defines "civil" as.

meaning

—

in accordance with
the requirements of civiliza-

tion. Hence, that branch of engineer-

ing which provides pure water supply,

safe sewage disposal, good highways,

railways, bridges, industrial and com-
mercial buildings, systems of irriga-

tion, etc., is called civil engineering.

The civil engineer and the con-

tractor prepare the way for the ad-

vance of civilizatipn. The civil en-

gineer plans, designs and supervises

the work. The contractor executes

it. Together they control the pur-

chases in the 6-billion-dollar-a-year

market of the civil engineering and
construction field.

Some of the expenditures in this

field for 1923 are—$125,036,000 for

waterworks, $133,538,000 for sewers,

$133,556,000 for bridges, $103,982,000

for excavation, irrigation and drain-

age, $923,674,000 for streets and roads,

$563,222,000 for industrial works,
$1,626,784,000 for commercial build-

ings, etc., etc.

More than 31,000 civil engineers

and contractors in the United States
and in 55 foreign countries read En-
gineering News-Record each week.
Here are your buyers—if you make

or sell any kind of equipment, mate-
rials or supplies used in the civil en-
gineering and construction field.

TliL- 15 McClrau
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Read these telegrams received by True Story

Magazine a week after publication day:
Grand Rapids Mich

Estimated final sale of ninety percent of order

True Story T M Shaw

Oklahoma Cily Okla
Fifty percent of dealers asked for reorders al-

ready with original orders being increased

over last month October True Story going

over big Harvey P. Everset

New Haven Conn
Eighty five percent of distribution sold

J W Miller

El Paso Tex
Net sale October True Story to date sixty seven

percent Sandoval

Providence R I

October True Story going heavy Between
seventy five and eighty five percent sold to

date M SUverstein

New Bedford Mass
Eighty percent sold to date

New Bedford News Co.

Los Angeles Calif

Percentage of sale to date eighty three percent
Chas B Egbert

Worcester Mass
Net sale about seventy percent on True Story

to date Samuels News Agency

Jacksonville Fla
Sale October True Story to date as shown by

better stands about eighty percent of distri-

bution E W White

San Diego Calif

Check on stands True Story is at least seventy

five percent sold Will get record breaking sale

Edwin Schneider

Erie Penn
Recheck shows approximate sixty five percent

sale on distribution October True Story
Erie News Co

Minneapolis Minn
True Story seventy two percent sold to date

We will not have as much as ten percent

returns J L Bolter

Rochester N Y
Seventy percent sold

Manson
Spokane Wash

One thousand eighty True Story on all stands

Best displayed magazine on all stands

Lee W Woodmansee
Portland Ore

October True Story approximately sixty five

percent sold F N Bay

Kansas City Mo
October True Story selling good Returns will

be less than five percent My increase from
seven thousand to eight thousand this early

in the season proves you have my hearty

cooperation
Kerns News Agency

Troy N Y
Eighty five (85%) per cent sold to the pres-

ent date W 1 Sheldon

Schenectady N Y
Eighty five percent or better sold to date

J Morlock
Neiv Orleans La

October True Story selling strong
M R Bankston

Baltimore Md
Estimate seventy five percent of distribution

sold Jack

Ft Worth Tex
Seventy percent sale to date

W T Ponder
Syracuse N Y

True Story selling big L Karp

Nashville Tenn
Over fifty percent sold Returns less than ten

percent Bennet News Co

Indianapolis Ind
Rush two hundred more October issue

Harry Dewolf
Salt Lake City Utah

We made a check up yesterday on the ma-
jority of our stands and find that they are

sold out within 80 percent of their full draw
W. C. Bingham

Philadelphia Penn
True Story selling as usual Largest dealer

selling 400 copies clean Distribution best

yet Sam Kligman

Fort Wayne Ind
Seventy five percent of distribution sold

M W Price

Cleveland Ohio
Better than ninety percent of dealers original

order sold Henry Solomon

St Louis Mo
Sold seventv five percent of my order

W Molasky
Elizabeth N }

80 percent sold Look for clean sale

Union County News Co.

Peoria Ills

Seventy five percent already sold Wired for

one hundred more
Peoria News Agency

Scranton Penna
October True Story selling big Can use more
one hundred copies

M L Goodman
Atlanta Ga

I believe we can use four or five hundred
more of October copies Please rush

M T Robertson
Norfolk Va

October True Story selling even better than
anticipated Sent you reorder Please rush
Will run short All my reserves exhausted
September returns on True Story 187 from
3600 Joe M Pomarlen

Reading Penn
To date we have sold forty five hundred
October True Story

Smith and Merget
Philadelphia Penn

The sale October True Story to date sixty

percent One hundred window and stand displays
Glassmans and Solotoff

Knoxville Tenn
We have sold eighty percent of our October
True Story

Dan Chambliss Co Inc
Detroit Mich

Checkup of two hundred dealers shows Octo-
ber True Story seventy one percent sold

Ludington News Co
Des Moines loua

About eighty percent of October True Story
already sold We have less than fifty in stock

Ruecker & Lucas
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Highway lighthouses are

placed on the main high-

ways of New Jersey and

other leading states at

points officially approved

by the State Highway

Commission. These main

arteries carry the bulk of

the nation's interstate and

national motor traffic.

atewaij

THE main highwaj's of New Jersey not only carry a

large local and interstate traffic, but also serve as a

gateway to New York for motorists from the South and the

West. Like a great hand, this network of main highways

spans the state and links up its growing cities atid subur-

ban communities.

New Jersey was one of the first states to recognize the

value of signalized trails. Flasliing Highway Lighthouses

will be found at officially approved locations such as

Cross Roads, Sharp Curves and Railroad Crossings.

On account of their signal function Highway Light-

houses are located at the edge of the roadway and com-

mand instant attention by day and night.

It follows that your message on the panels of Light-

houses is not only most effective advertising, but also

renders a needed public service in your name.

Far-sighted Executives are invited

to ask for further information.

Highway Lighthouse Company
100 East 42nd Street New York

A Division of The A. G. A. Company, Elizabeth, Netv Jersey

HIGHWAY LIGHTHOUSES RENDER A PUBLIC SERVICE IN YOUR NAME
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^riscilla is their guide

to the Land of better Home
More than 600,000 women rely on Modern 'Prisalla to teach them the best house-

keeping methods, and to keep them posted on every new development in the field

of home making and home management. They look to the Housekeepers at the

Priscilla Proving Plant for accurate information regarding the merits of food prod-

ucts, housekeeping tools of every kind, soaps, cleansers, textiles—

And naturally, when it comes to buying any of these things, they prefer those

that have been tested and approved in '7'riscilla's Home.

Very definitely, Modern '7'riscilla's more than 600,000 readers belong to one class

they are not housekeepers, merely, but homemakers. And for this reason they

form, for the man who is selling any product designed for home or family use,

a market well worth cultivating—
A market he can reach most economically through the magazine that has become

their guide and everyday working companion ; that has helped them fill their hope

chests make their trousseaux, their baby clothes, all sorts of lovely things for their

homes— that has won their admiration and respect by its practical helpfullness

and its devotion to the subject in which they are most interested— the making of

better homes.

mODERN 'PRISCILLA

New York

The Trade Paper of the Home

BOSTON Chicp
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ENTRIES and recommendations
for the Harvard Advertising
Awards, established by Ed-

ward W. Bok, will close at 5 p. m.,

Friday, October 10.

A gold medal will be given to

the individual who in the opinion
of the jury has done most to raise

the standards of advertising; three
awards, of $1,500 each, will go to

the best advertising campaigns and
researches during the year; a third

group of awards, $1,000 each, will

be given for the best individual
advertisements.
The jury appointed to decide the

awards is comprised of Bruce Bar-
ton, M. T. Copeland, O. C. Harn,
H. K. McCann, Conde Nast, E. W.
Parsons, Stanley Resor, Harry
Dwight Smith, Daniel Starch and
Philip Thomson.

All communications should be
addressed to the Secretary, Har-
vard Advertising Awards, 17 Uni-
versity Hall, Cambridge, Mass.
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New York
Uptown and Downtown

Cleveland
Chicago
Denver

San Francisco

Los Angeles •

Toronto
Montreal

significant trade-

marks ; Bordcns "Ea^le

Brand ''and M^'Cann's

"Truth Weil Told" -

MXann advertising

has helped to develop

the enviable reputation

which "Eagle Brand"

enjoys ^ ^ ^ ^

THE H.K.M^CANN COMPAN^
oAcBertisin^

/
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Going After Extra Markets

for Your Product
By Robert R. Updegraff

EVERY so often seme busi-

ness man with brains

and imagination discovers

^i new market for an old pred-

ict or service or idea. Where-
ipon a dozen other business

nen ask themselves why they

iid not think of the same
hing themselves.

It is a truth which should

;jink into the mind of every

man who sells, or who faces the

ijob of writing advertising

which is intended to sell, that

!there are new or extra markets
;for nearly every product or ser-

yice if they but had the imagi-

nation to discover or invent

them. Sometimes it is neces-

sary to make some change in

the product to fit it to these ex-

tra markets, but generally it

resolves itself merely into a

problem of changing people's

minds, or of planting new con-

ceptions in people's minds.
I For years no one dreamed
that yeast could be sold for

anything but bread raising;

now it is sold in vastly greater

quantities, I am told, as an aid

ito health. Nothing had to be
[changed about the yeast; the

extra market was developed in

'someone's imagination and
'made a reality by means of broad

;
advertising and aggressive sales and

i distribution methods.

I
The same is true of Listerine.

Glasses for afternoon, evening and
sports wear! Why not? The Shur-

On Optical Co. advertises to cultivate

these extra markets

Sold for many years as a specialty

for limited use, when the Halitosis

idea was coupled with it, an extra

market was added almost over night.

And now the proprietors of

this product are using adver-

tising to broaden their market
still further by featuring Lis-

terine for use as a bodily deo-

derant. And all this without
changing the product, or even

the package; the changing has
been done in people's minds by
means of advertising.

On the other hand, the Con-
goleum Company opened up
several "extra" markets for the

linoleum type of coverings a

dozen years ago when it

brought out printed floor cover-

ings in a new form—-in rug
shapes and patterns of stand-

ard sizes, with borders around
them, instead of merely in all-

over patterns in rolls to be sold

'by the yard. These "rugs"
opened new rooms in thousands

of homes as markets for

printed floor-coverings—maid's

rooms, children's rooms, sun
porches, vestibules, and even

living and dining-rooms in less

pretentious homes. The Con-

goleum Company did a business

last year of well over $20,000,-

000, built up to a considerable

extent on these extra rooms,

and a number of other manu-
facturers are reaping a large

sales harvest from this same added-

room market.

For a generation the Stanley

Works, of New Britain, Conn., has
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made tools. Within the

past two years it has

gi'eatly increased its mar-
ket by going after homes
in a serious way, almost

as an extra market for its

line of tools, which has

long been marketed as a

line of carpenters' tools.

It has not been necessary

to change the tools; but

special individual pack-

ages have been created

for the household trade

and a new trademark, the

Stanley Four-Square, has

been introduced. A con-

sumer campaign of large

proportions is now run-

ning in the magazines to

introduce Stanley Tools

to this extra market.
A Gruen watch adver-

tisement running in cur-

rent periodicals is de-

voted to the proposition

that every man needs two
good watches—a pocket

watch for dress and a

strap or wrist watch for

business and sports wear. There are

enough men who can well afford

"two good watches," once they get

the idea in their heads of the prac-

ticality of the idea, to make a rather

sizeable extra market for watches.

The same might be said of eye-

glasses. Men and women ought to

have at least two pairs of glasses,

not only as protection in case they

lose or break one pair, but to give

them a pair with mountings suitable

for formal wear and a pair with

mountings for everyday use. The
Shur-On Optical Co. is even now con-

ducting an extensive campaign of

advertising to cultivate this extra

market. "Ask your optical specialist

There is room now in your home

for an inviting extra bathroom

why lei this valuable space go unused when it can

add so much to your comfort and convenieitce?

, :, v-|
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Bread and Butter Problems

[)/ a Sales Manager

The Once-Around SalesmanWho
Hypnotizes His Trade

By V. V. Lawless

W 7"^ were put-

%^L/ ting a new
Tt brand of

salad dressing on the

market and were in-

.terviewing men to

make up a sales force,

[when a man named
McGuiness drifted in.

iHe explained that he

(was not an ordinary
specialty salesman,

I

but that he had gone
(beyond that stage

^and could go into

j

tough markets and
^open them in a hurry.

'For that he wanted
I $50 more a month
[than the regular men

I

were getting, but he

agreed to go into any
imarket and demon-
istrate on a make-
igood basis.
' We sent him to

(Little Rock. Inside

I

of three weeks he
ihad done the job. He
I did not merely sell

(single case orders; he
:sold quantities. Com-
j

pared with his work the introduc-

itory work of the original specialty

;man was puny. At the end of four

I'Vveeks McGuiness wired us that

j
Little Rock was thoroughly devel-

!
oped and that he was now ready to

go on to the next point. We sent

him over to Memphis and put the

i
ordinary $150 a month man in his

i

place in Little Rock. McGuiness
; accomplished the same good work in

Memphis. At the end of six weeks
,

we put another regular man in his

:

place and moved McGuiness to

j

Wichita. Then we moved him to St.

1
Louis. We were realizing to the

J

fullest what a thoroughly fine sales-

;
man McGuiness was, and we were
wishing we could find a dozen more
men like him because the men who
followed him certainly were not able

'^McGuiness ivas not an ordinary specialty salesman. He
could hypnotize the buyer to the point u-here the latter

icould put in a fine order for the product the first call,

but not even McGuiness could follow McGuiness and get

the repeat orders, much less one of our regular pluggers"

to keep pace with the mark he had
set. For instance, the man who fol-

lowed him in Little Rock did only

about one-third what McGuiness had
done; and the man in Memphis did

not do much better.

WE didn't really

Guiness until \

really get next to Mc-
he had completed

the job in St. Louis. We found that

conditions in Little Rock had drifted

into such a sad state that we felt

the best thing to do would be to send

McGuiness back and once more get

that market on its feet, during
which time we would certainly find

a man who could hold it where Mc-
Guiness put it.

We were figuring on making Mc-
Guiness a sort of field manager
and salesmen's coach, but we post-

poned the move until

we had cured the sit-

uation in Little Rock.

Our eyes were opened
when McGuiness got

back to that city, for

instead of the 1500

cases he had sold

during his first

month there, he

struggled along piti-

fully and did a bare

300. Then we began to

ask ourselves if Mc-
Guiness could follow

McGuiness. We be-

gan to wonder if we
were really fair in

finding fault with the

men we had placed in

the territories after

he had opened them.
McGuiness, of course,

had a mighty fine

alibi for Little Rock.

His argument was
that when he was
there before he had
done the introduc-

tory work and had
put in the goods.

The dealers were still

rather heavily stocked and the dress-

ing had not moved as it should have
moved.

"I have certainly done my part,

and I don't feel that you should

criticize too severely the man you
have had in here since my time,"

he wrote us. "You certainly cannot
expect us to do more than sell the

goods to the dealer. It is up to the

dealer to work with the advertising

and move the goods to the consumer.
There is nothing more that we can

do. Of course, you might decide to

do away with the advertising and
leave it to your salesmen to hire a

few house-to-house canvassers and
thus force the goods into the homes.
As a matter of fact, I don't know
but that would be a good idea. I

think the trouble is that the selling
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is all right but that your advertis-

ing is all wrong."
Now, if we didn't know through

experience in other markets that our
advertising was producing results

when the merchandise was sold

properly, we might have taken Mc-
Guiness' statements as real mer-
chandising advice. On the contrary,

however, we knew that where good
salesmen had sold the merchandise
thoroughly and at the same time had

taught the dealer how and why to

sell it, and how and why to take

advantage of the advertising, the

goods moved and repeated. What
we came to learn about McGuiness
was that he was a star salesman
when it came to loading the dealer,

but that he was far from being a

star salesman when it came to teach-

ing the dealer to sell.

In the merchandising and selling

of staples which must repeat, and

which must move through regular

dealer channels, the importance oi

the right type of salesmanship can-

not be overestimated. It is one

thing to send a whirlwind salesman

into a market and let him mesmerize
the buyer to the point where the

latter will put in a fine order foi

the product, later to find that the

glowing picture painted by the sales-

man is nothing but a mirage, ano

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 62]

Violence as an Aid to

Correspondence
Dictated by WRB/S

t

YEARS ago I worked on a small

country newspaper. One of

my jobs was to wrap and mail
the issue every Friday afternoon.

I didn't mind getting off the regular

list, because the wrappers were all

addressed with stencils and it was
merely a matter of a quick roll, a

smear of paste and a toss into the

mail bag. But I did hate the

dozen or more letters that hung on
the hook every week; requests for

changes of address or for copies to

mail to this or that person. For I

had to stop and address labels for

these.

One Friday afternoon, as I was
running through these letters, I

came upon one from a lawyer in

Boston from whom we had received

a legal advertisement a few days
previous, requesting two copies of

the issue.

"As these copies are for legal

notices and it is important that I

get them promptly, I shall appre-

ciate it violently if you will send

them by first-class mail," wrote the

lawyer.

Ordinarily such a request would
have received small consideration in

the busy whirl of Friday afternoon,

but that word "violently" caught me.

It gave me a picture of the man's
need for these two copies and his

anxiety for them, and it gave me a

picture of the man. He would have
a sense of humor or he never would
have used that word in connection

with an idea like appreciation.

Not only did I send the two copies

first-class mail, as requested, but I

made sure that the legal notice was
clearly printed in the two copies I

selected to send. Furthermore, I

took those copies to the post-office

personally to make sure they went
out in the night mail. All because
of a word!

Ever since, I have been obsessed

with the value of an unusual word
or phrase or sentence to get action

on a letter, or to draw special atten-

tion to or insure special considera-

tion of some point which one desires

particularly to register. "Jolting"

words or sentences, I called them.

Violent!

Perhaps I am a correspondence
Bolshevik, but I should like to see

more dynamite injected into the all-

too-placid correspondence of busi-

ness. A violent word used in the

right place has enormous possibili-

ties for attracting attention and
stimulating action on a letter. It

has such vivid picturing power, such
potency to waken people's minds,

such a high degree of unforget-

ability.

Several months ago I read Fannie
Hurst's latest book, "Lummox." Al-

ready the plot of the story is grow-
ing hazy in my memory, but one
line in the book was so graphic that

I shall never forget it: "Helga's

alarm clock ripped the day open."

That's just what an alarm clock

does, but no one ever said it so

picturesquely and so violently before,

to my knowledge!
If only we would train ourselves

to challenge the flat, smooth, placid,

ineffective words that come to our

tongues when we dictate our corre-

spondence—or write our form letters

—and occasionally throw in some-

thing unexpected, impulsive, explo-

sive, we would rip people's minds
open and get our messages into theiD

in a way that would stick—and cause

something to happen.
The temptation is strong to com-

pile a list of vapid words and phrase^

and opposite each set down several

violent or vitriolic substitutes. Bui

this would be a mistake, for aftei

all it is not words or phrases I am
trying to sell, but the philosophy oi

using wake-up words and expres-

sions sufficiently often in letters t(

cause miniature explosions in th(

readers' minds so that their thoughi

and action machinery will be throwi

in gear in spite of themselves.

Try this for an exercise in corre

spondence violence : have extra car

bon copies made of all the letteri

you dictate during the next day oi

two. Sit down with them for a quia

hour, with a thesaurus at youi

elbow, and go through each letteri

line by line, underlining every word
phrase or sentence that seems meel

or pale or passive or insipid. Wher
ever possible substitute a more vir

ile, active, colorful word, and in th(

one or two spots where some strik

ing expression occurs to you, somt

word or expression or idea tha'

seems to say, "Use me and I'll waki

'em up," slip it in. But not mon
than one, or two at the most, min(

you, for excessive violence become:

ridiculous.

Have the letters re-typed and rea(

them over against the carbons o

the letters as they were actually

mailed, and see if they are not mon
forceful and more likely to registe;

on their recipients and get action ii

cases where action is sought.
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Selling Scenery Through
Poster Art

How easy it is to overlook an
asset! The Standard Oil Com-
pany at one time had little or

use for that by-product now
nown as gasoline, and many an ad-

lertiser has made a fortune out of

ome article which was originally

egarded as a humble side line.

Similarly, there was doubtless a

ime when the Underground Rail-

-ays of London, England, believed it

ad no other mission in life than
io sell its one visible commodity—

•

ransportation. This is still the be-

!ef of most carrying companies the

v-orld over.
' The London Underground has long

leen a persistent and consistent ad-

ertiser, and still uses large amounts
if newspaper space to inform the

jublic concerning its services and
lonveniences. Several years ago,

By C. P. Russell

however, it began to ask itself the

question : "What else can we sell

the public besides transportation?"
The answer was in time dis-

covered, and this was it: Scenery.

Vast as London is, the odor of hay-
seed is still sniffable about its out-

skirts. The country gives ground
to the city reluctantly and slowly.

There are parts well within the

metropolitan area where the cuckoo's

song can be easily heard in April,

where ancient oaks and beeches

cluster in green fields and where
nut-brown ale can be purchased at

taverns which have preserved much
of their old-fashioned rusticity.

Besides, in less than an hour's

ride by omnibus or electric train

from Piccadilly, there are "sights,"

resorts and antiquities innumerable
—hills, vales, river banks, deer parks,

forests, ruins, Roman walls, historic

homes and churches and beauty spots
which even picture postcards do not
belie.

If the public's interest in such
places could be stimulated and the

public's desire to visit them aroused,

a substantial and profitable increase

in passenger traffic might result:

so the Underground companies rea-

soned. In consequence a poster ad-

vertising campaign was begun which
since has become one of the triumphs
of advertising and of clever sales-

manship, and has created an example
which has had an important influence

on the development of poster adver-

tising not only in Great Britain but
in other countries.

The scenic posters put out by the

Underground have had these effects

among others: they have created

i J "^
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genuine interest and good will on

the part of the public and have led

to a gratifying increase in the an-

nual number of passengers carried.

This is especially true on Sundays
and holidays, when otherwise travel

would be at a low ebb.

It is the testimony of Ivor Fraser,

publicity manager of the Under-
ground Railways, that the poster

venture has been proved "commer-
cially sound because the increase in

the volume of passengers carried has

led to a corresponding increase in

the receipts from the advertisements

on the companies' properties."

The Underground being not only

a user but a seller of space, it is

very interesting to learn that its

own investments in advertising have
increased the value of its own mar-
ketable space.

Special attention is paid by the

Underground to timeliness. There-
fore displays are changed frequently

and rapidly as occasion requires.

For example, the opening of the blue-

bells along the country lanes in

spring is announced by a special

poster. So is the arrival of "Chest-

nut Sunday" and even the first

blooming of the crocuses in Kew
Gardens.
From the very first precedents

have been created in poster "treat-

ment." No kind of technique is

barred, so long as it is original a;

striking. Posters by artists w
draw on the works of the Cubis

and Futurists have been by
means frowned upon. The bold

stract designs of McKnight Kaufli

the angular color-formations

Gregory Brown, and the delica

architectural tracery of Fred Tg
lor, all find a place in the Und^
ground scheme, for variety a;

"differentness" are desired and e

couraged.

In fact, the posters put out by t

London Underground deserve esj

cial mention for the absence of cc

ventionality and of the hackney
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 1

Rogers Peet Opens the

Family Album
THAT the little en-

terprise is father

to the man-sized

commercial organization

is borne out by a sixteen-

page booklet recently is-

sued by the New York
firm of Rogers Peet Com-
pany, which has been sell-

ing clothes and furnish-

ings to men and boys

since the days when our
grandfathers wore Dun-
dreary whiskers and top

hats to business, and
folks rode up Fifth Ave-
nue in hansom cabs in-

stead of taxis. "Rogers
Peet—his Scrap Book"
reads the title on the

cover, which in appear-

ance is like that of the

covers of those old, famil-

iar childhood copybooks.

In the pages of the Scrap Book
are reproduced specimens of the

whimsical newspaper advertising

that has become characteristic of

Rogers Peet publicity during the

past forty years. The quaintness of

the early eighties cannot obscure

the fact that the principles preached

by this company then—plain deal-

ing, candor, truthfulness—have been

practised ever since. From the first

Rogers Peet advertising has em-
bodied principles in merchandising
from which the company has not

found it necessary to deviate in

nearly half a century of service.

The same charm, ingenuousness,

wit and humor that nudge the pres-

ili

I- \

1

ent-day reader and captivate his at-

tention, ingratiated themselves with
an earlier generation of newspaper
readers. The "Rowell Suit" adver-

tisement, which appeared in 1879,

illustrates the company's first at-

tempt at a definite style in its news-
paper publicity. Incidentally, the

suit featured bore the name "Row-
ell" merely because that popular

hero won a six-days' walking match
the night before the advertisement

appeared. Two faces were drawn
for the cut—Rowell and his chief

competitor—so that whichever won
the race, his face would appear the

next morning and the suit be named
for him. Uptodate stuff for the '70s!

It has been said

Rogers Peet theater pi

gram advertising thatj

often made individuals

the audience forget wr
the speculators h

charged them for ticke

The company's prest

style of theater progn
publicity started about t

time the famous Floj

dora sextette took

town by storm. It

become quite a fad to c-

lect these program c -

toons, and the compar
now provides a life

album in which the cl-

pings may be preserv

.

It is a fine thing :r

any business to be ableo

turn back to the days f

its youth and thumb oy
the mementoes it has c-

lected on the way to success. Bur i

in out of the way corners—vauls,

pigeon holes of old desks—th(e

must be a wealth of material tit

could be resurrected with profit i'

the younger generation.

It is much the same sort of sen-

ment that sends a successful bu-

ness man back to the town he left s

a youngster—to revive old me-

ories.

Tradition is always in the makiir-

What people will think of a busin's

a decade hence is being decided n

the present—now. That is wy

firms like Rogers Peet count amcn

their patrons the grandsons of thr

first customers.
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Vlarketing American Products in

Norway, Sweden and Holland
By Clem W. Gerson

Sales Manager, The American Commerce Co., London, England

I. It

ORWAY and Sweden present

more contrasting characteris-

tics than any other two coun-

ies that immediately adjoin each

iher. Many manufacturers, both in

,e United States and elsewhere, en-

rely neglect this highly important

ct, with the result that failure in-

.triably attends their efforts at dis-

'ibution. Little wonder they unhes-

:atingly condemn these markets!

With the exception of Great Brit-

jH, however, Norway, Denmark
'id Holland constitute three of the

jost productive markets in Europe,

jze considered. Unhampered by

,ane customs restrictions, and with

oney to spend, these countries

ive, particularly since the war, be-

i)me important factors to the pros-

pective marketer. Sw.eden, on the

other hand, suffers from an unac-
countable anti-English and anti-

American .sentiment. Exorbitant
customs duties have been imposed,
medical restrictions have been placed

on certain commodities, and so many
other obstacles have been scattered

in the way of foreign manufacturers
that all but a few attempts to mar-
ket specialties in Sweden have been
abandoned.

There is a striking similarity be-

tween the temperament and Ger-
manic outlook of the Dutch and
Swedish, and the Nordic tempera-
ment of the Norwegians and Danes.

No trace of the Latin influence is

discernible in either group. While
the Germanic influence has resulted

in the development of

good business sense, the

infinitely better markets
are to be found in Den-
mark and Norway.
One of the easiest,

cheapest, most success-

ful and altogether de-

lightful markets to open

up is Norway. The Nor-

wegians themselves are a hard-work-
ing people, imbued with the go-ahead
spirit. They move with the times,

are bright and honest, and are al-

ways willing to try something new.
Their attitude toward the United
States and England is one of ex-

treme friendliness and hospitality,

an immense assistance to the manu-
facturer who is seeking to market
his good.s in Norway. As a class the

Norwegians are scrupulously con-

scientious in meeting their obliga-

tions.

Norway is an easy market to en-

ter, as the public are responsive to

advertising. Recently a small two-
inch advertisement inserted in two
or three of the leading Norwegian
papers produced amazing results for

one company. All types of advertis-

ing will prove productive if two
principles are observed : First, to

omit all vulgarity of description

;

second, to get as much type, or read-

ing matter, into an advertisement as

possible, in preference to pictures.

A peculiar characteristic of the Nor-
wegian is that he will take time to

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 58]

c) Ewiiig Galluttiiy

HOLLAND offers a good

market for American-made
products. Her people are hard-

working, level-headed, thrifty,

and are responsive to advertis-

ing. The same is true of the

Norwegians, who in many re-

spects possess characteristics in

common with Americans. They
are always ready to try some-
thing new. The bird's-eye view
to the right is of Bergen, one of

the half-dozen satisfactory cities

in Norway in which to concen-

trate an advertising campaign.
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Why Do Agency Accounts

Change Hands?
»V THY do agency accounts —these cause the foundering of facturer is very difficult to be dis-A^ change hands? The so-called many a perfectly sound connection, illusioned from the belief that ad-
T T "personal equation" u n - Another reef on which the agency vertising is a feature of his business

ioubtedly figures very prominently is often marooned is the simple in- to be run like any other phase of it,

n the question. The business world tractability of the advertiser when and the agency not only does not get
s full of men who cannot rub it comes to receiving ideas and con- a free rein, but is bitted, bridled and

structive suggestions. The set ideas,

either on general policy or minor de-

tails, which the agency man fre-

;houlders without knocking off chips.

iCime and again the writer has stood

vithin easy pro.ximity and watched
iccounts slip from their moor-
ngs for no reasons that would =^
.ook other than ridiculous and
Ipuerile on paper. He has

seen men—agency men and
advertisers—fall victims to

their own personal shortcom-

ings, obstinacies and lack of

itact.

I

These occurrences are not

myths—they happen, in flesh

and blood, in business men's
[offices, every day.

I

Smith, his breakfast egg
having been a little over-

iboiled this morning, goes

down to the office for a con-

jference with Brown, agency
icontact-man. Brown is all

jprimed with a batch of copy
Ion which he especially prides

(himself, having woven it with

jextra solicitude, with a fine

["human interest" texture, and
a humorous glint here and
there to finish off what he

considers a very readable bit

of writing. And this very --^—
quality in it chances to give

Dffense to the august dignity of Mr.
Smith's product as whimsically con-

:eived by Mr. Smith on this particu-

lar Blue Monday. In less time than

it takes to tell it, they are both ele-

vated to that super-rarefied atmos-

phere where only balloons belong.

Curtain.

Mr. Brown's agency needs a new
jaecount.

i The personal equation enters, of

necessity, into all business relations,

'and for that matter, all professional

'relations. It has always been a mys-
jtery why it enters so much more
'speedily and fatally into advertising

irelations. In affairs of advertising.

even hamstrung at every attempt to

assume its rightful and necessary
authority and responsibility. This

same advertiser, on legal mat-
ters, will waive opinion to his

attorney, on financial matters
to his banker, on engineering
matters to his engineer. But
for some reason, on questions
of advertising policy or de-

tail, he cannot overcome his

temptation to back-seat driv-

ing, and frequently jumps
over into the front seat. Yet
the concession of ample au-
thority, and freedom from
large or petty restrictions, is

the only way in which his

agency can function up to the
measure of its ability. The
fact that an agency is not
entrusted with sufficient gen-
eralship and leeway is apt
very promptly to invalidate

its efforts and undermine the

stability of the account.

Advertisers, especially
those who have had no pre-

vious agency connection, are
sometimes very slow to grasp
an understanding of agency
functions. Often they look

quently encounters, make it vii'tually upon the agency as a production en-

THERE is nothing in the whole system of

agency practice, or in the relations between
agencies and clients, which can be considered so

remediable, unnecessary and vicious a waste as

the present condition of rapid interchange of

accounts among agencies, states the writer of

this article, a prominent agency executive who
for obvious reasons prefers to remain anony-
mous. There are, of course, other outstanding
economic defections in the history of our
agencies—many misconceived and abortive cam-
paigns, some of them avoidable, some of them
apparently unavoidable, or at least pardonable.
These things are bound to occur. They are in

a sense fated.

fl But the habit of forming evidently hasty, ill-

founded, ephemeral and highly unstable con-
nections between client and agency is a custom
which no one can call fated. It is not good
business. It is not business at all. It is expen-
sive nonsense. It argues fickleness, hollow
judgment, lack of confidence, lack of ethics,

lack of reason. It argues a lapse of business
acumen.

impossible for him to enthuse over
an account or to exert any inventive
force in building it up. The adver-
tiser, for reasons known only to

himself, harbors certain pet theories

and complexes that he is going to

see put into practice if he loses his

hide. His hallucinations are some-
times of so pronounced a nature that

he is almost oblivious to outside sug-

gestion. He loses his sense of judg-

ment. The result is a state of

discouragement that often weighs
down the agency below the water-

line, and sometimes puts it under.

terprise purely, fitted^ to do only

those things which are directed to

be done. They overlook the advisory

capacity and the inventive qualifica-

tions of the agency. They resent,

rather than encourage, new angles

upon their problems. This miscon-
ception of agency functions only

blinds them, in most cases, to their

own potential benefits to be derived

from such service. And the agency,

for its part, finally wearies of the

apparently futile task of trying to

sell what is actually its biggest asset.

There are numerous other plausi-

ble though somewhat minor reasons

Imen seem to skate on much thinner /^LOSELY allied with this condi- for excessive account turnover:
lice, and to gyroscope much less dex- V><tion is another largely beyond Overselling on the part of the

jterously. Witless bungling, fanciful the agency's control: a reluctance on agency; misunderstandings on costs

Idifferences, quickly ignited misun- the part of the advertiser to concede not arranged for in detail; grandiose

Iderstandings, combustible trivialities authority. A certain type of manu- delusions harbored by agencies at

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 73]
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Selling the Department Store

By William G. Stillson

MOST
agers

ily d£

sales man-
agers have heart-

.ily damned the de-

partment store at various

times; more so perhaps

in past years than now,

because large retail buy-

ing units are becoming
leather numerous in these

later days.

Why? Well, the old-

fashioned picture of a

salesman was a man sell-

ing a retailer—a small-

store proprietor, a man
limited and provincial in

his outlook, and none too

progressive or successful.

The salesman was the

fresh breeze of up-to-date

ideas and knowledge. He
was the superior, as a

rule, of the man he sold.

Sales-managing a bunch
of men selling to small

retailers is more a matter

of "pep" and "go"

;

whereas sales-managing
men who sell to large

unit retail buyers is not

quite that simple!

Not long ago a new
large New York depart-

ment store nonplused

those who were trying to

sell it the merchandise
for its new shelves, by

asking a January dating

on goods bought in

August. The "damns"
from sales managers were
pretty general. About the

same time buyers for one

of the oldest and largest

department stores in the

Middle West told some of

those selling to it that it desired to

have the goods on consignment.

There were more damns. This same
famous department store has for

years been working the gag of get-

ting very special price concessions

on the plea that if it stocked the

goods the fact could be used to im-

press other stores all over the West,

since the store was everywhere re-

garded as a leader.

Some sales managers let them get

away with this and others stead-

fastly refused. An association of

manufacturers wrote the head of

-FIFTH AVENUE
Opens
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CONSTANTLY growing in size and nuniljer, the de-

_ partuient stores exert a powerful buying influence.

In the aggregate they account for over 8 per cent of

the total retail sales volume of the country annually.

With the tendency of these retail outlets to combine
into chains becoming more predominant year after

year, manufacturers of tradeniarked commodities find

that the department stores constitute for them a serious

selling problem. Gimbel's is a striking instance of the

chain idea applied to department stores. Both Saks'

stores in New York, as well as Ginibers in New York,
Philadelphia and Milwaukee, are in the Gimbel group.

both stores mentioned above a

rather telling letter, asking whether
they realized that such practices and
requests were both unfair and de-

moralizing. The stores' heads tech-

nically denied that their buyers had
correctly represented the house's

policy. A cynical sales manager
may vary his damn into a laugh at

this juncture! Imagine buyers for

such great stores operating such

policies unknown to the heads, and
over the line of the store's policies!

All of which is sufficient to illus-

trate that the modern sales manager

has a rather lively time

with present day large

retail buying units

—

chain stores, retail asso-

ciations, syndicates, de-

partment stores, mail-

order and company
stores—that are grad-

ually increasing their

percentage of the total

retail buying. The de-

partment store is still the

largest single factor, sell-

ing 8 per cent of the

total retail volume; chain

stores 4 per cent. They
are expert buyers ; they

are keen bargainers, and
they are "discount

hounds." They are often

also cooperators with'

trademarked goods only

under compulsion ; al-!

though they are gradually^

realizing that for many|

lines of merchandise their

goal of rapid turnover iS

most hopeful when they

sell goods of standari

quality and trademark.

One of the heads of

very large department
store has been an out-

spoken rebel from tb

start against the trade|

marked article. He con-j

siders his store quite ag

much of a prestige unit

as the manufacturer,

"Why should I sell some-

one else's reputation at a

profit to him, when I car

sell my own reputation,

at a profit to me?" Thus
=^^^= runs his specious reason-;

ing; and that is why il:

is the very devil to get him to buyl

standard goods and sell it at tha

regular price. He has grandios(|

theories of his duty to the public
|

but most retail buyers know tha':

you have to be pretty watchful o:,

the private brand goods you bujj

there. Sometimes it's good; somej

times, in fact, it's a real bargaiii

(bought from a pinched manufacj

turer in all likelihood) ; but ofteij

it's very cheap and shoddy. Then;

are many kinds of branded goodi

he just has to keep; which he can,

nily does, in order to prevent cusi

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 54"
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The Editorial P;
i>J^ :^«*^

y Lesson in Small Space

^TF^HE current bulletin of the Periodical Publishers

rAssociation describes the advertising experiences

of the Traub Manufacturing Company. Ten
jars ago this company made a general line of high-

fade jewelry. As a means of expanding volume they

ccided to attempt to popularize a decorated wedding

ug. The present design of the Orange Blossom was
^ected and $5,000 appropriated for advertising.

!Jewelers were not enthusiastic, but their indifference

cSappeared as the public accepted the innovation. The
jneral line of jewelry was discontinued and the fac-

tj-y concentrated on this one item. Later, an engage-

imt ring of similar design was added. Sales in 1923

vve more than six times as great as in 1916, when a

Jneral line was manufactured. The number of dealers

^iltiplied seven-fold.

|"The cost of this advertising," reads the bulletin,

as been unbelievably small. According to the Pub-
llhers' Information Bureau, national mediums have

iver carried as much as $25,000 a year of Traub Com-
{ny advertising, and this is practically all of the pub-

ation space."

We present this tabloid "success story" as one of

rvertising's definite accomplishments. It should be

lartening to the manufacturer with a possible modest
Idget who is frightened away from advertising by the

lUion-dollar advertising appropriations we hear dis-

cssed so much.

age Earner 27 Per Cent

\tter Off

HE National Industrial Conference Board has

been making a study of wages in relation to the

cost of living over a period of ten years. The
^I'vey discloses that in twenty-three leading manufac-
tlring industries employing on an average 700,000,

iges show an advance of 127.3 per cent since July,

114. Taking the relation of the changes in earnings
tjthe change in the cost of living since that date, the
fiures show that the wage earners in these twenty-
tj'.-ee industries are 27 per cent better off this year than
iiy were before the war.

1!ie Air Mail and Advertising

ORD comes from Washington that the coast-

to-coast air mail is not a financial success, as

yet.

lAn advertising man, or just a plain common, or gar-

(jn variety, business man will comment, of course
i|t!" The air mail service is a commercial enterprise,

lie any other, and it cannot escape the period of educa-
tjn, which any new service or commodity requires for
ii profitable operation.

Intelligent advertising might have "annihilated time"
tuite as the air mail itself does!) by application of

ij'dern sales principles, whereby a new, worthy article

i frequently brought to the profit-point almost simul-

taneously with its announcement. Two or three months
before the air mail service began, a live advertising
plan would have commenced to operate; the public

would have been made familiar with the plan, the
schedule, the prices, the location of the mail boxes.

The various possible lines of business would have been
canvassed by special appeals ; the expectation of the

public would have been keyed up to the proper pitch,

and the business would have begun to flow normally
when the service started. We do not nowadays wait a

period of years to reach the profit level )/ we have the

capital ivith which to annihilate time.

An Evil Practice Abandoned

TWENTY-THREE manufacturers of band instru-

ments have signed a code of ethics one feature of

which is an agreement not to give or loan instru-

ments to musicians of prominence as a means of ad-

vertisement. The agreement also stipulates that no
salaries or fees shall be paid performers by manufac-
turers, and that no special prices be allowed them as an
"advertising" consideration.

We commend this action. It is a step that other asso-

ciations might well take. This sort of graft has been
carried on in the name of advertising long enough. It

is neither good advertising nor good business.

Profits and Prophylactics

|ECENTLY there was sold—before public an-

nouncement had been made—$1,000,000 worth
_,of 6 per cent cumulative sinking fund pre-

ferred stock in the Prophylactic Brush Company. The
company started with $25,000 tangible capital and
has now $1,300,000 capital stock (.preferred) on which,

during six and one-half years, an average of seven

and one-half times the dividend has been earned,

while during these six and one-half years a total of

$2,000,000 was spent on advertising, which is an aver-

age of $307,692 per year. Advertising was first

started in 1892, with an appropriation of $6000.

Now, the remarkable thing is this: The annual ex-

penditure for advertising was almost two-thirds of

average annual earnings after taxes and other depre-

ciations. How frequently the directors of a company
in such a position do differently from Prophylactic

and hug the advertising appropriation too tightly in

the belief that it is "excessive" or can be shaved!

The spending is done heartily on a rapidly rising vol-

ume, but is tampered with at the very crux of its

greatest necessity. Dividends are sacred and adver-

tising casual
;
yet the truth is precisely the opposite.

A number of concerns during the past two years have

joined the company of the logical and the brave by
passing their dividends, but keeping up their adver-

tising when stress came; but many others have not.

Perhaps stockholders, bankers and directors are to-

day more generally agreed that better a temporarily

disappointed stockholder than a crippled market and
your guard down for competitors to take advantage of

with a wicked uppercut!
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Thirteen Reasons for the Holdinj

of Sales Contests
And a Dozen Important Points to Be Remembered by Any

Firm Considering the Inauguration of a Prize Contest

By Ralph B. Milbourne >

SOME of the reasons why sales

contests of one sort or another

have been adopted are

:

1. To acquaint the men with one an-
other, as tiie members of the account-
ing department are acquainted with
their fellows.

2. To provide a healthy spirit of ri-

valry between scattered men—some-
thing like the rivalry which may exist

between the skilled workmen in the

factory.

3. To stimulate sales in a dull period
of the year.

4. To put additional emphasis on
selling in the right way—perhaps
through prizes for the greatest num-
ber of new customers, greatest excess
over a predetermined quota, etc.

5. To show the majority of the men
what can be done and is being done by
the go-getters at the top of the force.

6. To provide for a drive on intro-

ducing new items that may be added
to the line.

7. To provide interesting printed
material which will serve to keep the
house in regular contact with the men
on the road.

8. To show the salesmen that their

names and achievements are put in a
form which the executives see regu-
larly, thus insuring recognition from
"the house" as well as the sales man-
ager only.

9. To replace artificial "pep mes-
sages" with something more serious

and substantial—real recognition for

good work done rather than mere prod-
ding on.

10. Sometimes to get Friend Wife
into the picture—where a salesman's
house organ is mailed to his house and
she sees it and discovers that her man
is either a hero or should be urged to

become one.

11. To stimulate a whole branch of-

fice that may be lagging.

12. To show ex-stars that the young
fellows are coming along fast and that

they have got to watch out or they will

become back numbers.

13. Contrariwise, to make the new
acquisitions to the sales force properly
modest by keeping constantly before

them the achievements of the high men.

Other points in favor of contests

might be suggested in individual

lines. The points listed here come
up in nearly every business more or

less numerously. In the main, sales

contests seem to be most successful

where they are warm and human as

well as a reward for good work done.

A sales contest should never be

used as a trick to get away with
smaller salaries. It won't work that

way. Nor can it replace commis-
sions except the fact be hidden. Big
cash prizes have often proved a mis-

take because the losing men feel

somehow that money has been taken

out of their own pockets to enrich

one, two or three men. And they

are right, for the manufacturer's
sales expense cannot exceed a reason-

able figure and a big cash ])rize must
come out of some part of the selling

expense which is made up for the

most part of the salesmen's own sal-

aries and commissions.

THE dangers of offering cash

prizes of large size are also indi-

cated by two other experiences which
came last year to my attention. In

one case the two salesmen who won
the top prizes actually earned more
than their district managers, when
their individual salary, commissions
and the prize money were added to-

gether. Obviously this didn't make
the managers any too happy. In

several cases executives, both major
and minor in other departments of

the business, have become disgruntled

because some salesman walked away
with a good automobile every year,

and they asked why a salesman
should have a chance to win a car as

a reward for good work plus good
luck when no such chance was of-

fered them.
There are many sales managers

who will say that salesmen work
harder for merchandise prizes than
for cash. The "game" is the thing

that interests them—the chance to

have their good records made known
often weighs heavier than the prize

itself.

For the house considering the

inauguration of a Prize Contest,

here are some important points

be watched:

1. "After you've got your contest

!

formulated and apparently perfed
says one sales manager, "lay it on

|

and forget it for two weeks. Then ;

member your days on the road, i

back into your oldtime salesma'
frame of mind and look at the p|
as though you were 500 miles in
home and had just received the outl;

of the contest from the boss. This ki

of criticism has saved me from maki
several fairly serious mistakes
times."

j

2. Any plan for a sales contest H]

well be checked by branch manage
if there are any, and special repres'

tatives or zone men. Their criticis

may prove particularly valuable in

tablishing quotas on a fair basis
the different territories.

3. It may in certain cases be vrisd

lay the plan before some of the sal

men themselves for criticism. Ever
the plan is already determined it is v^

to explain it personally to one of

men to see what questions come up i

to perfect your method of explain
the details. Any sales contest sho
be put in typewritten or printed ft

and it has been found good practicdl

read the draft of the plan to one sa»

man (preferably one who is not tool
telligent) to be sure that it is eau

understandable.
]

4. Allow an ample time interval ^

tween the announcing of the plan l

the date on which it is to go into effS

The salesmen should have time to r^f

ask questions, understand, and "S

set" for the contest. ;

5. Check any plan carefully to 4

sure that it is equally fair to both iS

men and old men, in both easily tiy

eled and hard-to-cover territories, I

6. When once the contest is utS

way do not permit any alterations t(^

made in it. It is better to carry throf

and admit afterward that the con^

was faulty than to get the sales^

confused and thus disinterested.

7. Have neither too many nor )

few prizes. Three may be the reji

mum for a salesforce of twelve raeiB

more. Not over one out of four i^

should ordinarily win a prize and us^l

ly that is going too heavily. ',

8. In determining the nature ofn

contest remember that contests bip

upon games—baseball, football, aiO

mobile races—have repeatedly pr(B

their value, particularly among H

of average type. For higher giS

[CONTINUED ON PAGE ?
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What Is Wrong with

Our Distributing Machinery?
By Roger F. Davidson

FOR a long time I have

been puzzled to grasp

the real meaning of

Afhat is going on in the world

)f distribution that is creat-

'ng so much friction. I have

leard the manufacturers com-

olain, the wholesalers com-

jolain, and the retailers com-
plain; indeed the consumers

|is well. Apparently the en-

Lire distributing machine had

Isome ailment or group of ail-

Inents which made a very

[:onfused picture defying ac-

curate diagnosis.

I But now, after spending

[nore than a few years in re-

liearch of various practical

Ijhases of distribution, I am
jio longer confused. I am like

ihe doctor who has been puz-

''.led for a long time over the

honflicting symptoms of the

jatient's illness and has at

ast discovered that they all

irise from, let us say, dis-

!ased roots of teeth ( which is

|in excellent parallel of pre-

l^isely what I mean).
The specific cause, in my

ipinion, of the widespread

jipset and continued and uni-

['srsal complaint in the dis-

jribution field is perversion

ii/ function. Sounds like a

liigh-brow term, but, after

ill, you have to give a thing

|i name.

[
This is what I mean : If

j'ou will open your eyes to it,

!'ou will notice that every sin-

[cle factor in the whole dis-

;ribution field has been

Icrambling to change its =
[haracter. A great retailer

ike Marshall Field & Company be-

iomes both manufacturer and job-

ber. The same is true of many
ither retail stores, especially de-

[artment stores. There are con-

stant controversies, for instance, in

jhe hardware field, about whether a

ertain general store out on the

jlains of Kansas or Nebraska is

leally a jobber or a retailer. Then,
n the other hand, the jobber is up

THE one permanent lliinfi in life is change.

Transportation today, for example, is as

different from that of yesterday as that of today

will be different from that of tomorrow. In

every field of endeavor evolution is working its

dictates. Tn this article the author points out

how the machinery of distribution is inidergoing

a decided change in character. Like every radi-

cal departure from established custom and prac-

tice, the manifestations of this change have led

to complication and misunderstanding. In the

final analysis, however, this state of flux makes
for progress. We none of us voluntarily would
want to go back to the old ways of doing things.

to the same mischief. He, too. is

several things all in one. There are

innumerable jobbers who are manu-
facturers, and others who are also

retailers. Indeed most jobbers, finds himself pressed from both sides

more or less, through credit or other- until he thinks he must do .something

retail field ; or they buy job-

bing houses. Shirt manufac-
turers establish chain stores.

Other large manufacturers,
like Winchester Arms, go into

the jobbing business. Others
establish regional w a r e -

houses, which is, in a sense,

going into the jobbing busi-

ness.

I hardly need labor the

point. The business world is

full of proof of the fact that

manufacturer, jobber and re-

tailer have been jumping over

their boundary lines with

great gusto and spreading

themselves over a lot of terri-

tory. Even the makers of

lists and directories have had
a devil of a time trying to

make out the right classifica-

tion for these firms; and in

the star chambers of re-

tailers' associations, manu-
facturers' and jobbers' asso-

ciations, there have been

bitter controversies as to how
various companies should be

regarded and classified. Then
comes along the chain store

which is like one of Bur-

bank's new fruits that is

pear, peach and plum com-

bined. It is retailer, whole-

saler and manufacturer in

some instances. This starts

again the bitter controversy

as whether or not to recog-

nize him as a jobber.

Now what is the perfectly

natural, to-be-e.\pected result

of such an interlocking maze
of chameleon-like, hydra-

headed factors in distribu-

tion? Bitterness, controversy

and confusion of course. Mr. Manu-
facturer finds himself depending on

the jobber who is actually, in point

of fact, a competitor. Mr. Jobber

wise, own many retail outlets. When
>ou come to the manufacturer, he,

too, has been changing character,

though rather less actively.

Shoe manufacturers go into the

in self-defense. The retailer finds

himself in competition with the

manufacturer and jobber whom he

logically represents.

I cannot help debating whether or
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not the situation would become far

clearer if by the administration of

some old-fashioned remedy (like mo-
lasses and sulphur!) we could put

everybody back in his place, each

v/ithin his own boundary line of

function. If, for instance, a jobber

could be made really a jobber and
nothing else; a retailer, nothing

else; and a manufacturer, a manu-
facturer only ;—could we then not

logically hope for a more smooth-

running distribution machine, hit-

ting on all cylinders?

I believe from the facts before me
that the present confused situation

is the result not of logical and con-

structive line of growth, but an il-

logical, illegitimate, dwarfed, unin-

telligent grovrth that reminds one of

the warts on a tree, or the deformed
limbs which grow as a result of

storm, stress and struggle. I can-

not, for the life of me, see why the

jobbing business is made any more
useful as a function in the distribut-

ing machine by the fact that it in-

sists on manufacturing some of its

own brands. Nor can I understand
why a retailer can serve his func-

tion any better because he turns
himself into a wholesaler or manu-
facturer—or both. Equally, I do

not understand why manufacturing
genius should be diverted into retail-

ing genius. I am pei-fectly well

aware that these men who have per-

verted the function of their enter-

prise are keen on the scent of profit.

I realize that they took the easiest

road toward such profit, or what
seemed to be the easiest, most expe-

dient road, but I deny that their

greatest usefulness, both to the pub-

lic and the business world, lies in

that direction; and I cannot help

thinking that along the lines of

greatest usefulness lies most neces-

sarily also the greatest ultimate

profit.

If retailing is a great and splendid

business career all by itself, why
can't we have great retailers and
ideals of retailing pure and simple?

If jobbing is a worthy line of busi-

ness, detailed and intricate in its

own scope, why can't we have
greater jobbers who are content to

remain great jobbers? Manufactur-
ing is certainly a complicated and
difficult enough proposition without
adding also the grave burdens of

jobber and retailer.

In short, the logic of the situation

indicates to me that the movement
back to purity of function would
solve many of our distribution ills;

and that continuing the present per
version of function must necessarily

iyicrease our ills. I am bound to say,

after studying a great deal of the

data involved, that the policies re-

sulting in perversion of function

are expediency 'policies and are not

only wrong in principle, but also

wrong in policy when considered

from the long-time-value.

No sportsman-like game can bi

played when you or your opponent
dc not stay "within bounds." Metic
ulous care for the boundary lines ig

the first principle of good sporta

manship. What has been happening
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 68]

What Is an Advertisement?
By Joseph A. Richards

I

WE, makers of advertise-

ments—who of us has ever

been startled as by a living

presence while a real advertisement

looked us squarely in the face? Not
that you discovered it, but that it

discovered you.

And then, and then! The troupe

of adlets which you had brought
into the world, how they did rise

from the darkness of the past to

prove how stuttering, ill-shapen and
half dressed they were—and they,

your children

!

All this in the searching gaze of

a real advertisement that saw you
and your tools and your methods,

and quietly expressed its surprise at

all your manifold complexities.

An advertisement! What is it?

Copy? No, it is not a neat assem-

blage of well chosen words. "Copy"
either turns one's stomach by its

lukewarmness or clogs one's mental

digestion because of its very meat-

iness. It isn't Copy; the very word
is insincere and the idea is nau-

seating. An advertisement is home-
made bread of fact, cut fresh off the

loaf of business.

How about illustration
—

"art

work"^—is it that? Indeed not. So

Joseph A. Richards

much art work is artifice and so

much alleged illustration is really

"art work" that it is like a confec-

tioner's birthday cake, intended to

be looked at and admired but not

eaten. An advertisement is sweet

with the simplicity of honest maiJ

terials well baked and frosted, per-i'

haps, with some transparent exag-j

geration which is really enthusiasm^
Well, then, perhaps it is layoull

and typography—"correct visualizaj

tion?" Not at all. An advertise]

ment is something to look throughj
not something to look at.

What then is an advertisement?
It is sincerity, sincerity on paper;

One looks through it, not at it. H
is a plate glass window back
which are the goods. Plate glasi

doesn't happen ; it is made, and madi
very carefully at that—pure ingM'

dients, melted, changed, blended over!

intense heat and then polished until

you cannot see it for that which is:

to be seen through it. So with m
advertisement. Words? Yes,

course. Illustration, too, or sonS

thing of that nature; well arrange
and set up, certainly, but all sci

fused, enthused and polished that nc'

one will think of speaking about

"Copy" or any other constituent, bu

will see the goods that are for sal^

behind the advertisement.

Why do we not make more adverj

tisements.
\

Ah, that's another story.
\
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The What-Not School of Copy
By Marsh K, Powers

SOME day I confidently hope to

find, in the back pages of this

publication, in "The Market
Place," an advertisement phrased

about like this:

POSITION WANTED — Ambitious,
good-looking and experienced piece of
copy, adaptable by change of word or
two to automobile, men's ready-made
suits, paint, tire or toilet preparation,
\\-ould like choice position in Sat}irdaii
Evening Post, but will go anywhere.
No reasonable opening refused. Have
satisfied advertisers wherever sub-
mitted. Write for details.

Five years ago there was no

dearth of employment for copy of

that convenient "interchangeable"

style. In magazines of high page
rate and low page rate alike, adver-

tisers vied with each other in print-

ing copy which skimmed so lightly

and delicately above the topics it

was supposed to discuss that it was
rarely soiled by any slight traces of

mundane commercialism. Adver-
tisers, in fact, seemed fearful that

readers would judge them guilty of

bad taste should one of their adver-

tisements sink to the sordid levels

of description and explanation.

The bulk of copy today, on the

other hand, is applicable to only one

brand of a commodity—or, at least,

to only one commodity. Copy which
is equally applicable to this, that or

what-not seems to be on its way
toward becoming a rarity. The col-

lector of pure and undefiled exam-
ples of the "What-Not" school of

copy-writing, therefore, finds his

search made somewhat difficult.

Something has undoubtedly de-

veloped to bring about this abandon-

ment of what-not copy—very prob-

ably a greater insistence on results

by the men who pay the bills.

However, the What-Not brand of

copy is by no means extinct.

For fear that there may be some
readers who feel that the imaginary
want-ad printed above is over-fanci-

ful and too far-fetched, I propose to

introduce here a Guessing Contest.

All that you will need to do to

qualify as a contestant in this con-

test is to attempt to identify the

particular commodity advertised in

each of the quotations which follow.

Each quotation reproduces the text-

matter of an advertisement which
appeared in a general magazine
during the spring or summer of

1924. Save for trade name, signa-

ture and address, none of the orig-

inal type-matter has been omitted.

The contest is open to anyone who
happens to read this article, but it

should be distinctly understood that

no prizes are hung up to reward
successful guesses. (Anyone who
can master the problems here sub-

mitted should be able to outguess

the stock market and should, there-

fore, be beyond the urge of petty

prizes.)

Try this one first. If bi-evity is

any help, the answer should be easy •,

"The * * * standard is Merit and
you may measure every * * * by
that standard."

(Busy copy-writers should most
certainly clip that what-not as a

model for the perfect advertisement

for use in meeting an overlooked

closing date.)

THIS one should prove simpler.

Is it an automobile, a hat, a suit

of clothes or a pipe?

"To own a * * * i s to take
pleasure in that refinement of
style and faithfulness of service
which have made so many men
permanent customers for * * * *."

And now, what's this?

"Wherever business is handled in

a big way, there you will find * * *.

Standard everywhere. Unap-
proached by competition."

Would you hazard an opinion that

the foregoing referred to a type-

writer, an adding machine, a motor
truck or office furniture? Any one

of the four would prove equally

fitted to fill the blank.

And, for a last effort, try this:

"Quality commands confidence.

This is notably illustrated by the
unswerving trust which those who
know place in * * * *."

The topic of that paragraph
might be a proprietary remedy. It

might be a fire alarm system. It

might be a revolver. However, I'll

help you to the extent of saying that

it is not any one of these three pos-

sibilities.

It would be possible, of course, by
giving some little further time to

the search for true examples of

what-not copy, to extend this con-

test. I believe it more to the point,

however, to take what space is left

to quote examples of that slightly

different type of copy which, while

it apparently says more, because it

contains more words of limited

breadth of application, actually con-

veys no more real information tha:

the illustrations already quoted.

There are hundreds of pieces oi

copy which are wholly What-Not ii

spirit, even though not literall;

adaptable to so great a diversity o

topics. Copy of this second type car

well be separately labeled as "Say^

Nothing" copy, although the "Say-

Nothing" cult is so closely allied tc

the "What-Not" school that th<

border-line between them is ofteij

very nearly invisible. In point oi

numbers the Say-Nothings far o\it\

balance their What-Not kinsmen.

The "Say-Nothing" cult, as dif-

ferentiated from the "What-Not"
school, favors this type of sales-api

peal and usually devotes an expen-,

sive full-page to "getting the mesi

sage over."

«* * * —^ truly great achieve-

ment in the realms of domestic
heating and plumbing."

The distinction between What-Noi
copy and Say-Nothing copy, as yoi,

undoubtedly realize, is that thd

former, by the mere blotting out oi

the name of the article, is made uni;

versally adaptable to any advertisec

commodity, while the latter, by th^

same elimination', is only made api

plicable to competitive goods anq

commodities seeking the same marj

ket.
j

Say-Nothing copy almost alway.*

introduces some reference to thi

market. As soon as such reference:

are deleted, Say-Nothing copy thei

provides just as good material for ;

Guessing Contest as did What-No
copy—as the following examples wll

amply illustrate.

N this first example the openinj

paragraph is nearly a what-not

the second typically say-nothing:
I

'No other gives such out-

standing service, for so long a pe-

riod, at such little expense, as
3 * * * "

"Keep in mind that thei-e is a
* * * for every from a

to a ."

Have you your answer ready?

When you have solved that one

tell what this is discussing. It
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20,500 Freight Cars

Ordered in Two Weeks
{Representing more than $50,000,000 purchases of Freight Cars Alone)

THE 20,500 freight cars ordered

during the first two weeks in

September and the increasing in-

quiries for new equipment indicate

the start of this Fall's big buying

mo\ement on the part of the steam

railways.

^

SimmonS'Boardman Publishing Company
"Tlip House of Trnnsportalion"

3 ChurchTStreet New York, N. Y.

608 S. Dearborn Street

Washington :

Cleveland :

6007 Euclid Av

San Fr

74 New Mont

New Orleans:

927 Canal Street

London

:

34 Victoria Str

L

The Railway Service Unit
Five Departmental Publications serving each of the deparlnwnts in the

A. B.C. railway industry individually, effectively, and without ivaste. A.B.P.

M
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brevity, unfortunately,

hint as to its topic:

gives little

'Correct calls for the ex-
*. Good taste in-cellence of * '

stinctively selects * * *."

This one, on the other hand, be-

cause it is longer, should reveal to

iyou plentiful clues as to its identity

:

"When you install a * * * you can
count upon getting absolute and
dependable service. Behind
that name is a quarter-century of
manufacturing experience. Behind
the product is the most emphatic
guarantee in its field.

"These facts certify responsibility.
They assure you that your * * *

must measure up to an unblem-
ished reputation. They furnish
convincing evidence that you can
choose no better than a
* * *. Your will gladly
testify to this truth."

So much for "Say-Nothing" sam-
ples.

For my own part, I frankly admit
that copy of either the What-Not or

Say-Nothing style, if too persist-

ently employed, in time unconscious-
ly builds up in my mind an actual

doubt and skepticism as to the arti-

cle advertised, nor can I believe that

I am unique in this respect. If an
article actually possesses the points

of that overweening superiority

which both What-Not and Say-
Nothing copy almost invariably in-

fer, I cannot understand why I am
not told about these superlative

points. I cannot satisfactorily ex-

plain why its makers should prefer
to keep them mysteriously in the

background. Surely (I trust) it is

not sufficient to explain that a knowl-
edge of those superiorities is already

established in the mind of every
other potential customer, and that I,

alone, am steeped in abysmal ignor-

ance. There are thousands of

minds coming into each individual

market each month in whom that in-

formation cannot be inborn. Their
ignorance as to the article adver-

tised must certainly be as great as

mine. And so, after a while, I as-

sume that the reason why those

points are never featured is because
they do not exist.

What-Not copy is dangerously

easy to write. It is apt, when first

written, to have a perilously tempt-

ing, mouth-filling resonance which is

well-calculated to sound like sweet

music to the fond maker of an ari

cle. It so often so perfectly e

presses the sentiment which a man
facturer would like to think exis

in his prospects' minds that it

often hard for him resolutely to i

fuse it.

What-Not copy, as mention
above, is easy to write. Say-Not
ing is even simpler—in fact, it

the kind of copy which the cub
the advertising department almo
invariably produces in his initi

efforts. (He usually fails to phra
it so mouth-fillingly as does the v(

eran, but the thoughts are iden

cal.) From a production point

view they represent the two easie

ways to fill a copy-panel.

Perhaps in some applications th|

accomplish a purpose—only tW
users can tell as to that.

The major question, even then,

this:—do they achieve that objed

ive as rapidly and as economical

and hold it as permanently as woii

copy of a type less "ubiquitous"

its adaptability?

If they do, then the copy-fact

in advertising need never occasi^

any advertiser any worry.

ON Friday, September 5, publishers and their representatives

from various parts of the country were the guests of the

Cleveland Chapter of The American Association of Ad-
vertising Agencies at an annual field day party. A golf tournament
was arranged at the Canterbury Country Club for those guests

who played the game, while the others drove to the Cedarburst
Country Club for a day of tennis, baseball, horseshoes, box
polo, swimming and the like. At night a get-together dinner
and entertainment was given at the Hotel Statler with W. A. P.

Johns as toaslmaster.

The baseball game was won by the Representatives, playing
the Agency Team, with a score of 19 to 17. Tennis doubles
were won by Dick Cbapeck, of McCalls Magazine, and Clarence
Meermans of H. K. McCann. The horseshoe match was won

by %. (.. iMcLaughlin. India Rubber Revieiv, and F. A. Le>

of Griswold Esbleman. The swimming race was won by Van
Chamberlin of Griswold Esbleman. while William E. Brewi

Christian Science Monitor, won the diving contest. J.

McMurchy was the winner in the box polo contest.

In the golf tournament Frank Orchard, Butterick Publishi;

Company, was low gross, with 83 for the 18 holes and 108 r

the 27. Other winners were: Happer Payne, System Ma^aziiv

R. W. Clark, Liberty Magazine; E. L. Moore. Retail Ledge
Guy S. Crockett. Thomas Cusack Company; J. B. Hershs

To-Day's Housewife; Charles R. Kimball, Form Journal; W.

.

McFadden, McGraw-Hill; Carl Sitta, Paul Block, Inc.

The group picture shown above was taken of the guests I

the Cedarburst Country Club.
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In Newark
The Branford Theatre, ISeiiark. Cost $1,310,000. Seats 3500. Music furnished

by $40,000 Wurlitzer organ and thirty-piece orchestra

IN Newark, the metropolis of

New Jersey—which has a

population of nearly half a

million and where 223 distinct

lines of industry are represented

—the Branford, with a seating

capacity of 3500, gives five shows

daily—de luxe performances.

Such is the story of the tremen-

dous appeal the motion picture

has for all classes in every com-

munity. Motion picture attend-

ance and interest have become the

hobby and habit of millions! An
outcome of this is a very definite

curiosity to know the personal

history of favorite stars—as well

as the inside details of production.

Motion Picture Magazine satisfies

this curiosity for thousands

—

thousands who will spend money
for the things you advertise—be-

cause they like stylish things and
attractive homes. Facts are avail-

able.

Brewster Publications, Inc., 175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

iHE QIJALITY MAGAZINE OF THE SCREEN
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Written by Our Readers
In Which Many Interesting Viewpoints Are Expressed

Hand-to-Mouth Buying
in the Dress Industry

AssociATB^) Dress Industries of
America

New York, Sept. 20, 1924.

To THE Editor:

The article in Advertising and Sell-
ing Fortnightly by Fred W. Nash
[August 27, page 13] is timely and log-
icaL Hand-to-mouth buying in the
dress industry, as in the entire gar-
ment industry, is the order of the day.
Until a very few years ago retailers
made a practice of coming into the
market twice a year, when they ordered
their requirements for the season. In
July and August fall and winter mer-
chandise was ordered from samples,
for delivery in September to November.
In January and February spring and
summer goods were ordered for April
to June delivery. Some orders were
placed before these set times. The bulk
of the season's requirements were
booked and only reorders were sent in
from time to time during the season.
Now a retailer buys very little in ad-
vance of his actual turnover period.
What is known as high style merchan-
dise, which is always ordered early, is

bought in June for early showing and
also in December for early spring
showing.

In the garment industry there has
been a change from the old order of
things, which has brought about the
establishment of what is known as
stock houses, which carry merchandise
for immediate delivery. The retailer
knows he can come into the market
whenever he needs dresses and pick up
about what he wants. This has led to
a degree of speculation in the garment
markets which is sometimes disastrous
to some stock houses. If a wholesaler
happens to hit it right in the produc-
tion of his large stocks and is success-
ful in impressing the retailer that he
has a good line, he is in for a good
cleanup on the season. If he happens
to have a few poor numbers in his line,

he is headed downward—at least for
that season.
As it is, the stock house bears the

bulk of the burden. He must order his
piece goods in advance of knowing
what demand is to be made upon his
stocks. The stock house which defers
purchasing piece goods until he re-
ceives orders from the retailer is short
of immediate delivery goods, or he has
to buy in the open market what piece
goods he can find and pay whatever
the market price is at the time.
The retailer is usually in better

shape because he can come into the
market, and after scouring around
(and he has several thousand sources
of supply) can usually find something
to meet his reauirements. If the re-

tailer would realize that by placing his
orders for delivery in three or four
weeks he would make it possible for the
stock house or manufacturer to operate

on a less speculative basis, and that by
this stabilization he would eventually
benefit, I believe that more stores
would conduct their purchasing in this
way.

This season retailers have ordered
very sparingly of ready-to-wear for
women. If the first of October should
prove to be the start of a real snappy
cool period there would be a demand
upon the New York market for dresses
and other wearing apparel of a sea-
sonal nature which cannot be met. The
manufacturers or stock houses have
learned that if they follow along the
lines of the retailer, and they do not
cut up too much piece goods in advance,
they stand a chance of a lower loss

percentage due to surplus stocks sacri-
ficed at the end of the season. This
feeling is gradually seeping into the
manufacturing field, and it will natu-
rally evolve retroactively. If the re-

tailer finds he cannot come into the
market with every change of the wind
and pick up what he wants, he will

have to order romewhat in advance in

order to protect himself. I think this
is the eventual conclusion.
The wise merchant, whether he be

manufacturer or retailer, will see to it

that he has suflficient stock at all times,
and early enough in the season, to meet
every demand made upon it. He will

also gage his future demand to a de-
gree which will make it possible for
him to avoid carrying an unprofitable
surplus. David N. Mosessohn,

Executix'e Chairman.

Riding a Free Horse to Death
The Columbus Dispatch

Columbus, Ohio.

September 19, 1924.
To THE Editor:

Every word you said in this editorial
[Riding a Free Horse to Death, Adver-
tising AND Selling Fortnightly,
August 27, page 25] is correct and it

is regrettable that the newspaper pub-
lishers do not get together and agree
to eliminate so much imposition that
we stand for in the way of service ren-
dered, particularly to prospective ad-
vertisers who never start their copy.

If newspapers, through their mer-
chandise and service departments, are
to continue to increase service to na-
tional advertisers and thereby increase
the cost of operating, and then add to
this the 15 and 2 per cent they give
recognized agencies and count the cost
of their special representatives in the
national field, it won't be long until
publishers realize that national adver-
tising is running at a loss.

Please don't under.stand that we are
not for rendering sane service. In fact,
we stand readv to do anything within
reason that will increase the results to
national advertisers, but some of the
requests are alr^ost ridiculous.

Harvey R. Young.
Manager of Advertising.

The Indianapolis News
Indianapolis, Ind.

September 12, 1924.
To the Editor:

Your editorial strikes mo as being
particularly timely, and one in which
you show the courage of your convic-i
tions in publishing. I think the maJ
jority of the general advertising magaJ
zines have stayed away from this sub-i

ject because they have been afraid oi
offending some of the advertising agetii
cies.

j

Of course, the newspapers, them-'
selves, are to blame for the many un-
reasonable demands that are being sent
out in the name of merchandising ser-

vice and cooperation, for sometimes v,h

find that the best newspaper in a citj

is almost as bad an oflFender as the sec
ond or third paper. The majority olji

the better newspapers, however, an
sticking to the standard of merchan
dising practices as adopted by the As!
sociation of Newspaper Advertising Ex
ecutives. and where they stick to thii

outline they are not apt "to get involve!
in unreasonable practices.
Two years ago, at the Milwaukee

convention of our association, I talkei

on this subject and served notice oi

the advertising agencies of the countr,
that if they persisted in their demand'
for unnecessary service, they woul
force the newspapers of the variou
cities to get together and eliminate a

types of service, which, of course
would greatly handicap the advertis
ing agencies of the country in the d(

velopment of newspaper advertisinf
As a matter of fact, that action ha

been taken in some cities, notabl
Pittsburgh, and the agencies of tli

country may be in the position of kil

insr the goose that is lavins: the golde
egg. Fr4NK T. Carroll,

Advertising Manager.

The Milwaukee Journal
Milwaukee, Wis.

September 5, 1924.

To the Editor:

We receive many very reasonab
requests for service and likely our fu

share of the "freak requests" whi«
some advertisers and agencies make !

the name of "cooperation and service

We have developed an elaborate pis

along this line, which is generally a;

proved by the best advertisers.
|

When it conies to service in beha
of an individual account which requiij

an expense on the part of the publish'

we charge this expense to the adv(

tiser or agency.
In following this as a consistent p

icy for several years, we are not n(

much troubled by the request i

broadsides, window trims, men, C;

If an advertiser wants this sort

service, we merely ask him to payt!
expense, and we provide every facili'

of our oflice. E. G. HORST,
Manager, National Advertising
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What They Buy
FOLKS that live in these homes and thousands

upon thousands of other homes Hke them in

America's Big Small Town of Twenty Million,
have told us what they buy.

Their report presents for the first time a complete cross-sec-

tion of a vast market that heretofore has been generalized
upon. It deals among other things with

—

Home Furnishing

Heating

Toilet Preparations

Food Products

Automobiles

Home Utilities

Ellectrical Equipment
Soaps Cleansers

Music Radio
Tires

What the users do, and how much money they have

It names BRAND NAMES in the order of their precedence

among these homes. It gives facts and figures. It is the

Authoritative Guide of the Advertiser who plans to gain this

rich field.

You are invited to inspect this Report of Subscribers of THE
HOUSEHOLD MAGAZINE—by far the largest publication

of the Small Town Market of America.

May -we lay your section or sections before you?

^.HOUSEHOLDM A. G A Z I N F
More than 1,600,000 Subscribers

Advertising Headquarters
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The Modern Sales Manager and

His Never-Ending Job

By Edward J. Manning

'W;
E look to our sales man-
ager to keep our plant

running," the president of

a furniture factory said recently.

"We give him all the leeway that he

can ask for. All we ask of him in

return is that he get plenty of or-

ders at a reasonable selling cost, and

a price for our line which will show
us a reasonable profit."

This is coming to be more and

more the attitude of general man-
agement toward sales management.
The time is pretty well gone when
the sales manager has to fight the

whole board of directors and all the

officers of the concern. The sales

department is not looked upon any

longer as a sort of painful necessity,

made up of an expensive lot of over-

fed vaudeville artists who ride

around the country developing good-

will. On the contrary, the man who
can bring in the orders these days

is the man to whom the company
looks to keep the plant running.

There was a time, not so many
years ago, when production was the

great outstanding problem of man-
agement—when a concern seemed to

be in business to make things—when
one concern could produce much
more economically than its com-

petitors. Production has become so

thoroughly standardized with every

worthwhile concern having worth-

while production men and engineer-

ing departments, that the difference

in cost of production between con-

cerns of JqjCitd' rink is generally

small. Dealing -with concrete things

—with merchandise and raw ma-
terials—the production situation at

this time is so nearly stabilized

that management is turning to sales,

there to try to find its advantage

over its competitors. It has come to

be recognized by general manage-
ment that in the development of the

sales force lies the greatest oppor-

tunity for showing individuality and
making profits.

In the hurly-burly existence of the

average sales manager there is very

little time to really plan. As a mat-

ter of fact, over and over, an other-

wise highly efficient sales manager
fails to make good simply because

he becomes so wrapped up in the

day-to-day details of his job that

he fails to keep ahead of his organ-

ization and its problems.

I know a sales manager who men-
tally and physically cuts his job into

two parts. One he regards as his

desk work, keeping his routine in

shape; but he plans, too, to have

an office force which is equipped to

handle that end of the sales man-
agement job with an occasional push
from him. The other half of his job

he has deliberately set down as out-

side work—mixing with the sales-

men and also getting off by himself.

These two things he feels are prob-

ably the most important parts of his

job. Working with his_ men, he

keeps that personal touch on the

business which a sales manager
must have.

Things look much different from
the customer's viewpoint than from
the viewpoint of anybody inside the

house. For years I was on the road.

I feel I know the dealer's viewpoint.

And yet, if I stay in the office two
or three months, I find myself de-

veloping an inside viewpoint. I

come to see tilings from the firm's

standpoint only. I feel I owe it to

those people in our company whose
duties keep them inside the house

to spend enough time with the trade

and with the men in the field so that

I can give the inside men the right

outside viewpoint.

THEN we come to the big matter
of getting the utmost results

from the men. Take any hundred
salesmen—under one sales manager
they will do much better work than
under another. One man antagonizes
them, another pulls them along. Sell-

ing, being so much a matter of per-

sonal feeling, it follows that the sales-

man must feel right to work right.

Obviously, it does not mean that

the man who is to get most in re-

sults from a group of men is an in-

dividual who pampers his men and
who gives them anything for which

they ask, even though it be unrea-
sonable. A successful sales manager;
must first of all be fair. He must be,

fair with his house and fair with
his men. And to be fair with his

men means that he must be able t9

work with them. He need not neces-

sarily be a superhuman salesman.

In fact, oftentimes the ultra-success-

ful salesman, made into a safes

manager, is a long way from de-

sirable. He was so good himself

that he cannot realize how any man
under him can be less effective. He
is impatient when he ought to be

patient. He fails to realize that

above all the good sales manager is

a good school teacher—able to show
his men the way and stimulate them.

ONE mighty valuable thing for

sales managers to keep in mind
is that the heads of a business do not

put him on the job to act as a police-

man. They realize, as the sales

manager must realize, that a sales

force has to be built. Now, build

ing a sales force is the first job of

sales management. A sales force is

never beyond the building process.

The house can always stand more
orders, and as soon as what was
regarded as the maximum sales force

has been brought to completion andi

every man is doing his job, thenj

there is opportunity to develop one

or two more men to take on adjacent

territory. And, sad to say, no sales

force ever seems to be perfected to

the point where it can be left alone

and considered ideal. There is al-

ways a weak spot—always a tail

ender—always some territory to be

tinkered with—always some man to

bring out of a slump.

Herein lies the great fun of saM
management—the chance always to

be improving upon some man or

some territory—the fact that th(

job never grows old—never becomei

commonplace. As one sales managei

golf-enthusiast remarked : "There is

always a new hole just ahead to b(

played—a new hole that in all prob

ability has something to offer whicf!

never came up before."
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Is The Way The Interboroudh's
3.000.000 Daily Circulation
Could Cover The U.S.A./

Each Dot ^P Represents
100,000 Circulation

Imagine the selling influence of a
single medium with a daily circula-
tion so big it could be divided into
30 equal parts

—

each with a circula-

tion of 100,000!

Such a medium is Interborough
Subway and Elevated Car Card and
Poster Advertising

!

Displayed every hour of the day in

full color, big space and prominent,
well-lighted positions, it reaches a

New York City audience of 3,000,-

000 far-riding passengers at a cost of
less than6c per thousand circulation!

Concentrated in a market of 6,000,-

000 consumers, it breaks up selling

ground which can be intensively cul-

tivated by local salesmen on 5c fares,

instead of expensive Pullmans

!

Tens of thousands of persons nunT-
bered in this giant circulation come
daily from all parts of the United
States, thereby adding a national
phase of no small proportions

!

In Greater NewYork—the"World's
Biggest, Richest Market"—the adver-
tiser'simost signal need is Circulationl

Head [and shoulders above them all

stands— "

INTERBOROUGH ADVERTISING
EjcclusivoJySubyy^ay&Elevatod

CONTROLLED BV
90

UNION
.SqUAREARTEMASWARDJNC NEWYORK

N.Y.
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THE 6-j)t PAG

©^ Bodkins

I
HAVE a letter from Don Bridgxs

manager of the merchandising and
national advertising department of

the Indianapolis Neics, which I want to

write into the record because it eon-

tains some figures and facts of great

importance to advertisers, and because

it furnishes admirable "copy" material

for dealer house-organs whose editors

have full permission to use it, albeit

with the customary editorial courtesy

of crediting the Fortnightly and the

Indianapolis News.
I noted your particular interest in th<i

figures showing tlie unusual nuinber of
brands o( certain classes of merchandise
and I am glad to give you those figures

:

Maxitnuui Average
Total Number per

Product Brands in One Store Store

Cigars 31S 91 45
Toilet Soap. 20S 71 25
Face Powder 311 S8 34
Face Creams 355 92 29

These figures are based upon merely a
representative number of calls in Indianap-
olis. Had every store in the city been
called upon it is probable that the total

number of brands would have been double,
but none of the additional brands would
have been of importance in the market.
Experience has taught us the number of
calls in each line of business essential for
a true index of the relative standing of the
various brands. It is questionable whether
the last two columns in the chart would
have been changed, and it is certain that
the percentage of distribution and the rel-

ative volume of sale of the leaders would
have been practically the same, had every
store been called upon.
The interesting point in connection with

these figures is the fact that surveys
show that approximately 10 per
cent of the brands in the classifica-
tions noted above secured 75 per
cent to 95 per cent of the business,
while the remaining 90 per cent of
the brands secured but 5 per cent
to 25 per cent of the business.
Certainly here is a lesson for the
store proprietor or buyer. By
carrying a relatively small number
of brands he can satisfy the great
majority of the potential market,
providing he picks the proper
brands. Those brands are almost
invariably the consistently and in-
tensively advertised products. Con-
centration of purchases upon the
relatively few brands that control
nearly all of the potential market
would cut dow'n the amount of in-
vested capital, or would permit
purchases of larger quantities of
the better selling merchandise, with
the resultant savings.

In considering these figures, 1

believe that it is important to point
out the fact that the same relative
condition exists in all markets. Th*^
figures are so startling that people might
assume that the condition is peculiar to
Indianapolis. You can pick any important
market and find a duplicate of this situ-
ation.

—8 pt.—

I see by Worn en'n Wear that a cer-

tain wholesale dry goods man says
that the trouble with business is busi-
ness men's associations.

When I read the heading, "Murder
of Business Charged to Activities of

Trade Associations," I bristled up and
put on my conventional argumentative

armor. But as I read the charge I

began to cherish a sneaking admira-

tion for the gentleman's perspicacity

and courage. Listen:

IMan\' business men's associations, or-

ganizations of great and little strength,
have set up certain commercial ethics tor
the governance of their bodies—and, un-
knowingly, have strangled personal busi-
ness liberties and initiative. To all appear-
ances they have unwittingly declared unfair
certain business methods that are really
legitimate. They discourage much mer-
chandising procedure that originally made
them individually successful and eligible to
the very business men's associations which
now hinder their further merchandising
efforts.
Two great factors havs been lost sight of—the value of intensive competition and

the business need for individual initiative.
Many association members either fear the
results of their own initiative by their too
great dependence upon organized effort, or
have lost the old time bacl^bone.

Hear ! Hear ! as they say in England

!

Our old friend Standardization again,

as I live! Standardization of business

men's minds and habits of thought and
action.

It is a serious charge—but isn't it a
stickful of truth?

—8-pt.—

As I walked down this Poster Lane
at Wembley during the London Conven-
tion I was forced to admit we could

learn quite a bit about posters from
our English friends. Some of their

"hoardings" in the cities are atrocious,

and wouldn't be tolerated in America,
but many of the posters on them are
decidedly well conceived as to idea and
well executed artistically and mechan-
ically. Where American advertisers
are inclined to take their newspaper
and magazine advertising illustrations

and enlarge tneni to poster proportion.?.

the English advertiser seems to ma;
a practice of using a real poster p
ture, done in a simple, forceful post'

technique.

It struck me as being one of t;

places they have an edge on us in .

advertising way.

—8-pt—

The publisher tells me that we st

receiving quite a number of lettf;

these days in much the same tenor i

this gratifying epistle from W;;

Hellmann, advertising inanager of .

B. Kirschbaum Co.. Philadelphia:

There is so much reading matter i

claim a busy man's attention in these tini
that I have purposely tried to confine n
self to two advertising journals. Yet. eve
two weeks during recent months I hf-
been walking into Wanamaker's Book Ir
partment to pick up Advertising and Sellii
Fortnightly. There is too much good st'
in it to miss. The book has become a ha;
now. So, I'll not lose any more time i

sending in my subscription for a twel-
month term. —8-pt—

If some life insurance eo-

pany wants to make a clean-i, '.

let it strike out of its polic-

the clause which renders the

surance void if the insured i

killed in an airplane, and bros-

cast that fact to the world. -I

insurance companies are goir

to have to come to it soon; t'
i

first one to do it—and let t'

world know it has done it-

should enjoy a handsome •

crease in business. But pre

ably that's standardized
'

some association and can't -

done till they all do it!

—8-pt—

My friend, Charles Percy of Cle-

land, certainly packed a lot of progri? |

into one short paragraph when he wr';

the following: . _

"When your grandmother was i

baby there were old-fashioned hon-

made remedies that are now made i

big factories. Yeast was then prim:-

ily used to raise bread—today millii-

of cakes of yeast are sold daily '

raise human spirits."
| |
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Are you reaching these dealers?

86,112 Legionnaire dealers will push
the sale of merchandise and also pur-

chase merchandise that is advertised

in their magazine.
Their local Legionnaire customers

are not only loyal to their comrades
who are store-keepers, but they are

loyal toTheAMERICAN LEGION
Weekly and its advertisers.

LIVEN UP YOUR BUSINESS
WITH LEGION LOYALTY

ly^^ERICAN
'.il Madison Avenue 22 We»l Monroe Slrcet

New York. N. V Chicago. 111.

I

PaciBc Coast Rcprcsentafives

BLANCHARD-NICHOLS-COLEMAN

dcr^
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INDUSTRIAL BUYING POWER
IS CONCENTRATED

About 28.000 Plants.

emploi|in^ over 30 workers

each,enga^e 80 per cent

oF all industrial labor

anuFactur

establishments

According to the reports of the Bureau of the

Census, there are 290,105 manufacturing estab-

lishments in this country, but only 28,000 of

them employ over 50 workers. Yet these 28,000

plants engage fully 80% of the labor, and em-

ploying power is synonymous with buying

power.

A considerable proportion of the larger plants

are in The Iron Age field. In fact, the average

number of employees per plant among Iron Age
subscribers is 400.

In the industrial market The Iron Age exerts a

powerful sales influence, because of its circula-

tion among the larger plants, which do the bulk

of the buying.

THE IRON AGE, 239 West 39th Street, New York City
MEMBER A.B.C. and A.B.P.

The Iron Age
The World^s Qreatest Industrial Paper
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From a Hardware Jobber
To Hardware Age

•James CLiwdsayHardware Co.

WHOLESALE EXCLUSIVELY

ie-(*-<6-ia ElOrfTM S-TREET

Ur Llaw S Soule Editor
"Hardwaro Ago"

Bj daar Br Soalet

Dd you know that jrou hare a nan's job ahead
of jcra arftlDg hardware Age' for 19£S, as intsrestiag as
it is this year. The special subjects have D«de quite
a "Tilt". I refer to —

"Builders Herdwwe"
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Window Display Men to

Hold Convention
THE program of the first annual

convention of the Window Dis-

play Advertising Association,

which is to be held at the Hotel

Statler, Cleveland, September 29 to

October 1, inclusive, has been ar-

ranged with a view to proving of

the utmost value to those interested

in window displa.v advertising and
allied matters.

F. H. Peck, manager of promotion
and publicity for E. R. Squibb & Sons,

New York City, and president of the

association, will preside at all the ses-

sions. J. Duncan Williams, window
display specialist of Chicago, will de-

liver the keynote address, "The Im-
portant Phases of Window Display,"

at the opening session on September
29. During the first day's meeting, a

series of demonstrations will be con-

ducted in dummy windows, erected in

the convention hall, this portion of the

program being under the direction of

S. Fisher of the Fisher Display Ser-

vice, Chicago. Two displays of the
same product will be installed simul-
taneously, and the delegates will judge
which has the greater merchandising
power. The demonstrations will in-

clude Hickok Belts, Welch Grape Juice,

Paris Garters, Pro-phy-lac-tic Tooth
Brushes and Peters Chocolate. Repre-
sentatives of the manufacturers of

these products will address the conven-
tion during the time the displays are
being installed.

George A. Smith, window display
specialist of New York City, who is

also the director of displays for the
United States Rubber Company, will

address the convention on September
29, his subject being "Nature and
Human Nature in Window Displays."
Edwin L. Andrew, assistant to mana-
ger. Department of Publicity, Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany, East Pittsburgh, Pa., will speak on
the admittance of the Window Display
Advertising Association to the Asso-
ciated Advertising Clubs of the World
as a departmental. A smoker and get-

together meeting arranged by the

Cleveland members of the association

will conclude the first day of the con-

vention.

J. T. Northrop, advertising manager
of the Smith-Winchester Company,
Jackson, Mich., will open the second
day's session with an address, "The
Small City Dealer's Viewpoint of Win-
dow Display." Carl Percy, president
of Carl Percy, Inc., New York City,

will deliver an address on "Window
Display Advertising—the Past and the
Future." Arthur Freeman, president
of the Einson-Freeman Company, Inc.,

New York City, will speak on "The
Part the W. D. A. A. Can Play in the

Game of Advertising." Mr. Freeman
is also chairman of the Board of

Trustees of the association.

At noon the delegates will board
buses at the Hotel Statler, and will be
taken to Nela Park, the home of the

National Lamp Works. Following
luncheon at the park, the convention
sessions will resume in the study hall

of the lamp works, where A. S. Turner,
Jr., of the Service Department, Edison
Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J., will de-

liver an address "Proper Window .

lumination and What It Means to v

National Advertiser." A round tae

discussion, led by Arthur Freeman, \]

consume the remainder of the aft-

noon. Each member will be entitledn

ask not more than two questions. Le .

ing questions to be discussed f

"Should the Dealer Be Charged r

Window Display Material?" and s

the Giving of Free Goods Necessaryo
Window Display?"
The delegates will remain at Na

Park for the annual banquet, which \\

take place in the cafe of the Natiol
Lamp Works at 7.30 o'clock. A sped
musical and entertainment progrti

will follow the dinner. R. G. Pani,

merchandising expert of the Westii

Company, Chicago, will entertain le

[CONTINUED ON PAGE S]

Fall Meeting of National

Industrial Advertisers

THE annual convention of the

National Industrial Adver-
tisers Association is to be held

this fall at the Edgewater Beach
Hotel, Chicago. The convention -will

consist of two full day meetings on

Monday and Tuesday, October 13

and 14. Reducing the cost to sell

from industry to industry will be

the central theme of the meetings.

The tentative program is as follows:

First Session

Monday, October 13, 10 a. m.

Chicago'.s Welcome—Ezra W. Clark,
President. Engineering Advertisers Asso-
ciation.

President's Address—P. C. Gunion, Presi-
dent, National Industrial Advertisers Asso-
ciation.
Appointment of Committees.
"Using the Case Method of Measuring the

Value of Industrial -Advertising," G. D.
Crain Jr.. Publisher of Class. Discussion,
led by R. D. Baldwin, Simonds Saw &
Steel Company,
"Applying the Quota System to Industrial

Sales," speaker to be announced. Discus-
sion, led by George H. Corey. Advertising
Manager, Cleveland Twist Drill Co.

"Echoes of the London Convention." Ben-
nett Chappie, American Rolling Mill Com-
pany.
"What I Expect of My Advertising De-

partment," speaker to be announced.

Second Session

Monday, 2 p. m.

"New Opportunities for the Industrial
Advertising Manager," speaker to be an-
nounced. Discussion, led by Keith J.

Evans. Joseph T. Ryerson & Son. Inc.

Industrial Advertising Successes of 1924
—a group of five minute talks : A. H.
Oberndorfer, Sivyer Steel Castings Co.. Mil-
waukee ; George F. Climo, Brown Hoisting
Machine Co., Cleveland : W. A. Grieves.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Columbus, Ohjo : T. H.
Bissell, International Nickel Co., New York ;

George W. Morrison, Ingersoll-Rand Co.,
Nev rk.

"Strateg.v in the Manipulation of
Mediums," J. C. McQuiston, Westinghouse

. Electric & Manufacturing Co.. E. Pitts-
Miurgh. Pa. Discussion, led by A. D. Guion,
P.iidgeport Brass Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

"Selling by Film." R, E. Conder, Bosn
Woven Hose & Rubber Co., Boston, Mi-

Discussion, led b.v F. J. Maple, Jos.

Roebling's Sons, Trenton. N. J.

"Problems in Technical Research," P,'.

Gunion, Hvatt Roller Bearing Co., New::.
N. J.

Third Session

Tuesday Morning, 9:30

"Relations of Advertising and Sales -

partments," Julius S. Holl, Link-Belt .

Chicago. Discussion, led by W. W. Freu,
Dodge Manufacturing Co.. Mlshawaka, )l.

"Building a Large Industrial Busii s

with Advertising," R. C. Beadle, Combusiii
Engineering Corporation, New York. 1-

cussion, led by Guy S. Hamilton, Conve>s
Corporation, Chicago.

"Business Papers and What They Can"
for the Advertiser." J. R. Hopkins, Chic
Belting Co. Discussion, led by J. D. Pe;

.

Penton Publishing Co., Cleveland.
"What Our Company Is Doing in Ini-

sive Sales Work," by a group of .i

minute speakers : W. L. Schaeffer, Natic I

Tube Company. Pittsburgh. Pa. ; Edwin..
McPalls, Master Builders Company, Clt-

land, Ohio: Francis D. Bowman, Carboi
dum Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y. ; R.

Woods. Advertising Manager, Autocar d;-

pany, Ardmore. Pa. : E. J. Smythe, Fullev
Johnson Manufacturing Company, Madisi.

Wis.
"The Source of Data in Industrial •

vertising," Ezra W. Clark. Clark Tructra. i

Co.. Buchanan, Mich. Discussion, led ^

J. C. Winslow, Graver Corporation, Et

Chicago, Ind.
"Wliat Manufacturers Can do Throi"

United E:ffort to Secure Better Indust 1

Advertising." B. L. Thomson, Western E-
trie Co., New York. Discussion, led >

W. L. Doxsey, McMvler-Interstate ':

Bedford, Ohio.
"My Thoughts on What the Manuf-

turer Can Do to Reduce the Cost of SelU
in the Industrial Field." An effort is bi

made to secure Secretary Hoover for ^^

topic. Di.scussion bv F. R. Davis. Geni 1

Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Tuesday Afternoon Session

"Black & Decker's Dealer Polic.v," G.

Brogan, Baltimore, Md. Discussion, ledp

W. T. Hutcheson, Stewart Iron Wo>
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

"Selling Copy vs. Institutional Copyn
Industrial Advertising," by two author! >*

on the respective types of copy appeal-
Report of Standardization Committee.
Report of Standard Committee.
Awards of prizes.
Report of Nomination Committee :»

election of officers.
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-AN ALLIED
DEPENDABLE

1^ PAPER

Besidea our mill brands we Btock both
Mills and our New York Warehouse, Monarch

C i S Litho. Laid Mimeograph, French Folio.

Standard M. F. in white and colors. Standard

Super in white and colors. Index Bristol in

white and colore. OfTset Blanks, Litho Blanks,

Translucent Bristol and Campaign Bristol.

^NWCDD
TEXT

THIS sheet possesses a medium rough finish which givea

all the soft, velvety appearance which one seeks in an

antique or eggshell paper. Yet it takes sharp impressions

of fine and closely drawn lines.

It is a particularly good sheet for fine brochures, folders

and books. It prints clean; it is economical; and it possesses

true Allied value. You can get Kenwood Text either in

White or India. Send for our sample book.

ALLIED PAPER MILLS, Kalamazoo, Michigan
In ivriting for samples please address Desk 8, Office 15

New York Warehouse, 471-473 Eleventh Avenue
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Which Group
The Contented in Possession-

cONTENTMENT is a beautiful thing,—but not in customers.

When you send your sales-message out you do not want it to receive the

mild indifference of those for whom life has become mainly a matter of placid con-

templation.

Middle-aged complacence, hoary contentment, with most experiences behind'

and a genial compromise with life the f)utstanding characteristic—these make
happy endings for the fiction-writer, but imlikely prospects for the cojjy-writer.

Are you poking around amid the dead-ashes of circulation?—or are you

striking fire from—Youth, the Eager to Possess?

750 N. Michigan Avenue, Oiicago

Photopia
Predominant uth

James R.}^

C. WFui

221 West 5:^ S
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^

ill You Sell?
Eager to Possess?

k/OUTH revels in the glories of discontent. Before the insistence of Youth
1 those subject to its dynamic influence give way. Life is not compromise but

high-hearted adventure with one-and-twenty.

Youth wants and wants fiercely, lives and lives largely. All the world is a

ascinating market-place with the choicest of wares for hungry Youth.

When you tell your sales-story to the younger generation, you are addressing

n audience that keeps awake, an audience anxious to learn about the good things

f life.

Such an audience of young people between 18 and .30 reads Photoplay Maga-
ine and reads it thorouglily—every montli. Use Photo])lay to reach those eager
1 possess your product.

[^GAZINE
' Age Group

er

1 Manager

127 Federal Street, Boston

^
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Imprints on the
Sands of Jimc-

NATroNAL
^VERTISERS,

^hat list
GOOD -AD

WINDOW SIGNS

Signs thru the years
that never show a

sign of wear!

THE very first Good-Ad window signs we
have ever produced still retain their origi-

nal brilliance of color—unaffected by the

ra\'ages of time or weather—convincing proof

that they are more economical and far superior

to any other form of sign.

"Good-Ad
}fiindow Signs oF
DECALCOMANIE

That "Goes on Forever"
axe made of permanent and brilliant non-fading

colors — becoming almost a part of the glass

itself— perpetually pointing out WHAT to buy
and WHERE to buy it.

PALM, FECHTELER & CO.
DecaXcomanie Pioneers

67 Fifth Ave., New York
Representatives in all Principal Cities

PALM, FECHTELER & CO.,

Gentlemen:—Kindly send actual Decalcomanie samples, also illustrated

PP££ I
literature "A" and FREE COLOR SKETCH, without obligation.

SKETCH
j

SUnhcre

OFFER 1 NOTE:—To assist you in preparing color sketch, enclosed find copy of

I

trade mark and other advertising matter.

Transfeeri

Going After the

Extra Markets
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1^

capable of opening: up extra matets,

if ferreted out by research ?

And how many other products ar.

tides may there be with unsusjcteil

extra markets waiting for somece to

come along who has the imaginatntoi
discover how they can be fitteiintO'

people's lives in ways not nowgus-l

pected ?

It has always seemed to me thi one

of the biggest contributions ad\rtis.

ing agencies have made to busine; has

been in the number of new or xtra

markets they have pointed outiand

opened up for their clients. Miy a

small business has gone to an ;ver-

tising agency with a product or ii ar-

ticle or a service to be advertisi to

some given market, to be shown a lucb

bigger market for the product < ar-

ticle or service in an entirely difrent

direction, serving some different hraan

need.

No advertiser, or no advertisingnaa,

whether advertising manager, aincy

contact man or agency copyviter,

should allow himself to get so wriped

up in the technique of mere adverting

that he loses sight of the fact th his

real job is to mai-ket, and that s a

marketing man he should keep on lobe

of his brain thinking in terms of t\m
markets while the other works or opy

and plans for immediate use.

THERE are few articles or dtices,

few commodities, few seilces,

which could not be adapted in soniway

to the needs of some extra marke had

we sufficient imagination or tec ical

knowledge to see how to do it. .^nd

unquestionably, five or ten yearsrom

now many of the products and seices

that we think are being offered to 'ery

possible market today, viall be sling

to extra markets yet to be discored,

and this without any change ii the

product or service.

These extra markets will firstiave

to develop in some one mar or

woman's mind as a new use or inew

possibility, and that conception will

then have to be transferred to thoub-

lic mind by means of adverting.

Sometimes this can be done quickland

easily; in other cases it is a prlen\

in education and requires a long me.

In fact, time is often one of theiost

important elements in developing <tra

markets. People have to get usi to

new ideas, and "getting used" toiny-

thing almost presupposes time forien-

tal acceptance and digestion. Fothis

reason it is often dangerous to si'rge

in going after an extra market. Far

better as a rule to plan a progra of

advertising covering two or three ars.

If the extra market opens up .'iner,

it is easy enough to increase the r^r^"

priation overnight and cultivati ths

new market aggressively; where i'

insufficient time is allowed, an( to"

much money is spent in a short, pw-
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tiular drive for the new market, leav-

h little or none for the long pull, the

,r]ult is almost sure to be disappoint-

'n.

'^he matter of keeping the marketing

e lenditure "in proportion" with the

r sonable potentialities of the new

e ra market is also one that must be

c-efuUy studied. In the enthusiasm

discovering some extra market,

riny a firm has swung its advertising

a I sales appeal clear away from its

o' market and into the new field, only

ti find that the new market, while

wth cultivating, was not worth the

s.rifice of the old one that had kept

t) business going for years.

t is a safe rule to regard new mar-

ks as extra markets until such time

a they are thoroughly tested out, and

t( cultivate them "on the side," as it

\v-e, without risking the loss of the

market. One, Aesop, once wrote

aible about a dog and a bone that has

a'ertain application to extra markets!

\Molay Councillor"

Kansas City, Mo., has opened a Chi-

c office at 909 Peoples Gas Building,

W'h E. J. Seifrit, advertising manager,
ifiharge.

.ADVERTISING AND SELLING FORTNIGHTLY

iichbaum-Liggett Company

Ijleveland. appointed advertising

c<nsel to C. L. Bryant Boiler Com-
pliy, manufacturers of heating ap-
pjinces, same city.

C^rlysle Company
'lew York, will direct advertising

fi the Propper Silk Hosiery Mills,

sjie city.

hiu-Van Pietersom-Diinlap-

Yunggreen, Inc.

Jlilwaukee, have been appointed ad-
v'tising counsel to the Harvey Spring
fi'^orging Company, Racine, Wis.

Aguit Hirschbaum
Tor several years in the art depart-

njit of Albert Frank & Company,
^/l York, is now art director at their
B;ton office.

HG. Eicell

advertising manager of the Wayne
Bik & Pump Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.,

W been appointed manager of sales
fv the Wayne water softeners and
Vjyne oil burners. L. T. Swallow, re-
f'ltly editor of the Wctyiie Winner and
it, charge of direct-mail advertising,
ceeds Mr. Ewell as advertising man-

a r.

large Batten Company
Jew York, will direct advertising

H Chickering & Sons' New York re-
t store, 27 West 57th Street.

Brtram May Advertising Agency
I'hiladelphia, will direct the con-

siier campaigns projected by the Ga-
r Corporation, Newark, N. J., manu-
fturers of radio receivers; and the
^lorer Delicatessen Group, distrib-
Ys, Philadelphia.

Morning Papers Qet Action the Same Day

RADIO
'T'HE one paper in Cincinnati
^ that stands foremost in the
hearts of all the radio fans is

The Cincinnati Enquirer.

For it not only has fostered radio
from its very inception, but has
run helpful and instructive ar-

tides that have educated the lay-

men to the use and pleasure of
radio.

The Cincinnati Enquirer is

the only paper that IS NOW
CARRYING A RADIO MAG-
AZINE—AND THAT HAS
CARRIED ONE THROUGH-
OUT THE SUMMER WITH-
OUT INTERRUPTION.

Radio Manufacturers who are coming to
Cincinnati this fall pick The Enquirer
exclusively to cover this market.

The

CINCINNATI
ENQUIRER
One oftheWorld's Qreatest l^^ewspapers

I. A. KLEIN
Chicago, New York

R. J. BIDWELL CO.
742 Market St., San Francisco

**********ft***«****A******A**A*******«*****A*«********.
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Booming in

AKRON
Akron and Rubber

Business is generally brisk

in Akron. It is the world's

rubber and dirigible centre.

Workers are well paid. The
Akron Times is read in most
Akron homes each evening

—and on Sundays. It's the

most profitable way to the

Akron market.

AKRON
EVENING
AND

SUNDAY TIMES
'^Akron's Ablest NetOspape

They can be reached in no other |

way than through the colu

of the Evening and Sunday
Times.

National Adverlising Representat

CHAS. H. EDDY CO
New York.Chicaeo.Boston

NOW LEADING
IN ERIE

The sworn statements
for August of both Erie

newspapers show^ the Dis-

patch-Herald leading by a
daily average of close to

1.000.

The average daily total

distribution during August
was 28.161.

The Dispatch - Herald
now leads in city, shopping
zone and total circulation.

THE DISPATCH:HERALD
CHAS. H. EDDY & COMPANY

National Adoertiting
Representativea

New York Chicago Boston

Modern Advertising and

Industrial Financing
By Robert R, Thien

A PROMINENT financial man not
long ago said that "Advertising
has introduced a new factor

into the situation which financial men
must consider when determining upon
the investment or loan possibilities of

a commercial institution.

"Up to a few years ago," he said,

"it was enough to be sure that a com-
pany's product was right, that its

finances were carefully managed, that

its production methods were up to date,

and that the management was eco-

nomical and safe with relation to pur-

chases and with regard to labor.

"Markets were then expanding by
leaps and bounds, and competition was
primarly limited to production meth-

ods. The key to sales dominance in

almost every instance was capacity.

"Price was the principal lever in

getting sales; and price-cuts were the

means used to open new markets or to

control old markets. The method was
effective for the time, but its weakness
lay in the fact that such tactics are

sheer expedients, with no permanent
eflfect. The attacked of one price war
was the attacker in the next, and so on.

"The idea was not so much to win
the public as to throttle competition.

"Today, every banker and financial

man knows that price is not the deter-

mining factor that it once was, except

perhaps in the case of some actual

basic necessities of life.

"Production methods are wonder-
fully efficient, and modern machinery
available to all.

"It is true, and peculiarly significant,

that it is easier to build and equip a

factory and to turn out a good product

than it is to win and hold a market
for that product.

"Many a banker has gone through

the experience of financing a factory

on the basis of a going business, only

to have it later come into his hands

as real estate, because of inefficient

and impermanent sales methods.

"The position of key man in an in-

stitution, from the financial view-

point, which was formerly held by the

production man, is today occupied by

the advertising and merchandising

man.
"So the banker is becoming more and

more concerned with the sales methods,

and more particularly the merchandis-

ing policies of commercial companies

that come to him for financial assis-

tance.

"The banker wants to know especial-

ly whether the sales methods are based

on the old 'dumping' process, on a

Reprinted from the Adcrafter, official

magazine of the Adcraft Club of Detroit.

series of so-called 'drives' and 'stutfj,'

or whether there actually is a defiie

merchandising policy that tends o

establish and foster a powerful :d

permanent good-will for the institut i,

and in doing this, assure a profits e

and increasing market for the instii-

tion's products. !

"And the banker knows, too, t.t

direct sales 'push,' however effecte

it may be in moving a job-lot of go(i,

is not so lasting or so effective as e

'pull' which comes from the prefers e

of the public, and keeps on coming.

"Where the one company is nola

good or safe financial investment, e

other is."
;

It is safe to say that the banr
quoted expresses an already widy

held and spreading attitude of m|d

among financial men.
One direct result is that bankjs

are coming to appraise "advertising'-

dividing it into classes, sifting e

amateurish from the professional, i

order to determine whether it can:t

be reduced to principles which (jl

eliminate the unstable features tit

have characterized so many "advert-

ing successes," which nevertheless we
"business failures."

It is focusing attention upon adv,-

tising agencies, to the detriment f

some and the leadership of others.
[

For, inevitably, business flows to i.e

man or organization that can bit

serve its interests. [

People read advertising and are j-

fluenced by it, not because they s«

to be, but because it is a law of fe

human mind that they must be.
'

The opinion of one reader as affecll

by the suggestion in advertising I-

comes the thing we call reputatfi

when adopted by many readers.

This reputation may well be, al

often is, the most valuable single as,l

of a business.

It breaks down sales resistance-

it cuts the net cost of sales—it mals

possible a volume of sales which i^-

terially lowers the cost of product!.

It is the element which insures cf

tinuity of life for a business, even wh^i

other elements are weak or lacking.!

The effectiveness of advertising, [i

creating this reputation, or consumed

good-will, depends upon the skill \v|i

which the law of suggestion is appli;

Advertising founded on this pi-

ciple is very real insurance agaiit

competition because it builds up in H

public mind a decided preference :r

the product. This settled public convf-

tion constitutes an active and effect?

opposition to all competing produ»

attempting to get in on the marl([.
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CHENEY BROTHERS
In speaking of the exquisite
pieces pictured above—pieces

beautifully done in four color
process — Cheney Brothers say

:

"Our whole aim in the making
of direct-by-mail advertising for

Cheney Silks is the production
of the very finest pieces within

our power. We have paintings

made by internationally known
artists; we go to the finest plate

makers we know of and we
spend great care in the prepara-

tion of copy. Naturally, to round
out the picture, we print these

messages on Foldwell."

CHICAGO PAPER COMPANY - ManM/acturcrs
801 South Wells Street - Chicago

NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED

TKe macWines thai maVe FoWu'eJI Coated Boo/e, Cover and Writing
are busv night and day making these papers—

thus strict uniformity is maintained.

Hi'

J
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u^aiionalkj Q)Lstihuted
By the Country's Leading Paper Merchants

BALTIMORE. MD.
Th, n /•, lioiiit I'liiur (11.

Huiwrcr and Lombard Sis.

BOSTON, MASS.
Jolin Carter ti- Companti. Inc.
697 Allanlic Avenue

BUFFALO. N. Y.
Tlie Allinu * Cori/ Company

CALGARY. ALTA.. CAN.
Jolin Martin Paper Co.. Ltd.

CHICAGO. ILL.
Chicago Paper Cotiipttny

CLEVELAND. OHIO
The l;irr„„i„ I'ninr Co.
U.iU 11. Third SI.

DALLAS. TEXAS
Olmstcd-Kirk Company

DA"i'TON. OHIO

DES Ml MM-.-, 'W A

DETROIT. MICH.
Chope-stevenK Paper Co.
191S-19do Fort Street. West

EDMONTON, ALTA.. CAN.
John Martin Paper Co.. Ltd.

EL PASO. TEXAS
E. C. Palmer ,( Co.. Lid.

HARTFORD, CONN.
John Carter .t Company. Inc.
855 Main Street

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
Ceniiir,, l;iiurC„
Sill h' „r,.l:. \ .

KAN^ \s (. I I ^ , M( 1

LINCOLN. NEB.
Lincoln Paper Company
Cor. IJfth & P Sis.

LOS ANGELES, CALIP.
make. MoffitI * Toicne
3Jti So. Los Angeles St.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
Louisville Paper Co.
Tfiirtceruh tt Maple

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
.^llman-Christiansen Paper Co.
ISl Michigan St.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
T/te John Leslie Paper Co.
SOI South Fifth .St.

MONTREAL, P. Q.. CAN.
McFarlanc, Son <£ Hodgson, Ltd

NEWARK, N. J.
Lasher d- Lathrop. Inc
60 East Pcddic St.

NEW ORLEANG, lA.
F. C. Palmer A- Co.. Ltd.
4SS Camp St.

NEW YORK. N. Y.
The Ailing d Corp Co.
SIB W. S7th St.
Lasher & Lathrop. Inc.
29-3S Lafayette St.
WhUehcad & AUiaer Co.
11 Thomas St.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
Kansas City Paper House
S7 E. Grand Avenue

OMAHA. NEB.
Carpenter Paper Co.
9th and Harney Sts.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
.4. Harlung & Company
SOeSlS Race .Street

PHOENIX. ARIZ.
make. Moffltt * Toivrie

PITTSBURGH. PA,
The .Ailing .t- Cory Company
P. O. Box 91 i

PORTLAND, ORE.
Blake. McFall Company
East 3rd at Ankeny

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

John Carter tt Company, Inc.
as Fountain St.

ROCHESTER. N. Y.
Tlte .-lllino A- Cory Company
P. O. Box 995

ST. LOUIS. MO.
.\emc Paper Co.
US South 8th St.

ST. PAUL, MINN.
Nassau Paper Company

SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH
Carpenter Paper Co.
IJiS State Street

SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
Blake, Motrin ,t Towne

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Blake, Moffitt & Towne
Al First St.

SEATTLE. WASH.
.American Paper C -.

SPOKANE. WASH.
Spokane Paper <fc Statio.i ry Co.

TACOMA. WASH.
Tacoma Paper A Statio.lerp Co.
1733-1739 Jefferson .Ave.

TOLEDO, OHIO
The Commerce Paper Co.
iO St. Clair St.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Stanford Paper Company
1S16 "C" St., N. II'.

WINNIPEG, MAN., CAN.
John Martin Paper Co., Ltd.

CHICAGO PAPER COMPANY, Manufacturers
801 South Wells Street, Chicago

FoUing Coated Book Folding Coated Cover Folding Coated Writing
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Window Display Men
to Hold Convention

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 40]

^Itors with an illustrated lecture,

'lerchandising Through the Win-

iiVs." Martin L. Pierce, merchandis-

li and research expert of The Hoover

Jnpany, North Canton, Ohio, will de-

ir the annual banquet address, his

itject being "The Use of Emotional

\Deal in Merchandising."

'he final sessions of the convention

lithe third day will be opened by an

uress by Joseph M. Kraus, advertis-

r manager of A. Stein & Company,
3 cage, who will speak on "The Na-
iial Advertiser's Viewpoint of Win-
!(' Display." R. O. Eastman, re-

e'-eh expert of Cleveland, Ohio, will

pk on "What the W. D. A. A. Can
i omplish by Research Work." The
(]rt of the Research and Survey

'!, imission of the association, of which
i.r. Fischer of the International Dis-

i]js Company, Cleveland, Ohio, is

Hirman, will be read at this session.

r|3 report includes the recommenda-
i s made by the commission as the
eilt of the sending out of 2000 ques-

i, naires to national advertisers re-

e ly, to determine methods of higher
fliency in the handling of window dis-

il,' advertising.

t noon on the final day of the con-
f;ion, the delegates will hold a joint

a heon with the Cleveland Advertis-
nClub, which will be addressed by a
fiker of national prominence, se-

e|'>d by members of the club. Busi-
\e. sessions, including the election of
'card of Trustees, the selection of

h|1925 convention city and other mat-
e, will conclude the convention, the
r tees meeting directly thereafter to

1<|; the officers of the association.

oecial features of the convention
fi include a program of entertain-
i^t provided by the Cleveland com-
a^ee, which is headed by F. E. Watts,
liiager of publicity and distribution
o' the Apex Electrical Distributing
't pany; a window display exhibit,
I'I'h will line the convention hall, in-
liing exhibits of window display ad-
e'ising produced or furnished to deal-
rby the members of the association;
;iotographic display exhibit, to con-

i^|Of photographs of window displays
fationally advertised products fur-
'3d by members of the association.
^ exhibit features will be in charge
f|Ohn V. Horr, vice-president of the
Ivufacturers Display Service Cor-
oition of Chicago.

'itional headquarters of the Win-
Display Advertising Association

rut 1209 Sycamore Street, Cinein-
a; Ohio.

f]'. Rogers Parker
•'signed from Joseph Richards
opany. Inc., New York, to become
s^'iated with The Erickson Com-

The Attracting Force

BETTER Plates and Mats
backed up by a Better Ser-

vice, for less money, never fails

to attract the keen buyer.

Gagnier offers this and all of

the many important and valu-

able features that go with

Better Plates and Mats and
Better Service, for less money.

// you adzertise in newspapers
you how to save time and mc
Plates and Mats. Outline y
tnents. Let us Quote prices. No obligation.

can show
on your

GAGNIER STEREOTYPE FOUNDRY
The Gagnier Corporation

DETROITNEW YORK
51 E. 42nd St.

CHICAGO
222 N. Michigan Ave.

WiMilE
7/ie 5ltco^ni;^ed Standard

9H
V
CM

"Better C^py
Look over the advertisin.t; in any magazine, or

trade paper. Observe the printed matter that comes
to your desk.

What percentage of it do yon think really helps

to sell goods ?

Look over your own copy and ask yourself the

same question. If you believe it is ioo% good, you
will have no impulse to write me.

Charles Austin Bates
23, WEST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK.
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SHAW BUSINESS BOOKS

Announcing

"Principles of

Merchandising"
By MELVIN T. COPELAND, Ph.D.

Professor of Marketing, Director of Bureau of
Business Research. Graduate School of Busi-

ness Administration. Harvard University.

NEVER before has such a clear-cut,

comprehensive, intimate analysis of

merchandising principles been ofifered.

Starting with a discussion of the objec-

tives of merchandising it gives the results

of aggressive, economical sales efforts in

numerous instances. It goes behind these

effects and makes clear the principles

which have stimulated consumers to buy
more merchandise. It differentiates be-

tween types of commodities and shows
just what motives really prompt consum-
ers to buy convenience goods, shopping
goods, specialty goods and industrial

goods. It tells just how business firms

have appealed to emotional as well as ra-

tional buying motives. It takes up the

proven methods of selecting, training, pay-
ing and managing the sales force. In
short, it makes clear time-tested procedure
in handling practically all the significant

and perplexing merchandising problems.

Replete with Valuable Data
jV/rOREOVER, this book is written by one of

the foremost marketing authorities and pres-

ents figures and data from a close study of the
actual results which literally hundreds of con-
cerns of varying sizes have secured. In all, there
are 29 tables and 17 significant charts.

Examine Free

A N examination will quickly prove the value^ of this book to you. Send no money now.
Simply mail the handy coupon below.

No money now

—

: A. W. SHAW COMPAN"i
;

Cass, Huron and Erie Si

• Please mail me for five

[
copy or M. T. Copeland's

I
chandising.-' If entirely sa

I $4. payment (n full. Oth
[

book.
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First in the United States

THE NEW YORK TIMES prints more national advertising than any other

newspaper in the United States.

The Times published in 1923 a total of 5,624,358 agate lines of national adver-

tising, 721,925 lines more than the second newspaper in the United States and 1,511,-

004 lines more than the third newspaper.

In eight months of 1924, The New York
Times published 3,748,844 lines of

national advertising, 956,724 lines more
than the next New York newspaper.

The New York Times is first in national

advertising because of its unrivalled ad-

jvantages in the greatest market in the

world.

More than 800 national advertisers em-
ployed the columns of The Times in

1923. Of this number 200 used The
Times exclusively among New York
[morning newspapers.

The circulation of The New York
Times, 378,174 average daily and Sun-
day, represents a buying power not
equalled by any other newspaper.

Volume, quality and responsiveness

combine to put this circulation of The
New York Times on the highest level

of advertising value.

The Sunday edition of The New York
Times (in which 2,577,540 lines of na-

tional advertising were published in

1923) has a total circulation in excess

of 575,000 copies of which 400,000 are

in the area within 150 miles of New
York. In the quality and the buying

power of this concentrated circulation,

and of subscribers in 8,000 cities and

towns in the United States, The New
York Times is without equal in the news-

paper field.

National advertisers find special opportunities in the Rotogravure Magazine Sec-

tion which is a part of the Sunday edition of The New York Times (having the

lowest rotogravure advertising rate per thousand in the United States.)

iPhe New York Times submits all advertisements offered for publication to its

censorship and. declines false or misleading announcements.

®Ijf N^m fork Q^xmts

The Xew York Times is undoubtedly our greatest newspaper.
Tom the news point of view every copy of The Times is a

nasterpiece of craftsmanship. And it is gratifying to record

hat it is as much the creation of the profession of journalism
IS may be found in New York today Xo newspaper
n the country is freer from outside control, none more wholly
livorced from otlicr business enterprises, none with publishing

tandards of greater integrity.

rom "Can Journalism Be a Profession?" by Ernest Gnicninri.

in the Ccnlury Magazine for September, 1924.

The news in a newspaper is its reason for

existence. All sorts of "features" are added to

attract and hold the interest of this group and

that. . .but if the news were omitted it wouldn't

be a newspaper. The only genuine newspaper

in all the large cities of .\merica is The Xew
York Times.

From "The Continent"

August 28, 1924
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m-ustration
Courtesy of
Colgate & Co.

Editorial Reaction---
The reaction which an editorial office receives

from subscribers is, after all, a better test of maga-

zine influence than cold figures showing circulation

gain and lineage growth.

Normal Instructor - Primary Plans is a vital

force in the business of teaching. Look through an issue. See the

great number of useful, helpful ideas packed into the reading col-

umns. It offers the best thought of America's leading educators.

Normal Instructor-Primary Plans is a wide and busy avenue

leading to a great body of progressive, wide-awake teachers over

160,000 strong.
We suggest a liberal recommen-
dation on your next schedule.

F. A. OWEN PUBLISHING COMPANY, DANSVILLE, N. Y.

CHICAGO
1018 So. Wabash Ave.

C. E. Gardner
Advertising Manager

NEW YORK
110 West 34th Street
George V. Rumage

Eastern Representative

9*-

nORMALinSTRUCTOR
mi PRIMARY PLAHS

FOR TEACHERS OF AU- THE GRADES AND OF RURAL SCHOOLS Mi
Member Audit Bu

STANFORD BRIGGS INC
ADVERTISING ART
392 FIFTH AVENUE. N.Y.C.

Layouts, designs, and illustrations for every

purfyose in every practical fec/ini^ue.

invited as a guest, wearing tan shoes

with evening clothes, etc.

To become a full member, the novice

must prove ability to detect some of the

more complicated forms of errors, such

as requesting one's escort to fish for an
earring accidentally dropped in a plate

of soup, rendering assistance to an
elderly lady going upstairs by forcibly

pushing from the rear, congratulating
,

a friend on the death of a wealthy
uncle, etc.

To merit the title of First Degree
Sneerer, the full member must prove

ability to detect errors in industrial

and financial circles, such as putting

,

the president of a concern where he

belongs by inspecting the label in his

hat, appearing before a Board of Di-

rectors' meeting wearing a wolf head

(or any other kind) stickpin, sizing up
the credit standing of an organization

by the crinkle of the company's sta-

tionery, etc.

To earn the title of Thirty-third De-

gree Sneerer calls for the highest

finesse. The candidate seeking this

honor must prove ability to detect er-

rors that will likely pass unnoticed to

any but an expert. Examples follow:

Discovering a dropped stitch in thej

hosiery of your dancing partner; de

tecting the presence of hidden moles;

judging the social standing of your

week-end guest by the tires he uses on

his car; sensing evidences of pyorrhea.

The remainder of the by-laws con-

sists of a series of exercises to be in-

dulged in daily before a mirror, for

the purpose of cultivating the most

expressive form of sneer.

The question is, what shall be donej

about all this? Shall the Cult of the

Sneer be permitted to grow at its pres-j

ent rate, or shall advertising legisla-

tion step in and control the operation]

of this society before our billboards am'

magazine pages become one wide sneer?j

Agricultural Publishers .Association]

First session of annual meeting will

convene at 2.00 p. m., October 1.5, in

the LaSalle Hotel, Chicago. The board

of directors will meet in the Associa-.

tion offices, 7B West Monroe Street^

that city.

R. L. Burdick I

Who resigned a year ago from the'

headquarters office of the Assoeiatec'

Business Papers, Inc., New York, tc

become executive secretary of the na-'

tional association of directories, has

returned to the A. B. P. office, succeed-

ing Robert Douglas, deceased. (

Minna Hall Simmons
Formerly on the advertising staff O-

the New York Globe and Commercia.
Adrertiser, and the Evening Telegram
is now associated with the Powers Re
production Corporation, New York.

jiii

f

Ibi

Brooke, Smith & French, Inc.

Detroit, appointed advertising a_n(

merchandising counsel for the Kelvin

ator Corporation, manufacturers
electric refrigeration equipment for do

mestic use, same city.
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An Idea from the

I
Theater

THE next time that your advertis-

ing department goes on a superla-

tive debauch—labeling everything

I as the "best," "finest" or "most re-

!
markable"—try the experiment of pur-

chasing a theater ticket for a serious

;
product and presenting it to the man
responsible for the preparation of the

copy.

The next morning ask him how he

I

enjoyed the play and inquire casually

if he did not think that the actors who
were repressed and quiet in their work
were far more effective than those who
raved and ranted around, those who
spoke in italics and gesticulated in bold-

face. It isn't the actor who tears his

hair and emotes all over the stage that

wins his audience, but the man who,

by the naturalness of his acting, sug-

gests confidence and realism.

This is the keynote of present-day

theatrical productions, with such no-

table examples as "Outward Bound,"

"White Cargo" and "Tarnish," and it

is also the keynote of effective adver-

tising. In both cases repression and

restraint are far more convincing than

exaggeration and superlatives.

—

Retail

Ledger, Philadelphia.

A. A. C. of W.

At a meeting held at the New York
Advertising Club, the Executive Com-
mittee of the A. A. C. of W. voted on
budgets totaling $295,411. The associ-

ation ended the fiscal year (May 31)
' with $37,427 cash as against $9,730
' the year before. Total assets are

,

$143,914 as against $85,144 a year
I before, while the surplus is $83,261 as

; compared with $41,742 in 1923. John
'1 H. Logeman, Chicago, was appointed
; chairman of the national exhibit com-

,
mittee in charge of the advertising ex-

1 hibit at the Houston Convention.
' Herbert S. Houston, New York, was
I reappointed chairman of the Publica-
i tions Committee; Paul T. Cherington,

;
chairman of the National Educational

i

Committee; George W. Hopkins, chair-
: man of the Speakers' Bureau, and
Frederick M. Feiker, chairman of the

!
committee on Associated Advertising

,

; the organ of the Associated Advertis-
!' ing Clubs.

Reuben H. Donnelley of Chicago;
' Samuel C. Dobbs, Atlanta; Rowe Ste-

wart, Philadelphia; Wm. C. D'Arcy, St.

I Louis, and E. D. Gibbs, Dayton, were
: appointed as a President's Advisory
' Committee.

The Window Display Advertising
Association and the National Publish-

' ers Association were voted into
' membership as departmentals of the

i National Advertising Commission, affil-

' iated with the A. A. C. of W.

Rickard and Company, Inc.

New York, will direct the advertising
of the Eisemann Magneto Corporation,
same city. This includes both radio
and magneto departments.

Do You Know Which
Trade Journal Carries

The Most Advertising of
Radio Receiving Sets

We have just had an audit made covering the

month of August, 1924.

We will be glad to supply you

with a copy of this audit.

It shows that the Talking Machine World, "the

Big Book with the Orange Cover," leads all

trade papers in all fields in the advertising of

radio receiving sets. It leads them all by over

100%, and this includes the electrical, the hard-

ware, the exclusively radio, and the other music

trade papers.

EDWARD LYMAN BILL, Inc., Publisher
383 Madison Avenue, New York
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50 YEARS TO GROW THE WALNUT

FOR a quarter of a century The
Grand Rat:iids Furniture Rec-
ord has served furniture and

home-furnishings retailers.

Of especial importance to adver-
tisers is the way in which this busi-

ness paper has influenced the
dealers' buying habits.

Because of the volume of requests
from retail buyers, it is necessary
to maintain an editorial assistant

whose chief duty is to answer in-

quiries as to where this or that may
be purchased.
Our catalog file holds hundreds

of catalogs and price lists and we are

able to direct a prospective buyer
to the firm that manufactures exact-
ly what he wishes to stock.

This is one of the ways in which
we serve the industry and our ad\er-
tisers. It is one reason why our
circulation lies among the worth-
while stores in the field—why the

average buying power of our dealer-

readers is a little more than
$105,000.00.

Figures for the last month report-

ed, show that The Furniture Rec-

ord's circulation is greater than any
other publication's in this field.

That, however, is not of such impor-
tance as the nature and character
of this circulation.

It takes a walnut tree fifty years
to grow, while a catalpa matures
in ten. From the walnut is fashioned
beautiful furniture for your home.
The catalpa is sometimes used for

fence posts.

A thought in that for the adver-
tiser. The Furniture Record is the
oldest ."X.B.P. publication devoted
to this field. Past performance has
proved its value as an advertising
medium. May we tell you more
about it and the field it serves?

Members of the A. P.. Inc

A. B. C. Audited Circulation.

The Grand Rapids Furniture Record

Grand Rapids, Michigan—U. S. A.

PublUhcd hil

The rERiODic.iL Publishing

Also Publishers of

The Furniture Maniilaeiinir £
The American Funirfjl Directm

Within the Hrnne

Homes Charmino

Better Furniture, and

Bfioke for the Industry

Recently Published

By The Century Company, New
York—"Lead, the Precious Metal," by
Orlando C. Harn. An excellent book,
written in popular style, by the adver-
tising manager of the National Lead
Company. Lead is followed from the
mine through the refining processes and
into its many uses in industry. The
book also goes into the fascinating re-
lationships of lead and radium, and
lead and imitation gems. Illustrated,
320 pages. Price, $3.

By Doubleday, Page & Company,
Garden City, N. Y.—"The Genius (rf

American Business," by Julius H.
Barnes, President of the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States. Sets
forth in interesting style the philoso-
phy underlying American business.
This philosophy Mr. Barnes elaborates
in a series of chapters devoted to the
nation's important industries, showing
that the fundamental basis of our
genius is a composite of the belief in

individual effort, the factor of equal
opportunity and the spirit of fair play.

154 pages; price, $1 net.

By The Sun, New York.—"Selling
Automobiles in New York City." Book-
let prepared by the Research Depart-
ment. It gives information as to the
trend in automobile registration within
recent years, the number of different

cars marketed in the New York terri-

tory, the probable increases in automo-
bile owners in 1926, 1928, 1930 and
1960, the effect of recent tax reductions
on automobile sales, etc.

By The New York Times—"Typo-
graphical Standards," a sixty-four !

page booklet prepared by the Advertis- !

ing Production Department, under the
|

direction of Ben Dalgin. This is a sec- I

ond and enlarged edition of an earlier !

work, and contains additional features
|

and explanatory text giving reasons for
;

the adoption of the stringent rules by
\

which the typography of The New
Yoi-k Times advertising columns is reg- >

ulated. The booklet should prove of

value to every advertising executive, i

Of particular interest is a four-page
insert dealing with the use of blacks
in newspaper advertising, prepared by
a special committee of The Artists'

Guild. Proper and improper methods
of reproducing illustrations for news-
paper advertisements are shown.

By McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,

New York.—"Business 'Writing," by S.

Roland Hall. The author has a num-
ber of other textbooks to his credit, all

dealing with some phase of advertising,
selling and business management. In

this latest volume he has attempted to

set forth in concise form the essentials,

of various branches of business writing
as they have demonstrated themselves
to him in an experience of more than
twenty years in the business depart-
ments of newspapers, as an advertising
manager and as advertising agent and:
writer for business magazines. Some
of the subject matter covered relates to

articles of a general business nature,
writing for house organs, the drawing
up of reports and the writing of ad-

vertisements. It is a companion vol-

ume to the author's "Handbook of Busi-

ness Correspondence." Illustrated, 201 J

nages, plus index; $2.50. i
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GOOD HOUSEKEEPING &
STRATEGIC MARKETING
"TET it be remembered that often the advertiser is

I -rf Hkely to tire of his make-up long before the pubHc
does .... he sees it much more. Maybe Napoleon some-
times yearned to give his old clothes to the poor. And
one has frequently heard of celebrated actors and novel-

ists who grew weary, at times, of themselves as the world
loved them. In a word, let us who would make ourselves

memorable hitch our wagon to an idea, and follow that

idea as it were a star." — Robert Cortes Holliday in

Advertising and Selling Fortnightly

(L>*=
•Vo. 11 [//i ! iciU gladly send Ihem.]

^I^%J)

Someone remarked at the recent London
Advertising Convention, "Building an ad-
vertising character is just the same as build-

ing a human character." ^Ye believe, how-
ever, that the building of the former is a bit

more difficult, for a person's character sel-

dom touches uiion the millions that an
advertising character does.

—GH—
FOOD accounts totaling 71 icere carried

in Good Housekeeping during the first six

months of 1934- 1^'ext tiearest ivonian's publi-

cation carried C'l.

The Kansas City (Mo.) Star of July 12th
gives the following program for the married
man the first five days after his wife goes

away for the summer:
1. Sends electric curling iron.

2. Sends GOOD HOUSEKEEPING for

October, 1923.

3. Sends pattern for baby's rompers.
4. Sends crochet needles, beads and book

of instructions for making beaded
bag.

5. Gathers up all loose sewing and toilette

articles lying around in wife's room,
and sends them in box.

—GH—
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT accounts

Moling 152 were carried in Good Housekeep-
ing during the first six montlis of i.9?^. Next
nearest woman's publication carried 83.

—GH—

"Success, as someone so pertinently ob-
served, is nothing more than doing what you
can do well; and doing well whatever you
do, without the thought of fame."

"The story of Good Housekeeping Insti-

tute is made espeoiallv interesting because it

illustrates this formula .so completely. Suc-
cess came to the Institute because it accom-
plished as well as it knew how the work it

elected to do. And fame came because at no
time was there any thought of fame."

—

From the foreword in "The Story of Good
Housekeeping Institute."

The manufacturer of a condiment
has cashed in strongly on the influ-
ence of Good Housekeeping as a
household buying guide. Against
the Competition of three well-known
and highly-rated women'siruxgazines.
Good Housekeeping pulled more in-

quiries than the three others com-
bined. It is safe to say that such
reader influence mil benefit yoxtr

sales.

—GH—
For twelve months now Good Housekeep-

ing circulation has been over the millon mark.

—GH—
According to Radio News, there

are 11,200,000 homes in America
without autoinol)iles, and 12.800,-

000 with automobiles. A good por-
tion of these homes without are
going to have cars soon. A good
portion of these homes with are
going to have their cars exchanged
for new automobiles. Good House-
keeping's circulation stretches over
both these classes with an influence

that leads to the buying of mer-
chandise advertised in Good House-
keeping.

—GH—
BUILDING MATERIAL accounts total-

ing 56 were carried in Good Housekeeping
dtiring the first six months of 1924. Next
nearest woman's publication carried 18.

—GH—

66j out of2ygo
Because more than half the

population lives in only 2790
places of all the 131,000 places in

the country^
And because the remainder

comes in from its farms and rural

communities to do most of its

shopping in these points, retail

stores are concentrated almost en-
tirely at these 2790 cities, towns
and villages.

Some of these places are more
important than others; so much
.so that 70% of the total retail

business is being done in only 663
of these 2790 places. Do you know
where these 663 trading centers

are?
Knowledge of conditions such

as these make marketing ques-

tions simpler. The Marketing
Division of Good Housekeeping
will l)e glad to confer with j'ou on
your problems.

The Franklin Baker Company testifies:
' 'In the last few months we have had very
definite evidence of Good Housekeeping's
pulling power.

' 'Our March four-color page featured an
offer of a free can of our new Southern Style
Coconut. In a little more than three months
from the time of this insertion, we received
25,000 requests. These results were far be-
yond our expectations."

—GH—
When arranging the physical appearance

of an advert i.sement, attractiveness must be
uppermost in the mind of the advertiser.
People buy magazines and newspapers to
read fiction, articles and news, not to read
advertising. Therefore, your advertisement
must appeal to the reader the minute his eye
lands on it. It must even draw the reader's
eye from another point on the page, and
hold it there. As Advertising Technique
puts it: "People are wary; ad-shy, so to
speak. If you want to talk to them, j'OU
must first lure them within range. Theii be
careful not to do anything to scare them
away again."

—GH—

A wood product association recently wrote
us: ' 'It may interest you to know that in our
advertising, (!ood Housekeeping has con-
sistently led the woman's field and has done
so by a very appreciable margin. As a mat-
ter of fact, it detaches itself from the hst of
women's and general magazines, and shows
returns that classify it with the several mag-
azines that devote themselves exclusively to
interior decoration and landscape garden-
ing." _GH-
HOUSEFURNISHINGS accounts total-

ing 71 were carried in Good Housekeeping
during the first 6 months of 19-24- Next near-
est woman's iiublicalion carried 55.

—GH—
Again we quote. Advertising Technique:

"In no other profession does there exist a
greater need for more good book reading
than in the advertising profession. First,
from a recreational standpoint : .second, from
a point of interest; and third, from the im-
portance of having 'shop spoken to him' by
the acknowledged leaders and connoisseurs
of his chosen profession."

This page, aiiiiearing now and then, is

published by Good Housekeeping in the
interests of better advertising and mar-
keting. Address, 119 W. 40th St., N. Y.
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^''Advertiser's
/\ Weekly
The Organ of Drilish Advertising

The only weekly paper in

the British Empire exclu-

sively devoted to Public-

ity.

'

«^

The only Advertising

Publication in Great

Britain giving audited net

sales figures.

Published for all v\dio

wish to be informed on
British advertising and
its developments.

Subscr
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Every Reader

—

A Food Purchaser
THE Hostess is not sown broadcast; it is planted. It costs the

grocer real money and he gives it only to valued customers and

desirable prospects—every one the food purchaser for a prosper-

ous family.

The Hostess is a personal message from the grocer to his customers.

For this reason he must carry in stock every item advertised m its

columns. No other medium exerts so powerful an influence in secur-

ing and maintaining distribution.

If you have never examined a copy, you will be amazed at the quality

of The Hostess, equal in editorial value, profusion of illustrations and

beauty of typography to any woman's magazine published barring none.

A request on your letter head will bring you sample copy, rate card

and our special plan for helping you secure wider distribution. You
cannot afford to overlook this remarkable food magazine, unlike any

other. Let us prove its value as an advertising medium.

HOSTESS
Published and Distributed by

THE ALLIED GROCERS, Inc.

1767 Broadway, at 57th St., New York

At ^17,00 a word you oould hire the

joint aervioaft of George Ada, Inrin

S. Cobb, Sinclair Lewia, Rex Beach

and Booth Tarkington to write your

copy. Yet — that's the average

price some advertisere paid to PRINT

words written by almost anybody.

See Berrien's Big Blaok Book

Goode & Berrien,
Advertising Counsel, 19 V/est 44th Street, New York

The earnings per share on

19i3 192B 1921 1920 1919
Preferred

Stock $100.09 $71.96 $74.07 $64.59 $41.::i
Common

Stock 19.61 17.92 20.96 24.92 15.40

This gives an example of what may
be expected of chains of department
stores. Gimbel's is another striking

and up-to-date example, as it has just

been listed on the New York Stock Ex-
change, and is about to open Saks &
Company's big new Fifth Avenue De-
partment store. Both Sak's stores in

New York, as well as Gimbel's in New
York, Philadelphia and Milwaukee, are

in the Gimbel group.

Department stores are heavy adver-

tisers by necessity, the percentage of

expenditure running from 2% to 4 per

cent, with the average of about 3 per

cent. Gimbel's spends 3 per cent, or

about $2,179,000 per annum. The As-
sociated Dry Goods Stores spends about

3 per cent or $1,800,000, and Macy's,

$1,488,000.

An outstanding fact about depart-

ment store advertising is that most of

it is devoted to novelties, style and
seasonable goods— merchandise on

which the profit is long. It demon-
strates the fact that the department
stores are still as a class obsessed with

desire for large ratio of profit as

against rapid turnover on advertised

goods in general demand. In this they

are, of course, directly contrary in pol-

icy to chain stores, which aim to sell

any goods most in demand; more and

more advertised goods.

THE average sale in a department
store is an interesting figure. In

1923 the average for all the department
stores reporting to the Federal Reserve

Board was $2.23, and in 1924 it was
slightly higher, $2.26. Sales in 1924

were 8 per cent larger than a year ago.

Chain stores continue to gain faster

than department stores; the per cent

of increase over 1924 being 14 per cent

larger than 1923, which was a 6 per

cent greater gain than the department

stores showed.

It is interesting to know that the

oldest department store in the world

—

Bon Marche, of Paris—is still the

largest. Marshall Field is next. (Inci-

dentally, Field's has absorbed the

Rothschild store in Chicago, operating

it under another name and thus going

into the chain store field.) Wana-
maker's of Philadelphia is third, with

Wanamaker's of New York fourth.

Macy's has had a large growth, ending

with a huge new nineteen-story addi-

tion, adding one-third to floor space.

But although volume has grown from

$35,000,000 in 1920 to $46,500,000 in

1923, profits have not kept pace; in

fact, the profits remained stationary

—

about $3,100,000.

Gimbel Bros., Inc., have now at-

tained a major size—with a volume for

1924 of $101,544,461, as against $72,-

644,768 in 1923. This volume, of course,

includes Saks & Company. Gimbel's

is making more net profit in ratio to

sales than Macy's. Its profit for 1924

itarlv

jrivat

ifthe

(bin

iMcb

liefe

iiv,

lares,

'iith.
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(fiscal year) was $7,378,646, as against

$5,043,605 in 1923. This is a growth
in profits of almost 50 per cent as

against no growth for R. H. Macy.
Gimbel's has a surplus of $6,250,000.

The Associated f)ry Goods Corpora-
tion (owning Lord & Taylor, C. G.

Gunther and other stores) had a com-
bined profit of $3,668,407 during 1923,

a slight advance over 1922, and paid

nearly $2,000,000 in dividends.

Selling to such large groups is thus

a matching of wits with highly trained,

highly capitalized buyers whose most
typical practice is to purchase surplus

or bankrupt stocks at a bargain or sell

private brand goods. "Bargains" are

often at the expense of the lifeblood

of manufacturers who are compelled

to sell; or contract manufacturers.

It is an open question whether the

1
coming of the chain store idea in de-

i partment store development will not

i

result, even if gradually, in a reversal

of policy of selling unbranded or bar-

gain merchandise, and an acceptance

i

of the principle now beginning to rule

t chain stores, of selling standard goods
' which have a brisk demand. Inevitably

the fetish of "individuality" will give

way, in an era of chain department
stores, to a greater uniformity demand-
ed by centralized authority; and such

uniformity of policy will be a cold-

bloodedly business-like one with no
false sentiment or pride. Manufactur-
ers may hope to have more considera-

tion from such chains than from pres-

ent stores, provided they have adver-

tised their goods to the public with suf-

ficient force to have a real, not a

merely boasted turnover. In other

words, the sale of goods to such larger

units will be less by pressure on price

and terms, and more on salability and
turnover, attained through vigorous

national and trade advertising.

^'^>~- •^-^^—^-^^^•^^^^•^•^-^.^^

The Magazine Club
Is the new name of body formerly

known as The Representatives' Club.
When the club was originally organ-
ized, the term "Representative" meant
"magazine representative." Today the
word applies to representatives of all

other kinds of advertising media. Since
the members of the club are strictly

interested in the selling of magazine
advertising, the name was changed to
The Magazine Club. The object of the
club, as expressed in the constitution,
was changed to read: "To promote the
interests, influence and extension of
magazine advertising, and to cooperate
with other clubs and organizations in

the development of better advertising."
The officers are: Gilbert T. Hodges,
president; J. P. Maynard, first vice-
president; W. F. Shea, second vice-
president; E. L. Townsend, secretary;
Elliott D. Odell, treasurer. Meets at
the Advertising Club, New York.

"Better Homes and Gardens"
Des Moines, Iowa, announces that

Byron H. Dawson of the home office

advertising department is to represent
the publication in western territory,
with headquarters in Chicago, and that
Paul R. Baugh of Detroit succeeds Mr.
Dawson at Des Moines.

Preparing for Leadership
Have you ever talked to a boy who is exhibiting his Boy Scout uniform for the
Hrst time? If so, you have felt part of the thrill and pride he radiates—the
thrill of wearing a uniform, having a badge and belonging to a national organiza-
tion which offers training in all the things a boy most admires—pride because of
his new responsibility in living up to Scout ideals of service and preparedness.
There are approximately 465.000 registered Boy Scouts and the number is con-
stantly increasing. These eager, enthusiastic boys are preparing for leadership.
Just as they are the "active element" in the younger generation today they will be
leaders of tomorrow. Sell them your product through the pages of BOYS' LIFE

—

their official magazine. It ancrs the Scout Field.

BOY^^IFE
THE BOY SCOUfS' MAGAZINE

200 Fifth Ave.

New York, N. Y.

Union Bank BIdg.

Los Angeles, Cai.

37 So. Wabash Ave.

Chicago, 111.

Hotel St. James
1 09- 1

3 West 45th Street.Times Square

NEW YORK, N. Y.

I^ates and Booklet on application

W. JOHNSON QUINN

For 1 5 years the leading best equipped

business research organization.

Surveys and special investigations

dealer questionnaires anywhere in

U. S. $1.50 per dealer, 75c consumer.

Industry researches on over 300 lines

available at $150 and upward.

BUSINESS
BOURSE

J. GEORGE FREDERICK, President

15 W. 37th St., New York, N. Y.
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RADIO
Market and Field

DATA
Where can I procure a list of

reliable manufacturers' agents?

What are the logical retail outlets

for radio apparatus, in order of

preference?

How many dealers are there sell-

ing radio?

What would be the soundest
dealer policy on radio apparatus?

Is a time payment plan necessary
for all types of radio receiving

sets?

What do you believe to be the

prospective development in sell-

ing radio apparatus during the

next five years?

3uld like to have the

these and other forty-

pertinent questions, write to

Merchdndisinr
THE MAGAZINE OF THE RADIO TRADE^^

342 Madison Avenue New York

PHOTOyTAT/"
for economic and effective —

VISUALIZATION

Oftentimes you want something re-

produced quickly and correctly. It

might be an exceptional testimonial

letter, a report, a newspaper clip-

ping, etc. Within a few hours you

can have on hand one or more

Photostat reproductions in enlarged

or reduced sizes, and at a cost

lower than you'd expect.

Our service is rapid as well as rea-

sonable. Out of town orders are

mailed the same day as received.

I_^cal orders are delivered within

few hours.

Send us a letter, cuttinp, or photo

for reproduction. We will quickly

return the original witli Photostat

for your consideration.

COMMERCE PHOTO-PRINT
CORPORATION

O Maiden Lane. New York City
Telephone; John 3697

Quicker and cheaper leproductior^

Marketing Products in

Norway, Sweden, Holland
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19

|

read a solid type advertisement, where-
as he will not trouble himself in the

least about glancing at a picture. More
peculiar still is the fact that the Swede
IS identically the opposite. Every na-

tion, of course, has its own pet idiosyn-

crasies, but those of Norway and
Sweden should be noted particularly;

for a knowledge of the habits and pref-

erences of both races will double or

treble the value of an advertisement.

Norway is always a good market.

Her people are prosperous. Her in-

dustries—fishing, canning, nitrate and
chemical—are stable and unfailing in

their yield of financial results. In ad-

dition, the vast water-power with which
Norway is blessed makes cost of pro-

duction exceptionally low; conse-

quently, industries progress with tre-

mendous speed, unhampered by heavy
production expenses or labor troubles.

The rate of exchange is almost normal,

and a manufacturer is assured a good
return on his investment.

THE only really satisfactory center

for distribution in Norway is Chris-

tiania, the capital. It is a prosperous
city, the railroad center of Norway, and
a rapidly growing port. Many towns
in Norway whose chief industry is fish-

ing or canning also constitute profit-

able markets. The most satisfactory

cities upon which to concentrate in an
advertising campaign, however, would
be Christiansund, Stavanger, Trond-
hjem, Bergen, Hammerfest and, of

course, Christiania.

Advertising rates are reasonable and
results show quickly. The mentality of

the Norwegian is similar in many re-

spects to the mentality of the Ameri-
can. As has been stated, he is always
ready to try something new, is quick

to respond to good advertising, and pos-

sesses the decided asset of knowing
just what he wants.
The first thing that strikes a manu-

facturer who is marketing his product

in Denmark is the extraordinary re-

sults obtainable from so small a terri-

tory. As regards its advertising and
marketing pcssibilities, Denmark con-

sists of little more than Copenhagen,
but the results that can be obtained

from a small advertising campaign laid

out with Copenhagen as the center are

little short of amazing.
The buying mentality of the Dane is

peculiarly complex. The German in-

fluence is noticeable but, queerly

enough, although the country itself is

divided from Germany only by the Kiel

Canal, this influence is not nearly so

obvious as in the Swede, who is divided

from Germany by the Baltic Sea. The
potential buyer in Denmark retains

much of the keen intelligence of the
|

German, without any of the latter's
I

traditional stolidity.
j

When it comes to a quick reading of I

advertisements and a readiness to try ;

a newly introduced specialty, there is a

striking similarity between the Nor-
)

wegians and Danes. If a manufac-
|

turer is losing money in another coun-
j

try, Denmark and Norway are certain

to yield him good results, subject to his

specialty being marketed as I have ad-

vised.

To be successful in the countries un-

der discussion, a manufacturer should

make an intelligent study of the mar-
ket, with particular emphasis on the

mentality and buying habixs of his

prospective customers. Unfortunately,

many American manufacturers have

failed in foreign markets solely because

they failed or refused to recognize

that the foreign buyer has any sense.

This may sound harsh, but during

many years of travel and study of for-

eign markets I have come across a host

of failures. Some manufacturers failed

simply because the product had no

chance. Others because they were en-

deavoring to use the same methods that

they employed in the United States or

Great Britain. As I stated in a pre-

vious article, in many Latin countries

it is far easier to sell a low quality

product packed in an attractive con-

tainer at a higher price, than to sell a

high quality product in an unattractive

container at a low price.

An example of what I mean by the

"buying mentality" of the foreigner

will demonstrate the extreme impor-

tance of making a careful study of a po-

tential customer's likes and dislikes.

SOME years ago an antiseptic soap

and ointment were placed on the

American market with great success.

After a short time the firm decided to

place its specialties abroad. The owners

of the business thought they knew
everything there was to know about

foreign markets.
According to them, the foreign buyer

"would buy anything that was offered.";

In spite of repeated warning from

both their British jobbers and their for-

eign advertising counsel, they went at

the matter in their own particular way.

They started to Americanize Europe,

with the inevitable result. The whole

proposition proved a dismal failure.

During the course of this costly ex-

periment the proceedings were being

watched by an American who had made;

a study of foreign markets. He felt

certain that if the soap and ointment|

had been placed on the foreign market]

in an intelligent manner, with due re-j
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(AUDIT BUREAU OF CIIVCULATIONS)
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Room and bath, $4.00.

Write for Booklet.

BROADWAYAT rrTH ST.

N IS^W YORK
AmericanJ^mberman
Est. 1873 A. B. C. CHICAGO

With over 100 paid correspondents in

the largest producing and marketing
centers the American Lumberman—
published weekly—effectively

COVERS LUMBER FIELD

Advertise Knit Goods
in the only two papers that cover

the knitting industry completely.

UNDERWEAR & HOSIERY REVIEW
SWEATER NEWS & KNITTED OUTERWEAR

321 Broadway, New York

The Standard Advertising Register

l8 the best In Its field. Ask any user. Supplies
valuable Information on more than 8.000 ad-
vertisers. Write for data and prices.

National Register Publishing Co.
Incorporated

15 Moore St., New York City
R. W. Ferbel, ManK^cr

National (illler
EstabllUlad 1(99

A Mtnthly BuilneM and TflollBleal Jfurnal
•MWllll tilt Fltur, Fmil and Crml Milli.

Tha aaly A, B, C, and A, B. P. paper In

tM flald.

•30 W, JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO

gard for the buying mentality of the

people, success would have revi'arded

the effort. He made up an almost iden-

tical soap and ointment, called it by an

appealing name, packed it in an attrac-

tive container, and went ahead in his

own way to market these products in

continental Europe. At every step he

studied the reaction of his buying

public.

The net result of this intelligent

marketing is best shovioi in the state-

ment of their advertising agent to the

writer that they are now selling over

three million cakes of the soap a month,

and close on two million tins of the

ointment. No other antiseptic soap or

ointment has the remotest chance of

success in continental Europe now, as

this man's products hold the market.

It would be difficult, if not impossible,

to entice customers from these prod-

ucts, since they realize they were ap-

proached in an intelligent manner. The
foregoing incident illustrates conclu-

sively the difference between a manu-
facturer who goes ahead with his eyes

closed, and one who gives the foreign

buying public credit for a certain

amount of common sense and studies

their buying mentality.

Sweden, as has been stated, is an

unreliable market. Should a manufac-

turer be determined to enter this mar-
ket, however, the most satisfactory

plan would be to operate upon a basis
facturer"'w"ho succeeds in establishing

directly opposite to that adopted in
j^j^ product firmly on the Dutch market

Norway. The Swede is probably the
j^ assured a stable prosperity,

most Germanic of all the continental
jf ^^^ American manufacturer has

nations. He is slow to take up new
^^^^ ^ limited appropriation to apply

specialties. (Incidentally, this is not a
^.^ continental Europe, the cultivation

the manufacturer to any extent. The
Dutch are hardworking, thrifty, level-

headed, and good buyers. There are

many large and thriving cities. Hol-

land probably has more large indus-

tries than any other country of her

size. In addition, she has a tremen-

dous agricultural production, and im-

portant glass, seed and ultramarine

Ijlue industries. Rotterdam is the open-

ing for a great volume of sea traffic.

For the marketing of a specialty

Amsterdam is the logical center of dis-

tribution. An advertising campaign
distributed over the cities of Amster-

dam, Rotterdam, The Hague, Leyden,

Utrecht, Haarlem, and possibly Dor-

drecht and Amheim, would be produc-

tive of good results. The Dutch are re-

sponsive to advertising, and the most
satisfactory mediums are the news-

papers.

THE American manufacturer mar-

keting his goods in Holland must

remember that the Dutch have a great

sense of determination. For centuries

they have waged an unceasing war with

the relentless sea. They have turned a

marshy waste into one of the most pro-

ductive countries in the world. Even
now the greater part of Holland is be-

low sea level, the ocean being kept out

by an intricate network of dykes. This

sense of determination clings to the

Dutchman in his daily life. A manu-

Germanic trait.) He will not bother to

read type for, unlike the Norwegian,

he is picture-minded. The prospective

marketer must remember also that the

Swede is essentially a strong, husky
man, accustomed to the cold. Owing
to this one fact alone certain special-

ties cannot be introduced successfully

on the Swedish market.

THE most satisfactory center upon
which to base an advertising and

marketing program in Sweden is Stock-

holm, the capital. The city is thriving

and wealthy, and of considerable size.

It is the center of a great deal of rail-

road and maritime traffic, Gothenberg
is also an import seaport, and since the

war has been growing rapidly in size.

If a definite advertising campaign is to

be carried out, the two aforementioned

cities and the city of Malmo will

prove the most satisfactory. Adver-

of Denmark and Norway will give him

results quickly. Holland will be found

a little slow to make returns, while

Sweden, it will be discovered, is the

most difficult market of all.

Church Poster Competition

A world-wide poster contest for a

church poster has been announced by

the Poster Advertising ^Association, Inc.,

with headquarters in Chicago, 111. Any
artist, amateur or professional, may
compete, and the idea is to picturize the

place of the church in the advancement
of civilization. Any medium adaptable

for reproduction in lithograph is per-

mitted. A first prize of $500 will be

awarded the winning poster; the second

prize is $200 and the third SIOO. In

addition to the monetary prizes, certifi-

cates of award will be given for the

next ten paintings which the jury de-

cides are entitled to honorable mention.

The contest closes Dec. 1.5, 1924. Infor-

tising will yield results, and if properly mation and full particulars may be had

by addressing the association, 307

South Green Street, Chicago, 111.

placed exceptionally good results

time; but the mentality of the Swedes
will necessitate a longer and heavier

outlay than in Norway or Denmark. William N. Breiver
The greatest obstacle to overcome in President of the Otis Lithograph
Sweden, especially for proprietaries Cq., Cleveland, Ohio, died in that city,

and specialties, is the customs regula- Sept, 6, He was a pioneer in the art

tions. Once these are complied vidth, of lithography in this country and had

however, it is possible with hard work contributed to the art many inventions

and patience to create a market here. and improvements. He and his father

,,,,,. , 1 i.
• organized the Otis Lithograph Co.

Holland is a good market m every
^.j^j^.^^ ^^^^.^ ^^^ j^ j^^g grown to be

sense of the term. Customs restric- Q^g ^f '^he largest concerns of its kind
tions are not so stringent as to impede jn the country.
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A National

Publication
Devoted to

Ship Operating
And

Shipbuilding

15,623,229
Tonnage

Under the American Flag.'

Marine Review

Serving the Shipping Indus-
try for more than half a

century. MARINE RE-
VIEW today is absolutely
national and international in

editorial appeal. Published
monthly—subscriptions $3 a
year—forms close on 20th of
preceding month. Complete
analysis of circulation upon
request.

%adBy
Executives
Who Control
S0% ofiJteTbnna^e

Under ilteAmei'icanFJa^

Of the registered gross tonnage of

ships under the American Flag amount-

ing to 15,623,229 tons, MARINE RE-
VIEW is read regularly by executives

and officials who control better than 80%.

In addition, nearly two out of every

three copies published go to officers on

board ship who are regular subscribers

and MARINE REVIEW therefore en-

ables advertisers to cover every important

division of the entire shipping industry at

e.xtremely low cost and with maximum
effectiveness.

MARINE RE\aEW^'S geographical

distribution parallels the industry itself.

Nearly 50% of its total circulation is

concentrated on the Atlantic Coast. On
the Great Lakes it is the dominant pub-

lication and its coverage of the Pacific

and Gulf Coasts is altogether adequate.

Marine Review
The Business of Transportation by Water

Published Monthly Established 1870

Penton Building Cleveland, O.

MEMBER
A-B-C APontonPuMiociiioix MEMBER

ABP
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The "Once-Around"

Salesman
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16]

(?ooc/ Will

The truly effective advertising iioveltv has utiHtv

and endurance.

R
Sharpening Pencils

J
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^ rise ahvc irwdmcrity -—- rc^juires enthusiasm

md a ddcrminatiori not to k satlsjM wm atytlwy short

of ones' ideals,"

Drjnn /n -irllvn K.uLL,

^^^^ HOUGH there be romance in your
''

J
copy, unless you have romance in

^^^^ your illustration the reader who
skims through the pages in haste will not

find it.

And the readers who hop-read are myriad.

They stop to investigate only when the

sign-post flashes an inviting signal.

Colgate and Company

To lure attention your illustration must
have distinction. For this you are as de-

pendent on the skilled engraver as you are

on the talented artist.

Our craftsmen will surprise you with their

deft artistry. By reproduction they fre-

quently transform an illustration that is

good into one that is unusual.

Vfie EMPIRE STATE ENGRAVING COMPANY
c-^^ 165-167 William Street, New^ Yorfe^^-^^
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That Fifth Call!
"Sixty per cent of the merchandise stocked and sold is bought

on or after the salesman's fifth call, but only 12.7 per cent of

the salesmen ever make five calls," said one thousand re-

tailers in a recent investigation, the results of which may be

accepted as typical.

The simple remedy would seem to

be to ^ave all salesmen make five

calls on each buyer, but if this were

economical, don't you think most

salesmen would do this? The

reason they don't make five calls

on each prospect may be one of

expense, of limited time or because

the salesmen are after prospects

who buy easily.

Thus it may happen that upon in-

vestigation a manufacturer, for

instance, may find a territory only

half sold when his salesman reports

maximum distribution.

Now, it may be the salesman's fault

that he doesn't follow through,

but may not some of the blame fall

on his house because of lack of

proper support?

It is indeed difficult to imagine

anything more tiresome than that

long wait before a buyer grants a

ten-minute interview, which may be

constantly interrupted; or to walk

in and find the buyer out of town

with no chance to see him for sixty

days; or to find extensive mission-

ary work necessary. Isn't it a high

tribute to salesmen that they sell as

efficiently as they do?

In order to eliminate some of the

handicaps of selling, most firms are

now using direct mail advertising

to arouse enthusiasm in customers

and prospects. If five calls are

necessary to prepare the buyer for

definite action, four of these calls

may be made by direct mail and

then he is ready to buy when the

salesman makes his first visit.

New ideas are given to old cus-

tomers and orders received because

of direct mail advertising done.

Direct mail advertising returns

generally give as accurate a sum-

mary of conditions in the field as

any personal report. And because

direct mail advertising may be pre-

sented with almost unlimited varia-

tion, the same selling points may be

repeated always from a new angle.

The rapid increase in mail selling

methods, everywhere, indicates that

more and more firms are convinced

of its merits and economy in re-

ducing the cost of making sales,

cultivating prospects and doing

missionary work.

You should plan to use direct mail

selling more effectively in your sales

promotion work this year. May we
suggest that you talk it over with

Buckley, Dement & Company!

Direct Mail Advertising, like salesmen, may irritate or win

the confidence of a buyer, depending upon the method of

approach.

Because Buckley, Dement & Company has had long experi-

ence in the preparation of Direct Mail Advertising, unusually

good returns may be expected from campaigns which we

prepare and mail. We best describe this by saying : Directed

Advertising Makes Enthusiastic Frospects and Cus-

tomers.

BUCKLEY, DEMENT Sb CO.
Direct Mail Advertising
Planned—Printed—Mailed

General SaWs Office and Plant
1300 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO

Eastern Sales Office

247 Park Ave., NEW YORK

Complete Departments in: Merchandising, Surveys, Copy, Art and Plates,

Printing, Imprinting, Mailing Lists, Pen- Addressing. Typewriting, Letter

Reproduction, Mailing

Continuity '

in Advertising

By W. Arthur Cole
\

THE cumulative value of continuity I

in the physical appearance of ad- '

vertising is based upon a principle
'

accepted by human nature as a funda-

mental—the effectiveness of repetition.
|

It is also entirely consistent with Her-

bert Spencer's theory of the Economy i

of Attention.

The consistent use of a typographic

or illustrative style amounts to a super I

trademark. It's the flash in advertising
,

that says: "Here's another message
i

from so-and-so." (Economy of Atten- ;

tion.) I

It is a device that has been used by
;

successful advertisers in both national |

and local retail fields; and the value of ;

"family resemblance" is considered by
many veteran advertisers to be just as ,

great as the value of the trademark
character or symbol which they employ
as a part of the physical presentation ,

of their messages. I

Here are the names of a few national

advertisers that represent the quality

of their message in a flash by the use

of this device: Hart, Schaffner &
Marx, Cluett, Peabody & Co., Camp- \

bell's Soups, Wesson Oil, Yale & Towne, i

Phoenix Hosiery, Westclox.
\

And here are a few in the New York I

retail field: Rogers, Peet & Co., New
York Edison, John David, Lord & Tay-

lor, Ovington.
|

With Hart, Schaffner, Marx, Cluett,

Peabody & Co., New York Edison,
j

Rogers, Peet & Co. this idea of con-
I

tinuity extends to envelope stuffers,

package inclosures, wrappings, invoices,

booklets, painted signs—in fact, when- I

ever a new printed message is sent

forth it bears a family resemblance to

all that have preceded it. However
different the type of advertising, the

reader is enabled to recognize at a

glance that the message comes from

one source—a certain individuality is

stamped upon the product.

There is a tendency on the part of

creative workers to tire of the same-

ness of the continuity idea in physical

format. It is a challenge to their

abilities, however, for to accomplish

continuity without sacrificing variety

requires talent of a high degree. It's

much easier to yield to the urge to do

something new and different.

Oliver M. Byerly

Cleveland, will direct advertising for

the Lakeside Steel Improvement Com-
pany, that city.

Kurtz Wilson

For many years foreign representa-

tive of the Philadelphia North Amer-
ican, and recently associated with

John B. Woodward, Inc., will join the

sales staff of Walter C. McMillan, Inc.,

New York, October 1. He will sell

color advertising and inserts for The

Class Group.

1
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For Advertising Agencies

Standard Rate & Data Ser-

vice represents an opportu-

nity for advertising agencies

to increase their incomes by

securing contracts from

publishers for the available

advertising positions in the

Service.

Each fortnight a few sales

messages will be given on

this page as material to use

in solicitations.

See our listing under Classifi-

cation "Advertising" in Trade,

Class and Technical Section of

Standard Rate and Data Service

for rates and commission paid.

STANDARD RATE ft DATA SERVICE

PIBLISHEI) AT

536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago

Offices in New York, Los Angeles, and San Francisco

Sales Message
No. 1

Reaches each month prac-

tically 100% of the adver-

tising agencies and literally

thousands of general ad-

vertisers thruout the United
States and Canada!

Does not this fact arouse

your interest in the Stan-

dard Rate & Data Service,

as a worthy advertising

medium for your pub-
lisher-client?

Sales Message
No. 2

Is seen and read vv^hen ad-

vertising men, who use
Standard Rate & Data Ser-

vice all day long, are ana-

lyzing media, seeking rate

and circulation compari-

sons, and the hundred and
one other points which the

Service gives!

Will any other sales pro-

motion gain the attention

of the publisher's active

market, at this opportune
moment—the psychologi-

cal time—of media selec-

tion?
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A research

into influences

that increase sales

This is the Book
that Shows with Actual Figures How Successful

Advertisers Qet and Hold Consumer Demand

by H. M. Donovan
"Advertising response" furnishes a

XA. complete analysis of the proved meth-
ods of successful advertisers. Actual figures

are given which show exactly how leading

brands have attained their position.

It explains in detail just what effect any
variation from these proved principles

will have on consumer demand.

Also, examples are given of lost prestige

and decreased sales through disobeying
certain fundamental laws.

"Advertising Response" shows:

The relation between the important
characteristics of successful advertising,

such as recency, continuity, size of space,

frequency, and primacy.

How manufacturers with dominant
brands divide their advertising expendi-
tures among different forms of publicity.

The part played by newspapers, national

publications, trade journals, billboards,

direct mail, etc., in popularizing brands.

These methods are proved. They have

brought returns that have enabled adver-
tisers to outdistance all competition.

These figures, made available for the
first time, furnish a guide to advertising
success and increased sales.

Thereareincluded the resultsof the most
comprehensive and instructive tests ever
made on brand familiarity. Conclusions
are based on the analysis of 20,000 replies

indicating the response of consumers to
advertising.

No other book contains

this useful information

H. M. Donovan, the author, is well
qualified to present this subject because of
his long experience in selling and adver-
tising, and in solving marketing problems.

He is the head of a well-known advertis-
ing agency, and this research was originally
begun with the idea of making the results
available for use in his own organization.

Sent on Approval
"Adv iing Response" supplies, in

vital to the success of every advertise
trade-holding facts to your own proble
Sold at all book stores for $2.00. But you can judje its value by filling out ai

mailing the coupon below and receiving the book on approval for fi\'e da'

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY, Publishers

Philadelphia

Send this
J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY, Philadelphia

Coupon
for 5-day
free exam-
ination.

Name Position.

Address Company.

i

Relationship of Cost

to Price

COST does not necessarily deter-

mine the price at which an article

is sold, points out Dr. Melvin T.

Copeland in a chapter devoted to price

policies in his recently published "Prin-

ciples of Merchandising."* Quoting
from the book:

"Although the price must tend, over
a long period, to cover cost and yield

a profit, the price of any commodity
temporarily must be less than its cost.

When a few carloads of strawberries
in excess of the local i-equirements of

the market arrive daily in New York
for several days in succession, the re-

sult is a depression in prices below
cost. When a manufacturer of fur-
niture accumulates a large surplus

stock, he finds it necessary to dispose
of the goods at whatever price the

market will bring, which may be below
cost. When a retailer accumulates an
excessive stock, as indicated by an ab-
normally low rate of stock-turn, it may
be necessary for him to dispose of the

goods at reduced prices which do not

cover the cost of the merchandise."

As is pointed out immediately fol-

lowing, under other conditions the

price temporarily may be substantially

higher than cost; and in the matter

of costs, these may vary in any in-

dustry between individual firms.

"In the flouring-milling business, for

example, some firms can produce flour

at a lower cost per barrel than other
firms turning out the same grade of

product. In machine shops, costs

similarly vary according to the man-
agerial skill of those in control of the
operations, and also according to differ-

ences in location, and other factors.

In the wholesale grocery trade, for

1922, the reports from 442 firms

showed that 20 firms had total expense
of 16 per cent or more of net sales,

whereas for 54 firms the total expense
ivas less than 9 per cent of net sales.

In retail hardware stores, in 1919.

among 155 stores total expense varied

from 11.4 per cent to 36.3 per cent

of net sales; the average was 21 per
cent. Similarly wide variations have
been manifested in all the retail and i

wholesale trades for which comparable
data are available. Inasmuch as costs

vary between individual firms, it is I

the amount of the costs incurred by
the least economical producers and
merchants that affects prices."

Dr. Copeland goes on to emphasize'i

the fact that owing to lack of knowl-J
edge on the subject, many manufac-J
turers and retailers lose money because '

they do not know how to figure thei^S

costs. In this connection he states:

"The effect of this ignorance is to!

continue the production of commodities

j

and services that are not worth their

cost to the community. It would be
more advantageous for the community
at large to have the capital and labor

that does not yield a profit directed

into other channels of production."

"Principle.'s of Merchandising." by Melvin'lj
Thomas Copeland. Ph.D.. Professor of Mar-j
ketinff and Director nt Bureau of Businessi
Reifearch. Graduate School of Business Ad-J,
ministration. Harvard University. A. W.(
Shaw Company. Chicago. 362 pages, $4.00.

Si

'»
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Reasons for Holding

Sales Contests
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24]

salesmen an "Honor Roll" or contest
' based upon points may oflfer more ap-

peal.

9. Remember that salesmen will work
harder for a big honor than a moderate
cash prize. For example, many manu-
facturers report that men will work
harder for a trip to the plant than a
cash prize representing- a substantially

;
bigger outlay.

10. Be sure that none of the elements
' in the contest can be faked or "fudged."
Example: Prizes for mere calls per day,
prizes for orders secured without re-

gard to credit.

I 11. Be sure that means are provided
I to post the men regularly and accu-
rately as to their relative standing in

|: the contest.
12. The contest should not cover

I' either too long or too short a period of
I time. With a whole year ahead of
I them some salesmen are sure to lag

I

until ten months have passed. With
I
only two weeks in which to work others

I will say, "Oh, what's the use."

ji Gives .S40.000 to Found

I

School of Advertising

The Poor Richard Club, the adver-

I

tising organization of Philadelphia, has
been given a fund of $40,000 with which

: to establish a school of advertising and
journalism. The benefactor is Michael
G. Price, of McNeely & Price, leather

I
dealers, Philadelphia, who has estab-

1
lished the foundation in memory of his

I

son, Charles Morris, who was lost at

I

sea in the Mediterranean on Nov. 19,

; 1923. Charles Morris was an active

1 member of the Poor Richard Club. The
foundation will be known as the
Charles Morris Price School of Adver-

' tising and Journalism of the Poor Rieh-
' ard Club, Philadelphia. The fund is

I

placed in the trust of the club in per-
,1 petuity. under the direction of the
I board of directors.

Samuel Ohnstein

One of the founders of the Crescent
Engraving Company, Chicago, 111.,

twenty-two years ago, but who for the
last fifteen years has been a resident
of New Orleans, at a recent meeting
of the board of directors was elected
president of the company. Mr. Ohn-
stein will return to Chicago to take up
his new duties. Edward E. Modine,
president of the Crescent Engraving
Company since 1909, was elected chair-
man of the board. Harry Ohnstein was
reelected secretary and treasurer.

' Glen Buck Advertising Agency
Chicago, commencing November 1

will conduct advertising program of

j

W. A. SheafFer Pen Company, Fort
' Madison, Iowa. The company's adver-
I tising department personnel remains
unchanged.

' John C. Slephan
I Recently copy chief of the National
1
Trade Extension Bureau of the Plumb-

' ing and Heating Industry, Evansville,
; Ind., is now associated with Oliver M.
' Byerly, Cleveland.

Wisconsin Markets
Here is a presentation of four leading Wisconsin markets. Different
facts concerning these markets will be given in subsequent advertise-
ments. Because of the informative nature of these advertisements,
they should be filed for permanent reference.

New Orpheum Theatre
This theatre lias a seating capacity of 1500 and
is suitahle for Vaudeville and Moving Pictures.
The building has ^ stores and three floors of

15,00 regular eniployei

automobiles.

Write us, or

this mariiet.
to tell you of

THE KENOSHA IVEWS
Kenosha Wisconsin

Represfvtativrs
CONE. HUNTON & WOODMAIV

New York, Chicapo, Detroit, Atlanta, St. Louis,
Los Angeles. San Francisco.

IT'S TRUE
Situated on Lake Michi-
gan.

Served by two railroads,

two boat lines and two
interurbans.

A thriving city of 65,000
people.

Some 200 manufacturing
plants with skilled and
highest paid labor.

A. B. C. Audit shows
Journal-News has largest
circulation.

Prosperous Wisconsin
the

thusiasm and good feeling everj'where.

One of the outstanding major markets in tliis

prosperous commonwealth is the JanesviUe market
in southern Wisconsin, embracing forty cities,
towns, and villages, in which are located retail
outlets operated by progressive dealers who have
been carefully coached by the JanesviUe Gazette's
Merchandising Service Department to have a true
appfciHtiiiii of national advertising and who will
put forth unusual energy to tie up with nationally
ailvertist-d products on which copy appears in the
Gazette.

Consumer demand quickly comes from the copy
because we have built up a high degree of reader
interest by making "An Unusual Newspaper."

Let us help you to secure snme real business
from this market this fall. Service and counsel

The JanesviUe (Wis.) Gazette
H. H. BLISy, Publisher

THOS. G. MURl'HY. Adv. Mgr.

t'BAVBR-STBWART Co., iN
Eastern Representative

Metropolitan Tower
New York City

: Co.. Inc.
Btern Representative

don Guarantee Bldg

Chicago. 111.

The vast plains of the Dakotas. Minnesota and
bordering states have been called the bread basket
of the world. Grain Is their great product and

aiarket. TTils latter fact is

•eason—the port of Superior.

it In this section would have
the great lakes projected

thousand miles

The above pic-

the world Is their i

a fact for just one r

The great developmer
been Impossible had
the wonderful harbor of Superlo
into the Interior of the contln
ture gives a glimpse of how Superior perfo:

function. Millions of bushels are annually shipped
through and milled by elevators and flour mills
of which this Is a sample group.

The Superior Telegram
Superior Wisconsin

ForHan Repreaentatives

BOOTAND SHOE RECORDER
BOSTON

"The Great National Shoe Weekly." The Indli-
penaable adviser on shoe styles and shoe merchan-
dising of the best-rated retail shoe merchants of

this country. Circulation 13,423 copies weekly.
(Member A. B. C.) First choice of the advertiser
of shoes, leathers, hosiery or shoe-store goodi.
Member Associated Business Papers, Inc.
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Look Over Your Advertising
— At Arms Length i

Is it the standard type, easiest way, very-nice

advertising turned-out-by-the-factory?

?

Is it based on some artificial playactor type

of momentary entertainment?

Is it a mechanical jig-saw product of one of

the five main psychological appeals to which

text books tell iis people respond?

t

OR is it ~ honestly ~ a sincerely delivered,

helpfully illustrated, humanly interesting pre-

sentation of what you are doing to help the

world in exchange for your living?

• ••

Look it over again; and, if you think it might

be of any use, let me show you some of the

things we have put in "Berrien's Big Black Book",

X^>0<=:>s>^>«-^^

Goode & Berrien,
Advertising Counsel, 19 7/est 44th Street,New York

Does Your Marketing Policy Cut Down
Sales Resistance to the Minimum^

Do you make it easy for the consumer to purchase your wares?

Advertising alone won't do that.

Sales effort alone won't do it.

Manufacturing problems enter into it.
, i

•
,

Briefly, you need a carefully worked out maxketmg plan which

coordinates all factors.

As independent Business and Marketing Counsel, we make
marketing surveys for the purpose of determining the one best

nu-thod for your product.

FREDERICK A. HANNAH AND ASSOCIATES
32 WEST 40TH STREET, NEW YORK

What Is Wrong with

Distribution ? ^

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26]
j

in the distribution field is the total

disregard of boundary lines, like the
j

player who is "all over the court"
j

instead of at his particular corner.
;

One of these days a jobber with the
|

vision and dignity of his profession
;|

v;ill devote his energies and his
,;

genius to being a jobber and nothing 'i

else, and you will see some interest- !

ing results. At present the jobber 1

is the one factor who almost invari-
'

ably is something else besides a job-
j

ber. There are plenty of retailers
;

and plenty of manufacturers who
j

stick to their function, but the job-
^

ber is the one constant rebel against
|

his own function. He never plays
|

"shinny on your own side." With

what result? The jobbing business

is in a state of morose decline, and
j

is the sore spot in the whole field

of distribution.

OH, I know what the jobbers re-

ply. Speaking at the Chamber of

Commerce in the capitol of Ohio a

few years ago, I stayed up until mid-

night with a group of them going

over the situation in detail. Admit-

ting the situation to be what I indi-

cate it, their answer is that they have

been "forced" to their position. But

I am far from sure of this. It seems

to be that business men are invaria-j

bly ready to pay for a real servicej

rendered and even if they are unwill-

ing and try something else, the fact;

that they come back to the jobber isi

proof of the fundamental soundnessi

of the jobbing function for m'anyi

lines of business.

I do not see, therefore, why a job^

ber need have any more difficulty

than any other function in businessj

in maintaining his position—pro^

vided he actually renders the service

his function calls for. But it is ob-

vious to any student of the situatior

that the average jobber is a victin

of an unsound ambition to be some-

thing else besides a jobber. It maj

be true that there is not a great dea

of money in jobbing ; if so, why does

a jobber stay at it? My own analy

sis is that there are men in thejob

bing business who have no busines:

ii it and who have no genius for it

Jobbing is, after all, a rather exac

science of detail, requiring opera

tions on narrow margin, with execu

fives who know how to master de

tail. But many jobbers aim to mak

r.ot alone a legitimate jobbing profil

but a spectdator's profit as well, re

suiting in losses which they then er

I!

i

si

1
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deavor to recoup by becoming man-
ufacturers or retailers. Very few
jobbers apparently resist the temp-
tation to speculate instead of paying
strict attention to standard turn-

over science and to serving their cus-

tomers, the manufacturer and re-

tailer.

Over-weening ambition, desire for

adventure, misfit executive policies

of sheer expedience, instability of

purpose, restless desire to poach on
other people's preserves, are proba-
bly the elements of the real virus

inhabiting the veins of those who
pervert their function and thus cre-

ate endless, costly confusion.

We are now, I am glad to say, wit-
nessing the application of some real

genius for jobbing and it is result-

ing in great profit and service; the
adaptation of the "cash-and-carry"
idea in the wholesaling business.

This is a novel and impressive sight,

(entirely consistent and logical, to

[see retailers come and get their sup-
plies, pay for them and take them
away, just as Mrs. Jones does at thiat

|Same great invention of modem
times—the chain store. All the old

grief and unhealthy conditions of

credit extension of retailer to whole-
saler is abolished with one fell swoop
with this new method, which I predict

will go far before it runs its course.

THE expectations of service by
the retail field (especially since

the hand-to-mouth buying situation)

were obviously impractical and im-
possible, and the new method read-

justs it automatically. The pressure
from the public for lower distribu-

tion costs is one which cannot pos-
;^ibly be ignored much longer. It has
joeen the scandal of the business
;t"/orld for a long time. The public
[is certainly not guiltless in this re-

:5pect, due to its abnormal expecta-
;ions which the chain store has re-

vised. Similar revisions are now
necessary in all directions; and one
of the revisions of the utmost im-
portance, in my opinion, is that of

'rreater purity of function and the
ilimination of i)erversion of such
"unction, which has simply meant
I'cat and dog" fights all along the
•ine, from manufacturer to con-
mmer.

futtle

I

Greensboro, N. C, appointed to direct
[idvertising for the Fixture Sales Co.,
i^harlotte, N. C.

\ilaser & Marks, Inc.

Boston agency will direct advertising
if the Standard Neckwear Company,
^nanufacturers of Wearplus neckties,
lame city. Daily newspaper campaign
nil be started this fall.

Aeroplane view of the netv Mineral Springs
Road Plant of the Iroquois Gas Corporation.

Spending $3,400,000 A Day
$411,477,000 or $3,400,000 a day was spent for exten-

sion, additions and betterments by American Public
Utilities during the first four months of the year,

according to figures issued by the Commercial and
Financial Chronicle.

Also—up to April 30, this year, the public utilities

had obtained in new money more than twice as much
as the railroads, nearly ten times as much as the
iron, steel, coal and copper industries, and more than
twenty times as much as the equipment manufac-
turers.

Where is all this money going? A glance at the con-
struction items in each issue of GAS AGE-RECORD
will show that the gas industry is responsible for a
goodly share of it.

You are invited to ask us for data on the market for
your product in this active industry.

Some equipment and supplies needed: tools; pipe;
valves; couplings; protective paints and coverings;
insulation; refractories; industrial furnaces and sys-
tems; appliances; tanks; laboratory and office equip-
ment; process chemicals; motor trucks; testing,
measuring and recording apparatus; power plant
equipment; conveying, hoisting and transporting ma-
chinery; compressors; blotters; pumps.

Gas Age-Record, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
The only A. B. C. & A. B. P. paper serving this field

We also publish Brown's Directory of American Gas Com-
panies and the Gas Engineering and Appliance Catalojiuf.

'Spdkesmanjmr the gas industrij'
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A Better Opportunity

To Make Big Money

\\e claim, and our records prove

it. that

offers the liest opportunity in

tlie advertising field. Walter

Morris earned during nine

months actual time $23,251.17 in

commission. Many others aver-

age from $1000 to $1800

monthly.

Alexander Film Publicity offers

more value and return to the ad-

vertiser; that is why it is easy

to sell. We have no real compe-

tition in our field. Repeat sales

build permanent income.

If you are earning less than $35

a day steadily, write for our

proposition and book, "Salesmen,

Roll Your Own."

Alexander Film Co.
3340 S. Broadway, Denver, Colo.

HaveYou Distribution

In College Towns?

If not, and your product

is generally consumed, you
are overlooking an excel-

lent market.

Here you have great numbers
of typical American young men
and women gathered in groups
throughout the country rang-
ing from 500 to 5.000. They
represent large buying power
concentrated into small areas.

Our lo alizati( thi!ng spec
field has fitted us to help you
in effectively marketing your
products in college towns.

The COLLEGIATE
SALESMAt'J. describ-

ing all our activities

and listing all student
papers, sent on re-

quest.

Established 1913

COLLEGIATE SPECIAL

ADVERTISING AGENCY, Inc.

503 5tll Av«nu<, Naw York City

37 S. Wabash Avgnue. Chicago

117 Staphsns Union Bldg., Borkeley. Calll.

The Trademark Clinic
(Letters that are addressed to the Trademark Editor,

\

Advertising and Selling Fortnightly, 52 Vanderbih I
Avenue, New York, asking specific trademark f

questions, will be answered promptly by mail/

The C-K Co., Milwaukee—One of our
clients supplied a dealer with a numDer of
copyrigrhted electrotypes for use in local
newspaper advertising. A few months
later the dealership was taken away from
this particular dealer, but the dealer con-
tinues to use these electrotypes to close out
his stock at cut prices. Is there any way
that this manufacturer can legally prevent
the dealer from using copyrighted electro-
types after the manufacturer has taken
away the dealer.ship?

I do not believe that this manufac-
turer has the ghost of a show of pre-

venting the use of these electrotypes in

connection with sales of genuine goods.

If the dealer is using the electros

fraudulently, in the effort to pass off

competing goods upon the public, it is

likely that an action for unfair compe-
tition might result favorably. It is

also possible, of course, that there may
have been some contract entered into

between the parties at the start which
is being violated, and which the manu-
facturer can invoke. But if it is merely

a case of the dealer's using the manu-
facturer's electros to dispose of his sur-

plus stock after the agency has been

taken away from him, I doubt if the

manufacturer can stop him.

The fact that the electros are copy-

righted has nothing to do with it, so

far as I can see. All that the copyright

law does is to prevent others from
"making copies" of copyrighted mate-
rial, and the dealer is not doing that.

He is simply "using" copyrighted ma-
terial for the purpose it is normally

intended to serve, and if he owns the

electrotypes he has a right to use them
in that way. If he used them to make
other electros from—that is, to make
copies or reproductions, technically

speaking—he would undoubtedly be in-

fringing on the manufacturer's copy-

right. He is in much the same position

as the owner of a copyrighted cookbook,

who can make any practical use of it

he pleases without infringing the copy-

right, so long as he does not make re-

productions and publish them. So long

as the dealer merely uses the electros

in the way they were intended to be

used, it is hard to see how he is in-

fringing a copyright.

There is one slim chance remaining.

If the manufacturer can show that

these electros were merely loaned to the

dealer, he might be able to regain physi-

cal possession of them, which would
automatically stop their use. A writ of

replevin might serve the purpose if the

manufacturer can prove his title to the

property. There is every probability,

however, that the electros are legally

the property of the retailer, and so long

as he uses them in connection with sales

of genuine goods he is in a very strong

position with respect to any legal action

that may be brought against him.

J. W. L., Danbury, Conn.—You will note
my initials are J. W. L. I have made iq
the word JEWEL for a trademark for usi

in connection with piston pins. Is this at
right? Do you suppose I could get this fq
a trademark? I don't care to spend mua
money. I have not put out any labels yel
Do you think I should put them out looaHi
before really getting the trademark? Su]^
pose someone had the trademark, could ^i

sue me and cause trouble, or would he jUB
notify me to stop using it? I should no
like to get tied up in any court trouble ove
the matter.

A

Though Jewel is a rather commoi
name as a trademark, I think there ii

little chance that it has been antii

cipated for the particular class o]

goods mentioned. The best, and prdbj

ably the cheapest, procedure would bi

to make actual trademark use of thj

word, and then apply for registratiai

in the Patent Office. In order to do this
,

of course, the word must actually b

used as a trademark in interstate com

merce; that is to say, a bona fide sail ^

of goods bearing the label must b
made to some customer outside th tti

State of Connecticut. After tha'

almost any person reasonably familia ^
with legal forms can make the a;

plication, which should cost, fee an
all, not more than $40 or $50.

'

I certainly should not try to confirl

the sales of goods bearing the tradi

mark to local territory at first, bii

should advertise them and sell the^ pei

on as wide a scale as possible. Thj

is important from two points of view

(1) it gives notice to others that yo u

are claiming a certain trademark, ani ^^

(2), if there is anyone else who h^

a prior claim to the word, you wi

find it out more quickly, before yc

have invested too much time and mon^
in a word you cannot protect.

There is no reason to appreherj

any legal trouble in connection wil

the use of the trademark. If

should happen (as is most improbablj

in my opinion) that the mark hi]

already been adopted by another, tP

most that he could do would be to ai

that its use by any other individu

or firm be abandoned.
Unfortunately, there is no record

trademarks in existence which is an,

where near complete, and one c*

never be absolutely certain that a gvv

mark has not been used. A seari

of the Patent Office and the vario'

Trade Mark Bureaus is moderate! bii

expensive, and the same end can

gained ordinarily by making an »

plication for registration, letting t

Patent Office make its own search, a;,

relying upon publication to notify a;

prior claimant. In any event thel

need be no lawsuits, and the most tbl

can happen would be the abandonmef
of the mark.

lir

fti

Kim

lifts
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Selling Scenery

Tlirongh Poster Art

I

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18J

'characters" which distinguish, or

•ather, fail to distinguish, so much
joster advertising.

It seems to be the Underground s

dea that a well designed, harmoni-
jusly colored landscape or bit of

icenery is sufficient in itself, and
leeds no added representation of a

igure in creased trousers and a

)erb.v hat to make it effective. The
,ame fate has befallen the super-

miling young lady and the golden-

ingleted child—those hackneyed
igures which have appeared so often

n posters that they have ceased to

ttract even the "moron" section of

he public.

That type of poster which is little

lore than a colored illustration has

een entirely abandoned by the

Underground. It has been found
hat attempts at realistic represen-

ation no longer interest the public.

Some of the strongest and most
ffective Underground posters are

everely simple in design. A symbol
tands for an idea, and a part often

epre.sents the whole. Thus, the

hade cast by a single tree may be

lUfficient to indicate the idea of a

irge, dense forest, just as the tip

f a bloody bayonet may be more
locjuent in" communicating the idea

-f war than any number of at-

;empted representations of armies
')cked in conflict.

'. The support given by the London
jfnderground has lifted poster ad-

ertising in England to a distinctly

igher level, and the encouragement
iven to artists to use their brains

|nd imaginations has created a

i^hool of poster designers whose
Iverage of competence is certainly

'igher than can be found in any
'ther European country at present.

, The path thus broken is now be-

;ig followed by other transportation

fimpanies, notably the London &
i'ortheastern and London, Midland

I

Scottish Railways. Skilled and in

Dme cases eminent painters have

'een engaged to do a series of land-

|;ape posters portraying scenic

'lories to be found along the great

liilway lines which reach the Mid-

j.nds and the North of England, and
jie Border and the Highlands of

icotland. These posters are already

jjginning to appear on the bill-

bards and "hoardings" throughout

jie country, and it may well be be-

luse of these that the annual

push" to Scotland in the early part

August was the largest known in

'\fial years.

TWO OUTSTANDING FACTS:

^^^
d

BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS

^Has more NET PAID Cir-

culation than any other

dealer paper in the building

field;

1 ^Prints more advertising

every month directed to the

building supply dealer than

all other publications in the

building field combined.

Send for any recent issue and you'll see why "The Dealers' Own Paper
enjoys such an enviable prestige among more than 5,000 dealers.

BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS
A. B. C. 405 Old Colony Bldg., CHICAGO A. B. I

ANNOUNCING
CHARLES KONOR and ANTHONY HANSEN ARE
NOW ASSOCIATED WITH THIS ORGANIZATION

AFFILIATED-AKTISTS, Inc.

TWO WEST FORTY- SIXTH STREET
NEW YORK-TELEPHONE BRYANT 2329

CRAM CUTS—
house
adver-

for booklets
organs and
tising.

$1.00 each

THE CRAM STUDIOS,
Muskegon, Mich.

Change of Address
Request must reach ADVERTISING
AND SELLING FORTNIGHTLY one
week before date of issue with
which it is to take effect. Be sure
to send both your old and your new

Bakers Weekly ftew Yorkcify
NEW YORK OFFICE—45 West 4Sth St.

CHICAGO OFFICE—343 S. Dearborn St.

Maintaining a complete research laboratory

and experimental bakery for determining the

adaptability of products to the baiting in-

dustry. Also a Research Merchandising De-
partment, furnishing statistics and sales analy-

sis data.

Topeka Daily Capital
The only Kansas daily with circulation
thruout tlie state. Thoroughly covers
Topeka, a midwest primary market. Gives
real co-operation. An Arthur Capper
publication.

Topeka, Kansas

PROVE IT!

SHOW THE LETTER
Itif lesllinonlal Ictttrs and imltTS received fnmi
satisfied customers, It wouhl remove iloubt and
get the order. Don't leave testimonial Utters
iylnt: Mle In your filis—yive llieni to vour men

Hrv«J!r.w.MJjijyjJ.»n'.w.g.^!!w.-WHgrBw^

Folded Edge DucUine and Fibre Signs

Cloth and Paraffine Signs

Lithogra{)hed Outdoor and Indoor
Displays

THE JOHN IGELSTROBM COMPANY
Mu«Uon, Ohio Good Salesmen Winteil
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The American Architect
A. B. C.

ilily the

Est. 1876

whoin you

A. B. P.

Iselllne.

business axiom. If you handle advertising deal-

ing witii tlie construction, flnisli or equipment of

a building you must know the architect.

>inid for: "Advertising and Selling to Architects."

uhii-li iinalyzes tlie aicliilect (if today.

243 West 39th St. New York

Brown's Directory

of

American Gas

Companies

IS NOW READY FOR
DISTRIBUTION

^J 0.00 a Copy

$7.50 to Gas Companies

Robbins Publisbing Co.

52 Vanderbilt Ave, N. Y. C.

Rents Are Coming Down!
You may possibly recall statements

which appeared in this column a year

or so ago, to the effect that by July,

1924, the housing shortage would be

made good—not entirely, but approxi-

mately; and that not later than the

spring of 1925 there would be a slump
in rentals and property values.

These statements, you may also re-

call, were made on the authority of a

man who is connected with a concern

which is a very important factor in the

building industry.

My observations during the last four

months lead me to believe that my in-

formant was absolutely right. Not only

in New York, Maryland and Canada,
but also in Minnesota, Wisconsin and
Illinois evidence that rents are coming
down is as clear as the sun. The build-

ing boom has served one good purpose

—it has given employment, at high

wages, to hundreds of thousands of

men who otherwise would have been

idle. To that extent it has been bene-

ficial.

But for every man who has been
benefited by abnormal conditions in the

building industry, twenty will be bene-

fited by the substantial reduction in

rentals which is not far off. For,

beyond question, the budgets of millions

of families have been sadly upset by
the increased price they have had to

pay for shelter during the last five

years.

The Canadian Banking System

The Canadian banking system, as

every reader of this publication knows,
is very different from the American
system. There are in Canada about
half a dozen large banking institutions

which have hundreds of branch offices.

These institutions are managed from
their general offices in Montreal, To-

ronto, Quebec or Halifax. The local

managers have very little authority.

The amounts which they are permitted

to loan local manufacturers and mer-
chants are fixed by headquarters; and,

in most cases, are limited to $500 or

!fl,000. Beyond the amount fixed man-
agers are not allowed to go without

special authorization from headquar-
ters.

The consequence is that it is difficult.

if not impossible, for a manufacturer,

located in a small Can^^dian town ori

city remote from banking headquarter^

to get the banking assistance he be^

ieves he should have. The outcome
of that is that manufacturers in the!

smaller centers, even if labor and rawi

materials are at hand, become discour-

aged and close their doors or move t(

a larger place.

Banking competition in Canada is fai

keener than in the United States,

Branch banks are as plentiful as sa-

loons used to be in Chicago. Actually!

in certain sections of Toronto, theri

are two banks at every important street

corner.

One bank manager with whom ]

talked told me that the men at th(

head, not of his bank only, but of all

other banks, had awakened to the fac'

that Canada was "over-banked" ant

that, during the last twelve months

about 500 branch banks had been closed

Another manager admitted that thi

Canadian banking system "isn't calcvt

lated to encourage small town manu
facturers."

Perhaps that explains why the large]

Canadian cities grow rapidly while th|

smaller cities stand still—or decreasj

in population.

I

Georgia Peaches

The peach-growers of Georgia, a

cording to a newspaper item which
read a few weeks ago, have thrown IntJ

the rivers of that state, or are allowin'

to rot on the ground, the equivalent c

8000 carloads of peaches. The reaso

they give for doing this is that prevai

ing prices for peaches are so low as t

make it unprofitable to pick, pack an

ship the fruit.

Something of this kind happer

somewhere every year; and will coi

tinue to happen until people awake
to the fact that there is something fui

damentally wrong with our system c

distribution. '

In this particular instance I do nt

know whether the railroads or th

peach-growers or the commission me
are at fault; but I do know that if an

one of the three had created an adve:

tising fund, of say $10 a car—$80,0f

in all—every peach that was grown i

Georgia this year could have been sol

And if that had been done, the rai

roads would have hauled 8000 moi

cars than they did haul, the growei

would have been a whole lot more pro

perous than they are, and the eon

mission men would have made moi

money.
Occurrences such as this are litt

short of crimes. JaMOC. m'.
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Why Do Accounts

Change Hands?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21]

the client's expense ; a natural taste

for variety on the part of the adver-

tiser, and susceptibility to the siren

song of a rival agency ; occasionally

inefficiency on the part of the agency
itself.

The disinterested outsider—and
perhaps the man most "in the know"
—would, I think, say that the

greatest of these just mentioned is

the natural taste for variety. And
indeed this factor, illogical as it may
sound, may actually have more force

than appears on the surface. What
the agency around the corner has

up its sleeve seems, by all the in-

I scrutable rules of human nature,

commonly more appealing to the

.curious advertiser than what his

i
own agency has on the boards.

I So the curious advertiser hesi-

tates.

And is lost.

' And "flits."

' Must agencies continue to rise

;and fall in an advertiser's favor

with so little rhyme or reason? One
overpowering delusion on the part

of the client seems to be that when
'a campaign plan is not fully success-

ful the agency cannot be successful,

and that another plan postulates an-

other agency.

PIRATICAL tendencies on the

part of the agencies themselves
have indeed contributed royally to

ithe evil. As the ultimate folly of

these buccaneering instincts looms
jlarger, the practice of conscience-

|less aggression on other agencies'

laccounts dies down somewhat.

I
To whatever prime cause excessive

iiccount-turnover is to be ascribed,

't remains a tremendous economic
loss in advertising. It is expensive
[.0 the agency man because it causes
]iim to sell, learn and develop far

nore accounts than he should. It

s expensive to the client because
inything that costs the agency more
jnoney costs the client more money.
;V11 the client buys from the agency
s service. Agency service is handi-
apped tremendously when the
^noney that should go to perfecting
t on an old account goes to initiat-

ing it on a new one.

I

How much more value received
1/ould accrue to advertisers if agen-
cies were hampered with only one-
iSnth, say, their present account-
|jrnover?

\
What is the lost percentage?

Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is 36 cents a line—6 pt. type. When larger
type is used charge is based on 6 pt. line space basis. Minimum charge $1.80. Forms close Saturday

noon before date of issue.

Business opportunities

A manufacturer with ample resources and world-
wide distribution of its products will purch.^se
outright or manufacture and sell on a royalty
basis any desirable articles requiring wood-work-
ing, metal stamping or foundry facilities. Es-
pecially interested in articles for distribution to
the Implement, Hardware and Toy trade. Ad-
dress Box No. 185, care Adv. and Selling Fort.,
52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

Position Wanted

ADVERTISING MANAGER
AVAILABLE

Thoroughly experienced. Now employed, but
desire change and larger tield. Address for

further particulars. Box 101, Brentwood P. O.
Md.

For the past three years I have been assistant
to the sales manager of a bouse marketing a
product with a nationwide sale. My future here
seems a little distant and so I'm looking for the
opportunity to grow with a smaller firm. Am
experienced organizer, and can handle men.
Box 180, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., New York City.

CONTACT MAN OR ADVERTISING
MANAGER'S ASSISTANT

Situation wanted with large advertiser or ad-
vertising agency. Young man. College education,
experienced in agency, newspaper, magazine and
trade paper copy, feature writing and sales
promotion. Salary required $.1,5(10.00 to S4,000.-
00 a vear. Box 184. Adv. and Selling Fort., 52
Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

Editor-writer, 31, college education, extensive
experience trade and business magazines, sue.
cessful record ; best references ; experienced buyer
printing, engraving; have written feature articles
for prominent magazines on business methods

:

present location Chicago. Box 181, Adv. and
Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
City.

AN EXPERIENCED SALESMAN
Thoroughly reliable man desires position with an
established firm. .\nxious for Middle West
territory. Position must show opportunity to
earn over $7,500. .\m 32, married. For full

particulars address. Box , Adv. and Selling
Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

Advertising man, assistant to manager, with
manufacturer, 30 years old; practical printer;
knows layout, art engraving, experienced in
routine and contact with agency, printers, trade
papers, etc. ; careful production man ;

good per-
sonality, moderate salary. Box 178, Adv. and
Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.. New York
City.

Position Wanted

Do you need an executive to direct your sales
promotion and advertising? Have successfully
directed advertising campaigns. Age 35. Uni-
versitv education. Box — . Adv. and Selling
Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

WANTED—AN OPPORTUNITY
I am one of the so-called "weaker sex" but there
is nothing weak about my ability in Direct Mail
and general advertising. Can you use mv serv-
ices? Box No. 176, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52
Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

SALES MANAGER

Have been sales manager of a wholesale
grocery company for the past three years. Dur-
ing this time the sales have shown an appreci-
able increase. Am now anxious to locate in
the East. Not necessarily the grocery line.

Write Box 177, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52
Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

Help Wanted

PART-TIME REPRESENTATIVE
The leading British advertising journal wants a
salesman in the T.Inited States to represent it on
a part time commission basis. Must be familiar
with Newspaper, Magazine and Agencv personnel.
Headquarters in New York. Box 183, .^dv. and
Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
City.

One of our clients has an executive position open
for a man with experience as sales correspondent,
Tlie oftice is in Chicago. We desire a man
around 27 years old. Write fully to Box 179,
Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New
York City.

WANTED AT ONCE
Experienced copywriter on technical products for
house organ, dealer helps and direct mail. A
real job with a real concern at a real salary.
Address Box 174, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52
Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

ADJUSTMENT CORRESPONDENT
Furniture Manufacturer wants young man or
young woman with tact in handling adjuitnients.
In replying give age, experience, nationalitv. etc.
Box l.SS, Adv. Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave..' New
York City.
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Advertisers' Index
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Adveitiseis' Veekly 51

Affiliated Artists ;1

Ajax Photo Print Co '1

Akron Times ...^ j'°

Alexander Film Co '•>
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American Architect J;
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National Miller 60
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New York Times 49
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[o]

Owen Publishing Co., F. A 50

[P]
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Painted Outdoor .Advertising Assn. . . . 55

Palm. Fechteler & Co 44

Penton Publishing Co 61

Peoples Popular Monthly 51

Photoplay Magazine 42-43

Denne & Co., Ltd.. A. J.

Empire State Engraving Co 63

Engineering News Record 7

Erickson Co., The 4

Erie Dispatch Herald 46

M

[r]

Racine Journal-News 67

Radio Merchandising 5*1

Radio Publishing Co 58

Richards Co., Joseph 3
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6;
Gr-n'r- St-!rco'7pe Foun Iry ...

(iiis ArvK-^r.!
("fOode & Berrien, Inc )j ) .

(iood Housekeeping J-J

(irand Rapids Furniture Record 52

Greenduck Co., The 62

m

Shaw, A. W., Co 48

Shaw, Keith 72

Shoe & Leather Reporter 72

S-.mmons-Boardman Publishing Co. . . 29

Southern Ruralist Inside Back Cover

Standard Rate & Data Service 65

St. James Hotel 57

Superior Telegram 67

Hannah & Associates, F. A 67

Hardware Age 39

Highway Lighthouse Co 9

Hostess Magazine 56

Hold Belledaire 60

Household Magazine 33

[«]
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Igelstroem Co., The J.

Independent Studios

Ingram, W. SeotI, Inc.

Iron Age, The

Talking Machine World 51

Topeka Daily Capital 71

True Story Magazine 8

[u]

Underwear & Hosiery Review

Ward, Inc., Artemas

September 21-25—Associated Ad-
vertising Clubs of the World. Tenth
District. Galveston, Tex.

September 22-25—Advertising Spe-
cialty Association Convention, Chi-
cago, 111.

September 29-October 1—First An-
nual Convention. Window Display
Advertising Association, Cleveland,
Ohio.
October 2-3—Meeting of Screen

Advertisers Association, Statler Hotel,

St. Louis, Mo.
October 7-S—Fifth Annual Meet-

ing, National Publishers Association,
Briarciiff Lodge, Briarcliff Manor,
N. Y.

Va.
October 13-14—Annual Conven-

tion and Exhibit, National Indus-
trial Advertisers Association. Edge-
water Beach Hotel, Chicago. 111.

October 13-18—Thirty-Fourth An-
nual Convention of The Poster Ad-
vertising Association, Inc., Hotel
Statler, Detroit, Mich.

October 14—Meeting of Executive
Board, American Association of Ad-
vertising .Agencies. Chicago, 111.

October 15-16—Annual meeting.
American Association of Advertising
Agencies, Chicago, 111.

October 16-17 — Annual Conven-
tion. Audit Bureau of Circulations,
La Salle Hotel, Chicago, 111.

October 27-28 — Insurance Adver-
tising Conference of the Associated
Advertising Clubs of the World,
Schenley Hotel. Pittsburgh, Pa.

October 27-28 — National Conven-
tion, Mail Advertising Service As-
sociation. William Penn Hotel. Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

October 27-29—As.sociated Busi-
ness Papers. Inc.. Hotel Astor, New
York.
October 29-30-31 — Annual Con-

vention of the Direct Mail Advertis-
ing Association, Syria Mosque, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

November 10-15—Second Advertis-
ing Exposition, New York.

November 16-19—Annual advertis-
ing convention. District No. 1 of the
Associated Advertising Clubs of the
World, Hotel Bond, Hartford. Conn.

November 17-19—Annual Meeting,
Association of National Advertisers,
Inc., Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City,

New Jersey.

i

The Editor will be glad to receive,

in advance, for listing in the Adver-
tising Calendar, dates of activities of

national interest to advertisers.

Chambers Agency, Inc.

New Orleans, will direct advertising

for Williams Lumber Company, thatj

oity.

Barrett Kneibler Co.

Philadelphia, will conduct advertis-

ing for the Syco Radio Products Cor-

poration, makers of radio devices, same

city.

United States

Fisheries Association

At the clo.se of its convention, held

recently in .Atlantic City, N. J., author-

ized an advertising appropriation tf

promote the use of more fish as ar

article of fcod. "The greatest need ol

the fishing industry is advertising,

declared President Forbes. The goa^

of the association is to raise $250,00i

for the 1925 advertising campaign ant

to increase it $100,000 in 1926.
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A Gain of

EIGHT HUNDRED MILLION!
'N EIGHT HUNDRED MILLION dollar increase in

farm buying power, within sixty days." That's the gain

authorities credit to the South, based on late summer

crop reports. The total value of southern products will greatly

exceed last year's fine record of $3,867,529,000, which represented

40% of the entire country's crop wealth.

Why this remarkable prosperity? Because there is a new South,

for one thing. Enjoying the stabilization of diversified farming;

producing more; finding moneycrops in long neglected places.

30% of the nation's corn is now raised in southern states; 15%
of the oats; 14% of the wheat; 80% of the tobacco; 83% of the

rice; 88% of the sweet potatoes; and, of course, 98% of the cotton.

Georgia illustrates the change that recent years have made in

southern farming methods and results. Cotton production of a

million bales is estimated. Of 18 crops in all, 14 are equal to or

better than last year and higher than the ten'year average.

Surely such a showing is a tribute to the agencies that have

worked unceasingly to make men better farmers. Southern

Ruralist is one—and always a leader. Southern Ruralist goes

into the best farm homes in the South—more than 400,000 of

them, reaching from Maryland to Texas. In Georgia, Florida,

Alabama, Mississippi and the Carolinas, the group showing

greatest improvement over 1923, it is dominant.

One thing sure, there's business here for someone. Any of our

representatives will gladly tell you how to get it—how you can

share in the eight hundred million.

A new issue of Bob's Boo\ describes the crop outloo}{ m the South; write for a copy.

SODTHERr^UMUST

400,000 net

paid guaranteed

ATLANTA, GA.

CHICAGO

J. C. BILLINGSLEA
123 W. Madison St.

NEW YORK
A. H. BILLINGSLEA

341 Madison Ave.

ST. LOUiS

A. D. McKINNEY
UiiSynJicaleTrust Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS

R. R. RING
P.il.Lce BlJg.
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How Business Advances Its Lines

—and "Lineage''—in Chicago

Business is best in Chicago for tjiose who
go after it in the best way.

The famous "loop" department stores have
proved this—first, by increasing the total vol-

ume of their newspaper advertising from
9,035,700 lines in the first eight months of

1923 to 9,214,973 Unes in the first eight

months of 1924; second, by placing the

greater proportion of that increase in the

newspaper that already carried the prepon-

derance of this advertising—The Chicago

Daily News.

Here are the figures, in agate lines, from January 1 to August 31, 1924, and 1923 for the

loop department stores:

1924 1923 Gain and Loss

The Chicago Daily News. . . 3,125,504 2,973,163 152,341 gain
The American 1,438,730 1,339,460 99,270 gain
The Daily Tribune 1,142,872 1,046,885 95,987 gain

The Journal 1,032,658 959,577 73,081 gain
The Daily Herald-Examiner. 467,900 430,959 36,941 gain
The Post 412,119 421,077 8,958 loss

The Sunday Tribune 1,019,746 1,158,178 138,432 loss

The Sunday Herald-Examiner 575,444 706,401 130,957 loss

From which it appears that the loop stores The same condition—in a degree even more
increased their total advertising in 1924 by emphatic—is indicated in the advertising of

179,273 agate lines. Of this total net gain the "outside the loop" department stores. In
The Chicago Daily News gained 152,341 lines this classification The Chicago Daily News
—over 85 per cent—and 53,071 more lines carried 1,074,127 lines of the total volume of

than were gained by its nearest competitor 1,974,899 lines— 173,355 lines more than all

in this classification. other papers combined.

Here are the figures, in agate lines, from January 1 to August 31, 1924, and 1923 for the

outlying department stores:

1924 1923 Gain and Loss

The Chicago Daily News. . . 1,074,127 917,688 156,439 gain

The American 374,311 375,695 1,384 loss

The Journal 82,960 75,600 7,360 gain
The Daily Tribune 6,302 10,241 3,939 loss

The Daily Herald-Examiner. 2,828 4,513 1,685 loss

The Sunday Tribune 231,573 206,480 25,093 gain
The Sunday Herald-Examiner 202,798 170,883 31,915 gain

From which it appears that in this classi- This distribution of advertising in Chicago

fication The Daily News gained 156,439 lines by the world's foremost merchandising and

-while all the other Chicago newspapers, advertising experts claims the thoughtful

, ., , „ , , . , . , , ^. ,,„ consideration of all who do business, or ex-
daily and Sunday combined, gamed but 64,368

p^^^ ^^ ^o business, in the great and pros-
lines. The Chicago Daily News' nearest com- parous Chicago market. It indicates the
petitor in this field lost 1,384 agate lines. substantial "reasons why" that make

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
First in Chicago

NOTE—Figures supplied by the Advertising Record Company.

Wednesda.v by Advertising Fortniglitl.v. Inc., 52 Vaiiderbilt Ave., ^
12. Knterod iiK .second class mailer Ma.v 7, 1923, at Post Office

3W Yorii, N. Y. Subscription price $2.00 per

it New Y'orl< under Act of Marcli 3. 18i9
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Page 5—The News Digest

Charles (.. (jroi'n

Advertising igenry

New York, selected to conduct metro-
politan newspaper campaign for Edison
Mazda Lamps.

George Ribal

Is now associated with the copy de-
partment of George J. Kirkgasser &
Co., Chicago. He was at one time as-

sistant advertising manager of the
Link-Belt Company, advertising man-
ager of the Green Engineering Com-
pany, and later conducted his own
agency service.

Simpson Advertising Company
St. Louis, appointed advertising

counsel to the Central Hardware Com-
pany, that city.

Howard Snell

Formerly assistant advertising man-
ager the Charles Williams Stores, New
York, appointed advertising manager
the Central Hardware Company, St.

Louis.

The Korh Company
Milwaukee, has been selected to di-

rect advertising for the following ac-

counts: Flax-li-num Insulating Co., St.

Paul; Oelerich & Berry Co., syrup re-

finers, Chicago; Walker Manufacturing
Co., automobile jacks, Racine; Mechan-
ical Production Co., motor accessories,

Milwaukee; and E. D. Fahlberg Manu-
facturing Co., soldering outfits, Madi-

R. R. Richer

Manager of the Cleveland district

for The Purchasing Agent, has been
elected vice-president of The Purchas-
ing Agent Company, Inc., who publish
the periodical.

A. N. C. A. M.

Southeastern division will hold its

annual meeting in Atlanta, Ga., Octo-
ber 20 and 21.

A. U. Dreher

Formerly advertising manager of the
Chandler Motor Car Company, Cleve-
land, has become associated with the
Peerless Motor Car Company, that
city.

C. A. Snyder
Formerly sales promotion manager

for the Stutz Motor Car Company, In-

dianapolis, has joined with Chrysler
Motor Car Company, Detroit.

H . C. While
Is now associated with Moser &

Cotins, Utica. He was recently with
Marschalk & Pratt, Inc., and formerh
with Hewitt, Gannon & Co., both of
New York.

^^^^^^s^-iJBl
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Nrip Building, Chamber of Commerce
of th*-' L'nittd States, at Waghington

"Successful Management Is Responsible
For Success—Those Who

Dream Dreams and Nothing Else Fail"
{President Grant of the United States Cliainher of Conunerec in I'liiladel/'hia last uvek.)

Twelve years ago a group of American busi-

ness men caught a new vision. They saw the

forces of American Business welded into a com-
pact whole. They saw a federation of common
interests, a new means of taking counsel on the
problems common to all business. They saw a
home in Washington serving as a clearing house
for information bearing on these problems, a
place where men might study and relate the facts.

They saw the authoritative results of this study

made available to business men everywhere
through the pages of a great magazine.

Their ideal was sound. The need was funda-
mental. Being men accustomed to achieve, the

thing is now accomplished. The new home of the

United States Chamber of Commerce pictured

here is the new home of The Nation's Business
as well.

Todav

More than 40,000 Presidents of corporations read The Nation's Bnsincss.
More than 18,000 I 'ice-Presidents of corporations read The Natio)i's Business.
More than 17,000 Secretaries of corporations read The Nation's Business.
More than 12,000 General Managers of corporations read The Nation's Business.
More than 8,000 Treasurers of corporations read The Nation's Business.
More than 125,000 Major Executives in 93,875 corporations read The Nation's Business.

Consider the strength of such a magazine for your advertising.

The NATION^S BUSINESS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

MORE THAN 160,000 CIRCULATION MEMBER A. B. C.
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He knows that the new idea in machinery or shop methods—the new idea which will show him hotv he can make his

product better, cheaper, or faster—almost invariably makes
its first appearance in Ameiican Machinist

Sell him your machinery

I
—while he's thinking about new machinery

NINE times out of ten, the man who
buys your machinery reads Ameri-
can Machinist.

He is the man who is responsible for

production in the plants that turn out auto-
mobiles, adding machines, electrical ma-
chinery—in fact everything the metal-
working industries make.

When he reads his copy of American
Machinist he isn't reading to while away
time. He's reading for profit. He's think-

ing of new machinery. He is on the hunt
for the new idea in machinery or shop
methods which will show him how he can
make his product better, cheaper, or faster.

He knows that the new idea in machinery
or shop methods almost invariably makes
its first appearance in American Machinist.

He knows that for 45 years editors and
advertisers have filled the pages of Amer-
ican Machinist with valuable information
on up-to-date machinery and improved
shop methods—just the information he

needs to help him make his product better,

cheaper, or faster.

This is the information he expects and
gets from American Machinist.

Sell him your machinery while he's

thinking about new machinery—while he's

reading American Machinist.

The 15 McGraw-Hill engineering, industrial and mer-
chandising publications serve the men who buy in the
following fields:

Electrical : Electrical World, Electrical Merchandis-
ing, Electrical Retailing, Journal of Electricity.

Construction and Civil Engineering: Engineering News-
Record.
Mining: Engineering & Mining Journal-Press, Coal

Age.
Transportation: Electric Railway Journal, Bus Trans-

portation.
Industrial : American Machinist, Industrial Engineer,

Power, American Machinist (European Edition), Chem-
ical & Metallurgical Engineering.
Engineering in Spanish-Reading Countries: Ingenieria

Internacional.

American Machinist
A. B.C. A McCrau-inn Puhlicalion .A.B.P.

Tenth Avenue at 36th Sreet, New York
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Who Does the Buying?

THERE has hitherto been so much guesswork and so many conflict-

ing claims made regarding who does the buying for textile mills,

that the publishers of TEXTILE WORLD undertook an investiga-

tion which has resulted in clearing away the haze and putting the mat-

ter on a very definite basis of fact. Fifteen hundred representative

textile mills in all branches of the industry, and in all sections of the

United States, responded to a questionnaire which called for the names
and titles of the men who do the buying of seven different classes of

products.

The results for each class of product are shown in the following table:

PERCENTAGE OF MILLS WHERE BUYING IS DONE BY

Products Bought
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The S. S. Kresge Company
is today one of the greatest

and most widely known
"chain store" organizations

in America.

Its growth—its prestige—and
its popularity are based
fundamentally on the values

which the company offers to

its customers—values made
possible by buying power
and advanced merchandising

methods.

Campbell-Ewald Company
has had the privilege of help-

ing to acquaint the public

with Kresge values—through
"Advertising Well Directed."

Advertising

Well Directed

The Campbell-Ewald organization of 160 people,

with resources and lacilities of the largest

advertising organization between New York and
Chicago, and a volume of business placing it

among the first ten agencies in the country, is at

your service to handle large or small accounts.

At any time, anywhere, we'll be glad to talk with

you. There will be no obligation on either side.

CAMPBELL-EWALD COMPANY
H. T. Ewald, Pres.

E. St. Elmo Lewis, Vice-Pres. oAdvertising
Guy C. Brown, Sec'y.

J. Fred Woodruff, Qen'l Mgr.

New York

Qeneral Offices, Detroit, Michigan

Chicago Toronto Dayton Los Angeles
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CURRENT
OPINION

ZJ^^f/^*^

The Log of the Good Ship Earth

iURRENT OPINION
undertakes to keep the

log of the good ship

Earth. The passing days and

weeks tow the world through

seas of ink—newspapers, maga-

zines and books, and each

month CURRENT OPIN-
ION tells us how much further

along we are in all the things

which matter:—Art, Literature,

Politics, Science, Industry, Po-

etry, Music, Drama, Religion,

Philosophy and Invention.

For 36 years and more CUR-
RENT OPINION has been

faithfully keeping the log of

progress. For 36 years busy,

intelligent men and women have

been reading this log in CUR-
RENT OPINION'S brief, de-

pendable engaging summaries

of the high lights of life on our

planet. Every year its family of

readers grows with the growing

wide-mindedness of the Ameri-

can people.

Advertising insertions in

CURRENT OPINION reach

a hand-picked audience of pro-

gressive men and women at a

time when they are most favor-

ably disposed to hear of the lat-

est and best in every line of busi-

ness. Advertisers find it most

profitable to place their mes-

sages before such people at

such a time.

100,000 net paid guaranteed

CLrf>^^<!uS

Eastern Advertising Manager
R. B. SCRIBNER

50 West 47th Street
New York, N. Y.

Western Advertising Manager
A. W. KOHLER

30 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago, 111.

==1^
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SEVEN different advertising or-

ganizations meet in Chicago
during the week beginning: Oc-

tober 13, among them the National
Industrial Advertising Association
during the first three days, the
American Association of Advertis-
ing Agencies and the A. B. C. pub-
lishers on October 15, 16 and 17.

The A. B. C. publishers will give a
banquet at the Drake Hotel on the
17th to all the organizations in

session.

Other organizations to meet are
the Agricultural Publishers' Asso-
ciation, Hotel LaSalle, October 15
and 16; the National Advertising
Commission of the Associated Ad-
vertising Clubs of the World, Oc-
tober 14 and 15; the Inland Daily
Press Association, Morrison Hotel,
on the same days; and the Commis-
sion in Charge of Bureau Adver-
tising of the American Newspaper
Publishers' Association.

M. C. ROBBINS, Publisher
Offices: 52 VANDERBILT AVENUE, NEW YORK

J. H. MOORE, Advertising Manager
New York :

C. KRETSCHMAR
M, FRANKLIN

San Francisco :

DOUGLASS, 320 Market St.
Garfield 2444

Chicago :

JUSTIN F. BARBOUR
Peoples Gas Bldg. : Wabash 4000

CLDVBa,AND

;

London :

A. E, LINDQUIST 66 and G7 Shoe Lane, E. C. 4 :

405 Swetland Bldg,: Prospect 351 Telephone Holborn 1900 217

Subscription Prices: U. S. A. $2.00 a year. Canada
Through purchase of Advertising and Sellin

News. Selling, The Business World,
Member Audit Bureau of Circul

New Orleans :

H. H. M.A.RSH
927 Canal Street: Main

Dns and As.sociated Bu

Toronto :

A. J. DENNE
Bay Street: Elgin 1850

.50 a year. Foreign $3.00 a year. 15 cents a copy
publication absorbed Profitable Adi^rrtising, Advertising
Journal Advertiser and The Publishers Guide

iness Papers, Inc. Cops-rlght. 1924, .\dvcrti.slng Fortnightly. Inc.
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^ "HATlOnAL"
ADVERTISING AGENCY

McCANN Company Offices in these eight

great marketing centers give us intimate

knowledge of regional markets, keep us in

touch with clients' branch houses and

distributors, and thus make McCann

Company Service truly "National" in scope.

THE H. K. McCANN COMPANY
advertising
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What Is the Rural Market

Buyin"^'^

By J. M. McDonald

RECENTLY I had a most in-

teresting talk with a leading

dress manufacturer—a man
who has developed an exceptional

business in popular-priced dresses.

He sells us annually thousands of

dollars' worth of his merchandise.

Yet, during the course of our con-

versation, it developed that insofar

as we were concerned this manufac-

turer had little conception of the

ultimate market for his garments.

His imagination did not carry him
beyond the delivery of our purchases

to our warehouse. The dresses

which he manufactures represent

splendid values, the workmanship is

first class, the styles very smart.

His customers are the leading de-

partment stoi'es and specialty shops

in the large cities the country over,

and he numbers among his best ac-

counts leading Fifth Avenue re-

tailers. I told him that the gar-

ments which we purchased from him
found ready sale in our stores in the

small towns of the Far West—mill

towns in Washington, farming com-
munities of eastern Oregon, min-
ing towns of Utah and Nevada.

"I know that the Penney Com-
pany does business for the most part
in small towns," he said, "but our
line is smart and snappy (this with
pardonable pride), and I'm sur-

prised you can sell dresses like ours
in the 'hick' tovi'ns." Drawing him

J. M. McDonald
Merchandising Manager, ]. C. Penney

Company

He buys various lines of merchan-
dise for .')01 department stores lo-

cated in small towns in 40 states.

out a bit further, I was amused to

find that his mental image of what
constituted a small town, particular-

ly with reference to its buying hab-

its and preferences, was considerably

out of focus. I proceeded to tell him
a few things about small towns and

small town merchandising that

caused him to open his eyes and look

thoughtful. Then I commenced to

do a little thinking on the subject

myself—"How many other manu-
facturers are there who have the

same distorted impression?"

THE small town has been grow-
ing up—and growing up fast.

During the last quarter of a century
various factors have contributed to

social life in rural communities a

knowledge of the ways of the world

that has succeeded in eliminating

much of the provincialism that for-

merly characterized them. During
this period drudgery has been taken

nut of necessary farm labor through
the introduction of machinery and
the gasoline pump. Chores in many
l(x;alities are done by electric light

instead of lantern light. More than

40 per cent of the farms in the

United States have telephones. Elec-

trical household appliances such as

washing machines, electric irons,

etc., are no more in the luxury class

on the farm and in the small town
than in the large city.

You cannot leave these things out
of the small town jiicture and hope
to preserve its homogeneity. The
same modern means of communica-
tion that inform the farmer of his

market opportunities enable the

farmer's wife, and his sons and
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daughters, to learn of marketing op-

portunities for personal and house-

hold needs. Rural free delivery

brings the magazines, farm periodi-

cals, newspapers and catalogs right

to the farmer's door. Motor trans-

port, which enables the farmer to

realize quickly on his crop market-

ing judgment, also helps to annihil-

ate the distance between the farm
and the nearest shopping center,

where the farmer's family can exer-

cise its buying preferences.

The annual per capita wealth in

the United States has risen consid-

erably during the past two decades,

and the rural sections have shared
with the rest of the country in the
augmented buying power which this

increase represents. We of the J. C.

Penney Company perhaps realize

this better than most others, for the

majority of our stores are located in

small towns. Since 1902, when Mr.
Penney opened his first store in

Kemmerer, Wyoming, the complex-
ion of the small town has undergone
radical, even startling, changes. In

a little more than twenty years the

farms have put over five million

automobiles to work. These, and
radio and the movies, have helped to

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 62]

Mess" Pears Study Beauty's

Changing Fashions

EVER since that memor-
able day in the Garden
of Eden, the daughters

of Eve have constituted for

man a most perplexing prob-

lem. Woman, dependent

upon the circumstance, has

been clothed in adjectives

glorious, damnable or divine.

She has been immortalized by
the poets, idealized by the

artists and rhapsodized by the

composers. Pears Soap, in an
interesting series of adver-

tisements now appearing in

British newspapers, asks

"What Is Beauty?" Is it the

Madonna type of Raphael, or

is it represented by Lady
Hamilton, whose loveliness

lives today in 24 portraits

painted by Romney? Or
does it reside in the types

preserved for us by Reynolds

and other old masters? As if

one could say "this is beauti-

ful and that isn't," without
calling up a thousand indig-

nant pai-tisans to maintain
stoutly that "this isn't and
that is."

Each advertisement in the

Pears series is linked to-

gether by the underlying
theme — what is feminine
pulchritude? The campaign
itself is a close tie-up with

the firm's "Palace of Beauty"
at the Wembley Exhibition.

Here Cleopatra reigns again.

And so does the "lovely-

haired Helen," whose face

launched a thousand ships, and
whose personality and charm form
the basis of one of the advertise-

ments in the campaign. Nell

Gwynne, whose beauty captivated

Charles the Second, is here in

PEARS PAGEANT OE BEAUTJ

THE KEY TO POWER
Once upon Jt time there wai a petite

tpurS"""''" tli'P'tlsli ffSf f-.WjfV . .

JustA Scfn)o/3ir[ ..{uit'iftc/uuJaefi^JTn-

tns ivoutti ejiJa Tsvishms smle, white the

most exquisite ikm one could wish tobehoU

put the Unithins touch on her heouty ....

(lo wrote Ccorjc le Roy, a contemporary)

Mtir.

My.

\mpcJot,r, htt.htindeJ

,ueenotLouis Woirnuice.

Fashions in icauty c/ianjc

..But the ch^tn ofo woman

as no cLt,, onJ no formulo.

Uns leJ, rdSc tidperlMl,

Now U„ty of,kin I, Ursely o matter of

care . . . and of a soap that is pure. That is

wltyPearsi, 'matcldes, forlhecompUxion.-

Its f/eauty protects your shin, keeping it fair

and smooth ^nd its stimulating freshness

walem the cliarm that comes 'of radiant

health . . . Will, Pear,, fresh,

lathery, fratranl. In comtant

use your slin (ike Fompa.

dour'sj will put the hiiihins

touch upon your charm.

AND CHARM IS THE
KCy TO POWER

•d, from 1 skiUins

PEARS FOR HEALTH AND BEAUTY
Vu,l Pears Palace of Se^ty al WcwUey

not only her suit but his heart
and a throne. And Schehera-
zade also, who must have been
ravishing else no man would
have listened to her stories

for night after night for
nearly three years.

History, art and literature

have served as the sources of

inspiration for the campaign,
which falls into two divisions:

the advertisements in one
dwell upon the personal

characteristics and charms of

those historical personages
;

whose modern prototypes

appeared in the pageant in

the Palace of Beauty, the

second division features the
work of such well known
English artists as A. K.
Macdonald, Treyer Evans,
Graham Simmons, P. B.

Hickling, Wilton Williams,
Lewis Baumer and others.

Each artist states his own
particular conception of what
constitutes beauty, illus-

trating his preference by
either pen and ink sketches

or pencil drawings.
Even though artists, like

ordinary humans, are by no

means unanimous when it

comes to a definition of

beauty, yet they are all

agreed that at least half of

woman's charm is in her

loveliness of skin. This
important fact is seized upon
and deftly used by the copy-

writer. "Beauty is skin

brocade and pearls and a wealth of

gorgeous auburn hair, and Eliza-

beth Woodville, so lovely in her

young widowhood that when she

made personal plea to Edward the

Fourth to relieve her poverty, won

deep," sang a certain well-known

poet. Each Pears Soap advertise-

ment echoes the lay to a different

tune, and to the advantage of sales

of the "unscented at 7d. and ^^,2^.

per tablet, and the scented from Is."
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What Too Much Market Forcini

Did to the Tire Industry

By Robert Engel

CERTAIN large

manufacturers i n

the tire industry

some time ago awoke to

find themselves confront-

ing the ruinous fact that

although they were
spending 85 per cent of

all the money paid by the

entire industry for ad-

vertising, they were
securing only 45 per cent

of the retail business. The
rest was going to approxi-

mately 125 other tire

makers who were spend-

ing little or nothing on

advertising. Investiga-

tion disclosed that the

conditions that brought

about this unbalanced

situation were founded
on the apparent paradox
that, although the sales

possibilities were expand-
ing constantly, actual

sales were being con-

stricted through advanc-
ing quality standards.

Conditions in the tire

industry are radically

different from those of

other industries in that

there is inherently a

definite market limit that ^==
cannot possibly be ex-

panded by any merchandising or

educational effort. The growth of

the tire market is controlled

essentially by the growth of another
market.

A few years back, when tire

manufacturers were planning expan-
sions in factory building and pro-

duction programs to meet the

rapidly mounting tire consumption,
estimates were made on the basis of

four or five tires per car per year;

but tire service standards were soon

raised to such a point by quality and
production development that the per

car demand dropped 40 to 50 per

cent. The rapid increase in the use

of motor cars during the following

years was never sufficient to make
up for this difference, nor to

counteract the loading-up effect.

© Brown Br<

SOME few years ago, when tire manufacturers were
planning expansion to keep pace with the growth

of the automobile industry, it was estimated that a car

owner would need four or five new tires a year. Tires

were made so well, however, it was soon found that the

increased production capacity of the tire industry was
practically double the consumption possibilities of the

market. Readjustment to existing conditions became the

order of the day, which accounts in large measure for

the period of depression that submerged manufacturers,

and from which the tire industry is but now emerging.

with the result that the production

capacity of the factories in the in-

dustry are practically double the

consumption possibilities of the

market. Every manufacturer there-

fore is in the position of having the

overhead of idle equipment forced

into the balance sheet.

W"!
[EN the manufacturer found

market-stimulating moves
nullified by competition, he turned

his attention partially to the produc-

tion of tires that could be marketed
with a price appeal. This meant a

number of new additions to the old

standard lines, additions that were
lower in quality and consequently

could be marketed under the advan-

tage of low price.

Advertising followed to give these

new brands a certain

amount of prestige and
create a sales mo-
mentum for the retailers.

It became apparent then

that there were many
new motorists — largely

the purchasers of used
cars—who bought tires

primarily under the con-

sideration ef price. The
marketing of lower grade
tires actually opened up a

new market for the ad-

vertising manufacturer
that had previously been
largely controlled through
mail-order and depart-

ment store channels by
the non-advertiser.

The advent of cheaper,

secondary grade tires

bearing the well-known
names of the standard
manufacturers had the

effect of a counteraction

which wrested some of

the control from the non-

advertisers. However,
the sudden appearance of

so many new tire names
on the market was con-

fusing to the trade, and
the knowledge that the

: standard maker had put

his product into the same
class with products that he had been
disparaging in his advertising, had a

secondary tendency to stabilize the

market for unknown brands.

Tire dealers seized this oppor-

tunity to capitalize on price advan-

tages. Specials were run and at-

tractive offerings were made on tire

equipment. The prospective buyer
could not help but be assured that

he was getting his money's worth.

Many of them had never had exper-

ience with tires, and one tire seemed
as good as another, price alone being

the controlling factor.

This did not affect the older

buyers of tires who had been ac-

customed to quality, but they were
not in the market because the high
quality tire would last for two or

three years under normal driving.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 70]
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American Export Manufacturers

Answer Their Critics

By Paul R. Mahoney
Director of Foreign Sales. The Walil Company. New York

AT a recent nieetiiifj of the Export Manafcer;^ Club of New York,

jl\. representatives of three American manufacturers wlio do a larjje

volume of export business took occasion tcy answer categorically some
dozen accusations leveled against American exporters by Alfonso Grez

of Chile. Mr. Grez. at the July meeting of the club, enumerated a long

list of faults, the essence of which is that the American export manu-
facturer does not understand his business and, what is more, that he does

not care to understand it. The refutation of this sweeping indictment

was placed in the hands of Joseph McElroy, export sales manager of

Pass & Seymour, Inc.; Ernest B. Filsinger, export manager of Lawrence
& Company, and Paul R. Mahoney, director of foreign sales. The Wahl
Company. Among them they recited facts and statistics that should
serve to bury the myth that American eflSciency in foreign trade is below
that of other nations. Mr. Mahoney's paper appears below. The remarks
of Mr. Filsinger and Mr. McElroy will appear in future issues.

—

Editor.

SOME of the charges that have

been levelled against the Amer-
ican exporting manufacturer

from time to time are that he en-

gages poor ti-avelers; shows lack of

tact in dealing with business men
abroad; uses poor judgment in the

selection of agents ; exerts constant

pressure upon foreign agents to

make greater sales; sends letters, in-

voices and literature in English

;

and, in general, evidences a too in-

dependent "take it or leave it"

attitude.

Were American manufacturers

guilty to any considerable extent of

these accusations, which are only

a few of the many that are fre-

quently made, it would seem that

this condition would be largely re-

flected in the results obtained. If.

therefore, we are to judge by the

results, America has been rapidly in-

creasing her export trade in spite

of her tactlessness rather than be-

cause of her good management and
business methods.

Of course it was natural that we
should have a large increase in our

export trade during the war. We
were bound to get that no matter

how badly we conducted ourselves,

l>ut tliere was, at the time, much
speculation as to what, if any, part

of the increase in volume we would
retain and as to whether the close

of the war would not promptly mark
a decided and permanent slump in

the American export trade.

Paul R. Mahoney

But those gloomy forebodings

have not been borne out by the actual

results. Recent statistics published

by the National City Bank of New
York indicate that our share of the

world foreign trade in 1923 was
about 17 per cent against iCi; per

cent in 1913, the last normal year

before the war, and 734 per cent in

1870. The records show that manu-
factures form an increasing part

of our exports, while raw manufac-
turing materials show a substantial

increase' in our imports. In 1923 our
imports of raw materials amounted
to well over $2,000,000,000 or 56 per

cent of the total imported. We
imported about $70,000,000 more
food than we exported. In 1850,

manufactures constituted about 17

per cent of our exports, in 1900 the

percentage had increased to 35 per

cent and in the fiscal year of 1924 it

had risen to 51 per cent.

As conclusive evidence of the

growth of the American export

trade in the last two decades,

James A. Farrell, in his address as

chairman of the National Foreign
Trade Council convention held in

Boston last June, pointed out that,

twenty years ago, nearly 90 per cent

of our exports were produced by

less than twenty concerns while, in

1923, the hundred chief exports

represented only 85 per cent of our

trade and they were the products of

diversified manufacture.

The records show that, as com-

pared with the year 1914, our ex-

ports of merchandise to Asia and
Oceania in the fiscal year 1924

registered an increase of over 265

per cent; to South America, an in-

crease of over 124 per cent; and to

Europe an increase of over 48 per

cent.

As to the charges made against

American exporters—there is no

uniform standard of quality, good or

bad, of business men in any part

of the world. In this country we
have many very large sales organ-

izations and many sales managers
engaged in an effort to secure the

maximum amount of business for

the companies they represent. Men
are taken on, trained, tried, let go

if unproductive or deficient, or re-

tained if successful. Some experi-

ments have to be made and the same
is true to a greater or lesser extent

in foreign markets. It is possible

that, about fifteen or twenty years

ago when American manufacturers

were beginning to pay increased

attention to building up their sales

organizations abroad, there vyas too

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 43]
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Bread and Butter Problems

of a Sales Manager

I

Salesmen's Wives
By V. V. Lawless

FOR six years

Brown had been

a first class
salesman—not a sen-

sational man but the

type that gladdens

the heart of the sales

manager. He was
steady and depend-
able. Day after day,

month after month,
year after year.

Brown could be relied

ujjon to bring in a

full quota of busi-

ness.

Then Brown went
to seed. He had no

complaint to make

—

he was not making
the usual alibis. He
just was not sending
in the orders as he

used to send them in.

A n d the house
came face to face

with the need of

either bringing
Brown up to schedule

in a hurry or letting

him go. Letting
Brown go would be a -

serious thing because
just a year and a half ago Brown
had been married. He had an-

nounced proudly a short time back
that he was the father of a young
Brown who would some day make a

great salesman. It was a serious

thing to have to let a steady, old

time member of the force go like

this but on the other hand Brown f I "'HE answer did not seem appar-

was certainly not doing the right X ent, so the sales manager started

"There is a real job you can fill and it will make iiiorr

money than if you go back to office work. That's taking

hold of that husband of yours and building him up. Hr
needs more cooked food and less fried food. Make it your
business to have the house uarm and dinner ready when he
comes home and give him a few hours of perfect rest and
quiet before bedtime. That's the sort of help he needs!"

Brown's territory and worked the

trade for a few days with him.
Orders came better and the week
showed a good total. The business

was undoubtedly there as in former
times. Why wasn't Brown getting

it?

thing by the house.

Brown was called in to the home
office and was thoroughly lectured.

He was asked plainly what was
wrong. Nothing was wrong that he
knew of. He was making his

rounds, the trade thought well of

him, business conditions were all

right, but the orders were not com-
ing. Brown developed a sullenness

which took the place of his former
plodding, staying qualities.

Before letting him go, the sales

manager made a personal trip to

Brown off by himself again while he

went on and called on a few of the

dealers with whom he was ac-

quainted. Most of them could give

no real reason. They had kept right

on buying and did not realize that

their purchases were below normal.

Then one dealer was found who
knew the inside facts.

"Too much mother-in-law," he ex-

plained without hesitation. "I've

known Brown for years. Knew him
before he went with you people.

Knew him before he got married.

Have known him
since. He always
come s out to the

house when he makes
this town. I've met
his wife and some of

her folks. Ever since

the boy was born,

Brown's mother-in-

law has been on the

job and she can't be

shaken loose. H e

hasn't any more
happy home of his

iiwn. He is away
five or six days of

each week and during
that time his wife

gets a chance to feel

sorry for herself,

based on the sorrow-
ful picture his
mother-in-law paints.

According to her.
Brown should quit

the road and get a job

where he can be home
every night. Claims
he is doing wrong by
his family. Claims
no traveling man can
be trusted anyway.
Claims that being a

traveling man is going to break up
the home sooner or later—all that

tommy-rot. And Brown is just

fussed up about it and can't keep
his mind on his job."

Here was a job for the sales man-
ager. He tackled it blindly but
boldly. He wired Brown to meet
him and he put the facts up to him,
all in a bunch. Brown admitted the

facts but there was no way in which
he felt he could straighten out the

mess by himself, neither was it wise
for the sales manager to wade in

and undei'take to clarify the atmos-
phere. But the plan was that the

sales manager should visit Brown at

his home the following Sunday
afternoon, when there would surely

be an opportunity to air the situa-

tion. The plan was to wait for the

mother-in-law to fire the first gun,
giving the sales manager his oppor-

tunity to tell the other side of the
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story. Inside of ten minutes, she

had opened the subject by remark-

ing that Henry was to be pitied for

having the kind of job he had, but

more especially was his poor wife to

be pitied and still more especially

the practically fatherless boy. Trav-

eling jobs were so conducive to un-

happy homes, and so on.

And then the sales manager got

in his work. He accepted the chal-

lenge and the opportunity it pro-

vided and showed what Brown's job

was and what he could make of it.

He pointed out the chances for ad-

vancement as against the chances he

would have working in that town.

We are not interested in the

thunderstorm that followed, but we
are interested in knowing that after

a good airing, it was possible to set

things straight, get Brown back

onto his territory with his mind on

his job. A good salesman was saved

and business in that territory picked

up.

"It's a shame I can't be person-

ally acquainted with the wives of all

our men," one sales manager re-

marked. "Nine times out of ten

they can come mighty near making
or breaking the average salesman.

Give a man average selling ability

and selling brains, plus the right

kind of wife, and he will make
good. With the wrong kind of wife,

he'll fall down."
Corbin was a city salesman in a

Middle Western town. He lived at

home and was rarely out of town
overnight. He was just the average

man—not poor enough to replace,

but never living up to his oppor-

tunities. He had had a couple of

small raises more to encourage him
than to reward him for actual ac-

complishments. It was always a

puzzle why he didn't do better and
make himself woi'th real money.
But, of course, his health never

seemed to be right. He had no real

pep and driving power.

Corbin's sales manager goes on to

say: "I had read an article or two
about the importance of good wives

for salesmen and I got to wondering
if Corbin's wife was on to her job.

One afternoon about four, I met
Corbin and offered to drive him
home as I was going out that way.

We got to his home about six-thirty,

after making a few more calls. He
did not ask me in but I drifted in,

telling him I thought I would get

warm before going on. He was vis-

ibly embarrassed but I kept right

behind him. When we got into his

house, the house was cold, the break-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 50]

Sharpening the Teeth of Business

Correspondence
Dictated by WRB/S

CONCERNING the letter that

is such a masterly piece of

English prose that it flows into

the reader's mind — and right out

again. I speak of the letter that is

so polished that it is literature

rather than correspondence, with no

sharp points to catch on the reader's

mind. That type of letter generally

flubs as a piece of commercial sales-

manship—which is what every busi-

ness letter really is, or should be.

Nearly every organization boasts

at least one literary letter writer,

and oddly enough he or she is gen-

erally called upon to write the really

important letters, simply because

his or her letters have such finish.

But often this finish, this literary

polish, is so smooth that the letter

slides intead of saws and as every

mail-order man .knows, only the

letters that saw get into people's

minds and open their pocket-books!

I once tried out two form letters

on a mail-order proposition, each

featuring the same offer, one writ-

ten painstakingly by the "best letter

writer in the house," and the other

scribbled on a piece of wrapping
paper by a lad with advertising am-
bitions who came in after school of

afternoons to wrap packages in the

shipping department. The list, which
was a small test list, was split and
each letter sent to half.

The letter written by the "best

letter writer in the house" pulled 46

orders. The letter written by the

shipping department lad pulled 71.

The lad's letter was simple and
rather crude, but it had sharp teeth.

What the literary writer needs is

to train himself to stop thinking in

words. People are not moved by
words ; they are moved by concep-

tions, pictures, ideas. What if the

edges are a bit rough: the rough-

ness bites into the reader's mind
like the blade of a sharp saw—sharp

because its teeth are jagged.

Compare the two sentences follow-

ing, one taken from a communica-
tion sweated out by a literary-type

writer, and the other a barbed

version of the same idea.

Smooth

We cannot afford to jeopardize the
standing of the Blank Company by let-

ting up for one instant on the high
quality of workmanship and material
which have made possible Blank su-

premacy.
Barbed

We can't afford to risk wrecking our

reputation by letting a single stick of

poor wood or an hour of careless work-
manship go into one of our cabinets.

The smooth version is a mess of

words saying next to nothing to

those who know what they mean,
and even less than that to the un-

educated.

The barbed version is pointed and
talks in pictures — "wreck reputa-

tion"; "stick of poor wood"; "hour

of careless workmanship";
"cabinet."

Such pictures penetrate and stick

in the mind.
An effective exercise in picturiz-

ing is to take all of your dictation,

every day for a week, and go
thi'ough each letter, paragraph by
paragraph, asking yourself, "What
picture might aptly represent this

idea?"

Make a note (or a little drawing)
of that picture in the margin of the

carbon copy of the letter, just for

training. In a surprisingly short

time the picturizing habit will have
become almost second nature, and
from then on you will cease to be so

word-conscious, with the result that

you will find your letters developing

briskness, brevity and bite. "They

may not be so artistically literary,

but they will be living letters.
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You Sinful Manufacturers!
By W. R. Hotchkin

WE are just now rounding
the quarter - century
since the cocksure

prophets of disaster forecasted
the early demise of the depart-
ment store. First it was damned
as a monopoly, and next because
it brought such hectic and de-

structive competition. Critics

never thinly of being logical.

Years ago it was the mail-order
concerns that were going to de-

stroy the department stores; but
the vast growth of the one only
mirrored the stupendous increase
of the other.

Today, in the opinion of certain

prognosticators, it is the chain
stores that threaten destruction

for the staggering department
stores. But while the chain
stores multiply enormously, de-

partment stores continue to break
all records in their reports of

sales and profits.

The more Woolworth and the

chain stores relieve department
stores from the tedious selling

and costly delivery of small profit

merchandise, the more time, space

and energy the department stores

can give to merchandising and
selling the long-profit merchandise
that women love to buy.

If new chain stores will only come
through and successfully relieve de-

partment stores from the obligation

of carrying, selling and delivering

muslins, sheets and pillow cases,

table linens, towels and housewares,
of the volume qualities that carry

small profit, the earnings of depart-

ment stores will take another tre-

mendous leap upward.
The stars in their courses are

certainly working for the profits of

the "individuality" stores that

William G. Stillson wrote about in

the Fortnightly of Sept. 24. Mr.
Stillson told about sales managers'
"damns" because big stores ask for

lower prices, larger discounts,

longer dating and goods on consign-

ment. But why damn the store? I

should like to place Mr. Sales Man-
ager who damns in charge of the

merchandise office of any big store

and let him listen to chatter of the

endless parade of salesmen as they
offer to his buyers, all kinds of

prices, terms, discounts and datings.

W. R. Hotchkin
Director, Standard Corporation ; formerly,
for ten years advertising and merchandis-

ing manager, John Wanamaker

until their heads ring with these

extravagant offers from salesmen of

concerns that often are very stiff

about such matters with smaller

stores.

WOULD you, Mr. Sales Manager,
with this vast financial respon-

sibility on your shoulders, refuse to

listen to such quotations when you
knew that they were being quoted
to and taken advantage of by your
competitors? Would you buy from
the fixed-price manufacturer who
didn't seem to be hungry for your
business, when you were offered

goods of equal quality that would
sell for the same or lower, prices,

making for your store an equal or

larger profit, while satisfying your
customers as well or better? Would
you turn down such favorable oppor-

tunities to buy goods for less money
just because the salesmen and sales

managers showed more earnest in-

terest in getting your orders?

Would you?
There has been quite enough silly

damning of the retailer by badly in-

formed and crooked-thinking
critics ; but the majority of re-

tailers are so much higher, so

much more advanced in ethical

principles and methods than the

majority of manufacturers, that

they scarcely seem to belong on
the same planet.

The brief-holder for the manu-
facturer howls about the retailer

cutting the prices on his goods.

Did you ever stop to think that

every time the retailer cuts a

price he tells it to the whole

world!

Did you ever stop to think that

every manufacturer who sells the

store goods and every customer
who buys goods in the department
store knows the exact price for
irhich it icas sold?

Had you ever stopped to think

that every buyer of goods from
a store 2^o,VS exactly the same
price as every other customer?

Suppose you brief-holders for

the manufacturers go back to

your clients and tell them that

when they clean their own house

to the point where every price

will be plainly mai'ked on every

piece and kind of goods they sell,

and where every store, large or

small, has to pay the same price with

the same identical terms of payment,

they may then claim the right to

open the subject of cut prices to the

retailer.

Tell them that when they can so

organize their own manufacturing

trade that the weak and the strong

must sell their goods at the same
prices, they may rightly suggest a

better form of pricing to retailers.

If these high and mighty manu-
facturers who so blatantly damn the

retailer would spend some time in-

specting things around their own
Augean stables, they would find

work enough to keep them busy for

a decade. If they think big stores

and small ones should sell their

goods at the same prices, regardless

of volume, location, or condition,

why should not manufacturers start

that policy themselves, since they

are so keen about it

!

But when these same "Gentlemen

of the Damn" are blood brothers in

the craft that sends its hordes of

salesmen pouring into the buying

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 471
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GORDON NICOLL demonstrates the good sense and utility of the comic. This series of common
bucolic misfortunes was drawn as part of a newspaper campaign to show some of the innumerable

situations in which the attainnu»nt of solace for the mortified spirits and of a philosophic calm might be

facilitated by the use of Player's "Country Life" Cigarettes. The pictures, homely and ingratiating,

are illustrations of the aptness with which advertising may be imbued with an appealing national flavor.

Their broad burlesc(ue is peculiarly disarming to the antagonistic attitude with which advertising is

frequently read and provocative of a mood receptive o tiie simple messages which accompany the pictures.
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The Basws of Advertising Copy—///

Deadly Generalities Opposed to

Vivid Word Pictures

By Henry Eckhardt

FOUR meat markets had adver-

tisements in a recent issue of

a small town newspaper. One
headlined: "The Best Meats." The
second headlined : "The Best Place

for Meats." The third : "Best Meats
Here." The fourth: "Best Meats."
A certain manufacturer set out to

show his advertising department
"how to do it." This is the gem he

produced: "X Candy is the Best

Candy."
Every amateur copywriter runs to

generalities. And because these

generalities mean something to him,

he thinks they mu.st mean something
to John and Jane Publick. But,

John and Jane Publick do not think

in generalities. They patronize

their butcher, not because he carries

the best meats, but because he

cleans his poultry so thoroughly,

because his steaks are so tender.

As soon as copy gets into general-

ities, it gets off the Publicks' earth.

It is far-away—in a strange, dull

and uninteresting land.

The habit of writing in general-

ities is a disease— no less. This

disease has been christened "gener-

alitis." It is a good name, for it

blinds the Publicks to real meanings.

The antidote for "generalitis" is

something that will make the Pub-
licks see. The name of this some-
thing is Vividness.

Vividness is secured in a number
of "ways. First, by using vivid

words, instead of general words.

Second, by using vivid expressions,

instead of general expressions. To
detail and discuss these ways:

1. Vividness Through Imitative

Words—Most words are just words.
Vague they may not be, nor obtuse.

Nevertheless the mind hesitates a

minute before it grasps their mean-
ing. But some words actually seem
to be what they mean.
Take for instance, the sentence,

"The car went by rapidly." It is

clear, but it is lifeless.

"The car whizzed by." Now, we
see it. The word "whiz" suddenly
brings a picture before the Publicks'

eyes — a picture full of action.

"Whiz" is an imitative word. It

imitates the sound of a speeding car.

The imitative words are, for the

copywriter, one of the most valuable

sections of the dictionary. Some
copywriters are using it, and using

it well. One of these, in a recent

advertisement, set out to call to John
Publick's mind his radiator troubles.

This is how the copy did it : "They
found, whenever valves sputtered or

hissed, or pipes banged, that the

valves were not venting the cold air

from the system."

Sputtered! Hissed! Banged! Each
is the dread sound. John Publick is

back in that cold spell last winter.

No further explanation necessary.

Another copywriter, in a motor-
oil advertisement, wanted to picture

what happens when a Ford's bx'ake-

bands get glazed. "If your Ford jars

and chatters when you stai't or

stop
—

" How graphic ! How vividly

rings in one's ear the misery of the

poor Ford—through the simple use

of two imitative words.

ONE more illustration, with a

comparison, and we shall have

fixed the point. This, as it happens

to be, is from another gasoline ad-

vertisement. In one part of the copy

is this sentence: "It's a he-man job,

bucking the forces of Nature to

bring propulsion to the millions of

motors in America." Note the

phrase — "bringing propulsion."

Sounds like a musty professor in a

musty classroom.

Farther along, the copywriter re-

deems himself. He paraphrases in

these words — "getting the go for

your motor car." "Go," the little

imitative word, suddenly gives the

thought vividness. It makes the

Publicks see, while its classical

synonym made them stumble.

The English language is full of

imitative words. Gurgle, shriek,

roar, giggle—are just the first of a

long list. All are short. All are

familiar. All call up vivid, instant

pictures. Which makes them ideal

members of the advertising vocabu-

lary.

2. Vividness Through Picture-

words. Akin to the imitative words
are the picture-words. As their

name indicates, they, too, call up
pictures. Not, however, through
sound-imitation ; but through direct

mental images. They make the

thought clear, by showing it to the

Publicks in terms of something they

have seen. Thus, the picture-words,

too, are instantaneous.

IN much modern .soap copy, we
read about "preserving the soft-

ness of your hands" ; about "rough-
ening the sensitive skin." No force

whatever have these phrases—partly

because they have become bromides,

but chiefly because they do not make
the Publicks see. Softness and sen-

sitiveness are terms too general, too

vague.

A recent piece of copy put it this

way: "Nourish the chiffon-thin

outer skin, keeping it soft, pliable

and resistant." Chiffon-thin! John
and Jane suddenly get an image of

their skins, and the message—"keep-

ing it soft, pliable, resistant"—be-

comes full of meaning. "Chiffon-

thin" makes that a great piece of

copy.

Again, from soap advertise-

ments : Another favorite theme is

"reddened skin." "Reddened" might
be called a picture-word. It is—
partly. But, still, it doesn't call up
the most accurate of pictures.

Golfers, in the early spring, have
reddened hands, and are proud of

them.

Instead of "reddened hands," a

recent piece of copy speaks of "that

3-times-a-day-in-the-dishpan look."

Now, the properly horrorful picture

springs vividly to mind. A picture

phrase.

If copy employed more picture

words, it would lose much of its pro-

saicness and placidity. An apt pic-

ture-word takes the place of a whole
sentence of tedious explanation—and
leaves a sharper, more colorful im-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 65]
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He Has $500,000,000 a

Year to Invest

By Thomas Schoonmaker

SILENCE on the part

of legitimate invest-

ment houses and in-

stitutions is in a measure
responsible for the golden

harvest of from $500,-

000,000 to $1,500,000,000

which is garnered each

year in the United States

by unscrupulous promot-
ers of spurious securities.

A large part of this

huge sum could be saved

for sound investment

with a profitable and
permanent return if the

unwary were shown the

wise way to invest money
and sufficiently warned
against the get-rich-quick

sharks who prey upon the

small fry and frequently

swallow the larger
suckers.

The remedy for this

condition, like that of

most of our social and
political problems, lies in

education. And in bring-

ing about an understand-
ing as to the best methods
of saving and investing ^

money there is no better

way (in fact there is no other really

effective way) than by advertising.

In recent years there has come
about a changed attitude among
bankers in regard to advertising.

Formerly it was not considered

dignified, but now more and more of

the leading financial houses are
breaking these old dignity bonds
and through advertising are selling

more and more of their investment
bonds. This has not lowered their

dignity nor lessened their prestige.

It has increased the confidence of

their customers and conserved in-

vestment sources which otherwise

might have leaked away and
vanished in thin air.

Whatever advertising has been
done, however, has been over the

head of the small investor. Perhaps
this may have been done purposely

so as to avoid small transactions.

However, it sometimes happens that

© Brown Bros,

EVERY year from a half billion to a billion and a

half dollars are frittered away in worthless specu-

lation by small investors who can ill afford to lose.

With the recognized need for more homes the country

over, banks and other institutions—particularly the

building and loan associations—have been overlooking

an opportunity to educate the small investor and show
him how he could utilize his savings to greater benefit

to himself and the more lasting prosperity of his family.

people in this class are left money
or receive the proceeds of a life in-

surance policy. It is generally a

sum which any investment house

would consider worthwhile.

NOW, there is this aspect of the

case which may be worth look-

ing at. Unless this money is wisely

invested in something of permanent
value, what becomes of it and what
are the after efl'ects? In thousands

of cases these funds are snapped up
by some sharp salesman who imposes
upon inexperience and by his extra-

vagant promises gets away, not only

with the money, but with the con-

fidence of these unfortunate people

who listen to him. Such a condition

cannot be remedied by saying "that's

too bad."

The small buyer may be of no

importance to some sellers, but

Henry Ford and a large number of

his competitors think

otherwise. And the man
who ten years ago started

out with a Ford or a $100
bond, does not always

"stay put." He may to-

day be buying Superior

Sixes and blocks of

bonds. To sell him, you
must secure his confi-

dence. He won't buy
anything if he feels he
runs a chance of being
stuck or getting some-
thing so complicated he
can't manage it.

It would seem that the

potential possibilities of

development of these
owners of small nest-egg

amounts should be looked

after more carefully than

they are at present. They
make a surprising total

in a year if we can
assume that not all of

them are frittered away
in worthless speculation;

for, as the estimates in-

dicate, these sums alone

total from $500,000,000
=^=^= to $1,500,000,000 a year.

Suppose that your big

houses do not care to go after this

small business. There is all the

more reason why certain organiza-

tions should cultivate this rich field.

We refer specifically to the building

and loan associations of this

country. These cooperative soci-

eties have been in existence in this

country since 1831. They have been

of great benefit to thousands, but
they have not grasped the oppor-

tunity of telling the tens of thou-

sands the advantages of their type

of organization. In New York State

alone you will find about 170 such

associations, but there is an amazing
lack of knowledge on the part of the

general public concerning them.

Many people never heard of them
and do not know that such a thing

exists.

Some twenty years ago, before

legislation made it impossible for

the unscrupulous to mulct the would-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 42]
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The Editorial P;
<r<!5^ :<«*^

Attention of Mr. McCarthy, Please

THEODORE K. MCCARTHY, counsel for the

Greater New York Savings and Loan Associa-
tion, makes a complaint. Says he: "It is a re-

markable fact that the people of the State of New
York, and especially residents of the City of New York,
have not become aware of the advantages that these

associations offer to persons who are desirous of own-
ing their own homes or to those who wish to save their

earnings systematically.

"The entire City of New York has about 100 active

savings and loan associations. This is almost unbe-
lievable when it is known that Newark has over 400 of

these institutions, and Philadelphia has over 2000."

Well, it doesn't strike us as being very remarkable
that people do not know more about building and loan

associations. Nobody, apparently, has taken the neces-

sary time or invested the necessary capital to tell them!
What is remarkable, though, to our way of thinking, is

Mr. McCarthy's statement. One cannot well imagine
Mr. Heinz or Mr. Wrigley or Mr. Colgate lamenting

because the residents of Denver or Cincinnati or East

St. Louis have not become aware of the advantages of

baked beans or chewing gum or ribbon tooth paste!

If such a condition existed, any of these gentlemen

would immediately rectify it—by advertising. And the

building associations have a tangible commodity to sell,

just as the manufacturers have.

Meanwhile, as Mr. Schoonmaker points out in his in-

teresting article in this issue ["He Has $500,000,000

a Year to Invest"], the vendors of worthless stocks are

taking the money that should be spent for homes—be-

cause the building associations have failed to tell the

public what their advantages are.

Agency Courage t^ersus

Quarter Impressions

A YEAR ago a certain association decided to put

on a consumer advertising campaign to pop-

ularize the products of that industry. The ap-

propriation was pronounced pitifully inadequate at the

time.

That the campaign did not register is evidenced by

this apologetic paragraph from a bulletin one of the

member firms sent its salesmen for the purpose of "sell-

ing" them on the association's campaign for next year,

a campaign even smaller than the previous year's be-

cause some of the members of the association had "lost

faith" in the idea and pulled out.

Do not allow any dealer to tell you that he noticed no

benefits from last year's campaign. The fact that he did not

notice any results does not prove that the campaign had no

effect in his particular locality. Advertising is a force which

is cumulative in its effect.

It is true that advertising is a force which is cumula-

tive in its effect, and that no association campaign is

likely to set the world on fire overnight. But it is also

true that no advertising agency should permit an asso-

ciation client to waste a few thousand dollars trying to

accomplish something that any seasoned advertising

man would know full well cannot be accomplished for
less than an annual appropriation three or four times
as large as the one spent on this campaign.

If the agency which engineered this campaign knew
no better than to let its client go into what was obvi-

ously a losing campaign, it should not be practicing.

And if it did know better and still let its client go
ahead, it lays itself open to severe criticism.

This is no argument for large appropriations, but for

courage on the part of agencies to stand out for appro-

priations in keeping with the size of the job to be

tackled, or else to refuse to squander the advertiser's

money in quarter impressions.

A Publicity President

THE place and value of publicity in the conduct of

large busine.ss enterprises was given signal

recognition a few days since when the directors

of the New York Telephone Company elected to the

presidency of that company James S. McCulloh. It is

generally conceded that Mr. McCulloh, who has served

ai3 vice-president in charge of Public Relations and
Commercial Development, was marked for the presidency

some time ago when, following the war when the tele-

phone company was being severely criticised because of

poor service, he stemmed the flood of popular resent-

ment by means of a campaign of advertising in which
it was admitted frankly that the telephone service was
bad, the reai3ons set forth and the public's forbearance

asked until the situation could be remedied.

In so many words the advertisements said, "We know
the telephone service i.'i bad and we are ready to admit

as much, but we are doing everything in our power to

improve it, and we ask only that the public be patient."

The company had previously been trying in its adver-

tising to convince the public that telephone users them-

selves were to blame, and this complete reversal of

policy saved the day and re-established goodwill.

The next decade is likely to see more great business

and 'Public service institutions elect to their highest

offices publicity presidents—men who have learned how
to use advertising to maintain goodwill and establish

profitable working relations with the public.

"Say It with Flowers'—Tivice as Often

1AST week the Florists' Telegraph Delivery Asso-

ciation met to consider advertising for the next

g^five years. The plan approved by the members
involves an expenditure of |1,000,000 (for the five-

year period) with which it is hoped to double the

present consumption of flowers. New uses will be sug-

gested, the flower buying habit encouraged and an at-

tempt made to eliminate the summer slump and those

profitless valleys that follow holiday peaks.

It is interesting, in this connection, to consider the

statement of the association that the past five years'

cooperative effort has already doubled the nation's an-

nual flower purchase.s—by persuading the public,

through advertising, to "Say it with Flowers" twice

as often as it did in 1919.
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Mr.Tuthill Enters the Arena
To THE Editor:

THE author of the article in

the Sept. 24th issue of the

FORTNIGHTL Y
—"Why Do

Agency Accounts Change Hands?"

They are forever putting cold towels

on their dome-like brows and trying
to "dope out" some wonderful world-
beating "selling angle." Some
clever something, which can be

—made a mighty fine diagnosis, but dolled up with art work, and clothed

left us entirely without a remedy, in an expensive portfolio, and "laid

What good is it to tell a man before" the Board of Directors of

he has a bad cold? It's

no news to him. What
he wants is something to

cure it.

The real honest-to-good-

ness truth of the matter

is, advertising is still in

its youth, still "fearfully

young," despite the re-

cent mass formations at

London; the distribution

of medals in Paris; and
various and s u n d r y
figures of gigantic ex-

penditure accusations

"over here."

Advertising is still so

young that few—pitiably

few — business men can
bring themselves to ac-

cept it as a really sound

sensed fundamental.
They talk as if the.\

did, but they act quite tu

the contrary.

It such were not the

case, why is it that the

bulk of them give such

searching attention to the

sales side—or the selling-

on-feet as it were — and
such comparatively scant considera-

tion to the advertising, or the sell-

ing-on-paper?

Why is it, that a serious-minded

man will consistently insist on

proven things in everything else,

and grasp with eagerness at some
idiotic triviality in the name of

advertising?

Why is it that he, with perfect

composure, charges every Tom, Dick

and Harry needless expense items to

the advertising account, and then

pounds the desk because the appro-

priation has been exceeded?
It's because advertising is so

young, it is yet to be taken seriously.

Although it is wearing long pants,

and has its safe and sane mo-
ments, the major part is still mis-

taking smart Alec phrase turnings
or leap frog promises as advertising.

It is well within reason to state

that 7.5 pel- cent of the advertising

agents today are rainbow chasers.

L. W. C. Tuthill

President of the Tuthill Advertising Agency, New

some concern whose advertising

agent this agent wants to unhorse.

Unhorse, mind you, not by sound
sen.sed selling, having a long haul,

soundly basic plan back of it; but
with a flash in the pan, that

temporarily illumines the Boards'

faces and tricks them into thinking
they have at last "discovered" the

great light.

Agencies who are so continually

kicking about the change of accounts,

nine times out of ten need to be

most painstakingly kicked them-
selves, for their own violations.

WHY do accounts change hands?
Largely because advertising

has been so prostituted, so outraged
by advertising agents in general, that

advertisers have grown to look on
it as a certain something that does

a lot of ingenious and rather amus-
ing parlor tricks, that catch the eye

and entertain the public, so that

"when they think of Umpety Ump,
they think of the Orpety Orp Com-
pany," which by the great horn
spoon, is none less than their dear
little "own selves."

You doubtless call this a tirade, or

the mouthing of a disgruntled one
who has suffered so many account

purloinings that he has

become obsessed.

As for the tirade, if

speaking the truth that

has been so generally

recognized and equally as

generally side - stepped

and pussy-footed is a

tirade, then let us have a

diet of tirades.

As for the account los-

ings, it happens that our
agency is a "so-called

small one," which keeps

its accounts on an aver-

age of ten years. Per-

haps they are so small

they do not attract the

pack of chop-licking

wolves of the business.

Before we end this

tirade, let's go back to

the first assertion, that

advertising is too young
yet.

What's to be done
about it?

Take, just for example,

the Advertising Club of

New York, with its won-
derful galaxy of commit-

tees and rather remarkable group of

educational courses. I have just been

scanning the titles. All of them are

for the furtherance of advertising's

side of the fence. Our side, if you
please.

Multiply this by the other highly

worthy efforts of other clubs the

country over, and you have hundreds
of thousands being so spent, and not

a penny for the sound sensed estab-

lishment of advertising itself,
among advertisers.

We have talked so much, endured
so many speeches, and read and
written so much about advertising

ourselves, that we think we have the

world by the tail and our side is the

only side worth siding on.

Isn't it about time we woke up?
Isn't it about time the clubs and
agencies and the publishers of the

country started in to do some con-

certed mass advertising to adver-

tisers, telling them the honest-to-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 741
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Early Days of Famous

National Brands
The Beginnings of Closer Contacts Among Advertising Agents, Pro-

ducers and Distributors—Another Chapter of "Breaking In,"

the Reminiscences of a Pioneer in Advertising

By John Lee Mahin

THE recent discussions in tlie

Fortnightly of the limita-

tions of advertising agency ser-

vice prompt me to contribute a few

incidents that may be illuminating

in tracing the development of the

general agency idea.

As I have already stated, when I

started out as a solicitor for J. Wal-

ter Thompson's Chicago office, prac-

tically every large agency was a

space-selling institution. J. Walter

Thompson owned all the space in a

number of magazines. His greatest

sales argument was a combination

rate of $12 a line for thirty maga-
zines, which no other agency could

duplicate without loss. N. W. Ayer
& Son had a long list of religious

papers in which they owned all the

space.

Lord & Thomas also bought large

blocks of space, and when they could

not sell all of it they used it for a

mail-order house which they op-

erated under the name of Daniel

Ambrose. "Daniel" was the first

name of Daniel M. Lord and "Am-
brose" the first name of Ambrose L.

Thomas. Charles H. Fuller special-

ized in mail-order papers and Frank
B. White did likewise with the farm
publications.

Cyrus H. K. Curtis and Frank A.

Munsey did more to force the adver-

tising agency to sell its service to its

clients and represent the client di-

rectly and the publisher indirectly

than any other publishers, because
both of these men, in their early ca-

reers as publishers, adopted the one-

rate plan in dealing with agents.

At one time Mr. Munsey cut out
agents' commissions entirely, but,

with his characteristic frankness, he
returned to this policy when he
found that the agency system ren-

dered a distinct service to both pub-
lisher and advertiser, and that the
most sensible way to recognize it

was to establish and maintain an

agency "differential," which to my
mind is a better name for what is

still called the agency "commission."

When I look back thirty years and
recall the frequent changes in view-

point by publishers, advertisers and
advertising agents that have taken

place, I am not surprised that there

are today differences of opinion as

to what an agency should do for its

clients.

It is obvious that the agency
should only attempt to do what it

can do better or at less expense than

the advertiser can do for himself or

that the publisher can do for the ad-

vertiser.

If an advertising agency could do

all that some of them claim to do
they would not need to seek for new
clients. Their owners and operators

could engage in every kind of busi-

ness and retire with many millions

at an age much younger than mine,
and I feel that I am just beginning
to participate in the rendering of the
real service which the advertisin;^

agency should most logically per-
form.

I will never forget the first time
I ever suggested any change in sales

policies to a client. I had made a

trip through New England check-
ing up on the sales of Fairy Soap,
which the N. K. Fairbank Company
was advertising in that section. I

found that some publishers who were
carrying the advertisements of
Fairy Soap referred to it as "Ivory."
I also found that "Fairy" was being
sold to the retailer at 25 cents a box
less than "Ivory."

IN reporting these two facts I rec-

ommended a change in the shape
of the Fairy cake from oblong to

oval. (This was subsequently done,
but not until I had discreetly forgot-
ten I had recommended it). I also

said if we had the extra 25 cents to

spend in advertising we could sell

more soap, and that the slight dif-

ference only made jobbers and re-

tailers think that "Fairy" must be

inferior in quality to "Ivory."

I made these suggestions to James
B. McMahon, the general manager
of the N. K. Fairbank Company,
T. J. Reynolds, who is now vice-

president of the Diamond Match
Company, was then sales manager.
He was present when I reported to

Mr. McMahon. Mr. Reynolds fol-

lowed me into the hall when I left

Mr. McMahon's office and said:

"Look here, young fellow, you are

probably a good advertising man or

our people would not have taken you
on, but I want to warn you to stick

to advertising and keep out of sales.

Selling is my end of this business.

I do not intend to interfere with you,

but I am not going to permit you to

interfere with me."

MY answer was a very fii-m dec-

laration that I believe sales

and advertising to be nothing
more or less than different ways of

doing the same thing, and that I

wanted him to confer with me on ad-

vertising, as I believed both of us

could gain more by cooperating with
each other than by going it alone.

Mr. Reynolds and I soon adjusted

our differences and became warm,
personal friends. Today I am sure
Mr. Reynolds would meet me on the

Brooklyn Bridge at midnight if I

could conscientiously tell him I had
an idea by which he could profitably

advertise matches.

Matches are one of a number of

products that I do not believe should
be advertised. There is no reason
for increasing their consumption.
Their distribution is maintained in

the most economical and efficient

manner by a force of over 250 sales-
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SEP'h^MBER 26, 1924
MOON—

Rises 8:12 AM
Sets 4:82 PM

CAR LOADINGS AT

TOTAL 1,061,424 FOR WEEK
ENDED SEPTEMBER 13.

Carriers Report All Commodities

and All Districts of Country

Made Better Showing Than in

Previous Week.

Car loadlngrs reached a, new Mgh mark
for the year during the week ended
Septembei:_ia__u^'--!tt=-:^s=|^ 1,424, ao-

e carriers

>n of the

TheRailways arePreparing

for HeavyTraffic

TWICE, in the last three weekly

reports, carloadings ha\e

passed the million mark. The rail-

ways ordered more than 22,500

freight cars during September and

orders are pending for more than

35,000 additional freight cars.

Now is the time to make inten-

si\ e efforts to increase your railway

sales. You can reach effecti\ely

this more-than-a-biilion-dollar

market through The Railway Ser-

\ ice Unit.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company
"The House of Triinsporlation"

30 Church Street New York, N. Y,

(13 S. Dearborn Street

Washington:

:th&H Streets. N.W.

Cleveland:

6007 Euclid Avenue

New Orleans

927 Canal Street

San Francisco: London:

7 1 New Monliionierv Street 34 Victoria Street

The Railway Service Unit
Five Departmental Publications serving each of the departments in the

A.B.C. railway industry individually, effectively, and without icaste. A.B.P.
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men who, under Mr. Reynolds's

careful supervision, are constantly

showing to retailers and jobbers

that they make more money han-

dling matches by cooperating with

the Diamond Match Company; and

the consumer pays less for matches

than if there were a lot of cutthroat

competition in this field.

Before Mr. Reynolds explained to

me the thoroughness of his methods
with the Diamond Match Company,
I had an interesting side light on

them. One of my friends sent to

me a man who had built a completely

equipped modern match factory in

Michigan. Much to his surprise no-

body came to buy his matches, as

was the custom in the lumber busi-

ness, in which he was also engaged.

He had no idea how to go about
selling matches and came to me for

information. Here was clearly a

case where the advertising agent, if

he was to do anything, must do

something else before writing copy
and placing it in newspapers and
magazines. As the man's output

was comparatively small I could not

see the possibility of even a fair-

sized appropriation, so I suggested
he sell his production to some whole-

sale grocery to market under its

private brand. I offered to introduce

him to Samuel Steele of Steele, Wed-
dles & Company. Mr. Steele had
never lost an opportunity to tell me
that the "hoggishness" of the big

national advertisers in their rela-

tions with wholesale grocers was
forcing the latter to push private

brands. When I 'phoned Mr. Steele

he refused to see the match manu-
facturer. This roused my curiosity

to such a pitch that I went over to

see him. He said: "The Diamond
people are too good to us to en-

courage any competition. They allow

us 121 2 pg(. cent. They could force

us to work for 5 per cent. New
brands mean larger stock with more
capital tied up, more space which
means more rent and price cutting

by competitors, which means loss of

profits. The Diamond crowd are

o. k."

WHEN I started to work with E.

A. Stuart in merchandising Car-

nation Milk I met for the first time

the manufacturer's representative

—

misnamed broker—who represents a
number of manufacturers in a job-

bing center. John H. Spohn of San

Francisco, J. Tod Cook of Los An-
geles, Louis Hilfer of St. Louis,

Ralph Goodlett of Kansas City and
A. R. Rodway of New York City

opened my eyes to what a man who
knows jobbing and retail conditions

in his territory can do for a manu-
facturer. These men usually man-
age the specialty men paid for by

the manufacturers they represent,

and as "brokers" receive a com-
mission or a fixed price per case on

their sales for their own services.

One night Mr. Stuart and I were
having dinner in the Waldorf in

New York. Mr. Stuart casually re-

marked, "John, can you tell me who
is the best broker in Pittsburgh."
In a spirit of bravado I said, "I

will tell you at noon tomorrow."
I sent two telegrams to Pitts-

burgh exactly alike, asking the name
of the best man for Mr. Stuart's

purpose. One was addressed to

Harry C. Milholland, advertising

manager of the Pittsburgh Press,

and the other to F. H. Fiske, who
was the manager of the N. K. Fair-

bank Company's branch office. Be-
fore noon the next day I handed Mr.
Stuart two telegrams. Both named

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 61]

THE Window Display Advertising Association, or-

ganized a half year or so ago for the purpose of

bringing together the various interests engaged in

producing and using window display material, closed

a successful three-day convention at Cleveland, with a

l>anquet at Nela Park, at which various speakers alter-

nated with music and other entertainment features.

At its business session the association elected the

following officers for the coming year: President,

Edwin L. Andrew, Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.: vice-president,

C. T. Fairbanks, Edwards & Deutsch Lithograpliing

Company, Chicago; secretary and treasurer, Frederick

L. Wertz, display specialist. New York. The Board
of Trustees is composed of Dr. Frank M. Peck. New
York: Miller Munson, advertising manager. Hoover
Company, Chicago; Joseph M. Kraus, advertising man-
ager, A. Stein & Company, Chicago: Arthur Freeman,
president, Einson-Freeman Company, New York;
P. W. Murphy, Fuller & Smith, Inc., Cleveland.
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"A Mighty
Good Medium"

Among the manufacturers whose advertisements appear regularly in

The Christian Science Monitor is the National Company of Cambridge,

Mass., manufacturers of National D X Condensers, Velvet Vernier Dials,

Browning-Drake Regenaformers and other Radio apparatus. The follow-

ing letter is reproduced by permission:

September 19, 1924.

The Christian Science Monitor,
Falmouth Street, Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen

:

It may be of interest to you to know the resuUs we have derived from our
advertising in the Monitor during the past few months.

In every case where we have used space, we have been able to definitely

trace sufficient business to more than pay for the advertising used.

\\t consider the Monitor a mighty good medium.

Very truly yours,

NATI()X.\L COMPANY.
(Signed) \\ . .\. Ready, President.

We have in our files similar letters from many other advertisers, cover-

ing a wide range of products, who have found it profitable to offer their

goods to the readers of The Christian Science Monitor.

A steadily growing list of national advertisers who use the Monitor

shows an increasing knowledge of the preference of Monitor readers for

Monitor-advertised goods.

The Christian Science Monitor
Member A. B. C.—CireuUition Analysis on I\rqi(est.

Ad\i:ktising Offices

Boston, 107 Falmouth St.

New York, 270 Madison .\vc.

London, 2 .\delphi Terr:ice

Chicago, 1458 McCormick Bldg.

Cleveland, i')5.'< Union Trust Rldg.

Detroit, 455 Book Bldg.

Kansas City, 705 Commerce Bldg.

San Francisco, 625 Market St.

I^s .\ngeles, 620 \'an .Vuys Bldg.

Seattle, 763 Empire Bldg.
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Written by Our Readers
In Which Many Interesting Viewpoints Are Expressed

Has Mr, Cochrane
"Spilled the Beans"?

George H. Corey
Cleveland, Ohio

September 27, 1924.

To THE Editor:

There must be something decidedly
wrong about E. P. Coehrane's ar-
ticle in your August 27 issue. In it he
states that since 1900 the national
wealth has increased from 88 billions

to over 400 billions of dollars as a re-

sult of increased output per person. In
support of this, he quotes Dr. King and
Professor Friday, than whom there is

no whomer in America.
But—this can't be correct! Why,

for the past five years I have been re-

peatedly assured, through the news-
papers, the trade press, the National
Association of Manufacturers, the U.
S. Chamber of Commerce, four hundred
and sixty-two other chambers of com-
merce, Julius Barnes, Charles G.
Dawes, the American Plan Association,
and, last but not least, Floyd W. Par-
sons, that the American workingman
is producing less than ever before and
is not giving a full day's work for a
full day's pay!

Since this is true—and I point with
justifiable pride to the extensive list

of eminent authorities above quoted

—

it logically follows that Mr. Cochrane
either has committed a grievous error

or, what is more likely, has spilled the

beans and can now expect to be se-

verely spoken to by Ralph Easley. In

fact, under the benign Easlonian Dis-

pensation, such "slips" are closely akin

to treason, and demonstrate the insid-

ious influence Moscow everywhere is

exercising to tear down the very foun-
dations of our Government.

Geo. H. Corey.

The Meat Packers Tahe
Pen in Hand
Institute of American Meat Packers

Chicago, 111.

September 29, 1924.

To the Editor:

Our attention was directed, several

days ago, to an interesting article in

the June 18 issue of your publication

entitled, "The New Consuming Public,"

by Roger F. Davidson. There are cer-

tain portions of the article to which we
especially would like to call your atten-

tion.

The impression is created that meat
is a costly food. Considering its high
nutritive Value, its palatability, and its

price as compared with other foods, its

cost really is relatively low. Figures
issued by' the U. S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics show, moreover, that for

many months the retail prices of nine

staple meat articles listed have been
several per cent nearer 1913 levels

than the average of all other foods
listed by the bureau.

It also is stated in the article that

the United States is likely to develop
more and more into a fruit and vege-
table eating nation, and with the ap-
proval of food specialists. As for the
approval of food specialists on such a
development, there undoubtedly are
some who, in all sincerity, advocate a
fruit and vegetable diet to the exclu-
sion of meat, but this opinion is not
shared generally by authorities on nu-
trition. It is recognized almost uni-
versally today that meat is healthful,

wholesome, and high in food value. Re-
liable experiments have proved this

fact, and have shown that meat has an
important place in the well-balanced
diet. Recent experiments by Slonaker
and Card, at Leland Stanford Junior
University, indicated that a vegetarian
diet eventually will result in the ex-
tinction of any race practicing it, from
which has been drawn the fact that
animal foods of some sort are a neces-
sary part of the diet. Man needs fruits

and vegetables, of course, but he also

needs animal proteins such as are fur-
nished by meat, milk and eggs.
The article also stated that during

the war the Government definitely

aimed to fix upon America, permanent-
ly if possible, the habit of eating less

meat. We have been advised that this

was not the intention of the Govern-
ment, and have found no authority for

such a statement. It is true that the

people of this country were requested,

as a patriotic duty, to eat less meat
during the duration of the war, in or-

der that there might be a sufficient sup-

ply for our expeditionary forces. This,
however, was intended for the wartime
period only. It is recognized by the

Government and by other authorities

that the livestock industry, from an
economic point of view, is one of the

most important branches of agriculture.

It may be, as your writer states, that
we are changing our habits of consump-
tion. We .should like to point out, how-
ever, that the consumption per capita

of meat in the United States increased

17 pounds in 1923. as compared with
1922, and to add that, in our opinion,

meat has sufficient merit as a food to

assure it a continued prominent place

in the diet of the average citizen.

Wesley Hardenberg.

idvertisin^ Brings

Unexpected Results

Thorsen & Thorsen,
52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York

September 30, 1924.

To the Editor:

We are glad of the comment by Odds
Bodkins in your issue of September 10

[page 34].
You will be interested to know that

an insurance broker downtown wrote us

and asked us why we didn't mention
his name; that he had been in the busi-

ness twenty-five years, etc. He went on
to say that our friend was right—we
could not make money in the insurance
business using newspaper copy.

Another insurance broker in Rah-
way, N. J., wrote us and asked us for
permission to use our copy, changed to
suit his purposes. We gave him the
privilege.
One of our advertisements, "If You

Are Fair, Not Too Fat, and Forty," ap-
peared recently in the A'cu' York Eve-
ning Post, and a man from Everett,
Pa., who already has $375,000 insur-
ance, read it. It appealed to him, so

he came into our office and told us that
he wanted us to help him get additional
insurance of the right kind. He has a
plan to increase his insurance from
1375,000 to $800,000 and tells us that a
considerable portion of this increase
will come to us. As we never knew the
man and he never knew us, I think this

speaks well for advertising.

J. Mitchel Thorsen.

Wants to Project
Writing on the Heavens

"Recla"
Reklani & Propagandabyra

Helsingfors, Finland

August 13, 1924.
To THE Editor:

We would be very much obliged if

you could place us in contact with
firms handling advertising machines,
etc., and do us thereby a reciprocal
service. We wish to get their cata-
logues and are particularly anxious to

obtain information about an apparatus
for projection of light writing on the
heavens. h. G. Standertsjold.

''Who Pays for the
Advertisement?"

Durham Hosiery Mills
Durham, N. C.

September 17, 1924.
To the Editor:

Re the question in Mr. Goode's
article, "Who pays for the advertise-
ment that doesn't pay for itself?" I

presume the answer is—the ultimate
consumer pays for everything.
As every man is an ultimate con-

sumer, it follows that in the last

analysis it amounts to every man pay-
ing for his own mistakes or rather pay-
ing his share of the aggregate of all

men's mistakes.
Looking at the question from a

narrow viewpoint, I suppose the

answer is that the advertiser pays
the price. However, I dissent. The
advertiser should be governed by the

law of averages and should not judge
an advertisement by the apparent re-

sults or lack of results. I do not be-

lieve that any one can apply a measur-
ing stick to an advertisement that has
failed to produce results and say it

was a flat failure. Of course there

are exceptions to this, but on the whole
I feel safe in saying that too many
advertisers are hasty in their judg-
ments. D. P. Carey,

Treasurer.
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THE INTERRUPTING IDEA
NUMBER ELEVEN NEW YORK. OCTOBER 192+

CHARLES KINGSLEY

"^V »7(2v die, hut the idea lives onforever'''

That They Be

Remembered
Out of a Brittany meadowland, at Carnac,

rises an army of boulders. So huge are these

boulders that they dwarf a man. All stand

bolt upright, like giant sentinels.

Upon observation, these boulders prove to

be arranged in some ten files. These files

extend five miles. More remarkable, they

are exactly parallel.

Howcame this weird army there? Dragged,

historians say, by the back-breaking toil ot

prehistoric men. And why.'' That their race

be remembered.

What have men not done, that they be re-

membered.

The Assyrians built HangingGardens. The

Egyptians erected Pyramids and Sphinxes.

The Greeks produced a classic literature

and art. The Romans created Rome.

And peoples such as these havehctn remem-

bered. Whv ? Because they had the genius

to do something memorable.

Every business enterprise, too, strives that

it be remembered.

The retailer tries to make John and Jane

Publick remember his store, when they go

shopping. The manufacturer tries to make
them remember his product, when they con-

front the clerk.

Neither is easy. The Publicks are so near-

sighted,-— so short-memoried. Advertising

has therefore worked out methods to make

the Publick notice; and noticing, remem-

ber ; and remembering, buy.

Yet, how few advertisers avail themselves of

these methods ?

All too many of them go blissfully on with

the same dead level of commonplaces and

usualities! John and Jane Publick do not

notice commonplaces— only high-spots.

They are deaf to usualities— alive only to

interrupting ideas.

No advertiser is so small that he cannot do

something memorable And something

memorable must he do,— if he is to be re-

memembered.

That is the way Federal builds plans.

Federal first creates, for the advertiser, an

Interrupting Idea. An Interrupting Idea is

his selling-message crystallized into a mem-
orable phrase, a memorable style or a mem-

orable picture.

Federal then sends this Interrupting Idea

forth into the market,— so using it that J ohn

and Jane Publick will see; and seeing, re-

member; and remembering, buy.

"The Interrupting Idea" is also issued

as an independent publication., printed on fine

paper. Executives who wish to receive it reg-

ularly are invited to write to the Federal

Advertising Agency, Six East Thirty-

ninth Street, New York.
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Breaking Down Sales Resistance

by Appeal to the Emotions
By Martin L. Pierce

Research and Promotion Manager, The Hoover Co., Canton, Ohio

A
FEW months ago a life in-

surance salesman came into

my office and asked for per-

mission to present his proposition. I

gave him five minutes. He com-
menced to explain to me why I

should have life insurance and my
need for protection. Practically all

of his arguments were based upon
the assumption that I might die.

There was nothing interesting in

what he said to me and after five

minutes I excused him and went
back to my work.

Soon after that another life in-

surance agent asked to present his

proposition. I gave him five min-
utes and he politely stated he would
leave when the five minutes were u]i

if I was not interested. He looked

me squarely in the eye. took a paper
from his pocket, and said : "You
have two boys, one 17 and one 13.

You are a college and university

man. What have you done to give

your boys an education?" He im-

mediately put me on the defensive

and made an attack by way of the

side door. He went around the bar-

riers that I had built up against life

insurance agents.

To my question, "What is your
proposition?" he laid before me a

carefully prepared analysis of my
situation. He told me that I should

carry $10,000 worth of life insur-

ance, $5,000 for each of the boys, to

be paid in monthly instalments of

$100 in case anything happened to

me. He suggested that I take term
insurance, for in ten years this par-

ticular responsibility would be. over.

The boys would be educated. I ac-

cepted his proposition and gave him
my promise to pay 130-odd dollars.

Just west of me lives a farmer
who was hard to sell on the tractor

idea. They all tried to prove to him
that he ought to have one but made
no advance whatever in selling.

Finally, a real salesman came to

his house. After visiting him a

little while, he asked, "How many
horses do you have?" "Eight," was

the reply. "What are they worth?"
He answered, $200 apiece." "What
is your land worth?" "$150 an

acre." "How much land do you fig-

ure it takes to raise feed enough for

a horse for a year?" "Three acres."

"Then you don't have $200 invested

in each horse, but in reality you have

Martin L. Pierce

$650, don't you?'

and bought.

He saw the light

Portions of an address before the Window
Dispay Advertising Association, Cleveland.

WHEN we realize that 96 per

cent of all the drygoods, 87 per

cent of foodstuffs and 65 per cent of

the automobiles are bought by wom-
en, we should realize the necessity of

having appeals that are strictly fem-

inine. In fact the solution of the

retail merchants' selling problem

lies mainly in adapting to his busi-

ness the viewpoint of his customers.

It means a closer study of the hu-

man element. It means more than

ever before a thorough knowledge of

the things which increase the desire

to buy on the part of women.
The Extension Division of the

University of Iowa recently i)ub-

lished the following information re-

garding the influence of ten basic

advertising appeals for city women

and for women living on the farm:
Replies from farm women.— (1)

Shopping from store to store; (2)

Recommendations from friends; (3)

Window displays; (4) Newspaper
advertisements; (,5) Recommenda-
tions of merchants; (6) Mail-order

catalogs; (7) Samples; (8) Circu-

lars through the mail; (9) Demon-
strations; (10) National magazine
ads.

Replies from women in cities.—
(,1) Window displays; (2) News-
paper advertising; (3) Shopping
from store to store; (4) Recom-
mendations of friends; (5) Recom-
mendations of merchants; (6) Sam-
ples; (7) National magazine ads;

(8) Demonstrations; (9) Circulars

through mail; (10) Mail-order cata-

logs.

ADVERTISING should be built on

.
facts, not hunches. A western

central station operating in about
thirty towns began a campaign on

washing machines. These were ad-

vertised extensively in the news-
papers. Their basic appeal was that

of economy. The campaign did not

go over. A washing machine was
offered as a prize for the woman who
would send in the best reason why
a woman should have a washing
machine. Over 2000 replies were
received and these are the reasons

according to the women themselves:

30 per cent wanted a machine be-

cause it saved time; 25 per cent be-

cause it saved strength; 14 per cent

because it saved health; 12 per cent

because it preserved youth and
beauty ; 8 per cent because it was
more economical ; 7 per cent because

it contributed happiness to the home.
The advertising campaign was
changed to conform to the informa-

tion secured from the prospects and
sales went over with a bang.

A recent test in the psychology of

consumer preference resulted in

showing the following table of per-

suasiveness. Out of a possible 100

points the appeals ratio was as fol-

lows: Healthfulness, 92; cleanliness,

92; appeal to appetite, 82; quality,

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 68]
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Full Speed Aheadl

i

WHEN a steamship reaches clear waters after feehng
its way thru a treacherous northern course, the

Captain orders "Full Speed Ahead"—if we know anything
about our sea fiction.

Bergs of frozen credits, congealed buying power, and icy

demand, have caused the Good Ship Business to tack, slow
down the engines and blow a scared fog horn while trav-

ersing the farm market—if we may believe lineage

records.

True, some navigators ventured back in the farm market
this year, and many very successful voyages are reported,

but some are still afraid of the course.

In the Mid-West the order is now "FULL SPEED
AHEAD!" Wonderful crops of wheat and corn, kafirs,

broom corn, cotton, and lesser crops have completely

thawed the frozen credits and congealed buying. Farmers

have paid their bankers in full, or reduced their debts be-

low the point of worry. Again they are fixing up the

house and farmstead, replacing the sadly worn imple-

ments, getting the clothing they have been wanting, and

putting "store stuff" on the table.

Now is the time to make your list and your sales plans for

the Mid-West farm market. It's easy to make the list for

Capper farm papers are always the basis of it—if you

know anything about the Mid-West.

THE CAPPER FARM PRESS
Midiiest Qroup: Capper's Farmer, Kansas Farmer, Missouri Rtiralist

ARTHUR CAPPER, Publisher TOPEKA, KANSAS
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Editorial
Excellence

READER interest is the very foundation of a trade paper's

success as an advertising medium. Without it, the pub-
' lication has no pulling power. With it, it becomes a

mighty merchandising force.

Only editorial excellence can create and maintain reader

interest. The better edited a paper is, the more it appeals to

thoughtful, substantial and progressive merchants. This is

the class of men to whom advertisers should appeal, for they

have the ability to buy, and are responsive to advertising in

the papers they read.

It is because of their editorial excellence that the publica-

tions of the Automotive Division of the United Publishers

Corporation (shown on these pages) have acquired such re-

markable dominance in the automotive field.

Their news has been fresh and accurate. Their merchandis-

ing articles inspiring and helpful. Their descriptions correct

and informative. Their general articles thoughtful and timely.

Their service suggestions comprehensive and valuable. Every

issue has been well-balanced, constructive and interesting.

To accomplish all this, there is an editorial force which has

no parallel in this field. It includes 20 staff and 3 field editors,

and 83 correspondents, of whom 20 are in foreign countries.

J

>
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This organization spreads itself over the continents and the seas. It is located in every
strategic point where automobile news is likely to develop. It has its finger on the pulse of
the industry so that every change and variation may be noted and recorded. Thus the news of
the world along automobile lines is gathered by men who know whereof they write and is placed
before the readers of these three papers, fresh and authoritative. Furthermore, the efforts of the
staff are supplemented by contributions from men who are authorities on the subjects on which
they write.

There is no editorial organization in the automotive field that is comparable to this.
Nowhere else do men in the trade find such information and assistance. And that is

why you find the progressive, quantity-buying dealers subscribing to one or more of
these publications.

The combination of coverage, buying power and editorial excellence found in these
publications cannot be duplicated in this field. It explains why these mediums have
become such remarkable merchandising forces in both industry and trade.

Motor World, Automobile Trade Journal and Motor Age with their combined
circulation of 80,000 (only 10.27% duplication) reach men who do three-fourths of
the quantity buying of the trade. Automotive Industries is the favorite medium of
the executives of the industry. The two Directories thoroughly cover the buyers
of both industry and trade and are used by them for buying information.

El Automovil Americano and The American Automobile reach
both Spanish and English speaking dealers in foreign countries.
Commercial Car Journal and Motor Transport give comprehensive
coverage of the buying power in the truck field, one going to the
makers and dealers and the other to fleet owners. Chilton Tractor
& Equipment Journal reaches all Fordson dealers and the index
dealers in all makes of tractors. Distribution & Warehousing is alone
in its field of storage.

Here is a group that gives unprecedented coverage
of the buying power of the automotive field. Its
cost is moderate—its value tremendous. For details
address our offices in New York, Philadelphia or
Chicago.

The Class Journal Co.
New York : Chicago
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First Meeting of Window Display

Advertising Association
STIMULATING addresses

marked the first convention of

the Window Display Advertis-

ing Association, held at the Hotel

Statler, Cleveland, Sept. 29-Oct. 1,

1924. The meeting was called to order

by President Peck, after which the

Hon. William R. Hopkins, City

Manager of the City of Cleveland,

made the address of welcome. This

was responded to by the president.

Carl Percy, president of Carl Percy,

Inc., New York, spoke on the past

and present in window display ad-

vertising, and said that "the day of

crowded windows and the day of

using space for merchandise that

would not sell readily have passed.

"If we take as a basis the amount
of money spent in national advertis-

ing and estimate the proportion that

goes for window display materials

supplied by manufacturers," said

Mr. Percy, "we find that this runs

about 8 per c^ent of the average na-

tional advertising appropriation.

Although from a standpoint of per-

centages the item is relatively small,

from the standpoint of the amount
of money involved it runs into tre-

mendous figures.

"The great development of the

future in the window display busi-

ness lies along the line of educating

the dealer to be able to distinguish

the difference between a good win-

dow and a poor one; to know how
often to change his windows and

why; to understand how to de-

termine a correct sales appeal and,

further, how to dramatize it and use

it to its best advantage.

"Many merchants regard them-

selves only as competitors of other

dealers in the same line of business

where, as a matter of fact, dealers

are competing for the public's time

and money."
At the afternoon session, H. W.

Schulze, assistant sales manager of

the Hickok Manufacturing Company,
Rochester, N. Y., stated that up to

a few years ago his company offered

nothing for the display of its prod-

ucts other than the cabinets for

showing the buckles and racks for

displaying the belts. It was felt

that thi.s did not .stimulate the

dealer, so traveling displays were

tried. Hides were used with buckles

and belts mounted on them. Scuffed

animals were also a part of the

scheme. Enlarged colored photo-

graphs of movie actresses and golf

champions formed a prominent de-

tail in the traveling displays, which
were sent out on a carefully planned

itinerary. This plan did not work
out well in practice, and the Hickok
company finally decided on an en-

larged window display program.
"Now," continued Mr. Schulze,

"we plan to give our dealers some-

thing new each season. In the spring

and fall we advertise in national

publications and our window cards

are prepared to conform to our ad-

vertising. Our packages are also

linked with our advertising. We
have found display contests to be a

great factor in stirring up enthusi-

asm in the display man."

ANOTHER important speaker on

t the afternoon program was C. H.

Gager, assistant advertising man-
ager of the Welch Grape Juice Com-
pany, who stated in connection with

the policy of his company in regard

to window displays that while maga-
zines and newspapers tell the story

of the company's goods to the con-

sumer, he feels that it is up to the

retailer and his sales people to re-

mind the consumer when in a buy-

ing mood.
"We are convinced," said he, "that

when properly set up window dis-

plays, and counter and store dis-

plays, constitute an efficient method
of creating consumer-interest for a

particular brand of merchandise.

"Our company spends as much as

46 per cent of our advertising ap-

propriation for display material, but

usually the outlay is not more than

30 per cent. The advertising and
sales departments work to secure

maximum results from the use of

our display materials. Each district

manager is kept advised of his cost

per case for display material used

in his territory. Our expense for

these dealer helps in each of the past

ten years has been from $25,000 to

$90,000, and we believe that in the

years when we were spending $60,-

000 or more there was some waste

in the material. Now we aim to buy

less pieces and send out only such

material as is requested."

In the evening a smoker and get-

together meeting, in charge of the

Cleveland members of the associa-

tion, was held at Alber's Villa.

THE outstanding address at the

next day's sessions was made by

Joseph M. Kraus, advertising man-
ager of A. Stein & Company, Chi-

cago, manufacturers of Paris gar-

ters. Mr. Kraus brought out the

fact that his company was able to

sell dealers the idea of making com-
plete window displays of Paris gar-

ters. Accurate checks of the results

showed an increase of 975 per cent

in sales in one week over the pre-

vious week's business, in the case

of one large retailer in New York.

Some of the displays in dollar items

showed a similar increase. The
number of displays supplied to deal-

ers was orginally 1300. Now the

company disposes of 20,000 a year.

A careful survey shows 90 per cent

of the material sent out by the com-
pany is actually in use.

At the afternoon session A. S.

Turner, Jr., of the Lighting Service

Department of the Edison Lamp
Works, Harrison, N. J., spoke on the

subject of "Proper Window Illumi-

nation and What It Means to Na-
tional Advertisers." "The show win-

dow as an advertising medium has

not only been wasted," stated Mr.

Turner during the course of his ad-

dress, "but in many cases has been

absolutely ignored, especially after

daylight hours. Merchants have con-

sistently had the idea that as long

as there was some kind of a light

in the window at night it would be

sufficient for their needs.

"These retailers lose sight of the

fact that window shopping is one of

the greatest pastimes of the Ameri-
can public in an evening hour, and

that if a window does not attract

their attention it is being wasted

during the time when they are most

susceptible to ideas.

"From investigations which have

been conducted, it has been found

that the value in terms of the num-
ber of people attracted can be

greatly increased by improvement in (

lighting the windows themselves. i

"Many excellent window displays
'

which are most attractive in the day-

time lose their value as soon as the

artificial lighting is turned on."
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Who are the judges
of a paper's worth?

THOMAS A. EDISON

"As a bystander in the electrical field for over fifty

years, I have noted the wonderful progress made by
the ELECTRICAL WORLD during that period

and beg to extend my most hearty congratulations

on the splendid achievement ..."

J. W. LIEB
Vice-President New York Edison Company

"I know of no other publication which has furnished
so complete and useful a cross-section of the prog-
ress on an industry . . . The perusal of its ad-
vertising columns, which I have made it a regular
practice to scan from time to time, is of distinct

informative value ..."
MARTIN J. INSULL

President Middle West Util-
ities Company

"The energy and enthusiasm

ELECTRICAL WORLD has

constantly evinced in practical

and constructive aid to the

electric light and power work-

ers makes it indisputably the

house organ of the industry."

O. B. CALDWELL
Vice - President Portland
Electric Power Company

"Just what the electrical indus-

try would be without the

ELECTRICAL WORLD, I

am unable to conceive. To rne

it seems to be part and parcel

of the industry."

rHE wen most
intimately con-
nected with the

field a paper serves
are best equipped to

know its standing.
These expressions

are excerpts from
just a few of the let-

ters occasioned by
ELECTRICAL
WORLD'S 50th An-
niversary Issue pub-
I i s h e d September
20th.

W. H. JOHNSON
President Philadelphia Elec-
tric Company

"Ever since I have been con-

nected with the central-station

industry . . . I have

known of and admired the

ELECTRICAL WORLD and,

have appreciated the great

work which it has done for all,

sections of the industry."
,

GERARD SWOPE
|

President General Electrio]

Company

"I have been a reader of thei

ELECTRICAL WORLD fort

a great many years and during

all that time have known iti

only as the leader in its field.";

S. Z. MITCHELL
President Electric Bond & Share Company

"Too much credit cannot be given the ELECTRI-
CAL WORLD for its aid in obtaining reasonable

water-power legislation and for the high ideals of

service and the opportunities for further develop-

ment which it holds constantly before the electric

light and power industry."

C. L. EDGAR
President Edison Electric Illuminating Company
of Boston

"ELECTRICAL WORLD was getting nicely

under way as the leading publication in the electri-

cal field when central stations had their beginning

and has progressed so steadily in its development

that I, for one, regard it as practically an indispens-

able part of my business equipment."

J. F. LINCOLN =;

Vice-President Lincoln Electric Company
|

"The ELECTRICAL WORLD is the only journal

of general circulation that covers news in the elec-

trical field in an3rthing like a complete manner, in

so far as the manufacturing and central-station in-

terests are concerned. Its leadership is unques-

tioned."

F. S. HUNTING
President Robbins & Myers Company

"In my own experience with the ELECTRICAL
WORLD, and especially when I was a young engi-

neer just out of college, it was the educational value

of the paper which made the most distinct impres-

sion upon me and which is a very distinct recollec-

tion to this day."

Electrical World
Tenth Avenue at 36th Street, New York
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70,000
A few months ago a disinterested expert in circu-

lation examined our subscription list and stated

that it was of a quality unsurpassed by

any magazine in the U. S.

On the face of it, quality is insured, (a) by contents,

(b) by price, (c) by circulation methods.

Analytically, quality is shown, (a) by percentage of

lists such as Social Register, Who's Who, Directory of

Directors; (b) by questionnaire as to automobiles

owned, books read, miles traveled, and—(c) Any adver- 100,000
tiser is entitled to get loo consecutive names off

time's list and "check" them for himself.

No quality magazine has ever developed cir-

culation as fast as TIME. On January 1, 1925,

TIME will have a circulation—70,000—as great

or nearly as great as most of the quality maga-

zines in the U. S. have acquired during 10, 20, 30

or 50 years of existence.

This 70,000 is at your command. (Please

remember: "TIME's readers read TIME.")

70,000

54,000

42,000

30,000

TIME'S
Circulation
Development
Past and Future

A Jan. 1, 1926

Jan. 1, 1925

A Oct. 1, 1924

Aug. 1, 1924

Oct. 1, 1923

June 1, 1923

TIME
The Weekly News-Magaxim
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Some of the firms

advertising in

TIME
Forhan's

Remington Type-
writer

French Line

Maillard

Flcischmann

Simmons (Beds^

Knox Hat

Rolls-Royce

Radio Corporation

American Tel. & Tel.

Lamport and Holt

Santa Fe Railroad

Gorham

The Drake Hotel

Shredded Wheat

Lincoln Motors

Raymond and Whit-
comb

Boston Garter

Dobbs

The Shelton

American Radiator

Alexander Hamilton
Institute

Canada Steamship
Lines

St. Francis Hotel

Have you ever bought
Paid circulation?

Some publishers think the regulations of the Audit Bureau of Circu-
lations are too severe. TIME would prefer to have them more severe.

For TIME is in the unique position of being a magazine for which the
public pays in full.

A few ounces of paper, a few inches of type—that's TIME,
and the subscribers pay for every ounce and every inch and
for each and every item of overhead and selling expense.

Under these terms, and by this definition, we believe that

TIME stands alone in the midst of thousands of magazines
as being the only magazine which can offer you paid cir-

culation.

Hence, A Policy:
These facts naturally work together to establish a policy,

to wit

:

1. TIME has now, and intends always to have a quality of

circulation unsurpassed by any weekly or monthly in the

U. S. and

2. (At least until some other national weekly can pay for

itself from circulation revenue) TIME's advertising rate

per page per thousand will be the same as the lowest

mass-rate standard weekly.

The complete story of Time—its growth, how it operates, who uses

it, whether it can actually prove its value as a help in bringing adver-

tisers new business—is briefly outlined in a booklet which has just

come from the printer. May we send it to you?

PhiUaelphia Office

1502 Land Title Bldg.

Advertising Manager

Chicago Office

38 South Dearborn St.

Boston Office

127 Federal St.

236East39'St.
Ne\V ybrK Ci^

ttnte
The Weekly Newi- Magazine
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THE 6 ft PAG

Qms Bodkins

I
CAN'T quite decide whether the
following- should be termed an
echo of the London Convention or

an On-to-Houston idea. Whatever it

may be called, it concerns the method
used by the Advertising Club of New
Haven to raise the money required to
send three of its members as delegates
to the London Convention.

Briefly, this was the plan: A New
York Hippodrome party was organ-
ized by the club and tickets were sold

all around the city at a flat price for
the railroad trip to New York and
the theater performance. A special
train was chartered and a big block
of Hippodrome seats purchased by the
club at terms that enabled it to make
a profit and yet offer an attractive
rate for the party. In this way
$1,000 was realized.

As the fund was still $350 short,

a second party was planned—

a

"Coney Island Party." The tickets

for this event sold for $5 and included
'fifty attractions at Steeplechase Park,
and a 'bus ride through New York and
out to Coney. This netted a profit

of $700. As the sum was more
than enough to send two dele-

j^ates as originally planned, the club
promptly decided to send a third, and
appropriately enough selected Arthur
V. G«ary of the New Haven Register,
chairman of the committee which had
engineered the two New York parties.

—8-pt—

This from the "Writing-s of the
Founder" in the Wanamaker adver-
tisement one day last week is good
meat for advertising copywriters:
"True and proper brevity consists

not in saying less but in not taking up
time in saying more than is necessary."

—8-pt—

Hereafter, says a bulletin from the
Department of Agriculture, goat meat
will be desi^ated by a special name
which will be comparable to pork,
beef and mutton. The name selected
by the goat raising interests in the
Southwest is "chevon." The United
States Department of Agriculture
states that there seems to be no rea-

son why this name should not be
adopted and generally applied to the
meat of this domestic animal, and it,

therefore, approves the name "chevon."
The word "chevon" was created and

adopted, after long consideration of
many suggestions, by organizations
representing the principal Angora
goat producing regions. It was made
by combining parts of two French

words, "chevre" meaning goat, and

"mouton" meaning mutton. In other

words, "chevon" means goat mutton.

Having observed the efficacy of

names in popularizing otherwise un-

inspiring articles in mail-order cata-

logs, and giving them individuality

and a more definite place in the scheme
of things, I shall be surprised if the

name "chevon" does not in time lift

goat meat into an important place on

the nation's menu.

—8-pt—

I have read, either in manuscript or

in printed form, scores and scores of

articles on winning dealer good
will, but I recall none that said any
more, or said it more forcefully, than

these two paragraphs by my Cleveland

friend, R. O. Eastman:
"The only way to acquire good will

on the part of your trade is to deserve

it.

"And the only way to deserve it is

to build selling plans and policies on

a definite knowledge of what is right,

fair and just and then stick to those

plans and policies until hell freezes

over."

—8-pt—
J
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Making a local advertising campaign
ring around the world!

Another LOS ANGELES EXAMINER
Merchandising epic!

FOUR months ago Dr. S. H. Thompson, of Los Angeles, per-

fected the Thompson Steral Tooth Brush, a tooth brush

and a sanitary tube that keeps it sterilized. He signed a con-

tract with the LOS ANGELES EXAMINER calling for

full merchandising cooperation.

He had no distribution/

But the LOS ANGELES EXAMINER'S Merchandising
service department jumped to the job, merchandised the ad-

vertising, and helped to get 65% distribution in Los Angeles
before a line of advertising appeared!

Besides which, we uncovered resistance problems which
we brought to the manufacturer's attention and enabled
him to avoid a false start that might have cost many
thousands to rectify. We literally fixed the price and
made other suggestions that were acted upon.

Dr. Thompson figured that a sale of 125 gross the first

month would be a certain indication of success.

Within a few days of the first advertising in the EX-
AMINER he had 90% distribution in Los Angeles, and in

the first month sold 250 gross of his brushes here!

Today he has 97% distribution in and around Los Angeles,

and in many nearby cities 100%. In his own words he finds

"this distribution parallels EXAMINER circulation." In-

quiries for the brushes and for rights to sell the brushes have
come from ALL OVER THE WORLD!

An EXCLUSIVE campaign in the EXAMINER

The campaign by
Echtcrnach Agency,

Los Angeles

The various forms of Merchandising co-operation given the Thompson
Germicidal Sterilizer Company may be utilized by other manufacturers
with or without distribution in this territory. A 10,000 line con-
tract insures full co-operation. MOST ADVERTISERS FIND THE

EXAMINER WELL ABLE TO HANDLE THE JOB ALONE.'

160,000

Daily

370,000
Sunday

BROADWAY AND ELEVENTH, LOS ANGELES

ist Representative
nadnock Bldg.
e Garfield 3858

Eastern Representative
1819 Broadway

Telephone Columbus 8342
New York City

Western Representative
915 Hearst Bldg.

Telephone Main 5000
Chicago

Special Representative
Automotive Trade

703 Kresge Bldg., Detroit
Telephone Cherry S24S
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Know these things

Do you know how much lighter Gag-
nier Plates are than competitive
Plates'

Do you know that Gagnier Plates are
probably the lightest on the American
market?

Undoubtedly you do know that using
only the finest of materials makes it

possible for us to make them light but
strong.

"^'ou will readily realize that lightness

makes for economy of transportation,

low postage costs in mailing to meet
schedules.

This is only one of the many advantages
you gain by using Gagnier Plates and
Mats which are backed by Gagnier
Service.

// you advertise in newspapers we can shoz
von hozv to save time and money on you
Plates and Mats. Outline your require
inruts. Let us quote prices. No obligation

GAGNIER STEREOTYPE FOUNDRY
The Gagnier Corporation

NEW YORK
51 E. 42nd St.

DETROIT CHICAGO
222 N. Michigan Ave.

iil^lHI
7/ie Sltcogni^ed Standard

^or c/^dVertising S)esiqns

> Madison Square 71267

HaroldW Simmonds
57 East 28 th Street

(Posters, CMJaaazine &Z\'eurspaperCfrfusti'ations

He Has $500,000,000 a

Year to Invest

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22)

be home-builder out of his money, there

were some unfortunate experiences in

this state from "bad" building and loan

associations. The good associations did

nothing to establish the truth in the

matter. Their silence cost them the

confldence of a great many people. It

is unfortunate that a campaign was
not started to establish the facts and
to I'estore confidence. Apparently they

were content to know that they were all

right and continued to hide their light

under a bushel. But while it is true

that truth crushed to earth will rise

again, it may be of such primrose ex-

istence that very few people know
about it.

In 1922 the total assets of associations

in New York State showed an increase

of $22,000,000. Most of this growth
came from word-of-mouth advertising

of members. With the present shortage

of homes throughout the country it is

interesting to speculate on what the

increase in assets would have been if

the public at large had known the

merits of building and loan association

methods, and how their plan operates

to aid homeseekers to become home-
builders.

There is every reason why the seven

or eight thousand associations in this

country should get away from the

candle-in-the-window stage and guide

the homeseeker along his way with the

electric lights of advertising.

Henry Ford is selling thousands of

cars through his $5 a week purchase

plan. What could the building and loan

associations do if they would let the

public know how easily they could own a

home? For years Mr. Ford did not

think it necessary to advertise. Recent-

ly he changed his policy. Today he is

one of the largest national advertisers.

Members of building and loan asso-

ciations cannot be depended upon to

advertise the merits of their organiza-

tions. They may, if they think of it,

tell their friends of their successful

e-xperience, but there is a natural ret-

icence on the part of most people to

discuss their financial affairs with

friends.

The only way that the broadest bene-

fit will ever be secured to associations

is by telling the public, first, that they

are here; second, what they do; third,

how they do it, and fourth, keep telling

them.

It is surprising that there has not

been a concerted effort on the part of

building and loan associations to an-

nounce themselves and do their bigger

part in establishing homes and sal-

vaging the huge sums which yearly go

into hole-in-the-wall speculation. They

have a real story to tell. All they need

is to have someone point it out to them.

Then, if they put it across so that

the small investor gets it, they will

have done the small investor and the

country a real service.
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American Exporters

Answer Their Critics

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16J

great a tendency to carelessness in

the selection of men for foreign

field missions. On the other hand,

the principal European countries had
necessarily been sending their very best

men to the foreign fields, as a consid-

erable, if not the most important, part

of the outlet for their manufactures
lay in the foreign markets.

But, in the intervening years, a very
decided change has come over the situa-

tion. While I will not say that in my
travels in Latin America, Europe, Asia
and Australasia I have not met some
American travelers I would have been
glad to see sent home and kept home, I

will say that, in the aggregate, the

standard of American salesmen has
been fully equal, if not superior, to that

of salesmen of other countries. Ameri-
can manufacturers are rapidly learning

I
HAVE seen some notable instances

of the poor selection of foreign
agents particularly when the selection

has been the result of correspondence
rather than of personal investigation,

but it is a very difficult thing to get
good agents abroad, as the demand ex-
ceeds the supply. At times, rather than
leave our line entirely uncovered, we
have selected the best possible alterna-

tive, a policy that it sometimes satisfac-

tory and sometimes a disappointment.
There is not an American export man-
ager who could not classify his foreign
agents as poor, fair, good and excellent

and who is not constantly engaged in

an endeavor to raise the standard.
But the exception must not be mistaken
for the rule for, on the whole, I be-
lieve we can be generally credited with
having made very excellent selections.

Doubtless we have been guilty to

some extent of making invidious com-
parisons, but the sales manager,
domestic or foreign, is charged with
the responsibility of making sales and
he must keep some comparative record
for his guidance. I, a representative

export manager, have always devoted
considerable attention to building up
as much as possible in the way of com-
parative statistics, comparing one year
with another for a particular agent.

Periodically I have supplied my
agents with all the comparative statis-

tics I could give them, sometimes com-
plimenting them, sometimes spurring
them on to greater activity and some-
times finding myself in need of a new
agent. It has been my experience that

most enterprising and active agents
eagerly welcome all the comparative
statistics one can give them. But I

have never been guilty of comparing
performances in foreign fields with
those in the United States or of com-
paring the sales volume of China with

that of Australia, and I contend that

this stupid absurdity is very rare
among export managers.
We are guilty to some degree of the

CINCINNATI
FROM A BUYING
STANDPOINT

As four newspapers serve the Cincinnati
market, the advertising or agency man
is up against a difficult problem to select

the newspaper best fitted to his needs.

Three of these newspapers claim com-
plete coverage and two out of the three
argue circulation.

But in this market there is one
paper that is PREDOMINANT: The
Cincinnati Enquirer. Its Sunday edition

covers practically every home in town,
and its daily circulation is with the upper
and the strong middle class—the class

that earns over 82% of Cincinnati's total

income.

The Enquirer offers a kindly audience
to advertisers—and an intimate and in-

fluential interest in every account that

it carries.

Our M.erchandising Dept. will

furnish route lists, surveys, etc.

The

CINCINNATI
ENQUIRER
One oftheWorld's Qreatest Newspapers

I. A. KLEIN I. A. KLEIN R. J. BIDWELL CO.
50 E. 42nd St. 76 W. Monroe St. 742 Market St.

New York Chicago San Francisco
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Sounding a New Note
in Education

Child health education now occupies an
important place in our educational system.
Children are graduated from school phys-
ically as well as mentally equipped to face

the problems of life.

The importance of cleanliness, exercise, the

proper care of nails, teeth, hair and hands
are discussed and emphasized in the class

room. \Wholesome school lunches help
overcome malnutrition prevalent among
school children. Health lessons learned in

childhood are never forgotten.

More than 160,000 teachers, each month
of the school year, turn to the advertising

as well as the reading columns of Normal
Instructor-Primary Plans for helps in their

health work. Perhaps you, like Prophy-
lactic, Borden, Colgate, Palmolive, and oth-

ers, can tell them what to work with to

make the teaching of health easier, more
effective and enjoyable.

We will gladly .

vertising problei <the

Member A. B. C.

F. A. OWEN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
DANSVILLE, N. Y.

CHICAGO NEW YORK
1018 So. Wabash Ave. 110 West 34lh Street

C. E. Gardner George V. Rumage
Advertising Manager Eastern Representative

N01M\L INSTRUCTOR
3M PRIMARY PLANS

gba TEACHERS o/ALL THE GPADESanc^cf PURAL SCHCDLS

The one complete Buyers' Guide, 4300 pages,

J 9 X 12, aims to include all manufacturers, re-

gardless of advertising patronage, but se-

cures preferred attention for advertisers.
The only one in the "Paid" Circulation

class, the only A.B.C. Member.

THE BUYERS MASTER KEY

TO ALL AMERICAN SOURCES Of SUPPLY

Wanted, ordered, paid for and nned
by those imi>ortant buyers in all tinea which

demand the best as a nile, they use it exclusively—eul>-
Btantial foreign circulation. More than 2000 advertisers

—

indndinpr innny of the biggest manufacturera, floanclal
institutions, etc.

$15.00 Thomas Publishing Companjr, 461 Eighth Ave., New York

charge of sending letters, literature and
invoices in English to countries of
other languages but, in most cases,
this is done where the volume of busi-
ness or the prospects of business have
not been such as to warrant the im-
mediate preparation of literature in

the language of the country. But I

have seen a vast amount of literature

of American manufacturers very well

prepared and properly circulated.

Correspondence is conducted as far as
is practicable in the language of the

country corresponded with. In many
instances, a good deal of care is ex-

pended in making arrangements to

have foreign agents prepare and cir-

culate literature.

The question of invoicing is the most
difficult of all to solve. Only a concern
having an export of the greatest pos-

sible magnitude could undertake to in-

voice its goods in a large number of

foreign languages. There are some
who can do this but they are exceeding-

ly few. On the other hand, it is much
easier for the agent to arrange to

handle invoices in English than it is

for the manufacturer to have his in-

voices made in the languages of all

the countries to which he exports.

THE "take it or leave it" attitude is

caused by the need of doing business

at a profit and by the fact that Amer-
ica's advance in foreign trade has come
largely through the use of automatic
machinery and mass production meth-

ods. Where it may seem exceedingly

simple to the foreigner to demand that

an article be nickel-plated instead of

enameled, that it be rough-finished in-

stead of burnished, that it be cast iron

instead of steel, that it be of French or

Spanish rather than of American de-

sign, yet to do these things might
raise the cost out of proportion to the

available margin of profit, except

where a considerable volume is in-

volved.

If the American manufacturer had
consistently catered to all the demands
that have been made upon him for spe-

cial finish or special construction, he

would have been enabled to compete in

foreign markets along certain lines and
standards previously established by

European manufacturers, but this

would have been accomplished at pro-

hibitive cost, in many instances, and to

the total exclusion of such develop-

ment as has been ours from introducing

American standards. Many years ago,

while making a survey in Latin Amer-
ica for an American shoe company, I

noticed that only French and Spanish

styles could be found and I was in-:

formed that there was no demand for

American styles. But, in 1911, our

exports of boots and shoes to South

America amounted to over $l,O00,O00|i

and the volume doubled in 1913. Curt

present volume is vastly greater than

that of ten years ago and this increase

has been due to the introduction and'

promotion of a demand for American!

styles rather than the imitation ofjj

foreign designs. f

There is room for further develop-l'
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A Few "FIRSTS' for

SOIITHER^DMIIST
>

—

'Supreme in the South

Facts for buyers

of advert^sl7^g

Editorml "'firsts''

of importance

T, I years of

leadership

"^^^-^HERE'S a reason for leadership—several reasons if

J
you are checking Southern Ruralist's Supremacy in

^^^^ the South. Here are a few of special interest to

buyers of advertising:

Southern Ruralist has been prominently identified with

every movement toward the raising of farm paper standards.

It took the lead in the fight to exclude patent medicine

advertising; it has led in eliminating cheap mail order

revolver copy. Southern Ruralist was the first to adopt

the 4A standard rate card; one of the first to join the Audit
Bureau of Circulations, holding membership certificate

issued in May, 191 4.

Southern Ruralist was the first to completely departmentize

the editorial section; the first to establish a department of

markets; the first to systematically promote cooperative

marketing; the first to organize an educational fund for

worthy agricultural students.

Such evidences of initiative are not the result of chance.

They are the logical outgrowth of a determined policy,

begun 31 years ago, to serve the South in every helpful way.

They bespeak, too, the authority with which a Southern

Ruralist representative can discuss your problems with you.

Ask the nearest one to call; there's no obligation.

SOUTHERN RURALIST
ATLANTA, GA

CHICAGO

J. C. BILLINGSLEA
123 \V. M.iJ.sonSt.

NEW YORK

A. H. BILLINGSLEA
343 MaJison Avp.

ST. LOUIS

A. D. McKlNNEY
1411 Syndicate Trust BIdg.

MINNEAPOLIS

R. R. RING
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MOUNTAINS ^"^ MOLE-HILLS
THE nature and character of

the circulation of The Grand
Rapids Furniture Record is

responsible for its recognition by
dealers as the leading business
paper in the furniture field.

There is no such thing as forced-
growth circulation here. Advertisers
can rely upon the Furniture Record.
because it has served furniture and
home-furnishing retailers for a quar-
ter ol a century. This magazine has
grown with the furniture industry
and possesses the same stability as
the industry it serves.

It takes centuries for a mountain
to attain its lofty grandeur. But
Nature's reward for the labor of
centurie=^ is a bulwark of stabilitv
that defies the elements and com-

mands the admiration of mankind.
This is the tribute we pay to that
which is built upon a stable foun-
dation.

The mole-hill is an overnight
labor, and is easily obliterated by
the ruthless heel of an occasional
passer-by.

A thought in this for advertisers.
The circulation of the Furniture
Record represents a quarter of a
century of productive advertising
value. Like the mountain, it

possesses stability and commands
confidence.

Forced-growth circulation like

mole-hills springs up over night, but
lacks the foundation that insures
stability and inspires confidence.

Members of the A. B. P., Inc.

A. B. C. Audited Circulation.

The Grand Rapids Furniture Record
Grand Rapids, Michigan—U. S. A.

The I'!

Also Publishers of

The Furniture Manufacturer i I

The Amrrican Funeral Director

Within the Home
Hoi : Chai ling

Better Furniture, and

Books for the Induntry

The only weekly paper in

the British Empire exclusive-

ly devoted to Publicity.

The only Advertising Publi-
cation in Great Britain giv-

VXdvertiser's
/\ Weekly
The Organ of British Advertising

ing audited net sales figures.

Published for all who wish
to be informed on British ad-

vertising and its develop-
ments.

Subscripliiins Si» annually, post free.

Advertisement rates on application to
New York Office

52 VanderbUt Avenue N. Y. City

ment along these lines. It is simply up
to tVie American manufacturer, by
actual survey on the ground in each
market, to determine whether the best
course for him to pursue is to tool up
to existing special requirements, or
whether, by patience and persistency,

he cannot build up a bigger and more
profitable business on American stand-
ards.

To sum up, certain foreign nations,

such as England, Belgium and Ger-
many and other countries, from ab-

solute necessity, were engaged in

manufacturing and selling for export
for many generations during which we
were engaged in developing our manu-
factures to meet our own demands, with
little surplus for export. When we
finally began to reach out for export
trade we naturally encountered on
every hand comparisons with these

manufacturers of longer experience in

foreign trade. But conditions have
very greatly changed since we were an
agricultural country exporting only

food products and raw materials.

Still many people persist in hark-

ing back to old conditions. The mis-

takes of the manufacturer just launch-

ing out in foreign trade are too often

cited as examples of our shortcomings,

while the excellent standards of busi-

ness conduct set by numerous concerns

that have gone through the fire of ex-

perience are totally excluded from con-

sideration.

Norton Webb
Recently on the advertising staff of

the Paris edition of the New York
Herald-Tribune, has been appointed

advertising representative of The
Christian Science Moyiitor, with tem-
porary headquarters at 3, Rue Auber,
Paris.

Rogers & Manson Co.

New York, publishers of The Archi-
tectural Forum, announce the follow-

ing elections: Howard Myers, presi-

dent, succeeding the late Albert James
MacDonald; C. Stanley Taylor and
James A. Rice, vice-presidents, the lat-

ter also elected to fill the vacancy on
the board of directors ; Robert Sweet,
secretary and treasurer, and Paul W.
Hayes, assistant treasurer.

F. F. Frothingham
Recently president of the Boston

Belting Sales Company and formerly
general sales manager of the American
Felt Company and publication manager
of the Ladies' Home Journal in New
England, has joined the executive staff

of the Boston Office of Dorrance, Sul-

livan & Company.

Rickard & Company
New York, has been selected to con-

duct advertising for the Simplex Con-
crete Pile Association, Inc., same city.

H. A. Taranloiis

Recently managing editor of Motor,
is now associated in an executive ca-

pacity with J. H. Newmark, Inc., New
York."
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Sinful Manufacturers

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19]

offices of stores, teasing and strong-

arming store buyers and merchandise
managers to consider their cut prices,

fat discounts and long dating, how dare
they damn the stores for buying to

the best advantage ! If they don't want
to compete with the price-cutters, why
don't they go about their business?
Stores make no pretense to being elee-

mosynary institutions. Why should
they contribute part of their profit to

support manufacturers who don't know
how to meet competition and who would
absorb that extra money to blow out a

bigger front to do their damning with?
It seemed laughable to Mr. Stillson

that a store executive should deny hav-
ing suggested the buying policy to his

buyers; but there are white-livered ex-

ecutives who get frightened when a

big association writes to them. If this

one had asked for a list of the manu-
facturers belonging to that association,

he would doubtless have found among
them the names of at least a dozen
manufacturers whose salesmen had
suggested the condemned policy to him
when pleading for sales. For it is the

fact that all such ideas are suggested

to the store buyer by some weak
and insistent salesmen. Then, when
a buyer makes such a discovery,

he fails in his duty to his employer
if he does not try to get the best

terms possible on every purchase that

he makes. What is offered to him is

offered to others, and the offer of one

manufacturer is likely to be the offer

of many others when they are huiigry

for the order. The buyer's duty is to

make them all hungry.

THE buyer who pays an extra dol-

lar, or pays that dollar sooner, or

with smaller discount than he might
have gotten, is cheating his employer,

or is grossly incapable. He is hired to

buy at lowest prices and on best terms
—hired to learn every salesman's trick,

to learn every manufacturer's lowest

price and highest discount. Naturally
those manufacturers who teach the

crooked tricks, or tolerate them in other

members of their associations, will

damn the buyer who tries to take ad-

vantage of them and sully his own eth-

ical standards by protecting his em-
ployer against paying higher prices

than his slightly bigger competitor.

You manufacturers who have not

committed the sin of quoting lower
prices and better terms to favored cus-

tomers may now go out to the stone

pile and start throwing stones at the

retailer.

The ethics of retailing have advanced
mightily in the past generation ; but
manufacturers are still haggling with
their customers about prices and terms.

Why not get together in your associa-

tions and create fixed prices and terms
just as retailers have done? It is just

as easy—in fact more so. It was once

thought impossible by retailers.

THE RISING
TIDE OF
QUALITY

More and more people are

turning to THE QUALITY
GROUP for their constructive

reading, and the result is

an increase in QUALITY
CIRCULATION.

The current A. B. C. reports

show a substantial increase for

The Quality Group, a growth

in which every magazine con-

tributes its share.

The QualityGroup
atlantic monthly review of reviews
harper's magazine scribner's magazine

world's work

6sr FiM A.e.
(The Quality%>i§? ^^ j,,^

V^ COVERS
IW QualityMarHel
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Tll^E believe that these pages are of more
^^ interest and profit to buyers of adver-

tising space than anything that has appeared

in Advertising Fortnightly for many a day.

They show conclusively that among the many mag-

azines you have up for consideration from time to time,

TRUE STORY offers the greatest possibilities to both

the publicity and the mail order advertiser—possibilities

based entirely on performance.

A keen scrutiny of what follows must convince you
of the fact that the mail order advertiser points the way
for the publicity advertiser— because the mail order

advertiser must get results in order to continue adver-

tising.

These Publicity advertisers are in November TRUE STORY.
The figures following each name indicate the number of inser-

tions these advertisers have used in TRUE STORY up to date.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, 18.

Resinol Chemical Company, 2.

Princess Pat, Ltd., 27.

Ben Levy Co., 19.

Diamond Dyes, 8.

May Breath Company, 5.

The Kenton Pharmacal Co., 7.

Kondon Manufacturing Co., 1.

Othine, 24.

Sem-Pray Jo-ve-nay Co., 1.3.

Standard Laboratories, Inc., 1.

The Glazo Company, 2.

S. C. Johnson & Son, 35.

National School of Cosmeticians,

Dclicia Laboratories, Inc., 11.

Forhan Company, IS.

Frederick F. Ingram Co., 5.

Empress Company, 9.

- Bayer Aspirin Tablets, 15.

— Liggett & Meyers, 8.

A. H. Lewis Medicine Co., 14.

Boncilla Laboratories, Inc., 24.
'^ Danderine, 11.

A. Bourjois & Co.. g.

Paris Toilet Company, 20.

Brett Manufacturing Company, 1.

_ Hannibal Pharmacal Co., 19.

Freezone, 9.

American Chicle Company, 15.

Musterole Companj', 1.1

— Pepsodent Company, 20.

Liquid Veneer Company, 1.

Madame Berthe, 52.

C. S. Welch Company, 13.

Hair Groom, 5.

Pepsin Syrup Company. 3.

Fletcher's Castoria, 11.

Ross Company, 32.

~^-Maybelline Company, 33.

J. W. Kobi Company, 5.

-The Murine Company, 11.

D. D. D. Company, 14.

California Fig Syrup Company, 8.

Mary T. Goldman, 31.

Marmola Company, 19.

Sheffield Co., 6.

Kolar Laboratories, 14.

Hygienic Laboratories, 27.

Paul Rieger & Co., 18.

Madame X Company, Ltd., 10.

Tlie Jung Arch Brace Co., 16.

Engel Manufacturing Co., 7.

Siewin Company, 20.

Universal Chiropractors' -Association,

12.

Rubberset Company, 1.
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These Mail Order advertisers are in November TRUE STORY.
The figures following each name indicate the number of inser-

tions these advertisers have used in TRUE STORY up to date.

h

Chicago Engineering Works, 76.

N'elson Doubleday, Inc., 62.

Sdiuol of Classic Dancing, 34.

La Salle Extension University, 62.

National Salesmen's Training Assn.,

58. _
Hartman Furniture & Carpet Co., 47.

Jos. De Roy & Sons, 35.

National Stationery Co.. 12.

U. S. School of Fingerprint. 17.

American Specialty Co.. 15.

C. F. Johnson & Co., 34.

Perfect Voice Institute, 32.

The Olive Company, 48.

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Mu-
sic, 137.

Elite Jewelry House, 18.

Occult Science Association, 5.

Mysto Company, 30.

Home Supply Company, 29.

Theo. Audel & Co., 10.
__

Chicago Auto Shops. 17.

Elmer Richards Company, 12.

U. S. School of Music, 53.

The Authors' Press, 97.

World Mail Order Company, 19.

Inkograph Company, Inc., 2.

Mexican Gem Importing Co., 47.

Denver Optic Company, 2.

'' Alexander Laboratories, 15.

American Novelty Companj-, 10.

.\merican School of Music, 43.

.\rtiticial Ear Drum Co.. 7.

W. W. Hilton. 12.

Ohio School of Commercial Art, 2.

I'niversal Distributors, 23.

Prof. H. W. Titus, 14.

Mile. Sophie Koppel, Inc.. 22.

Crystal Ball Company, 12.

Orient Exchange, 14.

Imp-O-Luck Company, 9.

Mellinger Tire & Rubber Co., 18.

Arthur Murray, 55.

The Morley Company, 41.

Aymes Company, 18.

L. A. Sanative Company, 3.

Willard Frances Beauty Parlors. 9.

Electro Thermal Coinpany, 15.

E. S. Givens, 66.

Consolidated Novelty Company. 6.

Jennings Manufacturing Company. 9.

Reliable Sales Company, 11.

Wilson Ear Drum Company, 32.

Ogilvie Publishing Co.. 28.

M. Trilety, 44.

Pathfinder Company. 7.

International Mail Order Co.. 31. ~
~— C. J. Ozment. 52.

'~~~-Co}'ne Electrical School, 20.

Codington School of Diamonds. 1.

W. Z. Gibson, 7.

Standard Business Training' Institute,

33.

Baker, 1.

Niagara School of Music, 25.

Bradley, 10.

Johnson Smith Companv, 21.

W. H. Warren. 22.

Northwestern School of Taxidermy.
17.

E. Richwine Company, SO.

^Smith Typewriter Sales Co., 31.

Garfield Importing Co., 29.

E. AI. Davis Company, 3.

Reliable Sales Corporation, 12.

University of Applied Science, 38.

American Business Builders, 8.

Baird-North Company, 7.

Spiegel, May, Stern Company, 16.

Personal Arts Company, 1.

.\llied Merke Institutes, Inc., 21.

McGowan Laboratories, 25.

Tiflfany Laboratories. 1.

Wallace Institute, 23.

Review of Reviews Corpn., 14.

Paris Toilet Company, 20.

University Extension Conservatory,
32.

.\kron Lamp Company, 1.

Roanoke Photo Finishing Co., 28.

Williams Company, 34.

Gibson, Inc., 5.

Kathryn Murray, Inc., 21.

Fashion Embroideries, 2.

Metallic Letter Company, 38.

Larkin Company, 9.

Quickedge Sharpener Co., 6.

C. W. Archer Shoe Co., 1.

Frances Roberts Co., 17.

Rica Co., 3.

Franklin Institute. 193.

E. C. Harley Company, 2.

McKinlay, Stone & MacKenzie, 4.

W Oman's Institute, 35.

D. J. Mahler, 20.

Mme. Annette, 26.

Lyon & Healy, 5.

T. S. Denison & Co.. 12.

Milton Gordon, 4.

Youth-Ami Laboratories, 14.

Stickel Company, Inc., 5.

Bluine Mfg. Co., 1.

^Palmer Institute of Authorship, 23.

Francis Jordan, 2.

VV. Hilyer Ragsdale, 45-

"Davey Tree Expert Co., Inc., 1.

Wavex Company, 25.

Brief English Systems, 1.

Lewis Hotel Training Schools, 41.

J. M. Lyon & Co., 29.

W^earplus Company, 13.

Federal Mail Order Company, i.

Marie Franzan, 35.

Funk & Wagnalls Company, 14.

Lucille Y'oung, 20.

-International Correspondence Schools,

Fischer Manufacturing Co., 1.

Loftis Bros., 56.

Kay Laboratories, 33.

Dr. R. Lincoln Graham, 16.

Richard Fink Co., 43.

Mac-O-Chee Company, 21.

.American School of Aviation, 10.

Lincoln Typewriter Company, 3.

Standard Business Training Institute,

31.

The Weil Company, 8.

Rosgren Export Company, 9.

Quinn Conservatory, 26.

Franklin Jewelry Company, 3.

Standard Proprietaries, Inc., 12.

-Coyne School of Drafting, 18.

Dia-Gem Company, 105.

Lewis Tea Room Institute, 18.

-American School, 34.

The Dr. Egan Manufactory, 25.

The Getgey-Jung Co., 17.

Meyer Both Company, 28.

Monocraft Leather, Inc., 1.

Spear & Co., 19.

Oriental System of Beauty Culture, 46.

Ferry & Co., 59.

Farmer Burns School, 14.

Nileart Company, 2.

Kalamazoo Stove Co., 3.

New York Academy of Music, 96.

Baer Bros.. 28.
^ ;

The Landon School, 14. (>

Miller System of Correct English,;[li

L. Fish Furniture Co., 29.

Jeanne Walter, Inc., 24.

Greer College, 4.

'Fireside Industries, 18. >

L. W. Sweet, Inc.. 54. '.

Buescher Band Instrument Co., 32,' j

Fyr-Fyter Co., 6. :

Burlington Watch Co., 43.

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., 24.

Lionel Strongfort, 57.

Williams & Co., 34.

.\uto Knitter Hosiery Co., 15.

Madame Elaine, 10.

McCarrie School, 13.

Federal School of Commercial Design,
38.

Aurine Remedy Co., 6.

Manufacturers' Sales Corp. of Amei;.,

14.

Columbia School of Drafting, 12. ,

Garfield Importing Co., 29.

Chicago School of Nursing, 11.

Brooks .Appliance Co., 14.

Fulton Mercantile Co., 14.

Anita Company, 37. •

Royal Diamond & Watch Co., 25.'

The Comer Manufacturing Co., 19.

Federal School of Illustrating, 9.

Lenor Manufacturing Co., 7.

Pharmaceutical Products, Ltd., 25.

Howard C. Rash, 38.

National Radio Institute, 16.

Katherine Kellogg, 1.

Shipman-Ward Manufacturing Co., 24.

Sterling Diamond Watch Co., 105.

Annette Kellermann, 17.

Washington School of Art, 52.

Artcraft Studios, 13.

Literary Bureau, 42.

Patterson Civil Service School. 21.

Chief Draftsman Dobe, 29.

Harold Lachman Company, 58.

International Typewriter Exchange,
18.

The American Products Co., 27.

Ridpath Historical Society, 12.

Studebaker Watch Co.. 18.

Empire Watch Manufacturing Co., 7.

Washington School of Cartooning. 31.

Young "Typewriter Co., 24.

Klein & Co., 36.

Mussehl & Westphal. 5.

H. W. Eakins, 1.

Earle E. Liederman, 48.

World's Star Knitting Co., 7.

La-Mar Laboratories, 4.

True Story
Magazine
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Are You Getting

Your Share of

Suiall Town Sales?
Are you telling the story of your

product to the thirty million small

town people?

This great mass is very responsive.

And there is not much so called

"class" in the small towns for the

people are all neighbors.

Overflow circulation from the news-

stand magazines will not get "mass,"

small town business.

Put your story into 850,000
homes by using the pages of their

favorite small town magazine

People's Popular Monthly
Des Moines, Iowa

Circulation 850,000

Carl C. Proper
Edilor

Graham Stewart
Advertising Director

J".-.-,-^-.-^^.-.-."^.-^ir.^"ir.^^-^^V^-i

Hoppinger File—The Ideal Newspaper File!
Has these ndvantng:es:

Easy to use. Takes only
a few seconds to insert news-
papers. No lacinjr. No holes
to punch. No measuring. No
chance for it to go wrong.

Will hold papers to a thick-
ness of three inches or more
and permit ALL of any page
to bo easily read.

No sharp corners or exposed
metal to scratch furniture or
clothes.

And the covers lay flat when
opened

!

est in quantities of si

Used by Newspapers
Agencies and Advertisers

LHoppinger File Co., 118 St. Claire Ave., N. E. Cleveland, O.

Salesmen's Wives
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17]

fast dishes hadn't been washed and
dinner hadn't been started. In fact,

his wife was away. Corbin had picked
up some mutton chops on the way home
and while I sat before the gas fireplace,

he busied himself starting dinner.
Soon his pretty, young wife buzzed in.

She had been to a picture show all

afternoon with a friend.

In a perfectly unembarrassed man-
ner she asked the sales manager to
stay for dinner and he agreed, where-
upon she sent Corbin out for a half
dozen cream puffs to eat with the
canned pears for dessert.

While Corbin was away, this sales
manager got in his work. "I've wanted
to meet you for some time," he started.
"I know you are interested in your
husband's progress and in his making
more money. I feel you can help a
lot and I know you want to do it if

you know how."

THE sweet young thing most sin-

cerely assented. She was anxious
to do anything she could to help. She
knew they weren't making the money
they ought to make, but she had ex-
pressed her willingness to go back to
office work but Corbin had been op-
posed to this course.

"He's right," the sales manager
agreed, "but there is a real job you
can fill and it will make more money
for the Corbin family than if you go
back to office work. That's taking
hold of that husband of yours and
building him up. His health isn't

what it ought to be. He needs more
real rest after working hours. He
needs more cooked food and less fried

food.

"Now you say that you don't know
a thing about cooking. Well, take a
few lessons and practise. Make it your
business when he comes home to have
the house warm and dinner all ready
and then when he is fed up, give him
a few hours of perfect quiet and rest

before bed time. He needs it."

And the willing though woefully un-
taught young bride saw the point and
made good on her job.

"Oh, I never make any fuss about
it at all," another sales manager ex-

plained. "When a salesman isn't do-

ing what he should do and I have an
idea his wife is to blame, I just get her

down to the office and have a talk with
her.

"I tell her plainly that she is part

of the partnership—that while her

husband is on our payroll, his success

depends largely on her and that it is

up to her to help. And then I tell her

how to help. I don't make any more
bones over talking to a salesman's wife

than I do talking to him. It is a fact

that nine salesmen's wives out of ten

are willing but don't know how to

help.

"Give most of them a chance and

they'll come through a darned-sight

quicker than the average man."
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Who Reads Success?
KEEN, intelligent, responsi\ e and substan-

tial class who aspire to bigger things in

life, not altogether materially but spiritually as

well. That element of the American people who
make up the backbone of the Nation. Those in-

terested in a broader outlook on life, religion,

education and general uplift.

Here are some facts in regard to Success
Readers:
87.2%—Male Subscribers

82.6%—Married

65.1%—30 to 50 Years
20.9%—20 to 30 Years

12.1%—50 to 65 Years

1.9%—Over 65 Years

79.1%—Own Their Homes
37.4%—Own Radios

84.4%—Own Automobiles

The above figures represent the result of an extensive in-

vestigation of Success subscribers.

Thousands of New Readers are Joining

Ranks Monthly
Circulation last six months

May 107,280 August 121,568
June 107,153 September 119,577

July 116,606 October 128,166

When complete ne-ivsstaud returns are made, the figures for

August, September and October will be materially increased.

November Issue . . 180,000 Copies

New Advertising rate $400.00 per page in effect with

January Issue based on 150,000 circulation (Net)

Success offers a rising market for all advertisers interested in nuixi-

niiim results at a minimum expenditure.

251 Fourth Avenue FOUNDED 1898 by Or ORISON SWETT HARDEN New York
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advertising Men
awake at 5am

—here is what they saw!

SAJ^HpU ofHonor
Mr. R. W. Willigan, Mr. Frank Hilson,

Mr. Lawrence Kelly, of H. K. McCami Co.

Mr. Fred H. Walsh, Mr. J. F. Jennings,

of Ntu'cll EinmrttCo.

Mr. Robt. E. Rinehart of Wrn. H. Rankm Co.

Mr. E. C. Harrington, Mr. A. W. Stone, Mr. H. C.

Brandau, Mr. Frank Lawrence, Mr. C.J. Cole, Jr.,

of Geo. Batrin Co.

Mr. Ralph Foote of Footi CT Morgan, Inc.

Mr. C. J. Cutajar of Cutajar &" Provost, Inc

Mr. C. Reckmeyer of American Tobacco Co.

Mr. H. M. Billerheck of Barrows & Kicharjson

Mr. W. E. Randall of Joseph Richards Co.

Mr. J. P. Daniel of E. T. Howard Co.

Mr. R. A. Porter of Dorlaiid .Agency

Mr, P. J. McAward of Wendell P. Cotton

Mr. H. E. Pengel of Dorrance, Sullivan & Co.

Mr. James A. Bcatty of Harry Porter Co.

Mr. Raymond K. Miexsell of Byron G. Moon Co.

Mr. R. H. Burrill of Chas. W. Hoyt Company

Mr. R. J. Chambers, with Stanley E. Gunnison

Mr. I. B. Lyon of Lyon Advertising Agency

Mr. H. T. Graves of Sherman & Lehair

Mr. O. J. Bauer of Thomas F. Logan

Mr. F. J. Fitzgerald of Calkins & Holden

Mr. L. F. Van Houten of Gardner Advertising Co.

Mr. G. Pearsall of Peck Advertising Agency

Mr. Andrew O'Flaherty of Alfred Wallcrstem, Inc.

Mr. C.J. G. Atkinson, Mr. E.J. Byrne,

of Hanff-Metier, Inc.

Mr. Donald O'Brien of Erwin, Wasey & Co.

Mr. L. T. Bush of Blackman Co.

Mr. L. J. Delaney of Tl.wesher Service Advertising

Mr. D. J. Crimmons of Harry C. Michaels Co.

Mr. Robt. W. Orr of Lemien iT Mitchell

Mr. J. H. Johnston of Philip Ritter Company

Mr. H. Blake, Mr. M. Seixas, of Frank Seaman, Inc.

Mr. A. R. Ferguson, Mr. B. C. Duffy,

of Barton, Durstine & Osborn

Mr. C. H. Weisner of H. E. Lesan Advertising Agency

Mr. Lvman Worthington of John 0. Powers Co.

Mr. Harry Walsh of Evans & Barnhill

Mr. Michael Foulon of Federal Advertising Agency

(_and nine members of the Neivs staff)

TELL IT TO SWEENEY has been issued in folder form.

Write for the series on your business letterhead.

THE 2 NEWS
CNew Yorks Ticture JVewspaper

25 Park Place, New York

7 S. Dearborn St., Chicago

Publication Men Total Men

NEWS 3416 29.46%
American 1165 10.04%
Herald-Tribune 1702 14.67%
Mirror 433 3.73%
Times 2436 21.00%
World 2443 21.06%

w Total Wo
2262 63.80*;

125 3.52';

187
288
329
354

5.27%
8.12%
9.28%
9.98%

Total

5678
1290
1889
721

2765
2797

37.50%
8.52%
12.47%
4.76%
18.26%,
18.47%

11595 99.96% 3545 99.97% 15140 99.98%

NcI O, gentle reader, they were not listen-

ing to a bedtime story nor concluding a

poker fest. They were up and at 'em, sacri-

ficing sleep to better space buying; out in

the cool, grey dawns to give the customers

the once-over, to see the ultimate consumer,

homo on the hoof, the Sweencys and Stuy-

vesants select their morning reading matter;

observing Who bought What paper and

trying to figure out Why.

0 »̂N (our mornings, August ii, 19, Sep-

tember 5 and 12., representatives of New-

York advertising agencies made these news-

stand investigations. Forty-seven agency

men in all, and nine News men to date con-

stitute the 5 A.M. honor roll. After brief

breakfasts, groups of tivo or three took off

in cabs to newsstands at outh ing points,

meeting the first of the morning traffic in

Upper Manhattan, the Bronx, and farthest

Brooklyn, and moving in towards the center

with the traffic stream. Stops of from fifteen

to thirty minutes were made at stands in all

.sections of the city, and sales of each morn-

ing paper to men and women noted and

checked.

These trips were made at the invitation

of The News. Our selfish object was to give

the men who select media a better idea of

the kinds and quantities of people who buy
The News. They also wanted to see what
changes in reading habits had come about

since the merger last spring of two of the

old New York morning papers, since the

advent of the new Hearst tabloid and the

late growth of The Neivs.

We were glad to have these purchasing

agents of advertising compare their private

conceptions of each paper's readers with

specific and personal instances of circulation

in the flesh.

We know from past experiences of this

sort that many ideas born in the office fail

to run true to form when exposed in the

open. The Best People and the poorest

people somehow fail to identify themselves

in the crowd. Republicans and Democrats,

income tax payers and income tax dodgers.

Wall Street stock market operators and West

Street fruit market operators, janitors and

jurists, do not clearly tag themselves. And
as to the women, no classifications are pos-

sible.

The young girl who seems to have noth-

ing on her mind but her hair, and little of

that, picks up the most conservative and
voluminous paper—because, perhaps, it car-

ries the longest and most voluminous
accounts of the daily doings of the Prince

of Wales. An elderly gentleman w ho appar-

ently ought to be concerned with the finan-

cial news buys a tabloid News—probably

because he likes its human appeal and its

pictures. A seedy looking individual wht)sc

nest interest would seem to be the Help
Wanted columns goes after the financial

sheet— to see the standing of Upandowrp
Gas, on ten shares of which he has a tempo-
rary marginal ownership. A young matron
whose appearance indicates that clothes arc

a major interest will buy a paper that
women buy least—because it carries the
most fight news. And so it goes. Try to
guess what paper any person approaching
the stand will buy; it's a gamble until the
cash is on the counter and the sale is made.
Out of all these observations, two facts are

obvious
: that readers cannot be readily clas-

sified as types; and that no paper draws any
particular type or types.

X HESE fifty-six men saw paper sales made
to 11,595 ""^f ""'^ 3>545 women— 15,140
buyers in all. Thirty-seven percent of this

number bought The News. More men bought
The News than any other paper; and out of
every hundred women, sixty-three were
News buyers.

The News was bought more than twice as
many times as its nearest two competitors

—

more than three times the third paper—more
than /oar times the fourth paper—and almost
eight times as often as the latest entry in
the morning field.

These investigations also showed

—

That almost fifty percent more men
buy The News than buy the next leading

paper.

That The News is bought by almost
twice as many women as buy all the other

five paper! combined—and
That mare men buy The News than

women. (Tivo years ago the sale to men
and women was practically t««.)

That it is necessary to buy at least

three other morning papers to reach a
New York City population equivalent to

The News circulation.

That there IS very little duplication of
morning papers.

That although the sale of other news-

papers in particular localities may equal

or m some cases escted the sale of The
News—over the city as a whole The News
IS bought by far more people of all kinds

and classes than any other paper.

U .̂.\NY of the agency representatives

who made these trips have written us and
expressed their appreciation. A little field

work of this sort supplies the human factor

in circulation, shows the proportionate

appeal of all New York's morning papers,

and helps definitely to comprehend the sig-

nificance of the Largest Daily Circulation

in America.

To any advertiser or agency man seeking
to know more about the New York field

and its papers, a cordial invitation is

extended to accompany us on these reveille

reviews. Get in touch with either office,

and the trip will be arranged to your con-

venience.
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H. L. Mencken
Theodore H. Price

Earnest Elmo Calkins

Bruce Barton
Norval Saunders
James Wallen

are among those who have had appreciative words to

say about the writings of WilHam Feather. Praise from

such a jury helps to explain the continuing reader

interest in William Feather House Organs—why they

yield increasing good will and profits to the companies

making use of them.

If you want to maintain friendly contact with your

special list of customers and prospects, you will find a

unique and efi^ective method in

loi/r OwnMigazine
Edited by William Feather

It affords you a means of advertising, publicity and

good will absolutely different from any method you have

used. For creating confidence, building a repeat order

business;formaintainingafriendly, calling acquaintance

with the utmost economy. Your Own Magazine offers

points of superiority over any medium you can employ.

Let Us Mail You a Copy

of a magazine, issued for one of our non-competing client

companies. Let it suggest to you how Your Own

Magazine, with a name of your choosing and with seven

pages of your own business message, might save adver-

tising cost and build sales results for one or more of

your products. Write to

The William Feather Company
(05 Cii.xlon Building-, Cleveland, Ohio

pretentious packages containing the

plan and drawings. Suggsby and
Stokes put the schedules and the copy

and layouts in their proper places, and,

when everything was ready, Mr. Why-
cherleigh began.

Words flowed freely from the chief's

tongue. He was an eloquent reader,

with ready wit and the rare gift of

smooth interpolation that left no ragged
edges between the prepared and the ex-

temporaneous. Peterby and his direc-

tors were enthralled, and respectfully

silent.

"Gentlemen, have you anything to

say?" Peterby asked at the close of

the presentation.

"Only," said Mr. Scrooge, "that the

plan strikes me as 100 per cent right."

"Do the rest of you agree?" Peterby
put the question with the air of one who
had no expectation of receiving a nega-
tive answer.

"Perfectly," recited the others, in

beautiful unison.

"And now," it was Mr. Scrooge speak-

ing again, "what will the cost be?"
"The schedules, please," intoned Mr.

Whycherleigh, addressing Stokes, who
immediately passed the tabulations

over as though he were performing in

a well-rehearsed play.

THE total cost of the advertising,"

said Mr. Whycherleigh, his face

alight with confidence, "will be six hun-

dred and forty thousand dollars and
seven cents. The creative and production

costs will be 10 per cent of that amount,
or sixty-four thousand dollars and

seven-tenths of a cent, making a total

of seven hundred and four thousand
dollars seven and seven-tenths cents."

"You have heard Mr. Whycherleigh's
figures, gentlemen," announced Mr.

Peterby. "Are they entirely satisfac-

tory to all of you ? Do the publica-

tions selected, the illustrations sub-

mitted and the copy read meet with

your approval?"

"Absolutely," replied Mr. Dodder, a

director who had not previously spoken,

as he reached for his hat and gloves.

"I move that Mr. Whycherleigh's rec-

ommendations be accepted and that he

be authorized to go ahead on the basis

he proposes."

"Second," spoke Mr. Scrooge and Mr.

Smalley.

"There seems to be no dissenting

opinion, Mr. Whycherleigh," said Mi\

Peterby. "You may proceed along the

lines of your remarkably clear, con-

cise and intelligent outline. We all

believe in advertising, we believe in

leaving operating problems to the dis-

cretion of our agency, we have un-

bounded confidence in you, and we are

positive that under your guidance this

campaign will be an unqualified suc-

cess."

Whycherleigh felt a tugging at his

bed covers. It was Mrs. Whycherleigh,
arousing him from slumber.

"George, there's the milk man. Did
you mark the card last night?"
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Every advertising man should

have these books
THESE ten books contain informa-

tion that you will find invaluable

in your daily work. They contain more

practical information about advertis-

ing, salesmanship, distribution, money

and banking, production and organiza-

tion, American business law, corpora-

tion organization and accounting, etc.,

than any other similar set of books ever

published.

Each book was written by a well-

known authority in his particular field

and brings you the result of years of

practical experience.

This Business Library is, therefore,

a particularly good purchase for Adver-

tising Managers, Sales Managers and

every executive who wants to broaden

his knowledge of business and business

procedure.

Note this list of titles and authors

—

Economics of Trade

C. S. Duncan, Ph. D., formerly Assistant
Professor of Commercial Organization, Uni-
versity of Chicago.

Production and Organization

E. H. Fish, B. S., Consultant on Employ-
ment and Social Service.

Advertising

Clowry Chapman, Gilbert P. Farrar,

George French, S. Roland Hall, H. I. Ire-

land, Robert Ramsay ami Edward Schulze.

Salesmanship

E. S. Babcock, B. C. Bean and Walter
D. Moody.

Distribution

.Asa Colton, Lecturer on Trade and Trans-
portation, New York University.

Money and Banking

John Thorn Holdsworth, Ph. D., Vice-

President National Bank of Pittsburgh.

Making of an Executive

A. Hamilton Church, Industrial Economist.

Corporation Organization and Accounting,

and Financial Calculations

R. J. Bennett, C. A., C. P. A., Stuart

Chase, C. P. A.

American Business Law

John J. Sullivan, A. M., LL. B., LL. D.,

anti .Assistant Professor in Corporation

Law, University of Pennsylvania.

Welfare and Psychology

of Employment

W'm. L. Fletcher, Employment Counseloi,

E. H. Fish, B. S., Consultant on Employ
ment and Social Service.

Edited by Nelson H. Prouty, F. A. A.,

C. P. A.

Lecture and Business Review
Service Free

Every purchaser of this Business

Executive Library will receive each

inonth, for 18 months, a 5000-word lec-

ture on some particular branch of busi-

ness, written by a recognized authority.

In addition to these lectures, you will

also receive a Business Re\ iew Service

once a month, also for 1 8 months. There
is no e.xtra charge for this service or the

lectures.

Write for descriptive booklet

Just mail the coupon printed below and

we shall send you a folder describing

this Business Librarv in detail.

lNrEKNATi0N4i Tembook Company
Box 8587, Scranton, Penna.

Please send me, without cost or obliga-

on, a copy of your folder describing the

ew Business Library, the Free Monthly Lec-
Lires and the Business Review Ser\;ce.

Name

Street .Addri

City anil St:

71
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BUSINESS WRITING
Vrii.l*.^ Hou-e Organs K.port^ A^her-
rUrm.nI:. m#-lhu«K ot ;ruth*>rin^- <lalu uikI

..I urilins bu-ine>s t-opv »f news. r^Uica-

lionul and proinolional .harurttr.

Bv S. ROI^ND HALL
l-h.rtisiiHj Coii>~'!': '. ::^ ,!,lr.rfi^ii>.7 miin-
i.i,,. Alpha P-"f! . ' <:ni>tiuy ,i,id thr

Victor T-ir. 1/ < -'niuniu.

222 pages, pork'i -(;.. //< v ihlv, 7.> illus-

il llnin-. pnuticul Helps mi writing efTectivt'ly un
lui^iiics-i' li>plr5. Out (If his txpeiienre he t'ives

jiiJicticiU woik-shop" ideas and siigyestluiis nf real

mine.
Ji covers 111 .1 commonsense way the essential prln-

(iples iind mtthods erf the special forms of liuslntss

»ritinK. U supplements his HANDBOOK OP BUSl-
NKSS CftRRESPONDEN'CE, Mhich treats of the

uriting of business letters.

ir you are conslderlne the uritinj; of arti-

cles Tor business and technical magazines

—

BfSINKSS WRITING tells you what the
editors of these publications want—how
tn prepare such articles—how to write

the "business story"—whether it be an
inten'iew. a biographical sketch, a review

of conditions, or a "methods article."

If you are thinking of starting a store, or

employees' paper, or some other kind of

hi.use orean

—

This book deals most helpfully with the
preparation of all kinds nf copy for such
imblirations and Includes a cunstructive

of represei

UMnn-,
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Most Men Recognize

the Force of Habit—

But, the wise ones

cultivate habit instead of

trying to overcome it

Psychologists agree that the most impressionable age

of a young man's life is between sixteen and twenty-one.

At that stage he is most susceptible to honest appeal and

logical reasoning. He is forming habits w^hich govern his

actions throughout a lifetime. Isn't it a good investment

to address a message to him with both immediate and

future profit?

The DeMolay Councilor offers an audience of I 25,000

young men, on the threshold of manhood. They read the

DeMolay Councilor because it is a good, live, readable

magazine, covering topics of vital interest to them, and

affecting their daily lives. It is interesting and inspiring.

The DeMolay Councilor is a direct contact with a vast

army of young men and affords an exceptional oppor-

tunity for impressing your trade-name indelibly upon the

minds of its I 25,000 subscribers.

Think it over. It pays.

THE DEMOLAY COUNCILOR
A Magazine for Young Men

Twelfth Floor Federal Reserve Bank Building, Kansas City, Missouri

EDWIN J. SEIFRIT, Advertising Manager

ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK CHICAGO CINCINNATI

Sam J. Perry E. J. Seifrit. Samuel H. Jaffee,

91 Seventh Ave. 909 Peoples Gas Bldg. I 126 Provident Bank Bldg.

Watkins 6382 Harrison 1099 Canal 4645
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RADIO
Market and Field

DATA
Where can I procure a list of
reliable manufacturers' agents?

What are the logical retail outlets

for radio apparatus, in order of
preference?

How many dealers are there sell-

ing radio?

What would be the soundest
dealer policy on radio apparatus?

Is a time payment plan necessary
for all types of radio receiving

sets?

What do you believe to be the
prospective development in sell-

ing radio apparatus during the
next five years?

If you would like to have the
answers to these and other forty-
two pertinent questions, write to

Herchdndising*

342 Madison Avenue ' New York

What about

the "Urge"!

Advertising without "urge"

isn't advertising— it's just

words!

We know how to make our

copy reflect your sincerity

—how to get into it that

age-old "urge" that induces

more sales.

And equally important, we
know how to do the job
with real efficiency and
economy.

IR.VIN F. PASCHALL
INCORPORATED

JJdveiiisin^ Counsel
Mc CORMICK BUILDING

CHICAGO

How We Establish Our
Corporate Identity

By Alfred H. Sumyne
Vice-President, General Motors Corporation

TO learn how other large institu-

tions were utilizing publicity to

build goodwill for themselves and
for their products and service, General

Motors after the war made a study of

the public relations activities of the

United States Steel Corporation, the

American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, and many other large corpo-

rations. As a result of this research

it was decided to formulate a public

relations program for General Motors
which would have as its basis the prin-

ciple that the stockholder is entitled

to know about the affairs of the corpo-

ration; and further, with a full under-

standing that the building of goodwill

is a painstaking process—a gradual

growth of years.

Up to the time this decision was
reached the only official communication
by the corporation was its annual re-

port, notices of annual meetings, and
an occasional formal statement to the

press. Since 1920 the official communi-
cations of the corporation have been

expanded so that they now logically

group themselves into three classifica-

tions—direct mail, news publicity, and
institutional advertising.

To tell the whole story of General
Motors would be an encyclopedic work.

No one would have the leisure to read

it. It was therefore decided to tell the

story in brief chapters or booklets and
keep everlastingly at it. There has
been no intention to maintain a se-

quence or logical order in the issuance

of the booklets. When a subject had
become timely or some development oc-

curred which needed presentation a

booklet was written. These booklets

have contained something of news in-

terest and news value at the time they

were originally issued with the divi-

dend checks. Consequently, when they

did contain news or figures not before

made public they have been mailed to

newspapers in advance for release on

the day the stockholders receive them,
and the news therein pointed out to the

editors. Becau.se of the neivs they co7i-

fdiii, they have been widely quoted by
the newspapers.
Taken together, this series of book-

lets is helping to form the broad back-

ground for a roughly sketched picture

of General Motors. Each booklet is

brief yet complete and self-contained,

and is written in simple, direct style

that a child can understand.

It is generally recognized that the

effectiveness of all selling effort

through advertising varies inversely as

the suggestion becomes more indirect.

These booklets, while written as direct

mail sales documents, are designed pri-

marily to sell the stockholder first the
idea of the place each division or group
occupies in the General Motors picture;

and second, to sell by indirect sugges-
tion the products of General Motors
or the services of its divisions. And it

is subject to demonstration that, by
this indii-ect method of selling, the book-
lets have helped to sell the products of

General Motors.
Where have these booklets gone?

General Motors has 72,000 stockholders
living in every state of the union and
in fourteen overseas countries. There
are plants in .38 cities. There are 28
major manufacturing operations, 27
sales organizations and 8 miscellaneous
companies—a total of 63 units. There
are 135,000 employees and 15,000 dis-

tributors and dealers—a total of over
200,000 in the immediate family after

elimination of duplications; many em-
ployees and dealers are also stockhold-

ers. To this group in part or in a

whole the dividend booklets have gone.

There are 30,000 banks in this coun-
try. General Motors Acceptance Cor-
poration has a field force of over forty
representatives who sell GMAC paper
to the banks. These men in a year call

on 10,000 banks, and during the past
five years have sold over $500,000,000
worth of paper, representing 15,000 in-

dividual sales to over 3500 institutions.

Once each month GMAC mails an offer-

ing of its paper to 12,000 banks. The
dividend booklets have beeii inclosed

as envelope stuffers with these offering

sheets.

THE Cadillac. Buick. Chevrolet, Oak-
land, Oldsmobile. GMC Truck sales

organizations have distributed the book-

lets to their dealer organizations either

as individual booklets or as a series.

The dealers in turn have asked for

complete sets for their salesmen and
in many instances have asked for indi-

vidual booklets to send to prospective

purchasers of cars.

The General Motors Export Company
has 500 distributors and thousands of

dealers covering 144 countries. Copies

of the booklets have gone overseas

through this organization.

There are over 100 colleges in this

country which have advanced or gradu-

ate courses in economics, finance, busi-

ness, etc. There are several graduate
schools as, for instance, the Amos Tuck
School of Dartmouth. To these insti-

tutions sets of booklets have been

mailed upon request. Many have asked

for a complete set for each student.

With 72,000 stockholders there is a
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the Industrial Market:

Industrial buildings; steel

plate construction ; automo-

bile parts; portland cement;

locomotive-type cranes; elec-

tric haulage units ; conveying

systems.—^ these indicate the

type of products we are help-

ing our clients to meirket.

Our study and practice have

taught us the most effective

methods of reaching and in-

fluencing chief executives, pur-

chasing agents, engineers, ar-

chitects, dealers, contractors—
Those men, in short, who
specify, buy and sell industrial

and building materials and

equipment.

See our exhibit at the 7<lational

Industrial Advertisers Ass'n

Convention, Edgewater Beach

Hotel, Chicago, October 13-14.

/f REAL NEED in advertising—largely

\.y± unfilled— was apparent when we
took hold several years ago.

Manufacturers selling to the consuming

public could command the services of

capable national agencies: but there was

a real lack of similar service for the firm

selling to the "industrial market."

Yet the latter included some of the larg'

est corporations in America.

Big'caliber industrial advertising, the

need for it and the supplying of that

need, have made this Agency. Since

1920 we have rendered a Complete

Service that includes Business and Trade

Magazines, Direct Mail, and Sales Counsel

to an increasing number of large firms

selling the industrial market.

You may be interested in seeing some'

thing of what we mean when we talk

about "big'caliber advertising for big'

caliber advertisers." We shall be pleased

to submit concrete examples'—in person

or by mail, as you wish. Your request

will not place you under any obligation,

as we have no solicitors, and make no
visits except by appointment.

PAUL TEAS • Industrial Advertising Exclusively

RALPH LEAVENWORTH, Associate

The Guardian Building • Cleveland
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o lUriles l]our Cop^7''
r

DAY before yesterday—to he exact, Thursday—two head^
ot a roofing material husiness " dropped in to look us
over, and find out some first hand facts."

Looking us over didn't take long, because ours is a work shop,
and not a display room.
The fact that there was evidence of saw-dust and shavings
about, so to speak, didn't seem objectionable evidence to them

Sitting in the simple little place, called by the rest of the
workers " the old man's office," those two men plied me with
questions.

Finally, one of them hitched up closer with his chair, and like
cracking a whip, asked ;

" Who writes your copy .'

"

My answer was :

A half tone made direct from a photograph, loses but littlt

Sometimes it actually gains.

An electro made from a half-tone loses somethin;;.

.An electro made from an electro loses much.

For exactly the same reason, the man who sells our Agency's
service to an account, writes the copy for it.

We have no so-called " Copy Department."

An electro of an electro, doesn't seem to fit in with our idea^
of an advertising service.

To which let us add that if you incline towards such a direct
personal handling of your account, other phases of our way ot
doing things may also interest you.

1
IlTHILL AdVERTISIN/G A^E^^^V

W. C. TUTHILL, PrejiJe

1133 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

"INCREASING DIRECT
ADVERTISING RETURNS'm McN.i

»—
i practical

A New Hook by Fl

Here is a book VOU need. Filled witli
[esult-producing information.

"creasing returns in
i; winning jobijers.

-, - -..."u. etc. Shows advBr-
ng fundamentals. Explains

practices and winning methods. .

to increase pulling power in innand order cards, coupons, order bla
Analyzes coupons in magaz

Outlii
ioquiriea and sa
creating demand

right

and trade
tion all i nbitious adi

into profi
ions of 201 ad

Illu •d by

Sent Direct for S2.50

Selling Aid, 1304 Jackson Blvd., Chic

^4444444444
,&^^ r^=*^ c^^^i i'-^^. i ^-*^"l .^^^i i*-*^^. 1

-^. 1^'^'^. i^'*^! i*-^^.1"^!1^
1
1-^1 1-^

1 f

Dressing up advertise-

ments is our specialty

and in this specializa-

tion lies our success.

WIENES
TYPOGRAPHIC SERVICE
203 West 40th St., N. Y.

^

large turnover; that is, old stockholders
selling and new investors taking their

place. Every new stockholder auto-
matically receives the latest booklet,

together with booklet entitled "Educa-
tional Booklets About General Motors."
This is a folder showing a photograph
of all the booklets stating that any or
all may be had upon request. The per-

centage of requests for the complete
sets is very high.

Copies of the booklets when mailed
to stockholders with their checks are
also at the same time mailed to the
members of the various stock ex-
changes, to investment bankers and
others interested in the distribution of
securities. Immediately there is an in-

quiry from this source for additional

copies; 100 copies is not unusual, and
from there they range up to .3000

copies.

WHEN General Motors initiated its

institutional advertising campaign,
beginning in June, 1913, if the dividend
booklet work was to continue to help
sell General Motors and expand in use-
fulness, it was necessary that the book-
lets be fitted into the general scheme
of the institutional advertising. Ac-
cordingly for 1923 and 1924 there was
prepared a series of advertisements for

business and financial publications. The
copy was based upon the information
contained in the booklets. Each adver-
tisement contained the statement that
a booklet would be mailed upon request.
The response was large. Each inquirer
received the latest booklet, together
with the educational booklet, and if

they want the series they ask for it.

And a large percentage do ask.
If the booklets have done nothing

else they have done missionary work
within the General Motors family.
They have materially reduced the num-
ber of requests for information. The
requests still come, but the bulk may
now be answered by a booklet giving
the desired information more in detail

than would a letter. A careful record
is kept of the daily requests for the
booklets which come by mail, a major-
ity of which are dictated typewritten
letters. So much for the character of
the requests. The records indicate that
on the average there are requests by
mail from individuals for over 200 com-
plete sets monthly, and in addition
monthly requests for 500 to 700 indi-

vidual booklets. Inasmuch as there are
eleven booklets in the series, that means
a distribution by mail of near 3000
booklets monthly, or 36,000 annually,
to individual inquirers. It has been
the policy to revise the booklets at least

once a year, bring the information in

them up to date, and reprint them in

sufficient volume to meet the current
demands.

Macfaddeii Fiction-Lovers

Is the new name of the MeiropoUtan
effective with the October issue. Mac-
fadden Publications, Inc., New Y'ork,
is the publisher.
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Early Days of Famous
i National Brands

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28J

Harry W. Dunlap. Neither Mr.

Stuart nor I had ever heard of him.

We went to Pittsburgh and found

Mr. Dunlap would not talk business

on Sunday, as he had a Sunday

School class of over 400 members.

Mr. Dunlap took on Carnation

:\Iilk. He made a big success al-

though he had in his territory the

highest freight rate to overcome.

Naturally, the Carnation Milk con-

sumer advertising paid better when
jobbers and retailers were properly

sold on its quality by Mr. Dunlap

than if the advertising had the co-

operative support of a less efficient

manager of its trade distribution.

Then Mr. Stuart and I went on

to Buffalo. Every wholesale grocer

recommended a different broker. As

I

I recall, none of the newspaper

!

managers seemed to know any man
answering the type we described. I

happened to remember that practi-

cally every wholesale grocer men-
tioned the name of the same man

—

Edward P. O'Brien—but none of

them recommended him. I suggested

to Mr. Stuart that perhaps Mr.
O'Brien was a man who was feared

rather than loved. At least he must
he a man who played no favorites

1/ecause he was himself not a favor-

ite. We called on him and met a

most efficient, picturesque character.

He performed wonderful service for

Carnation Milk and for two other

accounts which were given him on
my recommendation. A few months
later, he came into my office in Chi-

cago. He thrust his hand in his

pocket and glared at me and said,

"Well, what do I owe you?" I told

him all he owed me was to give the

best service he could to my clients.

IN considering the possibilities of

various markets I owe much to

men like George W. Bentley and C.

E. Russey (The Scholes Company of

Boston), George W. Mendes of New
York, John Armisted of Richmond,
Va., M. J. Bloch of Kansas City,

Cordon C. Corbaley of Seattle and
Joseph Kline of Cleveland. All of

these men are sales strategists. All

believe in advertising. All work
with advertising and all believe with
me that advertising can do what a
good salesmen's time is too valuable
to do, and yet what a good salesman
must do if there is no advertising
to help him. The real function of

the advertising agency is to assist

the advertiser in creating and main-
taining his mai-ket.

a
From

ADVERTISING RESPONSE »?

by H. M. Donovan

INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENT
ON ADVERTISING RESPONSE

This unique book con-
tains 47 charts showing
how and why consumers
respond to advertising.

BRAND FAMILIARITY
OF THE SEXES

(CRACKERS)

¥>o
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What Is the Rural Market Buying?

make life in the small communities
and on the farm more tolerable for

the younger folk. Educational op-

jiortunities have also seen broaden-

ing. Today we find many fine col-

leges and universities in towns of

comparatively small population.

Lest it be assumed that I have
lost sight of my thesis, I

hasten to point out that the

factors which have been so

sketchily enumerated and
suggested in the foregoing

paragraphs furnish the basis

and proof for my contention

that the small town offers

just as good a market for all

sorts of merchandise, in ratio

with population, as do the

larger cities that rank higher
in the census returns.

To my mind there is no
sharp line of cleavage be-

tween the buying psychology
of the small town customer
and that of the big city shop-

per. The young people one
sees on Main Street, dressed
in their best, are essentially

the same as those one sees

on Michigan Avenue and
State Street, on Broadway
and Fifth Avenue, any after-

noon or evening. In the

larger cities there are more
of them, that's all. My manu-
facturer friend's dresses are

in evidence among the
throngs at the Pendleton
Round-Up just as much as on
the Boardwalk at Atlantic

City.

The small town girl bobs
her hair, wears the same
hats, the same dresses, the

same hosiery, the same smart
footwear, and comports her- ^=
self generally in much the
same way as does her presumably
more sophisticated sister of Boston,
Philadelphia or elsewhere. This
year we will sell over 100,000 elec-

tric curling irons, and every store

in the chain except two will have its

])art in the sale of this item—the

two exceptions being where local

electric service is of too high volt-

age for the iron. Last year we sold

over 2,000,000 hair nets in forty

states. Every store in our com-
pany sells compacts, and our annual
sales of this item alone run into the
hundreds of gross.

Social diversions in the small town
may be fewer, but the fact remains

[continued from page 14)

that life in the little community is

far from being the deadly round of

monotony and dullness that it is

presumed to be. Years ago there

were no theaters outside the big

cities; today there are several

movies on every Main Street where
the inhabitants of the small town

"-"'"^^'^'^ft^^n-iiiiliiii
i

iJ'^s^m^m

^r^HE J. C. Penney Company in 1922 cele-

_L brated its twentieth anniver.«ary. The ex-

tent of its enterprise is indicated by the volume
of sales of some of the principal items carried

in stock in the 501 small department stores

now controlled by the organization, of which
the one shown above, located in Chehalis,

Wash., is typical. The Penney business now
covers 40 states and is still growing. This year

the company, among other things, will buy a

minimum of 4,000,000 handkerchiefs, 18,000,-

000 pairs of hosiery, 6,000,000 knitted under-
garments, 1,500,000 women's and children's

readv-to-wear garments, 5,000,000 pairs of shoes.

100,000 men's suits, 150,000 boys' suits. 2.500,-

000 men's and boys' overalls, and 4,500,000

men's and boys' shirts. It also expects to sell

at least 7.500.000 yards of muslins and sheet-

ings, 5,000,000 yards of ginghams and 5.000,000

yards of percales, among other drv goods items.

and the farmers from the surround-
ing country see the same feature

films, the same comedies, the same
travelogues and educational films

that we see on Broadway. One can

hardly realize what a disseminator
of style information this single fac-

tor is. A few years back the farmer
came to town two or three times a

year. Now, thanks to Mr. Ford, he

can run in after dinner in the eve-

ning.

THE same tunes inspire dancing
feet at the Saturday night dances

as in the metropolitan hotels. In fact,

by talking machine or radio the

small town and rural community
young people dance to identically

the same orchestras. The whole
nation will follow the World's Series

play by play via radio.

Just as fine silk stockings grace
the ankles of the small town girl as

those that adorn her city cousin,

and they "roll 'em" in the= provinces the same as in the

city. Our stores have sold

^ thousands of dozens of fancy
garters all over America this

year. Years ago a 25-cent

cotton stocking was the .staple

item of women's hosiery in

the small town store. Today
the Penney Company is one
of the biggest distributors of

silk stockings in the world.

Moreover, when flesh color

dies on Fifth Avenue it dies

in the small town; and when
a new color becomes the

mode, our' next week's orders

call for it. What is true of

silk hosiery is true in like de-

gree of other items of inti-

mate apparel dear to every

feminine heart. And what is

true of female apparel is

equally true of men's clothes,

haberdashery, furnishings,

and other accessories.

The vogue for sports ap-

parel is just as strong with

the stores of our company as

in the big city department
stores. I wonder if you ever

stopped to think how many
small towns have their coun-

try clubs and their golf and
tennis clubs, where smartly
dressed men and women
gather and where the clothes

display vies with any that can

be seen in Westchester or on

Long Island.

Style and utility attract the same
classes in the town of 5000 as they

do in the cities of half a million or

more. Buyers everywhere want
essentially the same thing—the ut-

most in style and value for the least

amount of money. The five-and-ten-

cent store is found in the small

town, and it also does a tremendous
volume of business in the large

cities. There are high-priced stores

in New York City right next to

stores that sell a different quality

of merchandise at lower prices. The
.same condition obtains in any small

town, although the buyers in the

latter are, in the main, purchasers of
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Announcing a Consolidation
of Building Journals

In Point of Circulation and Number of Papers Involved,
This Is the Biggest Merger in All Trade Journalism

Building" Age and The Builders'

Journal. The Permanent Builder

and National Builder will be

consolidated beginning with the issue
of November. 1924. under the title of BUILD-
ING AGE and NATIONAL BUILDER.

In the consolidated publication are included
the three quality building magazines and the

one specialized building journal, making
"The great paper in a great industry."

The combined journal, with all duplication

eliminated, will have the largest paid circula-

tion ever attained by any one building publi-

cation.

It uill have, to the best of our knowledge and
belief, the largest trade circulation ever
reached by any one business magazine in any
line.

Its advertising rate, experimentally low, will

be less per thousand of circulation than any
building journal space has ever sold at before
—a rate about one-third the average price

charged for trade and class circulation.

Write. Phone or Telei/raph for Complete Details

Building Age and National Builder
239 West 39th Street New York i

filliiillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllK^
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You are a manufacturer

of automobiles or tires

Your product is as good as the best. You

know that. Does the buying public know it?

If it does not, there is something wrong in the

way your product is sold or in the way it is

advertised.

I make this proposal : Employ me as your

advertising HELPER, for as long a time as is

necessary for me to get a full understanding of

your business—3, 4, 5 months. Let me have

access to whatever data I should have access

to. Let me talk with your salesmen, your cus-

tomers, the public.

ni give you everything I've got—advertis-

ing experience second to none; exceptional

ability as an analyst; copy ability for which

some of the biggest advertisers in the country

have paid top prices.

Pay me a moderate salary while the work is

in progress. When I have finished, when I

have done for you all I can, we'll make final

settlement on the basis (jf what my services

have been worth to you.

J. M. CAMPBELL
Advertiser s' HELPER
440 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

A few boiincl copies of Vol-
umes I and II are still avail-

able. C The price is $5
i-ach and includes postage.

C Each volume is complete
with index, cross-filed under
litle of article and name of
Hiitbor, makin;; it valuable
for reference purposes.

C Address Circulation Man-
ager, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue,
New York.

popular-priced merchandise and not

so much interested in the extremes

in style that find a more ready vogue

in the larger cities.

The small town has gone in for

more culture, from Yoga philosophy

to Browning societies. The modern
influence has extended into the

home. Shaded electric lamps light

the parlor, good rug.s are on the

floor, copies of famous pictures

hang on the walls, the latest novels

line the bookcases and the popular

magazines are found on the table.

The small town of today is no more
like the small town of twenty years

ago than the New Y'ork of today is

like the city it was two decades ago.

Standards of living have changed

the country over. In the rural sec-

tions the people are more sincere,

live closer to the soil, farther apart.

But thanks to science, which has

given them the automobile, the tele-

phone and the radio, the small town
community is enabled to keep in

close contact with the rest of the

country.

THE manufacturer or merchan-

diser who has not kept abreast

of the changes that have taken place

in the last quarter century cannot

hope to compete with the one who
has. We have learned over a period

of nearly a quarter of a century of

dealings with small town buyers

that the ripple which .starts a de-

mand for an article in a large city

on the Atlantic Coa.st will travel the

length and breadth of the land. We
sell more novelty merchandise in our

stores today than ever before in the

history of our company. We find

also that a cash business pays in the

farm town, contrary to another prev-

alent misbelief that the farmer has

money only when his crops are har-

vested and paid for. We find that

the percentages of business vary

little between our stores located in

strictly farming communities, where

90 per cent of the trade comes from

the farmer or those dependent upon

him, and those stores where a regu-

lar monthly payroll is the foundation

of purchases.

The J. C. Penney Company oper-

ates small department stores in 571

different town and cities in 40

states. We have grown from a busi-

ness of one store in 1902, wath a

gross volume of sales amounting to

$28,898, to an organization that this

year will do a gross business of well

over $75,000,000. Our findings

therefore ought to be of some

weight. We have been able to enter

into successful competition with

long-established local stores and

mail-order houses just because we
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buy and stock the lines we handle in

compliance with the constant change

in demand. We considei- all mer-

chandise seasonable, not staple. Our
most remote store is but a week or

so away from the cities where
popularity dictates the fashion, and

where our buyers are always on the

lookout for new merchandise that

meets with the favor of the public.

Of course, being a chain store or-

ganization, we are in position to buy
more advantageously than the indi-

vidual merchant. Incidentally, the

oldtime, small town merchant is fast

becoming an unknown factor in the

business life of the small community.
Chain stores and mail-order com-

petition are making it more and

more difficult for him to exist. On
the other hand, however, the cen-

tralized buying power of the organ-

ized chains, with their ability to dis-

tribute in large volume, works out

to the best advantage of the con-

sumer. The manufacturer who dis-

poses of his product to these

modern organizations is in the po-

sition of being able to bring his

costs of production down because of

mass output.

It costs less to sell to a concern

that controls 571 retail outlets than

to sell to these stores individually.

But, then, again, that is quite an-

other story. What should be em-
phasized is this: The manufacturer

—no matter whether of shoes,

dresses, suits or hosiery—who be-

lieves the small town market will

buy anything, no matter how poor

in style or how inferior in make, is

due for a sad awakening. The small

towns—and what is referred to as

the "farm market"—buys hundreds

of millions of dollars' worth of mer-

chandise annually, and it is a keenly

discriminating market. The small

town has grown up. So far as I

know, there are no "hick" towns in

these United States.

Gporgr Batten Company
Have been appointed advertising

counsel to Kress & Owen, New Yoi'k,

manufacturers of Glyco Thymoline.

O'Con nt>ll-In galls

Advertising Agency
Boston, have been selected to direct

advertising: for George C. Miller & Co.,
Inc., chocolates, same city.

P. B. Ingrahani

Has resigned the advertising mana-
gership of Privterx' Ink to conduct his
own business as a newspaper publish-
ers' representative, with offices at 3.58

Fifth Avenue, New York.

WALKER e CO.

DETROIT, Mich.

CTell
ijourbusiness
messaqe bij

Standardized
Painted Outdoor Advertising

to iKe 1,000,000
I people in Detroit

AUTOMOBILE
HEADQUARTERS
OF THE UJORLD

"Better C^py
I do not think I ever wrote copy that could be

called "nifty." I do not recall any advertisement

prepared under my direction that was particularly

remarkable as a piece of art.

"Huh!" Sez you—"What then made it good?"
Thorough knowledge of the business and the

pi'oduct to be sold—selling sense—the ability to tell

a plain story plainly and with conxiction—in the

fewest possible words.

Charles Austin Bates
a WEST 42XD .STREET. NEW YORK.
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DIGNIFIED
Attention Getting

DISPLAYS
"nr^

Inexpensively Planned

TO MOVE YOUR GOODS
from your Dealers" shelves

Electrically Illuminated

Rich in dignified colors

GET 100% USE
Your dealer can't throw

them away

They Command Respect
CREATE CONFIDENCE

THEY SELL YOUR GOODS
Let Vs Show You How!

ANIMATED PRODUCTS
.CDRPDRATION

19 W. 27*" St. NewYork.

For 1 5 years the leading best equipped

business research organization.

Surveys and special investigations

dealer questionnaires anywhere in

U. S. $1.50 per dealer, 75c consumer.

Industry researches on over 300 lines

available at $150 and upward.

BUSINESS
BOURSE

J. GEORGE FREDERICK, President

15 W. 37th St., New York, N. Y.

Hotel St. James
1 09-

1
3 West 45th Street,Times Square

NEW YORK, N. Y.

cAN hotel ot

quiet dignity,

having the at-

mosphere and
appointments
of 3 well condi-

tioned home.

Much favored

'l^tes and Booklet on application

W. JOHNSON QUINN

Progress of Science

and Industry
By Floyd W. Parsons

rW^ HE greatest lesson of modern e.\-

I perienee is the truth that life at

'- the present time, as represented

by methods, materials and machines, is

a purely transient affair.

Notwithstanding the present amaz-

ing rate of scientific progress we con-

tinue to view practically every innova-

tion with scepticism. When we look

back, the accomplishments of the pres-

ent day all seem so natural, so logical

and so easy. The things we don't re-

member are the doubts and forebod-

ings that possessed us and made us be-

lieve that various undertakings were

foolish and impossible of achievement.

I well remember a day in October, 13

years ago, when I followed the crowds

of curious New Yorkers who went to

the tops of our tall downtown buildings

in order to get a good view of the dar-

ing aviators who were to fly around

New York City. There were none of

us but regarded this feat as a marvel-

ous achievement. But although only a

few years have passed, we now read in

the morning papers that other intrepid

airmen have just completed the task of

circling the earth in planes. As a mat-

ter of fact we do not regard this latter

feat as any more wonderful than we
did the air journey around New Y'ork

only a little more than a dozen years

ago. Will this latest accomplishment

of flying around the world appear to be

of as little consequence in the light of

what we are doing a dozen years hence

as the trip around New York City ap-

pears to us now?
Three or four years ago a few imag-

inative people started out to launch the

new radio industry. Nine out of ten

of us thought these radio pioneers were

visionaries. Little did we dream that

they were laying the foundation of

what will likely become our nation's

greatest public utility. Within a space

of time that can easily be measured in

months, all forecasts have been wholly

surpassed and a national system of

communication has been established.

Four years ago there were no broad-

casting stations. Now there are 530

in operation, and the sales of radio ap-

paratus have increased from a million

dollars a year to a million dollars a

day. Already the radio business is an

industry employing 200,000 workers

and the radio audience exceeds 20,000,-

000 people. The directing of radio pro-

grams has become a skilled profession.

The whole business is rapidly emerg-

ing from the entertainment stage to

one of fundamental service.

Again we must ask what the next

few years vnll reveal to us in this

amazing development of radio in view

of the marvelous accomplishments that

have been realized within the short

span of four years? Certainly it will

only be a short time until we will have

super radio. This will mean the inter-

connnection of wired wireless. Simul-

taneously will come closer federal

supervision of the air so that broad-

casting will not fall under the control

of a monopoly that will seek to use

radio for selflsh purposes.

In all this are great lessons that must
not be overlooked or forgotten. Other
inventions greater than the airplane

and greater than radio will soon be

forthcoming. Let us get into our

minds that we are in a day of scientific

marvels and a time of ever-increasing

change.

There is food for thought in all this

for manufacturers and business men of

all classes. Hardly a day passes that

does not see the development of a ma-
terial, a method or a device that will

eventually be of great service to all

trade and industry. This means that

executives must not hesitate to pur-

chase the best equipment available at

the moment, and at the same time be

ever on the alert to the necessity of

scrapping what they have for the

things that are new and better.

THERE is discussion concerning

the mental qualities of Henry Ford.

In one thing, however, there is un-

animity of opinion, and that is concern-

ing the promptness with which Mr.

Ford discards every piece of equipment

or any kind of installation for some-

thing that is more efficient or more

economical of operation.

Some may say that his great wealth

makes it easy for him to follow this

policy, but the fact remains that it

is only through following such a policy

that lie was able to gain great wealth.

There is something in human nature

that makes it difficult for the average

person to properly visualize a coming

change. We are prone to view to-

morrow in the light of what we know

and do today. As a general rule we

look upon the things about us as perma-

nent in character, when the fact of

the matter is that we are in a state

of constant change.

Great developments are under way

in practically every branch of science

and industry. We should not only be

closely in touch with all that is going

on in our own particular business, but

know something about the things that

are being done in other directions that

may have an influence on our welfare.

Nothing is more harmful than an at-

titude of self-complacency.
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Glittering Generalities

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21]

pression. Take, for instance: "This
flooring, rubber, is reinforced and held

together with an infinite cobweb of

minute gossamer fibres." Try to ex-

plain the fabric-structure without using
"cobweb"—or any similar picture-word.
You will probably run into several ex-

tra sentences, and have nothing but
word-tangles.

Again! — Linoleum advertisements
usually dwell on the "laying" qualities

of their product. Do you recall any
which puts over its point as forcefully

as this?—"X linoleum hugs the floor."

From this, the Publicks get a picture

—that linoleum fairly clasping the
floor into its arms.
The advertising for automobile

enamels offers another e.xample. The
usual urge is: "Make your car look like

new." A recent piece of copy turned
it this way: "Bring back its showroom
glory." To "new." John and Jane Pub-
lick no longer react. But "showroom

I glory"? That brings the picture—and

I

the picture sells.

I
Paint advertisements dwell on the re-

' frain: "Paint protects the wood." One
advertisement said that with a picture-

I

word. This was the result: "X Paint
covers the wood with a hard film."

I
Such usage of words is called, by

j
rhetoric, metaphor. Deadly word, meta-

,
phor. How much better is "picture-

I

word." It makes the idea vivid.

I
Use picture-words—the right picture

I

words—and the Publicks will not mis-

1
understand. The right picture-word is

its own explanation, its own emphasis,

its own interest-creator. The right pic-

i ture-word asks no effort from the

1 reader. It conveys ideas instantane-

ously.

I [The first article in thi.S! series, "The
" Basics of Advertising Copy," appeared in

j
the issue of August 27 : the second article,

I
"The Buried Key-Tliought and the Inverted
Sentence," was published in our issue of
September 10. The next instalment will
appear in an earlv issue.]

r's^fe B^s^

Groesbeck, Hearn & Hindle. Inc.

New York, have been appointed ad-
vertising counsel to the Hollow Ball
Company, Baltimore; Burberrys, Ltd..
London, England, and C. Tennant &
Sons Company, New York,

Henry Louis Bryer
Formerly with Albert Frank & Co,,

New York, has been appointed sales and
advertising manager of the Typo Trad-
ing Corporation, same city.

Mrs. Anita Simpson
Formerly in the advertising depart-

ment of the Redpath Lyceum Bureau,
is now on the copy staff of the Chicago
cffice of Albert Frank & Company.

A. 1^. A.

New York Chapter, at a meeting,
Sept. 26, elected R. K. Leavitt, chair-
man, and O. B. Carson, secretary.

WILL YOU CONSIDER
THE CHURCH FIELD
In Your 1925 Advertising

7

The Church Must Have Building Material

Furnishing Equipment
for

Auditoriums—Parish Halls—Parsonages
Gymnasiums—Schools—Garages

The Minister Buys From Advertisers in

TKe EXPOSITOR
His Trade Journal Since 1899

Let us send yoi( a sample copy, our rate card and the Build-
ing Bulletin which we send monthly to our Advertisers

F. M. BARTON COMPANY
301-308 Caxton Building

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Chicago

:

37 S. Wabash
New York:
17 W. 42d St.

BROADWAVXT rrTH ST

Commercial
A^V/ork.

Ajt Plan4j.
Layouts, Ill-

ustrations.
Lettering
Decorations.
Boole.! et3.
Foldei-J,
Posters i<

Car Cards.

^vertisin^j\rtG
1269 B'dway^
NewYorkCity
Penn. 6659
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Do You Know
Why Some Direct

Advertising Fails?

When direct advertising doesn 't

register results, there's usuallv

a radical fault in the founda-

tions on which the campaign is

built.

Clever copy and brilliant lay-

outs won't produce unless the\-

express a sound sales policy.

Before we prepare a campaign

of direct advertising for a client

—no matter how small the ap-

propriation may be—we care-

fully study the product, its out-

lets of sale, the consumers who
buy it.

This important preliminary

work is done by trained adver-

tising men, who have gained

their experience in well-known

advertising agencies.

HV should appriciati an oppor-

tunity to drscribt tht ftaturcs of our

direct advertising service in detail.

r/)f John C. Powers Company, bic

Printing and Lithographing

67 DuANE Street, New York

Breaking Down Sales

Resistance
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32]

72 ; reputation of firm, 58 ;
guaran-

tee, 58; economy, 48. The idea of

healthfulness and cleanliness and
appeal to appetite are being put

across today by manufacturers of

food products with unu.sual care

given to packages.

A successful music store dealer re-

cently determined to make a drive

for new business. To do this he

wanted to find out why his present

customers had come into his store.

A survey showed that 5 per cent

were attracted by a special musical

program ; 8 per cent were attracted

by window display; 8 per cent stated

they came because the location was
handy; 9 per cent stated they came
in response to a direct-by-mail ad-

vertising campaign; 29 per cent

came as a result of newspaper adver-

tising; but 51 per cent stated they

came to the store because it had
been recommended to them by

friends and relatives. The strongest

possible type of emotional appeal is

that created by the recommendation
of our friends.

Manufacturers and dealers selling

electrical appliances never made
large sales until they developed the

use of emotional appeals.

THE first evidence of this was
when the advertising shifted

from labor-saving to improved meth-

ods. The old way was to depict aching

backs, tired and roughened hands,

perspiring and wrinkled faces. This

was done to enlist the active support

of the American housewife. Today
manufacturers have the backing of

the American housewife and now
they talk to them about better foods

through the use of electrical refrig-

erators. They speak of more per-

fect ironing, featured by the manu-
facturers of ironing machines. They
speak of the freshness of dainty

linens when advertising their wash-

ing machines.

The smaller appliances are sold on

their results as well. They do not

sell a toaster, but crisp, hot toast

for the breakfast table. Eggs are

being served from the grill, hot with

the bacon. By the use of the perco-

lator the last cup of coffee is as hot

and delicious as the first. Many
dealers are now having women dem-
onstrate on their sales floors and the

smaller appliances are being sold in

quantities as a result of this selling

method. Strong appeals in adver-
tising have been made to school and
college students by pointing out how
easily lunch can be served in the

room, candy made, or a delicious

breakfast hastily prepared.
Advertising appeals can be made

most effective only when the adver-
tising and the sales arguments are

coordinated.

The Carnegie Institute tells us
that only 45 customers out of each
100 entering retail stores are sold

merchandise, and that the typical

retail clerk only works 20 per cent

of the time face to face with cus-

tomers. It is the duty of advertis-

ing to attract the customer to the

store and there the sales force must
take charge. During a sale a large

department store recently brought
200,000 people into the store, but

only 30 per cent of the people were
sold; 70 per cent exposed themselves
to sales but the selling force wasted
the oppoi-tunity. The time has come
for the sales department to show
the high grade of efficiency that is

shown by the advertising depart-

ment. This is being done through
the use of sales schools and store

meetings, and special instruction on

the part of the buyers.

SALESMANSHIP by using emo-
tional appeals must cooperate

with advertising in order to sell mer-
chandise in larger volumes. The
American housewife wants to be sold

ideas and not merchandise. Show her

how her home should look and she

is ready to buy the furniture, car-

pets or drapes to get that desired

effect. Through emotional appeals

we sell merchandise in groups, suits,

shoes and hat to match ; the Ford as

a supplemental car. Radiant Heaters

to make sure that the children will

be kept warm.
Merchandising today is a science

and must be just as definitely and

thoroughly learned as the science of

medicine or the science of dentistry.

The time is here when we must sell

ideas about merchandise, when we

must look upon our product from the

standpoint of the buyer, when we'J

must follow through with an ade-

Quate service.
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Recently Published

By Association of Newspaper Ad
VERTisiNG Executives, Indianapolis,
Ind.
—"Digest of Proceedings, Colum

bus Convention, June 9-11, 1924." Con-
tains the cream of tlie addresses de-

livered at the recent convention, dis-

cussions and other proceedings. Copies,

supplied upon request.

By Chamber of Commerce of the
United States, Domestic Distribution
Department—"Population's Purchasing
Power." A pamphlet giving statistics
which afford a key to the purchasing
power of the population in thirty-one
distributing centers throughout the
United States.

By The Young Women's Christian
Association, New York—"Women in

Advertising," by Merle Higley. Survey
of opportunities offered women by New
York advertising agencies; charts
showing positions and salaries prevail-
ing during period of research. Price,
35 cents.

By Atlantic Monthly Press, Bos-
ton. — "Louder Please!" by Earnest
Elmo Calkins. The author, who is well
known in the advertising profession,
tells the story of his life with delight-
ful humor. His efforts to overcome
his handicap of deafness account for
the title and subtitle—"The Auto-
biography of a Deaf Man." The work-
is rich in reminiscence and is punctu-
ated with virile and shrewd comment.-.
on life and human nature. Through-
out is emphasized the difference that
lack of hearing makes in every contact
of life. 272 pages, illustrated, $2.50.

By Arthur Rosenberg Co., New
York—"Radio Advertisers Data Book."
A fifty-four page book compiled by
the radio department of this advertis-
ing agency. It contains the advertis-
ing rates, circulation, mechanical re-

quirements and other data regarding all

the radio consumer and trade publica-
tions, etc. Data are also given regard-
ing more than 300 newspapers which
print radio news, programs or fea-
tures, arranged by states, towns and
cities. Included is a radio trade map
of the United States on which are in-

dicated the areas of greatest radio
sales activity. A table gives the nu-
merical strength of the trade—both
jobbers and dealers.

By American .Association of Ad-
vertising .Agencie-:.—"Clients of Mem-
bers of the American Association of
Advertising Agencies," second edition.
The book is informative on such sub-
jects as agency service standards, and
association operations, history, organi-
zation and scope. Five thousand na-

' tional advertisers, with their products
and trade names, are listed in the book
as clients of the members.

By the New York University Bu-
reau of Business Research, New Y'ork—"Newspaper Advertising Lineage."
First of a series of clip-sheets giving
the 1923 newspaper lineage of a group
of national advertisers. The tendency
of the statistics is to show- that the
ratio of lineage in New York City to
that of lineage in other cities is lower
than the ratios of population and cir-

culation. Some national advertisers are
shown to have a greater lineage in

cities other than New York.

[ow a Buj
When a great tree crashes to earth in a deserted

forest, what becomes of all tiie noi^?

With no car to hear, there can be no sound.

Any car will do: a man's, dog's, bird's, or even
a bug's! But how small could that hug be

—and itili let the tree make a real crash!

When nobody reads my pet
advertisement, what t>ecome«
efi all my time and money?

Suppose it dtK-sn't make oiie solitar-y person
do a single thing? Is it still an advertisement.'

ks prict^^li^Puallv settle down to normal
lony tolerated waste in advertis-

R
n h

i> for the Advcvtisemcnt that

oi Itself" by K. M. Goode, in

consultation with thirty leading advertising

men, and published in the Advertising and
lling Fortnfghtiv.

fF you haven^t seen this article
-and iM^ould care to-you may

lave a copy, 'with our compli-
lents, by returning this card
Goode & Berrien, Advertising

^, 19 W. 44th St., New York. ^

BROWN'S DIRECTORY

AMERICAN GAS tlOMPANIES

$10.00 a C.«py

WII.I. HE KEAHY IN AUGUST

Your Order Should Be Placed .Sow

ROBBINS PUBLISHING GO.
a2 Viindorbilt Ave, N. V. C.

^ ^ CRAM CUTS—
Ql}l rTpy? for booklets, house
~-^' — organs and advei

tising.

$1.00 each

THE CRAM STUDIOS.
B-I09, Muskegon, Mich.

Change of Address
lliquesl must remh ADVERT1SIN<;
AND SELLING FORTNIGHTLY aif
week before date of issue wilh
which it is to lake elTect. Be sure
to send both your old and Tour now
address.
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(HALFONTE-fiADDONHaII
ATLANTIC CITY

Every season of the year is enjoyable at these two

delightful hotels on the Boardwalk. During the

winter of December, 1923, January and February,

1924, they entertained an average of 599 guests

each day. Whether you take time off in Winter or

Summer, Sprmg or Autumn, you will always find

healthful recreation and rest at hospitable, home-
like Chalfonte-Haddon Hall.

GOLF
RIDING

ON THE BEACH
BOARDWALK
ACTIVITIES
AVIATION

American plan only. Always open.

Illustrated folder and rates on request.
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types and kinds of products. We must
urge our dealers to do the same thing.

"We must exert the utmost effort to

prevent fluctuations of price. The
element of speculation should be elimi-

nated in the buying of raw materials.

The various elements of the industry

should play fair with one another. The
raw materials producer should play

fair with the manufacturer. The manu-
facturer should play fair with the

dealer. The dealer should play fair

with the trade."

Winthrop C. Hoyt
Recently with the American Agricul-

turist is now associated with W. S.

Crawford, Ltd., London agency.

New England Motor Trade

Is to be the new name of New Eng-
land Motor-Motor Trade Magazine,
effective with the first anniversary
number in November. George E. Hill,

Yalesville, Conn., has been appointed
eastern representative.

Houghton W. Collart

Manager of the advertising copy and
art service department of the Penton
Publishing Company, Cleveland, died

Sept. 18.

Building Age Publishing
Corporation

New York, announces the consolida-

tion of Building Age and the Builders'

Journal, National Builder and The
Permanent Builder. The combined
publication, which makes its initial ap-
pearance with the November issue, will

be known as Building Age and Nation-
al Builder.

Matthew C. Young
Formerly manager of The Household

Guest and Better Farming, F. L. Chap-
man publications, Chicago, has become
associated with the Mutual Life Or-
ganization of Chicago.

Benjamin & Kentnor Company
New York, has been appointed na-

tional advertising representative of

The Bristol Herald-Courier, Bristol,

Va.-Tenn.

Robert H. Dippy
Philadelphia, now occupies new quar-

ters at 903 Fox Buildmg, Sixteenth
and Market Streets, that city.

' Edward OTallon, Jr.

Formerly with the D'Arcy Advertis-
ing Company, St. Louis, has been ap-
pointed director of advertising for the
Hollywood Land & Water Company,
Hollywood, Fla.

Frank L. Egner
For several years in charge of retail

and educational advertising for the

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New
York, has been appointed advertising
and sales manager.

PROVE IT!

SHOW THE LETTER
If yo sale: could show skeptical prospects
the testimonial letters and order:

satisfied customers, it would removt
get the order. Don't leave testim

lying idle in your flies—give them
ir sales thru their u;

Write for sampUs and pric

firi«J».W,BJ=lk'hJ4.milMgffmHffBggBiHi

Jewish Daily Forward;New York
Jewish Dally Forward is the world's largest Jewish

dally. A. B.C. circulation equal to combined total

circulation of all Jewish newspapers published. A
leader in every Jewish community throughout the

United States. A Home paper of distinction. A
result producer of undisputed merit. Carries the

largest voluTiie of local and national advertising,

rtenders effective merchandising service. Rates on

request.

FREDERICK A. HANNAH
AND ASSOCIATES

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
MARKETING COUNSEL

32 WEST 40th STREET : NEW YORK

MULTIGRAPH RIBBONS
RE-INKED
cess costs only

Try it. A
1 convince

the best

$6.00 a dozen.
trial order \

you that it

Re-Inking you can buy.
Senii 2 Kibbung lo be Re-Inked at our exreme

W. SCOTT INGRAM. Inc.
D.ot C. 65 West Broadway NEW YORK CITY
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Oral Hygiene full pages
have advertised Zonite to

the entire dental profes-

sion each month since
October 1923.

Oral
Hygiene

Pittsburgh, Pa.

CHICAGO: Peoples Gas Bulkliiis, Harrison 8448
NEW YORK: Flatiron Buililing-. Ashland 1467

ST. I.OIIS: Syndicate Trust Building. Olive 43

I.OS ANGELES: Chapman Building:. 836041

The Trademark Clinic

5&STANDARD
ADVERTISING
REGISTEIC
Gives You This Service:

1. The Standard Advertising

Register listing 7,500 na-

tional advertisers.

2. The Monthly Supplements
which keep it up to date.

3. The Agency Lists. Names
of 1500 advertising agen-

cies, their personnel and
accounts of 600 leading

agencies.

4. The Geographical Index.

National advertisers ar-

ranged by cities and states.

5. Special Bulletins. Latest

canipaign news, etc.

6. Service Bureau. Other in-

formation by mail and tele-

graph.

Write or Phone

National Register Publishing Co., Inc.
R. W. Ferrel, Mjr.

15 Moore St. New York City
Tel. Bowling Green 7966

(

Letters that are addressed to the Trademark Editor, \
Advertising and Selling Fortnightly, 52 Vanderbilt I

Avenue, New York, asking specific trademark f

([iiestions, will be answered promptly by mail/

The VV. Co.. Cincinnati— l.,ike most other
concerns in our line, we make a practice
of clearing our stocks at the end of the
season b>" selling discontinued models at re-
duced prices. We are having considerable
trouble, however, with some retailers who
hold these models over until the new season,
and then advertise cut-price sales under our
trademark without saying that the goods
are out of style. We have been told that
this is infringement of our trademark rights,
and we have been told that it isn't. What
is your opinion as to that? Also as to the
likelihood of our getting anywhere in case
we took legal action?

I doubt very much if a case of tech-

nical trademark infringement could be

made out of the facts above stated, for

the reason that the goods are genuine
as regards origin and there is no decep-

tion of the public on that score. On the

other hand, there is no doubt that there

is deception in that the goods are not

what the public is led to believe that

they are, viz., up-to-date in style; and
the widely advertised cut in price in-

jures other dealers who are selling the

new models at current prices. It is not

unlikely that an action for unfair com-
petition might be successful, at least

to the extent of restricting the use of

the trademark or the manufacturer's
name in connection with sales of this

character.

As a matter of fact, Cheney Bros.,

the silk manufacturers, secured an in-

junction against Ginibel Brothers' de-

partment store, some three years or so

ago, against almost that identical prac-

tice. The store had bought a job lot

of silks at the end of the fall season,

which were advertised the following

spring at a sensational reduction in

price below what the spring patterns

were selling for elsewhere, and without

any notice that the silks were not

spring patterns. The United States

District Court at New York granted

an injunction that was rather sweeping

in its terms, restraining the store from
advertising Cheney Brothers' name in

connection with merchandise, whether

in the newspapers or in signs and

placards displayed inside the store.

That injunction continued in effect for

some years, and for aught that I know
it is still in force.

That is the only case of the sort that

I know of, but it shows that there is

at least a fair chance of securing relief

against the practice in question.

And, incidentally, it seems to me that

this Cheney case ought to be broadly

suggestive to those concerns that are

peeking relief (for the most part vain-

ly) from predatory price-cutting. The
cohorts of price-maintenance have been

driven back from one position to an-

other for the past fifteen years, until

they now stand in the last trench, as-

serting their right to "refuse to sell"

to price-cutters; and the activities of

the Federal Trade Commission arc

rapidly making that position untenable

except in pure theory. At the same
time they have been trying (also in

vain) to persuade Congress to legalize

a practice which the Supreme Court
has repeatedly declared to be illegal.

Now the only argument against price-

cutting that will hold any water at all

is that based on the injury that results

to the manufacturer's good will as

represented by his name or trademark.

It is an injury to the manufacturer's

reputation with the consuming public,

and with the trade as well, when his

goods that are widely advertised at a

dollar are offered for seventy-nine

cents, and the concern which makes the

cut-price offer is doing so with the pur-

pose of creating a false impression.

That, if you will notice, is exactly what
was complained of in the Cheney case,

though in that case there was the added
fact that the store's silence on the

subject of patterns was misleading.

It seems to me, therefore, that if the

advocates of price-maintenance would
abandon their defensive attitude ot

seeking some loophole in the court de-

cisions big enough to crawl out of, and
boldly take the offensive against the

price-cutter on the basis of unfair com-

petition, they might arrive somewhere.

The courts will be as prompt to enjoin

unfair competition through price-cut-

ting as through any other method, once

you are able to show that it actually is.

unfair competition and that it results

in a wrongful injury to your business

reputation. In all probability the

courts would not enjoin the act of price-

cutting, but, as in the Cheney case,

they might forbid the use of the manu-
facturer's name in announcing the cut-

price offer. This, however, would re-

move all incentive for unfair price-

cutting; and a few injunctions of this

character would, in my opinion, act as

considerable of a restraint on the re-

tailer's enthusiasm for this form of

buccaneering.

There is a maxim of the equity courts

that "There is no wrong without a

remedy," and on that principle the doc-

trine of unfair competition has been

developed and expanded for more than

a hundred years. Once demonstrate to

the satisfaction of the courts that

price-cutting is a wrongful injury to

goodwill, and the courts may be trusted

to provide a remedy. Hitherto the ef-

fort has been to demonstrate that

price-maintenance is a right. A real

effort to prove that a certain species

of price-cutting is a wrong would prob

ably yield results if there is any rea

virtue in the theory most common!
advanced in justification of price-mai

tenance.

les
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Annual Meeting of

Sales Executives

PROBLEMS of importance to sales

and business executives will be
elucidated at the Fall Conference

of the American Association of Sales

Executives, which is to be held at White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va., October 9-

10-11. Among the topics on the program
listed for discussion are those con-

cerned with recent changes in advertis-

ing, sales policies and methods. How
the sales manager can organize his

time for efficient results, constitutes an-

other subject, while a survey of the

newest forms of distribution—house-to-

house methods, grocerterias, etc.—oc-

cupies a prominent position on the pro-

gram.
The thoroughness with which the

plans for the various discussions has
been drawn up is indicated by the

manner in which the subject of build-

ing up a sales organization will be

handled by Messrs. Beckwith, Biechler,

Cummings, Goodwin, McDermid and
Sample

:

1. Descripti-on of the SaUs Orftanization

(A) The executive or administrative
force ot the Sales Department; (1) Its
Personnel; (2) How the Sales Plan Is De-
veloped; (3) Sales Promotion; (4) Sales
Research and Development ; ( 5 ) Service
Department.

(B) Sales districting and branch man-
agement ; territorial control ; selling through
agents, jobbers, chain stores, dealers or di-
rect to consumer ; warehouse stocks.

(C) Selection, training, direction, control
and compensation of the sales force; (1)
Sales Manuals; (2) Sales Schools, Conven-
tions and Inspirational Meetings; (3) Sales
Quotas; (4) Special Salesmen.

(D) How the sales department functions
with respect to the board of directors, the
president, vice-presidents, general manager,
treasurer, auditor, production department
and any other department of the business
with which it has contact.

1. Consider here the question of sales
budgeting in relation to budgetary control.

2. The relationship of the advertising to
the sales department and how the adver-
tising is handled. Include description of
advertising ; direct mail ; dealer helps : lo-
cal demonstrations ; retail sales schools

;

etc.

3. Selling the sales plan and the adver-
tising budget to the board of directors.

4. Credits and the relationship ot the
credit department to the sales department.

5. Traffic or handling of the products
after they are sold. The relation.ship of
the traffic department to the sales depart-
ment.

The present status of selection and
training of salesmen is to be discussed
by Messrs. Manning, Russell and Rock-
hill, and C. K. Woodbridge will tell how
to organize a new company. A new
phase of cooperation among competitors
will be discussed severally by Messrs.
Abbott, Charls, Whittlesey, Franklin,

Rockhill and Hayden, who have for

their topic how to stimulate the mar-
kets for a product through the coopera-
tive efforts of competitors.

Clifford Wood, Jr.

Formerly in the advertising depart-
ment of Lever Brothers Company,
Cambridge, Mass., has been appointed
advertising manager of the Walter
M. Lowney Company, candy makers,
Boston.

k
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JUGGINS: Don't you carry accident

insurance ?

HUGGINS: Idid. Cancelledthepolicy

yesterday. Never hada claim.

HONESTLY NOW . , .

How Many Fay Days Can You iiss:

If you are one of the individuals whose hands are

coupon -clipping -calloused, we'll talk about other

forms of insurance sometime, but lots of us— no
matter what our future may be or what our invest-

ments are—depend upon the pay check to take care

of current overhead.

And not many of us can afford to miss many of them.

The best proof of the necessity for income protec-

tion we know is the Monday list of mishaps in any

New York morning paper.

J. Mitchel George S.

THORSEN & THORSEN
Representatives of the Insured

52 VANDERBILT AVENUE
Vanderbilt 2813

This advertisement -was written by W. L. (Bud) Chesman of the H. ]F.

Kastor & Sons Advertising Company, and is his idea of the way to interest

\ you in income insurance. /

Men, ideas, business opportuni-

ties and services meet in The
Market Place. . . . An eco-

nomical introduction between
men and jobs, jobs and men.
This issue The Market Place

appears on page 81.
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A handsome pock-
et-size volume oi
60 pages, cloth

bound, with gold
stamped cover.

New edition of "ObviousAdams"
FEW business stories have made such fully in his work every day in the year,

an outstanding impression on busi- To add this something to the equip-
ness America as has Robert R. Upde- ment of those upon whose work and
graft's inspiring tale. Obvious Adams, judgment the success of your business
The Kellogg Publishing Company an- depends, by placing a copy of this vol-

nounces the publication of Obvious ume in their hands, is to multiply the
Adams in a pocket-size cloth-bound book effectiveness of your organization by the
(41/2 X 7 in.) at a price that will en- number of copies you put to work for
able business men to buy the little vol- you I

ume in large numbers to give to the Certainly every agency executive and con-

Za::ir"'r t fyr^'T'"'''- 1°"---°-- prof.^ceo?;e^Buftoni?o^tcrand perhaps also to hand to customers k.ss says in his latest book. Advertising
or clients as a little expression of good- ^°?y- '"'"he immortal Obvious Adams of

^vill.
Robert Updegraff contains a wholesome les-

c' 1 1 ^, . Ill ^°" ^°' ^^'''y copywriter. For it was sheer3o real does this remarkable story common-sense, the feeling for the practical
make "Obvious Adams" that he has ""'^ "'<' suitable, that enabled Adams to suc-
taken his place as one of the recog- LTled

"^"'' '"°"'" °'"^'' copywriters had

nized characters of modern business life. n.. ft D r- x
To know "Obvious Adams," to ab- ,„„

Q'^arrtUy Price Ust
sorb his simple but profoundly practical ?oS copies or mo"' til IZ ToZ
philosophy, is to add something of defi- 50 copies or more, 46c per copy
nlte value to any man's business equip- J^

copies or more, 48c per copy
ment, something that will serve him use- Single" co°pieT,'"5Sc"';os?;aid

'"'''

KELLOGG PUBUSHING CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

(Fill out this order coupon, detach and mail with check or purchase order. 1

KELLOGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
Springfield, Massacliusetts D^t^

Enclosed find g p^^^ase Order l°r $ - - (or . . . . copies of Obvious Adams.

Firm Name

Address

Name and title of individual ordering

Mr. Tuthill Enters

the Arena
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24]

goodness truth about advertising, in-

stead of the high powered cowboys'
rodeo it is all too generally accepted
as being?

Isn't it about time we re-directed

some of our getting-red-in-the-face

about educational courses among our-
selves and do a bit toward a better
understanding among those who are
to pay the bills of tomorrow?

Isn't it about time we outgrew the
parlor trick stage and got down to
a sound sense selling-on-paper, as ad-
vertisers insist on from their on-feet-

selling salesmen?
Isn't it time agents spent more time

developing and giving true blue service
to their present accounts, and less to

that regrettable, unstable, unbusiness-
like method of always trying to "grab
off" accounts of other agents?

Isn't it time we cut out about 98 per
cent of the mouthings and mania for
phrase fiingings of the average adver-
tising man of today, and get into over-
alls and do some real business building
doings? L. W. C. Tuthill.

Herbert L. Bridgmaii

For thirty-five years business man-
ager of the Standard Union, Brooklyn,
died September 24 on board the United
States naval training ship Newport. He
had been sixty years in the newspaper
field, was president of the A. N. P. A.
for three terms, and at the time of his
death was chairman of the New York
Publishers Association.

Metropolitan Advertising

Golf Association

At the dinner which followed the
tournament of the Metropolitan Ad-
vertising Golf Association, September
23, was elected president, succeeding
Charles G. Wright. Ray P. Clayberger
was elected vice-president; Rodney B.
Stuart, secretary ; and Walter R.
Jenkins, treasurer. Low gross honors
in the tournament went to Robert Fin-
ney ; low net went to Graham Patter-
son ; and Don M. Parker was first flight

winner.

Rogers & Company
Chicago engravers and printers, an-

nounce the following additions to their
staff: Fred L. Hadley, recently vice-
president of Bakery Management, Inc.,

and formerly Western manager of In-
dustrial Potoer; and J. F. Kneisley, re-

cently sales promotion man with the
Donaldson Poster Advertising Service.

Carroll J. Swan
Appointed New England representa-

tive of the American Legion Weekly,
with offices at 44 Bromfield Street, Bos-
ton.

Irving H. Schwartz
Formerly with The Caravel Service,

New York, has joined the Central Ad-
vertising Service, Inc., same city.

I
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Public Utilities

as Advertisers

THE recognition of advertising as.

an implement for the cultivation
of undeveloped opportunities in

the $17,400,000,000 public utilities of
this country is a comparatively recent
trend, but some evidences of its increas-
ing scope is set forth in a booklet re-
cently issued by the A. N. P. A. Bureau
of Advertising. The book is replete
with specimens and illustrations of
copy published with objectives ranging
from the establishment of "good will"
and the sale of bond issues among cus-
tomers to educational copy conducive to
increased use of utilities and appli-
ances.

Typical of some of the campaigns
described was that of the Illinois

Power and Light Corporation, which.

Attracting Industries

Illinois

Power and Light
Corporation

at a total cost of $13,500, conducted,
with entire success, a newspaper drive
to familiarize its customers with the
new name of a merger of sixty-eight
local utility concerns, to point out the
advantages of the merger, to create a
better understanding between the cus-

tomers and the concern, and to bring
about the disposal among the customers
of $3,500,000 of 7 per cent preferred
cumulative stock.

The thesis of the book, well demon-
strated, is set forth in a quotation from
Barron's National Financial Weekly
which, commenting on a noticeable im-
provement in the situation of public
utilities, declares: "There is another
factor contributing to the prosperity
of our public utility companies, the
significance of which has been little

stressed. This factor is improved pub-
lic relations. How has this improve-
ment been brought about? Not by
slush funds or devious lobbying, but
by public education largely through
intelligent advertising.

"As public confidence grows, public

utilities should congratulate themselves

More Than 5000 Dealers
Not only read—but BELIEVE in

"The Dealer's Own Paper'

A. B. p.

A Newark, N. J., dealer wrote
us September 3rd, as follows:

"It pleases me very much to see the way
BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS is forging
ahead. I hear of it on all sides. You are
doing more for the building material in-

dustry than any other organ has ever
done. Keep it up."

If the 5000 Building Supply Dealers who
read BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS weekly
believe in us, they also will believe in
your message in our advertising columns.
Let us submit a plan for you to build your
business in this market.

BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS
407 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

A. B; C.

^s Sui-ely as the
Sunrises

Tlie Daily Herald enters 4.375 of the native and resort homes along the
Mississippi Gulf Coast.

The only paper published in the midst of this thriving territory, the
Daily Herald appears as regularly as the sun itself—more so, in fact

:

for on cloudy days when there is no sun there is always the Daily Herald
to brighten the day. As dependable as its morning appearance are the
advertising messages found in its columns, which are wideh' read and
heeded.

This discriminating market is one which National Advertisers find thev
cannot afford to neglect—and they are using the Daily Herald with big
results.

The»Daily Herald
BILOXI MISSISSIPPI

Geo. W. Wilkes' Sons, Publishers

GULFPORT

f
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Jitters That Qome In

The 'JKCorning's ^JifCail

\V. I,. RU'KARD. Pres.,

Rlckani & Co.. Ino..

.\V« V..lk. N. Y.

"Recently I went thru my home file of back

issues of the Fortnightly, and found that

every one contained articles so genuinely

helpful that each had a definite value for

future reference.

When a magazine becomes so valuable that

one cannot afford to thrown away old copies,

it may be said that it has arrived!"

Advertising
and Selling Q

FORTNIGHTLY

on their wisdom in devoting so much
sensible effort to improve public rela-
tions."

The prospects for greater newspaper
advertising by public utilities are
summed up by W. P. Strandborg, pub-
licity manager of the Portland Rail-
way, Light and Power Company, Port-
land, Ore., who declares: "The time
will probably never come when the pub-
lic utilities will reach even the 2 per
cent minimum which would mean an
advertising budget of pretty close to
$70,000,000 a year, but I have no
hesitancy in predicting that the various
public utilities of the country will be
spending from $25,000,000 to" $30,000,-

000 a year within the next five of six

years, perhaps sooner . . . because
there are many indications that the
public utility industry will continue to

expand at its present healthy rate for

an indefinite period, and this will be
further enhanced by the rapidly grow-
ing popularity of the customer-owner-
ship movement."

Rhey T. Snodgrass
Formerly with the Washington

Herald, former publisher of the Mil-
waukee Wisconsin News and Sunday
Telegram, and at one time president
and treasurer of Snodgrass & Gayness,
Inc., New York, has been appointed ad-
vertising director of the St. Paul
Pioneer-Press and Dispatch.

Clark Belden
Of the advertising department of the

Hartford Fire Insurance Company, has
been elected secretary of the Hartford
Advertising Club to fill a vacancy
caused by the resignation of A. W.
Spaulding, who has become chairman
of the speakers' committee for the con-
vention program.

Donald M. MacArthur
Formerly New England representa-

tive of the All Fiction Field, with head-
quarters in Boston, has joined the ad-
vertising staff of The Red Book Maga-
zine, New York.

International Association

of Electrotypers

At the annual banquet, during their

twenty-seventh annual convention, Sep-
tember 16, Philadelphia, re-elected

Robert R. Meyer president, and George
W. Beever, secretary-treasurer. The
convention will be held in Chicago next
year.

Richard Barrett

Assistant to general sales manager
of Sunland Sales Co-Operative Asso-
ciation, Fresno, Cal., selling agents for

Sun-Maid raisins, has been placed in

charge of sales plan and method activ-

ities of that company.

Frank Seaman, Inc.

New York, has been selected to direct

the advertising of the shirting depart-

ment of the mills of Amorv, Browne &
Co., Boston and New York.
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Give Advertising

Its Due

LIKE other good Americans you
. try all kinds of devices to have
^ your home made livable. The

house is full of inventions, from the

furnace in the cellar to the screens on
the attic windows.
What makes you buy all those

things?
Travelers returning from Europe

say that bathtubs, etc., are a strong
argument for the U. S. A., and lay

this progress to our "dynamic
curiosity," whatever that is.

Well, perhaps. But have you ever
noticed the scarcity of advertising in

European papers? Those folks see

progress mainly in the shops and at

fairs. Americans cannot ever get
away from it. The urging record of

what our country's inventive genius

has done runs in print alongside the

news of sport and politics and diplo-

macy. It neighbors fiction and the

drama. Everybody bears a hand as

buyer, critic, consumer, and the work
of betterment moves on a rising tide

of public knowledge and approval.

—

Collier's.

Charles C. Green
Advertising Agency
New York, announces the following

appointments: space buyer, W. H.
Kern, recently with Philip Kobbe, Inc.,

and formerly with J. Walter Thompson
Company, to succeed Miss E. Deery as
manager of the media department. The
latter succeeds Miss D. K. Colledge as
secretary to the president.

Tj. C. Smith Typewriter
Company Sold

New York financial interests have
bought the L. C. Smith & Brothers
Typewriter Company of Syracuse, N. Y.
More than $5,000,000 was involved in

the transaction. Plans call for the or-
ganization of a new company to carry
on the business. The name will be re-
tained. Shares issued in the name of
the new company will be exchanged on
a proportional basis for the stock of the
present plant. W. L. Smith, president,
will withdraw from active management
to become associated with the Syracuse
Trust Company. Ford, Bacon & Davis
represented the new owners in the deal.

Granville C. Setiell

Formerly with the Adamars Agency,
St. Louis, and the Raddick Agency, be-
fore it was absorbed by Dorland, is

now associated with The Chambers
Agency, Inc.

P. W. Stamps
Formerly sales manager for Golden

State Milk Products Company, is now
associated with The Carton Corpora-
tion, San Francisco.

M. A. Carpenter

Formerly account executive of the
Fred M. Randall Company, Detroit, has
been appointed advertising manager of
The Falk Corporation, Milwaukee.

A Few Indications

of the Tremendous Future

in Store for the Gas
Industry

Three times as niucli fjas was consumed during the

last ten years as during tlie preceding ten.

The figure of 200,000,000.000 cuhic feet of annual

sales was first passed just before the beginning of

the world war. The 3d<) billion mark was reached a

year after the Armistice. And at the present rate

next vear the total will reach the 400 billion figure.

Particularly significant is the fact that the increase

has been more marked in the past few years. While

the manufactured gas industry doubled itself during

the first fifteen years of the twentieth century, it has

nearly doubled even that figure in the last eight

years.

And indications are thai in the next few years the

gas industry will exjiand at an even more rapid rate.

Industries are turning to gas as the only solution for

accurate temperature control, dependable supply,

cleanliness, convenience and more uniform output.

Househeating by gas is also making big headway

—

while refrigerating by gas is passing the experimental

stage.

These are but a few of the indications of the tre-

mendous future in store for the gas industry. We
would like to back them up with actual figures and
tell you of others. It will be to your advantage to

get inside facts on this important market.

Some equipment and supplies needed: tools; pipe; valves;
couplings; protective paints and coverings; insulation; re-

fractories; industrial furnaces and systems; appliances; tanks;
laboratory and office equipment; process chemicals; motor
trucks; testing, measuring and recording apparatus; power
plant equipment; conveying, hoisting and transporting ma-
chinery; compressors; bloicers; pumps.

Gas Age-Record, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
The only A. B. C. & A. B. P. paper serving this field

We also publish Brown's Directory of American Gas Com-
panies and the Gas Engineering and Appliance Catalogue.
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Color in your
Advertisement

APPROPRIATE color is

a vital asset to most
successful advertise-

ments. Besides attracting the

eye of the reader, it radiates

the character of your product
— it makes a definite impres-
sion upon the mind of the
reader.

The principles governing color arc
quite as important as the principles
which govern any other force.
Every shade and hue embodies cer-
tain pov^ers of impression—negative
and positive.

In choosing appropriate color for
your booklet, circular, insert, cata-
logue, etc., we invite you to con-
sider our suggestions. You can
place your color problems in our
care—as other successful advertisers
are doing.

suPEmoi^
COLOa COMPAK>?
CARL F SCHWENKER.p™.

'Makers cfSuperior Printujo Phtcs

20g-21Q TWcat SS" street

NEW yORK

Only Denne' m .

Canadian Advei'tiSim
Bt'fore yiu plan to atlvrtlseCANADA

asli onr advice on niethotis and media,
iur cimnsei is based on years nf prae-
Iriil exp-ilenee In tile Tanadiaii fl -M

rA-J-DENNECCompany Ltd-J
217 Bay Street, TORONTO.

LUMBERMEN
offer power plant equipment and
mill accessory firms; buildingma-
terial and truck manufacturers a
big sales field. For surveys ask

Amertcajijujijjiennan

Est. 1873 CHICAGO, ILL.

In Canada

I spent the greater part of three
weeks in Canada recently; and saw

—

!ind heard—many things which inter-

ested me greatly.

Ten years have elapsed since I last

crossed the Canadian border; and dur-
ing that time all sorts of changes have
occurred in Canada. Prices have gone
up tremendously—so much so that liv-

ing costs in Canada are higher than on
this side of the line—not, you under-
stand, in all respects, but in many.

Cigarettes, for e.xample, cost about
twice what they do in the United
States—and aren't half as good. Hotel
rates are about double what they were
ten years ago. For personal services

—

clothes-pressing, hair-cutting, etc.

—

charges far in excess of those ruling
in New York City are demanded. Cana-
da is not a "cheap" country any longer.

Canadian women who can afford to

do so visit New York every spring and
fall for the purpose of replenishing

their wardrobes. They say they get

infinitely better values in this city than
in Toronto or Montreal.

Briof-cases !

A man telephoned me. day before
yesterday, and asked me to meet him
at the corner of Madison Avenue and
Thirty-third Street.

I was there at the hour he named

—

I am always on time, except when I

am late—but he wasn't. I waited ten,

twenty, thirty minutes before he ar-

rived. He apologized for detain-

ing me—he had left his brief-case at

a downtown office and had had to go
back for it.

We walked up Madison Avenue to

Forty-second Street—a matter of ten

or twelve minutes. In those ten or

twelve minutes we passed thirty-seven

men who, like the man who was with

me, carried brief-cases.

Ten years ago no one but a lawyer

carried such a thing as a brief-case.

Nowadays, in certain parts of New
York, every third man has one.

I recall the first one I ever saw. It

was in 191.3, in a railway carriage on

the way from Milan to Venice. Its

owner was an Italian who wore a beard

like that of the Duke of Mantua in one
of Verdi's operas. His brief-case was
as large as a young trunk and in it,

I swear, he had every letter and every
document that had come into his posses-
sion in the course of a long and, judg-
ing by appearances, strenuous lifetime.

He would, after long search, locate

what seemed to be a laundry-list or a
hotel bill. This he would examine with
care—holding it to the light, pressing
it to smooth out the wrinkles. Then he
would look at me suspiciously, cough,
grunt—and put the paper back.

Another search—another paper. A
receipt for rent, dated September, 1910;
or, maybe, his marriage certificate. The
same thing would occur.

He was the busiest man you ever
saw—a typical European "man of af-

fairs."

Not then, nor for years afterward,
did the thought enter my mind that I

would some day lug 'round a brief-case,

filled to overflowing with papers which
should have been tossed into a Waste-
basket months ago. But that is exact-

ly what I do. And about a million

other men do the same thing.

Outside the "Loop"

I note a growing tendency, on the

part of industrial enterprises, to locate

their general offices—not all of them,

but such as have little or no contact

with the public—in outlying sections of

the cities in which they are.

One of the Chicago railroads, for ex-

ample, has recently completed and is

now occupying, at a point several miles

distant from the "Loop," a building in

which its auditing staff is housed. One
of the casualty companies, whose head
offices are at Baltimore, has done some-

thing of the same kind.

The change has been beneficial in

many ways. It has given better light,

pleasanter surroundings and more
space per employee. But, I am told,

the move, in one case at least, has not

been very popular. The employees feel

isolated—away from the "center of

things."

I feel sure, however, that in the

course of time many other companies
will follow the example of the two just

named. For, honestly, there is no good

reason why cheap clerical help should

occupy expensive quarters.

A Little Scotch

As good a simile as I have run across

this year is this: "The house was as

empty as a street in Edinburgh on Tag
Day!" JamOC.
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How Advertising Can
Help Selling

By J. C. W insloiv

Graver Corporation, East Chicago. Inil.

WE should not have to adjust our
advertising to meet the de-

mands of the sales department,
nor should they vi^ork independently
of our activities. Plans should be
worked out together based upon data
secured by the advertising manager
through market analysis or other
means, and on consultation with the
manufacturing- department. Many ad-
vertising and sales compaigns are
wasted because the shop has not been
properly equipped to take care of the
•orders received.

When selling is done through agents
the problem is different. Usually the
agent is selling several different lines.

You compete for his time with the
other accounts he handles. The easier

you make it for the agent, the more
help you can give him; the more fa-

miliar he becomes with your products,
the more he will push them.
The collection department is not

often thought of as being closely re-

lated to the sales department. If you
have secured an order and conditions
are such that the customer is a little

delinquent in pa>'ing, the collection de-
partment can easily lose this customer's
respect and make him an enemy. The
advertising manager can aid the col-

lection department materially in fram-
ing its letters so that the collections

can be made without losing the respect
of a customer.
A large labor turnover raises manu-

facturing costs and gives an inferior

product. Sell the employees of your
company on your company. Do they
know what you are saying about them
in your advertisements? Show them.
If necessary have enough reprints
made of your advertisements so that
they all can have one to take home.
Make employees ashamed to turn out
poor or inferior work.

The engineering and production de-
partments also assist the advertising
manager to correlate advertising and
sales. At certain periods of the year
consumption of a certain item may be a
great deal more than at other times.

This should be taken into consideration
in the advertising plans. You may have
noticed the same of your competitors'
advertising. They make a strong fea-
ture on one or two points regarding
their equipment. Turn it over to your
engineering department. Get their

opinion on it. It may mean some
mighty good selling points for you. Or
perhaps you might say too much re-

g:arding some item, the way in which
it has been used or what it will do.

Be sure of your ground before you go
ahead. Get the data from the engineer-
ing department.

Portion of an address before the Septem-
ber meeting nf the Engineering Advertisers
Assotiation. Chicago, 111.

Tlie truly effective advertising novelty lias utility

and endurance.

RA.ZO-NIFE
L^^.^.J.m.^*^^^«3^ro3*:A^^.u^^

Ripping Seams

Clipping Cigars

We are the world's foremost
manufacturers of advertis-

tising noz-elties of alt kinds;
badges, bHttons, metal spe-
cialties, etc.

Ask for our catalog showing
a complete line of good wilt

builders for the man at the
desk. A large assortment
with a wide range of prices.

Answers these qualifications to the "Ntli degree."

The handiest, sharpest knife you ever saw, good
for a lifetime of constant use.

Razo-Nife Uses Cast-off Safety Razor Blades

Makes use of a keen edge that is otherwise lost.

Just draw the old blades from your razor and
use them in your knife. Xo screws or fasteners

—they just snap into place and Razo-Xife is

ready to do anything that can be expected o£ any
IKicket knife—and a lot more.
The hole in the knife handle makes a clever

cigar cutter and the razor edge never tears the

wrapper.
The ladies want Razo-Xife too. It's handy for

ripping seams and many other little daily tasks.

Razo-Xife is the most versatile little pocket item
on the market—with its hundreds of uses, still

it is unobtrusive ; only J^ of an inch thick

—

just the thing for the end of a watch chain.

Made of solid, jeweler's grade, mirror polished
nickel silver, with a distinctive design etched on
the handle.

Give Razo-Nife to Your Customers
A permanent good will builder th.it will be carried and
used for years. We can make them up in any quantity
with your advertisement, trade mark or special letter-

ing etched on the handle. One of the most appreciated
good will builders ever produced.

Get a Razo-Nife for Your Own Use
You'll be immensely pleased with it and find dozens of
uses for it every day.

Fill out the coupon, pin a dollar bill, and mail it today.

The Greendiick Company
1725-1741 W. North Ave. Chicago, 111.

THE GREENDUCK COMPANY.
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H
American Machinist 7

Advertising Art Co 67

Advertiser's Weekly 46

Ajax Photo Print Co 71

American Lunibemian 78

Animated Products Corp 66

Architectural Record, The 70

Audit Bureau of Circulation
Insert Facing 51

Automobile Trade Journal 34-35

Bakers Weekly 75

Barton. Durstine & Osbom, Inc 25

Bates, Charles Austin 65

Boot & Shoe Recorder 70

Building Age 63

Building Supply News 75

Business Bourse 66

Campbell. J. M 64
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Capper Publications 33

Chalfonte-Haddon Hall 70

Chicago Daily News . .Inside Front Cover
Chilton Company 34-35
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Cincinnati Enquirer 43

Cram Studios, The 69

Current Opinion 10

[d]
De Molav Councilor 57

Denne & Co., Ltd.. A. J 78

Electrical World 37

Expositor, The 67

[/]
Feather Co., The Wm 54

Farm Journal, The ...Inside Back Cover
Federal Advertising Agency 31

Gulfport Daily Herald 75

Greenduck Co.. The 79

Gagnier Stereotype Foundry 42

Galloway, Ewing 75

Gas Age-Record 77

Gatchel & Manning, Inc 52

Goode & Berrien, Inc 69

Grand Rapids Furniture Record 46

[fc]

Hoppinger File Co 50

Hannah & Associates, F. A 7)

Hotel Belleclaire 67

Hotel St. James 66

International Correspondence School . 55

Igelstroem Co.. The John 75

Indianapolis News I

Ingram, W. Scott 71

[i]
Jardinc. W 78

Jrwi^'i Daily Forward 71

[fe]

Kellogg Publishing Co 74

LiUibridge, Inc., Rav D.
Insert Bel. 42 and 43

Lippincott Co., J. B 61

Los Angeles Examiner 41

[m]
McCann Co., H. K 12

McGraw-Hill Book Co 56

Market Place 81

National Miller "0

National Petroleum News ...Bark Cover
National Register Publishing, Inc. ... 72

Nation's Business 6

New York Daily News 53

Normal Instructor and Primary Plans. 41

[o]
Oral Hygiene 72

[P]
Powers Co., The J. C 68

Poster Advertising Co., Inc.

Insert Facing 50

Painted Outdoor Advtg. Assn 65

Paschall, Irvin F., Inc 58

People's Popular Monthly 50

Quality Group, The 47

[r]
Radio Merchandising 58

Radio Digest 71

Richards Co., Joseph 3

[«]
Selling Aid 60

Shaw, Keith 70

Simmonds & Barrett Co 42

Simmons Boardman Publishing Co. .

.

27

Southern RuralisI 45

.Standard Rate & Data Service 82

Success Magazine M
Superior Color Co 78

[«]
Teas. Paul 59

Textile World 8

Thomas Publishing <^o 44

Thorscn & Thorsen 73

Time, Inc ,
38-39

True Story Magazine, The 48-49

Tuthill Advertising Agency 60

[«]
United Publishers' Corp.. Automotive

Division 34-35

[r]
Victor Animatograph Co i5

Wienes Typographic Service, Inc 60

Increasing Soap Sales

by Enlarging Unit

WHILE the "cake," or tablet, of

toilet and fine laundry soap is a

very handy form in which to

buy it, the question naturally arises

whether sales would not be increased

if the unit of sale were made larger

without inconvenience to the user. The

expedient of placing: three or more tab-

lets in a box hardly meets the objec-

tion, because the customer is always

conscious that one will serve the im-

mediate need.

John Knight, Limited, the English

soap makers, get over the difficulty by

offering for sale three units of their

Royal Primrose soap. This product is

put up in one-pound cartons, in long-

bars, and in small tablets for toilet

use. As representing the largest unit,

the long bar is featured in the firm's

advertising, which shows how this item

can easily be cut into handy sized tab-

lets by the purchaser with a piece of

string or wire.

Buying a dozen tablets of Royal

Primrose may seem a large order to a

thrifty housewife, but the purchase of

a single large bar to be cut up into a

like number of pieces strikes her as a

less formidable outlay, even if the ex-

penditure may be almost the same

amount. When she understands how
easily the bar may be sliced into sec-

tions of her own determining, made to

fit her hand, and that soap improves

with seasoning for a space on the top

shelf of her cupboard, the chances are

greatly in favor of her choosing the

large unit when she makes her pur-

chase.

Export Managers' Club

of New York

At its meeting at the Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York, October 8, listened

to F. K. Rhines, export manager of

the General Fireproofing Company, re-

count his experiences in and observa-

tions of Great Britain, France, Holland
and other European countries, whence
he has recently returned. George R.

Steele, export manager. Kee Lox
Manufacturing Company, recently re-

turned from a two years' trip to the

Far East, Hawaii, Philippines, Dutch
East Indies and elsewhere, spoke on

trade and industrial conditions in those

countries.

Thomas Cusack Contpauy

New York bankers have bought con-

trol of this well known Chicago bill-

board advertising concern. Fifty per
cent of the capital stock of the com-
pany was acquired by the group.
Identity of the buyers was not dis-

closed. The Cusack Company's last

balance sheet showed assets in excess

of $26,000,000 and an average annual
gross business in excess of $23,000,000.

Mr. Cusack. in explaining the sale,

said that he had been in active work
for half a century and believed that

he was entitled to a rest.
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Advertising Calendar

October 7-S—Fifth Annual Meet-
ing, National Publishers Association.
BriarclifE Lodge, Briarclift Manoi-.

Va.

October 13-14—Annual Conven-
tion and Exhibit, National Indus-
trial Advertisers Association. Edg;e-
vvater Beach Hotel. Chicago. 111.

October 13-17—Thirty-Fourth An-
nual Convention ot The Poster Ad-
vertising Association, Inc., Hotel
Statler. Detroit, Mich.

CtCTOBER 14—Meeting of Executive
Board. American Association ot Ad-
vertising Agencies, Chicago, 111.

October 15-16—Annual meeting.
American Association of Advertising
Agencies, Chicago, 111.

October 16 and 17—Eighth An-
nual Meeting, American Association
of Advertising Agencies, Drake Hotel,
Chicago, III. Regular quarterly ses-

sion of the Executive Board will be
held at the hotel Wednesday. October
15.

October 16-17 — Annual Conven-
tion. Audit Bureau of Circulations,
La Salle Hotel, Chicago, 111.

October 27-28 — Insurance Adver-
tising Conference ot the Associated
Advertising Clubs of the World.
Schenley Hotel. Pittsburgh, Pa.

October 27-28 — National Conven-
tion, Mail Advertising Service As-
sociation. William Fenn Hotel. Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

October 27-29—Associated Busi-
ness Papers, Inc., Hotel Astor, New
York.

October 29-30-31 — Annual Con-
vention of the Direct Mail Advertis-
ing Association, Syria Mosque, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

November 16-19—Annual advertis-
ing convention, District No. 1 of the
Associated Advertising Clubs of the
World, Hotel Bond. Hartford. Conn.

November 17-19—Annual Meeting.
Association of National Advertisers.
Inc.. Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City,
New Jersey.

The Editor will be glad to receive,
in advance, for listing in the Adver-
tising Calendar, dates of activities of
national interest to advertisers.

Clinton S. Burr

Has joined the advertising sales staff

of the New York office of the St. Louis
Globe-Democrat.

W illiani G. Colgate

Has joined the plan and production
department of the Montreal office of

the R. Sykes Muller Company, Ltd.

S. J. Perry

For the past five years with Roljert

E. Ward, Inc., New York, has resigned
to organize his own representative's
business at 61 Seventh Avenue, New
York.

R. K. Leavitt

Advertising manager of Onyx Ho-
siery, Inc., has been elected chairman
of the Association of National Ad-
vertisers, New York Chapter. O. G.
Carson, advertising manager of Ameri-
can Hard Rubber Company, was chosen
secretary.

Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is .

type is used charge is based on 6 pt- line space basis. Mi
noon before date of

i a line—6 pt. type. When larger

charge $1.80. Forms close Saturday

Business Opportunities

A manufacturer with ample resources and world-

wide distribution of its products will purchase

outright or manufacture and sell on a royalty

basis any desirable articles requiring wood-work-
ing, metal stamping or foundry facilities. Es-

pecially interested in articles for distribution to

the Implement. Hardware and Toy trade. Ad-
dress Box No. 185, care Adv. and Selling Fort.,

52 Vandcrbilt Ave., New York City.

Position Wanted

COPY WRITER
Desires position preferably in advertising agency

;

alary starting.

Selling Fort.,
City.

.Address Box 189,

52 Vanderhilt .\ve.,

AN EXPERIENCED SALESMAN
horoughly reliable man desires position with an
tablished firm. .\nxious for Middle West
rritory. Position must show opportunity to

irn over $7,500. Am 32. married. For full

irticulars address. Box 186. Adv. and Selling

ort., 52 Vanderbllt Ave., New York City.

I have had six years experience handling national

accounts with a large advertising agency. Writing
copy, preparing campaigns, contact work, account
executive. This experience qualifies me for .-Ad-

vertising Manager of a manufacturing concern
of moderate size. .M vears old. Married. Ad-
dress Box 191, Adv. and Selling Fort.. 52

Vanderbilt ."Ave., New York City.

Advertising man. assistant to manager, with
manufacturer. .tfl years old ; practical printer

;

knows layout, art engraving, experienced in

routine and contact with agency, printers, trade
papers, etc. ; careful production man : good

noderate Box 178. Adv
52 Vanderbilt Av Yorl-

PRINTING SALESMAN
Available October 15th; Age 33. Wide e

perience : convincing talker. Salary and commi
sion. Box 192. Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Va
derbilt Ave., New York City.

CONTACT MAN OR ADVERTISING
MANAGER'S ASSISTANT

lituation wanted with large advertiser or ad-
crtising agency. Young man, College education,
xperienced in agency, newspaper, magazine and
rade paper copy, feature writing and sale

promoti
nl a vear.

V:inderbilt

quired $.1,500.00 to «4.00O .

184. Adv. and Selling Fort.. 52
New York CItv.

Position Wanted

ADVERTISING MANAGER
AVAILABLE

Thoroughly experienced. Now employed, but
desire change and larger field. -Address for

further particulars. Box 101, Brentwood P. O.
.Md.

ADVERTISING MAN
Seeking connection with a first class biisi

paper. Experienced, good iiersonality ; and r

record. Box 193, Adv. and Selling Fort.,

Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

Editor-writer, 31, college education,
experience trade and business magazines, sue-

cessful record : best references ; experienced buyer
printing, engraving: have written feature articles

lor prumineiit magazines on business methods

:

present location Chicago. Box 181, Adv. and
Selling Fort., 52 VanderbUt Ave., New York
City.

Do you need an executive to direct your sales

promotion and advertising? Have successfully
directed advertising campaigns. Age 35. Uni-
versity education. Box 187, Adv. and Selling
Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

Help Wanted

ADJUSTMENT CORRESPONDENT
Furniture Manufacturer wants young man or
young woman with tact in handling adjustments.
In replving give age, experience, nationalitv, etc.

Box 1.S8, .Adv. and Selling Fort.. 52 Vandcrbilt
Ave., New V..rk City.

A nationally kn

first letter

1 company manufacturing an
y, retiuires a sales manager.

The man we arc seeking must be thoroughly
experienced and be able to organize an efficient

sales force. The main office is in the East, but
the man who qualifies will necessarily have to

"ig. Give complete information
dn'ch will he held confidential,
id Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt

New York City.

PART-TIME REPRESENTATIVE
The leading British advertising journal wants a
salesman in the I'nitcd States to represent it on
a part time commission basis. Must be familiar
with Newspaper, Magazine and .Agency personnel.
Headquarters in New York. Box 183, Adv. and
Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt .Ave., New York
City.
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For Advertising Agencies

Standard Rate & Data Ser-

vice represents an opportu-

nity for advertising agencies

to increase their incomes by

securing contracts from

publishers for the available

advertising positions in the

Service.

Each fortnight a few sales

messages will be given on

this page as material to use

in solicitations.

See our listing under Classifi-

cation "Ad\ ertising" in Trade,

Class and Technical Section of

Standard Rate and Data Service

for rates and commission paid.

STANDARD RATE B: DATA SERVICE
XJfteMah'onait^uihoriiy

IMItMSIIKn AT

536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago

Offices in New York, Los Angeles, and San Francisco

Sales Message
No. 3

Individualizes the publica-

tion and makes it stand out

prominently, ahead of

others listed—because the

advertisement is the

DOMINANT THING
ON THE PAGE!

There is much power in

this argument when you

realize that the publication

is just one of a dozen or

more others listed on the

same page.

Sales Message
No. 4

Reaches the actual individ-

uals who buy national ad-

vertising— space buyers
and their assistants, agency

executives and contact men,

sales and advertising man-

agers—in fact, all of those

who directly and indirectly

buy space and determine

how advertising appropria-

tions shall be spent!
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Chicago People Have More Money

this year than last, and some of it's in the

savings banks.

On June 30, 1924, according to official

bank statements, savings deposits in Chicago

banks amounted to $628,636,000—as against

$583,038,000 on June 30, 1923.

These accumulations represent in large

part the savings of thrifty, intelligent, well

paid industrial citizens of Chicago. People

who are able to respond to legitimate invest-

ment offerings brought to their attention.

The Daily News, with approximately

400,000 circulation—1,200,000 daily readers

—reaches these very people, the people who
represent the great majority of the finan-

cially competent citizens of Chicago and its

immediate suburbs.

If you ha\ e anything to sell to the people,

and wish to approach them most effectually,

follow the lead of experienced and successful

advertisers in the Chicasfo field* and adver-

tise in

The CHicag'o Daily News
First in Chicago

*The Daily News, year after year, carries a greater volume of

display advertising than any other daily newspaper in Chicago.

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

I'uljli.shcd every oilier Wednesday bv Advertising FortniRhtly. Inc.. r.2 Vimderliilt Ave., New Yorl<, N. Y. Subscription price $2.00 per
year. Volume 3. No. 13. Entered as .second class matter May 7. I92.'). at Post Office at New York under Act of March 3, 1879

,
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Page 5—The News Digest

National Adicrtising Commission
Re-elected W. Frank McClure, Chi-

cago, to the chairmanship. Others
elected were Theodore G. Morgan, Mon-
treal, vice-chairman, and Charles F.

Hatfield, St. Louis, secretary. The next
meeting of the commission will be held

in Detroit about January 15 and 16.

American Newspaper
Piihlishrrs Association

Will be represented on the National
Advertisers Commission by A. H. Mel-
ville, Conde Nast Company; Harry Tip-
per, United Publications Corporation,
and A. J. Crockett, Modern Priscilla.

A. A. C. of W.
Will hold a joint meeting with the

Association of Newspaper Advertising
Executives in Houston on May 10 to 14.

Dr. Berthold A. Baer
Head of the Baer Advertising Agen-

cy, New York, died of pneumonia on
October 18. His advertising of the
Campbell Funeral Church a few years
ago created wide and controversial
comment.

Herman H. Kohlsaat

Former Chicago editor and publisher,
died in Washington October 17, suc-
cumbing to a stroke of paralysis.

Orange-Crush Company
Chicago, has reorganized its sales

and advertising departments. A. E.
Repenning becomes general sales man-
ager, A. C. Ebbesen and H. F. Osborne,
assistant sales managers; Arthur Boy-
Ian, manager fountain department, and
H. C. Chase, manager advertising de-
partment.

Magara Metal Weather
Strip Company

Buffalo, has purchased the Berry
Ventilator Company's plant and busi-
ness and will move it to Buffalo. E. P.
Remington Advertising Agency, that
city, is planning the 1925 campaign for
these products.

Agricultural Publishers
Association

At its meeting in Chicago voiced ap-
preciation of the A. A. A. A. A strong
report on the farm was read. The fol-
lowing directors were re-elected: C. A.
Taylor, Farm Life; C. E. Burns, New
England Homestend and Farm &
Home; F. J. Merriani, Southern Riiral-
ist; S. R. McKelvie, Nebraska Farmer.
The association adopted a Standards of
Practice.

The Thumbnail
Business Review

INCREASING optimism makes for

greater confidence in the future. Steel

mills are running at better than 65

per cent of capacity. Present rale of output
is equal to the average of the past six

years since the armistice.

C Advancing prices are noted in wheat,
corn, rye, cotton, sugar and other crops.

Wool, cattle and hogs are also higher. The
buying power of the farmer's dollar in

August reached 90 cents, compared with
66 cents in January, 1923.

C Textile mills are operating at 50 per
cent of capacity, and this rate is increas-

ing slowly. Retailers are ordering more
cotton fabrics. Silk industry is the most
active of any of the textiles. Hosiery pro-

duction, an important branch of the tex-

tile industry, is at the rate of 4,000.000

dozen pairs a month, all kinds and ma-
terials.

C Output of coal is below present rate

of consumption. Advances of 15 to 75

cents a ton have been made in the prices

of bituminous coal in the Middle West.

C Retail and mail order conditions are
highly satisfactory. Chain stores show a

steady increase in sales in all localities.

C Reports indicate that the peak of un-
employment has been passed in the great

majority of industries. Alex Moss.

E. p. Remington
Advertising Agency

Buffalo, has been appointed advertis-
ing counsel to Revere Mills, Inc., ho-
siery manufacturers, that city.

K. K. Wright

Manager of the Commercial Service
Department of the First National Bank
of Milwaukee, was elected a member of
the board of directors of the Financial
Advertisers Association at its recent
meeting held at Richmond, Va.

Neiispaper Members A. B. C.

Elect Advisory Board
Following a recommendation of the

Board of Directors of the A. B. C. at
its recent meeting in Chicago, a divi-

sional committee was elected to ad-
vise the A. B. C. of the needs of news-
paper members. The two representing
the evening papers are T. R. Williams,
Pittsburgh Press, and Gait Burns,
Washington Star. E. Lansing Ray,
St. Louis Globe Democrat, will repre-
sent the morning papers; another mem-
ber is an owner of both morning and
evening papers, and Gardner Cowles,
Des Moines Register and Tribune.

Brandt Advertising Company
Chicago agency still directs the ad-

vertising for the Curtiss Candy Com-
pany, same city. In our issue of
Oct. 8 it was incorrectly stated that
another agency had been appointed ad-
vertising counsel to the Curtiss Com-
pany.

Samuel H. Morris

Has been appointed general sales
manager of the Stanwood Container
Corporation, New York, makers of fibre
cans and paper tubes, and a subsidiary
of Armour & Co., Chicago.

Dnu^his Wehefield Coutlee

And Orval O. Cook, directors of the
Charles C. Green Advertising Agency,
Inc., New York, have been appointed
business manager and office manager,
respectively.

./. Raymond Prohaska
San Francisco illustrator, has become

associated with the Southwestern Ad-
vertising Company, Dallas, Tex.

Frank Presbrey Co.

New York, will direct advertising for
the Auto Pneumatic Action Company,
one of the Kohler Industries, manufac-
turers of a reproducing piano action.

Henry R. Towne
Former president of the Merchants'

Association of New York and chairman
of the board and one of the founders
of the Yale & Towne Manufacturing
Company, died in New York City on
October 15 at the age of eighty.

Magazine Club
New York, held its first formal

luncheon at the Roosevelt Hotel Tues-
day, October 21. G. Lynn Sumner,
vice-president of Woman's Institute of
Domestic Arts and Sciences, and ad-
vertising counsel of the International
Correspondence Schools, addressed the
members and guests.

[additional news on other pages]
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The Martin Cantine Company awards cash prizes every month for skill in advertising and

printing. The August contest was won hy The Thomas C. Peters Printing Company of Utica

for its 2$th Anniversary Announcement—a smashing broadside "selling" better printing and

better paper; an excellent example of its own precept. Printed on Canfold. $J00 to The

y Thomas C. Peters Companyfor excellence of printing; an equal amount to James C. Petersfor

skill in copy. Enter samples of your own work on Cantine's Papers in these monthly contests,

THE brain comprehends more quickly and
accurately the message of the eye than of

the ear. Besides, talk is forgotten, while the

printed word and pictures last a lifetime.

So put your proposition down in different

forms of black and white—and color.

Use printed matter before, while and after

your salesmen call—printed matter that is made
effective by the use of modern illustrations,

harmonious typography, good presswork, and

Cantine's Coated Papers.

Cantine's Papers are sold by leading paper jobbers in prin-

cipal cities. Write for catalog, together with full particu-

lars of monthly prizes for skill in advertising and printing.

The Martin Cantine Company, Saugerties, N. Y. Dept. 78.

Canfold ASHOKAN ESOPUS Velvetone LlTHOCIS
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Here is the eleririinl store. Here radio sells along
with lighting fixtures, wiring contracts, lamps, wiring
supplies and electrical appliances. ELECTRICAL
MERCHANDISING serves the man who runs this

store.

Here is the non-electrical store. Here radio sells

sometimes alone and sometimes along with hardware,
housefurnishings, electrical appliances, phonographs,
sporting goods, etc. ELECTRICAL RETAILING
serves this dealer.

!

!

I

1

15,000 electrical dealers read ELECTRICAL
MERCHANDISING each month.

31,000 dealers read ELECTRICAL RETAIL-
ING each month.

All of these dealers—46,000 of them—sell radio.

They sell most of the $250,000,000 worth of

radio sets, parts and supplies which radio fans buy

this year.

How much of your radio equipment they sell de-

pends on how well they know you and what you

make.

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISING and
ELECTRICAL RETAILING offer you two

strong channels of approach, through which you

can do a complete selling job among these 46,000

live dealers.

1

I

I

1

I

Electrical

Merchandising
A McGraw-Hill Publication

Tenth Ave, at 36th St., New York

bii,

With tbeir 220.000 circulation
atimis put their advertisers

the following fields:

Electrical: Electrical World, Electrical Merchandising,
Elet'triral Retailing, Journal of Electricity.

Construction and Oivil Engineering: Engineering News-
Reuord.

Mining: Engineering & Mining Journal-Press. Coal Age.

7'ransportation: Electric Railway Journal, Bus Transporta-

Industrial: American Machinist, Industrial Engineer.
I'ower, Anieriran Machinist (European Edition), Cheuiical
vV Metallurgical Engineering.

Enginevring in Upanish-Rvading Countries: Tngenieria In-

ternacional.

Electrical

Retailing
A McCrau'-Hill Publication

Old Colony Bldg., Chicago
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On Substitution

\^HEN a True Story reader steps
* ^ up to a newsstand and asks for

True Story Magazine we take it most
unkindly if the dealer tries to sub-

stitute another magazine.

When a customer walks into a store

and asks for a certain advertised brand
the advertiser takes it most unkindly
if the clerk sells, or tries to sell, the
customer something in place of what
he asked for.

Because we do not believe in sub-
stitution—both for our own sake and
for the sake of our advertisers—we are

publishing in True Story Magazine
each month a campaign against sub-
stitution.

The first announcement will appear
in the December issue. In this way
True Story performs a service for its

readers and for all advertisers.

I
rueStory

iMagazine

True Story has the largest newsstand

sale in all the world
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Highway Lighthouses are

placed on the main high-

ways of Texas and other

leading states at points

officially approved by the

respective Highway Coin-

missions. These main ar-

teries carry the bulk of

the nation's interstate and

national motor travel.

V/c>

A MOTORIST who recently moved to Texas from the

East reported an incident to a member of the High-

way Lighthouse family of advertisers which emphasizes

the human side of these signals.

This man had learned to respect the flashing Light-

houses in traveling across the country. He related that

he was driving at a high rate of speed on a road leading

into San Antonio, when out of the darkness he suddenly

saw a signal "winking" at him, as he expressed it. He

immediately applied his brakes! Had he not slackened

his speed he would have crashed into a bad bridge which

spans a creek.

The numerous unsolicited letters requesting the erec-

tion of Highway Lighthouses are but an indication of

the demand for and widespread pidilic appreciation of

the value of these signals.

Effective Outdoor Advertising, and a needed

public service rendered in your name.

Highway Lighthouse Company
100 East 42nd Street New York

A Division of The A. G. A. Company, Elizabeth, Neiv Jersey

HIGHWAY LIGHTHOUSES RENDER A PUBLIC SERVICE IN YOUR NAME
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Haren^t you

a job for me ?

Any of the men I'm working for now will tell you that I'm "some sales-

man"

—

That I have a following of more than 600,000 customers, the Purchasing

Agents for over 600,000 American homes—women who never hesitate to

buy an article I recommend, and whose purchases amount to millions of

dollars yearly.

For I am the Seal of Approval granted to every product that passes the

test of actual home use at the Priscilla Proving Plant. I cannot sell goods

that have not been so approved—but if Priscilla's Housekeepers say your

product is O.K.—I'm your man. Address me in care of

New York

mODERN PRISCILLA
The Trade Paper of the Home

BOSTON Chicago
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DISCUSSION of new and old

ideas for enlarging the field

and improving the methods of

direct mail selling will be the piece-

de-resistance 01 the convention

of the Direct Mail Advertising As-
sociation to be held at the Syria
Mosque, Pittsburgh, on Oct. 29,

30 and 31.

The general sessions will be held

in the auditorium. The exhibits will

be housed on another floor in the

same building. Departmental ses-

sions will be held in other rooms of

the Mosque.
Part of the agenda will be given

over to awarding the prizes do-

nated by various companies and
individuals, among them those for

the most noteworthy achievement
of the year in direct mail selling

and the most distinctive and effec-

tive form letter campaign during
the year.
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Is Your Business Growing

Too Complicated?
We Have Learned to Run Ours in the Simplest Way

By Charles H. MacDoivell

Wi
"HAT," I have been

asked, "is the great-

est thing in selling?"

And I usually reply, "Simplic-

ity!"

That word covers so much.
"Simplification," in the tech-

nical sense recently coined, is

a part of what I mean ; but

only a part. Simplicity, as I

think of it, embraces every ac-

tivity in selling, including not

only the decision as to the

number of lines and styles to

carry, but also the handling

of salesmen, the management
of branches, the credit policy,

and all similar activities.

This thought is found run-

ning all through our funda-

mental sales policies. It was
in 1894 that I wrote a letter,

brief and very kid-like, to my
boss, P. D. Armour, saying I

would like to start a fertilizer

department and expressing the

opinion that a profitable busi-

ness could be developed. Thirty
years have passed, and the

paper on which that letter w;is

written has grown yellow; but I

still have it and treasure it because

of the rough scrawl on one side

:

"O.K., P.D.A." From an idea in a

kid's head, which a wise boss allowed

Charles H. MacDoivell

President. Armour Fertilizer Works

him to try out, there developed a

business amounting to many mil-

lions of dollars annually.

What sales methods have grown
up with this business? I will not

attempt to give any complete pic-

ture of these, but rather to

describe the manner of think-

ing we employ in tackling all

selling problems.

In the question of the choice

of distributive outlets our ap-

proach, as everywhere, is what
is simplest and most effective.

Can anything be simpler than

for the man who makes an

article to take it to the man
who will use it?

"Peddle" was one of Mr.

Armour's favorite words when
he was talking about market-
ing. "Peddle it out! Peddle it

out!" he would urge. His early

personal experience in selling

had demonstrated the results

that can be secured when you

take your product directly to

the merchant who sells the

consumer and, striking to the

heart of things as a man of

broad vision usually does, he

recognized here a principle

which in its essentials need not

be abandoned whether one does

a business of one hundred mil-

lions or only a few thousands. Like

all pioneers who are close to the

fundamentals and have drawn their

conclusions direct from experience,

he was likely to resolve problems

into their elements and treat them
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simply. It is our practice to get as

close as we can, economically, to the

final consumer. Indeed, I believe

this may be taken as a fundamental
rule underlying all good selling. It

is true, however, that simplicity

must go hand in hand with effective-

ness and actual practice has to be
varied in different cases, inasmuch
as what is actually economical is

determined by a number of variant

factors.

Our product, for example, is

manufactured in many large chemi-
cal plants located in heavy consum-
ing centers. It is bulky and low-

priced, the competition is keen, and
there is comparatively little differen-

tiation between it and what others

make. The ultimate application of

the rule I have stated would be for

us to take our product to every

farmer who might use it; but we
have tried that and found it not

justified economically, although
there is no reason to assume that it

would not be justified in the case of

sewing machines or other products

where the price-bulk-demand factors

were differently related.

We experimented. So did our com-
petitors. In certain towns, where
we were unable to secure the kind
of dealer representation we wanted,
we sometimes adopted the device of

getting a farmer agent. He received

a commission for the sales he made
to other farmers, or got his own
fertilizer at the wholesale price, or

if he sold enough his commission
paid for his fertilizer. This was
virtually the same as direct selling

less, possibly, some of the energy

you might expect from a man giving

the job his entire attention.

HOWEVER, the arrangement was
almost never quite satisfactory,

nor was direct selling on our own ac-

count. This often invited retalia-

tion, usually in the form of price

cutting; and with a bulky, low-

priced product like fertilizer, carry-

ing a narrow margin of profit, one
cannot stand much of a price war.

More recently, we, in common with

all manufacturers whose customers
are mainly farmers, have found
ourselves face to face in certain sec-

tions with that type of direct selling

comprised in state-wide or county-
wide cooperative buying. Large
quantities are usually purchased by
these cooperative groups at one
time, for cash, and from the point of

view of volume the business is often

attractive to the manufacturer.
The extent to which this method

is being used by farmers today
varies greatly in different parts of

the country. In Alabama, for ex-

ample, I should say it probably
takes care of from 10 to 12 per cent

of the farmers' needs ; in Indiana
and Ohio, perhaps 12 to 15 per cent;

elsewhere, for the most part, less,

and in some places it is not even a

factor. Yet this method has to be

reckoned with.

Our own decision with regard to

going after this class of business

has been based primarily on the

idea of maintaining permanent
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 38]

They Advertise Their Optimism
THAT advertising is in-

deed constructive that

helps to destroy a fal-

lacy while at the same time
building up prestige and
goodwill for the advertiser.

This sentiment is awakened
by a reading of a recent

Shaw-Walker advertisement.

During the period of economic
and industrial readjustment
from which the country just

now seems to be emerging,
there were many manufac-
turers and advertisers who
took the line of least resist-

ance. At the first sign of

retrenchment on the part of

their fellow manufacturers
and advertisers they took to

the storm cellars of business
and closed themselves in.

Much of the hard times
through which the country
has been passing has been
more psychological than real.

This statement is made with

around. In a "poor" business

year the Shaw-Walker people

succeeded in setting a new
sales record for its product

—

a fact that challenges the

utterances of those who be-

lieved that "Business is dead,

no use going after it."

Advertising such as that

under discussion breathes a

spirit of optimism that should

be more prevalent where the

United States, its industries

and its future are concerned.

All that is necessary for the

building up of an era of last-

ing prosperity is a full rec-

ognition of the faults that lie

like a canker worm at the

roots of stable business, and
an application of the rem-
edies that will more readily

remove or do away with

them.

Naturally, in a democracy
such as ours, where opinion is

so diverse, remedial measures
a full recognition that basic condi- sales in a more intensified manner, are slow to develop. There can be
tions in certain industries have not Shaw-Walker, through the medium no question, however, of the benefit

been all that they could have been, of its full-page advertisement in the to the country as a whole of the
Yet, in spite of this, the fact re- leading newspapers in the United brand of philosophy taught by a
mains that even in industries that States, not only proves that business national advertiser who takes the
have been hard hit, individual con- depends upon individual effort and time to accent the fact that in most
cerns have managed to keep up divi- initiative, but points the way in instances the causes of hard times
dends and volume of sales by the which other large firms can create a are not natural, but personal. This
common-sense method of going after feeling of "better business" all is indeed constructive advertising.
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Bread and Butter Problems

of a Sales Manager

This Business of Salesmen's

'Wi

Daily Reports
By V. V. Lawless

"HEN we ought to

be putting in our

time selling goods,

we are kept busy making out

reports," a salesman I met in

a small town hotel complained.

"I work for the Blank Soap
people and you haven't any
idea of how much of my
time goes into making out re-

ports. I have to make re-

ports for the sales manager.
I have to make investigations

for the sales promotion man-
ager and report to him. The
advertising manager wants
reports. Of course, the credit

manager must have his. And
on top of it all the district

sales manager wants me to

write him a weekly condition

letter with a copy to the home
office."

There was a time not so

many years ago, when all

that the salesman was ex-

pected to do was send in order

blanks properly filled out.

There came a time when
salesmen were asked to do a

certain amount of collecting

and do a certain amount of

reporting for the credit de-

partment. And what a howl
there was raised. Then, over

a period of years when the

so-called science of sales man-
agement got under way,
salesmen's detailed reports

climbed to tremendous extremes.

That period was followed by the

war period when all past ideas

seemed to go by the board and sales-

men did pretty much as they pleased.

And salesmen do not, of their own
accord, like to make out reports.

As many a salesman has explained

his attitude : "Why so many re-

ports anyway? Let them judge me
by the orders I send in. That's what
they pay me by. How far could I

get if all I did was send in weather
reports and condition letters. It's

the order that the company wants.

"You haven t any idea of how much time goes

into making out reports. The salesman must
make reports for the sales manager. He has

to make investigations for the sales promotion
manager and report to him. The advertising

manager ivants reports. Of course, the credit

manager must have his. To add to it all, the

district sales manager wants a weekly sales

letter with an extra copy to the home office."

p]verything that takes me out of

actual selling and that makes me put

my time into other matters does

nothing but handicap me.

'"'
I
""HE big trouble, as I see it, is

J_ that sales departments get away
too much from first principles. They
spend so much time in conferences

and in pondering over things and on

reports and that sort of thing that

they forget the big problem is get-

ting the order. Of course, all the

advertising managers and sales pro-

motion managers and the people in

research departments and
statistical divisions must have

a job, and they have to make
work for themselves."

That's one side of it. Here's

the other:

A salesman was put in

charge of a Texas territory.

It was not an easy one to

cover. Railroad connections

were trying and there were
many jumps that had to be

made by auto. That partic-

ular house had a sales man-
ager newly up from the

ranks. He had learned the

case against reports while on

the road and he was holding

his men to results and not to

reports. "Say it with ordei-s"

was his slogan.

But when Jones failed to

put over the volume, it was
up to the sales manager to

discharge him and replace

him (which was expensive)

or else bring up his volume.

Naturally, the first thing to

do was to try to bring up the

volume. So he took out the

last six weeks' orders and
went over them carefully, as

to items sold. The orders

averaged satisfactorily as to

size and variety.

Then he got out a county

map and began to check off

^i^ the towns from which the

orders came. To his sur-

prise he found many towns showed

no business. Now, the question was

whether or not the salesman had

called there at all. He wrote the

salesman about it. The salesman

replied in a foggy manner. The
sales manager saw that crying over

spilled milk was not helping matters

so he wired the salesman to make
out each week a route list for the

coming week and wire it in. He
also told him to make out a report

each Saturday night of the towns he

had covered and the men he had seen

and those he had called upon, but

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 62]
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How One Manufacturer Thawed
a Frozen Market

By Alex Moss

EVERY once in a while

there is written into the

history of merchandis-

ing a chapter that by all the

recognized rules does not be-

long in the book. The suc-

cess of most companies that

embark upon a new venture

—that is, when they are suc-

cessful—can be traced not

only to their having followed

a well-planned and carefully

worked out production pro-

gram, but also to a compre-
hension and understanding of

the fact that an outlet must
be provided for the finished

product, whether this be seal-

ing wax or ships. Failure to

correlate satisfactorily the

divisions of manufacture and
sales must, according to all

the tenets of merchandising,
lead to failure.

Distribution is the bugaboo
of any business, be it manu-
facturing, jobbing or retail-

ing. If the output of a factory

fails to flow in a steady
stream from the point of

fabrication to the point of

consumption, then the inevi-

table result is a period of de-

pression and stress. Liqui-

dation and readjustment be-

come the order of the day. Invari-
ably the practice is to cut down on
production until output has had an
opportunity to catch up with sales.

This is just as true of an industry
as it is of an individual business.

Yet, in at least one case, the ex-

ception to all this has proved the
rule. In this particular instance we
have a manufacturing company that
maintained maximum production in

the face of a gradually shrinking
market, but, instead of disaster, it

achieved distinction.

Any company approaches an her-
culean task that purposes to enter
upon an already highly comjjetitive

field—one that can be said to be al-

mo.st pre-empted by old established
firms whose trademarks and mer-
chandise have been made familiar to
the public through the expenditure

Expanding
\

Jkle^ [^

-so They Qotne to Wanamaker's

16,241 Men's Winter All-Wool Overcoata and Ulster*
fi«dl ThursJay ^Vornmg m Our T-ufl Sicrti Ne* York and Phhdelptiuj

The Greatest Sale of its Kind Ever Held $I6.50
y^;s.S™"Sr-„™":.™'" »X"z=.-;jr.=™'-" -

$28.50

From S A. M. to 8 P. M. THURSDAY

This adi^ertisement announced the s(dp which
enabled the New York and Philadelphia stores

of John Wanamaker to dispose of 7,000 over-

coats in a twelve-hour day, a record in garment
sales at a time the clothing market ivas stagnant.

of vast sums of money in advertis-

ing over an extended period. More
than one organization has started

out upon an ambitious manufac-
turing program, in high hope that

the excellence of its merchandise
would make its impress upon the

consuming public.

HOWEVER, in the majority of

instances, several necessary in-

tervening steps must be taken before

the public so much as gets a glance
at the product. These steps are
taken in relay: By the manufacturer
to the jobber; by the jobber to the

retailer; by the retailer to the
ultimate consumer.
Agreed that all this is exceed-

ingly elementary. But the necessity

of repeating the a b c's of market-
ing is completely exemplified when

every day sees uncovered
instances of manufacturers
conducting their businesses

wholly upon guess, whereas a
little investigation would
have supplied corrective facts

and, in many cases, might
have saved some of these

manufacturers unpleasant ex-

periences in the bankruptcy
courts.

Now to our muttons:
The Daniel Boone Company

of Chicago is an Outgrowth of

the Daniel Boone Woolen
Mills, which for years have
been recognized factors in the

textile industry. The mills

have become known for mak-
ing a high quality cloth which
found the ready acceptance

of some of the leading cloth-

ing manufacturers in the

United States. A few years
ago the Woolen Mills saw a
chance to enter the ready-to-

wear field. They reasoned

that by using their own
fabrics and establishing their

own tailoring shops, they

could make a garment that

would be superior, quality for

quality and price for price, to= like garments offered by com-
petitive concerns that had to

go out into the open market for

their fabrics. The Mills resorted to

new financing and extended its oper-

ating activities to include the manu-
facture of overcoats.

The tailoring shops were located

in four midwestern cities, in the

same factories that already housed

the woolen manufacturing end of

the business. It was thought that

this move would eliminate consider-

able lost motion and result in re-

ducing the percentage of overhead
charged against the clothing firm.

In course of time the Daniel

Boone Company developed a fair

market for its garments, but soon

it was found that production had

been better planned than distri-

bution. Officials of the company be-

gan to feel that if entry . could be

gained into the Eastern territory on

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 58]
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Marketing American Products in

India and South Africa

By Clem W. Gerson
Sales Manager, The American Commerce Company. London, England

THERE are few markets in th>}

world which open a better

held for the American pro-
ducer than India, with its three

hundred and fifteen million people,

but the conglomerate nature of the

population necessitates expert advice

and extreme care in the preparation
of the selling plan. Marketing
methods must be devised that will

jirove effective and inoffensive in a

country with an area of one million

eight hundred thousand square
miles, with all gradations of tem-
perature and climate, where several

hundred different dialects are
spoken, where religious feeling be-

tween more than half a dozen sects

runs high, and where all manner of

religious and caste taboos are prev-
alent. The difficulty is further en-

hanced by the fact that the white
man in India, who comprises an im-
portant portion of the buying public,

is different from the white man at

home and must be approached in a

different manner.
But in spite of these obstacle-

there are hundreds of amazingly sue

cessful foreign products in the In-

dian market. There are numerous
large and prosperous cities in India
and the wealth of the country is

literally beyond conception. Its in-

dustries embrace hundreds of dif-

ferent lines. A few of the largest

and most important cities, Delhi,

the capital, Calcutta, Rangoon,
Karachi, Colombo and Bombay are

important seaports carrying all the

eastern trade. All boats to the east

stop at at least two of these cities.

The buying power of the country

is very largely controlled by the sea-

sonal rains, the monsoons, lasting

from June to September. If the

monsoon is heavy, bumper crops and
prosperity for the laboring class is

the rule. If the monsoon is light or

delayed, partial crop failures usually

follow, which in India mean the re-

duction of buying power to such a
point where luxuries are out of the

question and even necessities are

often impossible, and, sometimes,

thousands of deaths by starvation.

This climatic hazard, however, is

gradually being minimized by vast

irrigation projects fostered by the

British government. The Indus
River Dam will irrigate millions of

acres of land and greatly nullify the

effects of drouths.

Industrial conditions are insepar-

ably connected with climatic and
geographical conditions. Thriving
industry and dense population are to

ALTHOLGII India, a land of infinite

variation in laiif^uape, religion, climate
and industrial (levelo])nient, is in nutnv re-

spects a very primitive rountrv, vet. with
its 3I.';,000,060 people, it off.-rsa fabulous-
ly rich market for tlie American export-
in"; manufacturer, csperially in good crop
years. The native market or bazaar is

rapidly taking on increasing importance
as a sales outlet for innumerable products.
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be found mainly in those districts

which enjoy a reasonable rainfall,

moderate temperature and adequate

transport facilities. Thus the main
industrial centers are situated on

the coast, in the inland east, south

of the Sind Desert from Bombay to

Assam, and along the principal

rivers and railways.

In other countries, salesmen,

duties and a thousand other details

are of prime importance, but, in

India, advertising absolutely con-

trols the marketing, in fact, it might
be said that advertising is the mar-
keting. Both European and native

populations in India are remarkably
responsive to properly presented ad-

vertising, for which there are only

two effective media, the press and
enamelled signs displayed on rail-

road stations and other public

places. Outdoor posters are practi-

cally unknown throughout India.

The English press is both influen-

tial and efficient and the leading

papers are ably edited and brightly

written. They have a circulation

not only among the white residents,

but also among the English-speak-

ing native community. Advertising

i-ates are extremely low in propor-

tion. Though many of these papers

are powerful and influential, they

are poorly printed, for the most
part, and effective advertising must
be bold and open and contain no

small type. Advertising to succeed

must avoid the national prejudices

and, at the same time, get its mes-
sage over. Such advertising very
quickly opens a fabulously rich mar-
ket, provided that the product to be

sold does not itself violate a re-

ligious or national taboo, as would
such commodities as the flesh of

pigs and cattle or their by-products

or any spirituous liquors.

In the preparation of advertising

and literature close attention should

be paid to the matter of language as

no one language is prevalent in or

confined to any particular state.

In the Bombay Presidency alone,

Sindhi, Guyerati, Marthi and Kan-
arese are the principal languages,

while, in the Province of Madras,

Teluga, Tarvil and Urdu are spoken

to a very large extent.

The native market and bazaar is

becoming increasingly important as

an outlet for manufacturer's goods
and its possibilities as a sales chan-

nel are worthy of close study and
should be utilized.

To the manufacturer. South
Africa provides an infinitely easier

market to open up than India be-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 65]

Drama as an Aid to

Correspondence
'Dictated by WRB/S

"r I ")00 smooth and polished,

I
that's the trouble with our

I correspondence," growled the

head of a big manufacturing com-
pany as he finished signing his day's

mail.

And that is the trouble with a

great deal of our business corre-

spondence: it is smooth with the

smoothness of years and years of

usage. Made up of the old, old

phrases that have no power to stir

the imagination, arouse interest, or

picture the fact or idea that lies be-

hind them.

Correspondence chestnuts, such as

"We have your favor of the 16th

inst.," "On looking through our

files we fail to find the letter you
mention in your favor of the 3rd,"

"Your order will be given prompt
attention." Etc., etc., etc.,

eternally.

One simple and exceedingly effec-

tive way for the business executive

or the professional correspondent to

cure himself of the hackneyed
phrase habit is to practise putting a

bit of drama into his dictation.

Using the phrases just mentioned
as examples, let us see how it is pos-

sible to dramatize them:

Deadly Dramatic
We have your Our Treasurer

favor of the 16th just stepped into
inst. my office with your

letter of last Mon-

On looking We had no re-

through our files membrance of re-
we fail to find the ceiving a letter
letter you mention from you about
in your favor of the fourth or fifth

the 3rd ult. of June, but to
make doubly sure
we had our head
File Clerk person-
ally go through
our files very care-
fully this after-
noon, but without
result.

Observe how much more personal
and flattering the dramatic version
is. It could not help making the re-

cipient of the letter feel that his

correspondence or his order was
being handled by human beings who
were sensible of its importance and
trying to do everything in their

power to give service. While per-
haps a trifle longer as covering any
given idea or situation, usually the
dramatic handling shortens the
letter as a whole, for it makes un-
necessary much vain repetition of
ideas by picturing them so graphi-

cally in the first place that no repeti-

tion is necessary.

It is the repeated assurances that

make so much business correspond-
ence lengthy and boresome. Fearing
that the first statement or assurance
will not quite register on the reader
(and as it is expressed in a hack-

neyed sentence that has come to

mean exactly nothing it probably
tvon't register), the correspondent
hesitates before closing and repeats

the same thought in some other
well-worn phrase or sentence —
which likewise slides over without
registering. Whereas the drama-
tized treatment enacts a little play
before the reader's mind so that the
latter can see.

Of course it is possible to so over-

dramatize correspondence as to make
it ridiculous. This can be avoided
easily by asking yourself as you
start to dictate a letter, "Now just

what would I say and how would I

say it if the person to whom I am
writing suddenly stepped up to my
desk for the infoiTnation I am about
to give him in this letter?"

Say it just that way and see how
much more effective your letters will

be!
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Where Are We At

in Price Maintenance?
By J. George Frederick

IT
is possible to main-

tain price, under prin-

ciples approved by the

highest court. The proof

is that hundreds of con-

cerns are doing so. Com-
petitors of the kind that

like to hurl brickbats at

their rivals are occasion-

ally bringing up com-
plaints, and the Federal

Trade Commission, un-

sure of itself, is occasion-

ally making rulings of

various contradictory

kinds; but the fact re-

mains that nobody can

take away a manufac-
turer's right to refuse to

sell. If this is done in

the right manner, and no
false steps are made,
there isn't a law in the

land nor a moral prin-

ciple nor a legal quibble

which can enjoin a con-

cern that desires to exer-

cise this privilege.

Decisions made have
been so wrapped up in

legal technicalities that

they were rendered prac-

tically impossible of in-

terpretation to the aver- =

age person. Even the

famous cases which have been
fought through the courts, like the

Miles, Beechnut, Mennen and
others, have not legally fully cleared

the status. The manufacturer hesi-

tates to do what he is sure he has

a right to do; that is, insist upon
his goods beinn^ sold at what he con-

ceives to be a fair price.

What has most influenced delay in

placing price maintenance on a firm

and equitable legal basis is the

notion of danger of extending the

manufacturer's power to such a

point as to compel the paying of

excessive prices by the consumer.

Such power in the hands of a so-

called "trust," it is argued, might
tend to force retail prices above the

point of fairness to the ultimate

buyer or consumer. This is mainly

on the theory that business is funda-

At the time the Beech-
nut decision was
rendered (in January,

1922) there were some
sixty - seven other , con-

cerns under fire for var-

ious departures from the

straight and narrow path

of resale price control.

In July of that year, the

Federal Trade Commis-
sion called off all of these,

and started with a clean

slate. However, the slate

didn't stay clean long.

During the year succeed-

ing that, there was an in-

crease of 32 per cent in

the number of complaints

filed, and some 900 com-
panies were involved in

various proceedings

brought by the Commis-
sion; 140 price proceed-

ings had been brought

against them, and there

were a few odd cases

hanging fire in the At-

torney General's depart-

ment.

In spite of the fact that

the Beechnut case was
considered highly impor-=^= tant in defining the status

of price maintenance,

there appears still to be a great deal

of confusion and misinterpretation

of that decision. At the time it was
made, the press almost unanimously

T is scarcely a possibility that the reported the decision as a complete

opportunity for manipulation of defeat for the Beechnut Company,
price to any marked degree will eyer Au contraire, counsel for the com-

be open to the rank and file of busi- pany declared that "the entire Court

nesses. Most of them are amply sustains the right of the Beechnut

hedged and hampered by very real Packing Company to decline to sell

@ Browa Bros.

GUT price sales, particularly of tradeniarked and
nationally advertised merchandise, have been a bone

of contention between manufacturers and retailers for

years. Concerns that have sought to maintain the re-

sale prices of their goods have fought for their prin-

ciple before the Federal Trade Cominission and before

the highest courts in the land, but decisions have been
so wrapped up in legal technicalities that many manu-
facturers are in a quandary as to their rights ui the mat-
ter. Any concern, however, has the right to refuse to sell.

mentally dishonest and shortsighted,

and that the law of supply and
demand is a dead letter.

I

natural economic brakes. If they

force prices too high, they perish in

their own ambitions. Their com-
petitors, with clearer vision, merely
sit tight and let them hang them-
selves. A concern can get buyers

only by meeting competition and
demand on an economic basis.

Therefore, much of the danger in

this particular possibility averts it-

self by force of circumstances and
human nature.

its product to dealers who do not

observe the fair resale prices sug-

gested by it. The main point is the

affirmance, of the refusal-to-sell

policy, per se, under the Federal

Trade Commission Act, just as it

was affirmed in the Colgate case."

And that appears to be the present

standing of the manufacturer's

rights as regards his products. He
can refuse to sell, but he must watch

his step when he does it. If, by

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 44]
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Architectural New York
Pencil Renderings Used in Advertising

By Theodore de Postels

UPPER LEFT—Earl Hall of Columbia University.

Lower Left—Fifth Avenue and Fifty-seventh Street;

an interesting "shot" of the Plaza Hotel is shown in the

background. Upper Right—Details of the arcades and
columns of the Municipal Building. Lower Right—The
Ambassador Hotel, St. Bartholomew's in the foreground.

H
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Still More Autopsies from the

Advertising Morgue
By Ralph B. Milbourne

A
MANUFACTURER selling
through jobbers marketed a

,. new product at an unsually

low price and commenced advertis-

ing during his busiest season. The
jobber's salesmen work on a draw-

ing account against commission.

During the best selling season they

have their grand chance of the year

to sell large quantities of their

higher priced goods. They felt that

they could not afford to push the low

priced item because of the lower

profit to them.

So the trade results were poor.

The advertising cannot do its work
with the poor distribution secured.

Poor Business Judgment

THE study of so-called "adver-

tising failures" is very reassur-

ing in that, nearly always, the fail-

ure may be traced back to poor

business judgment at some point

other than the advertising itself.

At the tail end of the period of

greatest inflation in prices, for ex-

ample, a manufacturer of tobaqco

products saw that costs must soon

come dovra. He decided to bring out

a new brand, pricing it at the figure

at which he felt sure he could manu-
facture later on. He decided to sacri-

fice every cent of profit for the time

being. He expected thus to get the

bulge on his fellow manufacturers.

He would beat them to it in estab-

lishing the new and lower scale of

prices.

The new product came out and was
heavily advertised. Big sales were

secured almost overnight. They con-

tinued. But about three months
after the introduction of the prod-

uct, the other manufacturers lowered

the prices of their competing prod-

ucts to the same figure as that set

by the manufacturer who had antici-

pated lower costs of raw materials.

He, of course, could make his price

no lower.

And immediately his sales began
to slump and fell almost to the van-

ishing point. Here is a case where
I believe the advertising was faultily

written. It had played up the prod-

uct simply as offering unusual value

at the price. Then, when the price

was met on competing products, I

imagine the public felt, "Well, why
doesn't this company lower its price

now that the other fellows are doing

so. Costs of tobacco have gone
down."

If this manufacturer had ex-

plained to the public that he was an-

ticipating lower production costs, I

imagine that he would have protected

himself. When other prices were
lowered he could again have re-

minded the public that he had beaten

competitors by three months in es-

tablishing the lower price level. But,

of course, hindsight always beats

foresight.

* * *

Changed Line Too Often

ANOTHER manufacturer is con-

_fVstantly changing his line. New
products frequently replace old ones

without any real excuse. Changes
in design and appearance are made
without reference to their real value.

All these changes are announced in

the advertising. The result is that

dealers don't like to handle the line.

They never know how soon their

stock will be obsolete. And so ad-

vertising has never accomplished
very much for this company, al-

though the appropriation for several

years has run into six figures.

Stopped "Education" Copy
Too Soon

IN another case, the product was
novel and to build a successful

volume required a thorough building

up of a new want on the part of the

consumer.
Half of the annual advertising

approjjriation was spent during the
first six weeks of the year, using
large space and long educational

texts. Then the campaign lapsed into

very small space and purely "re-

minder" copy. The result was a
fizzle.

The "education" was not complete

enough. The public was not pre-

pared to buy when simply reminded
after so short an introduction. Next
year the balance will be struck and
medium sized space and consistently

informative advertising will be used.

Dealer Helps Solved Problem

ANOTHER manufacturer had used

iVonly store displays for many
years, buying no advertising space

in newspapers, magazines, or other

general advertising mediums. He
had built up excellent distribution.

He decided for one year to spend his

entire advertising appropriation in

newspapers instead of using it for

display material. He used only one

paper in each of a small list of cities.

In all cities no store displays were
distributed. The product was of a

type on which there is a great deal

of consumer and trade indifference.

The newspaper advertising un-

doubtedly helped to secure many new
customers. But old customers were
not reminded of the brand when they

entered the store. Many moi-e peo-

ple had seen the display cards than
now saw the newspaper advertising.

At the end of the year sales were
substantially below those of the pre-

vious year. The sequel is a happy
one, however. The manufacturer
now sees that both store and news-
paper advertising are profitable and
that each has its distinct field of use-

fulness. He has been using both this

year and the increase in business has

more than justified the combination.

Failed to Counteract Gossip

ANOTHER product through its

Xvnovelty achieved large sales

without any advertising. It is mar-
keted through jobbers whose sales-

men handle so many items that they

are not well posted on any of them.

Dealers, not being well informed,

hesitated to recommend the goods.

Misconception and gossip spread un-

favorable ideas to the retailers.

Neither through mailing pieces to

the trade nor through his advertis-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 521
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Plate Glass Advertisements
By Joseph A. Richards

WE, makers of adver-

tisements, why do we
not oftener make good

ones, those of the plate glass

sort? Advertisements to be
' looked through, not looked at

;

advertisements which have the

simon pure essence of sincer-

ity through and through
them ? Many of us know how,
know how right well, but we
simply do not do as well as

we know; and we know that

we do not.

The question is, why do we
not?

Some quick answers rush
right forward for record, but
we will hold them in leash

while we discuss those that

have been forming during a

series of years and which we
often see exemplified.

We are too eager to get to

work, too zealous to begin at

once writing something which
shall turn out to be an adver-

tisement. If we could elimi-

nate, today, all the advertise-

ments which have been made
hastily from insufficient data,

a large army would file off the field

of advertising never to be seen again.

Back of this eagerness to write
and design, set up and show proof,

is the urge to print and bill, and
especially to bill and collect. All the

forces of advertising contribute to

this haste. To begin with, the ad-

vertiser, as soon as he has deter-

mined to advertise, and how much to

advertise, wants to see his name in

print and the business boom started.

To this he is urged by the publica-

tion which wants his announcement
to appear in the next especially

favorable number.
And the agent who is handling his

account, naturally willing to begin
billing this month rather than next,

and urged by the advertiser and the
medium representative to get busy
as quickly as possible, oftentimes
yields his better judgment and so

the merry chase for "copy and cuts"
begins. Bricks are made without
straw, advertisements without
facts; and they are not plate glass

advertisements.

Another reason why .so many ad-

vertisements are not fully fused and

f^mw

The Aladdin Company

JvartlaM.
words in&t

not perfectly transparent is because
we makers of them are client-

conscious, and this consciousness

often grows out of the first condition

—lack of facts; but whether it does

or no, we are often awed by the

client in all our thinking, planning
and writing. Is it not his money?
Has. he not a right to express a

deciding opinion about an advertise-

ment of his business? Should he
not be pleased? Yes, but pleased
with what? With the advertisement
or with the results of the investment
of which this advertisement is a
part? Oftentimes, however, the al-

most abject fear of the dominating,
domineering client so paralyzes the

pen of the advertisement maker that

good looking, but cloudy, foggy, un-
convincing advertisements are the
result.

extravagance more than it shows the
'

I
iHUS, insincere, opaque adver- true merits of the goods in propor-

in not legitimately dissipat-

ing this client consciousness

which cringes before the

client's ofttimes ignorant

criticism.

Not only are we conscious,

over-conscious of the client,

but we are over-conscious of

each other. "Oh, it isn't cor-

rect to do thus and so any
more; the best practice dic-

tates other ways." And so we
often pull and haul an adver-

tisement to pieces which was
conceived and born in sincer-

ity and would have eventuated
well had we let it alone. We
are hampered by technique

which perhaps we have learned

too well and by which we are

enslaved. To be sure, it is

quite possible that many ad-

vertisements lack trimming,
correcting and polishing, but
in these days I would say that

technical criticism is the

greater sin.

Again, a litle imp with a

big name wanders around our
shop, spoiling many well con-

ceived advertisements. Its

name is psychology. If an adver-

tisement maker were such a pro-

found master of psychology he could

apply its principles without know-
ing it; he could go on using them
and continue successfully writing

plate glass advertisements. But if

his knowledge of the not wholly
formulated science of psychology is

superficial, he has an imp to deal

with which will wreck his efforts to

make an enthusiastic, sincere adver-

tisement of his client's goods.

There is another tendency, which
works against plate glass simplicity

and sincerity, and that is the dis-

position to use more space than is

necessary. The very fact that there

is leeway in the advertiser's appro-

priation for "dominating"space often

leads to loose and extravagant use of

that space, a use which

X tisements are often the result of

lack of backbone on the part of ad-

vertisement makers, lack of back-

bone in the matter of insistence on
facts, and again lack of it, and per-

haps of personal sincerity as well.

tion to their importance in the

reader's scheme of things.

The growing tendency in large

cities to the use of tremendous
lineage on the part of local adver-

tisers makes the task of the national

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 71]
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The Road Hog and
the Market for Cars

A
FEW years since, marketing experts were wor-

ried over what was going to happen to the

^automobile industry when it reached its sales

"saturation point." We have long since reached and

passed the point that was looked upon as representing

market saturation, and we have learned that there is

practically no limit to the volume of a product the

American public will absorb if it really wants it.

But we are now facing a different kind of saturation

point as applied to the automobile: the saturation of

the roads and highways, a physical saturation that is

being remedied to an extent by the building of more
and better highways. But even the building of more
and better highways is not going to prove sufficient to

ward off the danger of saturation if something is not

done about the road hogs and the reckless drivers.

It appears to us that the most constructive step the

motor car industry could take would be to inaugurate

a skilfully planned, sharp-pointed but good-natured pro-

gram of advertising to teach the great American public

how to drive and to make it like the idea of safe and

sane motoring.

A man by the name of Le Roy made the public 'like

"the cheery voice" of a jangling alarm clock. The
right kind of motoring copy could crystallize public

stntiment into a wholesome respect for the rights of

others on the road and make moderate driving appeal-

ing. It could not be accomplished overnight; it would
have to be taken up as a crusade rather than a cam-
paign, and as a definitely scheduled advertising pro-

gram, rather than as a hit-or-miss piece of publicity

propaganda. But such a crusade, entered upon co-

operatively by the many interests making up the auto-

motive industry, would definitely push off the physical

point of motor car saturation which now threatens the

car market.

w;
How to Approach
the New York Market

'E hear complaints occasionally from adver-

tisers who have attempted to invade the New
York market that the metropolis is cold and

unresponsive to advertising; that even a sizeable appro-

priation fails to make much of an impression on the

New York public.

What generally develops when these complaints are

investigated is that the advertisers have failed in plan-

ning their appropriations to take into consideration the

enormous size of the area which they figure on as "New
York," as represented by the circulations of the New
York newspapers.
As was recently brought out by the survey of the

New York market being conducted by the New York
University Bureau of Business Research, a large num-
ber of the representative advertising accounts are com-
paratively under-advertised in New York, when the

New York appropriation is measured against the New

York population figures and the potentialities of the

New York market as compared with the populations

and potentialities of other large cities.

In pointing out this tendency to underestimate the

size and inertia of the New York market we are not

advocating a policy of robbing other centers or sections

for the purpose of a New York splurge. We wish

merely to call attention to the fact that the New York
market is both broad and deep; it covers a wide terri-

tory, extending into New Jersey and Connecticut, to say

nothing of Long Island, Staten Island and several coun-

ties above Manhattan and The Bronx; and it has many
social strata, from the upper Fifth Avenue millionaire

to the immigrant newly landed through Ellis Island.

To reach the people of this broad territory and get one's

advertising message before the masses and the classes

requires either a very large expenditure of money, if

the job is to be done in a hurry; or else a considerable

investment of that other important advertising factor,

time, coupled with a steady month-after-month, year-

after-year program of advertising sufficiently broad as

to distribution and deep as to penetration and frequent

as to insertion and impressive as to space unit and
treatment to keep the whole public reminded.

Swift & Company
Write an Editorial

UNDER the heading, "Live stock always finds a

market," Swift & Company is publishing cur-

rently in the farm press an advertisement

which contains some thought-provoking statements

worth consideration of every student of marketing. We
quote it in part:

Nearly every fall millions of bushels of apples, peaches,
and other fruit go to waste because it doesn't pay to har-
vest them.

Lack of a nearby market, perishability, high marketing
costs, poor quality, lack of sufficient demand—all help to

cause this great waste.
The live stock producer has his troubles, but the affliction

of "no market" is today unknown to him.
The demand for the farmer's live stock may exist thou-

sands of miles away. Even so, the national packer has
placed a market at his door.
Meat is more perishable than most commodities, but the

problem of keeping it in first class condition is solved by
refrigeration.
Marketing costs have risen, but the live stock farmer

Kets a bigger percentage of the consumer's dollar than do
producers of most other farm products.
Even live stock of poor quality always finds a ready

market, because there is always a demand for all grades
of meat. But good animals pay out the best.

We're always trying to increase the demand for meat by
improving quality, and by advertising our Premium prod-
ucts, which are becoming more and more popular.

Let the reformer criticise the packei's as he will, they

harve developed a sure market for live stock: "There is

always a demand for all grades of meat." Let the

.sociologists criticise advertising as they will and declare

it to be economically unsound; it has helped the packers

so to stabilize the market for live stock that, though it

is as perishable as fruits or vegetables, it never goes

to waste.
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Third Annual Convention

National Industrial Advertisers
REDUCTION of the cost of selling materials from industry to in-

dustry crystallized the theme of the third annual convention of
the National Industrial Advertisers Association, which closed a

successful two-day session at the Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago,
Tuesday, Oct. 14. In his presidential address Philip C. Gunion out-
lined the work of the association for the past year and paid a tribute
to the efforts of Vice-President Holl and the members of the Board. The
following were elected as officers for the coming year: President, Julius
S. Holl; Vice-President, Bennett Chappie; Secretary and Treasurer,
J. R. Hopkins. The Board of Dii-ectors is composed of George F. Climo,
Ezra W. Clark, W. L. Delander, Keith J. Evans, L. F. Hamilton, P. C.

Gunion, J. C. McQuiston, J. B. Patterson, and W. A. Wolff. The next
convention of the association will be held in Houston, Tex. Following
are abstracts of some of the more important addresses:

More Results for the

Advertiser s Dollar
By Philip L. Thomson

Publicity Manager, The Western Electric Company

MANY publishers are so inter-

ested in getting more circula-

tion that they haven't time to

make sure of the quality of what they
have; and in offering a market to their

advertising customers they sometimes
forget its limitations. As circulation

goes up, rates go up, and the advertiser

is called upon to foot the bill. Duplica-
tion of circulation has come along so

fast that the net cost to the advertiser

of reaching his market continues to

mount, and this at a time when ways
and means must be found to decrease

distribution and selling expenses, of

which advertising is just one item.

This question of circulation is one
which the Association of National Ad-
vertisers is continually studying.

Through an interchange of individual

experiences a line is being got on
reader interest, duplication, the equi-

table distribution of the cost of pub-
lishing a magazine as between the sub-

scriber on the one hand and the adver-

tiser on the other, the place of the
magazine of free circulation, etc.

With the question of reader inter-

est in advertising is tied up the

issue as to what is a fair proportion

between the advertising pages and the

editorial pages in a publication, what
is the maximum number of advertising

pages that ought to appear in any one
issue of a publication. In other words,
is there a point of diminishing return
in attention value for the advertiser

and, if so, shouldn't the publisher be

concerned to stop piling up the size of

his book when it reaches that point
instead of going right on, as most of

them do, on the theory that the bigger
the magazine the better medium it is?

The Association of National Adver-
tisers has some pretty definite statistics

to disprove the publishers' point of

view, and will continue to work with
them to establish this viewpoint.

Some of the foremost business press
publishers are contributing greatly to

the success of advertisers in their

media by studying the buying habits of

the industry which they serve, and,
in other specific ways, showing the

manufacturers that they recognize a

primary responsibility to make the ad-

vertisers' investment in their media a

productive one. Service of this char-
acter ought to be encouraged, and the
publisher who is not willing thus to

cooperate with the manufacturer who
makes possible the publishing of his

magazine is not entitled to his patron-
age.

Another thing which has become in-

ci-easingly important is the question

of subscriber classification, specifically

paragraph 14 of A. B. C. reports

headed "Analysis by Occupation."

With circulation increases, cheaper
subscription prices, and what is eu-

phemistically called "controlled circula-

tion," it seems that more accurate and
detailed classifications are needed. How
can any buyer of white space know
what he is buying when three or four

papers circulating in the same field, be
it building, electrical, engineering or
road construction, analyze and classify
their readers in as many different
ways?

If there were some standard yard-
stick to measure what circulation can
be bought in order that a story may be
told economically to a particular class
of readers, it would certainly be a fine

thing. Of course; it might deprive a
few of some space selling arguments,
but from the viewpoint of the adver-
tising manager who sees new papers
springing up overnight and has an
advertising budget to conserve, that
would not be an occasion for tears.

THERE are still too many publish-
ers who are simply parasites on in-

dustry and are contributing nothing to

its development. There are new publica-
tions where the editorial equipment is

paste-pot and shears, where the circula-
tion machinery is nil, and where, be-
cause nobody is willing to pay any-
thing for it, the paper is given away

—

where, in fact, no excuse can possibly
be oflfered for its being started.

I appreciate that the trade paper
of free circulation has a place, and I

do not wish my remarks to be inter-
preted as a blanket indictment of that
method of securing circulation. It

seems to me, though, that whoever
enters a field already being adequately
served by substantial publishing units
who have made a great investment in
behalf of the industry must prove his
case and show that he comes with clean
hands and has some constructive pur-
pose he proposes to render.

I think the evil of special issues is

not as acute as it used to be, and
perhaps one reason why it is not is

that there has been all along on the
part of advertising organizations an
efl'ort to discourage publishers from
bringing out special editions of this
kind where no real reason exists. A
particularly aggravated form of this
evil is the special edition of a paper
featuring a new building or an un-
usual installation in which everybody
who furnished equipment that went
into the undertaking is called upon by
a contractor on the job to take space
if they are to continue to receive favor-
able consideration on the future busi-
ness which the contractor has to place.

This form of near-blackmail is in-

defensible.

Advertisers owe it to themselves as
a matter of business to be organized in

the interest of more efficient advertis-
ing and as a means of safeguarding
their common interests. It is esti-
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mated that close to a billion dollars

will be spent for various forms of

publicity this year. Necessarily there

has grown up in connection with the
spending of that vast sum a large
amount of organized machinery. News-
papers have their association, magazine
publishers theirs, the business press its

own, agents their own. While un-
doubtedly each of these organizations
is doing much for the cause of better

advertising, recognizing as they do
that only as advertising pays the ad-

vertiser can their field of advertising

develop, nevertheless these organiza-
tions are not entirely altruistic in their

nature and where their common inter-

ests are at stake the members work
together to safeguard those interests.

It seems obvious to me, therefore, that
among buyers of advertising service

there should be an equally strong or-

ganization, committed to a more effi-

cient use of the dollars , which they
spend and zealously guarding their

interests as they may conflict with
those of the other groups whose busi-

ness is selling some advertising service.

Factors That Influence

Koehring Publicity
By 0. C. Dahlman

' jAdvertising Manager, Koehring Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

TO any mind advertising fundamen-
tally means steady, continuous,

year in and year out effort, as opposed
to seasonal, occasional or erratic and
spectacular publicity.

The Koehring Company advertising

is divided into thi'ee main divisions

—

trade paper, direct mail and promo-
tional. Trade papers are selected on
two main bases—circulation and edito-

rial Dolicy—and the editorial policy is

by far the most important element, be-

cause a sound editorial policy begets

reader confidence as well as interest,

which, as sure as cause and effect, is

transferred to the advertising pages.
The question of preferred position

versus run of the paper is one which
troubles us little. There may be two
sides to this question, but we believe,

in papers the size and scope of those

in the industrial field at least, that the

main thing is nothing more nor less

than copy. If you have an advertise-

ment containing attention-value in ap-
pearance, and action-compelling copy,
it needs nothing else in the way of

special position to be read. Certain
positions, such as cover or center

spread, undoubtedly have an added
value; but whether this value is worth
as much as the extra cost, if it were
put into added space, is to my mind
questionable.

"Special issues" is another pet sub-
ject of trade paper solicitors. The dis-

covery of wonderful cost-cutting meth-
ods of manufacture in an industrial

plant, or the one hundredth birthday
of the founder of the publication, or
the commemoration of the discovery of
the wonderful properties of crushed
stone—all require a "special issue."

And I have no quarrel with them, if

the publishers feel that the event is so

important as to require such special

efforts. But my point is that all such
editions are essentially functions of the
editorial department and they should
not, legitimately, be passed over in part
to the advertisers to help carry the

burden. Furthermore, very often such
special issues tend to weaken the edi-

torial influence because they are some-
times attempted in fields foreign to the
paper's true function—for example,
when a building construction paper
issues a special road edition.

The second important field of indus-
trial advertising is direct mail—under
which for convenience may be listed

catalogs, bulletins, folders, letter in-

closures, form letters and broadsides.
At various times we have used them
all, and with the exception of form let-

ters, use all of them at present. Each
year we use a series of large broad-

sides during the active buying season
with very satisfactory results.

We are using two types of catalogs
—the large, expensive complete catalog
of 100 pages or more, illustrating and
describing our whole line of products
and che smaller, more compact specifi-

cation booklet devoted to one size of
a particular type exclusively. The lat-

ter we find increasingly popular and
effective because it not only saves the
expense of the large catalog, but, in

the case of a customer who is inter-

ested in a specific machine, presents
that particular machine exclusively and
in full details without any disturbing
reference to other products.

There is one other important form of
advertising which we carry on which
for lack of a better name I call promo-
tional. This has two objectives. First,

an unselfish cooperation with all agen-
cies devoted to bettering conditions in

the industry and to extend the uses of

concrete and other products in whose
use our machines play a part. The
second objective is to make our name
favorably known to organizations and
individuals, who, while not actual buy-
ers themselves, are connected in some
way with the industry. We have in

addition, in this promotional advertis-

ing, issued from time to time as occa-

sion presented, other miscellaneous

publications of a more general nature.

This, in brief, comprises our adver-

tising. We use all legitimate channels

of publicity open to us which offer a

fair measure of adequate return, on

the basis that if the buyer does not

come in contact with one form he is'

bound to be reached at some time or

other by another form.

Substituting Facts

for Theory
By Ezra W. Clark

Advertising Manager, Clark Tructractor Company, Buchanan, Mich.

THE greatest advances in adver-
tising in recent years have been

industrial and financial fields.

The greatest improvement in any class

of media the last twenty years is to be
found in the technical and industrial

press. Why? Because fact has been
substituted here for theory. The very
large corporations in the industrial

field quite wisely maintain research de-

partments for the development of this

necessary data. These departments are
often under the supervision of the ad-
vertising manager, but more generally
under the engineering department. In
all cases, the advertising manager
should have a voice in the conducting
of research work, especially where the
results are intended for his use.

The main objection to data secured
through one's own research depart-

ment is the imputation that it is preju-

diced. It is often better to go afield

for this research work. There are sev-

eral competent organizations devoting
their entire energy to industrial cost

surveys. They employ trained investi-

gators and as they are often employed
to make a number of different surveys
in the same plant, they are able to fur-

nish an adequate service at a low cost.

An efficient industrial advertising
man must, from time to time, make
personal research and investigation in

the field. The wise industrial advertis-

ing manager will take "a swing around
the circle" of his sales office from two
to six times a year, interspersed with
frequent calls upon some of the larger

customers of his company. This active
field work will keep him from mental
lethargy.
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Fadhling Copy
The Land of Sheiks and Sand Contributes a Useful Word to

Advertising Nomenclature

By Marsh K, Powers

Mi
Y title I bor-

row unblush-

.ingly from the

Arabic, via the edi-

torial page of Col-

lier's Weekly. Per-

haps you read that

terse, two-paragraph
editorial, printed a

year or more ago,

which carried the

caption, "Before the

Beginning," and ran

like this:

The Arabs use a
word, "fadhling," to

describe the "sitting

down and talking" they
do before they really
begin to discuss the
subject that prompts a
business call.

There seems to be no
word in the English
language comparable to

"fadhling" — although
there is great need of
such a word. We sug-
gest that this word be
adopted from the Ar-
abic. Not only would it

make our speech more
complete, but it would also enable us
to realize how much valuable time we
spend "fadhling."

Business "conferences" are not

alone in suffering from the insidious

malady, although, in their case, it is

apt to take the form of galloping

fadhlingitis. and prove fatal. Busi-

ness form letters of the soliciting

variety are also peculiarly suscepti-

ble. Copy for publication space suc-

cumbs rather frequently. Read over

a batch of e.xamples of inexpert
fadhling copy and you gain the im-
pression that some of the writers

were actually timid about getting
down to business—that they feared
to suggest the topic of their inky
efforts and ask for an order because
of a greater fear of getting a turn-
down.

In its earliest form fadhling copy
was the result of fear to admit the

fact of advertising. It took the
form of the old-fashioned reading
notice advertisement which pur-
ported to Vje straight news-matter

The Canada Steamship Lines copy leads pleasantly
from a touch of local color into brief descriptions of
scenery {"fadhles"), tvhile the Shelton advertisement
starts to sell at the first word and is still selling aggres-

sively at the closing punctuation mark

Compare that di-

rect, word - conveying
message with the next

quotation and you will

have a perfect exam-
ple of two extremes
of method. Here is a

piece of copy which is

almost wholly "atmo-
sphere" and "ap-

proach." Where the
one was artfully sim-

ple, this other is art-

fully elaborate.

Colors Born of

Sunshine

California — nature's
giant palette of colors
—her flower-sprinkled
meadows and foothills,

her miles of full-blos-
somed orchards, her
world - known beaches
and her mist - capped
mountains, a never-
failing inspiration to
the artist, whatever his
media and technique!

Naturally Meadow-
brook s—actually de-
signed and made in

and only toward the close disclosed roof-garden studios commanding one of

its true identity. The fadhling was California's finest panoramas—have
caught the sun-born color tones and the
free cosmopolitan spirit of this play-
place of the world's elite.

Naturally they are smarter—more dis-

tinctive—more colorful—more COR-
RECT!
At shops where you would expect to

find the best.

If you question whether the above
copy "fadhles," tell me—what are

Meadoiubrooks? The illustration

which occupied more than half of

the space did not answer the ques-

tion.

The nature of the commodity
was explained in only one spot in the

whole of the page advertisement,

that is, in small type in the display

line which read "California Sport

Hats for Town and Country."
An example of a fundamentally

similar but safer approach is the fol-

lowing copy panel quoted from a re-

cent advertisement of Gossard Coi'-

sets and Brassieres. Here the

fadhling is limited to the first three

camout

Today fadhling is used for more
worthy purposes. Not all fadhling
can be held to be a mere waste of

words. There are occasions when it

comes near to being the only solu-

tion of a knotty copy-problem.

And now, lest I, too, be accused
of over-much fadhling, let us de-
scend to concrete instances.

First, for contrast's sake, let us
quote an advertisement which is

99 4/100 per cent non-fadhle. Even
the eight words of introduction can
hardly be accused of fadhling.

We know that you will be glad that
Our Cook Is Back

"SUSIE"
who makes those

Delicious Apple Pies
and

Golden Brown Cloverleaf Rolls
served in the Grill or
sold in the Food Shop
Bolton Square Hotel
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In Santa Barbara
SANTA BARBARA, in the land of the

old Spanish missions, has a million

dollar theatre. The Granada, combin-

ing office building and show-house, main-

tains the Moorish tradition in both interior

and exterior. It is an achievement in mod-

ern architecture.

Construction operations on a scale such as

this have given to building a great impetus

in the past few years. In every city the

erection of newer and more elaborate film

palaces goes on. The $500,000,000 paid in

admissions during the past year not only

justifies this activity, but testifies to the

country's tremendous interest in the screen.

Motion pictures are universally liked and
within the means of all. The enthusiasm

which Americans have for them does not

end with the picture. It follows into the

activities of the stars, and into the how and
why of difficult accomplishments.

Satisfying the curiosity of the "fan" is

Motion Picturi' Magazine. All phases of

film activity are covered with lively stories,

pictures, and interviews. The interest with
which it is read is an indication of the value

of its advertising pages.

Brewster Publications, Inc., 175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

PltfrwN
THE QUALITY MAGAZINE OF THE SCREEN
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lines, or only one-fifth of the copy.

Sinuous grace—fine carriage—charm-
ing composure—stylish—perfect poise—wears her clothes well.

Gossards earn these compliments for
women. Gossards hold, from girlhood
to white-haired years of dignity, that
line of beauty which swings in and out
in wondrous rhythm from armpit to
knee. It is the ideal line of perfect
womanhood — the Gossard Line of
Beauty.

Gossard Corsets and Brassieres, prop-
erly fitted by expert corsetieres in your
favorite store, guarantee youthfulness
of figure long retained.

Often it is mighty hard to draw a

definite line between that which is

introductory fadhling and the mes-
sage proper. Certainly the opening
sentences of the quotation that fol-

lows do not disclose what the adver-
tisement is intending to sell. To
that extent it fadhles. On the other
hand, there can be no question but
that the joys described in the open-
ing phrases are part and parcel of
the actual offering. Note the happy
alliteration of the headline and the
fact that the description of the thing
advertised is limited to eighteen
words.

Black Ba.ss and Bliieb«Tries

for Breakfast

You can afford to throw back every-
thing but small mouth—and all of
those fighters under 3 lbs. And yet
catch plenty for breakfast at 6 A. M.
Gospel truth. At Crooked Lake near
French River, Ontario.

Bungalow Camps in the backwoods

—

easy to reach by Canadian Pacific.
Ask for rates and information.

On the other hand, it is possible

for an entire advertisement to

fadhle. Here, for example, is a piece
of copy which does not mention the
commodity for sale nor attempt to

bring the reader into the picture by
any application of the message de-

livered.

From the beginning, ******'s first con-
sideration has been a structural sound-
ness that shall endure through gen-
erations. But practically coeval with
that aim has been an unswerving ef-
fort to interpret in terms of today the
unchanging principles of beauty and
art, which have rendered of eternal
worth the creations of yesterday.

Because a boiler is a drab and un-
beautiful thing, tucked away below
stairs, the American Radiator Com-
pany has evidently found the neces-
sity of tying it up as directly and
closely as possible with those visible

beauties which are very apt to monop-
olize the attention of Mr. and Mrs.
Homebuilder and take the lion's

share of their expenditures. Against
such competition, to talk boilers too
early in an advertisement would
prove a dubious policy. Here, then, is

how the American Radiator fadhles,
in a carefully planned effort to grip
the attention of the home-owner and
home-builder.

LOVELY—but will til.- fiuest.s stay?

The architect and the decorator have
done their best. The room is "correct,"
in "good taste." It has "charm."

But all of these virtues are not enough.
To have an atmosphere of welcome, a
S2tbtle something else is necessary.

That subtle something is supplied by
an' unObtnisive servant in the cellar.
His name' ig "Ideal" and the warmth
which he sends through American Ra-
diators makes a mere room a human
place in which to laugh and linger.

"An le bo)t Dieii He SmiV on dat
Ian," fadhles the Canada Steamship
Lines, beneath a drawing of a "habi-
tant," picturesque in his knitted cap
and moccasins, and led from that
touch of local color into a succession
of brief descriptions of the scenery
between Niagara and the sea.

SHEETROCK, too, finds it advisa-
ble to fadhle a moment before

discussing technical details. A re-

cent advertisement opens with this

interesting geographical h o r s -

d'oeuvre

—

Brownsville, Texas, holds down the tip
of Uncle Sam's southern boundary, and
there in summer the subtropical sun
gets quite a bit hotter than warm. At
the other extreme is Froid, in Mon-
tana, vdth the Canadian line for a
windbreak—and "Froid" is the French
for "cold." In both Brownsville and
Froid the builders make walls and ceil-
ings of Sheetrock, the fireproof wall-
board. For the same natural insulat-
ing properties that keep Brownsville
buildings cool when they are lined with
Sheetrock, keep the homes in Froid se-
cure and warm against the wintry
blasts. Sheetrock makes a solid, pro-
tecting wall, a barrier to both heat and
cold.

International Silver Company very
frankly fadhles by setting its fadh-
ling paragraph in italics and treat-

ing it as a prologue almost in the
form of a playlet, in this fashion

—

SCENE: She decides her table should
say "Distinguished simplicity." So she
tries arrangement upon arrangement.
Changing linens. Adding china—sub-
tracting it. At last, in desnair, she
faces the reality. The trouble is with
the silverware. She can't cover it up,
or dispense with it. It WILL dominate.
And to get distinguished simplicitv,
that effect must exist, first of all, in
the silverware.

Every copywriter has felt the urge
to fadhle even though he or she may
have called it by some other name.
There are plenty of occasions when
it is a sheer necessity, if a sincere
effort is to be made to attract and
retain the reader's attention. Some
topics, in order to be made palatable

to the mass of readers, must first be
sugar-coated.

In actual practice, however, prob-
ably more instances of fadhling are
traceable to hazy thinking and men-
tal laziness. It is always easier to
fadhle than to dig down and un-
cover a native and inherent appeal
which does not demand the cir-

cuitous wordiness of too much of the
fadhling now employed.
For instance, it would have been

very easy to lug into the Shelton ad-
vertisement (reproduced herewith)
a commonplace headline and several
introductory sentences, of more or
less meaningless content, which
would have constituted effective
fences against the reader's entrance
into the interesting portions of the
message. Instead, this piece of copy
does not spend even one line on
fadhling. It starts to sell at the first

word and is still selling aggressively
at the closing punctuation mark.

There can never be any rigid rules
as to fadhling.

There will always be a compara-
tively limited group of copywriters
who, by sheer art in the selection of
material and outstanding skill in the
phrasing of their message, will be
able to fadhle extendedly, even
irrelevantly, and still have readers
with them when they finally enter
into the message proper. Also, there
will always be other copywriters
who think they can fadhle success-
fully, but can't.

The most that can be said is this:
Fadhling is the danger ground in

copy.

Fadhle, if you must, but, when
fadhling, fadhle cautiously.
':''=-*^

- - \^..

Mrjunkin Adiertising Company
Chicago, has been appointed adver-

tising counsel to the 0-Cedar Corpora-
tion, manufacturers of mops, polishes
and wax, that city.

Archibald L. MacNair
Formerly with The Joseph K. Ar-

nold Company, Chicago, has rejoined
The Barrett Bindery Co., that city, and
will serve as sales promotion manager.

L. E. Franseen
Has resigned the vice-presidency of

Bauerlein, Inc., New Orleans, to return
to Portland, Ore., to join the Hall &
Emory Agency.

W. Allen Kindol
Recently business and advertising

manager of the Chattanooga News.
Chattanooga, Tenn., has been appointed
advertising manager of The News,
Greenville, S. C.

Bauerlrin. Inc.

New Orleans, have been appointed
advertising counsel to the Guaranty
Development Company, operators of
the Hotels Roosevelt and Bienville, and
the West End Roof, that city.
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AM^fy^^JLj^^ like to sell to people that average twc

(2)—T-W-O Checking Accounts to the family?

7#
of the Household Magazine families DO!

And if your customers were numerous among that prosperous

class that have an average of more than two—(2)—T-W-O Saving

Accounts to the family?

of the Household Magazine families HAVE

!

Ask Us for the Proof!

Make Your Product a "Household Word"

sfeHOUSEHOLDM A. G .A Z I "KT F
. .

More than 1,600,000 Subscribers

Advertising Headquarters
608 SOUTH DEARBORN ST.

Chicago, Illinois

Topeka, Kan.
ARTHUR CAPPER

Publisher

Eastern Office

120 W. 42nd ST.
New York, N. Y.
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The Trade Secret Passes Out
By Roger F, Davidson

IN
this day of open for-

mulas, American business

men do not have that

exaggerated opinion of the

great value of the trade

secret as have our European
brethren. The trade secret

is a phase of a bygone era

in American industry, al-

though to ask to see the fac-

tory of a German or French
manufacturer is still a grave
breach of etiquette similar

to asking a Mohammedan to

show one through his harem.
But there was a certain

Ijuccaneering romance to

those times, whereof it is re-

lated that, for a bottle of

Scotch, an Englishman's but-

ler was bribed to yield up his

master's secret formula for

sauce, thus laying the founda-
tion of a great family for-

tune. Several brothers, own-
ing the recipe in common,
each had a copy of it care-

fully engraved in vellum and
sealed in a silver casket. A
duplicate in cipher is carried

on the person of each at all

times, and all of the brothers
are present at the mill when
new batches are mixed, thus
eliminating the possibility of
even trusted workmen learn-

ing the secret.

In the days of general
competition in the match in-

dustry whole factories were
built around workmen smug-
gled from the laboratories of
other match works. Financial
schemes were launched for
dreamers who believed that

THE air of mystery and secrecy that once
enveloped the Chinatown section of New

York City has been dispelled by throwing
everything open to the gaze of the public.

Much the same thing has happened with re-

gard to the oldtinie custom of zealously

guarding trade "secrets" and practices from a

competitor. The modem manufacturer has
learned that to let in the light of public
knowledge makes for protection and good
will. The market value of a product is

maintained by building up the prestige of an
article through publicity rather than through
any attempt to keep information regarding it

a secret. Trade secrets have no legal standing.

cleaning fluids, blackings and
compounds of a thousand
varieties, and of doctors who
hoped to create vast private

fortunes and a race of super-
men through the marketing
of the best muscle, nerve and
brain builder ever discovered.

But, although the war
brought on a partial revival

of these melodramatics, the

trade secret is not now so

much in evidence. Business
men are sane enough to real-

ize that to endeavor to build

big enterprises on highly com-
petitive formulas or trade

secrets is a dangerous under-
taking, and also that a trade-

mark and goodwill with the

public are often actually more
valuable than a patent or a
"secret." In addition to this,

the Pure Food and Drugs Act
and other laws governing the

branding of drugs have pre-

vented many of the old meth-
ods of making capital of such

formulas and have revolution-

ized whole industries.

The greatest cause of this

change of outlook is that

trade secrets and formulas

have practically no standing
in the courts. A case in point

is that of the Dr. Miles medi-
cal litigation in the Supreme
Court which attracted wide
attention at one time because

it involved the principle of

price maintenance and was
lost primarily because the Dr*

Miles people were marketing
their goods on a plan perfect-

ly permissible to the owner
they had discovered improved match cents and, properly bo.xed or bottled, of a patent but not permissible to
compositions but who could not .sold for a dollar. Steel-lined mixing the owner of a secret formula,
equal the rapidly advancing stand- vaults, electric protection and time- The makers of Beecham's Pills

ards .set by the big companies. It clocks were some of the means used also carried a case to the Supreme
is interesting to note that the big- to protect these brain-children, and Court in an attempt to restrain the
gest company, of its own volition, every untoward circumstance was use of the name Beecham on pills

made its match composition public looked upon as an attempt at dis- not made by them. The defendant
property. covery by rival factions. urged that, since Beecham's Pills

When patent medicines were in are made under a secret formula,
their heyday, traffic in "trade T TNDER the influence of stories whoever is able to discover the for-

secrets" was at a peak. Quacks, l^J similar to the rise to fortune of mula has the right to make the pill

druggists, doctors and laymen in Mennen, the obscure New Jersey and, therefore, to use the only name
vast numbers had visions of vast druggist, through a simple secret by which the pills are known to the
fortunes to be made through some formula, the country became dotted public and by which the purchaser
toilet article or patent to be manu- with the establishments of laymen can identify them. He made the
factured at a minimum of two attempting to win millions with unique contention that the name

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 68]
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*Our salesmens traveling expenses
have been reduced To five cent fares^

'Vet—in New York City we are reaching
"^ more consumers than Uve in the States of

Florida, Kansas, West Virginia, Oregon
and Montana combined! These five great

States have a total area of 408,690 square
miles, whereas, New York City is confined
to only 327 square miles!

! "With the aid of Interborough Subway and
Elevated Car Card and Poster Advertising,
we are displaying our goods in full color and
big space, before a daily audience of over
3,000,000 far-riding passengers!

"In this wealthy and highly concentrated
market we are getting far better results than
if we had scattered a bigger appropriation
over a larger expanse of territory, and at-

tempted to follow it up with crews of
expensive "Pullman" salesmen!

"Gentlemen, it is the best advertising buy
in the country today!"

"People—Not Territory

—

Produce Sales!"

InferboroMgh Lines serve
Manhattan, the BronAT,
Brooklyn, Queens and
Staten Island (the latter

via the South Ferry sta-

tion). The ENTIRE City
of New Yorfc can be
covered on five cent fares '.

More than 125,000 Re-
tailers and over 14,500
Wholesalers are located
in the City of New Yorfc.

Sa/esme»i can live at
home and keep in PER-
SONAL contact tvith this

trade!

INTERBOROUGH ADVERT
(Exclusively Subway &^ Elevated)

CONTROLLED BY* ARTEMAS WARD, Inc.
NEW
YORK
N.Y. ^
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Cecil, Barreto & Cecil, Inc.
Advertising
Richmond, Va. .MTn,„M

Here^s Direc
(Many are findin^

READ 'EM
and realize

how closely the

merchant reads-

how xvisely and
well he heeds the

good advertising

of his own good
business papers.

Better Store Light
;vT "^-'tj^iST^

i!

^^°^ SpwIICTrng Kerosene
^v^l'^^ To Brilliance Under Control

I
TtiTHlU. ACVEIAdvertising; Aclncv

J^gbymfhisAd/

:-k^-te
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I

Evidence for Direct Influence
the Straight Way to the Market of Markets)—

fi
OR, once the start is made, the path is easy

to follow. The signposts of success spot

the way. Now another wise merchandiser

passes on to the citadels of supremacy. Now
another astute agency charts the course to the

summit. Sometimes the march is made with the

flash and pomp of popular acclaim—sometimes

watched only by "the trade," a progress almost

unknown to wealth almost untold.

Selling "through the merchant" requires two
types of direct advertising—yours to him and
his for you. The second automatically follows

from the first. Both types are made good by
interesting the greatest number of most power-
ful prospects with the smallest effort and ex-

pense—and proved good by the constant, in-

creasing clink of cold cash.

This is history, not mystery! Logic, not magic!

When will you see the merchant as he is, not

only the world's greatest buyer and seller but

the key figure in merchandising? Not only the

factor whose selective favor means the purchase
of practically your entire output, now and for-

ever, but the one whose selling fervor means its

popularity!

When will you read the letters of flame on the

advertising sky—DIRECT INFLUENCE ON
THE MERCHANT MEANS DIRECT RE-
TURNS FROM HIS HUNDRED MILLION!

The ECONOMIST GROUP
239 West 39th Street, New York City

DRY GOODS ECONOMIST (National, Weekly)

MERCHANT-ECONOMIST {Zoned, Fortnightly)

The

ECONOMIST GROUP
exerts the direct influence of buying
information and selling inspiration

on over 45,000 executives and
buyers in 35,000 leading stores,

located in more than 10,000 centers

and doing 75"^^ of the total business

done in the lines they sell

!

IT IS EASIER fAR FOR A THOUSAND
STORES TO INFLUENCE A MILLION
PEOPLE THAN VICE VERSA

These other business papers, the leaders

in their various fields, are published by the

UNITED PUBLISHERS
CORPORATION

The Iron Age, Hardware Age, Hardware Buyers

Catalog and Directory, El Automovil Americano,

The American Automobile, Automobile Trade

Directory, Motor Age, Automotive Industries,

Motor World, Motor Transport. Distribution and
Warehousing, Boot and Shoe Recorder, Automo-
bile Trade Journal, Commercial Car Journal,

Chilton Automobile Directory, Chilton Tractor &
Equipment Journal, Chilton Tractor & Implement
Index.

New York
St. Louis

Boston — Philadelphia — Chicago — Greenville

San Francisco — London — Brussels — Paris
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THE 6j)t PAG

edfe Bodkins

I
HAVEN'T become involved in this

knee-deep-in-literature controversy,

nor do I intend to become so in-

volved.

But along those lines, I was inter-

ested in a little group of statistics sent

me by a hardware dealer at Cobleskill,

N. Y. I had asked him how much lit-

erature he received from manufactur-

ers in the course of a month, and its

general nature. He took me quite lit-

erally and forwarded these figures:

Weight of second class mail
that came to me last month 141/2 pounds

Number of pieces 357
Dimensions of largest piece. . 16x24 inches

Dimensions of smallest piece. 1V< x 2 inches

Classification (roughly drawn
on basis of 100 per cent) :

Household merchandise. . 40 per cent

Electrical supplies 20 per cent
Straight hardware and
implements 15 per cent

Paints and varnishes. ... 10 per cent

Tools and builders' hard-
ware and supplies. ... 10 per cent

Miscellaneous 5 per cent

Classification on basis of 100

per cent as to

—

Direct sales literature. . . 60 per cent

Catalogs 15 per cent

House organs 1 -"^ per cent

Samples, etc . .

." 10 per cent

I confess I do not see anything par-

ticularly significant in these figures, yet

they are interesting.

—8-pt.—

The Alaska Refrigerator Company
has developed an interesting new way
of saying- the same old thing—that its

refrigerators save money for their own-
ers. Under a picture of the ice man
lifting a piece of ice into the wide

open door of the ice compartment of an

Alaska, is this heading:

The Moment Ice Enters the Alaska,

Saving Begins

It's the "inverted sentence" philoso-
' phy discussed by Henry Eckhardt in

a recent copy article in the Fort-
nightly, applied to a headline, and
illustrated.

—8-pt.—

And a recent Fuller Brush Company
advertisement, intended to secure re-

cruits for its sales staff, used this same
inverted philosophy. Said the heading:

Could YOU be a

Fuller Man?
Such a question, with the copy that

followed it, is calculated to make a

man sell himself on the job.

Yet the Fuller advertisement does
not take that for granted and rest on
its oars, as witness this sentence down
near the bottom of the copy, close to

the coupon: "If you are the kind of

a man we are describing, and want to

exchange your present life with its lim-

itations for a future that you can build

to your own specifications, send the

coupon for a copy of 'Out of the Rut.'
"

Selling brushes never before appealed

to me strongly, but this man F\iller

paints a powerful picture with his copy

brush!
—8-pt.—

I have been reading Madge Jenison's

fascinating little book, "Sunwise Turn,"

in which she relates her experiences in

establishing the bookshop by that

name, located just around the corner

from the Fortnightly's offices.

I must pass on one delightful para-

graph from page 52

:

"A group of young Sim reporters debated
sharply with us one day the professional
selling of books which we were defending.
They did not want anyone to select books
for them, they said. Do they imagine that
their books are not selected for them?
Why. their wives are selected for them by
George Lorimer when he chooses Mrs.
Preston to do the illustrations of the stories
they read in the Post. They drink milk
and eat raisins when the advertising men
tell them to. Their cigars are selected for
them, their breakfasts, their religion. We
all read what publishers and our friends
pick for us."

Isn't it true?

-8-pt—

This will introduce J. Myers, Town
Crier of San Antonio, Texas, for the

past thirty years. Myers is not only

Town Crier, but a local advertising

medium as well, as the picture shows.

Despite the advance of civilization in

the West, San Antonio still holds to

Copyright by Keystone View Co.

Myers, with his trumpet-like voice that

can be heard blocks away shouting
forth news of the latest weddings,

deaths, murders, parties, socials, etc.

Though Myers and his horse

"circulate" extensively in San An-
tonio, I understand that he has never

been invited to join the A. B. C.

—8-pt.—

Harold F. Marshall, advertising man-
ager of Warren, Webster & Co., of

Camden, N. J., writes to recommend the

publishers of Helios, a German tech-

nical paper, for the Iron Cross for the

antiquity of its mailing list.

"A copy of Helios was addressed to

Messrs. Webster, Warren & Company,
49 North Third Street, Philadelphia,"

writes Mr. Marshall, "whereas we
moved from that address in 1888."

This isn't funny; it is tragic. First

thing you know some foreign business

house will be using Edgar Lee Masters'

"Spoon River Anthology" for mailing-

list purposes!
—8-pt.—

When I see copywriters bending over

desks in New York office buildings

writing copy to people in Middle West
homes and on farms and on ships at

sea and in small town stores and busi-

ness offices. I always regret that more
advertising- copy cannot be written as

a certain very successful author Rich-

ard J. Walsh told me about virrites his

novels. When this novelist starts to

write a new story he goes to live in the

city where the plot is to be laid. He
puts up at some small hotel and pro-

ceeds to submerge himself in the city

until the book is written, lost to his

world. Whereupon he goes back to his

home city and lives among his friends

again for a while.

I wonder if a whole year of good
farm copy couldn't be written in a week
or two as a "paying guest" on some
typical farm ? Or a complete local

newspaper campaign in some typical

local community, using the public

library as an office?

I wonder if some startlingly effec-

tive copy isn't going to be -written some
day by some agency with imagination

and daring enough to pull up its copy
department by the roots and scatter

it over the map two or three t'mes a

year to write its campaigns "on the

ground."

<
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This iswhat the dealer in Danbury, Connecticut, wrote:

"Mr. of this city wishes me to infot
he has purchased Corona S61473 as a direct result of your a
in The American Legion Weekly.

two sales of Coronas that can be traced •

Legion Weekly advertising.

"( hofie that you will continue to use this

for our mutual advantage*"

JL9K0

American
331 Madison Aveiiu

New Yo.k, N. \.
Pacific C^oast Representatives

BLANCHAKD-NIGHOLS-COLEMAN

22 West Monroe .

Chicafio, 111.
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Is Your Business Growing

Too Complicated?

channels of distribution. The co-

operatives advertise for bids. This
year, if one is low bidder, one gets

the busines.s; next year, perhaps,

one does not.

Assume that one does succeed in

getting the business of the coopera-

tive buying for a certain state this

year. Naturally the state-wide

dealers are alienated at once. Now,
many of our dealers have been our

representatives continuously for

twenty years. Since it is costly and
perhaps impossible to win back a

man flouted in this way, the per-

manency of distribution is endan-

gered and it complicates rather than

simplifies the selling plan if one has

to remodel it every year or so.

A business is safer if it distrib-

utes the product of a plant through
one thousand carload merchant buj'-

ers than through two or three large

cooperatives or jobbers. The loss of

a few customers is not so disastrous.

Local club buying often presents

a different angle. The local mer-
chant can bid on the club's needs

and can distribute the goods on ar-

rival. Then again, there may be no

local store handling fertilizers and
cooperative buying may be the only

outlet.

WHILE this method of farm pur-

chasing has its lure, especially

in hard farm times, it remains to be

seen whether it has lasting and
growing qualities. It may prove a

transitory phase in farm organiza-

tion development. The tendency of

farmers is to sell cooperatively and
buy as individuals. The small town
merchant should have his proper

place in the economic sun. He per-

forms a distinct service in distribu-

tion. The farmer buying on crop

time credit does not buy from the

cooperative, nor does the non-mem-
ber farmer. Group buying does not

sell fertilizer—it hasn't the incen-

tive to work for a greater consump-
tion. It merely gathers up the

orders.

One thing is certain: cooperative

fertilizer buying discourages mer-

chant handling and in some locali-

ties has decreased the amount of

fertilizer available for field produc-

tion.

So in this direction also we con-

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14]

sider dealer distribution as our main
and best outlet. However, we sup-

plement the dealer's efforts: we do

not ask him to go it entirely alone

for us. If we take on a dealer in a

new territory, we often put our
salesman on the job with him for

as long as is necessary, and they

two call on the farmers together.

We also use mailing and local ad-

vertising extensively in developed

territories.

IN the foi'm our organization
takes, we are striving constantly

for simplicity and effectiveness. We
are no different from anybody else in

cutting our total sales territory into

smaller divisions which can be ade-

quately handled from division or

branch headquarters. However, we
have our own ideas on branch man-
agement. I think there are some
perfectly definite reasons why the

management of divisions and
branches often seems an extremely
perplexing problem and is occasion-

ally left only half solved.

Who is the stiffest competitor
your branch manager has? Is it

your rival national manufacturer?
If he is exceptionally well organ-
ized, he may be the man.
But nine times out of ten there

will be still stiffer competition from
a source that apparently may not be

so well organized. I refer of course

to the comparatively small local

manufacturer who operates only in

that particular territory.

We all know why he is a hard one

to beat. He is fighting for his ex-

istence like all of us, but in addition

his own territory is his only battle-

ground. His own money is invested,

often all he possesses. He has the

incentive for energetic endeavors
habitual to the man who has put his

own sweat and thought into his en-

terprise; he is no mere employee
coming along after a start has been
made to keep the thing going. These
combined factors are so powerful
that far larger national manufac-
turers often have to stand by and
see the local man get the business,

in spite of his capital limitations,

his inferior equipment, his imper-
fect advertising and other handi-
caps. In short, he has the push!

Well, we have nn great secret that

we use for meeting this situation;
we simply try to "get the push"
into our branch managers too. Our
manner of doing it, I think, goes to

the heart of things. We give the
managers as far as possible the
same kind of incentives that the

'

local man has, plus all the advan-
tages that can be derived from a
nation-wide and international or-

ganization.

We decentralize. The division

manager is boss, in virtually as com-
plete a sense as the local man. We
do not tie him up hard and fast to

any central office apron strings. He
runs his division and, if he cannot
run it, we get a man who can. All

division managers are Armour
stockholders, of course. But the
main thing is we put it up to the
division manager and rely to a large
extent on his sense of pride in ac-

complishment. We know what he
is doing!

YOU know there are two kinds of

compensation. We do not skimp
one bit on either kind. A branch
manager's salary, however, may be
adequate hut entirely unsatisfactory.

We give the manager a chance to

make a success of the job besides,

and to do it "on his own"; and this,

I think, is at the bottom of the

whole problem of successful selling

through branch and division man-
agers.

Centralization carried beyond a
certain point tends to kill local in-

itiative. But local initiative is the

very quality you have to depend on
for getting results in ninety-nine

out of one hundred of the everyday
selling problems that arise in the
field.

Policies and other services that
affect all divisions must of course
be taken care of at headquarters;
but such matters can and should be

kept at a minimum. On the other

hand, the central office can serve as

a very useful agency for collecting

information from all sources and
disseminating it to all branches.

The head office advises.

It is chiefly through this means
that the branch manager can often

be given a compensative advantage
over his local rival. He draws his

information from a very much
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DEPENDABLE
OFFSET

RICH or soft, bold or delicate, the color values you want, come
^ up as you want them on Allied Dependable Offset. The sur-

face of this paper is particularly developed to retain fidl color strength.

Its body is such as to insure perfect register. It is free from fuzz.

And it works easily. It is the kind of offset paper to which you

can entrust pieces that are to be rare in beauty. It is dependable;

more than that— it is an Allied Dependable paper.

There are four grades of Allied Offset Paper; Kingkote—an exquisite sheet for use where price

is not the main consideration; Dependable—an exceptional, rag base offset for superior printing;

Liberty—an offset of fine value [less expensive than Dependable] furnished either in white or

India; Special—a still lower priced sheet, of good quality.

ALLIED PAPER MILLS, Kalamazoo, Michigan
In U'riting for samples please address Desk 12, Ojfice 2

NEW YORK WAREHOUSE, 471-473 Eleventh Avenue

ALLIED,
103^aperMachines

_
PAPERS
54 Coatin^Machines
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Impressions Made at This Age Remain
The twenty million children in the Public Elementary
Schools offer a fertile field for the sowing of seeds by
thoughtful advertisers. Children learn easily, quickly,

unforgettably, and tomorrow will find them buying on
their own.

Normal Instructor - Primary Plans is the means by
which children may be most effectively reached. Every
teacher (herself an immediate prospect) has thirty of

tomorrow's customers at the end of her pointer. Take
this matter up with the teacher— let her help you.

Normal Instructor - Primary Plans, founded thirty-

three years ago, gives teachers of the Elementary and
Rural Schools (which include 80 ^i of our children) a
monthly magazine helpful in its contents and con-
structive in its policies.

Let us tell you how Colgate, Palmolive, Victor, Col-

umbia, Educator Shoe, Sauerkraut, Borden's Milk,

Baker's Chocolate, Pro-phy-lac-tic, Shredded Wheat,
Jell-O and other products are being introduced through
160,000 teacher subscribers of Normal Instructor-Pri-

mary Plans to an audience of nearly five million

plastic young minds.

Get the facts in our b

Educational Market.
oklet, "A Survey of the
' Yours for the ashing.

F. A. OWEN PUBLISHING COMPANY, DANSVILLE, N. Y.
CHICAGO: 1018 So. Wabash Av<

C. E. Gardner.
Advertising Manager

NEW YORK : 1 10 West 34lh Street

George V. Rumage,
Eastern Represeotative

N0RN4AL INSTRUCTOR
§M PRIMARY PLANS

FOR TEACHERS of ALL THE GRADES and of RURAL SCHOOLS

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

STANFORD BRIGGS INC
ADVEKTISING ART
392 FIFTH AVENUE. N.Y.C.

Layouts, designs, and illustrations for every

purpose in every practical techniijue.

larger and more complete reservoir

and is able to compare his results

on costs, sales, methods and all

other matters with those similarly

engaged elsewhere. These compari-
sons aid him to locate weaknesses
sooner and to develop strong points
of attack earlier. Every one of our
division managers knows what every
other division manager is accom-
plishing. This also brings in both
rivalry and emulation among them-
selves as healthy incentives.

Another point: we insist on the

utmost flexibility in the relations be-

tween departments. I know of

nothing that leads more surely to

"buck passing" and general ineffi-

ciency than departmental lines

drawn hard and fast, departmental
fences built so high that a man in

one department never steps over to

lend a hand or get the advice and
help of somebody in another depart-

ment. The fences between our de-

partments are built of chicken wire!

THIS applies particularly to

credits and sales. Usually, for

our branch credit manager we select

somebody locally, a man thoroughly
familiar for a considerable period
with conditions and people in his

district. He makes the credit de-

cisions for that division ; there is

no reference of such matters to the

central office except on unusual
credits where advice is wanted. We
get the right man for the job and
leave it up to him. If we find after a

while that we have not yet got the
right man, we get him.

There goes with this the closest

cooperation between credits and
sales. The credit man takes a sales

point of view, while the salesman
turns in credit information when he
gets it—often he goes after it.

There is absolutely none of the com-
mon sort of entrenching behind de-

partment walls, the bickering, the

unwise pitting of one department
against the other, the excuse-making
and buck-passing.

Another factor, brought home to

me many years ago, I consider very
important in organization efficiency.

In the very early days of this busi-

ness, when we were still a young
department of Armour & Co. and
not separately incorporated, there

was all the work all of us could do,

and one afternoon I was writing
some letters in long-hand. Mr.
Armour happened around and saw
me at it.

"What are you doing that for?"
he exclaimed. "I don't want you to

do any work around here!"

"What do you mean?" I replied.

"It's eighteen hours a day with you,
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as I know from personal observa-
tion."

"Oh," he said, "you know that

isn't what I mean. I don't want
you to do any work you can hire (he

said 'hire,' not 'employ'!) some-
body else to do. Get another stenog-

rapher!"
That sums up one of the first laws

in the book of personal efficiency. If

a man devotes himself to using his

lower instead of his higher powers,
he partly fails to give what every

thoughtful employer really wants,
namely, the best there is in him.
This applies not only to sales and
division managers and other high
executives who devote themselves
unnecessarily to routine, but also to

every salesman who has to unroll

himself periodically from a bundle
of home oflSce red tape when he
ought to be selling.

THERE is another angle to this.

A marketing organization, like

any other, must be built to perpetu-

ate itself. One of the most important
considerations in personnel selec-

tion is picking the type of man who
can, and will, let others do some of

the work. The ability to delegate is

one of the most difficult executive

tasks. Most men who can do a job

90 per cent well hate to turn it over

to a man who will do it only 80 per
cent well. But difficult or not, the

task is essential. No man can train

those under him unless he allows

them a free hand to do things he
can do better himself and shuts his

eyes when they make mistakes he
would avoid. They will learn.

We have a few wonderful soloists

—I suppose every organization has

;

they are world-beaters; but their

value to the business is definitely

limited by what they as individuals

can accomplish. A perfectly splen-

did sales organization can fade out
in a good deal less than a genera-
tion if its individuals fail to give

the necessary attention to training
their successors.

These subjects I have touched on
illustrate the application of some
fundamental ideas in our marketing.
It would be easy to show how we
extend the application to such sub-

jects as demand creation, the rela-

tive effectiveness for our product of

local and national advertising, cir-

cular selling, educational methods of

the industry as a whole, cooperation

with agricultural colleges, the sys-

tems used in assembling information
and disseminating it to branches,

and so on. But perhaps I have said

enough to indicate the manner of

thinking chosen as an approach to

all our problems.

JUST WHAT WE HAVE
BEEN SAYING FORTHE
PAST TWO YEARS!

"Middle Classes are the Big Buyers
of Everything," says Dwight W.
Morrow, one of the partners of J. P.

Morgan & Co., speaking before the
Convention of Investment Bankers
Association.
— Printers' Ink, October 2nd, 1924

Wl^ stopped talking circulation
^^ and featured buying power,

just as soon as we saw the results

of a survey made in Cincinnati
—for that survey proved to us
conclusively that the upper and
the big, strong middle class were
the people to reach—the classes

that earn 82% of the total income.

—Who wants the 39% of the
population that only earns 18% of
the total income? We don^t—
and weVe pretty sure you don^t!

The

CINCINNATI
ENQUIRER
One oftheWorld's Qreatest Newspapers

I. A. KLEIN I. A. KLEIN R. J. BIDWELL CO.
50 E. 42nd St. 76 W. Monroe St. 742 Market St.
New York Chicago San Francisco
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From "Advertising Response"
Bi/ H. M. Donovan, of Donovan-Armstrong, Philadelphia

CHAPTER III

THE AGE FACTOR

UNTIL recently practically nothing defi-

nite has heen known concerning just

what part youth played in the buying of

goods.

Let us consider a few of the manj^ aspects

of advertising and selling which are involved

by the proposition of the appeal to youth. In

the first place, psychologists agree that it is

the associations gained in the formative period

of youth that are stamped most indelibly upon

the mind. These bear a dominant influence

on the mental reactions of the individual for

many years to come. Also, young people are

responsive to almost anything new that strikes

their fancy.

Advertising which appeals especially to

them not only produces sales most quickly,

but, if it is continuous and adequate, forms a

bond which is not easily broken.

What has been fixed in the

students' minds at eighteen and

nineteen will not desert them.

They have been more or less per-

manently inHnenced in favor of

certain brands because advertis-

ing during the most impression-

able jjcriod of their lives has

worn ijrooves in their brain

structure that cannot easily be removed.

Briefly, the manufacturer who has appealed

to young jjeople in his advertising and suc-

ceeded in winning their favor to his brand,

has successfully placed his competitors' lines

at a disadvantage. This cannot be overcome

without verj^ great effort in sales work and a

largely increased advertising expenditure.

It has been commonly noticed by retailers

that at the beginning of a period of depression

the older customers tighten up almost immedi-

ately and sales to them fall off. The younger

]jeople with their characteristic optimism keep

right on with their purchases until they are

actually forced by lack of cash to reduce their

expenditures. When times improve, sales to

the young get in full swing long before their

elders will respond to any kind of advertising

except reduction sales.

The reason for youthful appeal in ad-

vertising is only half told by emphasizing

its indelible effect on the young. Their

res])onsiveness to its message is greatest

during tlie years from 17 to 30,

which age group is largest in

numbers as well as strongest in

actual buying interest. Of equal

importance is the dominant in-

fluence which youth exerts on

sales to the older groups.
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There is no question that modern youth sets

the fashion in almost everything, and the ex-

tent to which maturity follows this lead is

amazing. Today, fashions are actually heing

set by young people of high school age, and

the range of their influence runs all the way
from the purchase of automobiles to canned

pineapple. Not a book, a magazine, or a play

can meet even with ordinary success unless it

appeals to youth.

The influence of youth is always dominant,

and yet advertisers seem to be lagging behind

the procession. Hit-or-miss methods have

been followed because advertisers have never

come to a full realization of the ever-increas-

ing part that youth is constantly playing in

the purchase of all commodities.

Youth is demanding a greater share of at-

tention than ever before. It is imperative that

manufacturers be awakened to a fuller reali-

zation of the power which youth exerts on the

welfare of their businesses. Advertisers should

take better advantage of the opportunities

offered thereby.

Yes, Mr. Donovan, youth is demanding a greater share of

attention than ever before.

And it is imperative that manufacturers be awakened to

a fuller realization of the power which youth exerts on the

welfare of their businesses.

Photoplay congratulates you upon this new contribution

to existing data on the part that youth plays in present-

day selling and advertising. For Photoplay has a stake in

The Age Factor: Photoplay is predominantly the favorite

magazine of the 18 to 30 age group.

Your findings in this interesting survey, Mr. Donovan,
will be welcome to the many national advertisers who are

taking this important factor in present-day marketing into

their calculations,— and, no doubt, also to many other ad-

vertisers who have not yet learned how to apply this great

force to their profit.

Photoplay Magazine
Predominant tvith the 18 to 30 Age Group

James R. Quirk, Publisher

C. W. Fuller, Advertising Manager

570 N. Michigan Ave.

Chicago

221 West 57lh St.

New York
127 Federal St.

Boston
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o-
Telling It To The Boy Scouts

The Luck of Capoulade
By Rafael Sabatini

Illustrated by Gordon Stevenson

Sabatini

—

Another
Topnotcher for BOYS' LIFE

Sabatini is without doubt the greatest Uving writer of ad-
venture stories—and "The Luck of Capoulade" in the Oc-
tober issue of BOYS' LIFE is the first time that any of

them have appeared in a boys' magazine.

But this story is only a sample of what BOYS' LIFE
readers have in store for them'. Sabatini, the famous author
of "Scaramouche," "The Sea Hawk," "Captain Blood," has
also written a great serial

—"The Shame of Motley"—
which begins in the December issue.

It is because we are always on the lookout for material
which registers highest appeal with boys—regardless of

cost—that BOYS' LIFE has a reader interest second to

none.

You can profit by this keen reader interest. Your message
in BOYS' LIFE will be eagerly read by an enthusiastic
army of boys—the type you most want to sell.

THEBOYSCOUIS'MAGAZINE

^
200 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

Union Bank BIdg.

Los Angeles, Cal.
37 So. Wabash Ave.

Chicago, 111. r

Wm. C KEAN
CPECIALIZING

in Woodcut
Effects—Still Life—
and Shoe Drawings

10 HIGH STREET
BOSTON

Real ieryice to New York accounts

Price Maintenance
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19]

so doing he maintains a monopoly, he
is outside the law. If he makes con-
tracts based on what shall be done with
his goods after he has sold it, he is

without the law. Both of these re-

strictions are right and proper as
such.

He can refuse to sell, and he can
advise such dea'er that he is refusing
to sell, and, within certain limits, why.
The theoretic basis of this right was
well elucidated by the agreement used
on the "dollar watch." The Ingersoll

Company's whole plan of its merchan-
dising was pivoted on the retail price

of one dollar, when this watch was at

the height of its popularity. The ad-
vertising created a market for the

watch as a dollar proposition, and price

cutting below that price necessarily

tended to undermine the whole fabric

of the sales plan. Therefore, the In-
gersoll Company figured that, while it

could not force the dealer to sell the

watch at a dollar, it did have a right

to insist that the dealer not do harm
to the company and its advertising as
well as to all other dealers by selling

the watch for less than a dollar under
the Ingersoll name. It made the agree-

ment read not that the watch could not
be sold for less than a dollar—but that
is should not be sold under that price

as an Ingersoll. If the dealer wanted to

remove all identification, his conscience

could be his guide. The company even
went so far as to offer to substitute un-

trademarked goods in exactly the same
quality should the dealer be overcome
with a desire for price cutting.

While the legal status of such an
agreement is, to say the least, shaky,

since it is an evasion of the spirit of

the law, the principle is right. The ad-

vertising and the trademark are woi-th

something to the dealer, and what he
wants when he cuts the price is to ac-

complish volume because of such ad-

vertising over the shoulders of the

trademark. He is willing to cut his

own profit and antagonize his competi-

tors in order to get the advertising for

his store, which means that he is will-

ing to sacrifice the company's adver-
tising for his own. This is essentially

unfair. He would not and could not get

the same results with an unadvertised

product. Knowing this, he does not

try.

Many of the chain stores take their

largest profits from "private" brand
goods and rely on cutting the price on
advertised goods in order to get cus-

tom into the store. This is sacrificing

the advertising manufacturer for their

own interests, and would appear to be

as basically unfair as any control over

resale prices that could be exercised

by any manufacturer.
Herein, then, lies the essential equity:

If a manufacturer dislikes a distribu-

tor's acts, he is sound in sacrificing a
customer; and if the distributor wants
to cut price he should sacrifice attrac-
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How

URAUST

Reaches all the

family

Instruction and
entertainment

400,000 net paid

guaranteed

Serves Every Interest of

the Farm Home'

^w^HICH member of the farm family do you want to

I I ^ reach—the farmer himself, his wife or the boys and

\m^ girls? Your message in Southern Ruralist will go to

all of them. Southern Ruralist is the family farm paper,

read from cover to cover in more than 400,000 prosperous

rural homes in 14 states, from Maryland to Texas.

The reason is simple enough: Southern Ruralist has a

separate department for each farm activity. Note these

diversified headings: Dairy and Live Stock, Veterinary,

Horticulture, Gardening, Markets, Farm Mechanics, Pouh
try, Boys' and Girls' Clubs, and The Home. Every

member of the family looks to one or more favorite depart'

ments for authoritative instruction, and to the magazine as

a whole for general education and clean entertainment.

To buyers of advertising, this receptive attitude is even

more significant than the fact that Southern Ruralist offers

wasteless circulation. But the latter is of prime importance,

too. The character of Southern Ruralist's 400,000 net

paid guaranteed has been verified by the most comprehen-

sive circulation check on record.

Perhaps you would like to have a Southern Ruralist repre-

sentative explain this happy quality-quantity combination.

The nearest office will be glad to serve you.

SOUTHERN RURALIST
ATLANTA, GA.

MINNEAPOLIS

R. R. RING
Palace BIJg.

CHICAGO
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^^The Handiest Knife

I Ever Had^^
-\l\vays ready for a score of uses,
and never needs sharpening.

R

The above illustration show-
ing a few Razo-Nives etched
with special designs gives
some idea of the attractive-
ness of the Nife and the
faithful reproduction of em-
blem or design.

IVe are the world's foremost
manufacturers of advertis-
tising novelties of all kinds;
badges, buttons, metal spe-
cialties, etc.

/Isk for our catalog showiiiq
a complete line of good wili
builders for the man at the
desk. A large assortment
with a wide range of prices.

The most effective advertising novelty of the
decade. Made of solid jeweler's grade, mirror
polished nickel silver. A fascinating little item
with a neat design etched on the handle.

Uses Cast-Off Safely Razor Blades

No trouble or cost to keep it sharp. Just take
one of your old safety razor blades and slip it

in Razo-Nife. No screws or fasteners—just
snaps into place. It will do anything that can
be expected of any pocket knife, and a lot more.
The hole in the knife handle makes a clever
ci.yar cutter and the keen blade gives you a
smooth clip without tearing the wrapper.
lAke the finest watches, this versatile little

knife is made as thin and unobtrusive as pos-
>il]le—only % of an inch thick—the proper
thing for the end of a watch chain.

Give Rezo-Nife this Year

.\ matcliless good-will builder for your busi-
ness. It will be carried and used for years.
\Ve can make thetn up in any quantity with
your advertisement, trade mark, or special let-
tering etched on the handle. Give Razo-Nife
to your customers at Christmas time—it is one
of the most distinctive good-will items ever
produced.

Get a Razo-Nife for your own use

You'll be inuuensely pleased with it ; vou'll
find dozens of uses for it: you'll thank us for
calling it to your attention. Fill out the cou-
pon, pin a dollar bill and mail it today. At the
same time ask for quantity prices.

The Greenduck Company
1725-1741 W. North Ave. Chicago, 111.

THE GREENDUCK fXUMPANY.
172S-41 W. North Ave, Chicago, HI.

Centlcmcn: I ondDse SI. 00 for naxivNIfe for my ptrsonal
Hazo-.Nlfe Mllh and without special di'Slen etched on handle.

tive brand name and sell it brandless!
The Armand Company, which has an
upstanding policy, has said, in effect,

that it prefers a hundred customers of
one-dozen buying capacity to one cus-
tomer with a hundred-dozen buying
capacity, if the latter cuts prices. This
appears to be a fair choice. Many con-
cerns prefer the one large customer,
because the selling cost is lower than
it would be in doing business with one
hundred different customers.

When he goes further, however, and
attempts to force his ideas on others,
he does not fare so well. Here we come
upon the dividing line of equity, as the
record stands today. The Vivaudou
Company, for example, has recently
had its sales policy condemned because
of the following practices, which were
held to be unfair and in restraint of
trade: Securing the names, from cus-
tomers or others, of price cutters; en-
rolling same upon lists of undesirable
purchasers to whom goods were not to
be supplied until they promised to be
good; attempting to secure promises
from customers that prices would not
be cut if goods were sold; assuring buy-
ers that other buyers would not be al-

lowed to cut prices.

THIS appeared to be going too far.

Had the company confined itself

to refusal to sell, without discussion or
comment to competitors, it is quite like-

ly that the company would have been
held to be in the right, as this has been
indicated in various other instances.

Practically the only legal source of in-

formation as to price cutters is direct

—

that is, actual and personal knowledge
of such price cutting.

Price cutting is a thoroughly retro-

active practice. When carried to ex-
tremes it can not only ruin the stand-
ing of an advertised patent article

in the trade, but it usually does, even-
tually, ruin the price cutter as well. A
legitimate business must be oper-
ated on a legitimate profit, and, if the
resale price is based on a legitimate
profit, any marked cut under this price
is bound to react on the seller as well

as injure his competitors. He must
make his profit somewhere, so the con-
sumer saves at the spigot and wastes
at the bunghole after all. It is not
sound economics. It only seems advan-
tageous because the consumer does not
know what is happening. The manu-
facturer who does not keep his prices
down within a reasonable limit is in-

juring himself irreparably, because his

competitors will walk off with his trade.

He has even less chance than the price
cutter, because the average person is

not going to be "stung" if he knows it.

It is evident that there are certain
economic laws, backed by public opin-
ion, which tend to resist all departures
from a policy that works to the benefit
of the mass. This is a situation fully
acceptable to live advertisers, but all

that is needed in order to establish

price maintenance, on a sane basis, in

line with this, is some sort of legisla-

tive definition of reasonable limits.
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How Direct Mail Waste
May Be Avoided
By Gridley Adams

IN a recent talk before the Balti-

more Advertising Club, First As-
sistant Postmaster-General John H.

Bartlett ascribed a large part of the

thousands of dollars of waste in the

use of the mails by advertisers to an-

tiquated mailing lists and the great
amount of handling and rehandling of

undeliverable letters.

Mr. Bartlett probably is not laboring
under the delusion that users of direct

mail advertising willingly throw away
mail matter costing from two cents to

ten or fifteen cents or more, but, even
if this were the case, the government
can obviate a large portion of such
waste by some very simple rulings.

Under the present system, for in-

stance, when a piece of undeliverable

mail is received at any postofRee, a no-

tification card is filled out and mailed,

first class, to the sender, and the un-

deliverable mail filed away. When the

notification card comes back with re-

turn postage attached for the undeliv-

erable mail, such mail must be looked

up in the files, the postage attached,

the piece mailed and the dead notifica-

tion card filed. All this costly red tape
could be unraveled by the simple proc-

ess of stamping undeliverable mail

"Postage Due — Cents" and mailing the

matter back to the sender immediately.
If the Post Office can penalize a

sender for paying no attention to unde-
liverable mail notification cards, then
it can certainly make a ruling compel-
ling the payment of return postage on

every such piece of mail. Concerns that

use the mails would pay the return
postage, just as they do at present, but
both the concerns and the Post Office

Department would be saved the cost

and labor involved in the present awk-
ward system.
The mere printing on a piece of third

class mail matter "Return Postage
Guaranteed" does not do the trick be-

cause local postmasters pay little or no
attention to it. However, a Post Office

Department ruling, that all such unde-
liverable pieces be immediately re-

turned, would cut out the present two
conflicting, expensive methods now
(sometimes) practised.

Such action would be doubly bene-
ficial in view of the undermanned con-
dition of the Post Office Department
and in view of the fact that "the Post-
master-General now has to report that
the postal service is run at an annual
loss of more than $30,000,000," to quote
the New York Herald-Tribune.

Millpr, Black & Vanderbilt, Inc.

New York, are successors to Miller,
Black & Lewis, Inc.

August L. Kissel

Has joined the art staff of The Eth-
ridge Company, New York.

When you want Plates

yesterday

OFTENTIMES we receive hurried requests.
"Can you meet insertions in about 8,000
papers by Wednesday?" The time allowed

would make it seem impossible, but the customer
needs the Service.

We do W.

The largest Stereotype Foundry in the world, the
best power equipment there is, a day and night shift
of capable workmen are ever prepared to respond to
your needs.

Understand us! We don't encourage rush work.
We cite the above only to prove the reliability of
Gagnier. Always willing to race against time for
you—without lowering the uniform temper of
Gagnier Plates and Mats.

Tell us your requirements. .'Knd keep in mind,
Gagnier is turning out Plates and Mats for many of
the world's largest as well as some of the smaller
advertisers.

// you advertise in newspapers we can show
you how to save time and money on your
Plates and Mats. Outline your require-
ments. Let us quote prices. No obligation.

GAGNIER STEREOTYPE FOUNDRY
The Gagnier Corporation

NEW YORK
51 E. 42nd St.

CHICAGO
222 N. Michigan Ave.

7/ie Sltcogni^^ed Standard

Market Analyst— Sales Promotion

An experienced research and investigation man, with wide adver-

tising experience, wishes a connection. Has ability to secure

accurate data in any line of business, and collate it in a concise,

intelligent manner. Able to work out graphic charts of all kinds

that will show at a glance the facts a business man needs to

know. Able to supervise field surveys, and prepare market analy-

ses, also collate advertising and selling plans, and assist in prep-

aration of presentations to prospects. Box 197, Advertising and
Selling Fortnightly, 52 "Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. C.
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Speaking
persuasively

and convincingly on
business subjects to win

the active support of others
"Leadership must first express itself in speech.

Doing busim-ss is chietly talking business."

"Resourcefulness and adaptability in speech may
be regarded as essential to success In every occupa-
tion."

"One must know how to ask for things, how to
explain things and how to speak persuasively enough
to win the active support of others."

Public Speaking for

Business Men
By \MLLIAM G. HOFFMAN

300 page 5V> X 6, $2.50 net, postpa

;ss executive is called upon moEvery busin'

'ss frequently nowadays to speak at

er—at a salesmen's gathering— at an executive con-

rencc— at a coniinittee meeting—at a convention,

[ere is a helpful and workable guide on this niod-

rn problem of talking well on business subjects at

fun and ngs.

The book supplies methods and principles of good

business talking, without being guilty of laying

down cut-and-drled rulos for gestures, "stage nian-

luTS," etc. Tlie whole aim of the book is to train

the reader so that by a process of self-development

lie can make the best use of his own intelligence

anil ability both In preparing the speech and in de-

livering it.

The interesting variety of practice material and

exercises and the gootl examples of speeches made at

business mertines by good business speakers are

I specially helpful.

Have it on hand for the next

DINNER
CONFERENCE
CONVENTION
SALES MEETING, ETC.

"The executive wlio cannot speak with confidence

and skill in a conference, before a group of associ-

ates or a hoard of directurs, at a dinner or conven-

tion, is falling in a major responsibility."

Send for this book and use

it FREE for 10 days
Try out one or two of the many suggestions In

your next "talk" and you will be only too wlUini:

to remit the sinall cost of this book. If not, just

return the book and you are under no further obliga-

tion.

S; INI) THIS COUPON TODAY.

You nnjy send me for 10 days' FREE examlnat
HOFFMAN'S PUni.IO SPEAKING FOR HU
NE.SS MEN, $2.50 net postpaid. I .agree to

turn the book, postpaid, within 10 days of rece

or remit for It.

Address

Offlclal I'Mltlon . .

Name of Company

How a Large Advertiser

Selected His Agency
By Merrill Anderson

AN outstanding instance of what
may be termed "scientific"

^ agency selection has been writ-

ten into the records by one of the

largest manufacturers and advertisers

in the world. The account in question

had for a long time been in the hands
of a competent agency, but the client

felt it was getting a little rutty and
dull in the handling of the advertising.

Nevertheless, the agency was so out-

standingly good when measured by the
ordinary tests which a manufacturer
applies to a prospective agency, that

the president of the company did not

feel justified in making a change on
any usual basis.

His first step was to list every

agency in New York and Philadelphia

(not in any sense a reflection on
agencies in other cities, but simply the

result of the clients' feeling that they
must confine themselves to those

agencies which were close at hand) ;

this list was then cut to about twenty
by eliminating those which seemed
doubtfully capable of handling an ac-

count of such magnitude.
Second, several of the officers of the

company divided the agencies between
them and paid personal visits. They
dropped in casually for a talk with the

executives, in the ordinary course of a

day's work. If the agency had wished
to stage a "trained seal" act, it would
not have been able to. The officers,

after comparing notes, were able to

cut the list to about a dozen agencies.

Then—third—the intensive research
began. The president of the company
wrote a personal letter to every qlient

of each of those ten agencies. He
asked for bed-rock information about
each agency—not a simple statement
that "we have found their service very
satisfactory and heartily recommend
them to all who make inquiry of us"

—

but the real "low down." Had there
been an increase or a decrease in the

company's volume of business? In its

advertising appropriation? In the
ratio of advertising expenditure to

business? How much credit for suc-

cess in sales belonged to the agency?
How well had the agency geared its

work to that of the sales department?
Were there particular instances whei'e

the agency had done unusual work?
These are not quoted exactly from

the president's letter. His questions
were more carefully thought out and
more carefully worded—and they
brought back sufficient evidence so that
he felt he had most of the collective

experience of those advertisers which
they could divulge without jeopard-
izing their business.

But those questions could only cover
adequately such phases of the agency
as its organization, personnel, policies

and methods. The company was
peculiarly fortunate in that its presi-

dent was a man of genuine power and
insight where advertising was con-

cerned. He was not satisfied to take
second-hand judgments on copy, art

work or layout.

So, as his fourth step, he asked the

dwindling list of agencies to show him
proofs of every advertisement which
they had produced during the past
year. Again—note this point well

—

the agency was vot invited to select its

favorite children to speak pieces on a

Sunday School platform. It must
bring them all from their corners—^the

bright, pretty ones and the dingy little

brats who sulked and screamed. If

there were campaigns which had
started off merrily and had suddenly
found themselves in the receiver's

court one morning after a glorious

party in magazines and newspapers,
they had to come out and tell their

story to the judge.

THAT was the keynote throughout.

The prospective client went to the

agency—not the agency to the client.

The advertiser had been solicited so

hard and so persistently for years by
most of the agencies of standing in the

country that he had lost the natural
human fondness for sitting back like a

king and watching a lot of agency men
come into his parlor and bump their

heads on the floor to please him. They
had put on their shows for him, and he
wanted to 9:et behind the scenes.

And then the fifth stage. The presi-

dent himself went to the agencies (four

of them) which were left on his list

and met the men who were going to

be doing his work, or hoped to be.

He sized up their organizations and
their work at first hand. That, con-

firming his other impressions, cut his

list to two.
Sixth and last, he asked both to serve

him for three months on a liberal re-

tainer fee basis. At the end of that

time they were to submit campaigns
and he would choose his agency on the
basis of the best work.
One of them, of course, came out on

top. The loser submitted fifteen alter-

native campaigns, the winner one; but
that is immaterial, for it is the ad-

vertiser's technique we are studying,

not the agency's.

Most advertisers, to be sure, cannot
undertake such an extensive and in-

tensive survey of the agency field. But
it is something to aim at.
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Schoolmaster to the Woiid
By James ^X^llen

YEARS ago, when American

advertising was in the sooth-

ing syrup age, the English

proprietor of Pear's Soap did a

revolutionary thing. He deftly

stepped ahead of the procession

by purchasing a painting by

Sir John Millais.

Pear's Soap was the admired pearl of

international advertising. Its "story

in picture left nothing untold!' Man-
ufacturers the world over, were
amazed at the charm it held for both

the classes and the masses.

A pink cherub with an aura of

soap bubbles required no sage to trans'

late the story of cleanliness. It maybe
that this method would not do in this

competitive age, but its equivalent in

today's manner will sell goods.

The function of the picture is to

illustrate the text of an advertisement

and often more. Where words are

insufficient and unavailing, the pic

ture speaks a sign language to all

men and races.

Thru advertising Uncle Sam has

succeeded John Bull as schoolmaster

to the world. American advertising

follows every flag. And the credit is

due in part to the effective organiza'

tion of our photO'cngraving industry.

Does your commercial field glass

take in the vision ofthe world as your

market? The photo-engravers will help

place your pictured product before

eyes Occidental and Oriental.

To tell you how your photo-en-

graver became a master of his craft,

I have written a booklet titled ''The

Relighted Lamp of Paul Revere." It

may be had from the nearest en-

graver, or the great Association of

which he is a member.

AMERICAN PHOTO^ENGRAVERS
©ASSOCIATION®

GENERAL OFFICES 863 MONADNOCK BLOCK « CHICAOO

1 PbotoEogravers Association
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RADIO
MERCHANDISING

duplicates the circu-

lation of most of the

other radio trade jour-

nals—but none of the

others duplicate the

circulation of

RADP
Mercbdndisin^

342 Madison Avenue
New York

—as a test town
Erie presents the ideal situ-

ation to the advertiser seek-
ing a good test locality. Erie
City is a market of 128,755
people employed in productive
industries in a city ranking
third in diversity ol industries
in the United States. Con-
tinuou.sly good business is as-
sured. The immediate adjoin-
ing market contains an ad-
ditional population of 100.000
people and, therefore, the Erie
market is sufficiently large to
be attractive and small enough

Further details of Erie as a
test town will be gladly given
to any advertiser or adver-
tising agency on applicatidn
to the Dispatch-Herald.

THE DISPATCH-HERALD
CHAS. H. EDDY & COMPANY

National Advertising
Representatives

New York Chicago BostonI

Building Millions in

Industrial Sales
By R. C. Beadle

International Combustion Engineering Corporation, New York

THE Combustion Engineering
Corporation is a young organiza-

tion. Our advertising did not

amount to much in the early days. We
started in with a full page in Power
and some ideas about advertising. We
owned no factories. Our machines
were being built under contract and the
company was new. We had a new
name that had no prestige or standing,

and the company was made up of three

small companies. But we had good
products and we had good engineers
and we had a new idea in advertising.

That idea was not accepted by the ad-
vertising fraternity as a good one at

that time. It was radical. It was dif-

ferent. But we kept at it, and grad-
ually the name of Combustion Engi-
neering Corporation came out in the

limelight.

We added other products to our line.

As the business grew and developed,

we took on other mediums, but our
whole plan from the beginning has
been to take on only the best engineer-

ing mediums, analyze them carefully

before purchasing space, and when once
signing a contract, figuring to stay in-

definitely in the publication. We be-

lieve that two pages of smashing copy
in one publication is better than four
half pages of advertising that might
give us four or five times the circula-

tion and is a better advertising buy for

us; .so that today with our campaign
shaped as it is, we can quickly put our
entire force back of any new product.

Going along with our technical press

advertising has been our direct adver-

tising, which we have accomplished in

various ways. A careful record is

maintained in our publicity department
of all of the prospects with whom we
have been in touch. The field we serve

is a highly valuable one and is highly
concentrated, and it is interesting to

note that in checking over our sales

in comparison with publicity records,

that year after year this shows that

ovef 50 per cent of our customers have
originally started in our publicity de-

partment—that is, that the publicity

department has in some way been in

contact with the purchaser of our
equipment before that equipment has
been purchased; and still I maintain
that publicity and advertising should

not be considered as a means of selling

technical products directly. The rea-

son we have been in contact in our pub-
licity department is because the pub-
licity department of our organization

Portions of an address before the National
Inrtii.strlal Advertisers As.-^ociatlon.

is aimed to build prestige and sell the
company to the engineering field. We
are not particularly interested in what
the company sells of its products. Our
job is to sell the organization.

The first influence in any campaign
of technical publicity is on the organi-
zation itself. In our company it is our
practice to send out to every salesman
in the organization proofs of our ad-
vertising, asking for his opinion and
what points he thinks are strong or
weak. In addition to this, we naturally
keep in close touch with the sales exec-

utives to ascertain what their program
may be as to when and how and whei-e

they are going to introduce new prod-
ucts. We believe that the sales depart-
ment should present its problem and
what it wishes to accomplish to the
publicity department and the publicity

department then proceed to work it out.

IN some cases this is reversed. Re-
ports from the sales department of

volume of business in various lines and
in various sections of the country are
received fi-om month to month, and if

there is a falling ofl" in the sale of some
particular product, it is the function of

the publicity department to find out

from the sales department why, and to

see if something cannot be done from
the standpoint of publicity to stimulate
the sales of that product. In this way
there is the closest kind of cooperation
between every branch of the organiza-
tion and the home office, with the result

that every salesman in the organization
feels that he is being consulted and
that he is a real factor in shaping
policy. This in turn reflects back into

the spirit of all working together.

In the first three years of introduc-

ing any new product, the money spent

in advertising and publicity is really

a capital expense, although conserva-
tive financing in our own case has pre-

vented our so viewing it.

Still another factor is one of which
the publicity man and the head of the

concern seldom thinks, and that is, the

value of goodwill created by advertis-

ing in financing an enterprise. The
public, either consciously or uncon-
sciously forms an opinion of the com-
pany from its advertising. If adver-

tising is done in a big, broad, strong
way, whether it be in technical publi-

cations or in general media or the daily

paper, according to the kind of busi-

ness, the public cannot help but visual-

ize a company as a strong and safe

company, and its securities will be re-

ceived much more readily.
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A.

Back to First Principles

In the old days men sold goods out ofpacks carried

on their backs. Rainorshine theymade their rounds,

calling, calling, calling at the doors of the country-

side. The more calls they made, the more they sold

—the more repeat sales they made, the more cus-

tomers they gained. Great business concerns were

built that way. They flourish today.

Now, manufacturers can't carry packs. But theycan

put their goods into the packofthis uniquewoman's
magazine—and call, call, call on more than a million

women readers until the goods are sold, with con-

sistent repeats. The concerns which have used this

pack to distribute their wares, have, by sticking to

it, built bigger sales and bigger profits. They say

so themselves. Use

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
More Than a Million Readers

More Than a Million Buyers

•^•i?-'^-^-^4r^^4--^f--^^4--^f-^}-4^-i!r-i^~4-^f4-^fi-4^^
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Progressive Grocers

Combine To Fight

Chain Store Bogie

NDEPENDENT grocers have found in

The Hostess a powerful weapon with

which to conquer chain store competition.

This beautiful magazine is published by The
Allied Grocers, Inc., and distributed by the local

grocer direct to his customers, present and pros-

pective.

The grocer carries in stock the products adver-

tised in The Hostess. He must do this to be con-

sistent as the copies he distributes bear his own
imprint.

The housewife is confident that the articles ad-

vertised in The Hostess are instantly obtainable.

And she knows that they have the endorsement of

her own grocer. The tie-up between advertising

and distribution is complete and effective.

A request on your letterhead will bring you a

Sample of this beautiful magazine, rate card and
an explanation of its remarkable pulling power.

HOSTESS
Published and Distributed by

THE ALLIED GROCERS, Tnc.

1767 Broadway, at 57th St., New York

How the average automobile
advertiser would make up a
page in the New York Daily
News, "V/hat is the
Horsepower of an Autoroobile
Advertisement" by K.M.GOODE
Copy mailed on request

Goode & Berrien,
Advertising Counsel,
19 We6t 44th Street,New York

Autopsies from an

Advertising Morgue
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21]

ing did the manufacturer recognize this

condition, although urged by his ad-
vertising counsel tn correct the false

impressions.

The result was that when consumers
asked for the product, the dealer would
frequently say, "Of course, you know-
that such-and-such is true of these
goods." His gossip spread among the
public. The manufacturer has a mess
to clean up before a large advertising
appropriation will pay him as it should.

Found Abuse Didn't Pay

SOME years ago the public ta.ste

changed substantially in a certain

type of popular-priced commodity. It

was much as though we had always
eaten duck eggs and suddenly hen
eggs appeared and took most of the

market away from the ducks. The
manufacturer of the older type of

goods decided that he could bully his

way through, although he was urged
repeatedly not to try it.

He insisted on rough language and
abuse, almost as badly put as "Don't
be a cheap skate. Nobody who really
knows about eggs eats the kind that
come from hens. They insist on duck
eggs. They aren't fooled by all this

nonsense about hens—they are too

i;mart to have the wool pulled over
their eyes like that." That advertis-

ing didn't pay.

Instructions Too Technical

A PRODUCT requiring simple and
thorough instruction in its use

has never won the sales it deserves. The
fault does not lie so much with the

advertising as it lies with the unduly
technical book of instruction which the

customer gets when he buys.

He is so bewildered by unfamiliar
terms and expressions that he uses the

product in only a limited way, or else

in such a manner that it may be easily

damaged.
Advertising should turn buyers intu

boosters. Unless it does, the advertise-

ments are not doing all that they can.

Feel of Clay

ANEW product carried a trademark
so near like the trademark of a

house in a related field that the public,

at first, bought it, believing it to be a

new addition to the very good line with
which they were familiar.

Then, gradually, consumers dis-

covered that there was no relationship.

Although the newcomer was offering

good merchandise, his sales dropped.
After two .vears, the goods were put

out with a new trademark and a new
wr-a|ii)ing and they .-ire gradually win-
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ning for themselves a substantial fol-

lowing.

* * *

Write Your Own Moral

AN affable, friendly man is a certain

manufacturer who has made money
through a useful novelty. But com-
petitors are passing him. He is a golf

fiend and he picked his advertising-

manager and advertising agent for

their comradeship on the green, rather

than for their ability to cope with the

keen competition which is now facing

him.

Imitation That Flattered

ANOVEL drug store specialty won a

large market about three years ago.

Several competitive products were
brought out by new companies who
had visions of quick wealth. The
original company has been the largest

advertiser. The competitors imitated

not only his product and his package,

but even his name and style of adver-

tising. One by one they are finding

that advertising doesn't pay.

The pioneer likes to see them ad-

vertise in that way. He said the other

day, "It may seem like unfair com-
petition but it's really more unfair to

the perpetrators than to me. They are

following my tactics so closely that

I think they are simply helping me, so

long as they cannot afford to advertise

as heavily as I do."

MacMaiitis, Incorporated

Detroit, have been selected to direct

advertising for Motor Improvements,
Incorporated, manufactui'ers of a mo-
tor oil purifying device, New York.

Frank J. Sheridan, Jr.

President of Sheridan, Shawhan &
Sheridan, Inc., New York, has been ap-
pointed publicity director of the Art
Center, same city.

Robert C. Powell
Director of the trade development

department of Larchar-Horton Com-
pany, Providence, R. I., was elected
vice-president and director of the com-
pany at a recent meeting of the board
of directors.

IT I'lrh Grape Juice Co.

Advertising for this company, with
headquartei-s at Westfield, N. Y., is

now being handled by J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York agency.

Cory & Cayior. Inc.

Service established at 360 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, to direct
public relations and corporation ad-
vertising, and associated manufactur-
ers and distributors, by Charles B.
Cory, Jr., formerly editor of The Pure
I)-oii Era, Highivay Magazine, and
Property Otv7iers' Magazine, a.nd Harry
E. Cayior, once manager of the Cen-
tral Divisions of the United Press As-
sociations in Chicago.

The Popular
Town Magazine

Popular with Town People
Because it is edited for them.

Popular with Town Dealers
Because they have known for years

that it has small town character

and circulation.

Popular with Advertisers

Because its advertisements "Pull"

and because they know from Audit

Bureau reports that its circulation

really does center in TOWNS not

cities.

The Popular Town Magazine

People's Popular Monthly
Des Moines, Iowa

Circulation 850,000

Carl C. Proper
Edilor

Gratiatn Stewart
Advertishig Dirfitor

"Better C^py
The making of better copy isn't entirely a mat-

ter of words and pictures. Preceding its prepara-
tion usually comes a stud}' of the sales plan and
the market probabilities. When one wishes to
charge a great deal for this, it is called "research."
I consider, it an essential part of the preparation
of copy that may be e.xpected to do its part in

makiu'i;- .sales—but T charge only for tin- copy.

Charles Austin Bate%
,15 WVST 1_'XI) STRfl-T.NI-.W- \nVi
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Things are

Rooming in

AKRON
Win America's Fourteenth

Industrial City

Thirty-second city in popu-
lation, but fourteenth in

producing-power; Akron is

a virile, active market.

Each evening, and on Sundays,
most Akron homes are reached
by the Akron Times. Get all

the Akron facts I

AKRONS TIMES
"Akron'a Ablest Newtpaper'*

They can be reached in no other
way than through the columr
of the Evening and Sunday
Time*

Nitional Advertising Representalii

CHAS. H. EDDY
.Nfn Y.irk.n

The Raw Materials of

Advertising
By H. K. McCann

Pri'sideiil, The H. K. iVIcCaiin Company

^OADWA^AT rrxH ST
VE^V YORK

TODAY something like a billion

dollars is spent annually in this

country for advertising. There
are published in the United States
some 18,000 newspapers of all classes

—

dailies, weeklies, semi-monthlies, etc.

These range from the little country
paper of some four or five hundred cir-

culation, to the enormous metropolitan
dailies, with a circulation as high as
the Evening Journal in New York City,

with over 700,000 daily. The total es-

timated annual circulation of this

entire group per issue is estimated in

round figures at sixty millions.

The field of influence of the news-
paper is for the most part local. It

gives the news of the day. A news-
paper can awaken a local community
to quick action. The special value of

a newspaper is that its readers have
the habit of looking in the paper today
for what they want to buy tomorrow.
This makes it the ideal medium for
department stores and local dealers,

and also for the manufacturer who
wishes to create a demand for his prod-
uct in a particular community.

It is estimated that there are some
5300 magazines published in the United
States. (This includes farm, trade
and class publications), with a total

circulation per issue of 150 million
copies. These range from publications
like The Sattirduy Evenmg Post and
Ladies Home Journal, with circulation
of approximately two million copies
per issue, to publications like the
"Transactions of the American Mathe-
matical Society," with a circulation of

260.

Magazine advertising works slower
than newspaper advertising, but it is

a great business-builder for a product
with national distribution. There is

really no conflict between the two
classes of media. Magazines are for
national work. They are perhaps best
for education and for building up na-
tional prestige and good will. They also
have a strong influence on the dealer.

Newspapers, as I have said, are for
local work, for quick action in moving
goods from the dealers' shelves.

Outdoor advertising includes elec-

trical displays, painted bulletins, bill-

boards, posters, etc. This business is

really an outgrowth of the old circus
days. There are today in this country
approximately 50,000 painted bulletins,

100,000 painted walls, 150,000 poster
boards, and 1,000 large electric adver-
tising signs.

From an address made before the Har-
vard Unlveersity School of Biisinpss ,\ilmin-
islrallon.

Outdoor advertising is used in many
ways for many purposes—electric
signs for startling spectacular effects;
wall signs and painted bulletins for
getting attention, and for constant
reiteration of an idea, a slogan, or a
trademark; posters for a similar effect,

and to supplement local advertising.
This form of advertising is well

adapted to stamp into the memory a
trademark or an advertising slogan.
It gets across a single idea quickly. It

does not lend itself so readily to ad-
vertising a line of products, and ob-
viously cannot be used to advantage
where it is necessary to tell a long
story or explain a business policy.
The Electric Railway Journal of

Jan. 4, 1919, states there are 83,833
cars in operation in the United States.
Practically all of these cars carry ad-
vertising cards, and it is estimated that
somewhere in the neighborhood of
twenty-five million dollars is expended
annually in this form of advertising.

STREET car advertising is a supple-
mentary form of advertising of a

reminder type. It is not usually used
alone, but in conjunction with other
forms of advertising. Many of the
cards in the cars are the advertisement
of local trades people, but street car
advertising is also used by large manu-
facturers doing a national business.
Where goods are widely distributed,
the street car is a persistent and effect-

ive salesman for the product.
Direct consumer advertising covers

the never-ending stream of printed mat-
ter, circulars, folders, booklets, cata-
logs, etc., that go to the consuming pub-
lic largely through the mail. It is

e.stimated that anywhere from 250 to

500 million dollars is expended annual-
ly in this country for this type of ad-
vertising. Much money is undoubtedly
wasted in this form of advertising
though, if skillfully done, direct adver-
tising brings results.

Trade advertising is a most impor-
tant step in merchandising work. By
trade advertising I refer to all that
type of advertising work used to edu-
cate the dealer himself, as well as
advertising material for the dealer to

use as sales helps. This type of adver-
tising includes advertisements in trade
papers, broadsides, folders, catalogs,
store hangers, cutouts, window dis-

plays, etc.; also special publications of
a magazine type known as dealer house
organs, which many large institutions
publish and send regularly to their
trade. These publications, if well
edited, are of real value.
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Ever give your agency

a honus check?

A straight - from - the - shoulder talk

By
Verneur Edmund Pratt

THE advertising agency busi-
ness is full of bunk. No one
knows this better than I—for I

came to the agency business after

fourteen years as sales and adver-
tising manager for several great
corporations.

In these jobs I came in contact

with agencies of many kinds. I

selected them, gave them appropri-

ations and turned them loose. I

saw them spell research with a cap-
ital R. I looked over their "port-

folios" of "data.' I O.K.'d "copy
angles" and "visualizations."

I watched them veto house or-

gans, business papers, and direct

mail campaigns and sometimes I

wondered—just why.

"Some day," said I, "I am going
to start an agency. I will surround
myself with he-men who know sell-

ing and marketing. This agency
will work for the Client—regard-
less of the size of the appropria-
tion. We will plan and select media
on the basis of Clients' needs, and
our remuneration shall be based on
services rendered."

I Make a Start

So, three years ago, I made a

start on that basis. I had less than
no capital— I owed money.

BUT— I knew what advertisers
wanted from an advertising agency
—and I gave them service. All
of my boys and girls worked their

finger-ends off. There are no
"hours" at Pratt & Lindsey. New
employees are given to understand
this. Chanticleer starts the day
and weariness points the closing
hour.

The First Account
The first account came in. It

was six months before we got an-
other—and the second came as a

result of the work we did on the
first.

The third account came through
a recommendation given by the
second.

In three years we have never so-
licited an account. All that we

serve came to us through our rapid-
ly spreading reputation for service,
sincerity and ability to render ab-
solutely unbiased judgment.

For three years we have taken the
medicine we often give to Clients—"you are not yet ready to adver-
tise; strengthen your structure first

—then 'tell the world'."

This is our first advertisement.
In thirty-six months we have not
even mailed a form letter soliciting
business. Yet we already have half
a dozen accounts which each do
over a million dollars annual busi-
ness :

Service Fee Only
We serve on a fee basis only. We

believe this is the honest way to
conduct the advertising business

—

and we have the courage of our
convictions— open, and above
board.

And it works!

You wouldn't refuse to pay your
purchasing agent a salary, and
force him to obtain a livelihood
through securing commissions on
the supplies he buys for you! If

you did, you could no longer trust
his judgment. He would buy where
he could get the greatest commis-
sion. Could you blame him?
And yet an agency buys for you

more than supplies. It buys sales,
good will, success.

We get results for our Clients,
because we have "de-bunked" ad-
vertising. We know selling. We
all have sales managing backgrounds.
And now—bonus checks!
We have never raised our service

fee to a Client. They do that for us.

Within the last six months one
Client voluntarily doubled our fee;
another made me a director; an-
other mailed us a fat bonus check
and a nice letter.

Why? Results count.

We take smaller appropriations
and with them increase sales. Then
we get no more than we deserve if

our client shoots us a slice of what
we save or a piece of the extra
profits.

Ever give your agency a bonus
check.''

One Account Wanted
Some hard hitting salesmanager

somewhere, who reads "Fortnight-
ly" is dissatisfied with his advertis-
ing.

What I have said here will cause
him to say "I'll look up this Pratt
& Lindsey agency—what they say
is interesting—if true!"

We are ready for one new account.
Preferably an account that is already
doing a business of a million or more
a year.

Perhaps if you investigated, you
would find that it would mean a lot
to your sales and your peace of mind
to let us sit in on your advertising.

I suggest that you ask us to come
over and have a frank talk. I, per-
sonally, talk just as I have here
written—plain.

0^.. PRATT L LINDSEY COJnc.
Sales and Sidvertishxg
PRINTING CRAFTS BUILDING
461 Ei<)(\tk Avev\vie-at 34"^ Street;

n©^
jj
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PHOTOSTAT/
for economic and effective '-

VISUALIZATION

If you have a testimonial

you want all your customers

to see, or

If you have a letter you

want all your salesmen to

carry,

If you want quick repro-

duction for visualizations

—

In fact, in any case where

quick, inexpensive and effec-

tive reproduction to aid in

"producing the goods" is nec-

essary, ring John 3697 and

our messenger will call.

COMMERCE PHOTO-PRINT
CORPORATION

O Maiden Lane. New York City
Telephone: John 3697

Quicker and cheaper reJ>roducHof^

Getting Student Trade
Is Mainly a Matter
of Knowing How

For a logical product to gain

admission to the student mar-
ket it is only necessary that

its manufacturer advertise it

in the student papers—at the

same time merchandising it

in the right way. But in or-

der to find this right way, a

prerequisite is an intimate

knowledge of all the necessi-

ties, customs, buying habits

and oddities that enter into

the commercial side of stu-

dent life. This specialized

knowledge we have—greater,

we believe, in scope and in

I)Ower to apply it, than any
other source in the country.

c
Ask us anything yon
want to know about
the student market.

COLLEGIATE SPECIAL

ADVERTISING AGENCY, Inc.

503 Sth Avenue, New York City

37 8. Wabash Avenue. Chicago

'III Berkeley Bank BIdg., Bcrkoley, Calif,

Direct by Mail

Convention at Pittsburgh
October 29-31, 1924

ARRANGEMENTS for the seventh

\ annual convention and exposition

iS- of the Direct Mail Advertising

Association, to be held in Pittsburgh,

Pa., October 29, 30, 31, have been com-
pleted, and from all indications it

promises to be one of the most inter-

esting and instructive meetings the

.Association has ever held. Many cities

have made large reservations, and the

local attendance is expected to run over

the 2000 mark. The chairmen of the

general sessions will be G. Lynn Sum-
ner, vice-president. Woman's Institute

of Domestic Arts and Sciences, Scran-

ton, Pa.; J. C. McQuiston, advertising

manager, Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, East Pitts-

burgh, Pa.; Tim Thrift, American Mul-

tigraph Sales Company, Cleveland,

Ohio; Joseph Mills, of J. L. Hudson &
Company, Detroit, Mich., and Charles

S. Wiggins, Wiggins System, Ltd.,

Winnipeg, Can. Among the subjects

and speakers for the genera! sessions

are listed the following:

"The Development of Goodwill in Trade
Relations." W. L. Goodwin. General Man-
ager, Society for Electrical Development.
Inc.

"Essentials and Non-Essentials of Direct
Advertising." Arthur Freeman, President,
Einson-F*i-eeman Co.. New Yorli City.
"How We Think Wcmld Be the Best Way

to Sell Merchandise Direct by Mail." Bnli
Mooiiey. Mooney Brothers. Temple, Okla.
"How a Metropolitan New.'^paper Use'^

Direct by Mail to Build Advertising and
Circulation." A. L. Carmical. Promotitm
Manager, Chicago Ameriran. Chicago, 111.

"Getting the Most Out of Direct Mail."
E. D. Gibbs, Advertising Manager, National
Cash Register Company, Dayton. Ohio.
"The Value of Color in Advertising." Ar-

thur S. Allen. Sales Manager, Philip Bux-
ton New York Citv.

"Selling Yourself—The Most Direct Type
of Advertising." William E. Holler. Vice-
President and General Manager, Flint Motor
CVpi'ian-" Flint. Mich.

"The Building of a Million Dollar Mail
Order Business." R. W. Freeman. Adver-
tising Manager. Frank E. Davis Fi.sh Com-
panv. Gloucester. Mass.

"Developing Common Sen.se in Writing
T.eltPi-K." Williain Bethke, Secretary. La
Salle Extension University Chicago. 111.

"Mniling Lists—Tlieir Preparation and
Care." Frank L. Pierce. Secretary, Direct
Mail Advertising A.s.sooiatior. Detroit. Mich

"Rounding Out Public Utility Advertisins;
with Direct Mail Matter." J. V. Long. Ad-
vertising Manager, Philadelphia Company.
Pitt^-burgh. Ps

"This 'You Stuff.' " W. S. Ashbv. Adver-
tising Manager. Western Clock Company.
La Salle, 111.

"Constructive Snlesmanship in Direct Ad-
\rrtising." Dr. John A. Stevenson, Equit-
able Tjife Assurance Co.. New York Citv.
"What an Industrial Puhli.shing House

Kuows About Direct by Mail." Malcolm
Muir, Vice-President. McGraw-Hill Co.,
Ne"' York Citv.
"Making Advertisintr Effective nt the

Point of Snles Contnet," Frank E. Wntts.
Director of Distribution and Publieitv, Apex
Electrical Company, Cleveland. Ohio.

Harry B. Todd, of the Seaman Paper
Company, Chicago, HI., will preside

over the meeting that will be devoted

lo a <liscussion of House Organ Sales.

Following are some of the speakers

and the topics they will cover at this

meeting:

"Sale.s House Organ Plans That Have
Succeeded." B. F. Hennacy, Editor Sales
Publications, Fuller Brush Company, Hart-
ford, Conn,
"How the Curtis Publishing Company

Uses House Organs as the Keystone of Us
Sales Promotion Work." Will DeGrouchy,
Manager of Publicity, Curtis Publishing
Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

"Hou.se Organ Tunes That Last." H, T.
Murray, Advertising Manager, Foamite
Childs Corporation, Utica, ."vl. Y.

R. Fullerton Place, house organs.
St. Louis, Mo., will preside at a meet-
ing devoted to a discussion of house
organ employees. The scheduled
speaker on the program is Miss Frances
Buente, advertising. New York City,

who has for her subject, "Why Publish
a House Magazine Anyway." Two
other speakers are to be selected.

At a meeting devoted to a discussion

of "Better Letters," presided over by
Charles W. Mears, advertising, Cleve-

land, Ohio, the following addresses will

be made:

"How the National Cash Register Com-
pany Uses Letters in Its Selling Work."
E. P. Corbett. Sales Letter Division, Na-
tional Cash Register Co.. Dayton. Ohio.

"Collection Letters That Build Business
for Tomorrow." Maxwell Droke, Maxwell
Droke Enterprises, Indianapolis, Ind.

"Sales Letters." John Howie Wri'lii.
Editor. Postage Magazine, New York City.

"Putting Sense Into Letters." Miss Laura
Joy Hawley, Washington, D. C.

The Retail Departmental will be pre-

sided over by S. A. Weissenburger,
advertising manager, Halle Bros.,

Cleveland, Ohio. Among the speakers
listed on the program and their sub-

jects are:

"Making Linoleum Salesmen Out of Ur-
tail Clerks," Kenyon Stevenson, Armstrong-
Cork Co., Linoleum Division, Lancaster. Pa.

J. G. Pattee, Newcomb-Endicott C(nu-
pany, Detroit, Mich. (Subject to be an-
nounced),

"Direct Mail Advertising—Some Interest-
ing and Resultful Tests by a Department
Store," D. A, Garber. Assistant General
Manager, Boggs & Buhl, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Benjamin Bills, director of sales,

American Bond and Mortgage Com-
pany, Chicago, HI., will preside over the

Financial Departmental, at which L I.

Sperling, publicity manager, Cleveland

Trust Company, Cleveland, will speak

on "Banking by Mail." John K. Price,

publicity manager of the People's Sav-

ings Bank, Pittsb'urgh, Pa., will also

address the meeting.

The Production Departmental will be

guided by Herbert G. Porter, of the

Smith & Porter Press, Boston, Mass.

F. H. Byrd, director of the Research

Department of U. T. A., Chicago, will

speak on "Salesmen's Compensation."

Tv\ ther speakers are to lie selected.
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'^ rise ahovc nwdixxriiy— rccjiiires mthusiasm

and a ddcrminatiofi not to k satisfied woli atythljy short

of ones' ideals."

From a drawing by Edmund Dulac for Pears Soap

XN this illustration Edmund
Dulac has achieved un-

usual hrilliancy of effect

--a brilliancy that is dazzling and
radiant because of striking black

and white contrast.

The translation of the complete

value of these sharp contrasts into

an engraving depends on the skill

of the engraver. If the reproduc-

tion is to be as alive and vivid as

the original, the engraving itself

must be made equally clear and

sharp.

True engraver-craftsmen first de-

termine the effect the artist himself

has emphasized and then make that

their objective in producing the en-

graving. This policy has helped

make our service distin«'tive.

^he EMPIRE STATE ENGRAVING COMPANY
c,:^' 163-167 William Street, New Yorl^-^^

|
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tlTfjeiPeacon Journal

AKRON IS

PROSPEROUS
44.7% of the

families in

Akron own
their own
homes. The
average for

cities over
10 0,000 is

33%.

The Beacon
Journal is the

home paper of

prosperous
Akron, and
daily goes into

most of these

homes.

You can cover

Akron with the

Beacon Jour-
nal. Circula-

tion 42,464,

nearly 1 6,000
more than the

nearest com-
petitor.

Facts for the

asking!

The
BEACON JOURNAL

.\'iili{iiuil A'r/'Cc'.vrii/(i/;t'i'.c

Story, Brooks & Finley
Chicago, St. Louis. Los Angolcs

M. C. Watson, Inc.

How a Manufacturer

Thawed a Frozen Market
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16]

KRON, OHIO

a broad scale, the quality of its gar-
ments and the prices at which they
were quoted would gain them a foot-

hold in what is conceded by most manu-
facturers to be the most highly com-
petitive territory in the United States.

But the East, for reasons that are
susceptible of explanation, but which
it is not imperative to go into at this

time, presented a solid, apparently an
impregnable front—a frozen market.

Jobbers who controlled a consider-
able part of the business in the East
turned a deaf ear to all importunities
for assistance. Meanwhile, in spite of
the existing conditions, and for reasons
best known to the Daniel Boone Com-
pany, the four tailoring shops were
kept busy at maximum capacity. Some-
thing had to be done—and that with-
out much loss of time—if the company
was not to be submerged by a rising
tide of finished garments, a tide which
was rapidly inundating every available
bit of stock room.

Enter upon the scene John Wana-
maker.

Representatives of the Daniel Boone
Company came to the John Wana-
maker store in New York and talked
to the men's clothing buyers. All the
cards were laid upon the table. Here
were 30,000 overcoats made up and
ready to ship. Would the Wanamaker
store take these coats off the Daniel
Boone Company's hands right away?
Speed was the very essence of the
transaction.

NOW 30,000 overcoats, to put it in the
vernacular, are "some coats." The

merchandise managers of John Wana-
maker's discussed the matter pro and
con, and then decided that something
might be done with the proposition.
Before committing themselves further,
however, the Wanamaker store sent its

own experts to examine the garments.
This examination decided the matter
for the Wanamaker store. The over-
coats substantiated every claim that
the manufacturers had made for
quality and style. A price was set for
the entire stock that practically halved
the amount at which they were orig-
inally intended to be sold. The Daniel
Boone Company did a little rapid
thinking—and accepted.

These coats were bought at a lime
when clothing market conditions the
country over were stagnant. Yet when
the word finis was written to this par-
ticular transaction it was found that
every party to the venture—manufac-
turer, retailer and consumer—had
profited. Furthermore, several factors
disclosed during the conduct of the sale
slioidd lie (if vital significance to all en-

gaged in either manufacturing or
retailing.

John Wanamaker's, when it decided
to take the complete stock of overcoats,
was influenced by no altruistic motives.
Good business judgment rather than a
sense of philanthropy or a feeling of

sympathy for the predicament of this

particular manufacturer dictated the
answer that closed the deal. The store's

merchandise managers believed the
public would be just as quick to rec-

ognize the value of the merchandise as
were they themselves. Events more
than justified this belief.

ONE advertisement in the daily news-
papers, and 50,000 preprints of

the advertisement mailed to a selected

list, sold 7000 of these overcoats in a

twelve-hour sale conducted in both the
New York and Philadelphia stores on
the same day. More than twice as
many coats were disposed of in New
York as in Philadelphia, because in the
Wanamaker store in the latter city the
allotment was sold out early and the
sale suspended pending the arrival of
more garments. During the first hours
of the morning customers arrived in

the New York store at the rate of one
every three seconds. In the evening,
after the regular closing time at 5.30,

until 8 p. m., more than 1700 men came
into the store. As soon as additional

overcoats came in from the West, suc-

ceeding sales were held in both the

stores. Response on the part of the

public was even more enthusiastic, for

by this time word-of-mouth advertising
had exerted its influence. Incidentally,

what was going on in the clothing sec-

tion of the stores had an effect within
the organizations that was as illumi-

nating as it was unexpected. The fact

that the clothing department was mak-
ing retail history stimulated and
energized the sales people in every
other department. So much for the re-

tailer and consumer phase of the sale.

Now what of the manufacturer?
The Daniel Boone Company, with

the cooperation of Wanamaker's, by
one move not only disposed of what
was apparently an unmarketable sur-

plus of overcoats, but at the same time
obtained a substantial foothold in a

market to which they had hitherto been

unable to gain access. This winter

thirty thousand men in the East will

wear overcoats bearing the Daniel

Boone label. Overnight the company
has made friends for its product at a

sum (represented by the difference in

price at which the garments were orig-

inally sold and the price at which they

were sold to Wanamaker's) , consider-

iibly lower than that spent by other
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Iron Trade Review
is the weekly trade author-

it_v of the iron, steel and
metalworking industries.

It completely covers the

field, beginning with the

mining of the ore and ex-

tending step by step through

the transportation, assem-

bling and converting of the

raw materials in the fur-

naces and mills, the market-

ing of the products and

finally through the fabrica-

tion processes by which

they are transformed into

finished products.

Invaluable market and

technical information make
IRiOX TRADE REVIEW
essential to executives.

Penton Building

Cleveland, Ohio

Executive
Readers

Executives who control the purchases

in the Iron and Steel consiuniiig and
producing plants of the United States

and Canada read IRON TRADE
REVIEW every week for its Market
news.

Authority to buy is vested only with
executives. Buying pKjwer is the acid
test of circulation value. Readers of
IRON TRADE REVIEW are execu-
tives—92% of them as follows

:

Major Executives

Proprietors and Pres-
idents 3,970

Vice-Presidents 2,534

Company Secretaries 3,131

Treasurers 2,546

General Managers 3,935

Purchasing Agents 3,906

20,022~ 20,022

Operating Executives

Works Managers 1,992

Superintendents 2,778

Engineers 2,291

Foremen 1,348

8,409— 8,409

Grand Total a// executives 28,431

AU other readers 2.553

These figures are based on the net paid

circulation as of the Dec. 27, 1923 issue.

They do not include advertisers and other

copies, the total distribution being 10,500
copies.

Questionnaires answered by subscribers show
that each copy of IRON TRADE REVIEW
has 2.8 readers.

MEMBER
A-B-C APentonPablicatioiv MEMBER

ABP /

i
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'^',^^at is thg

Horsepower
of an

Automobile
Advertisement"
By
K. M. GOOOE

Copy
gladly nailed
on request

On Hi^'huay or Boiilex ard
Syiit/ii'tic Surpasses All

SYNTHETIC 7EN

"Able bankers who calculate the yield
of a bond down to the fourth deoiinal,

and keen engineers trained to estimate
forces with uncanny accuracy, surely
don't entirely give up when it comes

to advertising. They can't 0. K. any

expenditure without calculating rough-
ly vj'hat horsepower they expe ct, and ap-

proximately what it will cost per unit."

Goode k Berrien, Advertising Counsel,
Nineteen V/est 44th Street, Hew York.

manufacturers for the cultivation of a
market and the building of goodwill.

The Daniel Boone Company is now
ready to carry on its business with dis-

tribution more soundly established.

Is there somewhere in the foregoing

an answer to the problem of slowly

moving merchandise? Does it indicate

that when the traditional avenues of

distribution ai'e closed that a resource-

ful concern can find a shorter path to

the ultimate consumer? The hand-to-

mouth buying that has characterized

business transactions during the past

few years appears to be but another
manifestation of what in 1920 was
designated as a "buyer's strike." Buyers
are just as much on a strike as ever,

but they evidence it by a keener sense

of discrimination. They want value

and are quick to recognize it. Nothing
proves this more conclusively than the

fact that it was possible to dispose of

30,000 overcoats, more than a whole
year's output for even a large manu-
facturer, in so remarkably short a

time.

John T. Hoyle
Has resigned as director of the

courses in printing at Carnegie Insti-

tute of Technology, Pittsburgh, to take
charge of a community magazine to be
published by the Shoe Manufacturers'
Association, Brockton, Mass.

Edgar K. W'^oodrow

Formerly sales and advertising man-
ager of the Krohn Fechheimer Com-
pany, is now associated with The
Prather-Allen Advertising Company,
Cincinnati.

Social Welfare Administration

New bi-monthly, published by Better
Times, Inc., New York, to succeed that
section of Better Times known as
Money Raising and Administrative
Methods. The publication is devoted
to the management problems of execu-
tives and directors of charitable or-
ganizations.

C. C. Younggreen
Vice-president and general manager

of Klau - Van Pietersom - Dunlap -

Younggreen, Milwaukee, elected presi-

dent of the Milwaukee Advertising
Club.

Bauerlein. Incorporated

New Orleans, have been selected to
direct advertising for the New Orleans
Retail Lumber Dealers' Association,
Inc.

Sparrotv Advertising
Agency, Inc.

Birmingham, Ala., reports the elec-

tion of Paoli A. Smith as president,
and DuRant L. Bevill as secretary of
the organization.

Benjamin & Kentnor Company
New York, have been appointed na-

tional advertising representatives of
The Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle, Clarks-
ville, Tenn.
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Some Problems

in Technical Research
By Philip C. Gunioii

Hyatt Roller Bearing Company, Newark, N. J.

MUCH of the rapid, healthy

growth of the Hyatt Roller

Bearing Company in the past

twenty years has been due to the rigid

policy of looking before leaping, or in

modern words, sales research or market
research. We never begin a campaign
in any nev/ field without a thorough in-

vestigation of the possibilities for us.

the sales resistance, the potential busi-

ness, the best sales and advertising

methods and appeals.

Research has been just as valuable

for many other companies, but like

everything else it can be overdone.

Take the now famous case of Redink
Products, Inc., the largest makers of

crimson inks in the world. Their sales

curve for the early months of 1921

showed a greater consumption of their

special ink, Heart's Hue, than ever be-

fore since 1907, their banner year.

Kncouraged by their overbounding
sales, they cornered the cochineal bug
output of Brazil, installed ten of the

most modern cochineal bug crushing

plants, secured an option on all of the

Grade A iron rust produced by the

Shipping Board, and in every depart-

ment of their business prepared to

double their output.

Some time in November, 1921, Presi-

dent Carmine, of this company, read

some research articles and decided that

he was overlooking a good bet by not

knowing the true reason for their in-

creased sales. He faced his problem
frankly and admitted to himself that

he did not know whether Heart's Hue
was breaking all the records because

Floppers and Flappers were corre-

sponding in this warm-colored ink,

whether his dealers and their salesmen

were at last giving the fabulous co-

operation so often dreamed of by manu-
facturers, or whether the professional

optimists of the country were inducing

business men to write and sign their

letters with 'the red badge of courage'

instead of the depressing blue of com-
merce. He didn't know where his inks

were going

!

Luckily President Carmine was able

to secure the services of Mr. Scarlet,

the famous research manager who had
the year previous discovered where
Contented Milk comes from. Scarlet

was given carte rouge to search the

records of the company, their markets,
their dealer organizations; in an en-

deavor to find the answer to the great
demand for Heart's Hue.
Mr. Scarlet's report, after months of

research, was, when divested of its

technical language, as follows:

"From this series of carefully con-

ducted researches, I have deduced the

following important facts having a

serious influence upon the sales of our

leader. Heart's Hue.
"First: The year 1921 has been for

most businesses throughout this coun-

try, and indeed throughout the world,

one which is known in economics as a

year of depression.

"Second: This phenomenon takes

the form of lower sales, resulting in

lower receipts in company treasuries.

"Third: If this depression is carried

too far, and it seems it was carried

too far in 1921 and also in 1907, the

lower receipts into the company treas-

uries result in some special work being

done by bookkeepers.

"Fourth: This special work by book-

keepers calls for the use of red ink

in large quantities, thus accounting

for the rise in our sales.

"Unfortunately, we cannot hope to

have losses remain at the prosperous
peak of 1921 so I would advise re-

trenchment, cutting down of payrolls

and curtailing advertising, as 1922 does

not offer us one-tenth the business we
were so fortunate to obtain in 1921."

Of course you know how a quick,

simple change in the formula of

Heart's Hue and the addition of a few
hayseeds enabled President Carmine's
company to capture the strawberry ice-

cream flavoring markets and thus saved
his company from the defeat of over-

expansion.

The Painted Outdoor
Advertixing Association

At the fifteenth annual convention
recently held in Detroit elected the fol-

lowing officers and directors: H. C.
Macdonald, Detroit, president; E. L.

Ruddy, Toronto, vice-president; Leon-
ard Ureyfuss, New K'ork, treasurer.
Other directors elected are J. P. Baird,
Indiana; C. T. Donnelly, Boston; J. P.

Goebtl, Peoria; G. W. Kleiser, San
Francisco; Harry Anderson, Salt Lake
City; Tom Nokes, Johnstown, Pa., and
H. C. Walker, Detroit.

Portion.s of an address delivered before
the National Industrial Advertisers Asso-
ciation Convention.

.-/. J. Donne & Company, Ltd.

Toronto, will direct national advertis-
ing for "Dandy" Poultry Feeds, prod-
uct of Copeland Flour Mills, Limited
Midland, Ontario.

United Adt^ertisiug Service

Lyon Building, Oakland, Cal., repre-
sents the consolidation of the Town-
send Advertising Service and the Cum-
mings Advertising Service of that city.
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A L FILE D B.

STENZEL
INCOI^POR^ATED
no WEST 40th ST.

Ne-vi) YorI<i. City

Bakers Weekly ^l
.B.C. -A.B. p.
lew York City

NEW YORK OFFICE-^5 West 4Sth St.
CHICAGO OFFICE—343 S. Dearborn St.

Maintaining a complete research laboratory
and experimental bakery for determining the
adaptability of products to the baking in-

dustry. Also a Research Merchandising De-
partment, furnishing statistics and sales analy-
sis data.

The Architectural Record
119 West Fortieth Str

slahllshej 1891.

New York
id Circulation in excess of

il.OOO per issue Incluiiiric 6126 architect subscri-
bers—tile largest number any arcliitectural journal
has ever had. Member A. B. C. and A. E. P., Inc.

Q2V f
Sample copy, A. B. C. report, ratet,

prrnmrQT^i 56 page booklet, "Selling the
Kr.ijur.oi

( Architect." hmldiiig statistics, etc.

National dlller
Established 1895

Monthly Business and Technical Journal
enng the Flour. Feed and Cereal Mills.

« only A. B. C. and A. B. P. paper in

I held.

630 W. JACKSON BLVD.. CHJCAGO

Shoe
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Far fVest "Spot" News
The far West is growing fast.

Read this "spot" magazine

for up-to-tlie-minute authori.

tative information.

WESTERN
ADVERTISING
564 Market St., San Francisco

6 months' trial subscription ^
with Big January Annual tP I

Hotel St. James
1 09-

1
3 West 45th Street,Times Square

NEW YORK, N. Y.

'Tiates and Booklet on application

W. JOHNSON QUINN

FREDERICK A. HANNAH
AND ASSOCIATES

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
MARKETING COUNSEL

32 WEST 40th STREET : NEW YORK

^oteANDREW
'' JMaker

of LETTERS
IS

f Independent Studios-

^ CRAM CUTS—
9/ y^y? for booklets, house

— organs and adver-
tising.

$1.00 each

THE CRAM STUDIOS,
B-109, Muskegon, Mich.

Only Denne'ut

Our Counsel and Serrlce on your

^ CANADIAN ADVERTISING
Is haspd on years of successful experi-
rnno in the Canadian field. Before
chnosin^i your Canadian aRcncy, write

A-J-DEMffECCompany ltd
217 Bay Street, TORONTO.

Vic Dwyer
Pro/ailonil teller Writer

' Copy for Sales Letters

Minimum Charge $25

IVlUiTan\i\ Service Bureau
Mall Adferlhlrtf

446 Wood St., PilKburgh.Pa.

Salesmen s Reports
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15]

had not seen. We ran into him and he
told us about what he was doing to

bring Jones up to par. "But that's

asking your men to make out re-

ports," we exclaimed in surprise, for

just the week before he had stood up
and condemned the practice.

"Oh, no, those aren't regular reports.

They are just to give me a chance to

know where Jones is going the next
week, and maybe I can give him some
good tip.s. And then when he tells me
where he was, whom he saw and whom
he failed to see, I can check up to see if

he really did justice to himself and the
house and took care of the trade.

Where he called on a man and the
man was out, I can write that man a
letter and maintain the contact."

"I see—you aren't interested in a lot

of dead reports, all you want is a little

live stuff from your men in the field

to enable you to help them get the
business."

"Yes—that's right—not a lot of fool

reports that don't mean anything."
"Are you having all your men do

that?" we asked him.

"Well, no," he said, "Right now only
Jone,-! is doing it, but I wouldn't be sur-

prised but what it would be a good
idea for some of the rest of them. It

would give me a chance to write follow-

up letters to a lot of dealers."

AFTER he left us, we couldn't help
but remark over the way this an-

tagonist of daily reports was steering
clear of them, but just getting a few
pieces of information which would en-
able him to help Jones get more orders.

On the other hand, there is a lot for
the average sales manager to get out
of what this sales manager said.

"Just a little live stuff to enable me
to help the men in the field"—that's

the ideal way. The daily report that
can be turned into getting business is

one thing—a lot of dead figures for
filing purposes is something else.

"About once every six months I

.get onto my desk a copy of every re-

port which every salesman has to make
out," says another sales manager. "It

is easy for the sales promotion man-
ager to sit down with a product man-
ager and decide that certain data are
important and to start the men off

gathering it and reporting on it. It is

.'itill easier to keep the reports coming
in and not use them. Such reports are
worthless and take a lot of time. It is

that sort of thing which takes away
much of the value of necessary reports.

Often an advertising department likes

to show its aggressiveness and activity

in sales cooperation by asking for and
getting a quantity of data and keeping
the reports coming in indefinitely. So
twice a year I get together everything
the men are .sending in and sec what
can be done away with.

"Another thing I do when I get out
on the road is ask the men to show me
all the reports they are making out.

If there are some necessary ones about
which they are complaining, I take time
to tell them why those reports will help
them sell goods if they make proper
use of them. If I find some which
seem unnecessary, I take steps to have
them done away with."

Good, live reports that are used to

help increase sales are very, very
valuable, but the acid test to which
every form of report sheet should sub-
mit, at least twice a year is: "How is

it helping develop business?"

A TERRITORIAL sales manager who
was not required to make reports

had to see that his men, calling on
retail trade, made such reports. He
sincerely felt that those daily reports
helped his men organize and syste-
matize their efforts. Through their
daily reports to him, he was able to

help them build their territories.

One day he had a serious letter from
his company, pointing out to him that
his own volume, for his territory, was
not what it should be. That night he
pondered the subject. He gave it

mature thought. He was not the type
that storms and rails around. When
he got through thinking over the sub-
ject, he realized that he was not get-
ting from his superiors the support his
men were getting from him. He found
that, although he had ten men work-
ing properly to work his territory as it

should be worked he ought to have
eighteen men, covering what should
have been eighteen instead of ten terri-

tories. From that day on, he kept a
daily report for himself. He kept it

in a diary book which he bought of a
stationer. At the end of each month
he made himself a summary of his

month's work. He put down his

monthly quota and figured toward it.

Then he set down his next month's
quota and laid out his territories,

planning in advance how he was going
to get the volume. He was doing for
himself what he was having his men
do for him. And it did the work.
The Borden Company, we might

mention in passing, has recently sup-
plied all its district sales managers
with daily record books, not to be made
up for the company, but to be kept
for their own accounts—thus giving
them an easily accessible record of
their own operations over a period of
months and weeks.

Getting the volume of business these
days is more than a hit-or-miss sand-
bagging of the dealers in a given sec-

tion. It means carefully thought out
and carefully planned quotas for each
salesman in each territory. It means
not only having the salesman in the
market, working his trade as it should
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For Advertising Agencies

Standard Rate & Data Ser-

vice represents an opportu-

nity for advertising agencies

to increase their incomes by

securing contracts from

publishers for the available

advertising positions in the

Service.

Each fortnight a few sales

messages will be given on

this page as material to use

in solicitations.

See our listing under Classifi-

cation "Advertising" in Trade,

Class and Technical Section of

Standard Rate and Data Service

for rates and commission paid.

STANDARD RATE ft DATA SERVICE

PUBLISHED AT

536 Lake Shore Drive, Qiicago

Offices in New York, Los Angeles, and San Francisco

Sales Message
No. 5

Crystallizes in the minds of

advertising men every pre-

vious selling argument pub-
lishers have advanced
through personal salesman-

ship, direct-by-mail litera-

ture or any other publica-

tion advertising!

The reminder value of ad-

vertising in STANDARD
RATE AND DATA
SERVICE is alone worth
the cost of the advertising.

Sales Message
No. 6

Gives the publishers' sales-

men and representatives es-

sential support in their

efforts to get more advertis-

ing accounts.

Publishers should ask their

salesmen and representa-

tives what they think of

STANDARD RATE
AND DATA SERVICE
as a worthy medium for

their advertising—and they

are better than anyone else

able to give a true opinion
because of their work
among those who have a

need for this Service.
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S. Q. Qrady

^JMerchandising

Counsellor

Announces

the

opening of Offices

in the

^Aeolian

"^tiildtng

51 West

Forty-second Street

ISlewYork

be worked, but also that the distri-

bution must be properly planned, that
the advertising must be right and the
sales effort must be right—and, equally
important, that all factors work to-

gether.

So, of necessity, there must be what
amounts to an architect's blueprint on
which to work. The salesman on the
territory should understand the plan
as well as the sales manager should un-
derstand it. In fact, the salesman on
the territory is the company in that
district.

Now, that being the case, there must
bo a compensating record, showing how
the advance estimate is being lived

up to. And that is the worthwhile
daily or weekly report. The daily or
weekly report then, to be worth its up-
keep, must have two purposes. One, to

check up from day to day and week to

week to see if the program is on sched-
ule. The other is, to be in position to

ascertain from day to day just what the
office organization in the home office

can do to augment the work of the
man on the road.

And, if we go a step further and
take a careful inventory once every six

months to make sure that our men are
not asked to make needless reports, we
make those reports which we require
more valuable.

Then, we can go still one step fur-
ther and get the salesmen interested in

the reports by explaining verbally or
by letter to each man just why each
reoort is needed and how each report
will help get more business. This,
also, would tend to make the daily re-

port an income and business producing
medium instead of the cause of annoy-
ance to the salesman, expense to the
company and needless detail and rou-
tine work in the office.

Greater Buffalo Advertising Club
Won the recent golf tournament with

the Rochester Club. William E. Boyd,
Jr., was captain of the former, and
John P. Day captain of the latter.

Robert H. Brooks
Little Rock, Ark., announces the fol-

lowing accounts: Chamber of Com-
merce, Hot Springs National Park,
Arlington Hotel, Eastman and Majestic
Hotels. Hot Springs, and the Superior
Oak Flooring Company, Helena, Ark.

Harry S. Frazer

Former president of the Advertising
Club of Kansas City, died suddenly at

his home in that city, Oct. 8.

Richard B. G. Gardner
Has resigned the sales managership

of the Williamsport Leather Goods Co.,

Williamsport, Pa., to become managing
director of the department of creative

advertising for The Peck Press, New
York. He was formerly on the execu-
tive headquarters staff of the Associa-
tion of National Advertisers.

PROVE IT!
SHOW THE LETTER

skeptical prospectsIf your salesmen could show
the testimonial letters and orders received from
satisfied customers, it would remove doubt and
get the order. Don't leave testimonial letters

lying idle in your flies—Rive them to your men
and increase your sales thru their use.

WTite for eampJts and prias.

i«»V«Ji(.W.aJ:IL'LJ^.»>tU«-.>>WW.H)HfgCTm^

Topeka Daily Capital
The onl:

thruoiit

Topeka,

Topeka, Kansas

BUILDING AGE and
The BUILDERS' JOURNAL
Subscribers have proven purchasing power of

neariy two htlllon dollars yearly. Reaches con-
tractors, builders, architects, etc., of known re-

sponsibility. Published monthly for 4 6 years.
Member A. B. C. and A. B. P.

York: First National Bank

BOOT AND SHOE RECORDER

"The Great National Shoe Weekly." The Indis-
pensable adviser on shoe styles and shoe merchan-
dising of the best-rated retail shoe merchants of

this country. Circulation 13,423 copies weekly.

Member Associated Business Papers, Inc.

The American Architect

field.

243 West 39th St.

B. P.

er J 100

New York

THE
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Marketing in India

and South Africa

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18]

cause it is not dependent on a mon-
soon, because the only languages used

to any degree at all are English and

Dutch, and because there are not the

vast number of religions and religious

prejudices in South Africa as in India.

The buying population in South Africa

is essentially white, largely South Af-

rican, Dutch-South African, and peo-

ple from Europe.

Customs restrictions differ in the

various provinces, but in no case are

they sufficiently prohibitive to cause

the manufacturer any degree of

trouble. The South African is a good
buyer, a smart business man and an

exceptionally satisfactory individual

to deal with- Like both the Dutch and
English at home, he will try out a new
product with a little advertising per-

suasion and, once placed, the manu-
facturer has a good settled market.

Like the Australian market. South

Africa is one of the fast growing
markets of the world.

The South African industries are

varied and are spread completely over

the country. In consequence, the large

cities are numerous and extremely

prosperous.

To choose a center for distribution

in South Africa is a somewhat difficult

problem owing to the fact that there

are so many good sized cities, but

Johannesburg has been found to be a

most convenient center.

Advertising rates in South Africa

are fairly low in comparison to news-

paper circulation and there are many
large centers upon which to base a

good campaign. A campaign in John-

nesburg, Capetown, Durban, Kimberly,

Ladysmith, and possibly two or three

other of the main ports or cities would

be productive of very excellent results.

Distribution by South African houses

is excellent as there are many excep-

tionally old and reliable houses.

South Africa is wealthy and con-

stantly increasing in wealth. Its people

are hard working and scrupulous in all

their undertakings.

There are many first class banks
in South Africa, all of which are

known throughout the world.

Honig-Cooper Company
Now occupying its new building, 507

Montgomery Street, San Francisco, has
been selected to direct the advertising
of a heater recently developed by The
Magnavox Company, Oakland.

Klau-Van Pietersoni-Dunlap-

Yoiinggreen, Inc.

Milwaukee, have been appointed ad-
vertising counsel to the Wisconsin
Manufacturers' Association, who are
launching an extensive State campaign.

A Message from the South
Here's a typical letter from an average dealer
in building supplies:

ing this
is indeed

diffe

The Building Supply Ne
pape

sage of interest to both Ma
each week of the year.

It is almost uncanny how the write
doubt in regard to the merchandizii
article dealing on the subject under

linly hesitate to
ing Supply Ne

SOUTHERN STEEL & CEMENT CO.
J. E. Thaye

AsheviUe. N. C.

Six days of every week bring sin

from Building Supply dealers in e-

of the country. More than 5000 (

S4 yearly to read the "Dealers' Own Pape
every week.

A. B. C.

BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS
407 S. Dearborn St, CHICAGO

WHO IS THIS FELLOW?
He's a ROTARIAN—there are 100,000 of him. He lives wherever

the wheels of industry whirl fastest. He and his fellow-Rotarians

are grouped in more than 1700 business communities. In each group

there is only one banker, one physician, one machine-tool manufacturer

—but the entire group fairly represent all the commercial, industrial

professional and institutional activities of the community.

A Rotarian pledges himself to SERVICE—"Service above Self."

Thus, his ethical standards in business must be the highest; his inter-

ests in public affairs and in charity the keenest; his home life above

reproach.

To practice these ideals a Rotarian must be a man successful in his own
affairs before he can serve those of others.

Eastern Representatives:

Constanrine &C Jackson

7 W. 16th St., New York

THE

ROnRIAN
Mid-West Representative:

Howard I. Shaw

326 West Madison Street, Chicago
The Magazine of Service

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

Advertising Manager, Frank R. Jennings, 221 East 20th Street, CHICAGO

How the editor of the New
York Daily Newa would make
up an automobile advertise-
ment. 'V/hat is the
Horsepower of an Automobile
Advertisement" by K.M.GOOEE
Copy mailed on request

Goode 4: Berrien,
Advertising Counsel,
19 V.'e^t 4-ith 3treet,New York
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A Monumental Work

fWNClPLES

OF

wwerhsing

Br Daniel Starch, Ph. D., Graduate
School of Business Administration,

Harvard University

MANY books have been written on advertis-
ing, but here, at last, is truly a monu
mental work! 1008 pages that will do

much to take the giiess-work out of advertising.
So far as practically possible at the present time,
Daniel Starch, a long-recognized authoritv on ad-
vertising, has developed in this book scientific
methods for dealing with the actual problems of
advertising. For example, he fully describes
tried and pro\ed methods of determining the
probable effectiveness of a series of proposed
advertisements before they are used. Actual re-
turns from testing advertisements under this plan
in a variety of lines are given in detail by the
author. Step by step he explains how you can
proceed to build up effective advertising results.

Retui-ns count—this book tells

how to increase them
vrOTHING quite like this book has ever been
•l-' written before. It is replete with actual ex-
periences of hundreds of advertisers. It tells what
results were really secured, and points out the
scientific methods to follow to secure or avoid
similar results. It shows why some campaigns
have failed and wliy others have succeeded. It
takes tile individual advertisement and tells you
what you ought to know about tlie headline, the
illustration, layout and typography, copy, color and
size. It discusses at length national advertising,
retail advertising, foreign advertising and financial
advertising.

Essentially the book is an "encyclopedia." It con-
tains answers to literally hundreds of puzzling ques-
tions. It tells exactly how to determine to whom
the commodity may be sold, what are tiie various
possible appeals, what is the relative value of
these appeals, how to develop advertising that
wins attention, arouses interest, creates conviction,
prompts action and is remembered. It explains
how-to Judge and select mediums, newspaperftt mag--~=

street-car cards, billtioards, motion-picture
"

'
"' " " aleslltms and so on. It describes when to

letters. It tells how to determine how m
to spend for advertising, and answers n
problems that liob up to bother even th(
perienced advertising men.

Sent on approval

So confident are the publishers that eveiy busi-
ness man will find this book of more than

ordinary interest and value they are willing to
send the book on aiiproval without the deposit of
a penny. Simply fill in and mail the coupon below.
Please mail the coupon today—now.

No money now—mail coupon.

A. W. SHAW COMP.MVV
CaxH, Hnroii uiiil Erie St»., Cliicago

Please send me for five days' examination a copy ')1'

Daniel Starch's "I»rincfplPs of AtlvertisinR." If entirely
satlafled, I'll send you $5, payment In full, Othenvise
I'll return the book.

AFlO-24

NA.ME

STREET & NO

CITT & STATE

FIRM

ICanada, $5,50, dvty pjopaid, aamc Urms. r. B.
Territories and OUonicit J5 caxh with ordfr ; all othir

countries 15.50, cash with order.

i

The Trademark Clinic
(Letters that are addressed to the Trademark

Advertising and Selling Fortnightly, 52 Vande
Avenue, Nev*' York, asking specific trad

questions, will be answered promptly

k Editor, \
anderbih I

rademark I

by mail /

D. P. W., New York—I note you com-
ment on the policy of refusing to sell to
price-cutters as a means of price-mainte-
nance. Isn't it true, however, that the
Supreme Court has upheld this right in the
Colgate case and the Beechnut case? And
isn't a manufacturer within his rights when
he does as the Armand Company and others
do, and simply refuses to sell without giv-
ing any specific reason?

It is true enough that in the Colgate
case the Supreme Court upheld the
right to refuse to sell "in the absence
of any attempt to create a monopoly."
It is also true that in the Beechnut case

the court did not deny the abstract

right to refuse to sell, but it forbade
practically all of the methods by which
the company was putting it into prac-

tical effect. There is no doubt what-
ever as to the theoretical right of a

trader to choose his customers, but
when it comes to its practical applica-

tion it is a good deal like the old re-

frain of

"Mother may 1 go out to swim?
Yes, my darling daughter;
Hang your clothes on a hickory limb,
But don't go near the water."

The difficulty lies in the fact that
the right to refuse to sell is of no
practical value unless it is adopted as
a business policy, and the moment you
adopt it as such you are obliged to
provide certain machinery, and an or-

ganized system, in order to make it

effective. How, for example, are you
going to make any practical use of
your "right" without keeping a record
of those to whom sales are to be re-

fused? How will you avoid the prac-
tice of receiving reports from your
salesmen or other people as to price-

cutting, and making records of these
reports for your future guidance?
How can you prevent your salesmen
from accepting orders from price-
cutters unless you notify them of the
dealers to avoid, or someone else does
the notifying?

How can you prevent the price-cutter
from getting goods from jobbers or
other intermediaries without some
form of blacklist, or some agreement,
open or implied? Yet all of those
practices have been condemned, and
the right to refuse to sell is of no
practical value without them. "Simply"
refusing to sell, without ever doing
anything more, is a beautiful idea;
but when you come down to considering
how it is to be done on any effective
scale you run into trouble. It is

worthy of note, perhaps, that the Fed-
eral Trade Commission has filed formal
complaints against most of those, in-

cluding the Armand Company, who
have attempted to put this theory into
practice on any noticeable scale.

S. B. A.. Cleveland

—

Cleveland Shopping
News, under date of November 30, 1923,

was granted trademark registration No.
176,693 covering the title of "Cleveland
Shopping News." Under date of July 22,

1924, it was granted trademark registration
No. 186,969, covering the words "Shopping
News" alone.
What I want to know is this : Is the

Cleveland Shopping News Company right
in its contention that it the first registra-
tion was not broad enough to reserve to it

the exclusive use of the title "Shopping
News," regardless of the design in which
it is printed, and regardless of the town or
other name with which it is surcharged,
the second registration is?

I cannot see wherein the second reg-

istration is in any way "broader" than

the first. Either appears to be suffi-

cient as a record that the company
claims the exclusive right to use the

name "Shopping News" within such

territory as may, as a matter of fact,

be covered. It is important to remem-
ber that registration does not grant to

the owner of a mark any rights that do

not exist as a matter of fact, and which
have not been created by his own acts

in the conduct of his business. It is

nothing more than prima facie evidence

that certain rights exist, or are claimed

to be in existence.

As for the possibility of prevent-

ing other concerns, outside of Cleve-

land, from using this name, it will de-

pend upon the extent to which the
Cleveland publication is made known,
and the territory it reaches. There is

very little likelihood that another con-

cern could be prevented from using
"Shopping News" in a locality where
the Cleveland publication was unknown,
and where such use would not inter-

fere with any rights of the Cleveland
publisher. The principle involved here
was stated by the Supreme Court in

the famous "Tea Rose Flour" case
(Hanover Star Milling Co. v. Metcalf,
240 U. S. 403—1916) as follows:

"Into whatever markets the use of a
trademark has extended, or its mean-
ing has become known, there will the
manufacturer or trader whose trade is

pirated by an infringing use be en-
titled to protection and redress. But
this is not to say that the proprietor
of a trademark, good in the markets
where it has been employed, can mon-
opolize markets that his trade has never
reached, and where the mark signifies

not his goods but those of another. We
agree with the court below that 'Since
it is the trade and not the mark that
is to be protected, a trademark ac-
knowledges no territorial boundaries
. . . but extends to every market where
the goods have become known and iden-
tified by his use of the mark. But the
mark, of itself, cannot travel to mar-
kets where there is no article to wear
the badge and no trader to offer the
article.'

"
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A. B. P. Convention

Program

THE objective of the three-day
convention of the Associated Busi-

ness Papers, Inc., to be held at

the Hotel Astor, New York, October
27-29, 1924, can be summed up in the
crisp phrase—"Better Business," which
is the title of the keynote address to

be made by Samuel McRoberts, presi-

dent of the Metropolitan Trust Com-
pany, New York. Following are some
of the addresses and speakers listed:

Monday Afternoon, October 27

Publishers' Session

Chairman—John N. NincJ, Jr., Periodical
Publishing- Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

"Better Business Through Better Selling"—Harvey Conover. The Engineering Maga-
zine Company, New York.
"The Copy Factor in Better Selling"

—

R. T. O'Connell, Textile World, New York,
"Adequate Schedules in Better Selling"

—

Harry E. Taylor, Drt/ Goods Economist,
New York.

"Better Business from Advertising Agen-
cies"—M. Li. Wilson, The Blackman Com-
pany, New York.

"Irregular Media"—John Sullivan, Secre-
tary-Treasurer, The Association of National
Advertisers, New York.

"Better Business through Practical and
Applied Psychologj-"—Dr. H. K. Nixon,
Ph.D., Columbia University, New Y'ork.

Tuesday Morning, October 28

Joint Session with National Confer-
ence of Business Paper Editors

Chairman, E. T. Howson, President Na-
tional Conference of Business Paper Editors.

"Rights and Obligations of Copyright
Laws of United States and Canada"—How-
ard S. Neiman, attorney. New Y'ork

"Editorial Character as a Measure of Ad-
vertising Value"—Phil. C. Gunion, Adver-
tismg Manager, Hyatt Roller Bearing Com-
pany.

"Keeping the Paper in the Limelight"

—

John H. Van Deventer, IndHntrkd Manane-
ment. New York.

"^

"Is It Real News?"—Thomas D. Cutler,
Ice Cream Trade Journal. New Y'ork
"What of Tomorrow?"—Allen W. Clark,

American Paint Journal Company, St
Louis.

Tuesday Afternoon, October 28
Chairman. Ralph S. Foss, Circulation

Manager, McGraw-Hill Company, Inc., New
York.

"Tieing the Circulation Department Into
the Organization"—P. V. Cole, Penton Pub-
iLshing Company, Cleveland.

"Character of Circulation CoverageWanted by Advertising Department"—H. W
Clarke, Coal Age. New York.

"Character of Editorial Coverage Wantedby Circulation Department"—M. O. Logans-
gard, McGraw-Hill Company, Inc.. New
York.
A Round Table Session will follow, atwhich que.stions that have been submittedby circulation men will be discussed.

Tuesday night will witness the an-
nual banquet, at which the National
Conference of Business Paper Editors
will join with the Associated Business
Papers.

Wednesday morning, the last day of
the convention, will be devoted to the
regular business session for members
only.

Hall & Emory Agency
Portland, Ore., has been appointed

advertising counsel to the Nicolai Door
Mfg. Co.

Oliver M. Byerly
Cleveland, has been selected to direct

advertising for the Perfeclite Company,
manufacturers of commercial lighting
units.

Business Dynamite!
ONCE in a while we may

pause to reflect that few

modern improvements
would be economically possible if

it were not for dynamite.

A single discharge of dynamite,

properly directed and confined,

will dig a straight ditch across

swampy ground, opening to culti-

vation long-accumulated fertility

previously untouched.

Direct Mail Advertising is fre-

quently used in merchandising in

the same way!

A sales organization may skirt a

known territory for years because

it seems sc obvious to them that

too great effort is required to

cultivate it.

Then one day direct mail litera-

ture is placed there, correctly con-

fined and scientifically directed,

and opens a new source of business.

Your Direct Mail Advertising may
merely make a loud noise and be

an item on your books, or it may
be a powerful influence in the func-

tioning of your business. Profit-

able results come from scientific

direction and confinement. Suc-

cessful campaigns by Buckley,

Dement & Company prove:

Directed Mail Advertising

Opens New Markets !

Complete
Departments in

MERCHANDISING

SURVEYS

COPY

ART AND PLATES

PRINTING

IMPRINTING

MAILING LISTS

PEN ADDRESSING

TYPEWRITING

FORM LETTERS

MAILING

BUCKLEY, DEMENT 8& CO.
DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING
PLANNED PRINTED—MAILED

General Offices and Plant

1314 JACKSON Blvd., CHICAGO
Eastern Sales Office

247 Park Ave., NEW YORK
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J^etters That Qome In

The <J)(tormrig's <J)(tail

K. ST. ELMO LEWIS,
Vice I>reslilent.

Campbsll-Ewald Company,

"The Fortnightly has dared to say things about

advertising and selling that have long needed

to be said to all of us, publishers, agencies, ad-

vertisers and sales and advertising managers.

It has said them with a constructive vigor

that stimulated and helped. For that reason

I read it carefully and save it for reference."

Advertising
and Selling ^3

FORTNIGHTLY

Trade Secrets
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32]

"Beecham" had become a generic desig-
nation for the pills. Justice Holmes,
in rendering his decision, commented
on the widespread practice of using
the word "patent" to indicate medi-

i cines made under secret formulas
which are obviously unpatentable.
The modern trend in such situations

is a wider dissemination of the pro-
fessional medical ethics which make it

incumbent upon the discoverer of a
new formula or process to announce
the details of his discovery to be used
freely and universally. At present, a
number of large concerns are cooperat-
ing with university laboratories to de-
velop new discoveries in chemistry.
This is being done not with the idea
of a jealous monopoly but with that of
raising the standard of a whole indus-
try.

It is being widely admitted that any
chemical discovery affecting any indus-
try is more profitable to the industry
when it is common property than when
it is known to only a small segment of
the industry. In a similar manner, the
pooling of patents by the automobile
industry was of incalculable benefit to
all the manufacturers. Not long ago
the Palmolive Company endowed a
university fellowship for the study and
improvement of soap and the soap in-

dustry. A certain energetic western
university professor has for years
promoted a plan for "industrial fellow-
ships." In some cases, manufacturers'
associations or groups of competing in-

terests maintain chemists cooperatively
for the progress of the industry.

MOST soap manufacturers know
precisely the formula of most of

the other soaps and toilet preparations
and, although exact duplication is pos-
sible, a very real development in modern
business prevents it, namely, advertis-

ing goodwill. The public does not re-

spond to the "just-as-good" argument,
and the possessor of a trade secret now
finds his most vital protection in build-
ing reputation with those who buy by
name and results rather than by secret

formulas.
Fifteen or twenty years ago, details

of doing business, new plans of sales

promotion, or prices, were guarded
with the most meticulous care. Con-
fidential sales lists or bulletins used to

be the rule; today they are the ex-

ception. It is recognized that no busi-

ness house of importance can keep
matters really confidential as there are

entirely too many points of leakage.

But, more important, it is recognized
that there is little to be gained from
secrecy and very much to be gained by
publicity.

It is customary today, to a most sur-

prising degree, to "lay all the cards

on the table." Factory methods, sales

methods, prices and discounts, every-

thing of the formerly sacred secret

sort, are now made public so carelessly

that the old-fashioned gasp.
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The principle at worii is simply the

new principle which is bound to be the

keynote of the next century—coopera-

tion in industry. Publicly endowed
laboratories are arising and research

by the individual corporation is now
the exception rather than the rule, be-

cause reason indicates that it is more
profitable in the long run to develop an
industry cooperatively.

Germany offered many examples of

this truth before the war, and no
doubt will do so again. When German
telewriter ribbon manufacturers found
that American ribbons were preferred

because of their evident superiority,

they cooperatively paid for research

which individually none of them would
have been able to afford and developed

a ribbon superior to the American. Nor
could the American firm follow with-

out a greater research expenditure

than it could afford. Without the co-

operative methods of the German, he

was worsted.

The Bureau of Standards in Wash-
ington also is developing a cooperation

which is weakening the trade secret.

The trade secret, whether of chemical

formula or of sales or management
method, is not sufficiently modern.
Factory doors now are open to visitors,

and trade associations willingly, even

eagerly, exchange experiences, visit

«ach other, advise with each other.

Secret business, like secret diplomacy,

belongs to a past age.

Roy C. Nelson

Has joined Will Howell and Asso-

ciates, Inc., Chicago.

Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Have been appointed advertising

•counsel to the Bradley Knitting Com-
pany, Delavan, Wis.

George Batten Company, Inc.

Chicago office will direct advertising

for The VoUrath Company, manufac-
turers of enameled ware, Sheboygan,
Wis.

Knill-Burke, Inc.

Publishers' representatives, New
York and Chicago, have opened an
•office in the Constitution Building, At-
lanta, Ga.

H. J. Kleinman
Advertising. Agency

Recently removed from Filbert Street

to 1211 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,
have been selected to direct advertising
for the following concerns: Vulcan Oil

Burner Co., Royal Knit Hosiery Co.
and Jiffy Knife Sharpeners.

Hathaivay Advertising Serince

Succeeds the Fawcett Advertising
Agency at 213 Ferguson Building,
Colorado Springs, G. E. Hathaway,
who was associated with H. H. Fawcett
for six years, having purchased the
latter's interest and equipment. Mr.
F'awcett will become associated with
his brother, W. R. Fawcett, in Cali-
fornia.

(jaifonte-HaddonHall
ATLANTIC CITY

Fall and WmlcT
Ouldooti.

GOLF
RIDING

ON THE BEACH
BOARDWALK
ACTIVITIES
AVIATION

Every season of the year is enjoyable at these two

delightful hotels on the Boardwalk. During the

winter of December, 1923, January and February,

1924, they entertained an average of 599 guests

each day. Whether you take time off in Winter or

Summer, Spring or Autumn, you will always find

healthful recreation and rest at hospitable, home-

like Chalfonte-Haddon Hall.

American plan only. Always open.

Illustrated folder and rates on request.

LEEDS and LIPPINCOTT
COMPANY

For 1 5 years the leading best equipped

business research organization.

Surveys and special investigations

—

'dealer questionnaires anywhere in

U. S. $1.30 per dealer, 75c consumer.

Industry researcKes on over 300 lines

available at $150 and upward.

BUSINESS
BO URSE

J. GEORGE FREDERICK, President

15 W. 37th St., New York, N. Y.

In the
Lumber
Field \

It's the
Atnericanjiuinbertnan

Established 1873

Published Weekly CHICAGO, ILL.
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$63,393
from

One Letter!

n'^^J^^^ merchandise VJ

sold with a single one-page

letter at a total cost of less

than $100.00.

SEND 25c for a copy of

POSTAGE MAGA-
ZINE and an actual copy

of this letter.

IF vou sell, you need

POSTAGE which tells

how to write Sales-Produc-

ing Letters, Folders, Book-

lets and House Magazines.

SUBSCRIPTION only

$2.00 a year for 12

numbers full of selling

ideas.

npHOUSANDS of firms are

profitably reading POST-
AGE. You can. Try it.

GUARANTEE: $4.00—
twice your investment— re-

funded at end of year if you

are not satisfied.

"Anything that can be

sold, can he sold by maiV*
—John Howie Wright

|

POSTRGE
Dept. F

18 East 18 Street

New York City

Occupation and Appearance

Do certain businesses automatically
attract men of a certain type?

I ask this question because of three
experiences I have had in the last year
or so.

1. In November, 1922, I stayed for
24 hours at the leading hotel in a good-
sized city in the Pacific Northwest.
After dinner I strolled through the
city's business section and got back to

the hotel about 9 o'clock. The lobby was
filled with men—traveling salesmen they
were, very evidently. I found a chair
near the fireplace, lighted a cigar and
"looked them over." They were, it

seemed to me, extraordinarily alike in

appearance, in dress, in manner, in

voice and as far as could be deter-
mined from a casual glance, in their
attitude toward life. If I had been
asked to classify them, racially, I should
have said that they were "Alpines"

—

to use Lathrop Stoddard's word. They
were heavy set, thick-skinned and men-
tally alert in matters which concerned
their financial welfare. But they were
not attractive. Nor did they appear to

have any ideas outside of "business."
2. A few days ago I entered the Wal-

dorf-Astoria at the time when some
sort of sales managers' convention was
recessing. These men, too, were as-
tonishingly alike in appearance. They
were, with few exceptions, clean-shaven
and heavy-jowled. At least half of
them wore "hoot-owl" spectacles. Men-
tally, I classified them as "Nordics."
They were better dressed than the men
I had studied eighteen months before
in the hotel on the shore of Puget
Sound. Their voices were lower. But,
it seemed to me, they were as much
alike as if they were the product of a
machine.

3. In one of the departments of a
big New York trust company. Here
were individuals. One could say "This
man is a 'Nordic' That man is an
'Alpine.' That one over there is a
'Mediterranean.' You could not say
"These men are all Nordics or Alpines
or Mediterraneans." For they were not.
They differed in height, weight and
facial adornment. Yet, without ex-
ception, they gave one the impression
of entire competency, of energy, of
breeding.

ELECTRICAL, ENGINEER. English, 27,
Faraday House diploma (honours), at
present with manufacturing- firm in En-
gland, desires position as assistant to con-
sulting- engineer, or similar employment at
home or abroad (except U. S. A.). Box
K-314, The Christian Science Monitor, 2
Adelphi Terrace. London W.C. 2.

I clipped this advertisement from a
recent issue of the Christian Science
Monitor.

It would be interesting—and it might
be illuminating—to know just why this
particular advertiser is unwilling to
locate in the "U. S. A."
Does he believe, as do many English-

men, that life in this country is so
standardized in thought, speech, man-
ner, diet and dress that it lacks the
"juice" which other lands offer? It
would seem so.

Hilaire Belloc says that America is

the happiest country and Americans the
happiest people on earth. Very evi-
dently. Box K-314 does not agree.

All Eyes and Ears!

On my way through the Great Lakes,
recently, I renewed acquaintance with
a man whom, years ago, I knew inti-

mately.

He was, at that time, connected with
one of the Canadian railroads. He still

is. But, instead of being drowned in a
sea of detail, as he was then, he is as
free as air. Though he bears an im-
pressive title, his duties are really
very simple—to see and hear. He is

the eyes and ears of his company.
If, for example, he learns of any in-

novation which some American railroad
is using, he studies it; and if it is

worth while, he recommends its adop-
tion by his company.
When he travels he is just as likely

to be found in a day coach or smoking
car as in the drawing room.
Though no longer young, he is the

most open-minded man I ever met; and
the railroad with which he is connected
is being rejuvenated—largely because
it is acting on his suggestions.
More than one American railroad

could, with advantage, employ a man
whose duty it would be to act as its

eyes and ears. I have in mind one
company in particular which needs, and
needs badly, the services of just such
a man as B . This railroad is living

on a reputation it earned twenty years
ago. A splendid piece of property,
serving the most thickly populated sec-

tions of the United States, its man-
agers bring to their tasks about as
much imagination as a third-class

groceryman on a side street in a New
England village. Jamoc.
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Plate Glass

Advertisements
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22]

advertiser in daily papers the more
difficult in the matter of the making
of a plate glass advertisement for

use in these papers.

The same criticisms can be made
in reference to the use of color in

magazines. "Full color" is often

beautiful and convincing, but I must
believe that it is sometimes a garish

and expensive cloak which hides real

inefficiency in the advertisement it-

self.

I believe these are some of the

underlying reasons which affect the

making of many advertisements and
prevent that sincerity which pro-

vokes no comment upon the adver-

tisement, but shows the goods
through it as though it were a plate

glass window.

Elmer J. Roeper
Secretary and treasurer of the Mail

Advertising Service Association of
North America, and editor of the Asso-
ciation's official magazine, has been ap-
pointed business manager of Postage,
New York. He was recently with the
Tanki Service Bureau, Pittsburgh.

G. Greenville Hunter
Has joined the staff of Thomas F.

Logan, Inc., New York. He is still iden-
tified with the General Electric Co.,

however.

Tuthill Advertising Agency, Inc.

New York, announces the following
accounts: James B. Day & Co., manufac-
turers of shellac and stains, Chicago;
Craftex Co., textured wall finish, Bos-
ton, and the Elevator Supplies Co., New
York.

Gladys Gifford Telfer

Formerly editor and advertising
manager of the Tel-U-Where Co. of
America, has joined the O'Connell In-
galls Advertising Agency, Boston, and
will specialize in accounts with a femi-
nine appeal.

Kenneth Bernard
Retiring president of the National

Better Business Commission, has been
appointed manager of the Detroit Bet-
ter Business Bureau. Herbert B.
Thompson, assistant secretary of the
Detroit organization, has been ap-
pointed secretary of the bureau and will
continue as manager of the financial
divi.sion.

Herbert />. Tinkhani

For thirty-seven years with the
W. L. Douglas Shoe Co., has been
elected president, succeeding the late
Governor W. L. Douglas. Daniel W.
Packard has been elected vice-president
and Carl B. Nevins treasurer. Judge
Warren A. Reed, executor of the Doug-
las estate, has been appointed to the
board of directors.

A Few Indications

of the Tremendous Future

in Store for the Gas
Industry

Three times as much gas was consumed duriug the

last ten years as during the preceding ten.

The figure of 200,000,000,000 cubic feet of annual

sales was first passed just before the beginning of

the world war. The 300 billion mark was reached a

year after tlie Armistice. And at the present rate

next vear the total will reach the 400 billion figure.

Particularly significant is the fact that the increase

has been more marked in the past few years. While
the manufactured gas industry doubled itself during
the first fifteen years of the twentieth century, it has

nearly doubled even that figure in the last eight

years.

And indications are that in the next few years the

gas industry will expand at an even more rapid rate.

Industries are turning to gas as the only solution for

accurate temperature control, dependable supply,
cleanhness, convenience and more uniform output.

Househeating by gas is also making big headway

—

while refrigerating by gas is passing the experimental
stage.

These are but a few of the indications of the tre-

mendous future in store for the gas industry. We
would like to back them up with actual figures and
tell you of others. It will be to your advantage to

get inside facts on this important market.

Some equipment and supplies needed: tools; pipe; valves;
couplings ; protective paints and coverings ; insulation ; re-

fractories; industrial furnaces and systems; appliances; tanks;
laboratory and office equipment; process chemicals; motor
trucks; testing, measuring and recording apparatus; power
plant equipment; conveying, hoisting and transporting ma-
chinery; compressors; bloiiers; pumps.

Gas Age-Record, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
The only A. B. C. & A. B. P. paper serving this field

W^e also publish Brotvn's Directory of American Gas Com-
panies and the Gas Engineering and Appliance Catalogue.

'SpokesmanfOr the gas industrij"
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Advertisers' Index

Ajax Photo Prim Co 64

Akron Times 54

Allied Grocers, Ine 52

Allied Paper Mills 39
American Architect 64

American Legion Weekly 37

American Lumberman 69

American Photo Engravers' Ass'n.... 49

Architectural Record 61

Associated Business Papers
Inside Back Cover

Bakers Weekly 61

Barton, Durstine & Osbom, Inc 25
Bates, Chas. A 53

Beacon Journal, Akron 58
Boot and Shoe Recorder 64

Boys' Life 44
Briggs, Stanford, Inc 40
Buckley, Dement & Co 67
Building Age and Builders' Journal.

.

64
Building Supply News 65
Business Bourse 69

Cantine Paper Co., Martin 6

Capper Publications 33

Chalfonte-Haddon Hall 69

Chicago Daily News, The
Inside Front Cover

Chicago Paper Co 74
Chicago Tribune Back Cover
Cincinnati Enquirer 41
Collegiate Special Advertising Agency. 56
Commerce Photo-Print Corp 56
Cram Studios, The 62

[d]

Denne & Co., Ltd., A. J 62

Economist Group 34-35

Electrical Merchandising 7

Empire State Engraving Co 57
Erickson Co., The 4

Erie Dispatch Herald 50

M
Gagnier Stereotype Foundry 47
Gas Age-Record 71

Good Housekeeping 51

Goode & Berrien, Inc 52-60-65

Grady, S. Q 61
Greenduck Co., The 46

m
Hannah & Associates, F. A 62
Highway Lighthouse Co 9

Hostess Magazine 52

Hotel Belleclaire 54
Household Magazine 31

[']

Igelstroem Co., The J 73

Independent Studios 62

Ingram, W. Scott, Inc 64

Iron Trade Review 59

[i]

Jewelers' Circular, The 64

m
Kean, Wm. C ; 44
Kellogg Publishing Co 73

Knit Goods Pub. Corp 64

[m]
McCann Co., H. K 12

McGraw-Hill Book Co 48
Market Place 73

Modem Priscilla 10

Motion Picture Magazine 29

National Miller 61

National Register Publishing Co 64
Normal Instructor and Primary Plans. 40

[o]

Owen Publishing Co., F. A. 40

[P]
Penton Publishing Co 59
Peoples Popular Monthly 53

Photocraft Co 60
Photoplay Magazine 42-43

Postage 70
Pratt & Lindsey Co 55

[r]

Radio Merchandising 50
Radio Publishing Co 50
Richards Co., Joseph 3

Rotarian, The 65

[«]

St. James Hotel 62
Shaw, A. W.. Co 66
Shoe & Leather Reporter 61
Simmons-Boardman Publishing Co. . . 27
Southern Ruralist 45
Standard Rate & Data Service .' 63
Stenzel, A. B 61

[«]

Tanki Service Bureau 62
Topeka Daily Capital 64
True Story Magazine 8

Ward, Inc., Artemas 33
Western Advertising 62

Advertising Calendar

OcTOBBa? 27-2S — Insurance Adver-
tising- Conference of the Associated
Advertising Clubs of the World,
Schenley Hotel. Pittsburgh, Pa.

October 27-28 — National Conven-
tion, Mail Advertising Service As-
sociation, William Penn Hotel, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

October 27-29—Associated Busi-
ness Papers, Inc., Hotel Astor, New
York.

October 29-30-31 — Annual Con-
vention of the Direct Mail Advertis-
ing Association, Syria Mosque, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

November 16-19—Annual advertis-
ing convention, District No. 1 of the
Associated Advertising Clubs of the
World, Hotel Bond. Hartford, Conn.

November 17-19—Annual Meeting,
Association of National Advertisers,
Inc., Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City,
New Jersey.

The Editor will be glad to receive,
in advance, for listing in the Adver-
tising Calendar, dates of activities of
national interest to advertisers.

N.P.A. to Fight Postal

Rate Increases
r piHE keynote of the fifth annual con-

X vention of the National Publishers

Association at Briarcliff Lodge, Briar-

cliff Manor, N. Y., on Oct. 7 and 8, was
the discussion of the renewal of the

fight against an impending raise in

second class postal rates as threatened

by the Kelly Bill, now before Congress
after being vetoed by the President.

The possibility of the publishers or-

ganizing their own delivery system in-

dependently of the mails was also dis-

cussed, and a successful experiment
along these lines described.

The officers elected were Arthur J.

Baldwin, McGraw-Hill Company, presi-

dent; F. L. Wurzburg, Conde Nast
Publications, secretary; and Roger W.
Allen, Allen Business Papers, Inc.,

treasurer. Frederick W. Hume was
re-elected executive secretary.

Those who won prizes at golf were
B. A. Mackinnon, Picto-rial Review, 36
holes, 155, President's Cup; L. W.
Keys, Pictarial Review, 36 holes, 158,

Curtis Cup ; Eugene Kelly, Musical
Courier, 18 holes, 75, Crowell Cup, and
Marvin Pierce, McCaU's Magazine, 18
holes, 80, McGraw-Hill Cup.

Janios V. Farroll

Formerly with the Blackman Com-
pany, Inc., The Harry Porter Company,
and Groesbeck, Hearn & Hindle, all of
New York, has joined the mechanical
production department of Moser &
Cotins, Utica.

Wrn. H. Rankin Company
New York, appointed advertising

counsel to the Depollier Watch Com-
pany and the Dubois Watch Case Com-
pany, New York, and Buckingham
tobacco, product of John J. Bagley &
Company, Detroit.
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statement ot the ownership, management, cir-
culauou, etc., required by the Act of Congress of
August 24. 1912, of Advertising and Selling Fort-
nightly, published bi-weeklv, at New York, N. Y.,
for October 1, 1024, State of New York, County
of New York, ss.

Befi.re me. a notary public in and (or the State and
county aforesaid, personally appeared J. H. Moore,
nho having been duly sworn according to law, de-
poses and says that he is the Business Manager of
the Advertising and Selling Fortnightly, and that
the following is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the ownership, manage-
ment (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc.,
of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in
the above caption, required by the Act of -\ugust
24. 1912. embodied in section 443. Postal Laws
and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this
furm. to wit.

:

1. That the names and addresses ot the pub-
lisher, editor, managing editor, and business

Publisher, 'm. C. Robbins, 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York. N. Y.

Editor. Frederick C. Kendall. 52 Vanderbilt
Ave.. New York. N. Y.

Managing Editor, none.
Bu.^iness Manager. J, H. Moore. .j2 Vanderbilt

Ave.. New York. N. Y.
2 That the owners are: {Give names and ad-

dresses of individual owners, or, if a corporation.
give its name and the names and addresses of
stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or more
of the total amount of stock )

Advertising and Selling Fortnightly, Inc., 52
Vanderbilt Ave.. New York, N. Y.

Fredeiick I'. Kendall, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New
York, N. Y.

Robert R. Updegratf, Scarsdale, N, Y.
Afiaiiated Publications, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,

.New York, N. Y.
The stockholders of Affiliated Publications, Inc.,

M. C. Robbins, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York,
N. Y.

J. H. Moore. 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York, N. Y.
F. \V. Parsons. 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York,

otlie

None
4 That the two paragraphs next above, giving

the names of the owners, stockholders, and security
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stock-
holders and security holders as they appear upon
the b'xiks of the company, but also, in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or cor-

poration for whom such trustee is acting, is given;
also that the said two paragraphs contain state-

ments Hmhracing affiant's full knowledge and belief

as to thM circumstances and conditions under which
stockholder^ and security holders who do not appear
apon the books of the company as trustee, hold
Ftofk and securities in a capacity other than that

of a bona fide owner : and this atEant has no reason
to belM've that any other person, association, or

corpoi-ntinn hnn anv interest direct or indirect in

the «a5d stock, bonds, or other securities than as

so stated by him.
J. H. MOORE.

(Signature of Business Manager.)

Sworn t<t and subscribed before me this 29th day
of September. 1924.

L. E. RICHARDS.

iMv rommission expires March 30. 1926.)

An'orican Society of

Salps Executives

Held its annual meeting at the

Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va.. Oct. 9, 10 and 11, 1924.

Winslow Russell, vice-president,
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Com-
pany. Hartford, Conn., was elected

chairman of the society for the ensuing
year. E. J. Little, branch manager,
the Wahl Company, New York, is the
newly elected secretary, and F. H.
Dickison. general sales manager of the
Tide Water Oil Sales Corporation, was
elected treasurer. Mr. Russell, Mr.
Little and George H. Charls, vice-presi-

dent. United Alloy Steel Corporation,
Canton, Ohio, are the new members of
the executive committee.
Announcement was made of the elec-

tion to membership of William Sample,
vice-presid'^-nt of the Ralston Purina
Company. St. Louis, Mo.

It was decided to hold the next con-
ference early in May. 1925. at the Con-
g>-e=s Lake Country Club, near Canton.
Ohio.

Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is 36 cents a line—6 pt. type. When larger

type is used charge is based on 6 pt- line space basis. Minimum charge $1.80. Forms close Sattifday
noon before date of issue.

Position Wanted

QUALIFIED FOR CASHIER
Nine years' banking experience; at present in

executive capacity. After two years' university

training, specializing in advertising, I wish to

enter the profession. Ase 25. Address P. L. B.,

272 Parkville Ave., B'klyn, N. Y.

PRINTING SALESMAN
Available October 15th; Age 33. Wide
perience ; convincing talker. Salary and
s.on. Box 192. -Aidv. and Selling Fort., 52 Va
derbilt -Ave., New York City.

PART TIME SERVICE
Copy. layouts, illustrations, house-organs. Ide
weeklv lee or bv piece. Consultation free.

'H. C. GRANT,
305 West 52nd St., New York

ADVERTISING MAN
Seeking connection with a first class business
paper. Experienced, good personality ; and clean
record. Box 193, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52
Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

I have had six years experience handling national
accounts with a large advertising agency. Writing
copy, preparing campaigns, contact work, account
executive. This experience qualifies me for Ad-
vertising Manager of a manufacturing concern
of moderate size. 31 years old. Married. Ad-
dress Box 191, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52
Vanderbilt .iLve., New York City.

MARKET ANALYSIS
SALES PROMOTION

An experienced research and investigation man,
with wide advertising experience wishes a con-
nection. Has ability to secure accurate data in
any line of business, and collate it in a concise,
intelligent manner, able to work out graphic
charts of all kinds that will show at a glance the
facts a business man needs to know. Able to
supervise field surveys, and prepare market an-
alyses, also collate advertising and selling plans,
and assist in preparation of presentations to pros-
pects. Box 197, Adv. and Selling Fort,, 52
Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

Position IVanted

Available Jan. 1st. All around New York news-
paper, magazine or merchandise ad. man ; 25 years
successful organizing and selling experience; pub-
lisher, managing editor, business and advertising
manager ; special selling or edition campaigns

;

original ideas ; creative ability ; knowledge of type
layout and makeup ; absolutely reliable, com-
petent, untiring worker ; expense reducer, income
producer. Box 199, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52
Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.

COPY WRITER
Desires position preferably in advertising agency;
reasonable salarv starting. .address Box 189,

.^dv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York City.

Help Wanted

ADVERTISING SOLICITOR
We are seeking the part time services of an ad-
vertising solicitor who is calling on manufac-
turers. The man must at the present time be
representing a class or trade periodical. The
services he" will sell does not conflict with any
work he is now doing but will increase his in-

come $200 a month. Give particulars in con-
fidence and further information will be sent.

Box 196, Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., New York City.

A nationally known company manufacturing an
automobile accessory, requires a sales manager.
The man we are seeking must be thoroughly
experienced and be able to organize an efiicient

sales force. The main oiBce is in the East, but
the man who qualities will necessarily have to
do some traveling. Give complete information
in first letter which will be held confidential.
Box 190. Adv. and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt
.\ve.. New York City.

ADVERTISING SOLICITOR
Should have had some trade paper experience,
young enough to have enthusiasm, eners^y, pep;
old enough to be ]e\el headed and appreciate
his opportunity on one of -America's leading
trade papers. Territory to be covered west of
the Rocky Mountains. In reply aive aite. ex-
perience, nationality, references. Box 194, Adv.
and Selling Fort., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
City.

Folded Edge Duckine and Fibre Signs
Cloth and Paraffine Signs

Lithographed Outdoor and Indoor
Displays

THE JOHN IGELSTROEM COMPANY
Massillon. Ohio Good Salesmen Wanted

Obvious Adams
Everyone in your cilice ought to

have a copy ot this advertising

classic by Robert R. LIpdegrafF.

New edition. cloth bound. gold Stamped
10 copies $5.00 - single copies 55 cents

Kellogg Publishing Co. Springfield. Mass.
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Illinois Central
Folders, alluring in their appeal,
are used by the Illinois Central to
present the delightful service of
the Floridan, their luxurious train
to the Southland. Great care is

taken to make these folders invit-

ing. The color illustrations are

excellent; the plates and printing

are of high quality; and the paper
stock chosen is FoldwelL With
this combination the Illinois

Central produces exquisite pieces

that retain their attraction, all the

wayfrom the press into the hands
of travelers by whom they are

referred to time and again.

CHICAGO PAPER COMPANY » Mamtiactxirers
801 South Wells Street • Chicago

NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED

(!)
y-aj(!b\

FolduieU's big rag content accounts for this strength, and the iong fibres
BEND OVER at a fold instead of breuking out into a saw-tooth edge.
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Cjolonel William Prescott successfully defended

Bunker Hill with 12.00 men on the i6th day of June,

1775. Not because he was blessed with more men
or better guns, but because General Putnam went up

and down the line before the Redcoats began to

storm the hill and instructed his men, "Don't fire

till you see the ivhites of their eyes." There was no

powder to waste for the sake of making a big noise,

or of staging an impressive battle.

From Coffin's "Boys of '76" (C; Harper & Brother

1 ublic Opinion

Wasted Powder



TUBLIC OPI^ilON
and Wasted Towder

PROBABLY no four words ever

uttered have worked more harm

to the public service institu-

tions of America—and to business in

general—than those forming the phrase

commonly attributed to the late Com-

modore Vanderbilt: "The public be

damned."

It has taken a generation and cost

millions of dollars to satisfy the Amer-

ican public that this was all a mis-

take.

Yet it need not have taken so long,

nor cost so much, had the men of that

earlier day known as much about

molding public opinion as is known

today, and had they realized the tre-

mendous importance of favorable pub-

lic opinion and the incalculable value

of the good-will of the masses.

It is not enough that a business insti-

tution be honestly conducted and sin-

cere in its desire to serve the public

well; the public must be made to real-

ize it. As some one of our modern bus-

iness leaders has so aptly expressed it.

"Next to doing the right thing, the

most important thing is to let the peo-

ple know you are doing the right

thing."

"Letting the people know," can be

a very costly process, and sometimes

there is no other way. But frequently

the costly way is used needlessly.

Much depends upon whether the

thinking and planning begin in terms

of white space and words, or in terms

of individuals and influence.

Of course, if you have a mass message

the only way to get it over to the

whole public is through mass meth-

ods and mediums. But our twenty-five

years of experience in working at this

problem of "letting the people know"

have convinced us that considerably

more than half the time the problem

is one of individuals and influence.

When it is, our course is to establish

an "objective" in influence or good-

u'lll, and study out the most direct

and effective way of reaching that

"objective."



"^aching the "People Who

zMold Tuhlic Opinion

WE insist upon answering the

question Whol before we decide

on the Hoiv of an advertising program

because we have learned that it is

nearly always w^asteful, when not

positively extravagant, to start with

the Hoiu (as representing the means or

mediums) and work back to the Who.

The reason for this is simple: Just as

there is in every city or suburban

community a comparatively small cir-

cle who set the social pace and estab-

lish the "what's what" for the com-

munity, just so public opinion in a

broader sense is generally molded by

a comparatively small group of peo-

ple whose views carry great weight

and who have the ability and oppor-

tunity to express them so that they

register on a wide circle.

Often these people can be reached

more economically by a well-aimed

advertising rifle shot than by a shot-

gun charge of "general publicity."

Colonel William Prescott success-

fully defended Bunker Hill with iioo

men on the i6th day ofJune 1775. Not

because he was blessed with more

men or better guns, but because Gen-

eral Putnam went up and down the

line before the Redcoats began to

storm the hill and instructed his men,

"Don't fire till you see the whites of

their eyes." There was no powder to

waste for the sake of making a big

noise, or of staging an impressive

battle.

We believe in General Putnam's phil-

osophy; we insist on spending gener-

ously when we are convinced that

only by a generous expenditure can

the "objective" be reached. But we

never waste powder for the satisfac-

tion of making a big noise.

Efficiency of the LiLLIBRIDGE

''Ohpctive" JAethod of Advertising

THERE is efficiency in the "ob-

jective" method of tackling an

advertising program. By working

each season or each year toward a

definite, attainable "objective" in in-

fluence or good-will or prestige or

sales, an advertiser can progress faster

and travel farther than if he merely

advertises because it is the customary

thing to do, and he hopes it will help

to build sales or put him in a better

relation to the public.



And by carefully focussing each mes-

sage he can conserve his powder until

he is close enough to his market or his

public to make a broadside charge

effective and profitable.

We are sometimes asked, "How can

you afford to work as you do, often

disregarding the conventional meth-

ods of advertising in favor of some

plan of campaign that earns little for

you in the form of commissions?"

The answer is, that from the begin-

ning the founder of this agency real-

ized that while he could expect a cer-

tain income from agency commissions,

in many cases the commissions earned

by an account would not pay for the

kind of job he wanted to do. At least

not in the early stages of the work.

He believed it would serve the best

interest of his clients if he could be in-

dependent of "billing."

There seemed to be just one way to

make certain this independence. That

way was to charge every client a sub-

stantial fee as the basis of his remun-

eration, regardless of the amount of

advertising to be done or the methods

or media to be employed. (We charge

a minimum retainer of one thousand

dollars per month.)

How THIS IDEA developed into what is

now known as the Lillibridge "Fee-

and-Budget System" is another story.

Suffice it to say that it has proved a

decided advantage to clients in every

way.

f f f

THE business man who is anx-

ious to win the patronage or

good-will of the public but imagines

it will cost more than he can afford to

spend will be interested to learn how

economically it can be accomplished

if worked out by easy stages follow-

ing this "objective" method of hand-

ling a promotion program, and against

our background of twenty-five years

of experience in molding public opin-

ion.

We shall BE GLAD to hear from any

such, and to explain our service and

our working methods in greater de-

tail.

Ray D. Lillibridge Incorporated

A GENERAL ADVERTISING AGENCY WITH AN ENGINEERING BACKGROUND

Established 1899 Iticorporattd 1909

III BROADWAY
Netv York
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It's the even pull that pays
About the only result you get from a poorly

matched team, is public pity for the horses

and perhaps a summons from the S.P.C.A.,

but manv poorly matched sales and adver-

tising teams excite no comment, except per-

haps the comment of the advertiser when

called upon to pay the "feed bill."

The advertiser or agency that makes an

arbitrary appropriation for business papers,

may be hitching up an advertising runt

along side of a powerful draft horse. The

advertising does not match the sales part

(jf the team—it isn't geared to the load.

Advertising should pull its share of the

load. The sales resistance to be overcome

determines the amount of advertising. In

one case. 12 full pages may be sufficient;

in another. 26 double page spreads may be

needed.

Use enough advertising jiower to accom-

plish your purpose, and see that it is prop-

erly related to the general sales plan.

Limited appropriations t-vill go further in

business papers of the A.B.P. types, than

in any other class of medium, but the

amount of the space should be carefully

calculated in relation to the specific sales

objective. Too little advertising, advertis-

ing that gets nowhere, is more wasteful

than overspending.

Even engineers allow a "margin of safety"

in designing a bridge—better that it should

be a little too strong than too weak.

Perhaps our Advisory Service Department

can help vou get an advertising horse that

will pull its share of the load.

THE ASSOCIATED BUSINESS PAPERS, INC.

Headquarters, 220 West 42nd Street - New York

B.
R

"Member of the Associated Business

Papers, Inc.." means proven cir-

culations, PLUS the highest stand-

ards in all other departments



Chicago Tribune Rates Can't
Catch Up With Circulation

AN increase in Chicago
xV Tribune advertising

rates went into effect Sep-

tember 29 based oa circula-

tion gains already an-
nounced.

But more and more people

buy The Tribune and adver-

tisers will receive more and
more for their dollars ex-

pended in this medium.

For instaruce, the state-

ment made to the United

States government for the

six months ending Septem-

ber 30, 1924, shows:

Week days only, 608,130.

Sundays, 920,638

But September, the last of

those six months, shows:

Week days only, 615,237.

Sundays, 952,398

In two years, September
circulation of The Tribune

increased 85,000 on week days

and 144,000 on Sundays.

These charts picture Chi-

cago Tribune circulation by

months for the past five

years. Note how each year

achieves a higher level than

its predecessor.

cmcuuvrioN week days only

biO.OOO —

HChTHE V/ORLD'S GREATEST NEWSPAPEP










